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PREFACE

This volume of Decisions of the Department of the Interior
covers the period from January 1, 1975 to December 31, 1975.
It includes the most important administrative decisions and legal
opinions that were rendered by officials of the Department during
the period.

The Honorable Rogers C. B. Morton, Stanley K. Hathaway and
Thomas S. Kleppe served as Secretaries of the Interior, during
the period covered by this volume; Mr. Kent Frizzell served inter-
mittently as Solicitor, Acting Secretary, and Under Secretary;
Messrs Jack Carlson, James T. Clarke, Jack 0. Horton, Royston
C. Hughes, John Kyl, Nathaniel P. Reed served as Assistant
Secretaries of the Interior; Mr. H. Gregory Austin served As
Solicitor. Mr. James R. Richards, served as Director, Office of
Hearings and Appeals.

This volume will be cited within the Department of the Interior
as "82 I.D."

Secretary of the Interior.
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ERRATA:

Page 55-Topical Subject Heading No. 1 should read-Indian Probate:
Judicial Review: Generally-300.0

Page 147-Left Col., Footnote 1, line 5 should read-Charlene S. Baltzor,
1-014128.

Page 199-Left Col., Par. 1-Headnote, line 3, correct spelling the word
is requiring.

Page 338-Footnote 1, line 22 in legal citation, add 69-2 BCA par. 7807.
Page 393-Left Col., line 15, add s) to the word reason.
Page 398-Par. 2, line 9, correct to read: to comply with this statutory.
Page 414-Left Col., Par. 1-Headnote, line 1, correct to read: When

the Government Contests.
Page 447-Right Col., Par. 3, line 9, correct vol. no. of I.D.'s to 82 I.D. 264.
Page 521-Right Col., line 3 from bottom, insert U.S.C. § 190 (1970).
Page 532-Left Col., Ctr. correct to read Opinion by Administrative Judge

Sabagh.
Page 535-Right Col., signature should read Mitchell J. Sabagh.
Page 564-Left Col. line 29 correct existing room to existing roof.
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CUMULATIVE INDEX TO SUITS FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW
OF DEPARTMENTAL DECISIONS PUBLISHED

IN INTERIOR DECISIONS

The table below sets out in alphabetical order, arranged accord-
ing to the last name of the first party named in the Department's
decision, all the departmental decisions published in the Interior
Decisions, beginning with volume 61, judicial review of which was
sought by one of the parties concerned. The name of the action is
listed as it appears on the court docket in each court. Where the
decision of the court has been published, the citation is given, if
not, the docket number and date of final action taken by the court
is set out. If the court issued an opinion in a nonreported case, that
fact is indicated; otherwise no opinion was written. Unless other-
wise indicated, all suits were commenced in the United States Dis-
trict Court for the District of Columbia and, if appealed, were ap-
pealed to the United States Court of Appeals for the District of
Columbia Circuit. Finally, if judicial review resulted in a further
departmental decision, the departmental decision is cited. Actions
shown are those taken prior to the end of the year covered by this
volume.

Adler Construction 'Co., 67 I.D. 21 (1960) (Reconsideration)
Adler Construction Co. v. U.S., Cong. 10-60. Dismissed, 423 F. 2d 1362

(1970); rehearing denied, July 15, 1970; cert. denied, 400 U.S. 993
(1970); rehearing denied, 401 U.S. 949 (1971).

Adler Construction Co. v. U.S., Cong. 5-70. Trial Commr's. report ac-
cepting & approving the stipulated agreement filed September 11, 1972.

Estate of John J. Akers, 1 IBIA 8; 77 I.D. 268 (1970)
Dolly Cusker Akers v. The Dept. of the Interior, Civil No. 907, D..Mont.

Judgment for defendant, September 17, 1971; order staying execution of
judgment for 30 days issued October 15, 1971; appeal dismissed for lack
of prosecution, May 3, 1972; appeal reinstated, June 29, 1972; aff'd.,
499 F. 2d 44 (9th Cir. 1974).

State of Alaska
Andrew Kalerak, Jr., 74 I.D. 1 (1966)

Andrew J. Kalerak, Jr., et al. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. A-35-66,
D. Alas. Judgment for plaintiff, October 20, 1966; rev'd., 396 F. 2d 746
(9th Cir. 1968); cert. denied, 393 U.S. 1118 (1969).

Allied Contractors, Inc., 68 I.D. 145 (1961)
Allied Contractors, Inc. v. U.S., Ct. Cl. No. 163-64. Stipulation of settle-

ment filed March 3, 1967; compromised.
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Leslie N. Baker, et al., A-28454 (October 26, 1960). On recon-
sideration Autrice C. Copeland, 69 I.D. 1 (1962).

Autrice Copeland Freeman v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 1578, D.
Ariz. Judgment for defendant, September 3, 1963 (opinion); aff'd., 336
F. 2d 706 (9th Cir. 1964); no petition.

Max Barash, The Texas Co., 63 I.D. 51 (1956)
MaX Barash V. Douglas McKay, Civil No. 939-56. Judgment for de-

fendant, June 13, 1957; rev'd. & remanded, 256 F. 2d 714 (1958); judg-
ment for plaintiff, December 18, 1958. Supplemental decision, 66 I.D.
11 (1959) ; no petition.

Barnard-Curtiss Co., 64 I.D. 312 (1957) ; 65 I.D. 49 (1958)
Barnard-Curtiss Co. v. U.S., Ct. Cl. No. 491-59. Judgment for plaintiff,

301 F. 2d 909 (1962).

Eugenia Bate, 69 I.D. 230 (1962)
Katherine S. Foster & Brook H. Duncan, II v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil

No. 5258, D. N.M. Judgment for defendant, January 8, 1964; rev'd., 335
F. 2d 828 (10th Cir. 1964) ; no petition.

Sam Bergesen, 62 .D. 295
Reconsideration denied, IBCA-11 (December 19, 1955)

Sam Bergesen v. U.S., Civil No. 2044, D. Wash. Complaint dismissed
March 11, 1958; no appeal.

Bishop Coal Company, 82 I.D. 553 (1975)
William Bennett, Paul F. Goad & United Mine Workers v. Thomas S.

Kleppe, Secretary of the Interior, No. 75-2158, United States Ct. of
Appeals, D.C. Cir. Suit pending.

BLM-A-045569, 70 I.D. 231 (1963)
New York State Natural Gas Corp. V. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No.

2109-63

Consolidated Gas Supply Corp. v. Stewart L. Udall, et al., Civil No.
2109-63. Judgment for defendant, September 20, 1965; Per curiam
decision, aff'd., April 28, 1966; no petition.

Melvin A. Brown, 69 I.D. 131 (1962)
Melvin A. Brown v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 3352-62. Judgment for

defendant, September 17, 1963; rev'd., 335 F. 2d 706 (1964); no petition.

R. C. Buch, 75 I.D. 140 (1968)
B. C. Buch v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 68-1358-PH, C.D. Cal. Judg-

ment for plaintiff, 298 F. Supp. 381 (1969); rev'd., 449 F. 2d 600 (9th
Cir. 1971); judgment for defendant, March 10, 1972.

The California Co., 66 I.D. 54 (1959)
The California Co. V. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 980-59. Judgment for

defendant, 187 F. Supp. 445 (1960); aff'd., 296 F. 2d 384 (1961).



SUITS FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW

In the Matter of Cameron Parish, Louisiana, Cameron Parish
Police Jury & Cameron Parish School Board, June 3, 1968 ap-
pealed by Secretary July 5, 1968, 75 I.D. 289 (1968) .

Cameron Parish Police Jury V. Stewart L. Udall, et al., Civil No.
14-206, W.D. La. Judgment for plaintiff, 302 F. Supp. 689 (1969); order
vacating prior order issued November 5, 1969.

Carson Construction Co., 62 I.D. 422 (1955)
Carson Construction Co. v. U.S., Ct. Cl. No. 487-59. Judgment for

plaintiff, December 14, 1961; no appeal.

Chargeability of Acreage Embraced in Oil and Gas Lease Offers,
71 I.D. 337 (1964), Shell Oil Co., A-30575 (October 31, 1966)

Shell Oil Co. v. Udall, Civil No. 216-67. Stipulation of dismissal filed
August 19, 1968.

Chemi-Cote Perlite Corp. v. Arthur C. W. Bowen, 72 I.D. 403
(1965)

Bowen v. Chemi-Cote Perlite, No. 2 CA-Civ. 248, Ariz. Ct. App. De-
cision against the Dept. by the lower court aff'd., 423 P. 2d 104 (1967);
rev'd., 432 P. 2d 435 (1967).

Stephen H. Clarkson, 72 I.D. 138 (1965)
Stephen H. Clarkson v. U.S., Cong. Ref. 5-68. Trial Commr's. report

adverse to U.S. issued December 16, 1970; Chief Commr's. report con-
curring with the Trial Commr's. report issued April 13, 1971. P.L. 92-108
enacted accepting the Chief Commr's. report.

Appeal of COAC, Inc., 81 I.D. 700 (1974)
COAC, Inc. v. U.S., Ct. Cl. No. 395-75. Suit pending.

Mrs. Hannah Cohen, 70 I.D. 188 (1963)
Hannah and Abram Cohen v. U.S., Civil No. 3158, D. R. I. Compro-

mised.

Barney R. Colson, 70 I.D. 409 (1963)
Barney R. Colson, et al. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 63-26-Civ.-Oc.

M.D. Fla. Dismissed with prejudice, 278 F. Supp. 826 (1968); aff'd., 428
F. 2d 1046 (5th Cir. 1970); cert. denied, 401 U.S. 911 (1971).

Columbian Carbon Co., Merwin E. Liss, 63 I.D. 166 (1956)
Merwin E. Liss v. Fred A. Seaton, Civil No. 3233-56. Judgment for

defendant, January 9, 1958; appeal dismissed for want of prosecution,
September 18, 1958, D.C. Cir. No. 14,647.

Appeal by the Confederated Salish & Kootenai Tribes of the Flat-
head Reservation, in the Matter of the Enrollment of Mrs.
Elverna Y. Clairmont Baciarelli, 77 I.D. 116 (1970)

Elverna Yevonne Clairmont Baciarelli v. Rogers C. B. Morton, Civil
No. C-70-2200-SC, D. Cal. Judgment for defendant, August 27, 1971;
aff'd., 481 F. 2d 610 (9th Cir. 1973); no petition.
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Appeal of Continental Oil Co., 68 I.D. 337 (1961)
Continental Oil Co. v. Stewart L. Udall, et al., Civil No. 366-62. Judg-

ment for defendant, April 29, 1966; aff'd., February 10, 1967; cert.
denied, 389 U.S. 839 (1967).

Autrice C. Copeland,
See Leslie N. Baker et al.

E. L. Cord, Donald E. Wheeler, Edward D. Neuhoif, 80 I.D. 301
(1973)

Edward D. Neuhoff & E. L. Cord v. Rogers C. B. Morton, Secretary
of the Interior, Civil No. R-2921, D. Nev. Dismissed, Sept. 12, 1975
(opinion); appeal docketed, Nov. 14, 1975.

Appeal of Cosmo Construction Co., 73 I.D. 229 (1966)
Cosmo Construction Co., et al. v. U.S., Ct. Cl. 119-68. Ct. opinion

setting case for trial on the merits issued March 19, 1971.

Estate of Jonah Crosby (Deceased Wisconsin Winnebago Unal-
lotted), 81 I.D. 279 (1974)

Robert Price v. Rogers C. B. Morton, individually & in his official
capacity as Secretary of the Interior & his successors in office, et al.,
Civil No. 74-0-189, D. Neb. Suit pending.

John C. deArmas, Jr., P. A. McKenna, 63 I.D. 82 (1956)
Patrick A. McKenna v. Clarence A. Davis, Civil No. 2125-56,

Judgment for defendant, June 20, 1957; aff'd., 259 F. 2d 780 (1958)
cert. denied, 358 U.S. 385 (1958).

The Dredge Corp., 64 I.D. 368 (1957) ; 65 I.D. 336 (1958)
The Dredge Corp. v. J. Russell Penny, Civil No. 475, D. Nev. Judg-

ment for defendant, September 9, 1964; aff'd., 362 F. 2d 889 (9th Cir.
1966); no petition. See also, Dredge Co. v. Husite Co., 369 P. 2d 676
(1962); cert. den., 371 U.S. 821 (1962).

Eastern Associated Coal Corp., 82 I.D. 22 (1975)
International Union of United Mine Workers of America v. Rogers C.

B. Morton, Secretary of the Interior, No. 75-1107, United States Ct. of
Appeals D.C. Cir. Dismissed by stipulation, October 29, 1975.

Eastern Associated Coal Corp., 82 I.D. 311 (1975)
United Mine Workers of America v. Interior Board of Mine Opera-

tions Appeals, No. 75-1727, United States Ct. of Appeals, D.C. Cir.
Petition for Review withdrawn, July 28, 1975. -

David H. Evans v. Ralph C. Little, A-31044 (April 10, 1970), 1
IBLA 269; 78 I.D. 47 (1971)

David H. Evans v. Rogers C. B. Morton, Civil No. 1-71-41, D. Idaho.
Order granting motion of Ralph C. Little for leave to intervene as a
party defendant issued June 5, 1972. Judgment for defendants, July 27,
1973; aff'd., March 12, 1975; no petition.
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John J. Farrelly, et al., 62 I.D. 1 (1955)
John J. Farrelly & The Fifty-One Oil Co. v. Douglas McKay, Civil No.

3037-55. Judgment for plaintiff, October 11, 1955, no appeal.

T. Jack Foster, 75 I.D. 81 (1968)
Gladys H. Foster, Executrix of the estate of T. Jack Foster v. Stewart

L. Udall, Boyd L. Rasmussen, Civil No. 7611, D. N.M. Judgment for
plaintiff, June 2, 1969; no appeal.

Franco Western Oil Co., et al., 65 I.D. 316, 427 (1958).
Raymond J. Hansen v. Fred A. Seaton, Civil No. 2810-59. Judgment

for plaintiff, August 2, 1960 (opinion); no appeal.

See Safarik v. Udall, 304 F. 2d 944 (1962) ; cert. denied, 371 U.S.
901 (1962).

Gabbs Exploration Co., 67 I.D. 160 (1960)
Gabbs Exploration Co. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 219-61. Judg-

ment for defendant, December 1, 1961; aff'd., 315 F. 2d 37 (1963)
cert. denied, 375 U.S. 822 (1963).

Stanley Garthofner, Duvall Bros., 67 I.D. 4 (1960)
Stanley Garthofner v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 4194-60. Judgment

for plaintiff, November 27, 1961; no appeal.

Estate of Gei-kaun-mah (Bert), 82 I.D. 408 (1975)
Juanita Geikaunmah Mammedaty & Imogene Geikaunmah Carter v.

Rogers C. B. Morton, Secretary of the Interior, Civil No. CIV 75-1010-E,
W. D. Okla. Suit pending.

General Excavating Co., 67 I.D. 344 (1960)
General Excavating Co. v. U.S., Ct. Cl. No. 170-62. Dismissed with

prejudice December 16, 1963.

Nelson A. Gerttula, 64 I.D. 225 (1957)
Nelson A. Gerttula v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 685-60. Judgment

for defendant, June 20, 1961; motion for rehearing denied, August 3,
1961; aff'd., 309 F. 2d 653 (1962) ; no petitibn.

Charles B. Gonsales, et al Western Oil Fields, Inc., et al., 69 I.D.
236 (1962)

Pan American Petroleum Corp. & Charles B. Gonsales v. Stewart L.
Udall, Civil No. 5246, D. N.M. Judgment for defendant, June 4, 1964;
aff'd., 352 F. 2d 32 (10th Cir. 1965); no petition.

James C. Goodwin, 80 I.D. 7 (1973)
James C. Goodwin V. Dale R. Andrus, State Dir., Bureau of Land

Management, Burton W. Silcock, Dir. Bureau of Land Management, &
Rogers C. B. Morton, Secretary of the Interior, Civil No. C-5105, D.
Colo. Dismissed, November 29, 1975 (opinion).
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Gulf Oil Corp., 69 I.D. 30 (1962)

Southwestern Petroleum Corp. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 2209-62.
Judgment for defendant, October 19, 1962; aff'd., 325 .F. 2d 633 (1963)
no petition.

Guthrie Electrical Construction,
62 I.D. 280 (1955), IBCA-22 (Supp.) (March 30,1956)

Guthrie Electrical Construction Co. v. U.S., Ct. Cl. No. 129-58. Stipula-
tion of settlement filed September 11, 1958. Compromised offer accepted
and case closed October 10, 1958.

L. H. Hagood, et al., 65 I.D. 405 (1958)
Edwin Still, et al. v. U.S., Civil No. 7897, D. Colo. Compromise accepted.

Raymond J. Hansen, et al., 67 I.D. 362 (1960)
Raymond J. Hansen, et al. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 3902-60.

Judgment for defendant, June 23, 1961; aff'd., 304 F. 2d 944 (1962)
cert. denied, 371 U.S. 901 (1962).

Robert Schulein v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 4131-60. Judgment for
defendant, June 23, 1961; aff'd., 304 F. 2d 944 (1962); no petition.

Billy K. Hatfield, et al. V. Southern Ohio Coal Co., 82 I.D. 289
(1975)

District 6 United Mine Workers of America, et al. v. U.S. Dept. of
Interior Board of Mine Operations Appeals, No. 75-1704, U.S. Court

of Appeals, D. C. Cir. Suit pending.

Kenneth Holt, an individual, etc., 68 I.D. 148 (1961)
Kenneth Holt, etc. v. U.S., Ct. Cl. No. 162-62. Stipulated judgment,

July 2, 1965.

Hope Natural Gas Co., 70 I.D. 228 (1963)
Hope Natural Gas Co., v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 2132-63.
Consolidated Gas Supply Corp. v. Stewart L. Udall, et al., Civil No.

2109-63. Judgment for defendant, September 20, 1965; Per curiam deci-
sion, aff'd., April 28, 1966; no petition.

Boyd L. Hulse V. William H. Griggs, 67 I.D. 212 (1960)
William H. Griggs v. Michael T. Solan, Civil No. 3741, D. Idaho.

Stipulation for dismissal filed May 15, 1962.

Idaho Desert Land Entries-Indian Hill Group, 72 I.D. 156
(1965), U.S. v. Ollie Mae Shearman, et al.-Idaho Desert Land
Entries-Indian Hill Group, 73 I.D. 386 (1966)

Wallace Reed, et al. v. Dept. of the Interior, et al., Civil No. 1-65-86,
D. Idaho. Order denying preliminary injunction, September 3, 1965;
dismissed, November 10, 1965; amended complaint filed, September 11,
1967.
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U.S. v. Raymond T. Michener, et al., Civil No. 1-65-93, D. Idaho. Dis-
missed without prejudice, June 6, 1966.

U.S. v. Hood Corp., et al., Civil No. 1-67-97, S.D. Idaho.

Civil Nos. 1-65-86 & 1-67-97 consolidated. Judgment adverse to U.S.,
July 10, 1970; reversed, 480 F. 2d 634 (9th Cir. 1973) ; cert. denied, 414
U.S. 1064 (1973).

Appeal of Inter* Helo, Inc., IBCA-713-5-68 (December 30, 1969),
82 I.D. 591 (1975)

John Billmeyer, etc. v. U.S., Ct. Cl. No. 54-74. Remanded with in-
structions to admit evidence, May 30, 1975.

Interpretation of the Submerged Lands Act, 71 I.D. 20 (1964)
Floyd A. Wallis v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 3089-63. Dismissed with

prejudice, March 27, 1968.

C. J. Iverson, 82 I.D. 386 (1975)
C. J. Iverson v. Kent Frizzell, Acting Secretary of the Interior &

Dorothy D. Rupe, Civil No. 75-106-Big, D. Mont. Suit pending.

J. A. Terteling & Sons, 64 I.D. 466 (1957)
J. A. Terteling & Sons Inc. v. U.S., Ct. Cl. No. 114-59. Judgment for de-

fendant, 390 F. 2d 926 (1968).; remaining aspects compromised.

J. D. Armstrong Co., 63 I.D. 289 (1956)
J. D.Armstrong, Inc. v. U.S., Ct. Cl. No. 490-56. Plaintiff's motion to

dismiss petition allowed, June 26, 1959.

M. G. Johnson, 78 I.D. 107 (1971) U.S. v. Menzel G. Johnson, 16
IBLA 234 (1974)

Menzel G. Johnson v. Rogers C. B. Morton, Secretary of the Interior,
et al., Civil No. CN-LV-74-158, RDF, D. Nev. Suit pending.

Anguita L. Klnenter, et al., A-30483, November 18, 1965
See Bobby Lee Moore, et al.

Leo J. Kottas, Earl Lutzenhiser, 73 I.D. 123 (1966)
Earl M. Lutzenhiser and Leo J. Kottas v. Stewart L. Udall, et al., Civil

No. 1371, D. Mont. Judgment for defendant, June 7, 1968; aff'd., 432
F. 2d 328 (9th Cir. 1970) ; no petition.

Max L. Krueger, Vaughan B. Connelly, 65 I.D. 185 (1958)
Max L. Krueger v. Fred A. Seaton, Civil No. 3106-58. Complaint

dismissed by plaintiff, June 22, 1959.

W. Dalton La Rue, Sr., 69 I.D. 120 (1962)
W. Dalton La Rue, Sr. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 2784-62. Judg-

ment for defendant, March 6, 1963; aff'd., 324 F. 2d 428 (1963); cert.
denied, 376 U.S. 907 (1964).
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L. B. Samford, Inc., 74 I.D. 86 (1967)

L. B. Samford, Inc. v. U.S., Ct. Cl. No. 393-67. Dismissed, 410 F. 2d
782 (1969) ; no petition.

Charles Lewellen, 70 I.D. 475 (1963)

Bernard E. Darling v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 474-64. Judgment
for defendant, October 5, 1964; appeal voluntarily dismissed, March
26, 1965.

Milton H. Lichtenwalner, et al., 69 I.D. 71 (1962)

Kenneth MeGahan v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. A-21-63, D. Alas.
Dismissed on merits, April 24, 1964; stipulated dismissal of appeal with
prejudice, October 5, 1964.

Merwin E. Liss, et al., 70 I.D. 228 (1963)

Hope Natural Gas Co. V. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 2132-63.

Consolidated Gas Supply Corp. v. Stewart L. Udall, et al., Civil No.
2109-63. Judgment for defendant, September 20, 1965; per curiam dec.,
aff'd., April 28, 1966; no petition.

Bess May Lutey, 76 I.D. 37 (1969)

Bess May Lutey, et al. V. Dept. of Agriculture, BLM, et al., Civil No.
1817, D. Mont. Judgment for defendant, December 10, 1970; no appeal.

Elgin A. McKenna Executrix, Estate of Patrick A. McKenna, 74
I.D. 133 (1967)

Mrs. Elgin A. McKenna as Executrix of the Estate of Patrick A.
McKenna, Deceased v. Udall, Civil No. 2001-67. Judgment for defendant
February 14, 1968; aff'd., 418 F. 2d 1171 (1969); no petition.

Mrs. Elgin A. McKenna, Widow and Successor in Interest of Patrick
A. McKenna, Deceased v. Walter J. Hickel, Secretary of the Interior,
et al., Civil No. 2401, D. Ky. Dismissed vith prejudice, May 11, 1970.

A. G. McKinnon, 62 I.D. 164 (1955)

A. G. McKinnon v. U.S. Civil No. 9433, D. Ore. Judgment for plaintiff
178 F. Supp. 918 (1959); rev'd., 289 F. 2d 908 (9th Cir. 1961).

Wade McNeil, et al., 64 I.D. 423 (1957)

Wade McNeil v. Fred A. Seaton, Civil No. 648-58. Judgment for
defendant, June 5, 1959 (opinion) ; rev'd., 281 F. 2d 931 (1960) ; no
petition.

Wade McNeil v. Albert K. Leonard, et al., Civil No. 2226, D. Mont.
Dismissed, 199 F. Supp. 671 (1961); order, April 16, 1962.

Wade McNeil v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 678-62. Judgment for
defendant, December 13, 1963 (opinion); aff'd., 340 F. 2d 801 (1964);
cert, denied, 381 U.S. 904 (1965).
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Marathon Oil Co., 81 I.D. 447 (1974), Atlantic Richfield Co.,
Marathon Oil Co., 81 I.D. 447 (1974)

Marathon Oil Co. v. Rogers C. B. Morton, Secretary of the Interior,
et al., Civil No. C 74-179, D. Wyo.

Marathon Oil Co. V. Rogers C. B. Morton, Secretary of the Interior,
et al., Civil No. C 74-180, D. Wyo.

Atlantic Richfield Co. & Pasco, nc. v. Rogers C. B. Morton, Secretary
of the Interior, et al., Civil No. C 74-181, D. Wyo.

Actions consolidated; judgment for plaintiff, December 11, 1975;
notice of appeal filed in Civil Nos. C 74-179 & 180.

Salvatore Megna, Guardian, Philip T. Garigan, 65 I.D. 33 (1958)
Salvatore Megna, Guardian etc. v. Fred A. Seaton, Civil No. 468-58.

Judgment for plaintiff, November 16, 1959; motion for reconsideration
denied, December 2, 1959; no appeal.

Philip T. Garigan v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 1577 Tux., D. Ariz.
Preliminary injunction against defendant, July 27, 1966; supplemental
dec. rendered September 7, 1966; judgment for plaintiff, May 16, 1967;
no appeal.

Meva Corp., 76 I.D. 205 (1969)

Mea Corp. v. U.S., Ct. Cl. No. 492-69. Judgment for plaintiff, 511 F. 2d
548 (1975).

Duncan Miller, 70 I.D. 1 (1963)

Duncan Miller v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 931-63. Dismissed for
lack of prosecution, April 21, 1966; no appeal.

Duncan Miller, A-30546 (August 10, 1966), A-30566 (August 11,
1966), and 73 I.D. 211 (1966)

Duncan Miller v. Udall, Civil No. C-167-66, D. Utah. Dismissed with
prejudice, April 17, 1967; no appeal.

Duncan Miller, Louise Cuccia, 66 I.D. 388 (1959)

Louise Cuccia and Shell Oil Co. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 562-60.
Judgment for defendant, June 27, 1961; no appeal.

Duncan Miller, Samuel W. McIntosh, 71 I.D. 121 (1964)
Samuel W. McIntosh v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 1522-64. Judgment

for defendant, June 29, 1965; no appeal.

Bobby Lee Moore, et al., 72 I.D. 505 (1965) Anquita L. Kluenter,
et al., A-30483 (November 18, 1965)

Gary Carson Lewis, etc., et al. v. General Services Administration,
et al., Civil No. 3253 S.D. Cal. Judgment for defendant, April 12, 1965;
aff'd., 377 F. 2d 499 (9th Cir. 1967); no petition.
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Henry S. Morgan, et al., 65I.D. 369 (1958)
Henry S. Morgan v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 3248-59. Judgment

for defendant, February 20, 1961 (opinion); aff'd., 306 F. 2d 799 (1962);
cert. denied, 371 U.S. 941 (1962).

Morrison-Knudsen Co., 64 I.D. 185 (1957)
Morrison-Knudsen Co. Inc. v. U.S., Ct. Cl. No.239-61. Remanded to Trial

Commr., 345 F. 2d 833 (1965); Commr's. report adverse to U.S. issued
June 20, 1967; judgment for plaintiff, 397 F. 2d 826 (1968); part re-
manded to the Board of Contract Appeals; stipulated dismissal on
October 6, 1969; judgment for plaintiff, February 17, 1970.

Navajo Tribe of Indians v. State of Utah, 80 I.D. 441 (1973)
Navajo Tribe of Indians v. Rogers C. B. Morton, Secretary of the

Interior, Joan B. Thompson, Martin Ritvo & Frederick Fishman, mem-
bers of the Board of Land Appeals, Dept. of the Interior, Civil No.
C-308-73, D. Utah. Suit pending.

Richard L. Oelschlaeger, 67 I.D. 237 (1960)
Richard L. Oelschlaeger V. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 4181-60. Dis-

missed, November 15, 1963; case reinstated, February 19, 1964; re-
manded, April 4, 1967; rev'd. & remanded with directions to enter
judgment for appellant, 389 F. 2d 974 (1968); cert. denied, 392 U.S. 909
(1968).

Oil and Gas Leasing on Lands Withdrawn by Executive Orders for
Indian Purposes in Alaska, 70 I.D. 166 (1963)

Mrs. Louise A. Pease v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 760-63, D. Alas.
Withdrawn, April 18, 1963.

Superior Oil Co. v. Robert L. Bennett, Civil No. A-17-63, D. Alas.
Dismissed, April 23, 1963.

Native Village of Tyonek v. Robert L. Bennett, Civil No. A-15-63,
D. Alas. Dismissed, October 11, 1963.

Mrs. Louise A. Pease v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. A-20-63, D. Alas.
Dismissed, October 29, 1963 (oral opinion); aff'd., 332 F. 2d 62 (9th Cir.
1964) ; no petition.

George L. Gucker v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. A-39-63, D. Alas.
Dismissed without prejudice, March 2, 1964; no appeal.

Old Ben Coal Co., 81 I.D. 428, 81 I.D. 436,81 I.D. 440 (1974)
Old Ben Coal Corp. v. Interior Board of Mine Operations Appeals,

et al., Nos. 74-1654, 74-1655, 74-1656, United States Court of Appeals
for the 7th Cir. Board's decision aff'd., June 13, 1975; reconsideration
denied, June 27, 1975.

Old Ben Coal Co., 82 I.D. 355 (1975)
United Mine Workers of America v. U.S. Interior Board of Mine

Operations Appeals, No. 75-1852, United States Court of Appeals, D.C.
Circuit. Suit pending.
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Paul Jarvis, Inc., 64 I.D. 285 (1957)
Paul Jarvis, Inc. v. U.S., Ct. Cl. No. 40-58. Stipulated judgment for

plaintiff, December 19, 1958.

Peter Kiewit Sons' Co., 72 I.D. 415 (1965)
Peter Kiewit Sons' Co. v. U.S., Ct. Cl. 129-66. Judgment for plaintiff,

May 24, 1968.

Curtis D. Peters, 80 I.D. 595 (1973)
Curtis D. Peters v. U.S., Rogers C. B. Morton, as Secretary of the

Interior, Civil No. C-75-0201 RFP, N.D. Cal. Judgment for defendant,
December 1, 1975; no appeal.

City of Phoenix v. Alvin B. Reeves, et al., 81 I.D. 65 (1974)
Alvin B. Reeves, Genevieve C. Rippey, Leroy Reeves & Thelma Reeves,

as heirs of A. H. Reeves, Deceased v. Rogers C. B. Morton, Secretary
of the Interior, & The City of Phoenix, a municipal Corp., Civil No. 74-
117 PHX-WPC, D. Ariz. Dismissed with prejudice, August 9, 1974;
reconsideration denied, September 24, 1974; no appeal.

Harold Ladd Pierce, 69 I.D. 14 (1962)1

Duncan Miller v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 1351-62. Judgment for
defendant, August 2, 1962; aff'd., 317 F. 2d 573 (1963); no petition.

Port Blakely Mill Co., 71 I.D. 217 (1964).

Port Blakely Mill Co. V. U.S., Civil No. 6205, W.D. Wash. Dismissed
with prejudice, December 7, 1964.

Estate of John S. Ramsey (Wap Tose Note) (Nez Perce Allottee
No. 853, Deceased) 81 I.D. 298 (1974)

Clara Ramsey Scott v. U.S. & Rogers C. B. Morton, Secretary of the
Interior, et al., Civil No. 3-74-39, D. Idaho. Dismissed with prejudice,
August 11, 1975; no appeal.

Ray D. Bolander Co., 72 I.D. 449 (1965)
Ray Di. Bolander Co., Inc. v. U.S., Ct. Cl. 51-66. Judgment for plaintiff,

December 13, 1968; subsequent Contract Officer's dec., December 3, 1969;
interim dec., December 2, 1969; Order to Stay Proceedings until March
31, 1970; dismissed with prejudice, August 3, 1970.

Estate of Crawford J. Reed (Unallotted Crow No. 6412) 1 IBIA
326; 79 I.D. 621 (1972)

George Reed, Sr. v. Rogers Morton, et al., Civil No. 1105, D. Mont.
Dismissed, June 14, 1973; no appeal.

Reliable Coal Corp., 1 IBMA 97; 79 I.D. 139 (1972)

Reliable Coal Corp. v. Rogers C. B. Morton, Secretary of the Interior,
et al., No. 72-1417, United States Court of Appeals for the Fourth Cir-
cuit. Suit pending.
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Richfield Oil Corp., 62 I.D. 269 (1955)
Richfield Oil Corp. V. Fred A. Seaton, Civil No. 3820-55. Dismissed

without prejudice, March 6, 1958; no appeal.

Hugh S. Ritter, Thomas M. Bunn, 72 I.D. 111 (1965), Reconsidera-
tion denied by letter decision dated June 23, 1967, by the Under
Secretary.

Thomas M. Bunn v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 2615-65. Remanded,
June 28, 1966.

Estate of William Cecil Robedeaux, 1 IBIA 106; 78 I.D. 234
(1971); IBIA-71-5 (Supp-1) (August 16, 1974); 80 I.D. 390
(1973)

Oneta Lamb Robedeaux, et al. v. Rogers C. B. Morton, Civil No. 71-646,
D. Okla. Dismissed, January 11, 1973.

Houston Bus Hill v. Rogers C. B. Morton, Civil No. 72-376, W.D. Okla.
Judgment for plaintiff, October 29, 1973; amended judgment for plaintiff,
November 12, 1973; appeal dismissed, June 28, 1974.

Houston Bus Hill and Thurman S. Hurst v. Rogers C. B. Morton,
Secretary of the Interior, Civ. No. 73-528-B, W.D. Okla. Judgment for
plaintiff, April 30, 1975; per curiam dec., vacated & remanded, October
2, 1975; judgment for plaintiff, December 1, 1975.

Richard W. Rowe, Daniel Gaudiane, 82 I.D. 174 (1975)
Richard W. Rowe, Daniel Gaudiane v. Stanley K. Hathaway, in his

official capacity as Secretary of the Interior, Civil No. 75-1152. Suit
pending.

San Carlos Mineral Strip, 69 I.D. 195 (1962)
James Houston Bowman v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 105-63. Judg-

ment for defendant, 243 F. Supp. 672 (1965); aff'd., sub nom. S. Jack
Hinton, et al. v. Stewart L. Udall, 364 F. 2d 676 (1966); cert. denied,
385 U.S. 878 (1966) ; supplemented by M-36767, November 1, 1967.

Seal and Co., 68 I.D. 94 (1961)
Seal & Co. v. U.S., Ct. Cl. 274-62. Judgment for plaintiff, January 31,

1964; no appeal.

Administrative Appeal of Sessions, Inc. (A Cal. Corp.) V. Vyola
Olinger Ortner (Lessor), Lease No. PSL-33, Joseph Patrick
Patencio (Lessor), Lease No. PSL-36, Larry Olinger (Lessor),
Lease No. PSL-41, 81 I.D. 651 (1974)

Sessions, Inc. v. Rogers C. B. Morton, Secretary of the Interior, et al.,
Civil No. CV 74-3589 LTL, C.D. Cal. Suit pending.

Sessions, Inc. v. Rogers C. B. Morton, Secretary of the Interior, et al.,
Civil No. CV 74-3591 MML, C.D. Cal. Suit pending.

Sessions, Inc. v. Rogers C. B. Morton, Secretary of the Interior, et al.,
Civil No. CV 74-3590 FW, C.D. Cal. Suit pending.
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Shell Oil Co., A-30575 (October 31, 1966),. Chargeability of Acre-
age Embraced in Oil & Gas Lease Offers, 71 I.D. 337 (1964)

Shell Oil Co. v. Udall, Civil No. 216-67. Stipulated dismissal, August
19, 1968.

Sinclair Oil & Gas Co., 75 I.D. 155 (1968)
Sinclair Oil & Gas Co. v. Stewart L. Udall, Secretary of the Interior,

et al., Civil No. 5277, D. Wyo. Judgment for defendant, sub nom. Atlantic
Richfield Co. v. Walter J. Hickel, 303 F. Supp. 724 (1969); aff'd., 432
F. 2d 587 (10th Cir. 1970) ; no petition.

Charles T. Sink, 82 I.D. 545 (1975)
Charles T. Sink v. Thomas S. Kleppe, Secretary of the Interior-

Mining Enforcement & Safety Administration (MESA), United States
Court of Appeals for the 4th Cir. Suit pending.

Southern Pacific Co., 76 I.D. 1 (1969)

Southern Pacific Co. v. Walter J. Hickel, Secretary of the Interior,
Civil No. S-1274, D. Cal. Judgment for defendant, December 2, 1970
(opinion); no appeal.

Southern Pacific Co., Louis G. Wedekind, 77 I.D. 177 (1970), 20
IBLA 365 (1975)

George C. Laden, Louis Wedekind, Mrs. Vern Lear, Mrs. Arda Fritz,
& Helen Laden Wagner, heirs of George H. Wedekind, Deceased v. Rogers
C. B. Morton, et al., Civil No. R-2858, D. Nev. On June 20, 1974 remanded
for further agency proceedings as originally ordered in 77 I.D. 177; Dist;
Ct. reserves jurisdiction; supplemental complaint filed, August 1, 1975.

Southwest Welding and Manufacturing Division, Yuba Consoli-
dated Industries, Inc., 69 I.D. 173 (1962)

Southwest Welding v. U.S., Civil No. 68-1658-CC, C. D. Cal. Judgment
for plaintiff, January 14, 1970; appeal dismissed, April 6, 1970.

Southwestern Petroleum Corp., et at., 71 I.D. 206 (1964)

Southwestern Petroleum Corp. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 5773, D.
N.M. Judgment for defendant, March 8, 1965; aff'd., 361 F. 2d 650 (10th
Cir. 1966) ; no petition.

Standard Oil Co. of California, et al., 76 I.D. 271 (1969)

Standard Oil Co. of California v. Walter J. Hickel, et al., Civil No.
A-159-69, D. Alas. Judgment for plaintiff, 317 F. Supp. 1192 (1970);
aff'd., sub nom. Standard Oil Co. of California v. Rogers C. B. Morton,
et al., 450 F. 2d 493 (9th Cir. 1971) ; no petition.

Standard Oil Co. of Texas, 71 I.D. 257 (1964)

California Oil Co. v. Secretary of the Interior, Civil No. 5729, D. N.M.
Judgment for plaintiff, January 21, 1965; no appeal.
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James K. Tallman, 68 I.D. 256 (1961)
James K. Tallman, et al. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 1852-62. Judg-

ment for defendant, November 1, 1962 (opinion); rev'd., 324 F. 2d 411
(1963); cert. granted, 376 U.S. 961 (1964); Dist. Ct. aff'd., 380 U.S. 1
(1965) ; rehearing denied, 380 U.S. 989 (1965).

Texaco, Inc., 75 .D. 8 (1968)
Texaco, Inc., a Corp. V. Secretary of the Interior, Civil No. 446-68.

Judgment for plaintiff, 295 F. Supp. 1297 (1969); aff'd., in part & re-
manded, 437 F. 2d 636 (1970), aff'd. in part & remanded, July 19, 1972.

Texas Construction Co., 64 I.D. 97 (1957) Reconsideration denied,
IBCA-73 (June 18, 1957)

Texas Construction Co. v. U.S., Ct. Cl. No. 224-58, Stipulated judg-
ment for plaintiff, December 14, 1961.

Estate of John Thomas, Deceased Cayuse Allottee No. 223 and
Estate of Joseph Thomas, Deceased, Umatilla Allottee No. 877,
64 I.D. 401 (1957)

Joe Hayes v. Fred A. Seaton, Secretary of the Interior, Civil No. 859-
581. Judgment for defendant, September 18, 1958; aff'd., 270 F. 2d 319
(1959); cert. denied, 364 U.S. 814 (1960) ; rehearing denied, 364 U.S.
906 (1960).

Thor-Westcliffe Development, Inc., 70 I.D. 134 (1963)
Thor-Wes'tcliffe Development, Inc. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 5343,

D. N.M. Dismissed with prejudice June 25, 1963.

See also:
Thor-Westcliffe Development, Inc. v. Stewart L. Udall, et al., Civil No.

2406-61. Judgment for defendant, March 22, 1962; aff'd., 314 F. 2d 257
(1963) ; cert. denied, 373 U.S. 951 (1963).

Richard K. Todd, et al., 68 I.D. 291 (1961)
Bert F. Duesing v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 290-62. Judgment for

defendant, July 17, 1962 (oral opinion); aff'd., 350 F. 2d 748 (1965);
cert denied, 383 U.S. 912 (1966).

Atwood, et al. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil Nos. 293-62-299-62, incl.
Judgment for defendant, August 2, 1962; aff'd., 350 F. 2d 748 (1965); no
petition.

Appeal of Toke Cleaners, 81 I.D. 258 (1974)
Thom Properties, Inc., d/b/a Toke Cleaners & Launderers v. U.S. Gov-

ernment, Dept. of Interior, Bureau of Indian Affairs, Civil No. A3-74-99,
D. N.D. Stipulation for dismissal & order dismissing case, June 16, 1975.

Union Oil Co. Bid on Tract 228, Brazos Area, Texas Offshore Sale,
75 I.D. 147 (1968), 76 I.D. 69 (1969)

The Superior Oil Co., et al. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 1521-68.
Judgment for plaintiff, July 29, 1968, modified, July 31, 1968; aff'd., 409
F. 2d 1115 (1969); dismissed as moot, June 4, 1969; no petition.
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Union Oil Co. of California, Ramon P. Colvert, 65 I.D. 245 (1958)
Union Oil Co. of California v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 3042-58.

Judgment for defendant, May 2, 1960 (opinion); aff'd., 289 F. 2d 790
(1961); no petition.

Union Oil Company of California et al., 71 I.D. 169 (1964), 72 I.D.
313 (1965)

Penelope Chase Brown, et al. v. Stewart Udall, Civil No. 9202, D. Colo.
Judgment for plaintiff, 261 F. Supp. 954 (1966); aff'd., 406 F. 2d 759
(10th Cir. 1969); cert granted, 396 U.S. 817 (1969); rev'd. & remanded,
400 U.S. 48 (1970) ; remanded to Dist. Ct., March 12, 1971; judgment
for plaintiff, 370 F. Supp. 108; (1973); vacated & remanded, September
22, 1975; petition for rehearing en bane filed.

Equity Oil Co. V. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 9462, D. Colo. Order to
Close Files and Stay Proceedings, March 25, 1967.

Gabbs Exploration Co. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 9464, D. Colo.
Order to Close Files and Stay Proceedings, March 25, 1967.

Harlan H. Hugg, et al. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 9252, D. Colo.
Order to Close Files and Stay Proceedings, March 25, 1967.

Barnette T. Napier, et al. v. Secretary of the Interior, Civil No. 8691,
D. Colo. Judgment for plaintiff, 261 F. Supp. 954 (1966); aff'd., 406
F. 2d 759 (10th Cir. 1969); cert. granted, 396 U.S. 817 (1969) ; rev'd.
& remanded, 400 U.S. 48 (1970); remanded to Dist. Ct., March 12, 1971;
judgment for plaintiff, 370 F. Supp. 108 (1973); vacated & remanded,
September 22, 1975; petition for rehearing en bane filed.

John W. Savage v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 9458, D. Colo. Order to
Close Files and Stay Proceedings, March 25, 1967.

The Oil Shale Corp., et al. v. Secretary of the Interior, Civil No. 8680,
D. Colo. Judgment for plaintiff, 261 F. Supp. 954 (1966); aff'd., 406
F. 2d 759 (10th Cir. 1969); cert. granted, 396 U.S. 817 (1969); rev'd.
& remanded, 400 U.S. 48 (1970); remanded to Dist. Ct., March 12,
1971; judgment for plaintiff, 370 F. Supp. 108 (1973); vacated &
remanded, September 22, 1975; petition for rehearing en bane filed.

The Oil Shale Corp., et al. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 9465, D.
Colo. Order to Close Files & Stay Proceedings, March 25, 1967.

Joseph B. Umpleby, et al. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 8685, D. Colo.
Judgment for plaintiff, 261 F. Supp. 954 (1966); aff'd., 406 F. 2d 759
(10th Cir. 1969); cert. granted, 396 U.S. 817 (1969); rev'd. & remanded,
400 U.S. 48 (1970); remanded to Dist. Ct., March 12, 1971; judgment
for plaintiff, 370 F. Supp. 108 (1973) ; vacated & remanded, September
22, 1975; petition for rehearing en bane filed.

Union Oil Co. of California, a Corp. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No.
9461, D. Colo. Order to Close Files & Stay Proceedings, March 25, 1967.

Union Oil Co. of California, 71 J.D. 287 (1964)

Union Oil Co. of California V. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 2595-64.
Judgment for defendant, December 27, 1965; no appeal.
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Union Pacific R.R., 72 I.D. 76 (1965)
The State of Wyoming and Gulf Oil Corp. v. Stewart L. Udall, etc.,

Civil No. 4913, D. Wyo. Dismissed with prejudice, 255 F. Supp. 481
(1966); aff'd., 379 F. 2d 635 (10th Cir. 1967); cert. denied, 389 U.S.
985 (1967).

U.S. v. Alonzo A. Adams, et al., 64 I.D. 221 (1957), A-27364 (July
1, 1957)

Alonzo A. Adams, et al. V. Paul B. Witmer, et al., Civil No. 1222-57-Y,
S.D. Cal. Complaint dismissed, November 27, 1957 (opinion); rev'd. &
remanded, 271 F. 2d 29 (9th Cir. 1958); on rehearing, appeal dismissed
as to Witmer; petition for rehearing by Berriman denied, 271 F. 2d 37
(9th Cir. 1959).

U.S. v. Alonzo Adams, Civil No. 187-60-WM, S.D. Cal. Judgment for
plaintiff, January 29, 1962 (opinion); judgment modified, 318 F. 2d 861
(9th Cir. 1963) ; no petition.

U.S. V. E. A. Barrows and Esther Barrows, 76 I.D. 299 (1969)
Esther Barrows, as an individual and as Executrix of the Last Will of

E. A. Barrows, deceased V. Walter J. Hickel, Civil No. 70-215-CC, C.D.
Cal. Judgment for defendant, April 20, 1970; aff'd., 447 F. 2d 80 (9th
Cir. 1971).

U.S. v. J. L. Block, 80 I.D. 571 (1973)
J. L. Block v. Rogers Morton, Secretary of the Interior, Civil No.

LV-74-9, BRT, D. Nev. Dismissed with prejudice, June 6, 1975; notice of
appeal, July 3, 1975.

U.S. v. Lloyd W .Booth,76 I.D. 73 (1969)
Lloyd W. Booth v. Walter J. Hickel, Civil No. 42-69, D. Alas. Judgment

for defendant, June 30, 1970; no appeal.

U.S. v. Alice A. & Carrie H. Boyle, 76 I.D. 61, 318 (1969), Recon-
sideration denied, January 22, 1970.

Alice A. & Carrie H. Boyle v. Rogers C. B. Morton, Secretary of the
Interior, Civil No. Civ-71-491 Phx WEC, D. Ariz. Judgment for plaintiff,
May 4, 1972; appeal docketed September 27, 1972.

U.S. v. R. W. Brubaker, et al., A-30636 (July 24, 1968), 80 I.D. 261
(1973)

R. W. Brubaker, a/k/a Ronald W. Brubaker, B. A. Brubaker, a/k/a
Barbara A. Brubaker, & William J. Mann, a/k/a W. J. Mann v. Rogers
C. B. Morton, Secretary of the Interior, Civil No. 73-1228 EC, C.D. Cal.
Dismissed with prejudice, August 13, 1973; aff'd., June 27, 1974; no
petition.

U.S. v. Ford M. Converse, 72 I.D. 141 (1965)
Ford M. Converse v. Stewart Udall, Civil No. 65-581, D. Ore. Judg-

ment for defendant, 262 F. Supp. 583 (1966) ; aff'd., 399 F. 2d 616 (9th
Cir, 1968); cert. denied, 393 U.S. 1025 (1969).
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U.S. V. Alvis F. Denison, et al., 71 I.D. 144 (1964), 76 I.D. 233
(1969) d

Marie W. Denison, individually & as Executrix of the Estate of Alvis
F. Denison, deceased v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 963, D. Ariz. Re-
manded, 248 F. Supp. 942 (1965).

Leo E. Shoup v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 5822-Phx., D. Ariz. Judg-
ment for defendant, January 31, 1972.

Reid Smith v. Stewart L. Udall, etc., Civil No. 1053, D. Ariz. Judgment
for defendant, January 31, 1972; aff'd., February 1, 1974; cert. denied,
October 15, 1974.

U.S. v. Everett Foster, et al., 65 I.D. 1 (1958)
Everett Foster, et al. v. Fred A. Seaton, Civil No. 344-58. Judgment

for defendants, December 5, 1958 (opinion); aff'd., 271 F. 2d 836 (1959)
no petition.

U.S. v. Golden Grigg, et al., 82 I.D. 123 (1975)
Golden T. Grigg, LeFawn Grigg, Fred Baines, Otis H. Williams,

Kathryn Williams, Lovell Taylor, William A. Anderson, Saragene Smith,
Thomas M. Anderson, Bonnie Anderson, Charles L. Taylor, Darlene
Baines, Luann & Paul E. Hogg v. U.S., Rogers C. B. Morton, Secretary
of the Interior, Civil No. 1-75-75, D. Idaho. Suit pending.

U.S. v. Henault Mining Co., 73 I.D. 184 (1966)
Henault Mining Co. v. Harold Tysk, et al., Civil No. 634, D. Mont.

Judgment for plaintiff, 271 F. Supp. 474 (1967); rev'd. & remanded
for further proceedings, 419 F. 2d 766 (9th Cir. 1969); cert. denied,
398 U.S. 950 (1970) ; judgment for defendant, October 6, 1970.

U.S. V. Charles H. Henrikson, et al., 70 I.D. 212 (1963)

Charles H. Henrikson, et al. V. Stewart L. Udall, et al., Civil No. 41749,
N.D. Cal. Judgment for defendant, 229 F. Supp. 510 (1964); af'd., 350
F. 2d 949 (9th Cir. 1965); cert. denied, 384 U.S. 940 (1966).

U.S. v. Humboldt Placer Mining Co. & Del De Rosier, 79 I.D. 709
(1972)

Humboldt Placer Mining Co. & Del De Rosier v Secretary of the
Interior, Civil No. S-2755 E.D. Cal. Dismissed with prejudice, June 12,
1974; appeal docketed, September 23, 1974.

U.S. V. Ideal Cement Co., 5 IBLA 235, 79 I.D. 117 (1972)
Ideal Basic Industries, Inc., formerly known as Ideal Cement Co. V.

Rogers C. B. Morton, Civil No. J-12-72, D. Alas. Judgment for defendant,
February 25, 1974; motion to vacate judgment denied, May 6, 1974; ap-
peal docketed, June 3, 1974.

U.S. v. Independent Quick Silver Co., 72 I.D. 367 (1965)
Independent Quick Silver Co., and Oregon Corp. v. Stewart L. Udall,

Civil No. 65-590, D. Ore. Judgment for defendant, 262 F. Supp. 583
(1966); appeal dismissed.
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U.S. V. Richard Dean Lance, 73 I.D. 218 (1966)
Richard Dean Lance v. Stewart L. Udall, et al., Civil No. 1864, D. Nev.

Judgment for defendant, January 23, 1968; no appeal.

U.S. v. Charles Maher, et al., 5 IBLA 209, 79 I.D. 109 (1972)
Charles Maher & L. Franklin Mader v. Rogers C. B. Morton, Secretary

of the Interior, Civil No. 1-72-153, D. Idaho. Dismissed without prejudice,
April 3, 1973.

U.S. v. Mary A. Mattey, 67 I.D. 63 (1960)
U.S. v. Edison R. Nogueira, et al., Civil No. 65-220-PH, C.D. Cal.

Judgment for defendant, November 16, 1966; rev'd. & remanded, 403
F. 2d 816 (1968);; no petition.

U.S. v. William A. McCall, Sr., The Dredge Corp., Estate of Olaf H.
Nelson, Deceased, Small Tract Applicants Association, Inter-
venor, 78 I.D. 71 (1971)

William A. McCall, Sr., The Dredge Corp., & Olaf H. Nelson v. John F.
Boyles, et al., Civil No. 74-68 (RDF), D. Nev. Suit pending.

U.S. V. Kenneth McClarty, 71 I.D. 331 (1964), 76 I.D. 193 (1969)
Kenneth McClarty v. Stewart L. Udall, et al., Civil No. 2116, E.D.

Wash. Judgment for defendant, May 26, 1966; rev'd. & remanded, 408
F. 2d 907 (9th Cir. 1969); remanded to the Secretary, May 7, 1969;
vacated & remanded to Bureau of Land Management, August 13, 1969.

U.S. v. Frank & Wanita Melluzzo, 76 I.D. 160 (1969)
Frank & Wanita Melluzzo v. Rogers C. B. Morton, Civil No. CIV

73-308 PHX CAM, D. Ariz. Judgment for defendant, June 19, 1974;
rev'd. & remanded for further proceedings, January 14, 1976 (opinion).

U.S. v. Frank & Wanita Melluzzo, et al., 76 I.D. 181 (1969), Recon-
sideration, 1 IBLA 37, 77 I.D. 172 (1970)

WJM Mining & Development Co., et al. v. Rogers C. B. Morton, Civil
No. 70-679, D. Ariz. Judgment for defendant, December 8, 1971; dis-
missed, February 4, 1974.

U.S. v. Mineral Ventures, Ltd., 80 I.D. 792 (1973)

Mineral Ventures, Ltd. v. The Secretary of the Interior, Civil No.
74-201, D. .Ore. Judgment for defendant, July 10, 1975; notice of appeal
filed September 5, 1975.

U.S. V. G. Patrick Morris, et al., 82 I.D. 146 (1975)

G. Patrick Morris, Joan E. Roth, Elise L. Neeley, Lyle D. Roth, Vera
M. Baltzor (formerly Vera M. Noble), Charlene S. & George R. Baltzor,
Juanita M. & Nellie Mae Morris, Milo & Peggy M. Axelsen, & Farm
Development Corp. v. U.S. & Rogers C. B. Morton, Secretary of the
Interior, Civil No. 1-75-74, D. Idaho. Suit pending.
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U.S. V. New Jersey Zinc Company, 74 I.D. 191 (1967)
The New Jersey Zinc Corp., a Del. Corp. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No.

67-C-404, D. Colo. Dismissed with prejudice, January 5, 1970.

U.S. v. Lloyd O'Callaghan, Sr. et al., 79 I.D. 689 (1972)

Lloyd O'Callaghan, Sr., individually & as Executor of the Estate of
Ross O'Callaghan v. Rogers Morton et al., Civil No. 73-129-S, S.D. Cal.

aff'd. in part & remanded, May 14, 1974.

U.S. v. J. R. Osborne, et al., 77 I.D 83 (1970)

J. R. Osborne, individually & on behalf of R. R. Borders, et al. V.
Rogers C. B. Morton, et al., Civil No. 1564, D. Nev. Judgment for de-
fendant, March 1, 1972; remanded Dist. Ct. with directions to reassess
Secretary's conclusion, February 22, 1974; remanded to the Department
with orders to re-examine the issues, December 3, 1974.

U.S. v. E. V. Pressentin and Devisees of the H. S. Martin Estate,
71 I.D. 447 (1964)

E. V. Pressentin, Fred J. Martin, Admin. of H. A. Martin Estate V.
Stewart L. Udall & Charles Stoddard, Civil No. 1194-65. Judgment for
defendant, March 19, 1969; no appeal.

U.S. v. Ollie Mae Shearman et al., 73 I.D. 386 (1966)
See Idaho Desert Land Entries-Indian Hill Group.

U.S. v. C .F. Snyder, et al., 72 I.D. 223 (1965)
Ruth Snyder, Adm'r[x] of the Estate of C. F. Snyder, Deceased,

et al. v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 66-C-131, D. Colo. Judgment for
plaintiff, 267 F. Supp. 110 (1967); rev'd., 405 F. 2d 1179 (10th Cir.
1968); cert. denied, 396 U.S. 819 (1969).

U.S. v. Southern Pacific Co., 77 I.D. 41 (1970)
Southern Pacific Co. et al. v. Rogers C. B. Morton, et al., Civil No.

S-2155, E.D. Cal. Judgment for defendant, November 20, 1974.

U.S. v. Clarence T. & Mary D. Stevens, 77 I.D. 97 (1970)

Clarence T. & Mary D. Stevens v. Walter J. Hickel, Civil No. 1-70-94,
D. Idaho. Judgment for defendant, June 4, 1971.

U.S. v. Elmer H. Swanson, 81 I.D. 14 (1974)

Elmer H. Swanson v.; Rogers C. B. Morton, Secretary of the Interior,
Civil No. 4-74-10, D. Idaho. Dismissed without prejudice, December 23,
1975 (opinion).

U.S. v. Alfred N. Verruze, 75 I.D. 300 (1968)
Alfred N. Verrue v. U.S., et al., Civil No. 6898 Phx., D. Ariz. Rev'd. &

remanded, December 29, 1970; aff'd., 457 F. 2d 1202 (9th Cir. 1971); no
petition.
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U.S. V. Vernon 0. & Ina C. White, 72 I.D. 522 (1965)
Vernon 0. White & Iua C. White v. Stewart L. Udall, Civil No. 1-65-

122, D. Idaho. Judgment for defendant, January 6, 1967; aff'd., 404
F. 2d 334 (9th Cir. 1968) ; no petition.

U.S. v. Frank W. Winegar, et al., 81 I.D. 370 (1974)
Shell Oil Co. & D. A. Shale, Inc. v. Rogers C. B. Morton, Secretary of

the Interior, Civil No. 74-F-739, D. Colo. Suit pending.

U.S. v. Merle I. Zweifel, et al., 80 I.D. 323 (1973)
Merle I. Zweifel, et al. v. U.S., Civil No. C-5276, D. Colo. Dismissed

without prejudice, October 31, 1973.
Kenneth Roberts, et al. v. Rogers C. B. Morton & The Interior Board

of Land Appeals, Civil No. C-5308, D. Colo. Dismissed with prejudice,
January 23, 1975 (opinion); appeal docketed, March 17, 1975.

E. A. Vaughey, 63 I.D. 85 (1956)
E. A. Vaughey v. Fred A. Seaton, Civil No. 1744-56. Dismissed by

stipulation, April 18, 1957; no appeal.

Estate of Florence Bluesky Vessell (Unallotted Lac Courte Oreilles
Chippewa of Wisconsin), 1 IBIA 312,79 I.D. 615 (1972)

Constance Jean Hollen Eskra v. Rogers C. B. Morton, et al., Civil No.
72-C-428, D. Wis. Dismissed, 380 F. Supp. 205 (1974); rev'd., September
29, 1975; no petition.

Burt A. Wackerli, et al., 73 I.D. 280 (1966)
Burt & Lueva G. Wackerli, et al. v. Stewart L. Udall, et al., Civil No.

1-66-92, D. Idaho. Amended complaint filed March 17, 1971. Judgment
for plaintiff, February 28, 1975.

Estate of Milward Wallace Ward, 82 I.D. 341 (1975)
Alfred Ward, Irene Ward Wise, & Elizabeth Collins v. Kent Frizzell,

Acting Secretary of the Interior, et al., Civil No. C75-175, D. Wyo. Suit
pending.

Weardco Construction Corp., 64 I.D. 376 (1957)
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Copper Glance Lode (29 L.D. 542);
overruled so far as in conflict, 55
I.D. 348.

Corlis v. Northern Pacific R.R. Co. (23
L.D. 265); vacated, 26 L.D. 652.

Cornell v. Chilton (1 L.D. 153); over-
ruled, 6 L.D. 483.

Cowles v. Huff (24 L.D. 81); modified,
28 L.D. 515.

Cox, Allen H. (30 L.D. 90, 468); va-
cated, 31 L.D. 114.

Crowston v. Seal (5 L.D. 213); over-
ruled, 18 L.D. 586.

Culligan v. State of Minnesota (34
L.D. 22) ; modified, 34 L.D. 151.

Cunningham, John (32 L.D. 207);
modified, 32 L.D. 456.

Dailey Clay Products Co., The (48
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L.D. 429, 431); overruled so far as
in conflict, 50 L.D. 656.

Dakota Central R.R. Co. v. Downe3
(8 L.D. 115); modified, 20 L.D. 131.

Davis, Heirs of (40 L.D. 573); over
ruled, 46 L.D. 110.

DeLong v. Clarke (41 L.D. 278);
modified so far as in conflict, 45 L.D.
54.

Dempsey, Charles H. (42 L.D. 215);
modified, 43 L.D. 300.

Denison and Willits (11 C.L.O. 261);
overruled so far as in conflict, 23
L.D. 122.

Deseret Irrigation Co. et al. v. Sevier
River Land and Water Co. (40 L.D.
463); overruled, 51 L.D. 27.

Devoe, Lizzie A. (5 L.D. 4); modified,
5 L.D. 429.

Dickey, Ella I. (22 L.D. 351); over-
ruled, 32 L.D. 331.

Dierks, Herbert (36 L.D. 367); over-
ruled by the unreported case of
Thomas J. Guigham, March 11,
1909.

Dixon v. Dry Gulch Irrigation Co.
(45 L.D. 4); overruled, 51 L.D. 27.

Douglas and Other Lodes (34 L.D.
556) ; modified, 43 L.D. 128.

Dowman v. Moss (19 L.D. 526); over-
ruled, 25 L.D. 82.

Dudymott v. Kansas Pacific R.R. Co.
(5 C.L.O. 69) ; overruled so far as
in conflict, 1 L.D. 345.

Dumphy, Elijah M. (8 L.D. 102);
overruled so far as in conflict, 36
L.D. 561.

Dyche v. Beleele (24 L.D. 494); modi-
fied, 43 L.D. 56.

Dysart, Francis . (23 L.D. 282);
modified, 25 L.D. 188.

Easton, Francis E. (27 L.D. 600);
overruled, 30 L.D. 355.

East Tintic Consolidated Mining Co.
(41 L.D. 255); vacated, 43 L.D. 80.

*Elliot v. Ryan (7 L.D. 322); over-
ruled, 8 L.D. 110 (See 9 L.D. 360).

El Paso Brick Co. (37 L.D. 155)
overruled so far as in conflict, 40
L.D. 199.

Elson, William C. (6 L.D. 797); over-
ruled, 37 L.D. 330.

Emble% v. W'eed (16 L.D. 28); modi-
fied, 17 L.D. 220.

Epley v. Trick (8 L.D. 110); over-
ruled, 9 L.D. 360.

Erhardt, Finsans (36 L.D. 154); over-
ruled, 38 L.D. 406.

Esping v. Johnson (37 L.D. 709);
overruled, 41 L.D. 289.

Ewing v. Rickard (1 L.D. 146); over-
ruled, 6 L.D. 483.

Falconer v. Price (19 L.D. 167) ; over-
ruled, 24 L.D. 264.

Fargo No. 2 Lode Claims (37 L.D.
404); modified, 43 L.D. 128; over-
ruled so far as in conflict, 55 I.D.
348.

Farrill, John W. (13 L.D. 713); over-
ruled so far as in conflict, 52 L.D.
473.

Febes, James H. (37 L.D. 210); over-
ruled, 43 L.D. 183.

Federal Shale Oil Co. (53 I.D. 213)
overruled so far as in conflict, 55
I.D. 290.

Ferrell et al. v. Hoge et al. (18 L.D.
81) ; overruled, 25 L.D. 351.

Fette v. Christiansen (29 L.D. 710)
overruled, 34 L.D. 167.

Field, William C. (1 L.D. 68); over-
ruled so far as in conflict, 52 L.D.
473.

Filtrol Company v. Brittan and Ec-
hart (51 L.D. 649); distinguished,
55 I.D. 605.

Fish, Mary (10 L.D. 606); modified,
13 L.D. 511.

Fisher v. Heirs of Rule (42 L.D. 62,
64); vacated, 43 L.D. 217.

Fitch v. Sioux City and Pacific R.R.
Co. (216 L. and R. 184); overruled,
17 L.D. 43.

Fleming v. Bowe (13 L.D. 78); over-
. ruled, 23 L.D. 175.

Florida Mesa Ditch Co. (14 L.D. 265)
overruled, 27 L.D. 421.

Florida Railway and Navigation Co.
v. Miller (3 L.D. 324) ; modified, 6
L.D. 716; overruled, 9 L.D. 237.
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Florida, State of (17 L.D. 355); re-
versed, 19 L.D. 76.

Florida, State of (47 L.D. 92, 93)
overruled so far as in conflict, 51
L.D. 291.

Forgeot, Margaret (7 L.D. 280);
overruled, 10 L.D. 629.

Fort Boise Hay Reservation (6 L.D.
16); overruled, 27 L.D. 505.

Franco-Western Oil Company et al.
(Supp.), 65 I.D. 427 is adhered to,
66 I.D. 362.

Freeman, Flossie (40 L.D. 106) ; over-
ruled, 41 L.D. 63.

Freeman v. Summers, 52 L.D. 201
(1927), is overruled; United States
v. Winegar, Frank W. et al., 16
IBLA 112 (June 28, 1974), 81 I.D.
370.

Freeman v. Texas and Pacific Ry. Co.
(2 L.D. 550) ; overruled, 7 L.D. 18.

Fry, Silas A. (45 L.D. 20) ; modified,
51 L.D. 581.

Fults, Bill, 61 I.D. 437 (1954); over-
ruled, 69 I.D. 181.

Galliher, Maria (8 C.L.O. 137); over-
ruled, 1 L.D. 57.

Gallup v. Northern Pacific Ry. Co.
(unpublished) ; overruled so far as
in conflict, 47 L.D. 304.

Gariss v. Borin (21 L.D. 542) (See 39
L.D. 162, 225).

Garrett, Joshua (7 C.L.O. 55); over-
ruled, 5 L.D. 158.

Garvey v. Tuiska (41 L.D. 510);
modified, 43 L.D. 229.

Gates v. California and Oregon R.R.
Co. (5 C.L.O. 150); overruled, 1
L.D. 336.

Gauger, Henry (10 L.D. 221); over-
ruled, 24 L.D. 81.

Glassford, A. W. et al., 56 I.D. 88
(1937); overruled to extent incon-
sistent, 70 I.D. 159.

Gleason v. Pent (14 L.D. 375; 15 L.D.
286); vacated, 53 I.D. 447; over-
ruled so far as in conflict, 59 I.D.
416, 422.

Gohrman v. Ford (8 C.L.O. 6); over-
ruled so far as in conflict, 4 L.D.
580.

Golden Chief "A" Placer Claim (35
L.D. 557) ; modified, 37 L.D. 250.

Goldstein v. Juneau Townsite (23 L.D.
417) ; vacated, 31 L.D. 88.

Goodale v. Olney (12 L.D. 324); dis-
tinguished, 55 I.D. 580.

Gotebo Townsite v. Jones (35 L.D.
18) ; modified, 37 L.D. 560.

Gowdy v. Connell (27 L.D. 56); va-
cated, 28 L.D. 240.

Gowdy v. Gilbert (19 L.D. 17); over-
ruled, 26 L.D. 453.

Gowdy et al. v. Kismet Gold Mining
Co. (22 L.D. 624) ; modified, 24 L.D.
191.

Grampian Lode (1 L.D. 544); over-
ruled, 25 L.D. 495.

Gregg et al. v. State of Colorado (15
L.D. 151); modified, 30 L.D. 310.

Grinnel v. Southern Pacific R.R. Co.
(22 L.D. 438); vacated, 23 L.D. 489.

*Ground Hog Lode v. Parole and
Morning Star Lodes (8 L.D. 430);
overruled, 34 L.D. 568 (See R.R.
Rousseau, 47 L.D. 590).

Guidney, Alcide (8 C.L.O. 157); over-
ruled, 40 L.D. 399.

Gulf and Ship Island R.R. Co. (16
L.D. 236); modified, 19 L.D. 534.

Gustafson, Olof (45 L.D. 456); modi-
fied, 46 L.D. 442.

Gwyn, James R. (A-26806) December
17, 1953, unreported; distinguished,
66 I.D. 275.

Hagood, L. N., et al., 65 I.D. 405
(1958); overruled, Beard Oil Com-
pany, 1 IBLA 42, 77 I.D. 166
(1970).

Halvorson, Halvor K. (39 L.D. 456);
overruled, 41 L.D. 505.

Hansbrough, Henry C. (5 L.D. 155);
overruled, 29 L.D. 59.

Hardee, D. C. (7 L.D. 1); overruled so
far as in conflict, 29 L.D. 698.

Hardee v. United States (8 L.D. 391;
16 L.D. 499); overruled so far as in
conflict, 29 L.D. 698.

Hardin, James A. (10 L.D. 313); re-
voked, 14 L.D. 233.

Harris, James G. (28 L.D. 90); over-
ruled, 39 L.D. 93.-
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Harrison, Luther (4 L.D. 179) ; ovei
ruled, 17 L.D. 216.

Harrison, W. R. (19 L.D. 299); over
ruled, 33 L.D. 539.

Hart v. Cox (42 L.D. 592); vacated
260 U.S. 427 (See 49 L.D. 413).

Hastings and Dakota Ry. Co. v. Chris
tenson et al. (22 L.D. 257); over
ruled, 28 L.D. 572.

Hausman, Peter A. C. (37 L.D. 352)
modified, 48 L.D. 629.

Hayden v. Jamison (24 L.D. 403); va
cated, 26 L.D. 373.

Haynes v. Smith (50 L.D. 208); over
ruled so far as in conflict, 54 I.D
150.

Heilman v. Syverson (15 L.D. 184);
overruled, 23 L.D. 119.

Heinzman et al. v. Letroadec's Hei
et al. (28 L.D. 497); overruled, 3E
L.D. 253.

Heirs of Davis (40 L.D. 573); over-
ruled, 46 L.D. 110.

Heirs of Mulnix, Philip (33 L.D.
331) ; overruled, 43 L.D. 532.

*Heirs of Stevenson v. Cunningham
(32 L.D. 650) ; overruled so far as
in conflict, 41 L.D. 119 (See 43 L.D1
.196).

Heirs of Talkington v. Hempfling (2
L.D. 46) ; overruled, 14 L.D. 200.

Heirs of Vradenberg et al. v. Orr et
al. (25 L.D. 232) ; overruled, 38
L.D. 253.

Helmer, Inkerman (34 L.D. 341);
modified, 42 L.D. 472.

Helphrey v. Coil (49 L.D. 624); over-
ruled, Dennis v. Jean (A-20899),
July 24, 1937, unreported.

Henderson, John W.- (40 L.D. 518);
vacated, 43 L.D. 106 (See 44 L.D.
112 and 49 L.D. 484).

Hennig, Nellie J. (38 L.D. 443, 445);
recalled and vacated, 39 L.D. 211.

Hensel, Ohmer V. (45 L.D. 557) ; dis-
tinguished, 66 I.D. 275.

Herman v. Chase et al. (37 L.D. 590)
overruled, 43 L.D. 246.

Herrick, Wallace H. (24 L.D. 23)
overruled, 25 L.D. 113.

Hess, Hoy, Assignee (46 L.D. 421);
overruled, 51 L.D. 287.

I Hickey, M. A. et al. (3 L.D. 83);
modified, 5 L.D. 256.

Hildreth, Henry (45 L.D. 464); va-
cated, 46 L.D. 17.

Hindman, Ada I. (42 L.D. 327); va-
cated in part, 43 L.D. 191.

Hoglund, Svan (42 L.D. 405); va-
cated, 43 L.D. 538.

Holbeck, Halvor F., A-30376 (Decem-
ber 2, 1965) ; overruled, 79 I.D. 416
(1972).

Holden, Thomas A. (16 L.D. 493);
overruled, 29 L.D. 166.

Holland, G. W. (6 L.D. 20) ; overruled,
6 L.D. 639; 12 L.D. 436.

Holland, William C. (M-27696); de-
cided April 26, 1934; overruled in
part, 55 I.D. 221.

Hollensteiner, Walter (38 L.D. 319);
overruled, 47 L.D. 260.

Holman v. Central Montana Mines Co.
(34 L.D. 568) ; overruled so far as
in conflict, 47 L.D. 590.

Hon v. Martinas (41 L.D. 119); modi-
fied, 43 L.D. 197.

Hooper, Henry (6 L.D. 624); modified,
19 L.D. 86, 284.

Howard v. Northern Pacific R.R. Co.
23 L.D. 6); overruled, 28 L.D. 126.

Howard, Thomas (3 L.D. 409) (See
1 39 L.D. 162, 225).
Howell, John H. (24 L.D. 35); over-

ruled, 28 L.D. 204.
Howell L. C. (39 L.D. 92) (See 39

,L.D. 411).
Hoy, Assignee of Hess (46 L.D. 421)

overruled, 51 L.D. 287.
*Hughes v. Greathead (43 L.D. 497);

overruled, 49 L.D. 413 (See 260 U.S.
427).

[lull et al. v. Ingle (24 L.D. 214);
overruled, 30 L.D. 258.

[uls, Clara (9 L.D. 401) ; modified, 21
L.D. 377.

Humble Oil & Refining Co. (64 L.D.
5); distinguished, 65 I.D. 316.

Elunter, Charles H. (60 I.D. 395) ; dis-
tinguished, 63 I.D. 65.

Hurley, Bertha C. (TA-66 (Ir.)),
March 21, 1952, unreported; over-
ruled, 62 I.D. 12.
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Hyde; F. A. (27 L.D. 472); vacated,
28 L.D. 284.

Hyde, F. A. et at. (40 L.D. 284); over-
ruled, 43 LID. 381.

*Hyde et at. v. Warren et at. (14 L.D.
576; 15 L.D. 415) (See 19 L.D. 64).

*Ingram, John D. (37 L.D. 475) (See
43 L.D. 544).

Inman v. Northern Pacific R.R. Co.
(24 L.D. 318); overruled, 28 L.D.
95.

*Instructions (32 L.D. 604); over-
ruled so far as in conflict, 50 L.D.
628; 53 I.D. 365; Lillian M. Peter-
son et al. (A-20411),. August 5,
1937, unreported (See 59 I.D. 282,
286).

Instructions (51 L.D. 51);. overruled
so far as in conflict, 54 LD. 36.

Interstate Oil Corp. and Frank 0.
Chittenden (50 L.D. 262) ; over-
ruled so far as in conflict, 53 I.D.
228.

Iowa Railroad Land Co. (23 L.D. 79;
24 L.D. 125); vacated, 29 L.D. 79.

Jacks v. Belard et al. (29 L.D. 369);
vacated, 30 L.D. 345.

Jackson Oil Co. v. Southern Pacific
Ry. Co. (40 L.D. 528) ; overruled, 42.
L.D. 317.

Johnson v. South Dakota (17 L.D.
411) ; overruled so far as in conflict,
41 L.D. 22.

Jones, James A. (3 L.D. 176); over-
ruled, 8 L.D. 448.

Jones v. Kennett (6 L.D. 688); over-
ruled, 14 L.D. 429.

Kackmann, Peter (1 L.D. 86); over-
ruled, 16 L.D. 464.

Kanawha Oil and Gas Co., Assignee
(50 L.D. 639) ; overruled so far as
in conflict, 54 I.D. 371.

Keating Gold Mining Company, Mon-
tana Power Company, Transferee,
52 L.D. 671 (1929), overruled in
part, Arizona Public Service Com-
pany, 5 IBLA 137, 79 I.D. 67 (1972).

Kemp, Frank A. (47 L.D. 560); over-

ruled so far as in conflict, 60 I.D.
417, 419.

Kemper v. St. Paul and Pacific R.R.
Co. (2 C.L.L. 805); overruled, 18
L.D. 101.

Kilner, Harold E. et al. (A-21845)
February 1, 1939, unreported; over-
ruled so far as in conflict, 59 I.D.
258, 260.

King v. Eastern Oregon Land Co. (23
L.D. 579) ; modified, 30 L.D. 19.

Kinney, E. C. (44 L.D. 580); over-
ruled so far as in conflict, 53 I.D.
228.

Kinsinger v. Peck (11 L.D. 202) (See
39 L.D. 162, 225).

Kiser v. Keech (7 L.D. 25) ; overruled,
23 L.D. 119.

Knight, Albert B. et al. (30 L.D. 227)
overruled, 31 L.D. 64.

Knight v. Heirs of Knight. (39 L.D.
362, 491); 40 L.D. 461; overruled,
43 L.D. 242.

Kniskern v. Hastings and Dakota R.R.
Co. (6 C.L.O. 50) ; overruled, 1 L.D.
362.

Kolberg, Peter F. (37 L.D. 453); over-
ruled, 43 L.D. 181.

Krighaum, James T. (12 L.D. 617);
overruled, 26 L.D. 448.

*Krushnic, Emil L. (52 L.D. 282,
295) ; vacated, 53 I.D. 42, 45 (See
280 U.S. 306).

Lackawanna Placer Claim (36 L.D.
36); overruled, 37 L.D. 715.

La Follette, Harvey M. (26 L.D. 453);
overruled so far as in conflict, 59
I.D. 416, 422.

Lamb v. Ullery (10 L.D. 528); over-
ruled, 32 L.D. 331.

Largent, Edward B. et a. (13 L.D.
397); overruled so far as in conflict,
42 L.D. 321.

Larson, Syvert (40 L.D. 69); over-
ruled, 43 L.D. 242.

Lasselle v. Missouri, Kansas and
Texas Ry. Co. (3 C.L.O. 10); over-
ruled, 14 L.D. 278.

Las Vegas Grant (13 L.D. 646; 15
L.D. 58) ; revoked, 27 LD. 683.
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Laughlin, Allen (31 L.D. 256); over
ruled, 41 L.D. 361.

Laughlin v. Martin (18 L.D. 112)
modified, 21 L.D. 40.

Law v. State of Utah (29 L.D. 623);
overruled, 47 L.D. 359.

Layne and Bowler Export Corp.,
IBCA-245 (Jan. 18, 1961), 68 .I)
33, overruled in so far as it conflicts
with Schweigert, Inc. v. United
States, Court of Claims No. 26-66
(Dec. 15, 1967), and Galland-Hen-
ning Manufacturing Company,
IBCA-534-12-65 (Mar. 29, 1968).

Lemmons, Lawson H. (19 L.D. 37);
overruled, 26 L.D. 398.

Leonard, Sarah (1 L.D. 41); over-
ruled, 16 L.D. 464.

Lindberg, Anna C. (3 L.D. 95); modi-
fied, 4 L.D. 299.

Lindermann v. Wait (6 L.D. 689);
overruled, 13 L.D. 459.

*Linhart v. Santa Fe Pacific R.R. Co.
(36 L.D. 41); overruled, 41 L.D. 284
(See 43 L.D. 536).

Liss, Merwin E., Cumberland & Alle-
gheny Gas Company, 67 I.D. 385
(1960), is overruled, 80 I.D. 395
(1973).

Little Pet Lode (4 L.D. 17); over-
ruled, 25 L.D. 550.

Lock Lode (6 L.D. 105); overruled so
far as in conflict, 26 L.D. 123.

Lockwood, Francis A. (20 L.D. 361);
modified, 21 L.D. 200.

Lonnergran v. Shockley (33 L.D.
238); overruled so far as in conflict,
34 L.D. 314; 36 L.D. 199.

Louisiana, State of (8 L.D. 126);
modified, 9 L.D. 157.

Louisiana, State of (24 L.D. 231); va-
cated, 26 L.D. 5.

Louisiana, State of (47 L.D. 366)
overruled so far as in conflict, 51
L.D. 291.

Louisiana, State of (48 L.D. 201)
overruled so far as in conflict, 51
L.D. 291.

Lucy B. Hussey Lode (5 L.D. 93);
overruled, 25 L.D. 495.

Luse, Jeanette L. et al. (61 I.D. 103)

distinguished by Richfield Oil Corp.,
71 I.D. 243.

Luton, James W. (34 L.D. 468); over-
ruled so far as in conflict, 35 L.D.
102.

Lyman, Mary 0. (24 L.D. 493); over-
ruled so far as in conflict, 43 L.D.
221.

Lynch, Patrick (7 L.D. 33); overruled
i so far as in conflict, 13 L.D. 713.

Madigan, Thomas ( L.D. 188); over-
ruled, 27 L.D. 448.

Maginnis, Charles P. (31 L.D. 222)
overruled, 35 L.D. 399.

Maginnis, John S. (2 L.D. 14); modi-
fied (42 L.D. 472).

Maher, John M. (34 L.D. 342); modi-
fied, 42 L.D. 472.

Mahoney, Timothy (41 L.D. 129);
o verruled, 42 L.D. 313.

Makela, Charles (46 L.D. 509); ex-
tended, 49 L.D. 244.

Makemson v. Snider's Heirs (22 L.D.
511); overruled, 32 L.D. .650.

Malone Land and Water Co. (41 L.D.
138); overruled in part, 43 L.D. 110.

Maney, John J. (35 L.D. 250); modi-
fied, 48 L.D. 153.

Maple, Frank (37 L.D. 107); over-
ruled, 43 L.D. 181.

Martin v. Patrick (41 L.D. 284); over-
ruled, 43 L.D. 536.

Mason v. Cromwell (24 L.D. 248); va-
cated, 26 L.D. 369.

Masten, E. C. (22 L.D. 337); over-
ruled, 25 L.D. 111.

Mather et al. v. Hackley's Heirs (15
L.D. 487); vacated, 19 L.D. 48.

Maughan, George W. (1 L.D. 25);
overruled, 7 L.D. 94.

Maxwell and Sangre de Cristo Land
Grants (46 L.D. 301) ; modified, 48
L.D. 88.

McBride v. Secretary of the Interior
(8 C.L.O. 10) ; modified, 52 L.D. 33.

McCalla v. Acker (29 L.D. 203); va-
cated, 30 L.D. 277.

McCord, W. E. (23 L.D. 137); over-
ruled to extent of any possible in-
consistency, 56 I.D. 73.
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McCornick, William S. (41 L.D. 661,
666) ; vacated, 43 L.D. 429.

*McCraney v. Heirs of Hayes (33 L.D.
21) ; overruled so far as in conflict,
41 L.D. 119 (See 43 L.D. 196).

McDonald, Roy (34 L.D. 21); over-
ruled, 37. L.D. 285.

*McDonogh School Fund (11 L.D.
378); overruled, 30 L.D. 616 (See
35 L.D. 399).

McFadden et al. v. Mountain View
Mining and Milling Co. (26 L.D.
530); vacated, 27 L.D. 358.

McGee, Edward D. (17 L.D. 285);
overruled, 29 L.D. 166.

McGrann, Owen (5 L.D. 10); over-
ruled, 24 L.D. 502.

McGregor, Carl (37 L.D. 693); over-
ruled, 38 L.D. 148.

McHarry v. Stewart (9 L.D. 344);
criticized and distinguished, 56 I.D.
340.

McKernan v. Bailey (16 L.D. 368);
overruled, 17 L.D. 494.

*McKittrick Oil Co. v. Southern Pa-
cific R.R. Co. (37 L.D. 243); over-
ruled so far as in conflict, 40 L.D.
528 (See 42 L.D. 317).

McMiken, Herbert et a. (10 L.D. 97;
11 L.D. 96); distinguished, 58 I.D.
257, 260.

McNamara et al. v. State of California
(17 L.D. 296); overruled, 22 L.D.
666.

McPeek v. Sullivan et a. (25 L.D.
281); overruled, 36 L.D. 26.

*Mee v. Hughart et al. (23 L.D. 455);
vacated, 28 L.D. 209, In effect rein-
stated, 44 L.D. 414, 487, 46 L.D. 434;
48 L.D. 195, 346, 348; 49 L.D. 660.

Meeboer v. Heirs of Schut (35 L.D.
335); overruled so far as in conflict,
41 L.D. 119 (See 43 L.D. 196).

Mercer v. Buford Townsite (35 L.D.
119); overruled, 35 L.D. 649.

Meyer v. Brown (15 L.D. 307) (See 39
L.D. 162, 225).

Meyer, Peter (6 L.D. 639); modified,
12 L.D. 436.

Midland Oilfields Co. (50 L.D. 620);
overruled so far as in conflict, 54
I.D. 371.

Mikesell, Henry D., A-24112 (Mar. 11,
1946); reheaing denied (June 20,
1946), overruled to extent incon-
sistent, 70 I.D. 149.

Miller, D. (60 I.D. 161); overruled in
part, 62 I.D. 210.

Miller, Duncan, A-29760 (Sept. 18,
1963), overruled, 79 I.D. 416 (1972).

Miller, Duncan, A-30742 (December 2,
1966), overruled, 79 I.D. 416 (1972).

Miller, Duncan, A-30722 (April 14,
1967), overruled, 79 .D. 416 (1972).

Miller, Edwin J. (35 L.D. 411); over-
ruled, 43 L.D. 181.

Miller v. Sebastian (19 L.D. 288);
overruled, 26 L.D. 448.

Milner and North Side R.R. Co. (36
L.D. 488) ; overruled, 40 L.D. 187.

Milton et al. v. Lamb (22 L.D. 339);
overruled, 25 L.D. 550.

Milwaukee, Lake Shore and Western
Ry. Co. (12 L.D. 79); overruled, 29
L.D. 112.

Miner v. Mariott et al. (2 L.D. 709);
modified, 28 L.D. 224.

Minnesota and Ontario Bridge Com-
pany (30 L.D. 77); no longer fol-
lowed, 50 L.D. 359.

*Mitchell v. Brown (3 L.D. 65); over-
ruled, 41 L.D. 396 (See 43 L.D. 520).

Monitor Lode (18 L.D. 358); over-
ruled, 25 L.D. 495.

Monster Lode (35 L.D. 493); over-
ruled so far as in conflict, 55 I.D.
348.

Moore, Charles H. (16 L.D. 204);
overruled, 27 L.D. 482.

Morgan v. Craig (10 C.L.O. 234);
overruled, 5 L.D. 303.

Morgan, Henry S. et al. (65 I.D. 369);
overruled to extent inconsistent, 71
I.D. 22 (1964).

Morgan v. Rowland (37 L.D. 90);
overruled, 37 L.D. 618.

Moritz v. Hinz (36 L.D. 450) ; vacated,
37 L.D. 382.

Morrison, Charles S. (36 L.D. 126);
modified, 36 L.D. 319.

Morrow et al. v. State of Oregon et al.
(32 L.D. 54) ; modified, 33 L.D. 101.

Moses, Zelmer R. (36 L.D. 473); over-
ruled, 44 L.D. 570.
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Mountain Chief Nos. 8 and 9 LodE
Claims (36 L.D. 100); overruled iT
part, 36 L.D. 551.

Mountain Fuel Supply Company, A-
31053 (December 19, 1969), over-
ruled, 79 I.D. 416 (1972).

Mt. Whitney Military Reservation (40
L.D. 315) (See43 L.D. 33).

Muller; Ernest (46 L.D. 243); over-
ruled, 48 L.D. 163.

Muller, Esberne K. (39 L.D. 72); mod-
ified, 39 L.D. 360.

Mulnix, Philip, Heirs of (33 L.D.
331) ; overruled, 43 L.D. 532.

Munsey, Glenn, Earnest Scott and Ar-
nold Scott v. Smitty Baker Coal
Company, Inc., 1 IBMA 144, 162
(Aug. 8, 1972), 79 I.D. 501, 509, dis-
tinguished, 80 I.D. 251 (1973).

Myll, Clifton O., 71 I.D. 458 (1964);
as supplemented, 71 I.D. 486 (1964),
vacated, 72 I.D. 536 (1965).

National Livestock Company and Zack
Cox, I.G.D. 55 (1938), is overruled,
.United States v. Maher, Charles et
al., 5 IBLA 209, 79 I.D. 109 (1972).

Naughton, Harold J., 3 IBLA 237, 78
I.D. 300 (1971); Schweite, Helena
M., 14 IBLA 305 (Feb. 1, 1974) is
distinguished by Kristeen J. Burke,
Joe N. Melovedoff, Victor Melove-
doff, 20 IBLA 162 (May 5, 1975).

Nebraska, State of (18 L.D. 124)
overruled, 28 L.D. 358.

Nebraska, State of v. Dorrington (2
C.L.L. 647); overruled, 26 L.D. 123.

Neilsen v. Central Pacific R.R. Co. et
al. (26 L.D. 252); modified, 30 L.D.
216.

Newbanks v. Thompson (22 L.D.
490); overruled, 29 L.D. 108.

Newlon, Robert C. (41 L.D. 421);
overruled so far as in conflict, 43
L.D. 364.

New Mexico, State of (46 L.D. 217);
overruled, 48 L.D. 98.

New Mexico, State of (49 L.D. 314);
overruled, 54 I.D. 159.

Newton, Walter (22 L.D. 322); modi-
fied, 25 L.D. 188.

New York Lode and Mill Site (5 L.D.
513) ; overruled, 27 L.D. 373.

*Nickel, John R. (9 L.D. 388); over-
ruled, 41 LD. 129 (See 42 L.D.
313).

Northern Pacific R.R. Co. (20 L.D.
191); modified, 22 L.D. 234; over-
ruled so far as in conflict, 29 L.D.
550.

*Northern Pacific R.R. Co. (21 L.D.
412, 23 L.D. 204; 25 L.D. 501);
overruled, 53 I.D. 242 (See 26 L.D.
265; 33 L.D. 426; 44 L.D. 218; 117
U.S. 435).

Northern Pacific R.R. Co. v. Bowman
(7 L.D. 238); modified, 18 L.D. 224.

Northern Pacific R.R. Co. v. Burns (6
L.D. 21); overruled, 20 L.D. 191.

Northern Pacific R.R. Co. v. Loomis
(21 L.D. 395); overruled, 27 L.D.
464.

Northern Pacific R.R. Co. v. Marshall
et al. (17 L.D. 545) ; overruled, 28
L.D. 174.

Northern Pacific R.R. Co. v. Miller (7
L.D. 100); overruled so far as in
conflict, 16 L.D. 229.

Northern Pacific R.R. Co. v. Sherwood
(28 L.D. 126); overruled so far as
in conflict, 29 L.D. 550.

Northern Pacific R.R. Co. v. Symons
(22 L.D. 686); overruled, 28 L.D.
95.

Northern Pacific R.R. Co. v. Urquhart
(8 L.D. 365); overruled, 28 L.D.
126.

Northern Pacific R.R. Co. v. Walters
et al. (13 L.D. 230) ; overruled so
far as in conflict, 49 L.D. 391.

Northern Pacific R.R. Co. v. Yantis (8
L.D. 58); overruled, 12 L.D. 127.

*Northern Pacific Ry. Co. (48 L.D.
573) ; overruled so far as in conflict,
51 L.D. 196 (See 52 L.D. 58).

Nunez, Roman C. and Serapio (56 I.D.
363) ; overruled so far as in conflict,
57 I.D. 213.

Nyman v. St. Paul, Minneapolis, and
Manitoba Ry. Co. (5 L.D. 396);
overruled, 6 L.D. 750.
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u'uonnel, homas J. (zS .D. Z4);
overruled, 35 L.D. 411.

Olson v. Traver et al. (26 L.D. 350,
628) ; overruled so far as in conflict,
29 L.D. 480; 30 L.D. 382.

Opinion A.A.G. (35 L.D. 277); va-
cated, 36 L.D. 342.

Opinion of Acting Solicitor, June 6,
1941; overruled so far as inconsis-
tent, 60 I.D. 333.

*Opinion of Acting Solicitor, July 30,
1942; overruled so far as in conflict,
58 I.D. 331 (See 59 I.D. 346, 350).

Opinion of Associate Solicitor, Oct. 22,
1947 (M-34999) ; distinguished, 68
I.D. 433 (1961).

Opinion of Associate Solicitor, M-
36463, 64 I.D. 351 (1957) ; over-
ruled, 74 I.D. 165 (1967).

Opinion of Associate Solicitor, M-
36512 (July 29, 1958) ; overruled to
extent inconsistent, 70 I.D. 159.

Opinion of Chief Counsel, July 1, 1914
(43 L.D. 339) ; explained, 68 I.D.
372 (1961).

Opinion of Secretary, 75 I.D. 147
(1968) ; vacated, 76 I.D. 69 (1969).

Opinion of Solicitor, October 31, 1917
(D-40462); overruled so far as in-
consistent, 58 I.D. 85, 92, 96.

Opinion of Solicitor, February 7, 1919
(D-44083); overruled, November 4,
1921 (M-6397) (See 58 I.D. 158,
160).

Opinion of Solicitor, August 8, 1933
(M-27499) ; overruled so far as in
conflict, 54 I.D. 402.

Opinion of Solicitor, June 15, 1934 (54
I.D. 517); overruled in part, Febru-
ary 11, 1957 (M-36410).

Opinion of Solicitor, Oct. 25, 1934, 55
I.D. 14, overruled so far as incon-
sistent, 77 I.D. 49 (1970).

Opinion of Solicitor, May 8, 1940 (57
I.D. 124) ; overruled in part, 58 I.D.
562, 567.

Opinion of Solicitor, August 31, 1943
(M-33183) ; distinguished, 58 I.D.
726, 729.

Opinion of Solicitor, May 2, 1944 (58
I.D. 680); distinguished, 64 I.D. 141.

Opinion o Solicitor, viareh z, 1949

(M-35093); overruled in part, 64
I.D. 70.

Opinion of Solicitor, 60 I.D. 436
(1950); will not be followed to the
extent that it conflicts with these

views, 72 I.D. 92 (1965).

Opinion of Solicitor, M-36051 (Decem-
ber 7, 1950), modified; Solicitor's
Opinion, M-36863, 79 I.D. 513

(1972).

Opinion of Solicitor, Jan. 19, 1956 (M-
36378) ; overruled to extent incon-
sistent, 64 I.D. 57.

Opinion of Solicitor, June 4, 1957 (M-
36443); overruled in part 65 I.D.
316.

Opinion of Solicitor, July 9, 1957 (M-
36442); withdrawn and superseded,
65 I.D. 386, 388.

Opinion of Solicitor, Oct. 30, 1957, 64
I.D. 393 (M-36429); no longer fol-
lowed, 67 I.D. 366 (1960).

Opinion of Solicitor, 64 I.D. 351
(1957); overruled, M-36706, 74 I.D.
165 (1967).

Opinion of Solicitor, 64 I.D. 435
(1957), will not be followed to the
extent that it conflicts with these
views M-36456 (Supp.) (Feb. 18,
1969), 76 I.D. 14 (1969).

Opinion of Solicitor, July 29, 1958 (M-
36512) ; overruled to extent incon-
sistent, 70 I.D. 159 (1963)..

Opinion of Solicitor, Oct 27, 1958 (M-
36531) ; overruled, 69 I.D. 110
(1962).

Opinion of Solicitor, July 20, 1959
(M-36531, Supp.); overruled, 69
I.D. 110 (1962),.

Opinion of Solicitor, 68 I.D. 433
(1961) ; distinguished and limited,
72 I.D. 245 (1965).

Opinion of Solicitor, M-36767 (Nov. 1,
1967) (supplementing, M-36599),
69 I.D. 195 (1962).

Opinions of Solicitor, September 15,
1914, and February 2, 1915; over-
ruled, September 9, 1919 (D-43035,
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May Caramony) (See 58 I.D. 149,
154-156).

Oregon and California R.R. Co. .
Puckett (39 L.D. 169); modified, 53
I.D. 264.

Oregon Central Military Wagon Road
Co. v. Hart (17 L.D. 480); over-
ruled, 18 L.D. 543.

Owens et al. v. State of California (22
L.D. 869); overruled, 38 L.D. 253.

Pace v. Carstarphen et al, (50 L.D.
369); distinguished, 61 I.D. 459.

Pacific Slope Lode (12 L.D. 686);
overruled so far as in conflict, 25
L.D. 518.

Page, Ralph, 8 IBLA 435 (Dec. 22,
1972), explained; Sam Rosetti, 15
IBLA 288, 81 I.D. 251 (1974).

Papina v. Alderson (1 B.L.P. 91);
modified, 5 L.D. 256.

Patterson, Charles E. (3 L.D. 260)
modified, 6 L.D. 284, 624.

Paul Jarvis, Inc., Appeal of (64 I.D.
285) ; distinguished, 64 I.D. 388.

Paul Jones Lode (28 L.D. 120) ; modi-
fied, 31 L.D. 359.

Paul v. Wiseman (21 L.D. 12); over-
ruled, 27 L.D. 522.

Pecos Irrigation and Improvement Co.
(15 L.D. 470); overruled, 18 L.D.
168, 268.

Pennock, Belle L. (42 L.D. 815); va-
cated, 43 L.D. 66.

fle4-.1 'D.,44,, P P ln (0f
rerry . e.. 1.1Z -allv ki.m .t

L.D. 5); overruled so far as in con-
flict, 47 L.D. 304.

Phebus, Clayton (48 L.D. 128); over-
ruled so far as in conflict, 50 L.D.
281; overruled to extent inconsis-
tent, 70 I.D. 159.

Phelps, W. L. (8 C.L.O. 139); over-
ruled, 2 L.D. 854.

Phillips, Alonzo (2 L.D. 321); over-
ruled, 15 L.D. 424.

Phillips v. Breazeale's Heirs (19 L.D.
573); overruled, 39 L.D. 93.

Phillips, Cecil H., A-30851 (November
16, 1967), overruled, 79 I.D. 416
(1972).

Phillips, Vance W., 14 IBLA 79 (Dec.
11, 1978), is modified by Vance W.

Phillips and Aelisa A. Burham, 19
IBLA 211 (Mar. 21, 1975).

Pieper, Agnes C. (35 L.D. 459) ; over-
ruled, 43 L.D. 374.

Pierce, Lewis W. (18 L.D. 328); va-
cated, 53 I.D. 447; overruled so far
as in conflict, 59 I.D. 416, 442.

Pietkiewicz et. al. v. Richmond (29
L.D. 195); overruled, 37 L.D. 145.

Pike's Peak Lode (10 L.D. 200); over-
ruled in part 20 L.D. 204.

Pike's Peak Lode (14 L.D. 47) over-
ruled, 20 L.D. 204.

Popple, James (12 L.D. 483); over-
ruled, 18 L.D. 588.

Powell, D. C. (6 L.D. 302); modified,
15 L.D. 477.

Prange, Christ C. and William C.
Braasch (48 L.D. 488); overruled
so far as in conflict, 60 I.D. 417, 419.

Premo, George (9 L.D. 70) (See 39
L.D. 162, 225).

Prescott Henrietta P. (46 L.D. 486)
overruled, 51 L.D. 287.

Pringle, Wesley (18 L.D. 519); over-
ruled, 29 L.D. 599.

Provensal, Victor H. (30 L.D. 616);
overruled, 35 L.D. 899.

Prue, Widow of Emanuel (6 L.D.
436); vacated, 33 L.D. 409.

Pugh, F. M. et al. (14 L.D. 274); in
effect vacated, 232 U.S. 452.

Puyallup Allotment (20 L.D. 157);
modified, 29 L.D. 628.

F

F

E

B

Ramsey, George L., Heirs of Edwin C.
Philbrick (A-16060), August 6,
1931, unreported; recalled and va-
cated, 58 I.D. 272, 275, 290.

Rancho Alisal (1 L.D. 173) ; over-
ruled, 5 L.D. 320.

.anger Fuel Corporation, 2 IBMA 163
(July 17, 1973), 80 I.D. 708; Set
aside by Memorandum Opinion and
Order Upon Reconsideration in
Ranger Fuel Corporation, 2 IBMA
186 (September 5, 1973), 80 I.D.
604.
ankin, James D. et al. (7 L.D. 411);
overruled, 35 L.D. 32.

;ankin, John M. (20 L.D. 272); re-
versed, 21 L.D. 404.
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Rayburn, Ethel Cowgill, A-28866
(Sept. 6, 1962) is modified by T. T.
Cowgill, et al., 19 IBLA 274 (Apr.
7, 1975).

Rebel Lode (12 L.D. 683); overruled,
20 L.D. 204; 48 L.D. 523.

*Reed v. Buffington (7 L.D. 154);
overruled, 8 L.D. 110 (See 9 L.D.
360).

Regione v. Rosseler (40 L.D. 93); va-
cated, 40 L.D. 420.

Reid, Bettie H., Lucille H. Pipkin (61
I.D. 1); overruled, 61 I.D. 355.

Reliable Coal Corp., 1 IBMA 50, 78
I.D. 199 (1971); distinguished,
Zeigler Coal Corporation, 1 IBMA
71, 78 I.D. 362 (1971).

Rialto No. 2 Placer Mining Claim (34
L.D. 44); overruled, 37 L.D. 250.

Rico Town Site (1 L.D 556); modi-
fied, 5 L.D. 256.

Rio Verde Canal Co. (26 L.D. 381);
vacated, 27 L.D. 421.

Roberts v. Oregon Central Military
Road Co. (19 L.D. 591); overruled,
31 L.D. 174.

Robinson, Stella G. (12 L.D. 443);
overruled, 13 L.D. 1.

Rogers v. Atlantic & Pacific R.R. Co.
(6 L.D. 565) ; overruled so-far as in
conflict, 8 L.D. 165.

Rogers, Fred B. (47 L.D. 325); va-
cated, 53 I.D. 649.

Rogers, Horace B. (10 L.D. 29); over-
ruled, 14 L.D. 321.

*Rogers v. Lukens (6 L.D. 111); over-
ruled, 8 L.D. 110 (See 9 L.D. 360).

Romero v. Widow of Knox (48 L.D.
32) ; overruled so far as in conflict,
49 L.D. 244.

Roth, Gottlieb (50 L.D. 196); modi-
fied, 50 L.D. 197.

Rough Rider and Other Lode Claims
(41 L.D. 242, 255); vacated, 42 L.D.
584.

St. Clair, Frank (52 L.D. 597); modi-
fied, 53 I.D. 194.

*St. Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba
Ry. Co. (8 L.D. 255); modified, 13
L.D. 354 (See 32 L.D. 21).

St. Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba
Ry. Co. v. Fogelberg (29 L.D. 291);
vacated, 30 L.D. 191.

St. Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba
Ry. Co. v. Hagen (20 L.D. 249);
overruled, 25 L.D. 86.

Salsberry, Carroll (17 L.D. 170);
overruled, 39 L.D. 93.

Sangre de Cristo and Maxwell Land
Grants (46 L.D. 301) ; modified, 48
L.D. 88.

Santa Fe Pacific R.R. Co. v. Peterson
(39 L.D. 442) ; overruled, 41 L.D.
383.

Satisfaction Extension Mill Site (14
L.D. 173) (See 32 L.D. 128).

*Sayles, Henry P. (2 L.D. 88); modi-
fied, 6 L.D. 797 (See 37 L.D. 330).

Schweite, Helena M., 14 IBLA 305
(Feb. 1, 1974); Naughton, Harold
J., 3 IBLA 237, 78 I.D. 300 (1971)
is distinguished by Kristeen J.
Burke, Joe N. Melovedoff, Victor
Melovedoff, 20 IBLA 162 (May 5,
1975).

Schweitzer v. Hilliard et al. (19 L.D.
294); overruled so far as in conflict,
26 L.D. 639.

Serrano v. Southern Pacific R.R. Co.
(6 C.L.O. 93); overruled, 1 L.D.
380.

Serry, John J. (27 L.D. 330); over-
ruled so far as in conflict, 59 I.D.
416, 422.

Shale Oil Company (See 55 I.D. 287).
Shanley v. Moran (1 L.D. 162); over-

ruled, 15 L.D. 424.
Shillander, H. E., A-30279 (January

26, 1965), overruled, 79 I.D. 416
(1972) .

Shineberger, Joseph (8 L.D. 231);
overruled, 9 L.D. 202.

Silver Queen Lode (16 L.D. 186)
overruled, 57 I.D. 63.,

Simpson, Lawrence W. (35 L.D., 399,
609); modified, 36 L.D. 205.

Sipchen v. Ross (1 L.D. 634); modi-
fied, 4 L.D. 152.

Smead v. Southern Pacific R.R. Co.
(21 L.D. 432); vacated, 29 L.D. 135.

Snook, Noah A. et al. (41 L.D. 428);
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overruled so far as in conflict, 43
L.D. 364.

Sorli v. Berg (40 L.D. 259); over-
ruled, 42 L.D. 557.

Southern Pacific R.R. Co. (15 L.D
460) ; reversed, 18 L.D. 275..

Southern Pacific R.R. Co. (28 L.D.
281); recalled, 32 L.D. 51.

Southern Pacific R.R. Co. (38 L.D.
89) ; recalled, 33 L.D. 528.

Southern Pacific R.R. Co v. Bruns
(31 L.D. 272); vacated, 37 L.D. 243.

South Star Lode (17 L.D. 280); over-
ruled, 20 L.D. 204; 48 L.D. 523.

Spaulding v. Northern Pacific R.R. Co.
(21 L.D. 57); overruled, 31 L.D.
151.

Spencer, James (6 L.D. 217); modi-
fied, 6 L.D. 772; 8 L.D. 467.

Sprulli, Leila May (50 L.D. 549)
overruled, 52 L.D. 339.

Standard Oil Company of California
et al., 76 I.D. 271 (1969), no longer
followed, 5 IBLA 26, 79 I.D. 23
(1972).

Standard Oil Company of California
v. Morton, 450 F. 2d 493 (9th Cir.
1971) ; 79 I.D. 23 (1972).

Standard Shales Products Co. (52
L.D. 522); overruled so far as in
conflict, 53 I.D. 42.

Star Gold Mining Co. (47 L.D. 38);
distinguished by U.S. v. Alaska Em-
pire Gold Mining Co., 71 I.D. 273
(1964).

State of California (14 L.D. 253); va-
cated, 23 L.D. 280.

State of California (15 L.D. 10)
overruled, 23 L.D. 423.

State of California (19 L.D. 585)
vacated, 28 L.D. 57.

State of California (22 L.D. 428)
overruled, 32 L.D. 34.

State of California (32 L.D. 346) ; va-
cated, 50 L.D. 628 (See 37 L.D. 499
and 46 L.D. 396).

State of California (44 L.D. 118);
overruled, 48 L.D. 98.

State of California (44 L.D. 468);
overruled, 48 L.D. 98.

State of California v. Moccettini (19
L.D. 359; overruled, 31 L.D. 335.

State of California v. Pierce (3 C.L.O.
118) ; modified, 2 L.D. 854.

State of California v. Smith (5 L.D.
543); overruled so far as in conflict,
18 L.D. 343.

State of Colorado (7 L.D. 490); over-
ruled, 9 L.D. 408.

State of Florida (17 L.D. 355):; re-
versed, 19 L.D. 76.

State of Florida (47 L.D. 92, 93)
overruled so far as in conflict, 51
L.D. 291.

State of Louisiana (8 L.D. 126); mod-
ified, 9 L.D. 157.

State of Louisiana (24 L.D. 231) ; va-
cated, 26 L.D. 5.

State of Louisiana (47 L.D. 366);
overiuled so far as in conflict, 51
L.D. 291.

State of Louisiana (48 L.D. 201)
overruled so far as in conflict, 51
L.D. 291.

State of Nebraska (18 L.D. 124);
overruled, 28 L.D. 858.

State of Nebraska v. Dorrington (2
C.L.L. 467); overruled so far as in
conflict, 26 L.D. 123.

State of New Mexico (46 L.D. 217);
overruled, 48 L.D. 98.

State of New Mexico (49 L.D. 314);
overruled, 54 I.D. 159.

State of Utah (45 L.D. 551); over-
ruled, 48 L.D. 98.

*Stevenson, Heirs of v. Cunningham
(32 L.D. 650) ; overruled so far as
in conflict, 41 L.D. 119 (See 43 L.D.
196).

Stewart et al. v. Rees et al. (21 L.D.
446) ; overruled so far as in conflict,
29 L.D. 401.

Stirling, Lillie E. (39 L.D. 346) ; over-
ruled, 46 L.D. 110.

Stockley, Thomas J. (44 L.D. 178,
180); vacated, 260 U.S. 532 (See 49
L.D. 460, 461, 492).

Strain, A. G. (40 L.D. 108); over-
ruled so far as in conflict, 51 L.D.
51.

Streit, Arnold (T-476 (Ir.) ), Aug. 26,
1962, unreported; overruled, 62 I.D.
12.
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Stricker, Lizzie (15 L.D. 74) ; over-
ruled so far as in conflict, 18 L.D.
283.

Stump, Alfred M. et al. (39 L.D. 437);
vacated, 42 L.D. 566.

Sumner v. Roberts (23 L.D. 201)
overruled so far as in conflict, 41
L.D. 173.

Superior Oil Company, A-28897 (Sep-
tember 12, 1962) and William Wos-
tenberg, A-26450 (September 5,
1952), distinguished in dictum; 6
IBLA 318, 79 I.D. 439 (1972).

Sweeney v. Northern Pacific R.R. Co.
(20 L.D. 394); overruled, 28 L.D.
174.

*Sweet, Eri P. (2 C.L.O. 18); over-
ruled, 41 L.D. 129 (See 42 L.D.
313).

Sweeten v. Stevenson (2 B.L.P. 42);
overruled so far as in conflict, 3 L.D.
248.

Taft v. Chapin (14 L.D. 593); over-
ruled, 17 L.D. 414.

Taggart, William M. (41 L.D. 282);
overruled, 47 L.D. 370.

Talkington's Heirs v. Hampfling (2
L.D. 46) ; overruled, 14 L.D. 200.

Tate, Sarah J. (10 L.D. 469); over-
ruled, 21 L.D. 211.

Taylor, Josephine et al. (A-21994),
June 27, 1939, unreported; over-
ruled so far as in conflict, 59 I.D.
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OTE.-The abbreviations used in this title refer to the following publications: "B.L.P."
to\fBrainard's Legal Precedents in Land and Mining Cases, vols. 1 and 2; "C.L.L." to Copp's
Pubtic Land Laws edition of 1875, 1 volume; edition of 1882, 2 volumes; edition of 1890, 2 vol-
umes; "C.L.O." to Copp's Land Owner, vols. 1-18; "L. and R." to records of the former Division
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EiDECISIONS OF THE -
DEPART:MENT OF THE INTERIOR

CLARK COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT

18 IBLA 289
DecidedJanuary 6,1975'

Appeal from decision' of the Nevada
State Office, Bireau of Land Manage-
ment, declaring divestiture of title to
lands granted under the R Aecreation
and Public Purposes. Act (Nev.
043486).

Affirmed.

1. Patents, of Public Lands: Gener-
ally-Public Lands: Disposals of: Gen-
erally-Recreation and Public. Pur-,
poses Act

The Recreation and Public Purposes
Act, and the pertinent regulations there-
under, require that a grantee of land un-
der the Act must. develop the,, land in
accordance with the specified uses pro-

posed in the patent. applicationi within a
reasonable tine following the date of is-
suance of patent.

2. Patents of Public Lands: Gener-
ally-Public Lands:` Disposals of:
Generally-Recreation , and, Public
Purposes Act

Failure over a seventeen-year period to
develop land patented undert the Recrea-
tion and Public Purposes Act in accord-
ance with the specified public usespro-
posed in the pahtent application and set
out in the patent is a violation '' the
condition' in the patentv which provides
that if the lands are devoted to a use
other than that for which they :were

conveyed title shall revert to the United
States.

APPEARANCES: Thurman White,
Associate Superintendent,' School Fa-
cilities Division, Clark Coty School
District, for appellant;. David S. Xier-
cer, Esq., Office of the. Solicitor,Depart-
ment of the .Interior, for, the United
States.

OPINION BY ADMIATISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE RITVO

INTERIOR BOARD OF LAND
APPEALS :

Clark County School District has
appealed from a decision of the
Nevada 'State Office, Bureau, of
Land Management (hereafter
BLM), dated July 25, 1973, which
held that appellant's failure over a
seventeen-year. period to develoPI
any of. the uses. specified in a patent
to land granted under the Recrea-
tion and Public Purposes Act, 43
U.S.C. 8 869 (1954), was a viola-
thon of the reversionary provision
of the patent which effected a di-
tVestiture of te Schoo 1 )istrict's
titleto the land and the revestiture
thereof in the jnite4 States..

The history of this case goes back
a 'numberof y'ars. On January 3,
1956, in accordance with tle re-

quirements of the Recreation and

82 I.D. No. 1
1
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Public Purposes Act, the Las Vegas
Union School District (predecossor'
to appellant Clark County .School,
District) filed applicati-on1 Nevada
043486 for approximately 337 acres
of land in the vicinity of Las Vegas.
i its application, the School. Dis-
trict stated that it wanted thedlands
for:.

Public schools, high, schools, university or
educational sites, school administrative
sites, parks, playgrounds, athletic 'ields,
auditoriums and othr public school edu-
cationalneeds andfadii'ties.

No target date ~vas iven for the:
construction of the proposed facili-
ties. . ;

Thereafter, pursuant to the prc)-
visions 'of the Act, the United
States,on July 26, 1956, issued Pat-
ent No. 1162525 to the School Dis-
trict for 196.72 acres of land. The
five-acre tract in disputein this ap-
pidal, lot 48, sec. 23,' S' 2 NEI/4 SE'/4
NE J1, T: 21: S., R. 614 E., Munt,
Diablo Meridian, Nevada, was in-
cluded aiong the 'pateiited lands.
With'respect to the' 140 acres' re-
inaining unpatented, application'
Nevada 043486 was suspended pend-
ingI-theelea ane of inining conflicts
froni the land.

At th'e ti'ne of the grant, the Act
Provided t hat: '

* * If, at any time 'after the lands
are conveyed by the Government,, the.
grantee or .its successor attempts to
transfer title to or control -over these
lands to another or the lands are de-
voted to a use other. than that for which-
the lands were conveyed, without the
consent of the Secretary, title to the
lands shall revert to the United States.

43 U.S.C. § 869-2 (1954).

The section further provided that
'the above provision would cease to
be in effect 25. years after the is-
-suance of -the patent. The pertinent
regulation thereunder provided
that:

All patents under this 'act will contain'
a clause providing that if the patentee or
its successor attempts to transfer title to
0ii I control over the lainds to another or
the lands are devoted to a use other than
that-fori which the-lands.,were conveyed,.
without consent of competent authority,
title shall revert- to the United States.
This clause: villtterinate 25 'years- after
issuance of the patent. *' - -

43 CFR 254.10(c) ('1954}'.'- -

In accordance with the above re-
quirements of the Act and reg-ula-
ion, the patent under which the

School District took title to the land
in question included a clause which
provided that:

If the patentee -or successor attempts
to tranisfer title to or control over the
lands to: another or the -lands are de-
voted to an use other than public schools,
high schools, university' or educational
sites, parks. playgrounds, 'athletic fields,
auditoriums and other public school educ
cational needs and facilities without con-
sent of competent authority, -title' shall
revert.to the United States. i X

This - restriction terminates on
July 26,1981,25 years after issuance
of the patent. - -:

On February 15, 1961, appellant
submitted an additional application,
Nevada 056834, for scattered school
sites in the Las Vegas area. The
School District also, indicated its
continued interest in acqjuiring the

I.The present regalation, ith some modifica-.
tion, is to the same effect. See 43 CR 2741.&
(1973).
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remaining tracts in application Ne-.
ada '043486ff Both i applications

were processed together; '
By letter dated Januav~ 13, 1967,'

the BLM informed appellant that
some of the lands pending in Nevada'
application.J''04348 'had become
available for disposal to. the S6hool
District. The'LM advised appel-
lant that a lease only would be au-
thorized if construction was not
scheduled to begin within 18 months
after issuance of the patent.Appl-'
1aamt responded by letter dated Jan-
uary 17, 1967 requesting that a lease
be prepared for the available land.
- On January 31, 1967; the BLMAI
conducted a land report compliance
check on appellaft's land to deter-
mine if sites patented under the-
Recreation and Public Purposes Act
were being improved, used,, and
maintained consistent with the pub-
lic purposes forD which they were
conveyed. The report indicated that
out of 51 lots included within;Pat-'
ent No. '1162525, only four had been
developed. Lot 48 was among the 47
lots that were still vacant.

Following this compliance check,
the'-BLMwrote a letter to appellant,
dated February 13, 1967, which read
in pertinent part as follows:

By the filing of * e * application, Ne-
vada 043486, in January, 1956, < * Clark
County School District represented to the'
Bureau that construction of schools and
related facilities were definitely proposed
'projects. Regulations then and now in
effect prohibit conveyance by patent ab-
sent a showing. that development and use
of the land are imminent.

We therefore request that you advise
us of- your present plans' for use of the

undeveloped land described above, if any,
or show cause why title to the' [land]'
should, not revert to the, United States.

In arelply, 'dated March 8, 1967,
appellant responded as follows:

The lands are still intended for the
definitely proposed projects described in:
the original application and, there still
exists 'the probability that each o f the
projects will be fully implemented within
a reasonable time. As you know the rate'
of growth in population in Clark County
has not proceeded, at a' uniformly fast
rate.. In fact, we are now at ,a low' ebb
of increase but see definite signs of a new-
spurt of growth in the near future.'

The BLM, at that' point took no
further action with respect to the
lands listed in appellant's patent.

Sometime in 1971, a representa-
tive from St. Viator Community
'Center, Las Vegas, Nevada, ap-
proached ppellant with an offer to
buy or lease lot 48. Appellant did
not want to relinquish title to the
land in favor of the Center, but the;
School District was amenable to a
leasing arrangement. However,.
upon inquiry to the BLM, appellant
was informed that: a lease to the
Center would not be in keeping with
the Recreation and Public Purposes
Act as the School, District would, no
longer have effective control over the
land. Negotiations between the par-
ties then ceased.

Thereafter, on December 20, 1972,
the; Roman Catholic Bishop of
Reno, Nevada, applied for the sub-
ject site under the Recreation and
Public Purposes Act for the purpose'
of expandingo the St. Viator Com-
munity Center which is contiguous
to lot 48. In.a letter accompan ing

U wavwwJ as
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its application, the following is
stated:

:The School Board has not made any, at-
tempt to develop the land since patent
was issued. Discussions with the school
district indicate they have no 'intention
of any development. Rather they wish to
sell the; property' for revenue purposes.

'On January 30, 1973,'anotherland
report conpliance check. was con-
ducted by the BLM.on the .subject
property to determine the extent of
use by appellant for school site pur-
poses. The report stated the follow-
ing :. : I I I ; - -

[AIpplicant has made no attempt to
develop this parcel [sec. 23, lot 48i for the
intended educational facilities as stipu-
lated in patent grant on' July 20, 1056.2
The land remains undeveloped (see
photos) with no past attempts to con-'
struct any type of public school improve-
ments. Telephone conversation with Mr.
Deveney, School District Realty Agent,
on January 30,' 1973, revealed that the'
District had no plans for development of
subject parcel.,

Based o ithis report, the Bureau re-'
quested' that the; School District
voluntarilyreconvey the land to the
United States. The School District
refused.

Thereafter, the Bureau made'one
final plea to the School District re-
garding voluntary raconveyance. In
a letter from' the Bureau to appel-
lant, dated March 14, 1973, the fol-
lowing is stated:

You will recall 'our discussions about
the parcel of andtdon Eastern -Avenue
patented: to 'the S chool District, 'along
with other lands, in 1956. Youf indicatedf
that the, District would not' voluntarily
reconvey the land even though there are

'2 The correct date Is July 26,1956.

no present plans to develop the site for
school purposes.

We .have before us, now an application
from the Roman Catholic Bishop of Reno
for the site. The application is properly
supported by development and manage-
ment plans which demonstrate a need
for and capability to use the land'for pur-
poses contemplated by the Recreation and
Public Purposes law.

In view of the School District's long
continuing'failure to develop and use the
site and the apparently boua fide compet-
ing demand for it, I request that the
Board reconsider its position in the mat-
ter and reconvey the parcel.A

[Y]ou inquired about the possibility of
the District leasing the land to the
Church; and retaining title. I believe such
an arrangement would be inconsistent
with the law and"that we could notap-
prove it.

In a letter dated May 2, 1973, ap-
pellant, through its Associate Su-
perintendent, responded as follows:

I;am sympathetic to the needs of the
Roman Catholic Bishop of Reno for the
parcel. Indeed this office hasattempted to
find some way of making the property
available to the church while safeguard-
ing the District's rights to future use of
the property.

Availability of public lands in the fast
growing Paradise Valley is very scarte.
Private land when available is expensive
and is becoming much harder to obtain.
The property in question has a real poten-
tial of utilization by the District as an
annex to the present Education Center
a short distance away on Flamingo Road.

The administration cannot recommend
to the Board of School Trustees that the
site 'be reconveyed to the federal govern-
ment. This- decisionj of course, Pay. be
appealed directly to the Board of School
Trustees.

'Following this train of events, the
Nevada State Office, BLM, in its
decision dated July 25; 1973, deter-
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mined that the Recreation and Pub-
.lic Purposes Act, and the pertinent,
regulations thereunder, required
that agrantee of land under the Act
must actually, put the land to the
specified uses proposed within a rea-
sonable time from te date of the
issuance of. patent. As noted above,
the State Office concluded that ap-
pellant's: failure toI develop the
patentedlandfor over i7-years was
an unreasonable length of time for

:nondevelopment and violated the
-reversionary !provision of ' the
patent which required that the land
could ot be 'devoted to a use other
than that for .which: the lands were
conveyed. Accordingly, the. State
Office held that this extended non-
use efected a divestiture of the
SchooI1 District's title to he. land
and the revestiture thereof in the
United'States..

On appeal, Clark County School
District generally presents three
arguments:

(1) The State Office: decision
holding that the reversionary clause
in appellant's patent was activated
and divestiture occurred due to non-
development of the subject property
during the 17-year period was based
on an unreasonable and narrow con-
struction of the law governing eorm-
pliance with the, terms of the Rec-
reation and Public, Purposes Act..

(2) The Bureau of- Land Man-
agement has acted'in a discrimina-
tory fashion as it hqas not, attempted
to apply similar compliance criteria
to' undeveloped lands acquired
under the Recreation and Public

Purposes Act and held by other
public. agencies.

(3) The 'Bureau of Land Man-
agement, Nevada :State Office Man-
ual,. page, 2, Appendix 2, January
,21, 1970, provides that even assum-
ing less than satisfactory compli-
ance with the Act,

a-the recipient is "allowed to prepare
and submit a new plan of development in
raccordance with 43 CER 2232.1-2."a
or

-the recipient is "allowed to pay the
amount equal to the difference between
the price paid for the land and 50% 'of

-the fair market value of the 'land as of
the date of patent plus compound interest
computed at 4%." 4 i

Appellant requests that the Depart-
ment: give it either of the two 'above
options. rather than declaring di-
vestiture of its: title to the subject.
land.

3The School District's County Board of
'Trustees held a meeting on August 23, 1973,:
wherein-they approved a project for the subject
site.. Appellant has submitted a new applica-
tion offered as an amendment to its original

-application in which it proposes to use the site
for educational television facilities. Construc-
tion would begin in 1978 itf general'obligation
bond to be submitted to thei electorate of Clark
County, somgtime in 1974,.were approved. It
is questionable whether this proposal with its

'1975 construction date and'speculative financ-
ing, meets, the requirements of a "definitely

' pioposed project" as specified in the Act.
4 Regardless of the instructions in the Office

Manual, the law does not provide for a sale on
theterms requested by the School DiStrict. The
Recreation and Public Purposes Act provides
that sales "shall be made at a price to be fixed
by the, Secretary of the Interior through ap-
praisal or otherwise, after taking Into con-
sideration the purpose for which the lands are
to be used." 43 U.S.C. 869-1(a) (1970). 43
CFR 2741.7(c) (1973), provides that sales,
"will be-made at prices fixed. through appraisal
of the fair .market value of. the lands or
otherwisEej'taking into consideration the pur-
pose for hich the land, will be used."

11 : :d '
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In its first argument on appeal,
'the School District justifies its non-
development of the' subj ct land for

lover seventeeh "~ears on the basis
'that neither the original application
nort3he patent for the'land specified
a timetables for developmnent. In the
'absence of such a specific demand
from the Department, appellant
argues that it is unreasonable at: this
point to construe the law so as to
decide 'that the School District has
failed to comply with the provisions
of, the patent. We are not persuaded
by this argument.

The" Recreation'and Public Pur-
poses Act, the regulations there-
under, and the legislative history of

-the-'Act, all indicate that Coigress
"intended that any land granted
under the Act must be used for 'the
specifically proposed public project
listed in the patent within a reason-
able time from the date of issuance

."ef the pateiit. 'When the land was
conveyed, the Act provided that
land disposed of wvas "to be used for

.,an established or definitely, pro-
-posed 'projet'43. U.S.C. 86 9 (a)
(1954) .6 In discussing this require-
ment, the House Committee on Inte-
rior ald Insular Affairs, in House
':Report No. 353, May 7, 1953 (H.R.
.1815),' stated the following:

[I]f disposition of lands is to be made
for other than recreational purposes, the
'Secretary of the Interior must have proof

-that the land will be used for an; estab-
,lished or definitely proposed project.

; -When .R. f18:15 assed the House
and was before the Senate Commit-

-te on, nerior and Insular Affairs,

_T43 U.S.C. 869(a) (1970) is to the same
effect. :

the Department of the Interior sub-
Mittei a report' on the 'bi 1 as
* amended by the H ose. The Depart-
ment "interpreted the "`established
or definitely proposed project"- re-
quirement as follows:

[P3ublic lands should-not be disposed
of to a loeal Government agency if such
ageney has only vague plans for possible
utilization of the lands some time in the

:indefinite future. * x * Under this lan-
guage ["an established or definitely pro-
posed project"] this Department: could
require the proposed 'beneficiary to show

'that it has taken such action as may be.
practical to secure needed local au-
thorization for the project, to make
definite plans for. the type. of facilities
to be developed, and to make adequate
funds available before title to the lands
is actually transferred.6

Regulation 43 CFr R 254.5(b)
(1954) was adopted shortly after
enactment of 'the 1954 Act. It clearly
shows the cointemporaneous ad-
ministrative interpretation of the
Act:

Applicants wvill not be granted title to
or use of land under the act except for
an established or definitely proposed proj-
ect. A definitely -.proposed preject is a
'project which has been authorized by
competent authority irrespective of
whether or not it has been financed and
otherwise fully implemented, :providing
that there exists the probability that it

twill be fully implemented within a rea-
sonable time.

" Particular attention should be di-
rected to the proviso requiring that

-there exist "the .probability that it
-will be fully implemented within 'a
reasonable time."

The report was dated March 5, 1954, from
Orme Lewis, Acting Assistant Secretary of the
Interior, to the Hon. Hugh nButler,. Chairman
of the Senate Committee on Interior and
Insular Affairs.
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[1T The factsilr this case indicite
tua the BLM was iitially satisfied
that the requirmeits" for' a "defin-
itely pr oposed project" ere met by
Uhe School'District's Igeneral repre-
senteati6n that coisfiiiction of thef
enumherated- eduatfionlal facilities
liste'l ii appelaiit's application was
to take place on thie patented land.
The requireinenit that appellant fol-
low through 'with its plan to de-
velop a definitely proposed project
for use 'on the land did not expire,
however, upon the filing of its ap-
plication or upon the grant of the
patent. The grant to the School
Ililtrict was conditioned upon its
'riepresentation to, devote the land to
public use.

The law generally requires that a
conditione be perfornied witlin a
reasonable time when there is no ex-
press, deadline in tle conveyance.
See Adams v. 'Ore K'nob Copper Co.,
7 F.' 634, 638 ' (C.C.N.C. 1880-);
Union. Stockyards Co . N. asvile
Packing 'Co., 140 F. 701, 706 (6th
Cir. 1905) ; 4 THOMPSON, REAL
PROPERTY, E lstates 1889
(1961); 26 C.J.S. Deeds, § 152
'(1955). This interpretation is fur-
ther buttressed in this insta'nce by
43 CFR 254.5(b) (1954) which re-
quired thllat a definitely proposed
project be fully implemented within
'a reasonable time. Accoidingly, we
find that there was a continLing ob-
ligation to develop tle land for the
stated public Purpose within a rea-
sonable time following the date of
issuance of patent.

Appellant 'became aware of its
coltinuhing obligtio ,to the

land as early as Arch 14, 1962,
when it- was informed by a 'letter
decision of the' Deartmen t that
specifc construction' timetables 
wouldi thereafter be required to as-
'sure the Department that appellant
was in' fact planning to go ahead
'with the proposed educational im^-
prov'enents. In January of 1967, ap-
pellant was informed, that lands
pending' in Nevada. application
043486 could be issued by lease only,
if collstruction 'was not scheduled to
begin within 18 months after is
suance of patent. Finally,: following'
the compliance check in 1967, ap-
pellant was" again' informed- by the
-BLM of the requirement that ap- 
pellant move forwa-rd with the con-
struction of its. definitely: pro_
posed' school and related facilities
projects.

we assume that appellant dealt
with the Government in good faith,
which includes the intentioi to uob'b
serve legal duties. See fliyoichi Fuji-
'kawa v. Sunrise Soda Water Works
'Co., 158 F.2d 490, 494 (9th- Cir.
1946.)'. In its letter response of
'March'8, 1967, the School' District
acknowledged its continuing obli-
gation' to comply with the require-
ments of the Act and stated that it
intended to comply as there still ex-
isted 'the probability that the "de-
finitely proposed projects described
in the original application [would
be] fully implemented within' a
reasonable time." No development,
however, was forthcoming.'
,,Appellant was required to begin

construction on its proposed educa-
tional projects .. ithin: a. reasonable
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time following issuance: of atent;
For over a seventeen-year. 'period
there has' been no xdevelopment of
any kind on the land involved in
this: appeaL Wefind in this instance
that appellant, by not developing.
the land.for a seventeen-year period
following issuance of its patent, has
failed to. meet its continuing obli-
gation to develop-a definitely pro-
posed project. within a reasonable
time.

[2] We further find that nonuse
of land over an unreasonable period
of time after issuance of patent 'vio-
lates the provision of. the Act re-
quiring that patented-lands not be.
devoted to a use 'other than' that for
which the 'lands were conveyed. Cf.
Robert, Ward Morgan, A26499
(December 10, 1952) at 2.-:This con-
clusion is supported by the addi-
tional requirement of the Act and
regulations that 'patents only issue
for definitely'' proposed:' projects.
Such pr6jcots.were defined 'as those
to be com leted within. a reasonable
time.: Nonuse of land,.'"which was
originally awarded with the intent
that it be. devoted to public pur-
poses, .:does not further the public
policy of the Act. To hold otherwise
would permit the absurd result 'of
allowing a grantee under; patent to
hold 'the land idI6.for'1the '25-year
reverter.periodi at the end'of which
time unrestricted title would be; re-
ceived for land which Was never put
to. use f or the public piirposes orig-
inally intended in' the grant.

Thus, the: Board concludes that
appellant'sI failure' to' develop the
land for educational use 'within 'a

r eiisonable, time following issuance
of patent is a, basis for finding that
there had been a violation of the
patent's reversionary provision.
This construction is in conformity
with general law,, with the spirit of
the Act, and permits the Depart-
nient, on a continuing basis, to ad-,.
minister the 'Act to assure that pub-
lie lands granted thereunder will be.
devoted to definitely. proposed proj-
ects: within a .reasonable time fol-
lowing issuance of patent.7

7 Reference may be made to other acts in
7cami materia to determine a course or trend
of legislation; from which a, 'C6ngressional
policy may be identified. Thus, we note that
prior to repeal in 1970, the Act of May 13,
1946,; 60 Stat. 179, amending the Federal Air-
port Act, provided in pertinent part, that,

" * * each such conveyance 'shall be made
ong the condition that the property interest
conveyed shall automatically revert to the
United States in the event that the lands in
question- are-not developed, :or cease to be
used,,for airport purposes." (I talies added.)
T his policy was continued in the Airport and
Airway Development Act of. 1970, 49 U.S.c.
§1723(b), which requires inpart that,

* * * "[a] 'conveyance may be made only
oil the condition' that,\ at the option of the
Secretary, the property Interest conveyed shall
revert to the' Ubnited States in the event that
the lands n question are not developed for air-
port purposes or used in a; manner consistent
with the teres of the conveyance.'? 
'(Italics added.)

In Utecl States V. Sequee. Uaion High
School Distiect, 145 F. Supp. 177 (N.D. CaL
i955) the court was dealing with an issue
arising; under the Surplus property' Act of
1944, as amended, 50 U.S.C. 1622 (1970).
In' i943, the United States had conveyed land;
to, the. School District, pursuant to t e Act,
and the onveyance contained the following
condition:ov 

"[F] or 'a peridd, of ten (10) years from the
date of this conveyance said premises, shall be
continuously used as and for school purposes
and for iniidental purposes pertaining thereto
but for gno .other, purposes,. .

For approximately five years following the
grant, the School District made no use whatso-
ever of the property except to clear weeds
therefrom. Based on this' nonuse, the court
conclusded 'that th'e 'plerlses were not used
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With respect to appellant's sec-
ond and third argunmets on appeal
we find them both without merit.
The decision of the BLM to declare
a divestiture of appellant's title to
the land is in no way 'discrimina-
tor-y. See 'United States v. Howard,
15 IBLA 139, 144-46 ('197i);
United States8 v. Zuber, 13 IBLA
193, 197-98 (1973); United States
v. Gunn, 7 IBLA 237, 245, 79 I.D.
588, 591 (1972). As for the BLM
Official Manual (Appendix) cited
by appellant, this is imply aAlin-
hquse instructioll procedure for
quinquennial compliance checks on
Recreation.; and; Public Purposes
Act patents and leases. The instruc-
tions do not have the force or effect
of law. In any case, appellant failed
to fully cite the manual instruetions
which provide that following a de-
termination that' the patentee has
not coinplied with the terms of the
grant, the Office should "allow 60
days for patentee to show 'cause why
title to the lnd should not revert to
-the United. States or egeuest :inlieu
of forfeit'tre of title" an 'alternate
plan or a purchase agreement.
(Italics added.)' The manual does

:not 'cite any statute or regulation
authoriing a'sale of land. However,
even assuming authority for such a
sale exists, we, note that the manual
makes its exercise discretionary.In
this instance4 the Bureau properly

for school purposes as required by the statu-
tory condition imposed in the deed. The court
then held that forfeiture was effected by breach
of this condition.:

chlose :forfeiture 'in light 'of 'appel-
lant's continued inactions S .

We conclude that appellant's fail-
ure to comply' with the requiremnents
of the patent divested it of titleand
'revested the- title in; the United
States. Accordingly, the BLM 'was
eorrect in informing appellant that
a violation Of the reversionary;pro-
-vision in the patent had occurred.
The case is returned to the Bureau
*of 'Land Managememitto undertake
appropriate action to remov' the
cloud on the United States' title;

Therefore, pursuant to the au-
thority delegated'to the Board of
Land Appeals J the Secretary of
the Interior, 43 CFR. 4.1, the deci-
sion below is 'affiirmed.

-MARTIN RITVo,

Adrniniistrative Judge.

TE coNCU:

NEWTON FRISHrBERG,

Chief Adninistrcqivze Judge.

JOAN B. THOMbPsONI

Adnministrative Judge.

DOrGmAS E. IENRIQUES,

Administtrative Judge.

ANNE POINDEXTER LDW is,
Administrative Judge.

, While, we recognize that the St. Viator
Community Center has an interest in obtain-
ing the trat, we point out that at the time it
filed its applicution the land applied for was
noted on the lan4 offlee records as patented
land. Until such time as the land office records
are properlyznoted, the land is not open to the
filing of applications. Accordingly, St. Viator
Community Center's application must be re-
jected. Wilhamni J. Colman, "3' IBLA 322

,(1971 ) . - ; 

1]
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-ADviNIsnuTIVE JUDGE FIsHMAN
DIssENTING:

Tle main opinion holds that ap-
pellant's failure, over a 17-year pe-
riod, to develop the patented land
for any ofthe uses specified in the
patent, constitutes a breach of the
'grant and revests title in the United
States.

At the time of the grant, the Rec-
reation and Public Purposes Aot, 43
U. S.C. § 869-2 (1954) provided
that:

* e If at any time after the lands are
;conveyed by the Government, the grantee
,or its successor attempts to transfer title
'to or control over these lands to another
-or the lands are devoted to a use other
than that for which the lands were con-
veyed, without the consent of the Secre-
tary, title to the lands shall revert to the
,United States.

The section further provided that
the above provision would cease to
be in effect 25 years after the issu-
ance of patent. The pertinent regu-
lation under 43 U.C. § 869-2
(1954) provided that:

All patents under this act will contain
a clause providing' that if the patentde
or its successor attempts to transfer title
to or control over the lands -to another
or the lands-are devoted to a use other
than that for which the lands were con-
veyed, without consent of- competent
'authority, title shall revert to the United,
States. This clause, will terminate 25
,years after issuance of the patent. * *

'43 CFR 254.10(c)' (1954).
In accordance. with the above re-

quirements of the Act and' regula-
tion, Patent No4 1162525, issued
July 26, 1956, under which' the
School District took title to the

-land in question, the patent "'in-
cluded a clause which provided
that:

If the patentee or successor attempts
to 'transfer title to or control over the
-lands to another or the lands are devoted
to a use other than public schools, high
schools, university or educational sites,
parks, playgrounds, athletic- fields, audi-
toriums and other public school educa-
'tional needs and' facilities without con-
sent of competent authority, title shall
revert to the United States.

This restriction terminates on
July 26, 1981, 25 years after issan-
'ance of the patent.

In its application for the land,
'Clark County 'School District stated
it wanted the lands for:

Public schools, high schools, university
or educational sites, school administra-
stive sites, parks, playgrounds, athletic
fields, auditoriums and other public
school educational needs and facilities.

The District admittedly has used
the land for none of these purposes;
in fact, it has made no use of the
land. Thus the primary issue to be
resolved is whether nonuse of the
land constitutes a breach of the
terms of the instrument of convey-
ance; or of the statute 'and regula-
tions under which it was issued..

It is obvious that the plain words
of the statute do not authorize la ter-
nmination of a patent for nonuse.
Such 'a result can only be raised by
conjecture.

It is generally safe to Tej'ect an inter-
pretation that does not naturailly sg-
gest' itself' to te iiid of a casual
reader; *0 r 9_ 

Sluilti8 v. llacDouil, a162 F.' 331,
340 (E. D. Okla. 1907), quotig
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fromn.Ard'nore Coal Co. v. Bevil, 61
F., 757, 79 (8th Cir. 1894).

The rule that intent governs the
-meaning of a Statute really means
the intent as expressed in the
statute. United States v. olden-
berg, 168 .s. 95, 102-103 (1897).
There is nothling in the governing
statute, regulation, or instrument
of conveyance to compel the con-
clusion that nonuse is a violation of
the grant.

The main opinion's resort to the
legislative history of the Recreation.
and Public Purposes Act, to supply
what the majority seems to believe
was inadvertently omitted, is not
w well- founded.. As is indicated be-
lo w, such resort is appropriate only;
where the, meaning of a statute is
doubtful.

This principle is illiuninated in
United States v. Shreveport Grain
& Elevator Co., 287i U.S. 77 83-84
(1932), as follows:.

Our attention is called to the fact that
the House Committee on, Interstate and
Foreign Comneree, in reporting the bill'
which afterwards became the act in,
question (HR. 850, 62d Cong., 2d Sess.,
pp. 2-4), agreed with the view that the
authority to make rules and regulations
was confined to the: establishment of
tolerances and exemptions; and that the
Senate Committee- on Manufactures
(S.R.-1216, 62d' Cong., 3d Sess., pp. 2-4)
rmported to the same eeet. In proper
cases, such reports are given considera-
tion in determining thei meaning of a
statute, but only where that meaning is
douhtful. They cannot be resorted 'to. for
the purpose of construing a statute eon-'

trary- to the natural import of its terms.
Wisconsin .. R. Coi?,ns. v. C. B & Q.--R.
Co:, 257 UTS. 563; 588--589.;- Penna. E Co.

'v. International Coal Co., 230 U.S. 184;

199; Van Camp & Sons v. Amierican, Can
Co., 278 U.S. 245, 2i3. Like other extrinsic'
aids to construction their use is "ito solve,'

but not to create an ambiguity." Hamila4
ton v. Rathbone, 175 U.S. 414, 421. Or, as-
stated, in United States v. HartwelR, 6a
Wall. 385, 396, "If- the language be, clear"
it is conclusive. There can be no con--
struction where there is nothing to con--
strue." The same rule is recognized by-.
the English courts. In King v. Comnds-:
sioners, 5 A. & E. 804, 816, Lord Denman,
applying the rule, said that the court was
constrained to give the words of a private
act then under consideration an' effect
which probably was "never contemplated
by those who obtained the act, and very
probably not intended by the legislature.
which enacted it. But our duty is to look'
to the language employed, and construe'
it in its natural and obvious'sense." See
also United' States v. Led'ington Mill; Co.,.
232 U.S. 399, 409; Caminetti v. United
States, 242 U.S. 470, 485. -

Even if the legislative history of-
lH.R. .1815 were to, be considered
there, is nothing in the history cited.
by the -majority which shows that.
the nexpressed condition subse-
quent was- intended.

'It is noteworthy that the govern-
ing. regulation, 43 CFR 254.10(d).
(1954) nou substantially embodied
in 43 CFR 2741.8, does not address
itself to the nonuse situation at alL
Obviously - the epartment could
have adopted ai regulation which,
would make nonuse a violation of
the grant. It fail to do so. Wheth-
er such a regulation would be effica-;
pious as a matter of law is not passed
upon. . :

This Board has held' that:a regu-
lation should, be so clear that thdre'
is' n6 basis for an oil- and-gas lease
applicant's noncompliance with V
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them before they are deprived of a
statutory preference rikht to a lease.
Mary I. A Irata 4BII'A201, 78 ID.
397 (1971): ;. eorgette B. Lee 3
IBLA 272 (1971). A fortiori; a fee
holder of land should not be: de-
prived o his title where his viola.
tion of -a regulatory condition sub-
sequent cani only be raised by con-
jecture.

h'le statute clearly providesthat
the title shall revert in the event of
either of two contingencies, i.e. (1)
transfer of the land to another or
(2) devotion of the land to an 1un1-1
authorized use, both of which re-
quire affirmative, overt. action by the
grantee.. The majority perceives that
the: Congress, in enacting this legis-
lation, actually intended to include
a third contingency which: would
rigger a reverter; towit: nonuse a

passive- ci1cumstance which -re-
quires no action by-the grantee. Ap-
parently the majority believes that'
Congress somehw failed'to express
this intention and the majority now
undertakes to -correct this legislative
oversight by adding the third con-
tingency by administrative fiat.

Ca'peitain hornbook principles ap-
ply to the c ase at bar. It is only
when the meaning of a deed is un-'
certain that resort may be had-to
well-settled, but subordinate rul
of construction, to be treated as
such, and not; as rules of positive'
law. In the in'terpretation of a deed,
the unexpressed intent is unavail-
ing. Restrictions as- to use in a deed
will not be extended by implication
to include anything not clearly ex-
pressed,; and doubts must be resolved

in favor of the free use of land.
Latciis V. JohnA, 117 Vt. 110, 85 A.
2d 575, 32A.LiR. 2d 1203 (1952).-

In Picle v. McKissick, 21 Pa. 232
(1853), it was held that real estate
conveyed to trustees for a school-
house and: place of religious meet-
ings, with a condition that if used
for any other pur pose it shall revert
to the grantor and his heirs, it is
not forfeited by mere; nonuser.

In Dade County v. North Miami
Beach, 69 So. 2d 780 (Fla. 1953),
the court held that restrictions in a
deed (as to -use -of land for park
purposes) are not favored in law if
they have the effect of destroying
an estate and they will be construed
strictly and. -will most strongly be
construed against the grantor. 

In B Buck v. City of Macon, 85
Miss. 580, 37 So. 460 (1904), it was
held that 'even, if the words in a deed
of a lot to the trustees of a town-
ship "for the use of a school and no
other use" constitute a: condition
subsequent, breach of which works
a forfeiture, such forfeiture is not
worked by mere nonuser. The above
decisions are illustrative of a firmly
established principle of law.1 We
have found no impelling authority
to the contrary.

The language of the patent in the
case at bar is clearly distinguishable
from that employed: to establish a
reversion in the event of nonuse.

For example, a patent, No. 1228-
506; issued September 4, 1962, to the
State of Alaska, under sec. 16 of the
Federal Airport Act, 49 U.S.C.

-I See cases cited in: 26 C.J.S. Deeds § 154(b)
(1986):. . -;: d > . :
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§1723 (1970), form'erly, 49 U.S.C.
§ 1115; recited in part: 

* , * The property interest hereby
conveyed shall automatically revert to the
United States pursuant to section 16 of
the Federal Airport Act, in the event that
the lands in qestiol are not developed,
or cease to be used, for public, airport
purposes; and a dleterminatoni by. the
Administrator of the ederal Aviation
Agency, or his successor, in function, that
the lands have not been'deveZope4, or have
eeased to be used for public airport pur-
poses shall be conclusive of such. fat.
(Italics supplied.). * ,.

This languLage foiiows closely thIat

of section 16 of the Federal Airport
Act. It clearly shows that Congress,
and the Department, used apt lan-
giage 'to demnostrate that nonuse
or nondevelopment; was a sufficient
basis to seek the termination of the
estate.

Even though the'airport' patent
provides that the "roperty shall
automatically revert" on the breach
of the condition' and that 'the "de-
termination' of- 1the Administra-
tor * * * that the condition has
*been breached "shall be'6onnclusive

of£ sueh' 'fact.,"-'the"FederaI Aviation
Administration. has always resorted
to court suit to cancel such a patent
for breach of icondition.

The main opinion,,'in my judg-
ment, suffers from, tIle viten'whida
the F.A.A. procedure. avoids. The
majority states:

We conclude that, appellant's failure
to comply with the requirements of the
patent divested it of title and revested the
title in the United States."

It is almost axiomatic that the
Department has no authority to can-

V' 6, 1975

cel administratively a patent,. 4 Op.
Att' C en. 120 (1842.). Even where
a patent issues without authority of
law,,suitmust be.m aintained to can-
cel it n a court, of competent juris-
diction.. United States v. Stone, 69
UI.:S. ( 2 W1all. 525 ( 1865) . Unitzed
States v.; Minor,. 11C4, U.S. 233
:(1885), pointsout that even where
fraud is, involved, court suit is nec-
essa.ry. See also lo at v. United
States, 112 US.24 (1884) .A patent
to public land cannptotbe? annulled
for fraud, unless the evidence is Unl-
equivocal, clear, and convincing.
United States v. 4.nderson, 238 F.

i648. (D. Mont. 1917). Once, patent
to public 'lands has been issued the
authority and 'jurisdictioni of the
IDepartment0 .f the Interior over
such lands, ceases and any subse-
quent, claim of the United States to
title therein must be determined by
t he courts. United States v. 211een-
ze Cou', 187 F. Supp. 40
(D.N.D. d:60),af'd 291 F2d 161
(1961). See also Oregon Ry. c Nav.
Co. v. Hertaberg, 26 Or.- 216, .37 P.

*1019: (1894); Johbnson v.' Faci/
Coast S. S. Co., 2 Alaska 224
(194:), 13 O. Att'y Gen. 457; K'r-
qL'an Murphy, 83 F. 25 (8th Cir.
1897), appeal dism ed,' 170 US.
205 (1897); United States v. White,
1V F., 561 G,.C.D. Cal 1883), ap-
peai dismissed, 122 U.S. 647 (1887).

The Department has, held cn-
sistently over many years that it has
no further jurisdiction over land
which has' been patented. Dorothy

. Marsh,. 9 IBLA 113 (1973);
Clarence March, 3 IBLA- 261
(1971); umuh v. Stearns, A-30441

-'13
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(October 27,1965); Pollyanna Rice,
A-30386 (May 12, 1965). Even
-where a patent has been issued by
-mistake and inadvertence, it vests
title' in the patentee and it' may be
icanceled, if at all, by court suit
within time limitations. Sylvan A.
Hart, A-30832 (Decenber 1,1967) .2

'In an opinion, dated July 25,
1968, the Associate -Solicitor,-1 Di-
vision of Public Lands, concerning
Exchange NM 0557441,' advised the
Director, Bureau of 'Land Manage-

Silent asfollows:

1 nt 1965 and- 1966, we understand,
54,546 acres of Feddral lands were: con-
veyed to Mr. Growder in exchange for
-37.544 acres. Although proper publication
-procedures were followed, it was only
after the issuance off patent that mining
claimants appeared and brought their
claims to the conveyed lands to Federal
attention. Consequently we now have a
situation where one party (or his suc-
cessors), holds a Federal patent to the
same lands in which- other parties claim
rights under the mining law. The Forest
Service wishes to know whether we in-
tend to take any action on this matter.

On the basis of what has so far come
to our attention, we believe that the
United States, should no nothing. Once a

2 Judge Stuebing, however, is of the opinion
that the 'reverter may be self-executing upon
the occurrence of the expressed contingency,
and that the purpose of the subsequent litiga-
tion in that event would be to obtain a judicial
declaration that the reverter has operated to
revest the title in the grantee, so that record
will correctly reflect the state of 'the title.
See, e.g., Boerd et 11w. v. Nevada School Diet.,
251 S.W. 2d 20 (Sup. Ct. Mo. 1952); of. Smith
v. School DiSt. No. 6 of Jefferson county, 250
Sw.. 2d 795 (Sup. Ct. Mo. 195b2j. The

clause in the patent would appear to create fee
simple determinable estate in the grantee,
rather than a fee simple defeasible estate. For
distinction, see Introductory Note to Chapter
4, 1 RESTATEMENT OF THE LAW OF
PROPERTY (1944).

patent has been issued, the Departmnt
h7as lost aZ jurisdiction over the patented
land and all that it can do is recommend
that a judicial action be commenced for
the annulment of the patent. (Italics sup-
plied.)

In sum, I believe that nonuse
'under the' Recreation and, Public
Purposes: Act conveyance here at
bar is not a violat-ion of the Aot,.the
'regulations, or of the terms of the
conveyance. Even assuming, argu-
endo, that nonuse were such a viola-
.tion, the: Department is without
authority to declare that the pat-
entee has been divested of title and
that. title has been revested in the
United States.

FREDERICK FISHMAN,

Administrative Judge.

WE CONCUR:

JOSEPn W. Goss,
Administrative Judge.

EDWARD V. ST'ErING,
Administrative Judge.

AUTHORITY TO DETERMINE ELI-
GIBILITY OF NATIVE VILLAGES
AFTER JUNE 18, 1974 :

Statutory Construction:, Generally'
Although there may be no general rule
for distinguishing between mandatory
and directory provisions, a statute should
:be construed according to its subject mat-
ter and the purpose for which it was en-
acted, and the intention of the legislature
should be controlling.

Statutory Construction: Generally-
Statutory Construction:; Legislative
HXistory l
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To deny: status as an eligible village to
: persons in fact entitled to that status

would be an unjust and unfair denial of a
:right specifieally granted by Congress, as
evidenced in the legislative history.

Statutory Construction: Administra-
tive Construction.

The two and one-half year time limita-
tion set forth by Congress.in section 11
(b) (2) of the Alaska. Native Claims Set-
tlement Act, 43 U.S.d:. §1610(b) (2), for
the determinations of village eligibility,
is an estimate of time reasonable enough
to accomplish the basic purposes of that
section of the Act.

ld-36877
Januatry 7, 1975

OPINION BY SOICTOR
FRIZZELL

OFFICE OF THE SOLICITOR

To: SoLIcITOR.

SUBJECT: AUTHRITY To 0DETER-

MINE :ELIGIBILITY OF NATIVE VIL-

LAGES AFTER JUNTE 18, 1974.

On May 29, 1974, Solicitor's
Opinion, MA-36876, dealing with the
Above-entitled subject matter, was
issued. The opinion discusses cer-
tain provisions of the Alaska Native
Claiis Settlement Act, 43 U.S.C.

M§§160I-1624, other than those di-
P'ectly pertaining to village eligibil-
-ity. Although these other provisions
are analogous to the subject at hand,
analysis of such provisionsis bet-
ter left to such time as it may be nec-
essary to deal with them individu-
ally. Therefore, this revision of

M3687 does not include some of
the discussion :construing other pro-

visions of the Act. This opinion is
confined to the question of whether
the Secretary can make determina-
tions of village, eligibility for bene-
fits under theAla.Native Claims
Settlement Act, as to listed or un-
listed: villages after. June 18, 1974.,

-Subsectionj 11 (b) (2) of the Alas-
ka Native Claims Settlement Act,
43 U.S.C.: §§ 1601-1624: (Supp. II,
1972) (85 Stat.'696) ,+provides:

Within two and one-half years from the
date of enactment of this Act, the Sec-
retary shall reviewv all of the villages

listed in subsection (b) (1) hereof, and a

village shall not be eligible for land bene-

fits under subsections 14 (a) and (b), and

any withdrawal for such village shall ex-

pire, if the Secretary determines that-,

@ X . * *: .*

Subsection 11(b) (3) provides:

Native villages not listed in subsection
(b) (1) hereof shall be eligible for land
and-benefits under'this Act and lands
;shall be withdrawn pursuant to this sec-
tion if the Secretary within two . and
one-half years from ,the date of enact-
ment of this Act, determines that-C* * 

The, language. contained, in these
two subsections dealing with deter-
minations by .the Secretary of the
eligibility of both listed, an'd un-.
listed villages does* not, indicate
whether the two and one-half year
time provision is mandatory or di-
rectory...

Before any conclusions can be
drawn-as to- whether or not the pro-
vision is mandatory or directory, it
is necessary to distinguish between
the action which the Secretary is
directed to complete, under subsec-
tiolnS 11(b) (2) and. (3). and .thel

14]
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time period during which lie must dafory. 1A CD. SANDS, STA-
complete sueh action. There can: be TUTES .AND;; STATUTORY
little argument that the Secretary CONSTRUCTION § 25.0; (4th:ed.
must- complete. a review of all the 1974). It he legisIat'iie considers
listed villages, a nd that such a re- the provisions suffiently important
view is mandatory and essential to that exact compliance is necessary
the purposes:of the legislation. 'Fur- the t prOvsion; is- 'iaandatory.
thermore, the Secretary is directed But if the statute is 'nierely 'a'gulide
to make determinations of the eligi- for.the-conduct of business and for
bility of bth listed and unlisted orderly procedure, rather than a
villages. The question at hand, how- limitation of power, the provision
ever, is whether or not Jun 18; -will. be construed as directory only
1974, is in fact -a "deadline" after Frenh v. Edward, 80 U.S.' (13
whichi thie 'Sedretary can mak5re no Walt). 506 (1871)i; JoAn. W-F
further deter iations f- village ston Co. v. Vaughan, 11 F. Supp.
eligibility. ' ' ' 954 () Olda. 1935), affirmed,
':'Thelgilative-hitory makes it 83 F.2d 3T9 (10th Cir. 1936):'

clear' thatit, wags the, intent,, of Coil- -Although there may be no gen-
gress tp! see;! tt ;all. villgs- eral Yu'le of thumb for 'distinhiish-
vhether listed in the Act or not- ing between'lmianiatory and direc-

which meet, the requirements are toryprovisions, a statute should be
granted lands under this Act." Sen- construed according to its subjebt
ate Repoirt;No. 92AQ 05,'p5ages '38-9. matter and the purpose for which
C:ongress intended that, it'vill'ages it was enacted, and the intention of
eligible, f£or b-enefits '..should be the 'legislature- should be control-'
granted these benefits and specifical- llug. SNDS, Ispra. Con idera io
ly insures their protection before -: must b6 'givei to the legislative his-
nal determination by 'ieans of the tory, the language of thesttte, its
withdrawal procedures.,At thesamie subject matter, the inporanc,e of,
timej however, Congreis intended, its prov ieons, their, relation. to the
that only those villages which meet general 'object intended to be ac-
the requirements of subsections 11 complished by the Atctand finally,
('b) (2)' and (3) can receive these whebher or not there.is a public or
benefits' and insured that' result by private ight involved. Witle0 V.,
requiring'the Secretary to.make a! Bl7ings, 200Kan. 654,438 P.2d 108
final determination of the eligibility (1968),.
of each listed anl mlisted village 'In :Unjed States v. Morri, 252
before the. benefits may be conferred F.2d 643 (1958), a ant'. labor
upon thesevillages. ' agreement . between the United

There is' no uiversal rle by, States and the Republic, of, Mexico
which directory provisions. may, whereby the United States guaran-
under all circumstances, be, distin- teed that employers would pay the
'guislied from those which are man- prevailing wage rate or contract.
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rate, whichever was higher, .re-
quired that a- "joint determination"
that the United: States agricultural
-employer had failed to pay the pre-
vrailing wage rate be concluded
within tenidays. The court held that
ten-day requirement was directory
only and that.a determination con-
-cluded sonme 23 days later was a
valid determination.

The ourt's discussion of the Ag-
ricultural Act of- 1949 and its legis-
lative intent is appropriate to the
question at hand.

This procedure for joint determination
covered many areas of possible contro-
versy in addition to.this simpler question
of the actual wage paidin comp arison to
the administratively determined "pre-
vailing wage." With w6rkers scattered
over the wide geographical area of this
agricultural' .enployment, the scheme of
adjustment calling for adjudication by
the' two. sovereigns through selected rep-
resentatives, each of whom had other
governmental duties to 'perform, and the
nature of potential disputes comprising
many of substantial complexity and con-
troversy, it is not reasonable to believe
that these. two Governments intended, by
this language, to establish a procedural
remedy that would' fail altogether for
any case, no matterhov serious or aggra-
vated, which' was incapable' of resolution
within ten days. On the contrary, these
considerations. uggest strongly that the
ten-day limitation was directory, not
mandatory, and prescribed out of rec-
ognition that two independent sovereigns
with no coercive sanctions availabie were
pledging each other to.handle these com-
plaint proceedings with dispatch, that
neither would needlessly delay them, and
as a specific target, the. period of ten
days would normally be sufficient.

Whether construed as a statute, or a
treaty, or a statutorily authorized con-

5 72-566--75--2 

tract we diseern no intention to adhere
to literalism. It is not decisive and must
give way to the purpose otherwise so
clearly revealed. * * United States v.
Morris, 252 F. 2d 64X, 649 (5th Gir. 1958).

* The problems confronted baye the

Secretary' in administering the

Alaska Native Claims Settlement

Act re bf substartidl 'complexity
'and controversy. It is un'easonable

to believe tat Congress intended

for 'detefminations of village eli-

gibilityeither to fail or be hastil-r

Imade because they were incapable

of resolution 'within'two and one-

half years. ongress intended that

the Secret'ary proceed with dispatch

iii administering the Act within the

time framework set: forth by' Con-

gress. :Needless delays must be

avoided and 'the schedule must be

'used as a guideline, 'but not at all

'costs. :

The timetable set forth by Con-

gtess is at best an estimate of time

reasonable enough to accomplish

the basic purposes of thet Act. Two

and one-half years was the specific.

target date set forth by Congresst

but it cannot be blindly met at the,

expense of the basic purposes of the

Act, namely a proper and reasoned
settlement of long-standing dis-
putes between the Natives, the State
of Alaska, and the Federal Govern-
ment.

It may be difficult to conceive of
anything more absolute than a time
limitation. And yet, for obvious rea-
sons founded in fairness and justice,
time provisions are often found to

be directory merely, where a man-

.143 
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datory construction mnight do great
injury to persons not at fault, as in
'a case where slight delay on the
part of a public officer might prej-
udice private rights or the public
.interest., It has; been: aptly stated
that "when there is no substantial
reason why the thing by statute re-
quired to be done might not' as well
,be. done after-the time prescribed
,as before; [when there is] no pre-
sumption that, by allowing it to be
done, it may. work an injury or
wrong; [when there is] nothing in
the act itself . . . indicating that
the. legislature. did not intend that
it should rather be done after the
time prescribed than nt done at
all-the courts will deem the statute
directory merely." State v. Indus-
tria Comm.ission) 233 Wis. 461, 463,
289 N.W. 769, 771 (1940). See also
D ia'?oidatchC ompany.y. (In'ted
St8ate,1i F. Supp. 952 (Gust. Ct.
3d"Div. 1960).

There is nothing to indicate that
Congress did not intend that the
determination should be made by
the Secretary after June 18 rather
than not done at all. If Congress
had intended to dissolve the Secre-
tary's authority to make such deter-
Vinations of village eligibility after
Jue:18, 19374, it wbu ld' 1have been
explicit in denying him the exercise
of that authority after the two and
one-half year period.'

Under § 14(a) of the Act, 'qual-
ified villages-both listed and un-

listed-will receive patent to the
surface. estate of land totaling 22
million acres under sections 12 (a)
and (b)'. If'the Secretary could not

make eligibility determinations af-
ter June 18, 1974, there is a possi-
bility that some listed, but not
qualified, villages would receive
patents. It would be unfair for the
-Secretary to distribuit6 land to a vil-
lage that, in fact, should not'qualify,
as a village at the expense of those
villages which Congress intended be
-granted- specific benefits. Denying
status as -an eligible village to un-
listed villages in fact entitled to
-that status would be an unjust and
-unfair denial of' rights specifically
granted by Congress.

In the absence of direct evidence
,of legislative intent with regard to
sections'41(b) '(2) and (3) it' is
appropriate to ascertain that Con-
'gress; would have intended 'had it
anticipated the situation at hand.
See SANDS, spra, § 57.19. It is
'difficult to imagne that Congress
would have intended that the deter-0
minations of 'village' eligibility
should suffer because the Secretary
could not meet the tremendous stat-
utory burden imposed upon him
within a certain-time frame. Neither
should persons be denied or granted
village status by default, nor should
decisions of- eligibility be made in
such a cursory fashion that the
rights of all parties to the settle-
ment should suffer. Congress did not
intend that a slight "overrun"
should prejudice private rights or
the public interest. To impose any
other solution would be contrary to
the spirit of the Act.

Therefore, it is concluded that the
two and. one-half 'year provision of
sections 11,(b) (2) and (3)- is di-
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rectory, and the Secretary has au-
thority to determine eligibility of
villages after June 18, 1974.

S:/S/ IrsT FIzzELI,, Solicitor.

ADMINISTRATIVE APPEAL OF
JAMES P. BOWEN

V.

SUPERINTENIDENT, NORTHERN
CHEYENNE AGENCY, ET AL.

3 IBIA,224 .
Decided Jan ry g, 19775

Appeal from an administrative deci-
sion of the Area Director sustaining a
decision of the Superintendent refusing
to cancel a lease.

Airmed and Dismissed.

. Ind>anLands: Patent in Fee: Juris-
'diction
Issuance of a patent in fee on a trust
allotment results in the Secretary's loss
of jurisdiction and authority thereover.

2. Indian Probate: Inheriting: Non-
Indian-285.2
The; United States has no interest to pro-
tect in trust lands inherited by a non-
,Indian, therefore not obligated to pro-
vide services or protection to such a
person.

APPEARANCES: Clarence T. Belue,
Attorney at Law for appellant,
James P. Bowen.

OPINION BY
ADMINISTRATIVE

JUDGE WILSON

INTERIOP BOARD. OF
INDIAN APPEALS

James P. Bowen, hereinafter re-
ferredito asappellant,,through his
attorney, Clarence T Belue5 has
filed an appeal from a decision of
the Area Director,: Billings Area
Office, affirming the action of the
Superintendent, Northern Chey-
enne Agency, in refusing to cancel
a farmnig and grazing lease.

The lease in: dispute involves a
portion. of the original, trust allot-
ment of: Louis Seminole, Northern
Cheyenne Allotment No. 986, de-
scribed as: E 1/i SEI ¼/4 NE 4. sec.
23, N /2 NW 1/4 NE 1/4, %N-1/ - 1/2
S 1/2 NW /4 NE 1/4 N 1/2NW 1/4,
SW /4 NW 1/4 sec. 24 all inT. 3 S.,
R. 41 E., Principal Meridian, Mon-
tana, containing 165 acres. 

The appellant,-a non-Indian, as
sole heir, inherited an undivided
oneethird inteest in the.suhect al-
lotment from. his wife, Harriet
Spang Seminole Bowen, a:Northern
Cheyenne enrollee, on January 30,
1970. A patent in fee,. No. 25-70-
0237, for the said one-third interest
'was issued to the appellant on
April 24, 1970. The remaining un-
divided two-thirds interest in said
allotment remains in trust for the
benefit of. eight other individual
Northern Cheyenne Indians.

On or about June 5, 1970, a lease
was granted and approved by the
Superintendent, Northern: Chey-
enne Agency, Lame Deer, Montana,
to Henry Sioux for the two-thirds
trust interest only. Thereafter, the
appellant on September 21,. 1973,

filed a petition with the Superin-
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tendent alleging that the lease to
Mr. Sioux was invalid and void
since the land was in use and.pos-
session> of the appellant pursuant to
25 CCFR 131.2(a) (4) and 25 TU.S.C.
§ 380 (1970) and that the. lease
should be declared void and. of no
effect. On October 29, 1973, the ap-
pellant again brought to the'atten-
tion "of 'the Supeiintendeht his
petition of' September. 21, 1973, -and
requested a hearing, be held to de-
termilen the m erits. of the petition.
The: 'Supeftinendent on Decem-
ber 14. 1973, advised the appellant
that a partition of the land' would
be the most! equitable solution,. but
that :$services -in that conneotion
could not be extended' to, appellant
since he nwasnho-Indi an.;On Decem-
ber 17, 1973 in respolnse to:the Sn-
perhitendent's' letter -'of December
14, the* appellant againi requested

that a hearing be granted regarding
the I validity -of the' lease to' Air.
Sioux.' The Supertinendent on De-
cemb'er 19' 1973, referred the matter
to the- Area Director for disposition.

'The Area Direcor on January 15,
1974,'informied the appellant that
his petition of September 21, 1973,
was denied f or. the following rea-
sons:--i : f i- 

(a) Appellant is non-Indian to.whom
the Bureau of Indian Affairs owes no
service.

(b) The Bureau of Indian Affairs has
Vno jurisdiction over appellant's interest
in such lands.'

(c) This matter is not an issue for
which a hearing is authorized by the
Federal regulations.

In his appeal it is the; appellant's
contention 'that the Bureau 'of 'In-

dian Affairs' jurisdiction and serv-
ices are not limited to Indians, but
-are limited-to-persons defined by 2a
CFR 2.1; that the appellant is a
person dfined by said section..and
that he has been deprived of a right
or rivilege as a:result of the actions
or decisions of the 'Superintendent
and Area Director, and that he has
been effectively prevened from. the
use and enjoymenIt of his land on ac-
count of the. lease in-question; and
that the smatter-is ,a proper one for
determination of the Sup5erintend-
ent and for appeal pursuant to"25-
CFR 2.

At the outset it, is, noted that the
lease in dispute involves individu-
ally owned la d., The definition
thereof appears in 25 CFR 131.1 (b
as follows:

"Individually owned land" means landl
or any interest therein heldin trust by-
the United States Ifor the benefit of indi--
vidual Indians and land or any inter--
est therein held by individual Indians:
subject to Federal restrictions against
alienation or encumbrance. (Italics sup--
plied.)

Authority for the Secretary to grant.
'leases on individually owned lands-
such as in the case at bar appears-in.
25 CFR 131.2. In the appeal herein,

the lease was properly 'granted
under 131.2(a) (4) for the interests-
held in trust.;

Appellant's contention that the
Superintendent's action in granting
the lease in questionl was a viola-
tion of 25 CFR 131.2(a) (4) and 25.
U.S.C. § 380: (1970) and therefore
void, is without merit. The record.
clearly indicates' that the appellant's
one-third interest in the land ink
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,question is in a
~status,: and accordi
lant does not fall
view of 131.2(a) (4

It is conceded tl
'falls within the 'de
-son" in 25 CFR 2.1
is ather doubtful
liant comes within t]
(CFR 2.1(b),as an "i
in that the. grantin
the Superintendent
stricts or prohibits
use of his undivide
trust interest. It 
follow that no."rig
.as defined in 25 -CFI
-wouldbe abridged
4action of the Sup
Area Director, as to
third nontrust intej
ment.

[1] The fact tha
'one-third undivide(
.allotment i questi
iontrust status, thc
dian Affairs' and
i)ithout jurisdiction
determine the righ
lant thereto. Heirs
.ciat, 40 L.D. 623
Trust Aotmeits,
(1922). Accordingli
course or remedy
rights rests with i
Chemal v. Fodder,
(1966). -

[2] Moreovei, thl
dian Affairs is in r
gated to provide ser
tion for a non-India:

AGEiNCY, ET' AL.
Januaxry 21, 1915

fee. or nontrust Pauune, 344 U.S. 171 (1952);
ingly, the appel- Ckeniah v.: Fodder, supra; Levin-
within the: pur- dale Lead and Zinc Mining n Cm-

panry v. Cozenban, 241 U.S. 432, 36 S.
tat the appellant Ct. 644, 60 L Ed. 1080 (1916).
fiition of "per- Appellant's final contention that
L(a). However, it he is entitled to a hearing on the
that the appel- matter is likewise without merit in

lie meaning of 25 that his undividedl. one-third inter-
.nterested party' est is nontrust over which the Bu-
g of the lease by reau of Indian Affairs lacks juris-
inno manner re- diction and any hearing held there-
the appellant's on would serve no purpose. More-

d one-third non- over, we find nothing in Title 25,
would therefore Code of Federal Regulations, which
rht or privilege" makes a hearing mandatory in a case
R2.1 (f). and (g) such as the one ulnder consideration
wr affected by the herein, and neither does the: appel-
erintendent and lant, cite any authority for such a
appellant's one- hearing.

rest in the allot- Considering the appellant's con-
tention in light of the foregoing, the

t tle appellant's Board concludes and' finds the ac-
I interest in the tion of the Superintendent and Area
ion is in fee or Director in refusing: to cancel the

Bureau of In- lease in question and.:denying the
its ocials are appellant a hearing therein was
L or authority to proper, and their decisionis in that
ts of the appel- respect should be affiriwed, and. the
of ;C. H. Ge- appeal herein dismissed.

('1912); Indian NOW, THEREFORE, pursuant
48 .' L.D. 643. to the authority delegated. to the

y, appellant's e- Board of Indian Appeals by the
regarding his Secretary of the Interior (211 DM

3 court of law. 13.7, issued ecember 14,1973) and
259 F. Supp. 910 43 CFR 4.1(2), it is hereby OR-

DERED that the decision of the
e Bureau of In- Area Director- dated January 15,
no manner obli- 1974, affirming the decision of -the
rvices or protec- Superintendent, . Northern.. Chey-
n heir. 'BaiZess v. enne Agency, dated December 14,

I .
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1973, be, and the same is hereby AF-
FIRMED, and the appeal hereill is
DISMISSED..

This decision is final for the De-
partment.

ALEXANDER HI. WILsoN,
Adm nistratiee Judge.

WE CONCUR:

MITIIrELL J. SABAGH,
Administrative Judge.

DAVID J. MCKEE,

Chief Administrative Judge.

EASTERN ASSOCIATED COAL
CORPORATION

4 IBMA 1'

Decided JanuaryX 23,1915

Appeal by Eastern Associated Coal
Corporation from an initial decision
and subsequent orders by an Admin-
istrative Law Judge in Docket No.
HOPE 73-98 modifying- an imminent
danger order of withdrawal.

Set aside in part, vacated in part,
reversed in part;

1. Federal Coall Mine Health and'
Safety Act of 1969: Applications for
Review: Generally
An Administrative Law Judge is lim-
ited to deciding those issues actually pre-
sented in an Application for lReview and
is not authorized to. raise any, other sub-
stantive question:sua sponte unless it per-
tains to jurisdiction.

2. ederal Cal Ninei Health and
Safety Act of 11969; mminent Danger:
Generally

An Administrative Law Judge errs in con-
struing section 104(a) of the Act to grant
the Secretary discretion to issue a man--
datory order directing an operator to per-
form any action other than to withdraw-
persons from an area of a coal mine af--
fected by an imminent danger.

APPEARANCES: Thomas E. Boettger,.
Esq., and Daniel M. Darragh, for appel-
lant Eastern Associated.' Coal Corpora--
tion; Richard V. Backley, Esq., Assist--
ant Solicitor, Madison 1icCulloch, Esq.,
Trial Attorney, for appellee, Mining
Enforcement and Safety Administra-
tion; Daniel B. Edelman, Esq., for
appellee, United Mine Workers of
America.

OPINION By ADMIN17ISTPA --
:TIVE JUDGE DOANE

INTERIOR BOARD OF MINK
OPERATIONS APPEALS

By decision lated May. 17, 19 4 in
Docket No. HOPE 73-98, an Ad--
ministrative Law Judge upheld in
all respects the validity of an initial.
imminent danger order of with--
drawal (1 JOB, June 19, 1972) and.
affirmed, and supplemented es-
sponte, a subsequent modified order-
of withdrawal '(1 JCB, July 10,.
19.72), on the basis of a finding of
a past and continuing imminent
danger. Both orders had been issued-
by an inspector of the Ming En-
forcement and Safety Administra--
tion (MESA) pursuant to subsec--
tions (a) and (g) of section 104. of
the Federal Coal Mine Health andI
Safety Act of 1969 I. and they con-:
cerned, a waste disposal embank-.

130 U.S.C. § 814 (a), (g) (1970).
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ment and impoundment facility at
the Wharton No. 2. Mine which is
located in 'the State of West' 'Vir-
ginia and is owned and operated by
appellant Eastern Associated CoalI
Corporation (Eastern). Subsequent
to handing down his initial decision,
the Judge made additional findings
of fact related to the. continuing
condition of the disputed facility
pursuant to a limited remand or-
dered by the Board 'at the request of
Eastern. He also issued a series of
further orders setting: inter aria
dates for progress hearings and
completed abatement.

Eastern: has appealed to the
Board, charging that several re-
versible errors were conumitted by
the Judge. First, Eastern contends
in substance that the. Judge. was
without authority to make any find-
ing or base any supplemental order
on the continuing condition of the
subject waste facility at any time
after" MESA issued its July 10, 1972:
imodified withdrawal order since:
that issue was. not, raised by the
pleadings. Second, Eastern insists
that, in upholding'.the initial with-
drawal order and in affirming and
supplementing.suca sponte MESA's
subsequent modification thereof, the
Judge erroneously construed'.see-
tion '104(a) to grant the Secretary
and his delegates discretioji in fix-
ing the. mandatory terms and con-
ditions of. a section 104(a) or (g).
order. Third, Eastern alternatively
argues that even-assuming rguendo
that'the Judge was initially author5:
ized to deal with 'the 'continuing
condition of the disposal facility

here in dispute after July 10, 1972,
he erred in finding that there was a
present and continuing imminent
danger.. Finally, Easternt submits
that the Judge mistakenly took the
position that section 104(a) vests
in the Secretary the duty to protect
members of the general public from
an imminent danger emanating
from the coal mine area even though
they are not on the operator's
property.

For the reasons set forth in detail
below, we conclude that, inasmuch
as the issue of continuiug imminent
danger was never properly before
the Judge, his findings thereof in
his initial decision, and I subse-
quently, must be set aside, and his
supplemental 10 (b) orders, adding
obligatory abatement requirements
based on those findings, must be
vacated. We further hold that 'the
Judge erred in finding that there is
discretion in section 104 (a) for the
Secretary and his delegates to order
actions other than the withdrawal
of persons from specified areas. Fi-
nally, inasmuch as. all parties con-
cede that the alleged imminent dan-
ger affected miners within the area
of the subjet mine, the Judge's con-
clusion regarding the Secretary's
supposed independent statutory
duty to protect members of the.pub-
lic at large was purely dictun and
we see no need to rule on its sound&
ness.2

- However, see 39 'ER. aSOG' (Nove mber I;
1974) wvhere the Secretary nsadethe following
finding in the process of, issuing proposed snb-
stantive regulations governing :refuse piles and
slurry 'impoundments: I 'Flsding The Federal J
coal Mfine H~ealth' and Safety 'Act of 1960
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The source of the alleged immi-
nent danger is the refuse embank-
ment and slurry pond which are
behind and used in association with
a coal preparation iplant at East-
ern's Wlharton No. 2 Mine. The em-
bankment was gradually formed by
the dumping of dry waste consisting
of such materials as shale, sand-
stone, carbonaceous shale, and some
coal in a valley known as Rock
House Hollow. The dumping of
these materials began in 1949 ad
continued without systematic com-
paction, without any preconceived
engineering design, aind apparently
without interruption until June.19,
1972, when the initial 104(a) order
of withdrawal in this case was is-
sued. By June of 1972, the embank-
ment stood nearly 500 feet in height
and its width at the crest was' be-
tween 1s00 and 2,000 feet.

Commencing in May of 1956,
Eastern started to pump slurry
through a pipeline from its prepa-
ration. pIant to the nearby area
bounded by the embankment and on
the sides by the steep walls of Rock
House Hollow. The slurry was a
waste mixture of fine grains of coal
and 70 percent water. In June of
1972, the impoundment contained
approximately 130,000,000 gallons
of water and the sludge depth was
estimated to be anywhere, between
limits the authority of the Secretary to the
promulgation of regulations protecting coal
miners on coal mine property, and nch ilmita-
tion is iniplicit in all the regulations.',

180 and 200 feet. As the slurry set-
tIed to'the bottom against the' up-
streai faceof' the embankment,
water filtered, through'the' wall. of
the waste pile and discharged into a
body' of water-known as Cow Creek
at an estimated rate'of 401to.:0 gal-
lons per minute.

In Miarch'of 1972, a task force to
study coal waste disposal facilities,.
such as the one involved herein, was
formed at the direction of an Assist-
ant Secretary of the :Interior.3 Sub-
sequently, the task: force investi-
gated the Wharton facility on June
11, 1972, and coimnnunieated its find-
ings to a departmental, Hazard Re-
view Board. That Board classified
the Wharton embankment as an
'"iminent hazard," and then re-
lated that conclusion o MESA on
June 18, 1972. The next day, June
19, 1972,: MESA dispatched one of
its inspectors, Mr. James Blanken-
ship to the Wharton No. 2 Mine to
view the suspect waste disposal fa-
cility. Having observed the coldi-
tions pointed out by the task force,
Inspector B'1ankenship proceeded to
issue the initial section: 104 (a) or-
der, 1 JCB,; which is now before the
Board.: That order only prohibited
the pumping iof any: more.: slurry
into the impounded area and the
duLunping of any more dry refuse
material upon the existing embank-
ment. The inspector did--not order
the withdrawal of ally persons from
thoseportions of the Wharton No. 2

aThis task force was'created n partialr e-
sponse to the February 1972, collapse of the
Buffalo Creek embankment and impoundment
near aredo, West Virginia, and the resulting
killer flood wave.:
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Mine in, the path of a conceivable
flood. Those omitted: areas were the
mine office which was .7 of a mile
downstream from the embankment
and the mine access road by which
nearly all te miners employed at
the Wharton mine traveled each
day on their way to and from work.
Dec. 14. The inspector's failure to
order withdrawal resulted from ac-
ceptance of Eastern's promise: to
examine the embankment slopes
once every eight hours to detect any
warning signs of the impending
failure of the embanlknent. (Tr.
283-4.)

On July 10, 1972, Inspector
Blankenship issued, pursuant to
'subsections (a). and (g) of section
104, a modified order of withdrawal.
This order ontinued in effect the
mandatory; requirements of the
June: 19 order unless' certain terms
and conditions ' entmerated' iii the
order were met.:30U.S.C.' § 104 (a)',
(g). (1970).; :: ;-- L 0 

Foll6wing the issuance of' the
modified withdrawal order, Eastern
filed an Application for' Review
specifically challenging both the
June 19' and July. 10' orders. Both
MESAand the United Mine Work-
ers of Am erica' (UMWA) 4 filed
Answers in' opposition averring tie
validity of tlie challenged orders in
all respects and denying the allega-
tions contained in Eastern's Appli-
cation. A hearing on. the merits was
held on October 30 and 31,1973, and
the Judge handed down his initial

& The UMWA appears in this case as a statu-
tory: representati've of' the miners at the
Wharton No. 2 Mine. 30 U.S.C. §815(a) (1)

9l I ) 

decision on May 17, 1974. In part,
he supplemented MESA's July 10
order by requiring that Eastern take
remedial action to achieve a safety
factor of 1.3.

On May 28, .1974, Eastern filed a
timely Notice of Appeal with the
Board. 43 CFR 4.600. Two days
later, on MAlay 30, Eastern supple-
Mented its Notice with a more de-
tailed statement of the assignments
of error. Onl June 4, 1974, Eastern
moved the Board to hold its appeal
in abeyance and to remand the case
for, the limited purpose of complet-
ing the record on -the issue of con-
tinning imminent danger. The mo-
tion was granted on Jie7? 7,1974.
* Subsequently, the Judge held

more hearings and issued. supple-
mental memoranda and orders oln
June 21,. June 25, and August, 30,
.1974. Each of, these, orders dealt
with matters in addition to those
encompassed by the Board's remand
order of Jne 7. Eastern amended
its Notice of Appeal to. include re-
view of these additional orders,
charging inier ala that the manda-
tory requirements contained therein
exceeded the powers of the Secre-
tary under the Act. Moeover, each
of these orders was based on a reaf-
firmation of the finding of continu-
ing imminent danger made by the
Judge in his initial decision of May
17, 1974.

On September 19,. 19T4, the Board
set an initial date for argument on
the. merits of Eastern's appeal. In
addition, the Board declined to dis-
turb aly of the Judge's6ontstanding
orders, including those setting

22] :
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-abatement deadlines and dates for
progress hearings.

O' Septelber 2, 1974, MESA
'moved the' Board to clarify the
status -of the proceeding. In effect,
MESA sought, reconsideration of
the Board's refusal to preclude fur-
ther proceedings before the Judge
during the pendency of the appeal
and cited 43 CFR 4.582(c) as
'authority.5 Oral argument limited
'to the merits of MESA's motion was
-held on October 4, 1974, and on that
'date, the Board issued a Memoran-
dum and.Order granting the motion
and vacating its own order of Sep-
temberf19. For the reasons stated in
"the Memorandum, the Board also
continued in effect the supple-
mented section 104(a) order as it
stood on Mav 1T, 174, terminated
the Ijurisdiction of the Judge, and
'vacated his outstanding orders set-
'ting'abatement deadlines and-dates
'.for progress hearings.,Finally, in
order to -assuro the safety of the
miners, the Board directed MESA
'to continue monitoring 'safety con- -

-ditions atithoe Wharton waste facil-
ity and to take 'such- further
'administrative action under the Act

-as might be warranted to deal with
nnyn deterioration in- conitions at

the embankuient. -

'0n' October 10, 1974, the UMWA
Illed a Motion for Limited Remand.
Responses i opposition thereto

wvere then filed by Eastern and
MESA, respectively. In a Memo-

Subsection (c) of 43 CFR 4.5S2 provides in
relevant part 'as follows: "The Admlnistra-
tive Law Judge's authority in each case shall
terminate upon the filiig ;of an appeal from
an initial decision * 5 *." - - -

randurm and Order dated October
'3, 194, the 'Board denied the
UIJUMNAls motion.

After resolution of this latest-mo-
tion, Eastern filed a timely brief
wherein it waived argument with
respect to the question of whether
'there ' existed an imnimilient danger
'oni the date the initial withdrawal
order was issued (June 19, 1972)
'and on te date MESA issued its
subsequent modification order
(July 10, 1972). Timely reply briefs
were subsequently received and oral
argument on the merits was held be-
fo're the Board on November 14,
1974.

Isue8 on Appeal

A. Whether. the Administrative
Law Judge erred in finding in his
initial decision that. a continuing
.imminent danger existed after the
issuance of the July 10, 1972 modi-
fled withdrawal order when that
issue. was not raised by..the plead-
ings.'

B. Whether the Administrative-
Law Judge erred in construing sec-
tion 104(a) to grant the Secretary
.discretion to issue: a mandatory
order directing an operator to per-
-form any action other than to with-
draw persons from affected -areas of
a coal mine.

0 0:,;;:StIII.:00 

Dieoussion

A.~~~~~~~~ 

[1 Eastern has argued through-
out proceedings 'before" the --Board
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that the Judge was without a-
thority to make findings in his
:initial decision and thereafter with
respect to the conditioni of the
Wharton embankment and im-
poundment facility as it; existed

after the issuance of the July 10,
1972 modified 104(a)' order. 30
U.S.C. § 814(g)- (1970). Eastern
contends in substaftce that neither
section 105 nor the procedural reg-
ulations promulgated pursuant
thereto authorizes an Adininistra-
tive Law Judge to decide immate-
rial factual or legal issues, that is to
say, substantive matters not 'raised
'by the pleadings.

An examination of the Applica-
tion for Review that Eastern filed
in this case reveals that the 'allega-
tions of no imminent danger related
solely to the condition of the subject
'waste facility as of June 19 and
July 10, 1972. There is nothing in
the Application which can be con-
'-strued to place in issue the condition
,of the ebankment after July 10,
1972. A/I~oreover, the respective
:tnswets in opposition filed by
'MESA avnd te UV'IWA are similar
in their exclusive preoccupation
with the events of the two pertinent
dates which are the subject of the
Application for Review. Indeed
-both MESA and the UTllWA -
averred that the two withdrawal
orders in dispute were valid in all
respects.:Finally, we observe that
:1either the UMi WA nor any other
representative of the Wharton
miners filed an Application for Re-
view. contending that the waste fa-
cilit-y was an iIMMinent danger as of

alIy, time after July 10, 1972, or re-
:questing that specific obligatory -re-
-quiremnents in addition to those
'incorporated by MESA in its July
-10 withwithdrawal orderishould be
ordered by the 'Judge pursuant to
section 105 (b) of the Act.6

i IESA supports Eastern's posi-
tion on this issue 7 and- agrees that
the portions of the initial decision
of May 17, 1974' and subsequent
-orders related to the condition of the
subject facility after July 10, 1972
should be set aside or vacated as
may be appropriate. Br. of' MESA
p. 13. MESA also argues that the
-action of the Judge in readhing; sa
sponte the question of the continu-
ing condition of the embankment
and impoundment represents the
assumption of a geral supervisory
power over the enforcement -activ-
-ities of MESA in this case which is
not permitted by the Secretary's
regulations.

Our study of the relevant an-
guage and purpose of section 105 of
the Act. and. of the- procedural.regu-
lations romulgated thereunder as
mandatory guidelines for the Ad-
ministrative Law Judges convinces
-us that the arguments of Eastern
-and MESA have merit.

Section 105 provides for adminis-
trative review by the Secretary of
any order or any subsequent modi-
,fication or termination thereof at
the initiative of an adversely af-
-fected operator or representative of
miners when an Application for Re-
-view is timely filed. Furthermore,

:30 .S.C. § 815(b) (1970).
* vThe UIWA has not addressed itself to this
Issue.
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the Secretary is directed to conduct
-an investigation upon receipt of an
Application which includes the op-
portunity for: a public hearing of
record, subject to provisions of 
U.S.C. § 554 (1970). Subsection (b)
of section 105 requires the Secretary
to make findings of fact in a written
decision containing a dispositive
order vacating,:.affirming, modify-
ing, or terminating, as appropriate,
the section 104 administrative ac-
tion of which the Applicant con-
plains.

:Considered by itself, section, 105
is a provision apparently designed
by the' Congress to. afford adinilis-
trative due process. to adversely af-
fected parties regarding complaints
that they may have concerning
orders or certain notices issued pur-
suant to section 104. Given this
dominant purpose, it. seems to us
-that the legislators intended that
the Secretarial investigation under
this stautory mandate focus upon
the allegations of invalidity and the
request for relief submitted by the
Applicant .for,. Review. Moreover,
since C'ongrtess in subsection (c) of
section 10i diredteda " * *,pr6ipt
decision of matterssubitted.to the
Secretary * onsistent with ade-
quate consideration of the issues in-
volved,' itis abundantly clear that
the focus on the:issues raised by the
allegations in.the Application for
Review is- to be: exelusive (Italics
added.,)., In other words,. poten-
.tial substantivef aireas of investiga-
tion of no.express or implied inter-
est to the Applicant are not'to -be ex-
plored sua sponte by the Secretary

-or his delegates pursuant to section.
105 because'raising themcan only
deny ,administrative due process by
delaying prompt decision of the Ap-
plicant's actual complaints, the dis-
position, of which the CQngress
deemed, to be "urgent." 30 U.S.C.
§ ,(c) . (1970).

The regulations promulgated by
the Secretarypursuant to section
105 which govern the authority of
the Administrative Law Judge also
support the conclusion, that the-
Judge inthe case at hand erred in.
reaching out. to decide matters not.
before. him. These 'mandatory
guidelines for the Judges reveal in-
ter aia that the Secretary's policy.
is to resolve cases as speedily as i5
reasonably possible. 43 CFR 4.505
(b). They place the responsibility
for. framing, the issues upLl; which
'a record in asection 105 review pro-
ceeding is to bet made squarely ol
the Applicant for Review.: 43 CFR
j4.532., Thqref is, nothing in the:
powers. expressly or, impliedly
.granted, to Administrative Law
Judges which authorizes a. Judge
to deal with mtters not raised by
the parties in interest, except of 
course. questions of jurisdiction:
which may be brought up s*ua sponte
.at any time. 43 CFR 4.582. Zeigler
Coa Co., 3 IBMA. 448,. 81 I.D. 729,,
1974-1975. OSHD par. 19, 131
(.1974). Moreove, the regulations
clearly do not authorize a Judge to
treat an Application for Review as
a procedural opp6rtunity, to pass
judgment upon the actions or omis-
sions of MESA which are not chal-

.lenged or to rantrelief whicll is not
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sought. See Freemnan Coal Mining
Corp., 1 IBMA 1, 77 I.D. 149, 1971-
1973 0SHD par. 15,367 (1970) and
CltiAhfleld Coal Co., 3 IBMA 154,
S1 I.D. 276, 1973-1974 OSHD par.
i7S81 2 (974);., ; ,-

In ephasizing the limited na-
ture of a Judge's jurisdiction in a
review proceeding, we do not mean
to imply that he or she is a purely
passive figure who blandly calls
legal balls and strikes and ulti-
mately aoullces the wimer. A
trier of fact always has an affirma-
tive responsibility to exercise his or
her discretion to. expedite the proc-
essing of cases and to make a full
record coiisistent with adequate cOl-
sideration of the issues involved. We
en'iphasize, however, that in seeking
these goals, a Judge must operate
within the procedural conl nes of
the Act and te Secretary's regula-
tions. Cop4are Kings Station Coal
Corp., 2 ILk 91, 8, I.D. 711
1913-1974 OSIID 'par. 16,879
(1973) with; Zeigler Coal do., 3
IBMA 6, 81 I.D. 14, 1973-1974
OSHD par. 17,i'49 (1974).

4 lthouih we acknowledge the
diligent effort of the Judge to make
a record in the case at hand,on the
basis of the foregoing, we must hold
that the. Judge erred in S ma Wng, ma
sponte, fimidings with respect to the
condition of the embanknt as it
existed at any time' afterPJuly 10,
1972,8 and in basing thereon sup-

: s Some of the additional findings made with
respect to the condition of the subject facility.
after July 10,1972 by the Judge were respon-
sive to: our limited remand, order of June 7,

plemental orders pursuant to section
105(b) of the Act. Accordingly, we
are setting aside those findings
without expressing any views on
their merits and we are vacating the
orders based thereon.'

B.

*[2] The remaining question for
decision is whether the Judge erred
in construing section '104(a) to
grant the Secretary. and his dele-
gates discertion to issue orders re-
quiring something other than with-
'drawal of persons, including
miners, from specified areas of the
mine. More specifically, Eastern
contends that the direct, mandatory
features of the June 19 and July 10,
1972 withdraIwaI orders were un-
lawful.9 In' considering Eastern's
contention, we bear in mind that
Eastern has .waived argument on
the issue of the ,eistence of n-
minent danger on the relevant dates
and has thus' 'conceded that such
danger then existed.

1974. That remand, was requested by Eastern
and gantcd without prejudice to Eastern's
alternative argument that this issue was not
properly before the Office of Hearings and Ap-
peals. It is true that Eastern did not expressly
reserve its right to advocate this inconsistent
argument in its motion for limited remand;
nevertheless, we.decline to find a waiver since
no regulation presently requires such a reser-
vation and* no objection, was made on this
ground.. It should also be, pointed out that we
granted Eastern's motion before the issues
were fully briefed on the mekits, including the
question of whether the issue of continuing
imminent danger was ever properly before, the
Judge.

The same hallenge is made with respet to
the Judge's supplemental 105(b) orders which.
we-have already decided tp vacate.

-y ,de . ; jo vac : e. -::
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In pertinent pxart, 0 the June 19,
972,- 104 (a)- order reads as follows:

This order prohibits ti pumping of
Preparation Plant water behind the ! re-

taining dam and the dumping of Mine
Refuse on the dam.

The subsequent modification there-
of;dated July 10; 1972, contains the
following 'provisions:

This order is modified to permit use of
the retaining dam on an interim basis

until September 11, 1972, provided the
following provisions are immediately im-

plementedand maintained:,:

I. The operating water level in the

pond shall be maintained: at least five
feet below the previous normal working

level of approximately elevation 1475.
2. Sufficient operating pump capacity

shall be imaintained at the site to dis-

charge at least twice the normal inflow
to the pond from the preparation plant

3. The monitoring program shall be
implemented immediately to measure and

sample water seeping from the, down-

stream face of the embankment.
4. The top eievation of the solid waste

pile shall be maintained at its present

level by dozing additionally dumped

wastes either upstream or downstream

from the alignment of the tramway.

5. Any areas at the lower portion of.

the downstream slope which exhibit local
sloughiig 'shall be regraded to prevent

additional local sloughing.

15 The order also contains a printed para-
graph which was checked' by the issuing in-
spector and reads as follows: "You are hereby'
ORDERED to cause immediately all persons,
except those referred to-in subsection (d) of
section 104 of the Act, to be withdrawn fron,
and to be prohibited from entering, the area
of the mine described below until an authorized
representative of the Secretary of the Interior
determines that the imminent danger no longer
exists or the violation of the mandatory'
health or safety standard' has been abated."
None of the parties has adverted to this por-
tion of the order, probably because the in-
spector failed to make it effective in omitting
any description of the area of the coal mine
covered thereby.

6,_ A field exploration program to-ex-
tend the present study, as outlined above,
shall be initiated as soon as proper drill-

ing equipment can be 'mobilized to the

site.

Neither of these orders requires the
withdrawal of persons from any
specified areas in the path of a, flood
which could result from the collapse
of the subject embankiment. 

The Administrative Law Judge
m nimtial ceuso upheld t(lein his initial eisiln u'phdd the

provisions of these orders over
Eastern's objections, and in ration-
alizing his conclusions, he noted
that withdrawal of miners from the
areas affected by the imminent dan-
ger posed b the Wharton vaste
facility would have encompassed
the mine access road and would thus
have had the effect of closing the.
mine and throwing 342 miners out
of work. He also took into consid-
eration the fact that closure would
have imposed liability on Eastern
to paylimitec colupensation pursu-
ant to section 110 (a) of the Act. 30
U.S.C. §820(a) (1970). lHe ruled
that the Secretary and his delegates
have the authority and discretion
under section 104(a) to. react to an-
inlninent danger by choosing thle,
least disruptive course of actioL
deemed to be consistent with the
safety of the miners amid others en-
dangered bay an inminent danger

such: as that posed by tie condition
of the subject WVharton facility.'1-

"In addition, at page 55 of his opinion, the
Judge rejected the view " * * that the Act'
does not vest the Secretary with authority to
enforce the operator's common law obligation
to abate an imminent peril to public health
and safety without notice or an opportunity
for hearing." Inasmuch as the federal law
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Respondent MESA. defends the
Judge's conclusions in this phase of
Eastern's appeal insofar as its with-
drawal orders of June 19 and July

iO, 1972 .were held valid. MESA
contends that its orders represented.
the 'inost pragmatic, that is, the
least diruptive method of sepa-
rating miners from the danger
posed by the emnbankinent. W17ith re-
gard. to its July 10 odfiication
order, MESA explains that it has
been the practice in the past not to
terminate a withdrawal order until,
aql the conditions which gave rise
to such order have been abated, but
rather to issue a modification allow-
ing; resumption, of operations to ex-
tract coal. MESA admits in its brief
that this practice is technically at
AVarialce with the Act, but insists
that the operator suffers no harm or
prejudice as a result. (Br. of MESA.
at p. 12.) 12

The IJMWA in its brief is in ac-
cord with: much of ..what MESA
argues: and with all of what the
Judge decided.. It takes the vieV
that Eastern's arguiment represents
an overly literal reading of section

regarding operator obligations to abate an
imminent; danger is strictly statutory we
presume that this quotation refers to West
Virginia case law authorities. We find nothing
in section 104 which supports the Judge's con-
clusion even if we assume argaevdo that Con-
gress could vest in the Secretary the responsi-
bility for enforcing a purely local body of law,
The case law of the West Virginia curts at
common law or in equity can neither add to
nor detract from the powers of enforcement
granted to the Secretary in the Act.

TI MESA contends that we ought not to
consider Eastern's challenge to the validity of
its July 10, 1972 withdrawal order because it
was never pleaded. Our reading of Eastern's
Application for Review satisfies us that this
matter was indeed put in issue.

23, 1975

104(a) which is squarely at odds
with the broad purposes of that ro-
vision of the Act.'

<;Having considered the language,.
intent, and purposes of.section 104
(a) of.the Act, we are of the opinion
that the Judge, in upholding in all
iespects the Julie 19' and: July IC).
withdrawal orders, didindeed con-'
strlue the statute to grant to the See-
7etary and his, delegates; unduly
broad discretion in dealing' with an
imluinent. danger..W; also 'are of
the view that the failure of MIESA
to stay within the, confines of sec-
trion 104 (a) in drafting its 'modifica-'
tion order of July 10, 1972 was prej -
uldicial error.13

Section 104(a) provides in.its en-
tirety as follows:

Sec. 104. (a) Ifi upon any inspectioln
of a coal mine,. an authorized representa-.
tive of the Secretary finds that an immi-
nent danger exists, such representative
shall determine the area 'throughout
wVhich such danger exists' and thereupon
shall issue forthwith an order: requiring
the operator. of the mine .or his agent to

' MESA and the Judge also cited the Board's
decision in Zeigler Coel CospdayQ as authority.
for the proposition that something less than
withdrawal of persons can be:'required under
section'104(a). 3 IBMA 54,-S1 I.D. 147, 1973-
1974 OSHD par. 7,533 (1974). In Zeigler,
we upheld section '104(a) order whieh.re-
quired the removal of a defective shuttle car
because that order was the functional equiva-
lent of ordering withdrawal of miners from
the machinery Zeigler did not contend and
we had no occasion.to Xcnsider the question-
posed in the instant case, of whether the in-
spector was authorized under section 104(a) to
issue a direct order to abate the hazard. More-
over, Zeigler is also distinguishable from the
present situation because the hazard had been
abated prior to our consideration of the ap-
ipeal and there could be no question of a pos-
sible suit for enforcement by the Secretary
pursuant to section 105 of the Act. 30 U.S.C.
§ 818 (1970). ee n. 16, ifra.

221 i 3'1'
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cause immediately all persons, except
those referred to in subsection (d) of this,
section, to be withdrawn from, and to: be
prohibited from entering, such area. unlil
an authorized representative of the Sec-
retdry determines that sueh imminent
danger no longer exists.

A close reading of the above-
quoted statutory mandate reveals
that the Congress was specific, with
regard to the kindof -sanction to be
imposed upon an. operator of coal
mine where, an imminent danger is
found by an atthorized epresenta-.
tive of the' Secretary. e . pre-
scribed sanction with respect to an
area nvolving imminent danger is

an * * orer requiring the op-
erator f tle:mine or his agent to
cause immediately all persons * * *
to bei withdrawn from and to 'be
prohibited from entering,-such area
* * * Thle Congress withheld dis-
cretion from the Secretary or his
delegates to order any other kind of
sanction, b providing that pon .a
finding of imminent dangernthe or-
der withdrawing. persons "* * *
shall issue' forthwith * * *' These
words are mandatory and directive,
and the legislators 'could; not have
been any more clear as to the kind
of order to be isu ed. Congress even
went to the extent of: reinforcing
subsection (a) of section 104' by di-
recting' in' subsection Xe) that
C"* * * otders issued pursuant to

this section shall contain * * *
where appropriate, a descriptiofi of
the area of the coal; mine from
which persons must be withdrawn

and prohibited from entering."
(Italcsadded.)14-'- L:C

In drafting the tehs of section
104(a) ,'we'think that the egislators
deliberately chose 'to make' with-
drawal the- maidatort sanction, in
preference to any other action. We
are of te' opinion that the4rin-
tended to have the operator 'hoose
between abatemielit or closing down
th'e 'affctedlarea'etirely. We also
believe that they required with-
drawal on the basis of a firm policy
decision that a onditi'on or practice
which threatens to kill or cause seri-
ous physical harm'at any mozent-
justifies only immediate with-
drawal of all endangered persons,
eX laeptihg hose essential to 'abate-
ment.'6 We must conclude that the
Congress did not intend that the
Secretary or his 'authorized repre-
sentative take into' consideration, as

: The tords 5Ewhere appropriate" n sub-
section (3) refer to situations where with-
drawal of persons fromo the-enthw ie is
necessary rather than from an. area of. the
mine.

F Freematn Ca Miniizg Cop., 2 IBMA 197
80 I.D. 0610, 1975-1974 OSHD par. 16,a67
(1973) offl' sub ten. Freeman Coal Mining
Co. v. IVriorBoard of Mine Qpertiions Ap-
peels, 504 F.2d 741, 1974-1975 OSlID par.
XS.862, No. 73-1909 (7th Cir. 1974).

16 Only: recently, in, Eastern Associated Coal
Corporation, 'we said "* 8, ' Section104(a)
is phrased in mandatory rather than pcr-
missive terms and an inspector. must, jssue an
order of withdrawal were he determines that
imminent danger exists. .We believethat Con-
gress clearly intended this, result in sueh a
situation in order: to assure,that,; daring and
prior to-abatement, mining,.personnelnot es-
sential to abatement remain, ithdrawn and
are prohibited from entry. into the affected
area t *- *." (Italics in the original,'.) 35 IBMA
303, 505, 1 I.D. 497, 498, 1974-1975 OS1D
par 18,670 (1974).
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did the Judge in this case, the prag-
natic elements of resulting inter-
ruption in employment and produc-
tion of coal* or of operator liability
to pay limited compensation pursu-
ant to section 110 of the Act. In the
face- of 'the express command of
Congress in section 104(a), we must
decline to accept the invitation 'of
MESA and the UMWA to affirm
the Judge's conclusion that with-
drawal-of persons upon a finding of
imminent danger is discretionary
with the Secretary because such ac-
ceptance would dilute the protec-
tion that the Congress deliberately
afforded to miners against the in-
.variably catastrophic threat posed
by an imminent danger.'

With regard to MESA's claim
that the above-quoted conditions of
the July 10,. 1972 order represented
purely tecbnical or harmless error,
we are constrained to point out that
the Congress specifically required in
section 104(a) that' ail imminent
danger withdrawal order be termi-
nated once " e * an 'authorized
representative of the Secretary de-
termnines that such imminent danger
no' longer exists." 'TheBoard can
hardly deprive Eastern of the sub-
stantive right; to termination that

17At oral argument, there was a suggestion
that a literal interpretation of section .104 (a)
would result in inflexibility Although the is-
sue of the existence of imminent danger on
June 19 and July 10, 1972 has been conceded
by Eastern, the Board is of the view that If the
Judge, 'MESA, and ithe UMWA believe that the
condition of the subject waste facility justified
some action less- than withdrawal of the
miners, then it is possible that their concept
of imminent danger sweeps too widely and
encompasses "potential" dangers and perils
which are insufficiently proximate to be called
"imminent." See n. 15, sepra.

572-366-75-3 :

the Congress has expressly granted
upon a theory that the failure to do
so is tchnical or harmless error.
Moreover, MESA's claim of o
prejudice ignores the fact that the
Secretary may seek enforcement of
the mandatory requirements of a
section 104 withdrawal order by
bringing a suit for injunctive relief
pursuant to section 108 of the Act.
30 U.S.C.:7 § 818 (1970).' If the
Board were to permit the sup-
posedly harmless obligatory re-
quiremelnts and the conditions for
lifting those' requirements con-
tained in the July 10, 1972 order to
remain undisturbed, it would leave
Eastern open to the istitution of
such a lawsuit should the company
decide to stand on its rights. Conse-
quently, we reject MESA's argu-
ment that it is mere technical error
to modify rather than* terltillate a
withdrawal order when imminent
danger no longer exists in order to
force abatement of each and every
condition which gave rise to' that
finding originally. Absent imminent
danger, the remaining conditions
may only be dealt with by a notice
of violation provided there is an ap-
plicable mandatory standard being
violated.

Although we hold that section 104
(a) allows only an order to with-'
draw persons and does not author-
ize the Secretary to issue any other
kind of direct 'order, the Board em-
phasizes that, in drafting a section
104 (a) order, an inspector has the
discretion and: ought, after consul-
tation' with responsible mine oh-
cials, to include< the terms upon
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which the withdrawal, order will be
terminated, that is to say, the .ac-
tions which must be taken to: remove
at least the "imminence" of the sub-
ject hazard. While: these terms
would in; no sense be mandatory or
subject to enforcement in a federal
district court, they: would notify an
operator as to wh at must be done if
it wishes. to resume operations
rather than close down permanently
the area described in the order. Of
course, the operator may challenge
those terms by Application for Re-
view if it believe that it can prove
that they require more than is neces-
sary to obviate the factor of imi-
nence or the threat of death or se-
rious bodily harm. Likewise, a rep-
resentative of miners could file an
Application :for Review, if it
thought that more demanding terms
should be imposed.

Inlight of the foregoing analysis,
we ultimately conclude that' both
the June 19 and: July 10, 1972
MESA withdrawal orders were de-
fective in part because -they did not
require withdrawal of miners from
specified areas: and they unlawfully
imposed upon astern a series of al-
ternative obligations. Accordingly,
we are reversing that part of the
Judge's_.decision of May 17, 1974
which affirmed the mandatory terms
of the. subject MESA orders of
withdrawal..D

Before closing, we deem it appro-
priate to recpitulate our holdings
and to underscore the importance
and significance" of the unique ap-
pellate: posture of this case, as it be-
came ripe for decision. We have con-

eluded: (1) that the Judge exceeded
his authority by making, sua sponte,
findings with respect to the question
of whether the condition of the sub-
ject waste facility posed an' immi-
nent danger after the issuance of
MESA's -modified "withdrawal"
order on July 10, 1972, and by pre-
scribing, sua sponte, his own safety
standard and ordering compliance
therewith by a certain date; and (2)
that MESA's order of withdrawal,
dated June 19, 1972, and its modify-
ing order of July 10, 1972, were de-
fective insofar as they imposed upon
Eastern mandatory obligations
other than the withdrawal of per-
sonls from specified areas of the
mine. We cannot, however, vacate
the two MESA orders challenged in
this proceeding because, as this case
was submitted to us, Eastern con-
ceded on appeal that the condition
of the subject waste facility consti-
tuted an imminent danger both on
June 19 and July 10, 1972. As a re-
sult of that concession, we must, pre-
sume that neither MESA order was
null and void a initio. Further-
more, inasmuch as the condition of
the Wharton embanlnent and im-
poundment subsequent to the issu-
ance of MESA's July 10, 1972 modi-
fied withdrawal order was never
properly brought before the Judge
or this Board and in light of the
subsisting dispute on that issue, we
cannot conclude that there is no
longer any imminent danger and
we are not in a position to terminate
MESA's outstanding July 10, 1972
order. As a consequence, following
issuance of our limited decision in
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this ase, the parties are left with a
defective, unterminated withdrawal
order which contains a& concededly
valid finding of imminent danger
as of July 10, 1972. It will be up to
MESA to take appropriate admin-
istrative action consistent with its
view of the condition of the subject
waste facility at present so that
Eastern may know what its obliga-
tions are. Thus, we leave the case in
a posture where, if MESA finds no
present imminent danger, but deter-
mines that some further enforce-
ment action is called for, it may
terminate the outstanding with-
drawal order with an appropriate
finding and issue a notice of viola-
tion provided there is an applicable
mandatory standard in the substan-
tive regulations. Naturally, any re-
viewable action which MESA may
take is subject to the filing of an Ap-
plication for Review under section
105 by either Eastern or the
UMWA.

The Board emphasizes that it has
dealt with this case strictly in the
context of the federal law of coal'
mine health and safety. Our. con-
clusions have nothing whatever to
do with any power under local law
of executive authorities of the State
of West Virginia to impose on East-
ern different but not inconsistent or-
ders than MESA or the availability
of individual or class relief for a
private litigant with standing in a
state court possessed of equity
jurisdiction.

ORDER

WHEREFORE, pursuant tothe
authority; delegated to the B oard by
the Secretary: of the Interio. (43
CFR 4.1(4)), T IS HEREBY
ORDERED that the findings of
continuing: imminent danger in
Docket No. HOPE 73-98 ARE
SET ASIDE and the supplemental
orders based thereon that were is-
sued by the Administrative Law
Judge, sma sponte, on May, 17,
June 21, and August 30, 1974 ARE
VACATED.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED
that the portion of the decision of
May 17, 1974, in the above-
captioned docket, affirming the
mandatory obligations set foith in
the withdrawal orders of Jume19
and July 10, 1972S REVERSED.

DAV1D DOANE,

Adviinistrative Jdge.

I cocUR:

JA-MES R. RICHARDS,
Ex-oflcio IMemnber of the Board.
Director,
Office of Hearings and Appeas.

SEPARATE CNcuRRuNG.- VIEw, OF
OaEIrEF ADAM1INISTRATIvE. JUDGE
3ROGERS: \<d0 

It appears to me that at some time
between the issuance of the initial
withdrawal order of June 19,1972,
and the issuance of the modification
order- of July 10, 1972, MESA de-
termined that imminenit danger no
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longer existed and upon making
such determination properly should
have issued an order terminating
the June 19 order. Therefore, 1
would hold that the modification or-
der of July 10, 1972, was and is null
and void if it was not predicated
upon an existing condition of fim-
minent danger.

C. E. RGERs, JR.,
. ; ief Admini tr ive Judge.

ZEIGLER COAL COMPANY

4 IBMA 3O
Decided Janwry 8, 1975

Appeal by Zeigler Coal Company from
a decision of an Administrative. Law
Judge, dated July 9, 1974 (Docket No.
BARB 74-473), dismissing an, Appli-
cation for Review of an order of with-
drawal issued pursuant to section
104(b) of the- Federal Coal Mine
Health and Safety Act of 1969.'

Affirmed.

1. Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Hearings: Motions

The denial of a motion for a continuance

will not be disturbed on appeal, unless
it appears that the denial was an abuse

of the trial Judge's discretion and re-
suited in specific prejudice.

2. F Bederal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969 Mandatory Safety
Standards: Ventilation Plan

Evidence of failure by an operator to
adhere to its approved ventilation plan

'30 U.S.C. §l 801-960 (1970), herein "the
Act."

will support the issuance of a notice and
order under section 104(b) of the Act.

APPEARANCES: . Halbert Woods,
Esq., for appellant, Zeigler Coal Com-
pany; Richard V. ackley, Esq.,
Assistant Solicitor and John H.
O'Donnell,i Esq., Trial Attorney, for
appellee, :[ining Enforcement and
Safety Administration.

OPINION BY CHIEF AD1MIN-
ISTRATIVE JUDGE ROGERS

INTERIOR BOARD OF NINE
OPERATIONS APPEALES

The Board has carefully reviewed
the entire record in this case and
affirms the decision of the Admin-
istrative Law Judge (Judge). The
factual and procedural background
of the case and the reasons mder-
lying the Judge's decision are ade-
quately set forth in the decision
which is attached and paginated
hereinafter. In further support of
the Judge's decision, however, we
believe a brief discussion of the is-
sues is appropriate.

On appeal, Zeigler's challenges to
the findings and conclusions of the
Judge may fairly be reduced to two
principal issues as follows:

1. ;Whether the Judge abused his
discretion in denying Zeigler's mo-
tion for a continuance of the pro-
ceedings; and

2. Whether the failure of an
operator to comply with a provision
of its approved ventilation plan is
sufficient to support a notice of vio-
lation and subsequent order for fail-
ure to abate.
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Discussion

A.

[1] With respect to the issue on
continuance, we note that Zeigler's
motion was first made at the outset
of the hearing, which was held at
Evansville, Indiana, on. April 23,
1974. Zeigler's position is that an
indefinite postponement should
have been granted to permit future
consolidation of the application for
review with any penalty assessment
proceeding which might later arise
from the cited violation and closure
order. Zeigler argues that it should
have been "allowed the opportunity
of evaluating MESA's position as
to the penalty assessment in deter-
mining whether it was economically
feasible to go to the expense of liti-
gabing the issues in the case." The
Mining Enforcement and Safety
Administration's (MESA) position
is that the Judge,- reporter, attor-
neys for the parties,. and witnesses,
had traveled a considerable distance
and were present and'prepared to go
ahead with the hearing; that a sec-
tion 109 petition to assess penalties
had not then been filed with the
Office of Hearings and Appeals; and
that postponement was wholly u-
warranted under the circumstances.

In affirming the Judge's denial of
the motion for continuance, we be-
lieve it sufficient to say that it is well
settled that the basis for a continu-
ance rests upon the right of a party
to have a reasonable opportunity to
try the case upon its merits and that
the question of postponement is
within the sound discretion of 'the

trial Judge. Therefore, on appeal,
this Board will not disturb su6h a
ruling unless the complaining party
shows unequivocally that the Judge
has abused his discretionary powers
and specifically prejudiced t6 '4p-
pellant's rights.2 We fail to perceive
wherein Zeioler's rights have in any
way been prejudiced by the Judge's
ruling and we find no abuse of dis-
cretion.

B. i

[2] Our review of the record per-
taining to the sibstantiVe issue here
on appeal supports the Judge's find-
ings and conclusions that the
amendment to the ventilation 'plan
was valid and therefore was a part
of the approved plan in effect at the
time of issuance of Notice of Viola-
tion No. WAW, January 25, 1974.
We also concur in the Judge's find-'
ing that the evidence establishes a
failure: by the operator to adher' to
the fire-proofing requirement of the
plan, and a failure to abate the vio-
lation within the time prescribed by
the notice. Therefore we affirm the
Judge's conclusion that, the order
of withdrawal of February 1, 1974,
was properly issued.

We are further of the opinion that
underlying the mandate of the Con-
gress in section 303(o) of therat
requiring that each mine! have an
approved ventilation plan was a rec-
ognition that each mine is unique
and presents particular ventilation
problems which may not lend them-

2See 43 CFR 4.582(a) (7), NLRB v. Roure-
Dimpont Mfg. Co., 199 P.2d 631 (2d Cir. 1952),
and Lloyd A. Fry Roofing Co. v. NLRB, 222 F.
2d 938 (st Cir. 1955).

3736]
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selves to promulgation of general
regulations and standards applica-
ble to all mines. Thus, when a ven-
tilation plan for a particular mine
is approved by the Secretary, it fol-
lows that the Secretary must have
powers to enforce adherence to the
plan.

The Board has considered Zeig-
leras contentions as to the appli-
cability of the decision of United
States v. Finley Coal Company, 493
F.2d 285 (6th Cir. 1974), and our
decision in The ValZey Camp Coal
Company, .2 IBMA 176, 81 I.Di, 294,
1973-1974 OSHD par. 17,849
(1974), to tliis case, and has deter-
mined that they are not applicable
under the facts here presented.

Finally, we note that Zeigler re-
quested the Board to set this case for
oral argument. After consideration
of the entire record, and in view of
the foregoing, the Board is of the
opinion that oral argument is unnec-
essary and therefore will deny this
request.

ORDER

WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority' delegated to the'Board
by the -Secretary of the Interior (43
CFR 4.1(4)), IT IS ORDERED
that the Judge's Decision and Order
of July 9,1974, in the above-entitled
proceeding IS AFFIRMED and the
request for oral argument IS
DENIED.

C. E. RGERS, JR.,
Chief Administrative Judge.

I CONcUR:

DAVID DOANE, :
Administrative Judge.

DECISION

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

July 9, 974

This proceeding concerns an Ap-
plication for Review filed by Zeigler
Coal Company, pursuant to the pro-
visions of section 105 (a) of the Fed-
eral Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969, 30 U.S.C. § 801, et se.,
hereinafter the Act. The applicant
seeks review of an order of with-
drawal issued under section 104(b)
of the Act, 30 U.S.C. § 814.

The order of withdrawal (Exhi-
bit G-2) was issued after expira-
tion of the original time fixed by
the inspector for abatement of the
conditions or practices set forth in
a 104(b) notice of violation No. 1
WAW, January 25, 1974. (Exhibit
G-1.) The notice reads as follows:

Condition or practice. Violation of the
ventilation plan: Doors used in the ven-
tilation system were not constructed of
fire retarded [sic] wood. These doors
were located on the No. 2 unit supply
road, on the oriole bottom and the 1 east
off main south supply road.

The notice required the abate-
inent of the aforementioned condi-
tions or practices by 8 a.m., Janu-
ary 31, 1974. Order of Withdrawal
2 WAW, February 1, 1974, reads as
follows: -

Notice of Violation 1 WAW dated Jan-
uary 26, 1974, has not been abated. Only
a little action has been made to abate this
violation.

The order was terminated on Feb-
ruary 1, 1974, after the condition
was totally abated. The inspector
noted that "fire retardant material
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was, applied to the ventilation
doors," and that "these doors were
on the No. 2 unit supply road, oriole
bottom and 1 east off main south
supply road." (Exhibit G-3.)

In its Application for Review, the
applicant denied the existence of
the conditions or practices alleged
in the order of withdrawal. Further,
applicant erroneously assumed that
the order under review was issued
pursuant to section 104(a) of the
Act and entered a denial of the ex-
istence ' of any "imminent danger."

The United Mine Workers of
America filed an answer in opposi-
tion to the Application for Review
and erroneously assumed that the
order in question was issued pur-
suant to section 104(c) (2) of the
Act, for an alleged violation of 30
CFR 75.400.

The Mining Enforcement and
Safety Administration, MESA,
filed an answer asserting that the
order in question was properly is-
sued under section: 104(b) of the
Act, and denying all other allega-
tions raised by the applicant.

A hearing on the merits was held
on April 23', 1974, at Evansville, In-
diana. The United Mine Workers
failed to, enter an appearance and
did not participate in the hearing.
Applicant filed proposed findings,
conclusions, and a supporting brief.
IMESA did not.

Motion of continuance.

At the hearing and prior to its
commencement on Ajril 23, 1974,
counsel for applicant moved for an
"indefinite continuance" of the case

"until such time as MESA has is-
sued its penalty assessment." (Tr. 4,
5.) MESA opposed any continu-
ance, and after due consideration of
arguments by counsel, applicant's
motion for continuance was denied.
(Tr. 5-9.)

ISSUES

The issues presented in this pro-
ceeding are (1) whether the condi-
tiois or practices set forth in. the
notice of violation constitute a vio-
lation of. any mandatory safety
standard under 30 GFR 75.316v as
alleged, (2) whether the failure of
an operator to- follow an approved
ventilation plan can form the basis
for a 104(b) notice of violation and
a subsequent withdrawal order for
failure to timely abate the alleged
violation, (3) whether the'time for
abatement was reasonable, and (4)
whether the order of withdrawal
was warranted and properly issued
pursuant to section 104(b) of the
Act.'

APPLICABLE STATUTORY
PROTISIONS.

1. The Federal Coal Mine Health
and Safety Act of 1969, 30L U.S.C.
§ 801, et seg.

2. Section 105 (a) (1) of the Act,
30 U.S.C. § 815(a) (1), which pro-
viles in part as follows:

An operator issued an order. pursuant
to the provisions of section 104 of this
title, or any representative of miners in
any mine affected by such order or by any
modification or termination of such order,
may apply to the Secretary for review of
the order within 30 days of' receipt there-
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of. or within thirty days of its modifica-
tion or termination. * * :

3.Section 104(b) of the Act, 30
ThS.CI § 814(b),whichprovides:

Except as provided in subsection (i) of
this section, if, upon any'inspection of a
coal mine, an authorized representative
of the Secretary finds that there has been
a violation of any mandatory health or
safety standard but the violation has not
created an imminent danger, he shall is-
sue a notice tothe operator or his agent
fixing a reasonable time for the abate-
ment of the violation. If, upon the ex-
piration of the. period of time as origi-
nally fixed or subsequently extended, an
authorized representative of the Secre-
tary finds that the violation has not been
totally abated, and if he also finds that
the period of time should not be further
extended, he shall find the extent of the
area affected' by- the violation and shall
promptly issue an order requiring the
operatbr of. such mine or his agent: to
to cause immediately all persons, except
those referred to in subsection (d) of this
section, to be withdrawn from, and to be
prohibited from entering, such area until
in~ authorized representative of the Secre-
tary determines that the violation has
been abated.

DISCUSSION

Testimony and evidence adduced at
the hearing. V

W}iliam W~ooridge; an ispector
for MESA and an expert on mine
safety, was the only witness called
by the Government. He testified
that he issued. a 104(b) notide.Gf
violation on January 25, 1974. (1
Wiw because three doilble ven-
tilation wooden doors were not fire-
proofed as required by the opera-
tor's ventilation plan in violation of
75.316. This condition was a viola-
tion of the ventilation plan in that

the doors were not fire-retardant or:
treated with fir'e-retardant material.
He served the notice on Millard
Gaddis, the mine safety inspector
and discussed with him a list of ap-
proved materials that could be used
to coat the doors. The materials were
available on the market in January
1974, but he "didn't think they had

,any at the mine property at that
time." (Tr. 15-24) (Exhibit G-l).

Mr. Woolridge issued the 104(b)
order of withdrawal on February 1,
1974, at 1 :45 p.m. and served it on
Mr. Gaddis. He (Woolridge) was
in the mine continuously each week
from January 25, 1974, to Febru-
ary 1, 1974. He allowed the operator
until January' 31, 1974 to abate the
condition, but it was not abated by
that date'and he discussed the situa-
tion with Mr. Gaddis and with
Harold Burden, the mine superin-
tendent. He issued' no extension,
and advised these individuals that
"if they will get the job' completed
before I left, the mine (on Janu-
ary 31) that I would abate the
Notice." Work had started on the
abatement but one set of doors had
not been completed by January 31.
Nothing was being done to abate the
condition Abatement was being ac-
complished by painting the doors
with a fire-retardant material. Nor-
mally, it would take two men two
hours to paint, one door. He issued
the withdrawal order because little
effort was madeto correct a viola-
tion which could have been cor-
rected in.a couple of shifts. Between
January 31st and the time he issued
his withdrawal order, one set of
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doors-had'been c6npletd, 'butt two
double doors, four'doorsii all, had
not been touched. (Tr. 2-30) (Ex-
hibit G-2.')-

The order of withdrawal was
terlillllnated at p :45 p.m. on Febru-
ary 1, 197-l' (Tr. 30-32) (Exhibit
G-3.) :

Mr., Woolridge testified that each
mie has a set of ventilation plans
as requred by 75.316. These 'plans
ale drawn by' "ventilation men" in
the office and are binding once
Signed by the operator.

The plans are renewed ever'y six
months. The plan in question Was
drawn and became' effective Janu-
ary 1, 1973, and was renewed on
November 9, 1973. Coy South, the
production supetintefident of' Zeig-
lekt No. 9 Mine sign ed both plans.
He thought that the requirement
for fire-retardant' doors' had been'in
effect since January: 1,'1973.' The
doors in question were in the mine
'previous to his 1973-inspections but
he did not discuss fireproofing these
doors previously because he had not
read the.; ventilation plan clearly
(T'r. 32-37).. .:.,:.

The approved: veitilation plan re-
ferred to by Inspector Woolridge is
the operator's copy supplied by its
counselandit'as received in evi-
dence as Governmeit's Exhibit G-4
(Tr. 37).

-On .cross-examination by appli-
cant's counsel, Mr. Woolridge testi-
"fled that he first saw ihe last page of
the ventilation plan sometime prior
to the inspection of January 25,
1974. The doors were not installed
,on Oriole bottom until September
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or November 'of 1973. During the
inspectloll' ini'question he examined
the ventilation system and methane
and dust control plan and found no,
deficiencies in this regarcd' (Tr. 40-
4). *' :. 

'With respect, to revisions in the
'Tentilation plan,- Mr.1 Woolridge
testified that when revisions' are
'made they are either added onto the
existing plan or 'discussed in a cover
letter' mailed to the 'dperator. A inor
changes or revisions: are discussed
with the operator. At, times, re-
visions and corrections are nade on
the plan itself, 'and any new changes
which are added are discussed with
the operator and he signs it. It:'is
possible that.thei addition to the
plan in question was accomplished
in this manner. on January' 1, 1973
(Tr. 42-44).
"Mr: Woolride testified that prior
'to his inspection, he had not noticed

the ventilation-plan 'requirements
for fire-retardant' doors, and some
of the doors were installed after the
previous regular inspection. There
are five coal producing Ulmits in tle
mine, and' on -the average, the 'mine
produces 2,000 tns of coal per day,
per shift. No shift was ompletely
stopped as a result of his order, and
one :shift 'was closed at the timehis
order issued. The mine was shut
.down for an hour and a half as a
result of his order (Tr. 44-47).
However, a roof fall1 which occurred
on thed main supplyroad during the
midnight to 8 a.m. shift ollFebru-
ary 1, 1974, closed the-mine to pro.-
duction. He issued. his withdrawal
order at 145. pm. that samne day,
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but he knows: of no reason why the
roof fall Vould have precluded any
work being accomplished on, the
doors on February I (Tr. 47-49).

In response to.questions from the
bench, Mr. Woolridge testified that
all of the doors which are the sub-
ject of his order were installed prior
to the date of his :order. One set,
namely those; in the No.; 2 supply

-road, were installed during the week
;of January 20t land the others had
been installed for a "good while."
He had the plan with-him at the
time he issued his notice on Jal-
uary 25. He asked the operator for
-his ventilation plans, and the copy
that he saw did not have the last
page regairding. fire-resistant doors
on the, plan.- The operator' copy
was not -as: up. to date as the one
introduced at the hearing and was

-dated 1972. His copy (Woolridge)
JAid have -the last page concerliing
the -fire'resistant doors. Het allowed
the operator five or six days to paint
-the doors -because he was not sure
how long it. would take to obtain

-the materials. -Hoiwever,-two:-days

after he issued the notice the mate-
-rials were available at the mine to
comnplete the:-doors. It is standard
procedure to discuss revisions of the
ventilation plans with the operator
and if the. operator agrees to any
revisions he signs the revision (Tr.
.5o3-58) . - - t 

Mr. Woolridge examined some of
the doors each day'from January 25
until February 1. He statesthat the
paint was received in a couple of
days, that one set of doors (except
-the. framework) was completed by

January 31. He informed Mr. Gad-
dis, the mine safety director, that
the notice. was due,- that he would
wait until February 1 to write up
-an .order, but would not extend the
notice. Mr. .Woolridge found the
fireproofing not-completed when he
arrived at the mine on February 1,
at 8 :30 a.m.; He then told Mr. Gad-
dis that if the fireproofing was com-
pleted when he returned that day
he would terminate the-notice. Two
sets of doors were completed when
Mr. Woolridge returned at 1 45,
namely -those on Oriole bottom and
the No. 2. supply road, however, the
third set -had not been touched., Mr.
Woolridge wrote- the withdrawal
order which closed the entire mine.
.-He stated that he could not abate
part of the notice, andthat-the three
sets of doors were on the -main in-
take air and the entire mine would
have to close (Tr. 62-69.). E :
- In addition to- the doors which he
cited in h-is notice of -Violation and
,order of withdrawal, there were an
-additional five diets in -the -;mine

however, 'some -of these additional
sets of doors were taken out because

-of a change in the ventilation.- Some
-of the doors were in areas driven
.prior to -the enactment of the, pres-
ent law, and they did hot have to be
treated. -Another set of doors was
constructed before the ventilation
.plan was revised and they too did
.not have to be treated. The ventila-
tion plan in effect at the time of the

,notice of violation only referred to
doors that were constructed after
the adoption of thee- plan (Tr.

67-70). - -
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IVaI. Jlliiard Caddis, Safety Di-
rector, Zeigler No. 9 Mine was called
as a witness for the-applicant. He
testified that he first became famil-
iar with the mine's ventilation plan
'(Government Exhibit 4), sometime
during the fall of 1973 when:a
MESA inspector, namely Mitchell
Mills, completed a ventilation sur-
vey and asked to have a conference
with mine management and the
safety committeemen. Mr. Mills
went over the plan page by page;
and he had the only- copy. The con-
ference was called to discuss the
plan which Mr. Mills had, and once
approved, it would become the ven-
tilation plan for the mine. The plan
was one which was based on a prior
plan. Mr. Gaddis recalled no
chanoes which; resulted from the
conference, and stated that there
were no discussions concerning fire-
proofing wooden doors. He believed
that Stanley Williams represented
management during the conference
and identified his signature on the
last page of Government's Exhibit
4. He did not; Imow whether Mr.
Williams was at the conference. The
conference was held before Novem-
ber 9, 1973. Coy South was the mine
'superinteuldent on Novemiber 9,
1973, but Mr. Gaddis'could not re-
call whether Mr. South as at
the conference. He identified Mr.
South's signature on the covering
page of the ventilation plan (Ex-
'hibit G -4Tr. 70-76).

*Mr. Gaddis testified that he first
became aware that the 'ventilation
plan called for fireproofing of the
wooden doors in the haulageways on

January25, .1974. Inspector, Wool-
ridge advised him that the doors
would have to'be fireproofed with
approved materials in accordance
with the ventilation plan. Mr. Gad-
dis had a plan in his custody at the
time the inspector spoke to' him
about the- doors, but it was the
wrong one. His copy did not have
the last page concerning the doors,
but he found one in the ompany
files which did have the last page at-
tached. He located it in the super-
intendent's office (Tr. 76-78).

Inspector Wookidge gave Mr.
Gadcldis a list of five or six suitable

substances for coating the doors.
One of the substances, namely Stop-
pit, Was ordered. It took tw days
to obtain it and Mr. Gaddis re-
minded "different people to get the
job done." One door Ol 'the bottom
was partly finished. However, an-
other set of doors was installed and
painted instead of the ones called
for in the notice. Two sets were com-
pleted, but he thought that the third
set had also been completed, but it
turned out; to be the new ones that
were installed. He heard "different
stories'? and he took the easy way
out and hoped that it had been
done. He first learned that the last
setof doors had not been completed
at 1 o'clock when he. and Inspector
jWoolridge went to-look at the doors.
Had the inspector given him an ex-
tension, the doors would have been
completed in two or three hours,
the same amount of time it' took to
complete themn after the inspector
issued the order (Tr. '78-81).

6I]
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Mr. Gaddis testified that three
units w ere producing coal at the
time the order of withdrawal issued.
490 tonls were 'prodced: during the
day shift and the average coal pro-
-uctioll per shift for all unlits is
approximately 2,000 tons,' depend-
ing Oil the person iiel and equlipment.
To his knowledge, nothing other
than the order prevented full coal
production on the'day the order is-
sued. The inspector abated the order
as soon' asthe door was completed
(Tr. 81-86).

On' cross-examination, Mr. Gad-
dis stated that the ventilation plan
that he had at the time, Inspector
Woolridge advised him that 'the
doors needed to be fireproofed was
ait earlier. version of the one pro-
duced'at the hearing. His superior,
mine: Siiperint'endent 'Coy South
had the later plan. During the pe'-
riod between the time the notice and
order issued, Inspector Wooltidge
discussed the progress being inade
on the doors, and that he Aiind'the in-
specto': looked at, the doors from
time to time. It would take two men
two hours to complete the'work on
the doors. In response to a question
as to an explanation as to y the
doors were not completed within the
time permitted by the inspector, Mr.
Gaddis answered "bad communlica-
'tion." 'He had n6o question s to
which doors Inspector; Woolridge
was talking about in his notice. As
to any loss of production, two units
were not operating' because of a roof
fall and three units were "called out
early' because of the order of with-;
drawal. He hadno opinion as to the

actual loss of production in tonnage
of coal as a result of the order (Tr.
86-9)0). -

'Approximlately five men were
used to abate the order. However,
everyone was called out of the mine,

'but this was not due to the' action of
the 'inspector. - Mine management
could have directed certain men to
remain iII the mine to abate the con-
dition, but in this case, everyone
came ouLt of the mine (Tr. 90-95).

AXotion to vacate
At the conclusion of the testimony

of the witnesses, counsel for the ap-
plicant moved for vacatione of the
notice of violation on the ground
that MESA had failed to establish
a violation of 30 CFR 5.316. In
support of this 'motion, counsel ar-
gued. that the regulation only re-
quires a ventilation system and
methane and dust-control plan be
prepared, submitted, and approved
and: revised from time to time.
There is nothing in the regulations
requiring fireproofing of doors.
TIe typewritten, page regarding
fireproofing was "tacked onto the
ventilation plan,* * * sometime
last fall." Counsel conceded that it
was; a reasonable rule and that he
did, not object to it. However, Coun-
sel emphasized that it was not part
of the mandatory standards set ouit
in. the regulations, but rather, "an
informal thing" agreed to by the
then superintendent of the mine
(Tr. 50-51, 59). Further, counsel ar-
gued that Inspector Woolridge did
not allow a reasonable time for
abatement fter discovering the sit-
uation. Additional time should have
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been allowed in view of the fact that
doors other than those cited by the
inspector were painted in error, and
the closure order was too broad. The
entire mine should not have been
closed because of the f ailure to paint
one door (Tr. 9-97).

In response to the motion to va-
cate, counsel for MESA argued that
the fireproofing requirements for
the doors in question were not "in-
formal and tacked-on" to the venti-
lation plan. Section 75.316 of Title
30,1 Code of Federal Regulations,
provides for ventilation plans and
for suitable revisions. These must be
in writing, approved by the Secre-
tary's representative, and is an indi-
vidual thing for each mine. In the
instant case, fireproofing of the
doors was required for Zeigler's No.
9 Mline. Fire-retardant material was
required by the approved plan (Tr.
51-52). The inspector acted reason-
ably, and at the time he issued the
order of withdrawal was unaware
of any alleged "breakdown in com-
munications" as testified to by Mr.
Gaddis. The inspector acted in ac-
cordance with the terms of the Act
by issuing his order whenl lie found
the -conditions unabated after expi-
ration of the tinae initially set by
him (Tr. 8-100).:

The motion was taken under ad-
visement and the parties were ad-
vised that it would be considered at
the time the briefs are reviewed and
a decision rendered (Tr. 100).

Violation of Handatory Health and
Safety Standard

Section 303 (o) of the Act, 30
CFR 75.316, provides as follows:

A ventilation system and methane and
dust control plan and revisions thereof
suitable to te conditions and te mining
system of the coal mine and approved by
the Secretary shall be adopted by the op-
erator and set out in printed form7 on or
before June 28,.1970. The plan shall show
the type and location of mechanical ven'
tilation equipment installed and operated
in the mine, such additional or improved
equipment as the ,Secretary: map require,
the quantity and velocity of air reach-
ing each working face, and such other in-
formation as the Secretary may require.
Suehb plan shall be reviewed by the oper-
ator ad the Secretary at least every 6
ionths. (Italics added.)

Section 75.316-1 of the regula-
tions sets forth certain information
that must be submitted by the mine
operator with respect to its ventila-
tion plan, and section 75.316-2 sets
forth the- criteria for approval of
the ventilation system and methane

and dust-control plan. Although

section 7.316-1 (a) (9) requires the
operator to inform MESA's District

Safety Manager of the location of
ventilation and man doors, there is
no specific mandatory safety regula-

tory standard with respect to the re-
quirement that such doors be fire-
proofed. The applicant ta es the
position that since the ventilation

plan requiremient for the fireproof-
ing of doors is not incorporated in a
specific regulatory mandatory
safety standard, he cannot be
charged with a violation of 30 CFR
75.316 since that egulation only
requires that a plan' be prepared,
submitted, approved, and revised
from time to time. Alth6ugh Ap-
plicant's counsel conceded that the
fireproofing requirement was rea-
sonable and that he did not object

45363
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to it, he maintained that the re-
quirement is not embodied i any
mandatory safety standard, and
therefore, the applicant could not be
held accountable for any violation.
(See applicant's proposed findings,
conclusions, and supporting brief.)
MESA takes the position that the
requirement for fireproofing of the
doors was part of the approved ven-
tilation plan required by 30 CFR
75.316, and by failing to adhere to
that plan, the applicant violated
mandatory safety standard.

The last page of the ventilation
plan in question contains the f ollow-
ing:

The wood used in stoppings, doors, and
other ventilation controls will be fire-
retardant treated wood or the wood will
be coated with material approved by the
U.S. Bureau of Mines that provides the
same measure of protection as; fire-
retarduat [sic] wood.

This page contains no date, but
does contain the signature of the
former superintendent of the mine.
Various pages of the ventilation
plan carry different effective dates,
and although MESA's cover letter
to the operator informing him of
the approval of the plan contains
no date, it does contain the signa-
ture of the mine production super-
intendent and the date "11-9-73"
under his signature. MESA's in-
spector testified the plan became ef-
fective January 1, 1973, was last
reviewed on November 9, 1973, and
he "thought" the aforesaid fire-
proofing requirement became effec-
tive January 1, 1973. Applicant's
safety director testified he first be-
came aware of the fireproofing re-

quirement on January 25, 1974, the
day the notice of the violation was
issued. 'He located a copy of the
plan in the mine superintendent's
office and it contained the page
quoted above. Although the plan it-
self was offered and admitted in evi-
dence by MESA (Exhibit G-4), it
was ill fact the applicant's own
cop), which it supplied to MHESA's
counsel at the hearing. Although
testimony at the hearing indicates
that prior plans may have existed
with the last page missing, the rec-
ord compiled in this proceeding sup-
ports a conclusion that the plan sub-
mitted and received in evidence was
in fact the approved ventilation
plan in effect at the time the notice
of violation was issued, and I so
find.

The evidence adduced in this pro-
ceeding establishes that the doors in
question were not fireproofed as re-
quired by the ventilation plan at the
time the inspector issued his notice
of violation. The fact that the in-
spector may have been somewhat
lax by not carefully reviewing the
ventilation plan on prior inspec-
tiOlns where he failed to cite any vio-
lations for doors which were not
fireproofed does not detract frolm
the fact that oi the day lie issued his
notice of violation the doors in ques-
tion were not fireproofed. In addi-
tion, his testimony that the ventila-
tion plan only applies to doors con-
structed after the adoption of the
plan, although seemingly contra-
dictory to the plain language of the
provision itself, does not in itself in-
validate his notice. In this regard,
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it should be noted that the fire-
proofing requirement as- embodled
in the ventilation)plan contains no
language to indicate that it was in-
tended to apply only to doors con-
structed after* the adoption' of the
plan or any revisions.

Applicant's arguments in its pro-
posed findings, conclusions, and
brief that the failure to fireproof
the doors in .question does not con-
stitute a violation of 30 CFR 7.316
are not well taken. The purpose of
requiring an operator t adopt a
ventilation plan is to insure that
the mine is operated in such a man-
ner as to provide a safe and healthy
working environment for the miner
while he goes about his daily chores
of extracting coal from the mine.
An efficient ventilation system is re-
quired so that dangerous acctiniula-
tions of methane and dust are car-
ried out of the mine. The statutory
requirement embodied i 30 C'FR
75.316 'provides that *an operator
shall adopt a ventilation plan which
must, among other things, show the
type and location of mechanical ven-
tilation equipment installed and op-
erated in the mine and such addi-
tional or improv'ec eqpme t as the
Secretary' may require. Thus, it is
clear that the statute mandates the
adoption of a plan suitable to the
conditions and mining system
which may prevail in a particular
mine, provides for the review of
such plan every six months, and au-
thorizes the Secretary to require ad-
ditional or improved equipment.

In this case, the applicant 'con-
cedes that the requirement for fire-

proofing of the doors is reasonable
and that it does not' object to the
requiiement. Further, the record es-
tablishes that the' requirement was
in fact partof' the applicant's own
ventilation plan and that it Was re-
duced to writing and incorporated
as part of the plan. Applicant's ar-
glunellnts that the requirement was
only "informal" and agreed to only
by the then mine superintendent are
not well taken. The requirement is
specifically set forth in the plan and
in the absence of any evidence to the
contraly, it is reasonable to assume
that the nmine superiiitendent was
acting on behalf of his employer at
the time he affixed his signature to
the adoption of the fireproofing re-
quirement as part of the mine ven-
tilation plan. Applicant's 'argument
that it can ignore its oii ventila.-
tion plan, which was adopted in the
first instance to insure the health
and' safety of miners, simply. be-
cause any revisions are not set forth
as mandatory regulatory safety
standards is .unrealistic. The statu-
tory provision in question provides
for some flexibility since ventilation
plans vary from mine to mine as
conditions and mining systems
change. As each, plan is reviewed
and revised, the Secretary is author-
ized to require additional or u-
proved methods of isuring a .
adequate ventilation system. Thus 
any deviation or noncompliance
with the approved plan by an op-
erator necessarily implies a vio]a-
thoul of 30 CFR 75.316. To hold
otherwise would allow any operator-
to ignore his on plan with ipu-

47.
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nity, and would deprive MESA of
a means of effective enforcement of
the statute. Accordingly, appli-
cant's proposed findings and con-
cl usion with respect to this issue are
rejected.

In view of the foregoing, I con-
elude that the applicant's failure to
follow its own ventilation plan by
failing to fireproof the, doors in
question constituted a iolation of
the provisions of 30 CFRI 75.316.
Timwe for Abatemnent.

Applicant's counsel has asserted
that the inspector (1) failed to al-
low a reasonable time for abatement
after discovering the violation, and
(2) that the closure order was too
broad in that it was unreasonable to
order the closure of the entire mine
due to the failure to paint one set of
doors. The record in this case es-
tablishes that the inspector issued
his notice of'violation on January
25, 1974, and ordered the conditions
abated by 8 a.m., January 31, 1974.
Materials iecessary to abate the
conditions were available to the ap-
plicant within two days of the issu-
ance of the notice of violation, and
estimates by the witnesses estab-
lished that two men working two
hours could 'have 'completed the
painting of one set of doors. Since
three sets of doors were involved, it
is reasonable to' assuniie that the con-
ditions could have'been abated dur-
ing the course of one eight-hour
working shift. On January 31, evenm
though the conditions had not been
completely abated, the inspector in-
formed the applicant's safety direc-
tor that he could ot extend the

notice, but would wait an additional
day before writing up an or-der of
withdrawal in order to allow appli-
cant additional time to ompletely
abate the conditions. When the in-
spector arrived at the niine on Feb-
ruary 1 at 8 :30 a.m., the conditions
had not been totally abated. He gave
the applicant additional time that
day, and at 1 :45 p.m., when the con-
ditions were not totally abated, the
inspector issued his order of with-
drawal..

In its defense, applicant's safety
director asserted that the. failure to
totally abate the conditions within
the time permitted by the inspector
was due to "bad communications."
Presumably, this was due to a
breakdown in communications be-
tween the safety director and his
own mine personnel since there is
nothing to suggest that the appli-
cant did not know what. wvasf re-
quired to abate the conditions. To
the contrary, the mine safety direc-
tor testified that he had no question
as to which doors the inspector was
referring to in his notice. Appar-
ently, one of the reasons attributed
to the failure to complete the abate-
ment on time was the fact that a
wrong set of doors was painted.
However, this situation could have
been prevented if the mine safety
director had been more attentive to
the requirements set forth by the in-
spector. Instead, as he himself testi-
fied, he "took the easy way out and

hoped" that the work had been
done.

Although a roof fall occurted on

the main supply road on February
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1,. 1974, there is no evidence that
this event precluded mine manage-
ment from completing the work re-
quired to totally abate the condi-
tions cited in the notice of violation
(Tr. 48-49, 85)..

In view of the foregoing and
under the circumstances of this case,
I conclude that the actions by In-
spector. Woolridge are completely
supported by the record and that
there has been no showing by the
applicant that either the time for
abatement or the circumstances sur-
rounding: the abatement process
were unreasonable.

With respect to the applicant's as-
sertions that the closure order was
too. broad, section 104 (b) of the Act
vests discretion in the inspector "to
find the extent of the area affected
by the violation" and to promptly
issue his order of withdrawal. In
this case, the Order, on its face,
complies with the terms of the Act
since the inspector found no-immi-
nent danger and concluded that the
"entire mine" should be closed. In
support of his decision, he testified
that the three sets of doors affected
by his notice and order were located
*on the main in-take split of air and
that under the circumstances, until
all of the doors were completed, lie
had to order the entire mine closed.
The applicant failed to rebut this
testimony or to otherwise show why
the inspector's closure order was im-
proper. The te8timony by appli-
cant's safety director indicates that
although mine management could
have required some of the men to
remain in the mine to abate the con-

28, 1975-

ditions, it chose not to do so,; but
rather, ordered all of the miners out
of the mine. The inspector did not
order all of the mine personnel out
of the mine. In the circumstances, I
find that the: record supports the
action taken by the inspector and
that his closure order was not con-
trary. to the statute nor an abuse of
discretion.

FINDINGS OF FACT AND
CONCLUSIONS OF LAWV

FINDINGS OF FACT

. A1pplicant Zeigler Coal Coin-
paniy was the owner and operator of
the Zeigler No. 9 Mine, located at
Hopkins County, State of Ken-
tucky, at all times pertinent to these
proceedings.

2. Zeigler No. 9 Mine is a bitu-
-minous coal deep mine utilizing a
room and pillar method of mining,
with con venitiolal: equipment, em-
ploying approximately 300 miners
(Tr. 19-20).

3. On Jattu'ary 25, 1974, during
the course of his inspection of the
Zeigler No. 9 Tine, Federal Coal
AMine Inspector William A. Wool-
ridge issued notice of violation 1
WAWiv prsuauit to section 104(b)
of the t, charging the applicant
with a violation of the ventilation
plan (30 CFR 75.316) in that three
sets of double-doors used in the
ventilation system were not con-
structed of fire-retardant wood
(Exhibit G-1).

4. Inspector Woolridge fixed the
time for abatement of the conditions'

36] 49
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cited in the notice of violation as
8 a.m., January 31, 1974.

5. On lFebruary 1, 1974, at ap-
proximately 8 :30 a.m., Upon rein-
spection of the doors i question, In-
spector Woolridge found that the
conditions cited in his notice of
violation were not totally abated.
Ie advised ' mine 'management that

although le could not extend the
abatement time further, he' would
terminate the notice of violation if
the conditions werIe totally abated
"when he returned that day."

6. Upon reinspection of the doors
in question at approximately 1:45
p.m., February 1, 1974, Inspector
Woolridge found that the condi-
tions had not been totally abated
and issued Order of Withdrawal 2
AVAW, ordering closure of the en-
tire mine (Exhibit G-2). e

7. The conditions described in the
aforementioned notice of violation
were totally abated by 5 :45 p.m.,
February 1, 1974, and the order of
withdrawal was terminated at that
time by Federal Coal Mine Inspec-
tor William G. Branson (Exhibit
G-3).-S i 

8. O January 25 ,1974, the ap-
proved velntilation plan adopted for
the' Zeigler No. 9 Mine contained a
requirement that wooden doors used
in the ventilation system be fire-
retardant treated wood or coated
with materials approved by the
U.S. Bureau of Mines (Exhibit G-
4).

9. On January 25, 1974, the doors
described in the notice of violation

failed to comply with the approrved
ventilation plan adopted for the
Zeigler No. 9 Mine in that they were
not constructed of fire-retardant
w ood or coated with appro ved fire-
retardant materials as provided for
in the ventilation plan.

10. MateriasI for' abating the
conditions cited in the notice of
violation were available to the ap-
plicant approximately two days
after the notice of violation issued,
and to men working two hours
could have completed the painting
of one set of doors.

11. Althouagh a roof fall'occUrred
on. the main haulage road of the
mine oni Februlairy 1, 1974, this event
did not prevent mine management
from totally abating the conditions
described in the notice of violation.

CONCLUSION5' OF: LAW

1. The undersigned Administra-
tive Law Judge has jurisdiction
over the parties and subject matter
of this proceeding.,

2. At all times pertinent to this
proceeding, applicant Zeigler Coal
Company was subject to the provi-
sions of the Act.

3. The preponderance of-the evi-
dence adduced in this' case estab-
lishes that the conditions described
in notice of violation 1 AVAW, is-
sued January 25, 1974, existed and
constituted a violation of the ap-
proved ventilation plan for the Zei-
gler No. 9 Mine, which was in effect
on that date.
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4. F ailure of the applicant to fol-
low its approved ventilatIion plan
constitutes a violation of the man-
datorv health ad safety standards
set forth in 30 CFR 75.316.

5. The time fixed by the inspector
for abatemient of the conditions ce-
scribed in the aforelentioned notice
of violation was reasonable.
. 6. Failure by the applicant to
abate the conditions cited in the
notice of violation within the time
established by the inspector fully
supports the issuance of an order of
withdrawal issued by the inspector
pursuant to section 104(b) of the
Act.

7. Order of Withdraval 2 AVAW,
February 1, 1974, was properly is-
sued.

ORDER

NtHEREFORE, it is OR-
DERED:

1. That; applicant's motion made
at the hearing to vacate the notice
of violation is DENIED.

2. Applicant's proposed findings

and conclusions, insofar as theyv are
inconsistent with this Decision, are
REJECTED.

3. That Order of Withdrawal 2
WAWT, February 1, 1974, be AF-
FIRMED and the Application for
Review filed in this proceeding be
DISAISSED.

GEOPGE A. KIoUTRAS,
Admninistraive Law Judge.

ADMINISTRATIVE APPEAL OF
ETHEL . ANOT AFRAID

AREA DIRECTOR, BILLINGS,
ET AL. -

30 IBIA 235
Decided January 31, 1975

AppevL from; an administrative deci-
sion denying application for patent in
fee.

Affirmed and dismissed.

1. Indian Lands: Allotments: Patents:
Applications

Application for patent in fee) will be
denied where applicant is found incapa-
ble of properly or adequately managing
her owa affairs.

APPEARANCES: Stanton, Hovland &.
Torske, Attorneys at Law, for Ethel H.
Not Afraid, appellant.

OPINION BY ADM11INIlSTRA-
TIVE JUDGE IhILSON

INTERIOR BOARD OF
INDIAN APPEALS

The above-entitled- matter comes
before this Board on an appeal by
Ethel H. Not Afraid, hereinafter
referred to as appellant, through
her counsel, Stanton, Ilovland &
Torske, from a decision of the Area
Director Bureau of Indian Affairs,
Billings, Montana, dated March 13,
1974. The Area Director's decision
affirmed- the decision of Decem-
ber 19, 1973, of the Superintendent,
Crow Agency, in denying appel-
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1974. The Area Director's decision
affirmed- the decision of Decem-
ber 19, 1973, of the Superintendent,
Crow Agency, in denying appel-
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lant's application for a patent in
fee for her original Allotment Crow
No. 3398 described as: all of sec-
tionl 7, N/ 2 INV1/4, Nl/2 Sl/2 Wl/ 4 ,
section 18, T. 6 S., R. 30 E., Princi-
pal Meridian, Montana, containing
760 acres, more or less.

The appellant filed her applica-
tion with the Superintendent of the
Crow Agency on September 21,.
1973, giving in support of her ap-
plication the following reasons:

*To pay off the Crow Tribal Loan, med-
ical needs for (sic) supplies cause I'm a
diabedic (sic) To help my only son to
purchase some land around close by his
ranch to enlarge the ranch.;

The Sperintendent on Decem-
ber 19, 1973, advised the appellant
that the Crow Tribal Land Re-
source Committee at its Novem-
ber 21, 1973, meeting indicated an
interest in purchasing the tract of
land involved in the application and
that action thereon was being with-
held pursuant to 25 CFR 121.2
which in pertinent part provides:

Action on any application, which if ap-
proved would remove Indian land from
restricted or trust status, may be with-
held, if the Secretary determines that
such removal would adversely affect the
best interest of other Indians, or the
tribes, until the other Indians or the
tribes so affected have had a reasonable
opportunity to acquire the land from the
applicant. * * *

The appellant on January 7,19T4,
appealed the Superintendent's deci-
sion to the Area Director, Billings.
In support of her appeal, the appel-
lant cites: the Board's conclusion in
the Administrative Appeal of Fawn-
ces hi. Shively Severn 2 IBIA 123,

80 I.D. 804 (1973), to the effect that
the Department of the Interior
could not withhold the issuance of a
patent in fee solely for the reason
provided in 25 CFR 121.2.

The Area Director in his decision
of March 13, 1974, sustained the Sm-
perintenlent's decision of Decem-
ber 19, 1973, in the following
language:

Accordingly. the decision of the Super-
intendent not to approve rs. Not
Afraid's application for a patent-in-fee
is affirmed on the grounds that neither
the tribe nor individual Indians have had
an opportunity to acquire the property
and thereby keep Indian lands in In-
dian hands and we furtherdeny this ap-
peal on the grounds that Mrs. Not Afraid
is not competent to handle her affairs
and that the removal of the subject tract
from. her ownership vould critically im-
pair her annual income.

In support of his denial on com-
petency grounds, the Area Director,
among other things, set forth the
foll6wing reasons:

1. The appellant is 54 years of
age, in poor health, being afflicted
with diabetes and a heart condition.

2. The appellant has only an 8th
grade leducation, without any spe-
.cialized training sand has been em-
ployed from time toy ti me as a
kitchen aidse and a bus driver.

* 3. That the appellant is: delin-
quent on -a tribal RCF loan in the
amount of $2,707.55 and on another
tribal loan in the amount of $210.05.

4. A duplex situated in Lodge
Grass, Montana, which the appel-
lant purchased in February 1963, is
now unoccupied and uncared for.

5. The appellant resides in a
Turnkey III home situated on her
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daughter's land on whichl she is, as
of. February 1, 1974, behind inl her
rentals in the amount of $585 to the
Crow- Housing Office and that she
has paid no rent on the home for
eleven (11) months,..
- 6. The appellant, as security for
her tribal loans and eligibility for
tribal housing; has assigned the in-
come from her only wholly owned
asset-producing income (land sub-
ject of the: application), and

7. To allow her' to dispose of her
only. wholly owned asset would not
besin the appellant's best interest.'

It is from the decision of March
13,.1974, that the appellanlt has ap-
pealed tothis Board..

The appellant in support of her
appeal contends that her allotment
of land, subject of the application,
-wasto .be held in trust for- her sole
use and benefit-and lthat Liponi :the
expiration of the trust period, or
upon. her-being classified as compe-
tent and- capable of managing her
affairs,.whichever occurred first, the
Secretary of the Interior was to
cause to be. issued to her a patent in
fee simple. The appellant considers
the foregoing to be the law and
cites in support thereof the Admnin-
istrative. Appeal of, Frances YlI.
ShiveZy Kevern, supra, wherein the
Board of Indian Appeals at 2 IBIA
128, 80 I.D. 806 stated that:

We are of the, opinion that the con-
tents of the General Allotment Act re-
ferred to supra, clearly express the
legislative intent and the dictates of Con-
gress, i.e., that the United States will
cause to be issued to the allottee a patent
in fee simple, if before the expiration of

the trust period the Indian allottee be-
comes competent and, capable: of managing
his or her own affairs...

.'The appellant apparently' cone
tends this appeal is inl all respects
similar to the H even case, s8upqa,
and is governed thereby. We: dis-
agree.. The' Kevern case differs from
this appeal in two respects. First,
in the KeVeMr case, supra, there was
no. question as to the applicants
competency to handle' her own
affairs, whereas the appellant's com-
petency; in this appeal is in issue.
Secondly, the provisions of.25 CFR
121.2: Were inapplicable .in the

e vern case since her application
was filed prior to Mlay 23, 1973, the
effective date of said provisions,
whereas in the appeal herein the ap-
pellant's application was filed .on
September 21, 193, and therefore
subject to the said provisions. Ac-
cotdingly, we see 'no departure from
our ruling in the DKvein case as ap-
plied in the appeal hereill.

The record indicates that the ap-
pellant's application for a patent in
fee was denied on the following
grounds:

(1) That the approval of the ap-
plication would adversely aff t the
best interests. of the tribe or other
Indians, pursuant. to 25 CFR 121.2,
and

i(2) Incompetency of the appli-
cant to properly manage her affairs.

Withholding action: on appel-

lant's application pursuant to 25
CFR 121.2 by the Superintendent in
itself would have been proper and
valid provided the provisions
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thereof had been complied with.
Unfortunately, the record as pres-
ently constituted, indicates only a
casual interest by the Tribe
through its Crow Tribal Land Re-
sources Committee in purchasing
the allotment. No firm written com-
]nitment or offer in. that respect ap-'
pears in the record. No further ac-
tion appears to have been taken in
the matter subsequent to the com-
mittee's meeting of November 21,
1973. Under the foregoing circui-
stances it must be concluded and
found that the Tribe and other In-
dians have had reasonable opportu-
nity to acquire the land from the
appellant or at least to have en-
tered into serious negotiations in
connection therewith. To expect the
appellant to extend indefinitely the
* opportunity under these circum-
stances would be entirely unreason-
able.X

Incompetency, as the final ground
for denying the application on the
other hand must be sustained. Defi-
nition of competent with respect to
patents in fee appears in 25 CFR
121.1 (e)::

"Competent" means the possession of
sufficient ability, knowledge, experience,
and judgment to enable an individual to
manage his business affairs, including the
administration, use, investment, and dis-
position of any property turned over to
him and the income or proceeds there-
from, with such reasonable degree of pru-
dence and wisdom as will be apt to pre-
vent him from losing such property or the
benefits thereof.

25CFR 121.5 (a) further provides

in pertinent part that:

An' application may be approved and fee
patent issued if the Secretary, in his dis-
cretion, determines that the applicant is
competent * e (Italics supplied.)

[1] The Area Director, after re-
viewing and considering the appel-
lant's application along the lines set
forth in 25 CFR 121.1 (e) ,'as a mat-
ter of discretion, found the appel-
lant to be incompetent and inca-
pable of properly managinig her
afl airs. Accordingly, the . Board
finds: no reason to disturb the Area
Director's finding in that respect,
and it should be affirmed.

NOW, 'THEREFORE, by virtue
of the authority delegated to the
Board of Indian Appeals y 'the
Secretary :of the Interior,. 211 DM
13.7 and 43 CFR 4.1(2), the deci-
sion of the Area Director, Billings,
dated March 13, 1974, denying ap-
pellant's application for a patent in
fee on the grounds of incompetency
'be, and the same is hereby, AF-
FIRMED and the appellant's' ap-
peal is DISMISSED.

This decision is final for the
Department.

A LEXANDER H. WILSON,

Admiqnistrative Judge.

I Co-cur: :

rMITCHELL J. SABAGH,

Administative Judge.

U.S. GOVER14MENT PRINTING OFFICE: 1975
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ESTATE OP BENJAMIN HARRISON
STOWHY (DECEASED YAKIMA
ALLOTTEE NO. 2455) AND
ESTATE OF MARY G. GUINEY
HARRISON (DECEASED COL-
VILLE ALLOTTEE NO. S-925)

3 IBIA 243
'Decided Febrar y 4,1975

This decision is issued pursuant to the
consent judgment of the United States
District Court; Eastern District of
Washington, in thekcase of Goheen, et
al v. Morton, et al. v. Tahkeal, et al.,
Civil No.; 2879, issued December 23,
1974, wherein the court approyed a
stipulation for settlement entered into
by the parties.

Remanded.

13 Indian Probate: Generally-100.0-
Indian Probate: Judicial Review:
Qineral-3O0.O0 ,
Where the constitutionality f the Act of
December 31, 1970 (25 U.S.C. §607,: 84
Stat. -1874). is challenged in court, the
parties are not precluded from entering
into a stipulation. for settlement upon
which the court may enter a consent judg-
ment rendering a ruling upon the consti-
tutional issue udnecessary.

APP:EARANCES: C. ames Lst, at-

torney for the plaintiffs as realigned,.
except the Plaintiff Rosema ry Kalama
appearing by attorney, Gilbert H.
Kleweno; Patrick ockrill, attorney
for the itervenor Esther E. Monjarez;
the defendants Rogers C. B. Morton
and Martina Guiney ey. were rep-
resented by Dean C. Smith, United

States Attorney before the Court,,but
. e does not appeiar before the Depart-
iment. It is anticipated that Rogers
. B. Morton, Secretary of the Interior,

will be represented by the Solicitor for
the Department and that artina
Guiney Grey will be represented by an
attorney yet to be named.

ORDER BY CHIEF ADMINIS-
ISTRATITE JUDGE McKEE

INTERIOR BOARD OF
INDIAN APPEALS

[1] This Board issued its deci-
sion in the two estates on June 30,
1972, 1 IBIX 269, 79 I D. 428
(1072), in which it denied jurisdic-
tion to pass upon te constitution:.
ality of a statute of Congress, the
Act of December 31, 1970(25 u.s.c.
§ 607, 84 Stat.. 1874), in its applica-
tion to the passing of the land inter-
ests Ol the YakiIma Reservation
owned by Benjamin Harrison
Stowhy, ali enrolled Yakima Thdian
on his death on March 8, 1968, and
the passing of such interests plus
additional interests upon the death
of his wife, Mary G. Guiney Harri-
son, a Colville' enrollee who died De-
cember 2, 1968.' 'The Board directed
that the Judge's orders approving.
the wills of the two decedents should
be affirmed after modification of the
order of distribution of the estate
of the wife from which a devise to
Margaret Mebon-ald had been omit-
ted.

Certain relatives of the decedent,
Benjamin Harrisoa Stowhy, filed

82 I.D. No. 2
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an action in the United States Dis-
trict Court for the Eastern District
of Washington claiming to be heirs
under the Act of August 9, 1946 (25
U.S. C. § 607, 60 Stat. 968) amended
by the Act of December 31, 1970,
smpra, and alleged the amendment
deprived them, o f the property
which they had inherited under the
1946 Act. They challenged the con-.
stitutionality of the 1970 Act on
that ground. The original plaintiffs
joined others known to have rela-
tionship to the decedent, Benjamin
Harrison Stowhy, as third party de-
fendants, all of whom except three
were realigned by the Court as
iplaintiffs. Those not realigned were
personally served, and upon failure
to appear were adjudged by the
Court to be in default.

Esther E. Monjarez, also known
as Esther Simmons Monjarez, inter-
vened contesting the validity of the
will of Mary G. Guiney Harrison
on its merits alleging mistake and
undue influence, and she remained
designated as an intervenor. The
defendant, Martina Guiney Grey,
a devisee named in the will of Mary
G. Guiney Harrison remained as the
sole defendant having an interest in
the estate with the defendant Secre-
tary Rogers C., B.: Morton being
named in his official capacity only.

During the course of the litiga-
tion the interested parties, except
those adjudged to be in default,
entered iiito a stipulation for settle-
ment subject to approval by the Sec-
retarv of the Interior, of the at-
torneys' fee provision therein, and
subject to the approval of the Court.

,The Secretary issued his approval
of the provision for attorneys' fees
and the Court apprQved the alance
of the stipulation witho ut reference
to the fees in its Consent Judgmeint
entered December 23, 1974. By this
judgment the Secretary of: the In-
terior is' directed to issue those
orders necessary to implement both
the Consent Judgment and the

'stipulation. No stay of execution of
the Consent Judgment is afforded
the parties. '

NOW, THEREFORE, it is
ORDERED by authority of the
Court as 'aforesaid and by the au-
thority of 43 CFR 4.1(5) that the
Administrative Law- Judge having
the probate authority over the
estates of deceased Indians on the
Yakima and Colville Reservations
shall take the following action: 

A. In the Estate of Benjamin
Harrison Stowhy, Probate No. IP
PO 88K 71:

1. H-fe shall enter an order to the
Bureau of Indian Affairs directing
immediate payment from the funds
in the estate account of the claims
against the estate -; previously
approved;

2. He shall enter an order to the
Bureau of Indian Affairs directing
the immediate payment from the
funds in the estate account of the
total sum of $6,000, said payment to
be made $5,000 to Esther E. Mon-
jarez, also known as Esther Stowhy
Monjarez (Intervenor) personally,
and $1,000 -to Patrick Cockrill, her
attorney, said payment to be for
attorney fees hereby approved;
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3. The balance of the funds in the
estate account on December 23, 1974,
shall be immediately divided into
two equal parts to be- paid sep-
arately: one half as provided in
paragraph 7 hereof to the group:
named in the Consent Judgment of
December 23, 1974, as plaintiffs in
shares to be determined upon estab-
]ishnient of the plaintiffs' individ-
Lual rights as heirs of the decedent
uLnder' the laws of descent of' the

State of Washingtoln, after hear-
ings, *as hereinafter provided in
paragraph 4 hereof; and one-half
to the account of the Estate of Ma.ry
G. Guiney .Harrison, deceased

V Colville Allottee in Probate No. IP
P0.1201K 71 (April 11, 1972);

4. He shall order. distribution
from the land inventory in this
estate the decedent's interest in
Yakima allotment described as that
portion of tract number 124-2454
described as NE 1/4 SW 1,4 sec. 25,
T. 11 N., R. 18 E., IV. M. Washing-
ton, containing 40 acres more or less
and Yakima allotment described as
tract number 124-2455 described as
S i2 $ SJT 1/4 c. 25, T. 11 NR. 18
E.., W. M. washinigton. containing
80 acres more or less to the group

'The group designated in the Consent
Judgment. to receive distribution from this
-estate as; plaintiffs, although all are not re-
aligned, are individually named as follows:
Maggie E. Goheen, Charles P. Eyle, Elizah
Lewvis, Elsie Sam, John T. Eyle, Jr.,- Evans
Lewis. Edgar Lewis, Ernest Lewis, Franklin
Carl Nash, Dennis Frank Nash, Edith Mae
Nash, Gloria E. X. Nelson aka Joan Graham,
William Eyle. Sr., Rosaline Yallup Napoleon,
Dixie Eyie Hamn,- Cindy Rae Fyle (a minor)
and Rosemary Ialama.

named in the Consent Judgment of
December 23, 1974, as plaintiffs, as
tenants in common, in shares to be
determined upon establishment of
their individual fractional rights as
heirs of this decedent under the Act
of August 9, 1946, spra, in force at
the date of 'decedent's death and the
laws of descent of the. State of
AWasbington after hearings; 2

- 5. He shall order distribution
from the land inventory in this es-
tate subject to the provisions of par-
agraph 8 herein the decedent's inter-
est in Yakima allotment described
as tract number 124-2453 described
as S 1/2 NW 1/4 of sec. 25, T. 11 N.,
R. 18 E., W.M. Washington'con-
taming 80 -acres more or less and
Yakiimna allotment described 'as tract
number 124-1819 described as SW
l/4 -NE 4¼, NW 1,4 SE 14 sec. 2, T. 10
N., R. 17 E., W.M. Washingtoh, con-
taining 80 acres more or. less to the
living successor in interest, Martina-
Guiney Grey, a Colville enrollee, as
the devisee of the land interests
named in the will of Mary G. Gui-
nay Harrison, a Colville, enrollee,
the -subsequently deceased- .vidow
and sole devisee of this decedent-

; 6.' Tile stipulation for s'ettlemieilt
provided for allowance of attorneys'
fees which is hereby approved for

eThe Judge shall follow the applicable pro-
cedure provided for determination of heirs
and probate of Indian estates appearing-as 4.1
CFR 200 et seq.; the decision - hall be
subiect to the appeal provisions of that part
of the' regulations; and the defaulted de-
fendants Allen Tahbieal, Alexander yle,- r
and Florence. Stover, or their sueeessors.
shall not be included to share in the distrib-
tion. - : '
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the respective parties (no provision
is made for the defendant, Martina
Guiney Grey, represented by Dean
C. Smith, United States Attorney).
The stipulation provided for pay-
inent of fees which are held to: be
individual obligations and not
claims against the estate: for C.
James Lust, attorney for the plain-
tiffs except Rosemary Kalama rep-
resented by Gilbert H. Kleweno, the
sum of $22,500 including reimburse-
ment. for costs and expenses ad-
vanced; for Gilbert H. Kleweno,
attorney . for plaintiff Rosemary
Kalama, the sum of $250; for the
intervenor's attorney, approval and
payment is provided in paragraph

.t. The payment provided in para-
graph 3: for the group identified as
"plaintiffs" shall be made to their
attorneys as -follows: to Gilbert H.
Kleweno not to exceed $250 which
shall be charged against the interest
of Rosemary Kalama to be later de-
termined; and to C. James' Lust not
to exceed $22,500 to be charged
against. the interests of the other
plaintiffs .to bie: later determined.
Nothing herein shall bar immediate
payment of available funds with al-
locations to be made against the in-
terests of the respective parties, ex-
bept Rosemary Kalama, for whom
provision is made above. Payments
shall continue from time to time
until the specified amounts are
ieached as income is received from
the lands distributed to the plain-
tiffs herein;,'

8. The proceedings in this estate
and in the Estate of Mary G. Guiney

larrison, deceased, were not comb
plete but were pending before the
Department on December 31, 1970,
the date of passage of 84 Stat. 1874,
and sec. 2: thereof brings this: estate
proceeding within the purview of
that Act. Uponissuance of the order
of distribution in compliance with
paragraph 5 of this decision, notice
thereof shall be given to the Yakima,
tribe. Further proceedings con-
ducted in relation to disposition of
the. land interests of this decedent
,on the Yakima Reservation shall be
governed by 43 CFR 300 et seq., ef-
fective September 30, 1974 (39 FR
31635).

B. In the Estate of bary G0. Gui-
: ney Hanrson, deceased, Probate IP
PO 120K 71 (April 11, 1972)

1. The interest of Esther E. Mon-
jarez is confirmed in that part of the
allotment of Cecelia Stowhy No.
124-2454 which Benjamin Harrison
Stowhy, a Yakima enrollee, inher-
ited and conveyed by deed to his
wife, Mary G. Guiney arrisoni, a
Colville enrollee, during his lifetime
and which'was in turn conveyed by
deed during her lifetime to Es-
ther E. fonjarez, a Colville enrol-
lee, said tract being five acres of the
NVJ/4..SW1/ 4 sec. 25, T. 11.N., R.
18 E., W. M. Washington described
as:,
Beginning at the northwest corner of the
NWY4 SWYA of'sec. 25, T. 11 N., R. 18
E., W. M. Washington, thence south 490
feet to the true point of beginning; thence
east 660 feet, thence south 330 feet, thence
west 660 feet, thence north 330 feet to
the true point of beginning, containing 5
acres more or less.
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The Yakima tribes have no right to
purchase this tract under either the
Act of August 9, 196 (60 Stat. 968)
or the amendment thereof by the,
Act of December 31, 1970 (84 Stat.
1874), both codified as 25 17.S.C.
§ 607, since title passed. by inter
tivos conveyance and notby inherit-
ane or by will upon death of the
owiner.

2. The Administrative Law Judge
shall modify his order approving

: the will. ol Mary G. Guiney Harri-
son, deceasedJ entered April 11,1972,
Probate No. IP PO 120K 71 and his
distribution of the estate to provide
for distribution according to the
willof two acres of the allotment of
Cecelia Stowhy No. 124-2454 on the
Yakima Reservation described as:

Beginning at thenorthwest corner of, the
NW4SRW-y4 see, 254 T. 11 N., R. 18 B.,

W. M. Washington, thence south 365 feet
-to the true pint of beginning;- thence
continuing south 132 feet, thence east 660
feet, thence north 132 feet,. thence west
660 feet to the true point of beginning,
containing 2 Aeres more or less

said distribution 'to be made nuie
pro twne to the devisee Mvargaret
McDonald. a subsequently deceased
enrollee on the Colvile Reservation..
Upon the prpbate of her estate it
appears the said two acre tract will
pass to her sudessors in interest,
Esther. Simmons. Monjarez and
Ezra M. Simmons, Jr., subject to
the option of the Yakima tribe to

take it as passing under the will of

Mary G. Guiley Harrison, de-

ceaed, pwsnant to the provisions of

the Act of December 31, 1970, supra.

Proeedings therefor shAll be Cson,

ducted in accord with the provisions
of 43 CFR § 300 et seq.; effective
September go, 1974 (39 FR 31635).

3. The distribution 'ttered- by
the Administrative Law Judge in
the Estate of Mary C. Cin Hr-
'rison, deceased, Probate No. IP PO
1OK 71 on April 11, 1972, to lMarz:
tilne Gutney Grey, a Colville en
rollee, of that part of the allotment
of: Cecelia Stohhy No. 124-2454 de-
scribed asv the NWI/4SW'A4 sec. 25,

T. 1 N.., 11t ,18 E.. W. I. Washing-
ton, except acres cnveyed as de-
scribed in paragraph B-i hereof
and except two acres devised, as de-
scribed in paragraph B-2 hereof,
containing 33 acres more or less, is
confirmed. The interest of Martina
Guiney Grey is held sbj&t to the
right of the tribe arising, rom the
Act of December 3L, 1970, sepra.
The Judge shall notify the tribe of
this right, and2 he shall conduct
such additional proceedigs as.are
necessary and: appropriate. accord-

ing to the provisions of 43 CFR
§l 300, et seq., effective September
304 9t (39 Fi 31635).

4. The Order by the Administra-
tire Law Judge entered on April 11,
I192, in te Este of Mary C.

Cumney Hlrrson, deceased, Pro-
bate No. IP P 120K T1, approving
the decedent's will including' the
residuary : clause thereof , and dis-
tributing the estate is approved and
confirmed except as herein specifi-
caly milodified, and such fdistribu-

tion shall. be accomnplishod at the
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earliest possible date to be followed
from time to time as any additional
assets, real or personal, shall be dis-
covered or shall become a part of
the estate account.,

It is further ORDERED that the
Administrative Law Judge. shall
take such other and further action
in Addition to that provided herein
as may be necessary.or appropriate
to satisfy the requirements of the
stipulation and the Cosent Judg-
:ment.- .
: This decision is final for the De-

:partment subject to the right of an
aggrieved party to appeal from any.
new decision of the Administrative
Law Judge in proceedings herein

-required.
DAVID J. MCKEE,

Chief Ad'ministrative Judge.
I CONCuR:

ALEXAENDER H. WTVSON,
Administ ative Judge.

HYDROTHERMAL ENERGY
AND MINERALS, INC.

.18 IBLA 393
Decided February 7, 1975

Appeal from separate decisions of
Oregon State Office,, Bureau of Land
Management, rejecting applications
ORB 11701 and OR 11708 for noncom-
petitive geothermal leases.

Affirimed as modified.

1. Bureau of Land Management-Geo-
lbgal Survey-Geothermal Leases:
Known Geothermal Resources Area

There is no authority for a, State Direc-
tor, Bureau of Land WManagement, to
make a determination of a known geo-
thermal resources area. Instead, that au-
thority has been delegated by the Secre-
tary of the Interior to the Director, Geo-
logical Survey. KGRA determinations
must be based upon the evidentiary fac-
tors stated in section 2(e) of the Geo-
thermal Steam Act of 1970.

2. Act of December 24, 1970-Geo-
thermal Leases: Competitive Leases-
Geothermal Leases: Known Geothermal
Resources Area-Geothermal Leases:
Noncompetitive Leases

Section 4 of Geothermal Steam Act of
1970 authorizes competitive bidding as
sole basis for issuance of geothermal
leases for lands determined to be within
a KGRA.

3. Act of December 24, 1970-Geo-
thermal Leases: Competitive Leases-
Geothermal Leases: Known Geo-
thermal Resources Area-Geothermal
Leases: Noncompetitive Leases

Section 4 of Geothermal: Steam Act of
1970 directs competitive bidding for geo-
thermal leases on lands which are deter-
mined to be within a KGRA before the
issuance of a lease on such lands, even
though the KGRA determination is made
after the pertinent application is filed.

4. Act of December: 24, 1970-Geo-
thermal Leases: Competitive Leases-
Geothermal Leases: Known Geo-
thermal Resources Area-Geothermal
Leases: Noncompetitive Leases

Competitive bidding requirements of first
sentence of section 4 of Geothermal
Steam Act of 1970 apply to those applica--
tions filed during January 1974 filing,
period, and State Office rejections of ap-:
pellant's January 1974 noncompetitive
lease applications are proper under 43
CFR 3210.4.
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APPEARANCES: Jerome S. Bischoff-,
Esq., Portland, Oregon, for appellant.

OPINION BY ADMINISTRA-
TI YE JUDGE HENRIQ US 

INTERIOR BOARD OP LAND
APPEALS,

Hydrothermal Energy and Min-
erals, Inc. (Hydrothermal) has ap-
pealed from separate decisions, each:
dated April 12, 1974, wherein the
Oregon State Office, Bureau of
Land Management, rejected 'appli-
cations OR 11701 and OR 11708 for
noncompetitive geothermal leases.
Each decision declared that the
lands applied for are within a
"known geothermal resources
area" (KGRA) by; virtue of com-
petitive interest 2 demonstrated.
Hydrothermal's applications were

1
As defined in section 2(e) of the Geo-

thermal Steam Act of 1970, 30 U.S.C.A.
§1001 (e), a "known geothermal resources
area" is one "* ' * in Which the geology,
nearby discoveries, competitive interests, or
other indicia would, in the opinion of the
Secretary, engender a belief in men who are
experienced in the subject matter that the
prospects for extraction of geothermal steam
or associated geothermal resources are good
enough to warrant expenditures of money for
that purpose."

2 The term "competitive interest" which is
used in section 2(e) of the Geothermal Steam
Act, note 1, supra, is defined in the regula-
tions governing geothermal leasing,' 43 CPR
3200.0-5 (k) (3), as follows: " 'Competitive in-
terest' shall exist in. the entire area covered

.by an application for a geothermal lease if at
least one-half of the lands covered by that ap-
plication are also covered by another applica-
tion which was filed during the same applica-
tion filing period, whether or not that other
application is subsequently withdrawn or re-
jected. e * Ev As section 2(e) of the Act
makes clear, competitive interest is but one
of several criteria that must be considered
together In determining whether or not an
area is a KGRA.

Application OR 11701 was in conflict for

filed on January 31, 1974, during
the initial 30-day filing period fol-
lowing the date upon which the
regulations permitting geothermal
leasing of nited States owned
lands became effective.

Appellant contends essentially
that the I(GRA competitive leasing
provisions are, not applicable to fil-
ings made during the initial 30-day
filing period provided by the regu-
lations, and that in any event a de-
termination that a KGRA exists
presupposes an administrative find-
ing based on evideutiary factors.

[1] We accept the contention of
appellant that a KGRA determina-
tion requires; more than the mere
declaration by a State Director that
a KGRA exists. KGRA determina-
tions must be based upon evidenti-
ary factors which are stated in sec-
tion 2(e) of the Geothermal Steam
Act of 1970, 30 U.S.C.A. § 1001 (e) ,4
and in the geothermal leasing regu-
lations. Competitive interest is one
of these factors. The authority to
make .KGRA determinations has
been delegated by the Secretary of
the Interior to the Director, Geo-
logical Survey, 220 DM 4.11(H).

more than one-half the lands it covered with
applications OR 11713 and OR 11763; ap-
plication OR 11708 o'as similarly in conflict
with application OR 11877.

3 43 CFR 3200 et seq., which became effec-
tive on January 1, 1974.

4 30 U.C.A. § 1001(e) reads:
'[K]nown geothermal resources area'

means an area in which the geology, nearby
discoveries, competitive interests, or other
indicia would, in the opinion of the Secretary,
engender a belief in men who are experienced
in the subject matter that the prospects for
extraction of geothermal steam or associated
geothermal resources are good enough to war-
rant expenditures of money for that purpose."
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We have found no authority for a
State Director. to make a determi-
nation of a KGRA.

When they.were promulgated, the
State Office decisions were in error
to reject the subject applicatioa'is,,on
account of being for lands in a
KGRA. The issue is now moot, how-
ever; as an authorized official of the
Geological Survey on May 3, 1974,
acting in accordance with section, 2
(e) of the Geothermal Stelam Act
swpra, subsequently deterrnined that
the lands included in the subject ap-
plication fare in fact within-unde-
fined additions to the Vale Hot
Springs KGRA and the McCredie
Hot Springs KGRA, Oregon, e-
spectively, eff ective as of Febru-
ary 1, 1974. The State Office de-
cisions are so modified.

We find nonpersuasive appel-
!aptns argument that applications
for noncoinpetitive getthermal
leases filed prior to the effective date
of'a KGRA deteinnination may be
accepted.

12 Section 4 of the Geothermal
Steam Act, 30 I.S.C.A. § 1003, re-
quires that:

If lands to be leased under this Act'
are within, any. known geothermal re-
sources area, they shall be leased to the
highest responsible qualified bidder by
competitive bidding under regulations.
formulated by the Secretary. If the lands
to be leased are not within any known geo-
thermal resources area, the qualified per-
son first making application for the lease
shall be entitled to a lease of uch lands
without competitive bidding. t t *

Thus, this section of the Act author-
izes competitive bidding as the sole
basis for issuance of g eotherm al

leases: for lands determined to be
withi a GRA.

; Appellant has raised the question
of the proper meaning of the phrase

* which are not within any
EKGRA found in the first sen-
tence of 43 CrFR 3210.1 (b) ,s and has
argued that this language does not
allow IiGRA determilations fob-
lowing the time of the filing of ap-
plications to preclude the noncon-
petitivwe leasing of pertinent lands.
Since a decision upon the ultimate;
issue 'of this appeal requires consid-
eration of the application of the'
Geothermal Steam Act to the facts
aiid issues-presented herein, and be-
cause section 4 of this Act contains
phraseology substantially identicalj
to that lajiguage in the regulations
which appellant has placed in dis-
pute, this Board will weigl appel-
lant's argiuments as to the language
in the regulations just as they wduld
apply to the language in the Act,
specifically in section 4.

The ; imeaning of "are within"'
from the first sentence of section 4-
of the Act, and -"are not within"
from the second is, brought into
question by appellant's arguments.
The proper :application of these
words to the circumstances of post-
aplation, pre-lease .. issuance,
K GRA determination is-a question,
of firstdimpression for this Board in.,
the geothermal leasing context, but
the analogy to theidentical issue i
the subject area of oil and gas leas-1

543 CFR 3210.1(b): ':'

CILands and deposits subject to disposition,
under. this patt which are not within any

EGRA will be available for leasing-after Lthe'
effective date of these'regulations. ',-*:!''
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ing: is. so compelling, for the reasons
given below, that this Board is of
the. opinion that the Congress, in
enacting the Geothermal Steam Act
in its present form, intended for the
rule applied; in oil and gas matters
to be followed in geothermal leas-
ing.

Section 2 of the Mineral Leasing
Act Revision of 1960, 74 Stat. 78i,
amended sections 17, 17(a) and 17
(b) of the Mineral Leasing Act of
February 25, 1920, as amended, to
state that: 

Sec. 17(a) * * *

(b) If the lands to be leased are within
any known geological structure of a pro-
ducing oil or gas field, they shall be leased
to the highest responsible qualified bidder
by ompetitive bidding under general
regulations

(e) If the lands to be leased are not
within any known geological structure
of a producing il or gas field, the person
first making application for the lease who

is qualified to hold a lease under this
Act shall be entitled to a lease of such
lands without competitive bidding. * * *

:30 U.S.C. 226 (1970).

The language employed in section
.4 of the Geothermal Steam Act is
for all material purposes, except one
which is discussed below, similar to
the above language from the Mm-
eral Leasing Act. Further, in its re-
port on the Geothermal Steam Act,
the House Interior and Insular' Af-
fairs Committee specifically analo-
gized the Geothermal Steam Act to
the Mineral Leasing Act, saying
that:

leases for the development of geothermal
steam and the associated geothermal
steam resources underlying the public
lands in much the same manner as he is
now authorized to lease land for the de-
velopment of. their oil and gas deposits
under the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920, as
amended.-

The close similarity between sec-
tion 4 of the Geothermal Steam Act
and subsections 17(b) and 17(c) of
the Mineral Leasing Act seems well
established.

In enacting the Geothermal
Steam Act the Congress must have
-been aware of the construction
which the Department of the In-
terior in an interpretative rule So-
licitor's Opinion, 74 I.D. 285. (1967),
had given to the language of 17(b)
of the Mineral Leasing Act when
implementing that part of that stat-
*ute. The Solicitor declared that
lands may not be leased noncompet-
itively if they become included
within the known geologic structure
of a producing oil or gas field before
the lease is actually issued, even
*though such lands had not been
deemed to have been within the
structure at the time of the filing of
the lease application. This rule is
now codified into regulation at 43
CFR 3110.1-8, Hinetta A. Hiller, 17
IBLA 245 (1974) ; GeralBeveridge,
14 IBLA 351, 81 I. 80 (1974);
Robert B. Ferguson, 9 IBLA 275
-(1973), Janes W. MeDade,. 3o
IBLA 226 (1971), aff'd., MecDade v.
Morton, 494 F.2d 1156 (D.C. Cir.
1974).

[This bill] provides statutory authority . al R. Rep NO. 1544, st cong., 2d Sess.,
for the Secretary of the Interior to issue 3 .S. Code- Gong. and Admin. News, p. 5116.
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f[3] In light of the above, this
Board holds that section 4 of the
Geothermal Stean Act directs com-
petitive bidding for geothermal
leases on lands which are deter-
mined to be within a KGRA before
the issuance of any noncompetitive
geothermal leases on the lands in
issue, even though the KGRA deter-
mination. is made after the perti-
nnent application is filed. Thus, we
affirm the rejections of appellant's
applications.

In support of this conclusion, the
District Court for the District of
Columbia, faced in McDade, s8p a,
with a post-application, pre-issU-1
ance determination that certain
lands were within a bnown geologic
structure in the oil and gas leasing
context, held that:

The unambiguous language of the Alin-
eral Leasing Act states that leases for
land within a known geologic structure
,of an oil or gas field shal be leased by
competitive bidding. The logical and sean-
sible regulatory result under such word-
ing is to preclude any type of leasing
other than by means of competitive bid-
ding whenever it becomes apparent that
the applied for leases involve lands with-
in a known geologic structure. t * *

(Italics in original.).

353 F. Supp. at 1013. 

A qualification expressed in sec-
tion 1(b) of the Mineral Leasing
Act, but not in section 4 of the Geo-
thermal Steam Act, is the require-
ment that before competitive bid-
ding shall be applicable, the known
geologic structure must include a
producing oil or gas field. This dif-

ference, however, does not distin-
guish the meaning of the phrases
"are within" and "are not within" as
used in section 4 of the Geothermal
Steam Act- from that of the identi-
cal usage i. subsections 17(b) and
(c) of the Mineral Leasing Act.
The Department's rule, Sozicitor's
Opinion, supra, and the holding in
ill Dade both specifically reject the
theory that a lease applicant has
any vested rights in the lands ap-
plied for, and this Board hereby ap-
plies the same rule to geothermal
lease applications. We can see no
suggestion from the language in sec-
ti6n 4 of the Geothermal Steam Act
that any more rights are created in
an applicant under section 4 than
are given by the language of sec-
tions 17(b) and (c) of the Mineral
Leasing Act.

[4] Likewise, there is no sugges-
tion in section 4, or elsewhere, of the
Geothermal Steam Act, of an ex-
emption from competitive bidding
for those lands which were applied
for during the initial 30-day filing
period. Thus, we hold that the com-
petitive bidding requirements of the
first sentence of section 4 apply to
those applications filed during the
January 1974 filing period, and that
the State Office rejections .of appel-
lant's noncompetitive lease appli-
cations which were filed during that
period -were proper under 43 CFR
3210.4._

Therefore,- pursuant to the au-
thority delegated to the Board of
-Land Appeals by the Secretary of
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the- Interior, 43 CFR-4.1, the deci-
sions appealed from are affirmed as

modified.
DOUGLAS E. HIEfrmfPlQtES,
Admnanistrative Judge.

EDWABD W. SunmI,
Adrinistrative Judge.

EWTox FRiSHBmRn,
0Cief Administrative Judge.

APPEAL OF COAC, INC.

IBCA-1004--73
: Decided February 19,1975

Contract No. 4907B10099, Yosemite
lational Park, D52 (CD) CSD, Na--

tional Park Service.

Denied.

1. Rules of Practice: Appeals: No-

tions-Rules of Practice: Appeals:

Reeonsideration-Rules .of Practice:
Appeals: Statement of :Reasons

Ak contractor's petition to reopen and

conduct an eidentiary hearing after an

adverse deeision of its appeal1, which was

decided on the ,record: without an oral

hearing, was denied where the petition,

treated as,.a motion for reconsideration,
not only failed to satisfy the newly dis-

covered evidence ru'le but also failed to

disclose the evidence which would be

proffered at the hearing and thus fur-

nished no reason for vacating the origi-

nal decision.

APPEARANCES: Robert N. Katz, At-

tornev at law, Berkeley, California, for

appellant; Ralph A. Canaday, Depart-

ment Counsel, Denver, Colorado, for
the- Government.

OPLINION BY ADMIZTA-
RIFE' JUDGE NISSEW -:

INTERIOR BOAR O.
- 'CONTRACT APPEALS4' ,;

On Deceinber 3l, 1974, the Boa rd

received from counsel for the appl'-

lalt an ulndated letter *With it e-

closure an uidated "Petitio et r-L

open and Conduct Evidentjayy
Hearing" with respect to our decli

sion of December 6, 174, 81I.
700, 7&-2 BCA par. 10,982.

The letter alleges that since ahe
Goveruentl's submission-in re-

spouse to ihe B6ard's ordr setting

the tiune in which the partids inight
slpplement the record was not re-

ceived by- coulsel for tle ppeant
unLtil approximately December ,

appellant's request for al andditinal
submission and an evidentiaryhear-

ing are not untimely. The leter als-
asserts that a request for an extelir
SiOl or continuance would have been

appropriate due- to the extended

hospitalization of a nember o tho

imlediate famly of counsel for :n-
pellant. As it is brief, the bodyof

tlle petition will be quoted in full:

Appellant herein respectfully OeC

that the reference matter Tbe reopened

and an evidentiary hearing-be conducted.

Counsel for appellant received goven-

nent (sic) additional submiss.ioon or

.about. the 30th day. of November, 1974.

TUntil counselhad recevd saidadditional
submission,' it wvas not clear Whether or

not a submission by appeulant would be

fappropriate.

In the decision rendered on Decem-
aber 6, 1974, the Board approp.iatelriu

dicates that certain testimony. end ;e-

dence is lacking in the record. This testi-
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no~ny 'And evidence is readily available
for presentation at any evidentiary hear-
ing. Furthermore, failure to, grant this
request would be arbitrary and capricious
in view of the justified reasons for delay
in requesting said evidentiary hearing,
and granting hereof would not be prej-
udicial to substantive rights of the par-
ties hereto. Accordingly, it is respectively
(slc) requested that this matter be re-
opened, that an evidentiary hearing be
conducted, and that appellant be afforded
an opportunity to submit an additional
submission for the record and a post-
hearing brief. a

Not unexpectedly, the Govern-
men't opposed the Petition, assert-
ing, inter acia, that. it would be pre-
judicial to the Governent to allow
appellant to try the case after the
Board has stated the legal grounds
upon which the appeal should have
been prosecuted and listed evidence,
lacking in -the record, required to
support the appeal. The Govern-
ment has submitted a chronology
detailing the over eight. months
which elapsed-between docketing of
the appeal and filing of the com-
plaint :' and points out that the
Board's order settling the record
contemplated simultaneous submis-
sions by the parties of additional
documents or exhibits for inclusion
in therecord. Appellant. has not re-
sponded to the Government's op-
'Position to-the Petition to Reopen
nor amplified in any way its reasons
in suppd2t of reopening the record.

Section 4.109 of the Board's rules,

1The notice of appeal was received by the
Board on September 25 and the docketing
-notice was. received by appellant's counsel on
.September 28, 1973. Appellant's complaint,
dated June 2, 1974, *as received by the
Board on June 18, 1974.

entitled "Hearing-election," pro-
vides in part: "Within 15 days after
the Government's answer has been
served upon the appellant, or within
,20 days of the date upon which the
Board enters a general denial on be-
half of the Government, notification
as to whether one or both of the
parties desire an oral hearing on the
appeal should be given to the
Board. *** A party failing to elect
an oral hearing within the time
limitations specified in this. section
may be deemed to have submitted its
case on'the record."

The Government's answer to the
complaint was received by the
Board on July 15, 1974. By, an
order, dated September 5, 1974, re-
ceived by appellant on Septem-
ber 14, 1974, the Board 'pointed out
that since neither party. had re-
quested a hearing, the appeal was
deemed submitted for decision on
the record. The'parties were in-
formed that the appeal would be
considered ready for decision on
October 7, 1974, and given until that
date to supplement the record with
additional documents or exhibits
and to file briefs. Pursuant to the
request of Department counsel, the
Board by an order, dated Septem-
ber 20, 1974,. extended the time for
supplementing the record to and in-
clhding November 6, 1974. This
order was received by appellant on
September 23, and by appellant's
counsel on September 27, 1974. At
-no time prior to~ receipt of.the in-
stant: Petition has appellant indi-
'cated that it desired a hearing.
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7 Section 4.125 of the, Board's rules
is entitled "Motions for recoin-
sideration," .and provides in part

* "Reconsideration of a decision,
which may include a hearing or re-
hearingr may be gralnted if, in the
judgment of the Board, sufficient
reason therefor appears."

D lecaon: a:

We treat the "Petition to Reopen"
as a motion for reconsideration. 2'
This Board has traditioliallyd6nied
motions ,for reconsideration which
do not allege newly discovered evi-
dence and which merely repeat
arguments which were fully con-
sidered in the original opinion.3 We
have- also heldthat a motion for re-
consideration is not a proper vehicle
for correcting procedural errors or
ornlissions by a party iil the presenta-
tion of his case.4

W We have granted an appellant's
111otion for reconsideration and its
request for an oral hearing after an

.initial decision on the redord, where
coutnsel for the appellant alleged
that he had deferred a decision oln
requesting. a hearing pending
Government action Onl a second ap-
peal M;Rderthe same contract and the

Of. Obrisco Electronics, Inc., ASBCA Nos.
18533 and 19071 (November 1, 1974), 74-2
BCA par. 10,983 (letter stating detailed
complaint would be forthcoming treated as a
motion for reconsideration).

38Sath Portland ngine Company, Inc.,
IBCA-807-10-69 (July 23, 1971), 71-2 BCA
par. 8977.

4 South, Portlandl Engineering Company;
IBCA-771-4-69 (January 29, 1970), 70-1
BCA par. 092.

fact was that the contractinig agency
had delayed over 16 months. in for-
warding the second appeal. 5-No sueh
unusual circuinstance. has been
shown here.6

[1] Even if we were to abandon
the; rle concerning newlyr dis-
covered evidence, the losing party
should not lightly be given a second
opportunity to prove his case.- Ap-
pellant here has not shown that it is
entitled to relief under any of the
existing precedents.8 '

The "Petition to Reopen and Con-
duct Evidentiary Hearing& treated
as a motion for reconsideration, is
denied.

SPENCER T. ISSEN,

Adinigstratiqve Jdge.

I CONCUR:

WILIIAm F, McGRA*r,
Chief Administrati've Judge.

* d ,B Coastraction Company, Iace, rBCA-

667-9-6T and I-BCA-767-3-69 (April 17,!
1970), 70-1 BCA. par. $240.,

nIf extended hospitalization of a member
of counsel's immediate family affeeted the'
handling of the case, the matter should have
been brought to the- Board's attention before
the record was closed by letter, telegram or
telephone.

7 adison Park Clothes, Inc., ASBECA No.

4234 (May 11, 1961), 61-1:BCA pr. $04.
Cf. Southland Manufacturing CordPatici,

ASBCA No. 10519 and 12500 (June 5, 969),

69-1 BCA par. 7714, on reconsideration- Ote.

her 22, 1969),j 69-2 BCA par. 7968 andl

Turner Construction Company; GSBCA No.P

3549 (November 7 1974), 74-2 BCA par.

10,934.

: These as a minimum have required a show-

ing that additional evidence would likely pro-

duce a differefit result. out hland Manufaa-

turing Company, note 7, supra,. and eases

cited.

67
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--UNITED STATES
V.

ACLARTON W. TAYLOR, SR., AND
GERALD O'CONNOR

lOIBLA 9
Decided February 20;1975

Appeals from the decision of Adminis-\
tiative Law Judge Robert W. MesOli
dismissing the' contest complaint
against the Ute Park No. 1 placer
chin In Colorado Contest 499.

Reversed.;.

1. Mining Claims:. Common Varieties

of 'Minerals: Generally-Mining
Claims: Determination of Validity-
Miig Claiws: Discovery: Market-

:abIit-'S f ce Resources Act: Gen-
erally

The Surface Resources Act of July 23,
1955, declared that common varieties of

sand and gravel are not valuable mineral
deposits under the mining laws. In order
for a clai, for such material to be sus-
taind' as). validated by a discovery;. the
prudent man-mrketability test ofi dis-

cpVyery. Pfj avaluablemineral deposit must
have been met at the .date of, the Act, and
reasonably- continaously thereafter.

2. Mining Claims: Discovery: Market-
abilty' .'

g'.ketabiity reflnemnt of: the
: Spi1tpman test of discovery requires
that the mineral locator must show that
by reisoi of abcessibility, bona fides in
cv evlophient, proxfifty to m'arket, exi$-
tence of present demand, and other fac-
for,4Be i'neral Qeposit is of such value

that it cai be mined, removed and dis-
posed of at a profit. C .

3. Administrative Procedure: Ad-

ministrative 'Law Judges-Contests
and Protests: Generally-Mining

Claims: Hearings-Rules of Practices:

Hearings

While a mining contest is within the
jurisdiction of an Administrative Law
Judge, he may reopen the hearing for the
production of further evidence before.
he makes his decision.

4. Contests and Protests: Generally-
Evidence: Burden of Proof-Mining
Claims: Contests-Rules of Practice:
Evidence-Rules'of Practice: Govern-
ment Contests

The ultimate burden of proof to: show a
discovery of a valuable mineral deposit
is always upon the mining claimant. How-
ever, if the Government in a mining con-
test fails to present a prima facie case
and the contestees move to dismiss :the

case and rest, the contest complaint must
be dismissed because there would be no
evidentiary basis for an order of inva-
lidity.

5. Evidence: Generally- i n i n g
Claims: Contests-Mining; Claims:
Hearings-Rules of Practice: . Evi-
dence-Rules of Practice: Government
Contests.

In determining the validity of a mining
claim in a Government contest, theientire
evidentiary record must be considered-;
therefore, if' evidence presented 'by the
contestees shows that there has not been
a dis overy, it tnay be used in reaching
a decision that- the elaim 'is invalid be-
cause of a lack of discovery, regardless
of any defects in the Government's prima:
face case.

6. Evidence: Birden of 'Proof-Min-
ing Claims: Contests-:Rules of Prac-
tice: Evidence'Ru:es of Practice:
Government Contests

Where the Government has made a prima:

facie case of lack of discovery in a min-

ing contest, any issue in doubt as to dis-

covery raised by the evidence must be
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resolved against the party having the risk
of nonpersuasion, he mining claimant. If
a mining claimant fails to' show by. a
preponderance of the evidence as to such
issue that there has been a discovery of
a valuable mineral deposit he has not sat-
isfied his burden of proof and an Admin-
istrative Law Judge must declare the
claim invalid,' rather than leave the
question 'of the claim's validity un-
resolved.

7. Administrative Procedure: Hear-
ings-Contests and Protests: Gen-
erally-Mining Claims: Contests-
Mining Claims: Determination of
Validity-Mining Claims: 'Hearings-
Rules of Practice: Government Con-
tests

Where a contestee in a mining contest
preponderates sufficiently to overcome the
Government's prima facie case on an is-
sue raised by the evidence in a mining
contest and there is no evidenee on other
essential disputed; issues, the contest
should be dismissed unless a patent ap-
plication is being contested, in 'which
case a further hearing must be ordered
to resolve other essential issues to de-

termine whether the application may be
allowed. . . '

: 8. Evidence: Burden of Proof-Min-
ing Claims: Discovery: Marketability

In making a prima facie case in a mining

contest involving a common variety of
material, it is only, essential for the Gov-
ernment to establish that the contestees
had not prior to July 23, 1955, met the cri-
tera used in determining marketability
at a profit. It is not essential that the
Government's evidence prove conclusively
that the material could not, in fact, be
marketed at a profit, but only that it was
not sold or marketed. The Governiment
is not required to do the discovery work
upon a mining claim; it is only necessary
that the exposed areas of a claim and

the workings on a claim be examined to
verify if a discovery has been made by
the mining claimant.

9. Mining Claims: Common Varieties
of Minerals: Generally-Mining
Claims: Discovery: Marketability

In determining the marketability of a
common variety of sand and gravel from
a mining claim, the possibility that the
material could be sold for purposes for
which ordinary earth may be used may
not be considered, as such purposes are
not validating uses cognizable under the
mining laws.

10. Mining Claims: Common. Varie-
ties of Minerals: Generally-Mining
Claims: Discovery: Marketability:

A mining claim located for a common
variety of gravel prior to the Surface Re-
sources Act of July 23, 1955, cannot-be
sustained as being held as a reserve for
the gravel deposit where the claimants
had not established a discovery under the
marketability test at that time. The "re-
serve rule" is not a substitute for dis-
covery. A mining claimant's desire to hold
a claim in hope that there will, be an
increase in the market demand and price

does not satisfy the marketability test.

11. Evidence:' Credibility - Milling
Claims: Discovery: Marketability

A conjectural opinion on the possibility of
a mining claimant's ability to market a
common variety of gravel at a profit prior
to July 23, 1955, is not credible evidence
of marketability where specific' evidence
tends to show that development of a min-
ing operation at that time was not then
warranted by the marketplace conditions.

APPEARANCES: Michael 3I.: Fred
erick, Esq., of Jthss.,and Frederick,
Colorado Springs, Colorado, tor ap-
pellant-coitestees;,,Rogers N.t Robin-
son, Esq., Office of General Counsel,
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Department of Agriculture, Denver,
poloxa#dofor appellant-contestant.

OPINION BY ADMINISTRA-
[FIVE JUDGE THOMPSON

INTERIOR BOARD OF
LAND APPEALS

The Bureau of Land Management,
acting at the request of the Forest
Service, Department of Agricul-
ture, fled a contest omplaint
against the contestees' Ute Park No.
I and Ute Park No. 2 placer mining
claims, located in section 9, T. 13
S., R. 68 W., 6th.P.M., about eight
miles northwest of Colorado
Springs in Pike National Forest,
Colorado. The complaint, as
amended, alleged: (1) that no: valk
uable mineral deposits have been
discovered on the claims; (2) that
the lands are non-mineral in charac-
ter; and (3) that the material on
the claims is a common variety of
rock within the meaning of section'3
of the Act of July 23, 1955, 30
U.S.C. § 61l et seg. (1970)..

Following the filing of an answer
to the complaint, a hearing was held
on June 6, 1973. Administrative
Law Judge Mesch issued his deci-;
sion of November 28, 1973, declar-
ing the Ute Park No. 2 claim null
and void, but dismissing the com- X

plaint against the Ute Park No. I
claim, althoUgh he failed to find
that the claim was valid. The con-
testees have not appealed the
judge's finding that the Ute Park
No. 2 clain is invalid. Therefore,
the decision became final as to that

claim. However, both the contestant
and contestees have appealed from
the Judge's refusal to ake a find-
ing on the validity of the Ute Park
No. 1 claim as to discovery of a val-
;uable mineral deposit. Both con-
tend basically that although the
Judge correctly stated applicable
standards to determine discovery,
his application of the law to the
facts was incorrect.

[1] Contestees concede that the
material for which the Ute Peark
No. 1 claim is allegedly- valuable, a
gravel, is a common variety of
gravel. The claim was located on
April 4, 1955 (Tr. 47). This was
prior to the Surface Resources Act
of July 23, 1955. Section 3 of that
Act, 30. U.S.C. § 611 (1970), de-
clared that common varieties of
sand and gravel and certain other
materials are not valuable mineral
deposits under the mining laws (30
U.S.C. §22 et seq. (1970)); Cole-
man v. United States, 3.90 U.S. 599
(1968). In order for a mining claim

for a common variety of sand or
gravel located prior to the Act of
July 23, 1955, to be sustained as a
claim validated by a discovery, the
prudent man-marketability test of
discovery of a valuable mineral de-
posit must have been imetat the time
of the Act, Barrow v. Hickeel ,447
F.2d 80 82 (9th Cir. 1971).; Palmer
v. Dredqe Corp. 398 F.2cd 791, 795
(9th Cir. 1968), cert. deied, 393
U.S.- 1066 (1969), and reasonably
continuously thereafter. State of
California v. Doria Mining & En-
qineflMring Corp., 17 IBLA 380
D( l974) .-
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[2] The prudent man test requires
that there must be a showing of min-
era s in sufficient qauntity that:

* * a person of ordinary prudence
would be justified in the further expend-
iture of; his labor andl means, ith a
reasonable prospect of success, in devel-
oping a valuable mine 

Castle v. Womble, 19 L.D. 455, 457
(1894), approved in Chrisman V.
filler; 197 U.S. 313, 322 (1905).

Especially as to materials in com-
mon abundance as sand and gravel,
this Depattment has long required
special evidenice in addition to a
showing of a quanrtity of minerali-
zation. Thus, it was stated in an Act-
ing Solicitor's Opinion, 54 I.D. 294,
296 (1933):

* * [T]he mineral locator or appli-
cant, to justify his possession, must show
that by reason of accessibility, bona fides
in development, proximity to market,
existence of present demand, and other
factors,,the deposit is of such value that
it can be mined, removed and disposed
of at a profit. * *

These additional criteria-the mar-
ketability at a profit test-were ap-
proved in Foster v. Seaton, 271 F.
'24 836, 838 (D.C. Cir. 1959), and
recogized in Verrue v. United

States, 457 F.2d 1202 (9th Cir.
1972).f The marketability test is--a
refinement of the prudent nan test.
Coleman v. United States, supra at

603.
The contentiolns by the contestant

and the contestees go to the vital
questi o oJlether, thd prudent

man-nidrkethblity test -as met as
of July 23, 1955, and thereafter.
* Both object to the Judge's refusal

to make a finding on whether the
Ute Park No. I claim is valid be-
cause of a discovery or invalid be-
cause of lack of' a discovery. The
Judg;e recognized that proof of non-
development and a lack of sales
from a mning claim before July 23,
1955 ,give riseto a presumption that
the material from the claim was not
marketable at a profit at that time,
and held that the Government had
established a prima: facie case of
1nondiscovery of a valuable mineral
deposit by :applying this presump-
tion, citing United States v. Clear,
Cravel Enterprises, Inc., 2 IBLA 
285 (1971), afJ'd per eu-am, No. 72-
2396, 9th Cir., October 9, 1974; re-
hearing denied January 13, 1975;
United States v. Humnsboldt Placer
M1ining Co., 8 IBLA 407, 79 I.D.
709 (1972), appeal pending, Ci.
No. S-275, D. Cal.; United States
V. Iarenberg, 11 IBLA 153 (1973) ;
United States v. Block, 12 IBLA
39.3 (1973). Nevertheless, he also
ruled that the Goverimlent had
failed to make a prima facie case as
to the quantity and quality of the
gravel upon the claim. He also in-
dicated that opinion tesiAnony of
contestees' witness,. Frank Washam,
who had been in the. sand ald gravel
business from 1952 to. 1972, that the
contestees could have marketed the
inaterial from, the claims.,, negated
the prima facie case. He concluded,

how ever, that the contestees had not
presented:

* *: sufficiently detailed evidence ta
support the conclusion that a person of
ordinary prudence would: have been jsti-

71068].
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ied in working the property prior to
July 23, 1955, with a reasonable prospect
of success in developing a valuable mine.
A reasonable prudent person would cer-
tainly have to have more information
than that presented by the contestees
in order to reach a rational decision as
to whether the market and other factors
were such as to warrant the development
of the, property. The: state of the record
is. such that no reasonable conclusion
can be reached either way on the ques-
tion of whether a valid discovery of a
valuable mineral deposit was made on the
Ute Park' No. 1 claim prior to July 23,
1955.

He dismissed the contest complaint
bullt refused to* rule that the claim
was valid by reason of a discovery.

The contestees assert generally
that the evidence was sufficient to
find that the claim was and i's valid
because of a discovery, and that they
are entitled to a ruling to that effect.
In the alternative, they request an,
affirmance of the JUdge's clecisio0
to the extent he found they 'pre-
sented adequate evidence to rebut
the'Government's prima facie case,
even though they recognize the Gov-
ernment could bring another contest
against the claim. The 'ontestant,
on the other hand, cdntends, gener-
ally that the Judge erred in ruling
that the Government failed to make
a prima facie case in certain' re-
spects, in ruling that c6n'testees' evi-
dence was sufficient' to negate the
prima facie case and, in any event,
in refusing' to make 'a ruling one
way or' the other on <whether the
clail waslvalidated by a :discovery.

'Where 'a record is ulsatisfactory
on the basic issue of discovery-mar-
ketability, 'this Board inKa few cir-
cumstances has ordered. a further

hearing in order to, make an in-
formed determination; e.g., United
States v. Ideal CeTnent Co., 5 IBLA
235, 79 I.D. 117 (1972), appeal
p ending, Ideal Basio Industries,
Inc. v. Horton, Civ. No J-12-72,
D. Alas.; United States v. Kosanke
Sand Corp. (On Reconsideration),
12 IBLA 282, 80 I.D. 38 (1973);
United States v. Wells, 11 IBLA
253 (1973). See also United States
v. DeZan, A-30515 (July 1, 1968).

[31- While a case is still within
tihe jurisdiction of an Administra-
tive Law Judge, it is within his au-
thority also to reopen a hearing for
the production of further evidence
before he makes his decision in the
matter. See Isbrandtsen Co., Inc. v.
United States, 96 F. Supp. 883, 892
(S.D. N.Y. 1951), aff'd per curiam,
342 U.S. 950 (1952); United States
v. King, A-30867 (February 28,
1968). This discretionary authority,
however, should be exercised care-
fully so that a case is not drawn on
beyond reasonable lengths of time,
and so that the parties are not re-
quired to go to unreasonable efforts-
'in presenting their cases. There
should also be a reasonable basis for
concluding that 'a further hearing
will be productive of the desired
a'dditional information before re-
opening the 'evidentiary proceed-
ings. Cf.' United States v., Haas, A-
30654 (February 16, 196f)'; United
States v. Riesing, A-30474 (Jadliii
ary 18,196)

The Judge did not order a, fur-
ther hearing in this case, although
he~ found the; evidence unsatisfac-
tory on the discovery issue. 'Neither
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party has requested a further hear'
ing. nor has made. an offer of proof
of additional evidence. On the con-
trary, both have requested that a
ruling bemade one way or the other
on the unresolved issue. Therefore,
we shall not, on our own accord,
order a further hearing.

[4] The Judge's action in failing
to rule on the discovery issue raises
questions relating to the burden of
proof in a Government contest. By
locating a mining claim and alleg-
ing a discovery of a valuable min-
eral deposit therein, a mining claim-
ant is asserting a superior right and
title to the land over the United
States. He is the true proponent of
a rule or order that he has complied
with the mining laws enititling him
to h possession of the c laim. :onse-
quently, the ultimate burden of
proving discovery is always. upon
the mining claimant. United States
v. Sprigger, 491 F. 2d 239, 2042 (th
Cir 1974). cert. denied, 419 U.S. 834,
F05 S.. Ct.. 60 (1974)'; Foster V.
Seaton, supra. *When thelGovern-
ment contests the claim it has only
the burden of going forward with
sufficient evidenceito make a prima
facie case of lack 'of discovery. and
then the' afrmative burden of dis-
proving the Government's case by a
lpreponderance of the evidence de-
volves upon.te claimault. Id. We
shall point out the consequences of
the burden of proof ince rtain situ-
ations and the duty of the Judge, or
this Boai d, in such circumstances.

If the Government fails to present
a primlla facie case, a contestee by

tiune1 motion may move to have
the' case dismissed and then 'rest.
The contest complaint would then
properly be disffissed because there
was no prima facie case mnaking an
evidentiary basis for an order of
invalidity by lack of discovery,'and
no other evidence in the' record to
support the charges in the com-
plaint. f. UnitedStates v. ntrs,'
2 IBLA 329', '33940, 78 I.D. 13,
197 (19971).' 

[5] If, however, the contestees go
forward, even after filing a motion
to dismiss,f 'anld presentf thei'r civi-
aence, that evidence must be 'con-
sidered as part of the lientire Ovi-

dentiary record and weighed "in ac-
cordance with its probative values.
Therefore, even if the Goverment
has -failed to make a satisfactbry
prima .facie case, or if its case is
weak, evidence presented by ' con-
testees which supports the Govern-
ment's contest harges' uay be used
against the ontestees,- regardless 'of
the' defect§ in the Goveriment's
case. United .ttes v. ilelluso, 76
I.D.2 '181, 188 (1969),1 nited
,States v. Foster, 65 I.D. 1, 11
(1958);,. .a'd, Foste; v. Seaton,
supra.

60] Where evid nce has beenpre-
sented on an issue and the Judge
does not order a further hearing to
resolve factual uncertainties on that
issue, those uncertainties, or doubts,
niust be, resolved. aainst the party
'having the ultimate burden of proof
pu -tle Issue, the patty bearng the

''Set' aside for other reasons, 'Frank
Mrelluzzo, l IBLA 37 (1970).
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risk of nonpersuasion. Thus, if the
party having the risk of nonper-
suasion does not present sufficieht
evidence to sustain his burden, he
must suffer the consequences of his
failure; namely, a ruling against
him on the issue upon which there
is doubt. See AMarcwnm v. United
States, 452 F. 2d 36 (5th Cir. 1971);
Jo7nson v. Barton, 251 F. Supp.
474 (W.D. Va. 966). The applica-
tion 'of the burden of proof is to
forestall unresolved decisions where
evidence has been presented but
there are doubts or, uncertainties re-
maining. Therefore, where the Gov-
ernment has made a prima facie case
of lack of discovery, any doubt on
the issue of discovery raised by'-the
evidence must 'be resolved against
the mining claiiant, who bears the
risk of nonpersuasion. The Admin-
istrative Law Judge has a duty to
make findings of fact and conclu-
sions of law on the factual and legal
issues raised in a contest. See 5
U.S.C. §§556(c)(8), 557 (1970).
Where the claimant has failed to
meet his burden of proof on dis-
covery, the Judge must find that
there has not been a discovery. Fos-'.
ter v. Seaton, sup'ra. 'Such a finding
impels the conclusionfthat the claim
is invalid, as discovery is a sine qua
non of a claim's validity.

[7] Where, however, the con-
testees' evidence reponderates uf-
ficiently to overcome' the Govern-
ment's prima facie case on an issue
raised by the evidence, the contest
should be dismissed and. a ruling
on the istu~e made by the Judge. For
example, if the Government's prima

facie case consisted of evidence that
a common variety of. material was

:not marketable as of July 23, 1955,
and the contestees' evidence pre-
ponderated that it was marketable
then, the Judge should so rule and;
dismiss the contest where there is
no evidence as to present market-
ability of the material. The'issue of
present marketability not having
been raised by the evidence could
not be decided,' but there would be a,
ruling that would establish that a
prerequisite to the claim's validity,
i.e., marketability as of the cutoff
date of July 23, 1955, was met.

The foregding paragraph as-
sumes that a patent application has
not been filed. If a patent applica-
tion has been filed, it is essential for
this Department to determine
whether all the requisites of the law
have been met before patent may
issue. If there has not been evidence
presented on an essential issue or
issues, dismissal of the contest will
not fulfill this Department's obli-
gation to act "to the end that valid
claims may be recognized, invalid
ones eliminated, and the rights of
the public preserved." Cameron v.
United States, 252 U.S. 450, 460

*(1920). Therefore, in a patent pro-
ceeding, it would be essential to
order a further hearing to make a
proper determination on the essen-
tial issues.

In the case at hand, the Judge
concluded that a prima facie case
had been presented that the material
from the claini was not marketable
in 1955, because of the presumption
arising from lack of development
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and sales of material from the
Iclaim. The affirmative burden. was
thus upon the contestees to show
that the material was marketable at
a profit in 1955. We agree with both
parties that in the circumstances of
this case the Judge should have
ruled on the discovery-marketa'bil-
ity issue. He found that the state
o' the record is such that no reason-
able conclusion can be reached
either way on the question of mar-
keta'bility prior to July 23, 0195.
This issue must be resolved. The
J'udge erred by not invoking the
consequences of the contestees' fail-
ure to sustain their burden of
proof-risk of nonpersuasion-once.
he fond the evidence in equipoise,
and that there was insufficient evi-
dence to establish marketability.
'His decision is subject to reversal
because of this error alone.2 We also
note that he erred in tatements to
the effect it was unnecessary to con-
sider, the contestees' evidence on
quantity and quality of the material

The consequence of the failure of the
claimant to satisfy his burden of proof is akin
to the determination made in United States v.
Carlile, 67 D. 417, 427 (1960), that:

"[Wihere in a contest against a mil-
ing claim it is found that a valid discovery has
not been made, it necessarily follows that the
claim i's invalid, or null and void, without
regard to whether the contest was brought as
the result of an application for patent or in
the absence of an application for patent. * 
This position has been restated by this Board,
United States v. Bartels, 6 IBLA 124. (1972).
While Carlile dealt explicitly with the form
of the order to be issued after a contest hear-
ing and the legal'consequence of a finding of
no discovery, it clearly demonstrates that
when it is; determined a discovery has not
been made the. laim must be declared null
wnd void and connot be-'suspended in a legal
limbo.

because the Government did not
make a priwa facie case that the
n1aterial was not of sufficient quan-
tity and quality, as all evidence in
the record going to matters in issue
relative to the discovery test must
be considered. ' Id.

We shall now consider contestees'
contention that the claim is valid
'because the evidence satisfactorily
shows a discovery, and related is-
sues raised by both parties.

u Much of the Judge's decision
criticized the Government's prima
facie case. 'Some of this criticism is
misplaced because it would place an
impossible burden upon the Govern-
ment to present evidence to negate
all possible aspects of the market-
ability-discovery test. If the Gov-
ernment shored that one essential
criterion' of the test was not met,
this was sufficient to establish a
prima facie case. Such evidence was
presented here. The mining engi-
neer witness for the Government in
this case testified collcerning his ex-
aminations of the claim in 1969,
1970, and in 1971 (Tr. 9, 14-17). I-ec
observed there had been no removal
of'-materials from the claim; other
than minor aounts 'which he' be-'
lieved dub to assessnient work (Tr.
15). He indicated the only workings
on the claim were made around 1969
and i- 1972. ie met with the con-
testees and discussed whether they
lad satisfEctorily established a mar-
ket prior to July 23, 1955 (Tr. 17).
He offered his opinon, based upon
his examinations of the claim and
discussions with the claimants that

..
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a prudent man would not be justi-
fied in spending time and money in
tle hopes of developing a valuable
mine because a market was- not
established prior. to July 243, 1956
(Tr. 19').

The Government's expert. wit-
ness' opinion was based upon an
.adequate investigation of the claim.

. It is supportable, and sufficient to
establish a prima facie case that
there, was no discovery. United
States v. Wintei's, spra. .

[8]:To emphasize, in making a
prima facie case, it was only essen-
tial for the mineral examiner to es-

* tablish that the claimant had not
prior to July 23, 1955, in -fact, met
the criteria used in determining
imarketability. It' is not essential
that the testimony prove conclu-
sively that the material could not be
marketed at a profit. The examiners
failure to testify. about specific 
prices, costs, and: certain other
.aspects of the marketplace at that
time wo uld be harmful to the Gov-
ernment's case only if such informa-
tion was essential in order to rebut
the contestees' showing of market-
ability. If tle contestees fail to show
that the criteria, of the market-
ability test have been satisfied be-
fore tle critical time and thereafter,
it would not be essential to show

, more. specific evidence as; to the
market conditionsM Also, it is not a,

5'This. is not to say that the Government
could not introduce such evidence in making
'a prima facie case, or in rebuttal. Indeed, a
stronger case wuld be made by. doitng so.
TThree cases illustrate the risks in the Gov-
ernment's failure to: present specific rebuttal
evidence regarding marketplace -conditions
where contestees ffered pinioffand other

Government mineral examiner who
istrequirod to do theldiscovery work
Upon a claim. United' States v.

oaston, A-30835 (F ebruary 23;,
1968). It is only necessary that he
examine the exposed areas of a:
claim and the workings on a Maim:
to verify if a diseovery has been
made by a mining claimant. U ited
States v. 21!c Guire 4 IBLA 307
(1972); United States V. Lain 3
IBLA 108 (1971); United States v.
(m0l Zd, A-30990 (May 7, 1969);
United. States v. Smith, A-30888
(March 29, 1968); United States .
Swain, A-30926 (December 30, 
1968).

Furtherore, it 'is evident f roin
the mineral examiner's testimony
that there had been no material sold
from theclaim prior to July 23,
1955, nor since that time. The ei-
dence also showed there had been no
development of. the claim.: These
facts raise the presumption that the
material was;. not marketable.
Oslwre v. Hammit, 377 F. Supp.
9)7 (D. Nev. 1964).

Appellants contend, however, that
their evidence overrides this pre-
sumption. Their evidence shows the
following: only some spade work
had been done on the claim at the
time of location. (Tr. 60) ; and no
drill ests werenade-until 1958: (Tr.
56), which tests would be necessary
in order to ascertain whether there
was: sufficient qualtity of the mate-

evidene' on martefability: lVerrufe v. flatted
States; 457 F2d 1202 (9th Cir. 1972)
United States v, Gibbs, 13 IBLA 382 (1973)
United States v. Harenbterg, 9 IBLA 77
(1973). Bat comspare these with Jaited States
v. Block, 12 IBLA 393 (1973).
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rial on the claim to develop a mine.
(See testimony by contestees' engi-
neer, Tr. 71-76.) Also, claimant's
engineer estimated there were 212
million yards of gravel on the claim,
but this estimate was based upon the
drill test: data. obtained from 1958
to 1965 (Tr. 73, Ex. A). Contestee
Gerald O'Connor testified that he
signed a lease in May of 1955 with
a representative of two construc-
tion firms for sand and gravel at a
royalty 'of 71/2 cents per ton, with a
guaranteed minimum of $2,500 per
year (Tr. 48-49). The lessee, ho W-
ever, never paid any money never
did any work on the claims, did not
remove any material therefrom, and
after two years the'lease was termi-
n ated (Tr. 50). A copy of the lease
was not introduced into evidence
(Tr. 49) and, therefore, all of the
obligations of' the parties to the
lease are unknown.

O'Connor testified that in 1955 he
was not familiar with the price of
common variety of rocks and there-
fore felt the 712 cents a ton pro-
vided by the lease was satisfactory
but later figured it was too cheap
,(Tr. 64). Although he offered, a
general opinion that he probably
could have sold gravel from the
claim at a profit, his entire.testi-
mony destroys this broad conjec-
ture. Rather, it supports the con-
clusion that'the local market was too
spotty and too: irregular to support
a sand and gravel operation. He
turned down an offer around 1955
because the price was too low (Tr.
52, 54), and did not develop other

local market potentials because the
possible sales would be too discon-
tinuous- And sall: to allow for
steady production and a realistic
profit ,(Tr. 64, 67-68). .

119] Also, the testimony indicates
that much of this spor.aclic market
was for use of the material as 'fill,
base and landscaping, which the De-
partment has held not to be val-
idating uses. United States v. Bie-
nicl, 14 IBLA 290. (1974); United
States v. Kottinger, 14 IBLA 10,;
16T17 (1973) 'United States v. Bar-
rows, 76 I.D. 299, 306 (1969), af'd,
Barrows v. Hickel, 447 F.2d 80
(9th Cir. 1971); United States v.
Hide, A-30634 (July 9, 1968).

O'Connor was not in 1955 or
thereafter in the sand and gravel
business; he runs a service station
(Tr. 56). The essence of his testi-
mony as to why he did nothing fur-
ther with the claim is that: he
wanted to wait and hold the mate-
rial until i could be sold at a
higher pride, believing .that infla-
tion would increase and that the:
nearby City of Colorado Springs.
would grow and increase the de-
mand (Tr. 67-68). This same ra-
tionale was given-by another wit-
ness for contestees, Mr. Frank
Washam, who had been in the sand
and gravel business from 1950 to.
1972. He also gave a broad opinion'
that the material could have been
marketed, at a profit. in 1955. How-
ever, his more specific testimony
shows that this is a veryolptimistin
opinion., Indeed, he indicated e
would not have operated from the
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claims at that time because he had
sources nearer to Colorado Springs.
He indicated that there were no
substantial pits in operation in the
area of the claims in 1955 that
small users could- get their supply
from road cuts in the area, and that
in 1956 there were only two large
pits near the city of Colorado
Springs. (Tr. 86.). His testimony
supports a conclusion that the mar-
ket, demand for material has in-
creased recently as gravel pits near
Colorado Springs have become ex-
hausted and: also because of the
growth of that' city and mountain
communities near the claim (Tr. 94,
100). From his testimony it is ap-
parent that because of the increased
costs for hauling the material, the
contestees could not have success-
fully competed in the larger Colo-
rado Spriiigs market area until
eloser sources were exhausted':(Tr.
89, 9). a : o

Although Mr. Washain gave his
opinion that the contestees could
have sold an average of 500,000 tons
of material a year from 1955 to 1965
(Tr. 90), the support for this opin-
ion is lacking. In making this opin-
ion, also, he did not distinguish be-
tween uses of the materials recog-
nized under the mining laws before
195 and other uses. The possibility
that material could be sold' for pur-
poses which ordinary earth may be
used, such as fill,may not be con-
sidered in determining the market-
ability of a common variety of sand
and gravel because such purposes
were not, validating uses. recogniz-
able under the mining laws even

prior to the Surface Resources Act.
United States. v. Barrows, spra,

-lUnited States v. Bienicle, supra.
Contestees contend that their evi-

dence meets all of the criteria of the
marketability test set forth in
United States v. arenberg 9
IBLA77 (1973), and United States
v. Gibbs, 13 IBLA 382 (1973),
where. there had been development
on other nearby or adjoining claims,
but no development on th'e particu-
lar claims involved. They contend
that in those cases witnesses of the
claimants stated they were holding
the materials in reserve for reasons
that had nothing to do with market-
ability but, rather, concerned their
own lack of "economic necessity" to
develop the claims. They contend
that as O'Connor was running a
service station, he had no financial
need to develop this claim 'and the
same rationale should be applicable
here. They also assert that although
Rocky Mountain Paving Company,
Washam's company, was satisfying
the market, need at the time, this
indicates there was a market de-
mand and the fact it was being well
supplied by others does not matter
under the Gibbs rationale.

We must reject these contentions.
We need not examine the rationale
in those cases. because, despite the
broad dictum in Gibbs and Haren-
berg, the facts of those cases are
distinguishable from those: here.
'Furthermore, the implication drawn

'by contestees that the criteria of
bonia fldes in development and pres-
ent demand for the 'material from
the claim are no longer necessary
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since. Harenberg, Gibbs, and also
vere v United States, supra, is
not true. The Department in Haren-
-berg and Gibbs, and the Court in
Terrue, recognized the marketabil-
ity standards and burden of proof
set forth in Foster v. Seaton, supra.
As they did not purport to change
the standards none of the market-
ability standards and burden of
proof, requirements have been
changed. Those standards and re-
quirements are well-founded.

Of particular interest on the is-0;
sues of present specific demand for
the material from the claim and
bona fides in development is the
most recent pronouncement of the.
United States Court of Appeals for
the Ninth Circuit in Clear Gravel
Enterprises, Inc. v., Nolan Neil et
al., No. 72-2.396 (filed October 9,
1974), aff'g, United States V. Clear
Gravel Enterprises, Inc., 2 IBLA
:285 (1971). The Court in Clear Gra-
vel at 2 and 3 stated with respect to
sand and gravel claims:

While the marketability of the mineral
could have been demonstrated by the
Appellant by'a showing of its accessibil-'
ity, its proximity to the market, the
demband for it and by the Appellant's
bona fide efforts to develo@ the claims and
eompete in the market with the product
extracted from those. claims, nonetheless,
the record demonstrates that Appellant's
evidence fell far short of the required
showing. Instead, the evidence indicates
that although Appellant' had between
1952 and no later than 1956 leased all
sixteen claims to the second largest sand
and gravel-producing company in the
area, that cmpany had dmined but one
of those claims, and the one being mined
was neither of the two claims here in-

volved. Other evidence produced at the
time of the'hearing before the Hearings
Examiner further demonstrated that the
one mine being operated provided suffi-
cient sand and gravel to meet the' needs
of the market and that it could yield
a sufficient quantity of sand and gravel
to provide for any increased share of the
market to its producer.

A government geologist testified that
he had inspected theclail'ms and that in
his opinion, the sand and g-ravel could not
be extracted, removed and marketed at
a profit as of July 23, 1955. A government
valuation engineer examined the claims,
and because a 1955 market had not been
demonstrated for the materials on the
claims, he, too, -reached the same conclu-
.sion as the geologist.

Of particular significance is the ob-
vious fact appearing from the record that
the quantity of Appellant's other sand
-and gravel holdings in the area, when
combined with the state of the market,
were such as to deter the Appellant from
expending money and effort to extract
and market the sand and gravel from the
claims in question from the time of loca-
ton in 1946 until approximately 1963.
In fact, the lack of: development of the
claims were such that as of July 23,
1955, the Appellant had not even con-
structed a road to them.

Based upon the record before it, we
conclude that the District 'Court was cor-
rect in dismissing the .action by way of
Summary Judgment. [Italics added.]

The Court's decision in Clear
Gravel is in full accord with the ra-
tionale of the court in Osborne v.
Hammnit, 8supra, regarding the
credibility of opinion evidence on.

the marketability of common vari-
etysand and gravel, deposits. Simi-
larly, there is not credible evidence
in the present case.

The contestees' evidence to show
Ia demand for the material- as of

68i
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July 23, 1955, is not satisfactory, as
the J udge, indeed, concluded.
O'Connor's testimony of the lease
arrangements does not-'establish a
demand for the material. The fail-
ure to present a copy of the lease
limits any, weight such lease might
be accorded in demontrating a de-
mand for the material. United
,States v. Block, 12 IBLA 393
(197 3). If anything, the fact noth-
ing was done by the lessee tends to
sumpport an inference that it was not
marketable at that tin, rather than
the converse being true. This is re-
inforced by the fact nothing further
'was done with the claim, other than
a few drill holes made in 1958, until
1968 and 1969, when O'Connor tes-
tified he found a buyer for the
claim, the Colorado Excavating
Company, which was going to open
a 'Cut un'til the Forest Supervisor
stopped the contestees from going
ahead (Tr. 55). Thus, except for a
few' drill holes and other assess-
mffent work, the claim lay idle for
some 13 to 14 :years after common
varieties were declared to be no
longer a valuable mineral deposit
under the mining laws.

Furthermore, to establish that the
claimant was in a position to mar-
ket material from the claim prior to
July9 23, 1955k he would have to
know whether the material was sal-
able. This would include informa-:
'tion that it was of a marketable
'quality and in a quantity sufficient
to warrant development' expenses,
as well as' other pertinent informa-
tion regarding the' marketplace.

i Such information was not known
in 1955 as evidenced from Con-
nor's testimony showing his lack of
knowledge of market conditions at
that time, and also because no test-
ing or drill holes of the material
from the claims had been made at
that time.

The claimant-not the Govern-
ment's examiner-must ascertain by
workings, drill tests, and the like on
the claim, prior to July 23, 1955,
that the quantity of sand and gravel
on a claim~ was sufficient to persuade
a prudent man to expend his labor
and means, with a reasonable pros-
pect of developing a valuable sand
and gravel operation. United States
v. Henrikson, 0 I.D. -212, 216-47
(1963), aff'd, Henrieson v.. UdaU,

*350 F.2d 949 (9th Cir. 1965), cert.
denied, 384 U.S. 940 (1966). In
Henrikson it was not sufficient that
'drill tests and workings had estab'-
lished a sfficient quantity of sand
and gravel on an adjoining laim,
when therie were no such tests or
workings on a claim declared in-
valid for failure to meet the pru'
dent man-marketability test. Be-
cause the'contestees in the present
case had likewise failed to establish
the necessary information upon
which a prudent man could deter-
mine the character of the deposit by
July 23, 1955, the prudent man test
was not satisfied at that time.

[10] We find no support for con-
testees' contention that the claim
could be recognized as being held
for a reserve. In effect, contestees
are trying to put the proverbial cart
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before the'horse.'The "reserve rule"
limits the amount of mineral land
deemed valuable by a discovery. It
cannot come into operation until a
discovery has been established.
United States v. Stewart, 5 IBLA
9, 55, 9 I.D. 27, 343 (1972). It

is not, therefore, a substitute for dis-
'covery. All of the criteria of, discov-
ery, including the marketability cri-
teria for sand and gravel deposits,
must be satisfied prior to July 23,
i955, for a common variety of sand
and gravel, before the reserve issue
may even be considered. Id. Such
criteria have not been satisfied in
this case.

Although contestees have now
shown I that the gravel is in a
quantity and quality that may meet
marketable criteria for certain uses,
this was not established by them
until years after 1955. Thus, in 1955,
they did not have sufficient infor-
mation to know whether the mate-
rial could be used in the future for
recognizable purposes. Likewise,
they had no business in 1955 for
which they needed to hold a reserve,
nor have they ever been in the sand
and gravel business. O'Connor ap-
parently had not investigated
market prices in 1955. The col-
testees' nondevelopment of the
claims was not because they were
extracting and selling other mate-
rials, but because O'Connor wanted
to wait to see if the price for mate-
rial would rise and because he was
not assured of a continuous demand
for the Material While in hind-

sight, as a practical matter, it may
have. been prudent for someone to
hold material until closer sources to
the market were exhausted, in 1955
this hope of future potential profit-
able sales was speculative. A mining
claimant's desire in 1955 to hold a
claim for speculative purposes in
the hope that a future market will
develop to warrant development of
the claim does not satisfy the mar-
Ietability test. Barrows v. Iickel,
447 F.2d 80(9th Cir. 1971). '

' [11] The goeneral opinion testi-
mony-on the possibility of a claim-
ant's ability to market the material
from the claim is contradicted by
the* more specific testimony which
tends to show that developmenit"of
the claims in 1955 was not war-
r'anted'under the marketplace con-
ditions at that time and, therefore,
it is not credible evidence.- See
Osbornme 'v. IHamrnit; spra. To
stretch the prudent man-market-
ability test to cover such facts would
completely negate the clear iten-
tion of Congress b the 'Act of
July' 23, 1955, to close' common
varieties of sand and gravel and
certain other materials to location
under the mning laws, and make
them disposable only by sale 'under
the Materials Adc(30 U.S.C. 601
(1970) ). Coleman v. Uited States,
supra. To accept the unsupported
conjectural opinion, that a person
could- have profitably marketed the
material from these claims in 1955,
as credible evidence and a pre-
ponderating establishment 'of the
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fact of marketability in this case,
would make it impossible to refute
the supposed fact and would, in
effect, transfer the risk of non-per-
suasion from the mining claimant;
to the Government. It would also
destroy the safeguards of the mar-
ketabililty test set forth in the Act-
ing Solicitor's Opinion quoted,
swpra, and in Foster v. Seaton,
supra, to'assure that claims for com-
:mon varieties of materials found in
wide abundance will be developed
for mining purposes and not for
other purposes. We cannot ascribe
to any such erosion of the market-
ability test .

Contestees had not established the
character of the deposit in 155. It is
also evident from the credible evi-
dence in this case, that the addi-
tional criteria of the marketability
test were not satisfied as there was
no bona ftdes.in development, there
was no showing of a prIesent demand
for che materials from the claim in-
1955, the claim was not well situated
to the larger market area at that
time and the closer l cal market
-was sporadic and would not serve
to make a profitable operation. De-
spite conditions now, the prudent
man-marketability test.was not sat-
isfied as of July 23, 1955, asrequired
to sustain the. claim, and it must be
declaredinvalid.:

Therefore, Ipursuant to the 'au-
thority delega'ted to the Board of
Laind Appeals by the Secrotar of
the Interior, 43 CFR 4.1, the deci-
sion appealed from is reversed, and

the Ute Park No. 1 mining claim
is declared null and void.

JOAN B. Tno-kPSON,
Administrative Judge.

I co1\cuR:

MARTIN RITFO,
Admiinistrative Judge.

ADMTHINISTRATIVE JUDGE
STIJEBING CONCURRING:

While: not in full accord with
every statement made in the maj or-
ity opinion, I agree generally with
the rationale and the result. The
purpose of this separate opinion is
not to delineate my differences with
the majority opinion, but rather to.
e.xpress the bagis for my conC ring
thereinl. : : : 

First, the Administrative Law
Judge recognized that the contest-
ant's evidence showing there was
no mineral development or sale of
materials from the claim raised a
presumption that there was no mar-
kelt, and that this was sufficient to
establish a prima facie case. United,,
States v. Gibbs, 13 IBLA 382
(1973). In light of this, I believe
that the Judge devoted entirely too
much concern and emphasis to his
finding that the contestant failed to
make a. prima facie case which
related directly to the quantity and
quality of the gravel on the claim.
It is oly incumbent on the contest-
aiit to make one prima facie case,
-"hich the contestant succeeded in
doing by raising 'theD presumption
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that the material was not marketa-
ble on the critical date. The non-
marketability thus shown need not*
relate to the quantity or quality of
the gravel. It could have to do with
the absence of a demand, see United
States v. Bartlett 2 IBLA 274, 78
1.D. 73 (1971);, or s6me physical
element which would make mining
costs prohibitive, Uited States v.
fcCaZl, 7 IBLA 021, 79 .D. 457
(1972); or because longer hauling
costs make the material noncompeti-
tive, as in United States v. HoCall,
1 'IBLIA 115, '119 (1970)'. There-
fore, the 'contestant was under no
obligation to supply evidence that
the quality of the gravelwas sub-
standard or that te quantity was
insufficient on 'the Ute Park No. 1
claimll. The contestant might 'even

have adduced evidence that the
quantity and quality were excep-
tionally good without destroying
the prima facie case that the mate-
rial' was nevertheless nnmarket-
able on the critical date. The con-
testant having made a prima 'facie
case, it then devolved upon the con-
testees to rebut that case by a per-
suasive showing that material from
the claim could have beenIin arketed.
at a profit on the critical date and
that such marketability has con-
tinlued vithout' substantial initerup-
tion. If the contestees had succeeded
in this, they would have be'n en-
titled to a finding that their claim
was valid. Having failed in this,
however, the claim must be held in-
valid. Thereis no way to avoid a
determination of the issues pre-

sented where all of the available
evidence going to 'the merits of
those issues has been fully and
fairly heard.''

The crux of the Judge's error lies
in the following quotation from the
decision:

While the contestees have destroyed the
inference that the gravel could not have
been marketed at a profit in 1955, they
have not presented sufficiently detailed
evidence to support the conclusion that
a person of ordinary prudence would
have been justified in working the prop-
erty prior to July 23, 1955, with a reason-
able prospect of success in developing a
valuable mine. A reasonable prudent per-
son would certainly have to have more
information than that presented by the
contestees in order to reach a rational
decision as to whether the narket and
other factors were such as to warrant the

1 It is possible to hypothesize a situation In
which a mining claim contest could be prop-
erly dismissed without a ruling on the issues
after the contestant had offered an apparent
prima facie case: For example, if the prima
facie ease of "no discovery" consisted exclu-
sively of the testimony of contestant's expert
witness that he had examined the claim on a
certain date, made: specific observations and
formed an expert opinion based thereon, that
opinibn and the prima facie case could be re-
'butted by' the contestee's showing that on the
date in question the contestee's witness had
been off on a frolic and detour of his own,
that he had: never examined the claima at all,
and that his entire, testimony was perjured.
Having established onlyi this and nothing
more, the contestee would, up on a roper
motion, be entitled to a summary dismissal
of the contest without any ruling as to the
issues relating to the merits of the clain. Of
course, such a' dismissal would be without
prejudice to the Government's right to bring
another action to test the validity of the
claim. The distinction between the hypotheti-
cal case and the one at bar lies in the fact
that where the contestee attempts to rebut
the prima facie case on the; inerits of the
claim, it can only do so by a preponderance of
Countervailing evidence.
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development of the property (Italics.).
added).

Dec. p. 12.

Where a prima facie case of in-
validity has been made by raising
a presumption that the material was
not marketable at a profit on the
critical date, that presumption can
only be "destroyed" byia.preponder-
ance of evidence which establishes
that the material was in fact mar-
ketable then. The procedural and
evidentiary rules which govern con-
tests must not be so construed that
nothing can be decided after all the
evidence of -both sides has been pre-
sented, because such a result con-
'verts a quasi-judicial 'proceeding
into an exercise in futility. Thetrier
of fact must allow himself to be per-
suaded that one side or the other
has prevailed, or else nothing has
been accomplished.:

The answer is suggested by the
italicized sentence in the above
quotation from the Judge's opiniol.
If, as -the. Judge found, the con-
testees did not hav e enough infor-
mation about the gravel deposit on
which they could have based a rea-
sonable, rational and .prudent de-
cision to proceed with development
of the property, they cannot'be said
at that time to have "discovered" a
valuable deposit.

Certain knowledge of the mineral
and its economic worth is inherent
in the act of "discovering" a "valu-
able, deposit" of that mineral. This
includes" a recognition of the min-
eral,. a general appreciation o f its
uses, and a, sufficient understanding
of the economics of' exploiting the

mineral as would enable the finder
to make an informed preliminary
judgment as to whether the deposit
is economically valuable or not. One
-who merely stakes out a mining
claim on speculation, without know-
ing what the land contains, or with
no comprehension of whether the
located deposit is economically "val-

uable," as required by statute, can
hardly be said to have discovered"
a valuable mineral deposit as of that
date, even though at some later time
it is learned that a valuable mineraI
deposit actually does exist within
the limits of the claim. In determin-
ing whether a mining claim has been
validated by a discovery of a valu-
able mineral deposit, each case must
be examined on its own facts by
applying the prudent man test,
'which includes a consideration of
economic factors upon which a pru-
dent man's expectation of develop-
ing a valuable mine woul1d be based.
United States v. Hines Gilbert Gold
Hines Co., 1 IBLA 296 (1971).

In the instant case the Adminis-
trative Law Judge concluded that
on July. 23, 1955, te contestees
lacked the basic information essen-
tial to a prudent man's formulation
of an expectation of developing a
valuable mine.. On that basis alone
he should have held that they had
not effected a discovery and tat

the claim is invalid.
Additionally, in his recapitula-

tion of the evidence the Judge made
the following analysis:

The above testimony would seem to in-
dicate that, while there might have een
some market for the material in 19a5,' the
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market was not such as to warrant a per-
son of ordinary prudence in proceeding
with the development of the claim. It
appears, however, that the mining claim-
ant, who runs a garage and service sta-
tion, was not, at that time, particularly
familiar with the market conditionls ;.that

he had not made any survey or analysis
of the market for the gravel from the
claim and that he was expressing opin-
ions as to marketability and profitability
on the basis of limited information gained
from a few individuals who had con-
tacted him on an occasional basis in an
effort to purchase gravel. (Italics.)
added.)

Dec. p. 10.
This, too, would seem to compel

a conclusion that the market in 1955
was not such as would reasonably
support development of the claim,
and that the claimant's opinion to
the contrary was premised on in-
adequate information.

Moreover, as noted in the major-
ity opinion, O'Connor testified that
he was holding the claim in the be-
lief that inflation would make it
more valuable and in anticipation
that the growth of the City of Colo-
rado Springs would have the same
effect. He also'testified that he made
no attempt to sell material to the
High way Department in 1955
.* *' *because we was waiting for
the highways to be Changed, which
we knew was coming in the fu-
ture * * *" (Tr. 65, 66). This spec-
ulation on the future growth of a
nearby city and tpon future high-
way constructioh in the area brings
the case into cose Ikiiship] with
United-tae 'v. Isbell Od ttrudtion
Co., 4 IBLA 205, 78 I.D. 385. 39.5

(1971). In that case 'we held that a
sand and gravel claim could not be
treated as valid on July 23, 1955,
where it had no viable market, but
was being held in anticipation that
community expansion would even-
tually create a market and reduce
hauling Costs so that future devel-
opment wou].d be feasible.

The strongest testimony on be-
half of the claimants was presented
by Frank 0. Washam, who wats
president of Rocky* Mountain
Paving Company, of Colorado
Springs, in 1955. He stated that it
was bis opinioi tllat the claimants
could have sold material from the
claim at a profit i 1955. This, of
course, is the sine qua non in the de-
termination of the validity of any
claim located prior to July 23, 1955,
for a common variety of mineral.
United States v. Gibbs, supra, and
cases cited therein. However, upon
analysis, it does not appear that
Washam's opinion was formed on
the basis of any authoritative
knowledge of a substantial market
which actually existed for this ma-
terial in 1955. His own company,
Rock~y Mountain Piavmg, was a user
of great quantities of gravel, and in
1955, he said that his company was
the only asphalt paving plant in the
city (Tr. 86), that they had a
monopoly for several years (Tr.
99), but that in 1955 he would not
have used gravel from the UtQ Park
claims een if lie owned them, be-
cause, "I :would not have hauled it
that far in -1955, until. closer de-
Dosits wio ax eloted?'. .(Tr. 95.)
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Washam felt that if the laimants
had set up a sreening plant and
created a stockpile of gravel, they
could have sold considerable quan-
tities to small users (Tr. 89), indi-
eating that it would be purchased
by various users such as household-
ers, motels (to gravel parking lots)
and for streets and landscaping
(Tr. 90). However, much of his es-
timate of the available market in
1955 was so speculative that it must
be discounted altogether, e.g., "A
comuity such as Green Mountain'
Falls ight have been graveling a
lot of streets, and would have
brought a considerable quantity
l e * As to the market demand
created by gravel use by the State,
the question was premised as fol-
lows: "Now if the State of Colorado
wished to procure gravel, and ve
don't know whether they did or
fnot * * * do you believe this, gravel
would be comnpetitive * * * "'He
named several communities in the
vicinity of the claims which might
have afforded a market, but on cross-
examination he conceded that he
didn't imow what their populations
were in 1955, except that they were
"much less than today" (Tr. 98)';
that Green Mountain Falls was
"very small," and he described all
of these communities as "villages. 
(Tr. 99.) He testified that his coi-
pany sold sand and gravel in these
villages, but he did not indicate any
quantity (Tr. 99). He also acknowl-
edged that "a lot" of small users
in that area simply could go 'and
pick up gravel off the National For-
est, and did so. (Tr. 100).

. In short, Washam's testimony
failed to point out the existence of
any market demand in the area of
such dimension as would have justi-
fled development of the Ute Park
No. 1 claim between the time it was
located on April 4, 1955, and the en-
actuient of P.L. 67 on July 23,
1955. Here, again there is a marked
similarity with the factual situation
which obtained in United States v.
Isbell Construetion o., supra at
226, 78 I.D. 396.

The contestee-appellants, in their
statement of reasons for appeal,
make repeated references to United
States v. Gibbs, spra, and Uwited
States v. Harenberg, spra, in an
effort to bring this case within the
ambit of those decisions. As the au-
thor of the majority opinion in both
Gibbs and Harenberg I feel partic-
larly well qualified to draw, the

distinctions between those cases and
this one.

In both, Harenberg and Gibbs the
evidence that the claimants could
have profitably mineId their respec-
tive claims in 1955 was factual evi-
denee of conditions actualy prevail-
inq at that time. By contrast, the
evidence offered by the contestees in
this case was, to a large extent, spec-
ulation that if certain conditions
had prevailed in 1955, these would
have. afforded a market into which
the. claimants might have been able
to dispose: of their material at a
pr6fit. Testimony that if the. State
had then wished to procure gravel
in the area profitable sales could
have been made,. or that a nearby
community vight have been gravel-
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ing a lot of streets does nothing to
establish that a profitable market
actually Vexisted. The testimony that
homeowners and other small vol-
ume users in the immediate vicinity
would have purchased the material
in 1955, had it been available, fails
to, establish that the claimants
would have been justified, as pru-
dent men, in expending their labor
and means in installing and oper-
ating a screening plant on the Ute
Park No. 1 claim in the reasonable
expectation that sales of small lots
of material to such purchasers
would have been a profitable ven-
ture.

In both Harenberg.and &Gibbs this
Board found that the claims. in
question constituted a reasonable re-
serve supply of materials which the
claimants needed for the continua-
tion of their respective businesses
on the basis of their foreseeable
needs, reasonably projected. This, I
submit, is an entirely different cir-
cumstance from that where claim-
ants having no connection with the
business seek to lock up a resource
until such time as the depletion of
other supplies make "their" de-
posits valuable. It is true, as the
contestee-appellants assert, that
there is nothing in the law which
would require the holders of a valid
claim to proceed with development
rather than wait for the deposit to
become more valuable, but the con-
cept of a reserve requires that the
claimant be in the business, have

more than one source of supply
which could be exploited profitably
at the time, and that the entire sup-
ply be needed to sustain his business
operation over a reasonable term of
time. Under these conditions a de-
cisioin to exploit one of his sources
while holding the other(s) as a rea-
sonable reserve is within the con-
templation of the law.

However,, where, as here, the
claimants have not demonstrated to
the satisfaction of the Administra-
tive Law Judge or to this Board
that the claims were valid on the
critical date, and they were not en-
gaged in the business of mining and
selling the material, their assertion
that they were holding the deposit
as; a reserve supply cannot be
brought within the purview of the
Harenberg and Gibbs decisions. As
stated in Gibbs, "The holding of a
mining claim for future develop-
ment without present marketability
does not impart validity to a claim."
(Syllabus)

I share the opinion of the panel
majority and the Administrative
Law Judge that the claimants failed
to show that they could have ex-
tracted and sold materials from the
Ute Park No. 1 claim at a profit
during the period from April 4,

:1955, to July 23, 1955, and I con-
dlude, therefore, that the claim must

be held null and void.

EDWARD W. STTEBING,

Administrative .Judge.
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Appeal. from a decision of Administra-
tive Law Judge William Fauver assess-
ing $2,000 1 for a violation of section
.304(a) (30 U.S.C. § 864(a))., of the
iFederal Coal Mine Health and-Safety
Act of 1969, under Docket No. HOPE
'72-41-P.

i Reversed.

1. Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act .of 1969: Evidence: Sufi.
ciency

Where the evidence fails to show the com-
_position of an accumulation of materials
to be loose.coal, coal dust, or other com-
bustible matter and does show that the
accumulated materials were soft and
Tanged from damp to wet, there is no
basis upon which to conclude that a vio-
lation of 30 U.S.C. § 864(a) has occurred.

APPEARANCES: Ivan Michael Shaef-
fer,,Esq., and'Timothy M. Biddle, Esq.,
for appellant, Bishop Coal- Company;
Iohn -. McGeehan, Esq., Edward J.
Rodzinak, Esq., for appellee, Mining
Enforcement and Safety Administra-
tion.

OPINIO.A BY CHIEF,
.ADMVINISTRATIVE JUDGE

D : 1ROGRS 

INTERIOR BOARD OF HINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

Background

The subject of this appeal is Or-7

1 Additional assessments totaling $40 for
other violations are not in issue in the instant
appeal.

der of Withdrawal No. IMFS, is-
,sued by a Bureau of Mines (now
Mining Enforcement and Safety
Administration) inspector. on June
8, 1970 in Bishop Coal Compaiiy's
(Bishop) No. 33-37 Mine. The or-
der, issued pursuant to section 104
(a) (3O U.S.C. § 814(a)) of the Fed-
eral Coal Aline Health and Safety
Act of 1969 (Act) 2 cited the fl'low-
ing condition:

Excessive coal dust spillage -was present
in the shuttle car haulageways from the
belt feeder to the working places and
loose coal and coal dust were present
along the ribs of these haulageways.

A hearing was held in Princeton,
West Virginia, on April 19, 1974. In
his initial decision, dated August
22, 1974, the Administrative Law
Judge (Judge) found that the Min-
ing Enforcement and Safety Ad-
ministration (MESA) had proved
the violation alleged* in the above
order and assessed $2,000 therefor.
The Judge made the following find-
ings :1) coal dust accumulations, re-
'sulting from "shuttle car spillage
over a long: period" were spread
over each of five haulageways'(a
total area in excess of 12,000 sq. ft.)
in violation of section 304(a) of
the Act; 2) while the coal dust
ranged from "damp to wet" it "was
still combustible and could propa-
gate an explosion or fire"; 3) the ac-

'230 U.S.C. § 801-960 (1970).

82 I.D. No. 3
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umulations: constituted "an ex-
t remely'serious hazard of propagat-
ing a mine- fire or -explosion";- anad
4;) the operator was, negligent in
.failing to preveit and clean up the
-accumulations.

-Contefntions of theParties

B;ishop, contends that 1) a, viola-
tion of section 304(a) of the Act
was, not proved and. 2) that the
Judge: erred in failing to state ade.-
quate reasons for his finding that
tih~e alleged accumulations eonsti-
tiuted: an extremely, serious hazard
of propagating a;::mine fire or
explosion. MESA' supports the
Judge's findings' and prays for
affirmance.

Issue

Whether the Judge properly con-
cluded" that a violation of section
-30i1(a) (30 U.S.C. § 864(a)) was
pTroved, and, if so,. whether his find-
ings as to. the gravity of the viola-
tion ae supported by the record.

FiF4o act and, Discussion'

The . record, contains a consider-
aible amount of conflicting evidence.
We agtee with Bishop that the ini-
tial decision does not s'ufficiently

reflect whether the Judge evaluated

o r weiglhed.:this evid'ence in arriv-
ing at the c onclusion ' that an ex-

tremely -serious accumulation of,

conibustible materials -was proved.

;W6 'deem it' necessary, therefore, to

,recite the material testimony and
la tcs -imony an~~~~~~~~~~

make our own findings .of fact on
which oufrdecisiotn is based.3

We turn first to the- inspector's
testimony. ,He stated that he issued
the order for "excessive coal dust

-spill'age 6i [fie o 'six]' shuttle car
haulageways ** "-which had-loose

- oal-'and'coa-: dust'- presnt along
their":ribs ,(T. 10; -11). The order
was; issued, dacorincg to the inspec

tr, "nbt-fo ' i-tnm ency"- but to en-
sure that cleanup would be started
and no coal loaded (Tr. 31, 32).. The
alleged accumulations rainged from
rib to-rib' (Tr. 14) over a computed
total area.-( fi or: six haulageways)
in excess of 12,000 sq. ft., and had
accrued over a long period of time
(Tr. 118). The. inspector could

not distinguish the color of the al-
leged accumulations (Tr. 14), stat-
ing. that what he saw was coal that
had been chewed up by traveling

.shuttle cars and machinery (Tr.
19). Though he did not pick up any
of the materials, ha thought they
were,"damp to,:wet"-but not too wet
to propagate an explosion (Tr. 23,.
24). In his ~view 'loose coal and coal
dust w hether-,wet or not" coul

propagate an explosion (Tr. 15)
and electrical equipment always
presented p6tential- sources of igni-
tion. lie- thought that there could
have been rock-dust on the roof and

a Tn lieu-of a remand; the Board may make
appropriate corrections here anAdministra-
tive Law Judge fails to incorporate in his de--
cision the necessary findings of fact or reasons-
therefor as required by' the Administrative

-Procedure Act, 5 uLsSC. § 587. See Associated
Drilling, Inc., 3 IBMA 164, 81 I.D. 285, 1973-
1974 OSHD par. 17,813 (1974).

1� :�.. I,�;. , 1, �, .�._ '� 1. -
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ribs' but felt that "generally*:. * *
lthese wetted conditions eliminated

tBishop] i from: rock 'dusting .the
floor" (Tr. 25).

Bishop's 'Assistant Mine 'Fore-
man, who had accompanied the in-'
spector was accepted at the hearing
as an expert in mine health' and
safety. He testified that he did not.
'recall an accumulation and felt that
the condition of the bottom coupled
-with natural-drainage, would cause
any coal dust or loose coal to appear
to, be' present in larger quantities
than it actually: was (Tr.. 59). :He
conceded that some 'spilled coal was
present in the icinity 'of a. belt
4feedef but thought. that it wasn't
'enough to warrant cleaning up
(Tr. 58,164). 

Bishop's vice president,' who did
'not observe-the conditions for which
'the order was issued, also testified
on behalf of the: operator.: In' his
opinion, the efrect of water

* * will make it impossible to tell
whether you have' an accumulation of
coal dust, whether you have an accumu-
lation of coal and rock dust and clay or
really' what is there. Water mixed with
these materials, if there's a little bit of
coal in it will turn it almost completely
black * * * (Tr. 78)'.

Testifying generally with respect to
dust samples that had been taken
from' the mines on other occasions
and tested for incombustibility con-
tent, this witness stated:

Those [samples] that were black 'with
water mixed' in with them, the appearance
was very-bad but the average ran over
65 percent .incombustible. So when you go
on appearance white doesn't mean that its

good' and black doesn't mean that its ba%
And we had samples that were withlwater
mixed, absolutely black that ran-as highf
as 83 percent [incombustible content}
(Tr. 79).

We list finally 7 facts which aria
not in dispute': 1) the areas for
which the order was written were.
wet due to the natural drainage of
water into the mine (Tr. 25, 56, 7';
2) the "bottom" was soft '(Tr.' 56)
and travelways were rutted from
shuttle car traffic; 3) a rib slough-
age problem existed in the Mine
(Tr. 63); .) where a sloughag.e
problem exists it is hazardous.to re-
move fallen material from the base
of the ribs because such removal
would tend "to create some brows
and * * wider places with less roof
support" (Tr. 29); 5) the hazard
created by sloughing coal' is dealt
with by keeping such coal out of thp
travelways and rock disting it at
'intervals (Tr. 29) ; 6) there was net
methane present, and no permis-
sibility, trailing' cable, or ventila-
tion violations were found (Tr. IS
27); and 7) no samples were taken
of the alleged accumulaitions- nor
analyses made.

The Board finds from this evi-
dence that': 1) the travelways were
soft and ranged from damp to wet;
2) vehicular traffic.could and dicil
make ruts in the travelways ; 3) te
color of the materials on the travel-
way floors, was not established;. 4)
the composition of these materials
as loose coal, coal Just, or other coni-
bustibles was not established;ancd
5)' sourcesof potential ignition.werie
remote. I I

x9]l
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lI The Board has held that a-
'violation of section 304(a) of the
Act may 'be based upon visual ob-
servation without need of measure-
ment or samples.4 As a minimum,
however, evidence of depth and x-
teft. of an alleged mass of cor-
'bustible material must appear in the

.record to allow the trier of fact to
Determine whether a dangerous ac-
cumulation is present.5 Since no
standard has been established defin-
ing precisely under what circum-
stances an accumulation constitutes;,

'a violation of section M34 (a) each
case must be decided individually
on .the basis of the evidence of
record. Having carefully considered
the testimony, we are compelled to
conclude 'that' indications of the
,presence of alleged combustible
materials are too seriously im-

rpugned by countervailing evidence
,to support a finding of a violation of
section 304 (a) of the Act. We note
first that the inspector made no ob-
servations as to the depth of the
alleged coal dust or size of loose coal
or coal particles. His statement that

.he had no doubt that it was coal is
not probative of depth or extent of
combustible materials present, or, of
their combustibility in view of the
soft bottoms of the, haulageways
and the presence of water. The
remoteness of ignition hazards, the
inspector's motive in issuing the
order, and his surmise that because

4Coal Processing corporation, 2 IBMA 3383,
SO 0 I.D. 748,. 1973-1974 OSHD par. 16,978
(1973).

North American CoaZ Corporation, 3 IBMA
.93, 81 I.D. 204, 1973-1974 OSHD par. 17,658
(1974).

of wetness it may not have been
necessary to inert the floors of the
haulageways with rock dust6 mili-
tate strongly against the conclusion
that any combustible materials that
may have been present constituted
a dangerous accumulation. More-
over, since the inspector did not per-
form the test prescribed- by the
-regulations 7 i.e., squeeze a ball of
finely divided material in his hands
to observe whether water would be
exuded, his opinion that, the dust
was not too wet to propagate an ex-
plosion is of minimal probative
value. We conclude that the accu-
mulation cited in the order was not
shown by a preponderance of the
evidence to 'have been an accumula-
tion of coal dust, loose coal, or com-
bustible materials within, the
meaning of section 304(a) of the
Act. We therefore vacate the vio-
lation charged in Order of With-
,drawal No. 1 MFS, June 8, 1970.

ORDER

WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
'authority delegated to the Board of
Mine Operations Appeals by the
Secretary of the'Interior (43 CFR
4.1(4)); IT IS HEREBY 'OR-
DERED that the decision of the
Administrative Law Judge BE and
HEREBY IS REVERSED with
respect to the violation charged in
Order of Withdrawal No. 1 MFS,
June 8, 1970,' and that the assess-

6 In 30 CFP. 75.402 it is stated that coal dust
,may be too wet" to propagate an explosion,
and need not, for this reason, be rock dusted.

7 This test is set forth in 30 CP3R 75.402-1.
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ment of $2,000 therefor IS SET
ASIDE.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED
that Bishop Coal Company pay the
remaining civil penalty assessed in
the amount of $40 within 30 days
from the date of this decision.

C. E. RoGEus,
Chief Adnint'rative Judge.

I coNcunr:

DAVID DOANNE 
Administrative Judge.

DONALD B. AND NANCY P. JANSON
(ON RECONSIDERATION)

19 IBLA 154

Decided A!areh 14, 1975

Petition for reconsideration of the
decision of the Board of Land Appeals
in DJonald E. Janson, 16 IBLA 66
(1974).:

Reconsideration granted; decision of
June 25, 1974, reversed.

1. Federal Employees and Officers: In-
terest in Lands-Grazing and' Grazing
Lands-Grazing f Leases: Generally-
Grazing Leases: Cancellation or Re-
duction-Grazing Leases : Preference
Right Applicants

Where a section 15 grazing lease is issued
to an applicant whose brother is an em-
ployee of this Department, and such
enlployee owns stock in the corporation
that owns the contiguous fee land, con-
trol over which the applicant asserts as
the basis for his preference right to the
grazing lease, such applicant cannot be

granted the desired grazing lease. Any
such lease must be canceled when the
facts are called to the Department's at-
tention. This result occurs under 43 CFR
7.2 and .3 which prohibit-any employee:
from acquiring or retaining any interest
in the lands or resources administered by
the Bureau of Land Management. The
prohibition extends to any interest in
land which in any manner is connected
with or involves the use of the grazing
resources administered by the Bureau of
Land Management.

APPEARANCES:. Donald E. Janson
and Nancy P. Janson, pro se; Calvin ..
Bricej Esq., of Cook & Brice, Ltd.,
Phoenix, Arizona, for Kendall Gun-
ming; Douglas Gumming, pro se.

OPINION BY ADM11INISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE FISHMIAN

INTERIOR BOARD OF LAND
APPEALS, :

Donald E. Janson and Nancy P.
Janson, have petitioed for recon-
sideration of the decision of this
Board in Donald E. Janson, 16 IB
LA 66 (1974), in etich the Board
affirmed a decision of the Phoenis
District Office, Bureau of Land
Management (BLM) . That decision
rejected in part the Jansons' appli-
cation for a grazing lease under sec-

tion 15 of the Taylor Grazing Act,
as amended, 43: U.S.C. § 315n8
(1970). The BL-M rejected the Jan-
sons' application for the 21-acre
parcel at issue in this-petition be-
cause it found that Dbuoglas G.um-
ming,' the conflicting preference-

'umming Land & LivestoCk Corp6ration;
originally filed an application for these lands
some time; prior to ithe explration of the
Jansons' lease in 1973. (Letter from Doiglas
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wright applicant under 43 CFIR 4121'.-
%-I (c) (1); c uld 'more advantage-,
ouisly use. the ract. A lease for he
lands in conflict was issued to DThug-

'The Jansons',present two argu-,
ments in their, petition which, they
j.!laintain justify reversal of thle pril-
or decision. First, regarding thie
inerits of the award'of the grazing
,rights, they* "disagree* with- the:
Board of Land Appeals reasoning in
its decision one hundred percent.")
They argue that the factors cited by
the BLMinl sport-of the'award t
Do6uglas Cumming, particularly to-
0ography and -avail-ability Of water,
,werc erronleously'relied upon in
Treaching. the decision.

'We need' not discuss the first is-
Due since the second issue, set forth
below, is dispositive of the case. The
assertions made by the Jansons were
Oflered for the fir-st time after our
~earlier decision.

[1], The Jansons' second argu-
Clnent is that "there. is a clear-cutand
,uncomplicated case of' onspiracy
4nd fraud involving the ['11hming
Land and: Livestock] Corporation
and the 'United States Goverhment,
cofficials for the purpose of takinig
over the lease from the jansons."
retitioners support this assertion by

Cumming to District Manager, March 14,
1973.) When the lease came up for renewal,
Ifouglas Cumming filed the conflicting applica-
ition in his own name on April 10, 1978.-This
eaonfusion, and, our erroneous caption n the
original decision, are due to the fact that
Douglas Cunmmi'ng signed much of the corre-
spondence, including his answer to petitioner's
Statement of Reasons for Appeal, as "Presi-
dlent, Cumming Land and Lvestock Cop.

oewever, the lease at issue was applied for
gand issued to. Douglas, Cumming In his ndi-.
ridual capacity.

pdinting to: the gut reaction of a
friend'to a-BLLM emloyee; -the' fact
that the BLM supplemented the rec-
ord on 'appeal with additional rea-
sns,; for. its decision; crossed-up

communications with the BELM; the
BLM's failure to agree with'all the
assertions i the Jansolls' lease ap-
plication; an'd the fact that a co-
owner of Cul-ming Land and Live-
stock Corp,.' is'"an' employee of the
Departnient, of the Interior. The
facts asserted, 'owever, do not con-w
stitute the conspiracy .perceived by
petitioners.

W'e expressly~ find nothing in this
record constituting evidence of mis-
conduct in -the award of the lease
at issue here. That the ELM knew
that Kendall Cummning,'half-owner
of ummingo Land and Livestock
Corp., works for the Bureau of In-
dian Affairs of the Department of
the Interior does not show undue in-

Independent of ny question of
misconduct or'influence, howveve",
the information presented by peti-
t-ioners raises the issue of ' -whether
Kendall Cumnming's. emp'loyment
disqualifies' Douglas Cumming,
Kendall's brother and wner of the
Qtlier'half- of the stock of Cum iing
La'nd7and Livestock, Corp., from
holding the lease issued for the land
involved here. In response to peti-
tioners' assertions, counsel for Ken-

2As ndicated in footnote 1, supra, Cumming
Land & Livestock orp. first applied for 'this
land before the Jansons' previous leas e-
pired, hether or not the District Manager
knew anything about Kendall Cumming or. his
stockholder's interest in the Corporation
(wvhen treating the corporation as a qualified
applicant under 43 cri3 n 121.1-1 () or other-
wise) is not revealed by the record.
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dallCumming appeared and re-.
.spouded:: 1) that Cumnming Land
and Livetock Corp. owns 160 acres
of bass lands, but neither. it nor
Kendall Cumming nor his spouse
own any cattle; 2) that Douglas
Cumming leases. the base fee lands
from the Corporation, personally
owns the cattle and runs the ranch
operation; 3) Kendall umming'
will place -control of and voting
rights to his stock in the Corpora-
tion in a voting trust until he leaves'
federal employment,; and 4) Ken-,
dall Cumming's superiors have been
fully informed of this potential
problem ,

We-look to' the provisions of 43
CFR 7.2 and .3 to see whether
Kendall Cumming's ownership of,
50 percent of the stock of the Cor-
poration owning land, upon which
Douglas Cunming's preference
right- is. predicated, interdicts 'the
granting of the 'lease to DJouglas
Cumming and his holding the lease.
These regulations P-orvide in appli-
cable portion as follows:

1 7.2 Definitions.
(a) The term "employee" as used in

,this part includes any person employed
by the Department of the Interior, or any
of its bureaus or offices however desig-
ntited.

(b) The term "interest" means any di-
rect or indirect ownership in whole or in.
part of the lands or resources in ques-
tion, or ad partictpatidn in the earnings
therefrom or the right to occupy or use
the property or to taeany benefits there-,
from based upon a lease or rental agree-
ment, or upon any formal or informal
contract with a person whohas such an
interest. It includes membership in .a
firm, or ownership of stooc or other seeu-

41, i a

rities in a corporation which has such an
interest: Provided, That stock or securi-
ties traded on the open market may be
purchased by an employee-if the acquisi-
tion thereof will not tend to interfere with
the proper and impartial performance of
the duties of the employee or 'bring dis-
credit upon the Department.

(c) The'prohibition in § 7.3 includes
but is not limited to the buying, selling,
or locating iof any warrant, scrip, lien
land selection; soldierfs additional right,
or any otber right or claim under which'
an interest in the public lands may be
asserted. The prohibition also etends to
any interest in and, water right, or
livestock, which in say Imanner is con-
nected with or- inoOves the use of the
grazing resources or facilities 'of the lands
or resources administered by the Bureau
of Land Management.
- § 7.3 Prohibition.

(a) An employee and the spouse of an
employee, except as provided in §§ 7.4
to 7.6, are prohibited 'from:

(1) Voluntarily acquiring an interest
in the lands or resourees administered by
the Bureau of Land Management,

(2) Retaining an interest in the lands
or resources administered by the Bureau
of Land-Management acquired voluntarily
or by any other method, before or during-
employment by the Department of the
Interior.
(Italics supplied.)

It is clear and undisputed that
Kendall Cumming, as an employee
of the BIA, is an'"employee" of this
Department, within the ambit of 43.
CFR 7.2(a). His 50 percent interest
(or any interest) in the Corpora-
tion falls within the purview of an
"indirect ownership."' The use of the
fee land as bestowing a preference
right to be considered for a section
15 lease seems to be disconsonant;
with, Kendall umming's obligation
not "to take any benefits therefrorn
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[i.e., the public lands] based upon
a; lease or rental agreement." Fee,
lands which adjoin public lands are'
in some circumstances a proper base
for a preference right of considera-
tion for a section '15 grazing lease.
Thus the rental value of the fee
lands is enhanced.

But what is more to the point, the
prohibition against an Interior em-
ployee acquiring any interest in pub-'
lie land also extends "to any inter-
est in land * * *iwhich in any-
manner is connected with or in-
volves the use of the grazing re-
souarces I administered by the
Bureau of Land Management." 43
CFR 7.2 (c).

It is clear that the Cummings' fee'
right larnd would be used in connec-
tion with the lands embraced in the
section 15 lease issued to Douglas
Cumming. 1Ve find that in the ir-,
cumstances, Douglas Cniming's
grazing lease cannot be permitted to
stand. That Kendall Cumming has
offered to place control and voting
rights in a trust until he leaves fed-
eral employment does not vitiate the
effect of the regulation. He would
still have a beneficial interest in the
base land used in connection with a
public land grazing lease.

Since the Jansons'were the only
preference-right applicants for pub-
lic lands qualified to make proper
use of their' contiguous fee lands,
they must be awarded the grazing
lease they seek, all else being regu-
:ar.

Therefore, pursuant to the au-
tliority delegated to the Board of
Land Appeals by the Secretary of

the Interior, 43. CFR 4.1, the peti-
tion for reconsideration is. granted
in order to treat the newly raised
isse, and on reconsideration, the de-
cision of the Board of June 25, 1974,
is reversed.

FREDERICK FISHMAN,.

Administrative Judge-

MT, CONGEr: -

MARTIN RITVO,

Admiinistrati ve Judge.

JOSEPH W. Goss,
Administrative Judge.

ITMANN COAL COMPANY

4 IBMA 61

Decided HareA 18, 1975-

Appeal by Itmantn Coal Company
from a decision'by Adminiistrative Law
'Judge William Fauver (Docket Nos..
HOPE 72-48-P and HOPE 72-162-P),.
dated August 29, 1974, assessing civil
monetary penalties in the amount of'
$8,530 for 31 violations pursuant to
section 109(a) of the Federal Coal
Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969,1-
hereinafter the "Act."

Reversed in part and affirmed in,
part.

1. Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Evidence: Suffi-
ciency

A violation of section 304(a) of the Act'
is not established where neither the no-
tice, order, nor. the evidence at hearing.

i30 U.S.C. 8 oiS-960 (1970).
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shovs the nature and extent of the accu-
mulation of loose coal, coal dust or float
,coal: dust.

. Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Unavailability of
Equipment, Materials,. or Qualified
:Technicians: Generally

A violation of a mandatory health or
.safety standard is not established where
compliance is impossible due to the un-

availability of equipment, materials, or
qualified technicians.:

APPEARANCES: Timothy M. Biddle,
Isq., . Thomas Galloway, Esq., and
.James T. Hemphill, Jr., -Esq., for appel-
lant, Itmann Coal. Company. The
Mining Enforcement and Safety Ad-
ministration did not participate in this

appeal.,

OPINION BY CHIE F
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

- 0 : ROGERS

JNTERIOR B OARD -OF M[INE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

Background

This appeal iwvolves 15 alleged
>violations of the Act or Regulations
'contined in.12 Notices of Violation
-and two Orders of Withdrawal. The

Notices and Orders are contained in
-the two dockets, HOPE 72-48-P

land HOPE 72-162-P, consolidated
for considerations by the Adminis-

-trative Law Judge (Judge). A.total
penlalty of $7,830 was assessed by

the Judge for these alleged viola-
tions. The other 16 violations before
the Judge for which he assessed a

72-4386-75 20

total penlalty of $700 are not con-
.tested in this appeal.

Itmann Coal Company (Itmann)
is appealing seven alleged viola-
tions of section 304(a): of the Act
.(loose coal and coal dust or float
-coal dust' accumulation) contained
in five Notices and two Orders.2 It-
mann is also appealing seven alleged
-violations of various provisions- in
the Regulations requiring the use of.
certain equipment in mines,3 and one
alleged violation of section 302(a)
(unsafe roof) contained in an Order
also alleging a violation- of section
304(a).4 For I purposes of this ap-
peal, the alleged violations of sec-
tion 304(a) will be considered col-
lectively, .the alleged violations for
failure to have equipment required
by the Regulations will be consid-
ered together, and the alleged viola-
tion of section 302(a) will be con-
sidered separately.

2 The alleged violations of section 304(a)
were cited in Notice of Violation No. GSV,
June 18, 1970, Notice of Violation No. 1 wvC,
,August 14;, 1970, Notice of Violation No. 2,
wVcF, Au gust 19, 1970, Order of Withdrawal
No. 1 WVC, Decemboer 8, 1970, Notice of Viola-

.tion No. 1 JEK, December 1, 197'0, Notice of
Violation No. 1 JEfs, December 3, 1970, Order
of Witdratal No. 1 JEK, January,13, 1971.

The alleged violations for failure to have
certain safety equipment required by: the Regu-
lations were cited in Notice of Violation No. T
JEff-j,Jetnuary 14, 1971; (30 CR 75.307-1),
A0tice of Violation No, 4 JEf, January .141,
1S71 (30 CFR 75.80O), Notice of Violation
Aro S. JEE, January 21, 1971 (30 :. FR
750S), Notice of Violation No. I JEff, Jan-
-uary 27, 1971 (30 CF R 75.1100-2(b)), Notice
of Violation -No. 2 JIE , Februarii 4, 1971 (30
CFR 75.1100-2(b)), Notice of Violation No.
2 JEff, February 16, 1971 (36 CF 75.1100-
:2(b)), Notice of Yiolation No. 2 JEff, Feb-
ruary 23, 1971 (30 CFR 75.1100-2(b)).

4
The alleged violation of section 302(a)

was cited in Order of Withdrawal ANo. 1 WVO;
-December 8, 1970.

s6i
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A. The Section 304(a) Violations

Based upon evidence: and testi-
mony received at: the. hearing; held
April 17-18, 1973, in. Princeton,
'West Virginia, the Judge found
that- all seven of the cited accuinu-
lations had existed and-constituted
violations of section. 304(a) of the
:Act as described in the Notices and
Orders. In considering the six stat-
-utory criteria of section 109 (a): of
.the Act, the Judge concluded, that
Xtmann was legligent in permitting
* the;: cited conditions to exist, the
violations were serious, good faith
was exhibited in abatingthe condi-
tions cited, and the penalties as-
sessed would not affect Itmaun's
ability to continue in business. Con-
sequently, he assessed civil penalties
in the total: amount of $6,600 for
.these seven violations, of section
304(a). :- : P

B. The Laek of Requred
qip" ment violationm

Based upon stipulations of the
parties at the hearing, the Judge
concluded that the seven violations
cited had existed, that the required
equipment was either in short sup-
ply or unavailable due to industry-
wide demand for the' equipment
created by the then recent enact-
ment and implementation of the
A ct, that Itman was 'not negligent,
that the violations were serious, and
that Itriann exhibited good faith in
abating the violations. As a result
of these findings and consideration
of the other statutory-criteria of sec-
tion 109 (a) of the Act, the Judge

:assessed penalties in the amount of
$230 for these seven violations.

: C. The Section 302 (a) VTioZation

Based upon the, testimony of the
issuing inspector and other evidence
adduced at the'hearing, the: Judge
concluded that an unsafe roof had
existed as cited and constituted a
violation of sectio 302 (a) of the
Act. After onsidering the six cri-
teria of section 109 (a) the Judge as-
sessed a penalty of $1,000 for this
violatio:n.

Issques Presented:

0 A. Whether Notices of Violation
and (Orders of Withdrawal alleging
violations of section 304(a) of' the
Act are sufficient in themselves to
support findings of violation when
the issuing inspector is -unable to
remember the particular condition
and can testify only generally as to
the conditions which caused him to
issue the citations.

B. Whether a proffer of purchase
orders for required safety equip-
ment dated prior to the date of is-
suance of Notices of. Violations is
sufficient to show that a. violation
did not exist based upon the n-
availability doctrine enunciated in

ufafco MAining :Company, 2 3IBMA
226, 80 U). 630, 1973-1974 OSHD
par. 16,618 (1973).

Discussion

A.

,In each of the seven citations al-
leging violations of section 304(a)
of the Act, Itmarn was cited for
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accumulations of loose coal. and coal
dust or float coal dust for various
distances. None of these' citations
included any indication of the depth
of the. alleged accumulation. At the
hearing, the inspectors who issued
the Notices and Orders in question
were unable to testify -as to the spe-
cific situations 'or circustances
Which aused them to issue the re-
spective citations. They had no
present recollectionof 'the condi-
tions cited, but did testify that
when they issued te citations un-
der review they employedcertain
personal standards as a matter of
practice by which they determined
whether an illegal accumulation
existed, and that they would not
have issued the citations had the
conditions cited not existed. The
witness 'for Itmann, the superin-
tendent of the mine involved, testi-
fied that he did not believe that the
conditions cited constituted illegal
accumulations, that Itmann had a
regular cleanup program which was
usually adequate to guard against
such accumulations, that men were
periodically assigned to clean up
unusual accumulations, and that, in
the- case of the Orders of With-
drawal alleging violations of sec-
ti on 304(a), he did not consider the
situation imminently dangerous
This evidence was unrefuted by the
Mining Enforcement and Safety
Administration (MESA).

[1] In Annco SteeZ Corp oration,
2 IBMA 359, 362, 80 I.D. 790 791,
1973-1974 OSHD par. 17,043
(1973), this Board stated:

* The text of the notice itself is
devoid of any indication of the depth and
extent of the mass of, combustible ma-
terial, on the basis of which we could
determine if there was an accu-mula-
tioni0 within the meaning of section 304
(a) of the Act. The inspector's remarks
with regard to his allegedly unvarying
inspection: practices do not compensate
for the deficiencies of the notice. * * *

[His statements are entirely self-serving
and do not really prove any precise
condition. * * *

Itmann contended, and we agree,
that Arnmco, supra, is applicable to
all of the alleged section 304 (a i
violations here in issue. Since no
standard has been established defin-
ing precisely under what circum-
stances an accumulation constitutes
a violation. of section 304(a), each
case must be considered individ-
ually and decided on the basis of the
evidence of record. In the instant
case, the issuing inspectors' testi-
mony that they were unable to re-
call. the specific circumstaces sur-
rounding the alleged violations and
their testimony to the effect that
they would not have issued the cita-
tions if the. conditions had not
existed are insufficient to support a

finding by the Judge that MESA
carried its burden of proving by a
preponderance of the evidence that

a violation occurred. Accordingly,
we must reverse the Judge's decisioi

and order insofar as it finds that the
above;, violations occurred as citted.
and set, aside the penalties in. the

amount of $6,600 assessed by the

Judge for these violations.

961 99
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In each of the seven Notices of
Xiolalt'on citing the lack of various
pieces of safety equipmeit required
'by the Regulations, i.e., approved
nethane detectors, visual discon-
nects for electrical equipment, and
fire outlets and hose, Itmann stipu-
lated that the Notices accurately
reflected the condition in the.mine
at the time of inspection. MESA
agreed "that the operator exercised
good faith in abating the violation
ln the basis of the fact that. they
i(sic) [the required equipmelt] were
ordered before the time the viola-
tion was issued and the operator was
-not negligent in most ''all cases,
since it was i advance of the time
the notice was issued." (Tr. p. 211.)

On appeal Itmann contends, that
the Judge should have found that
no violation existed in these in-
stances because the equipment re-
quired to abate the alleged viola-
tions was unobtainable at that time.

In' Buffalo M ining Comrpany,
supra, at 259, 80 I.D. 644, 1973-1974
6SHD par. 16,6I8 (197) the
Board concluded, "* * * that Con-
g-ress did not intend that a section
104(b) notice be issued or a civil
pelalty assessed where 'compliance
,wilta mandatory health or safety
standard is impossible due to un-
availability \< of equipment,;; mate-
ri'als, for qualified (technicians." In
that case, the record indicated that
there was no dispute at to the fact of
violation,' but that the issuing in-'
spector ndithe'SafetS y Director for
Buffalo both,'testified that 'the're-
quired material was unavailable

both to the operator and the indus-
try in general.'

Ini Associated Drilling, Inc., 3
IBMA 164, 173, 81 I.D. 285,' 289,
1973-1974 OSHD par. 17,813
(1974), concerning a notice of viola-
tion written in June 1971, for the
lack of an approved methane detec-
tor, testimony was elicited at the
hearing to the effect that the Bureau
of Mines had bought.almost all the
detectors available and that "[t]he
market had used them up at some
time during that period."

[2] The citations in Buffalo, and
Associated Drilling, supra, and in
the instant case were all issued be-
tween December 1970 and June
1971. It is apparentto the Board
that during the period the Notices
in: question were issued, the mining
industry was having great difficulty
obtaining the equipment required
by the Regulations. In the instant
case, Itmann: showed that all of the
required equipment was on order
prior to the issuance of the Notices
in question, but that little. if any, of
the ordered equipment had been de-
livered. In his. finding the Judge
stated that the required equipment
was unavailable, thus. Itmaun was
not, negligent. We believe that.the
finding of unavailability negates a
finding of violation and comes
within the conclusions of.' law
reached in Buffalo Mining qon-
pany, supra. On the basis of our re-
view of the record and of the
Judge's findings, we must conclude
that these Notices should not have
been issued since the required equip-.
ment was not available. Accord-
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ingly, we reverse the Judge's de-
Cision anc order, insofar as it finds
that the violations occurred as a.l-
Ieged,'and set aside the penalty as-
sessment in the amount of $230 tor
these violationls.

At the hearin, the inspector who
issued Order of Withdrawal No. 1

s-; Deteimhe'r 8, 8I970, .had ilide-
pendent recollection oflthe roof con-,
ditions which, led to the issuance of
tle Order alleging, an unsafe roof.
He testified that based upon his vis-
ual obe'rvaation the roof 'appeared
inadequately' supported, and that:
loose, oveihanging bros were pres-
ent at seveirallocations. Coltrary to
testimony;of the inspector that the
mine section involved vas in pro-

duction, witnesses fori Itmann testi-
fied' that the area waws under con-
struction for rehabilitation rather
than in procluction and stated that
the 'roof condition did notl seemnl out.
of the ordinary, but that there were':
sdme.d overhanginlg brows to*. bef
taken down and more timbering to.
be done in this area. before produc-
tion commenced. Tlese witnesses
testified they. believed that the fact
that loose coal being cleaned up led
the .. inspector to believe, tat the.
area was in production..

Although the issuing inspector
and the itniess for Itiann differedf
as to whether' the area iii -question
was in production and whether the
roof condition was'dangerous, we.
find, there is. sufficient evidence in
the record to supp~ort the Judge's
finding that the'violation 'occurred
as alleged. Our're'view also indicates

Alt C omfANY r
10 ln'Vt

10i:

that there is sufficient ev'idence t,
support the Judge's finding that thise
violation was serious due .t6 th6
known dangerof roof and rib falis.
HiWsfinding that a prudent operatur.
wotld have maintained- safe. root;
-Lld ribs ad that tmann' was negi-
gent i permitting th '.conditiol.t
exist likewise will not be disturbed.
Fiihallyj. his findings 'of .good faith
Cbaten:'a 6,mi lack of adverse effect
upon Itmann's ability to continue i'
business mre uncontested andcl'. rev
supported by the recor.AA:cordin-g:-
]*',We affiri the'Jidge's. fi-jdiikl-of

viiolatioi and penalty asessment.f'

$l;0001:t'herefor.' : ' ,, ' ''

We note that on pte6 .'i fhii
decision; the Judge.disinissl the
charge of violatiol of sectioft 304 (l)
contained ii Ndti'ce of Ii.Tion NO

1,J:+iK eembwer4,'170¢gbuts thi
mistakenly assessed a penalty -of',
$100 for that violation.' Our re-iew
of tle receod reveals. tat: 'h

Judge's dismissal of th charge was,
roier, .CoAsequeitly, wevacate this.,

Notice of Violation, set aside this
penalty 'assessment, and reduce the
total peiialty' assessmeiint by $100.

ORDER

WHEREFORE, puirsuant to the

authority delegated to the Board by
the Secretary of the Interior (43
CFR' 4.1(4)),' IT IS' HEREBVY
ORDERED that:

1) The fiNve Notices of' Violation
of' section 304(a) of the Act ARE
VACATED and the respective pen-
alty" assessments therefor totaling
$3,600 ARE SET ASIDE 
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2) The citations of violation 'of
section 304(a) of the Act contained:
in Order of Withdrawal No. 1
WI/C, December 8,1970, and Order
of Withdrawal No. 1 JEK, Janm-
ary 13,1971, ARE VACATED and
the penalty assessments therefor in
the total amount of $3,000 ARE
SET ASIDE;

3) The seven Notices of Violation
of 30 CFR 75.307-i, 75.808, and 75.-
1100-2(b) ARE VACATED and
their respective penalty assessments
in the total amount of $230 ARE
SET ASIDE;

4) Notice of ViolationNo.I JEK,
Decdember 4, i970, IS VACATED
and its penalty assessment of $100
IS SET ASIDE;

5) The penalty assessment of $1,-
000 for the violation of section 302,
(a) of the Act described in Order of
Withdrawal No. 1 WVC, December
8, 1970, IS AFFIRMED; and

6) Itmann Coal Company pay a
penalty.; assessment in the total
amount of $1,600 on or before 30
days from the date of this decision.

C. E. ROGERS, J.,.
Chief Administrative Judge.

I cONCuR:

DAVID DOANE,

Adminstrative Judge.

CANNELTON INDUSTRIES, INC.

4 IBMA: 74 : I

Decided March p1, 1975

Appeal by, the Mining Enforcement
and. Safety Administration from a;

decision in Docket No. M 73-19 by
Administrative Law Judge Charles C.
Moore,: Jr., granting relief sought in
a Petition for Modification pursuant
to section 301(c) of the Federal Coal
Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969.

Affirmed in part, vacated in part.

1. Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Modification of
Application of Mandatory Safety
Standards: Diminution of Safety

Where an operator presents prima facie
evidence in a section 301(c) proceeding
proving that the application of a manda-
tory standard to a particular mine will
result in a diminution of safety to the
miners in such mine in the form of
greatly increased prospects of roof fall,
and its case prevails by a preponderance
of the evidence over that presented by
opposing parties, the modification may be
granted.

2. Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Modifcation of
Application of: Mandatory Safety
Standards: Publication

Pursuant to subsection (c) of section 301,
notice of receipt of a petition for modifi-
cation must be published in the Federal
Register, but such publication require-
ment does not apply to issuance of an
adjudicative decision.

APPEARANCES: :John R. O'Donnell,
Esq., Acting Assistant Solicitor,
John P. )cGeehan, Esq., Trial Attor-
ney, *for appellant, Mining Enforce-
ment and Safety Administration;
Charles Q. Gage, Esq., for appellee,
Cannelton Industries, Inc.
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OPINION BY ADMINISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE DOANE

INTERIOR BOARD OF MINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS?

The Mining Enforcement and
Safety' Administration (MESA)
appeals to the Board from a deci-
sion in Docket:No..M 73-19 by Ad-'
ministrative Law Judge Charles C.
Moore, Jr., granting modification
of the application of section 314(f)
of the Federal Coal Mine Health
and Safety, Act of 1969, 30 U.S.C.
§874(f) (1970). Pursuant to see-
tion 301(c) of the Act, the Judge
held that respondent.Cannelton In-
dustries, Inc. (Cannelton), proved
by a preponderance of the evidence
that the application .of the subject
mandatory'standard to its Poca-
hontas Nos. 3 and 4 Mine 1 would
result in a diminution of safety to
the miners in that mine. 30 U.S.C.
§ 861 (c) (1970). MESA Icontends.
thatthe Judge's conclusion is not
supported by the record and that he
erred in requiring his decision to be
published. pursuant to section '301
('d). 30 U.S.C. § 861l (d) (1970). Al-
though we find merit in the latter
argument, we are of the opinion that
the Judge's finding-s and conclusions
in other pertinent respects must be
affirmed.

Factuad and Procedural
Background''

.Cannelton's Petition for Modifi-
cation was filed in the Hearings Di-

1 The numbers 3 and 4 refer to the two
shafts which comprise the Pocahontas Mine.

vision on December 12, 1972. By this
petition, Cannelton requested modi-
fication of the application of section
314(f) of the Act to its Pocahontas
Nos. 3 and 4 Mine. 30' U.S.C. § 874
(f) (1970). This section of the Act
requires use of automatic couplers
on haulage equipment 2

At the subject mine, coal is hauled
from a working face in off-track
shuttle cars to a conveyor belt. The,
belt conveys the coal to a central
loading point on a track loop where
it is dumped into one of several
available, coupled, mine cars.

By means of mine locomotives,
the loaded mine cars are pushed and
pulled over the main track haulage
to a vertical shaft, 151 inches in
width, up Which each loaded car is
hoisted 250, feet, dumped, and then
returned to the bottom. Curves
along the main track haulage are
sharp and the turn radius is as small
as 30 feet in some instances.

The mine cars, ncluding their
bumpers, are 139 inches in length.
Bumpers are affixed to each end of
a mine car, approximately at the
level of the wheel axle. When
the bumpers of two cars are fluish
against each other, their is a space,
of 'approximately 18 inches between
the car bodies..

2Section 314(f), 30 CPR 75.1405, -pro-
vides as follows: "All haulage equipment ac-
quired by an operator of a coal mine on or
after one year after the operative date of
this title shall be equipped with automatic
couplers which couple by Impact and un-
couple without the necessity of persons going
between the ends of such equipment. All
haulage equipment without automatic couplers
in use in a mine on the operative date of this
title shall also be so equipped within four
years after the operative date of this title." 

102]' 103
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The. coupling system in use in the
subject, mine is 'of the. lin -pin
variety and consists of a heavy
metaI pin and lilnked chaili, posi-
t. onecl respectively, in the center of
the efid of a mine car. .6oupling or,
unicoipling. is accomplised: by
reac iing between stationary cars
and manually -dropping, or lifting
the'pi '4'asppropriate, through one,
of the' links'.

"~i Febnruary 2, 1973, MESA filed
ah Answer neither admitting nor:
denyhing'Canneiton's allegations on
account of insufficient knowledge.
MESA 'indicated that' a further'
pleading would be forthcoming
after completion of an investigation.

On February 1 1'973, notice of
the sibuject petition was published
I the Fedira Register, 38 FR 4354.

The United Mine' ..Workers of
Am rica (UMWA) subsequently
filed an Answer in opposition, to
the petition.

On, September 14, 1973, MESA
subnitted an', amended Answer
dnying the allegations in Calel- 0
tons petition. Attached to the
am'ended 'Answer was a' report of*
MESA's investigation.

A hearing before an Administra-.
tive Law Judge took, place on: Janu-
ary 22, 1974, at which time all par-
ties -appeared except the UMWA..
On March 8, 1974, the Judge ruled
favorably on Cannelton's petition,
and on March 28, 1974, MESA filed-
a timely :Notice of Appeal with the
Board. By order dated June' 19,
1974, the Board.granted a motion.
by 'Cannelton-to, schedule oral argu-
neuLt Following receipt of, the

briefs, the arguent took.place
before the Board, on .June 28, .1974..

.ssues on Appea.

K.' WIf ther the Administrative
Law Judge's conclusion, that appli-
cation of section 314(f) ,f the Act
to-the subject mine-would result in
a- dininution oft safety is suppoted
by the evieince of record.

B. Whether the provisions of sub,-,
sectin ('d)of setion 301, 30 U.S.C.
§ 801(d) (1970), raq-iring publica-
tion in the Federal Regi~ster, are ap-'
p'licable to' a1decision i'ssued ,putsu-
ant'to stbsection (c).

D ' is cuS , i:-C. :r<. ::n' 

[1] In the case aihand, the Judge
ultimately conc:luded as a matter.
of law : "Petiioner has established,
by the preponderance of this evi-
dence that the. application of the
standard in questiolnto its mine
(Pocahontas 3 and 4) 'will result in
a diminution of safety to the min-
er's in such mine, and is accordingly
entitled to modification of!the ap-.
plication of the standard."5 Dcc. 7.
M:ESA attacks this conclusion in

several 'ways. First, it ,argues that
C'annelton faied 'to establish a
prima 'facie case of diminution of

In its Petition for Modifcation, annelton
did not allege that the application of section
314(f) "e * * will result in a diminution of
safety * * ek at the subject mine. When evi.
dence as to this claim emerged at the hearing,
fMESA did unt make a timely objection on the
ground of inimateriality and it now recognizes
that the failure to do so constituted a waiver.
Br. of MESA, p. 7, n. 3. Compare Zeige` Coali
Coi, 3 IBWA 44S. 1. LD. 29, 1974-197a
01ID'par.-19,131 (1974).
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safety.4-Second, it submits that Can-.
nelton's case 'did not preponderate
over its evidentiary presentation,
Next it contends that even assuming
aguendco that Cannelton' estab-
lished a prima facie case, and fur-
ther, that the evidence, is in equi-
poise, MESA is entitled to judg-
ment. by virtue of' the Secretary's
kurdeji of proof regulation, 43 CFR

4.587. Lastly,it assis as error the
failureof othe Judge to sustain an
objection to the admission of' evi-
dence of financial hardship.)5

'With respect to the first conten-
tion Concerning the' pimna facie re-
quiremient, we note at the outset thatX
a. party, which is assigned the initial
burden, of going forward, satisfies
such requirement when it adduces
persuasive evidence (1) sufficient
to' force :an -Opposing party 'to go
forward with rebuttal evidence; and
(2) sufficient to support favorable
findings-of fact 'and 'conclusions of'
]aw. Ai-ncb Steel Corp., 2 IBMA

"MESA has miseharaetetied this issue as
a fburden.of proof problei 'calling for the ap-
plication of 43 CFR- 4.587. We have stated be-
fdre and we repett again that the secretary's
burden- of' proof regulation'lapplies odli in
instances where the evidence is in equipoise
with respect to a disiput'd &ucial elemhent of
proof.

6In addition,. MESA argues that' the evxt
dence was insufficieht' to grant modification
on the alternative ground stated'by Ctannelton,
namely, that. it had -an alternative which
would achileve the same measnre of protection
for' mihers as that 'whieh is. afforded by sec-
tion 14(f) of the Act.. Ho-wever, the Judge
reaehed no ultimate conclusion as to this
claim, and ;we ed not go-into it ourselves
or remand because we can finally dispose of
this appeal on other rounds. Further, we ob-
serve in passing that -IESA has' neither
pleaded, norproved, nor contended on appeal
that the modification should be denied whether
or not annelton established . prima facie
case of dimninution of safety and prepon-
derated.

359, 80 I.D. 790, 1973-1974 OSHDI
par. 17,043 (1973). The failure to
establish a prima facie case is, of
course, fatal.

In the case at hand, the Judge
did not discuss whether the record.:
contained, prima facie evidence al-'
though a finding to that effect. is
implicit;: In reaching his decision,
he relied principally- on the tesbi-
mony of Mr. Robert C.- Miser, Can-:
nelton's chief engineer.-

Mr. 'Miser pointed out that con-
version of the present mine cars t
aLitoniatic couplers would increase'
the overall length by '17 inches to -d;
total of 156. ifiches (Tr. 124-6). In-
asmuch as the curtent width of the'r
shaft is 151 inches, widening would
be'essential. Such a project wot-li.
entail blasting hazards and shaftf
problems due to replacement of
structural support (Tr.'128-9). An-'
other consequence of the additional
length would be extensive alteration
of the track haulage systeniu'because'
a number of the curves have a radius
of 30 to 35 feet and another 10 to '16
feet wvould be tequired to accommo-
date the modified cars (Pet. Ex. 4)'.
In order to increase the radius of
the cuarves, it would be hecessary to,
drive through portions of the ptintZ-
cipal roof support-pillars of coal'
(Tr. 1345). In so doing, the chances
of roof fall would, according to Mr.
Miser, greatly increase. In specif-
cally relying on tlhe foregoing, the -
Judge indicated that 'he found Mr.
Miser-to be a credibleexpertwitness.
In our view, this-evidencelwas suffi2

ciently reliable, probative, and sub-
stantial to support findings of fact

io2!j
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and conclusions of law to the effect
that installation of automatic cou-
plers would result in greatly in-
creased chances for a roof fall. Thus,
we conclude that Cannelton did es-
tablish a prima facie case of diminu-
tion of safety to the miners in the
subject mine by application of the
subject standard.

When we turn to MESA's rebut-
tal presentation in order to deter-
mine who preponderated, we find
corroboration of Cannelton's case.
MESA does not dispute that the
mine cars would have to be length-
ened by .the addition of automatic
couplers and that such lengthening
would necessitate alteration of the
shaft and of the track curves which
would in turn cause roof control
problems in a mine which, up to
now, has had a sound roof. Indeed,
MESA's inspector, Mr. John H.
Cook, admitted as much (Tr. 212,
237-38, 356-7; Br. of MESA, p. 13,
n. 7, .16-17). MESA-simply states
that it is confident that Cannelton
will continue to have- a sound roof
control program and argues that.
Cannelton has not proved that there
would be a substantial likelihood of
increased incidence of roof falls. X

Thus, the area of dispute comes
down to whether the likelihood of
roof falls, if alteration were re-
quired, is a realistic probability or
little more than a speculative pos-
sibility. The Judge accepted the
opinion of Mr. Miser, and MESA
has not pointed to any evidence to
contradict that judgment. In this
instance, the weight given to the
opinion of Mr. Miser by the Judge

is buttressed by the natural infer-
ence to be' drawn from undisputed
basic facts. The alteration conten-
plated would undoubtedly weaken
existing roof support. We are in-
clined in this circumstance to infer
an increased prospect' of roof falls
when nothing concrete is presented
to show that the problem is de mini-
mis or that specific measures can be
taken which will minimize the like-
lihood of such disasters. All that
MESA has presented with respect to
this issue is argument and we be-
lieve that the Judge acted within
his fact finding discretion in dis-
counting it. Accordingly, we hold
that the Judge correctly ruled that
Cannelton proved by a preponder-_
ance of the evidence that applica-
tion of section 314(f) to the subject
mine' "* * will result in a diminu-
tion of safety to the miners in such
mine."

'Having concluded that Cannel-
ton preponderated, we need not con-
sider which party to the: subject
modification proceeding has the bur-
den of proof and must bear the risk
of, non-persuasion with respect to
any of the elements of proof under
43 OCFR 4.587. EasterM Associated
Coal Corp., 3 IBMA 331, 341-2 81
I.D. 567, 1974-1975 OSHD par.
18, 706 (1974).

We come then to MESA's remain-
ing substantive attack on the deci-
sion below. At the hearing, -one
Thomas Hazzard, a mine car cou-
pler at the subject mine, testified as
to the econofiiic hardship which em-
ployees would suffer if the mine
were closed in order to install auto-
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matic couplers or if it closed down
permanently (Tr. 294-5). This evi-
dence was received over MESA's
timely objection Ol the ground of
irrelevancy.6 Although the Judge
did not formally rule upon this ob-
jection, his reference to the disputed
testimony in his opinion indicates
to us that he overruled it sub silen-
tio.

In our view, MESA's objection
was well-taken. Evidence of eco-
nomic hardship to employees or em-*
ployers is-irrelevant both as a mat-
ter of logic and law to a determina-
tion as to whether the 'application
of a mandatory standard will result
in a diminution of safety. There-
fore, the Judge should have sus-
tained the objection and entertained:
a motion to strike. 5 U.S.C. 556 (d)
(1970). 

However,; we do not believe that
reversal is called for in this instance
because the error was not prejudi-
cial to MESA. As noted earlier,
there is ample independent and rele-
vant evidence in the record, con-
sidered as a whole, to support the
Judge's conclusion that -the appli-
cation of section 314(f) of the-Act
to the subject mine would result in
a diminution of safety. According-
ly, we conclude that the erroneous
ruling provides no basis to overturn
the decision below.

6 MESA also objected on the ground that the
union local, whose views Mr. Hazzard pur-
ported to represent, -was not and could not be
a party to the instant proceeding. We are of
the view, that this objection was without
merit because Mr. Hazzard testified as a wit-
ness for Cannelton and did not seek recogni-
tion; as an "interested party." 30 U.s C.

861(c) (1970); 43 CeR 4.507(b), 4.513,
4.552.

B.

[2] We turn now to the remain-
ing issue in this appeal, namely,
the applicability, if any, of the pub-
lication requirement -contained in
subsection (d) of section 301 of the
Act to a decision issued pursuant
to subsection (c). Subsection (d)
provides as follows:

(d) In any case where the provisions
of sections 302 to 318, inclusive, of this
title provide that certain actions, condi-
tions, or requirements shall .be carried
out as prescribed by the. Secretary, or
the Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare, as appropriate the provisions
of section 553 of title 5 of the United
States Code shall apply unless either,
secretary otherwise provides. - Before
gsanting any exception to a mandatory
safety standard as authorized by this
title, the findings of the Secretary or his
authorized representative shall be made
public and shall be available to the rep-
resentative of the miners at the affected
coal mine. -

A comparison- of the two subsec-
tions reveals that they involve en- -
tirely different procedural processes -
which are mutually exclusive.- Sub7-
section (c) concerns modification'of
the .application.6 of a mandatory.
standard to a particular mine. The
Congress directed that the proce-
dure to e employed by the Secre-
tary in considering modification-
petitions was 'to -be adjudicative,
hence the citation of Hi U.S.C. 554
(19-70). By contrast, subsection.; (d)
deals with changes in mandatory-
standards to be effected by rule-
makings or by the application of
administrative exceptions Where
either of these methods is, em-
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ployed, we believe that Congress in-
tended the findings of; the Secre-
tary or his authorized. representa-
tive to be made public by publiea-
tion in the Feder&l Register. In this
connection, we iote the reference in
subseetion (d) to 5 .SG. § 53
(1970),., the rulemaking provision
of the Administratilve Procedure
Act.
* In addition, we observe that sub-

section (c) contaikis a limited pb-

lication reqffrent;t applicable
onil to notice' of teceipt of a Peti-

.i y , , '. , . . C. :,.. i , - a .:

tion' for Modifcation. Two infer-,
einices can be drawn rom this ex-
traordinary¢,arid .iiite specific re-
quireent. First, sin~e 'thd Congress
attached the - publication require-

. g:. . , .4 : .
nfent to an expressly mentioned
phase of the adjudicative process,.
itimpliedly excluded other phases
not so lnentiond.7 Seecond, the Con-
gress was well aware that a publica-'
tion requirement is not usually ap-
plied to phases of the adjudicative
process, and itf must have ealized.
tlat an'explicit expression of legis-
lative intent was necessary in order
to create an exception to the pre-
vailing practice. See 5 U.S.C. § 554
(1970). It follows that'if the Con-
gress recdgnized the necessity of 
legislating 0 an express exception
with, respect to publication in -the
Federal Register of :a notice of
receipt o.f a petition filed pursuant
to subsection (c) of section 301,

x -Epress o uniau est eeusio rIterius. Com-
pare Kings. Station. Coa Caorp., 2 IBMA.291, 0 .
I.D. 711, 1973-1974 OSHD par. 16,879 (1973)
With North American Coal Corp., 3 IBMA 93,
117, . 16,1 ID. 204, 1974-1975 OHD par.,
17-658 (1974). - - ---

then it would have so legislated
with respect to the publication in
the Federal flegister of an ajudi-
cative decision under that subsec-
tion, if it intended a wider excep--
tion. Since the Congress failed to,
do so, we conclude that the legis-
lators'did not in fact createa more
inclusive exception.

Accordingly, we are of the view
tihat the Judge erred in ordering
publication of his decision in the
Feder 1l Register and that his order.
to that, e!ect mustbeb vacated.

ORDER -

WHEREFORE', pursuant to the"
authority delegated& to the' Board
by the- Secetail of the Interior (43'
CFR 4.1:(4)), the; decision in the
above-captioned&- docket IS- AF-
FIRMED, except that the order re-
quiring publication of the decision
in: the Federal Register IS VA-
CATED.

DAVID DOANE,
Administrative Judge.

SA;\TE CoN-UR ::0t0S ;

C. E.ROGERS, JP.,
Chief Administrative Judge. -

HOWARD J. SHELLETrBERG, JR.,

Altern'ate Administrative Judge.. 

ESTATE OF SOHN J. AKERS

3 IBIA 300
. -0 Decided Aarehl 6, 1975

Decision :and Remand with' Orders
implementing the: judgment of the-
Ninth Circuit Court and: the prior
orders of the Board of Indian Appeals.,.
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bOrder.

1. Indian Probate: Secretary's Au-
thority: urisdiction of the ourts-
.381.1
'The Secretary is bound by the order of
a court only as to those issues and as to
those individuals before the court.

2. Indian Probate: Secretary's A-
thority: Iurisdiction of the Courts-

381.1

Where issues are decided by. the Secre-
tary which do not become the subject of
'litigation, the Secretary's decision is
final as to those issues not litigated.

.APPEARANCES: or appellant, Ger-

ald J. Neely of Towe, Neely & Ball,

'Billings, Montana. For appellee,

Hubert 3. Massman of Helena, Mon-

tana.

1OPIN7I0AN BY AD.VINISTRA-
Ti VE JUDGE WILSON

IN-TERIOR: BOA RD OF
INDIAN APPEALS

This matter is before the Board

for the implementation of the judg-

ment in Dolly uske r Akers v.

Rogers C. B. Horton, et al. (CA-9th
Cir. No. 71-3002) 499 F.2d 44 (9th

Cir. 1974) upon receipt of the com-

munication of March 4, 1975, to the

Sblicitor, Departmentof the Inter-

ior, from Mr. Herbert Pittle, Assist-

ant Attorney General, Land and

Natural Resources Division,

Re: Dolly Cusker Akers v. Rogers C. B.
M forton, et al., A * the time for certiorari

in the above-entitled action has expired.

Accordingly, nothing further -re-

mains to be done and this file is be-

ing closed.

'[1] The Ninth Circuit Court con-.
sidered only two of the various is-
sues raised in the appeal from the
District Court, i.e. (1) Ithe .correct-
ness of the Departmental approval
of the testator's will dated Decem-
ber 5, 1957, and (2), the denial of
the applicability of the Statutes of
Montana creating dower rights in a
widow. The Circuit Court affirmed
the District Court approval of the
Departmentalfruling on both. Upon
the failure of the widow to pursue
appellate procedures the case stands
finally decided by the Circuit Court,
and the Department is affirmed in
its disposition of the two issues
raised, supra.

[2] Those issues raised in the
course of probate of this estate
which have not been before the
coulrts involve the allowance of and
priority of payment of two of the
four claims filed. No dispute was
raised as to the allowance and pay-
ment of the probate fee and the
claim for irrigation. The allowance
of. a claim of 'the Internal Revenue
Service against both the widow,
Dolly Cusker Akers, and this Estate
was finally- decided for the Depart-
ment by this Board in 1 IBIA 246,
79 I.D. 404 (1972). The Internal
Revenue claim was authorized to be
paid from income only and not from
sale of any trust land. In that same
decision, a claim against the Estate
for attorney's fees by Mr.' Hubert J.
Massman who had represented the
devisee as the proponent of the de-
cedent's will was disallowed as not
being chargeable against the Estate.
It was held that he represented his

'.1081 --S. 10 
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client only in this case, and that his
fees were her cost, and 'not a cost
'of administration to be paid from
Estate assets. i'

'The Board's decision of May 24,
1972,' spra, was not challenged in
'the courts and is therefore final for
the Department. The' Court. record
shows that ol October 5, 1971, Dolly
Akers filed an appeal in the Ninth
Circuit Court seeking reversal' of
the District Court's' approval of the
will and its denial of dower. The
appeal was dismissed " * for
want'of prosecution * *' * by order
of the Court 'filed May 3, 1972. The
Board's' 'decision was entered
May 24, 1972, on the separate issues
of the allowance of the claim 6f In-
'ternal Revenue' and both the allow-
ance and priority of the claim for
attorney's fees on a date' when no
proceeding was pending in: any
court. The record further shows
that -upon appellant's motion of
June i5 1972,'the appeal was rein-
stated by the' Court 'oi June 29,
1972, and that the issues: before the
Court were 'finally decided June 20,
1974."

It is the conclusion of' this'Board
that the orders' entered in Estate of
John J. Ake' s, Docket 70- , 1 IBIA
.246, 79 I.D. 404 (1972) , continued in
effect and should be reaffirmed.'

NOW, THEREFORE, by virtue
of'the authority delegated to the
Board of Indian Appeals by the
Secretary of the Interior, 43 CFR
4.1(2); the decision of the Board,' 1

IBIA 246, 79 I.D. 404 (1972), in the
Estate herein shall be, and the same

'is HEREBY REAFFIRMED, and
the Superintendent shall:-

A. Distribute all cash funds:in
the Individual Indian Money ac-
count:

1. inpayment of the'probate fee
of $75;. and -

2. in payment of the irrigation
claim of $310; and

3. the balance of the fund shall
'be paid toward0 satisfaction of the
Internal ? Revenue claim and the
Superintendent shall pay any future
income accruing to the estate until
4t6 debt be satisfied.'

B. Deliver to Hazel Trinder, in
accordance with the will of John
Akers, the trust lands which form
the residue of John Akers' estate.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED,
that this matter shall be and the
same is HEREBY REMANDED
to the Administrative Law Judge
having probate jurisdiction at the
Fort Peck Reservation with au-
thority to issue any and all orders
necessary to implement the judg-
ment of the Court and the-decisions
and orders of this Board.

This decision is final for the De-
.partment. 00 :0

ALEXANDER H. WILsoN,

Adnministrative Judge.

I CONCR::

MITCME 'J. SABAGH,
Administratie Judge-
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ZEIGLER COAL COMPANY

4 IBM 88
Decided arcA 31,1975

Appeal by the Mining' 'Enforcement
and Safety Administration firm a deci-
sion of Administrative Law- Judge
Edmund 1M. Sweeney, wherein he
vacated, an! Order of Withdrawal
issued pursuant, to'.section .104(a) of
the. Federal Coal !Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969, and vacated as
well any previously, proposed civil
penalty. assessment for an alleged
violation of 30 CFR 75.200 arising.
out of said withdrawal order, in con-
solidated proceedings involving Docket
Nos.. VINC, 72466 and. VINC
73-228-P/1.

Affined as modified.

. Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Review of
Notices and Orders: Scope. of Review

Where an Administrative;.JLaw Judge
erroneously finds the evidence of record
to be in equipoise with respect to all dis-
puted .elements of proof, the Interior
Board of Mine 'Operations Appeals may
make its own f findings from the record
determining the preponderant weight. of
the evidence. 43 CFR 4.605.

.2. Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of '1969: Evidence: Prima
Facie Case

Withdrawal 'orders and assessments f
civil penalties are "sanctions" within the
meaning of section 7(d) of the Adminis-
trative Procedure Act (5 U.S.C. § 556(d)
(1970)) and may be imposed only if the
Government produces reliable, probative,
and substantiall evidence, that is to say,
establishes a prime facie case. .

3. Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety 'Act of 1,9: Burden of Proof

The Secretary's burden of proof regula-
tion, 43 OFR 4587, does not govern the
'order of proof or!the obligation to estab-
lish a prima facie case. Such regulation
applies only to the determination of
which party loses in whole or in part, as
appropriate, where the 'evidence is in
equipoise with respect' to an element or
elements of proof in dispute..

APPEARANCES: Richard V. Backley,
Esq., Assistant Solicitor, and Robert J.
Phares, 'Esq., Trial Attorney, for
appellant,' ining Einforcement and
Safety Administration; J. Halbert.
Woods, Esq., for appellee, Zeigler Coal
Company.

OPINION' BY ADMINISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE DOANE

INTERIOR BOARD OF MINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

Background

.On April 13, 1972, Mr. Harry
Greiner, a federal coal mine inspec-.
tor, employed by the Mining En-
forcement and Safety Administra-
tion (MESA) issued an imminent
danger"withdrawal order pursuant
to section 104 (a) of the Federal
Coal Mine Health' and Safety Act
of 1969. (the Act) 1, against Zeigler-
Coal. Gompany (Zeigler) at its No,
4 Mine. That order, designated as.
I HG, April 13, 1972, contained thee
following citation:

Dangerous roof conditions exist for a dis-
tance of 300, feet over the man trip and'
material haulway in No. 5 Southeast en-
try, where men and material were being

130 U.S.C. § 14,(a) (1970).
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transported in open top S and S Cars
Sand open supply cars. This area had also
been dangered off by the mine examiner
on April-7, 1972, and danger sign had been
ignored in traveling this travelway.

The area of the mine subject to
the order was described as "No. 
Southeast entry from the mouth of
entry inby for, a distance of 300
feet.'.' The order was terminated at
5:45 pan. on April 14 with the ac-
tion taken to justify.the termination
described as follows:

Loose roof was taken down and an addi-
tional 125.to 130 five foot roof bolts were
installed in No. 5 Southeast entry to make
the roof safe for travel.

The pertinent mandatory safety
'standard is 30 CFR 75.200, and pro-
vides in relevant part. as follows:

* * * The roof and ribs of all active
underground roadways, tavelways, and
working places shall be supported or
otherwise controlled adequately to pro-
tect persons from falls of the roof or
-ribs. - X *

The proceeding in Docket No.
'VINC 72-66 was commenced on
.May'8, 972, when Zeigler filed its
Application for Review of the sub-
ject imminent danger order. The
proceeding under Docket No.'VINC
73-228-P/i was comlmenced when
Zeigler, on February 19, 1973, filed
'a petition for hearing and formal
adjudication with regard to the pro-
posed order of assessment issued by
MESA on February 1, 1973, propos-
-ing a penalty assessment of $8,500
for 'an alleged violation of 30 CFR
'75.200 arising from the condition
'cited in the subject withdrawal
order. In its pleadings, Zeigler
denied: that the roof 'was unsafe;

that there was any imminent
dange,; that there' was any viola-
tion of Zeigler's roof control plan';
that there was any violation of the
regulations; that the roadway had
been dangered off; and that danger
signs had been ignored in traveling
the roadway.

A hearing on the Application for
Review ws'held on November 29,
1973, in Arlington, Virginia. At the
conclusion of the hearing counsel for
Zeigler advised the Administrative
Law Judge (Judge) of the pend-
ency of the section 109;(a) ivil
'penalty proceeding. The Judge
then, on November 30, 1973, issued
an: Order to Show Cause why the
evidence adduced at the hearing on
the Application for Review should
not be adopted and incorporated
into the record of the civil penalty
proceeding and thus eliminate; the
necessity for an additional public
hearing. MESA responded to the
Show Cause Order by alleging that
it' would be seriously prejudiced 'if.
no hearing were held ' in the civil
penalty proceeding because it would
be precluded .from questioning wit-
nesses with regard to the statutory
criteria required to be considered in
fixing the appropriate amount of
civil penalty. As a consequence, a.
second hearingwas held January 21,
1974, at Chicago, Illinois, where the
Judge ordered the two proceedings
consolidated.

As a result of the evidence
adduced at these' hearings, Admin-
istrative Law Judge Edmund 'M.
Sweeney concluded that the condi-
tion of the roof cited' in the order
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could not be determined because of
extensive conflicts in. the. testimony.
He- then determined that the testi-
mony of the witness for both sides
was incredible, that neither side
preponderated, and- that, therefore,
the ultimate decision rested upon
the appropriate' application of. the
burden of proof. He considered the
case to be one in which the order of
withdrawal was proper if and only

-if a violation of the above-quoted
portion of :30 CFR 75.200 occurred
(Dec.. 6). He- reasoned that the
burden was on MESA to prove the
violation whenever the facts con-
stituting the violation are neces-
sarily the basis of proof of
imminent danger and are therefore
necessarily the. issue in the case
(Dec. 17). Findin that MESA had
failed to prove a violation of 30
CFR 75.200, the Judge vacated the
order of withdrawal. as well as the
proposed assessment for the alleged
violation.

MESA contends on appeal that
the order of withdrawal was prop-
erly issued and that the Judge failed
to reach this conclusion because he
applied the wrong legal criteria to
the evidence and misallocated the
burden of proof.. MESA also con-
tends that it proved a violation of
30 CFR 75.200.

Zeigler contends that the Judge
did not err in his evaluation of the
evidence and allocation of' the bur-
den of proof, and that he properly
vacated the order.;

The National Independent Coal
Qperator's Association (NICOA)
has filed an amicus curiae brief de-

COAL CO. ' 113:
31,1975

voted to the burden of proof issue.
It contends that in this and similar
cases the burden is properly placed
on MESA.

Issues

A.

Whether the Administrative Law-
Judge correctly vacated Order of
Withdrawal 1 HG, April 13, 1972,;
and properly found that the alleged
violation of 30 CFR 75.200 was not.
proved.

B.,

Whether the Administrative Law'
Judge'properly.evaluated the evi-
dence 'in this case, made the appro-
priate conclusions of law, and&
properly applied the burden of
proof regulation, 43 CFE 4.587.

Disusssion

We concur with the Judge as to
the results reached in his decision.
We believe that he was correct. in
vacating Order of Withdrawal 1
HG, April 13,1972, and in conclud-
ing that MESA failed' to prove the.
alleged violation of. 30 CFR 75.200..
However, we do not agree that con-
fliots of testimony preclude a deter--
mination as to which party prepon-
derated with 'respect to the'weight
of the evidence. Indeed, after exten-'.
sive review of the entire record, we.
find that the evidence adduced by
the operator clearly preponderated
over that adduced by MESA andwe-
conclude that where there is a pre-
ponderance by one side, application
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of the, burden of proof regulation
'43 CFR 4.587, is not needed.

[1] In the circumstances of this
case, we, find it necessary to exercise
our prerogatives under 43 CFR
4.605 and to make our own findings
of fact, some of which coincide with
and others of which differ from the
findings made by the Judge. We be-
lieve that the record shows and' we
-therefore find: that between .9 p.m.
April 6, 4972,1 and 4 p.m. Friday,
April 7, a roof fall occurred
at the mouth of the 5th Southeast
entry of the Zeigler No. 4 Mine; that
the mine's preshift examination rec-
*ords contained entries between the
dates-of April 6, 1972, and April 12,
1972, showing "Loose top mouth of

'6th SE" and "Loose Toolk at mouth
.of 5th S.east" (Italics supplied);
-that the approximately 300 feet in-
by the mouth of the 5th Southeast
entry is part of the 6th Southeast
supply road for such mines; that
the roof fall extended partially
across the intersection of the 5th
$outhleast entry: with~ the crosscut
from: the 4th Southeast entry that
-the: supply road was' normally used
for both hauling supplies and men;
that the-portion of the fall over the
roadway was cleaned up and some
roof bolts installed between mid-

-night and eight o'clock a.m. on
April 10; that on April 13, 1972,
Federal -Coal Mine Inspector
*Greiner went to the Zeigler No. 4
Mine to conduct a spot inspection;
that -Inspector Greiner checked
preshift examination books and
'erroneously foined the impres-
sion therefrom that the tli' South-

east entry had been marked out as
having an unsafe condition from
April? through the 13th inclusive;
that Inspector Greiner went under-
ground where he caie upon te in-
tersection where- the fall had oc-
curred at the mouth of the th
Southeast entry and discovered a
danger board'which had been pre-
viously placed there by the com-
paiy's ptreshift inspectors to dAner
off. the area' extending beyond the
intersection and not used in 'the
travelway of the 5th Southeast en-
try; that inspector Greiner -advised
AMr. Stanton Roberts, Zeigler's Mine
Safety Director, that 'an order'-of
'withdrawal would issue for the 300
feet because the roof was dangerous
and placed danger signs at both ends
of 'the 300 foot area; that btween 9
and 11 a.m. a written order of with-
drawal No. 1 JIG, April 13, 1972,
was issuedj'for, the 300-foot area;
that the order of withdrawal did-
not include or refer to''the area of
the roof fall; that the approved roof
bolting plan for the entry was being
followed; that the roof consisted' of
white rock or gray shale; that be-
tween 4 o'clock p.m. and midnight
on April 13, 1972, the entire roof in
the area of the fall was rebolte, 'no
l'cose roof taken down and approxi-
mately 33 five-foot bolts werein-
stalled in the roof fall; area aid the
300-foot area which had previously
been 'closed by the, order of with-
drawal; that Inspector' Greiner'
again accompanied by Mr. Roberts
re-inspected the area on April 14,
1972, and terminated the order of
withdrawal at 5 :45 p.m. We further
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:find that Inspector Greiner confused
the preshift examiner's notations on
the roof fall as being notations on

'the roof conditions in the 300-foot
span of the 5th Southeast entry and
further that Inspector Greiner is-
sued the section o104 (a )withdrawal
,order on the erroneous assumption
that the notation found in'the pre-
shift examination records and the
danger boards found underground

-concerned the 300-foot roadway in
the th Southeast entry.

At the hearing, when Inspector
*Greiner was asked why he issued
the withdrawal order, he stated:.

In the first place I saw it written up on
pre-shift books, and I went to this area to
check it out, and when I got on the man-
trip, the mantrip travels this' roadway,
and when I got there, there was a danger
board across the road and I examined the
-area by testing and looking and sound-
ing, and, in my judgment, it was bad, so
I issued an order.

(Tr.II, p. 45.)
*Inspector Greiner, who. was ac-

'cepted as qualified to: give expert
tetimony on- coal mine health land
safet matters,.: asserted consist-
"ently that, in his judgment, the roof
,of the 300-foot inby the, mouth of
fith Southeast eiitry of the subject
-mine was bad and unsafe. On the
other hand, as Judge Sweeney- ob-

g served,. the Mine Safety Director,
Mr. Roberts, and the'two company
mine examiners, Mr. Walden and
Mr. Carter (all of whom were meln-
bers of the 'union with as much or
more experience in coal mining as
Inspector Greiner, and all of whom
'were equally accepted. by Judge
Sweeney as qualified to give expert.

testimony on coal mine health and
safety matters) uniformly asserted
that the roof in the 5th Southeasi
entry "wad safe, properly sup-
ported, and posed no danger to any-

0one." (Dec. 7.): \ 
Inspector' Greiner mistakenly

thought that the notations in the
preshift examination records re-

*ferred to the roadway in the 5th
Souitheast entry as indicated on"
page 131 of Tr. I, as follows:

Q. Was 'there anything'in that record
to indicate that-that was.in an area that
was used as a roadway, travelway or
working place?
- A. Yes sir, it said bad top over the
roadway in the 5th southeast entry' or
gravelway-it could have been travelway.

The record shows Ithat Inspector
Greiner insisted that the preshift
examination. records introduced into
evidence were, incomplete and that
the notations that he had confused
and which he thought he remem-
bered simply were not included in
the exhibits. However, Judge
Sweeney found, and we concur in
that, finding, that the preshift ex-
amination records submitted in evi-
dence as Exhibit P-5 are. the total
and complete record of the preshift
examinations made for. the 6th
Southeast supply road which is the
same as the th Souitheast entry,
from April 6, 1972 to April 13,1972,
inclusive. In view of the foregoing
discussion of the evidence, We have
little difficulty finding, and we do
find, that the weight of the evidence
clearly preponderated in favor, of
the operator and that the roof of the
300-foot span of the 5th Southeast
entry in the subject mine on.April
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13, 1973, was supported and ade-
quately controlled to. protect per-
sons rom falls.

Because of the apparent con-
fusion over the application of the
burden of proof rule, 43 CFR 4.587,
we deem it advisable to clarify the
Board's position with respect
thereto. Section T(d) of the Ad-
ministrative Procedure Act (5
U.S.C. § 556 (d) ) provides, among
other things, as follows:

* A sanction may not be imposed or
rule or order issued except on considera-
tion of the whole record or those parts
thereof cited by a party and supported by
and in accordance with the reliable, pro-
bative, and substantial evidence. * *

[2] We construe a withdrawal
order issued or civil penalty as-
sessed under the Act as constituting
an imposition by the Government of
a santion of t-he kind contemplated
in the above-quoted language of the
APA. This provision requires the
Government to base such sanctions
only upon' reliable, probative and
substantial evidence. To us, this
means that MESA must bear the
burden of making out a prima facie
case in a proceeding brought under
the Act involving a withdrawal
order or a violation of a mandatory
health or safety standard for which
a civil penalty is sought to be, as-
sessed.

The obligation: of establishing a

priaz facie case is not the same as
bearing the burden of proof.' The
regulation governing the burden of
proof in our proceedings is 43 CFR
4.587, which provides as follows:

In proceedings brought under the Act,.
the applicant, petitioner or other party
initiating the proceedings shall have the
burden of proving his case by a pre-
ponderance of the evidence provided that
(a) in a penalty proceeding the Mine
[sic] Enforcement and Safety Adminis-
tration' shall have the burden of proving
its case by a preponderance of the evi-
dence, and' (b) wherever the violation
of a mandatory health and safety stand-
ard is an issue the Mining Enforcement
and Safety Administrator [sic] shall
have the burden of proving the viola-
tion by a preponderance of the evidence

[3] Applying a well-known rule
of statutory construction to 5
U.S.C. § 556(d) and to 43 CFR
4.587,2we believe we are compelled
to give a narrow construction to the
regulation. We believe that al-
though that regulation places the
ultimate. burden of proof o the
operator in a review proceeding in-
volving an imminent danger with-
drawal order, such regulation none-
theless does not relieve MESA
from the statutory obligation of:
making out a prirMa facie case in
the first place. If, after MESA es-
tablishes a prima facie case, the op-
erator fails to overcome MESA's.
case by a preponderance of the evi-
dence with respect to each element
of proof in dispute, then, MESA-
prevails and the operator's request
for relief must be denied. The same
result would apply, by virtue of 43-
CFR 4.587, if the trier of fact
should determine that the evidence

A statute and a regulation in part materia,.
although in apparent conflict, are so far as
reasonably possible to be construed so that
they. are in harmony with each other and so
that effect is given to every provision of each..
See Sutherland, Statutes and Statutory Con-
struction, § 5201 (4th Ed. 974).,
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is equally favorable to both parties
-or in equipoise-as to each of the
elements of proof in dispute.3

On the other hand, since MESA
has the burden of proof where the
violation of a mandatory health or
safety standard is in issue, it must
not only establish a prima faeie
case under the APA in a penalty
proceeding, but, uinder the regula-
tion, it must also preponderate over
-any rebutting evidence adduced by
the operator in order to prevail.4

Evidence in equipoise is rarely
experienced in adversary proceed-
ings. Normally, a trier of fact, by
carefully weighing the evidence

3
The determination as to whether the Gov-

ernment presents a prima facie case and pre-

ponderates must be separately made with
respect to each element of proof. It is conceiv-
able that the trier of fact may find the evi-
dence in equipoise with respect to only one
element of proof. If so, the Judge need only
apply 43 CFR 4.587 with respect to that one
element in order to determine which party
ultimately prevails with respect to such
element.

I In penalty cases, the Government's statu-
tory obligation to establish a prima face case
is limited only to establishing the existence of
a violation. Such obligation does not relate to
affirmative defenses, especially as they con-
cern claims of mitigation based upon the cri-
teria for assessing a penalty, once it is deter-
mined that a violation occurred.

presented, will be able to determine,
that one party or the other pre-
ponderated with respect to each of
the elements of proof in dispute.

This discussion merely reaffirms,
though perhaps more explicitly, the
same position expressed by the
Board in prior cases. See, e.g., East-
ern Associated Coal Corp., 3 IBMA
331, 341-2, 81 I.D. 567, 1974-1975
OSHD par. 18,706 (1974) and
Cannelton Industries, Inc., 4 IBMA
74, 80, n. 4, 83 (1975).

ORDER

WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority delegated to the Board
by the Secretary of Interior (43
CFR 4.1(4)),.IT IS ORDERED
that the decision of the Administra,
tive Law Judge rendered in
the above-captioned dockets, IS
HEREBY AFFIRMED AS MOD-
IFIED for the reasons stated in this
opinion.

DAviD DOANE,
Administrative Judge.

I CONCUR:

C. E. ROGERS, JR.,
Chief Administrative Judge.

U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: 1975
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ADMINISTRATIVE APPEA OF
ROY T. MOBLEY

.X,

COMNISSIONER OF INDIAN
AFFAIRS AND

JICARILLA APACHE TRBE

4 IBIA 1
Decided Aprl 4,1976

Appeal from an administrative decision
denying claims for professional serv-
ces rendered..

iReversed in pait and affirmed in part.

-1. Indian Tribes: Attorneys: Fees

In the absence of an approved contract
,as required by 25 U.S.C. § 476 (1970),
-fees for legal services allegedly per-
formed during the interim will not be,
allowed.

_AFPEARANCES: Kenneth Simon of
Taylor, Ferenez and Simon, for appel-
lanet Roy T. Mobley; Solicitor. Divi-
sion of Indian Affairs, Department of
the Interior for Commissioner, Bureau
of Indian Affairs; dnd Nordhaus,
'Moses and Dunn,. for the Jicarilla
Apache Tribe.

OPIINIONV BY ADJIIINISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE WILSON

INTERIOR BOARD OF
INDIAN APPEALS

The above-entitled matter comes
before tfhis forum on an appeal by
Roy T. Mfobley, hereinafter re-
-ferred to as appellant, through his
.attorney, Kenneth Simon of the law

C7 9-4 5- 1

firm of Taylor, Ferenez and Simon,
from a decision of the Commis-
sioner of Indian Affairs dated
May 13, 1974, affirming the Albu-
querque Area Director's decision
denying appellant's claims for legal
services.

The dispute centers around ap-
pellant's claims totaling $6,265.10
for attorney fees and expenses for
services performed for the Jicarilla
Apache Tribe, hereinafter referred*
to as Tribe, during the. years 195k,
1959, and 1960. The total claim is
broken down, into the following
three categories:

(1) $1,303.12 is claimed for serv-
ices for the period January 1, 1958,
to June. 7, 1960, in resisting efforts
of Neil S. StUll to have certain
lands removed from the jurisdiction
of the Tribe and to obtain oil and
gas leases thereoln.

(2) $2,331.25 is claimed for spe-
cial services rendered to the Tribe
during the period January 16, 1959,
to November 30, 1960, to obtain a
permit from the Federal Communi-
cations Commission to operate . a
television boosterstation.

- (3) $2,161.20 in fees and $469.63
for expenses is claimed for: general
counsel services provided the Tribe
for the period April- 1, 1960,,.
through December 2 1960.

The record indicates appellant
under dates of Augumst 4, 1960, and
June 7, 1961, submitted itemized
vouchers in support of his claims to

82 I.D. No. 4
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the Bureau of Indian Affairs for
consideration and payment. The
record does not indicate that any
definitive action was taken on the
vouchers at that time. The record
indicates that it was not until De-
cenber 1, 1972, that any action was
taken on the claims. No explanation
appears in the record for the long
interim delay.

For the first time, in response to
a letter dated August 2, 1972, from
appellant's counsel, the Area Direc-
tor of the Albuquerque office of the
Bureau of Indian Affairs on De-
cember 1 1972, finally took action
on the appellant's claims. The Area
Director o that date denied all
categories of appellant's claims.

The Area Director denied cate-
gory (1) of the claims on the
grounds that there was no agree-
ment for additional compensation
for work on the Stull claim and that
appellant's report covering his work
for the Tribe for the period in ques-
tion did not appear to efiect any
court proceedings in the matter.

Category (2) of the claims was
denied by the Area Director on the
grounds that it involved a matter
which was neither a case to be liti-
gated in court nor was it in the na-
ture of a court proceeding.

Category (3) was denied by the
Area Director on the grounds that
appellant's general counsel contract
with the Tribe was not effective for
the period April 1, 1960, to Decem-
ber 20, 1960.

On February 1, 1973, the Area Di-

rector, acting on the appellant's
December 21, 1972 request for re-
consideration, reaffirmed his deci-
sion of December 1, 1972.

The appellant on February 8,
1973, appealed to the Commissioner
from the Area Director's decision.
The Acting Deputy Commissioner
of Indian Affairs on May 13, 1974,
affirmed the Area Director's decision
as to all three categories by denying
the same.

In support of his denial, the Act-
ing Deputy Commissioner con-
cluded (a) that the Stull claim
(Category 1) was not handled in the

nature of a court proceeding; (b)
that the television booster claim
(Category 2), although the nature
of employment seemed to qualify
for additional compensation under
appellant's general counsel contract
with the Tribe, could not be paid
because appellant had not sought to
reach agreement with the Tribe as
to the amount to be paid for the
service rendered; and (c) that the
general counsel fees and expenses
for April 1, 1960, through Decem-
ber 20, 1960, could not be paid be-,
cause there was no effective general
counsel contract for the period. In.
addition to the foregoing conclu-
sions, the Acting Deputy Commis-
sioner referred to the statute of'
limitations for the State of New
Mexico but disposed of the appeal
without regard to its possible effect.
However, subsequently, the Com-
missioner concurred with the Tribe,
in its position that the appellant's
claims were barred by the six (6),
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year statute of limitations provi-
sions of sections 23-1-1 and 23-1-3,
New. Mexico: statutes annotated
(1953 compilation).

The appellant in support of his
appeal contends:*

(1) that from January 1, 1958, to
June 7, 1960, he performed services
in the Stull matter (Category 1 of
claims) and the television booster
station matter (Category 2 of the
claims) for which he is entitled to
receive additional compensation to
the $250 per month retainer allowed
to him by the Tribe as general coun-
sel under an approved contract. In
short, appellant contends that the
Stull and television booster station
matters were in "the nature of a
court proceeding" and that he
was entitled to additional compen-
sation for such services under the
additional compensation part of the
general counsel contract which in
pertinent part provided:

Compensation: the attorney shall re-
ceive the following compensation:

1. * * for general legal services.
2. For each case litigated in court or

,of the nature of a court proceedinrg as

diireeted by the tribe, such additional

Compensation that may be agreed by the
tribe and attorney with, the approval of
the Commissioner of Indian Affairs.
(Italics supplied.)

Moreover, the appellant in fur-
ther support of his appeal and claim
for additional compensation cites
and relies on the following Tribal
Resolutions which provided:

58-387, adopted March 12, 1958-
"RESOLVED that Mr. Mobley

represents the Tribe on mineral
rights and school claim for the old
railroad right of way."

59-368, adopted April 10, 1959-
"RESOLVED, That the Repre-
sentative Tribal Council hereby au-
thorizes and directs.Roy T. Mobley,
Tribal Attorney, to represent the
Tribe in proceedings to obtain from
the Federal Communications Comn-
mission of Washington, D.C. per-
mission to install and operate a
Television Booster or Translator
station for the purpose of rebroad-
casting television programs at
Dulce, New Mexico, and to the sur-
rounding area, the fee of the said
attorney to be determined upon the
basis of services rendered from time
to time as approved by the Conmis-
sioner of Indian Affairs or his au-
thorized representative. The Execu-
tive Committee is authorized to
advance or reimburse the attorney
for all necessary expenses incurred
in this matter."

(2) that his general counsel con-
tract was extended past March
1960, by Tribal Resolution 60-216,
adopted March 4, 1960, and an ex-
tension agreement signed by the
Tribe and appellant and that the
action or inaction of the Depart-
ment of the Interior thereon led the
parties to believe that the extension
agreement was in effect until De-
cember 20, 1960, when appellant
was finally advised by the Depart-
ment that his proposed renewal of
his general counsel contract, was
being returned without approval.

121
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At- the outset, it is noted that no
place in the record does the Corm-
missioner, the Area Director, or the
Tribe allege or deny that the serv-
ices set forth in categories (1) and
(2) were not performed. Therefore,
it must be concluded that the serv-
ices itemized in the vouchers for
which the claims are based were
performed by the appellant. It must
then follow that the allowance of
categories (1) and (2) of the claims
focuses around the question as to
whether the services performed
thereunder were covered by the gen-
eral legal services provision ($250
per month) or by the additional
compensation provision of the gen-
eral counsel contract.

Tribal Resolutions 58-38T and
59-368, s ra, although brief and
somewhat general, adequately iden-
tify and authorize the appellant to
represent the Tribe in the Stull and
television booster station matters.
The Board cannot perceive of any
valid reasons why the Tribe would
have gone to the unnecessary time
and effort of passing the resolutions
in question if it had considered the
services to be performed thereunder
were to be covered under the gen-
eral legal services clause rather than
the additional compensation clause
of the general counsel contract. Nor
can we see why the services rendered
thereunder cannot be considered as
being in the nature. of court pro-
ceedings in view of the specialized
work involved. Accordingly, the
Board finds that the services set
forth in categories (1) and (2). of
appellant's claims are reasonable

and compensable under the addi-
tional compensation provision of
the general counsel contract.

With regard to the final category
of appellant's claims for services
rendered as general counsel and ex-
penses incurred subsequent to
March 31, 1960, we are constrained
to sustain and affirm the Commis-
sioner's decision thereon.

The record indicates that pro-
posed renewal of appellant's gen-
eral contract beyond March 31,
1960, was never approved by the
Secretary or his authorized repre-
sentative as required by 25 U.S.C.
§ 476 (1970). The foregoing statute
clearly requires approval of such
contracts by the Secretary or his au-
thorized representative.

[1] In the absence of an approved
contract, fees for general counsel
services allegedly performed and ex-
penses incurred in connection there-
with by the appellant during the
interim cannot be allowed and must
be denied.

Regarding the Tribe's contention,
concurred in by the Commissioner,
that the appellant's claims are
bared by the New Mexico six (6)
year statute of limitation, sections
23-1-1 and 23-1-3, the Board finds
the statute, pra, inapplicable in
the appeal herein. The record
clearly indicates the appellant filed
his vouchers for the services ren-
dered with the Bureau of Indian
Affairs in the years 1960 and 1961
well within the period provided by
the statute, spra. We make no find-
ing as to the application of the New
Mexico statute in this case. Even if
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it were applied, the time could not
have begun to run until December 1,
1972, which was the date of the first
definitive action taken on the vouch-
ers which had been held in the gov-
ernment files since the 1960 and 1961
filing.

In view of the reasons herein-
above set forth, the decision of the
Commissioner, Bureau of Indian
Affairs, dated May 13, 1974, deny-
ing appellant's claims for legal fees
for services rendered and expenses
incidental thereto should be re-
versed as to categories (1) and (2)
of the clains and affirmed as to cate-
gory (3) of the claims.
*NOW, THEREFORE, by virtue

of the authority delegated to the
Board of Indian Appeals by the
Secretary of the Interior, 43 CFR
4.1, and 211 DM 13.7 issued Decem-
ber 14, 1973, the decision of May 13,
1974, of the Commissioner, Bureau
of Indian Affairs, in denying appel-
lant's claims for legal services ren-
dered to the Jicarilla Apache Tribe
of New Mexico and for expenses in-
curred in connection therewith is
(a) REVERSED as to categories
(1) and (2) of appellant's claims
and the claims represented thereby
in the amount of $3,634.37 are AL-
LOWED and payment therefor
shall be made at the earliest date
possible, and (b) AFFIRMED as
to category (3) of appellant's
claims.

This decision is final for the
Department.

ALEXANDER H. WILSON,

Administrative Judge.

Wi CONCUR:

MITCORELL J. SABAGH,
Administrative Judge.

DAVID J. MCKEE,
Chief Administrative Judge.

UNITED STATES
V.

GOLDEN GRIGG,'ET AL.

19 IBLA 379
Decided April 7,1975

Appeal from decision of Administra-
tive Law Judge Robert W. lvesch can-
celing fourteen desert land entries.

Affirmed.

1. Desert Land Entry: Generally-Act
of March 3, 1891-Words and Phrases

Section 7 of the Act of Mar. 3, 1891, pro-
vides that no person or association of
persons shall hold by assignment or
otherwise, prior to the issue of patent,
more than 320 acres of arid or desert
lands; the terms "hold," 'assignment"
and "otherwise"l are words of broad sig-
nificance and will be defined in such man-
ner to effectuate the purposes of the Act,,
to wit, to prevent anyone from holding
more than 320 acres of desert lands to the:
exclusion of bona fide settlers or the en-
trymen of record.

2. Desert Land Entry: Generally-Act
of March 3, 1891-Words and Phrases
Any person or association of persons who
controls, possesses and receives substan-
tial benefits from desort lands will be
regarded as "holding" such lands within
the meaning of the Act of Mar. 3, 1891.

3. Desert Land Entry: Cancellation
Any desert land entry made for the use
and benefit of others with intent to cir-

1231
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cumvent the provisions of the desert land
laws must be regarded as fraudulent and
will be canceled.

APPEARANCES: Riley C. Nichols,
Esq., and Willia Brpee, Esq., United
States Ilepartmeiit of the Interior,
Boise, Idaho, for appellee; William F.
Ringeyt, Esq., Anderson, Kaufman,
Anderson and Ringert, Boise, Idaho,
for appellants

OPINION BY ADMINISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE STUEBING

INTERIOR BOARED OF LAND
APPEALS

Golden Grigg and 13 other desert
land entrymen have appealed from
the November 27, 1972, decision of
Administrative Law Judge Robert
W. Mesch, which canceled all 14 of
their desert land entries for "illegal
inception" and "failufe to comply
*ith the requirements of law."

The Desert Land Act of 1877, as
'amended, 43 U.s.C. §§ 321-329
(1970), provides that an American

citizen, 21 years of age, may enter
up to 320 acres of desert land and,
after meeting certain, cultivation
and irrigation requirements, may

'Appellant: Desert land etrv

Golden Grigg…----------Idaho 013917
LeFawn Grigg -- ___ L_ 013918
Fred Baines-,…-------- 013919
Otis H. Williams__ _______ 013920
IKathryn Williams … ___ 013921
Lovell Taylor … _________ 013922
William A. Anderson_________-013923
Saragene Smith __-__-___ 013924
Thomas Lf. Anderson … ___ 013925
Bonnie Anderson_____=____-_-013926
Charles L. Taylor_-________ 013927
Darlene Baines … _______-____-018928
Lu Ann Hogg…_ ______ 013933
Paul R. Hogg -_-_-__________013934

obtain patent to the land. One of the
express limitations on entries is col-
tained in 43 U.S.C. §329 (1970),
w hich provides in part that "no per-
son or association of persons shall
hold by assignment or otherwise
prior to the issue of patent, more
tb an three hundred and twenty
acres of such arid or desert lands."
A further limitation found in 43
U.S.C. §329 (1970), provides in
part that no assignment to or for
the benefit of any corporation shall
be authorized or recognized.

The Bureau of Land Management
(BLM) initiated contest proceed-

inrgs against these entries on July 14,
1967, by issuing complaints charg-
ing in each case that:

(a) Application for entry was not
made in good faith in that the contestee
had no intent to reclaim, irrigate, and
cultivate the land for his own use and
benefit as required by Section 1 of the
Act of March 3, 1877, 19 Stat. 377, 43
U.S.C. Sec. 321.

(b) The contestee entered into agree-
ments whereby others held his entry, to-
gether with other desert land entries, in
an aggregate of more than 320 acres in
violation of Section 2 of the Act of
March 3, 1891, 26 Stat. 1096, 43 U.S.C.
Sec. 329.

(c) The contestee did not reclaim, ir-
rigate, and cultivate the entry land as re-
quired by Section 2 of the Act of March 3,
1891, 26 Stat. 1096, 43 U.S.C. secs. 328,
329.:

(d) The, contestee entered into ar-
rangements whereby his entry was as-
signed to and for the benefit of a copart-
nership in violation of Section 2 of the
Act of March 28, 1908, 35 Stat. 52, 43
U.S.C. sec. 324.

After lengthy hearings Judge
Mesch found that the entries had
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been held by a partnership in viola-
tion of 43 U.S.C. 329 (1970),
which prohibits any person or as-
sociation of persons from holding
more than 320 acres of desert land
by assignment or otherwise.

Judge Mesch also entered a find-
ing that the entries were not made
in good faith and were fraudulent:

If a disclosure had been made to the
Land Office that the individual entry-
men were not the sole parties in interest
and that the individual entrymen did
not intend to reclaim the land for their
own use and benefit, the Land Office could
not properly, have allowed the entries.
The courts have consistently held that
a failure to disclose facts which, if dis-
closed, would 'result in a denial of a
grant under the Public Land Laws ren-
ders the obtaining of the grant fraudu-
lent. United States v. Trinidad Coal 
Coking Comnpany, 137 U.S. 160 (1890)
-United States v. eitel, -211 U.S. 370
(1908). (Dec. at4T.)

Finally, Judge Mlesch found that
the entries had not been assigned
in violation of 43 U.S.C. § 324
(1970).

Appellants attack the finding by
Judge Mesch that the entries were
held 'by a partnership and not by
the entrymen. Essentially, they as-
sert that the prohibition' against
holding "by assignment or other-
'wise" prohibits holding only in the
sense of holding or obtaining title,
and not the holding of a lesser inter-
est. Consequently, appellants as-
sert, there could be neither bad faith
nor fraud since even if the BLM
had known all the facts, ,they should
have allowed the entries.

Alternatively, appellants argue,
the govermuent is: estopped from

applying what the appellants assert
is a new interpretation of law.

At the outset of his opinion
Judge Mesch set forth the various
interrelationships among the entry-
men, the Grigg and Anderson part-
nership and others. To avoid confu-
sion, we adopt that approach.

The entrymen, their relationship
to each other and their connection
with the partnership known as
Grigg and Anderson Farms are as
follows:

Golden Grigg-a partner in Grigg
and Anderson Farms.

LeFawn Grigg-Golden Grigg's
wife.

Fred Baines-Golden Grigg's son-
in-law.

Darlene Baines-Fred Baines' wife
and Golden Grigg's daughter.

Otis WilliamsL-a partner in Grigg
and Anderson Farms.

Kathryn Williams-Otis Williams'
wife and Golden Grigg's sister.

Charles Taylor-Otis Williams'
son-in-law.

Lovell Taylor-Charles Taylor's
wife and Otis Williams' daugh-
ter..

William Anderson-Vanmess An-
derson's son. Vanness Anderson
is a partner in Grigg and Ander-
*son Farms.

Bonnie Anderson-William Ander-
son's wife.

Paul Hogg-Vanness Anderson's
son-in-law.

Lu Ann Hogg-Paul Hogg's wife.
and Vanness Anderson's daugh-
ter.
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Saragene Smith-Ray Anderson's
daughter. Ray Anderson, is a
partner in, Grigg and Anderson
Farms.

Thomas Anderson-Albert Ander-
son's son. Albert Anderson is a
partner in Grigg and Anderson
Farms.

Jack Anderson and his wife,
Marilyn, were in the initial group
of entrymen. Jack Anderson was
killed in an automobile accident in
1964. In December of 1964 his entry
was assigned to Thomas Anderson,
his brother, and Marilyn Ander-
son's entry was assigned to Sara-
gene Smith. Jack Anderson was
Albert Andersons son.

Grigg and Anderson Farms is a
copartnership of six persons, three
related to the Griggs and three
related to the Andersons. On the
Grigg side are two brothers, Nephi
Grigg and Golden Grigg, and their
brother-in-law, Otis Williams. On
the Anderson side are three
brothers: Vanness, Ray, and Albert.
The partnership was formed in 19Q58
or 1959 and has engaged in exten-
sive development of new lands and
in farming. One of the most impor-
tant functions of the partnership
has been the procurement of large
quantities of potatoes for Ore-Ida
Foods, Inc. Golden Grigg and
Vanness Anderson are primarily
responsible for the conduct of the
partnership's business.

Ore-Ida Foods, Inc., is a food
processing corporation controlled
by the six members of the Grigg and
Anderson partnership from 1953

to 1967. The members of the part-
nership were the principal stock-
holders until 1967 when Ore-Ida
was acquired by H. J. Heinz Corp.
Nephi Grigg served as president and
Golden Grigg, Otis Williams, and
Vanness Anderson served as vice
presidents. Golden Grigg took care
of potato procurement; Vanness
Anderson supervised the corpora-
tion's farming activities; and Otis
Williams was in charge of produc-
tion at the corporation's three plants
in Idaho, Oregon and Michigan.

G. T. "Bud" Newcomb is an irri-
gation engineer and irrigation pipe.
salesman, who has worked closely
with the Grigg and Anderson part-
nership in developing new lands and
constructing irrigation systems.

Anderson Brothers is a copart-
nership of Vanness, Ray, and Al-
bert Anderson which is engaged in
farming operations. Land Creek
Farms is a copartnership of Nephi
Grigg, Golden Grigg and Otis Wil-
liams which is also engaged in
f arming.

Harley McDowell is president of
Idaho Land & Appraisal Service,
a private organization which per-
forms a variety of real estate serv-
ices for clients including mappings
appraising, filing land applications
and general consulting services (Tr.
918).

On February 25 and 27, 1963, ap-
plications to enter 14 parcels of land
containing 4,458 acres were sub-
mitted to the Idaho State Office,
Bureau of Land Management. The
applications and initial filing fee of
25 cents per acre were submitted by-
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!Idaho Land & Appraisal Service
-for each one of the 14 entrymen.
. Each application contained state-

ments indicating that-the individ-
-al entrymen had a permanent right
to sufficient water to irrigate the
crops to be grown on his entry. Ac-
cording. to material submitted with
the applications, each entryman
claimed ownership of stock in the
Cottonwood Mutual Canal Corn-
pany. The Company was to be re-
sponsible for the construction of
irrigation facilities to provide
water for each entryman..

On March 5, 1963, officials of the
BLM met with Golden Grigg and
Yanness Anderson to determine
what further information needed to
'be submitted to the BLM before
the 14 entries could be allowed.
'First, it was agreed that documen-
tation of the exact relation between
the Cottonwood Mutual Canal Com-
pany and the individual entrymen
would have to be submitted. Sec-
ond, a report would have to be sub-
mitted showing the economic and
,engineering feasibility of the pro-
posed project. Third, it would be
necessary for the entrymen to reim-
burse the BLM for prior expendi-
tures for improvement of the range.

The feasibility report and the
documents relating to the Cotton-
wood Mutual Canal Company were
submitted some two months later.
(Ex. G-24.)

The feasibility plan called for
pumping water from the Snake
River onto Black Mesa. From there,
awater was to be delivered to 13 of

the 14 entries by an open-ditch grav-
ity system; the remaining entry
was to be irrigated by a sprinkler
system. The cost per acre for each;
entry was estimated to be $92.25.

The documents relating to Cot-
tonwood Mutual Canal Company
(Ex. G-24) called for each entry-
man to purchase one share of stock
at $100 per share for each irrigable
acre of land. The payments were to
be in ten equal, annual installments,
with the first payment due when
the entries were allowed by the
BLM. In order to secure payment
for the stock, the company required
each entryman to mortgage his en-
try to the Company.

On behalf of the entrymen, Idaho
Land and Appraisal Service sub-
initted a check to the BLM to pay
for the prior range improvements.

On the basis of the foregoing sub--
missions, the BLM allowed the en-
tries in February 1964. However,
there is a plethora of facts, which,
if known to the BLM at the time
the entries were allowed, would nec-
essarily have resulted in rejection
of the applications to enter. The
circumstances surrounding each of
the aforementioned submissions
clearly show that the entire series
of transactions, from the beginning
to the present, are an elaborate de-
vice to circumvent the law. Further,
it is clear that the entries were made
for the primary benefit of the Grigg
and Anderson Farms partnership,
with a secondary benefit running to
the individual entrymen. A recapit-
ulation of the submissions to the
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BLM, in the context in which they
occurred, will clearly show that the
entrymen were making the entries
principally for the use and benefit
of the partnership.

Several of the entrymen involved
in these proceedings had attempted
to enter other desert lands in a near-
by area of Idaho. Applications to
enter the area had been filed with
the BLM in 1960. The Cottonwood
Mutual Canal Company was formed
at this time. Eventually, State water
permits for soine of the applicants
were obtained. At one time Golden
Grigg had considered the possibility
of having the entries assigned to
Idaho Industries, a predecessor of
Ore-Ida Foods, Inc. After Mr.
Grigg's attorney advised him that
any such plan was contrary to the
law, he decided not to pursue it. The
water permits were assigned to
Idaho Industries and then to Ore-
Ida Foods. Finally, the BLM, even
without knowledge of the assign-
ment of the water permits, rejected
all the applications to enter.

In February of 1963 Golden
Grigg found another area of public
land which he and Vanness Ander-
son considered suitable for develop-
ment. On February 22, 1963, eight
persons related to the Grigg side of
the Grigg and Anderson partner-
ship, and six persons from the An-
derson side drove to the Black Mesa
area to "view" the land. Appar-
ently the purpose of the trip was to
enable the entrymen to swear that
they had inspected the land, since
the application to enter requires
each applicant to state:

6. I CERTIFY that on (date) -----
I made a personal on-the-ground exami-
nation of every legal subdivision of the
above-described land to the extent neces-
sary to assure me that the lands applied
for:

a. Are essentially noinmineral lands,
and to the best of my knowledge there is
not within the limits of any of the legal
subdivisions applied for, any vein or lode
of quartz or other rock in place, bearing
gold, silver, cinnabar, lead, tin, or copper,
nor any other valuable mineral deposit,
salt deposit, or salt springs, except as
follows *

b. Are not worked for minerals during
any part of the year- by any person or
persons except * *

At best the "on-the-ground ex-
amination" of the land can be de-
scribed as cursory.

With perhaps one exception,
Golden Grigg, none of the etry-
men knew which tract he would be
applying for. The actual survey and
plotting of the various parcels of
land had already been accomplished
by Harley McDowell of Idaho Land
and Appraisal. After the inspection
of the Black Mesa area, the group of
entryinen gathered at a nearby res-
taurant where Harley McDowell's
secretary filled out the applications
for entry of the desert land, which
they signed. On that same day,
February 22, 1963, on instructions
from Golden Grigg, a check in the
amount of $3,035 was drafted on the
account of Grigg and Anderson
Farms and made payable to Idaho
Land and Appraisal (Tr. 2806;
3084). The entrymen made no pay-
ment at this time.

Golden Grigg testified that he in-
sisted on being given an entry in the
center of the land:
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Q. Did you feel that you were entitled
to determine who would be the entrymen
on several of the tracts?

A. I don't think that I did, I think
that actually we told them approximately
what the deal was, that I did avant the
center, and outside of that I think it
was more or less done by Harley's of-
fice, and Newcomb, and maybe myself,
but I don't really remember the details
of whoever it was, they was anxious
enough to get a piece of land that there
wasn't any argument about it. (Tr. 853.)

Otis Williams testified that he had
been given no choice in the selection
of his designated entry (except that
he didn't have to take the entry if
he didn't want it). He said, how-
ever, that he thought that if he had
protested being given that entry he
could have had a choice, "being in
one of the Grigg and Andersons."
(Tr. 2002.) Otis Williams is one of
the partners in Grigg and Ander-
son Farms. This speculation that the
partnership would probably have
given a preference to one of partners
to select a different entry indicates
that it was the partnership, not the
entrymen, which controlled who got
what.

Paul Hogg and his wife, Lu Ann,
each got entries. Paul Hogg testified
that in January of 1965 he was em-
ployed by Ore-Ida Foods at a salary
of less than $7,000 per annum, that
his wife was not employed, they did
not own or rent their own house
but resided rent-free in a house
owned by his father-in-law, that his
net worth was not "what you would
call substantial," and yet this ar-
rangement with Grigg and Ander-
son Farms afforded him the oppor-
tunity to contract a personal obli-

gation amounting to nearly $72,OOQ
just for his share of the main irri-
gation system (Tr. 2454-57). Never-
theless, he testified that had he-not.
the advantage of the Grigg and An-
derson deal he could have financedi
the land clearing and leveling from
outside sources and purchased his
sprinkler pipe on a conditional sales
contract after making a substan-
tial down payment (Tr. 2452).

All of the applicants had the im-
pression that the Grigg and Ander
son partnership would develop the
lands and handle all the details nec-
essary for the allowance of the
entries.

For example, Fred Baines testi--
fied that he assumed a corporation
would develop the entries:

Q. So why did you feel it was neces-
sary to engage some other corporation to
do it?

A. Because we didn't as entrymen, in-
dividuals, didn't have anything to do it
with, and we thought our dads and so on
could.

Q. That had been the understanding
from the beginning had it not from the
time you filed your application?

A. For them to develop the project?
Q. Yes.
A. Yes (Tr. 267).

Bonnie Anderson testified as
follows:

Q. Now at the time of this trip, do
you recall whether there was any consid-
eration given to whether the Grigg and
Anderson co-partnership was interested
in this Black Mesa project?

A. Well, I don't know that it was
voiced, but I think we all assumed.

Q. I see. They had been involved in
developing land for some time, as I un-
derstand it?

A. Yes. (Tr. 426.)
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Lu Ann Hogg testified to the same
effect:

Q. Has your father [Vanness Anderson)
helped you throughout the development of
your entry?

A. Yes.
Q. Have you looked to him primarily to

see that everything was done on your
entry that needed to be done?

A. Yes.
Qi And did you realize that the develop-

ment work on the land has been done by
the Grigg and Anderson partnership?

A. Well, I left that more or less up to
my father as him being one of the part-
ners. (Tr. 710.)

In short the entrymen assumed
that everything that had to be, done
to perfect the entries would be taken
care of by the Grigg and Anderson
partnership, including handling all
contact with the BLM, clearing the
land, developing the irrigation sys-
tem, farming, marketing, and ac-
counting for costs and proceeds and
disbursing f unds.
: Subsequently, the applications for

entry were filed with the BELM on
February 25 and 2, 1963, by the
Idaho Land and Appraisal Service.
At the same time, Harley McDowell
began work to obtain water permits
from the State of Idaho.

After the meeting between offi-
cials of the BLM on March 5, 1963,
attorney William Ringert was di-
rected to prepare documents show-
ing the organization of the Cotton-
xood Mutual Canal Company. Mr.

fingert prepared the mortgage
agreements between each entryman
and the Cottonwood Mutual Canal
CoIhpany. He was paid by the Grigg
and Anderson partnership.

An employee of Idaho Land and

Appraisal Service prepared the eco-
nomic and engineering feasibility
report. As previously noted, the ire-
port called for an open ditch gravity
system to irrigate 13 of the 14 en-
tries. It is clear that the sole purpose
of the feasibility report was to in-
duce the BLM to allow the entries.
The planned development was sup-
posedly a joint project of the indi-
vidual entrymen. In fact, none of
the entrymen were familiar with
the report or with any part of the
proposed plan. Golden Grigg testi-
fied that he had never intended to
use the plan contained in the report
to develop the land.

Q. Well, is it true sir that you never
then adopted that feasibility report as
your own?

A. Well, I guess I didn't read it that
close.

Q. Did you read it at all?
A. I doubt it. But when the closed sys-

tem came up after Sailor Creek came in
Bud recommended that we change it. I
am saying that there was never a gravity
intention on Black Mesa, it wouldn't have
been practical * ' :* (Tr. 1920.)

Harley McDowell, who was ulti-
mately responsible for the prepara-
tion of the report, testified that the
feasibility report was "purely a
paper plan to satisfy the Bureau."
(Tr. 3083.) Idaho Land and Ap-
praisal Service was paid for its work
in producing the plan by the Grigg
and Anderson partnership. Idaho
Land and Appraisal Service was
also paid by the Grigg and Ander-
son partnership for the payment
submitted to the BLM as reimburse-
ment pay for r'ange improvements.

After the entries were allowed
in Feb. of 1964, work began in
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earnest to put the land into actual
production. However, it was not
until March of 1965 that the BLM
had any knowledge that the entry-
men were not the real parties in
interest.

Golden Grigg and Vanness An-
derson hired G. T. "Bud" New-
comb to design and build the irli-
gation system. The work was begun
in the fall of 1964 and was com-
pleted by April of 1965. As of De-
cember 31, 1965, development costs
had exceeded $1,400,000.

The actual system was not an
open-ditch gravity system; the en-
tire system utilized closed-pipes
and sprinkler laterals. The system
was laid out in the most efficient
way to irrigate the project as one
large farm-a way which ignored
the separate irrigation of each indi-
vidual entry. Although the con-
testees assert that the system can
be converted to serve the individual
entries, contestant's witnesses main-
tain that this would not be feasible.
Mr. Newcomb was paid for his
work by Vanmess Anderson and by

the Grigg and Anderson partner-
ship.

Vanness Anderson also hired Mr.
George Lake to prepare the land for
farming and to construct support
facilities- for the operation. The
support facilities include ten large
potato cellars, a machine shop, and
a labor camp necessary for pipe
movers. The entrymen took no part
in either the making of the decisions
or in the actual work. Mr. Lake
was paid for his services by the
Grigg and Anderson partnership.

The money actually used to pay
for the development expenses was
obtained by Vanness IAnderson
fromn the U.S. National Bank of
Oregon. The money was loaned
largely on the financial strength of
the Grigg and Anderson partner-
ship.

On January 29, 1965, three dif-,
ferent agreements were signed by
each of the entrymen: 1) a "Con-
struction Contract" providing for
the construction of the irrigation
system, 2) a "Land Development
Agreement" providing for the com-
plete preparation of the soil for
planting crops, and 3) a "Farm
Operating Agreement" providing
for the farming of all of the
entries by the Grigg and Anderson
partnership.

The thrust of the "Construction
Contract" was that the Grigg and
Anderson partnership, rather than
the Cottonwood Mutual Canal Com-
pany, would construct the irriga-
tion system. The original mortgage
and subscription agreements be-
tween the canal company and the
entrymen were canceled, notwith-
standing that these were the agree-
ments the BLM had relied on in
allowing the entries. For construe,
tion of the system the entrymen
agreed to pay the partnership $225
per acre in 15 equal, annual install-
ments. Each entryman gave, as
security for the payments, a promis-
sory note, a mortgage on his lands,
and a pledge of his stock in the
canal company, which still owned
the water permits. William Ringert,
the attorney who prepared the
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agreements, testified that one of the
primary reasons for the change was
that no one could take advantage
of the tax investment credit for the
system if it were owned by the canal
company. .(Tr. 4254.) Conveniently
enough, the Grigg and Anderson
_partnership "had a tax problem"
:and were the only ones who
a'needecl" the tax investment credit
(Tr. 1252).

I The second agreement signed by
the entryrnen on January 29, 1965,
was a "Land Development Agree-
ment" which provided that the
Grigg and Anderson partnership
would completely prepare the land
in each entry for planting. The
entrymen were to pay for the devel-
opment. work in 15 equal, annual
installments.

The third agreement entered into
by the entrymen and the Grigg and
Anderson partnership on Janu-
ary 29, 1965, was a "Farm Operat-
ing Agreement." The agreement
provided that- the partnership
would farm the land for a period
of approximately ten years. The
partnership would pay all of the
expenses of farming and the entry-
men were to receive annual rental
payments in return. The partner-
ship was granted the right to con-
struct and retain ownership of per-
manent improvements, such as
buildings. Finally, the partnership
was granted a ten-year lease on the
irrigation system in order to be eli-
gible for the tax investment credit
attributable to the system.

The amount of the annual rental
payment that each entryman was to

receive under the Farm Operating
Agreements was approximately
equal to the amount of his payment
under the Construction. Contract
and Land Development Agreement
plus enough for each entryman to
pay his increased taxes.

The combined result of the three
agreements was the shifting of all
possession, control and nearly all
benefit of the entries f rom the in-
dividual entrymIen to the Grigg and
Anderson partnership; that is, the
paper agreements finally reflected
the true relationship between the
partnership and the entrynen. It
is clear that the agreements were
based on the needs and desires of
the partnership; the agreements
were drawn up at, the direction of
Golden Grigg for the benefit of the
partnership and presented to the
entrvmen for their signatures.

The subsequent course of conduct
between the partnership and the en-
trymen can only be considered con-
sistent with the finding that at every
step of the operation the partner-
ship exercised total control and pos-
session of the entries and received
nearly all, if not all, of the benefits
of the land. For example, there can
be no doubt that from the time of
inception, or very shortly there-
after, the partnership formed the
intention to farm these entries for
a minimum period of ten years, as
set forth in the operating agree-
ments. The evidence strongly indi-
cates that the partnership never
altered this intention prior to sub-
mission of the final proofs. Their
attorney, appearing as a witness,
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testified that after reviewing an
opinion by the Solicitor: of this De-
partment written in Apr. 1965 (72
I.D. 156), be reacted as follows:

In a telephone conversation * * e I
advised them to cancel the operating
agreements. My advice to them was to
just cancel those ten years operating
agreements, and proceed on a year to
year basis under essentially the same
terms that you got set out in that ten-
year operating agreement. (Tr. 4260.)

This cancellation of the formal
agreements does not in any way sug-
gest an alteration of the intent of the
partnership to proceed with the pro-
gram as planned. It only suggests
that they deemed it necessary to al-
ter the formal expression of that
intent.

In order to compensate for the
loss of the tax investment credit on
the irrigation system, which oc-
curred as a result of canceling the
ten-year farm operating agreement,
the partnership increased the
amount of the annual payments to
the entrymen, thus creating larger
deductions for the partnership. The

* entrymen were then able to take the
investment credit.

The actual farming operations
also reflect complete control by the
partnership. In 1965 and 1966 all of
the entries were planted in potatoes.
It is clear that the partnership did
so for the benefit of Ore-Ida Foods,
Inc., a large potato processing cor-
poration controlled by the Grigg
and Anderson partnership. Golden
Grigg testified to that effect at the

hearing:

Q., Well, in any case your potato pro-
eurement operations would ordinarily re-

sult in a profit at least to the Ore-Ida
Foods would it not?

A. I could explain a little bit my ideas
if you want to hear them.

Q. I would appreciate that sir.
A. All right. We found out, and I have

found but since, that to deal with people
that you can depend on [for] large
amounts of potatoes is very healthy. In
other words, let's take '65 for instance.
Grisg and Anderson and Anderson Broth-
ers is almost the only people that deliv-
ered their potatoes to Ore-Ida for what
they were contracted for. They went up
to $8.00 or $10.00 a hundred, do you think
a farmer is going to deliver that kind of
potato for a buck, hell no he ain't.

Q. They would just withhold the pota-
toes ?

A. Yes, they would lock the cellar on

Q. Well-
A. We have used a million sacks, of po-

tatoes and we need these huge amounts
of potatoes that we knew we was going
to get. We was selling against them.

Q. Well it was then to Ore-Ida's benefit
I take it [to] deal with what they con-
sidered to be the reliable Grigg and An-
derson partnership?

A. That is right.
Q. Well of course the partnership had

a motive in being reliable in that the
partners were themselves shareholders in
the Ore-Ida Foods?

A. That is right. (Tr. 820, 821.)

Nevertheless, even at the prices
paid by Ore-Ida (which apparent-
ly were substantially below the
price being paid for potatoes on the
open market), the gross proceeds
from the potato crop on the project
was approximately $1,600,000 in
1965, and nearly that much in 1966

(Tr. 372).
In 1967 and 1968 the farming op-

erations were split between the
Grigg faction and the Anderson
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* faction of the partnership, presum-
ably due to a dispute between Gold-
en Grigg and Vanness Anderson.
The farming operations were split
in half, even though there were eight
entrymen in the Grigg faction and
*only six in the Anderson faction.
The Grigg faction farmed the north
half of the area including the entry
of Lu Ann Hogg, who was related
to the Anderson faction. The An-
derson faction farmed the south half
which included the entries of both
Charles and Lovell Taylor, who
were related to members of the
Grigg partnership. Clearly, the di-
vision of lands was made on the
basis of the interest in the land held
by each faction in the partnership,
and not on the basis of tracts held
by the individual entrymen, or their
family affiliation.

In 1968, after the partnership had
transferred control of Ore-Ida
Foods, Inc., potatoes were sold for
the first time to other buyers.. In
1969 all of the entries were again
farmed as one unit. However, due to
a bad farming year, the payments
from the partnership to the entry-
men were drastically reduced. In
fact, the schedule of payments
called for in the Farm Operating
Agreement was largely ignored. At
the end of each year, the entrymen
were called into the Grigg and An-
derson partnership offices. The part-
nership's accountant and bookkeep-
er were both present. They had al-
ready determined how much each
-entryman was to receive and how
much he would be required to pay
back. None of the entrymen were

aware of the basis for the payments.
Essentially, each one received
enough money to pay for his prom-
issory notes plus enough to pay his
increased taxes. A "nominal"
amount was added for. "spending
money," or as Golden Grigg so suc-
cinctly stated the proposition,

* * * we leave them enough to
pay their taxes, and maybe buy an
ice cream cone." (Tr. 895.)

In the summer of 1965, after
crops had been planted, but before
they had been harvested, each of
the entrymen was paid an advance
of $1,500 by the Grig, and Ander-
son partnership. However, it is clear
from the testimony that the money
was advanced to each entryman to
cover the checks which each entry-
man had already issued to the part-
nership to show compliance with the
provision of the desert land law,
which requires the payment by each
entryman of $3 per acre on im-
provements, The partnership did
not deposit the entrymen's checks
until two weeks later, after it ad-
vanced each entryman enough to
cover those checks. Clearly, the en-
trymen's payments to the partner-
ship were a sham to convince the
BLM that each entryman had com-
plied with the law.

When Jack Anderson was killed
and his widow assigned their two
entries, it was the partnership
which paid her the $4,000 consider-
ation-not the assignees. After
Thomas Anderson took the assign-
ment of one of the entries he went
up and looked at the project, but
he testified that he did not know
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which entry was his, or where it lay
in the project. He only knew he had
320 acres. (Tr. 491.)

The evidence may be summarized
as follows. First, at no time did the
entrymen have possession of their
entries. Second, at no time did the
entrymen exercise any control over
any operations regarding their en-
tries. Third, at no time did the en-
trymen have any influence on de-
cisions regarding what tract(s) he
was to receive, the terms of the vari-
ous agreements with the Grigg and
A n d e r s o n partnership, or the
amount of compensation he was to
receive from the farming opera-
tions. Fourth, at most, the entrymen
received 20 percent of the gross pro-
ceeds of some crops, except when
the partnership decided the entry-
men should have less. It is not clear
whether even that benefit was real
or merely a paper benefit, since the
partnership consistently ignored the
terms of the various agreements
when it found it convenient to do so.
Fifth, the applications and repre-
sentations to the BLM were made
for the purpose of inducing action
favorable to the entrymen. In fact,
there was little relation between
representations made to the BLM
and the actions of the entrymen.
Sixth, the entrymen never made any
out-of-pocket investment of their
own funds. All money which they
expended in the course of filing,
planning and developing the entries
was provided them by the partner-
ship.

Perhaps the most striking feature
of the entrymen's testimony is the

579-465-75 2

lack of any real knowledge of or
interest in the entries from the ini-
tial "inspection" of the lands to the
time of the hearing. While each en-
tryman stated at the hearing that
he hoped to obtain the land in his
entry, each one also testified that he
had done virtually nothing to fur-
ther that hope, except to sign the
documents and draw the checks in
accordance with the instructions of
the partnership. Each entryman's
knowledge of his own entry was so
sketchy that seven years after the
entries had been made one entry-
man, Lu Aim Hogg, couldn't state
whether the entry was "square" (It
was an eight-sided polygon.), or
even whether the entry was fenced
(It was). (Tr. 718, Ex. G-6.) An-
other entryman, Thomas Anderson,
couldn't recall whether there were
any houses on his entry (There
were). (Tr. 453, Ex. G-7.) Another
entryman, Fred Baines, testified
that at the time he made his ap-
plication he didn't even know for
sure where his particular entry was,
and only learned where it was from
the legal description on the applica-
tion form. He did not know then
how it should be irrigated, and even
at the time of the hearing he could
not say whether there had been any
leveling of the land on his entry.
(Tr. 1785.) The entrymen displayed
no interest in the terms of the vari-
ous agreements with the partner-
ship, nor in the kind of crops grown
on the entries, nor in the basis used
to calculate the annual crop pay-
ments. In short, the. entrymen
evinced a near-absolute lack of f a-
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miliarity with matters relative to
their entries, and even an absence
of any curiosity concerning them.
Indeed, one of the few things that

-any of the entrymeh could testify
to with any certainty was the au-
thenticity of their signatures on the
various documents, though, their
recollection of the circumstances
surrounding their signing remained
-consistently vague.

[1 The basic legal issue pre-
sented in this appeal is whether the
Grigg and Anderson partnership
* held more than 320 acres by assign-
inent or otherevise before the issu-
ance of patent, in violation of 43
U.S.C. § 329 (1970). Administrative
Law Judge Robert W. Mlesch found
that, in fact, the partnership had
held all of the entries by means
other than assignment. (Dec. 36.)
The Appellants have attacked that
conclusion by arguing that the pur;-
pose of the limitation prohibiting
holding of more than 320 acres was
to pevent any person or group of
persons from acquiring title to more
than 320 acres of desert land; ap-
pellants argue that even if the Grigg
and Anderson partnership had pos-
session and control of the entries,
and received the lion's share of the
benefits of these entries, facts which
they deny, such facts would be irrel-
evant since at no time did the part-
nership attempt or intend to obtain
title to the entries. Appellants fur-
ther assert that in thelight of what
they perceive to be the purpose of
the 1891 amendment, that is, to pre-
vent acquisition of title, the phrase
"by assignment or otherwise" should

be construed to mean by assignment
or means tantamount to assignment.
Appellants urge that this Board ap-
ply the rule of "ejuedemn generis" in
so defining the word "otherwise."

The word "hold" is not free from
ambiguity. For instance, Black's
Law Dictionary gives several defi-
nitions of the word, which, for the
purposes of this case, could result in
differing legal conclusions:
To possess i virtue of a lawful title; as
in the expression, common in grants, "to
have and to hold," or in that applied to
notes, "the owner and holder." (citation
omitted.)

To be the grantee or tenant of anothr;
to take or have an estate from another.
Properly, to have an estate on condition
of paying rent, or performing service.

To possess; to occupy; to be in possession
and administration of; as to hold office.

To keep; to retain; to maintain posses-
sion of or authority over. (citation
omitted.)

Black's Law Dictionary, 864 (4th
ed. rev. 1968). See also 19A Words
and Phrases 186 (Perm. Ed. 1920);
40 C.J.S. Hold (1944).

We agree with the appellants that
it is proper to examine the history
of the desert land laws in order to
ascertain the meaning of the phrase
"hold by assignment or otherwise."
As Justice Holmes once stated, "A
page of history is worth a volure
of logic." New York TrAst o. v.
Eisner, 256 U.S. 345, 349 (1921.).

The Desert Land Act of 1877, 19
Stat. 377, provided that one who
was a citizen or intended to become
a citizen could enter and obtain title
to 640 acres of desert land. That the
Act had dual purposes is clear.
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Those purposes included both the
reclamation and settlement of the
land. The report of the Senate's
Committee on Public Lands is in-
structive on this point. It states in
part:

Experience has shown that the homestead
and pre-emption laws afford no means of
acquiring title to desert lands. Those laws
require settlement and occupation as a
prerequisite. Neither settlement nor oc-
cupation is possible without water. Irri-
gation must precede the settlement. But
this is expensive, and settlers upon the
public lands are unwilling to construct
the necessary ditches and canals to irri-
gate lands to which they have no title
and no certainty of obtaining title.

It has been suggested that these lands
be sold in large quantities in order to
induce private capital to undertake the
work of their reclamation. Your commit-
tee fear that any system of sale whereby
the title would pass before irrigation
would encourage speculation without in-
ducing settlement. * *

1965 ( 1877) .

(5 Cong. Re.)

Clearly, the Committee's Report
is concerned with both reclamation
of the lands and with settlement of
the lands. Those concerns were also
expressed in the Senate debate on
the bill. One fear that was expressed
by several senators in the debate was
that a small number of people could
hold a large area of desert lands
without developing them and at the
same time exclude bona fide settlers
from making entry. For example,
during the debate Senator Chaliee
stated that:

* * * Five or six individuals can locate
as many miles square of land as they may
select in any valley of any state or ter-
ritory named in the third section of this

All, and hold that land for three years
vithout doing any work at all. There is
nothing in the bill to prevent them from
iling another declaration, at the end of
another three years, and in that way they
,an exclude this land from location for
all time, thus preventing bona fle settlers
from occupying and purchasing it under
our present system. * * * 5 ong Bee.
1965 (1877).

Almost immediate abuse of the
Act became commonplace. Large
syndicates would purchase assign-
Mnents of individual entries on a
wholesale basis. For example, Rep-
resentative Vandever of California,
in an 1888 House debate, stated:
This desert-land act was passed on the
3rd day March 1877. Within sixty days
from the time of the passage of the act,
in the district I represent, in upper San
Joaquin valley nearly 400,000 acres of
land were located upon under the provi-
sions of the act, and almost immediately
the parties who made the location trans-
ferred and assigned the land to other
parties. Today the land is held by a syn-
dicate that has never paid but 25 cents an
acre for the land. The parties who made
the location were dummies. * * *

M~any of these lands that are so held un-
der the desert-land entries of eleven years
ago today to the actual settlers would
be worth a thousand dollars an acre, and
yet they are called desert lands. * * *
The act of the 3rd of March, 1877 pro-
vides specifically that the person making
the settlement must make it for himself
alone; but the law has been so perverted
that the syndicate to which I have re-
ferred have held nearly 400,000 acres of
land.

* * * : * : *

* * * The great point is that we want the
300,000 acres thus suspended restored to
the public domain, so that the honest
settler may have an opportunity of going
upon it and getting a homestead. 19 Cong.
Rce. 5571-72 (1888).
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Apparently, between 1877 and
1880 local land offices had permitted
assignments based upon statements
contained in Circular Instructions
of Mar. 2, 877, 2 Copp's Land
Laws 1375 (1882). While the in-
structions themselves did not men-
tion assignments, the sample of the
sworn oath required of each entry-
man contained the following para-
graph:
It is, therefore, further certified, that if
within three years from the date hereof
the said …----, or his assignee or legal
representative, shall satisfactorily prove
that the said land has been reclaimed
by carrying water thereon, and shall pay
to the Receiver the additional sum of one
dollar per acre for the land above de-
scribed, he or they shall be entitled to
receive a patent therefor under the pro-
visions of the said act. (Italics added.)
2 Copp's Land Law 1376.

But in 1880 the Department ruled
that there was no authority in the
Desert Land Act for permitting as-
signinents. W. V. Downey, 2 Copp's
Land Laws 1381 (1882). This rul-
ing was subsequently modified by
Secretary Teller in 1884. The Sec-
retary held that assignments made
between Mar. 12, 1877, and Apr. 15,
1880, would be recognized, but with
'one important limitation-no per-
son could acquire by entry or assign-
ment more than 640 acres. David
B. Dole, 3 L.D. 214, 216 (1884).

In 1887 the Department issued
instructions which stated in part:
2. Desert land entries are not assignable,
and the transfer of such entries whether
by deed, contract or entry, vitiates the
entry. An entry made in the interest or
for the benefit of any other' person, firm
or corporation or with intent that the
title shall be conveyed to any other per-

son, firm or corporation is illegal. (Ithlics
added.) Circular, 5 L.D. 708, 9 (1887).

Thus, it is clear that even then
the Department forbade entries,
which were made either with the
intent to pass title to a third party
or to endow a third party with somne
other interest or benefit.

In 1890 Congress amended several
of the public land laws, including
the Desert Land Act, to provide
that no person could acquire title
to more than 320 acres of public
land. Act of Aug. 30, 1890, 26 Stat.
391, as amended, 43 U.S.C. § 212
(1970). 

In 1891 Congress further
amended the Desert Land Act by
providing that while 'assignments of
entries could be made

no person or association of persons
shall hold by assignment or otherwise
prior to the issue of patent, more than
three hundred and twenty acres of such
arid or desert kinds * * *. (Italics
added.)

Act of March 3, 1891, 26 Stat. 1096,
as amended, 43 U.S.C. § 329 (1970).

Finally, in 1908 Congress further
amended the Desert Land Act to
provide that:

No assignment after March 28, 1908, of
an entry * * * shall be allowed or rec-
ognized, except it be to an individual who
is shown to be qualified to make entry
under said sections of the land covered
*by the assigned entry, and such assign-
ments may include all or part of an en-
'try; but no assignment to or for the bene-
fit of any corporation or association shall
be authorized or recognized.

Act of Mar. 28, 1908, 35 Stat. 52,
as amended, 43 U.S.C. § 324 (1970).

It is clear that Congress was con-
cerned that land actually be avail-
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able to bona fide settlers. There are
two basic methods by which that
Congressional will could have been
thwarted. First, large syndicates
could take assignments from
dummy entrymen and eventually
acquire absolute title to the lands.
This was prevented by the 1890
amendment which provided that no
one could acquire title to more than
320 acres of public land, 43 U.S.C.
§ 212 (1970). Second, the syndicate
could hold desert lands in the name
of dummy entrymen without ever
receiving title, but at the same time
using the land for its own benefit
and preventing bona fide settlers
from making entry. This was pre-
vented by the 1891 amendment
which provided that one could not
hold by assignment or otherwise,
prior to the issuance of patent, more
than 320 acres of public land. 43
U.S.C. § 329 (1970). It is true that
prohibiting holding prior to the
issuance of patent will in many cases
prevent the acquisition of title to
more than 320 acres of land. But to
suggest that preventing the acquisi-
tion of title is the only purpose of
the 1891 amendment is to suggest
that Congress engaged in a futile
and redundant act when it approved
the 1891 amendment, for it had pro-
hibited such acquisition of title only
one year earlier in very precise
terms. Indeed, the very fact that
Congress used much broader lan-
guage only one year later is indica-
tive of. a different purpose. What
Congress feared was the control of
large areas of desert lands by a few
men to the exclusion of bona fide

settlers. We conclude that "holding"
means occupying, possessing, con-
trolling, or receiving the major
benefits from a desert land entry in
such manner that both bona fide set-
tlers and the entrymen of record are
precluded from occupying, possess-
ing, controlling, or receiving the
major benefits of the entry before
the issuance of patent. United States
v. Shearman, 73 I.D. 386, 427, 428
(1966), Solicitor's Opinion, 72 I.D.
156, 166 (1965). We further con-
clude that the use of the phrase "by
assignment or otherwise" lends em-
phasis to our conclusion that the
1891 amendment is remedial in na-
ture and should be construed broad-
ly to achieve that objectives The
word "otherwise" is nearly uniform-
ly defined to mean "in a different
manner; in another way, or in other
ways." Black's Law' Dictionary 1253
(4th ed. rev. 1968). Webster's Ne-w
International Dictionary 1729. (2d
ecl. 1949). While this Department
has recognized and applied the rule
of ejusdemn generis, it is completely
inappropriate in this case. Black's
Law Dictionary defines "ejusdemn
generis" in the following way:

Of the sanie kind, class, or nature.
In the construction of laws, wills, and
other, instruments, the "ejusdem generis
rule" is, that where general words fol-
low an enumeration of persons or things,
by words of a particular and specific
meaning, such general words are not to
be construed in their widest extent, but
are to be held as applying only to persons
or things of the same general kind or
class as those specifically mentioned

2See 's Am. Jr. 2d. Statutes, § 145, 153.
154. 157.
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(citations omitted). The rule, however,
does not necessarily require that the gen-
'eral provision be limited in its scope to
the identical things specifically named.
Nor does it apply when the context
manifests a ontri ry inten tionf. Black's
Law Dictioncary 608 (4th ed. rev. 1968).

The very use of the word "other-
wise" manifests an intention to pro-
hibit the holding of desert lands by
assignment or by any other neans.
It is by definition, a word of inclu-
sion, not a word of limitation.

We conclude that the phrase "hold
by assignment or otherwise" means
to possess, occupy, control, or re-
ceive the major benefit from desert
lands by assignment or by any other
means which will prevent either
bona fide settlers or the entrymen of
record from possessing, occupying,
controlling or receiving the major
benefits from desert lands.3 United
States v. Law, 18 IBLA 249, 260; 81
I.D. 794 (1974) ; United States v.
Shearrman, supra.

Appellants argue, however, that
precedent of this Department not
only precludes this Board from
reaching this conclusion, but also
supports their argument that the
phrase "hold by assignment or
otherwise" was intended only to
prevent acquisition of title to more
than 320 acres. We disagree. As we

3Appellants have submitted several other
arguments which seem to draw distinctions
where none exist. For example, at pages 7 and
8 of appellants' reply brief to appellee's answer
brief, we find the following assertion: One
does not hold under the Desert Land Law un-
less he has obtained, or is in a position to
obtain, the entire interest of the entryman of
record, for if he has not obtained the entire
interest of the entryman, he is holding under
the entryman, and not under the Desert Land
Law.

have seen, one of the concerns of the
Congress was to prevent syndicates
from controlling large parcels of
public land for their own benefit
even without gaining title. Most of
tle cases cited deal with-the validity
of assignments made before the is-
suance of patent. In deciding those
cases the Department stated that the
prohibition against holding more
than 320 acres by assignment r
otherwise would prevent one from
acquiring title or the benefits of title
by agreements, secret or otherwise,
to assign the entry either before or
upon the issuance of patent. That
statement of the law is, of course,
quite correct, but it in no way sug-
gests that it is permissible to control
desert land entries by means other
than assignment. For example, in
Sisbee Town Company, 34 L.D. 430
(1906), a case that arose before the
1908 amendments prohibiting cor-
porations from holding entries, a
corporation had made entry and
filed an application to purchase
desert lands. The Commissioner of
t.he General Land Office had re-
quired the corporation to demon-
strate that the individual stockhold-
ers were each qualified in their own
right to make entry. Appellants cite
the following language from that
case to demonstrate that the 1891
amendment prohibited only the ac-
quisition of title to more than 320
acres of desert land:

The language of the act under which
the application in question was made,
touching the right of the applicant to
take or hold land under its provisions, is
plain: but no person or association of
persons shall hold, by assignment or
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otherwise prior to the issuance of patent,
more than three hundred and twenty
acres of such arid or desert land. (Sec. 7,
act Mar. 3, 1891, 26 Stat. 1095.)

* * * *

Thlleangnage quoted,'eailyfiscloses the-
legislative intent that no personir or -asso-
ciation of persons shall obtain the bene-
fit incident to the acquisition of title to
more than 320 acres of land under the
desert-land law, and it was not the in-
tention to permit a person to exercise
directly, in an individual capacity, the
benefit conferred, and in addition, obtain
a like benefit, by the indirect exercise of
tile same right through the instrumental-
ity of a legal fiction. * *

34 L.D. at 431; appellants' brief at
21.

The Secretary, wheni he used the
phrase "benefit incident to the
acquisition of title" was simply
naking reference to the fact that
the stocldlolders would have re-
ceived the benefit incident to the
acquisition of title, i.e., profit fromn
the use of the land, and -not the ac-
tual title. Actual title would have
vested in the corporation. The De-
partmient's primary concern was not
title, as such, but the "benefit inci-
dent to the acquisition of title," a,
concern which is consistent only
with a broad interpretation of the
1891 amendment, and inconsistent
with the narrow interpretation
urgedby the appellants.

Appellants have cited several
other cases which deal with the same
issue-the validity, of holding by,
assignment prior to the issue of
patent. See, e.g., Heinzman v. Le-
troadee's Heirs, 28 L.D. 497 (1899);
J. H. HeIlnight Company, 34 L.D.
443 (1906) ; Edmnond A. Fogarty,
37 L.D. 567 (1909). While we re-
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gard the statements of law in those-
cases as correct, it is fairly clear
that they are irrelevant to the issle-

of holding "otherwise"-by means ,

other thali assigrnment.

There remain, however, two-

opinions of more recent vintage-

which the appellants have urged us

to treat as overruled, Solicitor's
Opinion, Idaho Desert Land En-

tries-Indian Hill Group, 72 I.D. 156

(1965), and the. decision in United

States v. Shearnan, 73 I.D. 386-

(1966). Both deal with the same

cases. A large number of indi-

viduals had made entry on desert

lands in Idaha. After, they had

oiven up the idea of attempting to-

reclaim the land on their own, the

entrymen entered into agreements-

with a corporation, Hoodco, that

gate Hoodco the right to possess

and farm the entries for a period of

20 years. Each entryman also

agreed to sell his entry after patent

for $10 per acre.' The Director of"

tihe BLM dismissed contests against

the entries by decision of August 14,

1964. The Solicitor for the Depart-
Melt of te Interior recommended
to the Secretary that contest pro-

ceedings should be reinstituted. In-

that opinion, he stated:

"Assignment," "hold" and "otherwise"
are words of broad signification and
their precise meanings depend on the
context in which they are used. Sec. 1
of the act of March 3, 1877, supra, for- -

bade entry of more than one tract by
the same person. Sec. 5 of the act of-
March 3, 1891, speaks of the applicant

4 The facts in Searman are set forth at -
length in both court and departmental de- -
cisions antd need not be -restated here.
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for patent "or his assignors," and section
7 authorizes the issue of patent to the
entryman "or his assigns." The 1891 Act
removed the prohibition against assign-
ment of desert land entries. United States
v. Hammners, 221 U.S. 220 (1911). The
acreage limitation provisions of the 1877
Act would be inadequate to prevent ex-
cess holdings under the 1891 Act. The
intent of Congress to prevent excess hold-
ings is manifested in section 7 of the 1891
Act which prohibits holdings in excess of
820 acres "by assignment or otherwise."

IIt is not difficult to divine the congres-
sional purpose in these statutes. Congress
did not want holdings larger than 320
acres. We can construe the language used
to effect that purpose without injury to
the English language. The language of
the statutes does not leave us powerless
to prevent frustration of congressional
purpose.

The Brief of Contestees and the deci-
sion of the Director equate "assignment
or otherwise" as "assignment." The
language of the statute is said in the
Director's Decision to be the same as a
statement that no person may "by as-
signment or other arrangement tanta-
nount to an assignment become in effect
an entryman." Such a construction ig-
nores the meaning of the word "hold"
and disregards the usual meaning of the
term "assignment or otherwise." 30 Words
and Phrases, Perm. Ed., 500-501. This
phrase is commonly found in the law and
"otherwise" in the phrase means "in a
different manner" or "in any other way."
In re Perry's Wll, 126 Misc. Rep. 616,
214 N.Y.S. 461, 463 (1926); In re wlers'
Estate, 225 Ia. 389, 280 N.W. 579 (1938).

Even if the arrangements described do
not amount to an assignment, Hoodco
"holds otherwise," that is, in another
manner, more than 320 acres, in violation
of the statute.

72 I.D. at 166.

The Secretary accepted the Solic-

itor's recommendation and ordered
that contest proceedings be reinsti-
tuted against the entries. After a

hearing, the Secretary accepted a

recommended decision which found
that- each of the entries had been
held by assignment:

Assignment as used in sections 2 and 7
is, therefore, concluded to mean such in-
terest or partial interest as will result
in effective control of and benefit from
the entry or entries. The acquisition of
such interest constitutes a holding within
the meaning of the statute. In this case,
the right to possess, reclaim, farm, re-

tain the farming prrceeds and pledge the

entries, gave- Hoodco Farms complete

dominion over the entries for a period of

20 years. and constituted a prohibited as-

signment and holding in excess of 320

acres of desert land.

73 I.D. at 428.
The Secretary's decision was ap-

pealed to the District Court for the
District of Idaho. In its preliminary
decision the District Court reversed

the Secretary on each point. Reed
v. Hickel, Civil No. 1-65-87 (filed

March 13, 1970). That decision was
in turn appealed to Court of Ap-
peals for the Ninth Circuit. The

Court of Appeals reversed the Dis-

trict Court on several points, sub
nomx. Reed v. Horton, 480 F.2d 634
(9th1 Cir. 1973), cert. denied, 414
U.S. 1064 (1973). The Court of Ap-

peals stated:
The detailed findings of fact were pre-

pared by Iloodco, after the district court

filed a memorandum finding generally in

Hoodco's favor. Despite the great weight

to be accorded findings made by a trier

of fact upon disputed contentions of fact,

we cannot escape the conclusion that the

district court here gave undue weight

to the substantial investment of Hoodco

in developing the lands. The court errone-

ously estopped the government from as-

serting valid legal grounds for setting

aside the fraudulent transactions by
which Hoodco acquired the lands in ques-

tion.

480 F.2d at 639.
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The specific finding which the
Court of Appeals overruled was the
finding by the District Court that
there had not been a secret agree-
ment by the entrymen to convey
their entries after they obtained pat-
ent. 480 F.2d at 640. The Court of
Appeals did not deal directly with
the Secretary's conclusion that
Hoodco held in excess of 320 acres,
except to note that the Secretary had
made such a finding. Appellants
urge us to follow the finding of the
District Court on that point, since
the Court of Appeals did not ex-
plicitly overrule it. We do not re-
gard the District Court's decision
as binding, since it is apparent that.
the Court of Appeals upheld the
Secretary's opinion on nearly every
point. Indeed, as the Court of Ap-
peals noted in reaching its conclu-
sion:
* * * However quixotic it may seem at
this late date to say so, Congress never
intended bargain-price desert land to be
provided for the benefit of corporations
or large landholders. (Italics added.)
480 F.2d at 641-642.

Appellants have also pointed out
that the Department of the Interior
has permitted desert land entrymen
to allow other parties (notably
hired farmers or tenant farmers) to
derive some benefit from and to ex-
ercise control over their entries;
consequently, appellants argue that
holding. "by assignment or other-
wise" does anot include their activi-
ties. Appellants further argue that.
since the Department cannot point
out any one act which is in itself,
illegal, they have not only not held
the land in violation of the law, they

have committed no fraud for which
the entries could be canceled.

Since both arguments suffer from
the same infirmity, we will deal with
them together. It is, of course, true
that the Department has stated that
an entryman may mortgage his
lands or even pay someone else to
develop them. See, e.g., United
States v. Searn?,an, suprca at 426;
Williams v. Kirk, 38 L.D. 429
(1910). A person may transfer most
of his bundle of rights, known as
property rights, to any number of
people and still retain some interest
in the property, as long as he retains
some significant portion of that bun-
dle of rights. This was the point
made by Judge Mesch when he
stated:

* * Even in the most flagrant situation
where an entryman is a "complete dum-
my" for an undisclosed principle, one
would expect that the nominal entryman
would receive something simply for pro-
viding the use of his name. (Dec. at 36.)

[2] Now in the case of the com-
'plete dummy, the right to receive
some payment has been retained. At
some point, however, a person sur-
renders enough of his bundle of
rights that the other party must be
considered to "hold" the property.
We have concluded that that point
has been reached when the entry-
man, before the issuance of patent,
surrenders possession, control, and
most of the benefits of the entry. It
is clear that possession, control, and
benefits constitute nearly the whole
bundle of rights known as property
rights. It is also clear that an entry-
man can surrender part of the bun-
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dle of rights without surrendering
.control. This is the case of the mort-
-gage. An entryman may also hire
;someone to develop the lands, per-
'haps for a share of the crop. By so
doing he surrenders some benefit.
'Finally, as in the case of Williams
V. IKirk, supra, an entryman may en-
gage one person to develop the lands
and another to develop the irriga-
tion system without ever surrender-
ing. enough of the bundle of rights

-to any one person that anyone other
than the entryman could be con-
sidered to hold the land prior to the
issue of patent. But, in this case, the
entrymen surrendered possession,
control and most of the benefit of
the entries to the Grigg and Ander-
son partnership prior to the issu-
ance of patent. Therefore, even if
the various arrangements between
the Grigg and Anderson partner-
ship were to be considered separate-
ly and found not to be in violation
-of the law, when all of the arrange-

mients are considered together there
is little doubt that they add up to a
holding by assignment or otherwise
of more than 320 acres of desert
lands5 prior to the issuance of
patent.

Appellants also argue that the
United 'States is estopped from as-
serting the invalidity of the entries,
since they maintain they relied to
their detriment on prior decisions of
this Department in developing their
entries. Appellants cite a decision

We would suggest, however, that any agree-
ment, such as a lease, which transfers posses-

- sion, control, and substantial benefit for the'
- entire statutory life of an entry will be con-

sidered a holding.

made by the Director of the BLM in
August 1964. That decision involved
the Indian Hills development, and,
as previously noted, was overruled
by the Secretary in United States v.
Sheainan, supra, and by the Court
of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit in
Reed v. Morton, supra. There is no
doubt that the arrangements be-
tween the entrymen and, the part-
nership in this case would have been
permitted under the Director's de-
cision. Between August 1964 and
April 1965, when the Secretary first
indicated that the decision of the
Director of the BLM was in error,
the partnership began and substan-
tially completed the work of devel-
oping the lands involved in this case.

For a number of reasons, how-
ever, the doctrine of estoppel is not
appropriate in this case. First, the
Government may not generally be
estopped from attacking illegality,
especially in the case of public lands.
Reed v. Morton, supra; Utah Power
& Light Co. v. United States, 243
U.S. 389 (1917). Second, even if
estoppel were appropriate in this
kind of case, the doctrine would be
unavailable to appellants because of
their fraud in inducing the BLM to
allow these entries. Judge Mesch
stated the proposition very cogently:

If a disclosure had been made to the Land
Office that the individual entrymen were
not the sole parties in interest and that
the individual entrymen did not intend
to reclaim the land for their own use and
benefit, the Land Office could not properly
have allowed the entries. The courts have
consistently held that a failure to dis-
close facts, which, if disclosed, would re-
sult in a denial of a grant under the Pub-
lie Land Laws renders the obtaining of
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the grant fraudulent. United States v.
Trinidad Coal & Coking Company, 17
U.S. 160 (1890) United States v. Keitel,
211 U.S. 370 (1908). * * (Dec. at 47.)

This argiment was advanced and
rejected by this Board in the recent
case styled United States v. Law,
supra at 257.

The evidence discloses that entry-
men cooperated with the Grigg and
Anderson partnership in order to
obtain the allowance of the entries.
The entire project was made to ap-
pear as if it were entirely the plan
of the entrymen and made solely in
the interest of the entrymen. In fact,
the plans submitted to the BL to
obtain allowance of the entries were
completely ignored, once the entries

vere allowed. Neither was the rela-
tionship between the partnership
and the entrymen revealed until
after the entries had been allowed
and the development of the land was
complete. If the BLM had known
that the partnership was to possess,
control, develop the lands, and re-
ceive the major benefits of the en-
tries, it could not have allowed the
entries, since the plans of the part-
nership called for holding the lands
by assignment or otherwise prior to
the issuance of patent.

Appellant argues that the change
in plans with respect to the project
was due to technical necessity. We
agree that an entryman may change
certain technical aspects of his
plans. We also agree that the BLM
might have approved the technical
aspects of the new plan, had it been
privy to such knowledge. But the
BLMI could not have approved of

the legal arrangements of which
that plan was a part, since those
arrangements would have amounted
to an illegal holding of the land
prior to the issuance of patent. We
join the Court of Appeals for the
Ninth Circuit-in quoting Justice
Holms, "it is evident * $ that
all hands proceeded on the notion
that if the entrymen put in a pe-
riodical appearance on the land they
would get it, and that no one
troubled himself about actual in-
tent provided that the affidavits
were in due form ***." Jones v.
United States, 258 U.S. 40, 48
(1922), cited in Reed v. Horton,

supci at 640.
[3] It is quite obvious from all

of the evidence that the nominal'
"entrymei," other than the part-
iers, contributed nothing to the
project except their identities. They
did not select the land, or even for-
mulate the idea to become desert
land entrymen. They expended no
capital of their own except that
which was provided by the partner-
ship. They were not personally in-
volved in the conception, imple-
mentation, or execution of the plan,
nor did they even understand fully
their own roles in it. They were vir-
tual puppets, responding almost
mechanically and uncomprehend-
ingly to the will and direction of
the partnership. They were moti-
vated by the partners' assurance
that eventually, if they cooperated
by following instructions, they
-would get title to a valuable tract of
land, and they were secure in their
faith that their close kin would not
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deliberately use them to their ulti-
mate disadvantage.

In appellants' supplemental state-
ment of reasons (at p. 125), with
reference to the entrymen's assump-
tion of financial liability, it is as-
serted, "This cannot mean anything
except that the entrymen them-
selves reclaimed the lands in their
entries; the partnership was merely
the vehicle employed by them to ac-
complish that purpose." The vast
bulk of the evidence convinces this
Board that precisely the converse
of tat statement is more accurate,
i.e., that the partnership reclaimed
the lands in the entries and the en-
trymen were merely the means
which the partnership employed to
accomplish that purpose. Desert
land entries made for the use and
benefit of others with intent to cir-
cumvent the provisions of the desert
land laws must be regarded as
fraudulent, and will be canceled.

This decision accords with our
decision of even date herewith in
United States v. Morris, 19 IBLA
350, 82 I.D. 146 (1975).

Therefore, pursuant ,to the au-
thority delegated to the Board of
Land Appeals by the Secretary of
the Interior, 43 CFR 4.1, the deci-
sion appealed from is affirmed and
the entries are canceled.

EDWARD W. STUEBING,
Administrative Judge.

WE CONCUR:

DOUGLAs E. HENRIQUES,

Administrative Judge.

MARTIN RITVO,
Administrative Judge.

UNITED STATES

V.

G. PATRICK MORRIS, ET AL.

19 IBLA 350

Decided April 7,1975

Appeal from a decision of Administra-
tive Law Judge John R. Rampton, r.,.
dismissing contest complaints against
twelve desert land entries and refusing'
to order their cancellation.

Reversed.

1. Desert Land Entry: Generally

An arrangement by which an entity ob-
tains mortgages on desert land entries
and also obtains leases of a possible
twelve year duration on the desert land
entries, the result of which is the vesting
of effective control of the entries in such
entity, constitutes a holding within the
purview of sec. 7 of the Act of Mar. 3,.
1877, as amended.

2. Desert Land Entry: Generally-
Words and Phrases

"Hold." Any person or entity which has
acquired actual possession and the right
thereof to more than 320 acres of desert
lands "holds" such acreage within the
meaning of the prohibition of sec. 7 of the
Act of Mar. 3, 1877, as amended.

3. Desert Land Entry: Generally-
Words and Phrases

"Otherwise." As used in sec. 7 of the Act
of Mar. 3, 1877, as amended, "no person
or association of persons shall hold by as-
signment of otherwise * * ," "other-
wise" is not limited to other means equiv-
alent to assignment but rather embraces
all mechanisms whereby control of and
benefit from an entry or entries are ac-
cumulated and transferred.
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4. Desert Land Entry: Generally-
-Desert Land Entry: Cancellation

Violation of the prohibition against hold-
ing an excess of 320 acres constitutes a
failure to comply with the requirements
of law and such entries are properly can-
celed.

5. Desert land Entry: Generally-
Desert Land Entry: Cancellation

Estoppel will not lie against the Gov-
ernment where there is no showing that
the parties to illegal agreements relied
in any way on the statements or acts of
Government officials.

APPEARANCES: William F. Ringert,
Esq., Anderson, Kaufman, Anderson &
Ringert, Boise, Idaho, for appellees;
Riley C. Nichols, Esq., Office of the
Solicitor, United States Department of
the Interior, Boise, Idaho, for appel-
lant.

OPINION BY
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

IENRIQUES

INTERIOR BOARD OF
LAND APPEALS

The Govermnent appeals froi
the decision of Administrative Law

Judge John R. Rampton, Jr., dated
January 29, 1971, dismissing con-
tests against twelve desert land
entries and refusing to order the
cancellation thereof.' The coltests

had been initiated in Azay of 1966

' The entries involved in this appeal are: G.
Patrick Morris, 1-013820; Joan E. Roth,
1-013905; Elise L. Neeley, 1-013906; Lyle D.
Roth, 1-013207; Vera AL Noble, 1-014126;
Charlene S. Baltzor, -14128; George R.
Baltzor, I-014129; John IE. Morris, 1-014130;
Juanita M. Morris, I-014249; Nellie Mae
Morris, 1-014250; Milo Axelsen, I-014251;'
Peggy Axelsen, 1-014252.

by the Idaho Land Office Manager,
Bureau of Land Management. The
contest complaints alleged that:

(a) Application for entry was not
made in good faith in that (1) the con-

testee had no intent to reclaim, irrigate,
and cultivate the land for his own use
and benefit as required by section 1 of
the Act of March 3, 1877, 19 Stat. 377,
43 U.S.C. sec. 321, and (2) the contestee,
or others acting on his behalf, prepared
and filed documents with the land office
which concealed and falsified relevant
facts and arrangements.

(b) The contestee entered into arrange-
ments whereby his entry was assigned to

and for the benefit of a corporation in
violation of section 2 of the Act of
March 28, 1908, 35 Stat. 52, 43 U.S.C.
sec. 324.

(c) The contestee entered into arrange-
ments whereby others held his entry, to-
gether with other desert entry land, in
an aggregate of more than 320 acres in

violation of section 2 of the Act of

March 3, 1891, 26 Stat. 1096, 43 U.S.C.

sec. 329.
(d) The contestee, or others on his be-

half, filed proof papers which (1) con-

cealed that the proof taking, the work on

the entry land, and the application for

entry, were for the benefit of others than

the contestee, and (2) failed to show the

reclamation, irrigation, and cultivation

of the contestee's entry was performed
as required by the Act of March 3, 1877

as amended, 19 Stat. 377, 43 U.S.C. sees.
321 through 329.

(e) The contestee failed to make the

expenditures for the reclamation, irriga-
tion, and cultivation of the entry lands as
required by section 2 of the Act of
March 3, 1891, 26 Stat. 1096, 43 U.S.C.

sec. 328.
(f) The. contestee did not reclaim, irri-

gate, and cultivate the entry land as re-
quired by section 2 of the Act of March 3,
1891, 26 Stat. 1096, 43 U.S.C. sees. 328,

329.
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Timely answers were filed deny-
ing the allegations.

Extensive hearings were, held
commnencing on June 26, 1967, and
terminating on August 1, 1968, ag-
gregating 38 days of testimony.
Both parties thereupon submitted
lengthy and- detailed, briefs.: The
Judge in his decision found for the
contestees on every allegation in the
Government's complaint. Specifi-
cally, he found that the entries had
been made in good faith (Decision
at 15-18 [hereinafter "Dec."]), the
entries had not been assioned to a
corporation nor did any individual
"hold" more than 320 acres of land
(Dec. at 18-26), the proof papers
did not conceal relevant facts (Dec.
at 26-29) and the entrymen made
the necessary expenditures in re-
claiming, irrigating and cultivating
the lands (Dec. at 29-33). The Gov-
ermient timely filed a notice of
appeal.

After careful consideration we
have reached the conclusion that the
Judge's decision is in error and must
be reversed. A lengthy recitation of
the factual disputes will not be
necessary since the facts upon which
our determination is based are not
controverted. Our specific area of
concern relates to the question of
whether Sailor Creek Water Com-
pany held in excess of 320 acres of
desert land in contravention of
sec. 7 of the Act of March 3, 1877,
as amended, 26 Stat. 1096, 43 U.S.C.
§ 329 (1970).

Prior to entry each entryman ac-
quired a permit to appropriate the

waters of the State of Idaho.2 All
the permits, with one exception,
were then assigned to the Sailor
Creek Land and Water Company of
Nampa, Idaho, in June of 1963.3 In
August of 1963, the Sailor Creek
Land and Water Company assigned
all of the permits. to the Sailor
Creek Water Company of Twin
Falls, Idaho. The Sailor Creek
Water Company was the result of
a joint venture entered into on
July 5, 1963, by Hiller Engineering
Corporation and Farmland-Idaho,
Inc., both of which were subsidi-
aries of Hale Brothers Associates.
Subsequeltly Farmland-Idaho;
Inc., changed its name to Farm De-
velopment. Corporation [FDC]. In
September of 1964 the joint venture
was terminated with Hiller Engi-
neering transferring its shares in
the Sailor Creek Water Company to
FDC (Ex. C-CI, C-CJ). FDC, for
reasons of convenience, continued to
do business under the name of Sail-

2 It should be noted that Milo Axelsen,
Peggy Axelsen and Juanita Morris did not ac-
quire a water permit for their lands. A permit
for the lands embraced in Milo Axelsen's entry
had originally been obtained by John . Noble,
Permit. No 31119. A permit for the lands em-
braced in Peggy Axelsen's entry had originally
been obtained by Lucy M. Noble, Permit No.
31118. Permits for the lands embraced in
Juanita Morris' entry had originally been ob-
tained by Keith Taylor, Permit No. 31122,
and Della Jane Taylor, Permit No. 31123. All
four permits were assigned to Sailor Creek
Land and Water Company of Nampa, Idaho,
and eventually to the Sailor Creek Water Com-
pany of Twin Falls, Idaho (Ex. G-141; -142;
G-80 ile 1 at-266-7. -

ElliseNeeley's Permit No. 30983 was not as-
signed: to the Sailor Creek Land and Water
Company in June. Rather it was directly
assigned to the Sailor Creek Water Company
on July 23, 1963 (Ex. -129).
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or Creek Water Company (Pre-
hearing Tr. at 26-27).

On August 7 and 9, 1963, the en-
trymen entered into Water Rights
Contracts with. the Sailor Creek
Water Company (See e.g., Ex. G-
13). In these agreements Sailor
Creek Water Company agreed to
construct an irrigation system and
supply the entrymen with water at
the rate of $9.31 per acre foot. The
entrymen agreed "to farm and irri-
gate [their entries] to the fullest ex-
tent of the acreage thereof as is con-
sonant with good husbandry and
farming practice. . ." (See e.g.,
Ex. G-13 at 8-fa.) The total pur-
chase price of the water right varied
according to the acreage involved in
the individual entries. Initial pay-
ment was to be made within thirty
days of the allowance of the entry,
with subsequent annual payments
over the succeeding nineteen years.4

At the same time the entrymen
and Sailor Creek Water Company
entered into a mortgage of their en-
tries for the sum of the purchase
price of the water right, less the
initial payment. (See e.g., Ex. A of
Ex. G-13 [hereinafter Mortgage].)
Among the provisions of the agree-
ment was a requirement that the
mortgagors (the entrymen) pay all
taxes and assessments (See e.g.,
Mortgage, at 2-fa), and authoriza-
tion for the mortgagee to enter upon
and take possession of the entry, and
receive all rents which vere overdue

4The total amount varied from $59,648 for
320 acres to $48,464 for 280 acres. (See
generally Ex. G-149, Doe. 0.) 

in the case of any default on the
agreement. (See e.g., Mortgage, at
3-fa.) Finally, each mortgage con-
tained the following provision:

That the mortgagee, by accepting this
mortgage, agrees that the obligation, ob-
ligations or debts secured by this mort-
gage shall be fully satisfied upon receipt
of the proceeds of any sale had for the
foreclosure of this mortgage and that
such acceptance shall constitute a waiver
of rights to any deficiency which may re-
main, after the application of the pro-
ceeds of such sale. (See e.g., Mortgage,
at 4-fa.)

Copies of each of these mortgages
were filed in the land Office on
March 27, 164.

On September 23, 1963, eleven of
the entrymen leased their entries to
the twelfth entryman, G. Patrick
Morris, and to Allen T. Noble. (See
e.g., Ex. G-2, Doe. 34.) Each lease
was for a term of two years with
the right of two subsequent five year
renewals. Section 3 of the lease pro-
vided that the lessors (the entry-
men) pay all ad valorem taxes as-
sessed upon the real property and
comply with all of the terms, includ-
ing payment, of the Water Rights
Contract. All costs of planting were
to be borne by the lessees. Similarly,
the lessees exercised total control
over the selection, growing and har-
vesting of crops. Section 9 of the
lease agreement provided, inter alia,
that:

[tihe partfes specifically agree that the
lessees shall have the right to withhold
from the annual cash rental payable to
the lessor Tor the then urrent calendar
year an amount equal to the installment
of purchase price and interest due and

146]
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payable from the lessor and spouse to the
said Sailor Creek Water Company dur-
ing such current calendar year under the
terms of the aforesaid contract, and the
lessees shall deliver any amount so with-'
Iteld to the said Sailor Creek Water Com-
pany to the credit of the lessor and
spouse in payment of the then current
annual installment of purchase price and
interest due from the lessor and spouse
to Sailor Creek Water Company under
the aforesaid contract, and such delivery
shall constitute payment of the applica-
ble annual cash rental to the extent of
the amount so delivered. (See e.g., E.
47-2, Doe. 34 at 6-7.)

Lessees, of course, retained all reve-
nue generated from the farming op-
erations. The lessees were obligated
to pay the lessors an annual rental
sufficient to cover their required
payments under the Water Rights
Contract, foreseeable ad valorem
taxes, and income taxes on the prin-
cipal reductions of their outstand-
ing debt to Sailor. Creek Water
Company. (See Tr. XXXVIII at
5855; Ex. G-149, Doc. A, A-i at
'6-7) .5

On January 1, 1964, G. Patrick
Morris leased his entry to the Sailor
Creek Water Company (G-1, Doc.
33). On the same day, Allen T.
Noble and G. Patrick Morris sub-

The Administrative Law Judge In his
decision, stated that the cash rental was "$25
per irrigable acre for two years with option
for two additional five-year periods of $22.50
and $30 per acre per year." (Dec. at 10.)
The Judge apparently relied on a memorandum
written by B. G. Miller, an officer of Hale
Brothers Associates, which diseussed a sliding
scale of payments for the renewal years. (Es.
G-149, Doc. A, A-15 at 6-7.) That memoran-
dum however, employed the sum of $27.50
instead of $22.50. In any case, the actual leases
specifically provided that the same rent would
be paid for renewal years as that required for
the original two year terms.' (See e.g.5 Ex.
G-2, Doe. 34 at 4.)

leased the other entries to the Sailor
Creek Water Company. Both the
lease and the sublease were for a
term of one year commencing Janu-
ary 1, 1964 (G-150, Doe. X, X-9).
Noble and Morris were to receive
one-third of the net profit derived
from the sale of all crops grown and
harvested. The Sailor Creek Water
Company agreed to make all pay-
ments due under the original leases,
and assumed all other obligations
under the lease terms.6

On September 30, 1964, Morris
assigned h is undivided one-half in-
terest in the other entrymen's leases
to the iSailor Creek Water Company
for the sum of $134,300, as well as
an option to purchase two parcels
of land (Ex. G-150, Doc. X, X-5).
Simultaneous thereto, as security
for payment, Sailor Creek placed in
escrow a reassignment of the leases
back to Morris. On February 18,
1965, Noble and the Sailor Creek
Water Company reduced to writing
an agreement made on October 22,
1964, in which Noble assigned to
Sailor Creek Water Company his
undivided one-half interest in the
leases for $134,300 and an option to
purchase two parcels of land (EX.
G-150, Doc. R, R-87).

-On the same date that Morris as-
signed his one-half interest in the
other entrymen's leases to the Sailor

Through inadvertence the original sub-
lease agreement embraced Morris' entry On 
12 see. 8, T. *6 S., R. 9 E., BM., which had

been leased to Sailor Creek Water Company
on Sept. 0, 1963: Therefore, on August 14,
1964, the sublease was amended to delete those
lands. (Ex. -150, Doe: X, X-S.) Three days
later Morris assigned one-half of the rental
owing on his lease -to Allen- T. Noble. (Ex.
0-150, Doe. N, X-7.)
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Creek Water Company, he also
leased his Own entry to the com-
pany for a one-year term with the
right of two successive five year
renewals (Ex. G-156, Doc. X, X-3).

Thus, by 1965 the Sailor Creek
Water Company had a mortgage on
all tle entries, had leases with an
eleven year possible life, had abso-
lute authority to determine what
would or would not be grown, over-
saw all of the planting and harvest-
ing. operations, and retained all
profits derived from these opera-
tionS.7

[1-3] Section 7 of the Act of
March 3, 1877, as amended, 26 Stat..
1096, 43 U.S.C. § 329 (1970), pro-
vides, in relevant part, that:

* no person or association of persons
shall hold by assignment or otherwise
prior to the issue of patent, more than
three hundred and twenty acres of such
arid or desert land * *

The operative phrase of this sec-
tion is "hold by assignment or other-
wise." The Government cites the De-
partmental decision in United
States v. Sheariman [Indian Hill],
73 I.D. 386, 426 (1966) and the
Solicitor's Opinion, Idaho Desert
Land Entries-Indian Hill Group,
M-36680, 72 I.D. 181 (1965), as sup-

7 It should. also be noted that on October 4,
1963, Peggy Axelsen entered into a ninety-nine
year lease with the Sailor Creek Water Com-
pany for the NW '/4 SW 1/4 sec. 2, T. 6 S., R.
9 E., B.M. for 25 per year. (Ex. G-12, Doc.
37.) On December 6, 1968, a similar lease was
entered into for the SE /4 SW 1/4 sec. 2, T.
6 S., R. 9 E., B.M. (Ex. G-12, Doec. 38). As
the Judge in his decision noted "the leases to
Morris and Noble were still in effect so the
99-year leases never became effective and were
cancelled in 967." (Dec. at 11.) Cancellation,
however, did not occur until after the initia-
tion of contest proceedings.

579-465-75 3

port for its contention that appel-
lants' actions have resulted in a vio-
lation of the proscriptions of the
Act. The Judge ruled that the Sailor
Creek Water Company, being in the
position of a tenant, had not vio-
lated the prohibition of the Act.

There are three separate' words
the interplay of which must be ana-
lyzed to judge the correctness of the
decision below: 1) "hold"; 2) "as--
signment" and 3) "otherwise."

The word. "hold" has no fixed
definition. Rather, its meaning can
only be determined from the context
in which it occurs with due regard
for the legislative purpose animat-
ing its usage. See United States v.
Shearmnan, supra at 427; Navajo
Tribe of Indians v. State of Utah,
12 IBLA 1, 135-36, 80 I.D. 441, 507
(1973) .

BLACK'S LAW DICTION-
ARY (4th ed. 1951) defines "hold"
as follows:

1. To possess in virtue of a lawful title;
* common in grants, "to have and to
hold," * * *

2. To be the grantee or tenant of an-
other; to take or have an estate from
another. Properly, to have an estate on
condition of paying rent, or performing
service * * *

Id. at 864

The Solicitor's Opinion, supra, dis-
cussed the scope of the word "hold"
as it appears in the statute and con-
cluded that two elements must be
present: (1) actual possession and
(2) the right of actual possession.

Under the leases involved herein, the
Sailor Creek Water Company clear-:
ly had a right of actual possession.
Indeed, section '1 of the Lease

146] 151
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Agreement, relating to the effective
commencement of the leasing pe-
riod, provides a mechanism for "the
lessees to enter into possession of
said premises and produce the nor-
mal crops which the lessees intend
to grow on said premises. * * *"
(See e.g. Ex. G-2, Doc. 34 at 3.) The
Sailor Creek Water Company pur-
suant thereto entered into actual
possession and proceeded to grow
crops on the lands embraced by the
entries.

Appellees, in their briefs to the
Administrative Law Judge [Brief
of Contestees and Intervenor] and
to this Board Appellees' Answer],
argue at length that the Solicitor's
Opinio, squpra, -is unsupported in
either the case law or a careful anal-
ysis of the purposes and intent of
the Desert Land Act. Their reading
of the statute would limit the sweep
of the word "hold" to ownership and
disregard any interpretation which
would embrace a leasehold interest.

Appellees contend that there is
support for such a construction in
the Coal Land Act,.March 3,1873,17
Stat. 607, 608, 30 U.S.C. §§71-74
(1970), in the limitation, under the
reclamation' laws, of the amount of
land assignable-one farm unit (.e.,
up to 160 acres) -prior to final pay-
nient of all charges for the land, sec.
13 of the Act of August 13, 1914, 38
Stat. 690, 43 U.S.C.]§ 443 (190), in,
the acreage limitations found in sec.
3 of the' Act of August 9, 1912, 37
Stat. 266, 43 U.S.C. § 544 (1970);
and in the judicial and Departmen-
tal interpretations thereof.

We are not persuaded, by the stat-
utorzy comparisons advanced by ap-

pellees. Section 4 of the. Coal Land
Act provides, in relevant part, that:

The three preceding sections shall be
held to authorize only one entry by the
same person or association of persons;
and no association of persons any mem-
ber of which shall have taken the bene-
fit of such sections, either as an individual
or as a member of any other association,
shall enter or hold any other lands under
the provisions thereof; and no member of
any association which shall have taken
the benefit of such sections shall enter or
hol any other lands under their provi-
sions * *

30 U.S.C. § 74 (1970).
(Italics added).

The cases which appelleees cited
to the Judge below, in reference to
the Coal Land Act, see Brief of Con-
testees ad Interveror at 190-93,
suffer' from wo infirmities. First,
the cases uniformly involve acquisi-
tion or attempted acquisition of ti-
tle.-Thus, the language of the deci-
sions is naturally couched in phrases
denoting acquisition. See e.g., UnXit-
ed States v. Colorado Anthracite
Co., 2025 U.S. 219 (1912); United
States v. Keitel, 211 U.S. 370,;388
(1908). But it does not follow that
acquisition f legal title from the
Government was the only thing pro-
hibited by the section.

Secondly, the Coal Land Act was
not a settlement Act but one aimed
at the. development of mineral re-
sources. In contradistinction the
Desert Land Act, while obviously
envisaging development of desert
lands, was designed primarily to
provide a mechanism by which Gov-
ernment land could be obtained and
settled by American citizens. Thus,
the Desert Land Act has a dual
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focus and even assuming a restric-
tive interpretation of "hold" under
the Coal Land Act it would be im-

proper to apply such a limiting defi-

nition to the Desert Land Act

merely because such a reading has a

validity under an unrelated Act.
The two sections of the reclama-

tion laws are equally inapplicable
herein. Section 13 of the Act of Au-
gust 13, 1914, provides that: 

[n] o person shall hold by assignment
more than one farm unit prior- to final
payment- of all charges for the land held
by him subject to the reclamation law, ex-
cept operation and maintenance charges
not then due.

43 U.S.C. §443 (19T0).-

Section 3 of the Act of August 9,

1912, provides', inter aia, that:

in] o person shall at any one time or in
any manner, except as hereinafter other-
wise provided, acquire, own, or hold irri-
gable land for which entry or water-right
application shall have been made Z *
before final payment in full. of all install-
ments of building and betterment charges
shall have been made on account of such
land in excess of one farm unit * * *

43 U.S.C. § 544 (1970).

'A number of points must be made
as regards these two sections. First,

appellees admit that there are no

judicial or departmental cases af-

firmatively construing these two

provisions as not encompassing

leases. Appellees' Answer at 185-88.
Their argument is based on silence,
on failure to act against an alleged
"<matter of common -kiowledge

within the Department of the In-
terior that there are numerous in-

stances of single operators leasing
and farming areas within federal

reclamation projects *.* far- in

excess of one farm unit." Appelee's
Answer at 185. Analysis of the con.
cerns animating the limitations,
however, shows that failure to pro-
'ceed against lessees under the above
quoted sections of the reclamation
laws was the result of factors not
present in the desert land laws.

One of the main purposes of the
Reclamation Act was to'break up
existing large land holdings and
prevent the establis'hment of future

large holdings and thus assure that
the benefit of the Act inured to the
general public and not to a few
wealthy landowners. See generally
Proposed Repayment Coi tracts-
Kings. and Kern6 River Projects, 68
I.D. 372 (1961). They were both
anti-speculative and settlement-
oriented in general thrust. The im-
plemeitation of the 'Act did not
quiet, but rather exacerbated fears
that large landowners were becom-
ing the beneficiaries of reclamation
activities to the detriient of the
genei al American populace. The
problem which continued to plague
the reclamation laws'was that of a
large landowners who would merely
maintain his excess holdings until
the cheaper lands around his hold-
ings had been taken by earlier set-
tlers. These excess lands did not
receive water so long as the large
landowners held them, but once sold
to a qualified applicant the lands
would become eligible. Thus, the
large landowners struck upon the
simple device of retaining excess
holdings until the land values had
risen, due to the potential availabil-
ity of Water, and then selling the

153146 ]
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lands. The profits intended by Con-
gress to flow to the individual set-
tlers were, therefore. going instead
to large landowners. By a series of
amendments from 1912 to 1926 vari-
ous stratagems were devised to re-
quire large landowners to divest
themselves of what was seen as ex-
cessive land holdings.

The Acts of August 13, 1914, and
May 25, 1926, were direct out-
growths of attempts to rectify the
situation. See generallly Kings and
Kern River Projects, upra, at 384-
96. The evils of leasing, when per-
ceived at all, were seen in a context
of large landowners leasing to
tenants. It was not the lessee who
was violating the intent of th& Act
but the subsisting ownership by
which the landowner acquired the
benefits of the reclamation law. As
was noted by a special advisory
committee in its report dated April
10, 1924:

The tenant is not desirable on the Fed-
eral irrigation projects, for the reason
that these projects were authorized with
the home-building idea as the central con-
sideration. It was hoped that those who
entered upon the projects would do so
with the purpose of making permanent
homes for themselves and their families.
Under a system of tenantry, the farm
merely becomes a long-distance invest-
ment, the profits from which, if any, are
used to maintain the family in the city or
at least at considerable distance from the
farm.

S. Doe. 92, 68th Cong., 1st Sess. at
133. 0

Little, if any, weight can be given
the fact that the Department has
not historically proceeded against
tenants in reclamation lands for vio-

lating the "holding" requirement
specified in the statute. Enforce-
ment of the reclamation laws has
always been directed at assuring
that the benefits of reclamation in-
ured to those whom Congress
sought to aid. Tenants were not
seen as reaping such benefits and it
is understandable that no actions
against them were undertaken. 8

Appellees also contend that past
Departmental and judicial inter-
pretations of the Desert Land Act
militate against acceptance of the
view that leasing is within the am-
bit of the proscription against
"holding." Great reliance is placed
by both appellees and the Admin-
istrative Law Judge on Silsbee
Town Company, 34 L.D. 430 (1906).
That case arose prior to the prohibi-
tion of corporate entries codified in
43 U.S.C. § 324 (1970) and involved
the authority of the Department to
go behind the corporate structure of
a corporation seeking to make a
desert land entry in order to ex-
amine the individual qualifications
of the individuals composing it. In
the course of an opinion affirming
the authority of the Department to
Pierce the corporate veil and ex-
amine the individual makeup of
corporations the decision stated:

[t]he language quoted [43 U.S.C. § 329]
clearly discloses the legislative intent
that no person or association of persons
shall obtain the benefit incident to the
acquisition of title to more than 320

In a subsequent submission, received Sep-
tember 19, 1974, appellees cited Blight's Lessee
v. Rochester, 21 U.S. (7 Wheat.) 535 (1822)
and Rector v. Gibbon, 111 U.S. 276 (1884). We
have examined those two cases but find them
unpersuasive on the issues before un
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acres of land under the desert-land law,
and it was not the intention to permit
a person to exercise directly, in an indi-
vidual capacity, the benefit conferred,
and in addition, obtain a like benefit, by
tlhe indirect exercise of the same right
through the instrumentality of a legal
fiction * * i. (Italics added.)

Italics is placed on the use of
the phrase "acquisition of title."
Inasmuch as the Silsbee case in-
volved the maling of a corporate
entry it is manifestly logical that
the decision is couched in terms de-
noting ownership. Once again we do
not feel it proper to draw a nega-
tive inference from the fact that the
decision referred only to the acqui-
sition of title in discussing the
"holding" proscription.

We stated, s.upra, that "hold" can
only be correctly construed by refer-
ence to the context in which it ap-
pears with due regard for the
legislative intent implicit in its
utilization. Section 1 of the original
Desert Land Act, Act of March 3,
18T7, 19 Stat. 377, provided:

* * no person shall be permitted to
enter more than one tract of land and
not to exceed six hundred and forty
acres * * *.

While the Act of August 30, 1890,
26 Stat. 391, reduced the amount of
land available for individual entry
to 320 acres, it had no effect on the
essential prohibition. A consistent
course of Departmental decisions
prior to the enactment of the Act of
March 3, 1891, supra, had estab-
lished the principle that the. Con-
gressional prohibition against en-
try in an excess of 640 acres could
not be defeated by either an original

entry or assignment of an entry.9

Thus, while the 1891 Act authorized
assignments which had theretofore
been prohibited, clear Departmental
policy had already established limi-
tations on assignmaents to the maxi-
mum authorized amount of one tract
of land. See David B. Dole, 3 L.D.
214 (1884).

Adoption of appellees' interpre-
tation would thus result in a finding
that Congress, in enacting sec. 2 of
the Act of March 3, 1891, had sim-
ply re-promulgated the prior exist-
ing law. Furthermore, if, as appel-
lees contend, "assigmulent" had a
fixed and established meaning as of
1891 (Brief of Contestees and In-
tervenor at 133-43) it is difficult to

see why Congress did not simply
state that "no person or association

See Joab Lawrence 2 L.D. 22 (1884)
Peter French, 5 L.D. 19 (1886). The Depart-
ment had originally held that desert land
entries were assignable, but in 1880 reversed
this holding and held that such entries were
not assignable. S. TV. Downey, 2 Copps (1882
Ed.) 11 (April 15, 1880). The Department
subsequently held that assignments made in
reliance upon the initial erroneous interpre-
tation would be recognized, but only to the
extent of one tract of land, i.e., 640 acres.
Davict B. Dole, 3 L.D. 214, 216 (1884). The Act
of March 3, 1891, supra, effectively nullified
the Department's interpretation of the 1877
Act as prohibiting all assignments. See Luther
J. Prior, 82 L.D. 608 (1904).

It could, therefore, be argued that the 1891
Act far from expanding a holding prohibition
beyond that embraced by "assignment" was
merely permitting actions formerly prohibited
under the Act of March 8, 1877. Such an analy-
sis ignores the fact that to the extent that the
Department had allowed recognition to be
given to assignments in the Dole case it had
specifically held that no more than one tract
of land might be taken by such assignment.
"Assignment" was thus a known quantity and
had Congress intended to limit the holding
provision to assignments there would have
been no necessity to add the phrase "or other-
wise."
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of persons shall hold by assignment
prior to the issuance of patent, more
than three hundred and twenty acres
of such arid or desert land." The
only ostensive reason which appel-
lees' advance for the inclusion of
the phrase "or otherwise," namely,
"other means equivalent to assign-
ment," implicitly rests upon an as-
sumption that enforcement of the
prohibition against assignments is
limited to only those instances in
which entrymen call their transac-
tions "'assignments." But the gen-
eral rule has always been that
"courts look beyond mere names and
within to see the real nature of an
agreement, and determine from all
its provisions taken together, and
not from the name that has been
given to it by the parties. or from
some isolated provision, its legal
character and effect * * * United
States v. Shearman, supvra at 426,
citing Arbuckle v. Gates, 95 Va. 802,
30 S.E. 496 (1898).-

Finally, we believe that statutory
analysis compels the conclusion that
more than title transfer is prohib-
ited by sec. 329. The entire proscrip-
tion is against holding, prior to the
issuance of patent, an excess of 320
acres. Since legal title remains in
the United States until patent, limit-
ing the prohibition to transfer of
ownership would make the act an
effective nullity. Rather we believe
it covers situations involving agree-
ments to transfer title once acquired
as well as arrangements which re-
suit in the accumulation or transfer
of effective control of and benefit

from land in excess of statutory
restrictions prior to issuance of pat-
ent. See United States v. Skearman,
supra at 428.

Turning to "assignment" we note
that the Department in the Indian
Hill case determined that: [a]s-
signment as used in [sec. 329] is,
therefore, concluded to mean such
interest or partial interest as will
result in effective control of and
benefit from the entry or entries." 73
I.D. at 428. The Ninth Circuit Court
of Appeals in Reed v. Morton, 480
F.2d 6.34 (1973), cert. denied, 414
U.S. 1064, affirmed the finding that
the actions of the entrymen therein
constituted prohibited assignments.
Heavy emphasis, however, was
placed upon the fact that "the entry-
men understood * * * that they
were transferring their interests to
the developers for $10 an acre, and
that they did not regard themselves
as having any interest in the land
after this meeting." Id. at 640.

In the instant case the Adminis-
trative Law Judge found that:

None of the entrymen agreed to sell the
land in their entries after patent. Nor
does the record contain testimony or
documentary evidence which would infer
that any entryman had agreed to sell the
land in his or her entry.

(Dec. at 23.)
Assuming, arguendo, the lack of

an agreement to transfer the lands
after issuance of patent it is unnec-
essary for us to decide whether these
actions nevertheless effectively con-
stitute an assignment. But see
United States v. Alameda P. Law,
18 IBLA 249, 81 I.D. 794 (1974).
The entire phrase is "assignment or
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otherwise." (Italics added.) Re-
gardless of what ever technical
argument can be mounted over the
weaning of "assignment," we believe
appellees must run afoul of the
more embracing concept ebodied
in "otherwise."

Appellees argue strongly that the
doctrine of ejusdem generis should
be applied so as to limit the scope of
"otherwise" to, "other means equi-
valent to assignment." Brief of Con-
teestees and Intervenor at 200 g. Ap-
pellees' analysis suffers from two
discrete infirmities.

First, the doctrine of ejusdem
generics is not applicable. Shortly
stated, the rule provides that where
words of general import follow
words of specific and particular
meaning, the general words are not
extended to their widest limits but
are rather limited in meaning to the
general class of the words specifi-
caIly mentioned. Thus, eusdem gen-
eris is merely a narrower construct
of the maxim noscitur a sociis, i.e.,
the meaning of the word may be
known from accompanying words.
But use of the word "otherwise" in
the statute before us negates appel-
lees' contention, since we are not
faced with a succession of specific
words but merely a single specific
word. "Otherwise" by its nature im-
plias a differentiation from words
conjoined. Bldea's Law Dictionary,
supra, defines "otherwise" as "[fln
a different manner, in another way,
or in other ways." Id. at 1253. See
e.g. Dunham v. Ozaha & Council
Bluffs St. Ry. Co., 106 F.2d 1, 3 (2d

Cir. 1939) ; Newport Air Park, Inc.,
v. United States, 293 F. Supp. 809,
811 (D. R.I. 1968). Appellees would
invoke a doctrine of construction, of
questionable utility in the instant
case, to nullify the plain meaning of
a simple word. But a basic tenet of
all statutory construction is that
words are construed in their or-
dinary meaning. Mason v. United
States, 260 U.S. 545 (1923). Appel-
lees' interpretation would negate
the entire meaning of the word. See
generally Sutherland, Statutory
Constretion §§ 47.17-47.22.

Even more importantly the mean-
ing of "otherwise" is largely con-
trolled by the meaning of .''hold."
Appellees, by. adopting a narrow
construction of the word "hold,"
argue that "otherwise" by its nature
is circumscribed so as. only to-cover
"means equivalent to assighment."
Taking a less restrictive view of the
meaning of "hold," however,' im-
mediately leads to a definition of
"Cotherwise" which is more inclusive
in ambit. We have discussed above
the reasons for rejecting the defini-
tion of "hold" advanced by appel-
lees, and no purpose would be served
by a reiteration of the reasons given
for adopting a. definition which in-
cludes all mechanisms whereby con-
tro] of and benefit from the entries
are accumulated or transferred.
Clearly, the structure of control ex-
hibited by the documentary submis--
sions of both parties leads to the
inescapable conclusion that Sailor
Creek Water Company with the aid
of the individual entrymen violated
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the prohibition against holding an
excess of 320 acres of desert land
prior to the obtaining of patent.

[41] Appellees contend that can-
cellation of the entries, even assum-
ing a violation, would be improper
for two reasons. First, they argue
that a violation of the holding re-
quirement is not a proper ground
upon which to cancel the entries.
Brief of Contestees and Intervenor
at 265-74. Section 2 of the Act of
March 3, 1891, 43 U.S.C. § 329, pro-
vides, in relevant part, that desert
land entries:

* * * shall be subject to contest, as
provided by the law, relating to home-
stead cases, for illegal inception,
abandonment, or failure to omply with
the requirements of law, and upon satis-
factory proof thereof shall be canceled,
and the lands, and moneys paid therefor,
shall be forfeited to the United States.
(Italics added.)

Appellees contend that the itali-
cized provision applies only to posi-
tive requirements of the law, e.g.,
cultivation of i/9th of the entry
within four years, but does not
reach the negative prohibitions of
the holding limitations. Such an in-
terpretation can scarcely be cred-
ited, particularly since the Ninth
Circuit Court: of Appeals in Reed
v. Morton, supra, specifically held
that- violations of the prohibition
against assioomnents to corporations,
also a negative prohibition, war-
ranted cancellation of the entries.
We find that a holding in excess of
320 acres is a failure to comply with

the requirements of law such as
would require cancellation of the
entry.

[5] The appellees also contend
that the Government should be es-
topped from invalidating the en-
tries. Their brief to this Board
states:

* * * all the transactions which oc-
curred between the entryMen and the
water company or Morris and Noble were
presented to the BLM either as part of
the applications or as part of the feasi-
bility report or in discussions with BLM
representatives or as part of the supple-
mental proof submitted by each entry-
man. At the times it received the various
items of information the BLM was obli-
gated to advise the entrymen that it con-
sidered the transactions as constituting
assignments which it could not recognize.
Appellees' Answer at 225.

While their argument is specifi-
cally directed at a finding of assign-
ment, it is equally applicable to a
violation of te holding requirement
"by assignment or otherwise." In-
itially, it should be noted that the
Government, as a general rule, is
not estopped to attack illegality.
Utah Power& . Light Co. v. United
States, 243 U.S. 389 (1917) ; Reed v.
Morton, supra, at 643 (1973). The
situations which estoppel will lie
against the Government have been
strictlv circumscribed by various
court decisions. See e.g., Brandt v.
Hiekel, 427 F.2d 53 (9th Cir. 1970);
United States v. Lazy FC Ranch,
4-81 F.2d 985 (9th Cir. 1973). In
Marathon Oil Co., 16 IBLA 298, 81
I.D. 447 (1974), this Board exam-
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ined at some length the parameters
within which the exception to the
general' rule is operative. Therein,
we stated that an exception is recog-
nized where: (1) the erroneous ad-
vice is in the form of a crucial mis-
statement in an official decision; (2)
the result of the misstatement vio-
lates standards of fundamental f air-
ness; and (3) the public's interest is
not unduly damaged by the imposi-
tion of the estoppel." Id. at 316, 81
I.D. at 455.

Appellees' contentions are clearly
insufficient to invoke estoppel under
the criteria set out above. They
point to no "crucial misstatement in
an official decision." Rather, they
argue that they relied upon a failure
of Governmental employees' to in-
form them of the illegality of their
actions. One could scarcely expect
the Government to caution parties
against illegal acts when such acts
are not brought to the Government's
attention until after their consum-
mation. The illegal act involved
herein was the result of the totality
of. the arrangements entered into be-
tween the entrymen and Sailor
Creek Water Company. The Gov-
ernment was not informed of the
terms of the lease agreement until
after it made a specific request for
the information (See e.g., Ex. G-2,
Doc. 33). The leases had, in fact,
been entered into the previous year,
and had already been subleased for
a one year term to Sailor. Creek

Water Company. Having failed to
inform the Government of the to-

.tality of their arrangements, appel-
lees cannot be heard to argue. that
the Government's failure to warn.
them of their illegality supports the.
invocation of estoppel. Having ex-
amined the record before us, we find
no alternative but to order the re-
jection of the final proofs tendered
and cancellation:of the entries.

As this holding i dispositive of
the case, we find it unnecessary to
rule on the other holdings in the de-
cision of the Administrative Law
Judge, or on the merits of the argu-
ments of appellants thereon. This
decision accords with our holdings
in United States v. Golden Grigg,

19 IBLA 379, 82 I.D. 123 (1975),
decided this date.

Therefore,, pursuant to the au-
thority delegated to the Board of
Land Appeals by the Secretary of
the Interior, 43 CFR 4.1, the deci-
sion of the Administrative Law
Judge is reversed, the final proofs
are rejected and the case files are
remanded for cancellation of the
entries.

DOUGLAS E. HENRIQUES,

Administrative Judge.

11VTE CO:NCUDR

EDWARD W. STUEBING,

Administrative Judge.

MARTIN RITVO,

Administrative Judge.
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IN THE MATTER 0 OLD BEN
COAL CORPORATION

(NO. 24 MINE)

4 IBMA 104:

Decided April 10, 1975

Application for Review and Civil
Penalty Proceedings.

1. Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Parties: Failure
to Participate 

Where a party to an application for
review proceeding under section 105 of
the Act deliberately and persistently fails
to participate in such proceeding before
the Administrative Law Judge, it may
be dismissed as a party within the dis-
cretion of the Judge or the Interior Board
of Mine Operations Appeals. 30 U.S.C.
§815 (1970).

APPEARANCES: Steven B. Jacobson,
Esq., for United Mine Workers of
America; Thomas H. Barnard, Esq.
and Michael C. Hallerud, Esq., for
appellant Old Ben Coal Corporation.

MJIEMORAND UM OPIAION

AND ORDER

DENYING MOTIONS FOR

SUMMVARY DISMISSAL AND

MOTIONS TO STRIKE

On March 31, 1975, the
United Mine Workers of America
(UMWA) filed motions for stun-

niary dismissal pursuant to 43 CFR
4.601 (a) with regard to the respec-
tive Application for Review por-
tions of each of the above-captioned
appeals brought by Old Ben Coal
Corporation (Old Ben) to chal-

lenge determinations by an Admin-
istrative Law Judge upholding the
validity of withdrawal orders
issued pursuant to sec. 104(a) of the
Federal Coal Mine. Health and
Safety Act of 1969 (the Act). 30
U.S.C. § 814(a) (1970)..By way of
response, Old Ben moved the Board
on April 2, 1975 to strike the
*UMIWA's motions for summary dis-
missal on the 'ground that the
UMWA is no longer a party to the
subject appeals, its previous motion
to intervene having been denied. On
April 4, 1975, the UNIVA filed a
response to Old Ben's motion.

The pertinent background facts
are undisputed. Following initia-
tion by Old Ben of the subject re-
view proceedings, the UMWA filed
responsive Answers, denying, as did
the Mining Enforcement and
Safety Administration (MESA),
the allegations of Old Ben's Appli-
cations for Review. Thereafter, and
despite de notice, the: UMWA
chose not to participate at any stage
of the proceedings before the
Administrative Law Judge. The
UJMWA did not submit a Prelim-
inary Statement, did not appear at
the evidentiary hearing, did not
present any information, and did
not file Proposed Findings of Fact
and Conclusions of Law.

Following the timely filing of
Notices of Appeal to this Board by
Old Ben with respect to the consoli-
dated application for review and
penalty dockets in the above-
captioned appeals, the UMWA
filed motions for leave to intervene
in the penalty portions of the sub-
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ject cases. By order dated Janu-
ary 8, 1975, the Board denied the
UM WA's motion for failure to
make' any showing, as required
Linder 3 CFR 4.513, that its par-
ticipation would meaningfully as-
sist in the formulation and resolu-
tion of the issues on appeal.

Subsequently, Old Ben timely
_filed its briefs on the merits on Feb-
ruary 3, 1975. It served a copy on

MTIESA, but did not serve a copy on
'the UMIVA.

Section 4.601 (a) of 43 CFR pro-
vides that any appellant's appeal is
subject to dismissal if it fails to
timely serve its brief on an oppos-
ing party. Under this regulation,
dismissal is discretionary with the
Board.

The Board has decided to deny
Old Ben's motion to strike because
it believes that motion to be ill-
founded. The previous (January 8,
1975) order of the Board denying
the UMWA leave to intervene, upon

which Old Ben relies, is irrelevant.
It dealt solely with the penalty
dockets in these respective appeals
and had no impact whatsoever on
the UMWVA's status. in the Appli-
cation for Review proceedings.

The Board has also decided to
deny the UM'WA's motions for suill-
mary dismissal. The Board is of the
view, and so finds, that the contin-
lied failure of the UMIWA to make
known its position during the course
of the hearings, and its failure to
participate therein were certainly
sufficient to give Old Ben good rea-
son. to believe that the U-MWAV had

no further interest in the proceed-
ings. Consequently, we do not be-
lieve the UMWA is in any posture
to complain of Old Ben's failure to
serve the union with a copy of its
brief on appeal under 43 CFR 4.601
(a)-

[1] There remains, however, the
question of the UMWA's status in
these appeals. Section 4.507 (c) of
43 CFR provides as follows:

(c) Where a person who is a statutory
party, as described aove, has not filed
a pleading on or before the time permit-
ted for the filing of an initial responsive
pleading, except in a penalty proceeding
that person shall no longer be considered
a party to the 'proceeding unless other-
wise ordered by the Administrative Law
Judge or the Board. Such person shall
not thereafter be entitled to participate
as a party in such proceedings and shall
not thereafter be entitled to service of
further pleadings or documents in the
proceeding, unless the Administrative
Law Judge or the Board for good cause
shown permits such person to intervene
in the proceeding.

The above-quo ed regulation is not
by its terms exclusive and it does
not purport to define the minimum
litigating responsibilities of a party.
I Section 105(a) (1) of the Act

which provides',an opportunity for
a public hearing at the request of
the operator or the represantative

of miners in review of notices and
orders, and provides that whichever
is the applicant shall serve a copy of
its application on the ot her, goes on
to provide in pertinent part:

* * . to enable the operator and repre-
sentative of miners in such mine to pre-
sent in-formation relating to the issuance

160]
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and continuance of such order or the
modification or termination thereof **
(Italics added.)

Thus, in applications for review
of notices and orders, the statute
confers a right to either the opera-
tor or the representative of miners,
as appropriate, to participate in any
hearing held on these matters.
In order to exercise this right to
participate, the Secretary has pro-
vided by regulation that the person
seeking to participate must file an
initial responsive pleading. This is
the bare minimum required to
qualify as a party eligible to par-
ticipate in the hearing. Once having
exercised its right to become a full-
fledged party to a proceeding, there
is a concomitant duty upon such
party to participate in the proceed-
ing at least to the extent of making
its position clear to. the other par-
ties to the proceeding and to the Ad-
iinistrative Law Judge. In failing

to participate or to present any in-
formation, a party runs the risk of
being dismissed either by the Judge
or this Board. The representative of
miners has no greater, or lesser,
right or duty in this respect than
any other party to the proceeding.
The Administrative Law Judge is
entitled to know what the position
of the representative of miners is
on the issues before him so that he
may take them into account in pre-
paring his initial decision, which is
the basis for appeal to this Board.
It is unfair to the Judge, the other
parties to the proceeding, and to
this Board for a party to deliber-
ately stand mute during the entire

course of a hearing and then seek to
participate in an appeal from an
initial decision in which it played
no part in helping formulate.

In the case at hand, it clearly ap-
pears that the UM1WA has deliber-
ately failed to fulfill the minimum
responsibilities required to main-
tain its status as a party in these
proceedings. In cases such as this,
we hold that both the Judges and
this Board have discretionary au-
thority as adjudicative tribunals to
dismiss a party under the power
"* * * to manage their own affairs
so as to achieve the orderly and ex-
peditious disposition of cases * *.7
See Link v. Wabash Railroad Co.,
370 U.S. 626, 630 (1962), affirming
291 F.2d 542, 545 (7th Cir. 1961);
compare Flalcsa v. Little River Ma-
rine Construction Co., Inc., 389 F.2d
885 (5th Cir. 1967), cert. denied,
392 U.S. 928 (1968) ; 43 CFR 4.582
(a) (5), (a) (7), (b) (4), 4.605.

Therefore, the Board holds that
the UliJDiA, not having "presented
information" within the meaning of
section 105 (a) of the Act, and hav-
ing failed to pursue its rights as a
party to the proceedings below, has
forfeited its rights to status as a
party and should be dismissed from
these appeals. However, in view of
the fact that the Board has not
heretofore had occasion to rule on
this matter, we are willing to per-
mit the UIMWA to file an aicus
curiae brief in accordance with our
order herein. Copies of the appel-
late briefs of the parties received
thus far will be sent to the UMWA
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by the Board with a copy of this Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
memorandum and order. Act of 19691 hereinafter "the Act."

ORDER Reversed.

WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority delegated to the Board by
the Secretary of the Interior (43
CFR 4.1(4)), IT IS HEREBY
ORDERED that the Motions 1for
Summary Dismissal by the UMWA
and the Motions to Strike by Old
Ben ARE DENIED and the
UJMWA is dismissed as a party in
the above-captioned review pro-
ceedings. IT IS FURTHER OR-
DERED that the UMWA IS
GRANTED leave to file a brief at
its option in the Application for
Review, portion of these proceed-
ings as an amicus curiae on or be-
fore April 21, 1975.

C. E. ROGERS, JR.,
Chief Administrative Judge.

DAVID DOANE,
Administrative Judge.

ARDEE. COAL COMPANY

4 IBMA 112

Decided April 16, 1975

Appeal by Mining Enforcement and
Safety Administration (MESA) from
an order of Administrative Law Judge
Edmund M. Sweeney (Docket No..
BARB 74-522-P), dated December 31,
1974, dismissing a 'Petition for Assess-
ment of Civil Penalty filed by MESA
pursuant to- section 109 (a) of the

1. Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Hearings: Powers
of Administrative Law Judges

Where an operator is held in default an
Administrative Law Judge errs in dis-
missing the proceeding for assessment of
civil penalties without making a deter-
mination on the merits that no violation
of the Act has occurred.

APPEARANCES: Richard V. Backley,
Esq., Assistant Solicitor, John D.
Austin, Jr., Esq., Trial Attorney, for
appellant, Mining Enforcement and
Safety Administration; Ardee Coal
Company, appellee, has not partici-
pated in this appeal.

OPINION BY CHIEF AD1VIN-
ISTRATIVE JUDGE ROGERS

INTERIOR BOARD OF MINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

Background

On November 17, 1971, Ardee
(Ardee) Coal Company, was cited
for four alleged violations of the
Act.2 The conditions cited were re-
quired to be abated by Nov. 24,1971.
On Nov. 26, four Orders of With-
drawal, pursuant to section 104(b)
of the Act were issued for failure
to abate within the time fixed on

130 U.S.C. § 819(a) (1970).
2 Notice of Violation 2 CRS November ,

1971-30 CR 77.504. Notice of Violation 3
CRS November 17, 1971-30 C 77.511.
Notice of Violation 4 CR9 November 17,
1971-30 CR 77.513. Notice of Violation 5
CRS November 17, 1971-30 CFR 77.701.
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the Notices. The Orders, noted that
the mine had' been abandoned. The
Mining Enforcement and' Safety
Administration (MESA) on Feb-
ruary 26, 1974, filed a Petition for
'Assessment of Civil Penalties
against Ardee for the four alleged
violations. On Apr. 4, 1974, service
of the petition on Roy Jackson,
ownler, was accomplished.. Under
date- of June 10,: 1974, the Judge is-
sued an order to show cause why a
default Ihould not be entered ad-
dressed to Ardee Coal Company
pursuant to 43 CER 4.544(a). The
show cause order was not satisfied,
thereby invoking the provisions of
43 CFR-4,5t4 for summary disposi-
tion of the proceeding. MESA, at
the request of the Judge, on Novem-
ber 19, 1974, furnished proposed
findings including information on
the assessment criteria set forth in
section 109(a) of the Act together
with suggested penalties totaling
$199 for the four violatiolls. In his
decision issued December 31, 1974,
the Judge denied the Petition for
Assessmen-t of a Civil Penalty and
dismissed the proceeding.

The Judge in his decision com-
mented on the fact that the penalty
proceeding was not initiated by'
MESA until two years and four
months after the Notices of Viola-
tion were issued. He continued by
saying:

* * ''The purpose of tat Act is to
protect the health and safety'df:.theNa-
tion's coal miners; and to do this by re-
quiring coffplianae with the mandatory
standards promulgated thereumder.

The Act cannot be, served by waiting
for over two years to seek a penalty,

against the operator of an 8-miner mine
with a history of 24 previous violations.
A civil penalty to, be a just and effective
sanction and deterrent must be adjudi-
cated promptly'and fully. When the Con-
gress enacted the language of section
109(a) (1) that the operator of a coal
mine in which a violation occurs of a
mandatory health and safety standard
shall be assessed a civil penalty by the
Secretary under 109(a) (3), it did not
contemplate the incomplete investigation

that characterizes the case here. The fur-
ther processing in this- case under these
circumstances would offend the legal
principle of de mrinimis. A penalty, if
assessed lere, could not now represent
either prompt application of the Act or a
practical means of deterring further and
future' violations thereof by this operator
in whatever capacity.

In fairness to the Aet, this pro-
ceeding mustbe dismissed.

In this appeal, MESA. contends
that the Judge erred in dismissing
the proceeding without making a
determillation that no violations had
occurred and in denying its petition
for assessment of penalties and sub-
sequent, failure to assess penalties
based upon the record before him.
MESA requests that the Board re-
verse the decision' of the Judge; find
that the four cited violations of. the
Act did occur, and assess civil pen-
alties based on. the record.

Issues Presented

Whether the Judge erred' in dis-
m-issing the proceeding for assess-
ment of penalty for four alleged:
violations of the Act without deter-
mining that no v -violations of the
Act had occurec X

Whether the Judge erred in. deny-
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ing MESA's petition for assessment
and. in failing to assess penalties.

Discussion

Section 109(a) (1) of the Federal
Coal Mine Health and Safety Act
of 1969 (Act), requires the assess-
ment of penalty for each violation
of the Act.

In Mountaineer Coal Cornppany, 3
IBMAi 472, .81 I.D. 740, 1974-1975
OSHD par. 19,165 (19174) at page
479 the Board stated:

We observe that section 109(a) (1) of
the Act cohstitute a mandate to the Sec-
retary to assess a civil .penalty against
the. operator of a coal mine in which a
violation of a mandatory health or safety
standard occurs. It is, therefore, our fur-
ther opinion that it is incumbent upon
the Administrative Law Judge to avoid,
when possible, procedural rulings which
have, the effect of foreclosing the Secre-
tary's enforcement agency (MESA) from
litigating penalty cases on their merits
(Italics 'supliadd) D . i

-In a similar vein 'th6 Board in
Arnceo Steel Coy oiation 3 IBMA
482, 487; 81 ID. 744,. 1971975
OSHD par.. 19,151 (1974), stated in
pertinent part:

* * * Due. to the Judge's dismissal of
these Petitions for Assessment prior to
hearing and decision on the merits, the
question of whether a violation occurred
'is unanswered. If, in fact, a violation did
occur, the Judge, by dismissing these
cases, would be violating the Act's man-
date of assessing penalties when viola-
tions occur.

[1] In the circumstances of the
case> at hand the Judge determined
that Ardee was in default and had
waived its right to a hearing by its
failure' to 'respond in accordance

with the provisions of 43' CFR
4.544(a). Based upon the fact that
Ardee had received from MESA the
Notices of Violation which cited, in
each instance, the mandatory health
or safety standard allegedly vio-
lated and contained a' narrative
statement of the condition or prac-
tice found'by the inspector plus a
notation that it was served on Roy
D. Jackson at the mine ffice, we
think the Judge should have deter-
.mined whether or not the alleged
violations occurred (see 43: CFR
4.544(a)). Accordingly; we hold
that the Judge, under these 'circum-
stances, erred in dismissing the pro-
ceeding and denying this Petition
for Assessment of Civil Penalties
without' determining that the al-
leged violations had not occurred.
The Judge's dismissal of this action
and denial of the petition without
such determination is inconsistent
with 'the Congressional mandate
that; a 'penalty must be assessed,
where a violation is found.

We now turn to MESA's conten-
tion that the record is sufficient fo'r
this Board to make uch findings
and to assess an appropriate civil
penalty. We agree that the record
is sufficient for us to do so.

In addition to the findings of fact
as to each violation submitted by
MESA, we have considered the fol-
lowing provision of 43 CFR 4.544
(a): ;- -

* * If the order to how cause is not
satisfied as provided in the order, the
respondent will be deemhed to have waived
his right to hearing and the administra-
tive law judge may assume for purposes
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of the assessment: (1) That each viola-
tion listed in the petition occurred; and
(2) the truth of any fact alleged in any
order or notice concerning such viola-
tion. *

Consonant with the foregoing we
find that alleged violations of the
Act are established and adopted, in
the following pertinent parts,
MESA's proposed findings and rec-
ommended civil penalties:

Notice of Violation 2 CRS 11-17-
71 alleges a violation of 30 CFR
77.504 in that the electrical connec-
tions and splices in the electric con-
ductors were not mechanically and
electrically efficient in the 220 volt
alternating-current power wires to
the three (3) battery chargers, coal
dump lights, and mine office lights.
We find that the violation was seri-
ous since there was a danger of fire,
electrical shock and burns and that
the operator was negligent in not
checking the connections for effi-
ciency and in not replacing poor
connections. A penalty of $51 is
assessed.

Notice of Violation 3 CRS 11-17-
71l alleges a violation of 30 CFR
77.511 in that a danger signwas not
posted at the rectifier station. We
find the violation serious, since un-
authorized personnel in the area
would be unaware of the hazard
and could suffer' electric shock or
electrocution as a result of tamper-
ing with the rectifier, and the oper-
ator negligent, since a reasonable
and prudent operator should be
aware of these dangers and properly
post the area. A penalty of $28 is
assessed.

Notice of Violation 4 CRS 11-17-
71 alleges a violation, of 30 CFR
77.513 in that insulating mats or
other electrically nonconductive
material were not provided at the
rectifier and three (3) battery
chargers. We find the violation seri-
ous, since touching a switch while
standing on conductive material
could causes shock or electrocution,
and the operator negligent, since he
should have known of the hazard
involved and should have provided
suitable protection. A penalty of
$43 is assessed.

Notice of Violation 5 CBS 11-17-
71 alleges a violation of 30 CFR
77.701 in that two (2) battery
chargers and a grinder were not
frame grounded. We find the viola-
tion serious, since energization of
the frames could subject persons
coming in contact therewith to
shock or electrocution. We also find
the operator to have been negligent,
since he should have known the
hazards posed by this ungrounded
equipment. A penalty of $71 is
assessed.

The penalties assessed are appro-
priate to the size of the operator's
business and in the absence of any
showing to the contrary will have
no effect on the operator's ability to
continue in business. Ardee Coal
Company, No. 2 Mine, is located at
Crummies, Harlan County, Ken-
tucky. The mine has eight employ-
ees and produces 50 tons daily and
10,000 tons yearly. However, we
note that the mine had been aban-
doned at the time the-withdrawal
orders were issued. Accordingly,
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the element of good faith in abate-
ment is of no significance and is not
considered.

ORDER

WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority delegated to the Board
by the Secretary of the Interior (43
CFR 4.1(4)), IT IS ORDERED
that:

1. The decision of the Adminis-
trative Law Judge dated Decem-
ber 31, 1974, IS REVERSED; and

2. Ardee Coal Company pay a
total assessment of $199 for four
(4) violations of the mandatory
standards on or before 30 days from
the date of this decision.

C. E. ROGERS, JR.,
Chief Administrative Judge.

I CONCUR:

DAvID DOANE,

Administrative Judge.

OHIO MINING COMPANY

4 IMA 121

Decided April 17, 1975

Appeal by the Mining Enforcement
and Safety Administration from an
Order of Administrative Law Judge
George Hi Fainter, dated Novem-
ber 18, 1974, dismissing a civil penalty
proceeding against the Ohio Mining
Company in Docket No. MORG
74-519-P.

Affirmed.

1. Federal Coal Mine Health and
579-465-75 4

Safety Act of 1969: Administrative
Procedure: Dismissals

Where it does not appear from the
pleadings that the party charged by the
Mining Enforcement and Safety Admin-
istration is a proper party to a penalty
proceeding, the, action is properly dis-
missed.

APPEARANCES: Richard V. Backley,
Assistant Solicitor, David L. Baskin,
Robert A. Cohen, Trial Attorneys for
appellant, Mining Enforcement and
Safety Administration; Henry Ingram,
Esq., for appellee, Ohio Mining Com-
pany.

OPINIOA BY CHIEF ADM11IN-
ISTATIVE JUDGE ROGERS

INTERIOR BOARlD OF MINE

OPERATIONS APPEALS

T.

Backgrouvnd

On May 9,1974, the Mining En-
forcement and Safety Administra-
tion (MESA) filed a Petition, for
Assessment of Civil Penalty against
Ohio Mining Company (Ohio) . On
May 28, Ohio filed an answer deny-
ing liability on the grounId that the
subject mine (Strip Permit #5571)
"was not operated, controlled or
supervised" by Ohio, but by one
Patrick Cunningham, an independ-
ent contractor, under a contract be-
tween Ohio and Cunningham. On
July 23, 1974, Ohio filed a motion
for summary judgment requesting

I The petition charged Ohio with a violation
of 30 CIR 77.404.
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dismissal of MESA's Petition for
Assessment of Civil Penalty. With
its motion Ohio filed a copy of the
contract 2 and an affidavit of Ohio's
President, Thurman Downing. In
his affidavit, Downing stated that on
the date of the alleged violation,.
October 4, 1971, the subject mine
was being operated by Cunning-
ham. In opposition to Ohio's mo-
t ion, MESA filed an affidavit of
Coperry Keith, federal mine in-
spector. The only material state-
ment in Keith's affidavit is to the ef-
fect that on the date of the alleged
violation, Ohio controlled and su-
pervised the operations at the sub-
ject mine. (Keith did not issue the
order of withdrawal upon which
MESA based its petition for assess-
ment of penalty.) On October 11,
1974, the Administrative Law
Judge (Judge) issued an order
joining Cunningham as co-respond-
ent. On November 4, 1974, MESA
filed a motion requesting the Judge
to dissolve the order of joinder and
to rule upon the motion for sum-
mary judgment. On November 15,
1974, a prehearing conference was
held for the purpose of hearing
arguments on the motions filed,
MESA alleged no new facts con-
cerning the operations at the mine

.2 The contract contained the following pro-
visions: * * Third: Contractor shall fur-
nish at his own expense, all men, materials,
equipment and machinery necessary for the
operation of a strip mine upon said premises,

'which men, materials, equipment and ma-
chinery shall be solely under the control of
eontractor.

* 8 * * *

Eighth: Contractor shall be deemed and
considered to be an independent contractor
and in no way shall be considered the em.
ployee or agent of the owner.

but insisted that the question
whether Cunningham was an inde-
pendent contractor was a clear issue
of fact precluding the granting of
summary judgment in Ohio's favor.
Ohio restated its position that it was
not liable for civil penalties because
it was not responsible for the health
and safety of personnel at the mine.
On November 18, 1974, the Judge
issued an order dismissing the ap-
peal without prejudice, due to a de-
fect of parties. In his order the
Judge stated that "If the terms of
the [contract] have been met by the
parties, then clearly Patrick Cun--
ningham is an independent contrac-
tor and the operator of the mine in
question." The Judge did not spe-
cifically rule on the motion for sum-
mary judgment.

II.

Contentions of the Parties

MESA contends first that the
Judge erred in joining' Cunning-
ham since in doing so he engaged
in a prosecutorial function. MESA
also argues that a hearing should
have been held to investigate the
contractual relationship between
Ohio and Cunningham, and deter-
mine who in fact was responsible
for the health and safety of the
miners at the mine on the date the
Order was issued.

Ohio contends that joinder was
proper. Ohio contends further that
the contract together with its af-
fidavit entitled it to a ruling grant-
ing summary judgment but that the
proceeding was properly dismissed
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since the order of joinder over 'Cun-
ninghamn was later dissolved by the
Judge.

-Dic wsswn

'With respect to joinder, we note
that ii the JuEgee.xceeded his power
in attempting to join Cunningham,
he eorrented this error in dissolv-

.ing his order. Therefore, the issue
whether a judge may oin, s
sponte, a party in a penalty pro-
ceeding is not before the Board in
this case. Thus, the a1lJy issue before
us for decision is whether the Judge
erred in dismissing the proceeding
due to a defect of parties. We hold
that he did not.

[1] The action taken by the Judge
is in effect a dismissal for lack of
jurisdiction over a necessary party
and is, as such, supported bv the

-record. While Ohio presented a con-
tract which indicates on1 its fa-ce that
it -was not responsible for the health
and safety of personnel at the mine,
MESA has alleged no facts to the
contrary. Its speculative and con-
clusory pleadings and the affidavit
of Mr. Keith do not effectively re-
but the showing by Ohio.

It appears from the record that
the Judge was prepared to receive
any evidence MESA might have to
enable him to determine who the
operator was and that all MESA
offered wa.s the affidavit of Inspec-
tor Keith, which had no probative
value on this question. On the other
hand, the contract placed in ei-
dence by Ohio, supported by the af-
fidavit of. its president, warranted
the. Judge's conclusion that Ohio

was not the proper person to be
charged.

MESA's choice of party does not,
on the present state of the record,
withstand the sutiny of reiew.
We. thereare-, cwoui16le that- -ite
proceeding was properly dismissed.

ORDER

Wherefore, pursuant to the au-
thority delegated to. the Board of
Mine Operations Appeals by the
Secretary of the Interior (3 CFR
4.1(4)), IT IS HEREBY OR-
DERED that the Judge's decision
dismissing the appeal IS AF-
FIRMED.

C. E. RoGERsn JR.,
Chtief Administrat0e Jdge.

oWARD J. SCHIELLBEFRG, JR.,
A Uernte ildrnm in sir ttivsJ udge.

ESTATE OF HIElSTENNIE
(MAGGIE) WHIZ ABBOTT

4 IIA 12
(See also 2 IBIA 53, 80 I.D. 617 (1974))

Decided Apr2i17,1975

Appeal from an Order affirming ivill
and decree of distribution.

Afflined.

1. Indian Probate: Hearing: Full &

Complete-255.3

A full and complete hearing is had n

proof of a will when all parties are af-
forded an opportunity to present evldnc
and to cross-examine witnesses. .
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2. Indian Probate: State Law: Appli-
cability to Indian Probate, Testate-
390.2

Compliance with state laws setting forth
requirements for the execution of wills is
not required in the execution of Indian
wills disposing of trust or restricted
property.

3. Indian Probate: Wills: Witnesses,
Attesting-425.32
An attesting witness is disqualified from
acting in an attesting capacity only if his
interest in the will is of a fixed, certain,
and vested pecuniary character, or one
-which otherwise gives him a direct and
immediate beneficial right under the will.

'. Indian Probate: Wills: Witnesses,
Attesting-425.32-Indian Probate:
Wills: Publioation-425.21

There is no requirement in the regulations
or elsewhere that the attesting witnesses
be present at the same time, or sign in
the presence of the testatrix, or that the
testatrix acknowledge her subscription to
the will to the witnesses, -or that she
"publishl' said instrument by declaring
it to be her last will.

5. Indian Probate: Witnesses: Obser-
vation by Administrative Law Judge-
430.4

Where testimony is conflicting, the factual
findings of the Administrative Law
Judge will not be disturbed because he
had the opportunity to observe and hear
the witnesses.

6. Indian Probate: Wills: Undue In-
fluence: Failure to Establish, Gener-
ally-425.3O.1

To invalidate an Indian will because of
undue influence, it must be shown: (1)
that the decedent was susceptible to be-
ing dominated by another; (2) that the
person allegedly influencing the decedent
in the execution of the will was capable
of controlling his mind and actions; (3)

that such person, at the time of the testa-
mentary act, did exert influence upon the
decedent of a nature calculated to induce
or coerce him to make a will contrary to

.his own desires; and (4) that the will is
contrary to the decedent's own desires.

APPEARANCES: James H. Phdlps,
Esq., for appellant, Doris Imogene

Whiz Burkybile; Owen . Panner,

Esq., of Panner, Johnson, DMarceau and

Xarnopp, for appellees.

OPINION BY ADMINISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE SABAGI

INTERIOR BOARD OF
INDIAN APPEALS

The above-entitled case was re-

manded for rehearing because ap-

pellees were not afforded full op-

portunity to be heard.
The matter was heard by Ad-

ministrative Law Judge Robert C.

Snashall at Warm Springs, Oregon,

on May 31, 1974.

Based upon the evidence pre-
sented at the hearing, the Judge

found, inter aa, that the decedent,
Hiemstennie (Maggie) Whiz Ab-
bott, died testate on April 4, 1970,

leaving surviving as her sole heir

at law, a granddaughter, Doris Iio-

gene Whiz Burkybile. He further

found that said decedent left a last

will and testament dated March 2,

1970, wherein she devised her en-
tire estate to Ramona Whiz Smith,
as her sole devisee, with the excep-

tion of a one-dollar bequest to Doris

Imogene Whiz Burkybile.
The Judge further found that al-

though said will was, drafted by a

minor child of the devisee and wit-

nessed by only members, or soon-to-
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be members, of the immediate fam-
ily of the devisee, the preponderance
of the evidence disclosed that said
will was drafted and executed in all
respects substantially in accordance
with applicable law and was done
at a time when the decedent was of
sound and disposing mind and in
full control of her faculties.

Upon the issuance of the order
affirming the will and decree of dis-
tribution, Doris Imogene Burkybile
petitoned for rehearing. The peti-
tion was denied and the petitioner
appealed to this Board.

Essentially, the basis for rehear-
ing and appeal are identical. The
contentions are as follows:

(1) The hearing should have been held
on 'the Yakima Reservation for the reason
th'at Doris Whiz Burkybile had witnesses
located in that area who would testify
that undue influence was used on the
decedent in obtaining the execution of the
will.

(2) That Nora 'Speedis, Toppenish,
Washington, a niece of the decedent,
could not appear at the Warm Springs
hearing on May 31, 1e74, because of the
distance between Warm Springs and
Toppenish.

(3) The evidence 'fails to show that the
will was made and executed in the man-
ner required by law.

(4) The will should not 'have been ad-
mitted as evidence, because the witnesses
gave conflicting evidence as to the man-
ner of execution.

(5) The evidence is insufficient to sup-
port the findings and the Order of
August 5, 1974, and on the contrary,
shows that the purported will was ob-
tained by undue influence and therefore
is null and void.

(6) The 'decision is arbitrary and ca-
pricious and not supported by the
evidence.

Wecannot agree with the appel-
lant's first and second contentions.

[1] A full and 'complete hearing
is had on proof of a will when all
parties are afforded an opportunity
to present evidence 'and to cross-
examine witnesses. Estate of Char-
lotte Davis Kanine, IA-828 (Jan.'8,
1959). [Same case as IA-828
(Supp.), 2 I.D. 58 (1965).]

The record clearly shows that all
parties, appellant 'and appellees
alike, were ably represented at the
hearing: by counsel.

At no time preliminary to the tak-
ing of testimony did the appellant
or her attorney offer the slightest
objection to the hearing being held
at Warm Springs. Moreover, appel-
lant 'and her attorney'were afforded
still another opportunity to ask for,
continuance to Yakima or Toppen-
ish, for whatever the reason, whert:
counsel for appellees in his closing:
argunent, referring to the admissi--
bility of the affidavit of Marie!
Kanim George, stated at page 33O
of the transcript

* * 4 If there's any question concerning
the admissibility of this affidavit of
Marie Kanim George as I indicated I
would ask for a continuation of 'this to
have the testimony 'of Marie Kanim
George and if counsel for the protestants
wishes it I'm still willing to recess this
until we can go to reset this hearing for
Yakima, take 'the testimony of Marie
Kanim George, if there's 'any question
about it. I want the record to show that
offer. * * *

No response was made 'by the ap-.
pellant or her attorney to this offer.
Instead, they chose to remain silent.
The appellant cannot now say that
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the hearing should have been held
at Yakima. She cannot now argue
that Nora Speedis could not appear
because of the distance between
'Warm Springs and Toppenish.
Moreover, pursuant to the rules
promulgated by the Department,
ample opportunity was afforded ap-
pellant to take the deposition of any
witness who was unable to appear at
Wharm Springs. See 43 CFR 4.232
i(b).- 

Because the decedent lived con-
tinuously at Warn Springs during
the last six or seven years of her life,
except for one short interruption, it
is reasonable to conclude the hear-
ing would be held at a place conven-
ient to those persons who were
familiar with the decedent then, and
also at the time of the malting of the
Will.

Turning to contentions three and
four, it appears that these conten-
tions were based upon requirements
usually found in state laws.

[2] It is well established that
compliance with the requirements
of state laws in the execution of In-
dian wills is not required. Blanset v.
Cardin, 256 U.S. 319 (921); Estate
of Awnie Devereauw Howard, IA-
884 (Dec. 17, 1959):
Any persons of the age of twenty-one
years having any right, title, or inter-
est in any allotment held under trust

* ' shall have the right prior to the
expiration of the trust or restrictive pe-
riod * to dispose of such property by
will, in accordance with regulations pre-
scribed by the Secretary of the Interior
* * * 25 U.S.-C. 3 73 (1964).

The pertinent regulation simply
provides that an Indian of the age

of 21 years and of testamentary a-
pacity, who has any right,' title, or.
interest in trust or restricted prop-
erty, may dispose of such property
by a will executed in writing and
attested by two disinterested adult
witnesses. See 43 CFR 4.260(a).

[3] An attesting witness is dis-
qualified from acting in an attest-
ing'capacity only if his interest in
the will is of a fixed, certain, and
vested pecuniary character or one
which otherwise gives him a direct
and immediate beneficial right un-
der the will. Estate of A atilda Levi,
A-24653 (Nov. 3, 1947).

In the case at bar, the decedent af-
fixed her thumbprint and the will
was attested by three witnesss.
There appears to be a conflict as to
whether the attesting witnesses were
present at the same time; whether
they signed in the presence of the
testatrix, or that the testatrix ac-
knowledged her subscription to the
will to the attesting witnesses; or
that she "publish" said instrument
by declaring it to be her last will

[4] There is no requirement in
the regulations or elsewhere that the
attesting witnesses be present at the
same time, or sign' in the presence
of the testatrix, or that the testatrix
acknowledge her subscription to the
will to the witnesses, or that she
publish" said instrument by declar-

ing it to be her last-will. Estate of
Villiam Cecil Robedeaw, 1 IBIA

106, 78 I.D. 234 (19T1).
It is a rule of general application

that, in the-absence of a statute re-
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quiring it, publication is unneces-
sary. 94 C.J.S. Wills 187 (1956).

[51 Where testimony is conflict-
* ing, the factual findings of the Ad-
.ministrative.Law Judge will not be
disturbed because he had the oppor-
tunity to observe and hear the wit-
nesses. Estate of Ammnon Pubigee,
IA-859 (Apr. 7,1066)..

Wie concude from 'a review of the
entire record that the execution of
,the will was proper in all respects
-and completely in accordance with
applicable regulations.

The appellant further contends
that the evidence is insufficient to
support the findings and the Order
of August 5, 1974,' and on he con-
trary shows that the purported will

* was obtained by undue influence.
[6] To-. invalidate a will because

'of undue influence upon a testatrix,
it must be shown: (1) that she was
susceptible of being dominated by
another; (2) that the person alleg-
-edly influencing her in the execu-
tion of the will was capable of con-
trolling her mind and actions; (3)
that such person did exert influence
upon the decedent of 'a nature cal-
*culated to induce or coerce her to
make a will contrary to the dece-
-dent's own desires. Estate of Louis
B. Fronkier, IA-T-24 (Feb. 24,
1970). If any one of these elements
-of proof is miissing, an allegation of
undue influence cannot be establish-
-ed merely by, showing that an op-
portunity existed for it to be ex-
erted. Estate of Joe (Joseph) Sher-
-'wood, IA-P-10 (May 9, 1968).

The evidence adduced at the hear-

ing establishes the decedent had pre-
viously been an excessive drinker. -

However, when she freely moved to
*W7'arm Springs to live with IRa-
mona Whiz Smith, the evidence
shows that she drank on occasions
but only in moderation. The evi-
dence clearly establishes that the
decedent was active, fully cognizant
of the world.around her,-of-what she
was doing, that -she had a mind of
her own, and that she had the ob-
jects of her bounty in mind. There
is no evidence in the record showing
any indication of undue influence.

Appellant's contention that the
evidence is insufficient to support the
*finidings and the'Order of August
5, 1974, and that the will was the
-result of undue influence is clearly
not substantiated by the evidence.

Suffice it to say that the sixth con-
tention, namely, that the decision is
arbitrary and capricious and not
supported by the evidence, is with-
out foundation or merit. - -V

Consequently, the Board finds
that the appellant has failed to come
forth with any evidence to support
the aforementioned contentions; Ac-
cordingly, the Order -of August 5,
1974, should be affirmed and-the ap-
peal dismissed. - ;

NOW, THEREFORE, by virtue
of the authority delegated to the
Board of Indian Appeals by the
Secretary of the Interior, 43 CFR
4.1, the Order of the Administrative
Law Judge issued August 5, 1974, in
the estate herein be, and the same is
HEREBY AFFIRMED and the
appeal herein is DISMISSED. -
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'This decision is final for the De-
partment.

MITCHE1LL J. SABAGI,
Adnministra tive Judge.

WE CONCUR:

DAVID J. MCKEE,
(hief Administrative Judge.

ALEXANDER H. WILSON,

Administrattive Judge.

RICHARD W. ROWE,
DANIEL GAUDIANE

20 IBLA 59
Deciided Api1-24, 1975

Appeal from decision of the Alaska
State Office, Bureau of Land Manage-
ment, rejecting oil and gas lease offer
F-694.

Affirmed.

1. Alaska: Land Grants and Selec-
tions: Generally-Notice: Constructive
Notice

Published notice of a proposed State se-
lection in accordance with regulatory re-
quirinemnts is adequate notice to all
persons claiming the lands adversely to
the State.

2. Alaska: Land Grants and Selections:
Validity-Alaska: Statehood Act-No-
tice: Generally-Patents of, Public
Lands Generally

Section 6(b) of the Alaska Statehood
Act does not require that patents issued
to the State include a proviso that the
conveyed lands are vacant, unappropri-
ated, and unreserved, and do not affect
any valid existing claim, location or en-

try under the laws of the United States.
The Department assures compliance with
this provision by excluding from selec-
tion all lands noted on its records as
being appropriated and reserved, or sub-
ject to valid existing interests, and by
requiring that adequate notice be given
to all other persons claiming an interest
in the selected land. The Department can
then receive objections to the issuance
of a patent and can render a determi-
nation as to the availability of the
selected lands.

3. Alaska: Land Grants and Selec-
tions.: Mineral Lands-Alaska:. Land
Grants and Selections: Validity-
Alaska: Statehood Act-Patents of
Public Lands: Reservations

Section 6(i) of the Alaska Statehood Act
provides that grants of mineral lands to'
the State are made upon the condition
that all subsequent State conveyances of
the mineral lands shall be subject to and
contain a reservation to the State of all
the minerals in the lands so conveyed.
The Act does not require that federal
patents to the State include a proviso to
the above effect, rather, it is subsequent
State conveyances which must contain.
a reservation for minerals.

4. Alaska: Land Grants and Selec-
tions: Generally-Alaska: Oil and
Gas Leases-Alaska: Statehood Act-
Oil and Gas Leases: Applications: Gen-
erally-Oil and Gas Leases: Discretion
to Lease

Section .6(b) of the Alaska Statehood
Act providing for recognition of valid
existing claims does not apply to an oil
and gas lease offer filed pursuant to the
Mineral Leasing Act of 1920. While an
oil and gas lease offeror may have a right
to a lease where the Department has ex-
ercised its discretion to issue a lease, and
the offeror is entitled to a statutory pri-
ority right over other offerors, his ap-
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plication does not rise to the level of
a "claim" or "right" within the savings
clause of the Alaska Statehood Act
where there has been no such determi-
nation to lease.

5. Alaska: Land Grants and Selec-
tions: Applications-Applications and
Entries: Priority-Oil and Gas Leases:
Applications: Generally-Oil and Gag
Leases.: Discretion to Lease-Oil and
Gas Leases: First Qualified Appli-
cant-Oil and Gas Leases: Preference
Right Leases-Regulations: Applica-
bility

Regulation 43 'GER 26273(b) (2) requires
that conflicting oil and gas lease offers
filed pursuant to the Mineral Leasing Act
of 1920, except f or preference-right appli-
cations, whether filed prior to, simulta-
neously with, or after the filing of an
Alaska State selection, must be rejected
when and if the selection is tentatively
approved. The preference right referred
to in the regulation does not apply to an
oil and gas lease offeror who receives a
priority right as the first qualified appli-
cant in the event the Department decides
to issue a lease.

8. Alaska: Land Grants and Selections:
Generally-Oil and Gas Leases: Pat-
ented or Entered Lands-Patents of
Public Lands: Effect
The Department of the Interior has
neither jurisdiction over nor authority to
issue oil and gas leases for lands patented
to the State of Alaska.

APPEARANCES: Max Barash, Esq.,
Washington, D.C., for appellants;
Jams N. Reeves- Esq.', Office of the
Attorney General, for the State of
Alaska; Karen A. Shaffer, Esq., Office
of the Solicitor, Department of the In-
terior, for the United' States.

OPINION BY ADMINISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE RITVO

INTERIOR BOARD; OF LAND
APPEALS

Richard W. Rowe and Daniel
Gaudiane have appealed from a
decision of the Alaska State Office,
Bureau of Land Management
(BLM), dated May 15, 1974, reject-
ing their joint noncompetitive oil
and gas lease offer, F-694, for lands
in Block 4, T. 4 N., R. 16 E., U.P.M.,
Alaska, on the grounds that the
United States no longer has juris-
diction over the lands, nor authority
to issue leases thereon, as the lands
in the subject offer, including the
mineral rights, were patented to the
State of Alaska on March 27, 1974.

On January 11, 1968, appellants
filed their joint oil and gas lease
offer in the Fairbanks Land Office.
On January 18, 1968, the Land
Office notified appellants that. their
application was in conflict with a
Native protest and that further ac-
tion would be suspended pending
final disposition of Native claims by
Congress. On December 9,1968, pur-
suant to section 6(b) of the Alaska
Statehood Act of July 7, 1958, 72
Stat. 339, 48 U.S.(C. notes prec. § 21
(1970), the State of Alaska filed
selection application F-10324 en-
compassing the subject land. The.
State selection was similarly af-
fected by the Native protest.

On January 17, 1969, the Secre-
tary of the Interior issued Public
Land Order (P.L.O.) 4582 which
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withdrew all public lands in Alaska
from all forms of appropriation
and disposition under the public
land laws) except locations for
metalliferous minerals), including
leasing under the Mineral Leasing
Act of 1920, as aimended, 30 U.S.C.

1 181 et seg. (1970), and selection by
the State of Alaska pursuant to the
Alaska Statehood Act. See 34 FR
1025 (Jan. 23, 1969). P.L.O. 4582
was subsequently modified a num-
ber of times until it was revoked
pursuant to section 17 (d) (1) of the
Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act of Dec. 18, 1971, 85 Stat. 688,
708, 43 U.S.C. § 1616 (d) () (Supp.
III, 1973); however, the lands were
again withdrawn from mineral
leasing by P.L.O. 5186, 3.7 FR 5589
(March 16, 1972). P.L.O. 5186 per-
mitted the resumption of land selec-
tions by the State of Alaska under
the Alaska Statehood Act.

Following release of the lands for
State selection, the Alaska State Of-
fice directed the State of Alaska to
publish notice of its application as
required by 43 CFR 2627.4 (c), in
order to allow all persons claiming
an adverse interest in the 'land to file
in the appropriate land office their
objections to the issuance of a
patent. Following publication, the
Director, BLM, issued a decision on
Mar. 27, 1974, tentatively approving
the 'State's selection. On the same
day, a final certificate was issued to
the State for Patent No. 50-74-
0097.

In its decision dated May 1l5,1974,
the State Office informed appellants
that:

Under a continuing policy established
by the Secretary of the Interior, all [oil.
and gas lease] offers filed prior to PLO
4582 would ibe maintained of record until
such time as the lands were either 1)
once again made availablI for mineral
leasing or 2): patented and no longer
under the jurisdiction of the Federal gov-
ernment. (See Vance W. Phillips, Aelisac
A. Burnham, 14 IBLA. 9 (Dec. 11,
1973).)

Accordingly, as the subject land
was patented to the State and no
longer nder the jurisdiction of the
United States, appellants' offer was
rejected.

The appellants have presented
numerous contentions in support of
their appeal. Their five main points
are: 1) it was improper for the-
State Office to issue a patent to the-
'State without having first given ap-
pellants actual notice and an oppor-
tunity to object to the issuance of the'
patent; 2) the issuance of the patent
to the State without the inclusion of'
certain provisions for the protection
of vested rights and State mineral
interests violated the requirements
of the Alaska Statehood Act and
rendered the patent void or void-
able; 3) the filing of appellants' oil
and gas lease offer segregated the
land from all other forms of ap-
propriation and created priority'
rights for appellants superior to all
other adverse claims, including a
subsequent selection by the State;
4) the BLM file for the State se-.
lection fails to disclose approval by-
the President or his designated rep--
resentative as required by section
6 (b) of the Statehood Act for lands-
selected north and west of the Na-
tional Defense Withdrawal Linet
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established by section 10(b) of the
Statehood Act; and 5) the State of
Alaska became the sucessor-in-m-
terest to the United States' interest
in the subject land with the obliga-
tion to issue a noncompetitive oil
and gas lease to appellants on their
pending priority offer. Appellants
request that, under the circum-
stances, the Board recommend can-
cellation of the "unrestricted"
patent and direct the BIVM to is-
sue a lease to appellants; or in the
alternative, that the Board direct
the BLM to refer appellants' lease
offer to the appropriate office of the
State of Alaska for further consid-
eration based upon their priority
offer.

[1] In their initial argument,
appellants contend that it was im-
proper for the Department to issue
a patent to the State without hav-
ing first given appellants aotual no-
tice and an opportunity to object to
the issuance of the patent. In ac-
cordance with 43 CFR 2627.4(c),
the State of Alaska published no-
tice of its proposed selection for five
consecutive weeks in order to bring
to the knowledge and attention of
all persons who were interested in
the lands described therein the fact
that the State proposed to establish
and perfect its claim to the selected
lands. The State's publication spe-
cifically stated that, "One purpose
of this notice is to allow all persons
claiming the lands adversely to file
in this [BLM] office their objec-
tions to issuance of patent to the
State." Publication in accordance
with regulatory , requirements is

177S, DANIEL GA DIANE
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adequate notice. Duncan 11 ilver, 20
IBLA 1 (1975); CheN-Cote Per-
lite Corp. v. Bowen, 72 I.D. 403
(1965); see also 66 C.J.S. Notice
H 13, 18 (1955), and cases cited
therein. Accordingly, we find that,
as a result of the publication, ap-
pellants received adequate notice
and an opportunity, to object to the
issuance of the patent to the State
of Alaska.

In their next argument, appel-
lants contend that it was improper
for the Department to issue a patent
to the State which failed to describe
the lands selected as vacant, unap-
propriated, and unreserved, and as
not affecting any valid existing
claim, location, or entry under the
laws of the, United States. Appel-
lants also object to the fact that the
patent did not include a proviso
prohibiting the State from subse-
quently reconveying the mineral
interests it acquired.

[2] Section 6 (b) of the Statehood
Act provides that the State may se-
lect up to 102,550,000 acres from
the public lands in Alaska which
are vacant, unappropriated and un-
reserved' at the time of 'their selec-
tion, provided the selection does not
affect any valid existing claim, lo-
cation or entry under the laws of
the United States. The Act does not
require that patents' to the State in-
clude a proviso to that effect. Com-
pliance with this provision is ful-
filled by the Department excluding
from selection all lands noted on its
records as being appropriated and
reserved or subject to valid existing
interests, and by requiring that
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adequate notice be given to all other
persons claiming an interest in the
land. The Department can then re-
ceive objections to the issuance of a
patent and, can render a determine
tion as to the availability of the
selected lands. In the present case,
following publication of the State's
proposed selection, the BLM, in its
decision tentatively approving the
State's application, made a finding
that, "The lands described *** are
not known to be occupied or appro-
priated under the public land laws,
including the mining laws * *
We conclude that this procedure
adequately assured conformity with
the requirements of the Statehood
Act.

[3] We also reject appellants'
argument that it was improper to
issue a patent to the State without
-including a proviso prohibiting the
,State from reconveying acquired
mineral interests. Section 6 (i) of
-the Statehood Act provides that
grants of mineral lands to the State
are made upon the condition that
:all subsequent State conveyances of
the mineral lands shall be subject to
and contain a reservation to the
State of all of the minerals in the

[lands so conveyed. All lands or min-
*erals disposed of contrary to the
provision are to be forfeited to the

''United States by appropriate pro-
.:ceedings instituted by the United
States Attorney General. Again we

-note that the Act does not require
-that -federal patents to the State in-
-elude a proviso to the above effect.
I.Rather, it is subsequent State con-
-Veyances which must contain a res-

ervation for minerals. Adherence to
this requirement of the Act is ade-
quately assured by the fact that the
laws of the United States are the
supreme law of the land, and state
action in contravention can be set
aside. Lee v. Florida, 392 U.S. 378,
385-86 (1968).

Appellants next contend that the
filing of their oil and gas lease offer
segregated the land from all other
forms of appropriation and created
priority rights for them superior
to the subsequent selection by the
State. Appellants urge that the lan-
guage within section 6(b) of the
Statehood Act which protects "any
valid existing claim, location, or
entry under the laws of the United
States," applies to oil and gas lease
offers filed pursuant to the Mineral
Leasing Act of 1920. Appellants
argue that once their oil and gas
lease offer was filed, the lands de-
scribed therein were no Ionger "va-
cant, unappropriated and' unre-
served" lands available for State
selection in accordance with section
6(b) of the Statehood Act. Appel-
lants additionally urge that their
oil and gas lease offer is encom-
passed by the exception provided
for in section 6(g) of the State-
hood Act, which provides in part
that:
* * * [T]he State of Alaska shall have
a preferred, right of selection, subject to
the requirements of this Act, except as
against prior existing valid rights or as
against equitable claims sbject to allow-
ance and confirmation. Such preferred
right shall have precedence * * but
not over other preference rights now con-
ferred by law. * *
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[4] In ScAraer v. Nickel, 419
F. 2d 663 (D.C. Cir. 1969), aff'g
Chwarles Schraier, A-30814 (Nov.21,
1967), the Court considered the
arguments raised by appellants in
this case. The Court concluded that
the language in section 6(b) of the
Alaska Statehood Act providing for
recognition of valid existing claims
did not apply to an oil and gas lease
offer filed pursuant to the Mineral
Leasing Act. The Court stated the
following at 666-67:

This language in § 6(b) is inapplicable
to an application for an oil and gas lease
under the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920.
That Act provides that lands subject to
disposition under-the Act, which are be-
lieved-to contain oil or gas deposits, "may

.be leased. by the Secretary of the In-

terior." The Act directed that if a lease
was issued,it had to go to the first quali-

fied applicant, but "it left the Secretary
discretion to refuse to issue any lease at
all on-a given tract." Udall v. Tallman,

380 U.S. 1, 4, 85 S. Ct. 792; 13 L. Ed. 2d
616 (1965). [Footnote omitted.] The fact
-that the Bureau published a notice that

it would receive offers to lease did not
preclude a later exercise of discretion to

decline to lease. An application for lease,
even though first in time or drawn by lot
-from among simultaneous offers, is a
hope, or perhaps expectation, rather than
a claim.

* *s * * :*@ 

An applicant under the Mineral Leas-
-ing Act may have the further right to a

lease where he is entitled to a lease over

anyone else under the law and the Sec-

retary has exercised his discretion to ex-
-ecute a lease. [Footnote omitted.] But his
proposal; does not rise to the level of

"claim" or "right" within the saving
clause of the Statehood Act where there
has been no such determination to lease.

The Court also concluded at
667-68 that an oil and gas lease offer
did not fall within the "existing
valid rights" or "equitable claims"
exception provided in section 6(g)
of the Statehood Act. The Court in-
terpreted the exception as applying
to those persons who would lose per-
mits already granted, -who owned
valuable improvements on the land,
or where there was some other form
of physical possession or improve-
ment made pursuant to law.

Appellants urge that the holding
in Seraier is inapposite to the pres-
ent case. Appellants argue that the
Court failed to consider the long
line of decisions of the Department
-of the Interior which allegedly hold
that an application for an oil and
gas permit or lease segregates- the
land from adverse appropriation
-and that an applicant has a priority
right over any adverse interest
thereafter sought to be initiated.
Appellants also argue that PL.O.
4582, which allegedly protected and
preserved appellants' oil and gas
lease offer for the duration of the
freeze, was -'not considered in
Sehraier, nor did the' Court consider
43 CFR 2627.3(b) (2), which al-
legedly provides for the-rejection of
a State selection to the extent that
the lands are included within a prior
oil and gas 'lease application.
Finall appellants urge that the

Court did not consider the State of
Alaska's regulation § 517.21 (a) 'of
Subchapter 1, Chapter 5, Division
of Lands, of the State Department
of Natural Resources, 'which ex-

1741
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pressly recognizes and confirms the
.rights of pending priority federal
lease offerors to the issuance of non-
'competitive oil and gas leases in the
absence of classification of the land
as competitive.

Again we are unpersuaded by ap-
pellants' arguments. The numerous
Departmental cases relied upon by
appellants do not support their,
proposition that an application for
an oil and gas lease segregates the
land from all other conflicting ap-
,propriations. The cases cited by ap-
pellants have to do with issued oil
and gas leases and permits which
were considered to be interests in
public land under the laws of the
United States, which appropriated
the land to private use, and pre-
cluded subsequent acquisition until
the interest was officially canceled
-and removed. See, e.g., Lutca T.
Pressey, 60 LD. 101, 102 (1947),
and cases cited therein."

Next appellants urge that the
Court in Schraier failed to consider
the "vested right" granted to an oil
and gas lease offeror under P.L.O.
4582. Section 2 of the order provided
in part that all oil and gas lease

lAppellants place considerable reliance
upon Solicitor's Opinion, 55 I.D. 205, 211,
(1935), wherein the Solicitor discussed what
constituted an "existing valid right" protected
in a savings provision of a temporary with-
drawal. Contrary to appellants' assertion, the
Solicitor did not include mineral lease applica-
tions within this category. Rather, he simply
noted that the particular withdrawal did not
specifically preclude discretionary issuance of
such leases: "In order that this opinion may
be more comprehensive, it is deemed pertinent
to add, although the precise question was not
submitted, that permits and leases snay be
granted under the Mineral Leasing Act * * *

-for the withdrawn lands * ( *" (Italics
added.)

offers then pending before the De-
partment would be given the same
status and consideration, upon en-
actment of the Alaska Native
Claims Settlement Act, as though
there had been no intervening peri-
od. Section 3 of the order provided
that the State of Alaska would, sub-
ject to the provisions of section 2,
have preferred rights of selection
pursuant to the Alaska Statehood
Act.

[5] Contrary to appellants' as-
sertion, P.L.O. 4582 did not vest ap-
pellants with a right to a lease upon
the expiration of the withdrawal.
The order simply assured them that
their lease offer would be given the
same priority "status and consid-
eration" if the Department, in its
discretion, decided to issue any lease
at all. Vance W. Phillips, supra,
modifled, Vance W. Phillips, 19
IBLA 211 (1975); George-E. Uter-
mnohle, Jr., 3 IBLA 94 (1971). The
Department, however, has exercised
its discretion in this area by deter-
mining that an oil and gas lease
offer will be rejected to the extent
of a conflict with a tentatively ap-
proved Alaska State selection appli-
cation, even though the lease offer
was filed before the selection ap-
plication. Union Oil Co. of Cali-
fornia, A-29907 (Feb. 20, 1964).
This policy is reflected in 43 CFR
2627.3 (b) (2), which appellants er-
roneously interpret as providing for
the rejection of a State selection to
the extent that the lands are in-
cluded within a prior oil and gas
lease offer. The cited regulation
provides in- part: - -
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* * Conflicting applications and offers
for mineral leases and permits, except for
preference right applicants, filed pursu-
ant to the Mineral Leasing Act, whether
filed prior to,,. simultaneously with, or
after the filing of a selection under this
part will be rejected when and if the
selection is tentatively approved by the
authorized officer: of the Bureau of Land
Management * I

In accordance with this regulation
(and its predecessor 43 CFR 76.12
(b)) the Department has consist-
ently held that an oil and gas lease
offer must- be rejected when ap-
proval is given to a subsequently
filed State selection. Duncan Miller,
supra; Ha'ruyu7kii Yaqmane, 19 IBLA
320 (1975); Yolana ockar, 19
IBLA 204 (1975); Lloyd W. Levi,
19 IBLA .201 (1975) ; Standard Oil
Co. of California, 71 I.D. 1, 2 n. 2
(1964);. Union Oil Co. of Cali-
fornia, supra; Violet Goresen, A-
29268 (Apr. 24, 1963); J. L. Ho-
Carrey, Jr., A-28436 (Nov. 14,
1960); Of. Mountaineering Club of
Alaska, 19 IBLA 198 (1975) ; Crip-
pie Creek Coal Co., 70 I.D. 451
(1963). Accordingly, we reject ap-
pellants' argument that the regula-
tion requires rejection of a State
selection tothe extent that the lands
are included within a prior oil and
gas lease offer.

Appellants argue in the alterna-
tive that while they lnay not have
a vested right to a noncompetitive
lease, they do come under the "pref-
erence right" exception in 43* CFR
2627.3 (b) (2), as they contend that
the Mineral Leasing Act confers
upon them a "statutory preference
right" to a noncompetitive lease.

Again we rej ect appelilaits' argu-
ment as having no merit. The pref-
erence rights referred to in the reg-
ulation do not include oil and gas
lease offers. In William J. Howe,
A-26205 (August 28, 1951} ,t'he'De-
partinent described the legal' dis-
tinction between an existing oil and
gas lessee who 'had a "preference
right" to a new lease, as opposed to
an oil and gas lease oiff eror who sin-
ply gained a "statutory priority
right" as the first qualified appli-
cant in the event the Department de-
cided to issue a lease. Appellants'
application falls within the latter
category This distinction is further
buttressed in Schraier v. Hickel,
supra at 667-68, where the Court re-
fused to consider petitioner's oil and
gas lease offer as coming within' the
exception in section 6(g) of the
Statehood Act for "preference
rights now conferred by law." Ac-
cordingly, we conclude that no
rights of appellants were in any
way violated by issuance of the pa-
tent to the State of Alaska.

Appellants next urge that the
BLM file for the State's selection
fails to disclose approval by the
President or his designated repre-
sentative as required by section 6 (b)
of the Statehood Act. In the final
proviso of section 6 (b), there is the

A specific "preference right" exception for
oil and gas lease offers, which does not apply
in this case, can be found in section 6 of the
Act of July :3, 1958, 72 Stat. 322 See
Mcreghar Land Co., 67 I.D. 81 (1960)

Zena L. Cochran, A-28297 (June 8, 1960)
Peaco, Ic., 6 I.D. 152 (59).

'For examples of preference rights con-
ferred by law, see, e.g., 30 U.SC. l§ 223, 229,
262, 272, 282 (1970) s see also 43 CFR
3520.1-1.

- 181174 ] u 
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requirement that no- selection shall
be made in the area north and west
of the National Defense Withdraw-
al Line established by section 10 (b)
of- the Act, without approval'of.the
President, or his designated repre-
*senttive. The. State's selection in
this case is included within that
area.

Under the terms of Executive
Order-No. 10950, 26 FR 5787 (June
27, 1961), the Secretary of the In-
terior was designated to exercise
.the authority vested in the Presi-
dent-to approve selections of land in
this area, provided the Secretary of
Defense, or his designee, concurred
in the proposals. The final para-
graph of the Executive Order reads
as follows:

As the Secretary of the Interior may
direct, the Under Secretary of the In-
terior, an Assistant Secretary of the In-
terior, the Director of the Bureau of
Land Management, or the Operations Su-
pervisors of the Bureau of Land Manage-
ment in Alaska are severally authorized
to exercise the authority vested in the
Secretary by this order.

By order published in 26 FR 7303
('Aug. 11, 961), the Secretary of
the Interior delegated his authority
to the Under Secretary and Assist-
ant Secretaries, severally.

On January 10, 1969, the State
Office transmitted copies of the
State's selection application to the
designee of the Secretary of Defense
and to the Director, BLM. By letter
dated Aug. 15, 1971, the Defense De-
partment approved State selection
of the land. The BLM file, however,
does not contain evidence of approv-
al by the Secretary of the Interior

or by any of his delegates under the
order dated Aug. 11, 1961. Tentative
and final approvals were given by

' the Director, BLM.4

Appellants have requested that
the Department recommend 'that ac-
tion be taken to cancel the patent.
Wc. note first that there is -a pre-
sumption that all necessary steps re-

'The Board has been unable to find any dele-
gation which grants the Director, BLM, the
authority to approve selections in the subject
area. We do not believe that such authority
is included within the Director's general dele-
gation powers. See Departmental kanual
§ 235.1.1. The Director's general delegation Is
limited by § 235.1.2(2.) which states that the
Director is not delegated any authority regard-
ing, "any action to be taken with the approval
or concurrence of the President, or the head
of any department or independent agency of
the Government."

We also note that, section 200.1.4 of the
Departmental Manual states the following:
"Authority of the Secretary to Delegate. The
Secretary of the Interior has broad power to
delegate his authority. However, nothing in
this Delegation Series empowers any: officer
or employee of the Department to exercise
authority which the Secretary by the terms
of the legislation, Executive Order or other
source of authority may not delegate. Thus,
authority given to the President by law and
delegated to the Secretary by Executive Order
cannot be redelegated except as provided in
the Executive Order. If the Executive Order
confines redelegation to specified officers * *
these specific positions and authorities must
be referred to in the redelegation. * * *"

(Italics added.)
Also, we take administrative notice of a

memorandum to the State Director, Alaska,
from the Acting Chief, Division of Lands and
Recreation, BLM, dated September 13, 1961,
which states in part the following: "[Bly
order published in the Federal Register on
Aug. 11, 1961 (26 F.R. 7303), the Secretary
delegated his authority to the Under Secretary
and the Assistant Secretaries severally. * *

At present, authority to approve selections
north of the PYX Line' [National Defense
Withdrawal Line] has not been delegated to
the Director, Bureau of Land Management.
Until such time. as a delegation is made, we
must obtain the approval of the Office of the
Secretary along with the concurrance of the
Department of Defense. * * " (Italics in
originaL)
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quired by law 'had been taken before
patent is~sed to the State. Za'welz
landl-Cr at Case, 121 U.S. 326, 381-
82 (1887). However, assuming ar-
gumendo, that a mistake in authoriza-
tion does exist in the present case,
the issue bef6re the Board is
whether the Department should
recommend to the Attorney General
that suit be 'brought to cancel the
patent. Moore v. RoDbbins, 96 U.S.
530 (1877); Bryan N. Johnson, 15
IBLA 19, 21 (1974); Charles IKik
A-27'872 (Dec. 1, 1959). The De-
partment will not ordinarily rec-
ommend that the Attorney General
initiate suit to cancel a patent un-
less: (1) the 'Government has an in-
terest in the remedy by reason of its
interest in the land; (2) the interest
of some party to whom the Govern-
ment is under obligation has'suf-
fered by issuance of the patent; (3)
the duty of the Government to the
people so requires; or (4) signifi-
cant equitable considerations are in-
volved. United States v. San Jacinto
Tin Co., 125 U.S. 273 (1887) ; Bryan
N. Johnson, supra; Dorothy H.
iHarsh 9 IBLA 113, 115 (1973). As
the Government is under no obliga-
tion to appellants, we do not believe
this case 'falls within category (2),
nor are any of the other categories
pertinent to appellants. Accord-
ingly, we find no basis for recom-
mending that suit be initiated to
cancel the patent. However, we do
recommend that the BLM make cer-
tain that proper approval was made
pursuant to section 6 (b) of the
A]saska Statehood Act. If a mistake
did occur, the Department may, in

579-465-75-5

alternative to recommendiig cancel-
lation of the patent, either properly
ratify the prior authorization, issue
a new patent, or take other action
which is appropriate under the'cir-
cumstances.5

[6] Finally, we' turn to appel-
lants' remaining argument, namely,
that under regulations promulgated
by the State of Alaska, the State is
required to issue a noncompetitive
oil and gas lease to appellants based
upon their priority offer filed pursu-
ant to the Mineral Leasing Act of
1920. As correctly noted in the State
Office decision, after the subject
lands were patented to the State, the
Department lost jurisdiction over
the lands. Russ Journigan, 16 IBLA

5 We note that if an error did occur, it
appears to be a minor one in nature: The
approval requirement In section 6(b) of the
Statehood Act is for the benefit of the
Department of Defense. That Department
considered the merits of the selection and
concurred in its approval. As stated in a
letter to Maurice H. Stans, Director, Bureau
of the Budget, from Acting Secretary of the
Interior, Elmer F. Bennett, dated Novem-
ber 16, 1960: "The establishment of this
national defense area, of course, is designed to
give the military departments a freer hand in
planning the defenses of Alaska and of the
entire United States * I * * * * If in point

of fact the land desired for selection by the
State is militarily unimportant, the State
should be allowed to select it everything being
equal. The strategic value of the land is best
determinable by the military department con-
cerned. It is believed, therefore, that the ques-
tion whether in any case a State selection
should be allowed for lands within the segre-
gated area should be addressed by the Depart-
ment of the Interior, which administers the
land, to the Department of Defense. If the
determination is not adverse to selection,
approval can be secured without further re-
ferral." Assuming the Department concludes
that the mistake (if it exists) does not merit
Departmental correction, the State of Alaska
may decide to, take action in order to remove
any cloud which may exist on its title to the
lands. -See McGrrahean v. Mining Co., 96 U.S.
316 (1877).
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79, 80 (1974).; Bryan N. Joktnson,
supra; R. E. Puckett, 14 IBLA 128,
130 (1973); Pexco, Inc., 66 I.D. 152,
154 (1959). If appellants wish to
continue their efforts to acquire an
oil and gas lease on the subject lands,
they must pursue their request with
the State of Alaska in accordance
with the laws of that State.

Therefore, pursuant to the au-
thority delegated to the Board of
Land Appeals by the Secretary of
the Interior, 43 CFR 4.1, the deci-
sion below is affirmed.

MARTIN RITVO,
Administrative Judge.

WEk CoNczmn:

Do-uGLAs E. IIENRIQuES,
Administrative Judge.

EDWARD W. S=BING,
Administrative Judge.

ADMINISTRATIVE APPEAL OF
MARY ANN TOPSSEH COMBS

V.

COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN
AFFAIRS

4 IBIA 27
Decided April 28, 1975

Appeal from an administrative deci-
sion of the Commissioner of Indian
Affairs, affirming the decision of the
Acting Area Director, Billings Office.

Affirmed.

1. Administrative Procedure: Admin-
istrative Procedure Act-Administra-

tive Procedure:. Administrative Re-
view-Administrative Procedure: Ini.
tial Decision-Administrative Proce-
dure: Substantial Evidence

The ultimate findings and decision of
the administrative law judge adopted by
the Commissioner of Indian Affairs will
not be set aside upon administrative re-
view where they are supported by sub-
stantial evidence.

APPEARANCES: Gary Niles Kimble,
Esq., for appellant, Mary Ann Topsseh
(Combs); Edward L. Meredith, Esq.,
for Bureau of Indian Affairs.

OPINION BY
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

SABAGH

INTERIOR BOARD OF
INDIAN APPEALS

This matter comes before the
Board on an appeal from the deci-
sion of the Commissioner of Indian
Affairs adopting the findings and
recommendations of Administrative
Law Judge Frances C. Elge, after
an adversary hearing held on De-
cember 12, 1973, at the lathead
Agency, Ronan, Montana,. and af-
firming the decision of the Acting
Area Director, Billings Area Office.

The appeal is brought on the
grounds the decision of the Com-
missioner is contrary to the facts
and evidence as presented at the ad-
ministrative hearing. Appellant
contends that her moneys were dis-
'bursed contrary to her intent con-
stituting a breach of the fiduciary
relation which existed between the
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appellant and the then Superin-
tendent,-Harold D. Roberson.

These contentions in essence are
similar to those raised at the hear-
ing afforded the appellant and again
in a memorandum preliminary to
the issuance of the Commissioner's
decision.

Having reviewed the record, in-
eluding 127 pages of transcript of
testimony taken at a hearing where
all interested parties were repre-
, sented by learned counsel, and briefs
'of appellant and appellees, the
Board finds that the appellant has
shown no reason why the findings
of fact, conclusions of law, and rec-
ommended decision of Administra-
tive Law Judge Elge adopted by
the Commissioner of Indian Affairs

* should not be affirmed.
[1] We hold that there is sub-

stantial evidence. in the record to
support the findings and recom-
mended decision of the Administra-
tive Law Judge adopted by the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs. We
adopt Judge Elge's decision at-
tached hereto.

NOW, THEREFORE, by virtue
of the authority delegated to the
Board of Indian Appeals by the
Secretary of the Interior, 211 DM
13.7 and 43 CFR 4.1(2), the appeal
is hereby dismissed and the decision
of the Commissioner of Indian Af-
fairs is AFFIRMED.

MITOIIELL J. SABAGH,

Adninistrattive Judge.

WE CONCUR:

DAVID J. McKEE
Chief Administrative Judge.

ALEXANDER H. WILSON,

Adnigistrative Judge.

July 9, 1974

ADMINIsTRATVE LAW JUDGE 0/0 BUREAU
.OF INDIAN AFFAIRS BILLINGS, MONTANA
59101

ADMINISTRATIVE APPEAL (FOR REFUND)
OF MARY ANN TOPSSEI (COMES), LAT-
HEAD ALLOTTEE 1648, FRoM A DECISION OF
TME BILLINGS AEA DIRECTOR, BUREAu OF
INDIAN AFFAIRS.

FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDED DECISION.

1. By order of August 21, 1973, issued
by the then Acting Chief Administrative

.Law Judge William Fauver, Office of
Hearings and Appeals,. Arlington, Vir-
ginia, the undersigned was designated to
conduct a hearing in the appeal in cap-
tion, to provide a transcript thereof to
become a part of the record together with
documentary evidence admitted or ten-
dered at the hearing, and to issue findings
of fact and a recommended decision to
be transmitted to the Assistant Secretary
for Indian Affairs. By modification of
July 1, 1974, the- undersigned was di-
rected to transmit the record with the
findings and recommended decision to the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs.

2. A hearing was duly held at the Flat-
head Indian Agency at Ronan, Montana,
on December 12,-1973. Mary Ann Tolpsseh
(Combs), hereinafter referred to as the
appellant, was represented by Gary Niles
Kimble, Esq., of Missoula, Montana. The
Billings Area Office and the Flathead In-
dian Agency, Bureau of Indian Affairs,
were represented by Edward L. Meredith,
Esq., of the Billings Field Solicitor's
Office.
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3. The appellant, a Salish Indian, is
a member of the Confederated Salish and
Kootenai Tribes of the Flathead Indian
Reservation and, at the time of the trans-
action involved in this case, was ninety
years old. She does not read nor write.

FACTS

4. In November 1972, the appellant re-
ceived a check from the Bureau of Indian
Affairs for $16,823.85, proceeds from the
sale of her own 80-acre allotment 1684
to the Confederated Salish and Kootenai
Tribes. On November 28, 1972, the appel-
lant, with the check in her possession,
traveled from her 'home near Arlee, Mon-
tana, to the Flathead Indian Agency at
Ronan, Montana, with Mrs. Cecelia Van-
derberg, a neighbor. With Mrs. Vander-
berg present, she discussed with Flathead
Agency personnel, including the Super-
intendent,i Mr. Harold D. Roberson, the
matterof disposition of the-check. At 'the
conclusion of the discussions, the check
was deposited to the credit of the appel-
lant's individual Indian account which
is administered by the Bureau of Indian
Affairs.

5. After preparation, execution by the
appellant, and approval by the Superin-
tendent of appropriate applications there-
for, the amount of the check was distrib-
uted to ten of the appellant's grandchil-
dren and one great grandchild, an elev-
enth 'thereof each. The appellant retained
a twelfth of such amount. A cheek for
'that share, $1,401.98, was mailed to the
appellant. Each of the recipients owned
,an un4lvtided ,fractional interest in Flat-
head allotment 1647, that of Louie Tops-
seh (Combs), the late husband of the
appellant and progenitor of the recipi-
ents. (Exhibit 3.)

6. On December 22, 1972, the appellant,
'her son Abel Combs Topsseh, and her at-
torney Mr. Kimble visited the Superin-
tendent &t the Flathead Indian Agency,
informing the Superintendent that the
appeliaiit. had not- intended to give the
money; to the recipients; that she had
intended to -buy their shares in the Louie
Topsseh (Combs) allotment 1647 with

such payments. On December 26, 1972,
the Superintendent wrote to the appel-
iant's counsel describing the transaction
and, among other things, stating: "We
are convinced it was Mrs. Combs' intent
on November 28 'to make an outright gift
to the persons indicated."

7. By letter of April 4, 1973, the'appel--
Iant's counsel filed an appeal with the-
Area Director, Billings Area Office, Bu-
reau of Indian Affairs. By letter of May 3,.
1973, the Area Director affirmed the ac-
'tion of the Flathead Indian Agency Su--
perintendent. This appeal of that decision
was taken by letter of May 17, 1973, to-
the Commissioner of Indian Affairs.

8. The sole issue in this appeal is.
whether, on November 28, 1972, the appel-
lant intended (1) gifts of money to the
recipients or (2) the payment of such
money in consideration for the purchase
of the recipients' interests in the Louie-
Topsseh (Combs) allotment.

DISCUSSION OF EVIDENCE

9. On November 28, 1972, the appellant
went to the home of Cecelia Vanderberg,.
her neighbor. She had with her the check
for $16,823.85. She asked Mrs. Vanderberg-
to write a letter for her to the Super--
intendent to give the money to "these-
children that hadn't received anything-
when their grandfather Louie died." Mrs.
Vanderberg stated that the appellant was
referring to her grandchildren. Tr. 66, 67.
Mrs. Vanderberg then told the appellant
that she and her husband were going to,
the Agency and that, if the appellant de--
sired, she could "come with us and we'll
just go in and see about it." Mr. and"Mrs.
Vanderberg and the appellant then pro--
ceeded to the Flathead Indian Agency in
the Vanderberg automobile. (Tr. 66.) Mrs.
Vanderberg further testified that the ap-
pellant said nothing about wanting to-
buy land; that all the appellant said to-
her was to give this to the children; that
when they got to the Agency office they
talked to Eileen Decker and Frenchy
Burland (both realty specialists at the-
Flathead Agency); that Frenchy called
in Superintendent Roberson and talked:
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-to him; that she recalled that the Super-
intendent advised the appellant that she
,could handle the matter herself but that
the appellant wanted it done through the
Agency; that the appellant did not want
Bob Matt (surviving husband of appel-
lant's deceased granddaughter Teresa.
Delphine Matt) to get any of it for the
reason that, when Bob Matt's wife Teresa
-was killed (mother of Ramona Plant, one
of the recipients of the money involved),
allegedly Bob Matt did not give his
-daughter Ramona any of the insurance
recovery; that said alleged deprivation
was appellant's reason for giving Ramona

-a share. (Tr. 68.)
10. Mrs. Vanderberg, also a member of

-the Flathead Tribes, has been a neighbor
of the appellant for 36 years. She speaks
only the English language. She stated
that the appellant lived right across the
road, about a quarter of a mile from the
Vanderberg home (Tr. 65); that appel-
lant would come to her home when she
wanted a letter written; that Mrs. Van-
derberg or her daughters would write
letters for the appellant; and that
through the years she had always under-
stood the appellant; and that the appel-
lant understood her and her family. (Tr.
69, 75, 76.)

11. Mrs. Vanderberg did not remember
-the Superintendent's asking the appellant

about, whether the appellant wanted to
-buy land.

12. When Mrs. Vanderberg and the ap-
pellant came to the Agency office on Nov-
-ember 28, 1972, they proceeded to the
small office of Francis 0. (Frenchy) Bur-
land and Mrs. Eileen Decker. Both Mr.
Burland and Mrs. Decker are members
of the Flathead Tribes; neither under-
stands or speaks the Indian language.

13. Mr. Burland testified that Mrs. Van-
derberg spoke first, stating that the ap-
pellant wished to distribute money, rep-
resented by the check in the appellant's
possession, toher grandchildren; that he
advised Mrs. Vanderberg that he thought

the appellant was going to. buy property;
that Mrs. Vanderberg and the appellant
talked briefly, Mrs. Vanderberg, asking
the appellant if she was going to buy
"this property" and that the appellant re-
sponded, "I'm too old. I don't need the:
land; I don't need the. money." (Tr. SO,
85, 87) ; that Mr. Burland, not knowing
whether the money could be distributed
by the Agency, requested Mr. Roberson
to join the group to, listen to what the
appellant had to say; that Mr. Roberson
asked her "you mean you don't want to
buy the land?" and that she responded
that she did not, that she wanted to give
the money to her grandchildren, where-
upon Mr. Roberson advised her that she
could take the check to the bank and that
they would do it for her; that the appel-
lant rejected thea suggestion stating that
she wanted the Superintendent to do it,
adding, "That's what you're here for."
Mr. Burland felt no need to get an inter-
preter because the appellant was speaking
perfectly clear English and appeared to
understand exactly what he was saying
to her. (Tr. 80, 81.)

14. Mr. Roberson's testimony, with re-
spect to his participation in the trans-
action, was corroborative of that given
by Mr. Burland. (Tr. 43, 44.) Additional-
ly, Mr. Roberson recounted that the ap-
pellant wanted the Agency to handle the
matter for her so that there would be a

record of what she had done and that the
appellant stated, "I want them to have

this for their share and leave me alone."
He testified that both Mr. Burland and
he specifically asked the appellant if she
wished to purchase the interests these
heirs held in the Louie Topsseh (Combs)
allotment, to which she replied in the
negative, stating that she did not need
any more land because she was too old;
that he asked her more than once, "Are
you sure you do not want to buy the
land?" and that each time he received a
negative reply either from the appellant
or from Mrs. Vanderberg. (Tr. 44.) Mr.
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Roberson then complimented the appel-
lant on her generosity and, with Mrs.
Decker and the appellant, discussed dis-
tribution of the money and the identity
of the recipients, appellant's grandchil-
dren and one great grandchild. Mr. Rober-
son recalled that the appellant added
Ramona Plant, a great grandchild, to the
list of recipients because "her parents
never did anything for her." (Tr. 53.)

15. After the discussion, the appellant
was asked to come back after lunch to
give Mrs. Decker time to prepare docu-
ments necessary for effecting the trans-
action.

16. Mrs. Decker's testimony was almost
identical to that given by Mr. Roberson
and Mr. Burland with respect to partici-
pants in the discussion of the transac-
tion, questions asked, and replies given
by the appellant, as recounted in para-
graphs 13 and 14, supra. (See Tr. 92, 93.)
Added was that, after the discussions,
Mrs. Decker prepared documents for pay-
ments of money to twelve recipients, one
great granddaughter and eleven grand-
children, including Margaret Topsseh
Pablo, appellant's granddaughter, the
daughter of Abel Combs Topsseh. When
Mrs. Decker was reviewing the docu-
ments with the appellant, Mrs. Decker
read the name and amount for each re-
cipient. When she read one for Margaret,
the appellant said, "No. Margaret's dad
is living. Abel is living." iShe did not want
Margaret included. Rather than having
eleven new forms prepared in a larger
amount to each, the appellant elected to
keep $1,401.98, one share, for herself. (Tr.
46, 94.)

17. When the appellant received her
check for one-twelfth of the land sale
money, she asked her son Abel Combs
Topsseh to take her to Missoula, Mon-
tana, to "take this check in, to go to the
bank." Mr. Topsseh looked at the check
and asked the appellant, "Where's the
big check?" He testified that the appel-
lant answered that she had bought the
land back, that she had given the check
to the 'Superintendent. Mr. Topsseh
further stated that the appellant needs

help in making deals, such as buying a
car. He observed that " * * sure she
needs help but she thinks she can do it,
you know." He testified that she can't talk
English too good. (Tr. 10.)

18. Mr. Topsseh related that, after he
learned of disposition of the big check, he
and the appellant went to the Agency to
see Mr. Roberson about the transaction;:
that the appellant jumped up and told
him (Mr. Roberson), "If I want to give'
that money away like that why I'd send
'em, you know, myself." In response to'
questioning by Mr. Kimble, concerning
the meeting with the Superintendent, his
further testimony was:

Q. Did she use part English and part
Indian?

A. Yes. She uses, you know, she's
Q. Did you have to interpret?
A. No. I didn't say nothing. Just let her'

and Roberson fight it out. So that's when
that happened, why I said, "Now you
keep quiet. We're going to go see a law-
yer." I try to tell her how to straighten
this up.

19. Concerning purchasing of interests
in the Louie Topsseh (Combs) allotment
1647, it is established that, at the time
of executing a deed in favor of the Con-
federated Salish and Kootenai Tribes for
her own 80-acre allotment, within a
month prior to her receiving her check
therefor, the appellant expressed to Mr.
Burland that when she received the
money "she wanted to, in turn, then pUT--
chase interests in the land, in what I
[hMr. Burland] assumed the land that she'
was living on." (Tr. 79.) It is also estab-
lished that Mr. Topsseh had advised the
Superintendent that he and his mother
were going to buy the land back with the'
proceeds from the sale of her land. Tr. 8,
51. Both Mr. Topsseh and Mr. Roberson
testified that, when Mr. Topsseh informed
Mr. Roberson of the intention to purchase
the land, Mr. Roberson told Mr. Topsseh
that it will be her money and that she can
do what she wants with it. (Tr. 7, 51.)

20. In preparation for the purchase of'
the interests in allotment 1647, Mr. Tops-
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seh, in early October 1972, obtained from
Mr. Burland two applications to sell
interests to the appellant, one for Ignace
Adams and one for Robert Eugene Adams,
so that they or one of them could start
the sale. Each owned a 17/630 undivided
interest in the Louie Topsseh Combs al-
lotment. See Exhibit 3, continuation
sheets 3, 4. No evidence was submitted as
to what thereafter transpired with re-
spect to those applications. Mr. Burland
was not thereafter contacted about them.
(Tr. 83, 20.)

21. Appellant's testimony, both in Eng-
lish and through an interpreter, except
for her remembering that she received
her land sale check and that she made
the November 28 trip to the Agency, was
frequently unresponsive. With respect
to the November 28,.1972, transaction at
the Agency, she testified that upon ar-
rival at the Agency, "There were three
standing there, two ladies and that
agent;" that se told him, "I come to
see you about my land," that "I come to
tell you I want to do for my land and why
I got the money. There are two, you
know, these two ladies; they look at each
other and they seem to understand." She
stated that she told the Superintendent,
"* * * I wanted to come and for my land,
I wanted to give my grandchildren share
for their share from Louie ;" that "she
buy's them people their share." (Tr. 32.)
She further stated that Mrs. Vandenberg
said nothing during the discussions; that
she just stood by the door, when, in fact,
-Mrs. Vandenberg had sat beside the ap-
pellant to assist her, albeit all in the Eng-
lish language. (Tr. 33, 92.)

22. The testimony of Mr. Abel Tops-
seh was that the appellent, his mother,
lived in a log house on the Louie Topsseh
(Combs) allotment 1647; that, with the
money received from the land sale, she
wanted to buy the grandchildren out so
she would have it for herself; that after
she received her check for one-twelfth of
her land sale money, she told him that she
had bought the land with the "big check."

Mr. Topsseh was not present during the
November 28 transaction. Moreover, it is
apparent even from his testimony, as well
as that of others, that the appellant is-an
independent person and likes to run her
own affairs; and that he opposed deals
she made, such as leasing land for con-
siderations he deemed inadequate. (Tr.
125, 126.)

23. In support of the contention that
the appellant should not transact busi-
ness without the assistance of an in-
terpreter, appellant's counsel took the
testimony of Father Edmund G. Robin-
son, a priest at St. Ignatius Mission.
Father Robinson stated his relationship
with the appellant to be that of a client
to a priest and of a friend to a friend;
that he was in contact with the appel-
lant for two years ending with the sum-
mer of 1964, when he was transferred
to another location; and that he was
in contact with her again from the sum-
met of 1968 to date. Father Robinson
contrasted her ability to understand and
speak English in the earlier period with
that ability during the later period of his
contacts with her. It was his observa-
tion that her hearing in the later years
was considerably impaired; that the ap-
pellant has a general understanding
about the commonalities of life; that her
expression in English can be understood
by someone who has known her but is
fragmented and broken in various ways;
that he and the appellant had had misun-
derstandings about simple things on oc-
casion when he had talked with her; that
a reasonable man would have to be ex-
tremely prudent in dealing with a matter
of such magnitude (the transaction here
involved) ; that he asked her twice to
explain the transaction and that she d-
vised him that she could not explain it
in English but could if he understood
Indian. He doubted her ability to for-
mulate a transaction of that size. (Tr.
21, 22.) His main conversations with the
appellant had been about everyday things.
His testimony is given little weight in
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that his elationship was not of a busi-
ness nature as were the appellant's deal-
ings with Agency personnel.
- 24. In addition to the participants in
the transaction, Donna Rae Fuqua, lease
clerk at the Flathead Agency, testified
with respect to the appellant's negotiat-
ing a lease on 20 acres of hay land- in
March 1972, and of her and her lessee's
being in the Agency during the instant
hearing to prepare and execute a modi-
fication of the lease, execution of such
modification having been prevented by
Mr. Abel Combs who thought the con-
sideration inadequate. (Tr. 110, 123.)
Mrs. Fuqua confirmed that the appellant
could converse in English and convey
her wishes as to what she wanted.

25. The Supervisory Social Services
Representative at the Flathead Agency
also testified that the appellant underm
sood English, could readily be understood,
and had the ability to handle her own
affairs.

26. A factor in this matter is that from
the time of the death of Louie Topsseh
Combs, Allottee 1647, the appellant had
lived on his allotment; she and her son'
Abel had used the land, belonging to them
and the 'other heirs, for farming and rais-
ing cattle; they made no payments for
such use to the other heirs, except $17
paid to Delphine Matt. The recipients
of the money from the appellant's land
sale were among those heirs. (Tr. 52,
104.) It may have been the nonpayment
for such use that prompted the: appel-
lant's distribution of funds to her favored
descendants.

27. After the appellant and her son
Abel had employed counsel, after the two
with their counsel had called on the
Superintendent on December 22, 1972, and
after the Superintendent's letter of De-
cember 26, 1972, namely on or about
February 1, 1973, according to the testi-
mony of Superintendent Roberson, the ap-

pellant walked into his office and told
him, "I want you to know that I'm not
angry with you for what you've done. You
did what I wanted." At the same meet-

ing, in English, she stated that she
wanted the Superintendent to know that
(distribution of the money) was not a
gift to her heirs but that she wanted
them to have that as a share of whatever
she had had or derived from the land.

28. The Louie Topsseh Combs, Allot-
ment 1647 is owned by 22 persons in vary-
ing, undivided fractional shares. The ap-
pellant owns one-third plus her dower
right; appellant's son Abel Topsseh owns
one-sixth; appellant's daughter Mary
Topsseh Felsman, one-sixth. Shares of
these three, collectively, account for own-
ership of two-thirds or 665/% of the al-
lotment. Collectively, the shares of the
recipients of the money here involved
represent ownership of 1938/7560 or ap-
proximately 25/3% thereof. The remain-
ing shares, vested in eight owners.consti-
tute 582/7560 or approximately 72/3% of
the ownership. Exhibit 3, continuation
sheets 3, 4. Had appellant's intent been
to purchase, it would seem that all ex-
tant shareholders would have been in-
cluded, particularly an owner such as
Robert Matt whom the appellant ob-

viously dislikes. (Tr. 52, 68, 98.)
29. From Abel Topsseh's testimony

about the proposed purchase, it appears

that his interest was greater than that of
an agent for the appellant. First, he
quoted the appellant as having told him,
on the day she received the land sale
check, "I'm going to buy this 80 back
from the grandchildren." When referring
to his getting forms from Frenchy Bur-
land, and having been asked if he saw
anyone else in the office, he stated, "Well
there was somebody else besides nim I
don't know. Eileen knows that I was
talking because he gave me the form and
I told him that I was buying this land
back * * ." (Tr. 6, 7.) When asked
about talking with Mr. Robenson, Mr.
Topsseh stated " * * I told him that
we was buying this land back, you know."
(Tr. 8.) [Italics supplied.] Apparently
Mr. Topsseh planned to share in the bene-
fits of the appellant's acquisition of land.
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FINDINGS

30. Considering the record as a whole,
I find that a preponderance of reliable,
probative, and substantial evidence estab-
lishes that:

(1) The appellant was not and is not
under disability, legal or otherwise;

(2) The appellant, to and including
the date of the hearing in this matter,
has been conducting business affairs at
the Flathead Agency, with respect to
which most communication has been in
the English language; occasionally, the
appellant requests the assistance of an
interpreter;

(3) Cecelia Vanderberg, appellant's
neighbor, who has communicated with the
appellant frequently over the past 35
years, understood the appellant and the
appellant understood Cecelia during all
periods of conversation on November 28,
1972;

(4) Mr. Burland, Superintendent Rob-
erson, and Mrs. Decker exercised great
care to, and: did, ascertain the appellant's
intent with respect to distribution of the
proceeds of appellant's land sale check
in the amount of $16,823.35.

CONCLUSION

At all times on November 28, 1972, it
was the intent of the appellant to divide
the proceeds of her land sale check,
supra, among ten of her grandchildren
and one great grandchild without receiv-
ing land interests in exchange therefor.

RECOMMENDATION

It is recommended that the May 3,
1973, decision of the Acting Director,
Billings Area Office, Bureau of Indian

Affairs (letter of, May 3, 1973, to Mr.
Gary Niles Kimble), be affirmed.

FRANCES C. ELGE,
Administrative Law Judge.

ADMINISTRATIVE APPEAL OF
PAUL N. JACKSON

V.

AREA DIRECTOR, ANADARKO,,
ET AL.

4 IBIA 39

Decided April 29,1975

Appeal from an administrative deci-
sion canceling lease, demanding pos-
session of premises and demanding
proceeds of 51 acres of wheat harvested
therefrom.

Reversed and remanded.

1. Indian Lands: Leases and Permits:
Violation: Damages

The measure of damages is governed pri-
marily by applicable provisions of the
lease to the extent specified and provided
therein.

APPEARANCES: Virgil L. Upchurch,,
Attorney for Paul W, Jackson, appel-
lant; Ryland L. Rivas of the law firm
of Pipestem, Rivas and harlde, for
Salome- V. Nestell, et al., appellees.

OPINION BY
ADMINISTRAY1IVE JUDGE.

WILSON

INTERIOR BOARD OF
INDIAN APPEALS

Paul N. Jackson, hereinafter re-
ferred to as appellant, through his
attorney, Virgil .L. Upchurch, has.
appealed the September 5, 1974 de-
cision of the Acting Area Director,.
Anadarko Area Office, affirming the
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decision of August 5, 1974, of Wil-
liam W. Grissom, Superintendent,
Anadarko Agency, Anadarko,
Oklahoma.-

The Superintendent in his said
decision of August 5, 1974, canceled
the appellant's lease, demanded pos-
session of the premises, and de-
manded the proceeds of 51 acres of
wheat harvested (wheat crop in
trespass).

According to the record, the ap-
pellaht on February 5, 1969,'entered
into Lease Contract No. 25257,
hereinafter referred to as lease, with
the owners of Kiowa Trust Allot-
ment No. 240, described as NE1/4 ,
sec. 24, T. 7 N., R. 13 W., Indian
Meridian, Caddo County, Okla-
homa, for a term of five years be-
ginning January 1,1970, and ending
December 31, 1974. The subject lease
was approved by the Superintend-
ent on February 24, 1969.

The lease in question makes no
provision for any of the acreage to
be cultivated. The appellant, accord-
ing o the record, plowed and
planted 51 acres of the premises to
wheat in the fall of 1973. By letter
of July 24, 1974, the Superintend-
ent advised the appellant of the
violation and gave him ten days
from the date thereof in which to
show cause why the lease should not
be canceled. In response thereto, the
appellant, on July 30, 1974, at-
tempted to justify his actions and
offered to pay an additional $425
rental for cropping the 51 acres.

The Superintendent on August 5,
1974, advised the appellant that his

justification for plowing and plant-
ing the 51 acres as set forth in his
letter of July 30, 1974, was un-
acceptable. The Superintendent
further advised the appellant as
follows:

(1) Your lease, above identified, is
hereby cancelled, and

(2) Demand is hereby made for the
proceeds of 51 acres of wheat harvested
(wheat crop in trespass), and

(3) Demand is: hereby made for the
possession of the premises.

In appealing the Superinten-
dent's decision of August 5, 1974, to
the Area Director of the Anadarko
Area Office the appellant in support
of his appeal set forth the following
reasons:

(1) That there was a denial of due
process of law to Mr. Jackson by failing
to afford Mr. Jackson a hearing before
the Superintendent after he had shown
cause in his letter of July 30, 1974.

(2) That there is an error of law by
the Superintendent in stating that a
wheat crop was in trespass as Mr. Jack-
son was properly in possession under the
lease which error violates Mr. Jackson's
legal' rights.

(3) That there is an, error of law in
stating the amount of damages if a crop
was harvested in violation, of the lease
which error violates Mr. Jackson's legal
rights.

The Area Director, on September
5, 1974, affiried the decision of the
Superintendent in the following
language:

(1) It is contended there was a denial
of due process of law to the lessee, Mr.
Jackson, by not having a hearing before
the Superintendent after the delivery of
the response letter by Mr. Jackson of
July 30, 1974. The 10-day period afforded
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the individual from the date of the 10-day
notice is the period in which the lessee
may come forward with his showings of
why the lease should continue. The re-
-gulations do not contemplate a hearing
after the lessee has filed objections in the
form of a letter, all arguments whether
oral or written are to be presented in the
allotted 10-day period.
- (2) It is contended that the Superin-
tendent was in error in stating the wheat
,crop was in trespass since Mr. Jackson
was in possession under the lease. We
feel the Superintendent was correct in
his decision that it was a wheat crop in
trespass because it violated the express
provisions of the lease requiring the es-
tablishment of lovegrass in the 85-acre
tract and certainly the maintenance of
the balance of the pasture land in its
native grass state as it existed at the
beginning of the lease. The trespass com-
plained of is a trespass of the terms of
the lease, not a trespass of the land. By
plowing up the required lovegrass and
an additional amount of existing pasture
Mr. Jackson committed a trespass of the
lease provisions to plant the 35 acres of
lovegrass and to maintain the other pas-
ture land.

(3) The amount of damages to satisfy
the lease violation was stated in the
August 5j 1974 cancellation letter, namely
the full proceeds of 51 acres of wheat har-
vested.

The Area Director in his decision
of September 5, 1974, further stated:

After having reviewed your reasons for
challenging the decision of the Anadarko
Agency Superintendent to cancel the sub-
ject farming and grazing lease, we affirm
the Superintendent's finding that the
lease is cancelled, demand is made for
possession of the leased premises, and
payment of the gross proceeds of 51 acres
of harvested -wheat is requested to be
paid to the Bureau of Indian Affairs for
the benefit of the Indian owners.

It is from the foregoing decision
that the appellant has appealed to
this forum. The three reasons set
forth. in support of the- appeal are
not repeated herein since they are
substantially the same as those set
forth in appellant's appeal to the
Area Director as hereinabove; set
forth.

The appellant in his brief filed
with this Board under date of Jan-
uary 3, 1975, sets forth the fact that
actual possession of the premises
in question has been delivered to the
succeeding lessee, therefore render-
ing moot the cancellation issue. Ac-
cordingly, only the issue regarding
the amount of damages demanded
by the Superintendent, as affirmed
by the Area Director, remains for
the consideration of this Board
* It is the contention of the appel-
lant that the proper measure of
damages in this case is a fair and
reasonable rental for the use of the
land in question. In support of his
contention the appellant cites Sec-
tion 62, Title 23 of the Oklahoma
Statutes; Kelly v. Weir, 243 F.
Supp. 588 (D.C. Ark. 1965);
Sehradsky v. Stirnson, 76 F. 30
(8th (Dir. 1896) and Long-Bell
Lumber Company v. Martin, 66 P.
328, 11 Oklahoma 192 (1901).

We are not in complete agreement
with the appellant's contention re-
garding damages or the authorities
cited in support thereof. In the first
instance, state' law would be inap-
plicable for measuring the damages
since trust or restricted lands are
involved. 'Federal laws in cases in-
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volving trust or restricted lands'
have been held paramount to state
law. Sperry Oil and Gas Comspany
v. Chisholm, 264 U.S. 488, 44 S. Ct.
372 (1924). Act of Congress sup-
plants the laws of 'Oklahoma -in re-
lation'to Indians. Blanset v. Cardin,
256 U.S. 319 (1921).

In the second instance, the cases
cited by appellant in support of his
contention involved trespass on fee
or nontrust lands whereas this ap-
peal 'involves a landlord-tenant re-
lationship on trust or restricted In-
dian lands.

The Superintendent, on the other
hand, takes the position that the
measure of damages is the entire
proceeds from the 51 acres of wheat
which was planted in violation of
the lease contract. No authority,
however, is cited 'by the Superin-
tendent in support of his position.
Apparently, it is based on the equi-
table doctrine that "one should not
profit from his wrong." Appellees'
counsel 'contends generally that ap-
pellant's actions resulted in damage
to the land and to allow him to
profit therefrom would lead to his
unjust enrichment as well as leav-
ing the appellees with the damaged
land to restore. Counsel, however,
fails to state what the measure of
damages should be for appellant's
wrongful action.
- [1] It appears rather strange
that the parties in their respective
contentions set forth above com-
pletely fail to take into considera-
tion the provisions of the lease, par-
ticularly Section VIII. SOIL
CONSERVATION REQUIRE-

AMENTS. 'Clearly, the measure of
damages in this appeal is to be gov-
erned primarily by applicable pro-
visions of the lease to the extent;
specified and, provided therein.

'Subsection C, Section VIII of
Additional Lease Requirements in--
corporated into and made a part of'
Lease Contract No. 25257 provides::

Native grass is not to be plowed Alp at'
any time and alfalfa shall not be plowed'
up in the last year of the lease without
written permission from the approving
,officer. (Damages, $25.00 per acre)
(Italics supplied.)

In light of the fact that the lease
herein allows for no' cultivation it
is quite evident and clear that the-
appellant's action in plowing up the
51 acres was in direct violation of'
subsection C, supra, and subject tow
the penalties specified therein.

In addition to the penalty or dam--
ages specified, under subsection C,
supra, the appellees are entitled to
have the 51 acres restored to its con-
dition immediately prior to the vio-
lation, i.e., restoring it to pasture or
a cash payment in lieu thereof.

Considering the foregoing', the
Board finds that the damages for
the apparent willful and deliberate
plowing of the 51 acres in violation
of the lease subsection C, supra, are
$1,275. The Board further finds that
the 51 acres in question shall be re-
stored by appellant to its original
condition prior to the violation or
in lieu thereof make payment of an
equivalent cash value as deter-
mined by the Superintendent under
Section VIII of the Additional'
Lease Requirements. Accordingly,,
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-the decision of the Superintendent
as affirmed by the Area Director
should be overruled and remanded
-to the Superintendent for imple-
mentation of the Board's findings
set forth above.

NOW, THEREFORE, by virtue
.of the authority delegated to the
Board of Indian Appeals by the
Secretary of the Interior, 43 CFR
4.1, and 211 DM 13.7 issued Decem-
ber 14, 1973, the decision of Au-
,gust 5, 1974, of the Superintendent,
Anadarko Agency, as affirmed by
the Area Director on September 5,
1974, is hereby OVERRULED and

.in lieu thereof it is HEREBY OR-
DERED as follows, to-wit:

(1) that the appellant make pay-
melt of $1,275 for the violation of
subsection C, Section VIII of Ad-
*ditional Lease Requirements, and

(2) that the appellant restore to
its original condition the 51 acres
plowed in violation of the lease or in
lieu thereof, if agreeable to appel-
lees, to pay them an equivalent cash
value, the value to be determined
by the Superintendent of the Ana-

-darko Agency under Section VIII
of the ADDITIONAL LEASE
REQUIREMENTS.

This decision is final for the
Department,.

ALEXANDER H. WILSON,

Adniistrative Judge.

I. CONCUR:

MITCILL J. SABAGH,

Ad inistrative Judge.

KENTLAND-ELKHORN COAL
CORPORATION

EASTERN COAL CORPORATION

4 IBMA 130

Decided April 30, 1975

Appeal by the Mining Enforcement
and Safety Administration from a deci-
sion. by Administrative Law Judge
Michael A. Lasher (Docket Nos.
Id 73-68 and M 73-69), dated Octo-
ber 22, 1974, granting a Petition for
Modification of the Application of 30
CFR 75.1403-10(j) for the period of
three years until October 22, 1977, to
permit a shuttle car operator to drive
his car facing, but not necessarily
seated, in the direction of travel.

Reversed.

1. Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969.: Modification of
Application of Mandatory Safety
Standards: Generally

A Petition for Modification of the Ap-
plication of a Mandatory Safety Stand-
ard will not be granted where petitioner
alleges but does not establish that in all
respects and at all times the modifica-
tion sought will be as safe as, or safer
than, the mandatory safety standard.

APPEARANCES: Richard V. Backley,
Esq., Assistant Solicitor, Madison
McCulloch, Esq., and Frederick Mon-
crief, Esq., Trial Attorneys, for appel-
lant, Mining Enforcement and Safety
Administration; Raymond E. Davis,
Esq., for appellees, Kentland-Elkhorn
Coal Corporation and Eastern Coal
Corporation.
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OPINION BY CHIEF ADY IN-
*ISTRATIFE JUDGE ROGERS

INVTERIOR BOARD OFIMINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

Factual and Procedural
Background

On June' 25, 1973; Kentland-
Elkhorn Coal Corporation and
Eastern Coal Corporation (collec-
tively referred to hereinafter as
Kentland-Elkhorn) filed Petitions
for the Modification-of the Applica-
tion of the Mandatory Safety
Standard set forth in 30 CFR 75.-
1403-10(j) pursuant to section 301
(c) of the Act.' 30 CFR 75.1403-
10 (j) provides that: "Operators of
self-propelled equipment should
face in the direction of travel." The

Mlining Enforcement and Safety
Administration (MESA) inter-
.rets, and the Judge so held, this

regulation to require such an op-
erator to sit facing the direction of
travel. Kentland-Elkhorn requested
that this safety standard be modi-
fied to permit some of its shuttle
car operators to sit facing in the op-
posite direction of travel but to turn
their heads to'face the direction of
travel instead of changing seats, a
method of. operating a shuttle car
used by some car operators. (The
cars travel in both directions.)

Kentland-Elkhorn's Petitions
were published in the Federal Reg-
ister in Volume 38, No. 139. on Fri-
day, July 20, 1973. No comments
were received as a result of such

130 U.S.C. §801-960 (1970). (§86 1 (c).)

publication. However, ater com-
pleting the investigation required
by section 301(c), two MESA
safety inspectors reported on Sep-
tember 27, 19713, that of the shuttle
car operators they had talked with,,
most stated that they believed the
regulation requirement to be the
safer method, but that some cay op-
erators felt that the proposed
method was safer since they had
not been trained and were not ac-
customed to driving in the method
prescribed by the regulation. This
report concluded that the alternate
(proposed) method was not as safe
as the method required by 30 CFR.
75.1403-10(j). As a result of this
report, MESA opposed the grant-
ing of the Petitions.

At a hearing held on January 28,
1974, in Pikeville, Kentucky, testi-
mony was heard from three wit-
nesses for Kentland-Elkhorn and
the investigating inspectors as to
the various advantages and disad-
vantages of the proposed and re-
quired methods of operation. In his
decision the Judge found that: 1>
while the required method provides
better forward visibility and the
alternate method provides better
vlsion to the rear, both methods
provide an equal opportunity for
enjoying a 180' plane of vision; 2)
the alternate method would provide
comparatively better visibility,
especially for negotiating sharp
turns and observing headers and
timbers indicative of a weak roof;
3) the alternate method presents a
lesser possibility of dislodgement
of timbers; 4) the required method
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allows better observation of the
shuttle cars' controls; 5) the re-
quired method requiring the opera-
tor to change seats rather than turn-
ing around may be more fatiguing;
and 6) although few in number,
there is evidence that the required
method was involved in two acci-
dents,, one a fatality, but that truly
meaningful injury and accident
records were not kept with respect
to each method. From this, the
Judge concluded that the alternate
"turned around" method will at all
times guarantee no less than the
same measure of protection afforded
the miners in the mines involved as
that provided 'by the required
method.

Based on the foregoing, the
Judge granted Kentland-Elkhorn's
Petitions for a period of three years
to permit individual operators to
use whichever system they prefer,
so that some statistical evidence of
the safety of each method can be
obtained and be presented if Kent-
land-Elkhorn sought an extension
of their Petitions.

In its brief on appeal, MESA
contends that the Judge erroneously
concluded that Kentland-Elkhorn
had established by a preponderance
of the evidence that the alternate
mnethod guaranteed no less than the

saine measure of protection as that
provided by the required method in
that such conclusion is not sup-
ported by the evidence. Petitioners
contend that there is adequate evi-
dence to support the Judge's finding
and conclusion.

Issue Presented

Whether the Judge's conclusion
that the proposed "turned around"
method of operation is as safe as.
the method required by 30 CFR
75.1403-10(j) is supported by the
evidence.

Discussion

Section 301 (c) of the Act requires
that the Secretary determine that
the alternative method proposed,
will at' all times guarantee no less
than the same measure of protec-
tion afforded the miners as that
provided by the standard sought to,
be modified, or that the application
of such standard will result in a
diminution of safety to the miners.
This Board is of the opinion that
the Judge erred in concluding that
the petitioners had met this require-
ment of the statute. Our review of
the record indicates that the greater
weight of the evidence is on the side
of MESA. We are not impressed by
the fact that the Judge granted the
Petition* for three years with the
thought that additional statistics on
safety might be accumulated during
that time. We are concerned with
the safety of the miners now and in
the immediate future. It appears
from the record that an adequate
training program for car operators
to drive facing the direction of
travel would be a better solution
than granting a Petition for Modifi-
cation which would permit the in-
dividual preferences of the car
operators to prevail against the in-
tention of the regulation to bring
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about uniformity of a safe driving
mnethod.

In the instant case, the Judge
found that in the areas of forward
visibility, and visibility of the con-
trols, the required method is supe-
rior to the alternative method pro-
posed by Kentland-ElkThorn. Our
review indicates that the Judge's
finding of fact with respect to these
two areas is supported by the evi-
dence. Although the Judge also
found that in some other respects
the alternative method was as safe
as or safer than the required
method, we do not believe this is
enough to satisfy the statute. Sec-
tion 301 (c) was not intended to pro-
vide a balancing of safe and unsafe
factors where the overall safety of
the mniners is involved. Since we find
that the alternative method in all
respects and at all times has not been

shown to be as safe as, or safer than,
the required method, the Judge's
conclusion must be reversed and
Kentland-Elkhorn's, Petitions must
be denied.

ORDER

WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority delegated to the Board by
the Secretary of the Interior (43
CFR 4.1(4)), IT IS HEREBY
ORDERED that the Judge's deci-
sion in the above captioned case IS
REVERSED and the Petitions for
Modification ARE DENIED.

C. E. RoGERs, Jr.,
Chief Administrative Jud(ge.

I coNCUR:

DAVID DOANE,

Administrative Judge.

0
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APPEAL OF HENSEL PHELPS
CONSTRUCTION COMPANY

IBCA-1010-11-73

Decided May 8,1973

Contract No. 14-06-D-6788, Spec-
ifications No. DC-6728, Auburn-
Foresthill Bridge Substructure, Bureau
of Reclamation.

Sustained in Part.

1. Contracts: Construction and Oper-
ation: Changes and Extras-Con-
tracts: Construction and Operation:
Drawings and Specifications-Con-
tracts: Disputes and Remedies: Bur-
den of Proof

Where a contract for the construction of a
bridge substructure contained a provision
requring that employees erecting bridges
and structures be protected by safety nets
where the use of safety belts and lifelines
or other conventional type of protection
was impractical and the evidence -failed
to demonstrate that the use of safety
belts and lifelines or other conventional
type of protection was practical for work-
ers on concrete piers, the Board denies
the contractor's claim for a change
based on the fact that it was required to
use safety nets to protect workmen from
possible falls.

2. Contracts: Construction and Oper-
ation: Actions of Parties-Contracts:
Construction and: Operation: M~odiff-
cation of Contracts: Generally-Con-
tracts: Performance or Default: 'Re-
lease and Settlement

Where the practice of a constiuction con-
tractor was to separate claims for an
equitable adjustment for increased costs

due to a change from its claims for de-
lays to the work caused by the change and
the evidence established that the con-
tractor's delay claim resulting from, a
change was pending before the contract-
ing officer at the time 'the contractor
agreed to and executed a modification
settling the equitable adjustment for di-
rect costs attributable to the change, the
Government's contention that the delay
claim was barred by accord and satisfac-
tion was rejected since it is well settled
that an agreement does not operate as an
accord as to matters not contemplated by
the agreement.

3. Contracts: Disputes and Remedies:
Equitable Adjustments-Contracts:
Formation and Validity: Generally-
Contracts: Performance or Default:
Compensable Delays

In a case where the Government (i) re-
jected certain conditions attached to the
contractor's offer to perform at the con-
tract unit price additional excavation due
to a directed change, (ii) determined
that the contractor was entitled to an
extension of 82 days as the time required
to perform the additional excavation
which was accepted by the contractor,
(iii) recognized that the contractor might
be entitled to an additional extension due
to certain operation being extended into
the inclement winter weather and (iv)
subsequently granted the contractor a 20-
day time extension due to unusually se-
vere weather, the Board finds the con-
tractor to be entitled to an equitable ad-
justment- for increased costs of working
in winter weather which were the direct
and inevitable consequence of the directed
change, rejecting Government contentions
'chat the contractor's claim was barred by
accord and satisfaction or-that it repre-
sented costs for working in inclement
weather for which the contract made no
provision.

:82 I.D. No. 
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4. Contracts: Construction and Oper-
ation: Actions of Parties-Contracts:
Construction and Operation: Modifi-
cation of Contracts: Generally-Con-
tracts: Performance or Default: Re-
lease and Settlement
Where the contractor's offer to perform
certain changed work for a lump sum was
accepted and the agreement and the price
was incorporated into a modification
which the contractor executed without
reservation or exception and the lump
sum was subsequently paid, the con-
tractor's subsequent claim for delays to
the work attributable to the change was
barred by accord and satisfaction.

APPEARANCES: Dir. Robert A.
Ruyle, Vice President, Hensel Phelps
Construction Co., Greeley, Colorado,
for the appellant; Mr. William A.
Perry, Department Counsel, Denver,
Colorado, for the Government.

OPINION BY ADMINISTRA-
TIVTE JUDGE NISSEN

INTERIOR BOARD OF
CONTRACT APPEALS

This appeal involves five claims
for additional compensation total-
ing $125,052.02. In accordance with
the stipulation of the parties only
the issue of entitlement is before us.

Findings of Fact

The contract, awarded to Hensel
Phelps Construction Co. on May 5,
1969, is in the estimated amount of
$2,971,860 and called for the con-
struction of the substructure of the
Auburn-Foresthill Bridge. Princi-
pal items of work included excava-
tion for Abutments and 2, Piers 1
and 4, and for Piers 2 and 3 above

elevation 750, excavation for Piers
2 and 3 below elevation 750 and
placing concrete in Abutments 1 and
2, Piers 1 and 4 and placing con-
crete in the subbases, bases and
shafts of Piers 2 and 3. Paragraph
15 of the specifications divided the
work into two parts: Part One con-
sisting of construction of abut-
ments including placing backfill and
compacting backfill about abut-
ments and Part Two consisting of
the renlainder of the work.

The contract included Standard
Fon 23-A (June 1964 Edition)
with amendments incorporating the
1967 revisions to, among others, the
Changes clause. Timeliness of com-
pletion is not in issue.

Safety INets

Paragraph 8 of the Special
Conditions entitled "Safety and
Health" provided, inter alia, that
the contractor would comply with
the Bureau of Reclamation publica-
tion "Construction Safety Stand-
.ards" and amendments or revisions
thereto in eect at the time of bid
opening. The pertinent issue of Con-
struction Safety Standards is dated
June 1, 1968 (Exh. 2) and provides
in pertinent part:

7.6 Safety Belts and Lines
7.6.1 Requirement. mployees working

from unguarded heights, on steep slopes,
or otherwise subjected to possible falls
from heights not protected by fixed scaf-
folding, guardrails, or safety nets shall
be secured by safety belts and lifelines.

7.6.2 1ifelines. Lifelines shall be se-
cured to at least two substantial an-
chorages or structural members.

* * * * *
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7.7 Safety Nets
7.7.1 Requairenent. Safety nets shall be

installed to protect employees erecting
bridges and structures where the use of
safety belts and lifelines or other con-
ventional type of protection is imprac-
tical. When directed by the contracting
officer's authorized representative, nets
shall be used to protect workmen and
the public exposed to hazards from over-
head construction.

Piers 2 and 3 were approximately
400 feet in height (Tr. 27; Draw-.
ings Sheet No. 2). Mr. Merrill Bird,
Project Manager for Hensel Phelps,
described the operation in con-
structing the piers. Concrete was
poured in ten-foot increments or
lifts before it was necessary to raise
the forms for the next lift (Tr. 27).
The capacity of the crane was such
that it was necessary to lift the
forms for the sides of the piers in
two sections (Tr. 28, 34, 35). Ver-
tical steel reinforcing or rebar was
added in 30-foot sections (Tr. 31).
The vertical rebar was held in
proper position at the top by a
heavy, angular steel se6tion re-
ferred to as a template (Tr. 22, 26
& 27; photo, Exh. 84). The template
was raised with each ten-foot lift
so that the vertical reinforcing was
in what Mr. Bird referred to as a
"three-bar stagger" with one-third
of one 30-foot section .and two-

-thirds of another section embedded
in the concrete below as the work
progressed (Tr. 27, 31).

The main work platform or scaf-
folding, which was enclosed by
three railings, wag just' below the

level of the exposed reinforcing
(Tr. 23; Exh. 84). Approximately
eight to ten feet below the main
work platform was another plat-
form and about 12 to 15 feet below
that was a third platform. Mr. Bird
testified that the outside of the scaf-
folds was protected by a wire mesh
(Tr. 24). He asserted that handrails
were higher and the scaffolds
wider than required by the safety
code (Tr. 29). Workmen placing
rebar and fastening the template
referred to above were approxi-
mately 25 feet above the deck of the
main or uppermost work platform
(Tr. 26; photos, Exhs. 83 & 84). In-
stallation of steel reinforcing was
actually accomplished bye a sub-
contractor, Great Basin Steel
Company.

Although he did not' participate
in the preparation of Hensel Phelps
cost estimate for this project, Mr.
Bird testified that he had since re-
viewed the estimate' and that no
provision was made. for the cost of
utilizing safety nets (Tr. 20). He
asserted that the contractor's orig-
inal plan was to use "slip forming"
as 'opposed to conventional forming
where the concrete is poured and the
forms are moved after each pour
(Tr. 21). Slip forming, as described
by Mr. Bird, involved a'short form
constructed, upon the foundation
which, .perated 'by an internal
jacking system, mbved vertically up
the pier. Contemporaneous, docu--
ments confirm that Hensel Phe]ps
initially contemplated: use of forms
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of the slip type.1 Mr. Bird stated
that he had been involved in two
slip forming; operations and was
aware of others and that he knew of
no slip forming operation that uti'
lized safety nets. The validity of
this testimony is cast in doubt by a
memorandum dated January 25,
1972 (App's. .Exh. BB), summariz-
ing the discussion at a conference
held in Denver on January 18, 1972,
to discuss Hensel Phelps' claims
wherein Mr. Bird is quoted as stat-
ing that the use of safety nets in
conj unction with slip forming
would have been practical. For rea-
sons apparently related to economy,
Hensel Phelps, at a date subsequent
to award but not precisely deter-
minable from the record, modified
its construction plan and utilized
the conventional forming method
of constructing the piers (Tr. 23;
App's. Exh. BB).

At the preconstruction conference
held on', May 16, 1969 (Exh. 89),
HIensel Phelps' representatives were
advised that safety nets in accord-
ance with Chapter 7.2 of the Safety
Standards would be required and a
discussion ensued concerning the use
of the nets. Although Hensel
Phelps' representatives -made no ob-
jection at- the time, the Safety Pro-
gram submitted for the Bureau's ap-
provhl under date of July 14, 1969
(Exh. 18) did not provide for the
use of safety nets. Hensel Phelps,
was informed that among changes
required for Bureau approval of the

1Memaorandum summarizing discussion at
preconstruction conference, dated May 23,
1969 (Exh. 89); Hensel Phelps' letter, dated
June 18; 1969 (App's. Exh. A).

program was a provision for the use
of safety nets (letter from the proj-
ect engineer dated August 6, 1969,
Exh. 20). The revised program,
which included provision for safety
nets, was approved by the Bureau on
December 9, 1969 (Exhs. 27 & 28).

iensel Phelps issued a purchase
order to Pacific Form Corporation
for metal forms including safety net
supports on November 19, 1969
(Exhs. 6 & 93). Preliminary form
drawings were submitted to the Bu-
reau under date of December 15,
1969 (Exh. 29) and the Bureau com-
mented thereon, recommending
changes to net supports and bracing
(letter, dated January 8, 1970, Exh.
31). Nets were discussed at safety
meetings in March, April and May
1970 (Exhs. 87, 88 and 90). Form
drawings were again submitted to
the Bureau on May 19, 1970 (Exh.
47) and net supports approved as
appearing generally to conform to
industry standards (letter, dated
June 1, 1970, Exh. 48). Nevertheless,
at the safety meeting on June 18,
1970, a- discussion ensued as to
whether the purpose of the nets was
to protect personnel from possible
falls or to protect workmen and the
public below from falling objects
(Exh. 91). When it was explained
that all walkways would be enclosed
with wire mesh and the bases of the
piers blocked off so that no person-
nel would be permitted to enter, the
Bureau's safety engineer expressed
his agreement and indicated that
under such. circumstances it was not

necessary to line the nets with wire

mesh.
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In a letter, dated July 2, 1970
(Exh. 49), Hensel Phelps referred
to an oral directive issued on
June26, 1970, that safety nets be in-
stalled, expressed the opinion that
the walkways and mesh as presently
constructed comply with the re-
quirements of the Construction
Safety Standards and adequately
protect the workmen, asserted that
the installation of the nets and con-
stant modification of the forms was
time consuming and costly and re-
quested a change order to cover the
costs of providing the nets as
directed. The Bureau's ,reply, dated
July 10, 1970 (Exh. 50) , referred to
steelworkers fastening templates
and installing reinforcing steel 30
feet or more above the scaffolding
and handrails and asserted that
"These men are not protected and
cannot be protected by safety belts
and lifelines, or any other means."
The quoted assertion was disputed
(letter, dated August 20, 1970, Exh.
51), Hensel Phelps asserting that
ironworkers on the job are presently
using lifelines and safety belts in
conformance with Bureau safety
standards. Except for the demon-
stration period referred to herein-
after, steelworkers installing rebar
and fastening template used safety
belts but not lifelines (Tr. 31, 38, 70,
71). - -

The nets were installed on July 28,
and 29, 1970, which was after con-
struction of the piers exceeded 1-00
feet (Tr. 96). The Chief of the Bu-
reau's Division of Safety visited the
job site on October 6, 1970 (Travel
Report, dated October 16,1970, Exh.

95). Without elaboration, he con-
cluded that the nets were necessary
and should be utilized uantil the piers
were completed. This conclusion was
cited as justification for the Bu-
reau's determination (letter, dated
November 5, 1970, Exh. 55) that the
nets were essential in order to pro-
vide protection for personnel work-
ing on the structures as well as to
protect persons below from falling
objects. Hensel Phelps referred to
the Bureau's concern for personnel
placing rebar as one reason the nets
were required in a letter, dated: No-
vember 24, 1970 (Exh. 57). The let-
ter asserted that placement of rein-
forcing had been completed at Pier 2
and requested permission. to elimi-
nate use of nets o the remaining
(concrete) pours. This request 'was
denied by the Bureau in a letter,
dated November 27, 1970 (Exh. 59).

By letter, dated February 11, 1971
(Exh. 67), Hensel Phelps asserted
a claim in the amount of' $19,262.42
of which $10,370.04 'was for labor,
$6,379.89 was for material, and $2,-
521.49 was for overhead and profit
involved in the purchase, installa-
tion and continual moving and ad-
justing of the nets as the piers were
constructed. The contracting officer
denied the' claim (Findings and De-
cision, dated September 4, '1973,
Exh. '17) based' upon his judgment
that use of safety 'belts-and lifelines
was impractical' 'because: in 'many
'instalces there was -nothing upon
which to tie lifelines-'and the work
required more mobility than was
possible using safety belts. As'no at-
tempt was made to justify the re-
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-quirement for the nets as necessary
to protect personnel below from
falling objects, the sole purpose of
the nets indicated by the contract-
-ing officer's decision was to protect
workers installing rebar and fasten-
ing template from possible falls.

The nets were installed just be-
low the bracing for the uppermost
scaffolding and had no purpose in
protecting workmen on the two
lower piers (Tr. 24). Steelworkers
'fastening template and installing
rebar were protected from falls by
lifebelts fastened to the vertical re-
bar, but as we 'have previously
found did not normally use life-
lines. Although Mr. Bird testified
that neither he nor the workmen
considered lifelines to be necessary
(Tr. 71, 72), when the workmen un-
fastened their safety belts in order
to move about they had no protec-
tion from falls (Tr. 74, 96). Atest
was conducted in which it was dem-
'onstrated that for one or two rbar
placements the template could be
raised while the men worked from
lifelines inside the rebar (Tr. 25-26,
.70-71). During this demonstration
lifelines were fastened to the verti-
cal rebar, there being no true struc-
tural numbers to which the lifelines
could be fastened (Tr. 96, 97).

Mr. Donald Andersoa, an engi-
neer and' principal inspector for the
Bureau on the piers, gave a possible
reason for discontinuing the ise of
lifelines 'after the test period. He

testified that the template was
raised inside 'the reinforcing steel
and that 'f** 'It's not the4 best

practice to stay under a load. They
[steelworkers] would try to stay on
the outside [of the rebar 1" (Tr. 95).
The photos (Exhs. 82-86, inclusive)
show only one workman clearly in-
side the rebar (Exh. 85).

The piers were hollow and a
workman who fell while working
inside the rebar would have fallen
,on a decking over the hollow por-
tion (Tr. 29). Tle nets, being on the
outside of the piers, would afford no

--protection from such a fall. The
piers were tapered or battered (Tr.
22) and Mr. Bird stated that a man
working on the outside of the rebar
whose safety belt gave away would
land on the scaffolding rather than
in the nets (Tr. 34, 38). Ie asserted
that a man would have to jump in
order to clear the handrail. He was
of the opinion that the nets did not
make the operation any more safe
and that the necessity for workmen
to crawl out on the net supports to
engage and disengage the nets each
time the forms were raised actually
increased the hazards (Tr. 29, 84).
Some' support for this position is
found in a statement attributed to
the Bureau's Chief Safety Engi-
neer, Mr. H. S. Latham,2 at the
conference in Denver on January
25, 1972 (App's. Exh. BB) to the
.effect that the nets as used were not
too effective and probably were not
keally necessary in view of other
safety measures adopted by Hensel
'Phelps.

; 2Mr. Latham had retired at the time of the
hearing and did not appear as a witness.
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Decision

From our examination of photos
(Exbs. 82-86, inclusive), we agree
with Mr. Bird that under most cir-
cumstances a workman falling from
outside the rebar would fall into the
scaffolding rather than into the nets.
However, Mr. Anderson was of the,
opinion that a man struck by a mov-
ing member, i.e., from the crane, and
knocked off the rebar at the eleva-
tion of the template would clear the
scaffolding and fall into the nets
(Tr. 97). While the chances of such
Jan accident may be remote, we ac-
cept his opinion as evidence of an
occurrence that could happen.

During the conference held in
Denver on January 18, 1972, Hensel
Phelps representatives are reported
to have conceded that at the outset
of the job they proposed the use of
safety nets.3 If this concession is
taken to mean that Hensel Phelps
contemplated the use of nets in con-
junction with slip forming prior to
award, then Mr. Bird's testimony
that no provision was made in its
estimate for the costs of utilizing
safety nets could be literally accur-
ate and still unavailing since the
material cost of the nets could have
been, absorbed in the cost of the
forms or omitted by mistake and the
unanticipated labor costs incurred
in the constant engaging and disen-

3 Appellant's Exhibit BB. On posthearing
brief (p. 5), appellant states "Initially, lien-
sel Phelps anticipated the use of safety nets
with the metal [conventional] forms." We
conclude that this statement refers to the
period after award.

gaging of the nets are attributable
to the decision to use conventional
rather than slip forming. While we
have some doubts in the matter, we
accept Henselt Phelps' position that
it did not contemplate the use of
safety nets prior to award.

The contract requirements are
that "Employees * * otherwise
subjected to possible falls from
heights not protected by fixed scaf-
folding, guardrails or safety nets
shall be secured by safety belts and
lifelines." Lifelines were to be
secured to "* * at least two sub-
stantial anchorages or structural
members." While we accept Mr.
Anderson's testimony that vertical
reinforcing steel would not qualify
as a structural member, there was no
similar testimony that the reinforc-
ing steel could not constitute "sub-
stantial anchorages." It is clear that
reinforcing steel was of, sufficient
strength to support a man and that
safety belts were fastened to this
steel. We cannot on this record say
that the reinforcing steel bars were
not "substantial anchorages" within
the meaning of the Safety Standard.

[1] The record would not sup-
port a finding that the Bureau
directed the installation of safety
nets in order to protect personnel
below from falling Qbjects. Accord-
ingly, whether the Bureau's direc-
tives that safety nets be installed
constituted a change depends;upon
the requirement of Section T.7.1 of
the Construction Safety Standards
"Safety nets shall be~izstalled. * *
where theuse of sfebelts and
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lifelines or other conventional type
of protection is impractical" Hensel
Phelps argues that the demonstra-
tion established that the use of
safety belts and lifelines was practi-
cal and asserts (posthearing brief,
p. 6) that rebar placers were not re-
quired to use lifelines after the test
period because the safety nets had
,been installed. While plausible, we
are not persuaded-

Safety nets were not installed un-
til construction of the piers ex-
ceeded 100 feet in height and it
would seem that if the use of life-
lines and safety belts was practical
they would have been used prior to
the test period. It may well be that
lifelines were not used prior to the
installation of the nets simply be-
cause lifelines were considered to be
unnecessary. However, we cannot
overlook Mr. Anderson's testimony
that the steelworkers desired to
work outside of the rebar in order
tq stay out from under a load, i.e.,
the template, as it was being raised.
In any event, Hensel Phelps' con-
tention that lifelines were not used
after the test period because the
nets had been installed is not sup-
ported by the record and is contrary
to Hensel Phelps' present position
that the nets served no useful pur-
pose. We conclude that Hensel
Phelps has not established that the
use of safety belts and lifelines or
other conventional type of protec-
tion was practical for workmen in-
stalling rebar.

Although as, justification for re-
quiring safety nets, the Bureau has
relied- almost in toto upon the con-
tention that safety belts and life-

lines or. other conventional type of
protection is not practical for work-
men installing rebar at points
above the uppermost scaffolding,
the record is not such as to enable
us to find that conventional type of
protection was practical for all oth-
er workmen on the piers. Accord-
ingly, we may not sustain the appeal
as to this claim for the period sub-
sequent to the completion of instal-
lation of rebar.

The safety net claim is denied.

Twenty-eight-Day Delay

Item No. 2 of the schedule called
for the excavation at Piers 2 and 3
of an estimated quantity of 2,400
cubic yards below elevation 750.
When structurally incompetent
rock was discovered at Pier No. 2,
Hensel Phelps was directed to re-
move this material, resulting in ex-
cavation of 1,603 yards below eleva-
tion 750 in excess of estimates. It is
not clear when the directive to re-
move the incompetent rock was
given.4 All excavation was per-
formed by a subcontractor of Hen-
sel Phelps, Pacific Excavators.

In accordance with Paragraph 11
of the Special Conditions, the ad-
justment for the overrun was lim-
ited to the quantity exceeding 120
percent of the estimated quantity-.
Under date of December 14, 1970

4 Hensel Phelps' letter, dated November 22,
1969 (Exh. 26), refers to an oral directive
issued on November 19, 1969, to modify size,
slope and, location of footing below elevation
750 at Pier 3. A letter from Hensel Phelps
dated February 5, 1970 (xh. 35), refers to
a directive issued on February 4 to perform
additional excavation at the subbase of Pier
2. It may be that the pier numbers in, these
letters are reversed.
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-h. 61), Hensel Phelps forward- The worksheets enclosed with the
claim in the amount of $7,939.- claim letter of December 14, 1970,

)ased on a per yard cost of $17.09 were returned with deductions
09 in excess of the contract unit marked in red. Total costs for exca-
e of $10) and excavation of 1,123 vation below elevation 750 were
Is in excess of 120 percent computed by the Bureau as $52,700
he estimated quantity. Attached or $13.17 per cubic yard which
he letter were 42 handwritten minus the ten dollar contract unit
ksheets detailing total labor, price times the overrun quantity for
ipment and material, costs of which an adjustment was allowable
416.15 incurred in excavation (1,123 cubic yards) resulted in an
w elevation 750. These figures amount due of $3,560. Hensel
e compiled and the claim pre- Phelps was advised that if it did
ed by the subcontractor, Pacific not wish to present additional cost
avators (Tr. 59, 60). Mr. Bird data or other information then an.
[fled that the claim as submitted additional sum of $3,560 would be
not include any amount for recommended to the contracting of-

-head, standby costs or profit of ficer for payment.
Lsel Phelps (Tr. 60). However, Mr. Bird consulted with Pacific
re is nothing in the letter or so Excavators and determined that
as we can determine the en- the amount computed by the Bu-
ed worksheets, 5 which clearly reau was acceptable to the subcon-
.cates that costs claimed are lim- tractor (Tr. 61). Ie thereupon
to those of Pacific Excavators. wrote a letter, dated March 19, 1971
y letter, dated February 10, (Exh. 71) advising the Bureau that
1 (Exh. 66), the Bureau advised no additional cost data or informa-
Lsel Phelps that costs as sub- tion would be submitted and that
ted concerning the overrun of $3,560 for the overrun of Schedule
ulule Item 2 included expenses Item 2 was acceptable. This agree-
properly chargeable to that ment was incorporated into the con-

n, among which were: tract by Order For Changes No. 8,
* * * * * dated April 16, 1971 (Exh. 14). A

Stand: by charges for equipment draft of Order For Changes No. 8
ot be allowed until you present all was forwarded to the office of the
ssary data required by Specification contracting officer in Denver by a
graph 25 and your ownership ex- letter from the project engineer,
es are computed in accordance with dated March 255 1971 (App's. Exh,

pabraaph ea~inms~nt ahnr^ nabsZ), which stated in part:

substantiated by our records.

5 The record, copy of these worksheets is for
the most part illegible. It i discernable, how-
ever, that listed equipment includes a pick-up
a Cat loader John Deere and Case Backhoes,
an airtrack drill and a compressor.

The contractor by letter dated March
19, 1971, copy enclosed, accepted my of-
fer of $5,560 for higher costs of. excavat-
ing; Pier Nos. 2 and S ibelow excavation
750. The offer made in a letter to the
contractor, dated February 10, 1971, was
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based on the actual cost for this work
and I recommend acceptance.

-Tensel Phelps requested an ex-
tension of time totaling 194 days of
-which 26 days were applicable to
additional subbase footing excava-
tion at Pier 2 (letter, dated March
16, 1970, Exh. 40). The basis for
this request was further explained
in a letter, dated April 3, 1970
(Exh. 44), wherein it was asserted
that total subbase footing excava-
tion for Pier 2 of 3.130 cubic yards
occupied 74 days and that based on
,average daily production, the 1,080
yards in addition to the estimated
quantity for this pier would require
26 days. The contracting officer con-
sidered this request and others for
extensions of time (Findings and
Decision, dated August 17, 1970,
Exh. 10). 1eI determined that the
contractor spent 44 working days
excavating a total of 3,070 cubic
yards below elevation 750 at Pier
No. 2 completing the work on Feb-
ruary 17, 1970 (see note 4). This
computes to excavation of approxi-
mately 70 cubic yards per working
day so that the quantity in addition
to the estimate (here stated as 1,653
cubic yards) was determined to re-
quire 24 working days or 28 calen-
dar days based on a 6-day work
week. An extension totaling 62
calendar clays was granted of which
28 days were for the additional ex-
cavation. The Findings and Deci-
sion was transmitted to Hensel
Phelps by letter, dated August 25,
1970 (Exh. 52).

lHensel Phelps acknowledged re-
ceipt of the Findings in a letter;

dated September 17, 1970 (Exh.
54), which stated, nter alia, that no
appeal therefrom would be taken.
The letter further stated that with
the job delay of 62 days established,
it was now appropriate to prepare
and submit a claim for the addi-
tional costs incurred as a result of
the delay. Mr. Bird testified that it
was then ensel Phelps' standard
practice to price delay costs only
after the extent of delay was
lknonwn.6 The claim in the amount of
$110,549.91 was submitted by letter,
dated February 26, 1971 (Exh. 69).
The letter incorrectly referred to
Change Order No. 5 as granting the
62-day extension, referred- to its
transmittal letter accepting the 62-
day extension which asserted that a
claim would be presented for costs
attributable to the delay, and
stated in part:

These harges, summarized on the at-
tached sheets. cover the standby charges
for equipment which was not utilized
during this period, including standby
rental on the concrete batching facilities.
In addition, we had some miscellaneous
charges for utilities and other items. The
delay to the job also projected a number
of our operations, involving labor expend-
iture, into a higher wage. period for-
union craftsmen's salaries * * *

The supporting data included a let-
ter from Vancon, Inc., the concrete
subcontractor, dated September 9,
1970, which computed costs, includ-
ing overhead and profit, attributa-
ble to the 62-day delay period of
$63,658.15..(Over $34,000 of this sum

Tr. 69. This practice was undoubtedly de-
veloped in response to the Rice octrine. See
Gallup onstruotioa Oonapany, Inc., AGBCA
No. 283 (June 12, 1972), 72-2 BCA par. 9522.
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was attributed to standby costs for
equipment computed at Associated
General Contractor's equipment
rates.

The project engineer forwarded
the claim to the contracting officer
by a letter, dated April 7, 1971
(App's. Exh. AA), which stated in
part:
* The delay under Item 1 resulted from
an overrun of quantities in excess of
120%. The contractor has agreed to a
lump sum price increase of $3,560 for the
extra costs *of the overrnun, and this
amount is included in a draft of Order
,for Changes No. 8 forwarded to your of-
fice by my letter of March 25, 1971. * * *
Please advise me- what, if any, liability
the Government has for the delays
claimed. * *

The letter contains no hint that the
project engineer, considered that
Hensel Phelps' agreement to accept
the sum of $3,560 for the overrun
precluded the instant delay claim
end, in fact, supports the opposite
conclusion. The contracting officer
denied the claim for the reason that
Hensel Phelps' acceptance of the of-
fer made in the project engineer's
letter of February 10, 1971, and its
execution of Order For Changes No.
8. constituted an enforceable agree-
ment which could not be modified
without additional consideration to
the Government (Findings and De-
cision,- dated? September 4, 1973,
Exh.' 17).
- 7 Decision

On brief (p. 15), Hensel Phelps
argues that the Government knew or
should have known that the $3,560
settlement for the actual- cost of the
additional 'excavation 'id not in-

diude delay costs incurred during
the period the additional work was
performed. We. would have little
difficulty acepting this argument,
but for the fact that the cost break-
down submitted with -Hensel
Phelps' letter of December 14,1970,
included .some equipment standby
costs. While it now appears that
costs for equipment included in the
breakdown were limited to equip-
ment owned or operated by the
subcontractor, Pacific Excavators,
there is nothing in the letter or so
far as we can determine the cost
breakdown (note 5, supra) so limit-
ing the claim. It might, of course,
be argued that the limited equip-
ment listed on the worksheets to-
gether with the Bureau's knowledge
of the purpose for which the equip-
ment was utilized,'constitutes, as a
minimum, evidence from which con-
structive knowledge that the claim
included only costs of the subcon-
tractor should be chargeable to the
Bureau. We find it unnecessary to
reach this issue in order to decide
the questionb'efore us since we con-
clude that on this record, the Bureau
could not reasonably have contem-

plated that Hensel Phelps was set-

tling its delay claim of February 26,

1971, at the time it conveyed its ac-
ceptance of the $3, 560 settlement to
the Bureau.

7 Since we consider that this claim is cogniz-

.able. only under the "Changes" clause, cases
such as Alrae Construction company, Inc.,
VACAB No. 970 (January 31, 1973), 73-1
.BCA par. 9S72,,holding that agreement on an
amount due under the Changes clause does not
-preclude assertion of- a claim under the Sus-
pension of work. clause, are not applicable.

209
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[2]. By its letter of February 10,
1971, the Bureau informed Hensel
Phelps of its review of the claim of
December 14, 1970, which resulted
inter alia, in. the disallowance of
equipment standby costs upon the
ground that such costs had not been
computed and substantiated in ac-
cordance with Paragraph 25 of the
specifications.. Hensel Phelps filed
the delay claim presently before us
by letter,. dated February 26, 1971,
which made: no reference to the
claim of December 14, 1970, or the
Bureau's response thereto, but
which did refer to its transmittal
letter of September 17, 1970, which
had accepted the Findings of Fact
of August 17, 1970, granting the 62-
day extension and which informed
the Bureau that a claim would be
submitted for the additional costs
incurred as a result of the delay.
Hensel Phelps' letter of March 19,
1971, accepting $3,560 as a settle-
ment for the overrun quantity of
bid Item 2 referred to the Bureau's
letter of February 10, 1971, and.
made no reference to its delay claim
of February 26, 1971. It is clear that
Hensel Phelps considered the claim
for the overrun quantity and the de-
lay claim. as separate and the Bu-
reau could not reasonably conclude
otherwise since the delay claim had
not been submitted when the Bu-
reau, on February 10, 1971, trans-
mitted, to Hensel Phelps the resuIts
of its review of the overrun- claim.
it is, therefore, clear that the delay
claim was not contemplated as
within the settlement of the over-
run claim iand it is 'well settled that

an agreement will not operate as an
accord as to matters not contem-
plated by the agreement.A

A A quite similar case is Gallup
Constrction Conmpany, Inc., note 6
supra, cited by appellant. There the
appellant agreed orally to a price
adjustment for a change and sub-
sequently executed., a modification
formalizing the adjustment. Subse-
quent to the oral agreement but
prior to execution of the modifica-
tion, appellant submitted a separate
claim for costs of equipment made
idle because the change had the ef-
fect of preventing the contractor
from proceeding with certain por-
tions of the work. The Board ruled
that although the delay costs should
have been anticipated and included
in the modification formalizing the
price adjustment resulting from the
change, there was no evidence that
the appellant manifested any inten-
tion of relinquishing the claim for
idled equipment at the time it ex-
ecuted the modification. The appeal
was sustained.

We hold that the defense of ac-
cord and satisfaction to the instant
delay claim has not been substan-
tiated. This claim is sustained as to
liability and remanded to the con-
tracting officer.

Twenty-day Delay Clains

This claim concerns another por-
tion of the 62-day extension granted

EX. B. teinlfcht, IBCA-834-4-70 (arch
12, 1971), 71-i BOA par. 8767 and Richard
K. W. Tom, nc., ASBCA No. 7948 (October 9,
1962), 1962 BA par. .3537. See alo S. W.
Eloctronics. Manufacturing Corp., ASBCA
No. 17,523 (May 23, 1974>, 74-2 BCA par.
10,650.
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Hensel Phelps by the Findings,
dated August 17,1970 (Exh. 10). In
order to understand the theory upon
which the claim is presented it will
be necessary to briefly detail certain
background matters not presently
in issue.

Excavation at Pier 3 above ele-
vation 756 to the lines and grades
shown on the plans resulted in an
unstable slope condition. Discus-
sions were held at the job site and
Hensel Phelps was directed to flat-
ten or reduce the angle of the slope
thus requiring additional excavation
(Tr. 41, 42). The Bureau directed
similar design changes at Pier 2.
However, design changes at Pier 2
were apparently accomplished prior
to the performance of any extensive
excavation. Hensel Phelps referred
to this situation and the Bureau's
directives to change the angle of the
slopes in a letter, dated July 28,1969
(Exh. 19). Hensel Phelps estimated
that the additional excavation
would approximate 40,000 to 50,000
yards at Pier 3 and 20,000 to 3,000
yards at Pier 2. Hensel Phelps pro-
posed to perform the additional
excavation at the contract unit price
subject to certain conditions among
which were that the delay and re-
sulting additional costs-could not be
determined until the additional ex-
cavation was completed, that the
Bureau would be.. responsible for
certain equipment rental and over-
head costs as well as any overtime
or shift work which might be re-
quired in order to complete concrete
work to a higher and safer elevation

prior to the anticipated rains. Hen-
sel Phelps estimated that the addi-
tional excavation would require ap-
proximately four weeks (Tr. 42).

The Bureau 'took the position
that since Pacific Excavators was
performing the excavation at $1.95
per cubic yard, overhead and stand-
by equipment costs should be ab-
sorbed in the $.55 per yard differ-
ence between Pacific Excavators'
price and the contract price of
$2.50 (Tr. 43, 44; memorandum,
dated August 19, 1969, summariz-
ing discussion at a meeting with'
Hensel Phelps' representatives on
August 15, 1969, App's. Exh. E).
Hensel Phelps subsequently agreed
to perform the additional excava-
tion at the contract price which
would include all overhead and
standby equipment charges result-
ing therefrom (Tr. 42; letter, dated
September 2, 1969, Exh- 22). How-
ever, certain 'conditions of its orig-
inal proposal were reiterated in-
cluding:

* - * * * *

6) At the completion of the foundation
excavation and clean up, additional over-
time, or shift work under lights at iiight-
might be in order in an effort to complete
the concrete to a higher and' safer eleva-
tion prior to an nticipated rain. We
propose that the Bureau would be re-
sponsible for any such additional ex-
pense.

7) Further, if 'in spite of all efforts
any clean up or problems from material
washing down from the slopes, does oc-.
cur because of the delays resulting from
the additional excavation, we feel that
the .Bureau should also be responsible
for any additional costs resulting from
this condition.

211
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Mr. Bird testified that in writing
the letter of September 2, 1969, he
intended that the unit price cover
standby costs and actual costs in-
curred only during the period re-
quired to perform the additional
work (Tr. 44, 56, 59). He was of
the opinion that the matter of addi-
tional costs attributable to subse-
quent delays caused by the addi-
tional excavation was left open
(Tr. 46).

The project engineer replied to
Hensel Phelps' letter of Septem-
ber 2 on September 16, 1969 (Exh.
23) stating that payment for exca-
vation to changed slopes at Piers
2 and 3 would be made at contract
uuit prices and that additional
time would be allowed when the
extent of the delay was known. The
letter closed with the following:
"-Under existing circumstances, we
cannot agree to pay: for expediting
concrete work, and: you must use
your own judgment as to schedul-
ing the work, including considera-
tion of any possible cleanup costs if
work is inundated."

Mr. Donald, Alexander, office
engineer for the Bureau at the proj-
ect and under whose direction the
project engiieei's'letter of Septem-
ber 16 ,1969; was written, testified
that he thgt the offer in l3ensel
Phelps' letter of September 2 '* * *
includede along with other items
that were agreed-to, the total pay-
ment fthat is- invoved in this over-
excavation. ,(Tr. 111.) He didnot
anticipate that there would be any
later payment 'for impact delay or

anything else. He admitted, how-
ever, that the Bureau did not accept
Hensel Phelps'. offer in its entirety
(Tr. 113). This admission is coin-
pelled by the project engineer's let-
ter of September 16, 1969, which re-
jected in part certain conditions of
Hensel Phelps' offer.

It developed that total additional
excavation approximated 125,000
yards and that additional excava-
tion at Pier 3 required 82 days (Tr.
45, 58).Because the additional ex-
cavation consumed more time than
anticipated, the difference between
the contract unit price and the
amount paid Pacific Excavators was
insufficient to cover all of the delay
costs.9

In a letter, dated January 7, 1910
(Exh. 30),. Hensel Phelps stated,
that it would accept 82 days as an
extension for the additional excava-
tionat Pier 3, but that this period
did not accurately reflect total delay
to the project. The letter pointed
out that additional excavation. was-
required at Pier 2 and that delaying
footing operations into the winter
months resulted in inefficiency, de-,
lays and additional cleanup time. It.
was further stated that Hensel,
Phelps had no way of knowing what
effect rain and weather wouldhave.
ont operations. since rain, mud and
rocks .from the slopes could further,

I Tr. 54, 55, 7-59. The concrete subcon-
tractor, Vancon, Inc., submitted a. claim, tot
Hensel Phelps in the amount of $70,53/ for
the standby labor and equipment and' general
and administrative expenses incurred during.
the period August 1 through November 30,
1969 (letter, dated November 28, 1969, App's:
Exh. II).
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delay the work until footing' con-
crete in Piers 2 and 3 wag above
elevation T55.

By letter, dated January 19, 1970
(Exh. 33), Hensel Phelps referred
to previous letters concerning delays
to the job because of additional ex-
cavation at Pier 3. The letter al-
leged that heavy rains had resulted
in mucd, rocks and water in the Pier
3 footing area, the removal of which
would require additional work. It
was stated that a daily record would
be kept of labor, material and equip-
ment charges incurred in the addi-
tional work which would serve as
the basis for a claim when the addi-
tional costs could be determined.
Claims for costs of cleanup work
were submitted to the Bureau by
Hensel Phelps' letters, dated March
19 and May 21, 1970 (App's. Exhs.
L and M). The project engineer for-
warded the claims to the contract-
ing officer (memorandum, dated Au-
gust 7, 1970, App's. Exh. S). In a
memoranidum, dated August 31,
1970 (App's. Exh. U), the contract-
ing officer advised the project
engineer that since the additional
cleanup work would apparently'
have been unnecessary but 'for the
delay caused by the: resloping at
Piers 2 and 3, the contractor was
entitled to an equitable adjustment.
Cleanup costs totaling $5,843.84 re-
sultiig firom storm damage to foot-
ing areas of Piers 2 and 3' were paid
under Order. For Changes No. 7,
dated January 20, 1971 (Exh. 13).

The contracting officer considered
lensel. Phelps? request for an ex-

tension of time (Finding of Fact,

dated March 9, 1970, Exh. 6). He
determined that resloping: opera-
tions at Pier 3 commenced on
July 23 and were completed on
October 13, 1969, and granted an
extension of time totaling 82 days
for the additional excavation. How-
ever, he denied the request for an
extension of unspecified length at
Pier 2 because he found that addi-
tional excavation at this pier pro-
ceeded concurrently with excAva-
tion at Pier 3. He recognized, that
the contractor might incur further
delays since excavation and concrete
work had been extended into the
wet winteri months. The findings
stated that any such delays would
be considered at a later date at' the
contractor's request. Hensel Phelps
acknowledged receipt of the find-
ings in a letter, dated April 30, 1970
(Exh. 46), which stated that no ap-
peal would be taken therefroi.

Hensel Phelps summarized delays
to the job totaling 194 days of
which 38 were attributable to
weather during the months- of De-
cember 1969 and January and
February 1970 (letter, dated March
16; 1970, Exh. 40). The delays were
further explained in a letter, dated
April 3, 1970 (Exh. 44), which'
stated that there were 15 unwork-
able days due to'weather conditions
in' Decemiber 1969, 18 in, January,
and four in February. i

In a Findings of Fact, dated Au-'
gust 1, 1970 (Exh. 10), the 'con-"'
tracting ' officer determined that
Hensel' Phelps had experiei ced
heavy rains constituting u'nusually
severe weather during December
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1969 and January 1970, which de-.
layed the work a total of 17 working
days. The findings included the
following:

The amount of time the contractor
should have anticipated being shutdown
during normal adverse weather in De-
cember and January cannot be accurately
determined. However, an average of 4
days in each of these months is a reason-
able estimate because the contractor
would have been placing concrete in Piers
2 and 3 instead of working on foundation
excavation if he had not been delayed
82 days provided for in Findings of Fact
dated March 9, 1970, and concrete work
could have proceeded on days when
muddy conditions would preclude or
hamper excavation operations. * * *

Based on a six-day work week, 17
working days converted to 20 calen-
dar days, which was the extension
granted by the contracting officer.
As noted previously, this 20-day
extension was a portion of an exten-
sion totaling 62 days.

Hensel Phelps informed the Bu-
reau that it would accept this exten-
sion in a letter, dated:September 17,
1970 (Exh. 54), which stated that
it was now in order to prepare a,
claim for the additional costs in-
curred as a result of the delay. The
letter stated in part:

The acceptance of the unit price for
removing 'the additional material at
Piers 2 and 3 was based on the unit price
including compensation to cover the ad-
ditional costs of overhead and standby
charges for such equipment as the con-
crete batch plant and trucks. The addi-
tional costs for overhead and supervision
as well as costs for equipment time
caused by the job delay of sixty-two days
has not been allowed for. We are in the
process of preparing a detailed summary
of the additional costs for which we feel C

we are entitled compensation as a re-
sult of the sixty-two days delay. 8 * *

The claim in the total amount of
$110,549.91 for costs attributable to
the 62-day delay was submitted by
letter dated February 26, 1971
(Exh. 69).

Mr. Bird testified that the present
claim did not include any portion
of the Vancon claim of Novem-
ber 28, 1969 (note 9, suprca). When
asked why, he replied: "Well, basi-
cally, because this additional charge
for equipment delay and standby
charges occurred during a period
that we agreed with the Bureau that
the unit cost or the unit price we
were getting would take care of such
costs." (Tr. 55.) He further testified
that no amount of the present claim
was included in the proposal to per-
form the extra excavation at the con-
tract unit price (Tr. 53, 55). His
intention was that the unit price
cover actual costs of the excavation
and standby costs only during the
period required to perform the work
(Tr. 56). He stated that but for the
additional excavation the piers
would have been at a higher eleva-
tion and the rains would not have
hampered the work to the extent
they did (Tr. 51). The Government
has -made no attempt to rebut this
testimony and no attempt to demon-
strate that any portion of, either the
82-day or 62-day delays were in
any way attributable to lack of dili-
gence or fault of Hensel Phelps. The
record would not support any such
inding.:

The contracting officer denied the
,laim for the reason that it was for
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costs attributable to unusually se-
vere weather for which the contract
made no provision for compensation
or it was for costs attributable to the
change in excavation of slopes at
Pier 3, which had been settled by the
contractor's agreement to accept
and the Government's payment of
the contract unit price for such
excavation.

Decision

Although admitting that the 20-
day delay resulted from winter
weather, Hensel Phelps asserts that
this is not the type of weather delay
for which the contractor is not en-
titled to reimbursement and argues
that the claim is for an impact delay
which is the proper subject of an
equitable adjustment (posthearing
brief, p. 24). No authority is cited
to support this argument. It is ap-
parent that characterizing a claim
as for impact delay adds nothing to
its validity.1 0

Costs here claimed are apparently
labor inefficiencies attributable to
the work being behind the schedule
obtainable during the rainy winter
months but for the directed change
which required additional excava-
tion. The claim as asserted is not
without difficulty since there is sub-

X So-called "impact -cost claims" usually
result from multiple changes where it is diffi-
cult or impossible to determine the effects in
terms of time and cost attributable to par-
ticular changes. See Maintenance Engineers,
ASBCA -No. 17474 (Tuly 8, 1974), 74-2 par.
10,760 wherein, inter alie, impact cost claims
are described as being beset with many of the
pitfalls and closely related to the total cost
theory.:

579464-75 2 :

stantial authority for the proposi-
tion that recoverable direct costs
must flow from the delay to the
project as a whole and be directly
chargeable to that delay and that
recoverable indirect costs are those
incurred during the delay period it-
self." LTnder this view the claim
would necessarily be denied, since
the delay period in this context
would seem to be the -82-day period
required to perform the additional
work and costs attributable to a sub-
sequent period of rainy weather
would not appear to be directly
chargeable to the prior delay. The
contracting officer's recognition in
the findings of March 9,1970, that
some further excusable delay might
result from the excavation and con-
crete work being extended into the,
winter weather would not seem to
change the result, since it is well set-
tled that a finding of excusable
delay based on acts of the Govern-
ment does not, without more, equate
to liability either for damages as a
breach 12 or under a Suspension of
Work Clause."3 We note that even
in a breach case, delays incident to
inclement weather have been elimi-
nated from the recovery period.'

u See Liles Construction Company, Inc.,
ASBCA Noe. 11919 et al. (May 31, 1968),
68-i BCA par. T067 and cases cited-at 32,668.
This case was reversed on other grounds,
Liles Construction Company, Inc. v. United
States, 197 Ct. ei. 164 (1972).

12DCan onstruogtion Cmpany v. -United

States, 188 Ct. el. 62 (1969).
I

2
Alrae Construction CompnaiY, lac., note

7, supra.
' Lahurnum. Construction Corporation V..

United States, 163 Ct.-Cl. 339 (1968).
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[3] However, recovery for the in-
creased costs of working in the wing
ter months or during the rainy seas
sol has been allowed under the Sus-
pension of Work Clause where that
was the inevitable effect of the sus-
pension.ls The view that recovery in
such a case must be under the Sus-
pension of Work clause is, of course,
based on the "Rice Doctrine" which,
to the extent that it precluded an
adjustment for the increased costs
of unchanged work, is no longer
applicable. The Suspension of
Work clause in the instant contract
precludes. an adjustment which is
provided for or excluded under
any other provision of the con-
tract and it would appear that the
instant claim is allowable only un-
der the Changes clause. See Gallup
Construction Company, Inc., note 6,
supra. We conclude that the deci-
sions (notes 11 through 14, supra)
which would disallow costs similar
to those here claimed represent
nothing more than application of
the general rule that damages for
breach must be the direct as distin-
guished from the remote conse-
quence of the breach.l' The record

15 See T. X. Scholes, Inc., ASBCA No. 5010
(February 29, 1960), 60-1 BCA par. 2555:
United Contractors, ASBCA- No. 6142. (Feb-
ruary 28,: 1962), 1962 BA par., 3314 at
17,071-074, affirmed, on this, point, nited
Contractors V. United States, 177 Ct. C. 151-
(1966); B. V. Lane Corp., ASBCA Nos. 9741,
et al. (August 31, 1965), 6

5
-

2
BOA par.\ 5076

at 23,883, and A. F. Drewler, d/b/a Drexer
Constrsction ompany, ASBCA Nos. 12249
and 12316 (March 20, 1969), 69-1 BCA par.
7572.

I1 See, e.g., William Green Construction
Company et al. v.' TUnhited State§, 201 Ct. Cl.
616 at 626-27, ert denied, 417 U.S. 909
(1974).

would not support a finding that
any portion of the delays: were at-
tributable to fault of Hensel Phelps.
While this finding is insufficient in
and of itself to shift costs attribut-
able to inclement weatheir to the
Government, we conclude that in-
creased costs of work performed in
the rainy, winter weather, which
are the direct and inevitable con-
sequence of a change and which
would not otherwise have been in-
curred but for the change, are re-
coverable' under the Changes
clause.,'

Having concluded that the in-
stant claim may not be disallowed
on the ground that it represents
costs incurred in working in n-

usually severe weather, the Govern-
muent's second defense of accord and
satisfaction need not long detain us.
It is hornbook law that in order for'
a' binding agreement to exist there
must be no material variance be-
tween the offer and the acceptance. 5

Here 1Tensel Phelps' offer in its'let-
ter of September 2, 1969, to perform
the additional excavation at the
contract unit p'rice was clearly con-
ditional upon the Bureau's agree-
ment to- pay for overtime and shift

17 Mont gomery Mari Company and Western
Line Construction Company, Inc., BCA-59
and IBCA-72 (June 28, 1963), 70 ID. 242
at 337 et seq., 1963 BOA par. 3819 at'19,055-
062. Cf. D. X. HDae &'Gerben Contrdctinig Co.','
ASBCA No. 13005 '(June 7, 1973), 7-2' BCA"
par. 10,191 at 47,999 (where Suspension of
work clause did not eciudo profit, it was un-'
necessary to deeide ' hether recovery was
under ' Suspension of Work, Changds oi"
Changbd Conditions clauses).

-'5Bromlep Contracting Company,' Inc.
VACAB No. 1112 (January 17, 1975), I75-I
BCA par. 11,029 and cases cited. .
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work which might be necessary in
order to complete the concrete work
to a higher and more safe elevation
prior to anticipated rains and to the
Bureau's agreement to be respon-
sible for cleanup costs resulting
from the delays caused by'the addi-
tional excavation. The project en-
gineer's letter of September 16,
1969, while accepting the unit price,
flatly rejected both conditions. The
Bureau subsequently agreed to and
did pay for cleanup costs which
would not have been required but
for the delays incident to the addi-
tional excavation. It could as log-
ically have been contended that the
claim for cleanup costs was also
barred by Hensel Phelps' offer to
perform the additional excavation
at the contract price.

The appeal on this claim is sus-
taimed as to liability and rentanded
to the contracting officer. -

Fourteen-day DeZay Claim

This claim is based upon a Bu-
reau directive, issued on Febru-
ary 26, 1970, that a steel sheet pile.
bulkhead be installed at Pier 3.
Hensel Phelps referred to this ver-
bal directive, in a letter, dated
March '2, 1970 (Exh. 38), which
stated in part: "We propose to fur-
nish the necessary labor, material
and equipihent to construct a pro-
tective bulkhead at Pier 3 using steel
sheet piling and structural steel
bracing and-walers ."The let-
ter described 6ertain desigyn details
of the- pr6posed .bulkhead, stated'
that the price did not include the

removal of any 'part of the brace
structure or the steel. sheet piling,
but did, include an allowance for a
20- or 30-foot section of used six-foot
chain link fencing to 'be located as
directed by the Bureau and stated:
"Our total lump sum price to con-,
struct the protective steel sheet pile
bulkhead as outlined above is
$12,210."
* In a letter, dated March 13, 1970
(Exh. 39), lHensel Phelps stated
that work on the protective steel
bulkhead was begun on Wednesday,
March 4 and completed on
March 11, 1970. ensel Phelps as-
serted that during construction of
the bulkhead it was necessary to
suspend other operations in the foot--
ing area at Pier 3, alleged that total
delay to the job amounted to one
and one-half weeks and requested
an extension of time of ten calendar
days. The project engineer accepted
the lunip-sum price of- $12,210 for'
the installation of th'e sheet piling
and advised Hensel Phelps that an
order for changes would be issued
as soon as practicable (letter, dated
March 17, 1970, iExh. 41). As to the
time extension, Hensel Pheips was
informed that its request for al ex-
tension of ten calendar days would
'be considered along- with other
delays. Hensel Phelps was urged to
submit all claims for time exten-
sions so that all alleged delays could
be considered together.

Hensel Phelps summarized and'
explained various delays to the job
in letters, dated March 16' and
April 3, 19t7 (Exhs.'40 -and 44). In
the latter letter delay resulting from
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the installation of the sheet pile
bulkhead was alleged to be from
February 26 to March 11, 1970, or
14 days. -

Order For Changes No. 3, dated
February 27, 1970 (Exh. 5), di-
rected, among others, the following
change:

4. Eurnish and install approximately
86 lineal feet of used 30-foot MP-115
steel, sheet piling bulkhead at eleva-
tion 750 along the east face of Pier No.
3, and remove at a later date and dispose
of that portion of the sheet piling above
elevation 765.

A later section of the order referred
to the bulkhead as described above
and stated that the contractor would
be paid therefor the lump sum of
$12,210. Although the order for
changes clearly includes the re-
moval and disposal of piling above
elevation 765, and Hensel Phelps'
letter of March 2, 1970, stated that
its lump-sum price did not include
removal of sheet piling, Ilensel
Phelps signed and accepted the
order as satisfactory on April 24,
1970. The order stated that addi-
tional time required for perform-
ance of the work covered by the
order could not be determined at.
this time.

The contracting officer's Findings
of Fact, dated August 17, 1970
(Exh. 30), extending the time for
completion of the work by 62-days
included 14 days for the installa-
tion of the sheet pile bulkhead. As
noted previously in connection with
the 28-day and 20-day delay claims,
Hensel Phelps accepted the 62-day
extension in a letter, dated Septem-

ber 17, 1970 (Exh.. 54), which ad-
vised the Bureau that it was now in
order to prepare and submit a claim
for the additional costs incurred as
a result of the delay. The claim in
the amount of $110,549.91 was sub-
nitted by letter, dated February 26,

1971.
The contracting officer denied the

claim for the reason that Hensel
Phelps' offer to construct the bulk-
head for the lump sum of $12,210,
the Government's acceptance of this
offer and Hensel Phelps' unquali-
fied acceptance of Order For
Changes No. 3 constituted a bind-
ing agreement which could not be
changed without new consideration
to the Government.

Mr. Bird's unrebutted testimony
was that the lump-sum price of $12,-
210 for constructing the bulkhead
lwas the direct cost of labor, material
a.nd equipment and did not include
overhead or the cost of standby
equipment during the period re-
quired to perform the work (Tr.
66). He further testified that no
part of Hensel Phelps' present
claim ($15,706.88 as stated in the
complaint) for the 14-day delay was
included in the lump-sum price of
the work signed and agreed to in
Order For Changes No. 3 (Tr. 67).

Decision

We think it clear that the con-
tracting. officer's decision on this
claim was correct.

IHensel Phelps argues that the
record is clear that the lump sum
proposal did not include delay costs
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and that the Bureau knew or should
have known that the proposal
covered only the actual cost of per-
forming the work (brief, p. 27). We
agree with the former assertion, but
find no persuasive evidence to sup-
port the latter. It is, of course, not
unusual to separate the cost of ad-
ditional work attributable to a
change from the time required for
its performance and it is clear that
the time extension due Hensel
Phelps for the change was to be con-
sidered at a later date. Neverthe-
less, Hensel Phelps by its letter of
March 2, 19,70, offered to furnish the
necessary labor, material and equip-
ment to construct the bulkhead for
a total lump-sum price of $12,210
and the Bureau accepted the offer
in a letter, dated March 17, 1970. Al-
though Order For Changes No. 3,
which formalized the change con-
tained a provision for the removal
of a portion of bulkhead above
elevation 765 and Hensel Phelps'
offered price expressly excluded the
removal of any part of the bracing
or steel sheet piling, Hensel Phelps
executed and accepted the order for
changes without qualification. Ac-
cordingly, any variance between the
terms of the offer and the language
of the change order is not relevant.

[4] It is well settled that the con-
tractor's acceptance of a change
order which establishes the amount
due therefor without reserving or
excepting any additional costs or
later claims constitutes an accord
precluding the successful assertion
of a subsequent claim for any addi-

tional amount because of the
change.'9 The Bureau's knowledge
that the extension of time attribut-
able to the change was to be con-
sidered at a later date is insufficient
to change this rule. The factual
situation with respect to this claim
is clearly distinguishable from that
regarding the 28-day claim where
the delay claim was pending at the
time Hensel Phelps accepted the
Bureau's determination of the
amount due for the change and it
was clear that Hensel Phelps did not
intend the settlement to include the
delay claim and we have found that
the Bureau could not reasonably
have concluded otherwise.

The 14-day delay claim is denied.

Twenty-two-Day Delay Claim

In a letter, dated December 10,
1970 (Exh. 60), Hensel Phelps re-
quested an extension of unspecified
length due to unusually severe
weather. The letter pointed out that
as of December 1 total rainfall was
over 15 inches as compared to the
ten-year average of just over five
inches. Hensel Phelps referred to
its letter of December 10 and as-
serted a claim in the amount of
$39,827.72 for additional costs in the
form of standby charges for equip-
ment and supervisory personnel
during the delay period (letter,

. la Seeds Derham . United States, 92 t.
C1 97, cert. denied, 812 U.S. 697 (1941), . ..
pteintltht note 8, seprn and Modenco Corpora-
tion, PSBCA No. 12 (August 15, 1:978. 78-2
eCiparp. 10;392. See Also Penjaska Tool Cow-

pzny,-ASBCA Nos. a7075 and 18071 (ep-
teinber 28, 19Th), 73-2 BCA par. 10,328.
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dated March 19,1971, Exh. 72). The
letter alleged that total delay to the
project during the winter of 1970-
71 was '25 calendar days and asserted
that but for the 82-day delay and
the subsequent 62-day concrete work
'oR Piers 2 and 3 would not have
been. projected into the winter of
1970-71.

The contracting officer 'consid-
ered Hensel Phelps' request for an
extension of time in a Findings of
Fact, dated September 22, 1971
(Exh. 16). He determined that the
contractor was prevented from
working or worked at only 50 per-
cent of efficiency because of rain
13 work days or 18 calendar days
during the' period October 20
through December 4, 1970. In addi-
tion, he determined that the con-
tractor 'was delayed by adverse
weather three working days or four
calendar days during the 18-day
period subsequent to December 6,
1970. 1e, therefore, granted Hensel
Phelps an extension totaling 22
days. The findings included the fol-
lowing:

The adverse weather thus prevented the
contractor fr om working on days which
were intended to make up for previous
delays found excusable under the con-
tract. The allowable time must, there-
fore, be further extended by the num-
bei of calendar days equivalent to the
working days lost due to the adverse
weather during the extended contract
time to ensure full restoration of the
previous extension of time.

The. contracting officer denied
the claim for the reason that it was
for icreased costs attributable' to
unusually severe weather for which

the contract made no provision or
was the result of the previous 82-
day and 62-day delays which ex-
tended the work into the winter.
He determined that an enforceable
agreement existed as to the compen-
sation resulting from the 82-day
delay and that since no proper
basis existed for allowing any addi-
tional sum because of the 62-day
delay, the same ruling was appli-
cable to the instant, subsequent
claim.

Mr. Bird testified that the bridge
substructure was completed " * * *
right after the first of the year
in 1971." (Tr. 67, 68.) He stated
that but for the 82-day and 62-day
delays construction would have
been completed in October of 1970
and the winter weather of 1970-71
would not have been a factor. The
Government has not alleged or at-
tempted to show and the evidence
would not' support a finding that
any of the delay was due to lack of
diligence' or fault of Hensel Phelps.

Decision

While the relationship between
the 'slope change and the instant
delay is more remote, liability here
is controlled by our decision on the
20-day delay claim. Of course, re-
covery is limited'to costs which are
shown to be the inevitable result
of the change and which would not
have been incurred but for the
change.

The appeal as to this claim is sus-
tained and remanded to the con-
tracting officer.,
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Conclusion

The appeal is sustainied in part
and denied in part as indicated.

SPENCER T. NIssEN,
Administrative Judge.

W1TE CONCUR:

W ILLIAMI F. MCGRAw,

Chief Adyninistrative Judge.

G. HERBERT PAcEWOOD,

Advninistrative Judge.

ZEIGLER COAL COMPANY

(On Reconsideration)

4 IBMA 139

Decided Mlay,13, 1.975

Petition by the Mining Enforcement
and Safety Administration for recon-
sideration of the Board's opinion and
order in the above-captioned docket
reversing a decision by Administra-
tive Law Judge James A. Broderick
which upheld the validity of an un-
warrantable failure withdrawal order
issued pursuant to section 104(c);(1)
of the Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969.

Reaffirmed.

1. Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Unwarrantable
Failure: Notices of Violation

Under section 105(a) of the Actj 30
U.S.C. § 815(a) (1970), an operator may
file an application for review of a sect
tion.104(b) notice of violation with 104
(c) (1) findings only if it wishes.to chal-
lenge the reasonableness of time fixed for
abatement. Subsequent to abatemnent, re-

view of such notice under section 105 (a)
may be obtained only as an incident to
the review of a related section 104(c) (1)
withdrawal order.

APPEARANCES: Richard V. Backley,
Esq., Assistant Solicitor, Madison
McCulloch, Esq., for petitioner, Mining
Enforcement and Safety Administra-
tion; Steven B. acobson, Esq.,
Richard L. Trunka, Esq., for appellee,
United Mine Workers of America;
J. Halbert Woods, Esq., for appellant,
Zeigler Coal Company; Guy Farmer,
Esq., Lynn Poole, Esq., for intervenor,
Bituminous Coal Operators' Associa-
tion.

OPINION BY, AD UINISTRA-
TIT7E JUDGE DOANE

INTERIOR BOARD OF MIANE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

On December 10, 1974, we handed
down an opinion and order wherein
we reversed a decision upholding
the validity of a withdrawal order
which had been issued at the No. 4
Mine of Zeigler Coal Company
(Zeigler) by a federal coal mile in-
spector pursuant to section 104(c)
(1) of the Federal Coal Mine
Health and Safety Act of 1969. 30
U.S.C. §814(c)(t) (1970). Subse-
quently, on January 13, 1975, the
Mining Enforcement and, Safety
Administration (MESA) filed a
timely Petition for Reconsideration
pursuant to 43 CFR 4.604. Having
concluded that further exploration
of the issues here involved was war-
ranted, we granted the petition,
called for fresh briefs, and held
oral argament. Upon full reconsid-
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eration, we have decided to reaffirm
our initial decision as clarified
herein.

I.

Procedural and Factual Back-
g'rownd

The withdrawal order, 1 HG,
which is the subjeet of this contro-
versy was issued on May 11, 1972,
and cited Zeigler for an alleged vio-
lation of 30 U.S.C. § 864(a) (1970),
30 CFR 75.400, which proscribes
"accumulations" of combustible
materials and requires their clean-
up. Subsequent to the abatement of
the subject violation, Zeigler filed
an Application for Review of the
instant withdrawal order in the
Hearings Division pursuant to sec-
tion 105 of the Act. 30 U.S.C. § 815
(1970).

Thereafter, Answers in opposi-
tion were filed respectively by
MESA and the United Mine Work-
ers of America (UMWA), as a rep-
resenitative of the miners at the
Zeigler No. 4 Mine. A hearing on
the merits was held by Administra-
tive Law Judge James A. Broderick
on June 20, 1973, at which time all
parties were represented.

Judge Broderick issued his deci-
sion on November 13, 1973, and
Zeigler then noted a timely appeal
therefrom on November 26, 1973.
Pursuant to proper motion, on Dle-
cember 14, 1973, we granted leave
to intervene to the Bituminous Coal
Operators' Association (BCOA).
Timely briefs were then filed- by
Zeigler, MESA, and BOA. The
UMWA had notice of the appeal

but nevertheless apparently chose
not to participate since it filed no
brief.'

On appeal, Zeigler contended
that the subject withdrawal order
was invalid on four grounds. First,
it argued that there was no proof
of the existence of an underlying
notice of violation issued pursuant
to section 104(c) (1) of the Act.
Second, it asserted that Judge
Broderick erroneously concluded
that he need not find that the viola-
tion cited in the subject section 104
(c) (1) withdrawal order " * *
could significantly and substan-
tially contribute to the cause and
effect of a mine safety or health
hazard." Third, it insisted that the
alleged violation cited in the sub-
ject withdrawal order was not the
product of an unwarrantable failure
to comply. Finally, it submitted
that the masses of material found
by the inspector were too wet to be
combustible and thus were not in
violation of the Act.

We decided in favor of MESA
with respect to Zeigler's first argu-
ment, holding that the record con-
tained an admission by a witness
called to the. stand by Zeigler which
established the existence of the al-
leged underlying notice of violation.
However, we held with Zeigler on
its second contention and reversed,
concluding that, if challenged, it
must be proved that a 104(c) viola-

i The *UOWA did not participate in the
Initial stage. of this appeal, but none of the
parties has interposed an. objection to the
filing, of the. Union's brief on reconsideration
or tb participation in the ensuing oral argu-
ment. See 0l Ben Coal Corp., 4 IBMA 104, 82
I.D. 160, 1974-1975 OS1D par. 19,511 (1975).
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tion a * ' could significantly and
substantially contribute to the cause
and effect of a mine safety or health
hazard." We found it unnecessary to
deal with the two remaining ques-
tions presented.

In the course of dealing with the
first question, concerning the suffi-
ciency of the pyoof of the existence
of the underlying notice, we denied
a preliminary objection raised by
MESA on jurisdictional grounds.
MESA argued that Zeigler could
have filed an Application for Re-
view of the notice by itself within
30 days of its issuance under section
105 of the Act, 30 U.S.C. § 815(a)
(1970), and having failed to do so,
was barred from raising any ques-
tion with respect to it thereafter. We
rejected that argument, holding
that, having timely filed an Ap-
plication for Review of the subject
section 104(c) (1) withdrawal or-
der, Zeigler had fully invoked the
review jurisdiction of the Secretary
regarding any allegation of inva-
lidity concerning such withdrawal
order, including the lack of an un-
derlying notice of violation. In
dictum, we indicated that even if
Zeigler had been aware of the..un-
derlying notice and had wanted to
challenge the validity of such notice
prior to the issuance of the subject.
withdrawal order, it could not have
done so by filing an Application for
Review.

On January 13,1975, MESA pe-
titioned the Board to reconsider its
decision. By order dated January
14, 1975, the Board granted
MESA's petition. Subsequently,

timely briefs by all parties includ-
ing the UMWVA were filed. Oral ar-
gument before the Board took place
on March 10, 1975.

MESA in its brief on reconsidera-
tion challenges our decision in a
number of respects. Only two of the
objections raised require further
comment, the others being without
merit and too insubstantial for ex-
tended discussions In particular,
we are giving further attention in
this opinion to defining the Secre-
tary's review jurisdiction under sec-
tion 105 of the Act, as we under-
stand it, over notices of violation
issued pursuant to section 104(c)
(1) and to the gravity prerequisite,
if any, of a valid 104(c) (1) with-
drawal order.

II.

Issues on Reconsideration

A. Whether the Board erred in
concluding that Zeigler Coal Com-
pany was not jurisdictionally barred
from claiming that the subject sec-
tion 104(c) (1) withdrawal order
was invalid on the ground that there
was no underlying notice of viola-
tion.

a MESA has claimed that we erroneously
placed the burden of proof on it to show the
existence of an underlying notice. See Zeigler
Coal Go., 4 IBMA 88, 82 I.D. 111, 1974-1975
OSHD par. 19,478 (1975). IfESA has also

.argued that we were in error in holding that
the subject violation could have significantly
and substantially contributed to the cause and
effect of a mine safety or health hazard. As to
the latter,, it suffices to point .out that this
entire case has been litigated on the theory
that the subject violation did not pose such
a "hazard.'' Indeed MESA explicitly conceded
as much in its initial appellate brief. Br. of
MESA, p. 14, n. 2.
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B. Whether the Board erred in
holding that the requirement stated
in the phrase "* * * could signif-
icantly and substantially contribute
to the cause and effect of a mine
safety or health hazard * * *' is a
prerequisite to the issuance of a
withdrawal order pursuant to sec-
tion 104(c) () of the Act.

III.

Dismc&sion

A.

In challenging our holding that
Zeigler was not jurisdictionally
barred from claiming that the sub-
ject 104(e) (1) withdrawal order
was invalid on the ground of a lack
of an underlying notice of violation,
MESA argues that, Zeigler could
only have attacked the validity of
the notice by filing an Application
for Review of such notice within
thirty days of its issuance. Although
MESA acknowledges that section
105, the administrative review pro-
vision of the Act, does not literally
support its- position, it contends
nevertheless that the congressional
failure to so provide was merely
legislative oversight. MESA asks us
to imply into section 105 any neces-
sary words or phrases to support
MESA's position- in the interest of
effectuating the supposed legislative
intent. We are told that if we hold
for MESA in this matter we will
be doing no violence to. the plain
meaning of section 105, and we* are
in effect warned that the failure to
so hold will create a conflict between

section 104(c) (1) and the Due
Process Clause of the Fifth Amend-
ment to the Constitution. Br. of
MESA on reconsideration, p. 3.

At the outset, we note that
Zeigler did not attack the validity
of the. subject notice of violation.
Rather, the company denied that
such notice had ever been issued. If
we were to reverse ourselves on the
narrow holding of this case, we
would be in the absurd position of
saying that an applicant for review
is precluded from denying the issu-
ance of an underlying notice of vio-
lation in a proceeding to review a
related 104(c) (1) withdrawal or-
der because the applicant failed to
make that assertion at a time when
it claims to have been in ignorance
of such notice. Even if we now
agreed to set aside our previous
dicta with respect to the review
jurisdiction of the Secretary over
challenges to the validity of notices
of violation issued pursuant to sec-
tion 104(c) (1), we would have to
reaffirm our initial holding in order
to avoid an otherwise untenable and
wholly capricious result. Thus, we
remain committed to the proposi-
tion that an applicant for review
may challenge the validity of a 104
(c) (1) withdrawal order on the
ground that it is not supported by
a pre-existing notice of violation
containing findings pursuant to
-section 104 (c) (1).

] [1] We turn now to MESA's ob-
jections to the soundness of our
-dictum that an applicant for review
may only challenge the validity of
a notice' of violation issued pur-
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suant to section 104(c) (1) as an in-
cident of the review of a. related (c)
(1) withdrawal order. It is really
the dictum, rather than the narrow
holding on the jurisdictional issue,
to which MESA has directed its
arguments in this phase of the re-
consideration.

In attacking our previously
stated views, MESA contends that
the kind of notice of violation now
before the Board is properly de-
scribed as a section 104(b) notice
with 104(c) (1) findings. Previ-
ously, we have referred to such cita-
tions as 101.(c) (1) notices. See
Eastern Associated Coal Corp., 3
IBMA 331, 81 I.D. 567, 1974-1975
OSHD par. 18,706 (1974).3

Inasmuch as section 104(c) (1)
does not, in so many words, direct
the issuance of a notice of violation,
we accept MESA's characterization
of such notices as an alternative de-
scription. The impact of this mod-
ification of viewpoint is, however,
minimal. All that such acceptance
implies is that an applicant for re-
view under section 105 (a) of the
Act may challenge a 104(b) notice
with (c) (1) findings with respect
to the reasonableness of time fixed
for abatement. 30 U.S.C. 815 (a)
(1970); Freeman Coal Vlining
Company, 1 IBMA 1, 77 I.D. 149,
1971-1973 OSHD par. 15,367
(1970) Reliable Coal Corporation;
1 IBMA 50, 78 I.D. 199, 1971-1973
'OSHD par. 15,368 (1971).

This decision has been reaffirmed by the
Board upon reconsideration. 3 IBMA 3, 81
I.D. 67,11974-1975 $HD par.-- (1974).

Such conclusion does not commit
us to agreeing with MESA's further
contention that an operator may
challenge the validity of a 104(b)
notice with (c) (1) findings, in ad-
vance of the issuance of a related
104(c) (1) withdrawal order, where
the violation cited therein has been
abated. If' we were to accept that
contention, we would have to do
more than simply insert words or
phrases, as MESA suggests; we
would be obliged to ignore the
plainly stated limitation of review
-of notices of violation under sec-
tion 105 to issues bearing on the
reasonableness of time fixed for
abatement. See Reliable Coal Corp.,
sitpra. As we have indicated before,
proper respect for legislative au-
thority and the separation of pow-
*ers dictate that we reject so-called
interpretations which are in reality
de facto amendments to the Act.
See Eastern Associated Coal Corp.,
4 IBMA 1, 82, I.D. 22, 1974-1975
OSJID par. 19,224 (1975); c cf.

United States Fuel Co., 2 IBMA
315, 321, 80 I.D. 739, 1973-1974
OSHD par. 16,954 (1973). Since we
-believe that ignoring the statutory
limitation on the scope of review of
iotices of violation would indeed
amount to a de facto amendment,
we reject such interpretation.

Before closing this phase of our
reconsideration, a word or two is in
order with regard- to MESA's ra-
tionale for interpreting section 105

&An appeal of the Board's decision:in this
ieasel Is pending in the United States Court
bf Appeals for the* District of Columbia

Circuit. No. 73-1107. ' '.
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(a) in the manner that it has urged
on us. MESA contends in substance
that denial of the opportunity for
prompt review of a 104(b) notice
with (c) (1) findings, where the vio-
lation is abated in advance of the
issuance of a related 104(c) (1)
withdrawal order, would render
such order unconstitutional, there
having been no opportunity -for
prior hearing- According to
MESA, the Due Process Clause of
the Fifth Amendment to the Con-
stitution requires such hearings in
instances where there is no "immi-
ient peril." Br. of MESA on recon-
sideration, p. 2.

We have not undertaken to de-
termine the validity of MESA's
constitutional argument because, as
an administrative tribunal within
the Executive Branch, the Board is
not possessed of the "judicial power
of the United States" under Article
III of the Constitution and has no
jurisdiction to make any adjudica-
tive determination as to the extent
of congressional power to authorize
a deprivation of property without
opportunity for prior hearing6 See,
however, Ewing v. Mytinger and
CasseTher2y, 339 U.S. 594 (195O).

5 See Zeigler Coal Co., spra, 3 IBMA at
455, 1 I.D. 732 (1974), n. 4. See also 5
U.S.C. § 701-706 (1970) and Capital Coal
Sales v. Mitchell, 164 F. Supp. 161 (D.C.
D.C. 1958), a'd. 282 F. 2d 486 (D.C. Cr.
1960). :

6 See United- States v. Nixon, 418 U.S.
683. 94 S. Ct. 3090, 3106 (1974); Public
Utlittes Colnuen. of California V. TUnited
States, 355 U.S. 534, 39-40 (1958) ; Panitz
v. District of Columbia, 112 F.2d 39 (D.C.
Cir 1940).

:7 Compare Fentes v. Shevins 407 U.S. 67,
90-92, notes 27, 28 (1972) fth Mitchell v.
W. T. Grant Co., 416 U.S. -600, 94 S. Ct.
1895, 1902 (1974).

To sum up: we are reaffirming
our initial holding. In a section 105

*proceeding to review a section 104
(c) (1) withdrawal order, there is
no jurisdictional bar to a claim that
such withdrawal order is invalid
for a lack of any underlying notice

-of violation. With respect to the
scope of review of a section 104(b)
notice with (c) (1) findings under
section 105, the Board is of the view
that, so long as the violation cited
in such notice remains unabated, an
operator may file an Application for
Review to contest the reasonable-
ness of time fixed for abatement.
Once the violation is abated and in
advance of the issuance of a related
(c) (1) withdrawal order, there is
no right under section 105 (a) for
adnini-strative review. Such notice,
although abated, may be reviewed
under section 105 (a) of the Act, but
only as an incident to the determi-
nation of validity of a related sec-
tion 104(c) (1) withdrawal order.

B.

We come now to the major sub-
stantive question presented on re-
consideration. MESA, supported by
the UMWA, contends that the
Board erred in holding that the ex-
press requirement for a section 104
(c) (1) notice stated in the phrase

* * could significantly and sub-
stantially contribute to the cause
and effect of a mine safety or health
hazard * * *" is an implied pre-
requisite in the' violation giving rise
to the issuance of a section 104(c)
(1)' withdrawal-order. Zeigler and
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BCOA support the Board's original
conclusion. 8

For the respective reasons stated
in their briefs, MESA and the
UMWVA would have us conclude
that the elements of proof subject
to dispute in a proceeding to review
a section 104(c) (1) withdrawal
order, apart from a valid underly-
ing notice of violation, are only
those which are expressly stated in
the Act. Those elements are: (1)
that the condition or practice found
by the inspector constitutes a viola-
tion of a mandatory health or safety
standard, and (2) that such viola-
tion was the result of an unwar-
rantable failure to comply with
such legislated standard of oare.9

Wlen we first dealt with this sec-
tion of the Act "' in Eastern As-

BCOA argues that, unless we reaffirm the
result reached in our initial decision and re-
ject the statutory construction theory ad-
vanced by MESA and the UMWA, we will
render section 104(c) unconstitutional. We
have not undertaken to resolve this constitu-
tional argument because, for the reasons
stated earlier, we think that its resolution is
beyond our authority. See n. 6, 8spra.
- I We observe in passing that MESA's view of
the extent of congressional power to author-
ize a taking of property without prior hearing
undercuts. its argument with respect to the
criteria of validity for a section 104() (1)
withdrawal order and amounts to an implied
concession that section 104(c) is invalid.

10 Section 104(c) of the Act provides as
follows :-

"(c) (1) If, upon any inspection of a coal
mine, an authorized representative of the
Secretary finds that there has been a viola-
tion of any mandatory health or safety stand-
ard, and if he also finds that, while the con-
ditions created by such violation do not cause
imminent danger, such violation is of such
nature as'could significantly and substantially
contribute to the cause and effect of a mine
safety-or health hazard, and if he finds such
violation t' be caused by an unwarrantable
failure of such operator to comply with such

sociated CoaZ Corp., supra (cited at
147), we faced a challenge to a sec-
tion 104(c) (2) withdrawal order
by an operator who, like MESA
and the U2MWA in the istant case,
contended that the prerequisite ele-
ments of proof for a withdrawal
I order under section 104 (c) were
only those.expressly stated in the

,Act, namely, the xistence of a
violation and unwarrantable fail-
ure. After examining the literal
language of this section, we con-
cluded preliminarily that the statu-
tory phrases contained a number of
serious ambiguities, and further,
that the subsections of section 104
(c) provided for a sequence of

mandatory health or safety standards, he
shall include such finding in any notice given
to the operator under this Act. If, during the
same inspection or any subsequent inspection
of such mine within ninety days after the
issuance of such notice, an authorized repre-
sentative of the Secretary finds another viola-
tion of any mandatory health or safety
standard and finds such violation to be also
caused by an unwarrantable failure of such
operator to so comply, he shall forthwith
issue an order requiring the operator to cause
all persons in the area affected by such viola-
tion, except those persons referred to in sub-
section (d) of this section, to be withdrawn
from, and to be prohibited from entering, such
area until an authorized representative of the
Secretary determines that such violation has
been abated.

"(2) If a withdrawal order with respect to
any area in a mine has been issued pursuant
to paragraph (1) of this subsection, a with-
drawal order shall promptly be issued by an
authorized representative of the Secretary
who finds upon any subsequent inspection the
existence in such mine of violations similar
to those that resulted in the. issuance of the
withdrawal order under paragraph (1): of this
subsection until such time as an inspection
of such mine discloses no similar violations.
Following an inspection of such mine which
discloses no similar violations, the. proyisions
of paragraph (1) of this subsection shall
again be applicable to that mine.,'

221] - 227
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events which were inextricably
linked together. Based on these
initial conclusions, we decided to
construe section 104(c) as a whole,
and to infer its true meaning from
its intended purposes and its place
in the overall enforcement scheme,
bearing in mind that we must stay
within the available leeway of the
statutory language. 3 IBMA at 347.
We ultimately held that, in addi-
tion to proof of any underlying
notice or orders, as the case may re-
quire, the prerequisites to a valid
withdrawal order under section
104(c) are as follows: (1) that
there. is proof of a violation; (2)
that such violation did not cause an
imminent danger; (3) that such
violation could have significantly
and substantially contributed to the
cause and effect of a mine safety or
health hazard; and (4) that such
violation was caused by an unwar-
rantable failure to comply. Al-
though the first and fourth pre-
requisites only are mentioned with
respect to section 104(c), with-
drawal orders, we reasoned that the
Congress intended that the second
and third, which are expressly men-
tioned with respect to the underly-
ing notice, be carried forward by
implication and applied to the re-
lated withdrawal orders. Further-
more, in applying these criteria, we
concluded: (1) that unwarrantable
failure is a standard of fault which
encompasses intentional, knowing,
or reckless deviations from the
mandatory standards of care ;"- and

"As we noted above, we did not, reach the
merits In this case of the question as to

(2) that the clause "* * * could
significantly and substantially con-
tribute to the cause and effect of a
mine safety or health hazard * * *
was a phrase of art and referred to
violations posing a probable risk of
serious bodily harm or 'death. 3
IBMA at 356. Lastly, we rejected
the theory that the violations in a
given 104(c) sequence must be sub-
stantively similar to each other in
kind. 3 IBMA at 352.12

In attacking the result that we
reached in our initial consideration
of this appeal, the lines of argument
pursued by the UMW1TA and MESA,
respectively, vary somewhat.

The UMWA attacks the underly-
ing basis for the reasoning and
conclusions set forth in Eastern As-
sociated Coal Corp., supra, and ap-
plied to the case at hand. The
UMWA argues that section 104 (c),
and in particular subsection (c) (1),
is such a model of clarity that there
is no room for an extended exercise
in statutory construction.

Although MESA agrees with the
literalist position taken byi the
UMWA, it buttresses its viewpoint
with arguments based on the legis-
lative history. MESA submits in
substance that a comparison between
section 104(c) of the Act and the
pertinent 1966 amendments to the

whether the subject violation was caused by
an unwarrantable failure to comply.

12 Substantive recidivism, that Is repeated
violation of the same mandatory standard,
is reflected in penalty assessments because,
under section 109, the Secretary must' take
previous history of violations into account.
Deterrence of such repeated misbehavior under
section 104(c) Is at most a lesser ncluded
enforcement objective provided that the other
criteria of validity are satisfied.

[82 I.D.
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Federal Coal Mine Safety Act of apparent congressional intent. Such
1952 supports the conclusion that interpretation would render the
violations which could not signifi- phrase nugatory when the Board is
cantly and substantially contribute obliged under the usual norms of
to the cause and effect of a mine statutory construction to givemean-
safety or health hazard may be the ing to all the terms of a statute.
subject of a 104(c) (1) withdrawal Sutherland, Statutes and Statutory
order. MESA also draws support Construction, 46.06 (4th ed. 1973)..
from a comparison between the Second, there is the meaning of
Senate bill and the House version the term "unwarrantable failure to
of section 104(c) which ultimately comply." The Congress pointedly
became the law, as well as from omitted any binding definition of
statements contained in committee this term in its list of statutory def-
reports. Br. of MESA on reconsid- initiolns embodied in section 2 of the
eration, pp. 10-13. Act, thus leaving the resolution of

We turn initially to the UMWA's its meaning to case-by-case adjudi-
argument. laving re-examined the cation by the Secretary, with only
literal words of section 104(c), we the scantiest guidance in the legisla-
still find that they ae ambiguous tive history. See 30 U.S.C. § 802
and inconclusive in a number of (1970) ; astern Associated Coal
vital respects which the Union has Corp., supra, 3 IBMA at 355-6.
glossed over. Then too, there is the question of

First, there is the phrase "* * * the proper interpretation of the
could significantly and substantially "similarity" requirement of section
contribute to the cause and effect of 104 (c) (2). In its brief, the UMIWA
a mine safety or health hazard asserts: "A 'similar violation' is ob-
* * *," which is at the crux of the viously any violation of a manda-
present dispute. If we were to give tory health or safety standard
each of the words of that clause an which, like a violation which results
ordinary meaning, it would become in the issuance of a section 104(c)
a superfluous truism; by definition, (1) withdrawal order, is 'caused by
the violation of any mandatory an unwarrantable failure.' " [Italics
standard could significantly and added.] The pertinent statutory
substantially contribute to the cause clause reads as follows:
and effect of a mine safety or health If a withdrawal order with respect to
hazard. However, -since it is plain any area in a mine has been issued pur-
that the Congress intended by these suant to paragraph (1) of this subsec-

words to enact one of several dis- tion a- withdrawal order shall promptly
criminatig; criteria designed to fhbe issuedby an authorized representative

of the Secretary who finds. upon any sub-
separate those violations that merit sequent inspection the existence in such

104(c) treatment from those that.. mine of violations similar to those that
resulted in the issuance of the with-

do not, such a literal interpretation draw e der paragrah (1) *

would be squarely at odds with the [Italics added.]
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A comparison of the UMWA's
paraphrase and the actual language
of the Act reveals that the Union
has failed to note the use of a plural
pronoun, namely, "those." The (c)
(2) violation must be similar to
"those" violations which gave rise to
a (c) (1) withdrawal order, and not
just similar to the violation cited in
the (c) (1) order. Literally speak-
ing, the violation cited in the under-
lying 104(c) (1) notice does give
rise to the related (c) (1) with-
drawal order and we have no choice
other than to conclude that a (c) (2)
violation must be similar to that
violation -as well. The ambiguity
created by this vague plural pro-
noun is that although it suggests
that there is an easily identifiable
nucleus of common characteristics,
when one looks to subsection (c)
(1), it is not at all clear of what
that nucleus consists. In strictly lit-
eral terms, there are two character-
istics that are expressly mentioned
with respect to () (1) notices of
violation but omitted in the provi-
sion for a related withdrawal order.
It is not certain whether the Con-
gress intended that the nucleus of
common characteristics includes
only those that are expressly men-
tioned with regard to the with-
drawal order as well as the notice,
or if the legislators intended that
this nucleus include all the charac-
teristics mentioned in the provision
for a notice of violation, the dis-
puted ones being carried forward by
implication. The language of sec-
tion 104(c) on its face provides no
apparent resolution to this problem.

Although we could go further
and belabor the point, the ambigui-
ties already pointed out suffice to
show that the literal words are in-
conclusive on key points as to what
Congress intended. Thus, out of nec-
essity, we have- been obliged to con-
strue the provisions of section 104
(c) with an eye to the overall legis-
lative enforcement policy, an ap-
proach which we would take in any
event.

We come then to MESA's argu-
ments based on the' legislative
history.

With respect to the comparisons
dx awn by MESA between the lan-
guage of section 104(c) and the
1966 amendments to the Federal
Coal Mine Safety Act of 1952, we
stated the following in our initial
opinion, 3 IBMA at 461, 81 I.D.
735, n. 10:

We have found particularly un-
persuasive comparisons of section 104(c)
to portions of statutory ancestors of the
Act since the Congress took the trouble
to repeal them in toto rather than to
amend. 83 Stat. 803 (1969)..

ME SA has showh no reason to
cause -us to change our viewpoint
and we reaffirm it.

With respect to, comparisons
drawn from language of committee
leports and the Senate and House
versions of section 104 (c), we pre-
viously indicated that the products
of such analysis were unilluminat-
ing. Zeigler, supra, 3 IBMA at461,
81 I.D. T35, n. 10. Indeed MESA in
its brief at. page 14 after extensively
quoting from inconsistent events
noted in the legislative history con-
cluded in part: -
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Neither the 1966 Amendment nor all
the bills introduced in the development

-of the 1969 Act give much historical
,basis, above and beyond its plain mean-
ing, for the language ultimately derived
as the 104(c) unwarrantable failure
provisions -**.*

Thus, it seems to us now, as it did
before, that the meaning of the
phrase " * could significantly
and substantially contribute to the
cause and effect of a nine safety or
healthhazard * * '%"aswelas the
question of whether that phrase and
the requirement of a finding of no
imninent danger are implied 'cri-
teria of the validity of a 104 (c) (1)
or (2) withdrawal order, can best
be determined by looking to 'the
purposes of section 104(c) in the
overall enforcement policy mau-
dated by the Congress.

In Eastern Associated Coal Corp.,
supra, we analyzed at length the
overall enforcement scheme and
came to the general conclusion that
the legislative policy was a blend of
measured deterrence and protective
reaction for the safety of affected
miners with each enforcement tool
directed toward a particular class of
conditions or practices. 3 IBMA at
348-351. More specifically, we con-
cluded that section 104(c), involv-
ing as it does, ongoing liability to
further withdrawal orders, conitains

-the. sharpest of the enforcement
tools provided to the Secretary and
accordingly should be applied in
situations calling for vigorous pro-
tective reaction and maximum
deterrence.

Against this background and in
order to give effect to all the statu-

579-464-75 3

tory'terms, we held and still believe
-that the clause "* * "::could sig-
nificantly and substantially con-
tribute to the cause and effect of a
mine safety or health hazard * *

is a phrase of art. The'key word of
that clause is "hazard"which in our
view 'refers not to just any violation,
but rather to violations posing a
risk of serious bodily harm or death.
The part of the clause which reads
"* * * could significantly and sub-

-stantially contribute to the -cause
and effect * * *" states a probabil-
ity requirement, designed in* our
opinion, to prevent application of
section 104 (c) to largely speculative
"hazards." Neither ME SA nor the
UM1WA has offered any reasonable
alternative construction of this
clause which would give it the dis-
criminating effect that the Congress
intended.

As a further consequence of our
analysis of the congressional policy,
we were compelled to imply the
gravity requirement stated in the
clause jst discussed, as well as the
requirement of a finding of no fin-
minent danger, into the portions of
section 104(c) which deal with
withdrawal orders. We did so out of

-a desire to avoid absurd or anom-
alous results.

Although MESA is silent with
respect to the absurdities that we
spoke of in Eastern Associated Coal
Corp., supra, the UMWA in its
brief and at oral argument upon re-
consideration denied that any such
problems would occur as a result of
adopting its interpretation of the
Act, that is, that the prerequisites of

221 
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a valid section 104(c) (1) or (2)
withdrawal order are only: (1) vio-
lation of a mandatory health or
safety standard, and (2) unwar-
rantable failure to comply. There-
fore, we deem it appropriate to
point out in plain terms the likely
problem areas.

In the case at hand, the violation
cited in the subject withdrawal
order was conceded to be a relatively
insignificant accumulation of com-
bustible materials, that is to say,
such accumulation did not pose a
probable risk of serious bodily harm
or death. Let us suppose arguendo,
tbat there was a valid underlying
notice of violation based upon a roof
control violation, and further, that
there was a subsequent 104(c) (2)
withdrawal order citing the lack
of an adequate number of sanitary
toilet facilities. 30 CFR 71.500. Un-
der the theory advanced by the
U[MWA and MESA, all that would
be necessary to sustain the validity
of the withdrawal orders would be
proof of unwarrantable failure.
Since unwarrantable failure is sim-
ply a standard of fault, these viola-
tions could conceivably be compara-
tively nonserious. If such were the
oase, then inder the theory ad-
vanced by MESA and the UMWA,
we would have to conclude that the
notice of violation had issued
validly for a violation posing prob-
able risk of serious bodily harm or
death, and that the withdrawal
orders, with all their potential for
ongoing liability, had issued validly.
'for violations, neither of which

posed such a compelling risk to the
miners. Moreover, it is quite likely
that in subsequent civil penalty pro-
ceedings under section 109 of the
Act, a larger penalty would be
assessed for the violation cited in
the (c) (1) notice than for the
substantiively unrelated violations
cited in the withdrawal orders.
Thus, lesser statitory sanctions
would be imposed for the most
threatening of these deviations
from the mandatory standards,
while more mposing sanctions
would be appliedto objectively les-
ser infractions. Such results would
be squarely at odds with the con-
gressional enforcement strategy
which calls for a graduated re-
sponse to operator misbehavior.
They would also add a punitive ele-
ment which we think Congress re-
served for criminal sanctions. ee
30 U.S.C. 819 (b) (1970).

Then too, if we were to adopt the
literalist construction, we would
thereby thrust upon federal coal
mine. inspectors unbounded discre-
tion to decide whether to issue 104
(a) iminent danger or 104(c) un-
warrantable failure withdrawal
orders in certain circumstances. The
former may be issued irrespective of
fault, and under the literalist
theory, the latter could be issued ir-
respective of imminent danger be-
cause, so it is argued, the require-
ment of a finding of no iminent
danger, expressly applicable to 104
(e) (1) notices, is not impiedly ap-
plicable to 104(c) withdrawal
orders. Thus, in an instance of im-
minent danger which coincidentally
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was the restilt of a violation caused,
by an unwarrantable failure, an i--
spector would be totally at large 'in'
determinbing whether to issue a 104
(a) order or a 104(c) orden While
the inimediate- result would be
largely identical, namely, with-
drawal of persons from affected
areas, the principal difference would
be in the ongoing liability to further
withdrawal orders which is part and
parcel of a 104(c) withdrawal order.
Whatever the inspector's decision, it
would be arbitrary, and given, the
diversity of human behavior, in-
spectors would issue differing orders
with respect to factual situations
which are not significantly distin-
giiishable.

The lack of consistency of appli-
cation and the arbitrary character
of such important determinations
by inspectors pose severe, possibly
intractable problems of law and
policy. As a matter of law, the fed-
eral courts would be forced to deal
with serious due process objections.
As a matter of policy, the ongoing
effort of the Secretary through his'
delegates 'to achieve the congres-
sional objective of inducing'greatly
improved standards of care in the
nation's underground coal mines
would'be compromised in several
ways. On the one hand, inconsistent
and capricious enforcement prac-
tices are bound to penalize: all op-
erators at one time or another. On
the other, indiscriminate applica-
tion of maximum deterrent force is
bound to dull the galvanizing shock
of this unique species of withdrawal

order which disrupts minig activi-
ties and thieateiis'further such dis-
ruption, as well as initiates the civil
penalty process which goes forward-
in the case of any violation of the
mandatory standards.

In sum, having fu llyreconsidered.
our previously articulated, position.
on the proper interpretation of. sec-
tion 104(c) and ..the. conclusions.
reached in our initial opinion ithis
case, we find ho merit in the argue
ments presented.7by: the. petitioner
MESA or the UMWA. It is. there-
fore the judgment of-the Board that.
its decision i this case should b

reaffirmed as embodying a reason-
able and workable construetioffi of
section104(c).. :

ORDER

WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority 'eleated to the Board by-
the Secretary o the Inteiior (43
CFR 4.1(4)),' IT IS HEREBY
ORDERED that the decision of the
Board inthd above-captioned d6ke'
upon reconsiderations IS REAF-
FIRMED.

D-AVID )oAE;
Administrative Judge.

WATE CONCUR:

C. 'E. ROGERS, JR.,
Chief Administrative Judge.

JAMES IR. RICHARDS,

Ex-OffioJofemnberof t eBoardL
Direictor,-.
Office of H1eaq. ngs acdAppeals.,
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'KENTLAND-ELHORN'CCOAL V

CORPORATION 

4 LIBA 166-

Decided May 14,1975

Appeal of Mining -Enforcement and
Safety Administration (MESA) from
a decision by Administrative Law
Tdge Edmund . Sweeney (Docket
Noe INORT 71-121), dated April 19,
1974, vacating a section 104(c) (2)
Order of, Withdrawal pursuant to sec-
tion' 105 of the Federal Coal Mine
Health and Safety Act of .1969,1 here-
inafter "the' Act." 

jAffirmed.,

1. Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Review of Notices
and. Orders: Generally

The validity of the precedent Notice and
Orders is not in issue in a proceeding
for review.of an Order of Withdrawal
issued pursuant to section 104(c) (2) of
the Act.

2. Federal Coal Mine Health, and
Safety Act of 1969: Hearings: Admi$L-
sibility of Evidence

The precedent Notice and Orders under-
lying a section 104(c) (2) Order of With-
drawal are admissible in evidence to es-
tablish their existence in the section 104
(c) chain as part of primba. faie case.

3. Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Hearings: Burden
of Proof

Where ME'SA, in a review proceeding of
a section 104(c) (2) Order of With-
drawal, fails to establish a primta faoie
case that the Order was validly issued
pursuant to- section 104(c) of the Act,

30 U.s.. §1801-960 (1970).

the operator -has no burden. to present
rebuttal evidence and is- entitled to the
relief requested.

APPEARANCES: Richard V. Backley,
Esq., Assistant Solicitor, and Madison
McCulloch, Esq., Trial Attorney for
appellant, Mining Enforcement and
Safety Administration. Kentland-
Elkhorn Coal Corporation did not
participate in this appeal.

OPINION BY CHIEF ADMIN-
ISTRATIVE JUDGE ROGEPS

INTERIOR BOARD OF INE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

Factual and Procedural
Back groui

On October 28, 1970, a federal
coal mine inspector conducted an in-
spection of the Kentland-Elkhorn
Coal corporation (Kentland-Elk-
horn) .No. 3 Mine, during which he
issued a Notice of Violation pllrsu-
ant to section 104(c) (1) of the Act
alleging a violation of section 304
(a) of the Act. On November 2,
1970, the same inspector, during a
subsequent inspection, issued a sec-
tion 04(c) (1) Order of With-
drawal alleging another violation of
section 304 (a) of the Act. On
March 22, 1971, this inspector, dur-
ing another inspection, issued a sec-
tion 104(c) (2) Order of. With-
drawal alleging a violation of 30
CFR 5.400 (section 304(a.) of the
Act). Finally, on May 4, 1971, this
inspector issued a section 104 (c) (2)
Order of Withdrawal alleging a vi-
alation of 30 CFR 5.603 in that
,here were three temporary splices
n the trailing cable of a roof-bolt-

~4
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ing machine, one of which was
outby the strain clamp.

IKentland-Elkhorn filed a timely
Application for Review of 'the
May 4, 1971 Order of Withdrawal,
but did not at any time file for re-
view of the precedent Notice or the
other two Orders.

At a prehearing conference, both
parties stipulated that the condi-
tion cited in the May 4, 1971 Order
did exist at the time of issuance of
the Order, but did not stipulate as
to whether the requirements of sec-
tion 104(c) (1) and (2) were met.
At an evidentiary hearing held on
July 24, 1973, the Administrative
Law Judge (Judge) rejected the
Minilg Enforcemnent and Safety
Administration's (MESA) motion
that the October 28, 1970. Notice,
and the. November 24, 1970 and
March. 22, 1971 Orders be admitted
into evidence as proof of the iola-
tions alleged therein. Counsel for
MESA offered no other evidence,
save the May 4, 1971 section 104(c)
(2) Order involved, and no testi-

mony. due to -the fact that the in-
spector who issued the Order was
not and probably would not be
available to testify. At this point
the hearing was concluded.

In his decision, issued April 19,
1974, the Judge held that to estab-
lish the validity of the Order in
issue, MESA must show: "1 * * * a
lawful withdrawal order had been
issued under section 104 (c) (1) ; and
2-that the violation here was sim-
ilar to that set out in the 04(c) (1)
order," He held that MESA "has
the burden of proving, by a pre-

ponderance of the evidence, that the
elements comprising said Order con
stituted a violation of the Act or
of the Regulations justifying the
use of section 104(c) (2)." The
Judge concluded that MESA's
proffer of evidence' and Kentland-
Elkhorn's stipulation as to the con-
dition cited did not meet this
burden and that the 104(c) (2)- Or-
der of Withdrawal in issue therefore
mnust be vacated.

In its brief on appeal, MESA
contends that the operator in a sec-
tion 105 proceeding has the burden
of proving all save that te condi-
tion cited in the Order constituted
a violation of, a mandatory health
or safety' standard. No reply brief
was filed on behalf of Kentland-
Elkhorll.

Is8ues Presented

A. AWhether the Judg~e erred in
rejecting MESA's proffer of the
underlying section 104(c) Notice of
Violation and Orders of 'With-
drawal as proof of the violations
alleged therein and as proof of the
existence of a section 104(c) chain
of citations.

B. Whether the existence of the
section 104(c) chain of citations,
unwarrantable failure, lack of im-
minent danger, and -a violation
which could significantly and sub-
stantially contribute to the cause
and effect of a mine safety or health
hazard, in addition to proof of vio-
lation of a mandatory health or
safety standard, must be established
by MESA in a proceeding held pur-
suant to section 105 of the Act to
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review a section 104(c) (2) Order
of Withdrawal.

Discussion

A.

Until the prehearing conference
in the instant case, Kentland-Elk-
horn had not contested either the
validity of the issuance or the truth
of the allegations contained in the
underlying Notice and Orders; it
did not apply for review of them
and has never denied that the con-
ditions cited therein existed. How-
ever, Kentland-Elkhorn took the
position that the underlying Notice
and Orders were inadmissible un-
less the allegations therein were
proved by MESA.

In Eastern Associated Coal Cor-
poration, 3 IBMA 331, 354, 81 I.D.
567, 577, 1974-1975 OSHD par.
18,706 (1974), this Board observed:

Inasmuch as Eastern did not timely
challenge the instant underlying cita-
tions, and does not deny the violations,
we presume their validity * *

[1] Although Kentland-Elkhorn
contended that the validity of the
underlying Notice and Orders was
in issue, even though review was
never sought, we believe that, con-
sonant with Eastern, supra, failure
by Kentland-E lkhorn to seek time-
ly review of the Notice and Orders,
precludes their review in this pro-
ceeding.

The validity of any section 104
(c) order may be reviewed, but only
if such review is timely sought pur-
suant to section 105 (a) (1) of the
Act. IVe recognized in Zeigler Coal

Corporation, 1 IBMA-71, 78 I.D.
362, 1971-1973 OSHD par. 15,371
(1971), that, by seeking timely re-
view of a section .104(c) (1) order,
an operator if successful, might ob-
tain relief'from the possible subse-
quent issuance of a section 104(c)
(2) order. Although we held in
Zeigler Coal CoQnpany, 3 IBMA
448, 81 D. 729,1974-1975 OSHD
par. 19,131 (1974), aff'd on recon-
sideration, 4 IBMA 139,*82 I.D.
221, 1974-1975 OSHD par. 19,638
(1975). that in a proceeding to
review the validitv of a section
104(c) (1) Order of Withdrawal,
the validity of the underlying
section 104(c) (1) Notice of Vio-
lation may be put in issue if
prop erly challenged, in the; instant
case, Kentland-Elkhorn elected not
to seek review of the section 104(c)
(1) Order issued to it, and, thus,
will not now be heard to challenge
either that Order or the underlying
section 104(c) (1) Notice. Hence,
where timely review is not sought,
an operator must be held to have
waived such review and cannot be
heard to the contrary in a proceed-
ing to review a subsequent section
104(c) (2) order.

[2] Since the Board concludes
that the validity of the underlying
Notice and Orders may not be
challenged in the instant case, their
admission in evidence would serve
only to establish their existence as
an under] ying part of the section
104(c) chain. In its Application

for Review and Demand for Pub-
lic Hearing, Kentland-Elkhorn
challenged these underlying cita-
tions as issued arbitrarily,
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IUijustly, and without legal basis
or foundation in law * * ." At no
time in this proceeding did Kent-.
]and-Elkhorn challenge the eist-
ence of the underlying 'citations.
In fact, by challenging their valid-
ity, it is admitting their existence.
Accordingly, it' was unnecessary
for MESA to offei- 'them as evi-
dence since' the only fact needed,
i.e.,'their existence, was admitted
by Kentland-Elklhorn. To estab-
lish the invalidity of the Order in'
issue, the underlying Notices and
Orders are clearly adimissible as
proof of their existence. However,
iil the instant case, the rejection of
these documents by the Judge was
harmless error since they were
irrelevant' to a disposition of the
case.

B.

[3] In Zeigler Coal Company, 4
IBMA 88, 101, 82 I.D. 111, 1974-
1975 OSHD par. 19,478 (1975), the
Board stated that MESA has the
obligation of making out a prima
facie case in a section 105 proceed-
ing that an order or notice was
validly issued' and, if MESA does
so, the operator must then rebut
this case by a preponderance of the
evidence if it is to prevail. In the
instant case, MESA must make out
a prima facie case that the Order
in issue was validly issued pursu-
ant to section 104(c) (2) of the Act.
Although, as we held above, MESA
need not establish the validity of
the underlying section 104(c) No-
tices and Orders, it must establish
a prcina facie case with respect to
the section 104(c) chain' of cita-

tions, the -fact of violation, 'unwar-
rantable failure, and the other re-
quirements for issuance of a sec-
tion 104(c)(2) order. Although
the fact of violation of 30 CFR
75.603 was admitted by Kentland-
Elklhorn when it stipulated t the
condition' cited in the Order and
the existence- of the section 104(c)
chain was': established,' MESA
could not produce the inspector
who issued the Order, and express-
ly elected to offer no other evidence
than the Order itself.' Since the'
Order contains nothing observed
by the inspector save the condition
cited and no reasons as to why he
believed it was the result of unwar-
rantable failure or its relevance to
the other requirements of section
104(c), we find that MESA has
not established a prima facie case
that the Order in issue was validly
issued pursuant to section 104(c)
(2) of the Act. Accordingly, we
conclude that Kentland-Elkhorn is
entitled to the relief requested.

ORDER

WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority delegated to the Board
by the Secretary 'of the Interior
(43 CFR 41(4)), IT IS HERE-
BY ORDERED that the Judge's
decision and order in the above-
captioned case IS AFFIRMED.

C. E. ROGERS,JR.,
Chief Acministrati've Judge.

I CoNCUR:

HOWARD J. SHELLENRERG, JR.,

Alternate Admninistrative Judge.
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APPEAL OF TIHE MINNESOTA
CHIPPEWA TRIBE

IBCA-1025-3-74

Decided Mray 19,1975

Contract No. 407-80(1), Construction:
of the Ball: Club Housing Streets,
Leech lake Indian Reservation, Cass
Lake, Minnesota, Bureau of Indian
Affairsi

Denied.

1. Contracts: Performance or Default:
Compensable Delays
The Government did not cause any com-
pensable delay in the comnencemenlt of
the work when the Government issued:
the notice to:proceed as soon as the per-
formance and payment bonds required by
the contract were received.

2. Contracts: Construction and. Oper-
ation: General Rules of Construction

A federal contract is governed by federal
contract law, rather than the law of the
state in which the contract is executed.

3. Contracts: Construction and Opera-
tion: General Rules of Construction

Article 2 of the Uniform Commercial
Code is applicable to transactions in
goods, not to construction contracts.

4. Contracts: Construction and Opera-
tion: Changes and Extras

A rise in the cost of materials after a
fixed' price construction contract is ex-
ecuted is not-a change within the changes
clause of the contract.

APPEARANCES: Mr. Kent P. Tupper,
Peterson, Tupper & Smith, Attorneys
at Law, Walker, Minnesota, for the
appellant; Mr. Elmer T. Nitzschkei
Department Counsel, Twin Cities.
Minnesota, for the Government.

OPINION- BY ADMINISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE VASILOFF

INTERIOR BOARD OF
CONTRACT APPEALS

Findings of Fact'

This was a fixed price contract
for the furnishing of all 1abor,
equipment and materials and per-
forming all work for the grading,
draibage, concrete curb and glitter,
bituminous surfacing and storm
drain system of .23 miles of streets
within the Leech Lake Indian Re-
servation in tasca County, Minne-
sota. In the amount of $102,066.45
and awarded to the appellant on
June 26, 1973, the contract corn
tained the General Provisions-for
construction contracts set, forth in
Standard Form 23-A (October 1969
Edition). Work was required to
commence within 15 calendar days
after date of receipt of notice to
proceed (Appeal File Ex. 6) .1

After finishing most of the work
and while in the process of placing
sod the appellant was notified to,
suspend the work due to the cold
weather on November 3, 1973, and
to complete the work the following
spring when Weather conditions per-
mitted (x. 11).

Appellant wrote the Government
oin November 19, 1973, requesting a
cost increase for two items: bitu-
minous material for mixtures AC-1
and wearing coarse mixture, BA-2
(Ex. 14). The unit prices for the
two items were $40 and $7.50 per

' All references herein to exhibits refer to
exhibits in the appeal file.
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tol, respectively (Ex. 4). The prices
sought were $47 and $11 per ton,
respectively, for a total of $16,-
448.60. In its November 19, 1973,
letter the appellant stated that its
bid' on these two items had been
based on, a quotation received from
the Komatz Construction Company.
This company was resurfacing a
highway nearby and had a bitu-
ninous plant in the area. The appel-
lant further alleged that due to
delays in starting this contract and
scheduling problems the Komatz
-Construction Company moved out
.of the area and apparently took its
bituminous plant with it. Because
its source of bituminous material
had moved, appellant had to make
-other arrangements to obtain the
necessary material to perform the
work. As the appellant states in its
letter, "we were faced with an oil
shortage, price increases and larger
hauling distances which resulted in
a higher cost figure for the: above
-items."

During the week ending Octo-
ber 27, 1973, the appellant's subcon-
tractor completed the bituminous
surfacing (Ex. 11).

In reply to the appellant's request
for a cost increase the contracting
officer issued his final decision on
February 6, 1974, denying the claim
hi its entirety (Ex. 18). In his deci-
sion the contracting officer explained
that for an increase in costs to be
allowed it would have to come
within clauses 3 or 4 of the General
Provisions as an equitable adjust-
ment. In his view the request for
the increased costs did not constitute

ESOTA CHIPPEWA TRIBE 239
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either a change or a differing site
condition. The appellant timely ap-
pealed the contracting officer's deci-
sion denying the claims.

Neither party made a timely re-
quest for an oral hearing. Acting
uider its rules the Bohrd entered an
Order on September 5, 197 4, settling
the record, which provided that the
appeal was to be deemed submittegd
for the decision o the-record sup-
plemented by such additional exhi-
bits as the parties should furnish by
October 7, 1974. A complaint,
answer and briefs have been filed by
the parties.

In its complaint the appellant
raises the issue of the Arab-Israeli
war and the resulting increase ill the
price of oil and asphalt. It requests
that the Board take judicial notice
that the war was an unforeseen con-
tingency altering the nature of the
performance of the contract. Con-
tending that the contract had been
made impractical and become bur-
densome, the appellant vigorously
argues that it is entitled to relief
under the provision of the IUniform
Commercial Code as contained in
Minnesota Statutes A n n o t a t e d
§ 336.2-615. Since the contract was
executed in the State of Minnesota,
appellant asks that the Board be
governed by Minnesota law.

Deci8ion

[1] In the claim letter of Novem-
ber 19, 1973, and its appeal letter
of March 7, 1974 (Ex. 19), the ap-
pellant asserts that the Govern-
ment's delay in issuing the notice to
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proceed had the effect of delaying
perfornlance by at least 30 days.2
The contract was executed ol
June 26, 1973, and appellant was
notified to conimence work on
July 24, 1973 (Ex. 9;). The contract
as awarded required the contractor
to furnish performance and pay-
ment bonds (Ex. 1). During a pre-
construction conference on July 6,
1973, discussions were held about
the appellant procuring the required
bonds (Ex. 10). Only on July 24,
1973, did the Government receive
the bonds. It notified the appellant
to poceed on the same date. Con-
sequently, there is no basis for con-
cluding that the Government is re-
sponsible for the appellant's delay
in commencing work on this con-
tract. See Coac, Inc., IBCA-1004-
9-73, 81 I.D. 700; 74-2 BCA par.
10,982 (1974).

The Board takes official notice
that the Arab-Israeli war took place
in 1973 in the Middle East. Since
there is no evidence before this
Board on the question of the prices
the appellant contemplated paying
for oil and .asphalt or of the prices
it did in fact pay, the Board ex-
presses no opinion on whether the
contemplated cost to the appellant
was increased due to the war. In the
absence of any evidence on costs, it
is possible that appellant merely
failed to make as much profit as it
anticipated. However, since the
appellant in its prayer for relief in
its complaint has asked that, in the
alternative, this Board remand the

2 This issue may have been abandoned as it
is not mentioned in either the appellant's
complaint or brief.

appeal to the contracting officer so
both parties may establish the in,
creased cost, the Board will treat
this appeal as one involving entitle-
ment only.

The basic issue is whether a rise
in costs after a fixed price construc-
tion contract is executed entitles a
contractor to an equitable adjust-
ment for any additional costs it had
to pay over its expected costs.

[2] Before the Board addresses
this issue it is necessary to deter-
mine whether Minnesota law is ap-
plicable and thus the Minnesota
Uniform Commercial Code. Appel-
lant's position is that since the con-
tract was executed in Minnesota the
law of Minnesota applies. The law
is otherwise. When a federal con-
tract is involved federal law gov-
erns. Clearfteld TrwSt Co. v. U.S.,
318 U.S. 363 (1943); U.S. v. Alle-
gheny County, 322 U.S. 174 (1944);
Ha)rod & Williams, Ic,., ASBCA
No. 17714 (March 29, 1973), 73-1
BCA par. 9994; Quiller Construc-
tion Comnpany, Inc., ASBCA No.
14963 (February 16, 1972), 72-1
BCA, par. 9322; lleeks Transfer
Can?7?Ty, Ire9., ASBCA No. 11819
(August 31, 1967), 67-2 BCA par.
6567; Federal PacifIc Electric Co.,
IBCA No. 334 (October 23, 1964),
1964 BCA par. 4494; Flight Test
Engineering Co., AS:BCA No. 7661
(November 19, 1962), 1962 BCA
par. 3606.

[3] In any event, resort to the
Uniform Commercial Code would
be of no avail. Appellant seeks to
apply Minnesota Statutes Anno-
tated § 336.2-615 which is a part of
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article 2 of the Uniform Commer-
cial Code. It is provided by Minne-
sota Statutes Annotated § 336.2-102
that Article 2 is applicable only to
transactions in goods. Under the
construction contract involved in
this appeal, appellant is to provide
sufficient labor, equipment and ma-
terials to surface a street with a bi-
tuminous covering. This is not a
contract to furnish goods to. the
Government and therefore appel-
lant's reliance upon the UCC is! mis-
placed. General maintenance & En-
gineering Company, ASBCA No.
that Article 2 is applicable only to
14691 (October 14,1971), 71-2 BCA
par. 9124. See also 1 Anderson UCC
§§ 2-102:5, 2-105:10, 2-105:11.

[4 Turning now to the issue of
whether a rise in costs after a fixed
price construction contract has been.
executed entitles the appellant to
an equitable adjustment for any ad-
ditional costs it had to pay over its
expected costs, the Board finds that
the answer is in the negative.

The purpose of a fixed price con-
struction contract is to provide for
the services at a predetermined
price. If there is an inflationary rise
in costs the contractor assumes such
risk absent any special contract pro-
visions under which the risk is
otherwise allocated. In this instance
the appellant performed pursuant
to the contract with appellant's sb-
Contractor completing the required
bituminous work on October 27,
1973. This is not a case where the
appellant could not obtain the nec-
essary bituminous material sLch as
was the situation in Automated Ex-

truding & Packaging, Inc., GSBCA
No. 4036 (November 1'3, 1974), 74-2
BCA par. 10,949; rehearing denied,
75-1 BCA par. 11,066 (January 29,
1975). In that case a contractor uLn-
able to obtain the requisite raw ma-
terials because of the Middle East
war of 1973, was found to be with-
out fault and the default termina-
tion to be improper. The situation
here is quite different. During the
proconstruction conference of July
6, 1973, the Government urged the
appellant to enter into a binding
agreement with a bituminous sub-
contractor to assure performance.
This the appellant failed to do. It
therefore assumed the risk of being
able to obtain bituminous supplies
when needed. at prices compatible,
with its bid. Appellant now seeks an
equitable adjustment to compensate
it for the alleged additional cost re-
quired to obtain the bituminous ma-
terial. This Board has no authority
to modify this fixed price construc-
tion contract due to spiraling costs.
Columbia Contractors, Ie. v. U.S.,
20 CCF par. 83,238 (Ct. C1. 1974);
Angles Enterprise Co., Ltd.,
ASBCA No. 18929 (June 25, 1974),
7t-2 BCA par. 10,739; Key Control
Systemns, Iue., GSBCA No. 4053
(August 27, 1974), 74-2 BCA par.
10 798.

The appeal is denied.

KARL S. VASILOFF,
Adiniistrative Judge.

I CONCUR:

AWILLIA- F. MCGRAW,

Chief Administrative Judge.
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STATE ROF ALASKA DEPARTMENT
OF HIGHWAS

20 IBLA 261

Decided May 19, 1975

Appeal from the decision of the Alaska
State Office of the Bureau of Land
Management which canceled a ma-
terial site right-of-way issued pur-
sant to the Federal Aid Highway Act.

Vacated and remanded.

1. Rights - of - Way: Cancellation-
Rights-of-Way: Federal Highway
Act-.

Section 108 of Title 23, United States
Code, does not require a state to file
with the Department of the Interior
proof of construction or utilization of a
material site right-of-vway issued pur-
suant to the Federal Aid HighwAay Act.

The "Secretary" referred to in that sec-
tion is the Secretary-of Transportation,
and administration of thet provision is
a function of the Department of Trans-
pQrtation. Therefore, an apparent failure
of compliance by the state does not man-
date summary cancellation of the right-
of-way by the Department of the Interior.

'2. Rights - of - Way: Cancellation-
Rights-of-way: Conditions and Lim-
itations-Rights-of-Way: Federal
Highway Act

The Bureau of Land Management in
granting a material site right-of-way pur-
suant to 23 U.S.C. § 317 (1970), may
impose special terms and conditions
which are not incompatible with the Act
or the public interest, and a failure on
the part of the grantee to comply will
make the right-of-way subject to can-
cellation.

3. Rights - of - Way: Cancellation-
Words and Phrases

Where a regulation recites that a right-
of-way "shall be subject to. cancellation"
for violation of its terms and, conditions,
the authorized officer is invested with the
discretion to cancel or not, depending
upon the circumstances.

APPEARANCES: ack M. Spake, Cen-
tral District Engineer, and Donald E.
Bietinger, Central District Right of
Way Agent, for appellant.

OPINION BY AD3IINISTRA-
* TIVE JUDGE STUEBING.

INTERIOR BOARD OF LAND
APPEALS

On July 26,1966, the Anchorage
office of the Bureau of Land Man-
agement (BLM) granted appellant
a material site right-of-way pur-
suant to the Federal Aid Highway
Act of August 2, 1958, 72 Stat 916,
23 U.S.C. § 317 (1970). The grant
was not subject to expiration upon a
specific term of time, but it was ex-
pressly' conditioned upon compli-
ance with the applicable regulations
and the filing of "proof of construc-
tion" within seven years from the
date of the grant, as well as various
other terms and conditions.

On June 30, 1972; the State of
Alaska Department of 'Highways
filed its "Proof of Construction and
Utilization" in the form of sworn
affidavits by the Southeentral Dis-
trict Highway Engineer and the
District Right of Way Engineer,
each of whom asserted that the
material site has been utilized and
will continue to be utilized for con-
struction and maintenance of that
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specilfic-lroject described -inn the
original. rig-h-t-of-way application.-

Apparently' the filing of this
proof engendered some disbelief on
the part of a Bureau enploye,. who
is identified-only by initials, who
noted in the file "I don't think this
has bear constructed." A field ex-
amination was conducted for the
purpose of determining "if the con-
struction has been completed on
this R/W." The examiner reported
that no attempt had been made to
construct the material site or the
haul road, and he recomminended
that the proof of construction and
utilization submitted by the De-
partment of Highways be rejected.
The BLMI's Area Manager and Dis-
trict Manager each concurred in
these findings and the recommenda-
tion.

The BLM's Alaska State Office
then wrote to the' Department of
Highways, informing it of what
had transpired and inviting it to
submit information "to show con-
clusively that the land was used as
specified- in the proof of use," fail-
ing in which, the BLMar iadvised,
"the right of way will be canceled."

After some delay the highway de-
partment requested an extension of
the time for filing proof of use until
1977, noting that it had pro-
grammed construction in 197U5 which
woul& utilize this right-of-way and
materials source. This was reiter-
ated in a subsequent letter, which
further advised that the construc-
tion scheduled for 1975 is, in fact, a
Federal-aid project to be funded, in
part, with Federal funds.

* Nevertheless, by its decision of
November' 29-, 1974,--'th6 BEJM's
Alaskat State Office 'caliceec Te
right-of-way. The dePisiodE stated
that a regulation (43 CFR.22t22);'
an1d statute (23 U.S.C. .§ 108)f,!1rO-
vide a seven-year periocd*for filing
proof of construction or use, an d
that the Federal Aid Hi;hway~ t
does not provide for an extension of
time for filing such proof.

The Department of Highways
has appealed disputing the appi-
cability of the regulation and the
section of the statute cited in the
decision, as well as the Bureau's in-
terpretation of those provisions.
Appellant further points to the only
provision in the Act for termina-
tion of such a right-of-way, 23
U.S.C. § 317(c), which states:

If at ay time the need for any such
lands or materials for, sch purposes
shall no longer exist, notice of the fact
shall be given by the State hifghwvay de-
partment to the Secretary; [f. Trans-
portation] and such lands or materials
shall immediately revert to the conti'6I
of the Secretary of the.Department from
which they had been appropriated.

Additionally, appellant asserts
that it did in fact utilize a portion
of the right-of-way for a ederal-
aid project i 1967 for the roadway
paving improvement oi 'Project
F-046-1 (6), Tok Cut-Onff, mile.-0-
to 9.5. It also states that Federal
funds were expended for srvey
and soils exploration, and for the
access roads to this material site.
Moreover, appellant states:

A 1 An apparent typographical error. The de-
cision was probably intended to read "43
CFR 28c2.2-2." . C . . .
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The location of the Material Source is
critical to the proposed Federal Aid
Highway Project F-046-1 (3.) and Project
F-046-1 (6) scheduled for construction in
1975, which includes grading, widening
and paving ofJ16.1 miles.

The site area has been listed as a Ma-
terial Source because of its particular.
location advantage to this project and has
been designated a source capable of pro-
ducing 500,000 cubic yards of suitable
road building material for the project.
The nearest-Material Source is approxi-
naately 4 miles in oe direction and ap-
proximately 6 miles in the other direc-
tionindicating the imediate need for a
Material Source within an economical
haul distance.

t1] We aoree with the appellant
that 23 U.S.C. § 108 (1970) does not
require a state to furnish proof of
construction to the Department of
the Interior within seven years. The
"'Secretary" referred to in that see-
tion originally meant the Secretary
of Commerce and now means the
Secretary of Transportation, and
administration of this provision is
a function of the Department of
Transportation. Therefore, a fail-
ure of compliance by the State does
not mandate summary cancellation
of the right-of-way by the Depart-
ment of the Interior. Accordingly,
we -find that the BLM's reliance on
23 -U.S.C. § 108 (1970) was mis-
placed.

2

- [2] However, notwithstanding
the confusion- concerning the ap-
plicability of section 108, there is
.ii6thing which prevented the BLM
from independently imposing a
separate requirement for proof of

*'2, Judge Fishinai believes that 23 U.S.C.
1.1-08 (;1-970) has- no applicability whatsoever
to material sites, but is only applicable to
highways.

construction within seven years,
which it did in this case by special
stipulation. The stipulation is not
incompatible with section 108, or
with any other provision of the Act,
nor is it incompatible with the pub-
lie interest. This requirement being
an express condition of the grant,
we need not further concern our-
selves with section 108, but we may
proceed in an effort to discover
whether appellant complied.

The "Proof of Construction and
Utilization," consisting of the no-
tarized statements of two of appel-
lant's supervisory engineers, was
timely filed. Their allegations of
prior utilization, although disputed
by BLM, is reiterated on appeal.
This is clearly a question of a con-
troverted fact concerning which
both sides might have provided
more evidence. A letter in the file al-
ludes to a meeting held at BLM's
district office and to a conversation
between a BLIM adjudicator and ap-
pellant's District Right of Way
Agent. Although both the meeting
and the conversation apparently
concerned the filing of the proof
and BLM's rejection of it as unac-
ceptable, the case record has not
been documented to reflect what
transpired. On the basis of the ex-
isting record we are unable to decide
whether the proof should have been
accepted or not.

We must necessarily consider
whether the Bureau has the author-
ity to summarily cancel a material
site rig-ht-of-way granted pursuant
to 23 U.S.C. § 317 (1970), in any
event. No such authority is ex-
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pressly created by the Act. How-
ever, the Secretary of the Interior,
in promulgating regulations for the
implementation of the Act, has rec-
ognized an. inferred authority to,
cancel such a right-of-way. 43 .CFR
2821.5 provides that such' grants
"will be subject to' (1) all the per-
tinent regulations of this part 
and (2) any conditions which he
[the authorized officer of the BLM]
deems necessary." 43 CFIR 2802.2-3
provides:

Unless otherwise provided by law,
rights-of-way are subject to cancellation
by the authorized officer for failure to
construct wvithin the period allowed and
for abandonment or nonuse.

43 CFR 2802.3-1 states: -

All rights-of-vay approved pursuant
to this part, except those granted for
pipelines pursuant to section 28 of the
Act of February 25, 1920, as amended
August 21, 1935 (49 Stat. 678; 30 U.S.C.
185), shall be subject to cancellation for
the violation of any of the provisions of
this part applicable thereto or for the
violation of the terms or conditions of
the right-of-way. No right-of-way shall
be deemed to be canceled except on the
issuance of a specific *order of cancella-
tion.

Quite clearly, then, the regula-
tions make such rights-of-way sub-
ject to cancellation by the author-
ized officer for nonconstruction,
nonuse, abandonment; violations of
the regulations, or of the terms and
conditions of the grant. See South-
ern Idaho Conf. of 7th Day Ad-
'Pentists v. United States, 418 F.2d
411 (9th Cir. 1969).

[3] The fact that a right-of-way
is subject to cancellation under these

cirdumstances does not mean that it
must be canceled. The employment
of the words "subject to" [an
action] in a regulation has been held
to invest the administrative officer
with the discretion to determine
whether noncompliance in a given
instance should be excused or
whether the prescribed penalty
should be imposed. Tagala v. Gor-
such, 411 F.2d 589 (9th Cir. 1969)
Pressentin v. Seaton, 284 F.2d 195
(D.C. Cir. 1960). Use of the term
"subject to" said the Court in Pres-
sentin, "left the door wide open to a
consideration of circumstances." At
199.

Having concluded that if the ap-
pellant failed to comply with the
special stipulation, the authorized
officer of the Bureau had the author-
ity to cancel the right-of-way at his
discretion, we turn now to an exami-
nation of whether cancellation was
appropriate under the circum-
stances.

First, we again note that it is not
conclusively established that there
was in fact a failure of compliance
by the appellant. Next, we note ap-
pellant's assertion of an immediate
need for the material for use in a
Federal-aid project. Further, we
find that there has been no consulta-
tion with the Department of Trans-
portation regarding the effect of the
action taken on federally funded
highway projects with which that
agency is properly concerned under
the Act. Finally, there is no'show-
ing of any need for the land in-
volved for any other supervening
publid purpose. Indeed, the decision

2421
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of te Alaska.State Qiffice. recites
that, 'Th>is. cancellation is without
prejudice ito the grantee's right to
submit a new application for a
right-of-vay. covering the same
lands. if the site. is still needed for
consruction and/or maintenance of
a Federal-aid highway."

In these circutmstances we do hot
find that it was necessary or desira-
ble in the public iterest to sm-
marily cancel the right-of-way.

Therefore, pursuant to the au-
thority delegated. to the Board of
Land Appeals by the Secretary of
the Interior, 43 CFR 4.1, the deci-
sion appealed from is vacated. How-
ever, the State of Alaska Depart-
ment of Highways is directed to file

an acceptable proof of construction
and/or utilization of this site on or
before September 30, 1976, failing
in which the right-of-way shall be
stbject to: cancellationi.

EDWARD W. STUEBING,

A dmin istrative Judge.

WAE coN(,tR: - f 

JOSEPI W.' Goss,
Administrative Judge.

FREDE Ii FISHMAN,
Adisinistrative Judge.

.NITED STATES STEEL
CORPORATION 0

4 IBA 175

Decided May 19, 1975

Appeal by United States Steel Corpora-
tion from a decision by Administrative

Law Judge James A. Broderick (Doc-
ket. No. HOPE 74-1371),.. dated
November 18, 1974, dismissing. an
Application for Review of an. Order
of Withdrawal issued pursuant to
section 104(a) of the Federal Coal
Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969,1
hereinafter the "Act."

Reversed.

1. Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act: of 1969: Closure Orders.
Generally

An Order of Withdrawal will be vacated
where it is served upon a person who is

neither responsible for the violation or

condition alleged nor for the safety of
the miners involved.

APPEARANCES: Billy . Temiant,
Esq., for appellant, United States
Steel Corporation; Richard V.
Backley, Esq., Assistant Solicitor,
and Michael V. Durkin, Esq., Trial
Attorney,: for appellee, Mining En-
forcement and Safety Administration.

OPINION BY CHIE ADA/IN
ISTRATIVE -JUDGE ROGERS

INTERIOR BOARD OF INE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

Backgroid:

On April 24, 1974, a Mlining En1-
forcement and Safety Administra
tion (MESA) inspector issued a sce-
tion 104(a) Order, of Withdrawal
to United States Steel Corporation
(U.S. Steel) alleging that one of
the front-end loaders used to load
coal from the storage pile at the
mine portal onto trucks for a two-

130 U.S.C. S01-960 (1970).
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iile tip tb tile preparation plant
was defective and oistituted an im-
minent danger. The Order withdrew
and restrained operation of 'the de-
fective eqiiipinent and: was lifted
some two days later when the equip-
ment wAas repaired and deemed safe
by the' inspector to resume hauling
operations. A timely Application
for Review of the Order was filed
by U.S. Steel' pursuant to section
105 of the Act and the matter was
set for hearing.'

The pertinent history of the haul-
age operation is as follows:

At-some-time prior to 1966, U.S.
Steel entered into a contract with C.
J. Langernfelder and Son, Iln.,
(Langenfelder) vhereby the latter
agreed to operate the loading and
haulage operation at the site in 'ques-
tion. The- entire Langenfelder op-
6eration is carried out on U.S. Steel
property.' The equipment for the
Langenfelder haulage operation
consisted of. two front-end loaders,
a number of trucks, and a repair
sho'p,: all o owned 'by Langenfelder.
Under the contract 'Langenfdlder is
required to hal coal at 'a rate to
keep th preparation plant steadily
supplied. For' this se'idce, Langen-
felder is paid a set fee per ton of
coal hauled. In AugList 1970, as a re-
sult of overtures, by the United
M\ine Workers of America
(TMWITA), all of the nonsupervi-
sory employees involved, in the
Langefelder haulage. operation
were placed on U.S.- Steel's payroll
in order to make them eligible for
seniority rights, fringe benefits, and

579-464-7-4

UMWIT pension. *. In' addition,
Langenfelder was required to select
all nev employees from a panel
nujintained jointly by U.S. Steel
and the union. These men could be
discharged or disciplined only by
U.S. Steel, although Langenfelder
could remove them from its haulage
operation at any time. Langenfelder
was required to train its own per-
sonnel. Under the agreement,U.S.
Steel paid the workers and billed
Larigenfelder monthly for the labor.
services provided.

At the hearinb:, held on Septem-
ber 12, 1974. the Administrative
Law Judge (Jidge), in addition to
taking the above evidence, heard
testimony that Langenfelder took
directions from U.S. Steel, where
appropriate, consisting of orders to
slow down or increase the haulage
of coal in order to keep the prepara-
tion plant fully supplied. On the
basis of the foregoing, the Judge
c ncluded that although Langen-
felder was immediately responsible
for the defective equipment cited
and which prompted issuance of the
withdrawal Order, U.S. Steel as op-
erator of the mine was the proper
party to be held responsible for vio-
lations of the Act. In his decision,
the Judge found as follows:

1) U.S. Steel- was'the' employer of the
men who worked in te haulage opera-
tion and whose safety was involved.

2) U.S. Steel operated the coal mine;
Langenfelder's responsibility was sub-
ordinate to the purpose of producing coal
for U.S. Steel, and Langenfeider was sub-
ject to the general supervision of U.S.
Steel.
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* The issue of imminent: danger
was raised in the instant case; how-
ever, in view of our disposition, we
need not consider that question
herein.

Contentions of the Parties

The appellant, U.S. Steel, con-
teids that Langenfelder is an
independent contractor solely re-
sponsible for the cited defective
equipment and as such should have
been served with the Order for the
reasons that: 1) Langenfelder owns
and maintains the equipment here
involved and by contract warrants
that it will comply with the Occu-
pational Health and Safety Act of
1970 and applicable regulatiolls; 2)
prior to 1970 the employees in-
volved were employed and paid by
Langenfelder, but became U.S.
Steel employees in 1970 only be-
cause of the request by UMIWA; 3)
although the employees are paid by
U.S. Steel, Langenfelder renn-
bursed U.S. Steel for such wages,
thus rendering Langenfelder their
de facto employer; 4) although
U.S. Steel may hire or discharge
the employees, Langenfelder deter-
mines their qualifications and may
reject or remove any employee; 5)
Langenfelder owns and operates
the maintenance shop where the
equipment is repaired and parked
when not in use; 6) Langenfelder
trains the employees selected to op-
erate the hauling equipment; 7)
U.S. Steel does not inspect the
equipment for safety and its me-
chanics are not qualified to do so;
and 8) the control possessed and ex-

ercised by U.S. Steel over Langen-
felder consists only: of notifying
Langenfelder to increase: or de-
crease the rate of hauling or to stop
hauling coal if the preparation
p]ant is shut down.

In its brief on appeal, the Min-
ing Enforcement and Safety Ad-
ministration (MESA) contends
that Langenfelder was properly
found to be an agent of U.S. Steel
for the following reasons: 1) U.S.
Steel possessed complete control
over the employment site, the stock-
pile, the dumping bin at the pep-
aration plant and the' road in
between; 2) it could select and dis-
charge the employees working in
the haulage operation; 3) U.S. Steel
paid the employees involved al-
though reimbursed by Langen-
felder; and 4) it had the right to
direct and control the manner in
which these employees performed
their work.

issue Presented

Whether the Order of With-
drawal was properly issued to U.S.
Steel as the person responsible for
the alleged dangerous condition and
the safety of the employees' exposed
thereto.

Discussion

In Affinity Mining Comzpany, 2
IBMA 57, 60, 80 I.D. 229, 1971-
1973 OSHD par. 15,546 (1973), the
Board held that the common law
status of "independent contractor"
had not been abrogated by the Act.
'We also concluded that, "* * ' while
more than one person may fall tech-
nically within the definition of op-
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erator,' only the one responsible for
the violation and the safety of em-
ployees can be the person served
with notices and orders * * *.) 2

The Judge concluded, and we
agree, that Langenfelder was re-
sponsible for the alleged violation
(defective equipment) cited in the
Order. However, we do not agree
with his concluson that U.S. Steel
is responsible for the safety of the
employees involved in the haulage
operation. Our review of the record
indicates that: 1) U.S. Steel's posi-
tion as hirer, firer, and payer of the
men who operated the equipment
used in the coal haulage operation
was solely an adjunct by virtue of-
its contract with the United Mine
Workers; 2) Langenfelder had full
authority to remove any of the men
involved from its operation at any-
time; 3) Langenfelder was solely
responsible for the maintenance and
safe upkeep of the equipment in-
volved; 4) Langenfelder, in effect,
paid the men involved by reimburs-
ing U.S. Steel for their services;
5) Langenfelder had day to day
control over the employees as well
as the details and methods of per-
forming the work required to keep
the preparation plant supplied with
coal; and 6) U.S. Steel had only
such control as provided under the
independent contractor agreement,
i.e., to oversee performance of the
contract.

-In connection with the liability of an
independent contractor for violations of the
Act see John Wilson d Ronald Rummsel -%v.
Laurel Shaft Construction Corpanny, Inc., 1
IBMA 217, 79 I.D. 701, 1971-1973 OSHD
par. 15,387 (1972).

[1] Based upon the above char-
acteristics of the arrangement, the
Board believes that U.S. Steel did
not have the right of control over
Langenfelder's operations such as
would constitute a Master-Servant
or Principal-Agent relationship.
U.S. Steel controlled only the result
of performance of the contract, not
its means of performance. As we see
it U.S. Steel had the characteristic
of a master only with respect to
its power of ultimate dismissal. This
power falls within the terms of the
UMWATA contract with U.S. Steel
and is not governed by the agree-
mnent between U.S. Steel and Lan-
genfelder. In any event Langen-
felder had the immediate power of
removal of any employee from its
operation and had complete control
over its equipment. Accordingly, we
find that U.S. Steel cannot be held
responsible for violations of the Act
involving defective equipment used
in the coal haulage operation nor
for the safety of the men involved
in that operation.

ORDER

WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority delegated to the Board by
the Secretary of the Interior (43
CFR 4.1(4)), IT IS HEREBY
ORDERED that the Judge's de-
cision in the above-captioned case
IS REVERSED, the Application

The four characteristics of the master in
a master-servant relation are: 1) Power of
selection and engagement of the servant, 2)
Payment of wages, 3) Power of dismissal, and
most importantly, 4) Power of control of
servant's conduct. (53 Am. ur 2d, Master
and Servant, 2.)
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for Review is GRANTED, and the' A notice of violation issued pursuant to

Order "'Of Withdrawal is VA- section i04(c) (1) of-the Act may not be
a r -X - r ' :zx : 0 ; if challenged directly, by-;itself; in an Ap-

CATER. By- :: 9 -plication -for Review- under section 105 of
the Act- w.Ehere the violation cited therein

C. E. ROGERS, JR.,has been abated.
Chief AdinMiistrdtije Judge.

VICONCUR:;

HOWARD J. SCIIELLENBRG, JR.,

Alternate Administrative.Judge.

EASTERN ASSOCIATED COAL
CORPORATION

4 IBMA 1-84

Decided May -23,1975

Appeal by Eastern Associated Coal
Corporation from a decision by Admin-
istrative Law Judge Paul Merlin,
dated April 9, 1974, wherein he- up-
held an unwarrantable failure with-
drawal order and notice of violation.
issued pursuant to section 04(c) of
the Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of' 1969- in Docket Nos.
HOPE 74448- and- MORG 74-33.

Affirmed as modified.

1. Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Mandatory Safety
Standards:X Roof Control

Under section 302 (a) of the Act, the fail-
ure to prevent a person from proceeding
beyond' the last permanent roof support
into an area lacking in the adequate
temporary support required by the exist-
ing roof control plan constitutes a single
violation.. 30 U.S.C. 862 (a) (1970), 30
CR 75.200.

2. Federal' Coal Mine Health and
Safety' Act of 1969: Unwarrantable
Failure: Notices of Violation

APPEARANCES: Daniel M. Darraghg
for appellant, Eastern Associated Coal
Corporation; Richard V.Backley, Esq.,.
Assistant Solicitor, John P. McGeehan,:
Esq., fr appellee, Mining Enforce-
ment and Safety Administration.

OPINION BY ADMINISTRA--
TIVE JUDGE DOANE

INTERIOR BOARD OF AINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

We are called upon here to review
certain rulings in a decision,, dated
April 9 1974, which was rendered
by Administrative Law Judge Paul
Merlin with respect to Docket Nos.
HOPE 74-148 and MORG 74-33.
Each- of these dockets involved an
Application for Review which was
filed pursuant to section 105(a) of
the Federal Coal- Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969. 30 U.S.C. § 815
(a) (1970)'. They were consolidated

below by order of the Judge for pur-
poses of hearing and initial decision.

In Docket No. HOPE 74-148, t'e
Judge coneluded, nter alia, that a
section- 104(c) (2). order of with-
drawal, No. 1 WSP, dated Novem-
ber 15, 1973, properly cited- appel-
lant Eastern Associated Coal
Corporation (Eastern) under 30
CFR 75.200 for two violations,
namely, allo ing a roof bolter to
work inby permanent support
under:a roof lacking adequate temn-
porary support, and a deviation
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fom the roof control plan. 30
IS.C. §814(c)(2) (1970). East-
ern challenges that conclusion on
the ground, that in reality, the
subject withdrawal order cited
only one violation, namely, the
presence of a person under a roof
lacking in the number of adequate
temporary supports prescribed in
the roof control plan.' For the rea-
sonls set forth below, we hold that
the Judge erred in ruling that the
withdrawal order cited Eastern for
two violations and in basing thereon
his conclusion that such violations
both occurred.

In Docket No. MORG 74=33, the
Judge concluded that a violation
cited in a notice of violation issued
Pursuant to section 104 (c) (1) of the
Act was the result of an unwarrant-
able failure to comply. 30 U.S.C.
§ 814(c) (1) (1970). On appeal,
Eastern contends that this ultimate
finding is contrary to the evidenti-
ary record. For the reason stated
hereinafter, we hold that the sub-
ject application for review was sub-
ject to dismissal for want of juris-
diction, and accordingly, we do not
reach the merits.

1 Alternatively, Eastern argues that, assum-
ing. arguendo, that the withdrawal order was
intended to charge a failure to prevent a roof
bolter from working under an unsupported
roof, it does not do so with sufficient detail as
required in subsection (e) of section 104 and
it does not constitute an adequate notice of
violation. 30 U.S.C. § 814(e) (1970). Since
we resolve this phase of Eastern's appeal by
acceptance of its initial contention, lwe do
not reach the alternative argument and we
intinate no views as to its soundness.

I.

Factual ad Procedural
Background

A.

Docket No. HOPE 74-148

The withdrawal order in dispute
in the above-captioned C hearing
docket was issued by Inspector Wil-
liam S. Pauley on November 15,
1973, at Eastern's Wharton No. 2
Mine pursuant to section 104(c) (2)
of the Act. More. specifically, this
order, denominated 1 WSP, cn-
cerned a condition observed by the
inspector in the 5 Butt 1 West sec-
tion of the subject mine.

The conditions described in the
withdrawal order read as. follows:

The approved roof control plan was
not being complied with in No. 2 Entry

crosscut in 5 Butt I West section in that

work was being performed inby perma-

nent roof support and temporary support

was not installed. The- roof bolting
machine operator, Billy Vanee, was in-
stalling roof bolts inby permanent sup-

pert.

'i addition, Inspector Pauiey made
-the following findings with refer-
ence to the above-quoted conditions:
(1) that there had been a violation
of 30 CFR 75.200; (2) that such
violation had not created imminent
danger; (3) that it could have sig-
nificantly: and substantially con-
tributed to the cause and effect of a
mine safety or health hazard; (4)
that it had been caused by an un-
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warrantable failure to comply; and
(5) that it was similar to the viola-
tion which gave rise to Order 1 GK
on September 26, 1973.

On November 28, 1973, Eastern
timely filed in'the Hearings Divi-
sion an Application for Review pur-
suant to section 105 (a) of the Act.
On December 6, 1973, MESA filed
its Answer in Opposition generally
denying Eastern's allegations and
averring that the subject with-'
drawal order was properly issued.
Some six days later, on Decem-
ber 12,1973, the United Mine Work-
ers of America (UM`WA) filed its
Answer in Opposition, also joining
issue with Eastern.

B.

Docket No. MORO 74-33

On October 24, 1973, at 3 a.m.,
Inspector Arthur L. Cross issued
Notice 2 ALC during an inspection
of the 2 Right section of Eastern's
Joanne Mine. The notice was issued
pursuant to section, 104(c) (1) of
the Act, 30 U.S.C. §814(c) (1)
(1970), and charged a violation of
30 CFR 75.606. The condition cited
in tle subject notice reads as fol-
]ows:

The shuttle car, serial No. 1475, in
2 Right is running on the trailing cable
of such shuttle car energized on the re-
turn trip from the dumping point.

In addition, the inspector ade
findings, manifested on the face of
the notice, to the effect that the al-
leged violation could have signifi-
cantly and substantially contrib-
uted to the cause and effect of a

mine safety or health hazard and
that it was caused by an unwarrant-
able failure to comply with the
above-cited mandatory standard.
The notice provided for abatement
by 5:30 a.m., which was apparently
accomplished.

On November 8, 1973, subsequent
to abatement, Eastern filed an Ap-
plication for Review with respect
to the subject notice. The issues
were joined when MESA and the
UMWA filed Answers in Opposi-
tion, respectively.

C.

Consolddated Proceedings 

A prehearing conference for
these two dockets was held on Feb-
ruary 13, 1974, and prehearing
statements were filed by all parties.
Subsequently, a full evidentiary
hearing was held on February 26,
1974. The Judge handed down his
decision 'on April 19, 1974.

With respect to Docket No.
HOPE 74-148, the Judge held,
inter alia, that Order of With-
drawal 1 wSP cited Eastern for
two violations of 30 CFR 5.200.:
(1) a failure to conform to the roof
control plan in that there was a lack
of adequate temporary roof sup-
port; and (2) roof bolting under an
inadequately supported roof. He
concluded that the withdrawal or-
der was- valid insofar as the former
violation was concerned; however,
it was invalid with regard to the
latter for the reason that such vio-
lation was not caused by an unwar-
rantable failure to comply.

252
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With respect to Docket No.
MORG 4-33, the Judge deter-

mined that the subject notice of vio-
lation was valid in all respects.

Pursuant to 43 CFR 4.600, East-
ern filed a timely appellate brief
together With a request for oral ar-
gument. MESA filed reply briefs
with respect to both proceedings on
July 5, 1974. The UMWA has not
participated in this appeal.
' 'Having concluded that oral argu-
ment will not contribute signifi-
cantlyto the resolution of the issues
in this case, Eastern's request for
the same willbe denied.

II.0 

Issues on Appea

A. W1Thether the 'Administrative
Law Judge erred in holding in
Docket No. HOPE 4-14'8 that
Eastern was cited for and did com-
mit two violations of' 30 CFR
75.200.

B. Whether the Application for
Review of a section 104(c) (1) no-
tice of violation should be dis-
missed for want of jurisdiction.

-0: 0 III.''
Discussion

Docdet No. HOPE 74-148

[1] During proceedings below,
Eastern, challenged the validity of
Order 1 WSP, insofar as it charged
roof bolting uinder an inadequate-
ly supported roof, on two grounds:
(1) that the subject order did not

cite such a violation; and alterna-
tively, (2) that assuming, arguenl-
do, that the order did cite such a
violation, the alleged violation was
not caused by an unwarrantable
failure to comply. The Judge re-
jected the threshold argument,
but held for Eastern with respect'
to its alternative contefition. Never-
theless, Eastern urges us to review
and reverse his ruling on its initial
argument.

If Eastern were prosecuting this.
appeal merely for thle abstract
satisfaction to be derived from vin-
dication of its threshold attack on-
the validity of the subject with-
drawal order, we would dismiss,
there being no live controversy con- 
cerning an adverse determination
damaging to its concrete interests-
It is clear, however, that Eastern
has not brought this appeal to the
Board for idle purposes, but rather,.
out of a well-founded expectation
that the Judge's adverse ruling, if
not overturned on appeal, could be
conclusive in any subsequent pen-
alty proceeding, a consequence
which may be of considering pecu-
niary interest to appellant. 30
U.S.C. § 81l9 (1970).

The condition cited in the order,
which we quoted above, appeasi to
consist of a deviation from the roof
control plan in two respects, name-
ly, absence of temporary posts and
roof bolting under an inadequately
supported roof. Cohsidered by it-
self, the phrasing of the paragraphs
labeled on the form as "condition"
sheds little light, if any, on the
question of whether two violations

250]
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were charged or just one. The am-
biguous, inartful mixing of the sin-
gular and plural by the inspector
in describing what he observed
makes the order susceptible to
either interpretation.

However, the ambiguity dissi-
pates considerably when we examine
the oer findings made by the in-
spector pursuant to sectidn, 104(c)
as follows :

There has been a violation of § 75.200
of Part 75, Title 30, Code of Federal
Regulations,* a mandatory health or
safety standard, but the violation has
not created an imminent danger.

* the violation is of such nature as,
could significantly and substantially
contribute to the cause and effect of a
mine safety or health hazard, and is
caused by an unwarrantable failure to
comply with such standard.

* 5' * the violation s is similar to the vio-
lation of the mandatory health or safety
standard which resulted in the issu-
ance of Withdrawal Order No. 1 GK, on
September 26, 1973, and no inspection of
the mine has been made since such date
which disclosed no similar violation.
(Italics added.)

In each instance, the above-quoted
findings refer to a singular viola-
tion. It is true that these findings
represent formn statements, each of
vhich the inspector- adopted by

checking off an adjacent box.
Nevertheless, if the inspector had
wanted to cite two violations pur-
suant to section 104(c), it would
have been a simple matter for him
to so indicate by pluralizing the
subjects and verbs of his findings.
Having failed to do 'so, the infer-
ence to be drawn is that the inspec-
tor cited only one violation and had

used the withdrawal order form to
record all key observations rele-
vant to the citation as a ;ohole.1

Furthermore, it appears to us
that in writing the subject with-
drawal order the inspector was
simply making necessary findings
with respect to the elements of a
violation of the, operator's obliga-
tion to ensure that "* * * No person
shall proceed beyond the last per-
manelt support unless adequate
temporar y support is provided or
unless such temporary support is
not required under the roof control
plan and the absence of such sp-

port will not pose a hazard to
miners. * * "' The failure to comply
with such obligation at one time is
a single violation.

On the basis of the foregoing, we
conclude that the Judge was misled
into an erroneous construction of
the subject withdrawal order by the
inspector's ambiguous description
of the findings that gave iise tb that
order. Although the error is easily
understandable, given the ambi-
guity, it was nevertheless prejudi-
cial to Eastern. Wt, therefore, hold
that Order 1 WSP cited Eastern
for one violation, namely, the pres-
ence of a person inby the last per-

2We note, that in arguing about the content
of the withdrawal order, Eastern relies upon
the provisions of a stipulation entered into
by all parties. (Tr. 3-4; Prehearing Statement
of Eastern, par. 3; Prehearing Statement of
the MWA, par. 4(b).) We have examined
this stipulation with care and find that it
exhibits the same confusing usage of the
singular and plural with which the subject
withdrawal order is afflicted. Thus, it is use-'
less for the purpose of determining precisely
whether the inspector cited one violation or
two.
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mianent support inder a roof lack-
ing in the number of temporary
supports required by the roof con-
trol plan. Accordingly, we are set-
ting aside findings and conclusions
of the Judge inconsistent with that
holding.

B.

Docket No. MORO 74-3 ;

[2] As noted earlier, the dispute
in the above-captioned hearing
docket concerns a notice of viola-
tion, citing an infraction of 30 CFR
75.606, pursuant to section 104(c).
(1) of the Act. 30 U.S.C. § 814(c)
(1) (1970). Qn appeal, the sole con-
tention of Eastern is that the Judge
erroneously concluded that the
alleged violation lwas the product of
an unwarrantable failure to comply.

We cannot, however, address our-
selves to Eastern's argument be-
cause there is a jurisdictional im-
pediment which compels us to affirm
the Judge's order of dismissal.

Eastern's Applioation for Review.
seeks direct adjudication of the
validity of a notice of violation is-
sued pursuant. to section 104(c) (1)
of the Act where the. violation had
been. abated. In Zeigler Coal Conw-
pany, 4 IBMA 139, 82 I.D. 221,
1974-1975 OSHD par. 19,638
(1974), which was decided subse-
quent to the filing of this appeal, eve
concluded that, insofar as abated.
violations are concerned, the valid-
ity of a section 104(c) (1) notice by
itself is not subject to challenge at
the initiative of the operator by Ap-

plication fr Review. We held that
the validity of such a notice may
only be challenged at the operator's
initiative as an incident to an ad-
judication of the validity of a
related section 04(c) (1) with,
drawal order. We hereby reaffirm
the legal conclusions we reached lii
Zeigler, supra, and hold them to. be
dispositive of the case at hand.

Accordingly, we have- decided to
set aside the Judge's findings and
conclusions with respect to this
hearing docket and to affirm his.
order of dismissal for the reason
that there is no jurisdiction.

ORDER

WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
auathority delegated to the Board by
the Secretary of the Interior (43
CFR 4.14(4)), IT IS HEREBY
ORDERED that oral argument for
each' of the above-listed hearing
dockets IS DENIED and the deci-
sion in Docket No. HOPE 74-14S
IS AFFIRMED AS MODIFIED.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED
that the findings and conclusions of
the Administrative Law Judge in
Docket No. MORG 74-33 ARE
SET ASIDE and the dismissal of
the Application for Review IS AF-
FIRMED for the reason stated in
the foregoing opinion.

DAVID DOA,&NE

Administrative Judge.

I CONCUR:

C. E. ROGERS, JR.,

Chief Administrative Judge.

250] 255
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ESTATE OF JOSEP1 RED EAGLE

4 IBIA 52

Decided Mly 30, 1975

Appeal from an Administrative law
Judge's order denying petition for
rehearing.

Affirmed and dismissed.'

1. Indian Probate: Wills: Undue,
Inflinence-425.30: Failure To Estab-
lish, Opportunity-425.30.2

The Department of the Interior has held
consistently- that mere suspicion or an
opportunity to influence testator's mind
will not sustain an allegation of undue
influence where convincing proof is lack-
ing that a person did actually exert in-
fluence or there was pressure operating
directly upon the testamentary act.

2. Indian Probate: Wills: Testamen-
tary Capacity: Generally-425.28.0

To be competent to make a will the testa-
trix had to know without prompting not
only who were the natural objects of her
bouity but also the nature and extent of
the: property of which. she was about to
dispose, and the consequences of the dis-
positions which she was making.

APPEARANCES: Dennis A. Dellwo
of Dellwo, Rudolf and Schroder, for
appellant, Felix A. Aripa; Walter B.
Dauber of Tonkoff, Rakow, Dauber and
,Shaw for appellee, Hobart C. Bowlby.

iOPINIO1V BY ADMIIINISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE WILSON

INTERIOR BOARD OF
INDIA1V APPEALS

-Felix A. Aripa, hereinafter re-
ferred-to as appellant, through his
attorneys hereinabove identified, has

filed with, this Board. an appeal
from an Administrative Law
*Judge's, decision denying his peti-
tion for rehearing in jabove-en-
titled matter.

Joseph Red Eagle, einafter
referred to as the decedent executed
a last will and testament on August
21, 1957, in favor of Hobart C.
Bowlby, a hlon-Indian,h6reinafter
referred to as appellee. 

The above-entitled matter was
remanded by this Board to Admin-
istrative taw Judge Snashall on
July 30, 1973, for the purpose of
conducting a hearing de novo to
determine heirs, to approve or dis-
approve wills and to determine
creditors' rights, if any. Pursuant
to said order the Judge on May 1:
1974, heard the matter at Toppen-
ish, Washington. Thereafter, from
the evidence adduced at said hear-
ing the Judge on June,14, 1974, ap-
proved the decedent's last will and
testament of August 21, 1957, and
ordered distribution of decedent's
entire trust estate in accordance
therewith to the appellee.

Feeling aggrieved 'by said order
of Jne 14, 1974, the appellant,
through his attorneys, filed a peti-
tion for rehearing on AuLgust 8,
1974. In support of his petition for
rehearing the appellant in essence
contended:

1. That the findings of the 1ear-
ina Examiner [sic] were incorrect
and that there was overpowering
evidence of undue influence and
overreaching on the part of Hobart
Bowlby rendering the will executed
August 21, 1957, invalid.
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2. That there was much evidence
available both in the record and
available to the court through sub-
po ena, showing 'that Joseph Red
Eagle had insufficient mental capac-
ity for the execution of the last will
a nd, testament at thlle' August 21,
1957, signing.

The. Administrative Law Judge
on September 20, I94, denied the
petition for rehearing in the follow-
ing language and for the following
reasons:

Petitioner bases his request for rehear-
ing upon two basic contentions: (1) that
the decision upholding the Last Will and
Testament is not supported by the evi-
dence, and (2) that he has new evidence
tending to show that the testator lacked
the prerequisite competency necessary to
the execution of his Last Will and
Testament.

Petitioner's first argument is basically
an argument on the facts, or more exactly,
upon the purport of the evidence adduced
on hearing; I can well understand his in-
terpretation of the evidence since I am
certainly not unmindful of the fact there
was substantial evidence upon which
enumerable inferences could have been
raised in support of petitioner's position
on the import of the evidence. However,
I am bound by the preponderance of the
evidence rule and certainly the preponder-
ance of the evidence in this case clearly
compels and supports the final Order of
which petitioner is aggrieved. I therefore
find no basis for rehearing on this ground.

The petitioner's second ground for
relief, that of new evidence, is formulated
on his contention that certain medical
records, medical testimony and lay wit-

ess testimony in substantiation of the
former if produced would establish that
decedent's mental capacities vere so
deteriorated at the time of the signing of
the August 21, 1957 Last Will and Testa-
ment as to have denied testator the re-

quisite mental capacity. Hee states how-
ever the medical records were not avail-
able to him at the first hearing short .of
subpoena, that the medical testimony was
unavailable due to the illness of the ex-
amining physician and that the lay wit-
nesses refused to appear at the hearing
except under compulsion of a subpoena.
The controlling regulations.provide, inter
alia, .that a Petition for Rehearing based
upon newly discovered evidence
shall be accompanied by affidavits of
witnesses stating fully what the new
testimony is to be. It shall also state
justifiable reasons for the failure to dis-
cover and present that evidence, tendered
as new, at the hearings held'prior to the
issuance.of the decision."43 CFR § 4.241
(a). Petitioner has not provided "justi-
fiable reasons" for his failure to present
this evidence at the time of the hearing
prior to the final decision. This matter
has been heard twice and the record in
both hearings fails to reflect any previous
request for the issuance of subpoenas on
behalf of petitioner in any case, let alone
for the appearance of the* persons and
records now alleged to be tht6 prevailers
of new evidence. Nor did petitioner pre-
sent, in lien of witnesses, affidavits of
the allegedly illusive witnesses upon a
showing of their unavailability. This mat-
ter has been pending since at least
July 28, 1971, the date upon which peti-
tioner was first given notice of hearing
to determine heirs or probate the will of
Joseph Red Eagle and he cannot now be
heard to complain of an alleged inability
to obtain medical records and witnesses
he deoms essential to his case. The peti-
tioner's request is not timely.

Additionally, and merely as dicta, it
does not appear from the documents,
records and excerpts of medical testi-
mony filed by petitioner with his argu-
ment on behalf *of his petition that he
would be able to sustain his position in
any event. An examination of these at-
tachments disclose an :apparent inability
upon the part of medical technology to
determine with any 'degree of certainty
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at what point decedent became legally
incompetent to execute' a Last Will and
Testament. To invalidate a will'for lack
of testamentary capacity, evidence must
show the condition to exist at the time of
the execution of the will. Estte of
_Vartha. DeRoin, IA-874 (1957). Since
the medical testimony would at best be
based upon conjectural determinations
it is doubtful such evidence could over-
come the clear and concise testimony of
the attesting witnesses to the will to the
effect the testator was of sound and dis-
posing mind and in full control of his
faculties at the time of the execution of
the subject Last Vill and Testanient.

The Administrative Law Judge
in furtherance of his denial stated:

Two hearings were held in this matter
in order to give all concerned parties in
interest ample opportunity to present
their evidence. They were afforded a full
and complete hearing with the right of
calling, whatever witnesses they wished
,and with full right of crQss. examination.
The Petition for Rehearing notably fails
to set.out any additional reason why this
matter should again be set for hearing
and it does not appear in view of the
foregoing conclusions: the result in this
matter would be changed or altered 'by
granting a rehearing at this time.

It is from-said denial of Septem-
ber 20, 1974, that the appellant has
appealed to this forum.

The appellant in support of'his
appeal sets forth substantially the
same reasons as those set forth in
his petition for rehearing. These
reasons in short are:

(1) That undue influence was
exerted upon Joseph Red Eagle at
the time the will was executed on
August 21, 1957.

(2) That Joseph Red Eagle did

not have the capacity or competency
to make a will oh August 21, 1957.

The appellant's first contention
that undue influence was exerted on
the decedent is without merit. The
burden of proving undue influence
rested on the appellant. In order to
sustain undue influence the evidence
must be clear, cogent and convinc-
ing. The appellant in the case at bar
has failed to do so. At best, the ap-
pellant has shown only that mere
opportunity existed for the exercise
of influence upon the decedent.

[1] The Department 'of the In-
terior has held consistently that
mrcere suspicion of an opportunity
to influence testator's mind will not
sustain an allegation of undue in-
fluence 'where &'onvincing proof is
lacking that a persoil did actually
exert influence or these was pres-
sure operating directly upon a
testamentary act. Estate of Charles
ffji/epe (Pack coa be) or Sapesa
Poecat, IA-T-a (May 12, 1967).
[Same case as I-1284 (May ,
1966.) To invalidate a will on the
ground of undue influence, contest-
ant must sow such inflience to
have been exerted to the extent of
destroying the free will of the testa-
tor or that the will of another was
substituted for that of the testator,
and this amounts to more than the
opportunity or possibility that un-
due ifluence was brought to bear
on. the testator. Estate of John J.
Akers, IA-D-18 (February 26,
1968). Afl'd Akers v. Morton, 333
F. Supp. 184 (D.; Mont. 1971).
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Aff'd Aleers v. Horton, et a., 499
F.2d 44 (9th Cir. 1974).

Appellaint's further contention
that a fiduciary relationship existed
between Mr. Bowlby and the dece-
dent is likewise' without merit. The
fact that appellee befriended the
decedent and transacted business
with him over the years certainly
did not establish a fiduciary or cont-
fidential relationship between the
two. Accordingly, no presumption
of undue influence was raised there-
byT. Therefore the burden of rebut-
ting such a presumption did not
fall upon the appellee.. The appel-
lant in support' of the, contention
regarding presunmption of undue
influence cites the Estate of Louis
Leo Isadore, IA-P-21 (February
12, 1970),; Estate of Julius Benter,
1 IBIA 24 (November 17, 1970).
The case at bar is distinguishable
from Isadore and Benter, supra, in
that Mr. Bowlby, the appellee, did
not take an active part in procuring
the preparation or the execution
of the will in question. The record
is quite clear that the decedent went
to an attorney of his own choice to
have the will drawn and that Mr.
Bowlby had no connection there-
with nor with the preparation or
the execution thereof.

' Appellant's second contention
that decedent at the: time of the
execution of the will was not of
sound or disposing mind is likewise
without merit. The weight of the
evidence clearly indicates that the
decedent was of sound and dispos-
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ing mind at 'the tiije of the excu-
tion of the last will and testament
in question. The 'appellant' has
failed to come forth With any evi-
dence to support his contention that
the decedent was not of sound and
disposing ihind when- he executed
the last will on Au'g st 21, 1957.-

[2] The Pepartrnii' in the Es-
tate of Rth B. Deflanas Long,
A-25220 (September 21, 1948), re-
garding the question of competency
or testamentary capacity stated:

To be competent to make a will the
testatrix had to know without prompt-
ing not only who were the natural objects
of her bounty but also the nature and
extent of the property of which she was
about to dispose, and the consequences
of the dispositions which she was
making.

The' requisite mental capacity
which a testator must have to make
a valid disposition of his property
is the ability to remember, at least
in a general and approximate way,
the nature and extent' of his prop-
erty, to recognize those who are the
natural objects of his bounty, and
to comnprehend the nature of the
testamentary act itself; and, the
testator's disinheritance of his heirs
and blood relatives is not unnatural
per se. Estate of John P. White-
tail, IA-T-23 (April 17, 1970).

H-aving reviewed the record and
considered the briefs of the parties,
this Board finds no valid reason to
disturb the Order Denying Petition
for Rehearing issued September 20,
1974, by Administrative Law Judge

= - e -L
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Robert C. Snashall and the said
order shbuld' be affirmed.

NOW, THIEREFORE, by virtue
of the authority delegated to the
Board of Indian Appeals by the
Secretary of the Interior, 43 CFR
4.1, the Order Denying Petition for
Rehearing issued September 20
1974, by Robert C. Snashall, Ad-
ministrative Law Judge be, and the

same is hereby AFFIRMED and
the appeal herein is DISMISSED.

This decision is final for the
Department.

ALFXANDER H. WILSON,

Adiministrative Judge.

I CONGUR:

DAVID J. MCKEE,
Chief Administrative Judge.
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HAZEL MCQUEEN, AS NEXT FRIEND V. CONFEDERATED

SALISH AND KOOTENAI TRIBES FLATHEAD RESERVATION,

MONTANA
June 3, 1975

ADMINISTRATIVE: APPEAL OF
JENNIFER RAE MOQUEEN, A
MINOR, BY HAZEL MoQUEEN, AS
NEXT FRIEND v. CONFEDER-
ATED SALISH AND KOOTENAI
TRIBES, FLATHEAD RESERVA-
TIOP, MONTANA

4 IBIA 65 Decided June 3, 1975

Appeal from the decision of the Tribal
Council of the Confederated Salish and
.Kootenai Tribes of the Flathead Reser-
vation denyfrg the claim' made by the
appellant to share in the per capita dis-
tribution of judgment funds as pro-
vided inl the Act of March 17, 1972 (86

Stat. 64). 

RBeversed.

1. India n Tribes: Enrollment
For purposes of. which the tribe has com-

plete control, the tribe conclusively de-
termines membership: but where depart-

miental action is authorized, the depart-
nent may approve or disapprove the

membership rolls of the tribe.

APPEARANCES:: John Paul Jones,
Esq., for appellant; Wilkinson, -Cragun
& Barker, by Richard A. Baenen, Esq.,
for appellees; Duard Barnes, Assistant
Associate Solicitor for Indian Affairs

for the ComIflissioner of Indian A:faiir,
Anicus Curiae.

OPINION By ADMINISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE SABAGH

INTERIOR BOARD OF
INDIAN APPEALS

As a result of the successful prose-
cution *of -two claims against the

United States in the United States
Court of Claims, Congress provided
for the distribution of judgment
funds in the Act of March 17, 1972
(86. Stat. 64), which., directed that
8o -percent of the judgnent funds
"shall be distributed in equal -per
capita shares to each person who is
enrolled or entitled to be enrolled
on the date of this Act .

Hazel McQueen, a duly enrolled
meiberof the Confederated Tribes-
as 11/16 degree Indian, filed an ap-
plication as Next Friend) for en-
rollment of her daughter, Jennifer
Rae McQueen. The birth certificate
was returned to Hazel McQueen by
-the Tribal Council on April 19j
1972, because it erroneously showed
her race to be white. Between April
19, 1972 and June 28, 1972, Hazel
McQueen obtained a corrected birth
certificate showing her race to be In-
dian. The appellant was enrolled as
a member of the Confederated
Tribes on July 28, 1972.

The Tribal Council decided that
Jennifer Rae McQueen was not en-
titled to receive a per capita share of
the judgment funds as provided in
the Act of March 17, 1972, because
the Tribal Council had not received
a proper application, and had not
approved th6 enrollment of the ap-
pellant for purposes of the judg-
ment distribution. Appellant's coun-
sel on J'anuary 9, 1973, requested the
Secretary to reverse the deterni-
nation of the Tribal Council. The
Secretary on January 25, 1 974, did

82 I.D. No. 6
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reverse the Tribal Council, holding
the appellant had erroneously been
denied a share of the judgment
funds and directed "that necessary
action be taken to pay Miss Mc-
Queen a share of the funds."

By memorandum-of December 19,
1974, addressed to the Director of
the Office of Hearings and Appeals,
the Secretary in the exercise of au-
thority reserved in 25 CFR 1.2 with-
drew his decision in this appeal is-
sued January 25, 1974, and at the
same time submitted the matter to
the Director for reconsideration and
for final decision. Authority for de-
terlmination of the appeal was trans-
ferred to this Board as an Ad Hoc
Board by the Director's delegation
of authority issued December 20,-
1974.

Full and careful consideration
has been given to the complete rec-
ord, including briefs submitted by
the appellant, the appellees and the
Commissioner of Indian A:airs ap-
pearing as amwius uriae. We con-
clude the controlling issues to be:

(1) Does the Secretary have ju-
risdiction over the matter in ques-
tion?

(2) Is the Secretary bound to fol-
low his procedural rules as provided
in 25 CFR Part 1, specifically 25
CFR 42?

(3) Does the appellant qualify to
share in the per capita distribution
of judgment funds as provided in
the Act of March 17, 1972 (86 Stat.
64) ?

With respect to the first issue, the
Board recognizes in the absence of
express legislation by Congress that

a Tribe as a political entity has com-
plete control to determine all ques-
tions of its own membership. How-
ever, that power is qualified where
the question involved is the distri-
bution of tribal funds and other
property under the supervision and
control of the Federal Government.

[1] It appears that for purposes
of which the tribe has complete con-
trol, the tribe conclusively deter-
mines membership; but where de-
partmental action is authorized, the
Department may approve or disap-
prove the membership rolls of the
tribe.. Martinez v. Southern Ute
Tribe of Southern Ute Reservtion,:
249 F.2d 915 (10th Cir. 1957), cert.
denied 356 U.S. 960 (1958).

We find that the Secretary of the,
Interior has jurisdiction over this
matter and as trustee of the tribal
assets has the responsibility of de-
termining who is entitled to share
in their distribution.

Is the Secretary bound to follow
his procedural rules as provided in
25 CFRPart 1 ?

25 CFR provides that the Secre-
tary can waive or make exceptions
to his regulations where permitted
by law and the Secretary finds that
such waiver or exception is in the
best interest of the Indians. We find
that it is. in the -best interest of the
Indians to waive the regulations in
this matter.

Let us look finally to the question
of whether the appellant qualifies to
share in the per capita distribution
of judgment funds as provided in
the Act of March 17, 1972.

On March 17, 1972, the same date
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of the passage of the Act, the Con-
federated Tribes . unanimously
passed Resolution 4225 which pro-
vides in part:

*.* * that it is the Council's interpre-
tation of the law that "those eligiblefor
enrollment" means those children born
too late to be included on the membership
roll prior to payout time and for which
application has not been previously made
and acted on by the Tribal Council.

Tribal Ordinane No. 35-A unan-
imously passed and approved- on
November 3, 1961, provides in part
the procedure for enrollment if the
applicant is too young to act on his
or her own behalf:

A. Procedure for enrollment under Ar-
ticle II, Section 3 of te Constitution.

The applicant, or next friend of ap-
plicant if applicant is too young to act
on his own behalf, must:

1. Make formal application to the Tri-
bal Council requesting enrollment as a
member of the Confederated Tribes;

2. Show that he (or she) is a natural
child of a member of the Confederated
Tribes, giving necessary data on such
parent;

3. Show that he (or she) possesses
one-quarter degree or more blood of the
Salish and Kootenai Tribes or *both, of
the Flathead Indian Reservation, Mon-
tana; 0:

4. Show that he (or she) is not en-
rolled on some other reservation. 

The appellant through her next
friend, Hazel McQueen, stated that
she filed her application for enroll-
ment together: with a copy of her
birth- certificate with the Tribal
Council prior to the distribution of
-the judgment funds. Counsel for ap-

pellees in their letter of January X

1973, to Johin Paul Jones, Esq., ap-
pellant's attorney, admits that "Her
application for enrollment was re-
ceived before payment, but that the
enrollment papers were not in order
because her birth certificate listed
both parents as white, thus making
her ineligible."

We cannot agree that entitlement
is predicated upon statements or
misstatement lnade in a birth certifi-
cate. Certainly the Tribal Council
was aware and on notice either
through its own records or otherwise
that Hazel C. McQueen was al
11/16 Indian enrollee of the Con-
federated Tfibes. The misstatement
in the birth certificate that the
mother was white does not change
the fact that she was and still is
11/16 Indian. The birth certificate
further discloses the birth to Hazel
C. McQueen of a daughter, Jenni-
fer Rae McQueen, on March 2, 1972.
As the record further shows, in the
information supplied to the hospi-
tal for birth certificate, Hazel Ci
McQueen disclosed her color or race
to be Indian.

We find that the appellant com-
plied with both Tribal, Ordinanae
No. 35-A and Resolution 4225..

F. J. Houle, Jr., Tribal See-
tary, in his letter to appellees'conn-
sel dated September 21, 1972, refexr-
ring to the appellant, stated in.- ffi
closing. paragIaph, "It. may be-con-
strued that the girl is entitled.to the
money."
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The submission of the corrected
birth certificate to the Tribal Coun-
cil did not make her any more en-
titled than she was when she sub-

amitted her application with birth
certificate prior to payout time.

It is interesting to note the state-
ment made by appellees' counsel in
his letter of January 4, 1973, to
,John Paul Jones, counsel for appel-
lant. He said in part:

.Council members have a trust
responsibility .toward all tribal assets,
and to vote to enroll a person whose birth
certificate showed her to be ineligible
would have been a violation of that
trust * *

Nonetheless, we conclude that the
appellees' contention is of no conse-
quence. We further conclude, the
Tribes are obligated to pay the ap-
pellant her per capita share.
* NOW, THEREFORE, by virtue
of the authority delegated to the
Board of Indian Appeals by the
Secretary of the Interior, the de-
cision of the Tribal Council of the
Confederated Salish and Kootenai
Tribes of the Flathead Reservation,
is REVERSED, and the Tribal
Council is DIRECTED to take the
necessary action to pay the appel-
lant, Jennifer Rae McQueen, her
per capita share of the funds.

What of the trust responsibilities
owed Hazel McQueen and the in-
fant Indian child?

We cannot agree with the collcl- I CONCUR

sion reached- by the Council. We
conclude that the appellant corm- ALEBXANTDE]

plied with all the requirements for Adm.inist
-entitlement short of the ministerial
act of being enrolled by the Tribal

* Council prior to payout time. Con- OLD B3
sequently, we find that the appel- 4 IBMA l
lant is entitled to share in the judg-

-'ment funds as provided in the Act
of March 17, 1972 (86 Stat. 64) Appeal by

The appellees contend that it is a decision i
not possible for them to pay the ap- and section
--pellant her per capita share since istrative L,
they had paid out the 85 percentum nedy (Dol
decreed utder the Act. VINO 73-2

We do not agree. Section 1 of the 1974, dism
Act states in part that:

old Ben C
* the remainder may be advanced, Ben Coal Cou

expended, invested or reinvested for any ment and Req

purposes that are authorized by the tribal Reflect Currei

governiag~ body and approved by the See- filed with the

retary of the Interior. Ben.:

MITCH1ELL J. SABAGH,

Administrative 0Judge.

H H. WILSON, I

ative Judge.

TKN COAL COMPANY 

Decided June 6, 1975

)ld Ben Coal Company from
a consolidated section 105

109 proceeding by Admin-
aw Judge Joseph B. Ken-
ket Nos. VINO 73-96 and
14-?), dated November 15,
issing an Application for

Coal Corporation changed to Old
npany per Notification of Amend-
uest for Correction of Records to
at Status of Old Ben Coal (Com-
ion of Sohio Petroleum Company
Board on April 9, 1975, by Old

::



OLD BEN COAL COMPANY
. I June 6, 1975

Review of a section 104 (a) Order of
Withdrawal pursuant to section 105,
of the Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969,2 (hereinafter the
"Act,") and assessing civil penalties
in the amount of $70,000 for seven
violations pursuant to section 109 of
the Act.:

Affirmed as modified.

1 Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Closure Orders:
Imminent Danger

Extensive accumulations of loose coal,
coal dust, and float coal dust in the pres-
ence of potential sources of ignition will
support a finding of imminent danger.

2. Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Hearings: Notice
and Service

An operator must be given fair notice
adequate to enable it to determine with
reasonable certainty the type and num-
ber of violations charged by MESA as
the basis for assessment of penalties.

3. Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Mandatory Safety
Standards: Incombustible. Contents

Where an Administrative Law Judge
finds that the methods for testing incom-
bustible content of samples are reliable,
results obtained by such methods indi-
cating insufficIent incombustible content
will support a finding of violation of 30
CFR 75;403.

4. Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Penalties:
Amounts

In a section 109 de ltovO proceeding, an
Administrative Law Judge may deter-
mine an amount of civil penalty for vio-.
lations charged and found to have oc-

230 U.s.c. § 01-960 (1970).

curred higher than that proposed by the
MESA Assessment Office for such viola-
tions where such determination is based'-
upon consideration of the statutory cri-
teria and findings which justify his
assessments.

APPEARANCES: Thomas H. Barnard,
Esq., and Michael C; Hallerud, Esq.,
for appellant, Old Ben Coal Company;
Richard . Backley, Esq., Assistant
Solicitor, and Michael V. Durkin, Esq.,:
Trial Attorney, for appellee, Mining
Enforcement and Safety Administra-
tion.

OPINION BY CHIEF ADA[IN-
ISTRA TITVE JUDGE ROGERS

INTERIOR BOARD OF MVINE
OPERATIONS APPEA-LS

FactuaG and Procedural
Background

On August 28,1972, at about 9:30
a.m., a Mining Enforcement and
Safety Administration (MESA).
inspector, during a regular inspec-
tion of Old Ben Coal Company's
(Old Ben) No. 24 mine in Franklin
County, Illinois, found conditions
in violation of the mandatory;
health and safety standards of the
Act and regulations, and which he
believed presented an "imminent
danger" as defined in section 3 (j) of 
the Act (30 U.S.C. i 802(j)'
(1970) ). He thereupon issued Order
of Withdrawal No. 1 JLT;pursuant
to section 104(a) of the Act in
which he described the coniditions
as- follows:

Accumulations of loose coal and coal
dust and coal float dust were present on
61 north belt conveyor entry ribs and

26i52643
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floors and adjoining crosscuts for a dis-
tance of 400 feet from No. 2 belt drive inby
and under and around the tailpiece of 61
north belt. This above-mentioned condi-
tion was recorded in the examiner's book.
The 14 west belt entry from headroller to
belt drive had coal float dust (distinct
black) on rockdusted surfaces for a dis-
tance of 100 feet; also fine coal under belt
drive. Accumulations of coal dust up to
T inches in depth along north rib of 14
west belt'entry for 60 feet outby sad 545,
and' inby to the 685 tag was fine coal
underneath the belt.; Accumulations at
685 dumping station from 2 feet to 6
inches in depth covering an area of 20
feet long; also spillage on both sides of
tailpiece up to 36 inches in depth.

Rockdust applications were obviously
inadequate from 685 to' 955 station on 13
and 14 west entries off 61 north. These
applications were- applied by hand and
little or no rockdust was present in nu-
merous areas.

Loose coal. and coal dust, was [sic]
present along ribs and floor at isolated
locations and in the cross-cuts of 13 and
14 west entries at 855 and 819 stations
ranging from 3 to 8 inches.

Samples were collected to substantiate
these findings.

The Order was served upon the ap-

pellant's assistant mine manager
and required the operator to with-
draw all personnel from specified
areas except those authorized to re-
main pursuant to section 104 (d) of
the Act (30- U.S.C. §814(d)
(1970)). The Order was terminated
by the inspector at about 12:15 a.m.
on August 29, 1972, the conditions.
cited having been abated..

The appellant, Old Ben, filed a
timely Application for Review of
the Withdrawal Order pursuant to
section 105 of the Act (30 U.S.C.,
§ 815) MESA and the United Mine
Workers of America (UMIVA)
filed answers in opposition and the
matter was set for hearing. Prior to
the hearing,. Old Ben also filed a
timely Petition, pursuant to 30 CFR
100.3 (h) ,3 for Hearing and Formal
Adjudication of an Amended Pro-
posed Order of Assessment issued to
it by the MESA Assessment Office,
which in pertinent part appeared as
follows:

Violation; No. Date issued Violation Assessment

1JLT - ___ 08-28-72: 104(a) 75.400 $6,500
75. 403

On December 3, 1973, the Judge
.ordered the Application for Review
of the Order (Docket No. VINC
73-96) and penalty assessment pro-
ceeding (Docket No. VINC 73-214--
P) to be consolidated for hearing
pursuant to section 109(a)(3) of
the Act (30 U.S.C. 1§ 819(a) (3)
(1970)). Thereafter a consolidated

hearing on these matters was held
in January 1974, at which the par-

ties: (UM-YA did not appear) of-
fered vidence in support of and in
opposition to both the Application
for Review and the penalty assess-
ment proceeding. At the conclusion
of the hearing, both Old Ben and
MESA submitted proposed findings
and supporting briefs. (The
UMWA did not participate and

37 R 11460 (June 8, 1972).
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,offered no information in the re-
view portion of the hearing.) On
Novembers 15; 1974, the Judge is-
!sued his initial decision and order
in the consolidated proceedings in
which he found that the 104(a)

WTithdrawal Order was validly is-
sued ; that the conditions cited [in
the Order did exist and constituted
six separate violations of section
304 (a) of he Act (30 CFR 5.400)
and one violation of section 304 (d)
of the Act (30 CFR 75.403); that a
civil penalty of $10,000 for each of
the seven violations was warranted;
and ordered Old Ben to pay a total
assessment of $70,000..

Old Ben filed a timely Notice of
Appeal to this Board from the
Judge's decision. The UTMWA filed
a Motion for Leave to Intervene as a
party in interest in the penalty por-
tion of the case which was denied by
the Board for: failure by the
UM11A to make any showing that
its participation would assist in
resolution of the issues on that por-
tioll of the appeal . The Board sub
sequently ordered that the JMWA
be dismissed as a, party in the Ap-
plication for Review portion of the
appeal for the reason that it had
not participated or offered any in-
formation in the proceedings below,
but granted IUMWA leave to file a
brief as amicus uriae in the review
portion of this appeal.5 The
UMWA elected not to do so.

Oral argument limited-to the civil

See 43 CFR 4.513.
Memorandum Opinion and :Order Denying

Motions for Summary DismissaZ andi Motions
to Strike, 4 IBMA 104, 82 I.D. 160 (1975).
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penalty proceeding was held before
the Board on April 4,-1975.

I: j l-ssues Presented:

Whether conditions cited in the
Order constituted immineinit danger.

W hether Old Ben was given ade-
quate notice. that it was being
charged with and might be assessed

for six violations of 30 OFR 75.400
and one violation of 30 CFR 75.403.

Wlhether violations of 30 CFR
'75.400 and 30 CFR 75.403 were
established by MESA.

Whether the amoullt ofthe pen-
alties assessed by the Judge was
appropriate in light of the evidence
adduced at the hearing.

Discussio.

0 ; 0 I. :i

The Appluication for Review of the
:: Order of Withidrawal

(Docket No. VINGC 73-96)

[1] Although Old Ben concedes
in its brief that many of the condi-
tions existing at the time the Order
was issued are not in dispute, its
principal contention is, in effect,
that, even admitting all of the con-
ditions found by the inspector, there
was not "imminent danger." In es-
sential part, Old Ben's argument is
that the cited accumulations of com-
bustible materials were not hazard-
ous in the absence of actual sources
of ignition. We have carefully re-
viewed the entire record, including
the relevant portions of Old Ben's
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post-hearing brief on this question,
and conclude that there 'is sufficient
evidence to support the Judge in his
finding of imminent danger
(Judge's Decision p. 28, hereinafter
Dec. 28). We stated in Eastern As-
sociated, Coal Corporation, 2 IBMA
128, 136, 80 I.D. 400, 1971-1973
.OSHD par. 16,187 (1973) that "an
imminent danger exists when the
condition or practice observed could
reasonably- be expected to- cause
death or serious physical harm to a
miner if normamlining operations
'were permitted, to proceed in the
area before te dangerous condition
is eliminated." (Italics added.)
This statement was affirmed per
curiam by the United States Court
of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit,
in Eastern Associated Coal Corp. V.
Interior Board of Mine Operations
Appeals, et al., 491 F.2d 277, 278
(4th Cir. 1974). In the instant case
it required more than 12 hours to
clean up the accumulations. We
have also previously held that ac-
cumulatiols of loose coal and coal
dust together with potential sources
of ignition will support a finding of
imminent dahiger, see Old Ben Coal
Corporation, 3 IBMA 282, 81 ID.
440, 1973-1974 OSHD par. 18,299
(1974). The record in the instant
case shows that there were potential
sources of ignition, i.e., an energized-
continuous miner, two energized
shuttle cars, and their respective
trailing cables. Consequently, we
find, as did the Judge, that the
MESA inspector acted in a reason-

This case was appealed by Old Ben to the
United States Court of Appeals for the
Seventh Circuit, No. 74-1655.

able and prudent mamer in issuing
the Withdrawal Order. Feevant
Coal Mlining Corporation, 2 IBMA
197, 80: I.D. 610, 1973-1974 OSIID
'par. 16,567 (1973), affId, 504 F.2d
741 (7th Cir. 1974). Accordingly,
'we affirm the Judge's findings and
conclusion that the conditions cited
in the Order: did exist and con-
stituted an imminent danger (Dec.
19-22 2T-28). Therefore, we hold
this Order to be valid.

II.

The Assessment of Civil Penalties

(Docket -\o. VINC 73-214-P)

A.

Adequacy of Notice a

The Board is first concerned with
Old Ben's. argument on appeal that
it was at. no time apprised of the
basis upon which penalty assess-
ments would be sought. Old Ben
contends that inasmuch as the con-
ditions listed'by the inspector in the
Withdrawal Order were not labeled
with specific sections of the Act or
regulations alleged to have been
violated, it did not receive adequate
or. proper notice of what violations,
if any, might later be charged by
MESA as a basis for seeking assess-
ment of civil penalties. Old Ben
further contends that the Proposed
Order of Assessment subsequently
served on it by the Assessment Office
of MESA likewise was inadequate
in that, with respect to~ the With-
drawal Order here involved, it con-

-268
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tained only an unexplained nota-
tion of "75.400" and "75.403" and a
proposed lump-sum assessment of
$6,500.

Old Ben argues that at no time
thereafter, either prior to or during
the course of the hearing, was it pro-
vided with any more specific
charges either as to the type or num-
ber of violations on which penalties
were being sought, and asserts that
the first inkling it received that it
was charged with, let alone assessed
for, six violations of 30 CFR, 75.400
was hen it received the Judge's
written decision. We agree with Old
Ben that this raises a serious ques-
tion f administrative due process
with respect to adequate notice.

We look first to the conditions,
quoted supra at p. 201, 82 I.D. at
265, described by the inspector in
the W1i-ithdrawval Order served upon
Old Ben. We have heretofore held
in Eastern Associated Coal Corpo-

ration 1 IBMA 233, 235, 79 I.D.
723, 1971-1973 OSHD par.. 15,388
(1972), that:

* In general this Board finds no viola-
tion of due process where conditions or
practices described in an order of with-
drawal do not specify a particular see-
tion of the Act or mandatory standard
violated. * * * We believe as a general
proposition that where an~ alleged viola-
tion is sufficiently described to permit
abatement, adequate notice of the condi-
tion is established.

Wle have also recognized, and held
since the beginning of enforcement
of the, Act in 1970, that monetary
penalties cannot be assessed on a
Withdrawal Order alone since such
Orders may be issued. upon an in-

spector's finding of conditions
which he believes constitute immi-
nent danger, but which may or may
not be violations of the Act or regu-
lations, Eastern Associated Coal
Corporation, supra,at 1 IBAMA-236,
79 I.D. at 726 (1972). We have also
consistently held, however, that if
the condition recited in such order
does spell ouLt a violation, such cita-
tion in an Order is equivalent to is-
suing a notice of violation under
section: 104(b) of the Act, Eastern
Associated Coal Corporation, 8supra,
at 235. In all cases, however, we be-
lieve it essential in implementing
the Act and procedural regulations,
that the operator be timely and suf-
ficiently apprised by MESA to
enable it to determine with reason-
able certainty the allegations of vio-
lations charged so that it may intel-
ligently respond thereto and decide
whether it wishes to request formal
adjudication. Failure to so apprise
an operator would be violative of
administrative due process, and the
requirement of the, Administrative
Procedure Act, 5 U.S.C. § 554(b)
(1970), that:.

Persons entitled to notice of an agency
hearing shall be timely iformed of

* * (3) the matters of fact and law
asserted. *

[2] With the foregoing in mind,
it is our opinion that the descrip-
tion of the conditions cited in the
Withdrawal Order issued in the
instant case was sufficiently clear to
apprise the operator with reason-
able certainty that the inspector was
citing violations of section 304(a)
of the Act (30 CFR T5.400), and sec-

g64]:
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tion 304(d) of the Act (30 CFR
75.403). Additionally, the proposed
order of assessment which listed the
two sections of the regulations al-
leged to have. been violated and'
which accurately fit the conditions
described in the Order, likewise put
Old Ben on notice that these were
the two sections directly applicable
and for which penalties were being
sought. e
'Under the penalty assessment

procedural regulations in effect at
the time (30 CFR 100.3:(h) and 43
CFR 4.540-541) we note that upon
rejection of a proposed order of as-
sessment issued by the Assessment
Office, the operator was required to
file a timely Petition, for Hearing
and Formal Adjudication. Old Ben
filed such a petition which contained
a list of the violations it wished to.
contest, including the two citations
of the regulations (30 CFR 75.400
and 75.403) for which a lump-sum
penalty of $6,500 was proposed.
Again it seems clear to the Board
that Old Ben, was adequately ap-.
prised of and intended to place in
issue the alleged violations of these
two sections. While the Assessment
Office was in error for proposing a
lump sum. instead of separate
amounts, inasmuch as Old Ben
clearly rejected the entire proposal
and requested de novo hearing on
the assessment, we do not believe
that this error deprived Old Ben
of fair notice of the matters of-fact
and law to be asserted at such hear-
ing. Therefore, we conclude that
Old Ben was- adequately apprised
and understood the fact that it was

being charged by. MESA with vio-
lation of the two sections cited as
the. basis, for assessment of penalty.

The ultimate finding by the Judge
of six separate violations of 30, CFR
75.400, however, presents a more,
serious question. The record is clear
that at no time, either prior to or
during the course of the hearing,-
was Old Ben put on notice that it-
was being charged with six separate-
violations , of .30 'CFR 5.400. Al-
though section 109 (a) (1) of the-
Act provides that each occurrence of
a violation' of a.mandatory health or
safety standard May. constitute a
separate offense, Old Ben was never
notified. that it was MESA's inten-
tion to so charge. The record reveals
that Old Ben'had noway of know-
ing either'before or during the hear-
ing that the Judge in his decision,
would split the charge, of violatinig-
this section into six separate occur-
rences and assess a maximum pen-
alty of $10,000 for each such offense.
We hold that this was error and'
cannot be permitted to stand.'

In his initial decision the Judge
stated at page 12, footnote 12:

* * Since the operator was charged
with knowledge and notice that each of'
the conditions cited was:a violation of 30
UFR 75.400 and ,in fact, conducted cross-
examination and/or presented extensive
evidence as :to each separate condition,
there was no prejudice to its right to a
full and fair hearing with opportunity toX
defend. It is now well settled that there
may be no subsequent challenge to the
adequacy of a notice and hearing, if there
was actual notice with opportunity to-
cure any surprise and thereafter the
issues raised were actually litigated.
Easterm Associated Coal Corp., Decision
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of March 7, 1974, Docket Nos. 73-567, 73-
618, p. 13, and cases cited therein. See
also, NLRB v. 3laokay Co., 304 U.S. 333,
349-351 (1938). Compare, NLERB v. Ten-
nsco Corp., 339 F.2d 396, 399 (6th, Cir.
1964).

We camnot agree with the Judge's
holding that actual notice of the six
separate charges of violation of 30
CFR 75.400 was given in. this. ease.
Irrespective of the fact that evi-
dence was taken as to each condition

,described in the Order, at no time
did MESA allege that it was seek-
ing to assess penalties for separate
occurrences of the alleged violation,
nor did the Judge indicate that he
understood MESA to be charging
separate' offenses or might himself
find and assess penalties on six sepa-
rate occurrences in rendering his de-
cision. On the contrary, the record
indicates that Old Ben concluded
at the hearing, and we think reason-
ably, that the order and manner in
which evidence was taken was for
the purpose of considering and de-
termining the factors of whether the
operator was negligent, the gravity
of the violation, and good faith in
attempting to achieve rapid compli-
ance after notification of the viola-
tion (30 U.S.C. 819 (a)(1)
(19T0)). Our view on this is
strengthened by the fact that, even

-on appeal,. MESA does not allege
that it 'had ever intended to charge
six separate violations nor that it
understood this was the intention of
the Judge. Obviously, it is a vital
part of any penalty proceeding for a
mine operator to know how many
separate violations of the Act or

regulations it is charged with, par-
ticularly when it may be held liable
for penalties up to $10,000 for each
violation. In sum we hold that the
record in this case will not support
a finding that Old Ben had actual
notice and adequate opportunity to
prepare for six separate violations
of, 30 CFR 75.400.

We find, therefore, that although
Old Ben had adequate notice that it
was being charged with violating
30 CFR 75.400, it:did not have no-
tice that it was being. charged'with
.six separate violations of this regu-
lation. We think it entirely reason-
able to surmise that if Old Ben-had
been placed on notice' by MESA
from the outset that it was being
charged with six violations of 30'
CFR 75.400, its defense might well
have been of a different character.
In any case, we find that the Judge
erred and exceeded his authority in
taking it upon himself to split the
charge into six separate violations.
It is the exclusive province of the
prosecutorial arm of the' Secretary,
MESA, to elect the specific charge
or charges to be brought against' an
operator and to seek penalties there-
on. Freemcan Coat Mining' Cogpora-
tion, supra, 2 IBMA 197, at 210, 80
I.D. 610. Consequently, we hold.
that there was a failure of adequate
notice and error in finding and as-
sessing penalties on six separate vio-
Iations of 30 CFR 75.400. However,
we also hold that the record does
support a finding that Old Ben was
adequately notified of. one violation
of 30 CFR 75.400 and one violation
of 30 OFR 75.403 as the basis upon

�27-12641 ]
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which assessments were being
Sought.

B.

Fact of Violation

At the outset we note that Old
Ben contends that no violation of
30 CFR 75.400 could be found be-
cause this regulation was invali-
dated bv the decision in United
States v. Finley Coal Company, 493
F.2d 285 (6th Cir. 1974). We an-
rnot. agree. We previously held in
Anion Carbide Corporation, 3
IB1A 314, 317, 81 I.D. 531, 1974-
1975 OSHD -par. 18,667 (1974)
that...

[The decision in Finley] does not ap-
ply to 30 CFR 75.400 which is a mere
restatement o sec. 304 (a) of the Act
requiring that coal and coal dust, as well
as other combustibles be cleaned up and
not permitted to accumulate. Since it is
section.75.400, X * which was found to
be violated in the present case, Finley
is no bar to enforcement. (Footnote
'omitted.)

We reaffirm our holding in Union
Carbide, s pra, and hold that it is
rdispositive of this contention.

30 CF? 75.400

Old Ben has conceded that the
conditions cited by the inspector ex-
fisted at the time of his inspection,
but contends that they were not "ac-
cuimulations" of a character pro-
scribed by this regulation. The stat-
utory provision, section 304 (a) of
the Act, is identical to the regula-
tion and provides as follows: ;

Coal dust, including float coal dust
'deposited on rock-dusted surfaces, loose
,coal, and other combustible materials,
shall be cleaned up and not be permitted

to accumulate in active workings, or on
electric equipment therein.

We have carefully examined the
testimony of the witnesses for
MESA and Old Ben on this point
and affirm the findings and conclu-
sions of the Judge that the evidence
presented by MESA preponderates

(Dec. 6-16, 27). Consequently, we
hold that a violation of this stand-
ard did, in fact, occur.

30 ('FR 75.40.3
Here again the statutory provi-

sion, section 304(d) of the Act, is
identical to the regulation and
provides as follows:

Where rock dust is required to be ap-
plied,:it shall be distributed upon the top,
floor, and sides of all underground areas
of a coal mine and maintained in such
quantities that the incombustible con-
tent of the combined coal dust, rock dust,
and other dust shall be not less than 65
per centuni, but the incombustible con-
tent in the return aircourses shall be no
less than SO per centum. Where methane
is present in any ventilating current, the
per centum of incombustible content of
such combined dusts shall be increased
1.0 and 0.4 per centum for each 0.1 per
centum of methane where 65 and SO per
centum, respectively, of incombustibles
!are required.

[3] Old Ben's principal conten-
tion on this charge is that the test-
ing methods employed by MESA in
order to determine the incombusti-
ble content of samples collected by
the inspector are unreliable and
therefore camot support the find-
ing by the Judge of a violation
of this standard. At the hear-
ing, Old Ben advanced the same
arguments as it does on appeal. We
find nothing new which would lead
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us to a different conclusion than that
reached by the Judge. The record
reveals that the Judge considered all
of the evidence submitted by both
parties andconcluded that Old Ben
had failed to overcome the evidence
presented by MESA that the testing
methods employed by MESA were
sufficiently reliable to admit the re-
suits obtained therefrom into evi-
dence of the cited violation. See Co-
Op M1ining Company, 3 IBMA 533,
81 I.D. 780, 1974-1975 OSHD par.
19,162 (1974). We find no error in
the Judge's findings and conclusion
that the weight of the evidence sub-
mitted was on the side of MESA.
(Dec. 28-39.)

C.

Applicationl of te Section 09(a)
(1) Criteria in Determbining
Amount of Penalty

[4] Our following discussion of
the Judge's application of the stat-
utory criteria in determining the
amount of the penalties assessed is
limited to those matters which in
our view require modification of the
Judge's findings and conclusions.
Except as otherwise indicated here-
in, we affirm the Judge's findings
and conclusions (Dec. 6-16, 27, 39).

Appropriateness of Penalty to Sice
of Business and Effect or Opera-
tor's Ability to Continue in Busi-
ness

On appeal, Old Ben contends that
the Judge improperly took into ac-
count in his decision profit and reve-
nue data; derived from the Wall
Street Journal, the New York

Times, and the United Mine AWrork-
ers Journal which pertain to the
fiscal position of Sohio - the parent
company of Old Ben. Old Ben's ob-,
jection is three-fold: first, that it
had no indication during the course
of the hearing that such data would
be used; second, that the data was
clearly hearsay and as such inadmis-.
sible; and third, that there is no
relationship between the parent
company (Sohio) and OlQd Ben
which would justify any considera-
tion by the Judge of Sohio's fiscal
position in determination of the
appropriateness of a penalty to the'
size of the business of the operator
of the mine. We agree with Old'Ben
that the Judge clearly erred in tak-
ing these fiscal data into account; in
determining the amount of penalty.
However, in our view of the case, the
error was harmless. The record sup-
ports the fact that Old Ben Coal
Company, standing alone, is one of.
the largest coal producers in the
United States'and employs approx-
imately 300 men on three produc-
tion shifts at No. 24 mine. Addition-'
ally, at the hearing, Old Beln stipu-'
lated that payment of the proposed:
penalty of $6,500 would not have
adversely affected its ability to con-
tinue in business; and at oral argu-
ment, counsel for Old Ben stated
that although the maximum penalty
of $70,000, assessed by the Judge,
would. have some economic impact
on Old Ben, it would not deter its
continuance in business. In reaching
our conclusion, we are considering
only the size of the Old Ben Coal
Company and its operation of the'
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No. 24 mine, and have disregarded
any other fiscal data pertaining to
its parent company and other opera-
tions. Accordingly,'we hold that the
amount of the penalty assessed
herein is appropriate when consid-
ering the size of the business of the
operator charged, and further that
it will not adversely affect the op-
erator's ability to continue in
business.

Operator's History of Previous
-Violatios

It is Old Ben's contention that in
giving consideration to an opera-
tor's history of previous violations,
as required under section 109. (a) (1)
of the Act, such consideration must
be" confined only to those violations
admitted by the operator for which
penalties have been paid, and/or
those adjudged to have been estab-
lished by MESA by formal adjudi-
cation in the Office of Hearings and
Appeals. Old Ben further contends
that alleged violations for which an
operator has, paid an informally
proposed assessment, or those on
which penalties were, paid as a re-
sult of compromise or settlement
with the Solicitor, cannot properly
be, considered a part of the opera-
tor's history of previous violations.
We have previously held in. Corpo-
'ration of the Presiding Bishop,
Ciihreh of Jesus Christ, of the Lat-
ter-Day Saints, 2 IBMA 285, 80
IL.D. 663, 1973-1974 OSHID par.

6,913 (1973), that violations for
which the operator has paid the
proposed assessment, even under
protest, ma properly be considered

as part of the history of previous
violations. We] are also of the opin-
ion' and so hold that violations on
which proposed assessments have
been paid by way of compromise or
settlement with the Solicitor may
also be considered as part of the his-
tory. We agree with Old Ben, how-
ever, that alleged violations which
have not been processed through the
Assessment Office or are in a stage
of being litigated within the Office
of Hearings and Appeals should be
excluded from consideration. In the
instant case, the .record shows that'
Old Ben had paid assessments on
18 violations of section 304 (a) of
the Act and 11 violations of section
304(d) cited within the 19-month
period prior to the issuance of the
instant Order. Restricting our con-
sideration to these 29 violations
alone, we believe a history has been
established sufficient to support the
Judge's conclusion that, repeated
violations of these sections of the
Act justify a higher penalty than
theretofore assessed as-a method of
deterring future violations of these.
standards (Dec. 27).;

Good Faith in Attempting to
Achieve Rapid Compliance

In his decision the Judge con-
cluded that Old Ben failed to dem-
onstrate good faith in'. achieving
rapid compliance after the With-
drawal Order was issued. This con-
clusion was based upon testimony
of the issuing inspector to tan effect
that' he believed the conditions
listed in the Order 6ould have been
abated within five hours whereas he
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'was, not called back forz a reinspec-
tion to determine whether the Or-
der should be lifted until more than
12 hours had elapsed after issuance.
The Board notes that it was'in Old
Ben's best'interest to clean up the
Icited conditions as rapidly as pos-
*ible in order that'it miglt resume
normal mining operations and pro-
duction of coal. We also note that
the Order closed a large area of the
mine, and that the record indicates
,Old Ben assigned such personnel as
it had available to bring about com-
pliance. Consequently, although it
may appear that abatement of
the conditions might have been
'achieved with greater rapidity, we
are unable to agree with the Judge
that there was any showing of bad
faith or lack of good faith: in abat-
ing' the conditions. We do not be-
'lieve, however, that our view of Old
Ben's good faith compliance is suf-
ficient, standing alone, to mitigate
the amount of the penalty assessed
herein, particularly since we axe af-
firming the Judge's findings on the
other criteria, including those of
gravity and negligence (Dec. 6-16,
~39).

Other Coniderations

Old Ben contends that most pen-
alties assessed in circumstances sim-
ilar to those presented in the instant
case have ranged from Lnder $100
to $2,000 and asserts that approval
of this range of assessments by this
Board clearly indicates the reason-
able perimeters within which penal-
ties may be assessed. Old Ben fur-
ther argues that while the Act does

not specifically so require, compa-
rability, uniformity and national
'consistency should be sought. In this
connection Old Ben: cites a decision
assessing civil penalties. under the
Occupational, Safety and Health
Act of 1970 (OS A), 29 U.S.C.
: 651 et seg., Chaenberlain Mfg.

Corp., 19T4-1975 OSID par. 19,181
(Jan. , 1975), in which the Occu-
pational Safety and Health Review
Commission (Review Commission)
affirmed the decision of an Adminis-
trative Law Judge who had sharply
reduced civil penalty assessments in
an effort to achieve some uniformity
and national consistency.

We; agree that there is' merit in
'attempting to bring about some un-
formity and consistency in' the as-
sessment of penalties in similar cir-
-cumstances, and do our best to
achievethis under o ur penalty as-
sessment procedures. However, just
as the same or different Judge in the
same or different court of law may
hand down a lighter or harsher pen-
alty in what may appear to be simi-
lar circumstances, the Administra-
tive Law Judge must determine the
amount of a civil penalty after con-
sideration on a case-by-case basis of
all the evidence properly before
him. It has beei the policy of this
Board in reviewing penalty assess-
iment cases to uphold the Judges' as-
sessments where they meet this test
unless a compelling reason has been
presented to change them. In the in-
stant appeal we find no such com-
pelling reason.

In the OSHA case cited by Old
Ben, supa, we note that the Review
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Commission simply affirmed the de-
cision of an Administrative Law
Judge who had reduced a penalty
assessment. In the case at hand, the
Judge increased the amount of the
assessment proposed by the Assess-
inent Office for reasons set forth in
his decision and which we believe
are adequate to support the increase.

We cannot agree with Old Ben's
contention that there is nothing in
the rcord of this case to suggest
that a penalty should have been as-
sessed in the upper reaches of the
maximum permitted, let alone tle
maximum of $10,000 for each of the
violations found. As we have here-
inabove stated, we are of the opin-
ion that with the exception of good
faith: in compliance' the Judge
properly considered and evaluated
the evidence adduced by testimony
in reaching this determination. We
think the gravity of the violations,
when considered with the operator's
history of previous violations of the
same standards; justified a stronger
deterrent than heretofore imposed
'for violations of these standards.
From the outset of enforcement of
the Act and the establishment of the
Office of Hearings and Appeals, it
has been the policy and published
procedure of this Department that
section 109 (a.) hearings are (le novo,
43 CFR 4.545 The operators of
mines have been on notice from the
beginning that if they elect to reject
the informal proposal for assess-
ment of penalty made by the Assess-
ient Office and instead elect to have
a formal adjudication, the Judge

-may determine any amount of pen-
alty,:not more than $10,000 for each
violation,- upon proper consiclera-
tion of the evidence and criteria set
forth in section 109(a) (1) of the
Act. In many such adjudications
the Judge has determined that an
amount either higher or lower than
that proposed was appropriate, and
in many of these cases the amount
proposed by the Assessment Office
was not made a part of the record
and was unknown to the Judge.

Based upon our review of the en-
tire record and our consideration of
the criteria of section 109 (a) (1) of
the Act, we -hold that a penalty of
$10,000 for each of the two viola-
tions charged is justified in order to
penalize the operator for the viola-
tions and to deter it from future vi-
olations, the latter being one of the
principal intentions of Congress in
mandating that civil penalties be
assessed for each violation. As
stated hereinabove, we have found
-and hold that one violation of 30
CFR 75.400 and one violation of 30
'CFR 7 5.403 were charged and
occurred.

ORDER

WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority delegated to the Board by
the Secretary of the Interior (43
CFR 4.1(4)), IT IS HEREBY
ORDERED that the Judge's deci-
sion and order in the above-cap-
tioned case IS AFFIRMED except
as modified, herein. IT IS FUR-
THER ORDERED that Old Ben
Coal Company pay the penalties
assessed, in the total amount of'
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$20,000, within 30 days from the
date of this decision.

C. E. ROGERS, JR.,
Chief Adnii'nistrative Juidge.

WE CONCUR:

DAVID DOAN E,

Administratite Judge.

JAmES R. RICHARDS,
Ee-offoiio 0Iemsher of the Board.
Director,
Office of Hearings and Appeals.

OLD BEN COAL COMPANY'1

4 IBMA 224.
Decided June, 6,1975

Appeal by Old Ben Coal Company from
a decision in a consolidated section 105
and section 109 proceeding by. Admin-
istrative Law Judge Joseph B. Ken-
nedy (Docket Nos. VINC 73-150 and
VINC 73-215-P), dated November 22,
1974, denying an Application for Re-
view of a section 104(a) Order of
Withdrawal pursuant to section 105
of the Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969,2 hereinafter the
"Act," and assessing civil penaltie in
the amount of $20,000 for three viola-
tions pursuant to section 109 of the
Act.'

I Old Ben Coal Corporation changed to Old
Ben Coal Company per Notification of Amend-
ment and Request for Correction of Records to
Reflect Current Status. of Old Ben Coal Com-
pany, a Division of Sohio Petroleum Company
filed with this Board on April 9, 1976, by Old
Ben.

30 U.S.C. §§ 801-960 (1970).
Many of the issues presented in the instant

appeal are very similar or identical to those
in Old Ben Coal Co., 4 IBMA 198 (IBMA 75-
17), 82 I.D. 264 (1975), decided and is-

588-288-7-2

Affirmed as Modified.

1. Federal Coal -Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Closure Orders:
Imminent Danger

Extensive accumulations of loose coal and
coal dust in the presence of a damaged
trailing cable will support a finding of
imminent- danger.

2. Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Hearings: Notice
and Service

An operator must be given fair notice
adequate to enable it to determine with
reasonable certainty the type and number
of violations alleged by IESA as the
basis for assessment of penalties.

3. Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Hearings: Powers
of Administrative Law Judges

An Administrative Law Judge is required
by U.S.C. § 556 (1970) to conduct a
hearing in a strictly impartial manner,
not as a representative of an investiga-
tive or prosecuting authority.

4. Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Penalties: Exis-
tence of Violation: Generally

A violation of 30 CFR 75.517 is etab-
lished where it is shown that the outer
protective insulating jacket of a trail-
ing cable is cut through to the extent that
the inner phase lead insulation is ex-
posed.

sued by the Board on this same date. The
civil penalty portions of both cases were con-
solidated for the purpose of oral argument
before the Board. However, inasmuch as sep-
arate hearings were held below and separate
initial decisions issued, the Board has also
issued a separate decision in each case on
appeal. In doing so, it should be noted that
insofar as issues common to both cases are
discussed at some length in 4 IBMA 19S, supra,
it has been unnecessary to repeat such treat-
ment herein. Therefore, the two opinions
should be read in sequence for an understand-
ing of the Board's resolution of these issues,,

277]
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5. Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Penalties:
Amounts

In a section 109 de ovo proceeding, an
Administrative Law Judge may deter-
mine an amount of civil penalty for vio-
lations charged and found to have oc-
curred higher than that proposed by the
MESA Assessment Office for such viola-
tions where such determnination is based
upon consideration of the statutory
criteria and findings which justify his
assessments.

APPEARANCES:; Michael C. Hal-.
lerud, Esq., and Thomas H. Barnard,
Esq., for appellant, Old Ben Coal Com-
pany; Richard V. Backley, Esq., As-
sistant Solicitor, nd Michael V.
Dtirkin, Esq.j Trial Attorney, for appel-
Iee, Milting Enforcement and Safety
Administration.

OPINION By c( 1FF
ADAMINISTRA TIVE JUDGE

ROGERS

INTERIOR BOARD OF MINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

Factual ald Procedural
Background :

On October 3, 1972, at about.8 :55
a.m., a Mining Enforcement and
Safety Administration (MESA)
inspector, during a regular inspec-
tion of the appellant's,: Old Ben
Coal Company (Old Ben), No. 24
Mine, in Franklin County, Illinois,
found conditions in viola tion of the

mandatory health and safety stand-
ards of the Act arid regulations, and

which he believed presented an "im-
minent danger" as defined by sec-
tion 31(j) of the Act. He thereupon:

issued Order of Withdrawal No. 1
MC, pursuant. to sedtion 104(a) of
the Act in which he dscribed the
conditions as follows:

Accumulations of loose coal and coal
dust were present on the Roadway :on the
36 north entry at station split 2,799 outby
for a distance of 105 feet averaging in
depth from 3 inches too (sic) inches.
The rock dust application was obviously
inadequate on the ribs, top, and floors in
split 2,799 inby for a distance of 80 feet
and on the 36 north entry from split 2799
outby for a distance of 125 feet. Four
rock dust survey samples were collected
to substantiate the order. The trailing
cable on the Joy continuous miner had
four places in the cable that the phase
leads was showing and seven places that
the insulations was (sic) not adequate.

The Order was, served upon Old
Ben's face foreman and required the
operator to withdraw: all person-
nel fronm the specified areas except
those authorized to remain pursuant
to: section 104(d) of the Act. The
order was terminated by the inspec7-
tor at 10 :55 a.m., on October 3, 1972,
the conditions cited having been
abated.

Old Ben filed a timely Applica-
tion for Review of the Order pur-
suant to section 105 (a) (1): of the
Act. MESA and the United Mine
Workers of America (UMTVA)
filed answers in opposition and the
imatter was set for hearing. Prior to
the hearing, Old Ben also filed a
timely Petition, puirsuait to 3.0 CFR
100.3 (h) 4: for Hearing and Formal
Adjudication of an amenided pro-
posed order of assessment issued to
it by the MESA Assessment Office,
which in pertinent part appeared as
follows:

37- PR 11460 (June 8, 172).
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Violation No.: Date Issued Violation Assessment

1 MC - 10-03-72 104(a)75. 400 $62100
75.517

On December 3,1973, the Adminis-
* trative Law Judge (Judge) ordered
the Application for Review of the
Order (Docket No. VINC 73-150)
and penalty assessment proceeding'
(Docket No. VINC 73-215-P) con-.
solidated for hearing pursuant to
section 109 (a) (3) of the Act. There-
after, a consolidated hearing on
these matters was held on Janu-
ary 9, 1974, at which the parties
(UREA did not appear) offered

evidence in support of and in op-.
position to both the Application for
Review and the penalty assessment.
At the conciusion of the hearing,
'both Old Ben and MESA submitted
proposed findings and supporting
briefs. (The UIMWA did not par-
ticipate and offered no information
'in the review portion of the hear-
ing.) On November 22, 1974, the,
-Judge issued his decision and order
in the consolidated proceeding in
'which he found that the section 104
(a) Order was validly issued; that
the conditions cited in the Order.
-did exist and constituted one viola-
tion of section 3 04(a) of the Act
(30 CFR 75.400) and two viola-

tions of section 305(1) of the Act
(30 CFR. 755.517) ;. that a civil pen-
alty of $10,000 for the violation of
-30 CFR 75.400 and $5,000 for each
violation of 30 CFR 75.517 were
warranted; and ordered Old Ben to
pay a total 'assessnent of $20,000.

Old Ben filed a timely Notice of
Appeal to this Board from the
Judge's decision. The IJTMWA filed
a Motion for Leave to Intervene as
a party in interest in the penalty'
portion of the case which 'was de-
nied by the Board for failure of the
UMWA to make any showing that
its participation would assist in res-
olution of the issues in that portion
of the appealA The Board also dis-
missed the IJMWA as a party in the
Application for Review portion of
the appeal for the reason that it had
neither participated'nor offered any
information in the: proceeding be-
low. The Board did, however, grant
UMTjVA leave to file a brief as ami-
euS cwrae in the review portion of
this appeal,6ebut the UMWA elected
not to do so.

Oral argument linited to the as-
sessment of civil penalty was held
before the Board on April 1975.

Issues Presented

Whether the conditions cited in
.the Order constituted imminent
danger.

*Whether Old Ben received ade-
quate notice that it was' being'
charged with and might be assessed
for two iolations of 30 CFR 75.517

.6 See 43. CFR 4.513.
Mitemnorandum Opinion- and Order Denying

Motions for Sulmmary Dismissal anct Motions,
to Stike, 4 IBMA 104, 82 I.D. 160, 1974-1975-
OSHD par. 19,511 (1975).

27927
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and one violation of 30 CFR 75.400.
Whether the Judge's conduct dur-

ing the hearing had a prejudicial
effect on Old Ben's right to a fair
hearing and decision.

Whether violations of 30 CFR
75.517 and 75.400 were established.

Whether the amount of penalties
assessed by the Judge was appro-
priate in light of the evidence ad-.
duced at the hearing.

: Discussion .

ID

Application for Review

(Docket No. VINC 73-150)

[1] Although Old Ben concedes
in its brief that the conditions exist-
ing at the time the Order was issued
are not in dispute, its principal con-
tention is, in effect, that even ad-
mitting all of the conditions found
by the inspector, there was no "im-
minent danger." Old Ben's argu-
ment is that the cited accumulation
of loose coal and coal dust was not
hazardous in the absence of actual
sources of ignition, that the results
of testing the four samples of rock
dust were invalid, and that the trail-
ing cable, even in the condition
cited, was not hazardous, and thus,
there could be no imminent danger.
We have carefully reviewed, the en-
tire record on this question and con-
elude that there is sufficient evidence
to support the Judge in his finding
of imminent danger. (Judge's Deci-
sion 21- 24, hereinafter Dec. 21-24).
We stated in Eastern Associated

Coal Corporation, 2 IBMA 128, 136,
80 I.D. 400, 1971-1973 OSHID par.:
16,187 (1973) that "[a]n imminent.
danger exists when the condition or
practice observed could reasonably
be expected to cause death or serious
physical harm to a miner if norrnmal
mining operations 'Were permitted
to proceed in the area before the
dangerots condition is eliminated."'
(Italics added.) This statement was
affirmed per curiam by the United
States Court of Appeals for the
Fourth Circuit in Eastern Assocs-
ated Coal Corp. v. Interior Board
of Mine Operations Appeals, et al.,
491 F.2d 277 (4th Cir. 1974). We'
have also held that accumulations of
loose coal and coal dust together
with potential sources of ignition'
will support a finding of imminent
danger. Old Ben Coal Corporation,
3 IBMA 282, 81 I.D. 440, 1973-1974
OSHD par. 18,299- (1974). The rec-.
ord in the instant case shows that
,there were potential sources of igni-.
tion, i.e., the continuous miner and:
its damaged trailing cable, and that
the'dust samples contained an in-.
sufficient percentage of incombusti-
ble material. Consequently, we find,
as did the Judge, that the MESA
inspector acted in a reasonable and
prudent manner in issuing the Or-.
der of Withdrawal. (Freeman Coal'
Mining Corporation, 2 IBMA 197,
80 I.D.:610, 1973-1974 OSHID par'
16,567 (1973) aff'd., 504 F.2d 741
(7th Cir. 1974)). Accordingly, we'
affirm the Judge's findings and con-
clusion that the conditions cited in
the Order did exist and constituted
an imminent danger (Dec. 12-13,
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21-24). Therefore, we hold this
Order to be valid. See also, Old Ben
Coal Comtpany, 4 IBMA 198, 82
I.D. 264, 1974-1975 OSHD par.
19,723 (1975).

II. 

The Assessment of Civil Penalties

(Docket No. VINC 73-_15-P)

A.

Adequacy of Notice

[2] The factual situation in the
instant case is 'almost identical to
that in Old Ben, supra, with respect
to the issue of 'adequate notice being
given of two alleged violations of
30 CFR 75.517. We believe the con-
clusion reached in that case is dis-
positive of that issue in the instant
case. Accordingly, we hold that Old
Ben was not given adequate notice
of two violations 'and may be liable
for only one violation of 30 CFR
75.517. We further hold that Old
Ben was given adequate notice of
one alleged violation of 30 CF1R
X 5.400.

B.

Impartiality of the Judge

The Board is concerned with the
allegations made by Old Ben in its
brief on appeal with respect to the
conduct of the Judge during the.
hearing, particularly with the state-

ment appearing at page 14 in its
brief that:.

The conduct of the hearing was so
prejudicial, as an examination of the

record indicates, that the Appellant was
denied a fair opportunity to present its
case.

Old Ben's objection on this point
appears under its discussion of the
Judge's findings of gross negligence
of the operator, at pages 14 through
19 of its brief. At page 16 of the
brief, Old Ben further states:

While the record obviously does not so
reflect, this entire rapid sequence of
bench examination was conducted by the
Administrative Law Judge from a stand-
ing position, hovering over the witness,
with arms flailing! It could not be rea-
sonably maintained that these questions
were properly directed from the bench
for clarification purposes. When attempts
were subsequently made to cross-examine
this "testimony" and state for the record
the style by which the examination was
conducted, the Administrative Law Judge
again interferred, conducting what
amounted to rehabilitative redirect dur-
ing cross-examination: * * *

Although we are reading from a
cold record, we are nevertheless
struck by the tone and tenor of the
Judge's conduct during this ph'ase
of the hearing which brings into
question whether such conduct 'was
so prejudicial as to destroy our con-
fidence in the findings of the Judge.
not only on the issue of negligence,
but on his other findings here on
review.

[3] The Administrative Proce-
dure Act, 5 U.S.C. § 556 (1970),
provides in pertinent part that "* * *
The functions of presiding employ-
ees and of employees participating
in decisions in accordance with sec-
tion 557 of this title shall be con-
ducted in an impartial manner."
The Attorney General's Manual on
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the Administrative Procedure Act,
in reference to this. provision at
page 72, states that "This means, of
course, that 'They must conduct the
hearing i a strictly impartial man-
ner, rather than as the representa-
tive of an investigative or prosecut-
ing authority, but this does not mean
that they do not have the authority
and duty-as a court does-to make

-sure that all necessary evidence is
adduced and to keep the hearing or-
derly and efficient.' Sen. Rep. p. 21,
H.R. Rep. p. 34 (Sen. Doe. pp. 207,
268). This is not intended to pro-
hibit a hearing officer from ques-
tioning witnesses and otherwise en-
couraging the taking of a complete
record."

Although we do not condone what
appears to be an over-zealous and
perhaps injudicious atteipt on the
part of the Judge to elicit facts
from witnesses and in so doing en-
croach upon the prosecutorial func-
tion, we believe that the generally
accepted rule on bias of the type
here alleged is that strong onvic-
tion of a Judge on questions of law
and policy does not alone disqualify
him from rendering a decision on
what he discovered tobe the objec-
tive truth of the matters before him.
2 Davis, Administrative Law § 12.01
at 133 (1st ed., 1958). The attitude
of the Judge may have been aggra-
vated and intensified by the fact
that the hearing in the instant case
followed close on the heels of the
hearing in OZ Ben, supra. Never-
theless, it does appear that the
Judge was intimidating the wit-

nesses and putting words in their
mouths in. order to achieve a pre-
determined result. Normally, we
would be inclined in such circum-
stances to remand the case to a dif-
ferent Judge for re-trial. However,.
on the basis of our review of the
entire record, and the fact that coun-
sel for Old Ben had full opportu-
nity to make objections at the hear-
ing but failed to do so, we are of the
opinion that there was sufficient evi-
dence adduced, untainted by the
Judge's conduct to permit us to
weigh and give credit to his findings
and conclusions as necessary to our
disposition of this appeal. In doing
so we further observe that during
the course of the oral argument be-
fore the Board, counsel for Old Ben
stated that he believed a fair review
by the Board could be conducted on
the basis of the record as it stands
(Tr. 54). Accordingly, our review
has taken into account the conduct
of the Judge, and we have reached
our decision on the basis of the un-
distorted evidence of record.

C..

Fact of T7iolation

30 CFR? 75400

Old Ben has conceded that the
conditions cited by the inspector ex-
isted at the time of his inspection,
but contends that they were not an
"accumulation" of the character.
proscribed by this regulation. The
statutory provision, section 304(a)
of the Act, is identical to the cited
regulation and provides as follows:
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Coal dust, including float coal dust de-
posited on rockdusted surfaces, loose coal,
and other combustible materials, shall be
cleaned up and not be permitted to ac-
eumulate in active workings, or on elec-

tric equipment therein.

We have carefully examined the
testimony of the witnesses for
MESA and Old Ben on this point
and affirm the fuidings and conclu-
sions of the Judge that the evidence
presented by MESA preponderates
(Dec. 7-11 1 3-15).

30 CFk 75.7.

Here again, the statutory provi-
sion. section 305 (1) of the Act, is
identical to the cited regulation and
provides as follows:

Power wires and cables, except trolley
wires, trolley feeder wires, and bare sig-
nal wires, shall be insulated adequately
and fully protected.

Old Ben's principal contention oil
this charge is that so long as the in-
tact inner insulation on the phase
leads meets the requirement for ade-
quate insulation, rupture of the out-
er jacket does not constitute a viola-
tion.
* [41 The Board believes that Old
Ben's contention is unfounded. We
believe that a trailing cable is pro-
vided for a piece of equipment as a
unit with both an inner and outer
jacket for the wires contained there-
in. Although the outer jacket may be
made from extremely durable ma-
terial, w&e note that such material is
also* nonconductive and may serve
as anadditional insulating medium .
Further, 30 CFR 75.517 provides
that all power wires and cables

"~ * -* *shall be p * a fully pro-
-tected." As the Judge found, phase
leads protected only by the inner in-
sulation will be much more prone to
cuts and the resulting dangers of
electrical shock and short circuits.
We believe that the tough outer
jacket was intended to protect the
leads from such cuts and breaks and
is, therefore; required for the cable
-to be fully protected. Accordingly,
we conclude that, a trailing cable is
an integral unit comprised of con-
ductors, inner and outer insulating
and protecting jackets, and that
*four ruptures of a cable revealing
the conductors with only their inner
jacket of insulation. intact, and
seven places on the cable where rutp-
tures had not been repaired to the
original thickness of the cable, con-
stitute a 'violation of 30 CFR T5.517.

D.

'Application of the SeOtion 109(a)
(1) Criteri4' In Deternkin
Amount of Civil Penazty

[5] hnasmuch as the Board has
considered the assessment of. the
.civil penalty portion of this case to-
gether with that same portion of
Old Ben CoaZ Company, 4 IBIA
198, supra, and both cases involve
violations in the same mine, our con-
clusions with respect to the criteria
of'size of business, adverse, effect of
amount of penalty on Old Ben's
ability to continue in business aid

-history of previous violations found
in Old Ben, supra at 216-219, are
equally applicable in the instant
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case and we therefore adopt them
here.

With regard to the remaining
criteria of section 109, we believe
the Judge's findings and conclu-
sions are supported 'by the evidence
of record and so hold (Dec. 5-6, 15-
17, 26-27)..

Based -upon his findings and con-
clusions with respect to these six
criteria and his determination that a
higher than usual penalty was war-
ranted to obtain a deterrent effect,
the Judge assessed the maximum
amount for the violation of 30 CFR
75.400 and $5,000 for each violation
of 30 CFR 75.517. Based upon our
consideration of the record and the
deterrent nature of penalties, we
agree with the Judge's dtermina-
tions and assessments for the respec-
tive violations. However, as stated
hereinabove, we have found that,
only one violation of 30 CFR 75.400
was properly charged, and one
violation of 30 CFR 75.517. Con-
sequently, the assessment is limited
to these two violations.

ORDER

WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority delegated to the Board
by the Secretary of the Interior (43
CFR 4.1(4)), IT IS HEREBY
ORDERED that the Judge's deci-
sion and order in the above-cap-
tioned case IS AFFIRI-ED except
as modified herein. IT IS FUR-
THER ORDERED that Old Ben
Coal Company pay the penalties as-
sessed, in the total amount of $15,-

000, within 30 days from the date of
this decision.

C. E. ROGERS J.,
Chief Administ'rative Judge.

AVE CO N\CUR:

DAVID DOANE,
Adnministraive Jdqe.

JAMEDS R. RICHARDS,
Exe-offlcio member of the Board.,
Director,
Office of Hearings and Appeals.

HARLAN NO. 4 COAL COVIPANY

4 IBMA 241
Decided June 6, 1975

Appeal by Harlan No. 4 Coal Company
from a decision by Administrative Law
Judge George H. Painter in Docket No.
BARB 74-136-F wherein he assessed
civil penalties in the aggregate sum of
$1,150 pursuant to section 109 of the
Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969.

Affirmed as modified.

1. Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Administrative
Procedure: Parties

Where an operator, filed legal identity re-
ports under two different corporate names
without noting the change, and where, in
a proceeding to assess a civil penalty, the
notices of violation and the petition for
assessment use only one of the names,
there is no basis for dismissal for failure
to serve and join the corporate alias if
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E the respondent in fact has defended
throughout the administrative proceed-
ing.

APPEARANCES: Wesley C. Marsh,
Esq. for appellant, Harlan No. 4 Coal
Company; Richard V. Backley, Esq.,
Assistant Solicitor, Michael V. Durkin,
Esq., for appellee, Mining Enforcement
and Safety Administration.

OPINION BY ADMINISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE DOANE

INTERIOR BOARD OF MINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

Harlan No. 4 Coal Company
(Harlan) appeals to the Board from
a decision in Docket No. BARB 74-
136-P wherein Administrative Law
Judge George H. Painter assessed
civil penalties in the aggregate
amount of $1,150 for five alleged
violations pursuant to section 109 of
the Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969. 30 U.S.C. § 819
(1970). Harlan challenges the de-
cision below in a number of respects,
but we conclude that all the assign-
ments of error, save one, are without
merit and too insubstantial for ex-
tended discussion. The sole excep-
tion is Harlan's claim that the
Judge erred in holding it liable as
a successor to the K.O.K. Coal Con-
pany (K.O.K.) for the penalties
assessed. Although we agree that
the evidence does not provide the
factual support for the Judge's
theory of successor liability, the rec-
ord does show that Harlan has also
been known as (a/k/a) K.O.K. inso-
far as the subject mine is concerned.
Accordingly, we are setting aside

the findings and conclusions of suc-
cessor liability and affirming the
Judge's decision: and order in all
other pertinent respects except as
modified herein.

Pro cedural and Factual
Backgrond

The five subject notices of viola-
tion were issued at the Karen Mine
in Alva, Kentucky, during Septem-
ber 1972, by federal coal mine in-
spector Clarence Parsons. In each
instance, the operator named was
K.O.K. and the person served was
Frank Qualls, the mine superin-
tendent.

On October 2, 1973, the Mining
Enforcement and. Safety Adminis-
tration (MESA) filed a petition for
assessment of civil penalties in the
Hearings Division which, like the
notices, named K.O.K. The issues
were eventually joined on Febru-
ary 8, 1974, when an answer coupled
with a request for hearing was filed.
This answer was submitted on be-
half of .O.K. by its attorney,
James S. Greene, Jr., Esq.

Subsequently, on April 19, 1974,
K3<O.K., by and through a new at-
torney, Wesley C. Marsh, Esq.,
filed a discovery motion for an or-
der to produce. On May 9, 1974,
K.O.K. submitted an amended mo-
tion to produce in response to the
Judge's order to specify.

Following disposition of the pre-
trial discovery motions, the Judge
scheduled a hearing on the merits
for June 19, 1974. One day prior to
that hearing, K.O.K., by and
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through Mr. Marsh, filed a motion
to dismiss. At the outset of the hear-
ing, Mr. Marsh orally amended that
motion to state, as grounds there-
for, that the operator, of the Karen
Mine had not been made a party to
the proceeding. He explained in sub-
stance that he had mistakenly
thought that K.O.K. was in some
way related to Harlan. He said that
he had only' recently discovered that
his true client, Harlan, was not re-
lated in any way to K6O.K. Wfhen
queried by the Judge as to the
identity of the person who had re-
taied him, he replied that he had
been employed by Mr. John 'Bau-
gues, the president of Harlan. The
Judge apparently reserved his rul-
ing (Tr. 20-22).

The hearing went forward with
Mr. Marsh fully participating on
behalf of Harlan. Toward the end
of the hearing, counsel for MESA
moved to amend to make Harlan a
party to the proceeding, without
specifying what was to be amended.
The Judge also took this motion
nder advisement (Tr. 91).
Following the hearing, on April 5,

1974, Harlan renewed its motion to
dismiss in its post hearing brief in
support of its proposed findings and
conclusions where once again coun-.
sel denied any knowledge of the
existence of K.O.K.

Then, on August 15, 1974, MESA
filed an extraordinary post-trial
motion for production of documents

'The reporter who typed the transcript mis-
spelled Mr. Baugues' name as V-O-L-G-U-S.
No formal objection or attempt to correct this
and other aspects of the transcript has been
made by Harlan.

in order to force Harlan to comle
forward with an alleged .purchase
contract between K.O.K. and Har-
lan covering the subject mine. As a
showing of good cause under 43
CFR 4.583 (a),' MESA pointed out
that the issue of operator identity
was not raised until the day of the
hearing X

MESA appended to its motion to
produce, as exhibits, copies of op-

-erator 'identity reports, allegedly
concerning the Karen Mine, which
were filed in the years 1971 through
1974 inclusive. 30 U.S.C. § 817
(1970), 30 CFR 82.1-82.20. The
1971 and 1972 reports name K.O.K.
Coal Company as the operator and
each is signed by Frank Qualls,
Superintendent. The 1972 report
which was filed on October 11, 1972,
the month after the subject citations
of violation were issued, recites that
the. identity number of the nine is
15-04033 and notes that John Bau-
gues is the company president and
James Hayhurst is the safety di-
rector. Some five months later, two
new reports were filed. The first
one, received March 16, 1973, is
signed 'by John P. Baugues and re-
cites in substance that Harlan No. 4
Coal Company is the operator of
the Karen Mine which has the iden-
tity number' 15-04033. Although
there is a box on the form to indi-
cate a change.notice," that box is
blank. The. second report was re-
ceived on March 26, 1973, and it
contains the same information as

2 1Under 43 CFR 4.583 (a), discovery initiated
20 days after-the initial pleading has been
filed. may tale place with permission of the
Judge upon a showing of good cause.
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'the March'l16' report; it differs in
that the signature belongs.to James
Hayhurst. Subsequent reports filed
in October 1973, as well as January
zand May 1974, all name Harlan No.

-4 Coal Company as the operator of
the Karen Mine, and in' each in-
:stance, John P. .3augues is ident
afled as president and Frank Qualls
.as sperintendent

On August 28, 1974, the Judge is-
-sued an order requiring Harlan to
support its motion to dismiss. The
Tesponse was filed on September 5,
1974,. and i it,. Harlan denied pur-
'chasing 'the Karen Mine from
'K.O.K. and reiterated its denial of
knowledge of the existence of any
'Corporate entity named K.O.K. Coal
Company. Furthermore, Harlan
represented that, from the early
'1960's until 1971, it had leased the
subject mine, and that.it had then
'purchased the mine from one Ail-
'iam Conlet and/or ,others. Harlan
'Specifically admits that it was the
-owner and operator.of the Karen
Mine during September 1972, when
-the subject citations were issued, and
.at all 'times thereafter.

By decision dated September 27,
1974, Judge Painter, inter alia,
denied all.pending motions and con-
*cluded that Harlan was the succes-
sor to K.O.K., and as such, was
liable for the penalties assessed upon
the subject notices of violation.

Harlan filed a notice of appeal on
"October 1, 1974, and timely briefs
-were filed by the Parties after hav-
ing been granted extensions of time.

Issue on Appea -

Whether the Administrative Law
Judge erred in denying a motion to
dismiss on the ground of a failure
to join and serve a necessary party.

Discussion

.[1] Harlan contends that, as the
operator of the Karen Mine, it can-
not be'assessed civil penalties for
violations'that occurred in such
miiie unless it was named in the sub-
ject notices and petition for assess-
ment. Since, in point of fact, K.O.K
was the sole named respondent, Har-,
lan argues that the Judge should
have disimissed the proceeding.
Furtherimore, Harlan submits that
the Judge erroneously found Har-
lan to be a successor to K.O.K. and
urges that we set aside that finding
and vacate the order of assessment
based thereon. '

First of all, we agree' that the
record provides no factual support
Tor the Judge's theory of successor
liability. There is no persuasive evi-
dence to show that Harlan pur-
chased the Karen Mine from K.O.K.
as, the Judge apparently surmised.

However, having concluded that
the Judge erred in this. respect, we
are not driven to acceptance of Har-
lan's conclusion that a dismissal of
the proceeding was the appropri-
ate course of action. We reject that
suggestion because the inferences to
be drawn from the legal identity re-
ports filed under section 107 of the
Act support a finding that the cor-
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porate entity, which has operated
the subject mine at all pertinent
times, has variously represented it-
self to be K.O.K. Coal Company and
then Harlan No. 4 Coal Company.
30 UJ.S.C. § 817 (1970). 

The principal reports are those
that were filed on October 2, 1972,
and March 16 and 26, 1973. In each
instance, a member of management
filed a report concerning one Karen
Mine with the. identity number 15-
04033 and listed Joln P. Baugues as
president. Although the two Mlarch
reports represented a change from
the October one in that Harlan is
listed as .the operator, there is no
explanation for the discrepancy as
is required, impliedly under section
107 of the Act and explicitly under
30 CFR 82.12-82.13. We also find
significance in the fact that the per-
sonnel listed on the October 2, 1972
report appear as well on the March
26 report, and, with respect to
Frank' Qualls in particular, on the
1974 reports. Based on the contents
of these reports and counsel's insist-
ence that Harlan was the true oper-
ator at all pertinent times, we find
that the corporate entity involved
in the case at hand, through its
agents acting apparently within the
scope of their duties, represented it-
self to the Secretary to be K.O.K.
Coal Company, and later,' Harlan

'No. 4 Coal Company. In our opin-
ion, the inspector who issued the
subject notices and MESA had
every reason to rely on these reports

showing K. O.K. to be the operator
of the subject mine.

Counsel's disclaimer of any

knowledge of K.O.K.. on behalf of
his client simply does not ring true.
While it is within the realm of pos-
sibility that he personally may have
had no such lnowledge,, the same
cannot be said with regard to Har-
Ian itself. It is responsible for and
must be deemed to have constructive
knowledge of the acts of its subor-
dinates performed within the appar-
ent scope of their agency, that is, the
filing of required identity reports
with the Secretary.

Moreover, we think that counsel's
rebuttal to the legal identity reports
underscores the weakness 'of his po-
sition. He objected on grounds of
incompetence and, irrelevance. 3 He
neither claimed that these reports
were fraululent, nor offered others
in their place, nor sought to deal ci-
rectly with obvious questions they
raise. The objections submitted were
patently frivolous, particularly in
light of the fact that counsel sought*
and achieved admission into the rec-
ord of the March 16, 1973 report as
Operator Exhibit No. 1. Indeed, in
light of the whole record, it seems to.
us that counsel for Harlan should
-have investigated and come forward
with some explanation: of these re-
ports since the information was ill
the possession of his client's em-
ployees, and his failure to do so,
suggests that he may have deliber-
ately set out to confuse the issues

He also objected on the ground that these
reports were not offered at the hearing. These
exhibits are official documents of the Depart-
ment and the respondent-appellant operator
has had several opportunities to submit re.
buttal. 5 U.S.c. § 556(d) (1970). Glendening
v. RiTbicoff, 213 F. Supp. 301 (D. Mo. 1962).
Finding these exhibits relevant, we are taking
official notice of them. 43 CFR 4.24(b).
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land confound the Administrative
Law Judge.

In any event, it is clear to us that
the respondent in fact, however it
chose to style itself, was properly
served with all relevant papers and
defended this proceeding from the
very beginning. We find that
KO.K. Coal Company and Harlan
No. 4 Coal Company, insofar as this
case- is concerned, are one and the
same, and we conclude that Harlan
is liable for the penalties assessed.
Accordingly, we are modifying the
decision below by setting aside in-
consistent findings and conclusions
of successor liability, and affirming
the Judge's denial of Harlan's mo-
tion to dismiss for the reasons stated
above.

ORDER

WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority delegated to the Board
by the Secretary of tie Interior (43
-CFR 4.1(4)), IT IS HEREBY
ORDERE D that the decision ap-
pealed from IS AFFIRMED AS
MODIFIED by the foregoing
opinion.

IT IS FURTHERlk ORDERED
that Harlan No. 4 Coal( Company
SHALL PAY the penalties as-
sessed in the amount of $1,150 on or
before thirty days from the date of
this decision.

BILLY F. HATFIELD, ET AL.
v.

SOUTHERN OHIO COAL COMPANY

4 IBMA 259
Decided June 25, 1975

Appeal by Billy B. Hatfield, et al., from
a decision and order of Administrative
Law Judge Edmund M. Sweeney in
Docket No. VINC 75-248 dismissing
their application for compensation
under section 110(a) of the Federal
Coal Mffine Health and Safety Act of
1969.

Affirmed in part, reversed in part,
and emanded.

1. Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Entitlement of
Miners: Compensation: Generally

A claim for compensation under sec.
110(a) at the rate allowable for with-
drawal orders issued for an unwarrant-
able failure to comply with a mandatory
standard is not ustainable where such
claim is predicated upon an imminent
danger withdrawal order issued under
section 104(a) of the Act.

2. Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Entitlement of
Miners: Compensation: Dismissal

An application for compensation flied un-
der see, 110 (a) of the Act may not be
dismissed pursuant to motion in the pre-
hearing stage if it states any claim upon
which relief may be granted.

DAVID DOANxE,

E Administrative dq

I CONGUR:

P. E. ROGERS, JR., : : 

Chief Administrative J.udge. 

APPEARANCES: John W. Cooper,
igge- Esq., for appellants, -Billy 2Hatfield et

al., members of United Mine Workers
of America, District 6; William A.
Gershuny, Esq., for appellee, Southern
Ohio 'oal Company.-
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OPINION BY ADVINISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE DOANE

INTERIOR BOARD OF MINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

This case comes to the Board as
an appeal from a prehearing dis-
missal of an application for com-
pensation filed on behalf of Billy
F. Hatfield, et at. (claimants), by
their authorized representative, the
United Mine Workers of America,
District 6, under section 110(a) of
the Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969. 30 U.S.C. 820
(a) (1970).2 Pursuant to motion by

I This appeal was originally styled United
Mine Workers of Ainerica, District 6 (UMWA,
Dist. 6) v. Southern Ohio Coal Company Upon
examination of the record, it became clear that
individual members of UMWA, Dist. 6, are the
real parties in interest rather than the Union.
Accordingly, we have restyled the case, using
the caption which appears above.

2 Section 110 (a) provides as follows.:
"If a coal mine or area of a coal mine is

closed by an order issued under section 104
of this title, all miners working during the
shift when such order was issued who are
idled by such order shall be entitled to full
compensation by the operator at their regular
rates of pay for the period they are idled, but
for not more than the balance of such shift.
If such order is not terminated prior to the
next working shift, all miners on that' shift
who are idled by such order shall be entitled
to full compensation by the operator at their
regular rates of pay for the period they are
idled, but for not more than four hours of
such shift. If a coal mine or area of a coal
mine is closed by an order issued under section
104 of this, title for an unwarrantable failure
of the operator to comply with any health
or safety standard, all miners who are, idled
due to such order shall be fully compensated,
after all interested parties are given an oppor-
tunity for a public hearing on such compen-
sation and after such order is final, by the
operator for lost time at their regular rates
of. pay*- for such time as the miners are
idled by. such closing, or for one week, which-
ever is the lesser. Whenever an operator vio-
lates or fails or refuses to comply with any
order issued under section 104 of this Act, all
miners employed at the affected mine who

Southern Ohio Coal Company (re-
spondent), the Administrative Law
Judge dismissed the subject appli-
cation'3 holding in substance that
the claimants had failed to state' a
legally sufficient claim for the re-
lief sought, namely, compensation
at. the rate allowable for a section
104 order issued for an unwarrant-
able failure to comply with a man-
datory standard.4 The claimants
contend that the Judge was in error
in ruling as he did, and further, that;
'if their claim is not held by the.
Board to be legally sufficient in all,
respects, it will thereby render sec-
tion 110 (a) unconstitutional under-

line of equal protectibn cases in-
'&rpteting the Due Process Clause
of the Fifth Amendment to the
Constitution.

In light of the procedural posture
of this appeal, we assume the truth
of the allegations in the claimants"
application insofar as they represent.
statements of fact. Given such as--
sumption, we nevertheless conclude C

that the Judge correctlyheld that.
the application does not state a.

would be withdrawn from, or prevented from-
entering, such mine or area thereof as a result
of such order shall be entitled to full compen-
sation by the operator at their regular rates of'
pay, in addition to pay received for work per-
formed i after such order was issued, for the-
period beginning when such order was issued
and-ending when such order Is complied with_
vacated, or terminated."

OWe interpret the dismissal to be with
prejudice since the Judge did not indicate
otherwise.

Judge Sweeney concluded that he had no,.
"jurisdiction" to grant such relief. However,
the question before him and now before the
Board isnot jurisdictional in nature. A: Judge-
has subject matter Jurisdiction over compen-
sation cases and the real question was and"
is whether claimants have stated legally-,
sufficient claims.
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legally sufficient claim for compen-
sation at the rate allowable under
section 110(a) in instances where
"* * * a coal mine or an area of a
coal mine is closed by an order is-
sued under section 104 * * * for an
unwarrantable failure of the opera-
tor to comply with any health or
safety standard, * * H*" Iowever,
we hold that the Judge erred in
granting the motion to dismiss be-
cause the subject application does
state legally sufficient claims for
compensation at the rate due for
idlement caused by an imminent
danger withdrawal order. Accord-
ingly, we are reversing his decision
in part and remanding the case for
further proceedings not inconsistent
with this opinion. We intimate no
views on the constitutional question
posed by claimants because the reso.-
lution of such questions is beyond
our authorityi

Procedural and Factual
Background

O n July 19, 1974, a federal coal
mine inspector issued an imminent
danger withdrawal order pursuant
to subsection (a) of section 104 of
the Act at Respondent's No. 2 Mine.
30 U.S.C. § 814(a) (1970). Subse-
quently, modified withdrawal or-

See United States v. Nixon, 418 U.S. 683,
94 S.Ct. 3090, 3106 (1974); Public Utilities
Comm'n. of Cialfornia v. United States, 355
U.S. 534, 539-40 (1958) Panitz V. District of
Columbia, 112 F.2d 39 (D.C. Cir. 1940)
Buffalo Mining Co., 2 IBMA.226, 80 I.D. 630,
1973-1974 OIHD par. 16,618 (1973) ;'Zeigler
Coal Co., 4 IBMA 139, 821.D. 221, 1974-1975
0SHID par. 19,638 (1975).

ders were issued pursuant to sub-
sections (a) and (g) of section 104
covering the period from July 20;
through July 27, 1974 inclusive. 3@
U.S.C. § 814(a) (g) (1970). None
of these orders was ever challenged
by application for review.

On September 3, 1974, the claim-
ants filed their application for com-
'pensation pursuant to 43 CFR
4.560-4.562. The issues were joined
on September 10, 1974, when re-
spondent timely filed an answer con-
taining various admissions, aver-
ments, and denials. 43 CFR 4.563.
At the same time, respondent moved
for dismissal, 'contending in sub-
stance that claimants failed to state
a claim upon which relief can be
granted.

Claimants initiated discovery on
September 23, 1974, by serving on
respondent a request for admissions
and filing a copy thereof with the
Hearings Division. 43 CFR 4.585.
Respondent refused to accede to this
request and filed a statement of ob-
jections.6 It also sought postpone-
ment of discovery pending disposi-
tion of its motion to dismiss.

On October 3, 1974, the Mining
Enforcement and Safety Adminis-
tration (MESA) sought leave to
participate as an amicus curiae.
That motion was granted by order

OA party which receives a request for ad-
missions need not file a statement of objections
to justify a refusal to admit, as is required in
the case of a refusal to answer interrogatories,
and an Administrative Law Judge may not
force, such. party to make an' admission if it
wishes to litigate an issue of fact. 43 CFR
4.585.
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of the Judget dated October 16,

Thereafter, pursuant to orders of
the Judge, briefs were filed with re-
spect to respondent's pending mo-
tion and oral argument was held on
Novemiber 6, 1974. The dismissal
and the opinion in support thereof
were handed down on December 11,
1974.

Claimants filed a timely notice of
appeal with the Board on Decem-
ber 30, 1974. Timely briefs by all
participants have since been re-
ceived.

Issues on Appeal

A. Whether claimants' applica-
tion for compensation stated legally
sufficient claims under section 110
(a) for compensation allowable for
an order issued under section 104
for an unwarrantable failure to
comply with any mandatory stand-
ard.

B. Whether claimants' applica-
tion for compensation should be dis-
missed for failure to state any claim
upon which relief can be granted.

Discussion

A.

[1] The subject application for
compensation alleges, inter aia,
idlement due to an order of with-
drawal and subsequent modifica-
tions thereof which were issued for
an imminent danger resulting from

ME SA took the position that the applica-
tion for compensation should be dismissed for
failure to state a legally sufficient claim for
relief that can be granted.

an unwarrantable failure to com-ply
with a mandatory standard.. Claim-
ants argue that these allegations
constitute a legally sufficient, claim
for compensation at the rate allow-
able for "* * * an order issued un-
der section 104 * * * for an in-
warrantable failure of the operator
to comply with any health or safety
standard, * * *." The Judge re-
jected that contention, relying upon
the Board's decision in United M1ine
Vorkers of America, District 31
(UMITVA, Dist. 31) v. Clincbfield
Coal Co., IBMA 31, 8 I.D. 153,
197.1-1973 OS11D par. 15,367a
(1971) .

In UVA, Dist. 31 v. Clinch-
field Coal Ca., supra, the Board con-
cluded that the rate of compensa-
tion under section 110 (a) of the Act
is governed by the order as issued.
1 IBMA at 45. There, the Board
dealt with an application predicated
upon a section 104 (a) imminent
danger withdrawal order and ruled
in substance that an allegation of
unwarrantable failure was irrele-
vant as a matter of law because
proof of such failure could not in
any way alter the nature of te
withdrawal order which governs
the compensatory rate.

On appeal, claimants acknowl-
edge the applicability of the Clinch-
field decision, but argue nevertheless
that that case was wrongly decided
in pertinent part and should be
overruled. They contend in sub-
stance that if it can be proved that
a section 104(a) imminent danger
withdrawal order cites a condition
or practice constituting a violation

292
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'of ay nandatory standard which
is tle: result of tan lunwari&antable
failure to comply, then such order
is, in the words of section 110(a),
"* * an order issued under see-
tion 104 * * * for an unwarrant-
able failure of the operator to com-
ply with any health or safety stand-
ard, * * [Italics; addled.] As
such, the applicable rate of coipen-
sation would be the more generous
of the two alternatives set forth in
section 110(a). Claimants insist that
the reasoning just outlined is more
in accord with the intent of the Con-
gress than that of the Board in
Clincl7field.

The argument of the claimants
stands or falls on the meaning of
the ambiguous preposition, "for,"
italicized in the . above-quoted
portion of section 110(a). Fortu-
nately, the legislative history is un-
usually illuminating with respect
to this section of the Act and we
need not speculate as to the mean-
:ing of that word or the true intent
of the Congress.

The pertinent piece of the legis-
lative history is the portion of the
Conference Committee report de-
voted to explaining the ultimate
compromise of the differing. con-
pensation provisions in the two bills
which emerged from the House and
Senate, respectively. At page 1035
of House Comm. on Ed. and Labor,
Legislative History, Federal Coal
Mine Health and Safety Act,
Comm. Print, 91st Congress, 2d
Session, the conferees' report reads
as follows:

Section 11:0: i i r. ; 

The Senate bill provided that where a
withdrawal order is issued for repeated
failures to conply with a health or safety
standard, the. Secretary, after giving an
opportunity for a hearing to interested
persons, shall order all miners who are
idled due to the order to be fully com-
pensated by the operator at their regular
rates of pay for the time they were idled,
or for 1 week, whichever is the lesser.
These orders would be subject to judicial
review. The corresponding provision of
the House amendment provided that
where a withdrawal order has been is-
sued all miners: working during the shift
when the order was issued who are idled
by the order will be entitled to full com-
pensation at their regular rates of pay
for the period they are idled, but not for
more than the balance of the shift. If the
order is not terminated prior to the next
working shift, all miners on that shift
who are idled will be entitled to full
compensation for the period they are
idled, but for not more than 4 hours of
the shift. The substitute agreed upon in
conference adopts the provisions of the
House amendment, except that where the
mine is closed by an order issued on ac-
count of an unwarrantable failure of the
operator to comply with a health or safety
standard, the miners who are idled will
obtain the benefits described in the Sen-
ate bill.

This section of the House amendment
also contained a provision, which is re-
tained in the conference substitute, under
which an operator who violates or fails
or refuses to comply with a section 104
order must pay full compensation at reg-
ular rates of pay to miners who should
have been withdrawn or prevented from
entering the mine or portion thereof as
the result of that order, in addition to pay
received for work performed after such
order is issued.

Nothing in this section is intended to
interfere with or preempt any collective
bargaining agreement.

588-288-75 3
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By adopting the more restrictive
provision of the l House biti as the
general rule, the conferees and later
tie m'ajority of the Cogress opted
for a narrowly defined benefit and
rejected a 'broader standard. The
last sentence of the above-quoted
portion of the conference report
suggests that the legislators chose to
leave the issue of more generous
belefits in most instances of idle-
ment due to health and safety prob-
lems to, the collective bargaining
process. In any event, the above-
quoted passage makes clear that the

'statutory right to a imore liberal
benefit is carefully liniited to, those
situations " when the, inie is
closed by an; order issued on accont

an unvarrantable failUir6f Tthe
operator to comply *. *%'' [Italics
added] The phrase: 'lo account
of" ?is synonomous with the statu-
tory word "for" and indicates that
that word means-motivated by. It
therefore follows that the more 'en-
erous compensatory. rate is appli-
cable as- a matter of rig-ht only in
those iistances where the motivat-

ing cause for the withdrawal order,
uipon *JhiClh the claim is piredicated
is a finding, of unwvarrantable fail-
ure- by the inspector, or in other
words, the order miust be a section
10-l(c) unwarraintabl ' aiIure with-
drawal order as .such. Whether an
inspector could have found an un-
warrantable failure or whether the
condition actually was the product
of such failue is accordingly irrel-
evalt as a matter of law.

Inasmuch as the motivatinig cause
for the issuance of the subject with-

drawal. order was not alleged to be
a filding of an. ullwarrantable fail-
ure to comply, that is to say, appel-
iants' application contains no allega-

tion. of a section 104(c) withdrawal
order, the Judge correctly Coll-
clucled in substance. that the appli-
cation for collpensation failed to
state a legally sufficient claim, for
relief at the.rate prescribed in sec-
tion 110(a) for "* * * an. order is-
sued under section.104 * *for an
unwarrantable failure. * * * to com-
ply wit-h. ally health or safety
standard, *

B.

[2] fe come theni to the remain-
ing question for decision, nalmely,
WhletheiZ dis m issal was appropriate
in the'circtuffstances. We hold that
it wa anot.

Ini the priehearing stage of a pro-
ceeding, a notion to dismiss for fail-
ure to state a clain iay be granted
Mwhere no grounds have' been stated
or facts alleged, that, if proved,
would entitle a party to any relief
that can 'be granted. See A.K.P.
Coa Co., 3 IBMA 136, 81 D. 226,
19 3-1974 OSHD par. 18,478
(1974), affd. rsub imon. A.K.P. Coa

Co. v. Mo'toq , 501 F.2d 1363 (6th
Cir. 1974). Although' the dimen-
siolls of the claims for compensaiion
here are not entirely clear, we nevr-

theless caii discern clainis upon.
which relief may be. granted.

As noted earlier, claiiants have
alleged in substance'idlemeit due to
an imminent danger withdrawal
order, and subsequent modifications
thereof, resulting from an unwar-

' 294
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rantable failure to' comply with a
'mandatory standard. They have also
alleged a demand for colnipensation
Aviclh vwas denied.

Acceptilg these allegations as
true because this appeal arises out
of a':prehearing motion to dismiss,
we note first that the allegation of
unwarrantable failure' is, for the
reasons stated: earlier, irrelevant,
and therefore subject to 'a motion to
strike. But, apart from that allega-

.tion, claimants' application, as it
stands now,. appears. to state legally
'sufficient claims for compensation at
*the rate' allowable under section
:10 (a) for an'. imminent danger
withdrawal order.. See UIWA,
Dit. 31 .. Clinch feid Coal Co.,
sujpr a.8 Collsequently, the Judge
should-either ha've enied respond-
ent's motion to dismiss or granted it
without pre'judice to a moion by
claimants for leaveto amend. In any
event, he erred in granting outright
: dis mli'ssal.. .. ' - ' ; ' ' ' 

What is unclear now, among sev-
eral things, is whether claimants are
alleging idlement separaetely trace-
able to each, of the' modification or-

.,ders, as vell as the initial order. for
which compensation is supposedly
due.loreover, although respondent
in its answer has admitted some lia-
bility and claims to have paid such
compensation as vas due, we are un-
certain as to whether' such admis-
sion extends to the modification or-

The C6iichfield case was an interlocutory
tappeal and, having decided that claimants'
request for the more liberal rate of compen-
sation had to be denied, we remanded the case
for further proceedings. .- -.

ders and as to whether t6A ailotmts
.of compensation, if. amy, have been
.paid .In. any event, there are litiga-
'ble 'amid legally sufficient claimslii
this proceeding, and the Judge anL: -
the parties can deal' with the out-
standing issues upon remand.

ORDER

WHEREFORE, pursuant to 'the
authority delegated to the' Borc by
the Secretary of the Interior,. (43
CFR 4.1 (4) ) the decision appealed
from IS AFFIRMED: LN PART,
IS REVERSED IN PART,. -and
the: case IS' REMANDED for
further proceeclings not iinonsistent
:With this' opinion.

DAVID DOAENE,-: 
Adminisztrative Judge.

I cGONC'u:; . ;0,;

C. E. ROGERs, JR.,
Chief Administrative Judge.:

EASTERN ASSOCIATED COAL
CORPORATION

4 IBEA 273
Decided June 26, 1975

The aove-referenced appeals by East-
ernl Associated Coal Corporation (East-
ern) arise under sections 105 and 301
(c) of te Federal 'Coal Mine ealth
and Safety Act of 1969 hereinafter

"the Act." The Board has consolidated
these 'three appeals for its considera-
tion and. decision at the reque f of the

parties hereto.

t30 Us5 §§ SO1-960 (1970).
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Affirmed.

1. Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Modification of
Application of Mandatory Safety
Standards: Generally

An operator's Petition for Modification

of the application of a mandatory safety

standard will be denied where it fails

to establish that the proposed alternative
method will: at, all times guarantee no

less than the same measure of safety pro-

tection to the miners as the mandatory
standard.

APPFEARANCES: Daniel M. Darragh,

Esq., for appellant,. Eastern Associated
'Coal Corp.; Richard V. Backley, Esq.,
Assistant Solicitor and John D. Austin,
Jr., Esq., Trial Attorney, for appellee,

Mining Enforcement and Safety Ad-
ministration.

OPINION BY CHIEF AD-
MIIINISTRATIVT E J UD GE

ROGERS.

INTERIOR BOARD OF MINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

V Background

The. initial appeal, 4 IBMA 273
(IBMA 75-15), is from a decision

''by Administrative Law Judge Wil-
liam. Fauver (Judge), dated No-
vember 1, 1974, in Docket Nos.
HOPE 73448 and M 73-23, in
which the Judge denied an Appli-
cation for Review of an Order of

Withdrawal issued under section
104(a) of the Act, and denied a Pe-
tition for Modification of the appli-
cation of the mandatory safety
standard set forth in 30 OFR 75.802.
Eastern's appeal from this decision

isJimnited to the denial by the Judge
.of the Petition, for Modifi6ation in-
volving high-voltage equipment at
its Keystone No. 4 - Mine in
Stotesbury, Raleigh County, West
Virgini1a.

The remaining two appeals,
IBMA 75-34 and IBMA '7535
are from the: same Judge's de-
cisions, dated ,February 27, 1975,
in-0 Docket Nos. HOPE 73-500

*and M 73-27.' In Appeal No.
IBMA 75-34, the IJudge denied
an Application for Review of'
a Notice of Violation issued under

* section 104(b) of the Act, charging
a violation of 30 CFR 75.803 and in
Appeal No. IBMA 75-3S denied a

Petition for Modification of the ap-
plication of the n mandatory safety
standard set forth in 30 CFR 75.803,
requiring fail safe ground check cir-
cuits on high-voltage resistance

grounded systems at Eastern's Kop-
perston No. 1 Mine 'in Kopperston,
Wyoming County, West Virginia.

Eastern and the Mining Enforce-
ment and Safety Administration
(MESA) stipulated before the
Judge that-they would be 'governed
in the latter two casesf by his deci-
sion in Docket Nos. HOPE 73-448
and M 73-23. They filed an identi-
cal stipulation before the Board
which appears as follows:

STIPULATION

AND NOW come: the parties Appel-
lant, Eastern Associated Coal Corp, and
Appellee, Mining Enforcement and. Safety
Administration, and file the within stipu-
lation in the above captioned matters for
the following reasons:

1. The parties had filed a stipulation in
Docket Nos. M 73-27 and HOPE 73-500
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agreeing, that the result in said cases
should be governed by, the result in
Docket No. A 73-28.

2. An initial decision was issued in
Docket No. M 73-23 denying1 Eastern's
petition and Eastern has appealed at
IBMA 75--5.

3. Subsequently, the Adinistrative
Law Judge issued initial decisions in M
73-27 and HOPEL 73-500 in accord, with
the parties' stipulation. .,

4. For the aforesaid reasons, the par-
ties agree to continue the stipulation filed
initially which provides to .it:

(a) if Appellant's-'petition -in IBMA
75-5 is denied, a surface ground wire
system will be required for, stationary
surface electrical equipment anad Appel-
lant will comply with 30 C..R. § 75.803
and install-an appropriafe ground cheek
circuit with the ground wire system; and

(b) if Appellat's petition in IBMA 75-
15 is granted, a surfae groung wire sys-
tei for stationary electrical equipmet
will n'oft be required,' und a ground cheek
eireit as required by 30: C.F.R. § 75.803
Aould 'be ineffective imn.monitoring the
grounding circuit, rather Appelpnt wil
check the resistance of the earth ground-
ifg field at regular intervals. 
- 5. This stipulation will dispose of all
issues raised in-.IBMA Nos. 75-34 and
75-35, and, therefore, the parties -request
that -this stipulation be accepted -in lieu
of any briefs -in the above captioned
miatters.

Date: Masrch13, 1975. 

(s) Daniel M. Darragh
DANIEL M. DARRAGH
LegaZ Assistant
EASTERN ASSOCIATED

COAL CORP.
17 28 Koppers Building '
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15219 -

Date: March 18,1975. -

(s) Joseph M Walsh, ; 
JOSEPN WALSHE
Trial Attorney
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF

THE INTERIOR

Office of the Solicitor ' - -

Division of Mine"Eealth &;-
Safety - -

800 North Quincy Street ,

Arlington, Virginia 22203

The factual and procedural back-
grolund o f these eases and the rea-
Sols underlying the Judge's decision
are adequately set- forth in his deci-
Siop in Docket No. M 73-23 (IBIA
75-15) -which is appended and-
pagiplated -hereinafter. There is:
presently a stay of enforcement in
efect preyentinog. MIESA from en-
forcing eithr the Order pf With-

drawal or Notice of Violation. This
stay. was orered; by thle udlge at
:th edommencement of..the proceied-
ing below and-terminated in his de-
cision in Docket No. HOPE 73448
and 73-98. By: order dated Janu-
ar-y 10, 1975, the Board denied a
motion In opposition, to contmua-
tiqonf the stay of efforceinent filed,
by MESA on the grounds that
itidei 43 FR 4.574 the Judge's
terlinatiolof thei stay was'stayed,
by the timely fling of a Notice of
Appeal anld that MESA-had upot
put forwardl any; arguments which
wouid warrant lifting the stays.

Issues Presented

A. Whether the Judge erred in
conluding that the standard set out
at 30 CFR t5.801 does'not establish
the standard of safety required by
30 CFR 75.802.

,B. Whether .the Judge ered in
concluding that appellant's pro-
posed alterliative system did not
provide the same measure of pro-
tection to muiners as would be pro-
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vided by full compliance with the
standard set out at 30 CFR 75.802.

Disoussion

f: 0 A. ; : 

we concur in the statement made
by Eastern' in its brief that, "the
ultimate question is whether: MESA
is correct in asserting that section
75.801 does not establish the objec-
tive level of safety required by sec-
tion 75.802." On this question East-
ern takes the position that the level
of safety required by 30 CFR 75.802
is a limitation of fault voltage to no
more thai the 10 volfs as required
by 30 CFR 75.801. Eastern argues
that; 0 CFER 75.802 does not estab-
liSh l"*** a qualltitative stanldard

of safety which must be at least
equalled by an alternate system in
6rder to obtain a modifica-
tioll * * " and from this concludes
that the 100-volt "fault oltage
linitation" standard of 30 CFR
75.801 milst be applied in determin-
Ing wlether to authorize the m1odi-
fication it seeks. MESA takes tie
opposite:view , and has consistently
opposed the granting of Eastern's
Petition.

We find Eastern's argument to be
unpersuasive. As we understand it,
the only provision: of 30 CFR
:75.8012 relevant to Eastern's Peti-
tion is the standard by which the
"suitable resistor" referred to in 30

'The pertinent part of 7.801 reads as
follows

"The grounding resistor, where required,
shall be of the proper ohmic value to limit the
voltage drop in the grounding circuit external
to the resistor to not ore than 100 volts
under fault conditions." (Italics added.)

CFR T5.802(a) is to be judged. A
"suitable resistor" is: but one of
several requirements of 30 CFE
75.802 which must be luet in deter-
mining the total effect of Eastern's
proposal. As to this issue, we affirm
the Judg that the standard set out
at 30 CFR. 75.801 does not establish
the standard of safety required by,
-30 CFR 75.802.

B.

[1] With respect to the second
and main issue here on appeal,' we,
believe it is basic to an understand"
ilog of any Petition for Modification
that the standard. against which the.
proposed alternative will be; meas-
ured is that degree of safety or pro-
tection whichfull compliance with
the standard sought to be modified
provides. In' the instant case, East-
ea1r seeks to modify 30 OFR 75.802.
I~asterns proposed modification of
its "application must therefore be
considered in liglt of the facts ad-
duced at the hearing and weighed
aginst compte complianeo with
al of the requirements of that
standard in' order to determine
whether the alternative proposed
will at all times guarantee no less
than the same measure of protection
afforded the miners by adherence to,
the standard. If it complied fully
with this standard there is ample
evidence of record to indicate that
the resulting fault voltage would
range to a maximum of 0 volts;

vhereas Eastern's alternative plan
woull result in fault voltage which
would range to a maximum of 90
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i6lts (Tr. 202-203). Accordingly,
Te believe, as:did the Judge, that

Eastern's Petition for Modifidation
would not guarantee no less than
tlhe sain6 measire of protection to
the miners as that provided by strict
alln full compliance with 30 CFR
75.802. Accordingly, this Petition
must be denied.:

In accordance : with the stipula-
tion cited above, and our affiimance
of the Judge's denial of Eiastern's
Application for Review and Peti-
tion for Modification colntained in
IBMA T5-15, the Judge's decision
in both IBMA 75-34 and IBMTA 75-
35, denying an Application for Re-
view and Petition -for Modification
respectively,n must be affirmed.

ORDER

WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
autlhrity dcelegtte tothe Board by
the Secretary* of the Interior (43
CFR .4.1(4)), IT IS HEREBY
ORDERED tat; the Judge's de-
cisions in the a ove-captioned
cases ARE AFFIRMNTED. IT IS
FURTHER ORDERED that the
stay -of enforcement IS TERAMI-
NATED.

C. E. ROGE RS, JR.,

Chief Administrative Judge.

'WE CONCUR'

DAVID DOANE,

Ac'ndilsti'atvee Judge.

How ARD J. SCHE LLENBERG, J.,

Alternate Adq nistrative Judge.

DECISION ; .

I ' Nloeelhmer 1, 1974:

IN- THE MATTER. OF
- ERN ASSOCIATED

CORP. -

EAST-
COAL00;

* Applicant/Petitioner.

Application for Review Docket No.
HOPE 73-448.

Petition for Modification, Docket
No. M 73-23 (eystone No. 4 Mine,;
et al.).

These proceedings were brought
by Applicant/Petitioner (Eastern)
pursuant to the provisions of sec-
tion 105 (a) (1) of the Federal Coal
Mine Health and Safety Act of
1969, 30 U.S.C. § 801, et seq. (1970),
fpir review of Notice of Violation.
No. 1 BEM, issued, December il,
1972,0 at Eastern's Keystone No. 4
Mine, charging a violation of sec-
tion 75.802, Part 7:45 of Title 30,
Code of Federal Regtilations, and
pursualt to the provisions of see-
tion 301 (c) of the Act, for. modifica-
tion of the application of said Reg-
ulation to six designated coal
mines. 1

The key legal issue herein is the
meaning and application. 'of the
mandatory electrical safety stand-
arci cited in the Notice of Violation,
i.e., 30 CFR 75.802.

Section 75.802 is a verbatim re-
statement of section 308(b) of the
Federal Coal Mine Health and

1 A seventh mine, the Delmont ine, was
originally included in the Petition for Modifica-
tiou, and later stricken upon motion of
Eastern.

295]-
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Safety Act; 30 U.S.C. § 868(b)
(1970), which provides in pertinent

part:

'Hig-voltage circuits extending under'

grouiid and supplying portable, mobile, or
stationary high-voltage equipnent. shall
contain either a direct or derived neutral
which shall be grounded through a suit-
able resistor at the source transformers,
and a grounding' circuit, originatijig, at
the grounded side of the groundingresis-
tor, shall extend' along with the power
conductors and serve as a grounding con-
ductor for the frames of all high-voltage
equipment supplied power from that eir-
cuit:*. 

The Notice of Violation charges
a violation of the above standard as
follows: 

The 4160 volt': ci'cuit' that originated at
the Tams substation and extends unde'r-
ground through Lester Air Shaft and Scab
Fork Road bore hole 'did not contain a
proper resistance grounded ueutral lo-
cated at''the 86urce transformer and a
grounding Icircuit, originating at 'the
grounded side .of the resistorf and whiich
extended along ,with the power condlc-
toTs to serve as agrounding, circuit for
the; fiames of all equipment receiving
power from that circuit was not provided

The two basic elements of this nio-
tice may be summarized as follows:

1. There is no resistance-grould-
ed neutral at the source trans-

former.
2. There is no grounding circuit

from the grounded side of the re-

sistor extending along with the
power conductors to serve as a

grounding circuit for the frames of
all, equipment on the circuit.

Contending that the mine was not

in violation of section 75.802, East-
ern filed Application for Review
HOPE 73-488.

-.Inasmuch as five other- mines:
owned by Easternhave electrical
systems which. are substantially, the
same as that qf o Keystone No. 4,
Eastern, chose; to follow an: addi-
tion al alternative avenue of- ap-
proach and filed, Petition, for Modi--
fication M-3-23.

The Mining Enforcement anc
Safety Administration (MESA)2

contends that the term "source
transformer"i as used in section, 75.-
802 means -the power transformer
which is the source of the current
entering the circuit. Eastern con-
tends that the term, source trans-
fornier" should be ' interpreted to
mean the source of the neutral.

MESA takes the position that all
equiphient, including' surface equip-
ment, which is..served by a high-
voltage circuit' which at some point
extends undergropud must be con-
nected by a grounding circuit to the
resistance ground at the source
transformer. Eastern, asserts that
"theigrounding circuit reqlired ,ky,
section 75.802 applies only to under-
ground equipment and has no rele-
vance whatsoever to surface equip-
ffient."

Eastern argues, alternatively,
that if there is a violation of see-
tion 75.802, its existing electrical
systems provide adequate safety
protection to warrant a modifica-
tion of tile application of the stand-
ard to the mines involved herein.

The International Union, United
fine!ine Workers of America, which is

the authorized representative of the

° Previously Bureau of Mines. See 8 FR
1S695 (July 13, 1973), for transfer of func-
tions effective July 16, 1973.
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miners employed, at, the six mnes -n-
volved, intervened on.-the side of
MESA in opposing the Application
for Review and the Petition for
Modification..

The cases were consolidated: for
decision and hearing and were
heard don March 7 and 8, 1973, at
Arlington, Virginia. Eastern's pro-
posed findings and conclusions and.
brief were filed on May 14, 1973; the
Union's counter-proposed findings
and conclusions and brief were filed.
on June 13, 1973; and MESA's
counter-proposed findings and. con-
clusions and brief were not filed un-
til July 15, 197(4.10t. $ 

The hearing record includes ex-
teisive testimony from expert wit-
nesses and ldetaild documentary
evidence concerning- the:- electrical
distribution sstems and proposed'
modifications at issue.

DISCUSSION ,:

. -The Appliccatiq for! eview,

The issue in the Application for
Review proceedings is a matter of
construction and interpretation of
section 75.802.

MESA anad the- Union interpret
the term "sourcetransforier" 3 in
section 75.802 to mean a transfori-
er which receives: electricity and
"transforms" it by stepping down
or raising the voltage for transmis-
sion to the equipment served by the

'Although the standard (30 CPR § 75.802
and section 308 (b) of the Act) uses the plural
"source transformers," the term is discussed
herein in the singular since the standard can
logically apply to only one "source trans-
former" at each circuit at issue here.

circit. If this. interpretationis-cor-
rect Easterni,,s in violation of sec-
tion 75.802 because the transformer
(in each, of the six. mines) which re-
ceives the high-vo]tage and "trans-
forms" it (steps down the voltage)
is; earth-grounded (not- wire-,
grounded) and the electrical system
does, not have a- ground wire, circuit
extending from a groundresistor at
the, source transformer to the
frames of the equipment using the
circuit.

i Eastern contends that a~ "source,
transformer" ',as, used. in section
75.802 means the "source" of the.
neutral, not .the, power source. By
this, Easterl means. that its, zigzag
transformer, described below, is a
"source- transformer"7 .within -the
meaning of the Regul tion .- -

A. Th4Zicgag T-amsforzner

Exhibit A is:a simplified one line
schematic generally depicting-the
three-phase: high-voltage distribt-
tion:system used at the six mines.
The overhead transmission line en-
ters the main kbstation transform-
er (which TEESA ontends -is the
"source transformer")-. whe~re the
voltage is steppeddowuiiifrom 13,200
volts to 4,160 volts.-

After leaving the secondary ide
of the main substation transformer,
the 4, 160 volt overhead transmission
line serves two separate surface
facilities, i.e., the mine substation
and a tap line to the ventilation
fans. The ground conductor, for all
stationary surface equipulent is the
earth. The metallic frames of the
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surface fans are earth grounded.
There is no ground wire connecting
the stationary surface fans or the
mine substation with the Main sub-
station tranisformer.

The mine substation contains the
zigzag transforier, which derives
the neutral,; ai 0GB (611 circuit
breaker) type 2, a lightning arres-
tor, and a manual disconnect switch.
The zigzag transformer's derived
neutralis resistance grounded at the
mine substation, which is located at
the ine portal. The high-voltage
cable extendiig underground fron
the mnine sbstation cntains the
three-phase power conductor and a
wired grounding circuit, hich is
connected to the metal frames of all
equipment underground using pow-.
er from the cable.

The clear preponderance, of, the:
expert testimony establishes that
the zigzag transformer is nQt i2 pow-
er transformer as used at Eastern's.
minies5 bt. is used siply to derive
a neutral for the circuit enteri ug
underground..

The testimony of Dr. E. K.
Stanek, one of Easteri's witnesses,
was as follows:

JUDGE FAUVER: What is it ordinari-
ly used for and particularly in this case
what is it used for?

THE WITNESS: For this case, it's

used for the purpose of deriving a neul-
tral and therefore the conductors in the

windings are made' small intentionally,

because there is not going to be a lot of
current flowing through. 0

JUDGE FAUVER: Is it used to. trans-

form voltage?

THE WITNESS: In this application
it's not. I I

JUDGE PAUVER: It is not. In the jar-
gon of your profession would you de-
scribe tis as a transformer in its se
here?

THE WITNESS: In the sense that it
has windings and core, I think I 'would
still call it a' transformer.

JUDGE FAUVER :: In its fuLnctional
use, would you say that it wasufinction-
ally, used as 't transformer in this case?

THE WITNESS In its functional use,
it's being used to priduce a neutraf.

JUDGE FUR ER Which would or
would not be a transformer in your own
jargon?--;

-THE WITNESS. In my own jargon,
it's not being used as a transformer. (Tr.
209, 210.) ' L 

Another expert witness for East-
ern, Mr. Donald F. Criste,, its Chief
Enginee,, described the. zigzag
transf oruer as follows:

,.Q. (Bye Mr. Boettger. Counse. for
Eastern): This is meant to represent a
transformer? [Reference made to a sym-
bol on Respondent's Exhibit A desigat- a
ing a main transformer].

MR. CRISTE This is meant to rep-
resent a transformer. A transforme in
this case, and amall y as we consider a
transformer's function is to step down
the voitage from one transmission v6itage
to some lower utilization voltage. (Tr.
22.) :; ; <:-: g 

* * . d p0 2 ;

Q. Is this. [the substation. which con-
tains the zigzag transformer] located on
the surface or underground?

MR. CRISTE: It is on the surface.
This is on the surface at the mine portal.
It has similar electrical protection, such
as lightning arresters, disconnect switch,
OCE3 type 2-again an oil circuit breaker
to disconnect the power under various
conditions being necessary or desirable,
naturally under unwanted conditions of
faults, other circuits, the like-beyond
the circuit breaker then is connected to
a, what we would call a zigzag trans-
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former, it's a: neutral deriving trans-
former and it's shown depicted somewhat
in the configuration it gave its name. Its
windings are conneeted in: a zigzag fash-
ion and it has established a- neutral point,:
in other words, you have to show three
legs of this transformer, where other
transformers we have didn't. But in order
to depict the zigzag effect of the' name,
it shows three legs so that each leg is
connected to one phaseof the. power sys-
tem. That establishes a neutral point on
that power system. Xneutral point, which
as the name indicates, it's a center point,
a neutral. There's no current flow out of
it, unless required. (Tr. 26)

Another expertwitness, Mr. John
WV.. Ely, Eastern's. Electrical E~ngi-
neer, testified as follows: ;i Rf

A transformer usually has two wind-
ings and it's. used either to step up or.
step down the voltage level. Now the zig-
zag transformer doesn't do this. The zig-
zag transformer has a single winding. It's
used for a specific purpose of deriving a
neutral or a neutral point in the system.
(Tr. 97.)

Relying upon similar reaSoninlg,
the expert witness for MESA, Mir.
Ralph Riehart, testified that the
zigzag, transformer is: not .a source

transformer within the meaning of
section 76.802: ;

JUDGE FAUVER: Now, we've asked
everybody else in this case except you, I
believe, do you have an opinion whether
the zigzag transformer is the source
transformer within the meaning of 75.-
802.- As an electrical engineer,: do: you
have an opinion? V

THE WITNESS: I feel that the source
transformer is the source of power.

JUDGE FAUVER: Which means what ?
THIE WITNESS: The main transform-

ers. (Ty. 318.)

The preponderance of the expert
testimony shows that the zigzag

transformer used by Eastern is not
a true power, or source, transformer
within the prilciples of the elec-
trical engineering profession. As
tecognized by Dr. Stanek, Eastern's
witness, te wvord "source" nieans
the source of energy:

JUDGE FAU\ T ER: There was a ref-
erence also yesterday to the meaning of
the word "source"-if it has any par-
ticular meaning in the electrical engi-
neering profession. Of course, a layman
would think of the word source. as a
spring, a fountainhead, an origin, the be-
ginning of something. Does it have 'a dif-
ferent or particular meaning in the elec-
trical engineering profession? 

THE WITNESS: A source in the elec-
trical engineering profession means, a
source of energy in the context that I
usually use it. So, it could be a generator,
for instance, or a source of pow-er.

JUDGE FA;UVER:' Is the zigzag trans-
former as used, ill" this case,' in your opin7

ionza source >of energy ?-. What, is the
source. of energy; that the nderground
equipment. is supplied. with V .

THE WITNESS: In the most basic
sense' the source of: energy is tie gen-
erator back at the 'Pover iplant.'

JUDGE UVEAR: 'And when source
is used as an adjective to describe source
transformer, where wouldthat source be
in this case. in your opinion? 

THE WITNESS: At the switch yard
above here. This transformer here,, Sir.

JUDGE FAUVER: That is the first
transformer that receives-power from the
power line, is that right? 

THE WITNESS: Yes. In a sense, if.
you consider one of the functions of the
transformer is to provide a neutral path
I guess you could consider this whole
area to, be a part of the source trans-
former. (Tr. 210, 211.).

It is significant to note that Dr.
Stanek recognized that the power

transformer is the source trans-

2953
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former and indicated that there is former as the place to apply the elec-
even some doubt that providing a trical safety standard. Thbe operator
neutral is one of the fucltions of a has no. control oveur the generating
transformer. plant, but the tranlsformer that first

MESA arjgwies that 'there is nlO' reeives electricity from the gen-
ambiguity in the use .of the ' term 'eirating plant is fully controlled by
"source transformer"+ and that the the OPerator and is the logical point
statute speaks learly Ol the issue.' at whiCh to 'begin providing protec-
A "sounrce" means an origin a start- tiOn. Furthermore, no characteris-
ing. place, and in electrical engi- tic of the. zigzag transformer has
neering a source of energy. A trans- been shown tat would render any-
former changes voltage. Eastern's thing bti 'arbitrary its being viewed
zigzag transformer neitler spplies as a "source traisformer within the
energy to- a ligh-voltage circuit nor meaning of the pertinent regulation
transforms voltage. MESA eon- and statutory language. It is there-
tends, therefore, that. he zigzag fiore held that. the main substation
transformer cannot' be a* "soure transformer, and, not the zigzag
transformer" within the'meaning of transformer, at Eastern's mines is
30; 'CFRt 75.802 and section 308(b) the "soure transformer" within the
of the Act. i meaning of 30 CFR :TS.82.

* 'The obvious intent of section 308 B. Static
(b) 'is to control and 'prevent shock - ar S f a t mtmes
and electrocutiol hazards in high- Section 5.802, upo ichNotice
voltage circuits." When "source of Violation No. i BEM (12/11/72)
transformer" is interpreted to meah was based, states in part:
the soulrce of power, i.e. the power High-voltage circuits extendIng under-
transformer, the goal of protection gouind and suppying portable, mobile, or
fromii shock and electrocution haz- stationary high-voltage equipment shall
ards is best served' since that inter- begrounded * * -

pretation woucl' require the protec- Fvrther o the section reads:
tion where the operator first has con- * *for the frames of all high-voltage
trol over the electrical , circuit. As equipment supplied power from that-eir-
implieitly recognized in the expert cuit.
testimony in this case, it would not iEastern ontends that this language
be reasonable to consider the power shold. be construed to apply only
company's generating plant as the to equipment unlerground, because
source transformer. It would be the title given section' 75.802 and
equally unreasonable-keeping in -section 308(b) of the Act is "Un-
mind the intent of the law to require c derground High-Voltage Distribi-
the operator to minimize shock haz- tion.". Citing 1 Am. Jur. 2d,
ards-to consider some point well Administrative Law § 40, Eastern
past the operator's power trans- 'notes:
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Ai construction 'which wvvill render any
part-of a statute inoperative, superfluous,
or meaningless is to be avoided.

MESA contenids that a.,construction
of the statute to exclude stationary
surface facilities from its scope
.would render much of the sectioji
inoperati've, superfluous and mean-
ingless.

At each. of Eastern's mines in
question, a fault on the surface fa-
cilities- -may result in. ani elevation"
or increase in voltago on the frames
of ,underground equipment. The
testimony of Dr. Stanek, Eastern's
witness, 'substantiates this:

Q (Ar. Baclkiy) : Doctor,. if you did
'have a fault in thesurface portion of this
electrical sy~stem asit.is nowv what effect,
if any, would it have on 'the underground
portion?

A. A in to ground fault would cause
'a voltage to appar' 'o tho-frames of ma-
chines that, would not be 'in excess. of 100
volts assuming the two .ohi grouad is
'achieved. (Tr. 16T.)

The evidnce shows, that, 'at each
of the ix'mines, the sLurface high-
voltage equipmnent is interconneQted
with the'undergronLnd high-voltage
equipment by the same power sup-
ply. In essence the circuits are a sin-
gle- circuit originating : from the
same step down' transformer. The
"existence of the zigzag transforner
inby tihe point whereithe surface
power conduits branch. off from the
underground power conduits makes
no inherent change i the relation-
ship of thelvoltage or transmission
patterns of the system. The current
passes through the zigzag trans-
former witlh no change of voltage.
The existence of circuit reakers at

thej zigzag does not isolate the ci'r-
cuitry for underground equipment
into a separate system in ase of ai
electrical fault in the surface equip-

ient. As MESA's expert testified:

Q. (r. Backlev) I thinik it's fairly
clear, is t not, Mlr. Ri ehart, that the
particular circuit or sstern at Koppers;
ton No. 1 as' described in Petitioner's
Exhibit A, does not have the grounding
wire for the surface portion, is that not
correct? '

hIR. RINEIHART: Yes, Sir. That's
right. ' ' ' '-

Q. I see. What effect, if any'does this
have on' the overall system assuming a
fault in the surface portion?

A. Anytime a fault occurs on the sur-
.,face it directly affects the underground

grounding circuit in that the grounding
circuit underground is connected to the
grounded side of the resistor, which:ithe
'faullt cuirent that woulid flowv under fault
conditions n' the, circuit would come
through the ground field at the source
transformer, which vould elevate the
firames of the equipment underground' 'i

Q. nd vhen yo 're speaking of' elevat.
ing the frames, what exactly: das that
meani - ' '9 ,j 

A. That m'eans that there would, be a
voltage appearing on the frames of the
equipmnent. If' you take -a voltieter, put
one probe oil the frame' of 'the equipmhnt,
jut it to earth put a probe in there, 'you

would get a voltage reading. 'The frarnhs
of the equipment would be elevated. (Tr.
229.) - ' - ' '

tiSi6nce aults on the surface facili-
ties han result in higher voltage ap-
pearing on the frames of equipent
underground it must':be concluded
that the- surface and underground

facilities at Eastern's; mines are on
'the same high-voltage circuit. It 'is
'therefore found that the require-
ments of 30 CFl 75.802 apply

305
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ito Eastern's surface high-voltage
equipment as well as the under-
ground higll-voltage equipment.

* I]. Petition for IV lfication

Before the Secretary may modify
the application of a mandatory
safety stIandard, Petitioner; must

Ishow:v, by a prepoclderance of the evi-
dence, that "an alternative method
of achieving the result of such
.standard exists which vill at all
times guarantee nllo less than the
same measure of protection afforded
the miners of such mine by such
standard" r that "the application
of such standard to such mine w ill
result in a diminution of safety to
.he millers" (Section 301 (c) of the
Act)..
* :Eastern submits that it has a
"fundamentally safe electrical sys-
tem at: each of the subject six
mhines," and relies upon section
75.801 of the Regulations as the

7"safety touchstone" for evaluating
its Petition for Modification.
* Section 75.801 provides:

The grounding resistor, where required,
shall be of the proper ohmic value to limit
the voltage drop in the grounding circuit
external to the resistor to not more than
100 volts uinder fault conditions. The
grounding resistor shall be rated for
maximum ffatlt current continuously and
insulated from ground for a voltage equal
to the phase-to-phase voltage of the
system.

Eastern submits that if its (sur-
face) earth-grounding system is
kept at a maximum resistance of 2
:ohms, no more than 100 volts could
reach the frames of the circuit

,equipment (including underground

equipment) in the event of a fault.
On this basis, it submits that its pro-
posed system is equally as safe as
the wire-groundig standard in 30
CFR, 75.802, since both systems
would meet the section 75.801 "ob-
jective safety requirements" of 100.
v olts maximum exposure (Eastern's
Brief, p. 25).

H-lowever, section 75.801 is a sepa-
rate standard for the maximum risk
of electric shock to miners, and it is;
not the same standard as that in-
volved in Eastern's Petition: for
I\'fodification. In this case, section
301(c) requires "an alternative
method * w ** which will at all
times guarantee no less than the
same measure of protection afforded
the miners" by the standard in see-
tion 75.80.: 

MESA and the Union contend
that Eastern's proposed system of
earth-grounding surface facilities
will not guarantee at all times an
equal or greater safety protection of
the miners compared to the wire-
grounding system required by the
statutory standard (i.e., section 308
(b) of the Act and 30 CFR 75.802).
This issue between the parties boils
down to a safety analysis and com-
parison of a wire-grounding system
vs. an earth-grounding system
(Eastern's proposal) for surface
equipment at the affected mines. As
indicated above, it is erroneous to
conclude that the systems must be
judged equal for safety purposes if
they both comply with section
75.801. Rather, the safety protection
afforded by section 75.802 must be
carefully weighed against the Peti-
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tioner's proposed "alternative
method" to see whether Petitioner
carn garantee at least, "the same
measure of protection" as 75.802.

Before making this analysis, it is
important to note that the evidence
shows that Eastern's existing sys-
tem has not achieved a 2-ohm resist-
ance level for surface facilities.
Representative tests by MESA
showed that various surface facili-
ties had resistance levels far above
2 ohms, one as high as 8.3 ohms.
Such figures could allow a fault.cur-
rent on the frames of surface and
underground equipment far in ex-
cess of 100 volts in the event of a
surface fault.

Eastern concedes that it has not
achieved a 2-ohm level,;but submits
that if its petition is granted it will
implement equipment changes and
new procedures to achieve and

maintain a 2-ohm standard for its
earth-ground fields.

The evidence raises considerable
doubt whether Eastern will be able
to achieve this goal, since the con-
ductivity of earth as a ground is
subject to variation by many condi-
tions not subject to control by the
operator. The testimony of more
than one witness substantiates this
fact:

Q. (Mr. Backley): Does earth
grounding of itself vary?

A. (Mr. Criste, witness for Eastern)
Yes, sir. It's subject to variation by many
conditions.

Q. And what are some of those condi-
tions, may I ask?

A. Moisture, contact with the ground-
ing rods that you. try to insert into rock
material.

Q Now, the variance in the ground-
ing would do what, insofar as the resist-
ance is concerned?,

A. It -could change. (Tr. 31, 32.)
-_Q. (Mr. Backley) : And I think the

question then arises whether or not the
earth as a ground varies with conditions.
In other words ... let me ask before I
forget it. Does it vary Doctor?

A. (Dr. Stanek, witness for Eastern)
Yes. It does. (Tr. 161-162.)

-Q. (Mr. Backley): Mr. Rinehart,
are you familiar with the use of the earth
as a ground?

A. (Mr. Rinehart, witness for MESA)
Yes, sir.

Q. And may I ask you do you have
an. opinion as to the use as [sic] the
earth as a ground of the mine electrical
systems that we're discussing?

A. As it's been pointed [ouit] the earth
is unreliable in the sense due to the tem-
perature changes, Weather changes, sea-
sonal changes and other things, that it is
unreliable as a grounding conductor....
(Tr. 242.)

Groaniding wire is more predict-
able than an earth round, a fact
admitted by Mr. Ely, a witness for

-Eastern:

Q. (r. Widuman,attorney for United
Mine Workers of America) All right.
[I] would suggest the wire is more pre-
dietable as far as the ohm maintenance
than the earth ground?

A. Yes, it waouild be more predictable.
(Tr. 89.)

Even if it Avere found that a 2-
ohm standard were feasible and reli-
able in an earth-ground system,
Eastern's proposal would necessar-
ily subject the miners to a higher
risk of injury. Thus, the parties are
agreed that the wire-grounding of
surface facilities would limit a fault
current (on the frames of the under-
groulld equipment) to a voltage
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-lotwer than 'tle 'voltage that'would
result if the earth were.used as, a
ground for surface facilities.
MESA's expert estiinafed that the
"current potential witl a wire-
groulding circult would be a maxI-

num of 50' volts, on underground
frames compared to a aximum of.
90 volts if' earthl-grounding is used
and 'a 2-ohm resistanee level is
ujaintained. Eastern's expert esti-
mated the maximim voltage poten-

tial with wire-grounding tobe, 35-
710 volts compared to 90 volts with

earth:-grouihdig.- lthough East-
ern's fi'ures differ somewhat from
I 1ESA's, I find tatthe preponder-
ance of the reliable 'exjert testimony
establishes a minimum, expected

differential of' 40 volts in the fault
-current on the frames' of circuit
equipment; that is, 50 volts Spoten-

-tial for 'the ire-groundinig system
: VsJ 90 volts for Eastern's proposed
earth-grounding` system.;

A differential of 40 volts 'camniot
fbe' said to.be so sliglhit as to qualify
Eastern's proposal as one that "'will
at- all times- guarantee the same
masure of p'rotection"' as the stanyd-
alrd proided in section 75.802, in
addition, the projected maxilum

exposure tht: ('½ second) in' the
eveit 'ofi ma fault under Eastern's

'proposedI'system depends upon its
circuit breakers working effectively

in an emergency. IRowever, circuit

breakers are not 100% reliable.
Thus, if a' circuit breaker failed in

an emel geucy, thtle increseC expo-

sure time for a miner in contact with

a fault current could produce a

dangerously higlier risk if the fault
curent were 90 volts vsi- 50 volts.'

Ol'nbalance, it is concluded that
Easteri'has failedto meet its bur-
den; of .proving that its proposed
electrical systemf will at all times
guarantee te sdhae- ineasture of pro-
tection as the standard required by
30 CFRI 5.802, or that a dim',inution
of safety protection would result
fromn applying 'the standard 'to its
inines::i 5 7 ;'': \ ;'': -

FINDINGS 'OF FACT 

Having; considered the testimony,
,,the docLmentary evidence, and the
proposals and rguments of counsel,
I find that the preponderance of the
substantial, probative and reliable
evidence, establishes 'the''foliowing
facts.

1. Notice of Violation No. 1 BEM
(12/iI/72) was issued to Eastern
Associated Coal dorp. for a viola-
tioll of section i75.802 of Part 75,
Title 30, 'Code of Federal: IReula-
'tions, lhich is' a republ cation of
'ection 008(b) o'f the Fedral 'Coal
'"Mine 'tealtl` antl ; Safety Act of
1969, 30-"TJSC . § 68(b) (1970).
The niotice of violation, issued un-
'cder sectin 104(b) of the" Act,
'charged a viola ioll at Eastern's
Ieystone No. Mine, Raleigh
-County, West Virginia.

2. As a result of the issuance of
Notice of Violation No.' 1 BEM
(12/i1/2), Eastern filed with the
Office of Hearings and Appeals an
Application for Re-view in accord-
"ance with e'sction 105(a) (1) of the,
'ct. This pplication is designated
HOPE 73-488.
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3. The electrical systems at.East-
ern's iopperst-on No. 1,S Keysftone

'Nos. 2 and' 3, Federal N\To. 1, aiid
Joanne inees are similar to the sys-
tem at eystone No. 4, all having
three-phase Delta connected Pbower
systems.

4. Due to the similar electrical
distribution systems, Eastern alsb

-file'd in respect to tose mines, a
Petition for Modification dof'the ap-
plication of section: (75.8020 of. Part
75, Title -30 of -the Code of Federal
Regulations, said petition to:be- con'-
sidered in the event that it is con-
cluded in HOPE 73-488 that East-
ern is in. violation- of section 75.802.
The Petition for iodification, des-
ignated ;Dqcket.,No. M 723-2-3,, was
filed in accordane with secton. 301
(c) of the Act, -with app .opriate

;notice in the Federal Register. 
5. Eastern's Deinont ,ine was

withdrawinfrom the Petition for
Modification upon: motion of
Eastern.

6. At all pertinent tiniies, the Tol-
lo mlg conclitiois have existed at
thie- Kopp'erston, No. i, KOystone
Nos. 2, 3,and 4, Federal No. 1 and:
Joanne ines, owned by Eastern:

(a-At each Mine the surface elec-
.trical distribution sIstem an-d the

underground electr icl cl ist ibution
sysftem . are . interconected and
interclependent.

.(b) The six. mines ,naned all lna e
three-phase Delta1-elta high-volt-
age electrical distribution t'svsms.
The. distribution 6vstein, applicable
to. all six mines, involves the orig-
ination of Telectriity at a distant
power source. An overlead trans-

i5S-28-76---4

,missidn line transmnits by three-
phase conductors high-v ltagejelec-
triecit, 13,200 volts, to a main sub-
station transformer where tle volt-
age .is stepped d ownto 4,160 volts.
From the main, sLbstation, tle 4,160
-voLt overhead transmission line sep-
arates and feeds power to a mine
substation, (loated, in each mine, a
substantial distance- from the main
substation) and to-surface facilities
vwhich are locatedat various points
(eg., out to a distance of 4,000 feet
at Federal No. 1). These surface
facilities are earth grounded. The
high-voltage conductors w hich feed
,tHl mine substation. pass througha
zigzag or neutral-deriving tiamns-
former; There is no reduction. or
transfonration of electric. power at
this station. The zigzag transformer
is installed primaril for the. pur-
Pose of -deriving. a feutral r the
power condiictbrs which oo under-
,groul. Agroiidilg'wire from the
underground equipment is'' con-
nected to-the gtounding -resistor at
tile zigzag transformerbut'there is
no grounding wire fromnth-e surface
equipmnent to the d'erivedneuitral -at
'the zigzag. transfornmer...

7.- The earth is used as the g-round
iconductor for all surface equipment
served by . the high-voltage circuit
at the mines. -- .-- .-

- . A- ground,-wire is used as the
ground conductor for all under-
gro-und high-vo.1tage equipment in
the mines.

9. Eastern's power system,-at each
mine, is designed to limit -a fault
currelnt to 50 alperes by Ls,-of a
50-ampere pure resistor.

i1o
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10. If the resistance in Eastern's
earth rounds were limited to 2
ohms or less the fault voltage, in
the case of a phase-to-ground or
phase-to-neutral fault, would not
exceed 100 volts on the frames of
underground ecluipment.

11. The earth as a ground is sub-
ject to variation by many condi-
tions, a situation which can result in
a change in resistance rather easily.

12. Groniding wire is more pre-
dictable than an earth ground in
imaintaining the desirable two ohms
or less resistance at-the mines.

13. Grounding wire therefore of-
fers a safer electrical system than
does the earth grounding system
proposed by Eastern.

,14. Eastern's- existing; electrical
distribution systems have not
achieved a maximum earth-ground
resistance of 2 ohms, but substan-
tially exceed that level.;

15. Circuit.breakers are not 100%
reliable.

16. Even assuming a 2 ohm re-
sistance level, in the event of a
phase-to-ground fault on the sur-
face the standard set out in section
75.802 (e., wire grounding) would
result in lower voltage on uLnder-
ground equipment frames than
would a fault under Eastern's pro-
posed system, specifically, a differ-
ential of 50 volts vs. 0 volts. The
mandatory safety standard, there-
fore, provides a higher degree of
safety than that proposed by East-
ern. The same applies to a phase to
neutral fault.

I7. In the electrical profession the

word "source" means a source of
energy.

18. As used at Easterils mines, its
zigzag transformer is not a source
of energy, and is not a "source trans-
former" as that term is used in the
applicable regulation and statutory

-provision.
19. All statements of fact in the

Discussion part of this Decision are
hereby incorporated herein as Find-
ings of Fact.,

20. All proposed findings of fact
inconsistent with the above are here-
by rejected.

CONCLUSIONS OF LAAV

1. The ndersigned Administra-
tive Law Judge has jurisdiction
over the subject matter and the par-
ties in the above-cited proceedings.

2. Eastern's Kopperston No. 1,
Keystone Nos. 2, 3 and 4, Federal
No. 1, and Joanne Mines all produce
coal for sales in or affecting inter-
state commerce.

.3. Under section 301(c) of the
Act, a petition for modification may
be approved only upon a determina-
tion that an alternative method ex-
ists which will at all times guaran-
tee no less than the same measure of
protection afforded miners by the
standard proposed to be modified, or
upon a determination that applica-
tion of uch standard to the mines
in question will result in a diminu-
tiOn of safety protection of the min-
ers at such mines.

4. A "source transformer" within
the meaning of 30 CFR 75.802 is a
power transformer which supplies
power to the electrical circuit; it
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does not refer to the "source" of the
neutral.

5. Section 75.802 applies to all
surface equipment'on a high-voltage
circuit served by a source trans-
former, if the circuit also extends
underground.

6. The grounding circuit required
by section 5.802 is required inby
the direct or derived neutral which
is to be grounded through a suit-
able resistor located at the source

X transformer. The resistance ground-
ed neutral is to be located in close
proximity to the power source.

7. The Inspector properly con-
strued secti 'n 75.802, and Notice of
Violation No. 1 BEM '(12/11/72)
was properly issued and is valid.,

*8. The zigzag transforimer at each
* of Eastern's mines involved herein
is not a "source transformer" with-
in the meaning of section 308 (b) of
the Act and 30 CFR- 75.802.

9. The Government has met its
burden of proving a violation of 30
CFR 75.802 as alleged in Notice of
Violation 1 BEM, dated December

1, 1972.
10. Eastern has failed to meet its

burden of proving that its proposed
alternative grounding'system will at
all times guarantee the same meas-
uLre of safety protection of the min-
ers as thestandard provided in sec-
tion 308(b) of-the Act and 30 CFR
75.802, or that the application of
suci standard to its mines will re-
sult in a diminution of safety pro-
tection of the miners employed at
such mines.

11. All conclusions of law in the
Discussion part of this Decision are
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hereby incorporated herein as Con-
clusions of Law.

12. All proposed conclusions of
law inconsistent with the; above are
hereby rejected.

ORDER
7HEEFORE, IT IS ORDER-

ED that:
1. The Application for Review

in Docket No. HOPE 73-488 is here-
by DISMISSED and the Notice of
Violation cited therein is AF-
FIRMED.

2. The Petition for Modification
in Docket No. M 73-23 is hereby
DISMISSED.

3. Paragraph 2 of the Order
dated January 18, 1973, temporarily
restraining MESA from enforcing
section 308(b) of the Act and 30
CF.R 75.802 at the mines named in
the Petition for Modification,' is
hereby TEPMINATED.;

D VIrLiAmv FAUVER,
Administrative Law Judge.

EASTERN ASSOCIATED COAL
CORPORATION
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Decided June 27,1975

Appeal by the Mining Enforcement
and Safety Administratio n (MESA)
from a decision by Administrative Law
Judge Joseph B. Kennedy (Docket No.
HOPE 73-663), dated February 12,
1974, granting an Application for Re-
view filed by Eastern Associated Coal
Corporation and vacating an Order of
Withdrawal issued pursuant to section

EI
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104(a) of the'i Federal Coal Mine
Health and Safety Act of 1\969 ''here-
inafter "the Act."'

Affirmned in part, and reversed in
part.

1. Federal Uoal Mine Health and
Safety .Act: of 1969: Closure Orders:
Generally

Vacation or termination of a section 104

'(a) order of withdrawal by MESA does
not 'preclude review of such order where
timely application therefor is. made pur-
suant to section 105 of the Act.

2. Federal -Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969 :; Hearings.: Powers
of Administrative Law Judges' 

Aut,; Administrative Law Judge exceeds
his authority in ordering., 1EA to. <cease
and desist. jssuance of, section :104(a)
orders of withdrawal.

APPEARAWCES:. Robert W. Long,
Esq., Associate Solicitor, ichard V.
Backley,:Esq,, Assistant Solicitor, and
Robert A.. Cohen, Esq., Trial Attorney,
for appellant, Mining e nforcement
an4dSafety Administration; Thomas
E. Boettger, Esq., for appellee, East-
ern Associated Coal Corporation; Guy
Farmer, 'Esq, for' intervenor, Bitu-
minoss Coal Operators' Association.

OPINION By CHIEF ADAIV-
ISTRATIVE JUDGE ROGERS

INTERION BOARD OF MVINE
OPERALIOAS APPEALS 

Factual and Procedural
Backgroou nd

The undisputed facts, as found
by the Administrative Law Judge

130 u.s.c. §§ 8S16-960 (1970).

-.(Judge) based on a stipulated ree-
ord, are in pertinent part as fol-
.lows: ,:,.0, ':-, X, S$,,0 

A Tfatal haulage-type acqident oc-
curred at Eastern Associated Coal
Corporation's- (Eastern), Keystone
No. 4 Mine at 7 :40 p.m., April 24r
1973. Eastern imnediately. notified

- MESA Xofthe accident' in accorcl-
ance with sectionr 103(e) of the Act,.
and a MESA inspector arrived at
the mine slortly .thereafter. In thie
interim, all miners withdrew from
the mine to observe the traditional
24-holr memorial period. 
- Without conducting an investiga-
'tionor'inspeetion, the: inspector im-

mediately issued an Order of .With-
drawal p-ursuant to'section 104(a)
of the Act Which stated .that based
upon an inspectioh of the above
mine on pril 24;1973, the follow-
ing condition constituted an inuimi-
nent danger:

A track haulage type accident that re-
sulted in a fatality has occurred at this
.mine;' therefore,.this Withdrawal O:rder

.is issued for investigation purposes..

On te following dayj;-'MESA
6onducted an investigation of the
accideit, and no violations of the
Act havi-ng been founid, the Order
Was modified to permit' resumption
'of minling' operationls.. Thereafter,
on May 18, 1973, M:ESA vacated
'the Order, finding that the accident
was not the-resul't of any failure on
the part of mine management to
comply with the Act 'or regulations.

On May 2, 1973 E'astern filed a
timely Application for Review of
'the April 24 Order. After consider-
ation of a, stipulated record, certain
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[ocuinenltary exhibits, and oral ar-
.gment, the Judge issued his'de-
cision on FFebruary '12, 1974. In this
decision the Judge granted East-
ern's Application for Revie, va-
cated tle instant' Order based upont
his findig that it was inot premised
on ,a finding of immiient danger,
and ordered MESA to cease and de-
sist issuing section 104 (a) imminent
danger orders of withdrawal in
similar circumstances where no pre-
vious inspection takes place to dd-
termine if in fact Imminent dangers
exist. It is from this decisioni and
order that MESA appcls' to the
3oard.

O n appea, MESA reaffirms the
position taken at the hearing that
its vacation of A the Order rendered
it null and-void' ab initio, and that
'the Judge should have dismissed the
Application for.Review becausehe-
could. grant no additional relief;
I.e., 'there was nothing to support
legal review. MESA argues- that
since it had ,, in eflect, rescinded the
inspector's finding of immninent dan-
ger and by its vacation of the:Order
was not alleging' any. violation of
the Act or regulations, there could
not. be a section 109 penalty pro-
ceeding arising from the condition
cited in the Order. MESA further
contends tat it finds aluthority to
vacate orders under section 104(g)
of the Act authorizing modification
or tellination of notices and orders.
Finally, MESA contends that the

Judge hasS no authority to issue
cease 'and '-desist orders iin inatterS
of MESA's enforcement policies
and responsibilities to issfue 'notices
and orders.

Eastern contends that MESA's
vacation of the Order does not ren-
der its application moot for the rea-
son that.it has a statutory right of
review of such orders, if for no other
reason than to seek a Departniental.
ruling which would prevent the im-
proper repetitious issuing of section
104(a) orders in similar. situations,
i.e., not' based -upon inininent dan-
ger. The Bituminous Coal Opera-
tors' Asociation (BCOA) appear-
ing. bef re the, Board 'as' amyicS
curiae, agrees with, Eastern .and
argues that the'use of' 104 (a) orders
by MESA in-control situations such'
as, his is, improper undethle .Act
andviol.ative of the rights of oper-
'ators,.particularly inasmuch as the
Act pruvides a proper remedy-under
sectici' 103(f) for issuane of con-
frol orders, after an accident in the
mine., .,... , , , . , , 

"7..u Issuzes Presentedi- -

Whether-theJudge erred in reftis-
ing-'toEdismiss Eastern's Applica-
tion for Review of 'an Order. of
Withdrawal where MESA had va-
cated the Order prior to the filing
Of such Application.

Whether the Juldge erred in hold-
ing that MESA lacks 'authority to
vacate section 104(a) orders of
withddrawal.

Whether the Judge has autlority
to order MESA to cease and desist
issuing section 104(a) orders for
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protective purposes in factual situ-
ations similar to that presented in
the instant case.

Discussion

[11] Section lO(g) of th A'ct
.grants MESA, as authorized repre-

selitative of the Secretary, authority'
to odify' or ternmgnate aily section
104 notice or' order, except an or'der
issued under subsection (h). This
Board stated in Etalable Coal ComA
pasy, I IBMA 50, 65,78 ID. 199,
207, 197i-1973 OSHID par. 15,368
(191)that: 

h* where it clearly appears that a
notwce has been mistakenly issued or
may be found, without the necessity of a
hearing, to be fatally defective "or in-
valid on its fac;! such notice should, of,
course, be withdrawn, canceledi or, va-

Qoted at the earliest practicable point in
the administrative process, not'titttffdz
ing the fact that an application' for 'its
r6viesvmay' 'aiso be' subuject to-dismissal
* 8 5: lilf such-cases, of patent invalidity
are not rectified at the Bureau [MESAI
level, it is always within the power of an
Examiner (or the Board) to issue rulings
and orders to bring about a prompt; just,
and practical disposition of the matter.

*'~ (Italics added.)

Our language i Reliable tupra,
makes clear our opinion that MESA
may properly vacate a section 104
(b) notice; however, we'were not
there required to, and did hot deal
with the question of TMESA's au-
thority to vacate orders of with-
drawal or the operator's right to
review of sucl vacated orders, or the
question of inootness as raised in the
instant case.:

The rationale of our conclusion in
Reliable, supra, was simply that

when MESA vacates a notice of vio-
lation, it is giviug the operator all
the relief it could obtain by review:
of the notice, i.e., the ssue of the
time permitted for abatement be-
comes moot ; no violation is charged
and no pena-ty, can'be assessed.
However, we do not believe this
same rationale is applicable to with-
drawal orders issued pursuant to
section, 104. Section 105 (a) of the
Act grants both the operator and
representative, ofE the: miners the
right..to seek. review of any order or
its lodifca-tion: or.:,termination, is-
sued pursuant. to section 104., We
hold that this right of review- nlUst
be safeguarded and cannot be frus-
trated by -munilateral action of
MESA. In the instant case vacation
of the Order, as defined by MESA,
would' deprive' both the operator
and' the representative of-miners of
anly:: oportt to seek Secretarial
review of the' 'validity of a sectioff
104 withdrawval orr as and wheni
issued- or he vqalidity of, a' silbse-
quent orderi modifying or termiinat-
ing such Order. WIe canot be un-
mindful of the coisequences which
flow from the 'issuance of an order
withdrawal under section 104 of the
Act, particularly as seen in the pro-
visions of sections 104(c) and 10
of the Act, as well as' the immediate
loss of production to the operator,
whether or not issualce of the order
was improvident. We believe such
action and any subsequent action by

MESA with respect to that order,
be it modification, terminllation, or
vacation, is reviewable pursuant to
sectiolI 105 of the Act,.if such review.
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is timely sought by the operator or
representative of the miners. We do'
not hold that ESA has no author-,
ity to vacate an orderd for i imany
instances this may' be the most -ex-
peditious method of accomplishing
a desired result and it may inl many
instances be the preferable remedy
for the operator. Whiat we do, hold:
is that M1ESA by "vacating'" an:
order may not therebyi deny an oper-
ator'or representative of minlers the
irglht of review of the basic order

or any stibsequent orders. Insofar as
the right of review is concerned,
vacating: an order has no 1fio1re in-
plication than the termination of ani
order. For riew purposes, .a va-.
cated order is a terminated order.
In the igtant case, since MES-khas,
admitted' that no' imminent danger.
existed at the tim the instait0 rder
was issued ,we muiist iriu the
Juodge's finding as-to lackof imiiii-
nent danger andPhis conclusionl that

the Order must be vacated for that
reason.

F2] Irn Clinchfield Coal Conm-
panzy, '3 IBMA:I154, 159; 81 I.D. 276$
278, 1973-1974 OSHD' par: 17,812,
(1974), we stated that, * this
Board does not have authority to
interfere with MESA as the en-*
forcement arm of the Secretary in
its application of the informal as-
sessmeint procedure." We have more
recently stated in Easterin Asso-

ciated Coal Corporation, 4 IBMA
1, 82 I.D. -22, 194-1975 OSHD
par. 19,224 (1975), that all Adin in-
istrative Law Judge does not possess
general supervisory power over the

enforcement activities of .MESA.
This limitation. of authority applies
equally to Adinistrative Law
Judges and the Board.

An order to cease and desist im-
poses a prior restraint ulpon the en-
forcenent obligations of MESA.
Such prior restraint power 'in the
Judges ad this Board would re-
quire some power to enjoin and the
concomitant authority., to. -enforce.
Such pwer or authority hasIot
been given to the 'Administrative
Law Judg-es or this Board. The ex-
tent of the Board's authority is the
revieuo of past actions of the en-
forcement arm, MESA. Nev'erthe-
less, it miust be recognized that a
decision rendered by the Boa'rcd
i~l1Q~i ,review is finial for the Depart.~
mnent 'ilnd as* such represemts a Sec-'
ret'aial 'determaination' on th~e'ques-
tionl inl istie. 43C(F R'4 I'( 'andl 43

CGFR I4'.50t. t's tolbe expected that
such determination of either law or
policy would be followed by admin-
istrative and enforcement officers of
this, Department unlesschaliged by
rule or by subsequent adjudicative
deisioli. Accordingly, we hold that
neither the Board nor the Judge has
autho ty to order MESA to cease
and desist frorm issuing whatever
notices and orders it deems' neces-
sary and appropriate i carrying
out enforcement responsibilities un-
der the Act.

ORDER

AHEREFORE., pursuant to tle
authority clelegated to the Board by
the Scretary of the Interior (43
CFR 4.1 (4)), IT IS HEREBY
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ORDERED that the decision in 'the
above-captioned Case IS: AF-
gFIRlMED: in part and RE-
VEICRSED) in part in aCCordan5ce
NVith the foregoing opinion.

C G. E. ROGERS, JR.
C:hief Administrative Ju dge.

I CONCUR:

DAVID DOAN-E, :
Administrative Judge.

ATLANTIC RICHFIELD COMPANY

21 IBLA 98

. s Decided June' 30, 1975

Appeal from 'the decision (G-56--
O&G) of Director, 'Geological' Survey,
affirming the determination, of the Oil
and Gas Supervisor requiring the pay-
ment of prejudgment interest. -on
royalties.

Affirmed.

1. Contracts: Disputes and Remedies:

Damlages:.Measurement-Oil and Gas
Leases: Royalties0': 0 :.,0

Even where statute, regulation,i and: the
oil and: gas lease itself do not specifi-
cally provide for the payment of prejudg-
ment interest on royalties owed .to the
United States, such interest may be im-
posed by the United States; equity prin-
ciples may authorize such imposition.
A charge for such interest may be im-
posed despite delays in processing the
debtor's appeals, where the debtor as-
sertedly relied upon an earlier Depart-

* mental decision which, only when taken
ogtof context, wvouldtend to support. the
debtor's posture.

2.- Contracts:.Disputes and Remedies:
Damages: Generally-Contracts:. Dis-
putes and Remedies:: urisdiction-:
Geoldgical 'Survey-Oil and Gas
Leases: Royalties':

An Ol and Gas Supetvisor of the Geo-
logical Survey 'has authority 'to demand
prejudgment interest based upon the fail-
ure of an oil'and gas lessee to pay timely
royalties owed to the Government, despite
the fact that the Supervisor is an em-
ployee of the Executive Branch.

3. Appeals-Geological SUTrvey-Oil
and Gas Leases: R Royalties-Oil -and
Gas Leases: Suspensions

Where an oil and gas lessee appeals from
a decision bf an Oil and Gas Supervisor's
determination that additional royalties
are due. to the Government, .and simul-
taneouslyfilesa- request for :suspension
of the ruling, which is grantd 'by the
Geological Survey "until further hotice."
prejudgment. hiterest continues- to ac'-
crue during the period' of the suspension.
This. conclusion is. premised on the, doe-
trine that interest is compensation for
delay in payment.

4. Courts-Geological Survey-Oil and
Gas Leases: Generally-Oil and Gas'
Leases: Royalties

A demand'by the Geological Survey for
prejudgment interest for delayed .pay-
ment of additional royalties owed to the
Government is not necessarily unen-
forceable in the courts because it was not
asserted' as a counterclaim under Rule
13(a) of the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure.

APPEARANCES: Robert A. Dick, cEsq.,

Tohn P. Akolt, Jr., Esq., ReK Short,
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Esq., and Hunter L. Johlson, Jr., Esq.,
Denver, Colorado; for appellant. -

OPINION BY
ADIV1AISTRATIVE1 JUDGE

FIS LIA /A N 'f X -:'f

INYTERIOR BJARD OF LASN
*: AAPPE'ALS 0:; 0

A'tlantic Ric~hfield Coipany (ap-
pellant) has appealed from the. de-
cision of the Direct+,: Geological
Suve (DOirectdr-), dated Septem1-
bert 3,1974, which 'affirmed the de-
. terminations of the Riea~ioial Oi

lThe determination of the Regional Oil and.
Gas Supervisor, i pertienitportionsais set
f orth below.:
- 'ie T halve determined the amunt of 'ad-
ditional royalties; which had accrued as of:
March 31, 1971, on each of your Lost; Soldier:
oil and gas leases, including those which w erie
the siibject of' the' litigat ion'and. four leases'
which, although not specifically made subject
to that litigation come within'the same cate-
gory-for purposes of royalty settlement Upon'
your adjustment of royalty accounting. pro-
cadies so additional royalties accrued in'
this regard after March 31, 1971. Our findings
as to the amount of additional royalties due
to theUnited States are as follovs:

Cheyenne:
i 029630(a) ____ I $2, 247, 378 08

065546 --------- 2, 474, 57. 3
063724 _------ _- 667. 95
029630(b).__ 242. 95
065920 381. 67
*-70841 ___ -_-_ : 73. 88
078819 --- 2.;74

Total _------____ $4, 723, 330. 08

We find that the total amount of.money due
with interest to the United States on account
of those additional royalties, which had not
been paid when due, is $6,864,456.41. That
amount includes additional royalties due, to-
gether with interest on: the- outstanding
balance, which has been cosmpu1ted on an an-
nual basis (on a monthly basis since November
1970) at the prevailing prime interest rate
for each period. Interest on all amounts due as
of October 31, 1970. has been computed begin:
ning with the annual interest on the additional
royalties that had accrued as of September 30,

and Gas Supervisor (Supervisor),
Casper, AV/yo ming, dated Decem-
ber 29, 171, requiring appellant to
pay to the United States' additional
royalties in thei amount of $4,723,-
330.08, which together with the pre-
judgment interest demanded, a a-.

gregated $6,864,456.41. The: leases
for which additional pavments were
demanded are: Cheyenne 029630
(.a),: 029630(b), 063724, 065546,
065920, 070341, and 078819, all cov-.
ering .lands i the Lost Soldier
Field,. WTyoning. Appellant' asserts
that the additional royalties -rave
ben ipaid tO tle Government.
Therefore, only the interest is at
issule. 

-Thei sequence of ;events is suC-
cinetly set forth in appellants brief
as follows -:

(a) Oil and Gas,.Snpervisor's. letter
dated November 22 1961 ecomputing

1961 w hiali Was t ero'alty balance requitfed&
in our letter'to your predecessor company,
dated, November 22, 1961, and' has been cola-
pisted on an annual balance of royalties. due,
including the accrual of additional royalties for
each year or part year. That interest has been
computed thrbugh March 22, 1971; the date on
which the Geological Survey received Atlantic'
Richfield Company's tender of its check in
the amount of the accrued royalties for which
settlement had not been made. Interest on
additional royalties which accrued during the
period from November 1,'1970, to March 81,
1971, has been computed on. the same basis
through December 1971. *The prime interest
rates prevailing during all periods are taken
from a table secured from the Denver Branch:
of the Federal Reserve Bank. Where the rate
changed within a calendar year, a weighted
average annual rate was employed.

:-''Your check in the amount mentioned above
($6,564.486:41) should be made payable to the
order of the United States Geological Survey,
and sent to P.O. Box 2859, Casper, Wyoming
82601. Should you have any questions concern-
ing the-amount we have determined to be due
to the United States, or concerning our method
of compnutation, we shall be happy to discuss
the matter with you."

816] : 317
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,and adjusting royalties on production
from: the Madison and Cambrian Zones
underlying Cheyenne lease.029630_(a) and'
the Cheyenne lease 065546 (lands located
in the Lost Soldier Field, Wyoming).

(b) Sinclair Oil and Gas Company
(Sinclairn) predecessor of Atlantic Rich-
field Coipany (Arco) appealed the' Sn-

pervisor's royalty computation to the Di-
rector, filing its final appeal documents
on or about January 24, 1962.

(c) On July 29, 1966, the Director, by
Decision GS-37-O&G, affirmed the Su-

pervisor's computation of additional

royalty.

(d) Sinclair appealed the Director's

aforesaid; Decision GS-37-O&G to the

Secretary, whose Decision (A-30709-75

I.D. :155 (1968)) affirming the Direc-

tor's Decision was issued June 20, 196S.

*(e) Sinclair, in October 1968, in-

stituted an action in The United States

District Court for the District of Wyo-

mifng (No. 5277-Civil) in which it sought

judicial relief from the various depart-

mental Decisions.

(f) Oni August 22, 1969, in the above

ref'ertied to action, Judge Ewing T. Kerr

granted Defendant's Motion for Sum-

mary Judgment which, in effect, was an

affirmation of prior departmental Deci-

sions.

(g) The aforesaid District Court

Decision was .affirmed by The' United

States Court of Appeals, Tenth Circuit

(decision dated October 13, 1970) Atlan-

tic Richfield.Cotinpany, Walter J. Hickel,
Secretary of the Interior, etxal.j 432 F. 2d
587 (10th Cir. 1970).

(h) Oil and' Gas Supervisor's letter

dated February 17, 1971, to Arco com-

puting additional royalties, payable as of

October 31, 1970 ($4,652,873.58).

(i) Arco's letter of March 18, 1971, to

Mr. C. J. Curtis, Geological Survey, U.S.

Department of the Inteiior, P.O. Box

2859, Casper, Wyoming 82601, enclosing a

check payable to United States Geologi-

eal Survey in the amount of $4,652,873.58

in payment of recomputed additional

royalties as of October 31, 19T0.

0) Regional Petroleum Accountant's
letter' dated March' 23, 1971 -to Arco re-'-
turning the. March 1 1971, 'tendered
payment, with instructions to withhold
further payment until formal billing
received.

(k) Oil and Gas -Supervisor's letter
dated December 29, 1971, to Arco con-
stituting formal billing of the recomputed
royalties as of March 31, 171, and the
initial demand for interest in the amount
of $2,141,126.33, computed at prime In-
terest rates through December 1971.

The controversy as. to the pro-
priety of additional rentals lad its
genesis in a letter from the Super-
visor to appellant's predecessor in
interest, Sinclair Oil and Gas Coi-
pany . (Sinclair), dated Novei-
ber 22, 1961. That letter advised
Sinclair :,that the Supervisor had
been instructed to recompute the
royalties) on production for thepe-
riod of April1, 1948, to Septem-
ber 30, 1961.' Th recomputation
showed that Sinclair owed the scum
of $3,207,763.90 in additional royal-
ty payments. See Sinclair Oil &

as Co., : tD. 155, 157 (1968). We
now turn to consideration of appel-
lant's statement of reasons for its
appeal to this Board.-

[i] Appellant asserts that, al-
though the Director conceded that
no statute or contract authorized
the Supervisor to demand interest,
the Director erred in determining
that equity principles justified the
Supervisor's demand for interest.
Appellant further asserts that it
would be "a miscarriage of justice"
to demand interest in view of the
fact that appellant, and Sinclair
had been seeking administrative ap-
pellate and judicial construction of
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the tMieral Leasing Act on al issue
wlhich the Department itself had
recognized in Richfield Oil COrp.,
62 .D. 269, 23 (1955)2 as "u5-

2 The. issue in Richfield is described at 62
I.D. 272-74 as follows:

"In support of its contention' that produc-
tion from the zones here involved is subject
to the 12/2. percent royalty rate uder item
(1) of section 12, 'the appellant asserts that
although these zones are within the 'same
horizontal limits as are zones which are known
to have been productive on August 8, 1946
(the 'Old upper' and 'Old lower' zones referred
to in the Acting Director's determination),
the zones here under consideration are situated
below the vertical level of the productive limits
of the Old upper and Old lower zones and are
therefore entitled to the ' Tt 1/2 percent
royalty rate as. provided in item (1) ,of. sec-
tion 12. The appellant contends that the
Acting Director's failure to grant the 12½ per-
cent royalty rate as to the zones involved in,
this appeal ndicates that the statutory phrase
'productive limits 'of any ii or gas deposit"

in item (1) of section 12 was construed by
the Acting Director-of the Geological Survey to
mean 'hoizontal productive limits of any il
or gas deposit' In other words, the appellant:
asserts that the Acting Director has in effect
outlined on the surface 'of the grosind the hori-
zontal' limits. of the Old upper and Old lower
zones andlhas taken the position that any oil
a d gas deposit lying within those horizontal
limits* must be considered to be within the'
productive limits of the Old, upper and Old
lower 'zones even though the 'deposit is In' an
entirely separate zone, lying either above or
below the Old upper and the Old lower zones
and not coming within the-vertical productive
limits of these two zones. *: '

"The issue on this appeal therefore is
whether the 'horizontal limits' interpretation
apparently followed by the Geological Survey
or the 'vertical limits' interpretation contended
for by the appellant is correct.

"The language of item (1) of section 12 is
not too clear. It grants the flat 12½ percent
royalty rate to production from

* 5 such leases, or such part of the lands
subject thereto, and the deposits underlying
the saine, as are not believed to be within the
productive limits of any oil or gas deposit,
as such productive' limits are found by the
Secretary to exist on the effective date of this
Act * *
Viewed by itself, this language is possibly
susceptible of the interpretation advanced by
the appellant.

"On the other hand, particularly when
viewed as against the language employed in

ceptibil '" of' the interpretation ad-
vanced by; ' Richfield. 'Moreover,
appellant asserts that the Director
erred inia Edetermnining that --equity
principles justified the Supervidr's 
demand for interest. In this Codutlec-
tion, appellant points to the four
and one-half years it took for the
Director to decide its appeal and
the 21 months *hich elapsed be-
tween the time of perfecting its ap-

items (2) and (3) of the same section,' item
(1) is more reasonably construed as the Act-
Ing Director has construed it. Both items (2)
and (3) grant the 'fat 12/2 percent royalty
rate to 'any production * * *: from an oil or
gas deposit '* * -* which is determined by
the Secretary to "be a new deposit.' 'This
language plainly shows that in making a
determination under item (2) or (3), the Sec-
retary: is 'to act only upon the basis of 'de-
posits.' That is, in acting upon a request under
either' item (2) or (3) for a: determination:
that the flat 12½V percent' royalty' rate be
granted to: production froh- a certain deposit,
the Secretary determines- only whether the de-
posit in question is a new deposit separate
and distinct from any other deposit previously
discovered. It necessarily follows! that if the
deposit in question is vertically 'separated
from an existing deposit, it comes within item
(2) or (3) egardless of whether it falls within
vertical extensions 'of the horilontal limits 'of
the existing deposit.

7"The language of item (1) is distinctly
different. It does ndt extend the flat 121/2.
percent ro yaltyd rate to production from a 'de-
posit', it extends the flat royalty 'rate to pro-
duction from 'such eases, or such part of the
lands subject thereto, and the deposits under-
lying the same, as are not believed to be
within the productive limits of any oil or gas
deposit' [Italics supplied], as such limits
existed on August S. 1946. Moreover, it is
to be noted that item (1) says 'such leases, or
such part of the lands subject thereto, and the
deposits underlying the same, as are not
believed,' etc. [Italics supplied.] It does not
say 'such deposits.' The flat 121/2 percent roy-
alty is to be extended only to such leased land
as is not within the productive limits of an
existing deposit, and not to such deposits as
are not within the productive limits of an
existing deposit. Accordingly, it seems plain
that the Secretary is required to determine
only whether the leased lend, or part of it,
lies within the productive limits of a deposit
in existence on-August 5, 1946. This clearly

: 319
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peal to the Department and the ren-
dition of the Department's decision.,
Appellant also points to -the neces-
sary time consumed in getting a
judicial determination and suogests
that Board of County Comnmis-
siioners v. Unitd States,3 308 .S.
343 (1939), is' dispositive ofthle
basic issue.

A ppelant's arguments, implicity
recognize that even in 'the absence'
of statutory or contractual author-
ity,: interest may be imposed where
principles of equity warrant such
imposition; In other words, the issue

onveys the idea that the Secretary is only
required to determine' whether the leased land
lies within the horizontal limits of any existing
deposit This interpretation is incorporated in
the departmental regulation quoted earlier
which was adopted shortly after the enact-
ment ofthe [ajet-of August 8; 1946 (see' 4&
OFR, 1946 ed., 192.82(a) ()'): Irefer-to the
provision .that the-flat 12%/_X percent royalty
.rate. ishall apply to.- production from. "'(i)
Lend determined by the Director, Geological
Surveynot. to'be: within the productive limits,
of any oil or-gasdeposit on.August ,- 1946.?
[Italics .supplied:: ' . ' " .

'"The nclusion i n item (1) of the:phrase
'and th& deposits lnderlyingit' also bears out
this conclusion..:-That Is; tem (1). seems" to
say that only where the leasedland end, all
the deposits, underlying it are not. within the
productive limits of a deposit found to. exist
on August 8. 1946, will the lessee be, entitled
to the flat r6yaity rate. This negates ,the idea
that item (1) applies to leased land where one
or more of the deposits, underlying the land
have been found to be in existence on AugustiS,
1946. If Congress had intended that meaning
for item (1.). it ould seem that Congress
would have simply followed the language used
In items 1(2) and (); that is, item: (1) would
have been worded as follows

['The flat royalty rate shall extend to] (1)
any production on a lease from':'an oil or gas
deposit which is not believed to be within the
productive limits of any oil or gas deposit, as
such productive limits are found by the Sec-
retary to exist on the ef ective date of this Act.

'Altloubgh the' legislative' history of -section
12 is rather inconclusive, it lends support to
the 'horizontal limits' interpretation;" * * *

Referred to in appellant's brief as Jackson
County v. United States.

whether interest is properly charge-
able in the case at ba'r' turns' upon
a, determination helher' such
h-arge would be equitable. We look

at the totality of the ci'rcumstances
to ascertain whether they warrant
the impositiof of: prejudgment in-
terest.

While it is-true tiat in Riheld
Oil Corp., supra at 273, the Depart-
pient statedl'that'viewed by itself,
this language is possibly susceptible
of 'the nterprtatlon`advanced by
te- appelant" (Italics supplied),
the Departmeht discussed fe xtefliso
the cogent reasons which impelled a
contrary result. Thus we have an au-
thoritative and definitive opinion on
the issue in Rihfield, limned bythe
highest legal officer of the: Depart-
4tent in 1955. Apelfant's'p urport-
ed reliance on a phrase, taken 'out of
oeit,and Ln'egattd,by a subsequtut

articulate and:detaiileddiscussion, is

a walt' reed on *whlch to laim, re-
liance. This is particularly true in
t gil ligt oftfhe fact that demand for
tile additional royalties was made to
Sincir (appeflant's piedcessor in
interest) on November 22, 1961-
sone six and one-half years after the
issuance of Richfield..

Appellant's posture that the time
consumed in obtaining appellate ad-
ministrative decisions and court re-
view makes inequitable the demand
for prejudgment interest overlooks
a cogent; consideration. Sinclair
could have paid promptly the money
for additional royialties demanded
by the Supervisor on November 22,
1,961, accolmpanied' by a protest
against such imposition. It chose not
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to do so, despite the clearly enunci-
;ateci holdings in Rio/i ield in 1955.
Thtus it appears that appellant (and
its predecessor in interest) chose to
utilize the funds rather than pay
them to the United States, based on
the hope that the reasoned admin-
istrative interpretation of 30 U.S.c.

9 226 (c) (1946) could be success-
fully challenged. It seems equitable
that the United States should be re-
compensed for the loss'of the use of
the funds due it.:

Appellant asserts that Board of
county conmissioers v. Unied
States, sprT, is dispositive of the
threshold issue in its favor.' That
case involved the followiilg facts:
an Indian allotment, y treaty stip-
ulation and 'provisions of. a trust
patent issued under the' Generl' Al- 
lotment Act, was exempt from tax-
ation so'long as the: United States
should hold it in trust. Over the In-

4 4 CFR 102.10 states In part that Pre-
judgment interest should not be demanded or
collected on civil penalty andforfeiture claims
unless the statute under which the claim
arises authorizes the collection of such inter-
est." The interest sought in the case at bar is
sought simply to recompense the United States
for the use of funds due It

That regulation, however, also provides, "In
cases in which prejudgment interest is not
mandated by statute,' contract or regulation,
the agency may forego the collection of pre-
judgment interest as an inducement to volun-
tary payment." (Italics supplied.) Thus the
regulations of the General Accounting Office
implicitly recognize that prejudgment interest
may be collected In the discretion of the fed-
eral agency to which the debt is owed; with
certain exceptions not pertinent in the case
at bar.

Regulations adopted pursuant to, and icon-
forming with, proper authority have the force
and effect of law. See Frank Allison, 3 IBLA
317 (1971). A regulation must be deemed valid
unless it is shown to be "plainly and palpably
inconsistent with law." Boske v. Comingore,
177 U.S. 459, 470 (1900).

FIELD COMPANY '
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dian's objection, the Secretary of
the Interior issued to the; Indian a
patent in fee simple which,' later
after long delay, the Secretary ca-n-
celed bj'authority of an Act of Con-
gress. In the meantime the fee
patent had been registered in the
county- and, the county authorities
in reliance upon it, had collected
taxes upon the land. Thereafter, the
United States in an action on behalf
of the Indian recovered a judgment
against the county for the amount
of te tax 'payments with interest.

The Supreme Court reversed the
District Court decision, stating in
part:

Assuming, however, that the law as to
interest -in governmental actions based
upon quasi-contractual obligations be ap-
plicable, the United States must fail here.
The cases teach that interest is not re-
covered according to a rigid 'theory of
compensation for money withheld, but is
given in response to considerations of
fairness. It is denied, when its exaction
would be inequitable. United States v.
Sanborn, 135 U.S. 271, 281; Billings v.
United States, 232 U.S. 261.

Jackson County in all innocence acted
in reliance on a fee patent given under the
hand of the President of the United
States. Even after Congress in 1927 au-
thorized the Secretary of the Interior to
cancel: such a patent, it was not until
1935 that such cancellation was made.
Here is a long, unexcused delayin the,
assertion of a right for which Jackson
County should not be penalized. By virtue
of the most authoritative semblance of le-
gitimacy under national law, the land of
M-Ko-Quah-Wah and the lands of other
Indians had become part of the economy
of Jackson County..For eight years after
Congress had directed attention to' the
problem, those specially entrusted with
the intricacies of Indian law did not call
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Jackson: County's action into question.
Whatever may be her nf-ortuhate duty to
restore the -taxes, which she6 had. every
.practical justification for collecting at the
time, no claim -of. fairness calls upon her
also to pay interest for the use of ,the
money which she could not have known
was not properly hers. "

308 U.S. 343, 352-53 (1909). ' 

In contradistilnction to Jacksoni
County, which "in all iocence

.,acted in rlialce on a fee patent
oiven under the hand of the 'resi-

dent of the tnited States," appel-
la-nt's claim to bona fides is vitiated
by the Ricfield Departmental deci-
sion in 1955 which established an in-
terpretation of tle Mineral Leasing
Act iametrically contrary to ap-
pellant's contention.. Lifting 'the

italicized portions from " I'v iewed
iby itself, this language'is possiay

susceptible of the interpretatioh ad-
. .vanced: by the appellantr', hardly
*--ceinports with acting' "in all innoc-

enc~ef *-* '*t in reliance on a fee
|7pitteelt given Ln der the. hand of the
Presidenlt '* '." The case atbaris
further distinguIiishable intat de-

mr3and for interest commenced only
after the debt-or was apprised of his
obligation.- The Geblogical' Survey
is seeking -iitterest- only for the- pe-
riocl ccmnencin& -Ndve rber. 22,
1961, thle date. o'f its letter hotifying
appellant of the additional royal-

.ties clue. -The -Geological Survey is
not seekihg interest for the f 6alities

.wlvhich accrued.,from 1948 to 1961,

* priortoits deland. "

[21 Appellant asserts' that the

, Sripervisor is without authority "to

:comnpute iiterest on the additional

*oyalties paid and to demand pay-
mIrnt of such interest.", (Statement

'of Reasons at lo) Apellant's con-
clusion is predicated on the argu-
moent that prejudgnienut interest may
b'. assessed oIlly b, the judiciary,
*llat the, Supervisor is an officer of

ithe- Execiftive Braildi and not in the
judiciary, and therefore has no au-
thority to impose pejudgment in-
terest. Appellant's basic assumption:

is that only the judiciary may im-
:pose p1 ejidgmenlt. interest, but it

points to no substantial authority
for its assumption. Whlie it is truie
that court sit might be necessary to
eqf6rce; the payment f interest,
Gov.eruneut persoumel. administer-
ing contracts :(an oil and gas lease is

a contract) may makie :,.a "unilateral
'determination?' of interest5 owed to

A''somewhat similar case to the one at bar
related to the interpretatibn of the fDpait-
ment's leases for the mining and production
of potash, uinder te Potassium Act 'of ebru-
ary 7, 1927, 0 U.S.C. § 282 (1964). The De-
partment's interpretation: was' approved in
.Viited States v Southwest Potash Cosp., 852
F..2d- 113 (10th- Cir. 19653), cert. denied, 383

'j.. 911- (1966), and the ease-was remanded to
-the District Court of, New- Mcxico "with
directions to proceed accordingly," The action
,had. originated in. the United- States District
Court for the District of-New.Mtxico bya suit
for recovery,of the royalties due to the United
States. After the denial -of the.-petition by
Southwest Potash for -writ of -certiorari, by
the Supremxe: Court, attorneys for Southwest
-Potash requested' that the amount of royalties
due the United States under the mining super-
visor's determination be computed as promptly

-as- possible. Interest was computed from the
date the royalty amounts became due; See
-memorandum to hief, Conservation Division,

*Geological Survey, from Associate Solicitor,
Division of Public Lands, dated March 21,
1966.. Judge Bratton of .the Distriet Court
assessed .. interest against Southwest until
April 1966, under his -Judgment of Mandate
and Pinal Judgment. Utit d States v. South-
tevst otal.57e Corp. (.N.M., diled Apr. 21,

'-1966).;- - - ; :: -. ' -: - : - : -
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the Government, subject, to revision
in "the discretion and judgmentt of
the district court." Swartobaugh

Mp1fg. Co. v. United States, 289 F.2d
81, 84 (6th Cir. 1961).

The Director's holding that the
delegation of authority to the Su-
pervisor to make determinations of
royalty liability, 30 CFR 221.3, in-
cludes authority to assess interest on
delinquent royalty payments ade-
quately disposes of appellant's con-
trary assertion and meets with our
approbation. BWe note, moreover,
that the Supervisor's demands for
unpaid delinquent royalties and
interest therein have been ratified in
essence by the Director's decision of
September 3, 1974.

[3] Appellant argues that the
unconditional suspension of demand
for payment of disputed additional
royalties effectively suspends ac-
crual of interest. This suspension
arose from a request by Sinclair
simultaneously filed on Decem-
ber 12, 1961, with its notice of
appeal to the Director from the Su-
pervisor's determination of Novem-
ber 22, 1961, that additional royal-
ties were due to'the Government.
The Director's letter of Decem-
'ber 29, 1961, suspended the Super-
visor's ruling "until further notice."
This suspension did one thing
only-it relieved Sinclair of the ob-
ligation to pay the $3,209,763.30
additional royalties "until further
notice," In no sense did it purport
to relieve Sinclair (and its succes-
sor in interest) from being liable for
the interest on the money withheld

from the Government since 1961.,At
that timfe, interest , had not been
demanded from Sinclair. Interest
cis customarily allowed as com-
pensation for delay in payment."
Brookiy n Bank v. O'Aeil, 324 U.S..
697,715 (1945).

In United States v. Eastern Air
:Lizes, Inc., 366. F. 2d 316, 321 (2d
Cir. 1966), the Court states:

It is well established that a party who
has had the -use. of disputed funds for a
period of time must pay interest on that
portion of the funds finally determined
to belong to his adversary. E.g., United
States v. Royal Indem. Co., 116 F. 2d 247,
249 (2 Cir. 1940), aff'd, 313 U.S. 289, 61
S. Ct. 995, 8 L. Ed. 1361 (1941). * **

The Court went on to point out that
even a tender does not necessarily
stop the running of interest and dis-
cussed the relative equities of the
pasties.

[4] Appellant also urges that
the Government's failure to assert
the claim for interest by way of
counterclaim in the declaratory
judgment action involving the addi-
tional royalties payable on oil pro-
duction from the Madison and Cam-
brian Zones underlying leases
Cheyenne 029630 (a) and Chey-
enne 0655-6 bars recovery of inter-
est. Appellant relies upon Rule 13
(a) of the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure as the basis for its posi-
tion and asserts that prejudgment
interest is a coanterclaim" which
must be pleaded or is considered
waived.

We are not persuaded by the cases
cited by appellant. None of them re-
lates to the specific issue whether

323
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prejudgment interest, not counter-
claimed in proceedigs in the fed-
eral courts, is waived.

The only case we have found
which is directly on point a arded
prejudgmenit interest, even though
not included, in a counterclaim,
Soderhamn Hfael. M! fg. Co. v.
Martin Bros. Container & Timber
Products Corp., 415 F.2d 1058, 1064
(9th Cir. 1969).

Therefore, pursuant to the au-
thority delegated to the Boar of

Land Appeals by the Secretary of
the Interior, 43 CFR 4.1, the deei-
sion of the Director is affirmed.

FFlEDERICT FISHMAN,

Adwmniitratiqve 7udge.

WVE CON(UR.

DOUGLAS E. HENRIQUES,

Adnbinistrative Judge.

ALRTIN RITVO,

Adninistrative Judge.

U.S. OVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: 1975
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EASEMENT RESERVATIONS
IN:CONVEYANCES TO'

ALASKA NATIVE
CORPORATIONS UNDER

ANCSA

Alaska: Indian and Native Affairs-
Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act:
Easements

Prior to the conveyance of any land pur-
suant to the Alaska Native Claims Set-
tiement Act (43 U.S.C. § 1601 et seq.
(1970)) (ANCSA) the Secretary must
make a determination of which public
easements are necessary and the Secre-
tary must reserve those easements in
the conveyance.

The Secretary has authority to reserve
public easements in conveyances under
ANCSA (43 U.S.C. §1601 (1970)), other
than those easements identified and rec-
ommended by the Joint Federal State
Land Use Planning Commission.

The authority of the Secretary to reserve
easements in conveyances under ANCSA
is not limited to those public easements
specifically listed in section 17(b) (1),
85 Stat. 708 of that Act.

The Secretary is not limited to reserva-
tion of easements in conveyances under
ANCSA which cross the patented lands
from one boundary to another. The ease-
ments may be for uses within the pat--
ented lands.

July 84]975
M-36880

OPINION BY DEPUTY
SOLICITOR LIND GREN

OFFICE OF THE SOLICITOR

May 3, 1975

To: THE SECRETARY

FROM: SOLICITOR

SUBJECT: EASEMENT RESERVATIONS

* IN CONVEYANCES TO ALASKA NA-

TIVE CORPORATIONS UNDER THE,

ALASKA NATIVE CLAIMS SETTLE-

MENT ACT, DECEMBER 18, 1971
(85 STAT. 688-43 U.S.C. '§ 1601

E Et Seq. (Supp. III, 1970 Ed.))D
ANCSA.

You have asked for a brief and
concise description of the authority
of the Secretary to reserve ease-
ments under section 17(b) (3) of
ANCSA. Since section 17(b) (3) S
not the sole source of authority for
the Secretary to reserve easements,
the scope of that authority must be
discussed in the context of his total
authority. Section 17(b) (1) of
ANCSA provides:

(1) The' Planning Commission shall
identify public easements across lands
selected by Village Corporations and
the Regional Corporations and at peri-
odic points along the courses of major
waterways which are reasonably neces-
sary to guarantee international treaty
obligations, a full right of public use and
access for recreation, hunting, transpor-
tation, utilities, docks, and such other
public uses as the Planning Commission
determines to be important.

(2) In identifying public easements the
Planning Commission shall consult with
appropriate State and Federal agencies,
shall review proposed transportation
plans, and shall receive and review state-
ments and recommendations from inter-
ested organizations and individuals on
the need for and proposed location of
public easements: Provided4 That any
valid existing right recognized by this
Act shall continue to have whatever right
of access as is now provided for under
existing law and this subsection shall not

82 T.D. No.7
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operate in any way to diminish or limit
such right of access.

(3) Prior to granting any patent un-
der this Act to the Village Corporation
and Regional Corporations, the Secretary
shall consult with the State and the Plan-
ning Commission and shall reserve such
public easements as he determines are
necessary.

The inclusion of this section in the
Act by the Conference Committee
was the result of long and continu-
ing expressions of need by many di-
verse interests during the considera-
tion of a Native claim settlement.
H.R. 10367, 92d Cong., 1st Sess.
(1971), as passed by the House, con-
tamed no reference to easement res-
ervations after the efforts to include
a land use planning section were de-
feated. On the other hand, S. 35, 92d
Cong., 1st Sess. (19T1), as it passed
the Senate, did contain a land use
planning section in which the find-
ings of the Land Use Planning
Commission were mandatory and
binding on the Secretary. Section 24
(d) of that bill provided:

(1) As a part of the Planning Commis-
sion's review of land selections by the
State, by Native Villages or by corpora-
tions pursuant to section 24(a) (9) the
Planning Commission shall identify pub-
lic easements across such lands and at
periodic points along the courses of major
waterways which are reasonably neces-
sary to guarantee a full right of public
use and access for recreation, hunting,
transportation, utilities, docks and such
other public uses as the Planning Com-
mission determines to be important.

(2) In identifying public easements the

Planning Commission shall consult with
appropriate State and Federal agencies,
shall review proposed transportation
plans, and shall solicit and receive state-
ments and recommendations from inter-
ested organizations and individuals on

the need for and proposed location of pub-
lic easements: Provided, That any valid
existing right recognized by this Act shall
continue to have whatever right of ac-
cess as is now provided for under existing
law and this subsection shall not operate
in any way to diminish or limit such right
of access.

(3) Prior to granting any patent under
this Act the Secretary shall consult with
the Planning Commission and shall re-
serve such public easements as the Plan-
ning Commission has identified and rec-
ommends. The responsibilities granted to
the Planning Commission under this sec-
tion shall be transferred to the Secretary
upon termination of the Planning Com-
mission.

The Senate Committee explained
the intent of that section as follows:

[A] major problem facing the State of
Alaska and the Federal Government in
connection with the settlement of the
land claims issue' and the gradual lift-
ing of the administrative and Secretarial
Order "land freeze" that has operated in
Alaska over the past five years is to

develop a rational and coherent land use
planning capability which will operate to
preserve the environment and protect the
public interest in the Federal lands in
Alaska without, at the same time
frustrating the reasonable expectations of
the Native people and the State to exer-
cise in a rational manner of the rights
granted to them by this Act and by the
Alaska Statehood Act.

* :* *

This year, building upon the experience
gained from two intensive years of con-
sideration and many hearings on legisla-
tion to establish a National Land Use

Policy, it is the Committee's view that ad-

ditional actions should be taken to insure
that the land resources base of Alaska is
properly planned for and managed.

To achieve this goal the Committee has

adopted Section 24. Section 24 provides
for the establishment of a Joint Federal-

State Land Use Planning Commission;

the creation of a North Slope Recreation
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and Transportation Corridor; and the
reservation of appropriate public ease-
ments. These provisions are discussed in
detail elsewhere in this report.

S. Rep. No. 92-405, 92d Cong., 1st

Sess., 84-85 (1971).

The Committee then stated, by
way of detailed discussion:

Section 24(d)-This section details the
requirement that appropriate public ease-
ments shall. be reserved under all grants
and patents to insure the full rights of
public use and access.

Section 24 (d) (1) -This subsection di-
rects that as a part of the Planning Com-
mission's review of land selections by the
State, by Native Villages or by corpora-
tions pursuant to section 24(a) (9) the
Planning Commission shall identify pub-
lic easements across such lands and at
periodic points along the courses of major
waterways which are reasonably neces-
sary to guarantee a full right of public
use and access for recreation, hunting,
transportation, utilities, docks, and such
other public uses as the Planning Com-
mission determines to be important.

Section 24(d) (2)-This subsection di-
rects that in identifying public easements
the Planning Commission shall consult
with appropriate State and Federal agen-
cies, shall review proposed transportation
plans, and shall solicit and receive state-
ments and recommnhdations from inter-
ested organizations and individuals on
the need for and proposed location of pub-
lic easements. Any valid existing right
recognized by this Act shall, however,
continue to have whatever right of access
as is now provided for under existing law
and this subsection shall not operate in
any way to diminish or limit such right
of access.

Section 24(d) (3)-This subsection di-
rects that prior to granting any patent
under this Act the Secretary shall consult
with the Planning Commission and shall
reserve such public easements as the
Planning Commission has identified and
recommends. The responsibilities granted

to the Planning Commission under this
section shall be transferred to the Secre-
tary upon termination of the Planning
Commission.

Id. at 172.

The mandatory nature of the lan-
guage. concerning the determina-
tions of the Land Use Planning
Commission was vigorously op-
posed by the House members of the
Conference Committee and by the
Executive Branch. Thus, the entire
function of the Land Use Planning
Colmnission became advisory to the
Secretary in the bill prepared by
the Conference Committee, while
the Secretary's authority was broad-
ened to look beyond the Planning
Commission and to make individual
determinations on questions con-
cerning easements. Section 17(b) of
the Alaska Native Claims Sett]e-
ment Act as finally enacted can be
outlined as follows: The Planning
Commission is directed to identify
public easements for a number of
public uses and access functions
which it deems to be important. In
the process of doing so the Planning
Commission is to consult with ap-
propriate State and Federal agen-
cies and interested organizations
and individuals. The Secretary of
the Interior is then instructed, prior
to granting of any patent under the
Act to village and regional cor-
porations,, to consult 'with the State
and with the Planning Covnission,
and then mandated to reserve such

' The Conference Report states: "The Plan-
ning Commission has no regulatory or enforce-
ment functions, but has iaportant advisory
responsibilities." S. Conf. Rep. No. 92-581,
92d Cong., 1st Sess. 36 (1971) (Italics added).

327
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public easements as he' determines Commissio,' derives from the Sec-

are necessary. It is important the retary's independent mandate to

Secretary Inest- reserve thse pub-< consult with the State, as well as the
lic easements. which "he determines Planning Commission, and to en-
are necessary." Thus, the Secretary sure that "valid existing rights" of
must first make his own determina- access are preserved.
tion, in consultation with the State It has been argued that the pur-

and the Planning Commission, as poses for which' easements may be
well as others, as to which public reserved and the circumstances in
easements are necessary 'and should which they may be reserved listed
be reserved under the Act. TheAct's in section 17(b) (1) are limitations
Iamiguage "the Secretary * * * shall upon the authority of the Secretary
reserve" (Section 17(b) (3)) nan- in section 17(b) (3). This construc-
dates the reservation of those ease- tion of the statute will not hold up

uents. under. close examination because:
It is noted that in the original (1) the Act requires the Secretary

Senate version the Planning Com- to look beyond' the Planning Com-

mission dictated which easements mission for consultation before
were to be reserved, but in the final making his determinations; (2) the
version of the Act the Secretary of Secretary is directed not to reduce
the Interior makes this determina- the right of access of any valid ex-

tion, and he is to make that determi- isting right; (3) the language of

nation after consultation with the section 17(b) (1) is ejusdem generis

State as well as the Planning Com- in nature and is not that ordinarily
mission. Furthermore, section 17 (b) used when the doctrine of expressio

(2) requires "that any valid ex- uqnius est ehl'usio aterius is in-

isting right recognized by this Act tended to apply. The first two rea-

shall continue to have whatever sons have been examined in some

right of access as is now provided' detail already in this opinion. With

for under existing law and this sub- 'respect to (3) above, section 17(b)

section shall not operate in any way (1) ends with the phrase "and such

to diminish or limit such right of other public uses as the Planning

access." Therefore, in construing the Commission determines to be im-

meaning of "pubfic easement," the portant." (Italics added.) This

Secretary must construe his funo- phrase makes it clear that the use
tions under section 17(b) in such a or. access functions listed previ-

manner as not to reduce the right of ously in that subsection are not ex-

access of anyone holding any valid elusive. The reemphasis of the term

existing right at the time of convey- "public use" in that phrase would

ance. Thus, the Secretary's discre- also indicate a relation back to such

tionary authority to reserve public "public use" needs as arise in the

easement, beyond those identified fulfillment of international treaty

and recommended by the Planning obligations.
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Relevant parts of the Conference
Report also indicate that the na-
ture and purposes of easements to
be reserved were to be determined
chiefly in light of the duty of the
Planning Commission and the Sec-
retary to protect the "larger public
interest":

Appropriate public access and recrea-
tional site easements vill be reserved on
lands granted to Native Corporations to
insure that the larger public interest is
protected. S. Conf. Rep., supra, at note 1.
(Italics added.)

An explanation of the term "pub-
lic use" as used in section 17(b) (1)
is appropriate. A "public use" has
been defined as that which, (1) en-
ables "the United States or a State

to carry on its governmental
functions, and to preserve the
safety, health, and comfort of. the
public * * * (2) to serve the public
with some necessity or convenience
of life * * * (3) in certain *
cases * * * to enable individuals to
carry on business * * * if their suc-
cess will indirectly enhance the pub-
lic welfare." Delfeld v. City of
Tulsa, 131 P. 2d 54, 757-q9 191
Okla. 541 (1942). The weight of
authority- is to the effect that "pub-
lic: use" encompasses the concept of
public advantage. Thus, the United
States Supreme Court has said,
"Public uses are not limited, in the
modern view, to matters of mere
business necessity and ordinary con-
veniice, but may extend to matters
of public health, recreation and
enjoyment." Rindge Co. '. Cougnty
of Los Angeles, 262 U.S. 700, 707

(1923). .Publie uses, then, obviously
involve more than simply access-
related functions.,

The use of the terms "recreation
sites". and "camp sites" throughout
the Conference Report clearly indi-
cates that Coligress contemplated
that the Secretary would have the
authority to reserve site easements
for public uses on lands conveyed to
village and regional corporations.2

In various oral and written com-
ments to the Department, much em-
phasis is placed on the term "across"
in the phrase in section 1(b) (1),
"identify public, easements across
lands selected." The term "across"
has been construed by the courts
over the years to have a very broad
meaning that is not limited to a line
from one boundary to another
boundary of a piece of property. It
has been variously held to mean,
"Over" Conuanonwealti,, ex rel Tel.

Co. v. Warwice, Mayor et. al., 40 A.
93, 185 Pa. 623 (1898) ; Illinois Cen-
teal R. Co. .: City of Chicago, 30
N.E. 1044, 141 Ill. 586 (1892);
State v. Ne'wport St. Ry. Co., 18 A.

2 "Appropriate public access and recrea-
tional site easements will be reserved on lands
granted to Native Corporations to insure that
the larger public interest is protected." Id.

"Section 17 of the conference report is
based upon section 24 of the Senate amend-
ment.

2. Subsection'17(b) of the Conference Re-
port is substantially the same as section 24
(d) of the Senate amendment. This subsec-
tion provides for the advance reservation of
easements and camping and recreation sites
necessary for public access across" lands
granted to Village and Regional orpora-
tions." Id., at 44.5

we have some difficulty in conceptualizing
a recreation site on Native lands necessary
for access across Native lands.
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161, 16 R.I. 533 (1889); Brown v.
Meady, 25 American Decision 88,
10 Me. 391 (1833); "Along" Mt.
Vernon Telephone Co. v. Franklin
Farmers Co-op Tel. Co. 92 A. 934
(Me. 1915) ; Brooklyn Heights R.R.
Co. v. Steers, et al. 106 N.E. 919,
213 N.Y. 76 (1914); "On" "The
reservation of the right to main-
tain a drain 'across' the land con-
veyed is not nullified because the
drain, in fact, ended in a cesspool
'on' the land conveyed." Jones v-
Adamns, et al. 38 N.E. 437, 162 Mass.
224 (1894) ; "Upon" (same cita-
tions as "along") ; "Through" and
"Within" Qu'anah, A. & P. Ry. Co.
v. Cooper, 236 S.W. 811 (Tex. 1922).
In view of the two conclusions that
section 17(b) (1) is not a limitation
on the Secretary and that "across"
has a very broad meaning, it is con-
cluded that the term "across", stand-
ing alone, does not prescribe the
place or manner in which a public
easement may be reserved.

It has been argued that the
"across" language followed by the
language "and at periodic points
along the course of major water-
ways" further delimits -the Secre-
tary's authority to proscribe him
from reserving linear easements
along the course of. any major
waterway. At least three responses
can be made to that argument. First,
linear easements along the course of
a major waterway might be neces-
sary, in the opinion of the Secre-
tary, to fulfill some public easement
function such as the guaranteeing
of international treaty obligations
or some access functions such as
rights-of-way for transportation or
utilities. Second, such linear ease-

ments will, in appropriate circm-
stances, qualify as being "across"
selected lands. Finally, after con-

-sultation with the State of Alaska,
the Secretary may determine that
such a linear easement is reasonably
necessary. As a result of these pos-
-sible situations and in view of ob-
vious Congressional intent to pre-
serve valid existing rights and to
.protect the larger public interest,
such a narrow and constricted in-
terpretation as that proposed. in
various oral and written comments
submitted to the Department can-
not be placed upon the statute.

Each statute already in force and
applicable to Alaska, authorizing
the reservation of easements, has
not been examined in light of Sec-
tion 26 of the ANCSA. Each of
these statutes must be examined
with care to determine whether
they should be used in conjunction
with section 17 (b), in lieu of section
17(b), or must be construed as re-
pealed. However, in examining
these alternatives it must be re
membered that there is a strong
presumption against implied repeal.
Fed eral Trade Commission v. APW
Paper Co., Inc., 328 U.S. 193
(1946) ; U.S. Alkali Export Assn. v.
U.S., 325 U.S. 196 (1.945); Georgia
v. Pennsylvania R.R. Co., 324 U.S.
439 (1945).

There are four limitations upon
the Secretary in carrying out his ob-
ligations under section 17(b). The
first is contained in section 17 (b) (2)
which prohibits the reduction of the
right of access for anyone holding
a valid existing right under present
law. The second limitation appears
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in section 17(b) (3) and requires
that he first determine public ease-
inents are necessary before any res-
ervation is made. Third, the ease-
ment reserved must be a public
easement or an easement to fulfill
the obligation of section 17(b) (2).

Fourth, the easement should be a
public use or an access-related ease-
ment. This fourth conclusion is not
clearly spelled out i section 17(b)
(2) or (3) but is strongly suggested
by the general scope of section 17 (b)

(1)
Despite these limitations on the

authority of the Secertary, he is
vested with broad authority by sec-
tion 17(b) (3) and with certain ob-
ligations. In the exercise of his au-
thority he must be reasonable and
not arbitrary or capricious in his de-
terminations of what easements are
necessary or not necessary. A deter-
mination that an easement is neces-
sary or not necessary should be re-
corded and accompanied by a writ-
ten record in support thereof in case
the determination is challenged.
(Citiens to Preserve Oveerton Park,
Inc. v. Volpe, 401 U.S. 402 (1971);
Camp V. Pitts, 411 U.S. 138 (1973)).
The exercise of the Secretary's au-
thority is, in part, a policy function
of his office and the exercise of that
authority is not totally dictated by
this statute but also by general prin-
ciples of law.

DAVID E. LINDGREN,
Deputy Solicitor.

ADMINISTRATIVE APPEAL OF,
SESSIONS, INC.

(A CALIFORNIA CORPORATION)
V.

RICHARD AXADO MIGUEL
(LESSOR)

LEASE NO. PSL-35

4 IBIA 84
Decided July 10, 1975

Appeal from an administrative de-
cision canceling a long-term business
lease.

Affirmed.

1. Indian Lands: Leases and Permits:
Long-term Business: Rentals-Indian
Lands; Leases and Permits: Long-term
Business: Waiver: Generally

Acceptance of rentals by a lessor subse-
quent to default on specific provisions of
the lease by the lessee does not constitute
waiver of items in default in the absence
of showing that lessor voluntarily or in-
tentionally waived the requirements un-
der the lease.

2. Indian Lands: Leases and Permits:
Long-term Business: Cancellation

A lease may be canceled by the Secretary,
at the request of the lessor where lessee
has failed to carry out specific provisions
of the lease.

APPEARANCES: Dillon, Boyd, Dough-
erty and Perrier, a Professional Cor-
poration, for appellant, Sessions, Inc.,
a California Corporation; William M.
Wirtz, staff attorney, Sacramento
Regional Solicitor's Office for Richard
Amado Miguel, appellee.
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OPINION BY ADMINISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE WILSON

INTERIOR BOARD OF
INDIAN APPEALS

The above-entitled matter comes
before this Board on an appeal
timely filed by Sessions, Inc., here-
inafter referred to as appellant,
from a decision of the Area Direc-
tor, Sacramento Area Office, Bureau
of Indian Affairs, canceling a busi-
ness lease.

The appeal involves cancellation
of Lease No. PSL-35, Contract
No. 14-20-0550-804, hereinafter re-
ferred to as lease, on trust allotted
lands acquired by appellant's pred-
ecessor in interest, Rancho Trailer
Park, Inc., on April 11, 1960, from
the Indian owner, Richard Amado
Miguel, hereinafter referred to as
appellee.

The lease covers a five-acre tract
described as S1/2NEI/4 , NEl/4, SE1/4 ,
section 22, T. 4 S., R. 4 E., San
Bernardino Base Meridian, River-
side County, California, being a
portion of the trust allotment of
the appellee, PS-8.

This lease, 'being one of seven
leases approved on January 27,
1961, by. the Secretary of the In-
terior to the appellant's predecessor
in interest, can be characterized as
a unitized lease since all seven leases
contain identical covenants and dif-
fer only as to the rent, description
of the land, lessors, and the cost of
improvements for each individual

-parcel. of land.
According to the record, the Area

Director on July 30, 1974,'gave the

appellant 60 days in which to cure
the default in performance of Arti-
cles 7, 8 and 11 of the lease. The
appellant failed to cure said de-
faults and on October 15, 1974, the
appellant was notified of the can-
cellation of the lease effective as of
that date for the following reasons:

Failure to complete construction'
of three hundred thousand dollars
($300,000) worth of improvements
on the leased premises and failure
to submit a general plan and archi-
tect's design for development of
said premises.

The Articles of the lease in dis-
pute, 7, 8 and 11, in pertinent part
provide:

7. IMPROVEMENTS
As a material part of the-consid-

eration for this lease, the lessee
covenants and agrees no less than
five (5) years after the beginning
date of the term of this lease, lessee
will have completed construction of
'permanent improvements on the
leased premises at a cost of and hav-
ing a reasonable value of THREE
HJNDRED THOUSAND DOL-
LARS ($300,000).

8. GENERAL PLAN AND DE-
SIGN

Within two' (2) years after the
approval of this lease, the' lessee
shall cause to be prepared and sub-
mitted to the Secretary for ap-
proval, a general plan and archi-
tect's design for the full improve-
ment and complete development of
the entire leased premises. The Sec-
retary shall not unreasonably with-
hold approval and shall either ap-
prove or state his reasons for dis-
approval within thirty (30) days
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after said-plans are presented to him
by the lessee.

11. COMPLETION OF DE-
VELOPMENT

It is understood and agreed that
the lessee will complete the full im-
provement and development of the
leased premises in accordance with
the general plan and architect's de-
sign, submitted in accordance with
Article 8, above, within five (5)
years from the beginning date of
the term of the lease.

The appellant from the said can-
cellation filed a timely appeal to the
Commisioner, Bureau of Indian
Affairs, who in turn on December
4, 1974, referred the matter to this
Board for disposition. In support
of the appeal the appellant con-
tends as follows:

1. Sessions Inc. submitted plans and
designs for the improvement of the leased
premises that have neither been ap-
proved nor disapproved by the Secre-
tary and his subordinates.

2. Sessions' obligation to redevelop
Lease PSL-35 is excused by the refusal
of one or more of the Indian Lessors to
approve plans, and designs for the re-
deveopment [sic] of Rancho Trailer
Park and grant the dedications of city
streets required for the development.

3. The Secretary and the Lessor, by
having accepted the rent called for un-
der Lease No. PSI-35, have waived Ses-
sions' obligations under the lease to
complete the development of the leased
premises.

4. It would be an unjust result to for-
feit lease PSL-35.

In brief, the lease in question re-
quired the appellant to fully de-
velop and improve within five years

from January 27, 1961, the leased
premises which were 'then used as
a trailer park. To this end, the lease
terms provided that appellant was
to submit within two years from
January 27, 1961, to the Bureau of
Indian Affairs as representative of
the Secretary of -the Interior for
approval, a general plan and archi-
tect's design for permanent im-
provements. The plan, if approved,
required construction of improve-
ments to be completed by Janu-
ary 26, 1966.

Considering the Bureau of In-
dian Affairs' reasons for canceling
the lease and appellant's contention
opposing the cancellation, it is quite
apparent that nonperformance of
Articles 7, 8 and 11 is claimed by
the appellee while appellant claims
waiver of performance.

It is the contention of. appellant
that it is not in'default of its obliga-
tions under Article 8 because the
Secretary and his subordinates did
not take any action on the alleged
plans submitted by appellant to the
Bureau of Indian Affairs and ap-
pellee as required by Article 8 of the
lease. 'The appellant, accordingly,
attributes its noncompliance under
Article 11 of the lease on the Secre-
tary's failure to act on the alleged
plans submitted on March 20, 1966,
The alleged plans, among other
things, required that the appellee
dedicate part of his land to the city
of Palm Springs for widening and
extending a certain street through
the middle of the leased premises.
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The Board finds nothing in the
lease requiring dedication as a re-
quirement of the development of
the property. Since the dedication
would require a substantial amend-
mnent to the lease, the Bureau of
Indian Affairs was not required to
approve or disapprove the alleged
plan since it was not one to com-
mercially develop the property
within the terms of the lease. Re-
fusal by the appellee to dedicate his
land can hardly be labeled as arbi-
trary or unreasonable in view of the
fact that dedication could possibly
destroy for all time the future use
of the property for commercial pur-
poses.

Moreover, in the absence of an ap-
proved extension, although requests
had been made, of the period for
submission of the plan and archi-
tect's design under Article 8 of the
lease, the Board finds that appellant
was in default thereof as of Janu-
ary 26, 1963.

Additionally, in the absence of an
approved extension and the failure
of appellant to complete the im-
proveients under Articles 7 and 11
by January 26, 1966, the Board fur-
ther finds that appellant was in de-
fault as to these Articles-

Appellant's contention that per-
formance of the obligation imposed
by Articles 7, 8 and 11 was waived
by appellee's continued acceptance
of the rentals without requiring per-
formance of the obligations or in-.
stituting actions determining the
lease is unacceptable.

[1] The Board in the Adminis-
trative Appeal of Sessions, Inc. v.

Vyola Olinger Ortner, et al., 3 IBIA
145, 81 I.D. 651 (1974), held that
acceptance of rentals by the lessor
subsequent to default on specific
provisions of the lease by the lessee
does not constitute waiver of items
in default in the absence of showing
that lessor voluntarily or inten-
tionally waived the requirements
under the lease. The Board in sup-
port of its position cited the cases
of Sessions, Ine. v. Morton,. et al.,
348 F. Supp. 694 (C.D. Cal. 1972),
affirmed in Sessions, Inc. v. Morton,
et al., 491 F. 2d 854 (9th Cir. 1974).
The court in the foregoing cases
under very similar and like circum-
stances as in the case at bar found
that acceptance of rentals by the
lessor did not effect or constitute
waiver of default. The lease under
consideration by the court, like the
lease on appeal herein, was one of
the original group of seven Indian
leases on the Palm Springs Indian
reservation.

[2] Moreover, the Board in the
above-cited Administrative Appeat
of Sessions, Inc., spra, held that a
lease may be canceled by the Sec-
retary at the request of the lessor
where lessee has failed to carry out
specific provisions of the lease.

In view of the reasons herein-
above stated, the Board finds the
Area Director's decision of Octo-
ber 15, 1974, canceling appellant's
lease was fully justified and his de-
cision should be affirmed.

NOW, THEREFORE, pursuant
to the authority delegated to the
Board of Indian Appeals by the
Secretary of the Interior, 43 CFR
4.1(2), as amended, June 12, 1975,
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the decision of the Area Director
dated October 15, 1974, canceling
Lease PSL-35, Contract No. 14-20-
0550-804, be, and the same is hereby
AFFIRMED.

This decision is final for the De-
partment.

ALEXANDER H. WILSON,

Administrative Judge.

I C4CUR: 

MITOHELL J. SABAGH,

Administrative Judge.

APPEAL OF WHALEN
& COMPANY'

IBCA-1034--5-74

Decided July18, 1975

Contract No. 14-06-600-733A, Spec-
ifications No. 604C-95, East Bench
Unit, Montana, Bureau of Reclama-
tion.

Sustained.

1. Contracts: Construction and Opera-
tion: Construction Against Drafter-
Contracts: Construction and Operation:
Drawings and Specifications-Con-
tracts: Construction and Operation:
Duty to Inquire

The Board sustains the contractor's claim
that it be paid for gravel representing the
area of the pipe within the pay lines,
holding that in the particular circum-
stances the contractor's interpretation
that the pay, line quantity was merely
nominal or hypothetical was reasonable
and rejecting the Government's conten-
tion that the difference between the esti-
mated quantity and the pay quantity un-
der appellant's interpretation should

have prompted appellant to inquire of the
contracting officer.

APPEARANCES: Mr. Bruce R. Toole,
Attorney at Law, Crowley, Kilbourne,
Haughey, Hanson & Gallagher,, Bil-
lings, Montana, for the appellant; Mr.
Leonard B. Desmul, Department Coun-
sel, Billings, Montana, for the Gov-
ernment.

OPINION BY ADMINISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE NISSEN

INTERIOR BOARD OF
CONTRACT APPEALS

This appeal involves a dispute as
to whether the volume of pipe was
properly deducted; from the pay
quantity of filter gravel placed
around pipe in a drainline.

Findings of Fact

The contract awarded on Septem-
ber 14, 1973, was in the estimated
amount of $107,739.10 and called for
the furnishing and laying of ap-
proximately 2.63 miles of 6-through
21-inch drain pipe, the construction
of approximately 450 feet of open
drain, construction of 12 manholes
and outlet structures and connecting
one pipe drain to one existing man-
hole. Work was accepted as substan-
tially complete on January 23, 1974,
and timeliness of completion is not
in issue.

Appellant excepted three claims
from the release of claims executed
on February 8, 1974: $4,000 retained
for cleanup, $4,019.12 for differing
site conditions and $6,017.50 as an
underpayment on schedule Item 6.
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Only the latter claim is presently
before us.

Item 6 is described in the schedule
as follows:

Furnishing and placing gravel backfill
in pipe drain trenches

The estimated quantity was 1,020
cubic yards.

Section 2.2.8 of the specifications,
entitled "Gravel Backfill in Pipe
Trenches," provides in part:

Uncompacted gravel backfill for an en-
velope and filter shall be placed around
all drain pipe that is laid with open joints
for the pipe .drains as shown on the
drawings. * * *

: *.i * L * . * - *

Measurement for payment for gravel
backfill and stone packing as provided in
subparagraph b of Paragraph 2.2.5, will
be made within the pay lines and to the
depths as shown oh the' drawings, speci-
fied on the profiles, or as directed by the
contracting officer, Paym'ent for gravel
backfill and stone packing will be at the
unit price per cubic yard bid in the sched-
ule for furnishing and, placing gravel
backfill in pipe drain trenches, which
shall include the excavating, processing,
loading, hauling and placing the gravel.

Sections and: details of pipe
drains are shown on Drawing X-
604-106. The drawing shows pay
lines for trench excavation varying
from two feet in width for 6-inch
pipe to 3 feet 3 inches for 21-inch
pipe. Paylines for gravel backfill
are shown as a rectangular area in
the trench extending four inches
from all points on the perimeter of
the pipe. Neither the specifications
nor the drawings expressly provide
for deducting the volume of the
pipe from the quantity of gravel

placed in determining pay quanti-
ties.

Appellant explained the basis for
its claim in a letter to the Bureau,
dated February 13, 1974, which
quoted from Section 2.2.8 of the
specifications, cited the pay lines
shown on Drawing X-604-106 and
stated in part:

* * * * *

(3) As I am sure you are aware, much
more gravel is required to construct the
gravel envelope than is paid for; gravel
will not stand on a vertical slope 4 inches
each side of the pipe as indicated on the
drawings. Consequently, the quantity
measured for payment is nothing other
than a hypothetical quantity determined
by measurement of the quantity contained
within the pay lines set forth in contract
documents.

(4) In preparing our original estimate
of the cost of doing the work, to be per-
formed under Bid. Item No. 6, we figured
the quantity of gravel actually required to
construct a unit of the gravel envelopes,
and. the quantity we would receive pay-
ment for if payment was made for the
area within the pay lines'set forth on the
drawings without deductions. Thus a unit
cost for gravel backfill to be measured for
payment was arrived at.

* D . -* - .* -Ea

Appellant asserted that the vol-
nme of gravel within the pay lines
shown on the drawings without de-
ductions was 1,324 cubic yards, that
the Bureau allowed payment for
only 909 cubic yards and that it was
entitled to payment for the differ-
ence of 415 cubic yards at the con-
tract price of $14.50 per cubic yard
or $6,017.'50. The amount of filter
gra vel actually placed was allegedly
in excess of 1,850 cubic yards.

The contracting officer deter-
mined that appellant's interpreta-
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tion overlooked the crucial words in
Section 2.2.8 of the specifications
that "measurement for payment
* : * will be made within the pay
lines and to the depths as shown on
the drawings, * * *." (Italics sup-
plied.) He.found that the deletion
of the words "and to the depths"
would support appellant's interpre-
tation. Accordingly, in a Findings
and Decision, dated March 29, 1974,
he denied the claim.

Mr. Whalen further explained his
understanding of the specifications
and the manner of computing his
bid at a. hearing in Billings, Mon-
tana, on April 21, 1975. He testified
that it was not possible to excavate
the trench to the vertical pay lines
shown on the drawing and that de-
pending upon the material encoun-
tered the top of the trench might
vary from a minimum of four to six
feet in width under ideal conditions
to over 45 feet under the worst con-
ditions (Tr. .9, 10, 12). Similarly,
with respect to the envelope of filter
gravel placed around the pipe, he
asserted that the envelope when
completed did not resemble the ver-
tical pay lines shown on the draw-
ing. and that it was necessary to
place two yards of gravel in order to
be paid for one (Tr. 12-14, 22). He
therefore concluded that the pay
lines shown on the drawing were
merely nominal.

In Mr. Wlhalen's own words:
"* * * I don't know whether I'm
right or whether I'm wrong, but. I
interpret that thing is that the pay
quantities in excavation and the
pay quantities in that gravel is (sic)

nothing more than nominal because
I think anybody that has dug a
trench out in ground like there is at
Dillon knows you're not going to dig
a trench like that. * * * I'm not
saying that I'm right or wrong but
when you start making deductions
on that then I think you're trying-to
make it real when its ot real in the
first place and I didn't interpret it
as being real and I may be wrong
* *' *\."(Tr. 20, 21.)

Mr., Whalen testified that in de-
termining actual quantities of filter
gravel required he deducted the vol-
ume of the pipe; but in determining
the quantities for which payment
would be made het made no deduLc-
tion for the volume of the pipe (Tr.
24, 26, 27). This is illustrated by a
free-hand sketch (App's. Exh. A)
drawn by Mr. Whalen wherein ac-
tual quantities are shown in the
form of a trapezoid with side slopes
of 1'/4 to 11/2 to 1 representing the
natural slope of the gravel, while the
vertical pay line quantities are la-
beled theoretical.

According to Mr. Whalen, gravel
delivered to the site cost roughly
six dollars a cubic yard, resulting in
12 dollars in out of pocket costs,
exclusive of overhead and other ex-
penses, for each cubic yard for
which the contractor was to be paid
(Tr. 18).. It is not clear whether this
figure includes wastage and the cost
of placing the gravel around, the
pipe. Appellant's bid price of $14.50
per cubic yard is to be compared
with the engineer's estimate of $9.50.

Mr. Sam Moss, authorized repre-
sentative of the contracting officer at
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the time of the award and perform-
ance of the contract, testified that to
his knowledge no bidder asked for
clarification of the specifications
concerning measurement for pay-
ment of filter gravel (Tr. 58). He
asserted that although the grave]
envelope was among items discussed
at the preconstruction meeting on
September 25, 1973, Mr. Whalen did
not ask any questions or complain
of the ambiguous nature of the
specifications in this regard (Tr.
36). Although Mr. Moss had been
involved in the administration of
numerous drainage contracts with
similar or identical provisions, this
was the first time, to his knowledge,
that the Bureau's method of deter-
mining pay quantities for the gravel
envelope had ever been questioned.1

Mr.: Moss further testified that the
estimated quantity of 1,020 cubic

1
Tr. 35, 40-42, 58. An affidavit of a Bureau

engineer, Mr. Frank P. Dakan, dated Septem-
ber 18, 1974, to which was attached a list of
15 contracts, including the instant one, per-
formed since May of 1962, in the Crow Creek,
Helena Valley and East Bench Units in Mon-
tana and a list of 20 contracts performed in
the Riverton and Hanover Bluff areas in
Wyoming since June 1958, is to the effect that
all of the listed contracts have contained the
phrase "within the paylines and to the
depths" in the specifications and drawings
similar to the one here involved describing the
gravel envelope and that none of these con-
tractors, save Whalen & Company, have in-
terpreted the quoted phrase as including the
volume of the pipe within pay lines for gravel.
While we have permitted the introduction of
opinion testimony and of specifications under
other contracts as relevant to the reasonable-
ness of interpretation of allegedly ambiguous
contract provisions (Allison i Halnep, Inc.,
IBCA-587-9-66, 76 I.D. 141 (1969), 69-2
par. 7807 at 36,262-264), Mr. Dakan did not
appear as a witness at the hearing and we
accept the affidavit only as evidence that no
other listed contractor disputed the Bureau's
method of determining pay quantities for
filter gravel.

yards for Item 6 shown in the bid-
ding schedule was the quantity
within the pay lines (Tr. 60). He
stated that the Bureau had always
assumed that a contractor would use
approximately twice the amount of
gravel it would be paid for (Tr. 48),
thus confirming the reasonableness
of appellant's assumptions in this
regard. The engineer's estimate of'
$9.50 per cubic yard for Item 6 was
based on this assumption (Tr. 61).
He indicated that some contractors
had attempted to use forms to re-
duce gravel usage to approximately
the quantity paid for, but that time
spent in moving and placing forms
made it much more expensive, with
the consequence that almost all con-
tractors elected to use excess gravel
-(Tr. 48). He was of the opinion that
the 25 or 30 percent increase in vol-
ume of gravel over the engineer's
estimate under appellant's interpre-
tation of the, specifications should
have been sufficient to prompt ap-
pellant to seek clarification from the
Bureau (Tr. 58).

The plan and profile for Drain
13-5-7 (Drawing 699-604-906) con-
tains the statement: "Extend gravel
envelope to top of Hv Cl. [heavy
clay] strata as directed." In rebuttal
testimony, Mr. Whalen stated that
he interpreted the phrase "and to
the depths" contained in Sectio
2.2.8 of the specifications as applica-
ble to a situation where the contrac-
tor had been directed to extend the
gravel envelope more than four
inches from the perimeter of the
pipe (Tr. 70, 71). He further. stated
that he had not checked. the esti-
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mated quantity because the Bureau
accepted no responsibility for the
accuracy of its estimates and re-
served the right to eliminate a bid
item from the award (Tr. 74, 75).

Decision

Appellant argues that the con-
tract language clearly favors Mr.
Whalen's interpretation but that if
the provision in question be re-
garded as ambiguous, then applica-
tion of the rule that ambiguities will
be construed against the drafter re-
quires a holding in its favor. Pre-
dictably, the Government denies
that the contract is ambiguous. Cit-
ing the alleged fact (note 1) that
drainage contracts since 1958 have
contained identical language and
similar drawings of the, gravel en-
velope and that no other contractor
has interpreted the payment provi-
sion for gravel as including the vol-
uine of the pipe, it argues that the
provision in question is not fairly
susceptible of the construction ad-
vocated by appellant. It also asserts
that, in any event, appellant's fail-
ure to seek confirmation of its inter-
pretation prior to award precludes
recovery.

It is clear that neither the con-
tract nor the applicable drawing
expressly provide for deduction of
the volume of the pipe from pay
line quantities of filter gravel. It
is also clear that except where forms
are used (which are so expensive as
to be impractical) filter gravel
within the pay lines is not realistic-
ally related to the actual quantity

of gravel required to place the en-
velope in accordance with the draw-
ing, being as little as one-half or
less of the actual quantity. Accord-
ingly, we find appellant's conclu-
sion that pay line quantities of
filter gravel were merely nominal
or hypothetical to be sufficiently
reasonable as to preclude acceptance
of the contention that the only per-
missible interpretation is that
adopted by the contracting officer.2

We, therefore, conclude that the
provision inissue is ambiguous.

Our study of the language in Sec-
tion 2.2.8 of the specifications that
"Measurement for payment for
gravel backfill * * *will be made
within the paylines and to the
depths as shown on the drawings,
specified on the profiles, or as
directed by the contracting officer"
convinces us that the preferable in-
terpretation is that adopted by the
contracting 'officer, since appellant's
view would be fully supportable
absent the phrase "and to the
depths." However, the issue, once
an ambiguity is found, is not
vhether appellant's interpretation

is correct but whether it is reason-
able.3 We conclude that appellant's
interpretation of the phrase "and to
the depths" as possibly applicable

2 Before the rule that ambiguities will be
construed against the Government as the
drafter may be applied, it is necessary to find
that the contractor's interpretation was rea-
sonable, Gentz Construction Company, IBCA-
1015-1-74 (December 26, 1974), 81 I.D. 758,

.75-1 BCA par. 11,010 and cases cited.
3 Crescent Communications Corp., DOT CAB

No. 73-12 (March 15, 1974), 74-1 BCA par.
10,531. see also T.G.C. Contracting Corpora-
tion, ASBCA No. 19116 (June 18, 1975),
75-2 BCA par. 11,346.
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to a situation where the contractor
had been directed to extend the
gravel envelope more than four
inches from the perimeter of the
pipe in accordance with the note on
Drawing 699-604-906, while per-
haps not the preferred interpreta-
tion, precludes rejection of appel-
lant's position on the theory that his
interpretation does not give effect
to all parts of the contract.

[1] A prospective contractor is
required to bring to the Govern-
ment's attention only major patent
discrepancies or obvious conflicts or
omissions and is not required to seek
clarification of all doubts, ambigui-
ties or possible conflicts in inter-
pretation. 4 .From.what we have said
above, we think it clear and have no
hesitancy in finding that the am-
biguity in the proviso in question

wvas not so obvious as to require ap-
pellant to seek clarification prior to
bidding: The Govern ment asserts
that appellant is seeking an increase
in excess of 45 percent in the pay
quantity of filter gravel (4:15 di-
vided by 909) and that comparison
of the estimated quantity with the
pay quantity under appellant's in-
terpretation should have alerted ap-
pellant to a major discrepancy.: We
note that the proper comparison is
between the estimated quantity of
1,020 cubic yards and the increase of
304 caused by including the volume
of the pipe within the pay quantity,
wbich'results in an increase of ap-
proximately 30 percent. While we

Gentz Construction Company, note 2,
supra.

have held that a gross discrepancy
between, the estimated quantities
and the pay quantities under the
prospective contractor's interpreta-
tion may well be sufficient to invoke
the duty to inquire,' we consider
that some variation between esti-
mated and actual quantities is nor-
mal and hold that the threshold re-
quiring appellant to seek clarifica-
tion has not been crossed here.6

The record is clear and we find
that appellant relied on its inter-
pretation in preparing and submit-
ting his bid. While we assume that
the volume of gravel occupied by
the area of the pipe is readily deter-
minable, the contracting officer has
not addressed the issue of quantum
and under the circumstances we re-
mand the matter-to the contracting
officer for determination of the
amount due.7

ConcZlaion

The appeal is sustained.

SPENOER T. IissEN,
; : Administrative Judge.

I GoNGUR:

WILLIAM F. McGPAw,
Chief Adninistrative Jfudge.

5 Power City Electric, Inc., IBCA-950-1-72,
80 I.D. 753 (1973), 74-1 3CA par. 10,376
(estimated quantity of 400 stations versus
claimed quantity of 1,282.6 stations).

OWe think the Government's contention
requires more sophistication than can reason-
ably be required of small business concerns
for which this project -was set aside. Cf. Gorn
Corporation v. United States, 191 Ct. Cl. 560
(1970).

7Power Citsy Electric, Inc., note 5, supra.
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ESTATE OF MILWARD
WALLACE WARD

4 IBIA 97
Decided July 18,1975

Appeal from an order denying petition
for rehearing.

Affirmed.

1. Indian Probate: Children, Adopted:
Indian Custom Adoptions-155.4

An Indian custom adoption, alleged to
have been made prior to the date of the
Act of July 8, 1940 (54 Stat. 746, 25 U.S.C.
§ 372a), cannot be recognized as valid un-
less the adoption is recorded, as provided
in the Act, during the lifetime of the
adoptive parents.

2. Indian Probate: Rehearing: Gen-
erally-370.0

An order denying a rehearing is proper
when the pettiion for rehearing alleging
newly discovered evidence fails to state
any other grounds which would require
a rehearing aid, accordingly, an appeal
from the denial will be dismissed.

APPEARANCES: Alfred Ward, Irene
Ward Wise, Elizabeth A. Collins, pro
se; Christopher A. Crofts of HamiltoA
and Hursh, a professional corporation,
for Ina D. Witt, Walter Thompson,
Charles G. Thayer, Jerry K. Thayer,
Ingrid G. Teuscher and Mike Witt.

OPINION BY ADMINISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE W[ILSON

INTERIOR BOARD OF
INDIAN APPEALS

The above-entitled matter comes
before this Board on an appeal filed

by Alfred Ward, Irene Ward Wise,
and Elizabeth A. Collins, hereinaf-
ter referred to as appellants, from
an order denying petition for re-
hearing, issued by Administrative
Law Judge William I. Hammett,
on November 21, 1974.

In their petition for rehearing the.
appellants in essence alleged error
on the part of the Administrative
Law Judge in not finding that Mil-
ward Wallace Ward, hereinafter re-
ferred to as decedent, was adopted
by Delbert Ward, Sr., and Susan L.
Ward, according to Shoshone In-
dian custom and as result thereof,
the appellees rather than the appel-
lants were f ound to be the decedent's
heirs at law.

The Judge in denying the petition
found that the appellants had failed
to meet the requirements of 43 CFR
4.241 (a) which in relevant part pro:
vides:

* * * If the petition for rehearing is
based upon newly-discovered evidence, it
shall be accompanied by affidavits of wit-
nesses stating fully what the new testi-
mony is to be. It shall also state justifiable
reasons for the failure to discover and
present that evidence, tendered as new,
at the hearings held prior to the issuance
of the decision. * l' *

The Judge further found that no
additional evidence had been pre-
sented which would effectively con-
trovert the basis for the initial deci-
sion of September 11, 1974.

The basis for the original decision
of which the appellants complain
was that the evidence presented at
the hearings held in the matter on

591-501-75 2
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August 3 and August 9, 1973, failed
to meet the requirements of 25
U.S.C. 372a (1970) in establishing
an adoption recognizable thereun-
der. Accordingly, the Judge found
the decedent's heirs to be his natural
mother and natural half-siblings,
the appellees herein.

The'record, as presently consti-
tuted, clearly indicates that the ap-
pellants failed to establish a recog-
nizable- adoption under the provi-
sions of 25 U.S.C. § 372a (1970).
The evidence presented by appel-
lants at the hearing and in their
petition for rehearing clearly fell
short of establishing a recognizable
adoption under section 372a, s'apra.

Recordation of an Indian custom
adoption as a requirement of recog-
nition under 25 U.S.C. 372a (1970)
for inheritance purposes has long
been considered by the Department
as being mandatory rather than
directory. I

[1] An Indian custom adoption,
alleged to have been made prior to
the effective date of the Act of
July 8, 1940 (54 Stat. 746, 25 U.S.C.
§372a), cannot be recognized as
valid unless the adoption is re-
corded, as provided in the Act, dur-
ing the lifetime of the adoptive par-
euts. Estate of Mark Fish Guts, IA-
79 (April 21, 1952). Before an adop-
tion by Indian custom made prior
to July 8, 1940 shall be recognized
as valid, it shall be recorded with
the Superintendent of the Agency.
Estate of Jeanette Eseeial, IA-643
(May 17, 1956).

The record further indicates that
appellants failed to meet the re-

quirements of 43 CFR 4.241 (a) re-
garding rehearings. Appellants as
justification attributed their failure
to present evidence regarding the
Indian custom adoption at a prior
hearing on inadequate notice of the
hearing and on their belief and
understanding that their attorney
would submit a brief on their behalf
as well as a claim for care as per-
mitted by the Judge during the
hearing. The'foregoing reasons are
unacceptable. The record contrary
to the .appellants' contention shows
that appellants and their counsel
had ample time before, during and
subsequent to the hearings to pre-
sent evidence in support of their
contentions regarding Indian cus-
tom adoptions. Their failure to do
so should however in no mauler af-
fect the rights of the appellees.

Moreover, appellants' statement
and petition for rehearing clearly
show that they have no new. evidence
to justify a rehearing nor do they
present any new legal basis for a
contrary decision.

The Department has consistently
held that a petition for rehearing
will be denied where the petition al-
leges newly discovered evidence but
fails to state the alleged newly dis-
covered evidence or to state why
such evidence was not presented at
a prior hearing.

[2] An order denying a rehear-
ing is proper when the petition for
rehearing alleging newly discovered
evidence fails to state the alleged
newly discovered evidence and fails
to state any other grounds which
would require a rehearing, and, ac-
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cordingly, an appeal from the
denial will be dismissed. Estate. of
Lucy Feathers (Grace Medicine-
bird Lefthand, Bit'ner, Ridgby,
White Pure or Geary), 1 IBIA
336,79 I.D. 693 (1972).

For the foregoing reasons, the
Board finds that the Administra-
tive Law Judge in his Order of
September 11, 1974, did not err in
finding that a valid adoption under
25 U.S.C. § 372a (1970) had not
been established by the appellants
and that the reasons set forth in
their petition for rehearing did not
meet the requirements of 43 CFIR
4.241(a). Accordingly, the Order
Denying Petition for Rellearing,
dated November 21, 1974, should be
affirmed.
. NOW, THEREFORE, by virtue

of the authority delegated to the
Board of Indian Appeals by the
Secretary of the Interior, 43 CFR
4.1, the Administrative Law Judge's
Order Denying Petition for Rehear-
ing dated November 21, 1974, is
hereby AFFIRMED.

This decision is final for the De-
partment.

ALEXANDER H. AWVILSON
A dministrative Judge.

I QONCUR:

MITCHELL J. SABAGH,

Administrative Judge.

APPEAL OF QUINTANA
CONSTRUCTION CO., INC.

IBCA-1028-4--74

Decided July 24,1975

Contract No. 14-06-200-7377A, Pav-
ing Stampede Dam Access Road,
Washoe Project, Nevada-California,
Bureau of Reclamation.

Sustained.

1. Contracts: Construction and Op-
eration: Changes and Extras-Con-
tracts: Construction and Operation:
Estimated Quantities-Contracts: Dis-
putes and Remedies: Equitable Adjust-
ment-Contracts: Disputes and Reme-
dies: Burden of Proof

The Government failed to sustain its
burden of proving entitlement to a reduc-
tion of the contract price as an equitable
adjustment for quantities of asphalt con-
crete for road repair in excess of the
Government estimate. The evidence
showed that neither party relied on the
estimate, that the Government left the
selection and manner of using equipment
to the contractor and that the Govern-
ment issued a change order when it ob-
served the contractor's more efficient op-
eration. The work described in the change
order was the same work described in the
contract and the reduction in unit cost
of performance was not the result of the
change order but was the result of the
contractor's efficiency.

APPEARANCES: Xr. Thomas F.
Camp, Attorney at Law, Oakland,
California, for the appellant; Mr.
Ernest J. Skroch, Department Coun-
sel, Sacramento, California, for the
Government.

OPINION BY ADMVINISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE PACK-WOOD

INTERIOR BOARD OF
CONTRACT APPEALS

This is an appeal from the con-
tracting officer's finding that the
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Government was entitled to a re-
duction in the contract unit price of
asphalt concrete from $60 per ton
to $23.30 per ton, as an equitable ad-
justment for a decrease in the con-
tractor's unit cost resulting from a
change order which dealt with quan-
tities in excess of the Government
estimate.

Contract No. 14-06-200-7377A, in
the estimated amount of $234,935.50,
was awarded on June 8, 1973, to the
Quintana Construction (Co., Inc., for
paving the Stampede Dam Access
Road, Washoe Project, Nevada,
California. The contract contained
thirteen items of work or materials.
We are concerned only with Item
No. 3 which required that Quintana
furnish and place an estimated
quantity of 200 tons of asphalt con-
crete for. road repair at a price of
$60 per ton. Paragraph 18 of the
special conditions provides that the
estimated quantities in the schedule
are for the purpose of comparison
of bids and that no claim shall be
made against the Government for
any deviation of the actual quanti-
ties from the estimate.1

Paragraph 38 of the special con-
ditions urges bidders to visit the
site and to satisfy themselves as to

1S. Quantities and Unit Prices
"The quantities stated in the schedule are

estimated quantities for comparison of bids,
and no claim shall be made against the Gov-
ernment for excess or deficiency therein. Pay-
ment at the unit or lump-sum prices agreed
upon will be in full for the completed work
and will cover materials, supplies, transporta-
tion, labor, tools, machinery, and all expendi-
tures incident to satisfactory compliance with
the contract, unless otherwise specifically
provided." (Contract, Appeal File Document
No. 3.)

the existing conditions affecting the
work to be done and further
charges them with knowledge of
such conditions in the event they
choose not to visit the site.2

The work to be performed is de-
scribed generally in Paragraph 10
of the special conditions as repair-
ing damaged areas of the road sur-
face by cleaning out loose material
and refilling with asphalt concrete
before paving the existing road.3
The Road Surface Repairs are de-
scribed in more detail in Paragraph
46, which requires the contractor to
perform all work for repairing the

3 "38. Investigation of Site Conditions
"'Bidders are urged to, visit the site of the

work and by their own investigations satisfy
themselves as to the existing conditions af-
fecting the work to be done under these
specifications. If the bidder chooses not to
visit the site or conduct investigations he
will nevertheless be charged with knowledge
of conditions which reasonable inspection and
investigations would have disclosed.

"Bidders are also urged to carefully ex-
amine all of the materials and information
regarding site conditions made available by
the Government and to obtain their own
samples and perform tests on the soil and
rock materials to determine unit weights, to
evaluate shrinkage and swell factors, and to
evaluate other properties which the bidder
believes to be significant in arriving at a
proper bid.

"Bidders and the contractor shall assume
all responsibility for deductions . and con-
clusions as to the difficulties in performing
the work. Those desiring to visit the site of
the work should contact the Project Manager,
Lahontan Basin Projects Office, Federal
Building, 3rd Floor, 705 North Plaza Street,
P.O. Box 640, Carson City, Nevada 89701,
telephone (702) 882-8436." (Contract, Ap-
peal File Document No. 3.)

3 "10. Description of the Work
"The work to be performed under these

specifications consists of:
a. Repairing damaged areas of the road sur-

face by cleaning out loose material, applying
an asphalt tack coat and refilling with and
compacting plant mix asphalt concrete."
(Contract, Appeal File Document No. 3.)
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bituminous surfacing of the road.4

Paragraph 0 contains a descrip-
tion of asphalt concrete to be used
and permits hand placing of patch-
ing in small areas. It further pro-
vides that measurement for pay-
'ment shall be made of the number
of tons placed as directed by the
contracting officer and that, pay-
ment will be made at the unit price
per ton in schedule item 3.5

'"46. General
"Before placing the 2-inch asphalt-concrete

paving, the contractor shall perform all work
for repairing the bituminous surfacing of the
Stampede Dam access road from immediately
north of the S.P.R.R. crossing, near Boca
Dam; to station. 501+58. The areas to be re-
paired shall be thoroughly, cleaned of all dirt
and loose material, and shaped as necessary
to provide a square shoulder in the direction
of traffic. The- area to be patched shall be
primed with liquid' asphalt in accordance
with aragraph 49, and filled with asphalt
concrete in accordance with paragraph 50, or
as determined by the contracting officer."
(Contract, Appeal File Document No. 3.)

" .50. Asphelt'loaorete
"a. Description-Asphalt conerete shall

consist of a mixture of inineral aggregate and
paving asphalt mixed at a central mixing
plant and spread and compacted as described
in these specifications or established by the
contracting officer.

"The asphalt concrete shall be type B, and
the mineral aggregate therefor shall be in ac-
cordanee with' the applicable provisions of
section 39-2.04 of the Standard Specifications.
The grading shall conform to 'A-ineh maxi-
mum size, medium grading. Paving asphalt
to be mixed with the mineral aggregate shall
be steam-refined asphalt having a penetration
of 60-70 (or other penetration grade ap-
proved by the contracting officer) and shall
be furnished and applied in accordance with
the applicable provisions of sections 39-5 and
39-6 of the Standard Specifications.

"Where it Is impracticable to place and
compact the patching material for small areas
as specified above, the material may be placed
by hand or other approved methods and com-
pacted by pneumatic tampers, small rollers,
or other approved methods producing equiva-
lent results.

"Compaction of the mixture shall begin as
soon after placing as the mixture will bear

'Wh ten approximately half of the
road surface had been repaired the
estimated quantity of 200 tons of
asphalt concrete for the entire proj-
ect had been exceeded by more than
100 tons. The remaining road sur-
face was ill even worse condition,
and required continuous rather than
intermittent repairs. The project in-
spector advised Quintana's presi-
dent that the' contracting officer's
representative woutld visit the site
to discuss what he characterized as
"the-overrun in quantities on 'this
particular item" (Tr..19-21).

At the conference held at the site,
the contracting officer's representa-
tive expressed 'the view that the
price of $60 per ton was'too high for
the greater quantity of asphalt con-
crete being required for repairs' and
requested a lower unit price for the
remainder of the work (Tr. 21).

Quintana's president protested
that he had a large investment in
getting his equipment to the job
site, which included preparing five
miles of access road and a temporary
bridge over Boca Dam Spillway in
order to bring in his equipment,
since it was too heavy for the load
limits on existing bridges. However,

without undue displacement Delays in com-
pacting the freshly spread mixture will not
be tolerated.

"b. Measurement and payment-Measure-
ment for payment shall be made of the num-
ber of tons of material placed as directed by
the contracting officer Payment for asphalt
concrete will be made at the unit price per
ton bid In the schedule (item 3), which price
shall include all costs of furnishing and mix-
ing the mineral aggregate and paving asphalt,
placing the asphalt concrete, compacting and
finishing the surfacing." (Contract, Appeal
File Document No. 3.)
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within 24 hours he offered to reduce
his unit price for the asphalt con-
crete to $48 per ton. The Govern-
ment did not respond to Quintana's
offer and the repair of the road sur-
face continued without any agree-
ment to reduce the contract price
(Tr. 21-23).

After completion of the repairs on
June 26, 1973, the Government paid
Quintana for 361.55 tons of asphalt
concrete nder Item 3 at the con-
tract price of $60 per ton. However,
completion of the repairs required
an additional quantity of 680.80 tons
for which the Government declined
to pay the contract price. Before re-
ducing the contract price, the Con-
tracting Officer held a conference
with Quintana during which five
separate items of work were dis-
cussed and agreement was reached
on four of the items, leaving a dis-
pute only as to the payment for the
quantity of 680.80 tons of asphalt
concrete under contract Item 3.
Quintana pointed out that the Gov-
ernment had not accepted his offer
of a reduced price, that he had not
agreed to do the repairs as force
account work and requested pay-
ment at the contract priced

On November 7, 1973, the Con-
tracting Officer issued a document
entitled "Order for Changes No. 1"
which directed Quintana to per-
form the five items of work and set
forth the payment to be made for
each item. In Paragraph 1, the Con-
tracting Officer directed Quintana
to rebuild designated areas of inter-

oFindings of Fact and Decision by' the
Contracting Officer, dated January 31, 1974.
(Appeal File Document No. 1.)

mittent, badly cracked or displaced
surface, using heavy construction
and hauling equipment on larger
areas which make it practical. Par-
agraph a set payment for such re-
building as a lump sum of $15,861,
which was the equivalent of $23.30
per ton for the 680.80 tons of asphalt
concrete placed before completion
of the repairs on June 26, 1973.7
The Government computation of
the lump sum was based on its
records of the contractor's actual
costs and included overhead aid
profits.

After several conferences in
which Quintana was unsuccessful'
in getting the Government to pay
the contract price for the asphalt
concrete required under Item 3, the
Contracting Officer issued a Find-
ing of Fact and Decision, dated
January 31, 1974. The primary
thrust of the decision was that the
condition of the road required more
extensive repairs than the Govern-
ment, but not the contractor, had
anticipated. The contractor's bid
was submitted with knowledge ob-'
tained from an on-site inspection,
prior to bidding, which disclosed
that the estimated quantity for
schedule Item 3 was very low. The
Contracting Officer found that re-
pair of the larger areas in the last
half of the repair work made prac-
tical the use of larger equipment
and made placement of the final
680.80 tons of asphalt concrete much
less costly. In support of this con-
elusion, the Contracting Officer at-

7 Exhibit A, Appeal File Document No. 1.
8 Exhibit B, Appeal File Document No. 1.
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tached the Government's computa-
tion of Quintana's costs for the
quantity of 680.80 tons, but offered
no similar computation of the costs
of, placing the quantity of 361.55
tons for which the Government
paid the full contract price. The de-
cision rejected Quintana's conten-
tion that he had included the cost
of preparing and maintaining the
access road and temporary bridge,
for which no direct payment was
authorized pursuant to Paragraph
No. 34 of the specifications, in his
bid for Item No. 3 and that he had
not recovered such cost in the quan-
tity paid for at the contract rate.9

Quintana made a timely appeal
of the Contracting Officer's findings
and decision and, in his complaint
requested payment at the contract
price for all the asphalt concrete
required for repair of the road sur-
face.

Decision

[1] The Government argues on
brief that a claim should not be al-
lowed merely because it is alleged.
The point is well taken. However,
in this case it is the Government
which is alleging entitlement to an
equitable adjustment. The burden
of proving such entitlement rests
with the Governmental

At the hearing, the Government
called only one witness, the Chief
of the Construction Branch of the
lid-Pacific Region of the Bureau
of Reclamation, who' prepared the

Appeal File Document No. 1.
10 See Reading Clothing ]U1fg. Co., ASBCA

No. 4158 (September 20, 1957), 57-2 BCA
par. 1454.

docu ment entitled "Order for
Changes No. 1" dated November 7,
1973 (Tr. 33, 37). The Government
witness testified that the estimate of
200 tons of asphalt concrete for re-
pairing the road surface was pre-
pared in February 1973, but that
the major amount of any damage to
a road in that area would occur dur-
ing the .thawing season between
February and May (Tr. 52, 53).
The Government witness attributed
the discrepancy between the esti-
mate and the quantity actually re-
quired to the damage which oc-
curred after the estimate was pre-
pared (Tr.53).

The Government witness stated
that the work was the same' under
the contract as under the change
order, but the manner of doing.. it
was different (Tr. 59). The Gov-
ernment did not direct Quintana to
change the manner in which he
completed the work (Tr. 69). nor'
did it direct his selection of equip-
ment (Tr. 70). Although the Gov-
ernment witness conceded that
selection of the equipment was left
to the contractor (Tr. 62), he con-
tended that a decrease in the con-
tractor's unit cost required that an 
equitable adjustment be made (Tr.
62, 26). With the decrease in cost in.
mind, he determined that an order
for changes should be issued (Tr.
63).

Such reasoning is a classic exam-
ple of placing the cart before the
horse. The changes clause provides
for an equitable adjustment when a
change directed by the Government
results in an increase or a decrease
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in a contractor's cost of perform-
ance. It does not provide for the
Government to take advantage of a
decrease in cost resulting from a
contractor's efficient operation
where the work remains the same
and the Government has directed
no change in the manner of per-
formance.

In the circumstances of this case,
we attach no significance to the fact
that the actual quantity exceeded
the Government estimate by a con-
siderable amount. Neither party can
be said to have relied on the esti-
mate. Quintana relied on his own
site inspection which showed the
estimate to be inaccurate (Tr. 25)
while the Government contract ad-
ministrator had knowledge that ma-
jor damage could be expected dur-
ing the spring thawing season after:
the estimate was prepared."

1' In a fact situation almost identical to
the present- case, the Court of Claims has held
that a gross underestimate by the Govern-
ment is not a proper basis for an equitable
adjustment under the changed conditions
clause which preceded the differing site con-
ditions clause currently being used in Gov-
ernment contracts. Pertni Corporation, et al.
v. United States, 180 Ct. Cl. 768 (1967). At
page 788, the Court stated:

"Thus, the situation presented by the facts
before us is one where the estimated quanti-
ties contained in the contract were grossly
understated by the Government. The con-
tractor recognized that the estimate was un-
duly low and did not rely upon it. In view
of all the nformation it had available to It,
the Government should also have anticipated
that plaintiff would encounter and have to
pump more water than was pumped under
the prior contract. It is in these circumstances
that the Government asked us to find that a
changed condition existed and that it is en-
titled to relief therefor under the Changed
Conditions article. We decline, because it has
never been the purpose of that article in the
contract to protect a party from the results
of its own miscalculations. We have so held
In many cases involving claims by disap-
pointed contractors. (Footnote omitted.) The
same rule must be applied to the Government,

Accordingly, the Board finds that
Quintana was required by the terms
of Paragraph 46, of the Special Con-
ditions of the contract 12 to perform
all work necessary for repairing the
surface of the road and is therefore
entitled to payment at the contract
unit price per ton in schedule Item
3, pursuant to Paragraph SOb of -the
Special Conditions.3 The Board
further finds that the purported
change in Paragraph 1 of the
change order referred to a condition
of the road which existed at the time
the' contract was awarded and the
order effected no change in the work
to -be performed or in the manner
of its performance. 

ConeZusion

The appeal is sustained in the.
amount of $24,987.'4 -

G. IhERBERT PACKWOOD,

Administrative Judge.

I CONCuR:

WVILLIAM F. MCGRAW,

Chief Administrative Judge.

for it is no more entitled to use its faulty
estimate as a basis for invoking the benefit of
the Changed Conditions article than is a care-
less contractor who makes an improvident
bid."

12 Footnote 4, sara.
"S Footnote 5, spra.
lo This represents payment at the contract

unit price of $60 per ton for the 680.80 tons
involved in the dispute less the amount pre-
viously paid under the change order of
$15,861. The appellant's compromise offer of
$48 per ton was not accepted by the Govern-
ment and was withdrawn by the appellant
prior to the taking of the Instant appeal. The
question presented involves determining the
amount of equitable adjustment, if any, to
which the Government is entitled on the basis
of the evidence presented and not the amount
that would have been acceptable to the ap-
pellant if the Government had chosen to set-
tle rather than to have its claim adjudicated.
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PERRY-ROSS COAL COMPANY

5 IBMA 5

Decided Ju y 25, 1975

Appeal by Perry-Ross Coal Company
from a decision by Administrative
Law Judge Edmund M. Sweeney
(Docket No. PITT 74-253), dated
November 5, 1974, denying an Applica-
tion for Review and affirming a
Notice of Violation issued pursuant
to section 104(b) of the Federal Coal
Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969
hereinafter the "Act."

Decision Vacated and Application
Dismissed.

1. Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Hearings:
Generally

It is error for an Administrative Law
Judge to render a decision on the merits
in a review proceeding where a hearing
on the merits is neither held nor waived
by the parties.

2. Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Review of Notices
and Orders: Dismissal of Applications

Failure of the Applicant for Review to
attend a prehearing conference after re-
ceiving notice of its scheduling is ground

for dismissal of the Application.

APPEARANCES: Leo M. Stepanian,
Esq.,, for appellant, Perry-Ross Coal
Company; Richard V. Backley, Esq.,
Assistant Solicitor, and Stephen. Kra-
mer, Esq., Trial Attorney, for appellee,
Mining Enforcement and Safety
Administration.

130 U.S.C. §§ 801-960 (1970).

OPINION BY CHIEF ADMIN-
ISTRATIVTE JUDGE ROGERS

INTERIOR BOARD OF MINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

Factual and Procedural
Background

On February 5, 1974, a Mining
Enforcement and Safety Adminis-
tration (MESA) inspector issued a
section 04(b) Notice of Violation
to Perry-Ross Coal Company
(Perry-Ross) for allegedly violat-
ing 30 CFR 77.410 in that one of
Perry-Ross' bulldozers did not have
an automatic reversing alarm and
another had an inoperative alarm.
On February 14, Perry-Ross filed
a timely Application for Review of
this Notice, contending that the
time set for abatement was unrea-
sonable and that there was no -
violation either in fact or in law.

On September 4,1974, an AdminA
istrative Law Judge (Judge) issued
an order scheduling a hearing on the
merits for October 8, 1974, in Ar-
lington, Virginia. On September 26,
1974, Perry-Ross. filed a Motion
to Transfer Hearings, dated Sep-
tember 24, 1974, to either Butler or
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Also, on
September 26, MESA filed a Mo-
tion to Dismiss Application for Re-
view on the grounds that the time
for batemeit set in the Notice of
Violation in issue had been indefi-
nitely extended pending a final
decision by the United States Court
of Appeals for the Thitd Circuit in
Lucas Coal Company, et al. v.

340]'~ 
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Rogers C. B. Morton, No. 74_1813.2
In this motion counsel for MESA
stated, "I have called the Counsel
of Perry Ross about this Motion
and he expressed no objections."

Without ruling on either of these
motions, the 'Judge, on October 7,
amended his order of notice of hear-
ing to provide for a prehearing con-
ference on all elements of the case
to be held in Arlington, Virginia on
October 22, 1974. On October 15,
Perry-Ross filed a motion to con-
tinue the preheating conference and
the hearing during the pendency of
the aforecited appeal in the Third
Circuit Court of Appeals. In this
motion, counsel for Perry-Ross
stated that there was no reason for
any type of conference because
Perry-Ross and MESA had agreed
that the case should be continued
pending the outcome of the appeal
in Lucas, suprIa.

Again, withou ruling on this
motion, the Judge held a pre-
hearing conference on October 22,
1974, at which Perry-Ross failed to
appear.

On November 5, 1974, without
holding a hearing on the merits, the
Judge issued a decision which, in
addition to stating that there was
no basis for granting Perry-Ross'
motion for continuance, found that
the conditions cited in the Notice
had existed and that the Board's de-
cision in Lucas, the case on appeal
to the Third Circuit, spra, was
dispositive of the issues before him.
Accordingly, he affirmed the Notice

2 This appeal concerns the applicability of
30 CFR 77.410 to bulldozers and other vehi-
cles which have unobstructed vision to the

rear.

and denied the Application for
Review.

In its brief on appeal, Perry-Ross
contends that the Judge's failure to
rule, prior to issuing his decision,
on its Motion for Continuance was
an abuse of discretion which denied
it due process of law. It also con-
tends that the Judge erred in decid-
ing the case in the absence of a
hearing on the merits. In its reply
brief, MESA took no position on
the issues raised by Perry-Ross, but
sought to clarify several "legal mis-
representations.")

Issues Presented

A. Whether the Judge erred in
issuing a decision on the merits
without holding a hearing on the
merits.

B. Whether the Judge erred in
failing to rule on the preheating mo-
tions filed by MESA and Perry-
Ross.

Discussion

The Judge's decision in the in-
stant case to deny the Application
for Review and to affirm the section
104 (b) Notice of Violation involved
is a substantive ruling dispositive of
the issues in the proceeding. This de-
cision on the merits was rendered
after counsel for Perry-Ross failed
to appear, after proper notice, at a
duly scheduled prehearing confer-
ence. This failure to appear might
be viewed as an implied withdrawal
by Perry-Ross of its Application for
Review and which in the discretion
of the Judge could result in the loss
of the operator's right to have the
matter adjudicated. We believe it
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well settled that failure to prosecute
one's case may result in disnbissal of
that case. The United States Court
of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit
held in IHyler v. Reynolds Metal
Comapany, 434 F. 2d 1064 (1970)

It is well settled that a district court
has inherent power to dismiss a case for
failure to prosecute and there is no abuse
of discretion when counsel fails to appear
at a pre-trial conference and there is evi-
dence of prior dilatory conduct. Link v.
Wal as7t Railroad Company, 370 U.S. 626,
82 S.Ct. 1386, 8 L. Ed. 2d 734 (1962).

[1] The Board is of the opinion.
that Administrative Law Judges
and Article III Judges possess the
same powers in this matter an1d that
Perry-Ross exposed itself to the pos-
sibility of dismissal for its failure to
appear. Ho ever, we hold it is error'
for the Judge to render a decision on
the merits of the case in the absence
of the applicant and a hearing. Ad-
ditionally, if such a ruling were
allowed to stand it would affectany
subsequent section 109 proceeding
involving the Notice.

B.

[2] In our review of the record we
note that after receipt of the two
motions of September 26 the Judge
amended his notice of hearing to
provide for a preheating conference.
The timing of this action would
seem to indicate that he intended to
take up these motions as well as any
other prehearing matters which may
have arisen at the conference. It
would also seem that Perry-Ross
would have had all the more reason
to attend the conference after it filed
its motion for a continuance which

was not acted upon before the date
of the conference. We are, therefore,
of the opinion that a prehearing
conference was justified if, for no
other reason than that the Judge
could well have been uncertain as to
whether Perry-Ross wished to con-
tinue the proceeding in light of
MfESA's statement that counsel for

Perry-Ross had no objections to
AMESA's motion to dismiss. Accord-
ingly, we believe that in these cir-
cuinstances it behooved Perry-Ross
to attend the prehearing conference
or to at least make its position clear
to the Judge prior to the conference.
Its failure to do so was at its peril
and it should not now be heard to
complain of the Judge's failure to
rule on the procedural motions be-
fore him. Inasmuch as we have held
it was error for the Judge to issue a
decision on the merits for the rea-
sons stated above we believe the Ap-
plication should be dismissed with-
out prejudice.

ORDER

WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority delegated to the Board by
the Secretary of the Interior (43
CFR 4.1(4)), IT IS HEREBY
ORDERED that the Judge's deci-
sion in the above-captioned case IS
VACATED and the Application
for Review IS DISMISSED
WITHOUT PREJUDICE.

C. E. ROGERS, J.,
Chief Administrative Judge.

I CONCUR:

HOWARD J. SCHELLENBERG, J.,

Alternate Adm'inistrative Judge.

349]
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ESTATE Of EVANS NGATUAH

4 IBIA 103

Decided July 29, 1975

Appeal from an order denying petition
for rehearing.

Affirmed.

1. Administrative Procedure: Admin-
istrative Procedure Act-Administra-
tive Procedure: Administrative Re-
view-Administrative Procedure:
Initial Decision-Administrative Pro-
cedure: Substantial Evidence.

The ultimate findings, conclusions and
order of the administrative law judge will
not be set aside upon administrative re-
view where they are supported by sub-
stantial evidence.

APPEARANCES: Cox, Fanning, Mc-
Namara & Bowen, by Linda J. Cook,
for appellants;:Idaho Legal Aid Serv-
ices, Inc. by Robert L. La Roche, Esq.,
for appellee.

OPINION BY
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

SABAGH

INTERIOR BOARD OF
INDIAN APPEALS

This matter omes -before the
Board on an appeal from an order
denying petition for rehearing.

The appeal is brought on the
grounds that a ceremonial marriage
under State Law cannot be dissolved
by Indian custom divorce; that the
record does not support the findings
and conclusions that the prior mar-
riage of Louise Ottogary to Lyan
Perry was ever dissolved by a valid

Indian custom: marriage; and that
the Judge's Order dated November
14, 1974, was an abuse of his discre-
tion in applying and interpreting
the requirements of 43 CFR 4.241
(a) and the purpose of the regula-
tions as set forth in the Estate of
Frank Jones, 1 IBIA 345, 79 .D.
697 (1972).

These contentions in essence are
similar to those raised in appellants'
petition for rehearing.

Having reviewed the record, in-
cluding transcript of testimony
taken at hearing held at Fort Hall,
Idaho, on October 16, 1973, and
briefs of appellants and appellee,
the Board finds that the appellants
have shown no reason why the find-
ings, conclusions, and Order of the
Administrative Law Judge should
not be affirmed.

[ 1] We hold that there is substan-
tial evidence in the record to sup-
port the findings, conclusions, and
order of the Administrative Law
Judge.

NOW, THEREFORE, by virtue
of the authority delegated to the
Board of Indian Appeals by the
Secretary of the Interior, 43 CFR
4.1 the appeal is hereby dismissed
and the Order Determining Heirs
dated August 19, 1974 is AF-
FIRMED.

This decision is filal for the
Department.

I CONCUR -:

: ALEXANDER

MITCHELL J. SABAGH,

Administrative Judge.

H. WILsON,

Administrative Judge.
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LECKIE' SMOKELESS COAL
COMPANY

5 IBMA1'

D' ecided Julty29,1975

Appeal by the Mining Enforcement
and Safety Administration (herein-.
after MESA) from an Initial Decision,
dated' March 7, 1975, by Administra-
tive Law Judge George A. Koutras
(Judge),* in Docket No. HOPE 75-63-
P assessing penalties for 11 violations
and vacating notices for two violations
of the Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969 (hereinafter the
Act), alleged by MESA at No. 47 Mine,
Rupert, Greenbrier County, West Vir-
ginia.

Affirmed in part, and reversed in
part.

1. Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Mandatory Safety
Standards: Recording Examinations

The results of examinations of emergency
escapeways and facilities and for
smokers' articles must be recorded week-
ly pursuant to 30 CFR 75.1801 as read in
conjunction with 30 CFR 75.1702 and 30
CFR 75.1704.

APPEARANCES: Richard V. Backley,
Esq., Assistant Solicitor, and Stephen
Kramer, Esq., Trial Attorney, for
appellant, Mining Enforcement and
Safety Administration.

'80 U.S.C. § 801-960 (1970).

353

MEAIORANDUM OPINiON
AND ORDER

INTERIOR BOARD OF MINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

Background

This appeal contests one of the
two .notices vacated in a section
109(a) proceeding to' assess pen-
alties for alleged violations. After
a heariflg, in which Leckie Smoke-
less Coal Company (Leckie) took no
part, the Judge, pursuant to the
provisions of 43 CFR 4.544, found
that 11 of the violations charged
had occurred, and after considera-
tion of the statutory criteria set
forth in section 109 (a) of the Act,
assessed penalties in the total
amount of $1,425. A timely Notice
of Appeal and subsequent brief
were filed by MESA. No reply brief
was submitted.

Notice of Violation 5 F.C.S., Sep-
tember 1, 1973, the subject of this
appeal, charges the lack of record-
ing of the required weekly exam-
inations of emergency escapeways
and facilities, smokers' articles, and
fire doors in violation of 30 CFR
75.1801. The appellant, MESA,
urges on appeal that this Notice was
improperly vacated by the Judge in
light of the clear language of the
regulation 30 CFR 75.1801 when
read in conjunction with 75.1704-2.
The Judge held that the results of
such weekly examinations need not
be recorded on a weekly basis ac-

l IJ--E:CKIE SMOKELESS C OAL COMPANY - .
July 29, 1975
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cording to § 751801 and that 30
CFR 75.1702 and 1704 contain no
time frame for such recording.

Issue Presented

Whether the weekly examina-
tions of escapeways and facilities,
fire doors and smokers' articles as
required by 30 CFR 75.1704-2 must
be recorded weekly in the book pre-
scribed in 30 CFR 75.1801.

Opinion

l[] The Board concurs with the
view of MESA that 30 CFR 75.1801.
requires weekly recording of the re-
quired examinations.

30 CFR 75.1801 reads as follows:
The results of eaminations of emer-

gency escapeways and. facilities, fire
doors, and for smokers' articles required
to be conducted under the provisions of
§§ 75.1702, 75.1704, and 75.1708, shall be
recorded in a book entitled "Examinations
of Emergency Escapeways and Facilities;
Smokers' Articles; Fire Doors" (Mining
Enforcement and Safety Administration
Form -1331, Budget Bureau No. 42-
R1589, March 1970). (Italics added)

30 CFR 75.1704 states in applic-
able part that:

* * Escape facilities approved by the
Secretary or his authorized representa-
tive, properly maintained and frequently
tested, shall be present **. (Italics
added)

30 CFR 75.1704-2(c) (1) defines
the meaning of "frequently tested."

All escapeways shall be examined in
their entirety at least once each week by
a certified person. * * The phrase
"once each week" shall mean at intervals
not exceeding seven days., (Italics added)

We think it clear that in order to
give full meaning to the afore-

quoted regulations, the results of the
required weekly examinations must
be recorded on the same basis. Any
other interpretation would effec-
tively render the requirement for
recording a nullity. Furthermore,
the book (Form 6-1331) supplied to
the operator by MESA for the pur-
pose of recording various examina-
tions makes clear that the results of
examinations of' escapeways are to
be recorded therein on; a. weekly
basis.. 2 The examinations required
on a weekly basis clearly were not.
being recorded on a weekly basis
and as to that requirement we hold
the Notice'to. have'been validly is-
sued and should 'be reinstated.

The findings of the Judge with
respect to history of previous viola-
tions, size of business, and ability to
stay in business are adopted by the
Boards The following proposed
findings, conclusions, and recom-
mended penalty submitted by
MESA with respect to the rein-
stated violation are also adopted.
Additionally, we make the follow-

jng findings
Gravity:
The fact that the results of exam-

inations of emergency escapeways
and facilities were not being re-
corded weekly is of a nonserious
character and we so find.

Negligence:
The operator and his supervisory

personnel were on notice of the re-

2 The Board has taken official notice of
MESA Form 6-1381 to the extent indicated.
However, our conclusion herein rests upon
our reading and interpretation of the regula-
tions involved and would be the same even
in the absence of such official notice.
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quirements to record the results of
the examinations of emergency es-
capeways and. facilities in te book
provided for this purpose. The fail-
ure to do so was negligence. There-
fore, we find that the violation was
caused by the operator's negligence.

Good Faith:
We find that the operator demon-

strated good faith in compliance.
We adopt the penalty for this

violation recommended by MESA
in the amount of $19.

ORDER

WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority delegated to the Board by
the Secretary of the Interior (43
CFR 4.1(4)), IT IS HEREBY;
ORDERED that the Judge's deci-
sion and order in Docket No.
HOPE 75-63-P IS MODIFIED by
reinstating Notice 5 F.C.S., Septem-
ber 1, 1973, and assessing a penalty
of $19 therefor, and that the total
assessment of $1,444 SHALL BE
PAID by the Leckie Smokeless Coal
Company within 3 days of this
Order.

C. E. RoGERs, JR.,
Chief Advmiystrative Judge.

DAVID DOANE,
Adin-inistrative Judge.

OLD BEN COAL COMPANY

5 IBMA 19

Decided July 30, 1975

Appeal by the United Mine Workers
of America from a decision by Admin-
istrative Law Judge Paul Merlin vacat-

ing orders of withdrawal in Docket
Nos. VINC 74-188, VINC 74-336,
VINC 74-871, VINC 75-259, and
VINC 75-260.

Affirmed.

1. Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Parties: Failure
to Answer

Under 43 OFR 4.507, a "statutory party"
who fails to file an initial responsive
pleading loses its status as a party and
is subject to dismissal.

2. Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Parties: Failure
to Participate

The Interior Board of Mine Operations
Appeals will not overturn an Adminis-
trative Law Judge's dismissal of a party
in a review proceeding for deliberate and
persistent failure to participate where no
abuse of discretion has been shown.

APPEARANCES: Steven B. Jacobson,
*Esq., for appellant, United Mine Work-
ers of America;. Thomas H. Barnard,
Esq., and Vilma L. Kohn, Esq., for
appellee, Old Ben Coal Company.

OPINION BY ADMI-NISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE DOANE

INTERIOR BOARD OF MIINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

The United Mine orkers of
America (UMWA) appeals fronm
a decision of Administrative Law
Judge Paul B. Merlin vacating a
notice of violation and various
withdrawal orders issued pursuant
to section 104(c) (1) of the Federal
,Coal Mine Health and Safety Act

3551 I 1 
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quirements to record the results of
the examinations of emergency es-
capeways and. facilities in te book
provided for this purpose. The fail-
ure to do so was negligence. There-
fore, we find that the violation was
caused by the operator's negligence.

Good Faith:
We find that the operator demon-

strated good faith in compliance.
We adopt the penalty for this

violation recommended by MESA
in the amount of $19.

ORDER

WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority delegated to the Board by
the Secretary of the Interior (43
CFR 4.1(4)), IT IS HEREBY;
ORDERED that the Judge's deci-
sion and order in Docket No.
HOPE 75-63-P IS MODIFIED by
reinstating Notice 5 F.C.S., Septem-
ber 1, 1973, and assessing a penalty
of $19 therefor, and that the total
assessment of $1,444 SHALL BE
PAID by the Leckie Smokeless Coal
Company within 3 days of this
Order.

C. E. RoGERs, JR.,
Chief Advmiystrative Judge.

DAVID DOANE,
Adin-inistrative Judge.

OLD BEN COAL COMPANY

5 IBMA 19

Decided July 30, 1975

Appeal by the United Mine Workers
of America from a decision by Admin-
istrative Law Judge Paul Merlin vacat-

ing orders of withdrawal in Docket
Nos. VINC 74-188, VINC 74-336,
VINC 74-871, VINC 75-259, and
VINC 75-260.

Affirmed.

1. Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Parties: Failure
to Answer

Under 43 OFR 4.507, a "statutory party"
who fails to file an initial responsive
pleading loses its status as a party and
is subject to dismissal.

2. Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Parties: Failure
to Participate

The Interior Board of Mine Operations
Appeals will not overturn an Adminis-
trative Law Judge's dismissal of a party
in a review proceeding for deliberate and
persistent failure to participate where no
abuse of discretion has been shown.

APPEARANCES: Steven B. Jacobson,
*Esq., for appellant, United Mine Work-
ers of America;. Thomas H. Barnard,
Esq., and Vilma L. Kohn, Esq., for
appellee, Old Ben Coal Company.

OPINION BY ADMI-NISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE DOANE

INTERIOR BOARD OF MIINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

The United Mine orkers of
America (UMWA) appeals fronm
a decision of Administrative Law
Judge Paul B. Merlin vacating a
notice of violation and various
withdrawal orders issued pursuant
to section 104(c) (1) of the Federal
,Coal Mine Health and Safety Act
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of 1969. 30 U.S.C. § 814(c) (1)
(1OM). Although UMWA chal-
leniges the decision below on sub-
stantive grounds, the Union in ad-
dition challenges the propriety of
the Administrative Law Judge's
order dismissing it on the ground
of persistent failure to participate
pursuant to 43 CFR 4.507.

Old Ben Coal Company .(Old

Ben), the applicant for review be-
low, has filed a motion to strike the
UMWA's notice of appeal, contend-
ing in substance that a lack of par-
ticipation below precludes any ap-
peal of a dismissal to the Board.

The procedural issues posed by
the UMWA's appeal and Old Ben's
motion to strike in IBMA 75-42 are
similar to those pending in several
other appeals, and in the interest of
facilitating the disposition of those
cases, the Board deemed it appro-
priate to deal with these procedural
matters first and postpone consid-
eration of the claims of substantive
error. Accordingly, the Board or-
dered submission of briefs limited
to the procedural questions pre-
sented and suspended the briefing
schedule with respect to other is-
sues.

Having considered the briefs and
the record, we have decided for the
reasons set forth below to deny Old
Ben's motion to strike and to affirm
the subject order of dismissal in
IBMA 75-42 without prejudice to
a motion by the UMWA for leave
to intervene or to file an aicus
curiae brief in Appeal No. IBMA
75-41 where the Mining Enforce-
ment and Safety Administration
(MESA) is also appealing Judge

Merlin's decision in the above-listed
dockets. --

ProcedBrag Background

The five hearing dockets involved
in this case are: VINC 74-188, 74-
386, 74871, 75-259, and 75-260.
Each concerns an application for
review filed pursuant to; section 105
of the Act, 30 U.S.C. § 815 (1970),
and they were consolidated below
for the purpose of an initial de-
cision.

With the exception of Docket
No. VINC 74-188, the UMWA filed
a tiely answer in opposition with
respect to each of the subject dock-
ets. In each instance, the answer,
submitted by the UMWA amounted
only to a denial of the allegations
in the application for review.

Judge Merlin issued notices' of
hearing for the above-listed dockets
setting the hearing date and requir-
ing "* * * a preliminary state-
ment setting forth (a) lists of ex-
hibits and witnesses together with
the parties' synopses of expected
testimony; (b), any stipulations en-
tered into; (c) the parties' state-
ment of the issues; and (d) a mem-
orandum of law on any legal issue
raised by a party with citations of
the principal authorities." Al-
though these notices, as well as any
amendments thereof, were sent to
and received by the UMWA, the
Union failed to respond to or com-
ly with the Judge's notice and order
in any respect.

The UMWA did not appear to
"present information" at any of the
hearings involved in the dockets
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now before the Board. Neither did
the UMWA, subsequent to the issu-.
ance of the- decision below and prior'
to. the filing- of the subject appeal,
petition Judge Merlin for interven-.
tion, or for rehearing, or reconsid-
eration. 43 :CFR 4.507(c), 4.510,
4.513, and4.582(c).

The UM;W-A: .was orally. dis-
missed by JudMge erlin at the out-
set of each of the hearings.. The or-
ders of dismissal were reconfirmned:
in' the .Judge's decision, dated
March 6, 1975, and it is from. this,
decision' that the UMWA appeals

The UTMWA timely filed a notice
of appeal with respect to the sub-
ject hearing. dockets. on March 25,
1975.'

On April 1, 1975, Old Ben moved-
the Board to strike the UMWA's
notice 'of appeal, citing the dismis-
sal below and the persistent failure
of UMIWA to participate.

By order dated April 15, 1975, the
Board required submission of briefs
on thle issues concerning the
UMIVA's 'dismissal. by the Judge
and. suspended the briegng sched-:
ule with respect to all other, issues.
Both the .UMIWA and' Old Ben,
have complied:'with. that order. Al-
though invited to do so, MESA de-
clined to take a' position 'in this
matter.

lssuesoi Apecad.

:A. Whether an Administrative
Law Judge'may' ̀dismiss a party
froija a proeed eii ns wheit uch party
fails to participate 'or otherwise
"presentu informtion"' .within,' the'
meaning of section 105(a)' of, the'
Act.

B. Whether th'e; Administrative' 
Lawv Judge abusedL hlS *lscrtion in

0 disihissing .the IJMWA as a party.'D is c u s sio noi

'A.

The IUMWA argues il substance-
that, 'after 'filing an: answer to an
application for review, a respond-
ing party; has no obligation either:
to comply: with preheating orders,
or' to "'present information~I at the
evidentiary hearing, or to file 'post-
hearingbriefs or motions. It insists
that deliberate and persistent fail-
u to participate does-not subject.

it 'to -the risk of dismissal and that.
ali Administrative Law 'Judge lacks
discretion ' to. dismis: on that'
ground.

Before disposing of these conten-
tions, 'we must' first 'deal- with, the
question of whether. the UMWA
may maintain this appeal under any.
circumstances. Old Ben- has 'moved
to strike the UMWA's notice of ap-
peal on the theory that the dismissal
below operates 'as a bar to appeal.

U nder 43 C:FR.4.600, aniy'party to
an' adjudicative proceeding uder.
the. Act may appeal to .th6 e Board
from an adverse initial decision by
filing an adequate and timely notice'
of appeal. A motion to strike a no-
ticeof'appeal will lie where the per-
son who 'filed such 'notice 'admits'
that it, was not' a- party: below or
where such noticeis inadequate or.
untimely filed." In the case at hand,
the IMWA- claims -to have been a
party, having. -allegedly,;0: filed an
answer ini eachf of the. above-listed

..91-01-75-3
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dockets as required under 43 CFI
4.507(c). To hold that an apparent
party may not appeal to the Board
from a dismissal under' 43 CFR
4.507 (c) to test whether that regula-
tion was correctly applied would de-
prive such party of the opportunity
to exhaust its administrative reme-
dies by timely seeking a determina-
tion from the Secretarial delegate
charged with 'the obligation of ren-I
dering final adjudicative decisions
for the Department, namely, the
Board of Mine Operations Appeals.-
Accordingly, the motion to strike
will be denied.

Having disposed of this prelimi-
nary matter, we turn' now to the
merits of the UMAVA's challenge to
the Judge's order'of dismissal.

1] An examination of the record
in the' case at hand reveals that the

UJMWA submitted timely answers
with 'respect to each of the dockets
now before us, except 'Docket No.-
VINO 74188; 43' (CFR 4.531. With
respect to the latter, the Union lost,
its' status as' a party and we note in
passing that it has not sought per-
mission to intervene upon a showing
of good cause. Accordingly, we will
affirm the dismissal of that docket.

[2]. With respeect. to the four re-
maining dockets,: there remains the
question of' whether the dismissal
f or non'partieipatin ca-n be upheld
in vieaw of the language' of 43 CFR;

4.507(c) which is silent with respect
to suehl dismissals.

:'In OcdZ'B'en Coal :Crp., 4 IBMA
104, 82 I.D. 160 A174-1915 :'SI)D

par. 19,511 (Q175), we said: that an
Adrihinistrati'veLaw 'Judge heas dis-

cretion to dismiss a party who de-
liberately and prrsistently fails to
participate in a review proceeding.
In reaching that conclusion, we re-'
lied principally on the provision of
subsection -(a) of section 105 of the
Act which confers status on an oper-

* ator or representative of miners in
a mine affected by a withdrawal
order enabling such person sc * *
to present' information relating to
the issuance and continuance * * *

or thel:modification or termination
* "-t" of such order. We concluded

that the colnferral of. such status by
law!caried with it the implied obli-'
gation "* * to participate in the
proceeding at least to the extent of

:making its position clear to the
other parties to the proceeeding and
to the Administrative Law Judge.
* * *' 4 IBA at 109, 92 ID. at
162. While we recogized that in
section 105 the Congress specifically
relieved an affected operator or rep-
resentative of miners, as appro-
priate, of the obligation to seek
leave to interVene initialy, we could
not attribute to the legislators an
intent to con fer on such a person the
right to drop in and drop out of
stages of administrative proceed-
ings at will and without notice to
the Judge or other parties.

We drew additional -support for
our views from cases in the federal
courts holding in substance that per-
sistent and deliberate lack.. of due
diligence in' prosecuting a claim-is
prejudicial to the orderly, and expe-,
ditiousdisposition &f cases and that
parties indulging in: such behavior
.are subject to dismissal, with. or:
without prejudice, 8wa sponte, and
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without notice. See Link. v. Wabash
Railroad Co., 370 U.S. 626 (1962),
agfg 291 F. 2d 542 (th-Cir. 1961);
Flalsa v. Little River Marine Con-
struction Co., 389 F. 2d 885 (5th Ci.
1968), cert. denied, 392 U.S. 928
(1968) .1 It seemed to us then, as it
does now, that permitting any per-'
son to skip the. hearing stage and
postpone lititation to the appellate

'The UMWA seeks to distinguish Link on
the ground that the plaintiff in that case was
not relying on the appearance of a co-plaintiff.
This argument is self-defeating because it
represents a concession that the. Union had
no information to present, and after all, the
presentation 'of information is the sole pur-
pose for the grant of status to participate by
law. 30 U.S.C. § 815(a) (1970).

In ad dition, the Union attacks the an-
thority of the Link precedent on the grounds
that two Justices did not participate, that
the case was decided by a 4-3 vote, and that
Mr. Justice Black. dissented. We think that
none of these considerations impairs the pre-
cedential value of Link and we note before
passing on that the Court denied rehearing in
that case. 371 U.S. 873 (1962). 

Finally, the 'Union submits' that the courts
of appeals have not followed Link v. Wabash
Railroad Co., supra, and alludes to Flaksa v.
Little River Harine'Caonstruction o., spra,
as an example: A sample of court of appeals
precedents dealing with the failure to pros-
ecute claims diligently reveals that the Link
principle has not been eroded. and~ that .the
real question for decision in these cases has
been whether the trial court abused its dis-
cretion rather than whether there' was discre-
tion at all. Compare S.R:C. v. Power Re-
sources Corp., 495 F. 2d 297 (10th Cir. 1974)
and Besheat v. Weinzapfel, 474 F. 2d 127 (th
Cir. 1973) with Spering v. Butadiene and
Chemical: Corp., 434 F. 2d 67t (3d Cir. 1970),
cert. denied, 404 U.S. 854 (1971). See also
Bautista v. Concentrated Eployient Pro-
gram, of the Department of Labor, 459 F. 2d
1019 (9th Cir. 1972). The lglaksa case, a de-
cision of the Fifth 'Circuit, is similar in its
approach to the-cases just cited and. from
the procedural point of view bears a remark-
able resdmblafice to' application for review
procedures; There, a responding. party was
dismissed by a trial judge for failure to pros-
eeute-its claim diligently and the court of
appeals; although agreeing to, the existence
of disaritioh in this matter, reversed for an
abuse thereof.

stage is subversive of the adminis-
trative process prescribed in the
Secretary's regulations. Those regu-
lations provide for an appeal after
an initial decision has been rendered
by an Administrative, Law Judge
with respect to the matters' Which
form the basis of appeal.

In responding to the Board's'rea-
soning in Old Ben. Coal Corp.,
supra, the UAMWA presents several
arguments which deserve treat-
ment.

First, the UMWA points out that
the regulations authorize dismissal
of a responding party: where no
timely answer is filed, but are silent
with,' respect to other procedural
defaults. The Union would have us
apply the express mention -im-

plied exclusion doctrine of statutory
construction2 and conclude that
only the failure to file' an answer
will jutify a dismissal for 'failure
to participate. While 'we have relied'
on that doctrine in the past, 'where
appropriate, it is onlyaguie to'
construction rather than a conclu-
sive'argiument. See S.JIJL. v. Joinei
Leasing Corp., 320 U.S. 344, 350-1
(1943'; North Avlerican Coal
Corp., 3 IBMA 93, 11-18, n. 16,
81, I.D. 204, 1974-1975 OSHD par.
1t,658 (1974). In this case, it would
be inappropriate to apply that doc-
trine because 43 OFR 4.507 does
not purport to be fan exhaustive
catalog of procedural ' failures
which will justifydismissal: More-
over,-the ,discretion to dismiss in
thisconttxt does not depend on the

20 E vpressio anqtis csf *evclusio allerts. ;
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existence of a statute or rule; such
discretion is inherent in an adjudi-
cative tribunal. See Link v. vbashk,
Railroad Co., supra, and Flasica v.
Little River -Marine Conistuction
CO., spra.

Second, the UMWA' contends
that it should be treated as, a "pro-
tected part," and as such,, entitled
to, rely upon. the .Governments
presentation without forfeiting any
rights., In this connection, the
Union' claims, without any support-
ing citation, that the National La-
bor Relations Board.(LRB) does
not require a "protected party" to
participate fully at the, hearing
level and argues that we ought to
follow the: NLRB's example. We re-
ject the Union's contention as a
matter of law because our Act,; un-
like, those. administered by the
NLRB, grants an affected represent-
ative of miners or operator. party
status only for ,the purpose of "pre-:
senting information." Moreover, we.
arc not' bound Lby NIRBpractices.

Third, the.. ETTWA denies that
any prejudice can result from its
non-participation below because it
would be limited on appeal to. the
issues tendered by the Governmen
to the-Judge for his decision. This
argument is in our judgment. quite
beside the point. The Union does'
not appreciate that the Secretary's
regulations were designed to pro-
vide th'e riht to seek administra-
tive appellate relief to a person who
:has 'presentedhis or her contentions
personally to: an Administratie
: Law: U uctge and' h ha -th em de-

nied. We reject the Union's claim
that under 43 CFR 4.600 any per-
son aggrieved by an initial decision
is' a 4"party" and can appeal to the'
Board as a mnatteri of right whether
or. not such. person participated
below.
it' Lastly, the, Union maintains that
itvould' be unfair to deprive it and
olGlers similarly 'situated of the op-
portuity to be heard simply be-
cause they find full participation in
all revi&wr,'proceedings financially
burdensome. We think that:this con-
tention' is without merit because it
rests,upon a fallacious premise. The
Union'assumes that dismissal for
deliberate, persistent failure to par-
ticipate is mandatory and that such
dismissal automatically bars it, or
any '.other similarly situated re-
sponding party below, from' ex-.
pressing its position at a later point
should it 'become interested in a
given case and have something to
contribute. As we said in Old Ben
Coal Corp., supra, dismissal for the
reason nowv under discussion is dis-'
cretionary with 'the Judge and may
be without iprejdice. Whether a'
plea'of relative poverty will justify:
deliberate, and .persistent. non-par-
tipc6ation is a. question we need not
decidesince the Union has not made
such a claim for itself. lFurther-
more, later participation can take
place with the, permission of the
Judge afteor'the filing of 'a motion
for leave to intervene or for recon-
sideation of the. dismissal. Se43
CFIR 4.507(c), 4.510, and.4.513. If
the Gov'ernn'ment files a notice of
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appeal, the Judge's jurisdiction
terminates by operation of law and
the Union must seek leave to inter-
vene, or in the alternative, to par-
ticipate as an aicus curiae, from
the Board. 43 CFR 4.582 (c). In any
event, dismissal for deliberate, per-
sistent non-participation is not an
automatic and absolute bar to sub-
sequent intervention; it merely
clears from the record extraneous
and apparently unconcerned per-
sons, and prevents disruption of the
orderly processing of litigation.

Having duly considered and re-
jected the UMWA's arguments, we
adhere to the position set forth in
Old Ben Coal Corp., stoma. An Ad-
ministrative' Law Judge does have
discretion to dismiss a responding
party in a review proceeding where
such party deliberately and persist-
ently fails to participate. Subse-
quent to dismissal, any further par-
ticipation is subject to the approval
'of the Judge or the Board, as ap-
priate.-

B..

We turn now to the question of
-whether the Judge abused his dis-
cretion in dismissing the'U MWA at
the outset of the hearing or when he
'reconfirmed his order in his written
decision.

While dismissal without preju-
-dice might have been a more appro-
priate response than outright dis-
missal to the UMWA's failure to
respond to preheating orders, we are
'of the opinion that the reconfirma-
tion of that dismissal in the initial

decision was not an abuse of discre-
tion inasmuch as the UMWA failed
to participate in any meaningful
way by "presenting information" to
the Judge. We note as well that the
Union did not seek reconsideration
by the Judge of his dismissal and
has not stated any satisfactory ex-
cuse for deliberately standing mute
until the appellate stage.

Accordingly, we are affirming the
dismissal below without prejudice
to a motion for leave to intervene,
or in the alternative, to file an ami-
cus curiae brief in the Government's
appeal from the Judge's decision.

ORDER

WHEREFORE, pursuant to au-
thority delegated to the Board by
the Secretary of the Interior (43
CFR: .4.1(4)),- IT IS HEREBY
ORDERED that Old Ben's motion
to strike the UMWA's notice of ap-
peal IS DENIED. IT IS FUR-
THER ORDERED that the dis-
missal of the UMWA in the above-
captioned dockets IS AFFIRMED
for the reasons stated in the fore-
going opinion without prejudice to
.the filing of a motion for leave to
intervene or to participate as an
anmicus curzae in IBMA 75-41.

DAVID DoANE,

Administrative Judge.

I oNcim:

C. E. ROGERS, JR.,
Chief Administrative Judge.

591-501-75 4
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IN THE ATTER OF AFFINITY
MINING COMPANY (KEYSTONE
NO. 5 MINE)

V.

MINING ENFORCEMENT AND
- SAFETY ADMINISTRATION,

UXWA

5 IBMA 36
Decided July 31,1976

The Board has for consideration the'
certification of an interlocutory ruling
by Chief Administrative Law Judge
L. K. Luoma (Docket No. M 75-98),
dated May 6, 1975, denying a motion
of the Mining Enforcement and Safety
Administration (hereinafter MESA)
to dismiss a petition for modification
of a roof control plan filed pursuant to
section 301 (c) of the Federal Coal
Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969.1
(Hereinafter the "Act.")

Certification of Interlocutory Rul-
ing.

1. Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Modification of
Application of Mandatory Safety
Standards: Roof Control Plans.

The Secretary's authority to approve or
disapprove roof control plans and revi-
sions thereof under section 302 (a) of the
Act has been delegated exclusively to
ME2SA, and such plans are not subject to
modification by way of petitions to modify
the application of a mandatory standard
filed pursuant to section 301 (c) of the
Act.

APPEARANCES: Michael V. Durkin,
Esq., for appellant, Mining Enforce-
ment and Safety Administration;
James R. Kyper, for appellee, Affinity
Mining Company; Steven B. Jacobson,

130 U.S.C. § 801-960 (1970).

Esq., for United Mine Workers of
America.

MEMORANDUM OPINION
AND ORDER

INTERIOR BOARD OF MINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

Background

On March 10, 1975, Affinity Min-
ing Company (hereinafter Affinity)
filed a section 301(c) Petition for
Modification of a roof control plan
applicable to Keystone No. 5 coal
mine located at Midway, Raleigh
County, West Virginia. Affinity
states that it anticipated encounter-
ing an area, within three to six
months, having a solid sandstone
roof, that for this reason proposed
a "Special Plan" to MESA for roof
control in such area. Affinity further
states that MESA has refused to
approve the proposed plan although
it had previously approved the other
parts of the roof control plan for
the mine. The petition to modify re-
quests approval of the "Special
Plan" as a modification of the pro-
visions insisted upon by MESA on
the theory that such provisions are
mandatory standards.

On March 31, 1975, MESA filed a
motion to dismiss the petition on
the ground that a roof control plan
is not a "mandatory standard" sub-
ject to modification under section
301 (c) of the Act. The motion was
denied on April 18, 1975, by Chief
Administrative Law Judge L. K.
Luoma (Judge) for the stated rea-
son that he was not persuaded that
a roof control plan was not a man-

AND ORDER

INTERIOR BOARD OF HINE
---- 11---_ I---,--
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datory standard subject to modi-
fication within the meaning of sec-
tion 301(c) of the Act. On May 6,
1975, this ruling was certified by the
Judge to this Board inasmuch as
the ruling presents a controlling
question of law and immediate ap-
peal therefrom would materially
advance the disposiiton of this
matter.

On May 13, 1975, the Board
ordered the filing of briefs and
briefs were received from the Af-
finity Mining Company, MESA,
and the United Mine Workers of
America. Oral argument before the
Board was held on June 12, 1975.
Affinity Mining Company and
MESA were represented at oral
argument. The UMIWA did not par-
ticipate.

Contentions of the Parties

Affinity contends that the lan-
guage of section 302 of the Act
setting forth the requirements for a
roof control plan when read to-
gether with the language in section
301 wherein that section refers to
sections 302 through 318 as "in-
terim mandatory safety standards"
indicates that an approved roof
control plan itself is a mandatory
safety standard and thus subject to
being modified via a petition filed
under 301(c). Two decisions: Zeig-
ler Coal Company, 2 IBMA 216, 80
I.D. 626, 1973-1974 OSHD par. 16,-
608 (1973); and North American
Coal Corporation, 3 IBMA 93, 81

I.D. 204, 1973-1974 OSHD par.
17,658 (1974), are cited by Affinity
in support of its contention that this
Board has heretofore held that roof
control plans are "mandatory stand-
ards." In those cases we held that
the provisions of a roof control plan
were enforceable as mandatory
standards. In its brief Affinity also
argues: "In effect, MESA is con-
tending that to review the adequacy
or appropriateness of the provisions
of a roof control plan, an operator
must violate section 302 by failing
to have an approved roof control
plan or by failing to comply with it.
Such contention is illogical and ab-
surd." Affinity. further contends
that to deny it an opportunity for a
hearing to determine by fact-find-
ing whether its proposed plan is as
safe or safer than the provisions in-
sisted upon by MESA would, in ef-
fect, leave it with no administrative
remedy, i.e., no impartial review of
MESA's arbitrary refusal to ap-
prove its proposed plan.
; MESA contends that individual*

roof control plans developed by the
operator are not embraced within
the definition of mandatory healtl
or safety standards set out in sec-
tion 3(1) of the Act and that sec-
tion 301 (c) was designed specifical-
ly to permit petitions to modify the
application only of mandatory safe-.
ty standards generally applicable;
to all mines. Therefore, MESA
reasons that such individual plans
cannot by their very nature be sub-
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ject to the provisions of section
301 (c). MESA argues that the pro-
visions of a roof control plan, once
adopted, are enforceable by the
Secretary as "mandatory stand-
ards" for that mine, but are not
thereafter susceptible to being mod-
ified by petitions filed under 301 (c)
but only by revisions approved by
MESA. MESA further contends
that the Secretary has delegated no
authority to the Office of Hearings
and Appeals to review decisions of
MESA or resolve issues between
MESA and the operator arising
from its approval or disapproval of
proposed roof control plans and re-
visions thereof. MESA states that
the operator's only avenue of relief
from an adverse decision would be
in the United States District Court.

The United Mine Workers of
America (UMWA) contends that
review of the determination of
MESA with respect to approval of
roof control plans by the Office of
Hearings and Appeals (this Board)
would amount to review of the Sec-
retary by the Secretary which would
be an anomalous procedure. In sub-
stance UMVA concurs in MESA's
view that a roof control plan is not
a "mandatory safety standard" sub-
ject to modification under section
301 (c) since the very purpose of
section 302 (a) is to provide special
requirements for an individual mine
and that such statutory mandate is
satisfied by restricting to MESA
the practice of approving and revis-
ing such plans as it deems appropri-
ate to the circumstances encountered
in each underground mine.

Issue Presented

Whether the provisions of a roof
control plan and revisions thereof
are "mandatory safety standards"
subject to modification by petition
under section 301 (c) of the Act.

DisG7uSSiOn

The ruling by the Judge denying
MESA's motion to dismiss appears
to be based solely upon his view
that a roof control plan is a "man-
datory standard" as that term is
used in the Act. The Board believes,
however, that the basic question be-
fore it is whether a roof control
plan is subject to modification un-
cer section 301(c) of the Act.

Section 302(a) of the Act re-
quires that "A roof control plan
and revisions thereof suitable to the
roof conditions and mining system
of each coal mine and approved by
the Secretary shall be adopted and
set out in printed form within sixty
days after the operative date of this
title" and that "Such plan shall be
reviewed periodically, at least every
six months by the Secretary, taking
into consideration any falls of roof
or ribs or inadequacy of support of
roof or ribs." The Board is of the
opinion that any failure by an op-
erator to comply with the require-
ment of this section would clearly
constitute a violation of the Act and
as such would be subject to the is-
suance of notices and orders, as ap-
propriate, under section 104 of the
Act.

Section 3(1) of the Act recites'
the following definition:
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"mandatory health or safety standard"
means the interim mandatory health or
safety standards established by titles II
and III of this Act, and the standards
promulgated pursuant to title I of this
Act; *

Our interpretation of the above-
quoted subsections is that the bare
requirement of section 302(a) that
an operator develop and adopt an
approved roof control plan is itself
a mandatory safety standard. We
are further of the opinion that the
individual provisions of a roof con-
trol plan, once adopted and ap-
proved by the Secretary, become
enforceable as "mandatory stand-
ards" as to the particular mine for
which the plan was approved.
Clearly, it was not the intention of
the Congress to require each op-
erator to have an approved roof
control plan but leave the Secretary
helpless to enforce its provisions.
Indeed the legislative history of the
Act is replete on the subject of the
need to devise, adopt, and enforce
stringent measures to minimize the
hazard of roof falls and to require
the Secretary to monitor each
mine's roof control plan period-
ically. The history of section 302
(a) illustrates the realization by
Congress that varying underground
structures and differing circum-
stances would require individually
tailored roof control plans and that
it was for this reason the Congress
did not attempt to set forth specific
roof control standards generally ap-
plicable to all underground mines.

It was well recognized by the Con-
gress, and the Board takes notice of
the fact, that roof falls have been
the heaviest cause of injuries and
fatalities to miners.

In the case at hand, the MESA
District Manager has refused to ap-
prove a proposed "special plan"
submitted by Affinity as an addition
or revision to its existing plan for
the apparent reason that he does not
believe the proposal could afford a
satisfactory degree of safety to the
miners. Affinity disagrees and main-
tains that its proposal would be as
safe or safer than the provisions
urged by MESA. It was in an at-
tempt to resolve this impasse by a
hearing before an Administrative
Law Judge that Affinity filed its pe-
tition to modify under section 301
(c). No other procedure appeared
to be available to it.

[1] Although the Board adheres
to its position that the provisions of
a roof control plan are enforceable
by the Secretary in the same manner
as a generally applicable mandatory
standard, we cannot and do not hold
that the provisions of a plan, which
are specially tailored to the partic-
ilar mine and conditions involved,
are subject to being modified by way
of a petition filed under section 301
(c). As we view it, it was the inten-
tion of the Congress in section 301
(c) to recognize that the legislative
mandatory standards applicable to
all mines, including those adopted
by rulemaking, might require
modification of their application in
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some mines and to provide a pro-
cedure whereby an operator could
petition for such modification of the
Application of a generally appli-
cable mandatory standard. How-
ever, where a standard, provision,
or requirement is itself designed
and adopted only for a particular
mine or situation in a mine, we think
it would be illogical to construe the
intention of section 301 (c) so as to
permit a petition for modification of
such a specially designed plan. We
also note that section 302(a) of the
Act places the initial burden on the
'operator to develop such individual
plans.

Another aspect of the jurisdic-
tional question here presented is
whether the Act or Secretarial reg-
ulations and delegations of author-
ity issued thereunder envisaae or
provide for any administrative
(fact-finding) review in instances
where the Secretary (MESA) with-
holds approval of a proposed plan.

WTe find nothing in the Act or reg-
ulations which contemplates or re-
quires such type of administrative
review. In many instances the Act
or regulations are specific in provid-
ilig an opportunity and procedures
for a public hearing, or for the in-
stigation of rulemaking, as appro-
priate, but no such provision has
been made for situations such as
here presented. Furthermore, we
note that the Secretary, under his
delegation of enforcement powers to
MESA, has included in such delega-
tion his authority to approve (or
disapprove) roof control plans and

revisions thereof under section 302
(a) .2 We do not find that the Secre-
tary has delegated any authority to
the Administrative Law Judges or
to this Board to review proposed re-
visions of roof control plans or to
resolve issues concerning their ap-
proval. 3 We do believe, however,
that it was contemplated under the
Act that roof control plans
developed by the operator would be
subject to negotiation between the
operator and MESA. Therefore, we
must concur in the position taken by
MESA that the final approval or
disapproval of roof control plans
and revisions thereof are exclusively
functions of the enforcement arm of
the Secretary, MESA, and that such
actions are not within the jurisdic-
tion of the Office of Hearings and
Appeals.

Although we are fully aware that
our opinion leaves Affinity in the
position of' having no recourse to
the hearing and adjudicative ma-
chinery provided within the Office
of Hearings and Appeals on the
question here presented, this should
not preclude Affinity from obtain-
ing a final Departmental decision in
the matter and access to the courts.
In this connection we observe that
Affinity may seek reconsideration of
its proposal from the Office of the
Administrator of MESA in an at-
tempt to mediate the issues involved
and with a view toward obtaining a
final Departmental decision. The
record reflects that Affinity has not

2218 Dl 1.1, 38 FR. 18695.
8 211 DM 13.6, 43 CFR 4.1.
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sought such review of the decision
of the MESA District Manager. We
are informed that the Office of the
Administrator of MESA frequently
does entertain review of such deci-
sions of its District Managers, par-
ticularly since roof control plans
are continuously under review and
revision by MESA.

ORDER

WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority delegated to the Board by
the Secretary of the Interior (43
CFR 4.1(4)), IT IS HEREBY
ORDERED that the motion by
MESA to dismiss the Petition
for Modification filed by Affinity
Mining Company MUST BE
GRANTED.

C. E. ROGERS, JR.,

Chief Administrative Judge.

HOWARD J. SCELLENBERG, JR.,

Alternate Administrative Judge.

ADMINIsTRATIVE JUDGE DOANE,

CONCURRING IN PART AND Dis-
SENTING IN PART:

Although I concur with the ma-
jority that the provisions of ap-
proved roof control plans are en-
forceable mandatory safety stand-
ards, I respectfully dissent from
that part of the foregoing majority
opinion hoiding that such plans are
not subject to administrative adju-
dication under section 301 (c) of the
Act, 30 U.S.C. § 861(c) (1970).

I have four basic reasons for my
dissent. First, particularly after
concluding that approved roof con-
trol plans are enforceable ianda-
tory standards, I believe the major-
ity opinion wrongfully ignores the
literal and unambiguous language
of section 301 (c) which extends cov-
erage to "any mandatory safety
standard" (italics added).' Sec-
ond, by invoking the "generally ap-
plicable mandatory standard" con-
cept, the majority unduly limits the
congressionally intended utilization
of section 301 (c) as a remedial tool
by the operators and the representa-
tives of miners.2 Third, the majority
opinion has the effect of incorrectly
depriving an operator or a repre-
sentative of miners as appropriate,
of the right to have a reviewable
administrative record made which I
believe was contemplated by the re-
quirements of section 106 of the Act,

'The language in the first sentence of sec-
tion 301(c) of the Act, 30 U.S.C. § 861(c)
(1970), provides: "Upon petition by the op-
erator or the representative of miners, the
Secretary may modify the application of any
mandatory safety standard to a mine * * ."
(Italics supplied).

I have been unable to find language any-
where in the Act or the regulations where
section 301(c) is confined to so-called "gen-
erally applicable mandatory standards.' Eo-
ever, I find support for the contrary view In
the legislative history which, shows the in-
tent of Congress to provide to representatives
of miners relief by use of section 301(c) from
exceptions to mandatory standards granted
under section 301(d) of the Act. See the last
two sentences of the summary of the discus-
sion of section 301, page 1126. House Comm.
on ld. and Labor, Legislative History, Fed-
eral Coal Mine Health and Safety Act,
Comm. Print, 91st Congress, 2d Session, pp.
1125-26.
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30 IJ.S.C. § 816 (1970), providing ROCHESTER & PITTSBURGH
for judicial review. Fourth, I be- COAL COMPANY
lieve the majority opinion addresses
itself to issues other than those actu- 5 IBMA 51 Decided uly 31,975
ally presented by the certified ruling Appeal by Rochester & Pittsburgh.
in direct violation of 43 CFR 4.602 Coal Company from a decision by Ad-
(d).- Accordingly, I do not deem ministrative Law Judge Franklin P.
mayself precluded by the majority Michels upholding the validity of an
opinion in some future appropriate imminent danger withdrawal order
case to deal with the question of the issued pursuant to section 104(a) of
reviewability by the Board of a the Federal Coal Mine Health and
charge of arbitrary and capricious Safety Act of 1969.
action by any representative of the
Secretary pertaining to the enforce- Reversed.
ment of the subject Act.

DAvID DOANE,

Administrative Judge.

5 After providing generally for judicial re-
view by a United States court of appeals of
any order or decision issued by the Secretary,
except with respect to penalty cases, subpara-
graph (b) of that section provides, inter ala:
"The court shall hear such petition on the
record made before the Secretary * *."
(Italics supplied.) It seems to me that one

of the principal purposes for creating the
Office of Hearings and Appeals within the De-
partment was to provide the adjudicative
machinery for making just such a record.
Nowhere within the departmental regulations
do I find any procedure for the making of an
administrative record for judicial review by
the administrative superiors of the District
Managers as envisaged by the majority.

4 The only two Issues presented by the cer-
tified ruling and initially recognized by the
majority opinion are:. (1) whether a roof
control plan is a mandatory standard, and (2)
whether a roof control plan is subject to
modification under section 301(c) of the Act.
I submit that (a) whether there is some ad-
ministrative (fact-finding) review, apart from
section 301(c) procedures, of approval or dis-
approval of proposed roof control plans, or
(b) other types of relief which may be avail-
able to operators situated similarly to
Affinity's position, is beyond the scope of re-
view of the certified ruling here presented.
Section 4.602(d) of 43 CR provides: "If an
interlocutory appeal is permitted, the Board's
jurisdiction shall be confined to review of
the ruling or order of the Administrative Law
Judge on the legal issue raised by the appeal,
and shall not extend to any other issues.

.. Uuuivt uax s11LU .AUalaul aalu

Safety Act of 1969: Imminent Danger:
Proximate Peril

A proximate peril to life and limb consti-

tuting an imminent danger does not exist
where the potential for a disaster is so re-
mote and speculative that a reasonable
man would estimate that such disaster
would not occur prior to abatement if
normal operations to extract coal contin-

ued.

APPEARANCES: W. Joseph Engler,.
Jr., Esq., for appellant, Rochester &_
Pittsburgh Coal Company; Richard V.
Backley, Esq., Assistant Solicitor, Mar-
cus P. McGraw, Esq., Trial Attorney,
for appellee, Mining Enforcement and.
Safety Administration. :

OPIATION BY ADM1INISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE DOANE

INTERIOR BOARD OF MINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

Rochester & Pittsburgh Coal
Company (appellant) appeals to
the Board to overturn a decision in
Docket No. PITT 74-234 by Ad-
ministrative Law Judge Franklin
P. Michels (Judge) upholding the.

[82 I.D.
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validity of an imminent danger
order of withdrawal which had been
issued pursuant to section 104(a) of
the Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969 (the Act). 30
U.S.C. § 814(a)- (1970). Appellant
argues in substance that the Judge
erred in ultimately finding that the
accumulation of combustible ma-
terials which gave rise to the sub-
ject withdrawal order reasonably
posed a risk of serious bodily harm
or death through explosion or fire
which probably would have oc-
curred before such risk could be
eliminated if normal operations to
extract coal had continued. Having
examined the record with care, we
find, for the reasons set forth here-
inafter, that the risk of an explosion
or fire was too remote and specula-
tive to have constituted an im/minent
danger within the meaning of the
Act. 43 CFR 4.605. Accordingly, we
reverse the decision below and va-
cate the subject withdrawal order.

Procedural and Factudal
Baclegrou'nd

The withdrawal order in ques-
tion, No. 2 LCW, was issued by a
Mining Enforcement and Safety
Administration (MESA) inspector
on January 24, 1974 at appellant's
Margaret No. 7 Mine. The order
cited the following condition:

Accumulations of float coal dust along
the 11 Right belt conveyor for a dis-
tance of 3,000 feet * * *

The order was terminated nine
hours subsequent to its issuance
after the application of 20 tons of
rock. dust.

The present case was instituted
by appellant on February 4, 1974
when it timely filed an application
for review pursuant to section 106
(a) of the Act. 30 U.S.C. § 815(a)
(1970). Appellant asserted in per-
tinent part that the condition cited
in the subject withdrawal order
could not have reasonably been ex-
pected to cause death or serious
bodily harm before such condition
could be abated.

MESA filed an answer in opposi-
tion on February 11, 1974. Three
days later, on February 14, 1974, the
United Mine Workers of America
(UMWA), as representative of the
miners at the subject mine, also filed
an answer contending, as did
MESA, that the challenged order
was valid in all respects.

An evidentiary hearing, before
the Judge was held on April 4, 1974
at which time all parties were rep-
resented except the UMAIA. Fol-
lowing conclusion of the hearing,
all parties except the UMWA filed
proposed findings of fact and con-
clusions of law. In addition, appel-
lant filed a post-hearing brief.

By decision dated October 15,
1974, the Judge denied appellant's
request that the subject withdrawal
order be vacated and affirmed its
validity.

On November 18, 1974, appellant.
filed its notice of appeal. Subse-
quently, timely briefs by appellant
and MESA were filed with the
Board and oral argument took place
before the undersigned panel on
June 16, 1975. The UMWA has not
participated in this appeal.
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Issue on Appea in this portion of the mine is the
transporting of coal along the belt;

WhT\Ulether the Adiilstrative Law no other operations associated with
Judge erred in concluding that the the extraction of coal take place in
subject withdrawal order was is- thi- . . . thi~s area. There s no evidence of a
sued on the basis of a condition history of methane releases or gas
which at the time of issuance war- explosion in the subject mine.
ranted a reasonable estimate or ex- Float coal dust consists of ex-
pectation that death or serious tremely fine particles of coal that
bodily injury would occur before are carried along by air current.
elimination of the danger if normal The dust settles down and forms a
operations to extract coal continued, layer on rib and floor surfaces. The

Dis~tcssion depth of such a layer may be ex-
tremely small and is not readily

[1] Appellant takes issue with measurable. The presence of such
one principal aspect of the decision dust is ascertained by subjective
below. It contends in substance that and purely visual observation. Dry
the Judge abused his fact finding float coal dust is more readily ignit-
discretion in weighing the inspec- able than larger particles of coal.
tor's expert opinion to the effect Moreover, it is so lightweight that
that the chance of an explosion or it is easily disturbed and can ex-
fire ocurring amounted to just a plode, when in suspension in suf-
possibility. It also argues that the ficient quantity and upon ignition.
Judge erred in concluding that the The inspection, which led to the
subject danger was imminent on issuance of the subject withdrawal
the basis of his finding, contrary order, was conducted by MESA in-
to the inspector, "' * * that the sPector Lester C. Walker. Mr.
chance of something going awry is Walker was accompanied by Mr.
more than a mere possibility." Walter C. Balitski, his supervisor,
. The basic facts essential for a as well as by Mr. William E. Ed-
decision in this case are undisputed. monds, appellant's mine superin-
The specific area of the mine coy- tendent. The inspection party trav-
ered by the subject withdrawal or- eled 2,700 feet along the subject
der was the No. 11 right belt line belt line lying flat on their stom-
which spans a distance of approxi- .chs, but were able to walk upright
xMatelv 3,200 feet. For most of its through the remaining 500 feet.
length, the entryway is approxi- The principal sources of illumina-
mately three and one-half feet high tion were headlamps worn by each
and is traversible only by lying flat person.
in a prone position on the conveyor The inspector concluded that
belt. Water runs through the entry there were dangerous accumula-
for about 500 feet and there are tions of float coal dust because the
other wet spots along the belt line. entry was "black," and at one point
The sole mining activity occurring he raised some dust by kicking the
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surface. He neither measured nor
sampled the dust. (Tr. 19-25.)

Appellant established that there
was a substantial amount of wet-
ness and dampness throughout. the
entry. (Tr. 74, 135-6, 197-8.) It
also showed that the "accumula-
tion" lay considerably beneath the
conveyor belt rollers. (Tr. 119,
225.)

The inspector had no knowledge
of methane in the area or of any
history of prior methane explosions
in the subject mine. (Tr. 70.) The
air in the subject entry was ade-
quate and was directed toward the
working sections. (Tr. 30.)

The potential sources of ignition
were, according to the inspector, a
550 volt insulated feed line, electri-
cal switches, open motors, and hot
or stuck rollers in dust. The poten-
tial events which could cause the dry
float coal dust to go into suspension
were identified as rock falls or a
break in the belt. The inspector's
expert opinion of the potential for
any of these events occurring was
that they were merely possible. (Tr.
63-4.)

Contrary to the inspector's esti-
mate, the Judge found that such po-
tential was more than a mere possi-
bility. Relying upon that basic
finding, he ultimately concluded
that there had been a reasonable ex-
pectation that death or injury would
occur before abatement if coal ex-
traction operations continued, and
that the danger, therefore, had been
"imminent."

In considering appellant's strenu-
.ous objection to the weight given the

inspector's expert opinion, we are
of course mindful of the test of im-
minent danger set forth in Freeman
Coal Mining Corp., 2 IBMA 197,
212, 80 I.D. 610, 1973-1974 OSHD
par. 16,567 (1973), and approvedby
the United States Court of Appeals
for the Seventh Circuit, 504 F. 2d
741, 745 (7th Cir. 1974), which is
whether

* * * a reasonable man would estimate
that, if normal operations designed to
extract coal in the disputed area should
proceed, it is at least just as probable as
not that the feared accident or disaster
would occur before elimination of the
danger.

Moreover, it is worth recalling that,
with reference to the testimony of
federal coal mine inspectors, we
have said that although their
opinions need not be taken to great
value, they may be entitled to great
weight if they are relevant and not
discredited upon cross-examination
or by other evidence. Compare
Freeman Coal Mining Corp., supra,
2 IBMA at 212, with North Ameri-
can Coal Corp., 3 IBMA 515, 520-1,
n.1, 81 I.D. 772, 1974-1975 OSIID
par. 19,159 (1974).

The implication of these previ-
ously stated views is clear. In apply-
ing the Freeman reasonable man
test, it is error for a Judge to dis-
count or ignore a credibly stated,
relevant, expert opinion by a fed-
eral inspector who was a firsthand
observer unless there is other per-
suasive evidence in the record which
contradicts his opinion. This prin-
ciple applies evenhandedly irrespec-
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tive of whether the expert opinion
in dispute supports the Govern-
ment's position or, as in the case at
hand, detracts from it.

With regard to the instant case,
we note that, contrary to the inspec-
tor's opinion, the Judge found

* that the chance of something
going awry is more than a mere pos-
sibility * * *." He apparently
thought that such finding supported
his ultimate conclusion that there
had been a reasonable expectation
of disaster at the time the subject
withdrawal order was issued if coal
extraction had continued during
abatement.

When appraised by the standards
drawn from our precedents we think
the disputed finding and conclusion
of the Judge are erroneous in two
respects.

First, the Judge did not state any
specific reason or point to any evi-
dence to support his opinion that
the potentiality for a disaster was
greater than a mere possibility. As
we have indicated in the past, a
speculative potential for a remote
possibility does not warrant the is-
suance of an imminent danger with-
drawal order. Compare Quarto
Mining Co. and Aacco Mining Co.,
3 IBMA 199, 81 I.D.- 328, 1973-1974
OSHD par. 18,075 (1974) with Old
Ben Coal Corp., 3 IBMA 282, 81
I.D. 440, 1973-1974 OSHD par. 18,-
299 (1974), aff'd sub nom. Old Ben
Corp. v. Interior Board of Mine Op-
erations Appeals, - F. 2d -, 1974-
1975 OSHD par. 19,734, (7th Cir.
June 13,1975). The Judge's reliance
on the inspector's testimony in all

other respects, particularly where
contradicted by appellant's evi-
dence, clearly shows that he found
Mr. Walker to be a credible witness.
Moreover, the Judge completely
ignored the significance of the testi-
mony by Mr. Balitski, Inspector
Walker's supervisor, who shared his
subordinate's estimate of the po-
tentiality for an explosion or fire.
(Tr. 103, 115-6.)

Second, even if we agreed that the
Judge was warranted in finding the
potentiality to be more than a mere
possibility, we still could not hold
that such finding would support his
ultimate conclusion of a reasonable
expectation. In our view, even
where the potential for the occur-
rence of an event is more than a
mere possibility, it may still be too
remote to constitute the kind of
proximate peril discussed in Free-
man, supra, that is to say, the type
of disaster which a reasonable man
would expect to occur at any
moment. 2 IBMA at 212.

Accordingly, we are setting aside
this finding of the Judge and must
now determine whether the evi-
dence of record and basic findings
otherwise support the Judge's
ultimate conclusion of imminent
danger.

We find it significant that the
sole mining activity in the area was
the transport of coal along the belt
which means that methane, a poten-
tial source of explosion, would have
to have come from the working sec-
tions into the belt line area. The
likelihood of such an event occur-
ring was very remote inasmuch as.
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the air flow through the entry was
toward the working faces. That
negligible likelihood, when consid-
*ered along with the lack of any his-
tory of methane. releases (App.
Exhibit No. 2) or gas explosions in
the subject mine, supports a finding
that the potential for a methane ex-
plosion was a bare possibility and
did not rise to the level of a rea-
sonable expectation. Therefore, any
fire or dust explosion would have to
have occurred in the absence of
methane.

Since the evidence shows that the
"accumulation" lay beneath the
conveyor belt, ignition and a fire as
a result of hot, stuck rollers was not
a present, reasonable expectation at
the time the instant withdrawal or-
der was issued. See Old Ben CoaZ
Corp., suprac. t With respect to the
potentiality of a dust explosion, we
note that the float coal dust would
have to have been suspended in air
in sufficient quantities for a spark
to cause such an explosion. The
events which could have caused the
dust to go into suspension were
identified as a rock fall or belt
break, but there is nothing in the
record to show that the roof or ribs
were unsound or that the condition
of the belt was such that the likeli-
hood of a fall or break was any
more than the bare possibility es-
timated by the inspector and his
supervisor. Likewise, in the face of
the inspector's opinion, there it
nothing in the record to support a

'See also Old Ben Coal Go. . MESA, VINC
1'4-6 (Rampton, A. L. J.) (1975).

finding that a present expectation
of a spark occurring was reason-
able at the time the subject order
was issued, even if we assume a
likelihood that the dust would have
gone into suspension. (Tr. 23, 119,
225.) Finally, the record contains
no expert opinion contrary to that
of the inspector which would show
that the coincidence of events requi-
site for a fire or explosion was rea-
sonably likely to occur.2 The in-
spector's opinion was that such a
coincidence of events was only a
possibility, and his view is but-
tressed by the showing of the wet,
damp conditions along the belt line,
and the accumulation of float coal
dust lying considerably beneath the
conveyor belt rollers.

In sum, we find, on the basis of
the record considered as a whole,
that the potentialities for an explo-
sion or belt fire amounted only to
possibilities. We conclude that, on
the basis of such speculative poten-
tialities, a reasonable man would
have estimated at the time the sub-
ject order was issued that, if normal

2 MESA relies on the testimony of Mr. John
Nagy, an acknowledged and duly qualified ex-
pert on float coal dust. However, Mr. Nagy
was never asked whether, assuming that the

1 inspector testified truthfully and accurately
as to the conditions he observed, it was his
expert opinion that there was, at the time

j the subject order was Issued, a reasonable
likelihood that if normal operations to ex-
tract coal persisted during abatement it was
at least just as probable. as not that an ex-
plosion or fire would occur. Thus, his testi-
mony lacks substantiality and probative
value. See Goldstein, Trial Technique § § 464-
543 (st ed. 1935). Moreover, a significant
portion of his pertinent testimony contained
vague hearsay piled upon hearsay which was
never related to the facts of the case at hand.
(Tr. 141-2.)
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operations to extract coal persisted
during abatement, it was less prob-
able than not that the feared dis-
aster would occur before elimina-
tion of the danger. Compare Free-
man Coal Mining Corp., supra,
with Quarto Mining Co. and Nacco
Mining Co., upra. In the ircum-
stances of this, case, we hold that
the ultimate, finding of imminent
danger by the Judge was erroneous
and unsupported by the record.

ORDER

WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority delegated to the Board by

the Secretary of the Interior (43
CFR 4.1(4)), IT IS HEREBY
ORDERED that the decision ap-
pealed from IS REVERSED and
the subject order of withdrawal,
No. 2 LCW,1 IS VACATED.

DAVID DOANE,

Administrative Judge.

WE CONCUR:

C. E. RoGERs, JR.,
Chief Administrative Judge.

HOWARD J. ScHELLENBERG, JR.,

Alternate Administrative Judge.
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Appeal by the Mining Enforcement
and Safety Administration from an
Initial Decision, dated March 7, 1975,
by Administrative Law -'Judge
George A. Koutras in Docket No.
HOPE 74-2003-P assessing penalties
-for 12 violations and vacating notices
'of two violations of the Federal Coal
'Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969
-alleged by MESA at No. 11 Mine,
Rupert, Greenbrier County, West
Virginia.

Modified.

'1. Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Mandatory Safety
Standards: Recording Examinations

Monthly examinations of circuit break-
ers and. their auxiliary devices protect-
ing high voltage circuits must be recorded
monthly pursuant to 30 CFR 75.800-4 as
read in conjunction with § 75.800-3 and
§ 75.1806.

APPEARANCES: Richard V; Backley,
Esq., Assistant Solicitor,; and Stephen
'Kramer, Esq., Trial Attorney, for ap-

pellant, Mining: Enforcement and
Safety Administration.

OPINION BY ACTING CHIEF
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

DOANE-

INTERIOR BOARD OF MINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

Background..

This appeal by the. Mining En 7
forcement and Safety Administra-
tion (hereinafter MESA) contests
one of the two vacated notices. After
a hearing, in which Leckie Smoke-
less Coal Company (Leckie) took
no part, the Judge, pursuant to the
provisions of 43 CFR 4.544, found
that 12 of the violations charged
had occurred, and after considera-
tion of, the statutory criteria set
forth in section 109 (a) of the Fed-
eral Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969 1 (hereinafter the Act);
assessed penalties in the total
amount of $1,475.

A timely Notice of Appeal and
subsequent brief were filed by
MESA. No reply brief was sub-
mitted by Leckie. The instant ap-
peal is from the, vacation by the
Judge, of Notice. 9 FLD, Novem-
ber 13, 1973, which, alleges a viola-
tion of 30 CFR 75.800-4. That reg-
ulation requires the operator to
maintain a record of the results of
tests and examinations which are

130 UhS.C. 8501-960 (1970).

82 I.D. No. 8
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irequired to be made under 30 CFR
'75.800-3. The Judge held that
§ 5.800-4 does lot iequire such re-
cording to be made on a monthly
basis but only that the results of the
tests and examinations be main-
tained and recorded. MESA urges
that the Board reverse this holding
of the. Judge.::

Issue Presented

Whether the monthly examina-
tiins of.circuit breakers as required
byv. 30 CFR .75.80Q-3 must be re-
corded iipnthly in-a book prescribed
in 30CFR 75 1806.

- :T i In -0D5iscubfso'n ; 

Tile requirements of § 75.800-4
muilst be niiterpreted in light of 30
C1FRt 7¢5.1806, wlicl specifies the

pp~roved book in which the required
records be kept. a.nd in light of 30
cFR 75.800-3 requinmg a montlly
testillg of circuit breakers,

^30 CFRt 975 0-3 states in appli-
cable part that: V

(a) Circuit breakers and their auxil-
iary devices protecting undergrIound 'high-
voltage circuits shalt be tested and ex-
amined at least onco each month *

( Italics adcled. ) --- 

30 FR 75.800-4 states that:
The operator of any coal mine shall

maintain a written record of each test,
examination, repair, or adjustment of all

circuit 'breakers protecting high voltage
circuits which enter any underground
area of the coal mine. Such record shall
be kept in a book approved by the Secre-
tary. (Italics added.)

0 CFR 75.1806 states that:
The results of Monthly examinations of

high voltage circuit breakers on the sur-
face required to be conducted under the

provisions of §§ 75.800, 75.80-3, and
75.800-4, shall e recorded in a book en-

titled "Monthly Eixamination of Surface
High Voltage Circuit Breakers" (Mining
Enforcement and Safety Administration
Form 6-1493, Budget Bureau No. 42-
RI589, March 1970). (Italics added.)

[1] It is clear that the afore-
quoted regulations provide that cir-
cuit breakers be exaIlfilled monthly
andr thlatthe results of such montilly

examinations must be recorded. We
concur in MESA's vlew that such
record must be kept on the same

basis as the requirement for examn
ination, i.e., on a monthly basis. Any
other interpretatioi would render

meninaigleps the requirVement for re-

cording. Furthermore, the approved
book (Form 6-1493) spplied to the
operator by MESA for the purpose
of recording such examinations

makes clear that the results of ex-
aminations of ircuit breakers be re-

corded therein on a monthly basis.2

It appears from the record that the
requird'recordings in the book were
not being made' on} a monthly basis.
Therefore, we find Notice of Viola-
tion 9 FLD, November 13,.1973, to
have been properly issued and the
Judge's vacation of this Notice to
be error. It is, therefore, set aside
and the Notice reinstated.^

The, findingls of the Judge with
respect to history of previous viola-
tions,. size of, business, and ability
to stay in business are adopted by
this Board. The proposedfindings,
conclusions, and recommended pen-
alty for the instant violation sub-

2 The Board has taken official notice of
MESA Porm 6-1493 to the extent indicated.
However, our conclusion herein is based
upon our reading and interpretation of the
regulations involved and would be the same
even in the absence of such officiaL notice.
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witted below by MESA are also
.adopted. We make the following
findings with respect to the rein-
stated Notice of Violation':

Gravity:
Records of examinations are re-

quired to be kept to inform inter-
ested persons (including MESA) of
existing and changing conditions;
however, the likelihood of an injury
fromn failure to maintain such rec-
ords seems minimal. Based on these
facts, we find that the violation was
,nonserious.:, .

NVegligence:.-
Theoperator was on notice of this

requirement 'and knew or should
have known of this failfure to record
Since, his signature is required, on
the approved examination books
Therefore, the violation was occa-
sioned by the opeiator's' lack of due
care to comply with this mandatory
safety standard. Consequently, we
find that the violation resulted from
the operator's negligence. .

Good Faith:
We find that the operator demon-

strated good faith in, compliance..
We. adopt the penalty recom-

mended by MESA for this violation
in the amount of $58.

ORDER

WHEREFORE;, pursuant to the
'authority delegated to the Board by
'the:Secretary of the Interior (43
CFR 4.1(4)), IT IS HEREBY
ORDERED that the Judge's: deci-
sion and order 'in Docket No.
HOPE 74-2003-P IS MODIFIED
by reinstating Notice 9 FLD,: No-
vember 13, 1973, and assessing a
penalty of $58 therefor, and that the

t X 0
total assessment of $1,533 SHALL
BE PAID by the Leckie Smokeless'
Coal Complany within, 30 days of
this Order.

DAVID DOANE,
AtingM Chief Adiniistrative udge.

HOWARD J. SCIf;LLENBERG, JR.,
Alternate Administrative Judge.

WALLACE S. INGHAM

21 IBLA 2:66
Decided August 11, 1975

Appeal from the decision of Adniin>
istrative Law Judge Robert W. Mesch
canceling Desert Land Entry Idaho

Reversed.

1. Desert Land Entry: Generally
Desert Land Entry: Applicants '

Excepting in of Nevada, no' person shall
be entitled to,'make entry of desert lands
unless he is a resident of the state in
which the land is located. An applicant's
conditional, future-oriented intention to
reside in the state is insufficient to
qualify.

2. Desert Land Entry: Assignment-
Desert Land- Entry: Cancellation

Where an allowed desert, land entry was
assigned to a qualified individual and
the assignment was duly approveda sub-
sequent determination that the entry
was illegal from its inception because
the original entryman was not qualified
will not afford a basis for cancellation
of the entry. where.it is established that
the assignee was unaware of his assign-
or's lack of qualifications and proceeded
in good faith to develop the entry.
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3. Desert Land Entry: Distribution

,Neither the law nor the regulations pro-
hibit' the use of a portable aluminum
pipe irrigation system in the reclamation
of lands in a desert entry, nor is there
any affirmative' requirement that the
irrigation system. or' pecific omponents.
thereof be permanently installed on the
entry.

4. Regulations: - enerally-Regula-
tions: Interpretation
A regulation shouldbe so clear that there
is no basis -for a'patent applicant's non-
compliance' with it before it may be so
interpreted as to deprive him of a statu-
tory right to receive title to his desert
land entry. If there is doubt as to the
meaning and intent of a regulation, such
doubt should be resolved favorably to
'the applicant.

APPEARANCES: Richard X. Greener,
Esq.,. Kidwell and Greener, Boise,
Idaho, for the appellant; Riley C.
Nichols, Esq., Office of the Regional
Solicitor, Department. of' the Interior,
for the appellee. -

OPINION BY ADIVINISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE STUEBING

INTERIOR BOARD OF
LAND APPEALS.

In 1973 the Idaho State Office of
.the Bureau of Land. Management
(BLM) initiated contest proceed-
ings seeking the cancellation of a
desert Iaid entry esignatd Idaho
186. The coiitest complain charged,
in paragraph V,that the entry
-should be canceled because .:

"(a): An irrigation. system suf-
ficieit for the proper irrigation of
all the:irrigable landsc in the entry
'has notbeen installed on the litry'

(b) The entry has not been de-
velopedl substantially in accordance
with the plans fied with the ap-li-
ceation for entry. . -

(c) A the tile she applied for
en-try, the contestees -assignor did
hot intend in godd faith to reclaim
the land for her own use and bene
fit. '

(d) At the time the entry was al-
lowed, the contestee's iassignor did
'not itend in good faith -to reclaim
the land for her own use and bene-
fit. ( : a 

The hearing was conducted on
June 28, 1973, at Shoshone, Idaho,
by Administrative. Law Judge Dent
:D. Dalby. After receipt of the evi-
dence, on the ,four original charges,
the contestant withdrew charge V
(b) of the complait, as 'theevi-
dence indicated only a slight devia-
tion from the original plan of ir-
rigation, for'which there appeared
to be good reason 2 (Tr. 254). How-
ever, during the course of the hear-
ing a question arose as. to the resi-
dence. qualifications of the original
'etrywonan, Mrs. Mardbali Winsor,
whereupon Judge Dalby allowed
the complaint to be amended to add
the following charge:

(e) The contestee's assignor was not a
resident of the State of Idaho at the time
she applied for entry, or at the time the
entry was. allowed. :(Tr. 232-235.)- -

The''hearing was continued to
provide the contestee . an oppr-

'Judge, Dalby retired from Government
service on August '5,31974' The case was then
assigned to Administrative Law udge Robert
"W. Afesch for. initial- decision. See- 5,:U.S.C.
§ 554(d) (1970).

2 The elimination of.this harge as not
noed in; Judge Mesch's decisions

: :, ;I , a; f- -f 'A: n:n ..
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tunity to meet the allegation added
to the complaint during the hearing.
The parties *subsequently: agreed
that a ffurther hearing was not
necessary and in lieu thereof they
submitted, as a joint exhibit, a dep-
osition of the contestee's assignor
taken on May 21, 1974, in Boise,
Idaho.

[1] After studying the record
and the 'briefs submitted by respec-
tive counsel, JudgeMesch found no
need to consider any issue other
than the following:

1. Was the original entrywoman,
the .contestee's assignor, a resident
citizen of the State of Idaho at the
time she applied for entry or at the
time the entry was allowed and, if
not, was the entry illegal in its in-
ception ?

2. If the entry was illegal in its
inception, is the contestant estopped,
as alleged in the contestee's brief,
"from denying the: issuance of a
patent for the entry to Mr. Bing-
hlam by virtue of his status as a bona
fide purchaser i"

In 1891, the Desert Land Act of
1877, 19 Stat. 377, 43 U.S.C. § 321
et seq. (1970), was amended by add-,
ing the following:

Excepting in the Statte: of Nevada, no
person shall be entitled to make entry
of desert lands unless he be a resident
citizen of the State or Territory in which
the land sought to be entered is located.

(Act of Mlarch3, 1891, 26 Stat. 1096,
43 U.S.C. §325 (1970)).
* The entry of Idaho land was ap-

plied for and allowed to Mrs.
Maribah Winsor, whom Judge
Mesch found to be a resident of the

State of Utah. The entrywoinan's
daughter and son-in-law were resi-
dents of Idaho, and each of them
had pireviously entered lands pursu-
ant to the Desert Land Entry Act
and received patents to their respect
tive entries, thereby disqualifying
them from making any further en-
tries under the Act. Mrs. Winsor
had established a regular practice of
some 18 years' duration of spending
a substantial portion of the late
summer and early fall visiting her
daughter's family in Idaho, where
she assisted them by performing
various services around the farm.
This involved frequent commuting
between her home in Utah and her,
daughter's home in Idaho. The serv-

ices she performed were not
regarded by the families as employ-
ment, although her son-in-law, Fred
Stewart, testified* that he did cover
the cost of her transportation back
aid forth, by automobile, train and
bus. The land at issue was adjacent
to land privately owned by Stewart,
who testified that he assisted his.
mother-in-law with the filing of the
application, financial negotiations
and imuprovement of the entry in an
effort to get the WTinsors back into
fanining, "to get Father Winsor up.
there [from Utah] to pretty well
supervise this whole operation," and
to help to repay Mrs. Winsor for
her past efforts.

Nevertheless, about a year after
the entry was allowed arrangements
were nade'by Stewart to sell the en-
try and the adjacent private land of
Stewart to the appellant, Wallace
Bingham. The sale was consim-

379:
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mated and Bingham then proceeded
to improve: and to farm the entry.

It was Mrs. Winsor's testimony
that at the time she applied for the
entry and at the time it was allowed,
she intended to be a resident of
Idaho. However, she qualified this
hitention ad made it prospective,
iby onditionihng her establishment
of residency in Idalo on success in
obtaining the entry and, presum-
s~biT, the requisite financing, stat-
inlg, "if we knew that it was to be
ours 'and if things had gone right for
lS." (Tr. 66.) There is absolLtely

io evidence that Mrs. WVinsor has
ever beell a resident of Idaho other
than her own conditional, future-
oriented statement that she itended
to be one. To the contrary, all of the
considerable evidence which was
adduced on this issue and recoulnted
inl the decision below indicates that
at all times material to this inquiry
she was in fact a resident of Utah,
and Judge Mesch so found.

'On the basis of his finding that
the entry was thus illegal in its in-:
Beption, Judge Mlesch, by his deci-
sion of January 8, 1975, canceled the
entry ithout reference to any of
the other charges in the contest com-
plaint. Wallace Binoha.m appeals
from that decision.

We concur with the finding that
Mrs. Winsor vas not qualified to
fiake the entry by reasonof her non-
residence, and that the entry was il-
legal from its inception.

'[2] owever, we cannot agree
theat the lack of the assignor's
qualification should result in the
ctncellation of the entry in the pos-

session of a bona fide assignee who,
appar'ently, is qualified to hold the
entry.

By taking an: assignment of a
desert-land entry, the assignee is
sLibstituted for the, original entry-
man ad his rights under the entry
are tle same as 'they would have
been had le made the'entry in the
first instance. By assignment the en-
try becormes his entry, and the date
thereof is when it was first ma de,
_Albert A. Bandy, 41 L.D. 82 (1912).

A number of Depsrtmental deci-
sions have held' that where an as-
signee who is qalified under the
desert-land law receives his assigned
entry from an intermediate (mesne)
assignor who was not so qualified,
the lack of qualification of te as-
signor does not invalidate the entry,
notvithstanding th at section 2 of
the Act of Alfarch. 28, 1908, as
amended, 43 U.S.C. §324 (1970),
declares that assignments to dis-
qualified persolls and to associations
Ishall not be allowed 'or recognized.
Amos N. S. elfly, 50 L.D. 268
(1924) ; Ruple v. DeJournette (On
Rehearing), 50 L.D. 139 (1923);
Atugusta Ernst, 42 L.D. 90 (1913),
The only distinction betweent these
cases of disqualified assignors make
ing assigmnuents to qualified as-
signees 'and the .circumstances of the
case at bar is that the foregoing
cases all involved mesne assignees,
whereas in the -instant case the 'dis-
qualified assignor: was the original
enteywoman. However, we fail to
see how this distinction requires a
differentresult, particularly in light
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of the discussion in Augusta Erist,
supra, at 92:

A desert land entryman is permitted
to assign his entry, and if such trans-
ferred or assigned entry be found by the
Government in the hands of a person
qualified to hold, the title should not be
questioned simply because an intermedi-
ate transferee was not qualified to hold.
The Government would not knowingly
approve a transfer which would fix title
in one not qualified to take, but where
one qualified to hold is asking recognition
of a transfer of an apparently valid
entry, no reason is seen, in the light
of the principles above illustrated, why
such transfer should not b recognized
and approved, even though the prior
holder was disqualified.

In this case the BLM allowed the
entry to Mrs. Winsor without know-
ing thatIshe was not qualified, 'and
subsequently approved the assign-

muent to Bingham, whose qualifica-
tion has not been challenged.

A; further illustration that an
bentrymaun cannot influence the

status of the entry after it has been
assigned is found in Sharp v. Har-
'vey, 16 L.D. 166 (892). That case
held that where an entryrnan as-

signed his desert-land entry to 'an-
orther by an assignment which
was recognized under Departmental
regulations, the right of the assignee
could not be defeated by the subse-
quen-t relinquishment of the entry
by the original entryman.

Of course, our conclusion that the
assignee holds the entry in his own
right and is unaffected 'by the dis-
.qualification of his: assignor is de-
penclalt upon a finding that the
assignee took the assignment in

good faith, without knowledge of,
any defect in the entry or in his as-
signor's right thereto. That prob-
lem does not arise in this instance1
as the contestant stipulated. to
Bingham's good faith at the hear-
ing (Tr. 45) 3

MR. GREENER: Prior to my cioss
examination, Your HIonjor, I believe that
Counsel will stipulate with the contestee
that at this point in time the Govern-
ment is not contesting in any way the
good faith of Mr. Bingham.

MR. NIIOLS: The Government so

stipulates, Your Honor.
JUDGE DALBY: All right, it is so

stipulated.

Appellant cites United States v.
Detroit Timber and Luimber Co.,
200 U.S. 321 (1906), for the propo-
sition that the Government is
estopped to deny the title of a bona
fide purchaser. Judge lfesch held
that case to be inapplicable, in that
there patents had been issued by the
United States prior to the comnI

inencement of the proceedings.
While we are of the opinion that
the case at bar is not one which pre-
sents an example of estoppel against
the United Stuates, we consider the
Coutrt's opinion in Detroit Timber
and LumwnberCo. to be relevant:

* * * The equity is founded on the
rightful conduct of the purchaser and not
on the wrongful conduct of the entry-
men. It upholds the purchaser in his hon-
est purchase notwithstanding the wrong-
ful character of the entries. This is akin
to te ordinary rule in respect to a bona
fide purchaser. Equity sustains the title

3
Both Mrs. Winsor and Bingham testified

that they had never met prior to the hear,
ing, Stewart having acted as intermediary
in effecting the assignment.

381A?¢.71
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in spite of the fact that his grantor may
have wrongfully obtained it, and upholds.
it because of his rightful conduct. (Italics
supplied.)

2 S0 .s. at 336.

Immediately following the quoted
passag~e the Court examined and e-
jected the argument of counsel that
;a purchaser from an entryman can-
'not be regarded as a bona fide pur-
chaser unless he becomes such after
the Govermuent, by issuing a patent,
has parted with the legal title.
- Accordingly, we hold that where
an allowed desert land entry was as-
signed to a qualified individual and
the assigaiment was duly approved,
a subsequent determination that the
entry was illegal from its inception
because the original entryman was
not qualified will not afford a basis
for cancellation of the entry where
it is established that the assignee
was unaware of his assignor's lack
of qualification and has roceeded
in good faith to develop the entry.
* [31 The only remaining charge
which concerns the appell.ant's en-
titlement to receive a patent is V
(a), to the effect that he has not in-
stalled on the entry an irrigation
system sufficient for the proper ir-
rigation of all of thelirrigable land
in the entry.

The charge, as so expressed, is an
appropriate one. However, it devel-
oped at the hearing that the contest-
ant is primarily concerned with the
fact that Bingham has reclaimed
and irrigated the entry lands by
using the same portalie aluminum
mainlines and laterals which he also
uses to irrigate his adjacent private

lands. It is the Goverimnent's con-
tention that a portable irrigation
system, no matter how efficient, will
not satisfy the requirements for
patent, but that, rather, the main-
lines of the irrigation ystem must
be permanently installed on the
entry (Tr. 194) .

The Department has long recog-
nized that the Desert Land Act does
not prescribe a particular mode of
irrigation and by Departmental
rulings it early on required the
method of irrigation to be such as
would evince the good faith of the
claimant and render the land suit-
able for agriculture. See Tiblrals v.
Langtree 9 L.D. 4-19 (1889), a case
in which the entryman constructed
no ditches or canals for the convey-
ance of water onto the entry, but in-
stead flooded most of the land dur-
ing about three months each year.
by building a dam; across a river
which ran through the property,
thereby providing ample moisture
to reclaim the land and achieve good
agricultural success. The Depart-
ment held that this mode of irriga-
tion was satisfactory i view of the
claimant's demonstration of his
good faith.

The very first reported Depart-
mental decision concerning desert
land entries dealt with this issues
holding that there. must be a demon-
stration of a good-faith endeavor to
irrigate the land, and that the meth-
od employed must be such that a.
sufficient quantity of water is con-
veyed and distributed on the land to
prepare it for cultivation. Wallace
v. Boyce, -.1 L.D. .26 (1882). The
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proof was held to be satisfactory
where it showed the claimant to be
the owner of a quantity of water
sufficient to irrigate the land for ag-
ricultural purposes, and that he
conveyed such water on the land 'so
that it could be used in irrigating
the crop. Secretary's Letter to Comr-
missioner, 3 L.D. 385 (1885). The
manner of irrigation and distribu-
tion of the water is indicative of the
good faith of the entryman. George
Ramsey, 5 L.D. 120 (1886); Wal-
lace v. Boyce, supra.

The first reference to "perma-
nence'' which we have discovered is
contained in Orin P. HcDonald, 13
L.D. 30 (1891), in which the follow-
ing points of inquiry were identified
as determinative of the sufficiency
of a final proof on the issue of
reclamation:

* *'; 1st, Has water been brought
upon the land? 2d, Is it of sufficient quan-
tity to irrigate and reclaim: the land,
rendering it capable of producing agri-
cultural products? 3d, Is the supply per-
nianent and controlled by the entryman
and the means of distribution sufficient?

13 L.D. at 31.

It will be noted that the concern
of the Secretary was that the water
supply and the entryman's control
df it be permiallent, not that the ir-
.gatiom works be permanent. This
view comports with the requirement
in the 'current regulation, 43 CFR
2521.2(d), which refers to the en-
trvman's showing that he has "a
right to the permanent use of suffi-
cient water to irrigate * *

Section 7 of the Act of March 3,
1891, 26 Stat. 1096, 43- U.S.C.

:§ 329; (1970), speaks of xminimum;
expenditures for * * irrigation
reclamation, 'and cultivation of the
land by means of main canals and
branch ditches, and in permanent
improvements upon te land and in
purchase of water rights * * *."
We cannot construe this to mean
that the irrigation system must be
permanent; the reference to perma-
nent improvements could just as
easily refer to fences, buildings,
roads and physical land improve-
ments, such as clearing, gradiig
etc. See Instructions, 50 L.D. 443,
'455 (1924).

In the appeal of United States v.
Swallow, A-30000 (April 8 1965),
it was noted that at the hearing,
"there was a confusion of the issues'
to be resolved * * * e.g., the argu-
ments over whether the main pipe-
line had to be permanently attached
to the land * * *." This merely sug-
gests that the Departnient regarded
the question as an appropriate one
for argument. The case was re-
manded for rehearing and was the
subject of a second appeal to the De-
partment, United States v. Swal-
low, 74 I.D. 1 (1967), but it does not'
appear that this precise question
was resolved in that case.

The language of the decision in
Clinton C. Douglass,. Jr., A-28961
(September 20, 1962), would cer-
tainly suggest that a portable sys-
tei would be acceptable if it were
of sufficient capacity, extent and
condition to do an adequate job of
irrigation. That decision states:

Since the appellant planned to utilize a
portable system of sprinkler irrigation
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pipes ad fixtures, it was, of course, un-
-mecessary that these pipes and fixtures§

e dffixed. to the land in a permanent
fashion. Hdvever, it was necessary that
le have sufficient pipe and fixtures ai
tually on the land and set up in a manner
which would permit him to demonstrate
a successful irrigation of a suflicient por-
tion of the entry which would point to
-the conclusion that, by merely moving

lttee equipment, all other portions of the
entry, comprising the entire irrigable
acreage, could be successfully irrigated;

The decision affirmed the partial
rejection of, Douglass' final proof
and canceled part of his entry œot
because he used a portable system,
but because it was inadequate to
serve the entire entry, and because
ie had a insufficient water right.

The contestant argues that per-

gnranelnt main conduits are required
by 43 CFR 2521.6 (f),. That regula-
tion reads, in pertinent part, as fol-
lows:

The final proof must clearly shov
ithat all of the permanent main and lat-
ceral ditches, canals, conduits, and other
gleans to conduct water necessary for the
irrigation of all the irrigable land in
the entry have been constructed so that
water can be actually applied to the
land as soon as it is ready for
cultivation. * * *

We are unable to translate this
employment of the adjective "per-
anianent" into a mandatory require-
anent that all desert land irrigation
systems must be permanently affixed
to the lanid. Were we able to do so,
h1owever, we could not limit the re-
quirement only to the main lines, as
contestant asserts is intended, but
we would be obliged to hold that
te adjective refers to laterals, con-

duits and other means to conduct

water as well, so that the entire sys-
tern would have to be permanently
installed. The Department has
never required this. Se:7 United
States v. Sal7ow, 74 J.D. 1, iI
(1967); c(linran C. DoUTglas, Jr.,
sc ra., 

[-4, 3] The use' of the word "per-
iftanent" in tihe' regulation ibust be

considered ambigtous at best if it
is to be construed as iinposing a re-
quirement lot articulated elsewhere
in the law or the regulations. Regu-
lations should be so clear that
there is no basis for an applicant's
noncompliance with them before
they are interpreted so as to de-
prive him of a statutory right.
Louis iAlford, 4 BLA 277 (1972);
Mary I. Arata, 4 IBLA 201 78
I.D. 397 (1971). If there is doubt
as to the meaning and intent of
a regulation, such doubt should
be resolved favorably to the appli-
cant. Mary 1. Arata, soupra A. lt.
Shaffer, 73 I.D. 293 (1966) ; Madge
V. Rodda, 70 I.D. 481 (1963); Wil-
ian S. filroy, 70 I.D. 520 (1963);

Jack V. Walker, A-29402 (July 22,
1963). Had it been the intention of
the Secretary to impose a manda-
tory requirement that irrigation
systems, or specific components
thereof, be permanently installed on
the entry, he could easily have done
so by prolnulgating an explicit reg-
ulation to that effect. This has not
been done.

Testimony elicited at the hearing
suggests that there may well be good
reason for not prohibiting the use
of portable irrigations systems.
Three witnesses testified concerning
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the advantages of a portable system
over a permanent one.4 Among
these are:

(1) Where a line i permanently
installed it must be buried at least
-2/2 feet below the surface in order
to prevent it from. being damaged
by equipment and to all'ow meehan-
ical cultivating and harvesting.
Where the field is rocky the cost of
burying the line to the proper
depth, including blasting, call be ex-
cessive (Tr. 262). Crops along a
permanent line leave "a, tremendous
strip" on both sides, which must be
avoided by tractors and cultivators
and which must be worked by a
hired "hand crew to come in and
hoe these potatoes" (Tr. 263) ; but
portable line, can be picked up and
set off' in a pile to allow the machines
to work (Tr.. 263, 282)..

(2) Maintenance problems are
more difficult to handle on buried
permanent lines. With a hot sun

'there will be "a tremendous amount
of fluctuation * * * and you have
a terrible lot of trouble with these
risers that come from the ground up
to where this valve [to a lateral
line] fits in, breaking off" (Tr. 274).
Permanent steel lines will even-
tually rust and have to be replaced,
and careless workers damage a lot
of a permanent system by trying to
work equipment too close to it (Tr.

4rred Stewart, a farmer of 35 years' ex-
-perlence; James GE. Westfall, with 30 years'
experlence, Grant L. Butler, 22 years' farming
experience. All are currently farming in the
-vicinity and all have made extensive use
of portable irrigation systems. The recita-
tion of the advantages of such a system is
a condensation of their several; testimonies.

27,8,279). Portable pipe secti9nscan
easily be removed for repair, and, re-
placed (Tr. 286). Moreover,. porta-
ble pipe is; not. damaged. as often;
"You don't get near the busting-
you don't bust these pipes, portable.
-* * I never hardly ever replace
them" (Tr. 282).

(3) A portable systemi, requires a
much lower initial capital outlay at
a time when the farm developer's
other costs are very high. With
proper diversification of crops a
smaller portable system can be
moved as needed to serve a large
area. Mlloving pipe involves addi-
tional labor, but it saves on invest-
ment costs (Tr. 268, 274, 275, 277,

280) 281).
The concern of the contestant and

the Bureau enmployees who testified
appears to be that unless the system
is permanently installed, the entry-
man might remove it after obtaining
patent, and discontinue f arming the
land,, perhaps even using the same
system to qualify another entry for
patent,' (Tr. 197-198). Although
there was no, evidence adduced to

indicate that the entryman intended
any such thing, the Bureau's' Realty

Specialist testified, "You see, the po-
tential exists:* *" (Tr. 198).

The record clearly establishes that
nearly all the, land in the, 261 acre
entry had been brought under cul-
tivation, and that the water supply
from four wells on appellant's, adja-
cent private a,.nd is adequate to irri-
gate both the private land and. the
entry. Moreover, all the witnesses.,
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including the. contestant's,5 agreed
that the portable irrigation system
is; of sufficient size to irrigate both
the entry and the adjacent private
lands, and although the system is
-tot capable of watering all of the
lands simultaneously, as would be
necessary if they were all planted
-with the same crop, in the words of
James Westfall, "I don't think any-
body would plant that way" (Tr.
287).

It is quite apparent that the con-
testant's objection to a portable sys-
tem is not based (in this case) on a
finding that it is inadequate for the
proper irrigation of the entry as
well as the adjacent private land of
the entryman. Cf., Clinton C. Doug-
lass, Jr., supra. Rather, the contest-
ant is demanding the installation
of a more extensive, permanently
installed system as a demonstration
of the entryman's good faith, not
only in this case, but as a general re-
quireminent which all desert land en-
trynen must meet.

We find this position to be unten-
able. If there were other evidence
sufficient to raise serious doubt that
the entryman 's efforts constituted a
good faith endeavor to reclaim the
land for the purpose of the Act,
'then his use of a portable system
might be considered contributive to
the overall evidentiary picture. 1But
where, as here, there is nothing to

r The contestant's chief witness, Realty Spe-
cialist Donald Runberg, testified that if the
entry was patented the appellant would not
have to buy any more pipe to farm the total
area of the entry and the adjacent private
land, assuming that he planned his farming
operation so that he did not have to irrigate
too much at once (Tr. 204, 205).

suggest that the entryman has any
other motive than to reclaim and
farm the land for his own benefit,
his use of a portable irrigation sys-
tem is of no significance.

Therefore, pursuant to the au-
thority delegated to the Board of
Land Appeals by the Secretary of
the Interior, 43 CFR 4, the de-
cisioln appealed from is reversed.

EDWARD W. STUEBING,

Administrative Judge.

WE VCONCUR: '

NEWTON FmisiBERo :G,
Chief Administrative Judge. :

MARTIN RITVoD

Administrative Judge.

C. J. IVERSON

21 IBLA 312

Decided August 14, 1975

Appeal from a decision by the Mon-
tana State Office, Bureau of Land
Management, holding oil and gas
lease 'X-24227 to have terminated
for failure to pay rental timely.

Affirmed.

1. Oil and Gas Leases: Reinstate-
ment-Oil and Gas Leases: Termina-
tion-Secretary of the Interior

-Before relief may be granted to the lessee
.of a terminated oil and gas lease, he
must comply with the prerequisites set
forth in 30 U.S.C. § 188 (1970). The See-
retary has no authority to waive such
statutory. prerequisites. . .
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2. Oil and Gas Leases: Reinstate-
ment-Oil and Gas Leases: uTermina-
tion

Reliance upon receipt of a courtesy no-
tice can neitierf prevent the lease from
terminating by operation of law nor.
serve to justify a failure to pay the lease
rental timely.

3. Federal Employees and Officers:
Authority'To Bind Government-Oil
and Gas'Lases:' Termination

Advice or information reeived over the
telephone from personnel of the Bureau
of Land Managefmfent does not constitute'
a "bill or decision 'rndered 'by" the IDe-'
partment under.' SO- u.S.d: §188 (b)
(1970).-

4. il and Gas Leases: Termilnation':

Only when a lessee has made, a deficient
rental payment on or before the anni-_
versary date- of an oil and gas,.lease will
a Notice of Deficiency be sent.- If no pay-,
ment at all is made, the lease will not.
qualify for cbnsidera'tion under the ex-
ceptions to -automaiic terminati'n set'
forth in i30 U.S.C. §188(b) (1970>.

5. Qil and Gag.Leases: Reinstatement

The Secrtary has no authority to rein-
state a terminated oil and gas lease, un-
less the rental. payment, is tendered
within twenty days of the due date. Such
authority alsodoes not exist if a valid pi.
and- gas ease' has been issued covering
any of'the lands in'the-terminated lease.

6. Oil and Gas Leases:. Reinstate-,
ment-Oil and Gas Leases..Termina-

A Notice of., Ternination is, sent to the
lessee of a'terminated oil atd gas lease:
only if he has tendered payment of the,
rental -vithin twenty days after te an--
niversary. ,date. : * .- .

7. Oil- and Gas Leases: Communitiza-;
tion Agreements
In order for a eomiuunitization agree-
ment to qualify a lease as containing'al
'"well, capable of prodaucing oil-or gas"
within- the meaning of 30 U.S.O. § 188(b).
(1970) and.thus'not subject to rental re-.
quirements,; the- agreement must be ap-
proved by the Secretary 'of the Interior.-

APPEARANCES: Richard L. Beatty,
Esq., of Shelby, Montana, for appel--
lant.

OPINION BY ADJNISTRA -
TiZTE JUDaE THOMPSON,

INTERIO-: BOARD OF LAD
A PPEALIs

C. J. TIversoll appeals fromn the

Febrtuary-20, 1975, decision% of the-
Mfontalna State: Office, BEureaui of

Land' Managemenit (BLM), up-
holcing. the autoimatic termination
by,operation of law of oil an'd gas
lease M-2422.7 for- fai luro to ay
rental -due . or befote the ai--
versary date, April 1, 1974. Events
loading up to appellant's failure to:
pay the -rental are somewhat in-
volved. We wifll. therefore,, briefly 
describe the baclground of this ap-.
peal before discussing the.miperits of,
app~ellant's. arguments. ....... :_

.:Lease M-24227- covered- certain
Iahnlds i ,ectio s 93,24 and 3. T.
32 N., R. 14 B., M.P.M. It was
created in January 1973 .outof oil
and.gas lease M-6113-A. At that..
timne, certa-in lanicls 'i, A-6113-2-
where unitized.- an.d the remaiin g
lands Avere pliaediuider a new lease,
M-94227. The alinniversary date of

both leanses remained April 1. Prior

386] . 1 ' .
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to the 1973 anniversary date, ap-
pellant received -conflicting notices
regarding rental due-forM-6113-A.
HLe .telephoned the BL Montanba
State 'Offie and was adlised to call
the IXJ.S. Geological 'uLlrv ey
('USGS) ofici:Ee in Caser, Wyo-
ming. TheUSGS office advised ap-
pellant not to. pay the rental'for
Ml-6113-A because it was part of a
unit agreenie'nit and, therefo6re', oinly
minium royalty was due. Appel-
lant followed this advice, whicl
later proved to be correct.
-In October'1973, appellant filed

by certified mail a coimnunitization
agreemelt for section 23 -with
USGS 'for its approval.1 Appellant
owned, or partially owned, a pro-
ducing-gas well 'on non federal land
in section 23. This p roposed om-
munitization ag Teement' apparently
was lost by USGS .and;.thus it was
nev'er approved.' '2Appellant also
owned,. or partially owned, a pro-
ducing gas well on non-federal land
in 'section 24. 'No communitization
agreement. was filed'for 'this section
prior -to April 1, 19.4. Meanjwhile,
a-.dry: hole h-d been drilled -on sec-
ti'on 31, and appellant states that he
had decided to drop the section '31
acreage from lease M-24227.

t'lBy order' dated February 19, 1970, the Oil
and Gas Conservation Commission-of the State
of Montana limited the development of gas
fields to' one well per 640 acres. Sections 23
aid 24.were included within this order.

'2 By affidavif dated January 10, 1975, the
Area, Oil and. Gas Supervisor, USGS, Casper,
Wyoming, aknowledged that a certified mail
return receipt, which appellant states was at-
taehed to: the. proposed commutization agree-;
ment: wassigned by a USGS employee in
C.sper, who is now deceased. The Area Super-.
visor further 'states that the contents of the
package thus accepted cannot be located.

tTMENT OF THE INTERIOR. 2 A

By affidavit, appellant states that
he reeived 'noceourtesy notice from

LM--with regard to rental due 'on3
April 1, 1974, for lease M-24227'.
He further statestiat lhe telephoned'
the BLMN Statef-Rwfige 'antd was in-
formed ' that since the well in' Sec-
tion- 23' hwd been colamercially pro-
ducing prior to the 1973 rental pay-:
ment,'he would. havea-refllnd com-
ing ,pr a, credit balance for overpay-
ment in .that particularlease ac-
count when it was transferred to
tihe USGS, and 'that the' non-pay-
ment of the 1974 rental would drop
the acreage in. Section 31." He adds
that -lle relied! on ithis-'advice, as he
relied upon the USGS advice.' the
previous year, and. -did ,not submit
any rental paymeiit:'for lease i-
24227 'priortot 'the l974 'anniiiersary
date'

As no rental was paid 'on or be-
fore' April '1, 1974, the BLM. State
Office noted that -lease M-24227
automatically terminiated.under 30.
U. S.C. § 188 (b) :V(9.).Appellant-
states he received neither a notice
of this:teri-ination 'nor anotice that
his. rental payment was "'deficient."
In September 1974, the laiids in sec.
31 which were formerly Covered by
lease M-24227 were announced open
for simultaneous filings a nd subse-
'quently awarded to Dorothy .'
Rupe of Los Angeles (M-30377)..
Appellant did not discover that

3 We note that to drop specific acreage from-
an oil and gas lease, a lessee must ile a re-
linquishment -describing the acreage in the
proper- office'as set forth In 43 CFR :108.1.
Nonpayment of rental, or partial nonpay_-
ment, alone will not accomiplish this. .
M4ller; 6 'I1)D.: 281 (1958) . ?fTharles B.
Boardman, A-27327 (June 6, 11).
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leaseilM-2422T had-terminated until
November 1974. On- January 15,
;1975, he filed a protest of the ter-
-mination ,.ld- submitted .a cieck to
BLM .for .,tlhe .rental. due,; April. 1,

Appellant contends that either
his, lease did ot terlina,e. because
bis failure, to pay the rental timely
falls within an exception,to termi-
nation set forth: in, 30 U.S.C. C 188
(b) (1-970), or -he: is entitled to-.re-
inst atrnnnt ;of tlle lease undr 3

U.-S.C. §188(e(197.0)7. The basis
of. both contentions is, in essence,
that appellant's failure to pay,h-is
rental timely was a direct result, of
erroneous, information from JBLJm
and that BLM compouned this
error 'by failing to ni-otify appellant
of* the "deficieney" or of!:the ter-
mination. The -BLM State Office
decision on .the .protest stated that
iappellant's case did not. all within
the iprovigions -of 30 -U.S'C. § 188

(b) or (c): (17970) and; therefore,
must he rejected. Appellant arigues
that the BLM decision wasan.un-
necessarily inflexible application of
the law .and that the Department
has-,been granted by' Congress suffi-
cient discretion to rule, in his. favor.
We cannot agree wvith appellant
and must affirm the BLM decision.

[1] 'The extent of the discretion
granted to the Secretary of the In-
terior by sec. 31' of the Mineral
Leasing Act,-30 UJ.S.c. § 188 (1970),
is overstated by appellant. The
legislative history of 'the 1970
amendments to that section states:

The purpose of S. 1193 is to.confer
limited authority on the' Secretary of the

VERSON - 38N
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Interior to prevent the autompatic ter'
mination of certain. oil and gas leases;
on Feder a lands and to perint the, re-
-instatement -of terininat leases unddr
certabn';conxditions* .*- (Italics added.)

H. NREP: N . 91-1005,f91sttCohg.,
2t Sess. (April 14, 1970) 1970 .S
CODE1 CONG.& ADMX.; EW;Vs
'3002. bBefIe reie m-ay -be grantedt
undi r ter 197U amlehdclilhfnft 'sd
'31 of the lineral' Leasiig kAt' the
tutoyprer equisites muttbe in e

iSe e'.g - W2gilliani C. -Al"qan, 13
IBLA 60, 62 (1973-); Louis Samue
,8 4-BLA'268,271 (1972) .The Secre-
taryhas io authority to 'waive suci
.tatutory prerequisites.4 We iiqst,

therefore, 'determine whether ap~PeI
lant has in fact omplied withl the
necessary prerequisites.-

[2,. 3] he exception to aiomatle
termination in 30 U. S ,§ ,18
(970), tpon which appellant-re-
lies, states

5 * ̂ f SProvided, .That if the renta1 pay-
et due under a-lease. s paid on-or

before the anniversary date but * * S
(2) the payment was * * * made in ac-
eordance ith abill or decision whicb
has been rendeted by him [tho Secretary]
a-nd such figure, bill, or decision is found
to -be in error :resulting in a -deficieney,

4In his appeal, appellait. also arges that
the words "shall automatically terniinate ly
operation of lawfi" ii-43, cnn, 3108.2'-Ily aIb',-ne
.not necessarilY manpdatory. He conppares the

11or07"sal' wxvith> decisions which con-
strued the tror i 'must" ini 43 cll'lf 3o.-:
as not mandatoxy. -We note that 43' CR
3108.2-1 (a) is taken directly from 30 ..C
§-lS8,(b):. (4970),. Whereas 43i CM, 3106.1-3
is "imposed, y the Department fo r adniistya-
tive convenience" 'and for the protectioi oE
third parties. ltNetloe Oil Qo, A-90774 (Sept
29, 1967). However, the Department interl-
prets its own administrative regil aions. it
must: eontply with lenr': statutory reqpire'-
ments.
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such: lease shall not automatically
terminate * *. : - '7

The statute plainly requires that
part of the rental payment be "paid
on. or before the anniversary date"
in order for this exception to take
effect. owever, appellant argues
,that he received no courtesy notice
and that he acted in reliance on ad-
'vice received. from BLM personnel
,over the telephone. He concludes
that these circumstances fall within
The "plain language and meaning of
the act and the regulations."'

We cannot agree. This Board has
consistently held that reliance, upon
receipt of a courtesy notice "can
neither prevent the lease from ter-
mination by operation of law nor
serve o justify a failure to timely
pay the lease rental." Lo'u, J.

'Pa la, 10 IBLA 127, 128 (1973);
JimSy; F. Botling, 20 IBLAI 146
(1975';) 'f. Jbseph W. -Steger, 20
IBLA 206 (1975). Further, we cani-
-not equate a telephone conversation
-between a lessee and an unientified
personllin a BLMoffice to a 'll pr
vdecisil. .endered by"ithe Depart-
ment. The, lnere fact that appellant
relied successfully upon advice re-
eeived over the telephone froni
USGS the previous year does not
validate this procedure. -

[4] Appellant: also argles. that
lie has never received a Noti c b
*Deficiency as required by 43 CFR
'108.2-1(b). BL cannot be e-
pected to interpret the absence of
:;any rental paymenSt as a deficiency.
Both 30 U.S.C. 188 (b) (1970) and

5 The alleged telephone conversation in 1974
is discussed further, infra.

43 CFR 3108.2-1(b) use the same
'language: "if the rental payment
clue under a lease is'paid on or be-
fore the anniversary date" (Italics
added). Only when this occurs will
'a notice be sent to the lessee that his
payment was deficient. Since ap-
pellant did not make such, a pay-
'ment he does 'not qualify for con-
sideration under the exceptions to
automati6 termination set forth in
sec. 188(b), supra. - If -

[5] Appellant has argued in the
alternative that his lease should be
reinstated under 30 U.S.C. - '188(c)
(1970). That statute reads ink per-
tinenit pai-: ;: it-f- 

Where any lease has been or is here-
after terminated' autotically by opeira-
tion of law under this section for' failure
.to pay ols or before the anniversary 'date
the full amount of rent sdue, but' scel
rental was paid lon or tendered withi
twenity days thereafter, ** * the Secre-
't9a~y may ieinstate the lease if-- 

'(1)'a petition for reinstatement,' to-
gether with the-required rental, * * * is
filed ith the 'Secretary; and

(2) no valid lease has been issued
affecting any of the lands. covered by the
teiminated lease prior to'the flin' of said
petition. * : X

AWre have consistetlyheld that the
S'crqtary has no authority to rein-
state a terminated lease unless the
rental payment has: been tendered
within twenty days of the due date.
Kg., t Aaron v. Barson. 18 IBLA
156 (974). 'This prerequisite as
not het here. Moreover, oil and gas
lease M-3077 has been issued for
part of the lands formerly covered
y ppel ant's terminated lease. -

pellant's offer to relinquish the land
coniainedin M 30077 will not cure

, i390
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the statutory, prohibition against-
reinstatement where a lease has been
issued affecting any of the lands in
the terminated lease.

[6] .ower,' 'ap1pellant. argues
that both his failure to tender pay-
ment within twenty days and the is
suance of lease M-30377 are a direct
result of the failure, by BLM to send
him: a-- Notice. of Termination. He
further argues tlat this failure was
in violation of 43 CFR 3108.2-1 (c)
(1). In, this argument, appellant
misconstrues the purpose of a Notice
of Termination. The. Notice of
Termination is* intended to toll the
15-day pei for Csnbmision of a
petition for reinstatement. Such a
Notice is sent on ivf the lessee has.
tendered . paymelit 'of the '':rental
within twenty days after the an-
niversary4 date. AM,6co 'Pi'oductiOqi
Co., 16 IBLA 215, 219 (1974).

[7] Appellant further argues
that in not paying the rental he
acted in reliance-on the advice he re-s'
ceived over the telephone from'
BLA. This Board is not prepared
to accept appellant's summary 'of 'a
telephone' 8onversation with an un-
identified BL[m employee'. We; do
not know what facts were presented'
by appellant during the conversa'
tion nor in what context the advice'
was given'. 'Moreover, 301 U.S.C.
§ 188(b) (1970) clearly states that:
a lease: "on which there is no well
capable of' producing oil or gas in
paying quantities" will, automati2
cally terminate by operation oft 1aW.
if the rental is not paid on or before
the anniversary date. In order for a
comnunitizationi agreement - 'to

592-210-75-2

391VERSON : : .
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qualify a lease as containing a "well
capable of producing oil or gas,'7
and thus not subject to rental re-
quirements, the, agreement must be
approved by. the Secretary of the
Interior. 43 CFR 3105.2; fsee Hr y 
D. Oven, 13 IBLA 33 (1973). .That
USGS isplaced appellant's'. com-
munitization' agreement 0 is' ir-
relevant. The fact remainsthat ap-
pellant did not have ,an anpproved
agreement for sec. 23 and had not
eaven filed an agreement for sec. 24.

Inasmuch as appellant has failed
to comply with the statutory pre-
requisites as described above, we. are
without authority . to krant' hi
either form of requested relief from
the.. termination of his,. lease. Wi-
l'wm C6. Mtorgan, subpra. ,Appellant
has 'argued that it. wo'ild be in the
puilic interest to grant him relief
because produ tion'ro,yalties dUe the
Uniitedl f: States .would otherwise be' 
lest. A similar-argument was made
in ayinan. &rporatio, .8 IBLA"
2,48 (1972). In a concurrence to that
decision it was stated:.

rIf appellant's analysis of the situation
is accurat, andit seems to be, the public

interest. hais indeed suffeed by: the ter-.
mination of the leases and the 'f lure, to
offer the lands for lease again, this, time
by competitive sale. The remedy ffered
seems a feasible method of rco'uping the
loss. Nonetheless, the leases having ter-'
minated, there is no authority for reviv-'
ing them.,* , , 

Caylan4 Corporation supra at 25.3-
254 (Concurring OOpinion). This,
rationale applies here. : ;

Therefore, .pursuant to the au-,
thority delegated to.- the Board of
Land' Appeals by 'the Secretary of;
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the Interior,, 43 CFR 4.1, the deci-
siona~peale from is afrmed.

f .SXJOAN / I. TI johPsoN, 

A'd' qisytrative Judge.

WU+E~ 011TG ~' ' i S'-'-XE- J

EDWAIR W. WE:IN0N

Adniinistrative Judge.sAdmi'nstraliv Judgle. ;

,EASTERN ASSOCIATED.,COAL-
Ot ORATION

!BHA.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
5 IBMA 7 4

Decided Augut ft, 1975

Appeal' by Eastern Associated iCoal
Corporation from an order by Admin-
istrative Law0 ldge George A. Kou-
trs in Docket No.' HOPE 75-699
dismissing an application for review
of orders issued pur'suant 'to sec.103
of the FederalCal'iie Health' and,
Safety Act-of 1969.

Vacated and remanded.

1, Federal Coal Nine Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Review of Notices
and Orders: Jurisdiction
Tle Seeretary has both the jurisdiction

and the Qbl'gation, upon appropriate ap-
plicatioln therefor, to review an order is-
sued pursuant. to sec. 103 of the Act.

2. Federal Coal~ Nine 'Health 'and
Safety Act of 1969 : Review of Notices
and Orders: Delegation

The Secretary has delegated his jurdis-
diction to review orders issued pursuant
tosec. 103 of theAt to the Office of Hear-:
ings and Appeals for decision, initially'

by the Administrative Law Judges, and.
ultimately by the InteriorBoardof Mine-
Operatios. Appeals.

APPEARA CES: James R. Kyper, for
appellant, Eastern Associate&d'; Coal

'Corp. ; Steven iB. Jacobsl Esq, for'
appellee, United Mine Workers of
America; Richard V. backley,' Esq.,.
and Frederick W:" Noncrief, Esq., for
appellee, "I'lining, Eiforcemenit and
Safety Administration; Johl L. Kil-
culleii, Esq., and Michael 3. Heenan
Esq., for amicus curlaelNational'Inde-
pendentCoal Operators' Association.

OPINION, BY- AcmIe
CHIYEFt ADMINISTRATIVE 

JUDOE DOANE .

INTERIOR BOARD OF INE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

This appeal presents for our con-
sideration.question: of first impres-
'sion. We are asked to :decide whether
0the, Secretary has th~e ~statu~itory au-
thority; and obligation to review,
upon timely application therefor,
an order, or any modification
thereof, issued under subsecs. (e)'
and (f) of sec. 103 of the Federal
Coal Mine Health and Safety Act
of 1969, and if s, whether helhas
delegated such authority. and re-
sponsibility to the Office of Hear-
ings and Appeals for decision by its
Administrative Law Judges and the
Board of :Mine Operations Appeals.-
30 U.S.C. :813 .(e,) (f) (1970,)

'Subsections (e) and f) of sec. 103 provide'
as follows:

"Notice of, accident;: preservation of evi--
dence; supervision of rescne operations.

(e) In the event of any accident occurring'
in a coal mine, -the operator slall notify te-
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Administrative Law Judge Koutras
ruled that the Secreta hYas no such
authority or, obligation .n the
grounds that te Act .expw'esslyanu-
thorizes: applicationls fQti ;review
only wi.th respect-to sec. 104 orders,2I
30 U.S.C. §§814, 815 (1970), alnd
that initial adjudicative review of
sec. 1t03 orders nay 'be sought in an

appropriate federal court of aippea] s
under section 106 .of the Act, 30
U.S.C. 816 (1970).. Based. -upOl
such ruling, Judge ICoutras gralted
a prehearing motion to dismiss. For-
the reason se t forth din etail ibelb w,
we 'agree that there is no' jurisdic-
tion to review sec. 103 orders under
sec. 105 of fhe Act. 'However, w are
of the -opinion that under secs. 103
and 106 of the Act, the Secretary
has the' jurisdictiol and an obliga-

Secretary thereof and shall take -appropriate;
measures to prevent the destruction of any
evidence which would assist in investigating
the cause or causes thereof. In the eveit of
any accident occurring in a coal mine where
rescue and recovery work is necessary, the
Secretary or an authorized representative of
the Secretary shall take whatever action he
deems appropriate to protect the life iof
any person, and he may, if le deems it ap.
propriate, supervise and direct the rescue and
recovery activity in such mine.

"Orders to insure protection -of persons and1
property.

(f): In the event of any: accident occurring
in a coal mine, an authorized representative of
the Secretary, when present, may issue such
orders as .he deems appropriate -to insure the
safety of any person in the coal mine, -and-the
operator of-such mine shall obtain the approval
of such representative, in- consultation with
appropriate --State representatives, when
feasible, of any plan to recover any person in
the mine or to recover the mine or to return
affected areas of the mine to normal."

-2 Although the subject application for re-
view specifieally relies on sec. 105 of the Act,
the parties have properly argued- the broader
question of jurisdiction to review sec. 103
orders anywhere under the Act. . . :-

tion 'to reviewte subject sec. 103
orders , upon ,timely V application 
therefor, and has delegated the au-
thlority anli responsibility to eom-
ply, witl such, obligation to the Of-
fice- of Iearings and Appeals, by
decision of its AdministrativeLaw,
Judges initially; andlby decisio of
the Board of Miie Operations :Ap-
pqals u ltimately. Accordingly we
are-vacating the order-of dismissal
and re-manding the case with in-
Structions to dismiss without prej -
udice to a -motion for leave to
amend. -

Procedurt rid Factual
-Baceground -

Orn January 8,' 1975,- the, subject
order, denominated' No. 1 AWB,
was issued at the' Keystone- No. 1
Mine''by Albert W. Barnett, Jr., a
cddly -authorized inspector' of the
MNIining 'E-n-fdrcement and 'Safety
Administr Aation 'QIES). The
Keystone Mine is located in the
State -iof 'West Virginia -land is
ov+ned and operated by appellant,
Eastern Associated-Coal Corpora-
tion (Eastern). -

The subject order on its face -was
issued pursuant to-sec. 103 (f) -of tle
Act subsequent-to an aIIeged serious-
haul-age -acidentin- the 4 Mlain ec-

-tiodn.'B0..S.C. § 8-13(f) (:1970).Thie
order 'required withdrawal of all
-persons froim that section, save for
certain designated exceptions.
".,On January 9, 1975, -Inspector

Barnett issued a modified - order,
purportedly ulnder -subsecs. (e) and
(f) of sec.' 103 30 U.S-. § 813(e) 
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(f) (1970). This order permitted
resumption of operations in' the 4
Main Section provided certain con-
ditions were met.

On February 4, 1975, within
thifty d -ays 'afte the issuance of the'
initial order, Eastern filed an appli-
cation for review, contending in sub-
stance that the order, and appar-
ently the subsequent modification.
thereof, were improperly issued and
invalid i several respects. On Feb-
ruary , 1975, the' United Mine
Workers of' America (MWA),
which is the representative of the
miners at the subject mine, fled an'
answer 'in opposition., Five days
later, on'i iu 1';l , 197t, MESA
did likewise- - -

Apart. from filing its ans er, the
UMWA also submitted a motion, to,
dismniss on the ground that nAither
the Seeretary. personally no,r*theI
Office of1Hearings and Appeals, as
his delegate, lad jurisdiction. In its
menlorandun of points and. author-
ities in support of its- rotion, te
UA MWA tookt the position that the
Secretary's statutory: authority to,
.entertain applications for review iS
circumscribed by sec. 105 of the Act
which provides-only for review of
certain notices and orders issued
under sec. 104.1 Judge Koutras
granted the UTM'A's motion to dis-
miss by 'order dated 'March 6, 197 5..
'Eastern timely 'noted its appeal.

of the: Judge's order oni March ,.26,
1975. 431CFR 4.600.

On June 3, 1975, the National In-
dependent' Coal Operators' Associ-
ation (NICOA.) 'petitioned the'

Board 'for' leave to file a brief as

an anicus curiae. By order dated
June 11, 1975, the Board granted
NICOA's petition.

Subsequently, all participants in
the subject appeal filed timely briefs
with the Board. Oral argument be-w
fore the udersigned panl tookS
place on July 9, 1975.

-Issues on Appeal

A. Whether the Secretary of the
Interior has a statutory oblig'ation
to review a section 1'03 order- upon
timely application or petition
therefor. -

B. Whether, assuming such- stat-
utory obligation exists. arguendo,'
the Secretary has delegated the au-
thority and responsibility to com-
ply to, the fice of Hearings and
Appeals by. decision of its Admini-
istrative Law Judges initially and
the Board of Mine Operations Ap-
peals'ultinately.-

Discusszonl

A. .;; 

[1]' At the outset, it is appropri7,
ate to ulderscore that this case
comes to us.as an appeal by Eastern
fromi a ruling in- favor of the
IJMWA upon a prehearing iotion'
to dismiss, preditated solely upon
jursdictional grounds3 In.. ight of

3 The UWA has changedr its position andt
now agrees that we ave jurisdiction in' this
case. It argues, however, that 'ther dismissal.
should be affirmed on the ground of 'mootness...
the subject orler l having been allegedly 'ter-
minated. We reject that argument. See Eastern
Associated oal Corp. J.Interior. Board -of
Mine Operations Appeals,;491. F.2d' 277 (4th.
Cir" 1974). 'and -Freemzane: Coal Mising' Oo. v..
cteti0r -Board of Mine Operati. Appeals,

504 F. 2d 741,;.7.43.:.(7th"-.Cir. :1974). ','
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this .procedural posture, we are, for
the purpose of deciding the subject
appeal, assuming the truth of the
allegations of fact contained in
Eastern's application for review.
See A.K.P. Coal Co., 3 IBMA 136,
.81 iD. 226, 1973-1974 OSHD par.

aff 'd sub non A.K.P. Coal Co.
v. Morton, 501 F. 2d 1363 (6th Cir.
1974):; Hatfield v. Southern Ohio
Coal Co., 4 IBMA 259, 82 I.D. 289,
1974-1975 OSHD par. 19,1758
(1975). Moreover, given the lack, of
a record including an initial deci-
sion on the merits, we are also as-
suming that Eastern's application,
as: construed generously, states a
legally sufficient claim for relief.4

Focusing attention now on the
initial issue posed for our consid-
eration, our analysis begins with
Judge Koutras' holding that sec.
103 orders are not reviewable ad-
ministratively because they do not
fall within see. 105 of the Act. 30
U.S.C. § 815 (1970). Citing our de-
cision in Eastern Associated Coal
Corp., 4 IBMA 1, 82 I.D. 22, 1974-
1975 OSHD par. 19,224 (1975) ,5 the
Judge concluded that: "A plain
* reading of the language contained
in sec. 105(a) (1) of the Act indi-
cates that Congress limited review

On appeal, the parties have all sought
to argue whether an inspector has authority
under sec. 103 to order withdrawal of per-
sons from designated areas. Whether such
orders fall exclusively within the purview of
sec. 104 of the Act, or whether those issued
in the subject case abused the discretion con-
ferred upon the Secretary in sec. 103 are
issues going to the merits.

An appeal of the Board's decision in this
case is now pending in the United States Court
of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit.
No. 75-1107.

by the Secretary to orders issued
pursuant to see. 104. i * *

We think that the Judge has read
see. 105 of the Act and Eastern,:
supra, too broadly. In Eastern we
dealt at length with the appropriate
construction of that statutory man-
date. Speaking descriptively, we
said, 4 IBMA ' at 13, 82 I.D. at 28:
"Considered by itself, see. 105 is a
provision apparently designed by
the Congress to afford administra-
tive due process to- adversely af-
fected parties regarding complaints
that 'they may have concerning or-
ders or certain notices issued pur-
suant to sec. 104. * * :* " That
statement, quoted by the Judge in
his memorandum explaining his or-
der, supports only the conclusion
that a sec. 103 order is not review-
able under see; 105 of the Act.; It is
not, however authority for the
proposition that if an order issued
under the Act does not fall within
the purview of sec. 105, such order
is not otherewise administratively

reviewable. That was a contention
which was neither argued nor dealt
with by the Board, expressly or im-
pliedly.-In our opinion, see. 105 pro-
vides no answer to the question of
whether the Secretary* is obligated
to review a sec. 103 order; it is
merely silent on that issue.

Although the analysis of see. 105
is the principal underpinlinig em-
-ployed by the Judge to sustain his
order of dismissal, he also drew sup-
port from the provisions of section
106.of the Act, 30 U.S.C. §.816 (a)

-8921
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(b) (1970), which reads in
rertlwient part as follows:

(a) Any order or decision issued by
the Secretary it * * tinder this 'chapter,
except an order or decision under section
S19(a) of this title, shall be subject to
judicial review by the United States court
of appeals for the circuit in which, the
affected mine is located, or the United
States Court of Appeals for the District
,of Columbia Circuit, upon the filing in
such court within thirty days from: the
date of such order or decision of a peti-
ion Dy any person aggrieved by the or-
der or decision praying that the order or
decision be modified or set:aside in whole
or in part, except that the court shall
not eOnsider such petition unless such
person has exhausted the administrative
remedies available under this chapter.

.A copy of the petition shall forthwith be
sent by registered or certified mail to the
other party and to the Secretary * *

and thereupon the Secretary * * shall
certify and file in such court the record
llpon which the order or decision com-
plained of was issued, as provided in sec-
tiol 2112 of Title 28.

Evidence; conclusiveness of findings;
orders

(b) The court shall hear such petition
on the record. made before the Secre-
tary * * The findings of the Secre-
tary * 6, if supported by substantial
evidence on the record considered as a
-whole, shall be conclusive. The court may
.affir. vacate, or modify any order or
decision or may remand the proceedings
to the Secretary * for such further
action as it may direct.

Rlecognizing that Eastern had a
right to a review in some forum, the
Judge expressed the opinion that,
nder that section the initial ad-

judicative forum for review of a sec.
103 order was the appropriate fed-
eral court of appeals..

On appeal to the Board, Eastern
acknowledges that sec. 106 is the ap-

plicable judicial review provision
of the' Act, 'bit contends that the
Judge misapprehended the true m-
pact of that section on this case.
Easterii argues that see. 106 pre-
cludes direct review of a Secretarial
order,-that is to say, de nord review.
In' this connection; specific reliance
-is placed upon subsec. (b) of sec.
106 which requires the court to hear
apetition for review"* * on te
record made before the Secre-
tary 4 * )

By way of response, MESA
argues that Eastern could file a peti-
tion for review in a appropriate
district court of the United States
and obtain a hearing there.

In our view, Eastern has much
the better part of this argument. In
the first place, petitions for review
in the district courts for the purpose
of testing the statutory validity of
a Secretarial order in non-penalty
cases are apparently precluded by
sec. 507 of the Act. 30 U.S.C. § 956
(1970) .6 Secold, the Supreme Court
has held repeatedly that "* * *
where Congress has provided statu-
tory review procedures designed to
permit agenecy expertise to be
brought to bear on a particular
problem, those procedures are to be
exclusive. * Whitney Bank v.
New Orleans Bank, 379 U.S. 411,

To- our, knowledge, no court has yet con-
strued see. 507 of the Act, but it may well
be that in penalty cases, which do. not fail
within see. 106, a petition for review in a
district court may lie to test a constitutional
issue which could not be presented to the
Secretary or otherwise litigated in a federal
court! at the operator's initiative. See
Zeigler Coal C., 4 IBMA 19, 149, . 5, 82
ID.. 221: 1974-1975 OSHD par. 19,638
(1975).
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420_ (1965).-Third,. ec. 100allows
for "remand' -whler.e appropriate,
-0oilj t-the Seeretary and makes -no
-mention of a district court as an al-
-terndativ. fact finder. Lastly, as
Eastern points out, see. 106 ex-
pressly nakes-it incunibent upon the
Secretary to create a reviewable rec-
ord c which ipliedlT Means that he
is undler a statutory obligation to
review inI some manner all decisions
and orders issued in his name in

.non -1penal'ty cases upon timely ap-
Sliccdtion or petition therefor. Thus,
although we agree with the Judge
that sec. 106 is a relevant index of
legislative intent, we hold, contrary
'to his conclusion, that this section
mandates .that initial adjudicatiave

review of the subject order be con-

uctledi by the Secretary.
We draw additional support for

,our holding from sec.: 103 itself.
Subsec. (d) thereof provides in
pDertinent part as follows:.

For the purpose of making any inves-
tigation 'of any accident or other occur-
rence relating to health or safety in. a
coal mine,. the 'Secretary may, after
notice, hold public hearings, and-may sign
-and issue subpenas for the attendance
'and testimony of witnesses and the pro-
-duction of relevant papers. books, and
'documents, and administer oaths. * *

This subsec. presupposes that the
Secretary will take the necessary
steps to make a reviewabie record
where a controversy arises, and
grants to him flexibility and appro-
priate powers to perform that
function.:

'We note that the term "investigation" in
the above-quoted subsection appears in sec.
105 as well. That term has been taken to

In construing the Act, as we do,
to require the Secfettary to mnake a,
record in cases sch as the one at
bar, we have been primarily guided
by the relevant' statutory' language.
But, in addition, we believe that our
interpretation eectuaites what was
-intended to be a uniforhn legislative
policy alloc bing' complementary
'review functions between 'the courts
and the Secretary for the purpose
of- providing due process of law.
That policy, in our 'view, calls for
preliminary resort to the Secretary
who is better equipped than the
courts by' fexible procedures, spe-
cialization, 'and 'accumulated in-
sights borne of experience to ascer-
tain and interpret the technical
facts and the law in the first in-
stance.: Then too, the Congress can-
not have been unaware of' the con-
comitant benefits which would
ascrue from a policy that promotes
Dconsistency of regulation and that
relieves the enormously busy fed-
eral courts of the primary adjudica-
tive burdens under the Act.
1. In view of'the foregoing analysis
we concur in Judge Koutras' con-
clusion that there is no jurisdiction
to review the subject orders under
sec. 105 of the Act. However, we are
of thde opinion that he was in error
when he granted outright dismissal
based upon such conclusion because
the preamble of the application for
review can be amended to cite see-
tions 103(d.) and section 106

Include an adversarial proceeding in the
Office of Hearings and. Appeals. Cmpare 30
U.S.C. § 13(d) with. 30 U.S.C. 815 (1970).
See 43 CFR 4.500(a) (1), 

4
.500(a) (6),

4.50(c).
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which provide the statutory basis
for iurisdiction.

B.

[2] We turn now to the question
of whether the Secretary has dele-
gated authority to and placed. the
.responsibility upon the Office of
-Hearings and Appeals by the hear-
ing and decision process of its Ad-
ministrative Law Judges and the
Board of Mine Operations Appeals
to comply with his statutory obliga-
tion to make a record in the case at
hand. The answer to this query turns
ipon-the appropriate construction

of pertinent delegation and juris-
dictional regulations of the Secre-
tary, naniely, 43 CFR 4.1, 4.1 (4),
4.500(a) (6), 4.500 (c). In constru-
ing these regulations with clue re-
gard for their literal language and
underlying intent and purposes, we
bear in mind that, in 43 CFR 4.505;
(b), the Secretary has provided
that:

These rules shall be liberally construed
to secure the justj prompt and inexpen-
sive determination of all proceedings
consistent with adequate consideration of
the issues involved.

Section 4.1 of 43 CFR reads in
relevant part as follows:

The Office of Hearings and: Appeals
headed by a Director, is an authorized
representative of the Secretary for the
purpose of .hearing, considering and de-
termining, as fully and finally as might
-the Seeretary, matters. within the juris-
diction of the Department involving
hearings, and appeals and other review
ftnctions 'of the 'Secretary. [Footnote
omitted.] Principal components of the
Office include (a) a Hearings Division
Comprised of administrative law judges

who are authorized to conduct hearings
in cases required by law to be conducted
Pursuant to 5 U.S.C. sec. 554, * * * and
hearings in other cases arising under
statutes and regulations of the Depart-
ment * * * and (b) Appeals Boards***
with administrative jurisdiction and spe-
cial procedural rules * *

More specifically, with regard to the
Board of Mine Operations Appeals,

subsec. (4) of sec. 4.1 of 43 C-F R
states in pertinent part:

The Board performs finally for the De-
partment the appellate and other review
functions of the Secretary under the Fed-
eral Coal, Mine Health and Safety Act
of 1969 * *

At oral argument, MESA urged
us to construe the above-quoted pro-
visions to relate only to claims for

which there is specific statutory pro-

vision. \ See 30 U.S.C. §§ 815, 819,
820, 861 (1970):. MESA argued that
the Secretary neither authorized

nor intended that the Achninistra-
tive Law Judges or the Board have
jurisdiction over anything more.

Wl1e reje6t MESA's position on
both scores; we believe*such juris-

diction was both authorized and
intended.

With respect to what the literal
language authorizes, we construe
the term "review fLnctioh" to in-
clude the making of a "record," as
that term is used in section 106 of
the Act. It is also plain on the face
iof the subject application for re-
view that Eastern is presenting an
"appeal" to the Secretary within

the meaning of 43 CFR 4.1 for an
administrative remedy with respect
to' allegedly improper and unlawful
orders issued in his name under the
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Act. Also, we think it clear that the
determination as to whether and
what kind of public hearing should
be held under sec. 103 (d) falls
within the regulatory phrase "* * *

matters within the jurisdiction of
the Department involving hear-
ings * *

The contrary limiting construc-
tion of 43 CFR 4.1 pressed upon us
by MESA is in our view inconsist-
ent with the portions of that regula-
tion which authorize the Adminis-
trative Law Judges "* * * to Coil-
duct hearings in cases required by
law to be conducted pursuant to 
U.S.C. sec. 554 (1970), * * *and
hearings in other cases arising un-
der statutes and reguations of the
Department * * *," and contem-
plate ultimate review by the Board.
Inasmuch as all claims for adminis-
trative relief under the Act for
which there is specific statutory au-
thorization except compensation
cases are required to be resolved
only after opportunity for a hear-
ing conducted pursuant to 5 U.S.C.
§ 554 (1970), the italicized phrase
would be nearly meaningless unless
it is held to embrace cases, such as
the one at bar, where the dimensions
of a hearing, if any, are discretion-
ary and need accord only with tra-
ditional notions of minimum admin'.
istrative due process. See 30 U.S.C.
§§ 81(a), 819, 820, 861 (1970).

Furthermorb, any lingering se-
mantical doubt as to the ambit of
the broad phrases "* * matters
within the jurisdiction of theDe-
partment involving hearings, and
appeals and other review functions

of the Secretary * * *,"and. * e
hearings in other cases arising un-
der statutes and regulations of the-
Department * * *" is resolved
when one looks to the provisions of
43 CFR 4.500(a) and 4.500(c). The
former reads as follows:

(a) The Board of Mine Operations Ap-
peals, under the direction of a Board
Chairman [Chief Administrative Judgel,
is authorized to exercise, pursuant to reg-
ulations published in the FEDERAL
REGISTER, the authority of the Secre-
tary under the Federal Coal Mine Health
and Safety Act of 1969 pertaining to:

(1) Applications for review of with-.
drawal orders; notices fixing a time for
abatement of violations of mandatory
health or safety standards; discharge or
acts of discrimination for invoking rights
under the Act, and entitlement of miners
to compensation;

(2) Assessment of civil penalties for
violation of mandatory health or safety
standards or other provisions of the Act;

(3) Applications for temporary relief
in appropriate cases;

(4) Petitions for modification of man-
datory safety standards;

(5) Appeals from orders and decisions
of administrative law judges, and

(6) All other appeals and review pro-
cedures cogniale by the Secretary under
the Act. [Italics added.-

The latter states:

(c) In the exercise of the foregoing
functions the Board is authorized to cause
investigations to be made, order hearings,
and issue orders and notices as deemed
appropriate to secure the just and prompt
determination of all proceedings. Deci-
sions of the Board on all matters within
its judisdiction shall be final for the De-
partment.

A close reading of 43 CFR 4.50a
(a) 'reveals that,' in providing for
our jurisdiction, the Secretary listed

392]: ..
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all the claims for administrative re-
lief for which there is specific ex-
press statutory authorization pus

in subsec. (a) (6) "All other ap-
peals and review procedures cogniz-
able by the. Secretary under the
Aet." When MESA advocated a
limited construction of 43 CFR 4.1
at oral argument before the Board
and was confronted with subsee.
(a) () of 43 CYF 4.500, it-was un-
able to suggest an interpretation of
fhat clause which would infuse it
with mneaning and at the same time
exclude the instant case. In our
opinion, that: failure was due to the
virtually inescapable conclusion
from the language of 43 CFR 4.500
(a) (6) alone that 43 CFR 4.1 was
calculated to cover claims for relief,
arising under the Act and suscepti-
ble to administrative adjudication,
but for which the Congress and the
Secretary provided no express,
binding procedure or detailed stand-
ards of review. Compare 30 U.S.C.
§§820(a) and 861(c) with 30
U.S.C. 813 (d) (1970). Subse. (c)
of 43 CFR 4.500 reinforces this:
viewpoint because there would have
been no need to grant the Uoard
discretion "* * to cause investi-

gations to be made, order hearins,
and issue orders and notices as
deemed appropriate * * v(Italics
added) unless there were instances
under the Act where such discretion
could and should be exercised in an
adjudicative setting. It seems to us
that the case at hand is arcetypi-
cally one of those instances, since
sec. 103(d) by its very terms pro-
vides for "investigation" and a dis-

eretionary "public hearing" with re-
gard to "* * * any accident or
other occurrence relating to health
or safety in a coal mine, a
description which obviously applies.
to orders issued under subsecs. (e)
and (f) of sec. 103. 30 U.S.C. §§ 813-
(d) (e) and (f) (1970).

Quite apart, from what can be
gleaned from the literal terms of
the above-quoted regulations, ve
must also, as indicated earlier, de-
-cline acceptance of a limited con-
struction of the review jurisdiction
of the Office of Hearings and Ap--
peals under the Act because we be-
lieve such construction to be in
manifest disharmony with the See-
retary's intentions and purposes.

The delegation of authority to-
the Office of Hearings and Appeals
of the Secretary's review obliga--
tions under the Act is couched in
the broadest conceivable language,
subject; only to a reservation of sU-
pervisory ad any other powers
conferred by law. 43 CFR 4.5. The
very broadness of the jurisdictional
regulation s analyzed above is indi--
cative of the Secretary's desire to
institutionalize accomplishment of
any and all adjudicative tasks inci-
dent to his statutory obligation to
provide administrative remedies in
meritorious cases and methods for-
exhaustion of such remedies to dis-
gruntled litigants with standing.
The language thus reveals an intent
to avoid invocation of his personal
jurisdiction, except in extraordi-
nary cases calling for the exercise of
his reserved powers. We observe
parenthetically that such a case, in-
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yoking his personal jurisdiction,
has never arisen.

The purposes for such a broad
delegation of authority are several.

First, given his manifold respon-
sibilities ad finite energies, per-
sonal consideration of each and
every appeal is physically impossi-
ble. The creation of the Office of
Hearings and Appeals within the
Office of the Secretary provided a
mechanism for physical accomplish-
ment of adjudicative tasks, includ-
ing the making of a record, while
ultimate supervisory authority was
retained.

Second, the Secretary was well
aware that en-forcement errors were
bound to occur and wished to assure
himself that such errors would be
discovered and remedied at the ad-
ministrative level to the extent al-
lowable under the law. He must
have known that a system separat-
ing enforcement and adjudicative
functions and giving the opportun-
ity for an adversarial proceeding
has a greater tendency to flush such
errors into the open than is the case
where the enforcing agent is the sole
judge of its own actions.

Third, separation of functions
serves the Secretary's determina-
tion -to provide both substantive and
apparent impartial -adjudication.
Such adjudication is essential for
compliance with the Secretary's
broad obligations to the Congress,
the federal courts, and the public
alike, to Make a genuine, open ac-
counting for actions taken in his
name, where -timely -challenged by
someone aggrieved who has stand-

ing. The Secretary must have
thought that a system of divided
authority would enable him to
maintain public confidence in the
integrity of his administration of
the Act.

We are of course cognizant of the
possibility that separation of func-
tions can contribute to inconsistelicy
in the overall enforceament of the
Act, even though our decision in ad-
judicative Imatters prevents incon-
sistent"y within the Office of Hear-
ings and Appeals and is final for the
Department. 43 CFIR 4.1, 4.1(4)
4.500(c). In order to avoid realiza-
tion of such results, we have not
been hesitant to reject invitations to
extend our jurisdiction and to in-
terfere unduly in the sphere of au-
thority allocated to the Secretary's
enforcement arm, MESA. See
e.g., Freeman Coal Mining Corp.,
1 IBMA 1, 77 I.D. 149, 1971-1973
OSHD par. 15,367 (1970) ; Clinc7-
fleld Coal Co., 3 IBMA 154, 81 I.D.
276, 1973-1974 OSHD par. 17,812
(1974); Eastern Associated Coal
Corp., supra;: Eastern Associated
Coae Corp., 4 IBMA 298, 306, 82
I.D. 311, 1974-1975 OS H1D par.
19,774 (1975). However, we -are of
the opinion that the case at hand
does not fall within the class of
those just cited. Indeed, any conclu--
sion otherwise would amount to an
abdication of our responsibility to
make final adjudicative decisions.
for the Secretary. Moreover, it.
would violate our obligation to con--
strue our jurisdictional regulations
generously so as to avoid appeals to,
federal courts which are expensive

3923
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and time consuming to litigants and
taxpayers alike and where the re-
sult is virtually foregone. 43 CFR
4.505 (b).s

Consistent with the anguage of
the pertinent regulations and the
intent and purposes of the Secre-
tary, as we understand them, we are
not prepared to find an exception to
our delegation of review authority
in cases arising under the Act unless
such exception is expressly made.
No such exception exists with re-
spect to orders issued under section
103, and we, therefore, conclude that
the Judge erred in holding that he
was without jurisdiction to hold a
hea-ing, as appropriate, and render
an initial decision in the case at
hand. 43 CFR 4.1, 4.580.

ORDER

WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority delegated to the Board by
the Secretary of the Interior (43
CFR 4.1(4)), the order of dismis--
sal in the above-captioned docket IS
VACATED and the case IS RE-
MANDED with instructions to dis-
miss without prejudice to a motion
for leave to amend.

DAVI DOANE,

Acting Chief Adminitrative Judge.

I coNCUR::-

DAVID TORBETT,

Acting Director,
Offce of Hea'rings and Appeals
Ex-Offiof o 11 eqnber of the Bicard :

As we indicated earlier, a reviewing court
of appeals would undoubtedly remand to the
Secretary with instructions to make a record
which would probably mean referral to the
Office of Hearings and Appeals.

DISSENTING OPINION -OF
HOWARD J. SCHELLENBERG,.
JR., ALTERNATE ADMINIS-
TRATIVE JUDGE:

Eastern Associated Coal Cor-
poration seeks review of an order
issued by MESA pursuant to sec-
tion 103(f) of the Act. Such review-
is sought under the provisions of
section 105 (a) of the Act (30 U.S.C.

815 (a)) and 43 CFR 4.530. There
can be no dispute that the statutory
review provided for in section 106
(a) is specifically limited to an
order issued pursuant to section 104.
-Furthermore, since the term

"withdrawal order" as sed in the
regulations is defined by the Secre-
tary to mean an order issued under
section 104 of the Act (43 CFR
4.506 (d) ), the regulation imple-
nenting this statutory provision is

limited to withdrawal orders issued
under section 104. I find the Board
limited by the Secretary to review
of only orders issued pursuant to
section 104 of the Act. I find no
other express or implied power in
this Board to entertain review of
orders issued pursuant to section
103 (f) of the Act. I respectfully
dissent.

I OWARD J. SHELLEENBERG, JR.,

Alternate Adqninistrative :Judge.

ESTATE OF KE-I-ZE OR
JULIAN SAINDOVAL

4 IIA 115

Decided August18, 1975

Petition To Reopen.
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DENIED.

l. Indian Probate: Reopening: .Gen-
.ezally-375.0.O - f s 

A petition for the reopening of an Indian
heirship- proceeding filed 12 years after
-the Department had determined the heirs
of the Indian decedent will be denied as
untimely.

2. Indian Probate': Reopening: Gen-
-efally-375.0:

A request for a reopening filed years
after the expiration of the period allowed
'will be denied even where the request
for reopening is made by one who was
,not given an opportunity to be heard and
who would clearly be en-titled to the re-
lief sought if his petition had been timely
made.

3. Indian Probate: Reopening: Waiver
* of Time Limitation-375.1

It is in the public interest to require
Indian probate proceedings, to be con-
-cluded within -some .reasonable time in
order that the property rights- of .heirs
and devisees; of trust allotments be
stabilized.

APPEARANCES: Michael Celestre,
Attorney for Chee Joe Sandoval, and
Robert Cardin of White and Cardin,
for Bessie Sandoval, et aL.

'OPINION BY -ADifNISTRA6
sIVE JUDGE WILSON

INTERIOR: BOARD OF
INDIAN APPEALS:

The above-entitled matter comes
before this Board oni a Recoin-

mended Order Onl Petition for Re-
'openiig made by Adnministrative

Lawv Jdge Riclhard B. Denu on
.January 28, 1975. ' -

The record indicates an order
determining heirs was made in the
estate of Ke-i-ze or Julian Sandoval
on February 24, 1953, wherein Bes-
*sie Sandoval,' wife, and' twelve
childrn, Samuel Sandoval, Merrill
Sandoval, Roger Sandoval, Beulah
.S. Kelly, Franklin': D. Sandoval,
Denny Sandoval, Mabel C. Sand-
oeval, Daniel Sandoval; Bert Sand-
;oval,-Betsy Sandoval, Nellie Sand-
oval,' and, Benjam in Sandoval,
hereinafter referred to as respond-
ents, were found to be the legal heirs

.of the decedent.
On November 22, 1972, Chee Joe

Sandoval, hereinafter referred to as
.petitioner, through his attorney,
Michael Celestre, filed a petition to
reopen the estate with the Adminis-
trative Law Judge.

The petition was submitted to
this Board by the Administrative
Law Judge on December 11, 1972,
with his recommendation that the
estate be reopened. On October 17,
1973, a Preliminary Procedural Or-
der issued from this Board, -condi-
tionally r eopening th case. The
'matter was then remanded to the
Administrative Law Judge for fur-
ther proceedings.'

The petitioner on Februa-ry 4,
1974, filed a petition for',reopening,
copy whereof is attached, p. 405 and
made a part'hereof,' as directed by
the said procedural order.

Respondents in answer to the pe-
tition on May .2, 1974, delnied all

allegations set forth therein except
for that part of paragraph 1 admit-
ting that.Julian Sandoval was -a
Navajo, Census Number 12253.
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The matter was scheduled for
hearing at Gallup, New' Mexico, on
July 17, 1974, 'at which time peti-
tioner and respondents appeared
with their attorneys and witnesses.

From the testimony taken at the
hearing the Administrative Law
Judge in his order of January 28,
1975 ,fouild as'follows:

1. Petitioner Chee Joe Sandoval has
established convincingly that he is a son
of the decedent, Julian Sandoval.
* 2: Petitioner was not remiss, or guilty
of laches, for not acting sooner in the
matter of attempting to reopen the estate
of Julian Sandoval.

'The' Judge further in his order
recommended:

I recommend that the above entitled
matter be declared ropened to permit
modifeation of the Order Determining
Heira.

I further recommend that the Order
Determining Heirs aforesaid, of Febru-
ary 24, 1953, be modified and amended
and corrected to include petitioner Chee
Joe Sandoval as ason and heir and that
shares of issue of decedent be changed
accordingly.

The Board, like the respondents,
is not in agreement with the findings
,of the. Administrative Law Judge
as set forth above.

The petitioner has failed to sub-
stantiate his claim by clear and con-
vincing: proof that he is a son of the
decedent. His claimii is based largely
on the uncorroborated testimony of
his mother, Maggie Joe Morgan,
that she and the decedent had es-
tablished relations resulting in the
birth of. the petitioner on Septem-
ber 5, 1932. Her testimony further
indicated she continued to live with
'dceccdent 'at least three years after

the petitioner's birth. This appears
to be in direct conflict with the de-
cedent's surviving spouse's testi-
mony that she and decedent left
Crown Point as early as 1934.

Herbert Cowboy's testimony in.
support of Mrs. Morgan's conten-
tion lacks any real or corroborative
effect. His testimony merely indi-
.cates he saw Mrs. Morgan and de-
cedent at Crown Point on some oc-
casions. Mr. Cowboy's. testimony
:wholly fails to establish cohabita-
tion, or for that matter, even the
maintenance of a home.

The petitioner's testimony that' he
'had met the decedent in either 1938
or 1939 at the age of six or seven
years appears questionable in view
.of 'the fact that the decedent had
moved from Crown 'Point some four
or five years before. Moreover, the
foregoing is in conflict with' the
petitioner's testimony on cross-ex-
amination that he had never met the
'-decedent and that he did not know
who Julian Sandoval was. Aside
from the foregoing, the petitioner
could. add very little in support of
his claim.

At 'most the testimony given in
support of the petitioner's claim 'is
self-serving, fraught .with discrep-
ancies regarding critical time ele-
ments and uncorroborated. Clearly,
the p etitioner has failed to establish
the alleged Father-Son relationship
by clear and convincing proof and
the. Board so finds. The burden of
doing so was incumbent upon the
petitioner.

Assuming' arguendo that the al-
leg6d& relationship had been estab-
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lished by the weight of the evidence,
the petitioner's lack of diligence in
asserting his rights for some ten
'years in itself would be suficient
and adequate reason to deny his
petition.

T'he Department has consistently
adhered to the rule of denying peti-
tions for reopening where petitions
h'ave not been timely filed.,

[1] A petition for the reopening
of an Indiair heirship proceeding
filed 12 years: after the Departmient
had determined the'lleirs of the In-
diian decedent will be denied as un-
timely. Estate of Annie Red Horse
Davis,IA-i51 (March 16, 1966).

[2] A request for' a reopening
'filed years after the expiration of
the period allowed will be denied
ev-en where the request is made by
one who was not given an oppor-
tunity to be heard and who Awould be
clearly entilled to the relief souglht
if his petition had been timely made.
Estate of ,Jesse Swan, IA-126'8
(April 98, 1966).

Moreover, the Department has
long adhered to the'policy of leav-
ing undisturbed Indian probate de-
cisions of. long standing to avoid
disrupting titles or creating clouds
thereon.

[3] It is 'in 'the public interest to
require Indian probate proceedings
be concluded within some reason-
able- timle in order that property
rights of heirs 'and devisees in In-
dian allotments be stabilized. Estate
of Hah"Tah-E-Yazza (Navajo Al-
lottee o. i 01358, Deceased), 2
IBIA 93, 80- I.D. 709 (19 73).To

hold property rights of heirs of al-
-lotted lands forever subject to chal-
lellge would not only constitute 'an
abuse, but would seriously erode the
property rights of those whose heir-
ship in. lands. had already been
determined. Estate of Samuel Pick-

.",ioll (Picler.eli), 1 IBIA 168, 78
I.D. 325 (1971).

For the reasons hereinabove
stated the petition for reopening
filed by Chee Joe 'Sandoval must be

lLenied, notwithstanding the Ad-
ministrative Lav Judge's recon-
'mendation to the contrary.

NOW, THEREF ORE, by virtue
of the authority delegated to the
Board of Indian Appeals 'by the
Secretary of the Interior, 43 CFR
.4, 1,the Petition to Reopen filed by
Chee Joe Sandoval be, and the same
is hereby DENIED.,

This decision is filnal for the
Department.

ALEXANDER H. WILSON,
Admninistrative Judge.

I CONCUR:

MIlTCHEiL J. SABAGH,

Administrative Judge.

PETITION FOR REOPENING

'februar 4 1974

CHEE JOE SANDOVAL; PETI-
TIONER, vs. EXAMINER, OF
INHERITANCE, RESPOND-
ENT.

Petitioner, 'Chee Je Sandoal; as his
petition for reopening the decision by the
Examiner of 'Inheritance under 43G CFR
1 4.242(h) alleges,-

402]
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1. That Mr. Julian Sandoval, census
-number 12253, and Mrs. Maggi6 Joe
Mortgan, census number 10869, were Nav-
ajo Indians.

2. That on or about December 5, 1931,
Mr. Julian Sandoval and Mrs. Maggie Joe
-Morgan cohabited together as husband
and wife according to the custom and
manner of the Navajo Tribe. The peti-
tioner, census number 10868A, was the
issue of such cohabitation and was born
on September 5, 1932.' A true and correct
copy of petitioner's census card is at-
tached hereto, marked Exhibit "A", and
incorporated by reference herein.

3. That according to 25 U.S.C.A. § 371,
§ 5, 26 Stat. 795, petitioner for the pur-
pose of determining the heirs of Mr.
Julian Sandoval for the descent of land

)must be deemed the legitimate issue of
Mr. Jilian Sandoval.

4. That Mr. Julian Sandoval died in-
testate on August 30, 1952. That Mr.
Sandoval so died was recorded by Mr.
Edward S. Stewart, Examiner of Inheri-
tance in an Order Determining Heirs. A
true and correct copy of said order is
attached hereto, marked page 91 of Ex-
hibit "B", and incorporated by reference
herein.

5. That an Examiner of Inheritance,
Mr. Edward S. Stewart, was appointed
by the Secretary'of the Interior to deter-
mine the heirs of said Julian Sandoval
and determine their respective shares of
Mr. Julian Sandoval's estate.

6. That Mr. Julian Sandoval had an
interest in allotments Nos. 213, 011392,
011389, 0113S1 and in the unalloted case
of Robert Sandoval.

7. That patents to said allotments have
been issued by the Secretary of the Inte-
rior in the name of the allotees in trust
for the sole use and benefit of the al-
lottees by virtue of 25 U.S.C.A. § 348.
That the Secretary of the Interior is the
trustee and the allottees are the bene-
ficiaries of said trust. That said trust has
been extended by the order of the'Presi-
dent of the. United States.

8. That notice of the hearing to be held
by the Examiner of Inheritance was sent

to several of the beneficiaries of the trust
on. .February 12, 1953, page 104 of Ex-
hibit "'B". 'However, notice was not sent
to petitioner at that time and petitioner
had no notice of the Hearing to Deter-
mine Heirs or Probate the Will that was

'held on FEebruary 4, 1953 at the Phoenix
Area Office, Phoenix, Arizona. Petitioner
'did not receive constructive notice of the
hearing because he was in the Armed
Porces of the United States in France at
the time of his father's death and until
after the hearing by the Examiner of In-

'heritance, as stated in petitioner's affi-
-davit, marked Exhibit "C" and incorpo-
rated by reference herein.

9. That petitioner only recently became
aware of his failure to be notified of the
hearing and the: failure of the Examiner
of Inheritance to award petitioner his
'share of Mr. Julian Sandoval's estate,
as stated in "0".

10. That the Superintendent or other
area field representative who had juris-
diction over Mr. Julian Sandoval's estate
failed to adequately examine the records
of the 'Bureau of Indian Affairs. But
that if it is found that an adequate ex-
amination took place then the Bureau of
Indian Affairs failed to adequately keep
those records. For whichever the cause,
the name and last known address of
petitioner was not forwarded to the
Examiner of Inheritance as one of the
presumptive heirs of decedent, Mr.
Julian Sandoval. In not doing so the*
Superintendent or other area field rep-
resentative failed to comply with the
predecessor section of 43 CR § 4.210 (b)
(2) (ii).

11. That by failing to send notice of the
Hearing to Determine Heirs to petitioner,
the Examiner of, Inheritance failed to
comply with the predecessor section of
43 OFR 4.211(b).

12. That the Order Determining Heirs,
page 91 of Exhibit "B" in failing to rec-
ognize the share of petitioner violated 25
U.S.C.A. § 371, § 5, 26 Stat. 795.

13. That because. petitioner lacked
either actual or constructive notice of
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said hearing, the Examiner of Inheri-
tance failed to have jurisdiction to ren-
der a valid order under 25 U.S.C.A. § 372,
Mullane v. Central Hanover B. & T. Co.,
70 S. Ct. 652, 339 U.S. 306, 94 L. Ed. 865
(1950).

Wherefore, petitioner prays that the
decision of the Examiner of Inheritance
be set aside as without jurisdiction and
the Examiner of Inheritance reopen the
decision under 43 CFR 4.242(h). Peti-
tioner then prays that another hearing
be ordered to determine the heirs of Mr.
Julian Sandoval under 43 CFR § 4.200 et
seq.

CHEE JOE SANDOVAL,
Petitioner,
411 Arno S.E.
Albuquerque, New Mexico

MIcHAEI CELESTEE,

LAwREnTc C. MALlc,

Attorneys for Petitioner,
Post Office Box 116
Orownpoint, New Mexico 87313

AFFIDAVITS
(1)

CHEE JOE SANDOVAL, PETITIONER,
vs. EXAMINER OF INHERITANCE,
RESPONDENT. STATE OF NEW MEX-
ICO, COUNTY OF McKINLEY.

CHREE JOE SANDOVAL, being first
duly sworn, upon oath deposes and says:

I first became aware that my father
had died in 1962 at a Yel be cha Dance
at Dalton Pass, New Mexico. In 1969 or
1970 because of my contact with the Bu-
reau of Indian Affairs I asked the Census
Office in Crownpoint to give me a copy of
my father's census card.

When I saw the census card and dis-
covered that my name was not listed, I
then asked to see my father's file but I
was refused permission. I then contacted
DNA Legal Assistance about how to ob-
tain copies of my father's records at the
Bureau of Indian Affairs. Through their
assistance I obtained those records and

592-210-7Z5 3

noticed that my father's land had been
distributed to some of the heirs.

Only in 1972 did I become aware of
the procedure for correcting the mistake
made in the probate of my father's al-
lotment.

(S) C JOE SANDOVAL.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to be-
fore me this 4th day of February, 1974.

(S) Christina Ellsworth,
Notary Public.

My Commission Expires: 10-13-77.

(2)

MAGGIE J. MORGAN, being first duly
sworn, upon oath deposes and says:

That about a year prior to the birth of
my son Chee Joe Sandoval, Julian Sand-

oval and I began to live together as man
and wife according to the Navajo cus-
tom. We were living together in my house

at Dalton Pass.
Chee- Joe Sandoval was born in 1932

and was the son of Mr. Julian Sandoval.
Julian Sandoval and I continued to live
together for two more years. In about
1934 Mr. Sandoval left my home and
began to live with another woman.

About four months after Julian left

me I went to the Chapter Officers in
Crownpoint and asked them to help me
make Julian Sandoval support his child.
At the hearing held by the Chapter of-
ficers Julian Sandoval agreed to support

his son, Chee Joe Sandoval.

MAGGIE MORGAN.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before
me this 4th day of February, 1974

(S) Christina Ellsworth,
Notary Public.

My Commission Expires: 10-13-7.
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ESTATE OF GEI-KAUN-MAH
(BERT)

4 IBIA 129
Decided Augut 20,1976

Petition for Extension of Time To
File Notice'of Appeal.

DISMISSE.:

1. Indian Probate: Appeal: Extension
of Time for Filing-130.1O

That part of 43 CFR 4.22(f) (1) that pre-
cludes extensions of time for filing o-
tices of appeal is jurisdictional from
which there is no further administrative
appeal or remedy.

APPEARANCES: Robert T. Keel,
Esq., for Petitioners Juanita Geikaun-
mah Mannedate, Imogene Geikaun-
mah Carter, and Blossom Geikaunmah
Tupoint.

OPINION BY ADAMINISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE WILSON

INTERIOR BOARD OF
INDIAN APPEALS

A petition for extension of time
to file notice of appeal has been filed
in the above-entitled matter by
Jaunita Geikaunmah Mannedate,
Imogene Gikamunah Carter, and
Blossom Geikaunmah Dupoint
through their attorney, Robert T.
Keel. The petition, copy of which is
attached, p. 409 and made a part
hereof, together with the probate
record was recei'ved by this Board
'on July 3, 1975.

The petition is.in effect an appreal
from a decision issued by Adminis-

trative Law Judge Jack M. Short
denying a similar petition for the
reason that 43 CF R 4.22 (f ) (1) pre-
eluded the granting of an extension
of time for filing a notice of appeal.
The Judge in addition thereto, gave
the following grounds for the
denial:

Petitioners for the extension of time
to file a notice of appeal were among the
petitioners for rehearing; they were rep-
resented on their petition for rehearing
by competent legal counsel; and, that
they had ample time to file a notice of
appeal before the decision denying their
petition for rehearing became final.

Regulations regarding extensions
of time for filing documents appear
at 43 FR 4.22(f) (1). Pertinent
parts thereof provide:

The time for filing or serving any docu-
ment may be extended by the Appeals
Board or other officer before whom the
proceeding is pending, ecept for the time
for fling a notice of appea[ and except
where such extension is contrary to law
or regulation. (Italics supplied.)

[1] Clearly, the italicized por-
tion of the above-quoted regulation,
supra, is jurisdictional from which
there is no further administrative
appeal or remedy. Accordingly, this
Board acting for the Secretary un-
der delegated authority in probate
matters is without jurisdiction to
grant the petitioner's request and,
therefore, the petition must be DIS-
:MISSED.

-NOW; THEREFORE, by virtue
of the:;authority elegated to the
Board' of IndianlAppeals by the
.Secretaryof the Intor, 43 IGFR
'44, the 'petition for extension of
time for filing noticvof. apptal filed
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by the petitioners through their at-
torney be and the same is hereby
DISMISSED.

This decision is final for the De-
partment.

ALEXANDER H. WILSON,
A dini8trative Judge.

I CONCUR:

MITCELL J. SABAGH,

Administrative Judge.

In the Estate of GEI-KAUN-MAH
(BERT), IP TU 42P 73
Deceased Kiowa Allottee No. 2571. IP TU
152P 75

PETITION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME
TO FILE NOTICE OF APPEAL

Comes now Robert T. Keel, counsel
for Juanita Geikaunmah Mannedate,
Imogene Geikaunmah Carter, and Blos-
som Geikaunmah Dupoint, interested
parties, and requests the Board of Indian
Appeals for an extension of time in which
to file a Notice of Appeal in the above-
entitled cause and in support of said Pe-
tition states:

1. That petitioners changed attorneys
and were not aware that the decision be-
came final on June 3, 1975.

2. That counsel did not receive the file
in his office until June 3, 1975, the date
the decision became final, and that he was
out of the State all of that week and had
no opportunity to see the file until he re-
turned to his office on June 9, 1975, and
did not have the opportunity to file a
timely Notice of Appeal;

3. That counsel believes the above in-
terested parties have sufficient evidence
for an appeal..

4. That a Petition for Extension of
Time was denied by the Honorable Jack

M. Short, Administrative Law Judge on
July 2, 1975.

WHEREFORE, Robert T. Keel, coun-
sel for Juanita Geikaunmah Mammedaty,
Imogene Geikaunmah Carter, and Blos-
som Geikaunmah Dupoint, interested par-
ties, requests the Board of Indian Appeals
for an extension of time in which to file
an appeal in the above-entitled cause.

Dated this 10th day of July, 1975.

(S) ROBERT T. KEL,
1607 First National Center,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73102
232-8419

IN THE MATTER OF ALABAMA
BY-PRODUCTS CORPORATION

(MAXINE MINE)

5 IBMA 100
Decided August 25, 1975

Applications for Review.

1. Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Review of Notices
and Orders: Notice and Service

Pursuant to section 105(a) of the Act,
30 U.S.C. § 815(a) (1970), and 30 CFR
81.5, an operator is obliged to serve an
application for review on the appropriate
representative of miners at the address
listed in the valid, existing certificate of
representation.

2. Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Parties: Failure
To Participate

The obligation of a representative of
miners to file a responsive pleading un-
der 43 CR 4.507(c), in order to there-
after participate in the proceeding,
arises after the operator has perfected
service of the application for review
upon such representative.
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APPEARANCES J. Fred McDuff,
Esq., F. J. Gale, III, Esq., for appellee,
Alabama By.Prodncts Corp.; Steven B.
Jacobson, Esq., for appellant, United
Mine Workers of America.

MEMVORANDUMY OPINION
AND ORDER 

INTERIOR BOARD OF MINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

By motion filed May 28, 1975,
Alabama By-Products Corporation
(Alabama) seeks dismissal of the
above-captioned appeal on the
grounds that appellant United
Mine Workers of America
(U-iNIWA) failed to file an answer,
as required under 43 CFR 4.507(c),
and did not otherwise participate in
the subject review proceedings be-
fore Administrative Law Judge
George H. Painter. See Old Ben
Coal Corp., 4 IBMA 104, 82 I.D.
160, 1974-1975 OSHD par. 19,511
(1975) and Old Ben Coal Co., 5
IBMA 19, 82 I.D. 355, 1975-1976
OSHD par. 19,870 (1975). For the
reasons set forth below, we conclude
that Alabama failed to perfect serv-
ice upon the UMIWA and that ac-
cordingly the Union cannot be
penalized for failure to file an an-
swer or other failures to partici-
pate. Therefore, the motion to dis-
miss will be denied. We have also
decided that it would be more ap-
propriate in the circumstances to
vacate the decision below and re-
mand the case so that the Union can
present its argument to Judge
Painter whose decision is here un-
der attack.

* Pocedural and Factual
Backeground

The subject proceedings arise out
of two related applications for re-
view filed by Alabama on Novem-
ber 18 and 25, 1974, respectively.
30 U.S.C. § 815 (1970). By these
applications, Alabama challenged
the validity of a notice of violation
and two related orders of with-
drawal which had been issued pur-
suant to section 104(c) (1) of the
Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969. 30 U.S.C. § 814
(c)(i) (1970).

A certificate of service was. ap-
pended to each application and re-
cited that service by certified mail
with return-receipt requested had
been made on the following:

Sam Littlefield, President
District 20
United Mine Workers of America
512-522 City Federal Building
Birmingham, Alabama 35203

Cecil Nolan, President
Local 9984
United Mine Workers of America
Post Office Box 942
Jasper, Alabama 35541

The record reveals that the return
receipts were never 'filed with the
Hearings Division, as 'is required
under 43 CFR 4.509(d).

Separate evidentiary hearings
were held by Judge Painter on
February 18, 1975. Two months
later, on April 18, 1975, he handed
down a consolidated decision with
respect to the subject dockets in
which he vacated the disputed no-
tice and related withdrawal orders.

The UMWA did not file a respon-
sive pleading to the subject applica-
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'tions for review. Neither did the
Union participate at any' other
'stage of the- proceedings before
Judge Painter.

Following service of the decision
below at ilts nationai headquarters
in Washington, D.C., the UMWA
'filed a notice of appeal with the
Board. 43 CFR 4.600.-

OnMay28,1975, Alabama;moved
for' dismissal. 43 'CFR 4.510.' The
1IJMWA filed a statement in opposi-

tion thereto on May 30, 1975. Sub-
'sequently, on June 9, 197t, Alabama
responded to the Union's statement.
Thereafter, having received per-
mission of the Board, the, Union
filed a statement in rebuttal to
7Alabama's June 9 response. '

By order dated July , 1975,
'the Board granted a motion by the

UiJ;VA to hold briefing on the
minierits in abeyance pending a riling
oon Alabama's m6tion to dismiss and
further order of the Board.

Issue Presented

Mhether Alabam a By-Products
-corporation perfected service of the
'subject applications for review on
the representative of miners at the
subj ect mine.

Discussion

[1] As indicated earlier, service
'of the applications for review was

1 There is no provision in our procedural
:regulations for a response to a statement in
opposition to a motion, and Alabama filed
its response without permission of the Board.
See 43 CFR 4.510. We are considering the
contents of this response because the TJMWA
has. had an opportunity to file a further
statement and the Union has interposed no
objection.

592-210-75----4

made on two officials of the UMWA
local whose embers are employed
at the subject mine. Alabama con-
tends that such service complied
with its statutory and regulatory
obligation to serve a copy of anap-
plication for review on the repre-
sentative of miners at the subject
mine. 30 U.S.C. § 815-(a) (1970). 43
CFR 4.530(d). Alabama further
contends in substance that, upon
such service, the urisdiction of the
'Hearings Division of the Office of
'Hefarings and Appeals attached and
thatthe Union was thereupont un-
'der an obligation to participate in
order to retain its statutory status
'to "presentinformation I.-;

By way of response, the UMA1VA
.points out that, under 30 CFR 81.1-
81.6, it filed a certificate of repre-
sentation, a copy of which was
served on Alabama, which lists the
following address:
UNITED MINE WORKERS 'OF

AMERICA
900 15th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20005 :

,The LTnion admits that service was
had on the two local officials. named
above, but argues that, in order- to
perfect such service, Alabama was
obligated to serve any application
for review with respect to the sub-
ject mine at the address of the na-
tional headquarters listed on the
certificate of representation. The
Union maintains in substance that
inasmuch as service was never so
.perfected, it was not obligated to
participate and its appeal from the
decision below cannot be dismissed
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on account of any deliberate and
persistent failureto do so.

The Certificate of Representa-
tion, a copy of which is attached as
an appendix to this opinion, p. 413
is composed of two parts, the upper
portion being labeled 'CER-
TIFICATE OF REPRESENTA-
TION" and the lower part being
headed "GENERAL INFORMA-
TION." The former is addressed to
the DIRECTOR, MINING EN-
FORCEMENT AND SAFETY
ADMINISTRATION (MESA),
comes from the UMWA at its na-
tional headquarters in Washington,
D.C. and is notarized. The latter,
upon which Alabama relies, advises
MESA. that if it needs to contact
the Union on a matter related to the
subject mine, it should do so by com-
municating with the local safety
coordinator at his listed address or
phone number.

In our opinion, a reasonable read-
ing of this disputed document is
that service of an application for
review concerning the subject mine
must be had on the UMWA ,at the
listed address of. its national head-
quarters in Washington, D.C. 30
CFR 81.2 and 81.5. The portion
labeled "GENERAL INFORMA-
TION" is obviously extrinsic to the
certificate inasmuch as the notariza-
tion appears in between the two. In
addition, the' "GENERAL' IN-
.FORMATION" section is appar-
ently intended for and addressed to
MESA rather than the operator.
Finally, even if it were reasonable
to construe the "GENERAL IN-
F ORMATION" section to be a part
of the certificate, Alabama is hardly

in a position to rely upon it because
it served the subject applications
for review on persons at addresses
which do not appear on the disputed
document.

'The major purpose of a certificate
of representation is to place any in-
terested person on notice of the
name and address of the duly au-
thorized representative of miners at
the named mine. That such is the
purpose becomes readily apparent
from the regulations requiring that
.a copy of such a certificate be kept
by MESA in an open, public file, 30
CFR 81.2(b), and-that such a copy
also be posted by the operator on the
mine bulletin board, 30 CFR 81.3.
Consistent with the principal pur-
pose of certificates of representa-
tion, we are inclined to construe
them strictly. Where the representa-
tive of miners is entitled to receive
notice in order to exercise its rights
under the Act, as in the case at
hand, such notice must be served
upon the person or organization
named, at the address listed, in the
valid, existing certificate on file. We
hold that such service was not ac-
complished by Alabama on the
Union inthis case.

[2] Inasmuch as the UMWA was
never properly served with the' sub-
ject applications for review, juris-
diction to render a decision conclu-
sive of the UMWA's rights did not
attach.2 Therefore, the U-nion was

2 In view of the fact that the UTMWA has
appealed to' the Board from the decision
below, we are of the opinion that the Union
has oluntarily submitted to the jurisdiction
of the Office of Hearings and Appeals in this
case. onsequently, it is unnecessary for
Alabama to perfect service following issuance
of this opinion.
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under no preseut duty o participate
and cannot now be dismissed fr
having failed to do so voluntarily.
Cf. 43 CFR 4.501 (c), Old Ben Coal
Corp. s ra, 4 IBMA 108-110.

Although we are thus denying
Alabama's motion to dismiss for the
reasons stated above, we neverthe-
less are not willing at this time to
consider the J'WA's assignments
of error because : such assignments
are based upon. contentions which
the Union did not personally pre-
sent to Judge Painter. Although we
intimate no views with respect to
the mirits, it may be that the Union
can persuade the Judge to change
his mind and should have the oppor-
tunity to do so. More importantly,
we believe that our appellate func-
tion would be more rationally exer-
cised, should it be necessary, if we
were to have the benefit of Judge
Painter's views: with regard to the
Union's claims.

ORDER

WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority delegated to the Board by
the Secretary of the Interior (43
CFR 4.1(4)), IT IS HEREBY
ORDERED that the subject motion
to dismiss IS DENIED, the deci-
sion below in the above-captioned
dockets IS VACATED, and the
fcase IS REMANDED for further
consideration not inconsistent with
the foregoing opinion.

DAVID DOANE,
Chief Adnzinistrative Judge.

HOWARm J. SI-IELiENBEiIG, JR.,

Administrative Judge.

APPENDIX TO OPINION BY C1IEF

-ADrMINISTRTIVE JUDGE DOANE' 

IBMA 1000 -t T; :- ?:-g:

CkETIFI ATE OF
To REEV2IiII

To: DIRECTOR MINING ENFPRCES
MENT AND. SAFET.Y ADMINI$-
TRATION (BUREA-U OMINES),
Department of the Interior,,W Wash-
ington, D.C. 20240

From: UNITED MINE WORKERS, OF
AMERICA, 900 15th Street, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20005

In accordance with the procedures for
identification of representatives' of miners
at mines under the Federal Coal Mine
Iealth and Safety Act *f 1969,' this is
to advise that the United Mine Workers
of America, which is the collective bar-
gaining representative for all the classi-
'fled empoyees at the following mine, is
the authorized representative of' the
aminers at the mine:

Maxine Mine

Name of Mine or Facility
Rt. 1, Quinton,.Ala. 35130

Address of Mine
Alabama By-Products Corporation

Name of Coal Company

01-09322"

Bureau of Mnes Identification Nd.

A copy of this Certificate of Representa-
tion has been served upon the 6perati of
the above mine. '

JEFFERSON CaoUNTY,, ALABAMA':!

Jo: N S. SULKA,- ..

Exeutive Safety Director,
United Mine Workers of America

Subscribed and sworn to before me this
1st day of March, 974.

Ouida -J. Brandon'
Notary Public

My commission expires Feb. 21, i9t6.
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GENERAL INFORM.ATION-

The:mi-nelisted above is-located in.Dis-
Strict- :#20, of the United Mine Workers
of America. Should. the Mining Enforce-
ment and Safety Administration need to
contact the union on any matter concern-
ing the, mine,, please reer all communica-
tions to oward C. Hillhouse who holds
the following position within the union
~and wvho' can be reached at the address
and phone number listed below:

-Position: afety Coordinator.
Address:-211 AIcton Avenue, Birming-

ham, Ala. 35209.
Phone No.: HQme 871-8649. Office 322-

0886.

..:UNITED STATES v. THERESA B.
ROBINSON..

21 IBLA303

: D ;. J ecidedAugust 25, 1975

Appeal from decision of Administra-
-tive Law Iudge John R. Rampton, Jr.,
declaring contestee's .Howard placer
mining claim void.

Affirmed..

1.Aministrative Procedure: Burden
of Proof Mining Claims: Contests-

ining Clainis: Discovery: Gener-
ally-Mining. Claims:. Locatability of
Iineral: Generally

When the Government contest a mining
claim and establishes a prima facie case
that contestee has not made a discovery
of a locatable mineral deposit,'the burden
devolves on contestee to establish by a
preponderance of' the evidence that the
claim -has been vaiidated by the discovery
of a locatable mineral deposit..

2. Administrative. Procedure:, Burden
:of Proof-ining Claims.: Discovery:
Marketability'

Abog. iron ore deposit does not meet the
pruident man-marketability test where

-the evidence show that contestee could
only develop the iron deposit for sale for
metallurgical uses after further-explora-
'tion to establish a higher grade'or greater
.tonnage: of ore, or upon future favorable
developments in the iron ore' market.

3. DMining Claims: Dterminatio of
ValidityMlining Claims: Discovery:

Generally-Mining Claims: Locatabil-

-ity of Xineral: :'Generally

Marketability of mineral material is not
the sole test of the validity of a mining
claim. Profitable sales of mineral mate-
rial for non-validating uses cannot be
-used in determining the 'validity of a min-
ing claim, the claimant must meet the
prudent man-marketability test in a
market for which the material is locat-
able.
.4 m' ' .' ::ni :'n , ' -''i on of.':

..; Mining Claims: Determination of
Validity-Mining Claims: Locatabil-
ity of Mineral:. Generalyl-4ining
.Claims: Specifc Mineral Involved:
Bog ion Ore.

Bog iron. ore, used as a soil conditioner
,or soil amendment, is not a locatable
mineral dep osit in the absence of a show-
ing that it meets the test of Unq tel States
v. Bunkowski, 5 IBLA.102, 113-16, 79 I.D.
43, 48-49 (1972), i.e., it is found to be not
just a physical amendment to the soil
but a chemical amendment which alters
and improves soil or plant chemistry.

>5. :Administrative Procedure: Hear-
ings-egulations:- Generally-Rules
of Practice:: Appeals: Discovery-
Rules of Practice: Evidence-Rules
.of Practice: Witnesses - -

A motion for remand of a mining claim
contest for further hearing on the grounds
of prejudicial surprise, based upon Gov-
ernment counsel's failure' to supplement
interrogatory answers listing witnesses
and exhibits as. ordered in lieu of pre-
-hearing 'conference, will be denied where
contestee's -ounsel ignored repeated offers
of continuance made at various stages
of the hearing. '
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United States v. Baingrover (On
Rehearing), 57 I.D. 533 (1942), over-
ruled inpart. -

APPEARANCES: Charles I. Traylor,
Esq., and Richard W. Arnold, Esq., of
Traylor, Palo, Cowan & Arnold, Grand
Juictioi, Colorado, for appellant;
Rogers N. Robinson, Esq. (at hearing)',
Richard L. Fowler, Esq., and A.
Walter Wise, Esq. (on appeal), Office
of the General' Counsel, United States
Department of Agriculture,. Denver,
Colorado, for respondent.

OPINION BY AD.IINISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE FISHMV[AN

INTERIOR BOARD OF LAND
APIEALS

Theresa 'B. Robinson has ap-
pealed from the December 5, 1974,
decision of Administrative Law
'Judge John R. Rampton, Jr., which
declared void Mrs. Robinson's
1Howard placerT mining claim, lo-
cated in section 31, T. 42 N., R. 8
W., N.M.P.M., in Uncompahgre
National Forest, Colorado.

The contest began with the filing
of a contest 'complaint on behalf of
the Forest Service, Department of
Agriculture, which all'egedthat the
Howard placer mining claim was in-
valid because:

a. No valuable mineral deposit has
been discovered within the limits of
the claim.

b. The iron- oxide within the lim-
, its of said mining claim is a com-
mon variety material.
' [1] In or'der to have a valid -mm-
ing claim, the miriig claim ant niust
show that he has made a "discovery"

of a "valuable mineral deposit." To
show a discovery, the claimant must
show lat he has found minerals in
such' quantity and 'quality as en-
gender: the belief that:

: : 0* * a person of ordinary prudence

would be justified in the further expen-
diture of his labor and means, with a
reasonable prospect of success, in develop-:
ing a valuable mine * .

Cast7e v. VombZe, .19 L.D. 455, 457T
(1894), approved in Chrisman v.
Hiller, 197 U.S. 313, 322 (1905). To
show a "valuable mineral deposit'- 
the claimant must show that the de-
posit at issue is locatable under the
mining law,. 30 U.S.C.-§ 22 et see.
(1970). See United States v. Bie-
'nic, 14 IBLA' 290, 297 (1974).
(concurring opinion); United
States v. Bunouwski, 5 IBLA 102,
-79 I.D. 43 (1972); United States v.
Hattey, 67. LD. 63, 65 (1960);
United States v. Black, 64 I.D. 93,
96' (1957) Gray Trust Co. (On Re-
hearing), 47 L.D. 18. (1919) ; Ho-
man v. State of Utah, 41 L.D. 314'
*(1912). Cf United States v. Toole,
224 F.u&Ipp. 440 (D. Mont. 1963)

In Foster v. Seaton, 271 F. 2d 836,
838. (D.-C. Cir. 1959), the Circuit
Court approved :the Departmentalt
rule that:

* "* 't [w]hen the Government contests
aI mining claim, it bears only .the burden
of going forward with sufficient evidence
to establish a prima facie case, and that
-the burden then shifts to the claimant
to show by a preponderance of the evi-
dencethat his claim isvalid'.* *.

This standard of proof is applica-
ble to both issues of -fact raised on

appeal, in essence. itenviakes that
-after 3coitestaiit has ras de a prima
facie case, contestee bears the risk of
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4,,onpersuasion,, .e .,the ultifiatebur-
e0n, of:.l proot

With her timely answer to the
:Contest complaint denying the in-
validity of the, ,laim Theresa. B.
Robin~son (contestee) through coLn-
s;.moved for a prehearing confer-
ence in tle case after an opportunity
for full- discovery. After. Judge
Dalby, since retired, set, the case for
hearing, contestee .renewed the mo-
tion for a prehearing conference.
After so6e continuances, Judge
Dalby denied'the request for pre-
hearing conference,: and ordered
contestant to-respond to any inter-
.rogatories contestee. might file in
lieu of a prehearing conference.

On November 2,.1972, contestee
'filed interrogatories asking in rele-
,vant part:. (1) whether contestant
'contended that the claim was im-
piroperly located;, (2) if contestant
:contended that a discovery pit did
not exist ol the claim; (3) whether
contestant contended that.the iron
'on the claim did not have commer-
cial value; (4) by what theory con-
testant maintained that the claim
had:"'no valuable mineral deposit;"

":(5) by hat' theory contestant
imaintained the iron was. a common

variety material; and (6) .by what
;witlesses and documents did con-
Itestant intend to prove any or all of
'he issues set out in the complaint
.and the interrogatories.

Contestant's response to' the first
subject of the interrogatorieswasto
moveto, aimend the'.complaint, to

'charge, :-in addition, "The claim is
not. distincly' Arled -on. .the
.ground sQ.that its boundaries c~n

."..,. ,"' : : 7::ts!. : .' ,'t ,': f 4'X

readilybe traced." The motion was
granted. .Contestant-also answered:-
that it did not contend there was no
discovery pit; that the meaning of
','commercial value': -was ; unclear;
that the material on the claim did
not fall within the well-defined
meaning [of valuable mineral de-
posit] under the mining law," and
it. could not be mined, milled and
sold for a reasonable return; and
that the material was common
within, the meaning of the Act of
July 23, 1955; 30 U.S.C. § 611
(1970). The only witness listed by
contestant was' A. P. Klein, Jr.,: a
Forest Service mnineral examiner.

About the same time, contestant
requested a posiponement of the
hearing because of the unavailabil-
ity of a witness other than Mr.
Klein. The hearing was- .re-sched-

uled with contestee's consent, 'but
the record does not disclose whether
contestee understood that the un-
available witness was not Mr. Klein,
whom contestant named in respond-
ing to the interrogatories, but an
expert on soil amendments and con-
ditioners.

In addition, cntestant filed in-
terrogatories of contestee' request-
ing that contestee provide informa-
tion pertaining to all sales'of iron

* ore from the claim; requesting cop-
ies of .any assay reports-;.and the
names of witnesses to be-called.
Contestee's response indicated that
:contestee's .sales. records. had been
lost, enclosed an assay certificate,
.and listed three certaini and three
pote;ntial witnesses. . : ,
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Ei ght days later contestee sup-
plemented her response with th6
names, addresses and subject mat-
ter of the testimony of five nore
potential witnesses. With the sup-
plemental response, contestee noted
that Rule 26, Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure., imposes a continuing
duty to supplement answers to in-
terrogatories when additional in-
formation becomes available, and
requested, that contestant so inform
contestee if new witnesses were to
be called.

At the hearing, held in Grand
Junction, Colorado, contestant
called A. F. Kein, Jr., a Forest
Service mineral examiner who
twice visited the claim. He took a
cut sample and a grab sample which
assayed 3.1% and 30.9% iron, re-
spectively (Exs. 5-6). He described
the size and nature of the bog iron
ore (limonite) deposit on the claim
(Tr. 7-9). He testified that greater
than 51% ferric oxide content is
necessary before an iron deposit has
potential value for use in steel-mak-
ilg (Tr. 39), and, over contestee's
objection, testified that limonite bog
iron deposits occur coImnonly in the
mountains of Colorado (Tr. 4448).

On* cross-examina-tion, Mr. Klein
a.diuitted that his opinion that there
was no prospect of developing a vab
uable mine rom the deposit was
based on the value of the iron ore
for paint pigment,.steel-making or
other industrial uses (Tr. 87-88),
rather than its value in agriculture
as-a soil condin (Tr. 87, 68-
6 (9).--0 0 :' ' -

On redirect examimiation, Mr.
Klein supplemented his prior testi-
Iony about how accessible and easy
to mine the deposit is" j(Tr. 70) with
cost and return fig ies on sales for
agricultural use taken from On-
testee that indicated a miaxinum
return of $52 per ton (at $2.60 per
hundred pound bag) and 'haliling
costs of $14 per ton (at 100 per
ton-mile) from the deposit to Grand
Junction (Tr. 81-82, 95, 101). He
concluded that adding the cost and
depreciation of equipment, con-
testee would- be' left with only a
small 'profit (Tr. 97-101).'

Contestant then called Theresa
Robinson, the contestee, as an ad-
verse witness, over objection. She
testified that up to 1970, when her
late husband's partner left for two
years (Tr. 286-287), she 'sold o6ver
a hundred tons at $2.60 per hundred
pounds to farmers and nursery
owners as an iron supplement for
the alkaline soils of western CoIo-
rado to prevent iron chlorosis on all
types of. farm crops and garden
plants (Tr. 108-12).a

Contestant then called Dr. Ewell
A.' Rog'ers, an expert in fruit tree
nutrition employied at' the Colorado
State University Exerimental Sta-
tion. Contestee, on learninog that Dr.
Rogers had been 'subpoenaed the
day before the' hearing, objected 'to
his testimony o n the grounds that
contestee was not'notified he would
testify as required by contestant's
continuing ' obligation ' to d Dsupple-

ment the: ahswers to the interroga-
tories (Tn 103-05, 122, 132-33). Drs
Rovers testified that his research on
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tree fruit indicates that iron oxide
applied as a soil conditioner does
not help the plant's health, as the
iron itself cannot be absorbed by
the plant in its natural state. He de-
scribed iron chelates,' compounds in
which iron is chemically available
to the plant roots, as the only ef-
fective soil amendment for chlorosis
(Tr. 123-25, 129).

Clyde Jones, chief chemist for the
Colorado Department of. Agricul-
ture, then testified for contestant
over similar objection by contestee.
He testified, inhis capacity as su-
pervisor of the laboratory that anal-
yzes all fertilizers and soil additives
in Colorado, that the iron oxide
from the claim should have been,
and was not, registered and tested
as required by Colorado state law
regarding commercial soil amend-
ments (Tr. 134-35, 13738). Hie also
testified that limonite,' no matter
what its iron content, was not of
any benefit to. crqps as a sil condi-
tioner (Tr. 139, 142).

Contestant rested, and contestee
moved that no. prima facie case of
invalidity had been made. The
Judge ruled that based on United
States v. Bunkowski, supa, cn-
testant had presented a prima facie
case that the material on the claim
was not locatable as a va lahle
mineral deposit nder tbe mining
law. The Judge further offeredX

o6ntestee a continuance- either, at
that 'point or. when she finished
presenting her case (Tr. 147).

Contested X called' Albert. C.
Thomas, ;who: rnis a retail home
supplies '(fitewood, rock, soil condi-

tioners) business. He testified that
he has sold comiparable iroon oxide
inaterial from the Iron Springs;
claim near the Howard placer claim
and has 'seen its beneficial effects;
mainly on flowers (Tr. 151-53). He
was certain he could market the
material and do so at a profit (Tr.
154, 165). On cross-examination, he
indicated that the results occurred
in part because the iron rendered
the alkaline clay more porous (Tr.
162). He did not know what effect
the iron actually had on the alkali
itself (Tr. 163).

John I. Schunacher, a registered
mining engineer who owns an ex-
ploration company and does mineral
properties consulting work, de-
scribed the claim and the locations
where he took a cut sainple (Ex. D);
tlhat assayed 32 percent irons .and a
grab sample (Ex. E) that assayed
48 percent iron (Tr. 16943) .He' in-
dicated that the deposit could be
mined at a comfortable profit (Tr.
180, 190-91), and that enough mate-
rial could be stockpiled during~ the
summer to sell all year (Tr. 184).
lie also testified that the spectro-
graphik assays showed the deposit
to be moie than just limonite (Tr.
.175, 188). He said that iron deposits
once considered too low-grade for
use in steel-making are now eco-
nomical, including some with as' lit-
tle as 33 percent ironf content' (Tr.
194-96). ;0 

'Charley Pinger, a farrer living;
adjacent to contestee's brother's
ranch' whre m a from the

claim was'stockpiled,' milled, saked
and sold, testified that "many

'418
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times" he saw "truckloads" of: the
iron oxide delivered; to the ranch
until four or five years ago, and
that they did a steady business sell-
ing off the stockpile (Tr. 200 02).
He testified that contestee's brother
revived some dying evergreen trees
with material from the claim alone
(Tr. 203), and that he himself used
it alone (Tr. 207), and "it sure does
wonders" (Tr., 203). He was unsure
w hether the iron ore "will neutral-
ize the. acid" or "neutralizes the al-
kali" (Tr. 203-04), and could only
suggest that different soils account
for the contestant's experts' results.

Julian D. Utter, a farmer, jlani-
tor and gardener for the highway
department testified he could not
start a lawn for two years until he
used material from the claim (Tr.
208-10). He testified he pLit in lawns
professionally until 1963 on a no
lawn-no pay basis and never; failed
whenusiig iron oxide (Tr. 210-11) .
He .felt that the iron oxide "dis-
solves the alkali" (Tr. 211 220). He
also cured his two apricot trees of
yellowillg by using iron oxide alone
without any differenice in watering
(Tr. 212),. After ten years working
with it he is convinced it works
where sulphur and "barnyard" will
not (Tr. 21415j. He further testi-
fied that vegetables growing in soil
to which the iron oxide has' been
added have iron visibly clingin to
the hair roots * vhen pulled (Tr.
216), and that the vigorous growth
of su'ch'egetables was due to the
plants' usmg therirono (Tr. 222')

iAstor fluist; a greenhouse-nurs-
ery operator,- sold "mineral- ferti-

lizer" he bought -from contestee at
$1.80 per 80-pound bag, used it in
his greenhouse on plants grown
there (Tr. 229), and would'not guar-
antee rose bushes he sold unless
they were grown in contestee's iron
oxide (Tr. 230). Although he had
nPo-chemical explanation for how it
wo Irked, he knew it did and relied
on it, and knew the material on the
claim could be worked and sold at
a profit (Tr. 232-33). He and his.
wife use iron oxide to the exclusion
of all other. fertilizers and. soil
amendments in their own garden,
on the advice of a iaturopath doc-
tor (Tr. 228, 235).

Sid Nichols, who owns and oper-
ates Mountain States Tree Service,
has used the iron oxide every year
be could get it since 1956 because it
prevents yellowing, prevents dam-
age during transplanting, and re-
medies the iron deficiency in Grand
Valley soils (Tr. 237-39). H]e has
saved' a number of bolleana trees
with iron oxide (Tr. 240). Although 
he could not explain how the iron
oxide works, he had ecommended
it to many who have since used it
(Tr. 242).'

Paul B. Oyres, who was in the
nursery business, used and recoin-
mended the, use of the Robinsons'
iron oxide because it was high in
peat moss and humus (Tr. 244), it
opens up "tight soil"' to let the. water
percolate down to the roots, (Tr.
250)4, and it cured the yellows,
which he'blamed,.on iron deficiency
in. the soil (Tr. '249).

11. I). Clark, who staked and sur-
veyed 'the Eo d placer m ini g
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claim in 1960, testified that hesaw
the discovery cut in 1960 (Tr. 253),
and that when he visited the claim
in late 1972 he located the southeast
and southwest corner stakes easily
(Tr. 256). He also testified thatboth
10-acre portions of the claim coli-
tained a portion of the deposit.'

Counsel then called contestee, who
clarified prior testimony referring
to the claim at issue as Iron No. 3
lode claim which' contestee and her
husband located in 1956 on the same
deposit (Tr. 264) The locator of the
I-oward placer claim, who em-
jlQyed M'r. Clark in the survey,
deeded the claim to contestee after
learning of the prior location on the
same deposit (Tr. 263-66)., She re-
iterated the sales figures she gave to
mineral examiner Klein during his
investigation (Tr. 20-I71).

Lyman "Slim" Foster, who was a;
partner of Mr. Robinson until the
latter died i 1960, continued haul-
ing and selling iron oxide from the
claim on the same basis with con-
testee. He testified that the actual
sales records were lost between 1970
and 1972 when he had to leave his
business in the custody of another
(Tr. 279, 286-87).,From his experi-
ence in mining, hauling and selling
this iron oxide he was convinced he
could make a profit selling material
f'om the claim (Tr. 281-82, 285).

Amos; Bruner testified about an
episode in 1961, when newsmen
covering a story on nitrogen s in

*Mr.C clark's testimony."'corroborated the
propriety of the Judge's dismissal of paraz
graph 5 (e) of the amended omplaint, viz.,
that'the 'laiftn was not marked on the gronid.
which the Judge .dismissed at the close of
contestant's'case, '(Tr. 148-49).''"

growing corn photographed a corn
row 11 feet tall grown in iron oxide,
dded soil (Ex. A). He hauled iron

oxide for Boy dRobinson and never
heard anyone complain about the
results ('Tr. 293-94, 304).

In rebuttal, contestant recalled
Clyde Jon, and introduced a
spectrographic test of a sample of
material from the claim done under
a method for determining available
iron. Exhibit 9, admitted over con-
testee's renewed objection that, the
document was not noticed in con-
tcstant's interrogatory answers even
though the tests were requested two
weeks earlier, showed that the iron
oxide ran 0.116 percent on the
fertilizer test and 7.6 parts per mil-
lion on the soil test (Tr. 314). In
other words, if the. sample ran 30
percent iron, 29-plus percent would
be unavailable to the plants (Tr.
315). The sample had two pounds of
available iron per ton, below Colo-
rado's statutory standard; of five
pereent minimum available iron
(Tr. 316). He testified that chemi-
cally, iron and healthy alkali would
not react together ,(Tr., 318), and
that Grand Valley soils are 'not de-
fieient'in iron, but deficient in avail-
able iron (Tr. 323).

Contestant also recalled Ewell
Rogers, who testified that cold
water; in early spring can' cause
chlorosis; -as can, excessive use of
"barnyard', fertilizer or nitrogen
(Tr.- 349). He described in greater
detail- the laboratory methods by
which he determinied that iron oxide
had no effect on the: fruit trees in
hisexpermnent, 'althoth- the iron
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chelate did (Tr- 352- 56). He also
testified that while he0 did not use
iron oxide -from the Howard claim,
there is nothing chemically to dis-
tinguish any deposit from another
as far- as iron -uptake in plants is
concerned. - -

.In its posthearinLg brief, contest-
ant argued: (1) that. the material
was not locatable as the iron does
not react in any way in the soil to
make the soil more fertile to plants;
(2) that, assuming the iron is not
locatable as a soil conditioner, the
evidence established that the deposit
was not valuable as a source of ore
for paint pigment, steel-making, or

- other recognized metallurgical uses
of iron; and (3) that the motive for
bringing the contest was not at is-
sue. Contestee's brief argued:- (1)
that the material was locatable as
limonite iron ore since the statute

- does not refer to the use to which
an otherwise locatable mineral is
put, and, if use is relevant, evidence
of a chemical reaction in the soil
met the Bunkdowski test; (2) the
prudent man-marketability test
was met by the evidence of market
demands, past sale prices and:'prof-
its, and ease of removal; (3) that as
a matter of law the deposit was not
a "common variety" material within

the mtaning of the Act of July 23,
1955,' 30 U.S.C. §611 (1970); 2 (4)
that thleclaim wasproperly 1cated;

2 Contestant in its brief to the Judge did
not assert the invalidity- of the.'claim on the
ground in paragraph .5(b) of the complaint,
that the material wa.s a common variety. As
the issue was dropped-, we make io ruling- on
it.'2Se, U nited States. i-v.f Bgfkosk, sUpa- at
112-13,!79LR '.ait 4-48. -- 

(5 that contestee was prejudiced
by. the conduct of Governiment
counsel in ignoring the Judge s pre-
hearing arrangements; and (6)
that even if the Howard placer were
declared invalid, the Iron No. 3 lode
located in 1956 was still subsisting.

In his decision of December 5,
1974,.Judge Rampton held: (1)
that paragraph 5 (c) of the amended
complaint was dismissed by stipu-
lation (Tr. 148-49); (2) -that con-
testee did not show: by- a prepon7
derance of the evidence that the ma-
terial on the claim could be sold at
a profit for any metallurgical use of
iron ore; (3) that it is undisputed
that the material from the claim has
been removed and marketed at a
profit; and (4) that contestan's ex-
pert witnesses presented "the best
and nmost reliable testimony * * *

on the question of the effect of bog
iron on soil chemicals -and plant
growth." (Dec. at 8.) "The testi-
mony that the iron content of the
material from the claim is not ac-
cessible -or absorbed by the plants
stands unrebutted." (De.; at 9.) He,
therefore, concluded that the. mate-
rial on the claim did not constitute
a valuable mineral deposit locatable
nuder the mining law, and declared

the Howard placer iniming claim
void.
" - On appeal, contestee'sets out three
grounds of error: (1) that the bog
iron deposif does inet the' -market-
abilityr test wheni considering metal-
lurgical uses o-f theiron; (2) that
the Juge's finding that theiron is
not a locatable mineral when put to

agricultural use ' is Oer6freou's 'be-

414]
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cause the Bunkowski case is distin-
guishable as a matter of law, and
because the testimony of contestee's
witnesses was erroneously ignored;
and (3) that if the Administrative
Law Judge's findings are not re-
versed, the case should be remanded
for further proceedings to correct
the prejudicial effect of contestant's
failure to abide by the continuing
obligation to supplement answers to
interrogatories wen use of new
witnesses and documents is plai'ied
Contestant's answer denied and re-
butted these three allegations of
error.

[2] In arguing that the bog iron
deposit meets the prudent man-
marketability test for metallurgical
uses of iron, contestee point- to the
testimony that iron ore deposits
containing as little as 33 percent
iron are being mined for metal-
lurgical use (Tr. 195), and the
DHoward placer assayed from 32 to
48 percent iron (Tr. 66, 17344,
185). In addition, contestee points
to the nearby Iron Springs claim,
sold for $40,000 in 1954, as an indi-
cator of the value of the Howard
placer, which has a comparable iron
content.' Contestee- argues that
marketability as discuassed in
United States v. Colean77, 390 U.S.
599 (1968), "is not ithe primary
-actor which can lay aside the
[prudent man] test when prudent
men would be willingto .expend

time and mney to. further develop
a mining claim,-asthey would be in
this case'. (ppeal'brief at 3..)

The facts pointed to do- not meet
contesteis burden of proof. -See

Foster v. Seaton, supra. The testi-
mony of Mr. Schumacher only cor-
roborated that of Mr. Klein (Tr.
20, 39,'52'), nriamely, that further
exploration and mapping would be
necessary in' order to establish
vihether the Howard placer deposit
might haev value as iron ore in the
future. He testified (Tr. 185-86)

i * > It could be conceivable this ore
might possibly be even higher grade at
a greater depth. It could be conceivable
it might be even in the very near future
commercial as it exists now, or it might
be considerably greater tonnage than is
shown by acres and. depth. * * *

This Board has held that a discov-
ery is not shown when further ex-
ploration is necessary before the
feasibility of development can be
dcemonstrated. United States v.
Rigg, 16 IBLA 385 (1974) ; United
States v. Woolsey, 13 IBLA 120
(1973); United States v. Taylor, 11
'IBLA 119 (1973); United States v.
Kelty, 11 IBLA 38 (1973).

In addition to the testimony that
further exploration work could
show the deposit to be more valu-
able, the evidence regarding: any
market demand for deposits of this
quality and quantity of ore is specu-
lative. The date when the deposit
might becoma marketable as iron
ore is in the indefinite future, and
the record lacks evidence showing
the deposit at issue to be compara-
ble in size, location and other char-
acteristics to the deposits of similar
grade iron that ave recently be-
come marketable. A mineral clainl-

ant need not be producing or selling
from the mine (TVerrue v. United
States; 457 I.2d 1202 (9th Cir.
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1972)-; Barrows v. HiokeZ, 447 F. 2d
.80 (9th Cir. 1971) )-, but there must
be an existing demand in a market
the clairant has a current reason-
able. prospect of entering. -, United
States v.: Stewart,. 5 IBLA 39, 79
I.D. 27 (1972); United. States v.
Boyle, 76 I.D. 318. (1969); United
States v. Pierce; 75 I.D. 270 (1968).
We affirm the Administrative Law
Judge's onclusion on this issue.

- [31 Appellant, argues that con-
sideration of the value of the de-
posit- for mnetallurgical uses is m-
proper in any event because the law
does not require her to market the
material as metallurgical iron if
-she: ca, earn a greater profit. from
-sales for- other purposes: "the test
is not whether the deposit is. valu-
able, for metalliferous ore, but
whether a prudent man would de-
ivelop thisviineraZ claim." 

The Departmueat has held that not
all materials that can be removed
from te earth and sbld at ai profit
are locatable unde te mining laws.
Aore specifically, mineral m'aterial

'suitable for base, fill or comparable
uses requiring material of -no-par-
ticuiai'rt specifications and involving
binly the transportation of the mate-,
rial fIoml tone lcation.to another is
-not locatable aid even if the mate-
irial is suitable f other -purposes,
sales of- the material for non-vali-

'dating uses cannot be considered in
determining marketability. United
States v.,Bienick spra at 293',-298;
United States v. Harenberg 11

-IBLA 153 (1973); United States v.
Barrows,: 76 I.D. 299, 306 (1969),
affcZ,, Barrows v. Hikee, 447 F.2d,

80 (9th Cir. 1971); United. States
v Hlinde, . A-30634 (July 9, 1968).
See United States v. Gqin, 7 IBLA
237, 79 I.D. 588 (1972); cf. United
States. v. Lease, 6 JBLA 11, 79 I.D,
379 (1972).3 .
- In United States v. unnkowski,

supra, one issue* was whether: or not
gYpsite.used as a soil.. conditioner
was locatahle under the mining law.
Appellant argues that Runlowski is
distinguishable because the material
involved there was not a.mineral. In
fact, the Board found that tlhe con-
-stituent element, for which the gyp-
site wasvalued was gypsumnadmit-
tedly a mineral which mi'ght.sup-
-port a valid discbvery. However, the
,Board examined t6 use to which
-the gpsite was put'in order to de-
termine its locatability.
f- Thus, sale -at''a profit iotwith-
standing, colntestee must show that
a mineral' used as an agricultural
soil conditio ier is marketable for its
sta ndard mmeral uses, or else meets
the Bulnkowsei test for locatability

- In United States v. Barngrover szpra at
'5"4 the Department held : " * - Conse-
quently -under- the rule in the. Layman case
S * * any substance found in nature, having
sufficient. value, to be separated from -ifs
situs as part of the -earth, -,to .be mined,

-quarried, or dug for its own sake or its own
specific uses is locatable and enterable under
tpe -mining laws. -.* ! In United States
v. Mattey, supra at 66, the Department con-
-strued Barngrover -as holding that "*-.*
deposits of clay. .of an exceptional nature
may be entered under the mining laws.

* *"''Barngrover, as can -ef seen from the
quotation above, was -. not. so limited in
rationale, but it remains the law as It was
construed in Mattev. Insofar as it holds that
marketability alone, independent of use, gov-
erns locatability, it has been overruled sb
sientio. .by the cases cited in the, text,
including -Mattet and Bkowski. -

423
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of materials used in agriculture. We
turn now to this latter issue.

[4] In Bunkowski, the Board
adopted the Bureau of Land Man-
agement's ruling that the gypsite
was locatable as an agricultural soil
amendment because it was not only
a physical amendment, altering fri-
ability, but a chemical amendment,
combining with and removing so-
dium to improve alkaline soils. The
gypsite was thus distinguished from
other "minerals" such as rhryolite
and blow sand, which only served
as physical amendments to soil and
have been held non-locatable for
such use. United States v. Story,
Idaho C-010171 (August 17, 1960)
(rhyolite),; United States v. Jara-
millo, A-28533 (February 6, 1961);
Solicitor's Opinion, M-36295 (Au-
gust 1, 1955) (blow sand).

The testimony of Clyde Jones and
Ewell A. Rogers, recited above,
demonstrated that iron ore like that
from the Howard placer was not
available to plant roots, and did not
react with the soil so as to neutralize
or remove alkali. Their testimony
established that iron is only mini-
nally available to plant roots unless

in a chelated state, .which the raw
iron from contestee's claim was not.
In short, their testimony indicated
that the iron ore did not chemically
improve the alkali soil to which it
was added and was not chemically
available to the plants.

Contestee's rebuttal testimony
was persuasive that her buyer's crop
yields and plants' health improved,
in some cases dramatically, after ad-
dition of the iron ore. However, in
some instances the testimony did

not establish that it was the iron ore
that caused the improvement, rather
than a change in. watering practices,
or the "barnyard" or nitrogeni used
with it. Further,' in other instances
the testimony did not establish that
the improvements, even where caus-
ally connected to 'the use of iron
ore, were not due to the humus con-
tent of the Iaterial 4 or due to im-
proved friability of the "deadpan"
alkali of the region. Paul Oyres a
nurseryman, recommended contes-
tee's iron ore because it was high in
humus and opened up tight soil to
let water to the roots. Albert
Thomas concurred that the iron ore-
improved friability.

We affirm the Judge's finding that
contestant's witnesses' "testimony
is the best and most reliable testi-
mony available in the record on the
question of the effect of bog iron on
soil chemicals and plant growth.")
'(Dec. at 8.) ontestee, argues that
it was error -for the Judge to ignore
contestee's, testimony and reject
their observations of the iron ore's
actual effects. As we indicated, the
sincerity and credibility of con-
-testee's witnesses is not rejected, and
was not rejected by the Judge. (Dec.
at 8.) However, their testimony that
iron ore worked did not explain how
it worked and did not establish by a
preponderance of the evidence that
thle material meets the: Bunkoicslei

Eumus, or the organic portion of. the soil,
is, like peat or peat moss, not "mineral" and is
thus not locatable under the mining law.
United States v. Toole, 224:F. upp. 440 (D.
Mont. 1963). If humus is the constituent of
the bog iron deposit sought by the buyers and
of value to the plants, the claim. is for this
reason invalid.
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test for the locatability of minerals
used as soil aendnments. 

[51 Finally, appellant requests
that if the Judge's decision is not
reversed, the case be remanded for
further' proceedings on the groIund
that her case' was prejudiced by
Government counsel's failure to
'supplement his interrogatory an-
swers with the names of the expert
witnesses. Contestee requests the
case be remanded to allow contestee
time to secure experts to examine
and rebut contestant's experts' tes-
timony, and. that the "earing
Judges" be informed that they have
the power to act against prejudicial
conduct by counsel practicing before
them.

Clyde Jones Was contacted two
weeks before the hearing (Tr. 139),
Ewell Rogers was contacted and
'subpoenaed the day before the hear-
'ing began, and contestee was called
as an adverse witness in contestant's
case-in-chief without notice.5 Mr.
Jones also prepared Ex. 9 a spec-
trographic sample indicating the
amount of available iron in contest-
ee's raw iron ore, for contestant. On
the record counsel for contestant
contemplated using Mr. Jones and
contestee without notice to con-
testee. We do Rot condone Govern-
ment counsel's uncooperative be-
havior in this case. The' rules of
practice of the Department are de-
signed to promote development of a

"We affirm the Judge's overruling counsel's
objection tothe use of contestee as an adverse
witness (Tr. 105-06). We find such authority
in 43 CR 4.483: "The administrative law
judge is vested with general authority to con-
duct the hearing in an orderly and judicial
manner * * *."

full and complete record and not to
sanction use of surprise as a hearing
tactic. The interrogatories in this
case were ordered in lieu of a pre-
hearing conference, which the Ad-
ministrative Law Judge is explicitly
authorized to conduct. 43 CFR
4.430. The limitations on the Judge's
subpoena power should not be em-
ployed as a; shield against prehear-
ing disclosure, and the discovery au-
thority of the Judge should not be
so subverted6 Strict compliance
with both prescribed and customary
procedures by Government counsel

6 We would distinguish the Judges' lack of
authority to issue subpoenas duces tecurn from
their authority to allow other forms of dis-
covery. The only explicit limitations on the Ad-
ministrative Law Judges' "general authority to
conduct the hearing in an orderly and judicial
manner," 43 CR 4.433, are a prohibition
against the issuance of subpoenas for deposi-
tions for discovery purposes, 43 CFR 4.26,
.4.433, and 4.452-4, and a prohibition against
the issuance of subpoenas des tcum. Cols-
pare 43 CR 1850.0-7 (1969) Sith 43 CR
1850.0-7 (1971). Circular No. 2273, 35 FR
10011 (June 15, 1970), amending 43 CR
1S50.0-7 (1969), revoked the Judges' authority
to issue subpoenas duces tecum and subpoenas
for discovery purposes in public land cases. The
Judges exercise such an authority only where
explicitly authorized by statute. E.g., section
103(d) of the Federal Coal Mine ealth and
Safety Act of 1969, 30 U.S.C. § 813(d)
(1970) ;48 CFR 4.586,

Except to the extent that contestee requested
eopies' ofdocuments to be used in contestant's
case, the interrogatories filed were in the
nature of prehearing conference inquiries; they
were not requests for depositions and they did
not require subpoenas. Since the Department's
procedures in mining claim cases are governed
by the Administrative Procedure Act, 5 U.S.c.
h 881 et seq. (1970), Unitedl States v. O'Leary,

-63 I.D. 341, 44-48 (1956), the Administrative
Law Judges are authorized to "hold confer-
ences" and "dispose of procedural requests." 5
U.S.C; § 556(c) (1970). Orders providing for
discovery in lieu of a prehearing conference,
like the interrogatories in this case, that do not
require the issuance of the prohibited sub-
poenas, appear to this Board to lie within the
Administrative Law Judges' statutory and reg-
ulatory authority.

414] 425
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is needed to maintain, the quality .of
justiceC a citizen rationlally* expects.

-H.: E~owever,..contestee's posture is
also flawed., While-claiming.preju-
dice and surpriSe, contestee's coun-
sei declined numerous offers of a
continuance by -the Administrative
,Law Judge. At -the- close of Mr.
Riogers' initial testimony, counsel
wasinf ormed of his full t ofer
buttal (Tr. 33). Similarlf, when
the Judge ruled that a prima, facie
case. of non-locatability had been
made, ie stated:

Now, it will be up to you now to either
present your evidence or ask for a con-
tinuance or present your evidence and
then ask for a continuance, and if.you
do ask for one,. you'll get it if you feel
there has een surprise which precluded
you from properly preparing the
case.'--* * ',

-Tr. 141) . Whin Exhibit 9 was in-

troduced in; rebuttal counsel was of-
'fered. "ful Iopportunity if it's nec-
.essary, even to come back here to go
,into this more Tily,: if- you so de-
.sire." (Tr., 310.) Contestee never
tooktlhe offered. opportunity for a
continuaince to prepare any ex et
'rebuttal or obtain expert advice for
,cross-examination.

We conclude that contestee's fail-
ure.to request a continuance, which
was repeatedly offered, precludes
assertion of prejudice at this time.
Apellaht requests -now what her

.,counsel-declined to request at the ap-
.propriate time. A hearing proceed-

ing will not be reopened in the ab-
-sence .of.: a, substantial equitable

basis for, doing so. United States v.
'Riesing, A-30474 (January 18,
1966); Tnhited S&ates v. oh7zirng,

*A-29467 (July 2, 1963); J. C. Nei-
.Sonf, 64; I.D. 103, 110 (1957,). Cf.
United States v. Hozcornb, A-31019
(August21, 1969) (objectionon, ap-

,peal considered waived if not pur-
sued at hearing) . -Similarly, the De-
:p'artment has rejected assert-ions. on
appeal that an issue fully, litigated
and understood was impr 6perly de-
cided because, not explicitly raised
by the contest complaint. -United
States v Pierce, supra at 275-78;
United. States v. 'Humphries, A-

.30239 (April 16, 1965). Contestee's
objection on the-grounds of preju-
dice was waived at the time when
it would properly have been satis-
fied. The request for remand is-thus
deied.
- A ccoringly, pursuant to the an-

-thority delegated to the,Board, of
l.and Apipeals by the, Secretary of
the Interior, 43 CFR 4.1, .the deci-
siol appealed from is affirmed.r

FREDERK FISHXAN,

Administrate Judge.

.EDWARD W. STUBBING,-

Administrative Judge.

ANNE POINDEXTER LEWIS,

Administratve Judge.

7 While Judge Lewis agrees with the decision
herein insofar as it relates to the, material in-
volved, which is bog iron ore, she would not

,necessarily feel bound b'y such precedent in the
-case of a mineral such as vermiculite.

U.S. GYERNMENr FRINTING OFFICE; [975
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APPEAL, OF EVERGREEN
ENGINEERING, INC.

IBCA-994-5-7 3

Decided September C, 1975

Contract No. 53500-CT2-258, Im-
perial Sand Dunes Road Project, Bu-
reau of Land Management.

Dismissed.

1. Rules of Practice: Appeals: Dis-
missal-Contracts : Disputes and Rem-
6dies: Appeals

Where a contractor has filed an appeal
and has failed to file a complaint when
often requested to do so over a two year
period, the appeal is: dismissed for want
of prosecution.

APPEARANCES: Mr. Carl L Bybee,
President, Evergreen Engineering,
Inc., Tempej. Arizona, for the appel-
lant; Mr. David E. Lofgren, Depart-
ment Counsel, Portland, Oregon, for
the Government.

OPINION BY ADMINISTRA-
TITE JUDGE VASILOFF

INTERIOR BOARD OF
CONTRACT APPEALS

Findings of Fact

This appeal involves a road con-
struction project contract awarded
to appellant as the lowest bidder on
March 13, 1972, in the amount of
$235,206.10. Two modifications in-
creased the contract amount to
$300,887.60. Work was -completed

594-S49-75 28

within the time allowed on or about
July 25, 1972. The road was located
in Imperial County, California.
The contract contained the General
Provisions for a construction con-
tract, Standard Form 23-A (Octo-
ber 1969 Edition) (Appeal File
Exs. 1,2, 3).

On April 2, 1973, the contracting
officer issued his final decision deny-
ing appellant's claim in the amount
of $220,525.49 covering 21 separate
items (Appeal File Exh. 24). Ap-
pellant filed a timely appeal which
was docketed with the Board on
May 8, 1973. Enclosed with the
notice of docketing was a copy of
the rules of the Board. Specifically
called to appellant's attention was
Sec. 4.107 thereof -which provides
for the filing of a complaint within
30 days after receipt of the docket-
ing. The appellant has failed to file
a complaint however, although re-
quested to do so by the Board. To
fully understand the efforts made to
bring this case to issue, we will
undertaketo review chronologically
the steps taken by the parties. The
discussion will be divided into three
parts: (1) assignment of claim; (2)
interrogatories; and (3) motion to
dismiss.

- (1) Assignment of Claim,

By letter dated September 9,
1974, the Board received a copy of
a purported assignment of appel-
lant's claim involved in this appeal
from the- named assignee, Equip-

82 I.D. No. 9
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ment Company. The copy of the as-
signment was dated October 15,
1973. On October 7, 1974, the Board
issued an-Order requiring the Gov-
ernment, appellant and the assignee
to submit their positions on the
validity of the assignment. In its
statement regarding the purported
assignment dated December 4, 1974,
the Government took the position
that the assignment should be de-
clared "null and void and ineffec-
tive" on the ground that it violates
what are known as the Anti-Assign-
ment Acts (31 U.S.C. § 203 and 41
U.S.C. §15 (1970)). Neither the
appellant: nor the assignee sub-
mitted any information in response
to the Board's Order of October 7,
1974. In Evergreen Engineering,
Inc., IBCA 994-5-73 (January 14,
1975), 82 I.D. 427, 75-1 BCA par.
11,106, the Board sustained the Gov-
ernment's position to the extent of
finding that the assignment is inop-
erative for purposes of the Board's
jurisdiction.

(2) Interrogatories

Citingsa U.S. District Court pro-
ceeding in California instituted on
February 6, 1973, the Government
filed a motion dated August 2, 1973,
to defer filing pleadings in this ap-
peal. The plaintiff in the court ac-
tion was a subcontractor of the ap-
pellant on the contract involved in
this appeal. The defendants were
the Government, the appellant and
its surety. Noting that some of the
claims involved in the court action
appeared to be the same as the
claims being made by the appellant

in this appeal, the Government mo-
tion sought to have the filing of any
pleadings deferred until the court
proceeding had been concluded and
the impact of the litigation on this
appeal determined.

By Order dated September 4,
1973, the Board extended the time
for the Government to plead. In a
letter dated November 2, 1973, the
Government advised the Board that
the court action had been settled and
the suit dismissed. The letter also
requested a further extension of
time to plead in order to permit the
Government to obtain details of the
settlement which appeared to cover
one of the major claim items in the
instant appeal.. On the same day the
Government wrote appellant re-
questing details of the settlement.
On November 6, 1973, the Board is-,
sued an Order granting the Govern-
ment ntil November 30, 1973, to
file; pleadings.

Failing to receive a reply from
the appellant the Government filed
a motion dated November 30, 1973,
for an order (i) authorizing the
Government to serve written inter-
rogatories upon appellant,; (ii) re-
quiring the appellant to produce
and permit inspection of documents,
and (iii) extending the time for the
Government to file its answer. On
December 19, 1973, the Board issued
an Order authorizing the Govern-

ment to submit written interroga-
tories to appellant and requiring the
appellant to respond. to such inter-
rogatories within a period of. 30
days. The Government was given 30
days to file its answer from the time
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the appellant answered the interro-
gatories. Appellant responded to!
the Government's motion dated No-
vember 30, 1973, by letter dated De-
cember 11, 1973. In its response of
December 20, 1973, the Government
noted that the appellant still had not
supplied a copy of the subcontract
or a copy of the settlement agree-
ment. By letter dated December 26,
1973, the appellant was advised that.
because of its apparent willingness
to provide the needed information
voluntarily, the Government would
not proceed with the ervice of the
written interrogatories. The appel-
lant not having furnished the re-
quested information by April 19,
1974, the Government wrote again
to appellant on that date request-
ing the desired information..

On its own initiative the Board
wrote the parties on IMay 21,' 1974,
requesting that the Goverlnment
serve the writtea interrogatories
authorized by the Board's Orler
dated December 1, 1973, and file
an answer or take such other action
as might be appropriate. On
June 17, 1974,. the Govermnient filed-
its written. interrogatories. Not
hearing from, the appellant, the
Government filed a motion to dis-
miss appeal dated August 9, 1974,
due to the failure of appellant to
respondto the written interroga-
tories. Qn August 14, 1974, the
Board, issued.. an Order to show
cause within 30 days why the ap-
peal should not be dismissed. The
appellant wrote the Board under
date of September 3, 1974, to'state
that it never -had received thelwrit-2

ten interrogatories from the Gov-
ernment, and requested that certi-
fied mail be used to assure delivery.
On September 21, 1974, the Board
issued an Order requiring the Gov-.
ernment to furnish the Board the
postal service return receipts al-
legedly showing receipt by appel-
lant of, the Government's written
interrogatories dated June 17, 1974,
and the motion to dismiss dated
August 9, 1974. By memorandum
dated September 27, 1974, the Gov-
ernment supplied the two postal
service return receipts. The first
receipt bears the signature of the
addressee, "Evergreen Engineer-
ing" with the initials CDG" and
is dated June 26, 1974. The second
receipt bears the signattre of "Carl:
Bybee" with the initials "JSS" and
is dated August'13, 1974. To verify
that appellant had been receiving
copies of the Government's docu-
ments filed with' the Board,, the
Board on October 9, 1974, requested.
the Government by memorandum
to supply the postal service return.
receipt for the- motion dated No-'
vember 30, 1973, Which requested.
authorization for written inter-
rogatories. The Government re-.
sponded by memorandum dated,
October 22, 1974, in which it stated
that postal receipt in question could
not be found. To establish that ap-
pellant did receive the Govern-
ment's motion dated November 30,
1973, however, the. Government en-
closed copies of two letters received'
from appellant, each bearing the-
date''of:December I, 1973. In both"
letters appellant refers to the Gov-
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erinent's letter of November 30,
1973, transmitting the Govern-
ment's motion.

The Board on October 29, 1974,
entered an Order dismissing the
portion of appellant's claim relat-
ing to the information sought by
the interrogatories (the hot bitumi-
nous concrete claim) . The Order was
subject to being set aside if appel-
lant supplied the requested infor-
mation within 30 days after receipt
of a copy of the order. Evergreen
Engineering, Inc., IBCA-994-5-73
(October 29, 1974), 81 I.D. 615, 74-
2 BCA par. 10,905. As there is
nothing to indicate that the appel-
lant has furnished the requested in-
formation to the Government, the
hot bituminous concrete claim -is
hereby dismissed with prejudice.

( ('2) Motion to Dismiss. 

On January 8, 1975, the appellant
wrote to the Government stating
that it would retain counsel within.
the next 30 days to proceed with
this appeal. No. counsel having en-
tered an appearance for the appel-
lant, the Government filed a motion
to dismiss appeal for lack of prose-
cution dated March 14, 1975. The
Government in its motion relates
appellant's failure to reply to writ-
ten interrogatories, the attempted
assignment to a third party, the fail-
ure to ever file a complaint, and the
apparent failure of appellant to en-
gage an attorney despite the repre-
sentations made in appellant's let-
ter dated January 8, 1975. The
motion, also noted that the Govern-
ment continues to be prejudiced- by

appellant's failure to prosecute the
appeal. An Order to, show cause
within 30 days why the appeal
should not be dismissed with preju-
dice was issued by the Board on
March 18, 19-75. In response to this
Order the- appellant wrote the
Boardc on April 10, 1975 stating
that it was having difficulty raising
funds to retain counsel to represent
it and asked that the "case not be
closed until I can raise the funds to
hire legal counsel." The Govern-
ment led a motion to dismiss the
appeal with prejudice dated' May
21; 1975, in which it noted that the
appeal had been filed on April 30,
1973; and that in the intervening
time the appellant had failed to
prosecute the appeal'.
- On June 12, 1975, the Board re-
ceived a response to the Govern-
ment's motion to dismiss-the appeal
withprejudice from a law firm in
Phoenix,'Arizona. The attorney for
the law firm who signed the re-
sponse stated that he "would like'
thirty (30) days' in which to review
the appropriate documents and the
legal issues involved, at which time,
if representation is undertaken, a
formal- notice of appearance will be
filed with the Board of Contract
Appeals, and the case pursued with-
out undue delay." With no objection
from the Government, the Board
issued an Order on June 16, 1975,
suspending any action on the Gov-
ehnment's motion to dismiss the ap-
peal with prejudice for a period of
30. days from- date of receipt of the.
Order by the attorney. To date. no
appearance has been entered .by the
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attorney from the Phoenix law firm
.or by anyone else on behalf of the
appellant.
'.In a memorandum to the Board

under date of August 1, 1975, the
Government renewed its motion to
dismiss the appeal with prejudice
noting that the 30-day period had
expired with no word from either
the appellant or the attorney. The
memorandum shows that a copy had
been mailed to the Phoenix attorney
who had requested an opportunity
to review the documents.

Decision

[13 This appeal was docketed on
lay 8, 1973. Over two years have

transpired but no: progress has been
made on the prosecution of the ap-
peal. Although two published deci-
sions have already been issued, the
appellant has yet to even filea com-
plaint detailing the 21 separate
items in its claim. Appellant has
failed to cooperate in discovery pro-
ceedings, thereby causing the Board
to issue an Order dismissing the
portion of its claim relating to the
discovery request.

Recognizing that appellant has
-not been represented by counsel, the
Board has given the appellant a
considerable amount of leeway in
proceeding with the prosecution of
this appeal. The appellant has been
furnished a copy of the Board's
rules which clearly show that-it is
not necessary for the appellant to
retain,.counsel in order to proceed
with the appeal. Appellant may rep-
resent itself through its president,

the official who has been correspond-
ing with the Board and the Govern-
ment since the appeal has been dock-
eted. The Board's rules, Sec. 4.107
(43 CFR 4.107) provide that a com-
plaint shall be filed within 30 days
'after receipt of notice of docketing
-of the appeal. It has been over two
years since the appeal has been
docketed. The record shows that the
appellant has (i) ignored deadlines
established in Board orders (ii) re-'
fused to answer interrogatories
(iii) made representations concern-
ing receipt of documents which are
contradicted by the evidence of rec-
ords, and (iv) stated that it would
retain counsel and then failed to do
so.

Based upon the record made in
these proceedings, we conclude that
the Board should not continue to
entertain the instant appeal. The
appeal is therefore dismissed with-
out prejudice for failure to prose-
cute. The dismissal shall be deemed
to be with prejudice, however,
should the appellant fail to file a
complaint with the Board within
45 days after receipt of a copy of
this decision.'

KARL S. VASILOFF,

Administrative Judge.

I CONCUR:

WILLIAM F. McGRAw
Chief Administrative Judge.

ISee Metametricg Corporation, IBCA-1012-
12-73 (November 12, 1974), 81 LD. 645, 74-2
BCA par. 10,931; Henkle and Company,
IBCA-212 (September 15, 1959),' 59-2 BCA
par. 2331; Parker-Schram Company, IBCA-
119 (January 28, 1959)., 59-1 BCA--par. 2058.
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JOHN C. BRIGGS

221BLA8

'DecidecSepternberz4, 1975

Appeal from the decision of the Alaska
State Office, Bureau f, Land Manage-
ment ordering appellant to elinqnish

-a portion of the lands applied for in
his additional homestead entry appli-
cation AA-3028.

Set aside and remanded.

1. Additional Homesteads-Alaska:
Homesteads

kThe land in an additional homestead en-
.try application under the Act of April 28,
1904, as aended, 43 U.S.C. 213 (1970),
must be, contiguous to the applicant's
original homestead. Neither that Act nor
regulations Tiied thereunder require
that tracts of lands in such an additional
entry. application be ontiguous to each
other. The requirement of 43 iCFR 2567.1
(c) that land i a homestead entry appli-
cation in Alaska must be in a ontiguous
body is. maintained by the fact that the
land in the additional entry must be con-
ltiguous to the original homestead.

APPEARANCES: John C. Briggs, pro
se.

OP21i10N BY ADMZANSTRA-
TIVE JUDGE THOMPSON

INTERIOR BOARD OF LAND
APPEALS-; .

On July 15, 1968, John 0". Briggs
filed additional homestead entry ap-
plicatipai A4028 il the Alaska
State Office, Bureau of Land Man-
agement. The application was 'for

twoseparate tracts totaling 40 acres
as ang aditional entry' under sec. 2
-of the Act of Arlil 2,490433
-Stat., 527), as ainended,4a3 h.S.C.
§ 213 (1970). The tracts are not con-
tiguousto, eac other, but each ad-
joins, the applicants, -patented
homestead entry.. The State Office
.informed appellant- in a decision
dated April 7, 1975, that; unless he
relinquished one or 'the other of the
-two tracts, his application would be
-rejected and his claim canceled. Ap-
pellant appeals from that decision.

The State Office decision stated
that appellant "fied application to
enter 40 acres -of surveyed lands un-
der the act of May 14, 1898. (30
Stat. 409; .43 U.S.C. 61 (1970) )6 ." 

The decision then quoted 43 OFR
2567.1 (c) which rquites that lands
*applied for in a homestead'applica-
tion in Alaska "mustbe contiguous."
Therefore, the decision concluded,
appellant must relinquish one or the
'other ofT the tracts. f

Appellant points out that he has
received patent to his original home-
stead of 120 acres. He acknowledges
that he has not applied for tracts
contiguous with each other. How-
ever, he states that each of the two
tracts in his application is' con-
'tiguous to his original: homestead.
He argues that "it is obvious that
the intent of the regulation is being

-fulfilled." We agree with'appellant

1 Sec. 1 of the Act of May 14, 1898, 30 Stat.
-409, nowv codified as 43 UA.5.C: 270 (1970),
applies the homestead laws of -the United
States to Alaska, including 43U.S.C. §§161,
213 (1970). See the discussionbsfr.
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that the State Office decision was. i
error.

,[A] In its decision th eState Of-
fice stated asquoted abovethat ap-

'pellant. was applying to enter.land

uder 43 U.S.C.-' 161 (1970). ThatK

.statute is the general holinestead law

:authorizing entry of unappropri-

ated .public-lands.43 CFR 2567.1 (c)

is a regulation applicable to home-

stead a entriesunder 43 -U.S.C. §161
(1970). for land in Alaska; See 43

U.S.C. § 27.0 (1970). IHowever, ap-

pellant clearly stated on his appli-

cation, as required by 43 CFR 2512.2

(b), that he was applying for

an additio nal honbjestead entry un-

der the Act of Apri 28, 1904 (43

U.S.C. § 213 (1970)). Therefore, the

requirements 'of 43 CFR 2567.1(c)

that the land in a homestead appli-

cation must be in a contiguous body

should be applied within the pur-

pose and requirements of 43 U.S.C.

§ 213 '(1970) and regulations issued

thereunder.

"Applications for additional

homestead entries in Alaska under

43 U.S.C. § 213 (1970) are governed

'by 43 CFR 2567.4(c), which states

in part

(c) AdditionaZ entries. Any person
otherwise qualified who has made final
proof on an entry for less than'160 acres
may make an additional entry for con-
tiguous' land under the act of April 28,
1904 * * * for such area as when-added
to the area previously entered will not ex-
ceed 160 acres. The requirements in con-
nection with such entries are set forth
-in *k*- * [§] 2512.2 of'this chapter. * *

The meaning' of 'the "words' ̀ COn-

tiguuIS land" -in the above regula-

tion becomes evident from. the first
paragraph of 43 U.S.C. § 213

Any homestead settler who has hereto-
fore entered, or may hereafter enter, less
than, one-quarter section of land, may
enter other 'and additional land lying
contiguous to- the -original entry 'which
shall not, with the land first entered and
occupied, exceed in the aggregate one
hundred and sixty acres. [Italics added.]

43 CFR 2512.2(b), referred to in 43
CFR '2567.4 (c), eiipra, repeats ver-
batim the emphasized'portion of the
above statute.

The purpose of 43 'U.S.C. §213
(1970) is to allow homestead set-
tlers to obtain the full 160 acres they
wonld have been'allowed in their

* original homestead entry. applica-
.tions.' The requir ement: in 43' CMFR
2567.1 (c) that the and applied for
in a homestead application be con-
tiguous' is maintained by the re-
quirement that the additiona1 entry
lands be contiguous to the original
homestead. The end result, as in the
'case before us, is a 160-acre contig-
uous body of land. Where such' a
'result is obtained and an application
otherwise meets description require-
ments, we see no prohibition in the
law or regulations against an ad-
ditional entry consisting of 'two
tracts both contiguous: to the origi-
nal entry, but not to each other.

Therefore, pursuant to the au-
thority delegated-to the Board of
Land Appeals by the Secretary of'
the Interior, 43 CFR 4.1, the deci-
sionappealed from is setaside and
thecase: remanded for further'con-
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sideration consistent with this
Opinion.

JOAN B. TnOMPsoN,
Administrative Judge.

W0E CONCUR:

DOUGLAS E. HENRiQuES,
Administrative Judge.

ANNE POINDEXTER LEWIs,
Administrative Judge.

IN THE MATTER OF DANIEL
HENSLER

5 IBMA 115

Decided September 12, 1975

Certified Interlocutory Ruling.

1. Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Review of Notices
and Orders: Jurisdiction

The Secretary of the Interior has juris-
diction to assess a civil penalty under
sec. 100(c) of the Act, 30 U.S.C. §819(c)
(1970), and such penalty is not criminal
in nature.

APPEARANCES: William A. Gersh-
tuny, Esq., for respondent, Daniel
Hensler; Thomas A.; Mascolino, Esq.,
Assistant Solicitor, W. Michael Hack-
ett, Esq., Trial Attorney, for petition-
er, Mining Enforcement and Safety
Administration.

OPINION BY CIIEF
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

DOANE

INTERIOR BOARD OF MINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

Pursuant to 43 CFR 4.591, Chief
Administrative Law Judge Luoma

has certified to the Board his ruling
in the above-captioned docket deny-
ing in part respondent Daniel Hens-
ler's prehearing motion to dismiss
for want of jurisdiction. Specifi-
cally, he ruled that the Secretary of
the Interior has jurisdiction to as-
sess a civil penalty under subsection
(c) of sec. 109 of the Federal Coal
Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969
over respondent's objection that
such a penalty is criminal in nature
and thus may only be imposed by
invoking judicial power. 30 U.S.C.
§ 819 (c) (1970). For the reasons set
forth below, we affirm.

Procedural and Factual
Background

On May 1, 1975, pursuant to 43
CFR 4.540, the Mining Enforce-
ment and Safety Administration
(MESA) filed with the Hearings
Division a petition for assessment
of civil penalty against respondent
in accordance with subsection (c)
of sec. 109 of the Act. MESA al-
leged in substance that, on July 18,
1974, respondent knowingly author-
ized, ordered and carried out vio-
lations of subsecs. (a) and: (c) of
sec. 313 of the Act. 30 U.S.C. § 873
(a) (1970), 30 CFR 75.1300; 30
U.S.C. § 873(c) (1970),7 30 CFR 75.-
1303. Such violations were alleged
to have occurred at the Meigs No. 
Mine of the Southern Ohio' Coal
Company where respondent is em-
ployed as a section foremwan.

On June 12, 1975, respondent an-
swered, stating a number of defenses
and praying that MESA's petition
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be dismissed, or in the alternative,
that no penalties be assessed.

Subsequently, on July 16, 1975,
respondent filed a motion to dismiss,
listing a number of grounds there-
for, including the contention in sub-
stance that the penalties sought Were
criminal in nature and consequently
not assessable by the Secretary.
MESA filed a statement in opposi-
tion on July 28, 1975.

By order dated August 1, 1975,
the Chief Administrative Law
Judge denied the subject motion in
part, ruling that he had jurisdiction
over a sec. 109 (c) civil penalty pro-
ceeding and that the penalty being
sought was not criminal in nature..
He then certified his ruling to the
Board pursuant to 43 CFR 4.591.

Finding that the subject ruling
involved a controlling question of
law the resolution of which may
materially advance ultimate dis-
position of the subject proceeding,
we agreed to undertake review in an
order issued August 6, 1975. In the
interest of expeditious handling, we
scheduled oral argument for Au-
gust 15, 1975, and dispensed with
the requirement of filing prehearing
briefs. Oral argument before the
undersigned panel took place as
scheduled.

Issue on Appeal

Whether the Chief Administra-
tive Law Judge correctly ruled
that the Secretary of the Interior
has jurisdiction to assess a civil
penalty under sec. 109(c) of the Act
over. respondent's objection that
such a penalty is criminal in nature.

Dismtssion

[1] Subsection (c) of section 109
of the Act incorporates by reference
the sanctions provided for under
subsecs. (a) and (b), but is silent
with respect to the question of
whether the former may be imposed
administratively by the Secretary.'
Respondent contends that, despite
the appellation "civil," the penalty
is criminal in nature, and that there-
fore it may only be imposed by
invoking judicial power. Insofar as
we are concerned, the issue pre-
sented is strictly a matter of
statutory construction.

We begin our analysis by reject-
ing the argument that the term
"civil" can or should be ignored. It
is settled that when the Congress has
characterized a monetary penalty
assessment as "civil," such charac-
terization must be taken at face
value where the only consequence of
an adverse judgment is liability to
pa.y a sum of money. See United
States v. J. B. Villiams Co., Inc.,
498 F. 2d 414, 421 (2d Cir. 1974).
With respect to a proceeding for
assessment of civil penalty nder

1 Subsection (c) of sec. 109 of the Act pro-
vides as follows:

"Whenever a corporate operator violates
a mandatory health or safety standard or
knowingly violates or fails or refuses to com-
ply with any order issued under this Act or
any order incorporated in a final decision
issued under this Act, except an order incor-
porated In a decision- issued under subsec-
tion (a) of this section or section 110(b) (2)
of this title, any director, offcer, or agent of
such corporation who knowingly authorized,
ordered, or carried out such violation, fail-
ure, or refusal shall be subject to the same
civil penalties, fines, and mprisonment that
may' be imposed upon a person under sub-
sections (a) and (b) of this section."
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subsec. (c) of sec. 109, the result United States v. J. B. Williams CJo.,
in a case where the Government Inc.,supra American Sbelting and:
prevails, is simply a money judg- Reftning Co. v. OSHRC, -501 F. 2d
ment. By contrast, there is neither 504(8th'Cir.'1974) ; and Frank Iry,
the stigma 'of "conviction" 'nor Jr., Inc. v. OSHRC,-F. 2d
the disabilities associated with es-- 1974-1975 OSHD par. 18,927 (3d-
tablishment of a criminal record: Cir.,No.73-1765, Nov. 4,1974), aff'd
which accompany a similar kind of on rehearing en, bane, - F. 2d
judgment in a criminal proceeding 1975-1976 OSHD par. 19,876 (July
brought undef the same subsection.0

'^ 24, 1975). Indeed,' it is noteworthy:
It follows accordingly that the sub- that all 'of theseases except:hey
ject penalty provision is, as verg v. Mitchell,supra,,dealwith
characterized, strictly civil and not civil penalties possessing a substan-
criminal in nature. tial identity of 'purpose, namely,

On the foregoing basis alone, we deterrence of noncompliance with
would affirm the Chief Administra- legislative rules designed in solme
tive Law Judge's ruling, but there - measure to prevent the occurrence of
are still other reasons which lend' health and safety hazards. More-
support to our coclusion that when over, in all of these cases, except
the Congress used the term "civil," United States v.: J. B. Williams Co.,
it did so purposefully. I inc., supra, the penialties in question

With regard to civil monetary were administratively imposed. The
penalties in other statutes which, civil penalty provision here under
like those under our Act, are de- analysis comes squarely within thlis
signed for the regulatory purpose line of cases
of enforcing observance of 'and com- . a o - ou ' pn-

legislative and i . . .. : Xlon, be significantly 'distinguished.3
pliance WtI egislative policies and
rules, we observe that the federal In opposition to this. line of rea-
appellate courts have uniformly up- song, respondent makes several ar-
held their validity as a matter of gurentsbased on his reading of the
constitutonal 'law: as against con- statutory langage and two federal
tentions that such penalties were u cases, namely United States v. Le-
criminal in nature. See, e.g., ceditci" Beouf Bros. Towing (Jo,.Inc., 377
Navigation Co. v. Stranahan,' 214 F .Supp. 558 (E.D. La. 1974), ap-
U.S. 320, (1909); Helveinng v. peal pending, 5th Cir., No. 74-3140;
1itchell, 303 U.S. 391 (1938); . and Kfennedy v. Mlendoza-Martinez,

_____ V e - - i _ ^ _ _ : 372 U.S. 144 Il963). He also com-
2Respondent suggests that the real motive

behind the.civil penalty povasion of sec 109 -We observe in passing thatthe maximum
(c) is to impose a punishment without having civil penalty allowable under sec. 1o9(c) is
to comply with the .proeeduial; requirements 810,000 w vhich- is well within"-, the range of
for a criminat prosecution We think that similar such penalti es which have been held

this uggetionamoutstpeoaiecne to be civiL. eeg enrigv'i thS
ture unrelated.to any ective aspects of the ;,.sujra', Uiite States ex rel,-,arcus v H ess,.
language. of the Act orte legislatie history .317 U.S. 37, (1943), unted States v.' J. B.
See:. lemnsg v. Rejster, 36,$ S, 608, 617i .. 'Wslliams Co., 'ie, supa at4i 418! n. 1-; and
(1960). ; 8! '!:' ^ ^ ; erant"Irey, fJ', .Inic, v,, eof'iOsr 1su6.
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plains particularly of the denial of.
a trial by jury: and the impact of the
subject. proceeding on any subse-,
quent criminal case.

Respondent, wouldhave pus find
signifioanc in .the fact that several
of the criteria required to be conh-
sidered under subsection (a) ,of sec.,
i0 are plainly irrelevant to any in-:
dividual who might be assesse a
civil penalty puirsuant to subsec. (c)
thereof. The criteria required to be,
considered under subsection (a)
.are: (1) history of previous viola-
tions, (2) appropriateness of such
penalty to the size of the business,
(3) negligence, (4) effect on the op-
erator's ability to continue in busi-
ness, (5) gravity of the violation,
and (6)e demonstrated good faith in'
achieving rapid compliance after
notification of a violation. Of these,
only the second and fourth are ir-
relevant. We find this argument un-
persuasive because these criteria do
not constitute a description of the
.coverage of subsections (a). or (c)
of sec.. 109, as would be the case, if
they were', instead, elements of a
prima facie case. X

Respondent further points out
that sec. 109(c) requires proof by
the Government that a person
charged thereunder: committed the
acts alleged "knowingly" and maili-
tains that such requirement conclu-
sively reveals a purely punitive leg-
islatie -purpose. *Wve '. reject this
claim by noting that in, an instance,
where knowledge was an element in-
an action for a civil monetary pen-
alty in a:•tatutotr scheme provid-
ing for both'.Civi 'and. criniiii-al anc-

4on for the same behavior, such
penalty was held by the. Supreme
Court to be civilrover th6 objectioniha~~~~~ it ..s :. er
that was criminal in nature. U.S.
exc rbe. Marcus v. fles', su~pra (cited
at n.'3). ''

Respondent' principally relies
upon' the LeBeouhf decision' cited
above. In that case, a Ifederal dis-
trict court construed two contiguous
provisions of the Federal Water
Pollution Control Act, namely, 33
U.S.C.A. § 1161 (b) (4) and- (b)(5)
(1970). The former'mandates com-
pulsory notification to the Coast
Guard upon an unlawful discharge
of oil into or upon the navigable
waters of the United States and
makes failure to comply subject to
penal. sanctions. It also provides
that "* * * Notification * * * or
information obtained by exploita-
tion of such notification shall not
be used in any crmizwnal case, except
a prosecution. for perjury or fo'r
giving, a false statenient." (Italics-
added.) .Subsed. (b) (5) provides
for administrati ve imposition of a
civil penalty of not more than'
$10,000 for the discharge of oil
which occurs knowingly. Our read-
ing of the court's opinion leaves
us in some doubt as to whether it
stands for a statutory holding or a
constitutional proposition of law.
However, in light of the prevailing
practice -in federal courts against
deciding. constitutional issues where
an alternative basis for conclusive
disposition- exists, we are of: the
opinion that the court held only,
that a; civil penalt;y -action brought
under 23.'U.S.C.A. §'11i1.(b}):(')'i
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a. "criminal case" within the mean-
ing of the above-quoted use immu-
ity provision of 33 U.S.C.A. §1161
(b) (4). Given that holding, we find
LeBeouf to be completely distin-
guislable because the penalty being
sought here is not an outgrowth of
compulsory self-disclosure man-
dated by the Act.

Secondarily, respondent relies
upon the Supreme Court's decision
in Kennedy v. Mendoza-01artinez,
supra. There, it was held that for-
feiture of citizenship for the of-
fense of leaving or remaining out-
side the country to evade military
service is a punishment which. can-
not be imposed consistent'with the
Fifth and Sixth Amendments to
the Constitution without a prior
criminal trial. The Court weighed
a number of factors in reaching a:
determination as- to whether the
sanction in question, which was not
labeled "civil," was regulatory or
penal in nature; however, we need
not go through a similar analysis
here because, unlike the statute con-
strued in Kennedy, the congres-
sional intent and the language of'
the Act are entirely clear and the
sanction authorized is purely mone-
tary. See Frank Irey, Jr., Inc. v.
OSHRC, supra at-.

Finally, respondent complains
particularly of the denial of an op-
portunity for trial by jury and of
the impact any testimony given in
administrative proceedings might
have on a subsequent criminal case
growing out of the same incidents
which are the subject of the instant
petition for assessment. With re-

spect to the former objection, we
observe that if the Government is
successful in the subject adminis-
trative action, respondent may still
demand a jury trial with respect to
issues of fact in the appropriate
district court of the United States if
he refuses to pay the administrative
assessment and a collection action
is filed under sec. 109 (a) (4). 30
U.S.C. § 819(a) (4) (1970). More-
over, with respect to the latter. ob-
jection, although the Government
may be taking certain litigating
risks with regard to any criminal
action it may contemplate bringing,
such risks are irrelevant to a deter-
mination as to whether the Secre-
tary has jurisdiction to assess a civil
penalty in advance of any prosecu-
tion under sec. 109(c).

To sum up, we conclude that the
assessment of a civil penalty under
sec. 109(c) does not constitute the
imposition of a sanction which is
penal in nature. Accordingly, we
are affirming the ruling of the Chief'
Administrative Law Judge sustain-
ing the Secretary's jurisdiction in
the case at hand.

ORDER

WIEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority delegated to the Board by
the Secretary of the Interior (43
CFR 4.1(4) ), IT IS HEREBY
ORDERED that the ruling in the
above-captioned docket certified to
the Board'IS AFFIRMED.

DAviD DOANE,

Chief Administrative Judge.
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)1,7r coNcU-R:

-TOWARD J. SCHELLENBERG, JR.,
Administrative Judge.

JAMES R. RICHARDS,
Ex-officio Member of the Board,
Director.
Office of Lhearings and Appeals.

AFF INITY MINING COMPANY

5 IBMA 126

Decided September 15, 1975

Appeal by the United Mine Workers
of America from an order by Admin-
istrative Law Judge Richard C. Steffey
(Docket No. HOPE 75-719), dated
May 15, 1975, granting a Mining En-
forcement and Safety Administration
motion to dismiss UMWA's Applica-
tion for Review of a section 104(b)
Modification. Notice pursuant to sec-
tion 105 of the Federal Coal Mine
Health and Safety Act of 1969.

Affirmed.

1. Federal Coal Mine and. Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Review ofNotices
and'Orders: Dismissal of Applications

An Application for Review of a Notice
modifying an earlier Notice of Violation
issued pursuant to sec. 104(b) of the Act
should be dismissed where the condition
cited in the earlier Notice has been fully
abated and a Notice of Termination is-
sued.

APPEARANCES: Steven B. Jacobson,
Esq., for appellant, United Mine
Workers of America; and ames R.
Kyper, for appellee, Affinity Mining

Company. Mining Enforcement and
Safety Administration did not partic-
ipate in this appeal.

OPINION BY CHIEF
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

DOANE

INTERIOR BOARD OF MINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

Backround

On December, 20, 1974, Mining
Enforcement and Safety Adminis-
tration (MESA) inspector issued
Notice of Violation No. 1 JJP to
Affinity MVining' Company (Affin-
ity) after an inspection of its Key-
stone No. 5 Mine in Affinity, West
Virginia. This Notice stated 'that a
refuse pile was impeding drainage
or mpounding water at two loca-
tions. Affinity was given until Feb-
ruary 5, 1975, to abate the alleged
violation, of 30 CFR 7.215. On
February 13,1975, Modification No-
tice No. 1 JJP was issued, and it
stated that one portion of the refuse
pile impeding drainage had been
removed and gave Affinity until
February 27, 1975, to submit design
criteria for a diversion ditch to the
MESA district manager. OD Feb-
rvary 20, 1975, Modification Notice
No. 1. JJP was issued.deleting the
requirement.of submission of design
,criteria for the diversion, ditch and
requiring abatement of the condi-
tion cited in the December Notice
by' February 27, 1975. On March 7,
1975, the MESA inspector issued
Notice of' Termination No. I' JJP
after finding that the:cited condi-

439
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tion was fully abated. On March 24,
1975, the United Mine Workers of
America filed an. Application for
Review of the February 20 Modi-
fication N'otice.

On April 8, 1975, MESA filed a
motion to dismiss te Application,
in which Affinity joined on May 8,
1975. On Mab 15, 1975, the Admin-
istrativ'e Law Judge (Judge), re-
lying on the Board's decision in
Freeman CeoalMining Corporation,
1 IBMA 1,.77 ID. 149, 1971-1973
OSHD par., 15,367 (1970), held that
where the violation alleged in a no-
tice of violation' has been found by
MESA to have been abated an Ap-
plicatioli for Reviewoof a modifica-
tion of, sucii notice. must be dis-
missed.

In its brief 'on appeal, MWA
contends that the Judge erred in
dismissing its Application for Re-
view.. Although IJMIWA raises sev-
eral issues in 'its brief, the key issue
is that stated above. Affinity filed a
brief in which it urged the Board
to affirm the Judge's order.

Issue Presented

"'Whether the Judge erred in dis-
missing an Application 'for Review
of a Notice modifying an earlier
Notice of Violation where the vio-
lation alleged is found to be fully
abated by MESA-prior to the, filing
of the Application.

''In Freeman Coal Mining Cor-
p-oration, supra 'at 14-15i the
Board held:

* * * Thus, unless a withdrawal order
has issued, or unless there are issues
pending before the Board relating to an
application by the Bureau for the assess-
ment of a penalty' we think that a pend-
ing proceeding to Teview a section 104(b)
notice should be dismissed when the Bu-
reau makes an unequivocal finding that
the violation has been totally abated.
(Footnote omitted.)

[1] Subsequently, in Reliable
Coa Corporation, 1 IBMA 50, 78
I.I. 19:99, 1971-1973 OSHD par.
15,368 (1971), we held:

* * * that where the Bureau finds a
violation charged in a notice issued under
'section 104 (b) or (i) of the Act to be
,totally abated, an application to review
such nptice under section 105(a) is sub-
Ject to dismissal.

We are of the opinion that our hold-
ings iii these deisions 'are disposi-
tive of, this'appeal. IMWA is seek-
ing review of a Notice which mod-
ifiesan'earlier Notice. It is limiting
its application to the issue of wheth-
er the modification which altered
the requirements for abatement was
reasonable. In the period between
the issuance of the Notice and
UMWA's Application, Affinity
complied with the requirements of
the Fe'bruary 20 Modification No-
tice' and abated the alleged viola-
tion. Since section 105 (a) of the Act
allows the representative of miners
to seek review of a sec. 104(b) no-
tice only if he believes the period of
ti.mefixed fdr abatement to be un-
reasonable and consistent with our
holdings in Freeman and Reliable,
supUra, UMIWA's application 'is ren-
dered moot by MESA's finding that
the alleged violation hadbean total-
ly-abated.
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As we' stated in Freema, supra
at 13, "[w]e. do not understand the
Secretaryls.deleg'ation the Board
to confer upon the Board general
supervisory authority over the en-
tire spectrum 'of the Nureau'sI en-
forcement practices and plicies"
* * * If we were 'to agree with the
position of TJMWA,. we would be
contravening -the above statement
by perImitting the Office of Hearings
and Appeals to decree what. MESA

.should or should not require for
' abatement of a violation.

Based ulponi the foregoing, we
conclude that UMWA's Applica-
tion for Review was properly dls-
missed. '

O'-RDER

WHEREFORE, ursuant to the
authority' delegated to the Board
by the Secretary of the Interior (43
CFR 4.1(4)), IT IS HEREBY

- ORDERED that the Judge's order
in the above-captioned case IS AF-
FIRME D.

DAVID DoANE,
Chief Administrative Judge.

I coNuR:: -

HOWARD J. SCRELLENBERG, JR.,

Admninistrative Judge.

ZEIGLER COAL COMPANY

5 IBMA 132

Decided Septemnber.19, 1975

Appeals by the Mining Enforcement
and.; Safety Administration (herein-

after MESA) and Zeigler Coal Com-

pany (Zeigler) from an initial decision
dated- June-24, 1975, by Administra-
tive Law Judge Paul Merlin (Judge),
in consolidated Docket Nos.BARB 75-

-611 and lBARB 75-650-P-1 granting
Zeigler's application for review of an
Order of Withdrawal issued under sec-

'tion, 104(a) of the Federal CoalMine
Health and Safety Act of 1969 and
assessing civil penalties of $600 for
violations of mandatory safety stand-
ards.

-' A'ffirmed. : - ':'' ''~ ;5 

1. Federal C'oal Mine. -Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Closure Orders:
Imminent Danger

In an application for review of a sec. 104
(a) order, the order is properly vacated
where the conditions cited therein consti-
tute violations of the operator's roof con-
trol plan,; but fail to show the roof to be
unsafe or inadequately supported.

2. Federal Coal Mine Health. and
Safety Act of 1969: Mandatory Safety
Standards: Roof Control
Individual provisions of a roof control
plan, once adopted and approved by the
Secretary are enforceable as mandatory
standards as to the particular mine for
which the plan was approved.

3. Federal Coal Mine ealth and
Safety Act of 1969: Penalties: Mitiga-
tion

The amounts assessed as civil penalties
will not be disturbed where it appears
that an Administrative Law Judge has
given weight to evidence of economic
losses suffered as a result of a vacated
withdrawal order.

APPEARANCES: David- -L. Baskin,
Esq., and ThMomas A Mscolino, Esq.,

Assistant Solicitor, for appellant, Min-
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ing Enforcement and Safety Adminis-
tration; . Halbert Woods, Esq., for
appellee, Zeigler Coal Company.

OPINION BY ADMINISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE SCHELLEN-
BERG

yINT'ERIOR-BOARD OF AINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

Background

On December 13,1974, a MESA
inspector issued the following sec-
tion 104 (a) withdrawal order' af-
fecting the No. 4 unit working sec-
tion of Zeigler Coal Company's No.
9 Mine, in Madisonville, Kentucky:

Violations of 75.200 and 75.1725(a)
existed on No. 4 unit, east rooms, No.
2 south, 1 main west: The approved
roof control plan was not being fol-
lowed in that the torque on the first
and one out of every four roof bolts
installed thereafter were not checked
immediately after each bolt to be
tested was installed in No. 1 room.
An additional supply of 20 roof bolts,
at least 12 inches longer than the
42 inch bolt length used was not pro-
vided at the dumping point or inby.
Two temporary supports were not kept
in the face areas of any of the seven
active working places. The results of
the spot checks on torques, on a
daily basis, were not being satisfac-
torily recorded in the onshift exam-
ination book, in that for some shifts
the number of bolts tested was not
recorded, for some shifts the num-
ber of bolts above and below the re-
quired average was not recorded, and
for at least one shift, neither were
recorded (75.200) ; the torque valves
on both roof bolting machines, Nos.
2-0555 and Serial No. 25 B-149, were
inoperative, and the brakes on the
roof bolting machine, Serial No. 25

'Pursuant to the Federal Coal Mine Health
and Safety Act of 1969, 30 U.S.C. § 801-960
(1970).

B-149, were inoperative, and the
machine had not been removed from
service (75.1725 (a)).'

On December 17, 1974, the op-
erator had corrected the above de-
fects and the inspector issued an
order modifying the withdrawal
order and permitting production to
resume.

On December 19, 1974, the in-
spector terminated the order when
he found that the operator was in
compliance with the approved roof
control plan -and the persons in-
volved had. been made. aware of
the plan's provisions.

On April 14, 1975, the. civil
penalty proceeding . was epinsoli-
dated with the Application for
Review and a hearing on the
merits was held on April 16, in
Arlington, Virginia.

Finding no conflict in the rec-
ord with respect to the existence
of the conditions cited in the
order, the Judge considered each
condition in turn. He found that
the failure to make and record

30 CFR 75.200 provides in relevant part:
"Each operator shall undertake to carry

out on a continuing basis a program to im-
prove the roof control system- of each coal
mine and the means and measures to accom-
plish such system. The roof and ribs of all
active underground roadways, travelways, and
working places shall be supported or other-
wise controlled adequately to protect persons
from falls of the roof or ribs. A roof control
plan and revisions thereof suitable to the roof
conditions and mining system of each coal
mine and approved by the Secretary shall be
adopted and set out in printed form *

80 CFR 75.1725(a) provides:
§ 75.1725 Machinery and equipment; oper-

ation and aifntenance.
"(a) Mobile and stationary machinery and

equipment shall be maintained In safe oper-
ating condition and machinery or equipment in
unsafe condition shall be removed from serv-
ice Immediately."
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torque checks left the operator
without the principal means of
ascertaining whether the roof was
adequately supported; that the
frozen torque valves on the roof
bolting machines would result in the
installation of improperly torqued
roof bolts; and that the absence
of extra long roof bolts and tem-
porary supports could result in
inadequately supported roof in
the event of adverse roof condi-
tions.- However, since the record
showed the, roof in the subject
area to be in good condition, the
Judge capeluded that the depar-
tures from the roof control plan,
though serious violations, did not,
either singly or i~n concert, con-
stitute an imminent danger. The
Judge also found the defective
brakes on the roof bolting machine
to be a serious violation but not
one which constituted, or in any
way contributed to an imminent
danger situation. He assessed a
total of $400 for four roof con-
trol violations, $100 for the
frozen torque valves, and $100 for
defective brakes on the roof bolt-
ing machine.,

Contentions of te Parties

MESA contends that the Judge
failed to take into account the risk
which was present prior to and dur-
ing abatement, and therefore .er-.

roneously reached the conclusion
that no imminent danger existed.
MESA asserts that the risk was that
no adequacy-of-support informa-
tion was available for an area of 420

594-849-75-29

feet by 180 feet (the area affected by
the order).

MESA asserts further that, in the
event the order is found to have
been properly issued, larger mone-
tary penalties than those imposed
by the Judge must be assessed.
However, if the order were found to
have been properly vacated, MESA
would not challenge the amount as-
sessed.

Zeigler, though conceding infrac-
tions of the roof control plan, con-
tends that the Judge correctly
determined that no imminent dan-
ger existed.

Zeigler, as cross-appellant, con-
tends that provisions in roof control
Plans which go beyond the require-
ments of the statute are not enforce-
able as mandatory health or safety
standards.

Zeigler further contends that the
amount assessed by the Judge may
have been excessive, in view of the
operator's lost production between
issuance and termination of the
order.

Issues on Appeal

Whether the Judge erred in con-
eluding that an imminent danger
did not exist.

Whether provisions in a roof con-
trol plan are enforceable as manda-
tory standards.

Whether the Judge properly con-
sidered mitigating factors in assess-
ing penalties.

Discussion

[1] The record establishes sev-
eral instances of the operator's

441]
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failure to adhere to its roof control
plan 'but is devoid of any indication

.of cracked, drummy, or otherwise
unsupported or defective roof in the
.subject area. It shows on the con-
trary that the roof was in good con-
dition. MESA's: argument essen-
tially equates the. risk that an un-
supported roof might not 'be
detected with the probability that a
roof fall might occur at any

.rmoment. This reasoning assumes the
existence of a danger (undetected,
unstable. roof) not established by
the. facts of record. It- is 'obvious
from the record that the operator
"has displayed a negligent disregard
of 'its roof conitrol plan.'Serious roof
control violations occurred which
'created 'a 'potentially dangerous
situation in that the operator might
be unaware of, or unable to detect an
unsupported roof. However we
must conclude, as did the Judge,
that the roof" control violations,
either singly or in concert, were not
such that their existence could rea-
sonably be expected to cause death
or serious physical harm before they

-could be abated.3 On the facts of this
record, the potential for a roof fall
was too speculative and remote to
warrant the issuance of an imminent
'danger withdrawal order.

[2] Zeigler does not allege what
provisions in its roof control plan
are beyond the statute, nor does it
suggest that any of the conditions

Freeman Coal Mining orp., 2 IBMA 197,
212, 80 ID. 610,. 1973-1974 QSHD par. 16,567

19738), aff'd sb norn ireeman Coal' Mining
,Co. -%. Interior Board of Mine. Operalions Ap-
peals, 504 F. 2d 741 (7th Cir. 1974).

. cited. in the subject ,order as viola-
-tions. of 30 CFR 75.200 were not
part of, its approved roof control
plan. In view of Zeigler Coal
Comnpany, 2 IBMA 216, 80 I.D. 626,
1973-1974 OS-ID par. 16,608
(1973), and North American Coal.
Corporation, 3 IBMA .93,- 81 LD.

.204, 19731974 OSHD ar. 17,658
(1974), where we held that the pro-

visions of roof control plans were
enforceable as mand tory stand-
'ards, we find this portion of
Zeigler's argument to be without
merit.

13] At the hearing, ZeiglPrs Wit-
ness indicated that the operator lost
six production sifts, amounting to
$2,3004 between issuance and ter-
mination of. the order. This witness
could not explain the delay of sev-
.eraldays before the operator sum-
moned a MESA inspector to ter-
minate the withdrawal order. In
assessing penalties the Judge duly
considered the figures furnished by
Zeigler as well as the- fact that the
subject section of the mine was
idled by the withdrawal order. He
concluded that only moderate pen-
alties were warranted even though
he found the violations were serious
and. resulted-from negligence.

The Board finds that no reason
has been shown why the findings of
fact, conclusions of law and deci-
sion of the Judge should not be
affirmed with respect to the assess-
ment of penalties.

Zeigler's brief lists 21,000 in economic
losses due to the shutdown but fails to: ex-
plain this figure.
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ORDER. have been paid, settled by compromise,
or finally ordered to be paid by the De-

WHEREFORE, pursuant: to the
authority delegated to the Board by
the Secretary of the Interior (43
CFR 4.1(4)), IT IS HEREBY
ORDERED that the Judge's Deti-
sion and Order of June 24, 1975, IS

-AFFIRMED and that Zeigler pay
-the total assessment of $600. on or;
before 30 days from the date of this
decision.

HOWARD J. SCOHELLENBERG, Jr.,-
Administrative Judge.-.

.I cONCUR:

DAVID D6ANE,
Chief. Administrative Judge.

PEGGS RUN COAL COMPANY, INC.

5 IBMA 144

Decided September 22, 1975

Appeal by Peggs Run Coal Company,
Inc. from a, decision by Administrative
Law Judge Joseph B. Kennedy (Docket
No. PITT 7-252-P) dated January
13, 1975, assessing civil monetary pen.
alties in the amount of $2,025, for ten
violations of mandatory safety stand-
ards set forth in certain regulations
promulgated pursuant to the Federal
Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of
1969.

Affirmed as modified.

1. Federal Coal. Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Penalties: Admis-
sibilityS of Previous Violations

Only those violations charged.. prior to
those in issue, and for which penalties

'partment, are admissible as evidence in
considering an operator's history of pre-
'vious violations. ? . I

APPEARANCES: Richard V. Back-
ley, Esq., and Robert J. Araujo, Esq.,
for appellee, Mining Enforcement and
Safety Administration; John R;. Carf-
ily,. Esq., for appellant, Peggs Run
Coal Company, Inc.

OPINVI ON BY ADMINISTRA-
TI VE JUDGE SHEL EN-
BERG . .

INTERIOR BOARD OF N
OPERATIONS AfPLS

- . Background

This appeal by Peggs Run Coal
Company (Peggs Run) involves
a challenge to 10 alleged viola-
tions and assessments of penalties
made under the Federal Coal Mine
Health and Safety Act of 1969'
(hereinafter the Act) charged in 10
notices of violation occurring in the
Peggs Run No. 2 Mine, Shipping-
port, Beaver County, Pennsylvania.
A total penalty of $2,025 was: as-
sessed by the Administrative Law
Judge (Judge) for the alleged vio-
lations.

Eight of the violations under re-
view are uncontested as to the fact
of. violation, but are challenged On
the ground of insufficient evidence
to support findings by the Judge:
with- respect to one or nore of the

'30 U.s.C. § 804-960 (1970).
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criteria considered under sec. 109 violation and as to findings on one
(a) (1) of the Act in determining or more of the criteria considered
the amount of penalty assessed. Two in assessing penalties.
violations are appealed both as to The violations challenged on ap.-
the Judge's findings of the fact of peal are as follows:

Notice/Order No. Reg

1JH--C- 30
4 JHC -30
8 JHC-PN -30
10 JHC-PN -30
1 FJM -30
3 FJM - 30
i PPM = --- 30

2 MID W ~~302 WDW ---------
1 WDW -30
1 JSD -30

Total ----

In considering the criteria pre-
scribed in section 109 (a). (1) for the
purpose of determining the amount
of penalties to be assessed, the Judge
considered as history of previous
violations, inter alia, violations al-
ready settled or compromised, those
presently on appeal, and those
which occurred after the violations
charged in the instant proceeding.
(See Gov. Exh. No' 1.)

Although the Judge submitted a
written decision in which he holds
that all 10 violations did occur and
assessed a penalty for each, the find-
ings of fact and conclusions of law
supporting his decision are found
only in, the transcript of the hear-
ing to which the Judge makes refer-
ence. Therefore, in view of the con-
currence of all parties, in this in-
stance we will consider such refer-

iulation Violated
CFR
CFR
CFR
CFR
CFR
CFR
CFR
CFR
CFR
CPR

75.807
75.807
75.902
75.400
75.603
75.1704
75.507
75.3.16
75.1704
75.301-1

Date

08-29-72
08-29-72
08-29-72
08-29-72
08-29-72
08-29-72
09-19-72
12-13-72
12-13-72
01-19-73

Amount

$275
100
2501
100
200
20a
250
100'

40.0
150

$2, 025

ences to be incorporated as a part
of the Judge's Decision.2

Issues Presented

A.

Whether violations which have,
been settled or compromised prior to
the hearing in the instant case,
which are in some stage of litiga-
tion at the time of said hearing, or

2 43 CFR 4.593 requires that the findings
of fact, conclusions of law, and reasons or
basis therefor be in writing. Although we
are in this case, considering that the findings
and conclusions appearing In the transcript:
to be incorporated by reference in the initial
decision, we believe this practice places an
unduly heavy burden on the Board in review-
ing initial decisions particularly where spe--

eific reference by page number of the tran-
script is omitted by the udge. For this.
reason and to avoid the possibility of mistake,
in construing the precise findings and conclu-
sions of the Judge, we. believe it would be-
better practice for the Judge to set forth his
findings and conclusions in the text of his
decision.
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which have taken place subsequent
to a violation in the instant case can
properly be considered as part of a
history of previous violations for
purposes of assessment.

B.

Whether the substantial evidence
of record supports the findings of
the Judge with respect to the oc-
currence of the subject violations as
well as his findings on the criteria
required to support the assessments
imposed.

Discussion

A.

Objections were made by Peggs
Run at the hearing to the relevance
of violations already settled or com-
promised, violations occurring sub-
sequent to those charged in the in-
stant case, and violations being liti-
gated within the; Department at the
time of the hearing. Sec. 109(a) (1)
of the Federal Coal Mine Health
and Safety Act of 1969 provides in
part:

* * In determining the amount of
the penalty, the Secretary shall consider
the operator's history of previous viola-
tions, the appropriateness of such penalty
to 'the size of the business of the operator
charged, whether the operator was neg-
ligent, the effect on the operator's ability
to continue in business, the gravity of the
violation, and the demonstrated good
faith of the operator charged in attempt-
ing to achieve rapid compliance after
notification of a violation.

By that provision of the Act the
relevance of history of previous vio-
lations is clearly established as one

factor to be considered in determin-
ing the amount of a penalty. The
question then becomes how broad
is the phrase "history of previous
violations."

With respect to violations already
settled, The Valley Camp Coal
Company, IBMA 196, 204, 79 I.D.
625, 1971-1973 OSLD par. 15,385
(1972), clearly indicates that set-
tlements are admissible in evidence
to show history of previous viola-
tions. The Board held:

* * * If the operator elects not to re-
quest formal adjudication, but to pay the
proposed assessment, his payment is in no
sense in satisfaction of an offer of com-
promise and does not vacate or remove
from his record the notices of violation
upon which the penalties are based.

This posture has been xtended in
Corporation of the Presiding Bish-
op, Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints, 2 IBMA 285, 288, 80
I.D. '663, 1973-1974 OS.HD par.
16,913 (1973), to include payments
made under protest. In Old Ben
Coal Company, 4 IBMA 198, 218,
81 I.D. 264, 1974-1975 OSHID par.
19,723 (1975), this position is reit-
erated and extended to include
payments made under protest and
compromise.

[1] With respect to violations for
which notices or orders are issued
subsequent to the notice or order in
adjudication, a closer scrutiny of
the word "previous" must be made.
The term must be accorded its or-
dinary meaning. The term "previ-
ous"l is antecedent to the term
"violations" in the Act. An ordinary
meaning of, "previous violations"

447445]
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would be violations fonmd prior to
the'6ne at issue: Although it can be
affinnativei argued that the pur-
'p6se of the 'Act -is to protect the
health "and safety of miners and
therefore all violations subseq'ueint
to te one at issue should also' be
considere, this' construction ne-
gates the ordinary meaning 'of the
language 'cited. Therefore,~ such evi-
dence is not relevant 'and, on that
giound, is inadmissible. .

'Withl: respect to the alleged viola-
tions not yet processed through the
Assessment Office, or in a stage of
being litigated within the Office of
Hearings and Appeals, neither are
admissible as previous violations. In-
each situation there has been no
final determination that a violation
has occurred. Hence, such a record
cannot be-'a history of previous vio-
lations.:.- . i :' ' 

We believe that the admission of
evidence of alleged violations-found
subsequent to the violations in the
instant case was not roper: How-'
ever, on the basis of our review of
the entire record, we believe that
there is sufficient evidence, un-
tainted by the admission of said in-'
admissible evidence,' to support the
findings and conclusions discussed'
below.

B.

At the-omtset we note that Peggs
Ru stipulated aththe 'hearing that
the. pfoposed'assessments madeiby'
M4ESA would not affeict the opera',
tor's ability to continue -in business
(T anscript :of. 'Fearing before'
Judge: !Krnedy; -pages -17 nd- 27).

(hereinafter Tr.). Thereafter,
Peggs Run admitted to a' prodluc-
tion of about 1-: 1,900 tons per day
with a three-shift, five-day' work
week (Tr. 25 & 26)-

Eight of the notices-on appeal to
this Board are objected to on the
grounds of excessive penalties. The
violations themselves are-.Mt Gon-

tested. ec. 109 (a) (1) lays out the
six criteria to ]be considered in as'-
sessing penalties. The penalties as-
sessed pursuant to Notices '1 JC,
August-. 29, 1972; 4 JHC' Atfgust
29, 1972; 1 FJM, August 299, 1972;
1 PPM, Septenber; 19, 1972; and
1 JSD, January 19, 1973, are each
objected to on the ground of lack
of adequate evidence to. substantiate
a finding as to gravity of the viola-
tion and negligence. The penalty
assessed pursuant to Notice 8 JHC-
PN,'August 29, 1972, is objected to
on.the ground of ack of adequate
evidence to substantiate a finding as
to gravity and good faith attempt
to achieve rapid compliance after
notification of a violation. The pen-
alty assessed pursuant to Notice 1
WDW, December. 13, 1972, is ob-
jected to on the grouid of lack of
adequate evidence to substantiate a
finding as to negligence and good-
faith*attempt to achieve rapid com-
pliance after notification of a vio-
lation. Having carefully reviewed
the transcript, we concur in the find-
iig. Iof. the Judge regarding .the
above notices with respect to find-
ings of negligen6e and gross' negli-
gence, .gravity, and. good faith -at-
terhpt to. achieve -rapid "compliance
after. ntificiation of a' violation and
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therefore affirm his assessments of 
penalties''in the amount of ~$1V0..

Notice 10 JIC, August 29, 1972,
was for an alleged violation of 30
CFR 75.400.. Loose coal and coal:
dust were found under belts 4 and. 5
in 34 piles with a engthi bfrom 8 to
12 inches each,, the width of the belt
rollers, and, from 7 to 19 inches in
height from'the floor while the belts-
themselves' were 19 inches from' the'
floor. 'Peggs Run is challenging the
Judge's finding of -an unreasonable
accumulation of loose coal and coal
dust and the finding of negligence in
determining the amount of penal-
ties to be assessed. We find 'the deter-
mination of the Judge as 'to unrea-
sonable accumulations to be based on
substantial evidence found on the
record. Moreover,, after careful re-
view of the, transcript with respect
to a finding of negligence, we. con-.
cur with the finding of the Judge es-
pecially in light of the extent of the
violation and the duty' of the op-
erator t6'continmously watch.for and
eliminate such accumulations The
penalty. .of $100 was properly
assessed.

0TN6tice: 3 FJM, August 29, 1972,
was for. a violation' of 30 CFR.
75.1704. 'The. violation alleged was
for afailure to have two safe desig-
nated escapeways.. The return air'
passageway was one of the two dis-'
ignated escapew'aysc and the object
of this notice.-The Judge found that
suich passageway .had. accumiulated1
water on the floor to a maximum
depth of: 2 feet. lHe further found
that the roof' on the same passage-
way. hadecomne.faultyand pre-

sented a potentially angerouiscon-
dition'to those traveling thereunder.
In addition, it was' admitted that
this escapeway was not marked.
Pekgs Run argued that it had three
designated escapeways; th6' one
herein cited, thebintake escapeway,;
and the beltway 'and, 'therefore,
therwere 'at least two, safe escape-
w'ay's. 'It' further contended that the
parties were iiistucted ' as to the
three alternate routes while adnit-
ting that two were not indicated by
signs and without, demonstrating a
map indicating the beltway 'as such.
The Judge found the beltway to not
be a safe escapeway due to a clear-
ance of only 2 feet in one part and
lack of desigation thereof. ie fhir'
ther found the return air escapeway
not in compliance with .30 CFR
75.1704 due to thewater and roof
condition in light of difficulties and'
risks to disabled miners. We find
that such determination was based
on substantial evidence and there-
fore concur. The Judge made a find-
ing as to gravity that the condition ..
was "potentially serious" (Tr. .240)..
Although we. find that phrase tor be
-Unclear, the potential danger to,
miners caused by. the described con-
ditions: warrants a conclusion that
theviolation was serious and, based'
oh a thorough review of the tran-
script, we so find. Consequently, the.
penalty of $200 is affirmed.

ORDER

WHEREFORE, pursuant to
the authority delegated to the
Board by .th Secretaryof the

* 4451 449
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Interior (43 CFR 4.1(4)), IT IS
HEREBY ORDERED that:

1. The two notices of violation
challenged ARE AFFIRMED
and the ten contested penalty as-
sessments totaling $2,025 ARE
ALSO AFFIRMED;

2. Peggs Run Coal Company,
Inc. pay a penalty assessment in
the total amount of $2,025 on or
before 30 days from the date of
this decision.

HOWARD J. SIIELLENBERG, JR.,
Administrative Judge.

I CONCUR:

DAVID DOANE,

Chief Administrative Judge.

BELL COAL COMPANY, INC.

5 IBMA 155

Decided September 3, 1975

Appeal by the Mining Enforcement
and Safety Administration from a de-
cision by Administrative Law Judge
George A. Koutras (Docket No. HOPE
75-204-P), dated March 4, 1975, as-
sessing penalties in the amount of
*$1,475 and vacating a otice of vio-
lation in a civil penalty proceeding
brought puxsuant to sec. 109(a)(1)
of the Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969.

Reversed in part.

1. Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Mandatory Safety
Standards: Electric Equipment
The provisions of 30 CA 75.512 re-
quire, inter aita, that all electric equip-

ment be maintained in a manner to
assure safe operating conditions,. and
the failure to poperly guard drive
chains on electrically operated loading
machines constitutes a Violation of such
mandatory safety standard.

APPEARANCES: Richard V. Back-
ley, Esq., Assistant Solicitor, and
Stephen Kramer, Esq., Trial Attorney,
for appellant, Mining Enforcement
and Safety Administration.

OPINION BY CHIEF ADHIN-
ISTRATIVE JUDGE: DOANE

INTERIOR BOARD OF MINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

Factual and Procedural
Background

The subject of this appeal is No-
tice No. 1 HRS, issued by Mining
Enforcement and Safety Admin-
istration (MESA) inspectorHarlan
R. Sparkman, on August 25, 1970,
in the No. I Mine of Bell Coal Com-
pany (Bell), located at Clothier,
West Virginia. The notice cited a
violation of 30 CFR 75.512 and de-
scribed the following conditions:

The Nos. 1 and 2 loading machines in
1 right were not maintained in safe op-
erating condition, in that the tramming
drive chains and conveyor drive chains
were not adequately guarded and the
drive chain for the No. 2 belt-drive unit
was unguarded.

MESA filed a petition for assess-
ment of civil penalty on July 8,
1974, with the Office of Hearings
and Appeals charging Bell with 20
violations of the Act. When Bell
failed to respond thereto, it was or-
dered to show cause on October 10,
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1974, why it should not be held in
default and the matter disposed of
in accordance with 43 CFR 4.544
(a). Bell failed to respond to the
Order to Show Cause. On Decem-
ber 12, 1974, MESA was ordered to
provide all, available information,
including proposed findings, in or-
der that the Administrative Law
Judge (Judge) might summarily
dispose of the issues. MESA com-
plied on January' 16, 1975. Based on
MESA's information, the Judge is-
sued a summary decision on March
4, 1975, which inter aia, vacated
Notice No. 1 HRS. In substance, his
conclusions were that: 1) 30 CFR

~75.512 does not require that the
machinery in question be guarded;
2) 30 CFIR 75.1722 requires that ex-
posed moving machine parts be
guarded; and 3) 30 CFR 75.1722
was the appropriate section to cite
in this instance. Based on the fore-
.going conclusions, the Judge fur-
ther concluded that MESA had
failed to prove a violation of 30
CFR 75.512 and the notice of viola-
tion was vacated.

Issue Presented

Whether the Judge erred in
vacating Notice of, Violation No. 1
HRS, August 25, 1970.

Discussion

In the course of his analysis, the
Judge declared that the appropriate
section to- have been cited was 30
CFR 75.1722 (38 FR 4976, Feb. 23,

.1973). 'This regulation was pro3,nm

gated, however, more than 2 years
after the issuance of Notice No 1
1HIRS. We disagree with the Judge's
conclusion that 30 CFR 75.512 was
inappropriate at the time the sub-
ject.notice was issued. The provi-
sions of 30 CFR 75.512 are a re-
tatement of the nndatory safety

standard set forth in sec 305(g) of
the Act (,0 U.S.C. 865(g) (1970))
and are as follows:

All electric equipment shall be fre-
quently examined, tested, and properly
maintained by a qualified person to as-
sure safe operating conditions. When a
potentially dagerous condition is found
on electric equipment, such equipment
shall be removed from service until such
condition is corrected. A record of such
examinations shall be kept and made
available to an authorized representative
of the Secretary and to the miners in such
mine.

[1] It is clear from the foregoing
facts that the Judge erred in vacat-
ing the subject notice of violation.
The equipment was not maintained
in a manner to assure safe operating
conditions as 30 CR 75.512 re-
quires.'

Pursuant to 43 CFR 4.544(a),
since the operator was found in de-
.fault, the Board assumes and finds
that the subject violation occurred.

In lieu of a remand, the Board
may make the required findings of
fact to coincide with the record evi-
dence regarding any of the six
criteria of sec. 109(a). Buffalo Mlim-
ing Com~pany, 2 IBMA 226, 230, 80
I.D. 630, 1973-1974 OSHD par. 16,-
618 (1973). Accordingly, the Board
finds that: 1) the history of Bell's
previous viola tios is insubstantial;
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2) it employs 53 persons with a pro-,
ductionof750 tons daily and 150,00
tons annually and is a medium-sized
operator;, ') its ability to stay in
busiess'will'not be affected-by the
civil penalties assessed;t and 4) it ex-
hlibited- good- faith in abating the
violtation.We aso find;that Bell was

. negligent in not exercising reason-
able care to repair or provide the re-
quired guarding, andthat the viola-
tion was moderately grave in that it
did present a hazard of potential

. physical injury to any person work-
ing in the .area of the subject electric
equipment. Based upon the forego-
ing findings, we conclude that an
appropriate penalty assessment for
such violationi5 $100.

ORDER

WHEREFORE, pursuantto'the
authority delegated to the Board by
the Secretary of the Interior (43
CFR 4.1(4)), IT IS HEREBY
ORDERED 'that that part of the
-Judge's decision and order vacating
Notice of Violation No. 1 H1RS, Au-
gust 25,1970, in the above-captioned
case IS REVERSED; that.said
*Notice is REINSTATED; and that
Bell Coal Company pay civil penal-
ties in the. total amount of $1,575
within 30 days from the date of this
decision.

DAVID DOANE,
.Chief Adanietratiwe Judge.

' CONCUR:

HOWARD J. SbHRLLENBER , JR.,
Admiii8trate JUdge.i-;

ADMINISTRATIVE APPEAL OF
THE HOPI INDIAN TRIE

COMGO ISSIONER, BUREAU OF.
INDIAN AFFAIRS-

AIB A134-

Decided S epteu'ber , 1975

-Appeal'from an admiistrative deci-
sion of the Coinmissioner, of Inidian

* Affairs issued. October 10. 1974, dis-
approving' Ordinance Nus.' 23 .and 24,

* passed by ;the Hopi . Indian Tribal
Council.

' Docketed and Reversed.

1. Indian; Tribes: Constitution Bylaws
, and Ordinances-Indian Tribes: Trib-
al Authority

The organiclaw of the-Hopi Tribe found
in a constitution authlorized by statute,

,formulated and adopted by the tribal
members and approved by the Secretary
of the Interior, should be construed for
its 'ultimate meaning under the same
rules, as are applied in the construction of
state and federal constitutions ' and
statutes.

APPEARANCES: Boyden ..and Ken-
nedy, Salt Lake City, Utah, for ap el-
lant, and the opi Tribe; David E.
Jones, Office- of the- Solicitor, Depart-
ment of the Interior, for the Commis-
sioner, Bureau of' Indian Affairs;
Brown, Vlassis and Bain, Phoenix,
Arizona, for the Navaio Tribe.

OPINION BY ADMINISTR-
TIVE JUDGE WILSON

INTERIOR BOARD OF -
INDIAN APPEALS

This is antappeal from tie Memo-
randum D eision of" 'the' Comnmis-
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ione' of thlet Bureau of Indian'.Af-
ffairs, i ss'ued., October 10,1 i974,
allegedly not, delivered to. the ap-
pellant until Janmary 10, 1975,
whereby Hopi Ordinance Nos. 23
and' 24;.'ere disapproyed. The ap-
peal -filed with the Comumissioner
-was' traiismitted with the record on
February' 21, 1 97S, to' 'thie'Bord o'f
Indian Appeals where it`,wasre-
ceived-February 26, ,1975. Although
the Commissioner in his transmittal
contends that' the appeal was not
timely filed, he suggests- that, the
Board should waive the time re-
quirements. of 25 CFR- Part 2 and
'consider.theappeal on its merits
'since'he had disapproved' the. two,
-ordinances 'on the merits of the
:case.

Without addressing the issue of
timeliness of filing of a notice of
appeal,' the time requirements of 25
CFR Part 2 in efect prior to
June 11, 1975, are hereby waived,
under authority of 25 CFR 1.2 and
the Board hereby dockets' this case
for decision on the merits as a
timely filed appeal.

It is only necessary to consider
the 'applicability of the February 26,
1975, decision of the Commissioner
as it applies to Ordinance Nos. 23
and 24 since the approval of the
other ordinances remain unaffected
by this : decision.

Legal briefs or statements were
filed by all parties in the' matter.
Moreover, oral arguments were held
in the, atter' on July 28; 1975, at

Salt Lake City.;Utah. Accordingly,
ll' part'ies-ave-thus beeA 'heard.
The ile presented in this aippeal

as pointed 6ut in the Hopi's brief
and oral arg'ument is whether` Sec-
t~ions. 1 and 02of Article VI of the
-1-opi Indian Tribal: Constitution
can be so construed- so as' to be com-
'patible as they are applied to deter-
mine the validity'iiind eli'ctiveiiess
of Ordinance Nos. 23 and 24. The
sword approved" appears in See-
-tioni'1- and the word "review'ap-
pears in -Section 2. The Hopi Con-
stitution was: approved by the
Secretary of the nterior on Dc-

.cember 19, 1936,,pursuant to sec. 16
of the Indian Reorganization Act
of June '18, 1934' (48 Rat. 987), as
anended, 25 U.S.C.''g 476' (1970).

Article VI.of the Constitutionlon
'which the dispute, focuses cqntains
the following -language:

ARTICLE.VI-POWERS. OF THE
TRIBAL COUNCIL

Section 1. The Hopi Tribal Council
shall have-the following powers which
'the Tribe now has under existing law or
which have been given to the Tribe by
the Act of June 18, 1934. The Tribal
Council shall exercise these powers sub-
ject to the terms of this Constitution and
to the Constitution and Statutes of the
United States.

(a) To represent and speak for the
Hopi Tribe-in all matters for the wel-
tfare:of the Tribe, and to negotiate with
the, Federal, State, and local govern-
ments,. and with the councils -or govern-
ments of other tribes.

* * * * * e *

(g) To make ordinances,-subject to the
epprovaZ 'of the Secretary of the In-
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terior, to protect the peace and welfare
of the Tribe, and to set up courts * * *
for the trial and punishment of Indians
within the jurisdiction charged with af-
fenses against such ordinances.

* * * ,* * * .*

Section 2. Any resolution or ordinance
which, by the terms of this Constitution,
is subject to review by the-Secretary of
the Interior, shall be given to the Super-
intendent of the jurisdiction, who shall,
within ten days thereafter, approve or
disapprove the same.

If the Superintendent shall approve
any ordinance or resolution, it shall
thereupon become effective, but the
Superintendent shall send a copy of the
same, bearing his endorsement, to the
Secretary of the Interior, who may,
within ninety days from the date of en-
actment, veto said ordinance or resolu-
tion for a reason by notifying the
Tribal Council of his decision.

If the 'Superintendent shall refuse to
approve any ordinance or resolution sub-
mitted to him, within ten days after en-
actment, he shall report his reasons to
the Tribal Council. If the Tribal Council
thinks these reasons are not sufficient, it
may, by majority vote, refer the ordi-
nanee or resolution to the Secretary of
the Interior, who may, within ninety days
from the date of its enactment, approve
the same in writing, whereupon the said
ordinance or resolution shall become ef-
fective. (Italics supplied.)

The record is not clear, but, no one
has attempted to contend that the
two ordinances in question were not

signed by the 'Superintendent

within the time allowed in Section
2. Nor is there any, contention that

the Secretary or anyone disap-
proved the ordinances in question

within the 90 days allowed' for his

review and possible, veto. Disap-
proval of the ordinances was an-
nounced for the first time by the

Commissioner more than 90 days
following enactment.

In the order or ruling issued by
the Commissioner on October 10,
1974 the following statement was
made:

* * * The manner of review provisions
is a nonfunctional section of that Consti-
tution until Section 1 of Article VI is
amended to provide that certain tribal
council powers are, in fact, subject to
Secretarial review. *** (Italics
supplied.)

This review will be confined to
consideration of Article VI which
was the subject of the Commis-
sioner's decision.

It is the Commissioner's untena-
ble conclusion that one portion of
the Constitution, i.e., section of
Article VI is "nonfunctional" for
the reason that it has o other por-
tion of the Constitution upon which
to operate. This construction dis-
regards the rule which requires that
no part of a constitution or statute
is to be disregarded if an applica-
tion of a stated provision can be
found.

The appellant presents a strong
argument in regard to the Commis-
sioner's foregoing conclusion in its
brief as follows:

If, as the Commissioner contends, the
procedures and time limitations con-
tained in Section 2 of Article VI apply
only to ordinances or resolutions requir-
ing Secretarial "review," as that distinc-
tion is made by the Commissioner, then
in that case the review procedures and
time limitations become a nullity, since
there is no authority in the Constitution
for the Tribal Council to pass an ordi-
nance or anything else subject merely to
"review." It need scarcely be documented
that such interpretation is disfavored and
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is to be avoided in all possible cases. See
e.g., Ex parte Public National Bank. of
New York, 278 U.S. 101, 73 L. Ed. 202,
49 S. Ct. 43 (1928).

It is entirely logical and reasonable,
indeed, upon reading Article VI as a
whole, it is obvious that the "approval
by the' Secretary" referred to in Section
1 of Article VI is precisely the process of
obtaining review referred to in Section
2, which process- is explicitly subject to
the stated time limitations. Here again,
well-established, principles of construc-
tion require that a document be construed
as a whole to give effect to all its parts.
See;- e.g., Weinberger v. Hynson, West-
cott Dunning, 412 U.S. 609,- 633, 37
L. Ed. 2d 207, 93 S. Ct. 2469 (1973).

In E Parte Public Nationat
Bankc, supra, cited by appellant, the'.
Supreme Court said: 

But we are not at liberty thus to deny
effect to a part of a statute. No -rule of
statutory construction has been more-def-
initely stated or more, often repeated than-
the cardinal rule that "significance and
effect hall,' if possible, be accorded to
every' word. As- early as in Bacon's
Abridgment, § 2, it was said that 'a stat-
ute ought, upon the whole; to be so con-:
strued that, if it can be prevented, no
clause, sentence, or word shall -be super-
fluous, void, or insignificant.' " Market
Company v. Hoffman, 101 U.S. 112, 115.
* * * (Italics supplied.)

In Weinberger, supra, cited above
in the Hopi brief, the Supreme
Court was required to interpret the
provisions of the 1962 amendments
to the Federal Food, Drug and Cos-
metic Act. The Court said:

Moreover, Hynson's argument * * *

would render clause: (C) superfluous
Under Hynson's reasoning, any-drug that-
could satisfy clause (B)-.e., any drug
that had become generally recognized as
safe-automatically would satisfy clause'

(c). This construction, therefore, offends
the wel-settled rule of statutory construc-
tion that all parts of a statute, if at all
possible, are to be given effect. See, e.g.,
Jarecki v. G. D. Searle d Co;, 367 U.S. 303,
307; Ginsberg & Sons v. Popkin, 285 U.S.
204, 208. * * * (Italics supplied.)

[1] In line with the cases cited
above the organic law of the Hopi
Tribe found in the Constitution au-
thorized by statute, formulated and.
adopted by the tribal members and
approved by the Secretary of the
Interior should be construed for its
ultimate meaning under the same
rules as are applied- in the construc-
tion of state and federal constitu-
tions and statutes. Accordingly, we.
find no reason- why the ordinances,
in question should not be construed
in that manner.

In the oral arguments held in the
matter the Commissioner in further-
ance of his position contended that:

(1)' The ordinances in question
were subject to approval by the
Secretary to become effective.

(2) The Board lacked jurisdic-
-tion to review the action of the
Commissioner.
We are not in agreement with
either contention: The argument
that the review provisions of Sec-
tion 2 of Article VI are nonfunc-
tional is wholly untenable. To up-
hold such construction would totally
disregard the cardinal rule herein-
above discussed which requires that'
no part of a constitution or statute
is to be disregarded if a logical ap-
plication thereof can be found. Well
established principles of' statutory
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construction require that a docu- - tion with the Commissioner's con-
ment be construed as a whole to give
effect to all its parts. Weiiberger v.
Hyneon, Westcott and Dunning,;
Inc., spra.

We are not persuaded by the Com-
missioner's argument that the
Board lacked jurisdiction to review
his decision.

The Commissioner in his decision
of February 6,1975, officially disap-
proving the ordinances in question,
did not treat the matter as discre-
tionary and final for the Depart-
ment. On the contrary, the Commis-
sioner on the same date in transmit-
ting the Hopi appeal of January 20,
1975, requested that the Board re-
view the appeal -on its merits. The
Commissioner's transmittal of Feb-
ruary 21, 1975, in relevant part,
stated:

It is clear to us that the appeal period
expired long before the filing of the en-
closed- complaint. flowever, 'we suggest
you consider waiving the time limits and
rule on the merits of the ease. (Italics
supplied.)

The Navajo Tribe, allowed to par-
ticipate in the oral arguments due
to its interest in the matter, con-
tends:

(1) That the ordinances in ques-
tion required approval by the Secre-
tary rather than the Superintendent
because of the, far-reaching effects
of the ordinances.

(2) That the law and order and
grazing regulations regarding the
disputed area, effective as of Au-
gust 1, 1975, will render thei Hopi
ordinances moot.

The Navajo's firstargument has'
been discussed' elsewhere in connec-

tention to the same effect and needs
no repeating or further elaboration
at this point.

The Board finds merit in the
Navajo contention No. 2. In connec-
tion therewith, the Board takes note
of the Act of December 22, 1974, 88
Stat. 1712; the Law and Order and
Grazing regulations appearing in
the Federal Register, Vol. 40 No.
128, dated July' 2, 1975; and the
case of Healing v. Jones, 210 F.
Supp. 125 (D. Ariz., 1962), aff'd 363
U.S. 758 (1963). It would appear to
this Board that the Federal District
Court for the District of Arizona
continues to retain jurisdiction over
the disputed area and the parties
involved therein by virtue of Heal-
ing -v. Jones, supra, and the Act of
December 22, 1974, supra. More-
over, any local interference thereto
by either Tribe would be dealt with
as the court might'deem appropri-
ate. It further appears that the graz-
ing' and. prttective regulations pro-;
mulgated pursuant to Healing v.
Jones, supra, and the Act of Decem-
ber 22, 1974, supra, would stay the
the efficacy of Hopi Ordinance Nos.
23 and 24.

For the reasons hereinabove set
forth, the Board finds:'

(1) That the time limitations set
forth in Section 2, Article VI, of the
Hopi Constitution is binding upon
the Commissioner and that both or-
dinances became effective upon ap-
proval by the Superintendent.'

1 Memoranda of April 18, 1941, and April
26, 1941, of W. a. lanery, Chief of Division,
Office of the Solicitor, Department of the
Interior, further subsfantlate the position of
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(2) That the-Board has juriscic-
tion over the subject matter.

NOW, THEREFORE, pursuant
to the authority delegated to the
Board of Indian Appeals by the
Secretary of the Interior, 43 CFR
4.1(2), as amended, June 12, 1975,
the decision of the Commissioner of
Indianm Affairs, dated October 10,
1974, disapproving Hopi Ordinance
Nos. 23 and 24, be, and the same is
hereby REVERSED.

This decision is final forthe De--
partment.

ALEXANDER H. WILSON,
Administrative Judge.

WE CONCUR:

MITCHELL J. SABAGH,:-;

Administrative Judge.

JAMES R. RICHARDS,
Director, Offce of Hearings and

Appeals.

RUSHTON MINING COMPANY

5 IBMA 170

Decided September 26, 1975

Appeal by Mining Enforcement and
Safety Administration from a. decision
by Administrative Law Judge John F.
Cook (Docket Nos. PITT 73-371-P,
PITT 74-38-P, and PITT 74-50-P),
dated January 31, 1975, in which the
Judge, in a proceeding.to assess civil
penalties pursuant to the Federal Coal

this Board. H1owever, the memoranda were
made known, to. the Board to late, for 'its
consideration i arriving at its dbeisiod.'

Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969,
inter alia, vacated a Notice'of Viola-
tion charging noncompliance with 30
CFR 75.507 and assessed penalties. in
the amount of $2,985 with respect to
24 notices of violation.

Affirmed.

1. Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Evidence: Pre-
ponderance

Where the only evidence offered to
prove a violation of 30 CFR 75.507
was the credible opinion of the inspec-'
tor which was offset by the credible'
opinion of the operator's witness of
equal expertise, the Board will not
overturn the Administrative Law
Judge's determination that the fact
of violation was not established by a
preponderance of the evidence. 43- CFR
4.587. Zeigler Coal Company, 4 IBMfA.
88, 82 I.D. 111, 1974-1975 OSHD par.;
19,478 (1975).

APPEARANCES: Richard V. Back-
ley, Esq., Assistant Solicitor, and
Stephen Kramer, Esq., Trial Attorney,
for appellant, Mining Enforcement
and Safety Administration; John R.'
Carfley, Esq., for appellee, Rushton
Mining Company.

OPINION BY CHIEF ADIMIN-
ISTRATIVE JUDGE DOANE

INTERIOR BOARD OF MINE
OPERATlONS APPEALS

This appeal concerns Notice of
Violation No. , WEH, May 17,
1973 (Docket No. PITT 74-38-P),
issued to Rushton Mining Com-
pany (Rushton) at its Rushton
Mine iii 'lush: Township, Centre
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County, Pennsylvania, alleging a
violation of 30 CFR 75.507 (30
U.S.C. §866(d) (1970)), which
the Administrative Law Judge
(Judge) vacated on the ground
that the Mining Enforcement and
Safety Administration (MESA)
had failed to establish the fact of
violation by a preponderance of
the evidence.

The Notice alleged that return
air was passing over two open-
type electric. -pump motors in
violation of 30 CFR 75.507. That
regulation, -30 CFR 75.507, which
is a restatement of the; statutory
provision in sectioin 305;(d)` of the
Act (30 U.S.C.. §.865(d) (1970)),
provides as follows:.
Except wher6. permissible power' con-
nection units are used, all: pover-con-
nection points' outby' the last open
c&osscut shall be in intake air

At the hearing held on June 26-
28,, 1974, in Ebensburg, Penn-
sylvania, the issuing inspector for
MESA testified that, although- he-
believed the condition cited to be
readily observable, he made . no
measurements or tests to ascertain
the direction of flow of air over
the motors, i.e., whether it was re-
turn air. Rushton's safety director,
who had 30 years of coal mining
experience, testified that the design
of the mine ventilation system was
such that it was extremely un-
likely that return air would pass
over the- pump motors. It appears
from the record' that the system
utilizes a powerful exhaust fan to
exhaust the return air at: a rate
of 140,000 cubic feet per minute.

At the same time, intake air is
drawn into the pump 'chamber
from a bore -hole located in the
chamber. It was the opinion of
the- safety director that, 'since
air follows the path of least re-
sistance, the.: intake air being
drawn into the return air passage-
way by the exhaust fan would
prevent return air from- entering
the chamber and passing over the
pumps.

In his decision, the Judgelabeled
both positions. as equally plausible
and ruled that MESA had not met
its burden of proof. Accordingly, he
vacated the Notice. MESA contends
that the Judge erred in his evalua-
tion of the evidence.

Issue Presented,

Whether MESA established by a
preponderance of the evidence that-
open-type (nonpermissible) power
connection units were in return. air,
instead of intake air, in violation of
30 CFR 75.507.

Discussion

[1] The Board is of the opinion
that the Judge was correct in vacat-
ing the Notice in issue. Rushton pre-
sented plausible evidence which
indicated that it was extremely un-
likely, if not impossible, for the
alleged condition to have existed.
MESA presented no direct evidence
other than the inspector's testimony
that the condition was readily ob-
servable and did not refute the evi-
dence of Rushton. The inspector
took no smoke tests or anemometer
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readings to indicate the direction or
amount of return air, if any, flow-
ing through the pump chamber nor
did he allege that the bore hole to
provide intake air to ventilate the
pump chamber was blocked or
clogged. Based upon the foregoing,
we concur in the Judge's ruling that
MESA failed to establish a viola-
tion of 30 CFR 75.507, and that the
Notice of Violation should be
vacated.

ORDER

WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority delegated to the Board by
the Secretary of the Interior (43
CFR 4.1(4)), IT IS HEREBY
ORDERED that the Judge's deci-
sion in the above-captioned case IS
AFFIRMED and that Rushton
Mining Company pay penalties in
the total amount of $2,985 on or be-
fore 30 days from the date of this
decision.

DAVID DOANE,

Chief Admnuistrative Judge.

I CONCUR:

HowARm J. SCIIELLENBERG, JR.,

Administrative Judge.

APPEAL OF J. A. LAPORTE, INC.

IBCA-1014-12-73

Decided September 29, 1975

Contract No. CX500031057, Beach
Nourishment Project, Cape Hatteras
National Seashore, National Park
Service.

Granted in Part.

1. Contracts: Construction and Opera-
tion: Drawings and Specifications-
Contracts: Construction and Opera-
tion: Changes atid Extras-Con-
tracts: Construction and Operation:
Notices-Contracts: Disputes and
Remedies: Equitable Adjustments

Under a construction contract for a beach
nourishment project at Cape Hatteras in-
volving a contractor's claim for equitable
adjustment based upon the. Government
directing the beach fill to be placed in a
manner differing from the typical cross
section shown on the contract drawing,
the Board finds that the 20-day notice
provision of the Changes clause should
not preclude consideration of the claim
on the merits where there is no one action
of the Government which can be pointed
to as the identifiable event upon which
the claim is grounded and from which the
contractor's delay in presenting the claim
can be measured, particularly where the
evidence of record indicates that the Gov-
ernment's actions contributed to and may
even have been the principal cause of the
delay in giving notice of the. claim.

2. Contracts: Construction and Opera-
tion: Modification of Contracts: Gen-
erally-Contracts: Disputes and Rem-
edies: Equitable Adjustments-Con-
tracts: Performance or Default: Re-
lease and Settlement

A contractor's acceptance of a change
order is found to be no bar to consid-
eration of a claim under the Changes
clause where the evidence shows that
the claim involved had neither arisen nor
been discussed prior to the time the
change order in question was executed.

3. Rules of Practice: Appeals: o-
tions-Rules of Practice: Evidence

A contractor's parol evidence rule objec-
tion to the admission in evidence of the

594-S49-75 30

4509] I 459
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answer given to a question raised at a
prebidding conference as set forth in a
contemporaneous Government memo-
randum is overruled where the Board
finds that the answer given simply re-
flects information contained in the invi-
tation for bids on which the contract is
based.

4. Contracts: Construction and Opera-
tion: Contracting Officer-Contracts:
Construction and Operation: Changes
and Extras-Contracts: Disputes and
Remedies: Equitable Adjustments-
Contracts: Performance or Default:
Inspection

A special provision authorizing the con-
tracting officer to adjust or revise the
limits of the work. during performance to
reflect the. conditions encountered- and
thereby provide for maximum: use of ma-
terial .available with the funds: allotted
is found to vest the contracting, officer
with no plenary authority to direct the
placement of the beach fill where the au-
thorization to adjust or revise the limits
of the work is circumscribed by the use of
the word "approximate."

5. Contracts: Construction and Opera-
tion: Drawings and Specifications-
Contracts: Construction and Opera-
tion: Changes and Extras-Contracts:
Construction and Operation: General
Rules of Construction-Contracts:
Construction and Operation: Conflict-
ing Clauses

In a case involving the question of the im-
portance to be ascribed to the typical
cross section shown on the contract draw-
ings, the Board finds that the drawings
contained positive representations on
which the contractor was entitled to rely
and did rely in submitting its bid, noting,
in connection therewith, that the inter-
pretation advanced by the Government
with respect to certain provisions on the
drawings, in the contract and in a change
order would render inoperative or, super-

fluous other requirements clearly imposed
by the drawings or contract terms. Previ-
ously the Board had found that the con-
tractor's site visit was adequate and in
any event could not have revealed cohdi-
tions created by storms which took place
several. months after the' seheduled site
visit concluded.

6. Contracts: Construction and Opera-
tion: Changes and Extras-Contracts:
Construction and Operation: Esti-
mated Quantities-Contracts: 'Dis-
putes and Remedies: Equitable Ad-
justments

An estimated quantities provision under
which the Government was authorized to
obtain additional quantities .of beach fill
at the unit price specified in' the contract
so long as the additional quantities did
not exceed 25 percent of the original total
contract price is found not to preclude an
adjustment under the Changes clause for
clearly unforeseeable costs to the extent
the contractor shows (i) the basis upon.
which its bid was calculated and (ii) the
causal connection between the increased
costs and the inability or the failure or
the Government to adhere to the-typical
cross section shown on the contract draw-
ings in directing the placement of the fill

7. Contracts: Construction and. Opera-
tion: Notices-Contracts: Disputes
and Remedies: Burden of Proof-Con-
tracts: Performance or Default: Sus-
pension of Work

A claim under the Suspension of Work
clause is denied where the Board finds
(i); that the contracting officer acted with-
in his discretion in issuing an order di-
recting the suspension of all work in the
wake of a devastating storm at Cape
Hatteras with a view to determining
whether and, if so, how the work under a
beach nourishment contract should pro-
ceed or, alternatively, whether the con-
tract should be terminated for the con-
venience of the Government; (ii) that
the contractor had failed to show that
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its costs would have been any less if the
stop work order had been issued at an
earlier time; (iii) that suspending the
contract work for the 5 working days
covered by the stop order. did not involve
delaying the work for an unreasonable
period of time; and (iv) that showing
the contract work to have been suspended
or delayed for an unreasonable period of
time is a prerequisite to recovery under
the Suspension of Work clause in all cases
including those in which a written order
to suspend work has been given as con-
templated by paragraph (a) of the
clause.

APPEARANCES: Mr. Dillard C.
Laughlin, Attorney at Law,: Phillips,
Kendrick, Gearheart & Aylor, Arling-
ton, Virginia, for the appellant; Mr.
Donald M. Spillman, Department
Counsel, Atlanta, Georgia, for the
Government. -

OPINION. BY CHIEF ADMIN-
ISTRATIVE JUDGE McGRAW

INTERIQ.R BOARD Q F
CONTRACT APPEALS

The, formally advertised contract
inbvolved-in-this appeal was awarded
to the- appelant as low bidder-on
November 16,1972. It called for the
furnishing of all the labor, material
and equipment required. for the re-
moval of approximately 1,000,000
cubic yards of material from a des-
ignated borrow area-and for the
placement as beach nourishment
(hydraulic beach fill) in accordance
Avith the: contract drawings at the
unit price bid of $1.31 per cubic
yard; mobilization and demobiliza-
tion expenses at the lump-sum bid

amounted to $150,000 resulting in a
total estimated contract price of
$1,460,000.

Prepared on standard forms for
construction contracts and includ-
ing the General Provisions found in
Standard Form 23-A (October 1969
Edition), the contract (Exhibit
45),' required the work to be. com-
plete within 180 calendar -days after
the date of. reecipt of the notice to
proceed. The notice was. received on
December 6, 1972, thereby establish-
ing June 5, 1973, .as the date for
completion of the contract work
(Exhibit 41).: The time for per-
formance was extended 5 days be-
cause of a Government issued stop
order and 87 days for the reasons
set forth in iChange Order No. 2
(Exhibits 26 and 31), channgini the
date for completion of the contract
to September 5, 1973. The contract
was accepted as substantially com-
plete on September 19,x 1973 (Ex-
hibit 14) .2 Liquidated damages have
been assessed for the 14 calendar
.days of delay involved at. the con-
tract specified rate of $100 per day
or in the total amount of $1,400.

1 Except as otherwise specifically ndicated,
all references to exhibits are to those con-
tained in the appeal file.

2 Final inspection and acceptance occurred
on-December 5, 1973 (Exhibit 9). The. Find-
ings of Fact made by the contracting officer
in connection therewith states:

"* * * Project Supervisor Riddel had ob-
served during the course of the project that
the contractor was not developing the neces-
sary survey data for the preparation of as-
constructed drawings. Because of the appar-
ent failure Mr. iddel carefully and thor-
oughly maintained daily project data sufficient
for the final preparation of the drawings and
completion report.":
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Chronology of events

Some 9 months before the award
of the instant contract, the appel-
lant had successfully completed a
mucli smaller-contract 3 for the Na-
tional Park Service involving mo-
bilization and -demobilization and
the ;placement --of -200,960 cubic
yards of-beach nourishment at Cape
Hatteras.4 -At the -prebidding -con-
ference on October 11, 1972 (Ex-
hibit 45A),> the appellant's presi-
dent, Mr., Johnl MacDonald, had
raised a question asto the Govern-
ment's intentions with respect to the
placement of beach fill in the light

,At the timb award of the instant contract
wesisnder consideration, a Government official
made. the following appraisal of appellant's
perfoiinance under the prior contract:

"Alt personnel employed by the contractor
were well qualified in their particular craft
skills' to accomplish all necessary phases of
the operations.

"The contractor exercised a most innovated
and technical implementation in placement of
booster stations, for supplying beach nourish-
ment." (Exhibit 45; memorandum dated No-
vember 10, i972- from Preston D. Riddel, Proj-
ect Supervisor, Cape Hatteras to Director,
Southeast Region, National Park Service.)

Eexhibit 45 (note 3 spra) ; the predeces-
sor contract involved the ame borrow area
and apr6ximately the same location' for the
fill -(Tr. 19). * - .

The memorandum'to files dated October 12,
1972, fron the project supervisor (note 3,
suprsa), contains the following paragraph:

"12. The -plans indicate a uniform place-
ment of material. Is- it not a fact that the
majority of the quantities will be-on the long
end of the line:? -

" (Mr. MacDonald indicated this fact was
true in his experience during the previous con-
tract.) It can be. anticipated that the major
operation will take place on the north half
of, the project since the operation calls for
north to south placement. Many factors may
require field consideration which would dic.
tate remaining at one spot. and placing suffi-
cient material to acquire the, satisfactory fill
in the- surf zone. Naturally, a great deal is
contingent on the method of operation and
quantities pumped by the Contractor."

of the company's experience on the
earlier contract (Tr. 41, 42). From
the' answer received, Mr. MacDon-
ald had concluded that the fill
would be placed according to the
'plans and specifications (Tr. 59,'
60).

The preconstruction conference
was held on December 6, 1972. Mr.
MacDonald testified- that the job
was mobilized in January of 1973
and pumping of the beach fill be-
gan in late February (Tr. 20, 21) .6
Before the pumping began, Mr.
Preston D. Riddel was named as the
contracting officer's representative
and project supervisor on the in-
stant contract In letters dated
February 19 and 20, 1973,- the con-

6
It is not entirely clear from the record as

to when the job was mobilized or when pump-
ing the sand began. The, Complaint (para-
graph 5) states that mobilization began on
or about December 7, 1972. Later in his testi-
mony Mr. MacDonald stated that the company
had probably been pumping a month or less
when Change Order No. 2 was received (Tr.
25). Change Order No. 2 is dated May 8,
1973 (i.e., over 2½ months after "late Feb-
ruary"). In the main, witnesses for both the
appellant and the Government testified with-
out reference to project diaries or notes of
any kind to aid their recolletion. It is evi-
dent from the record that the project super:
visor did maintain a diary and detailed
records (Note 2, supra; Exhibit 26).

' In a letter dated December 26, 1972, and
signed Vernon Ingram, Contracting Officer,
the contractor was advised: :"'yon are again
reminded that any arrangements or agree-
ment with respect to the administration or
execution of this contract-with persons other
than those named in this letter will not nec-
essarily be binding on the Government. 'Only
the Contracting Officer may, approve changes
in the work that will result in extra costs or
adjustments in costs to the Government
and/or in contract time." (Exhibit 38.) -

8 The February 19, 1973, letter (Exhibit
36) was signed by A. H. Meyer, who was the
contractor's project, superintendent from the
commencement of the work until August 1,
1973 (Exhibits 24 and 45A). In: the Febrn-
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tracting officer was notified of the
changes to the area of the beach
covered by the contract as a result
of the severe storm of February. 10-
12, 1973. Testifying on behalf of
the Government with respect to the
conditions brought about by the
storm from Station 2228 9 north-
ward, the project supervisor stated:

* * 5 Northward to about Station
2175, the area was completely inundated,
the North counter rocks 12, the Highway
was a large sand pan. By sand pan I
mean an over wash pan that went all
the way from the ocean back to the
sound. Approximately 200 feet of dune,
and surf zone, had been eroded in this
area. Three major motels have lost
around 45 to 50 feet of the end section
in the Eastern end. One large beach cot-
tage was washed into the sea. A couple
of other cottages (were) blown out and
tipped over on their sides. Sand pan
down through that populated area. Ap-
proximately 500,000 rio] cubic yards of
material was displaced in this area,

ary 20, 1973, letter (Exhibit 35), appellant's
president, John MacDonald, referred to
changed conditions created by the storm after
which he stated:

"The changed condition is: Part of the
Park beach and dune has washed away and
the Park property is now below the Ocean low
water line.

"It is necessary for the Park Service to
obtain permission from private property own-
ers to place sand on their property in order
to reclaim Park property from the Ocean.

"In this area where there is no dune, it
will be necessary to place the ill in a south
to north direction in order to protect the
pipeline."

Mr. MacDonald testified that from approx-
imately station 2228+50 northward the dune
system which had been erected earlier had
been washed away because the beach itself
was gone (Tr. 22). Change Order No. 1 (note
12, ifra) cites station 2228+00 as the point
of reference.

t0 The estimate of approximately 500,000
cubic yards of sand lost in the northern see-
tion related only to the February 10-12; 1973,

whether overwashed across the road and
back to the sound or carried down to
where we did find evidence of accretion
on the beach betow the Loran Station
on the point. * * it also moved the
contractor's pipe line, back far enough
to upset a couple of Loran Equipment
antennas to the dismay of the Coast
Guard. The argest difficulty from this
* * *' destruction was to the road,- the
private sector, and the Northern limits
of our project that we were working. (Tr.
141, 142.)

In a letter written under date of
February 2T, 1973 (Exhibit 34),
the contracting officer advised the
contractor that the conditions
brought about by the recent storm
were being carefully evaluated and
that the continued forbearance of
the contractor would be appreci-
ated until the -Government could
determine its future course of ac-

storm, as is clear from the testimony given
by ir. Riddel a short time later:

'at * Unfortunately, we cannot tell you
the exact quantity that was lost in * * a
three day Northeaster starting the 9th of
March. We lost more material, we lost more
structures. Again the North counter rock 12
had been relocated more than 600 to 800 feet
West of where the original location was. That
had been inundated by sand, another sand
bank over that area 4 * So, as we looked
at it, we had four large embayments. * ' 5 If
we had been hit by another Northeaster we
probably would have had an inlet in that area.
So this is why we desperately needed more
yardage:for that Northern sector." (Tr. 143,
144.)

The contracting officer's testimony that the
records he had read showed something like
500,000 cubic yards of sand to have been lost
was apparently related only to the February
10-12, 1973, storm (Tr. ).

There Is nothing to indicate that the ap-
pellant had access to records showing the
amount of sand lost in any of the storms. Re-
sponding to. a question on cross-examination
as 'to how many cubic yards of sand were
washed away in the two stormt, Mr. Mac-
Donald stated: "s* * I remember someone
saying, something like 500,000 cubic yards.

e e (Tr. 51).
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tion. Thereafter, by telegram dated
March 6, 1973 (Exhibit 33), the
contractor was directed 'to sus-
pend all work as of the close of
business on March 7, 1973, until
further notice. An order to resume
work was given on March 13, 1973
(Exhibit 31).

A week later the Government is-
sued Change Order No. 1,' which'
made certain changes relating to
the borrow area and directed that
from Station 2228 Northward to
the beginning of the project pump-
ing should proceed from south to
north. The Change Order (Exhibit
29) recited that it was issued pur-
suant to Article 3 of the General
Provisions and specified that there

'1 Citing Clause 23(a) of the General Provi-
sions as its authority the stop order stated:
"The changed conditions brought about by the
recent storm require a complete reevaluation
of this project work. At this time there is a
strong possibility that a determination will be
made to terminate the contract for the con-
venience of the Government."

12 Included in the body of the change order
'*ere the following provisions:

T2. Because of changes in the beach profile
and the loss of protective dune structures, you
are to begin pumping operations at Station
2228+00 and continue in a northerly direc-
tion to the point of beginning designated on
the contract drawings. The nourishment cross-
sectional plan incorporated in your contract
is to be followed where practical, but adjust-
ments must be made consistent with the posi-
tion -of the inner and outer bars and other
oceanic conditions.

"3. After reaching the project beginning
point, fill placement will be in a southerly
direction -from Station 2164+80.

"4. All pipe will be. installed on United
States property unless the contractor elects to
negotiate with private landowners for access
across their lands. The contractor must in-
demnify and save harmless the United States
Government from any and all of his operations
and activities on private properties.

"Except as provided herein, all terms nd
conditions of this contract remain unchanged
and in full force and effect."

( * * *i *

(Exhibit 20)

would be no increase in the contract
cost or time of performance result-
ing from the changes. As requested
in the instrument the contractor
acknowledged receipt of the Change
Order 13 by his signature thereon fin-
mediately below the following state-
ment: "The procedural work ad-
justments set forth in this change
order are satisfactory and are hert-
by accepted." -

By May 8 1973, the contracting
officer had become concerned-over
delays in contract performance. In
a letter written on that date 4 he
-noted that the contractor had used
approximately 151 days to accom-
plish 20 percent of the contract
work and that there then remained
only approximately 33 days to com-
plete the balance of the work. A
serious question was raised as to the
extent to which the delays experi-
enced were primarily due to a series
of equipment failures.

Some time prior to May 9, 1973,
the Government concluded that it
should exercise its right under the
contract :' to increase the contract

'a The Change Order is dated March 20,
1973. This is only 1 day after the commence-
ment of the storm characterized by Ar. iddel
as "a three day Northeaster" (note 10, supra).

'14 In especially pertinent part the letter of
May , 1973, states: :

"L * * In looking for conditions that have
caused this unfavorable position, one appears
to be foremost and that is the series of
equipment failures. We believe you will agree
that considerable time has been lost due to
major breakdowns." (Exhibit 28) -

l "SP-8 CHANGES AND ALTERED QUAN.
TITIES: Payment to the Contractor will be
made on the basis of. actual quantities of
work performed; however, In accordance with
the 'Changes' clause of the General Provisions,
the Contracting Officer may make changes in
the plans and specifications. If the change (or
changes) does not result in an increase or
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quantities by 25 percent. Prior to
the issuance of a written change or-
der the contracting officer had called
the contractor's attention to the ex-
istence of the right and had secured
the contractor's agreement to accept
the 25 percent increase in hydraulic
beach fill at the contract price (Ex-
hibit 27, Tr. 23-25; Tr. 103-109).

In the letter of May 9, 1973 (Ex-
hibit 27), accepting the increase il
quantity, the contractor stated that
the accomplishment of the addi-
tional work would require 45 extra
days. The letter also included a re-
quest for a 42-day time extension
for excusable causes of delay related'
to wet conditions in the staging area
(10 days), the February storm (18
days), the stop order of March 6,
1973 (14 days of which a 5-day time
extension had previously been
granted), and the March storm (5
days).

Change Order, No. 2, dated
May 18, 1973 (Exhibit 26),16

decrease of more than 25% of the original
total contract amount, no adjustment In the
contract unit prices will be made. If the
change (or changes) results in an increase or
decrease of more than 25% of the original
total contract amount, then upon demand of
either party, an equitable adjustment shall be
made of the unit price or prices representing
the item or items causing the main Increase
or decrease; in case of an increase, any ad-
justment in payment shall apply only to the
related quantities of work performed in ex-
cess of the stated percentage; In the event of
a decrease, any adjustment in payment shall
apply to the quantity or quantities of work
actually performed.'" (Exhibit 45 ; Special Pro-
visions.) ee also clause 60 of the General
Provisions entitled "VARIATIONS IN STI-
MIATED QUANTITIES."

16 Testifying on direct examination as to the
reason for the issuance of Change Order No. 2,
the contracting officer stated:

'We had determined that the additional
material was necessary In order to develop the

granted the requested time exten-
sions and directed the contractor to
perform the following additional
work:

1. Place and additional 250,000 cu. yds.
of hydraulic beach fill (beach nourish-
ment) within the work limits specified by
the contract drawings. This additional
work is to be accomplished in complete
accordance with the provisions and speci-
fications of the contract.

You will be compensated for this addi-
tional work at the contract unit price of
$1.31 per cu. yd. 7 * [17]

: *: *:

uniform beach nourishment project that we
were after. I don't believe we ever reached the
typical profiles that were projected in our
construction drawings. But we were endeav-
oring to stay as uniform as possible through
the beach development project. The 250,000
cubic yards was necessary to replace yardage
lost during the storm." (Tr. 97.)

On cross-examination the project supervi-
sor stated that the additional 250.000 cubic
yards were needed to get to te northern end
of the job (Tr. 156). The project supervisor
recollected having specifically discussed the
matter with the contractor's on-site repre-
sentative, Mr. Meyer (Tr. 156, 171). Con-
cerning this conversation he stated : "' *
It would go up there, it had to go there be-
cause we knew that 500,000 cubic yards was
taken out of there by one storm. * * *" (Tr.
171.)

Mr. Meyer testified that additional sand
was needed "to repair the storm damage"
(Tr. 136). It is not clear whether Mr. Meyer
considered that the additional sand was
needed only in-the northern area or over the
entire job. Nowhere in his testimony (Tr. 131-
140) is there any indication that he was
aware that 500,000 cubic yards of sand had
been taken out of the northern end of the job
,in one storm.

17 In the Finding of Fact pertaining to the
Change Order the contracting officer states

"Public Law 92-306, 2d Cong. authorized
$4.3 -million for emergency storm damage re-
pairs at Cape Hatteras ES.

* * The Government is obligated by the
Public Law to provide the maximum possible
protection within the emergency funds al-
lotted. Contract provisions permit the en-
largement of the contract work up to 25%
at the prevailing unit price. - -

Continued
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In a letter dated August 7, 1973
(Exhibit 23), the contracting officer
called attention to the fact that as-
of July 31, 1973, the contractor had
completed 69 percent of the con-
tract work and that there was less
than 30 days remaining for comple-
tion of the project. The contractor
responded by a letter dated Au-
gust 15, 1973 (Exhibit 20), in which
it noted that there had been ceitain
circumstances in regard to. the job
prejudicial to completing the work
on time. More specifically, it re-
quested time extensions because of
the alleged departure from the con-
tract regarding the deposit of the
beach fill Is and difficulty with a
supplier.' 5 At the same time it for-

Continued
"Accordingly, in view of the authorization

provided by the Public Law and the attendant
obligation of the Government to repair storm
damage conditions, it was unanimously agreed
by Park Service Officials that the contract
should be expanded by 250,000 cu. yds. This
additional work will be performed at the
prevailing unit price which Is very definitely
in the best interests of the Government."

1s "Whereas the contract calls for distrib-
uting the beach fill relatively uniformly along
the beach, the great majority of the fill has
been deposited at the northern end of the
project. This has resulted in a greatly length-
ened pipe line with booster pumps running
wide open constantly for long periods of time.
This additional stress on the equipment has
caused a greater number of mechanical break-
downs than would otherwise be the case.
* * * Toward the south end of the project
we would expect to pump approximately 700-
800 cubic yards per hour; at the north end of
the project we can produce only approxi-
mately 300-400 cubic yards per hour." (Ex-
hibit 20.)

Mr. MacDonald testified that they tried to
pump 24 hours a day, 7 days a week (Tr. 29).

i1 "The wear and tear on our pumps goes up
in multiples as greater pressure is needed by
reason of the distance from the borrow area.
We have been delayed by our supplier of pump
shells on pumps which were worn out by rea-
son of the higher pressures necessitated by the
longer lines. * * '" (Exhibit 20.)

warded two claim letters for addi-
tional compensation. One letter
dated August 15, 1973 (Exhibit 19),
is concerned with an alleged
change 20 in the contract as a result
of the manier in which the beach
fill had been placed. The other letter
dated August 15, 1973 (Exhibit 21),
presents a claim for compensation
attributed to a Goverinment issued
stop order.

Claim for misplacement of fil-:
$300,000

The claim letter of August 15,
1973 (Exhibit 19), requested addi-
tional compensation

* * * by reason of the change in the

above contract accomplished at the deci-
sion of the United States, as follows:

1. The contract calls for an approxi-
mately even distribution of the beach fill
over the entire length of the project, i.e.,
10,200 feet; in fact the greater propor-

20 "We have been concerned over this de-
parture from the contract for some time but
have not been sure in what manner the bal-
ance of the beach fill would be placed once the
contract was changed in this regard. * *

(Exhibit 19.)
Addressing himself at the hearing to the

failure of the contractor to submit a written
protest or to even make a strong oral protest
to the project supervisor (Mr. Riddel) at an
earlier time, Mr. John MacDonald stated:

"So, it wasn't real obvious, you know, ha
didn't come down and say because of the storm
we are only going to do about 6,000 foot of
beach. We're eliminating the Southern third.
If he had told me that in writing or officially,
I certainly would have made a much bigger
protest through channels and to the contract-
ing officer. But this was never indicated and,
if the further South we got from the shorter
lines, the more money we made and the better
it got. And we kept thinking, well, it will get
better and we'll get down there and we'll de
that. * * * [S]ome time around August, the
end of July, when Mr. Meyer was leaving, he
* * * came to me and he said it looks like
we're not * * * ever going to get as far as
the groins. * *' (Tr. ISI, 1S6.)
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tion of the fill has been placed at the
northern end of the project.

2. The contract calls for a berm ap-
proximately 100 feet wide throughout the
length of the project; the addition of 250,-
000 cubic yards to the project would in-
crease this berm width to. 125 feet
throughout the length of the project. A
berm of much greater width has 'been
built throughout most of the northern
half of the project.

In his decision of November 29,
1973 (Exhibit 12), the contracting

officer did not dispute the contrac-

tor's contention that more sand was
placed in the northern half of the

project. He found, however, that

the contract did not call for even
distribution of beach fill over the
entire length of the project. In sup-

port of this finding, the contracting
officer quoted from Paragraphs SP-
1(A) 21 SP-8 22 and SP-13A 23 of

the Special Provisions and from a

note on Drawing No. 603/80,050
(Sheet 3 of 4) reading as follows:

21 "SP-1 DESCRIPTION OF WORK: The
work onsists of mobilizing, transporting and
demobilizing plant and equipment; removing
material from a predetermined borrow area
and distributing it as shown on the contract
drawings and as directed as beach nournish-
ment.

"A. -Approximate limits of work, elevations
and slopes of fill are indicated on the contract
drawings. The Contracting Officer will adjust
or revise these limits to suit conditions dur-
ing the work to provide for maximum use of
material available 'with funds allotted." (Ex-
hibit 45; Special Provisions.)

22 See Note 15, spra.
2 "SP-13 AS CONSTRUCTED DRAWINGS
"A. When the work is completed, the Con-

tractor shall provide the Contracting Officer
with a set of as-constructed drawings on clean
prints of the original drawings. The as-
constructed drawings shall indicate in an ac-
curate manner all changes and revisions in the
original' design. t t to" (Exhibit 45; Special
Provisions.)

THE SHORELINE OF HATTERAS IS-
LAND HAS CHANGED SINCE THE
PHOTOGRAPHIC' BASE MAP WAS
MADE * * * THE SHORELINE
CHANGES TO DATE WILL NOT AF-
FECT THE BEACH NOURISHMENT
PROJECT SHOWN HEREON.U]

Immediately thereafter the findings
state:

Implicit in the foregoing is the idea
that subsequent shoreline changes would
affect the beach nourishment project.
This is in fact what happened. The addi-
tional 250,000 cubic yards of beach
nourishment was ordered after a major
change in conditions resulting from a
storm on February 10-12,1973, necessitat-
ing alteration of the basic design cross-
section. At the time of acceptance of
Change Order No. 29,c' the contractor's

24 The photographic base map referred to in
the text was made in 1967. A number of fea-
tures were drawn thereon at a considerably
later time based upon a field survey' (Tr. 153).
The invitation for bids is dated September 5,
1972. An addendum was issued on October 5,
1972. The bid is dated November 6, 1972
(Exhibit 45).

The opening sentence in the BID FORM
provided with the invitation reads: "In com-
pliance with the above-dated invitation for
bids, the undersigned hereby proposes to per-
form all work for Beach Nourishment, Draw-
ing No. 603/80050 (4 sheets)."

The face page of the contract contains the
caption "Contract For (Work. to be per-
formed)" under which appears: "Furnish all
labor, material and equipment to place hy-
draulic beach fil (beach nournishment) as
indicated on the drawings." The drawings are
identified thereon as "Drawings (4 pages)

603
No.

80,050
20 Asked by the hearing member to estimate

the extent to which the 1,000,000 cubic yards
on the original contract had been pumped
prior to the time Change No. 2 (Exhibit 26)
was issued increasing the contract quantity by
250,000 cubic yards, the project supervisor
stated:

"The contractor pumped 160,000 yards in
April and I'd say by the 18th of May probably
another 160.000. probably a third, around a
third of his 1,000,000 yards. I would have to

Continaued

467
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field superintendent was well aware of
existing conditions, and the contractor's
president was aware of the February
storm, as evidenced by his letter of May
9, 1973 (Exhibit 3), requesting an 18-day
time extension by reason thereof and
agreeing to acceptance of the additional
work. Change Order No. 2, which was ac-
cepted 'by the contractor, calls for the
250,000 cubic yards of beach fill to be
placed "within the work limits specified
by the contracting drawings." All of the
material was so placed. Furthermore, at
a pre-bid on-site inspection, the contrac-
tor was told that the major operation
would be in the northern half of the proj-
ect limits, as evidenced by question and
answer No. 12 in a memorandum dated

October 12, 1972 * * . (See note 5,
supra.)

Accordingly, the contractor's claim for

additional compensation based on the al-

leged contract changes [20] is denied. (Ex-
hibit 12.)

Continued
go back and check the daily logs to find out
what he had, but it was about a third." (Tr.
182.)

The import of the project supervisor's testi-
mony was that pumping of the beach fill did
not commence until April of 1973. The accu-
racy of this assessment is confirmed by Gov-
ernment Exhibit A (text accompanying notes
41-48, infra) which at pages 20 and 24 Indi-
cates that pumping began in late March or
early April of 1973. We so dnd.

28 With respect to contract changes the Gen-
eral Provisions provide:

"CHANGES

"(a) The Contracting Officer may, at any
time, without notice to the sureties, by writ-
ten order designated or indicated to be a
change order, make any change in the work
within the general scope of the contract, in-
cluding but not limited to changes:

"(i) In the specifications (including draw-
ings and designs;

"(ii) In the method or manner of perform-
ance of the work; -

"(iii) In the Government-furnished facili-
ties, equipment, materials, services, or site; or

"(iv) directing acceleration in the perform-
ance of the work.

"(b) Any other -written order or an oral.
order (which terms as used in this paragraph
(b) shall include direction, instruction,, inter-
pretation, or determination) from the Con-
tracting Officer, which causes any such

The appellant's position is su-
cinctly stated in the Complaint:

9. * * * the gravamen of Appellant's
claim is that the contract required distri-
bution of the hydraulic beach fill in a 100,
foot berm [27 except at the tapered north

change, shall be treated as a change order
under this clause, provided that the Con-
tractor gives the Contracting Officer written
notice stating the date, circumstances, and
source of the order and that the Contractor
regards the order as a change order.

"(c) Except as herein provided, no order,
statement, or conduct of the Contracting Offi-
cer shall be treated as a change under this
clause or entitle the Contractor to an equi-
table adjustment hereunder.

"(d) If any change under this clause
causes an increase or decrease in the Con-
tractor's cost of, or the time required for, the
performance of any part of the work under
this contract, whether or not changed by any
order, an equitable adjustment shall be made
and the contract modified in writing accord-
ingly: Provided, however, That except for
claims based on defective specifications, no
claim for any change under (b) above shall be
allowed for any costs incurred more than 20
days before the Contractor gives written no-
tice as therein required: And provided fur-
ther, That in the case of defective specifica-
tions for which the Government is responsible,
the equitable adjustment shall include any in-
creased cost reasonably incurred by the Con-
tractor in attempting to comply with such
defective specifications.

" (e) If the Contractor intends to assert a
claim for an equitable adjustment under this
clause, he must, within 30 days after receipt of
a written change order under (a) above or the
furnishing of a written notice under (b) above,
submit to the Contracting Officer a written
statement setting forth the general nature
and monetary extent of such claim, unless this
period is extended by the Government. The
statement of claim hereunder may be Included
in the notice under (b) above.

"(f) No claim by the Contractor for an
equitable adjustment hereunder shall be al-
lowed If asserted after final payment under
this contract."

27 This was not true of the groin area shown
on Contract Drawing No. 603/80,050 (Ex-
hibit 45). With respect to the 930 feet in-
volved between station 2247+50 and station
2256+80, the drawing (Sheet 2 of 4)

provides:
"FILL, CELLS OF GROIN SYSTEM AS

DIRECTED." This was recognized by appel-
lant's counsel at the hearing in the course of
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and south ends of .the project. The borrow
area on this job was located more than a
mile south of the south end of the project
and placing all of the fill in the northern
two-thirds of the project and tw o-thirds
of the fill,. in the northern one-half of the

project increased the average distance
Appellant had to pump the hydraulic fill.
This departure [ from the contract in-
creased the time of Appellant on the job
and increased its maintenance and other

costs because the wear and tear on pumps,
boosters and other equipment is greater
in direct proportion to the distance from

the borrow area.
11. The Contracting Officer's decision

was such that no responsible bidder can
bid on work of this type if that decision

is correct, because it permits the Con-

tracting Officer at no additional expense

to direct the placement of fill wherever

he wishes when the placement of the fill

is the key element in the amount bid by

a contractor for this type of work. * * *

After reviewing the evidence ad-
duced at the hearing, appellant's
counsel states at pages 12, 13 of its
posthearing brief:*

The entitlement of Appellant to an

equitable adjustment is clear unless the
following defenses of the United States
are found to be sustained:

cross-examining the contracting offlcer when
the following exchange took place:

"Q. And he was to have a transition area
at each end of 1,000 feet? And he was to have
a groin area in which the contract offilcer was
to have some (discretion) as to what was done
in that area.

"A. Yes.
"Q. Otherwise he was to have a uniform

cross section?
"A. Yes". (Tr. 15.)
28 "15. Appellant's case for an equitable

adjustment relating to the placement of the
fill rests primarily upon the contract draw-
ings showing the area to be covered, the
typical cross-section shown- on the drawings
and Note 3 on the drawings, all of which in-
dicate relatively uniform placement of the fill
except in the transition and groin areas (Tr.
67, 68) ." Appellant's Posthearing Brief, 5.

1. Failure to give timely notice; [99

2. Modification of contract as contained
in the IFB at pre-bid conference; no)

3. Lack of authority on the part of the
Project Supervisor to depart from the

2 In support of the position that the re-
quirements of notice provisions are not waived
by consideration of claims on the merits, the
Government cites a number of cases none of
which are recent (Brief in Support of Govern-
ment's Answer, 7). Asserting that the cases
cited by the Government are no longer the
law, appellant's counsel quotes from our de-
cision in John I. Moon Sons, IBCA-815-
12-69 (July 31, 1972), 79 I.D. 465, 498, 72-2
BCA par. 9601 at 44,876 in which we had
cited Dittmaore-Frcint uth Corp. v. United
States, 182 Ct. Cl. 507 (1968) (Pre-hearing
Brief, 3).

The Changes clause construed in Moon did
not involve a 20-day notice requirement, how-
ever, such as is contained in the Changes
Clause with which we are here concerned
(note 2.6, spra). The present clause was not
adopted until 1968, when substantial revisions
were made In Government construction con-
tracts utilizing- Standard Form 23-A. See
0. . iestand, Jr., "A New Bra in Govern-
ment Construction Contracts," 28 Fed. B.J.
165 (1968); 5 Y.P.A. 473.

"0The parties are apart on the question of
whether In reaching its decision the Board
should consider a conversation which took
place between Mr. MacDonald and Govern-
ment representatives at the pre-bidding con-
ference. Favoring such consideration Govern-
ment counsel cites our holding in Korshoj
Construction Co., IBCA-321 (March 15,
1965), 65-1 BA par. 4731. Characterizing
the contract as unambiguous, appellant's
counsel asserts that the parol evidence rule
precludes such consideration. Several deci-
sions of this board are cited as supporting
authorities, as is the recent decision of the
Armed Services- Board In Fairchild Industries,
Inc., ASBCA Nos. 16302 and 16413 (March
29, 1974), 74-1 BA par. 10,567 at 50,083
("The Government should not be heard to
say that the contractor is bound by an inter-
pretation stated at the pre-bid briefing, but
not Incorporated into the RP by an amend-
ment, when the RFP clearly provided that
such statements will not be used in Interpret-
lng the contract. This provision was palpably
designed to prohibit a contractor from using
an oral' interpretation In Its favor. But it
must be a two way street."). Cf., R R Con-
struction Co., IBCA-413 and IBCA-458-9-64
(September 27, 1965), 72 ID. .385, 65-2 BCA

par. 5109.

4591 -: 469
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contract, if in fact there was any such
departure;

4. Contracting officer had authority
under SP-l (A) 312 to place the fill as he
did;

5. Acceptance of Change Order No. 2
waived any right to the claimed adjust-
ment.

With respect to item 5, we have

previously alled attention to the
fact that at the time Change Order
No. 2 was issued (May 18, 1973),
the project supervisor estimated
that approximately 320,000 cubic
yards of the original 1,000,000 cubic
yards of fill had been placed. Im-
mediately thereafter the following
colloquy ensued between the proj-
ect supervisor. and the hearing
member:

31 The question of the lack of authority of
the project supervisor to nake contract
changes was raised in the Government answer
and a number of supporting authorities were
cited. At the hearing no effort was made to
show that the project supervisor was without
authority to direct the placement of the
beach fill as lie had done. The record does
show, however, that all of the fill covered by
the contract was placed as irected by the
project supervisor (Tr. 33) ; that the con-
tracting officer was kept fully informed by the
contract people at the site (Tr. 99) ; and that
he was .in accord with the interpretation re-
flected in the project supervisor's actions re-
specting the placement of the fill (Tr. 112-
113; 117). The' Govenment's posthearing brief
makes no mention of the project supervisor
being without authority to direct the contract
work as he had in this case. We have there-
fore concluded- that the Governfent has
abandoned the lack of authority defense with
respect to the claim asserted.

32 See note 21, spr. Cited in opposition

to the existence of any such authority are
8teenberg Construction Co., IBCA-520-10-65
(May 8, 1972), 79 I.D. 158, 72-1 BCA par.
949, and Carson Construction Co., ICA-
Nos. 21, 25, 28, and 34 (November 22, 1955),

.62 .D. 422, 434 (" * To be approximate,
however, the lines would have to be close to
or near to the elevations indicated on the
plans, for it is in these terms that the dic-
tionary defines the term 'approximate'
V J * ."). t(Appellafnt's Pre-hearing Brief,
4.)

[Q] * * * when the contractor gets
Change Order Number Two which says
he is going to add 250,000 cubic yards of
material, what would preclude him from
considering * * * that as representing
* * * the material that was going to go
to take cars of storm damage on the
Northern end-There would still be that
balance of 1,000,000 original which could
be distributed over the project * *

[A] Sir, it's very difficult to answer
because at the point or at the time of the
additional yardage, we asked for it be-
cause of the areas that we foresaw as
being real trouble. We tried to get the
pipeline and material through going up
the beach. There was still two or three
large embayments ahead of us and we
had no idea how much material would be
lost in trying to get through there.

[Q] id he have any idea? Do you
think he should have had any idea, any
more idea than you had?

[A] No, sir.33]

nTr. 182, 13. In his opening statement
Government counsel asserts: * * By rea-
son of these storms the government's position
(is) that it ordered the 250,000 extra cubic
yards in order to repair storm damage. The
great majority of which was In the northern
part of the project." (Tr. 10.) At the time
the findings were made the contracting officer
considered the claim was based upon the
250,000 cubte yards covered by Change Order
No. 2 (Tr. 112). The claim, for equitable
adjustment in the amount of $300,000 involves
approximately 400,000 cubic yards of fill that
the appellant contends was misplaced (Tr. 78;
Appellant's Exhibit No. 1; ppellant's Post-
hearing Brief, 6, 16).

Adverting to the quantity involved in the
claim in his opening statement, appellant's
counsel states: "' * * we! are not talking
about any kind of minor ' i * variation

which would have to be in any kind of
matter of this kind. We are not involved with
that. We want to make it very plain that if
it were a question of rule or [ic] reason we
would not be here. This is our investigation of
the matter indicating to us that pproxi-
mately 300,000 cubic yards out of a contract
of 1,250,000 ere placed beyond what would
have been a reasonable equality in the north-
ern two thirds of this project." (Tr. 8.)

No explanation has been offered by appel-
lant for the difference of 100,000 cubic yards
between the 400,000 figure comprising the
claim according to appellant's posthearing
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In its posthearing brief the
(Government asserts that no fill
was placed in the southern one
third of the job because of equip-
ment failures 34 and because sand
was placed in this area by

"natural oceanic processes." 3 The

brief and the 200,000 cubic yards claimed for
in the opening statement. The answer -may
be that the lower figure is the result of apply-
ing the "rule of reason" to the circumstances
involved in this case (e.g., the area where
the contracting officer was clearly vested with
a considerable amount of discretion (note 27,
sapra) or where the appellant has recognized,
that consideration would necessarily have to
be given to factors which Would affect the
amount of -fill to- be placed in particular areas
of the project. (note.51, infra).

34 Government's Posthearing Brief, 1. Mr.
Riiddel testified that the reason virtually no
fill was placed: on. the southern one-third of
the -job was partially attributable to. equip-
ment faliures- (Pr. 155, 163-165). BIr. Mac-
Donald acknoWledged that the equipment
broke down a number of times but he con-
sidered that tihe -breakdowns were largely
the result of the long lines, the great dis-
tances the contractor was pumping at the
time- the- breakdowns occurred (Tr. 30; 35;
55; 185) ,Mr- Jantzen testified that the
equipment the contractor had on the job
was of sufficient capacity to perform the
work (Tr. 81). Mr. A. H. Meyer who was
the contractor's superintendent for most of
the time the project -continued and- who
testified -as a Government witness character:
ized the equipment-s as."adequate for: the job."
(Tr. 139.) , . . :

The Government appears not to have rec-
ognized the anomaly nvolved in asking the
Board to find n effect that no fill was placed
in thel southern one-third of -the job because
of equipment failures where, as here, one of
its witnesses testified that the contractor's
equipment was adequate (Tr. 139), and an-
other of its witnesses testified that it was not
(Tr. 155, 165-165). We need not determine
the legal consequences to a party proffering
conflieting testimony, however, for in this
case the appellant -has clearly established
that its equipment was adequate to perform
the work called for by the invitation for
bids and the resulting contract.

23
'The term used by the contracting officer

is "the dynamics of -the ocean." (Tr.; 119,
122.) The project supervisor refers to the
-"natural transfer of material." (Tr. 164.) The
--natural: oceanic processes" language em-

importance the Government
taches to the latter concept is
parent from the contracting
ficer's testinony in which
stated: -

at-
ap-
of -
. he

- A. We contemplated that there would.
be sand over -the - entire project. But
the contemplation -took into consider-
ation the dynamics of the ocean.363

We knew from previ6us studies in the
area. From studies that are continuing
yet. That the ocean does in fact carry
the sands to the south. We have a
great deal of build up by mother nature
in that section. This vas all taken
into consideration. Not only, were we
going to do contract work but at the
same time mother nature was going
to be doing [her] share of it.En -

ployed by Government- counsel was apparently
designed to be a generic term. embtacing not
only the "dynamics of the: ocean'- and the
"natural transfer; of -material" -terminology
but wave action in the surf zone and littoral.
drift as well. - - - - - -

3 In support of :the` contracting officer's
use of the term, the Government points to
a note on the conttact drawing '(Sheet 2
of 4) - reading: -: "FILL: TO BE!;' ACCOM-
PUISHED BY NATURAL" WAVE ENERGYC
PROCESS." (Exhibit 45; Drawing No.-
603/80,050.) - -

Appropos of the notation Mr.-- Maclomiald
stated: " * That would indicate to me
that we would pump thismpart C' * with the
dredge line. The fat part; But what runs
down here say 3O to one. -This is sloping
away and into the ocean and perhaps under-'-
neath the ocean. We -are not to -make; an
effort to going down. there -and spreading
that so it looks like a :straiflht line. But let
the ocean: take its -natural repose." (Tr.
69, 70.):- : - i

27 Tr. 119. Upon, cross-examlnation, the-
project supervisor testified as 'follows:1 :

' EQ] * * * What does' the concept of the
surf zone have to do with whether you ever-
get any fll down in, this -area, whether the
contractor places any <or not? -What- does
that got to do with it?. - -

"[A] Sir, if we had:started as the original
conditions of the contract and the contractor
had gone to the extreme Northern limits
and had started pumping' his 100 foot berm,
he is taking a risk in that,- and this is his

- ' i Continuted-
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The question of the extent to
which the terms of the invitation
for bids and the resulting contract
alerted bidders to the Govern-
ment's reliance upon the "dynam-
ics of the ocean" or similar con-
cept for distribution of fill 38 was
fully explored at the hearing. The
following exchanges occurred in-
volving the contracting officer, the
hearing member and Government
counsel:

[Q] * * * You are the man that every-
one'ultimately looks to e * What would
be the effect in your opinion showing the
project 10,000 odd feet and showing an
AA typical cross section with a [berm]

Con tinued
risk at bidding. You tell him this varies, the
energy varies, the embayment varies. When
he pumps this section-

"[Q] Wait a minute. Where do you tell
him? You just said some things-Where do
you tell him?

"[A] You tell him that he goes-
"[Q] How? In writing? How do you tell

him?
"[A] It's in the specifications that the con-

tractor will begin pumping from North to
South, he goes all the way to the North end
of the job.

"I[Q] Agreed.
"[A] Alright. And he starts his pump. at

this point.
"[QI1 Agreed. Where do you tell him

* * ?" (Tr. 158,159.)
" Mr. MacDonald testified that with respect

to the earlier contract (notes 3 and 4, spra)
the view had been advanced that "the best way
of doing the job would be to place it all in
the north end" (Tr. 20). I I

An accommodation was apparently worked
out which permitted the Government to vary
the fill from what was shown in the contract.
Mr. MacDonald gave the following explana-
tion for the informal agreement reached:
"* * * the man who came at.that time * * 
indicated, he had a note, that fill will vary.
By varying itthey meant they will put more
of it on the north than the south. At that
time the * * fill was so small, the amount
of deviation say from center was so small, I
did not argue it. I went ahead and did this
work * '*. We do not make an issue of every
tiny deviation from what we thought we
should he doing." (Tr. 62, 63.)

of let's say, 100 feet in respect to the re-
quirement that you spread so many * * *
cubic yards of sand * * "%woulduyou as
a bidder assume that * * basically that
sand was to be spread over the entire
project? And bid on the basis [of] the
fact that he would be coming up with one
price covering the 10,000 odd feet?

A. If you were to proceed on the~basis
of the information contained in the RFB,
I, think that would be a fair assunption.

However, we ask the bidders to visit
the site prior to bidding to become famil-
iar with the area. To become familiar
with some of. the conditions in the
area. * * -

[Q] * * i' Aside from the pre-bidding
conference, however, * * * any answers
that wele given * * .to your knowledge
in the plans or the contract that you gan
recall that would have made a contractor
leery about assuming that he is going to
spread this sand over the 10,000 odd'feet?
And build it basically in accordance with;
the typical AA cross section? ; .

*-:: -' -

A. * * I would have to say -tat II
don't believe there would be anything to
that extent. . '- 

*: X. . *: *

Mr. Spillman: There is a note oi one
of the drawingsto the effect that filis to
be accomplished by natural wave energy'
process. Does that mean anythi'ng in
particular to you?

A. Just what. we pointed out here a
minute ago. That you had to know the
conditions (at) the site. You had to take
into consideration the dynamics of the
ocean. The inner 'and outer bars and the
things that were going to, (affect) the
project.

[Q] Was there anything in the invita-
tion that indicated that the dynamics of,
the ocean was going to be a factor? 

A. I don't believe there would' be. But
there are a lot of provisions there. 

[Q) * * * the materials in the record..
But I am examining you as a contract
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officer to what your reaction. is to this
situation.

A. I don't think we had any particular
warning as such in the IFB. s *

The contracting officer and the
Government officials involved in ad-
ministering *the earlier contract
(note 38, supra): were not the, only
ones who considered that "natural
oceanic processes" should be taken
into account with respect to the dis-
tribution of the beach fill. This was
also the position of the project
supervisor 40 and others involved
with him 41 in a serious study of the
area. (See Govermuent Exhibit A;
1973 Buxton Beach Nourishment
Project, An Annotated Photo-
graphic Atlas, Cape Hatteras Na-
tional Seashore, North Carolina;
Coastal Research Associates,42
Charlottesville, Virginia, Febru-
ary 1974; NPS Contract No. CX

3D Tr. 119-123.
40 Note 37, supr; Tr. 156-165. Mr. Riddel

testified that the completed beach was the
result in part of the "natural transfer of ma-
terial." Asked whether a contractor could plan
a job based upon the "conduct of the wave
action," Mr. Riddel responded by stating: "He
bid the job on the conduct of his people and
the efficiency of his equipment." (Tr. 164.)

41. As shown n the text, Mr. Riddel was
listed as one of four persons involved in the
preparation of the annotated photographic
atlas of the project. Prior to being project
supervisor on the instant contract, Mr. Riddel
had been assistant superintendent at Cape
Hatteras for 6 years. During that time he had
supervised the project supervisor on the earlier
contract awarded to the appellant (Tr. 149).

42 Concerning Coastal Research Associates,
Mr. Riddel stated: "That is out of the Uni-
versity of Virginia, that's Doctor Robert
Dolan." (Tr. 76.) He also stated that Dr.
Dolan was a research consultant for this job;
that he had been a consultant at Hatteras
with respect to beach dynamics for over 10
years; and that he had reviewed the plans and
specifications for the instant contract at the
time they had been prepared (Tr. 176, 177).

5000031059, Robert Dolan, Bruce
Hayden, Preston Riddel, John Pon-
ton.) Of particular interestto this
discussion are the following com-
ments from page 8 of the annotated
atlas:

During the months before the dredging
at Cape Point and the discharge of sand
onto the Buxton beaches, procedures for
implementing the nourishment project
were formulated. The ensuing strategy
stressed the discharge of sediments onto
the active portion ' of the beach, per-
mitting the natural fluid motions' of the
swash and inshore currents to distribute
the borrow material.

National Park 'Service scientists and
technical personnel agreed that an elon-
gated and sloping beach of natural,
morphological characteristics was most
desirable and that this end was best
achieved by permitting natural forces to
organize and distribute the sediments
discharged along the beach. Although the
winter storms of January, February, and
March of 1973 and technical delays and
breakdowns precluded strict adherence
to the proposed discharge schedule, the
essence of the strategy for nourishment
was fully adhered to.

Even if the devastating storms of
February and March of 1973 had
not occurred, it appeared that the
project supervisor considered that
the contractor ran at least some risk

4' Responding to an inquiry upon 'cross-
examination, Mr. Riddel stated: " * * All
bidders were given the opportunity to visit the
site before bidding at the time of the pre-
bidders site investigation. It was quite ap-
parent that the more unstable beach, the more
dynamic beach, the one receiving continued
erosion, was on the Northern limits. This was
apparent to all contractors." (Tr. 160.)

Commenting upon the conditions created by
the February and March of 1973 storms, how-
ever, Mr. Riddel had stated: " I * It was a
different beach than he and his representatives
had seen." (Tr. 154, 155.)

473
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that the typical AA cross section
might not be attainable for the en-
tire area shown on the contract
drawings. Upon cross examination
he stated:

A. * * * Now wait. He starts at this
point pumping and puts on a io0 foot
berm that you had on the typical sec-
tion. Any embayment that he hits as he
comes down through here, he is still
working with this basic profile into the
ocean. He has got a point line down here.
It can be that between this 100 foot sta-
tion he can put in 10,000 cubic yards or
he can put in 20,000 cubic yards because
you do. not know, from day to day, on an
unstable or highly dynamic beach 44]

what happens in here." 7

Elsewhere in his testimony, Mr.
Riddel characterized the area in
question as "highly dynamic, prob-

4The "unstable" or "highly dynamic" na-
ture of the beach. was apparently a weighty
factor in determining whether the project
should be continued following the February
10-12, 1973, storm. Asked by the hearing
member to explain his reference to pressures,
Mr. MacDonald stated:

"What. I meant was there was very high
feelings from both directions. The local in-
habitants were very much concerned that the
job would be cancelled, that they would then
be abandoned, so called, to the sea. But there
was also at the same time, apparently not so
much in the; Park employees, that I spoke
with, but apparently the Park Superintendent,
he would prefer to abandon it as-It was in
the paper * I read -his opinion-that it
was wasteful, that until they came up with
a better method of doing this that they should
not do it. But I don't feel that our mobiliza-
tion was necessary to stop during this period
while they decided whether this was a waste-
ful type of operation; the.whole idea of re-
placing sand, that perhaps some other method
of controlling the beach was better. This is
what I mean by unreasonable. We had plenty
of work to do that we could have proceeded
with our work. It would not be related to the
damage in the North end until it could be taken
care of, as it was, under Change Order Num-
ber One." (Tr. 190, 191.)

45
Tr. 159. This testimony followed immedi-

ately after the colloquy set forth in note 87,
supre.

ably one of the most dynamic areas
of the whole Eastern* Seaboard"
(Tr. 148). The difficulty of pre-
dicting how the "natural transfer
of material", (note 40, supra),
would occur on so "highly dynamic"'
a beach may have been the reason
the National Park Service solicited
bids on three different quantities of
sand (750,000 cubic yards, 850,000
cubic yards and 1,000,000 cubic
yards) without any difference in
"the design of the beach" and uti-
lizing "the same drawing in all
cases." (Tr. 17.)4 :

The parties have sharply diver-
gent, views as to the extent of the
contracting officer's authority to di-
rect the placement of the fill, insofar
as the directed placement represents
a departure from the typical AA
cross section shown on the contract
drawings; without an equitable ad-
justment being made for any addi-

"For the three quantities specified, the con-
tractor submitted unit price bids of $1.50,
.1.40 and $1.31, respectively (Exhibit 45;
Invitation For Bids No. 5000-1 (73) ; Tr. 17).

The reason the Government asked for bids
on three different quantities may have been
related to the question of what quantities
could be obtained with the funds then avail-
able. The appeal ile contains what appears to
be an earlier version. of the same invitation
which is dated August 20. 1972, and which
under "Description of Work" provides: "Re-
move approximately 1,000,000 cubic yards of
material from a designated borrow area and
place as beach nournishment." This statement
is' followed by "Estimated Price Range:
$1,500,000 to $2,000,000." (Exhibit 45)

7 Referring to his experience with the Corps
of Engineers Mr. MacDonald stated: "* * 8
where they order - 8 * a different quantity,
they will show a different] design for each
schedule or quantity." As to the reasons for
this he stated: " * it would be virtually
impossible to build identical beaches in all
cases with different quantities and have it all
the exact same dimensions." (Tr. 17, 18; 53.)
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tional costs involved. Cited in sup-
port of the appellant's position that
the AA cross sections govern the
placement of the fill is a note upon
the contract drawings which reads
as follows: 

3. THE WESTERN EDGE OF THE
FLAT BERM IS THE ELEVATION 10.5
CONTOUR THROUGHOUT THE TO-
TAL LENGTH OF THE PROJECT. THE
FLAT BERM IS TO BE 100' WIDE EX-
CEPT IN THE 1000'-LONG TRANSI-
TIONS AT EACH END OF THE PROJ-
ECT WHERE THE WIDTH OF THE
FLAT BERM WILL DECREASE UNI-
FORMLY FROM 100' TO ZERO."

At the hearing, the Government

acknowledged that the drawing

contemplated that the contractor

would place fill over the entire
10,200 feet of the project (Tr. 115).
It also acknowledged that except for
the two transition areas at each end

and the groin area, this would entail
placing the fill in accordance with
the uniform cross Section Shown oil

the contract drawings (Tr. 11 5, 124,

153-154, 161). According to the
project supervisor the drawings de-

picted the d-une line at the time of

bidding which would be the "batter
board, the heel * * * for the place-

ment of fill at the elevation 10.5."
(Tr. 144, 145.) Following the Feb-
ruary and March 1973 torms, how-

45 Exhibit 45; Drawing No. 603/80.050
(Sheet 3 of 4). The same drawing (Sheet 2 of
4) shows that the beach involved in the
Groin System between Station 2247+50 and
2256+80 (930 feet) is to be filled "AS DI-
RECTED" and designates Station 2266 + 80
as "END PROJECT." Page 35 of the anno-
tated photographic atlas (Government Exhibit
A) refers to "the south end of the project at
station 2235+00 * * I." The difference is
3,180 feet.

ever, it was no longer possible to
proceed as contemplated from sta-
tion 2228 northward. This was be-
cause the dunes-upon which place-
ment of the sand in accordance with
the AA cross section was based-
had been washed away or pushed
across the highzway onto private
lands, while the Government
lands - at Cape Hatteras, which
the contractor's pipeline was to
traverse, were under. water.50

While conceding 5' that in odi-

49 Both the contracting officer and the proj-
ect superintendent refer to the legal problems
precipitated.by the inundation of the Govern-
ment lands on. which the beach was to be
constructed and over which the contractors
pipelines and equipment were to pass (Tr. 110,
111; 143).

In response to a question as to why the
stop order was issued in larch of 1973, the
project supervisor stated: "We were evaluat-
ing what we could do. Perhaps the first major
question was the legal implication that we
were bound in spending money, or Government
appropriation, on Federally owned lands, and
Federally owned lands, at that point, were
submerged lands, that the high tide line per-
haps went onto private property some 40 or 50
feet * * * (Tr. 142, 143)."

6o Tr. 22, 49 (MacDonald) ; Tr. 96 (In-
gram) ; Tr. 154, 155 (Riddel). At one point
in his testimony Ar. MacDonald indicated that
the typical AA cross section could have been
adhered to in the Northern section even after
the storm. This assessment was made, how-
ever, without knowing whether it would be
possible to achieve the 10.5 elevation shown
on the contract drawings and stay on overn-
ment land (Tr. 48-50). That it was not in
fact possible to do so appears to have been
recognized by appellant's counsel in his cross-
examination of the contracting offleer (Tr.
116).

5 Tr. 153, 154. At page 6 of the Posthearing
Reply Brief Appellant's counsel states: "* * 
The Jantzen drawings prove where the fill was
actually placed and that there was sufficient
fill to, construct a 100 foot berm over the
entire project even with the variations in the
bottom on which the fill was placed. The
Jantzen drawings show that the contract
could have been followed by the United States
notwithstanding the changes brought about

Continued
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nary circumstances 52 the beach fill
would have been placed in accord-
ance with the typical cross section
shown on the contract drawings, the
Government contends that there
were a number of factors which
should have alerted the contractor
to the fact that the Government had
the right to vary the placement of
the beach fill from what was shown
on the drawings to meet the changed
conditions 53 encountered. Among
the factors relied upon by the Gov-
ernmnent to support its position are
(i) notations on the contract draw-
ings,5 (ii) what an adequate site in-
spection should have purportedly
revealed,5 5 and (iii) the answer

Costinued
by the several storms during the contract
period."

Earlier at page 3 of the same brief appel-
lant's counsel had stated: "No doubt wave
action in the surf zone would affect the project
to some extent but it would obviously not
change the job to the degree it was changed
at the instance of the United States in this
case." See also note 50, spra.

52The project supervisor gave the following
testimony on cross-examination:

"A. If he has a normal beach with a normal
sea that you would anticipate, he should have,
with a 1,000,000 yards, before the major
storm, been able to get completely down the
beach.

"Q. And that's what he bid on. Agreed?
"A. That's what ie bid on." (Tr. 159, 160.)
5' Both parties have used terms such as

"changed conditions" or a "change in condi-
tions" in referring to the havoc wrought by
the storms of February and March of 1973.
Neither party has treated the claim asserted
as cognizable under lause 4, Differing Site
Conditions, of the General Provisions (Exhibit
45; Standard Form 2-A, October 1969
Edition).

5n Notes 24 and 36, sepra, and accompanying
text.

Note 43, supra. At the time of bidding
there was less beach visible in the northern
section (Tr. 51). The fact that the northern
section had significantly less beach to begin
with probably accounted for the greater
amount of storm damage in that area (Tr.
117, 118).

given to a question raised by the ap-
pellant at the prebidding conifer-
ence.'5 The Government also points
to the contractor's acceptance of
Change Order No. 15 7 and Change
Order No. 2,'1 as well as to the fact
that under SP-8 of the Special Pro-
visions (note 15, supra) it had the
right to increase the contract quan-
tity, by 25% at the contract unit
price.59

Both. parties agree that the con-
tractor was required to build a "uni-
form.beach."+ 60 In the contractor's
view this was done by building the

"' Note 5, pra; Tr. 120.
17 See note 12, spra, and accompanying

text.
68 Exhibit 26; Change Order No. 2 dated

May 18, 1973. In the findings (Exhibit 12)
the claim for misplacement of fill is discussed
under the caption "Additional Compensation
based on Change Order No. 2." At page Ththe
contracting officer states: "' * * The .addi-

tional 250,000 cubic yards of beach nourish-
ment was ordered after a major change in
conditions resulting from a storm on Febru-
ary 10-12, 1973, necessitating alteration of the
basic design cross-section. * * 4"

Queried upon cross-examination as to what
was involved in the "alteration of the! basic
design cross-section," the contracting officer
referred to paragraph 2 of Change Order No. 1
(note 12, sura; Tr. 112).

6Exhibit 12, Findings 2:-S. Prior to exer-
cising the Government's option the contracting
officer called Mr. MacDonald on the telephone
to tell him of the contemplated action and
the contractual basis for it. The contractor's
letter accepting the increase was written as a
result of this telephone conversation (Exhibit
27; Tr. 23-25).

00 The contracting officer testified that a uni-
form beach "would be uniform in its appear-
ance from north to south. Not having the ins
and outs of the beach profile. Uniform by
appearance, by design, by construction. Having
a uniform berm, having a uniform elevation."
(Tr. 114.)

Mr. MacDonald testified that the beach was
not uniform when pumping was completed on
September 19, 1973. When Government counsel
showed him a photograph contained in the
record and dated September 28, 1918, he
stated: "In this picture there does not'appear
to be any place that is not uniform." (Tr. 40.)
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beach in accordance with the con-
tract drawings.61 The contractor's
expectations were not realized, how-
evTer, as is clear from the following
testimony given by Mr. MacDonald
upon cross-examination:

Q. * * * the typical cross section was
tfollowed throughout the contract?

A. 8 * * the typical AA was not fol-
lowed throughout the project. Yes sir.

Q. Where was it not followed?
A. For the most part it was not fol-

lowed anywhere. It was exceeded in the
northern, portions and far underdone in
the southern portions. In some cases not
at all in the southern portion. (Tr. 39, 40.)

5 . * * * 

Q. Is it not a fact that large quan-
tities of the sand that you placed in the
northern part of the project did eventu-
.ally wind up on the beach of the southern
part of the project.

A. I do not know that for a fact.

M See text accompanying note 48, supre. In
paragraph 9 of. the Complaint the appellant
asserts that two-thirds of the fill was placed
In the northern one-half of the project and
all of the fill was placed in the northern. two-
thirds of the project. The contract drawings
show the project as beginning at Station
-2164+80 and continuing south for 10,200 feet.
One-half and two-thirds of the distance down
the project would result in locations the equiv-

.alent of Station 2215+80 and, Station
-2232+80, respectively. The appellant placed
fill as far south perhaps as Station 2238 (Tr.
31).

The 5,100 feet located in the northern half
,of the project s comprised of 1,000 feet tran-
sition (2164+80 to 2174+80) and 4,100 feet
-full berm (2174+80 to 2215+80). Hence, ap-
proximately 56.40% of the 7,270 feet of full
berm shown in the contract drawings is lo-

-cated in the northern half of the project.
The 3,400 feet comprising the southern one-

third of the project consists of 1,470 full berm
:section (2232+80 to 2247+50), 930: feet in
the groin area (2247+50 to 2256+80) and
1,000 feet transition (2256+80. to 2266+80).
Accordingly, slightly more than 20% of the
7.270 feet of full berm depicted on the con-
tract drawing is located in the southern one-
-third of the project.

Q. Would you categorically say that
this is not a fact?

A. I'll say that when we finished the

project there had been a hurricane off-

shore and after this hurricane, when I
did ride this project for the last time, it'
looked (uniformly) done and there was,
plenty of fill along the southern end and
among the groins but we did not place it
there.

Q. But it got there.
A. Yes, sir, it did. (Tr. 42, 4 3 ,)-23)

Appellant's witness MacDonald
testified that after the decision on
his claim had been rendered and at
the time of the final -inspection of
the job, he had asked the contract-
ing officer as to the basis for the de-
cision. The contracting officer is said
to have responded by stating that
the contractor could be directed to
place the fill anywhere within the
limits of the job and that the con-
tractor could have been required "to
place it all in the extreme northern
end." (Tr. 36, 37.) The contracting
officer confirmed that he had had a

6 The Government does not deny that
changes in the manner of proceeding had to
be made as a result of the storm. This is evi-
dent from the testimony elicited from the
contracting officer on cross-examination: -

"Q. * * * Alteration of the basic design
cross section (,) was there any alteration
made ?

"A. I think there had to be an alteration to
continue. We didn't have what we -had in the
initial stages of the project. We had lost:the
barrier (dunes).

"Q. What was it about that * e * that
required an alteration of the basic design
cross section ?

"A. ' * ' for the contractor to proceed
with his pumping operations, we had to change
the direction, we had to change the method
in which we told hin he could build a proteO-
tive (berm) for his pipe his equipment. These
are the kind of changes we referred to. I don't
think we changed the beach in that we were
not still calling for a uniform beach nourish-
ment project. We were calling for that and
would continue to call for that." (Tr. 113.)
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conversation with Mr. MacDonald'
on the occasion cited but he was un-
able to recall telling him that the
United States had a right to have
the fill placed anywhere it wanted
within the project limits.63 Simjilar
views were said to have been ex-
pressed to Mr. MacDoIald by the
project supervisor.11

Mr. MacDonald also testifiedI at
some length with respect to the bid
on which the contract was based.
The bid submitted was predicated
upon the specifications and plans re-
ceived and took into account the lo-
cation of the borrow area, the pipe-
line routes and fill areas as shown or
indicated on the plans, as well as the
length of lines to transport the fill.
The full section of the project be-
tween Station 2174 + 80 to Station

63 Tr. 126, 127. In its Posthearing Brief at
pages 11, 12, appellant's counsel states:
"* * * Appellant accepted the decision of the
United States to construct the beach as it did
after calling the departure from the contract
to the attention of Mr. Riddel' since it was
the feeling of Appellant that the protest would
be unavailing as the United States was not
going to change Its course in any event * 8

N After Ar. MacDonald testified that the
beach as constructed was constructed differ-
ently from the cross section, the following
exchange occurred between him and appellant's
counsel:

"Q. Were there any reasons given by the
contracting officer or his representative as to
why that was so?

"A. The only reason we had was that the
contract called that they could do whatever
they wanted to as long as they kept it within
the limits of the job. This was the best way
and the way they wanted it done. This is the
way they were going to have it done.

"Q. Who told you that?
"A. This was the indication I had from

Mr. Riddell at any time I asked him why we
were doing it this way." (Tr. 36.)

The parties agreed that the contract as
performed resulted in a very good job (Tr.
54; 148).

2247+50, as depicted 65 on the typi-
cal AA section shown on the con-
tract drawings, was singled out for
special mention by Mr. MacDonald
(Tr. 12-17)..

At the time of bidding the beach.
was eroded badly hut erosion was.
generally uniform down the beach.
with11 no obvious pocket or hole. In.
the northern section there was less
actual beach visible and probably
11Ione visible at high tide. Mr. Mac-
Donald had no recollection, how-
ever, of seeing any large ebay-
Ients in the northern section that
had to be filled in (Tr. 51).

The final location of the sand is
only of academic interest to the pro-
spective contractor. As a bidder the
contractor is interested in the place-
uent of fill because that is what will
cost him money. On a unit price con-
tract where, as here, some 10,000
feet of beach is involved, the bidder
must consider the cost of the etire
job and average out its costs to come
up with a single unit price.6 6 Where
the distance the fill has to be trans-
ported from the borrow pit is a sig-
nificant cost factor,-the contractor
may break even at the mid-point
while performing at a loss or a
reduced profit past the mid-point
and at a profit or at an increased.

a In response to a question from the hearing

member, Mr. MacDonald noted that the size of

the rectangles shown on the contract drawings

with respect to the fat berm were quantitative
indications of the amount of sand to be placed
in the area and that he had taken these indica-
tions into account in submitting his bid (Tr.
68, 69).

a "* * on this job, most jobs, where you
have a single unit cost there is a portion of
the job that you actually do at a lss. There is
no profit.- In some cases considerable loss.'"
(Tr. 66.)
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profit up to the mid-point, measur-
ing distances from the designated
borrow area (Tr. 65-67).

In his testimony, Mr. MacDonald
stressed the significance of the lo-
cation of the borrow area 6 to the
contractor's operation from the cost
and production standpoint. H1e
characterized the sand as a very
heavy mixture of shell and small
gravel almost, noting that the fur-
ther away you get from the borrow
area' "your production goes way
clown and your expenses go way
up." Distance as 'a significant cost
factor was related to sand having
to be transported through velocity
and agitation of the water and these
decrease as you get further away
from the borrow area with the re-
sult that income goes down, while
the increase in pressure required to
go longer distances greatly increases
the wear and tear on the pipes and
pumps (Tr. 29, 30).es

Both parties have attempted to
buttress their respective' cases by
'citing a provision from the speci-
fications reading as follows:

" Paragraph 9 of the Complaint states:'
* * The borrow area on this job was lo-

*eated more than a mile south of the south end
,of the project * ' ." This statement is ad-
mitted in the Government's Answer.

8 "* * * it requires more pressure to go
longer distances. As pressure goes up, like on
a square, causing wear and tear on the pipes
and pumps. So that something wear(s) out
not [twice] as fast and uses twice' as much
pressure but maybe ten times as fast." (Tr. 30.)

"Also as a rule, the longer the line, like a
"chain, the more chances are that it is likely to
break. You take more pumping hours but it
takes longer to get the same number of pump-
ing hours. Because breakdowns are more likely
to occur and failures in the long chain." (Tr.
Il5.)

3-3 FILL PLACEMENT: The Con-
tractor shall:

0: *, * * *

J. Control the net in-place yardage of
fill material per linear foot along the
beach to that which is needed to provide
the volume per linear foot as directed.
Since the slope that the material will
assume, and the distribution of the ma-
terial below mean low water cannot be
predetermined, the Contraeting Officer
may make alterations in the plan dimen-
sions and/or slopes as work progresses.' 69 3

After referring to Special Provi-
sion 1 (note 21, sup'ra), Specifica-
tion 3-3A70 and the above-quoted
provision, appellant's counsel states:
"The obvious purport of all these
provisions taken together with the
contract drawings is to provide a
more or less uniform distribution of
the fill over the 10,200 feet of the
project with the only exception be-
ing the transition areas at either
end and the groin area * *
(Posthearing Brief, 12). Comment-
ing upon the uniform distribution
of fill argument, Government coun-
sel states: "* * * The contract
diawings indicate that the contrac-
tor was to build a uniformly wide
beach, rather than uniformly dis-
tribute fill along the length of the

69 Exhibit 45; Hydraulic Beach Fill (Beach
Nourishment), Sheets 2 and 3 of 4.

'3-3 FILL PLACEMENT: The Contractor
shall:

"A. It is intended that the dredge discharge
and discharge points shall be manipulated and
controlled by the Contractor in such manner
that a minimum of shaping by mechanical
equipment will be required to construct the
fill sections within allowable tolerances as
shown on drawings."

*5 * * : *:

"C. Plan the work for one continuous op-
eration in a generally north to south direc-
tion." (Note 69, supra, Sheet 2 of 4.)
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project. This is consistent with the'
specifications requirement to 'con-
trol the net in-place yardage of fill
material per linear foot along the
beach to that which is needed to
provide the volume per linear foot
as directed.' * * *" (Government
Posthearing Brief, 2, 3.) Upon cross-
examination the contracting officer
expressed the view that in interpret-
ing. the provision consideration
should be given to circumstances
that go beyond the statement itself.
These were identified as the condi-
tions at the site resulting from the
"great losses of sand in the northern
end" and the "loss of the (barrier
dune)" (Tr. 128, 129)..

A major question in the case is
whether a timely protest was made
concerning the project supervisor's
actions with respect to the place-
ment of the fill. Mr. MacDonald
testified that early in August, or at
the end of July (when his project
superintendent was leaving), he
had become aware that there would
not be enough fill to go to the south
end of the project. Prior to that
time, Mr. MacDonald had made an
oral protest to Mr. Riddel in which
the following points had been made:
(i) there was a lot of sand going in
the northern end of the project, (ii)
the longer lines were costing the
contractor money, and (iii) for the
contractor to make any money'it
would be necessary to get on the
shorter line (i.e., on the southern
end).71

" Tr. 33, 34; 46, 47; 187. See also note 20,
aupra. Mr. MacDonald viewed Change Order
No. 1 in the following terms: "* * * The
Change Order as I read it says to follow the

Mr. Riddel confirms that Mr.
MacDonald had said something
about the job costing him money
but Mr. Riddel had not interpreted
the statement as referring to place-
ment of material "because we
tried to assist him in every way
possible, allowing him to pump
South to North and ven (allow-
ing) him to back up completely * * *
on his pipeline more than 2,000 feet
to pump in an area just because he
could get some production from his
equipment.* * n" (Tr. 172.) More-

over, Mr. MacDonald did not say
anything forceful, such as: "I do;
not like. what you are doing" or "I
don't want to do it that way." (Tr.
172.)

It is clear that the contracting
officer considered the contractor's
protest to be belated. Responding
to a question from the hearing mem-
ber, he stated:

The thing that surprises me most is
that if indeed we did mislead the. con-

tractor in any way, if indeed we made.
(an) interpretation he could not agree
with it came at a mighty late hour. When
it comes in August. At almost the ter-
mination of the project. After we had
issued Change Order Number One and
Two.

* *: * * *

But if there- were all this dissatisfac-
tion, this misinterpretation this misun-
derstanding that is generally now being
conveyed. Why did we not know about it

plan as much as possible throughout the proj-
ect * * I do not feel that at any time that
there was a description or change order estab-
lished to me that this was a change in the job.
That instead of doing the southern portion
they were going to do more in the northern.
This I do not know at any point that anyone
told me this." (Tr. 48.)
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at an earlier hour. That disturbs me. (Tr..
125, 126.) [.

Decision

In the course of deciding the claim
for the alleged misplacement of
beach fill, we shall have occasion to
rule upon the contentions of the
parties respecting (i) the timeliness
of notice; (ii) the consequences to
be attributed to the appellant's ac-
ceptance of Change Order No. 2;
(iii) the application of the parol
evidence rule; (iv) the nature and
extent of the Government's author-
ity to direct the placement of the
fill; (v) the construction to be
placed upon a typical cross-section
shown on the contract drawing; and
(vi) the relationship between the
Changes clause and the estimated
quantity provisions.

Timeliness of notice.-With re-
spect to item (i), we note at the out-
set that written notice of the claim
was given by the contractor in a let-
ter dated August 15, 1973 (Exhibit
19). This was 5 weeks before the
contract was determined to be sub-
stantially complete on September
19, 1973 (Exhibit 14) .and over 31/2
months before final inspection and
acceptance occurred on December 5,
1973 (Exhibit 9). As previously
noted, an oral protest had been made
to the project supervisor in early
August or atthe end of July.

Unlike many cases involving a
timeliness of notice question, there is

72 With respect to all three claims, only the
matter of entitlement is presently before us
for resolution (Stipulation of Counsel dated
March 21, 1974).

here no one action by- the Govern-
ment upon which the claim is predi-
cated. It is rather a case of a series
of actions occurring over a consider-
able period of time having under-
mined the basis upon which a single
unit price for the total contract
quantity had been predicated (i.e.,
averaging of costs for distribution
of fill over the entire 10,200-feet of
the project) without the contractor
having become aware of the prob-
lem ntil comparatively late in the
project (note 20 supra).

To a considerable extent the proj-
ect supervisor's actions in directing
the placement of the fill were
dictated by the conditions encoun-
tered as the work proceeded. Al-
though he had access to detailed rec-
ords and much greater experience in
the Cape Hatteras area than did
the contractor, the project super-
visor was unable to assess the im-
pact of the devastating storms of
February and March of 1973 upon
the distribution of fill at the time
Change Order No. 2 dated May 18,

C Compare, for example, John H. Moon 
Sons, note 29, supra, where the Government's
action on which the borrow claim was based
was the resident engineer's, disapproval of a
borrow pit proposed for use by the grading
subcontractor. In Moon the written notice of
claim was given to the contracting officer over
4 years after the refusal of the resident engi-
neer to approve the proposed borrow pit. By
the time the formal claim based upon that
refusal was presented to the Government, the
contract had been completed for approximately
2/2 years. Before the case was heard the resi-
dent engineer whose decision was being ques-
tioned had died. We denied the claim on the
ground that the failure to seek review of the
resident engineer's decision before proceeding
to incur the costs embraced within the claim
had foreclosed the Government from exercising
options it otherwise would have bad.
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1973, was issued (text accompany-
ing note 33, supra). Less than 3
months later written notice of the
claim was given (Exhibit 19).

The nature of the oral protest to
the project supervisor left much to
be desired, assuming it was intended
to dissuade the Government from
continuing the course it had adopted
in directing the placement of the fill.
There is considerable evidence to in-
dicate, however, that the actions the
Government took, or failed to take,
in the wake of the severe storms of
February ad March of 1973, con-
tributed to and may even have been
the principal cause of the delayed
assertion of the claim. Mr. MacDon-
ald stressed this aspect of the case
in his testimony (note 20, supra).

According to the Government's
witnesses the severe storm damage
occurred in the northern end of the
project and the contractor either
knew, or should have known, that
fall or most of the 250,000 cubic
yards of sand covered by Change
Order No. 2 would be required to
be used as beach fill in that area to
repair the storm damage. The proj-
ect supervisor testified that 500,-
000 cubic yards of sand were lost in
the northern end of the project from
the February 10-12, 1973, storm
alone. The Government failed to of-
fer any evidence to show the ap-
proximate time when the contractor
was informed that sand losses of
this magnitude (i.e., one-half of the
original contract quantity) had
been sustained in the northern end
of the project during the February
storm. Mr. MacDonald's testimony

that he remembers "someone say-
ing, something like 500,000 cubic
yards" (note 10, supra), has no time
frame. For aught that appears in
the record, he may have obtained
this information in the conversa-
tion held with the contracting offi-
cer when the job was finally accept-
ed in December of 1973 or conceiv-
ably at some later time.

- 7hile the contracting officer tes-
tified that "[t]he 250,000 cubic
yards was necessary to replace yard-
age lost during the storm" (note 16,
supra), he. failed to explain how it
was possible to replace 500,000 cubic
yards of sand with 250,000 cubic
yards of sand; nor did the project
supervisor offer any explanation.
The latter's statement that the Gov-
ermnent "desperately needed more
yardage for that Northern sector"
is related not only to the 500,000 cu-
bic yards lost in the February storm
but the substantial additional quan-
tities of sand lost in "a three day
Northeaster starting the 19th of
March" (note 10, supra).

On this record we are not in a
position to find that the Government
Withheld' 4 information to which
the contractor was entitled for we
have no way of determining when
the information was furnished. We

:4 See Power City Electric, In&., IBCA-950-
1-72 (November 27, 1973), 80 I.D. 753, 768,
74-1 BA par. 10,376, at 49,005, where the
Board stated: " * * The courts and the
Boards have taken an increasingly stringent
attitude toward the withholding of informa-
tion the disclosure of which would be likely
to have a material effect on a contractor's
estimate of costs * *. On balance, the ap-
pellant's fault was less serious than the Gov-
ernment's fault." (Footnotes omitted.)
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note, however, that the Findings of
Fact pertaining to Change Order
No. 2 refers to the "obligation of
the Government to repair storm
damage conditions"75 after which
it refers to the contract being ex-
panded by 250,000 cubic yards (note
17, supra). The record does not re-
veal whether a copy of these find-
ings was furnished to the contractor
at the time Change Order No. 2
dated-May 18, 1973, was forwarded
for execution. Assuming that it was,
however, the contractor would ap-
pear to have been warranted in con-
cluding that the 250,000 cubic yards
of sand added to the contract by the
Change Order represented the Gov-
ernment's assessment of the amount
of storm damage that had occurred
up until that time.

[1] The terms of the Changes
clause with which we are here con-
cerned (note 26, supra), provide
that the contracting officer must be
given written notice of any claim
asserted under paragraph (b) and
that "except for claims based on
defective specifications, no claim
for any change * * * shall be al-
lowed for any costs incurred more
than 20 days before the Contractor
gives written notice as therein re-
quired * * *." In consideration of

75 Earlier the finding had noted that the
public law cited therein authorized 4.3 million
for emergency storm damage repairs at Cape
Hatteras. It then stated: "The Government is
obligated by the Public Law to provide the
maximum possible protection within the emer-
gency funds allotted."

Nowhere in these proceedings has the Gov-
ernment interposed a lack of funds as a defense
to the claims asserted.

the purpose to be served by the
clause, the various boards have not
hestitated to deny claims where the
contractor has failed to give timely
notice, as required by the Changes
clause or by the comparable provi-
sions contained in the Suspension
of W6rk clause. We find, however,
that the 20-day notice provision of
the Changes clause should not pre-
clude consideration of a claim on
the merits where there is no one ac-
tion of the Government which can
be pointed to as the identifiable
event on which the claim is
grounded and from which the con-
tractor's delay in presenting the
claim can be measured, particularly
where, as here, the evidence of rec-
ord indicates that the Government's
actions contributed to and may even
have been the principal cause of the
delay in giving notice of the claim.'

76 See Electrical Enterprises, Inc., IBCA-
971-8-72 (March 19, 1974), 51 I.D. 114, 74-1
BCA par. 10,52S, in which in the course of
denying a claim cognizable under the Suspeu-
sion of Work clause, the Board had occasion
to distinguish the case of Hoel-Steffen on-
struction Co. v. United States, 197 Ct Ci. 561
(1972), after which in footnote 13 it stated:
"We note that the provision barring the re-
covery of costs incurred more than 20 days
prior to giving the required notice has been
strictly enforced prior as well as subsequent
to the decision in Hoel-Steffen. See Merando,
Inc. GSBCA No. 3300 (May 27, 1971), 71-1
BCA par. 8892; Fred McGilvrav, Inc., ASBCA
Nos. 15741, 15778 (September 23, 1971), 71-2
BCA par. 9113; Edgar i. Williams, General
Contractor, ASBCA Nos. 16058 et al; (Octo-
ber 16, 1972), 72-2 BCA par. 9734; Desonia
Oonstruction Oompany, Inc. (note 10, spra)

and ameo Bronze, Inc., GSBCA Nos. 3646,
3656 (une 27, 1973), 73-2 BCA par. 10,135."

77 In so concluding we have not been influ-
enced favorably by the argument that a con-
tractor need not protest if he thinks that it
would be unavailing (note 63, spra). There
are many cases where that argument and other

Contineaed
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Acceptance of Change Order No.
2.-In denying the claim the con-
tracting officer found that at the
time of acceptance of Change Order
No. 2 the contractor's field superin-
tendent was well aware of existing
conditions; that the contractor's
president was aware of the Febru-
ary storm; that the change order
called for the 250,000 cubic yards of
beach fill to be placed within the
work limits specified by the contract
drawings; and that all the material
was so placed (text accompanying
note 25, supra).

Commenting upon the basis for
the contracting officer's decision, ap-
pellant's counsel states: " * *e the
Contracting Officer suggested, at
least by inference, that the accept-
ance of Change Order No. 2 by Ap-
pellant waived any right to claim an
equitable adjustment for misplace-
ment of the fill. Change Order No. 2
makes no mention of any change in
the location of the fill; it merely
orders an additional 250,000 cubic
yards of fill at the contract price
which was the government's right
under the terms of the contract. It
appears that the Contracting Offi-

Continued
arguments having no foundation In the notice
provisions (e.g., preservation of good relation-
ships with Government personnel until the
project is completed) have been rejected. See,
for example, John H. Moon & Rons, note 73,
supra; The Jordan Company, ASBCA No.
10874 (December 1, 1966), 66-2 BCA par.
6030, at 27,869 ("Where instructions given or
requirements imposed orally by the Govern-
ment representative are an expression of that
representative's concept of the requirements
of the contract, the contractor must protest
these instructions, if he expects to claim suc-
cessfully that these oral instructions and/or
Impositions amount to a constructive change
order R * 5")

cer may have misinterpreted Appel-
lant's notice of claim to request an
increase in the contract price, per se
whereas, in fact, Appellant merely
suggested an adjustment of the con-
tract price in the sum of $300,000 as
a compromise solution to the prob-
lem of increased costs arising from
misplacement of the fill. Appellant
made claim for an equitable adjust-
ment; it made no claim for addi-
tional compensation relating to
Change Order No. 2." (Appellant's
Posthearing Brief, 15, 16).

I n its posthearing brief the Gov-
ernment does not even refer to the
appellant's acceptance of Change
Order No. 2 as a bar to considera-
tion of the claim on the merits. In
view of this and the fact that the

* contracting officer's findings with re-
spect to the point under discussion
resulted from an apparent mis-
understanding as to the basis for the
claim asserted, it is at least doubtful
that the Government is presently
contending that consideration of the
claim on the merits is barred by rea-
son of the contractor's acceptance of
Change Order No. 2. Since the ques-
tion has been raised, however, it
would appear to merit some
discussion.

[2] Throughout the proceeding
the Government has placed great
emphasis upon the fact that all-or at
least most of the 250,000 cubic yards
of additional fill covered by Change
Order No. 2 was required for the
northern end of the project and that
the contractor either knew or should
have known this to be so (notes 10,
16 and 33, supra). If this was as ap-
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parent to everyone as the Govern-
melnt indicates, however, an obvious.
question arises as to why. Change
-Order No. .2 did not reflect this coin-
mon understanding instead of stat-
ing "* * 1.,Place an additional
250,000 cu. yds. of hydraulic beach
fill (beach nourishment) within the
work limits specified by, the, con-
tract drawings * * (Text act
'companying notes 16 and 17, supra.).

Moreover, we are again confront-
ed with the question of the time
when the Government informed the
contractor that 500,000 cubic yards
of sand had been lost in the north-
ern end of the project in the one
storm of February 10-12, 1973
(notes 10 and 16, supra) . If the Gov-
eminent had seriously advanced the
defense that appellant's acceptance
of Change Order No. 2 precluded
our consideration of the claim on the
merits, it appears that there would
have'been some need for it to, show
that the contractor was aware of the
extent of sand losses on the north-
ern end of the project prior to the
time it executed Change Order No.
'2 dated May 18, 1973.

The evidence of record shows that
the claim in question had neither
arisen nor been discussed prior to
the time Change Order No. 2 was
executed. We therefore find that the
contractor's acceptance of the
'Change Order is not a bar 78 to our

7S See orbetta onstr metion Co., Inc. v.

United States, 187 Ct. Cl. 409, 428 (1969);
John. A. Volpe Construction Co., Inc., GSBCA
No. 2570 (January 5, 1970), 70-1 BCA par.
S070, at 37,53 ("' * Elements necessary
to effect an accord and satisfaction are not
present. * * * An accord and satisfaction

consideration of the claim on the
merits.

Pagrol eidence rle.-The.ques-
tion of whether the Board should
consider the report of a conversa-
tion which, took place at the pre-
bidding conference (note 5, supra)
has previously been discussed (note
30, spra). There is no doubt that
the evidence contained in the report
should be considered in resolving
the issues in dispute unless to do so
would involve "varying the written
terms of the contract or repudiating
an express clause that the written
contract embodies the entire agree-
ment of the parties. 1 9

In the findings the contracting
officer states: " I * * at a pre-bid
on-site inspection, the contractor
was told that the major operation
would be in the northern half of the
project limits, 'as evidenced by ques-
tion and answer No. 12 in a memo-
randum dated, October 12, 1972
* * *" (text accompanying note

25, supra). At the hearing the con-

does not operate as a bar in regard to matters
not contemplated by an agreement * *.
There was no bona fide dispute between the
parties with respect to the Government's de-
mand * * * The dispute did not arise until
some weeks following the acceptance of
Change Order No, 26. Moreover, there was no
meeting of minds at the time of the issuance
and acceptance' of the' change order with re-
spect to the subject of the dispute in this
appeal, a necessary element to an accord. Cer-
tainly, the change order did not constitute a
compromise. * *"?' Cf- . E. tei licht,
'IBCA-834-4-70 (March 12, 1971), 71-1 BCA
par. 8767. ,

7- See order of Court of Claims In John Bill-
Meyer, Prnustee in Bankruptcy of the Estate of
Inter-Helo, Inc. (Ct. Cl. No. 54-74, May 30,
1975), reversing. Appeal of Inter-Helo, Inc.,
IBCA 713-5-68 (December 30, 1969), 69-2
BCA par. 8034, on reconsideration (April 24,
1970), 70-1 BCA par. 8264.

459] 485
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tracting officer continued to ascribe
considerable importance to the re-
ported discussion between repre-
sentatives of the parties at the
prebidding conference (note 39,
8upra).

A showing that the contractor
should have been aware that "the
major 80 operation would be in the
northern half of the project limits"
is not in any way dependent, how-
ever, upon the answer given by the
Government to the question posed
by the contractor at the prebidding
conference. Based upon the applica-
tion of elementary arithmetical
principles to the information shown
on the contract drawings, it is ap-
parent that approximately 56.40
percent of the full berm depicted
thereon is to be constructed in the
northern half of the project (note

.61, supra). The appellant has
acknowledged that the contract
called for north to south placement
of the fill (note 37, supra), and that
"wave action in the surf zone would
affect the project to some extent"
(note 51, supra). The language in
the Goverinment's memorandum
that "* * * a great deal is contin-
gent on the method of operation and
quantities pumped by the Con-
tractor" is explained in part by the
fact that at the time of the prebid-
ding conference, it was not known
whether the contract to be awarded
would cover 750,000 or 850,000 or
1,000,000 cubic yards of beach fill
(note 46, supra, and accompanying

89 The term "major" when used as an ad-
jective has been defined to mean "greater, as
in size, amount, extent, or rank." (The Ran-
dom House College Dictionary, 1973 edition)

text). The manner in which the con-
tractor's "method of operation"
would affect the placement of the
fill is nowhere indicated in the
memorandum. Standing alone the
term is too cryptic in nature to have
provided a contractor with any
guidance in the preparation of its
bid or to even suggest a variance
from the terms and conditions of
the contract.

[3] We therefore find that the an-
swer given to a question raised at
the prebidding conference as re--
ported in the Government memo-
randum of October 12,1972 (note 5,.
supra), simply reflects information
contained in the invitation for bids.
on which the contract was based.,
Since the report of the prebid con-
versation does not contravene the
parol evidence rule, it will be con-
sidered by the Board in reaching its
decision.

Effect to be given typical cross-
section shown' on contract draw-
ings.-In resolving the dispute be-
tween the parties respecting the
proper construction to be placed
upon the applicable contract provi-
sions and particularly the weight to
be accorded to the typical cross-sec-
tion shown on the contract draw-
ings, we shall apply certain funda-
mental rules governing contract
interpretation. These have been well
stated in Mforrison-f1iudsen Corn-
pany, Inc. v. UniWted Sttates, 184 Ct.
Cl. 661, 687 (1968), from which the
following is quoted:

* * * We begin with the established
principles (i) that an interpretation
which gives a reasonable meaning to all
parts of a contract will be preferred to
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one which leaves a portion of it inop-
erative or superfluous; and (ii) that con-
tract provisions should not be construed
as conflicting unless no other reasonable
interpretation is possible. Hol-Gar Mfg.
Corp. v. United States, 169 Ct. Cl. 384,
.395-396, 351 F. 2d 972, 979 (1965), and
cases cited. These principles have partic
ular force "when the provision sought
to be eliminated, or subordinated, is a
standard mandatory clause of broad ap-
plication, like the [article 3 Changes pro-
-vision]. * * * Such a standard article,
incorporated in the agreements cannot
lightly be read out of it, or deprived of
most of its normal substance." Thompson
Itamo Wooldridge Inc. v. United States,
175 Ct. Cl. 527, 536, 361 F. 2d 222, 228
(1966). ; 

In this case the appellant has
stated that its case for an equitable
adjustment relating to the place-
.lnent of the fill rests primarily upon
the contract drawings (note 28,
* supra). When these drawings are
examined, we find that the most
prominent feature is a typical cross-
section which shows that a flat 100-
-foot berm is to be constructed from
Station 2174 + 80 southward to Sta-
-tion 2247+ 50, a distance of 7,270
feet. A note on the contract draw-
ing (text accompanying note 48,
-upra) says that the western edge
of the flat berm is the elevation 10.5
,contour throughout the total length
-of the project and that the flat berm
is to be 100 feet wide except for the
1.000-foot long triansitions at each
-end of the project where the width.
of the flat berm will decrease uni-
formly from 100 feet to zero. The
drawings also show a 930-foot groin

.area where the fill is to be placed
"AS DIRECTED" (note 27,
supra). It is the appellant's pi-

tion that its single unit price bid
had been predicated upon placing
the beach fill as shown on the draw-
ings and that when so much of the
fill was placed on the northern end
of the job its costs were substan-
tially increased over those on which
its bid. had been based (notes 65 to
68, supra and accompanying text).

The Government acknowledges
that but for the devastating storms
of February and March of 1973, the
beach fill would have been placed
as shown on the contract drawings
(text accompanying note 49 and 50,
supra). It denies, however, that any
change occurred as a result of the
manner in which the fill was placed
on the following principal 8

l In the findings the contracting officer cites
the requirement that the contractor furnish
"as-constructed drawings" in support of the
decision rendered. The contract provision in
question (note 23, spre) is regarded as en-
tirely compatible, however, with the appel-
lant's position that performance of the con-
tract would involve some variation from what
was shown on the contract drawings within
"the rule of reason" (note 33, supra). In the
Posthearing Reply Brief appellant's counsel
states at page 5 "t * * Obviously, distribu-
tion of fill over the entire project does not
mean the same amount of sand at every given
point. The contract calls for spreading the fill
over the entire project notwithstanding the
fact that there will be more fill in one place
than another."

The argument advanced by Government
counsel with respect to the special provision
concerning control of the net in-place yardage
of fill -material makes no reference to the con-
tracting officer's testimony in which he appears
to have concurred in a contrary interpretation
advanced by appellant's counsel except for
adding the qualification that consideration
would have to be given to the conditions re-
sulting from the "great losses of sand in the
northern end" and the "loss of the (barrier
dune)." (Text accompanying notes 69 and 70,
8upra.) In any event the arguments advanced
by both counsel with respect to the .cited pro-
vision, appear to be of a "makeweight" char-
acter and not in any way central to their
respective positions.

459]
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grounds: (i) the contractor knew or
should have known through an ade-
quate site investigation that the un-
stable area of the beach was on the
northern end of the project and bid
accordingly, (ii) one of the special
provisions vested the Government
with authority to direct the place-
ment of the fill as had been done in
this case, (iii) one of the notes on
the drawings implied that sub-
sequent shoreline changes would af-
fect the beach nourishment project,
(iv) the notation on the drawijig
reading "FILL TO BE ACCOM-
PLISHED BY NATURAL
WAVE ENERGY PROCESS"
was sufficient notice to the contrac-
tor that the Government might rely
upon the "dynamics of the ocean"
or similar concept for accomplish-
ing distribution of the beach fill, and
(v) it was the Governments pre-
rogative to increase the contract
quantity by 25 percent at the orig-
inal. contract unit price and the
contractor had been paid that price
for all the fill placed. in-performiig
the contract.

Adequacy of the site investiga-
tion.-After referring to the oppor-
tunity afforded all bidders to visit
the site, the project supervisor
states: "It was quite apparent that
the more unstable beach, the more
dynamic beach, the one receiving
continued erosion, was on the North-
ern limits" (note 43, supra). The
contracting officer indicated that a
bidder should not proceed simply on
the basis of the information con-
tained in the invitation for bids
without regard to knowledge of con-

ditions gained through a visit to the
site (text. accompanying note 39,
supra). ir. MacDonald testified
that at the time of bidding there was
less beach visible in the northern sec-
tion (note 55, supra). The site visit
to which the Government witnesses
refer occurred on October 11, 1972.
The dune line shown on the draw-
ings (described by the project
supervisor as the "batter board, the
heel :' * * for the placement of fill
at the elevation 10.5") was washed
away or pushed across the highway
by the devastating storms of Feb-
ruary and March of 1973' (text ac-
companying notes 49 and 50, sup ra)..
'We find that the site investigation.
conducted by the contractor was
adequate and that: he was not
chargeable with knowledge of con-
ditions created by storms which
took place several months after the-
scheduled site visit concluded.

Nature and extent of the Govern-
ment's authority to direct the place-
ment of the flll.-From the findings
it appears that the contracding
officer considered that the Special
Provision entitled "SP-i DE-
SCRIPTION OF WORK" (note
21, Supra) vested him with author-
ity to direct the placement of fill as
has been done. in this case. In fact
the provision (i) authorizes the con-
tractor to remove 'borrow and distri--
bute it as fill "as shown on the con--
tract drawings 'and as directed as
beach nourishment," (ii) says that
"[ajpproximate limits of work,
elevations and slopes of fill are indi-
cated on the contract drawings," and
(iii) authorizes the contracting7
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officer to "adjust or revise these
limits to suit conditions during the
work to provide for maximum use
of material available with funds
allotted."

[4] Apparently overlooked or ig-
nored by the contracting officer and
the project supervisor in adminis-
tering the contract was the fact that
their authority to adjust or revise
the limits of the work from that
shown in the drawings was circum-
scribed by the use of the word "ap-
proximate" (note 32, spra). Ac-
cordingly, we find that SP-1 vested
the contracting officer -With no plen-
ary 52 authority to direct the place-
ment of the beach fill.
: Implied knowledge of subsequent

shore line changes.-In the findings
the contracting officer quotes the fol-
lowing from Note 1 on the'contract
drawings: "THE SHORELINE
tOF IATTERAS ISLAND HAS
CHANGED SINCE THE PHO-
TOGRAPHIC BASE MAP WAS

82 While the provision (note 21, supra) con-
templates that the-contracting officer and his
representative will have some leeway in the
direction of the work, It Is clear that the dis-
cretion vested in them must be exercised rea-
sonably. See Fox Valley Engineeing, Ine. v.
united States, 151 Ct. C1. 228, 236 (1960);
Padbloo Company, Inc. v. United States
(1963), 161 Ct. Cl. 369, 376 ("* * defend-
ant * * could not expect the plaintiff to
make an offer or adhere to an arrangement
which gave the United States carte blanche

We note that the notation on the contract
drawing (note 27, spra), "ILL CELLS OF
GROIN SYSTEM AS DIRECTED," is not ac-
companied by any qualifying language. While
the broad authority so conferred would no
doubt have to be exercised reasonably, there
would appear to be nothing to preclude the
contracting officer from taking into account
the conditions present at the site when the
time arrived for exercising his discretion.

MADE * * THE SHORELINE
CHANGES TO DATE WILL
NOT AFFECT THE BEACH-
NOURISHMENT PROJECT
SHOWN HEREON." Then he
states: "Implicit in the foregoing is
the idea that subsequent shoreline
changes would affect the beach.
nourishment project. * ",(Text
accompanying notes 24 and 25, su-
pra.) The "photographic base
map) ?3 to which the note on the
drawings refers was made in 1967
or some 5' years before the invita-
tion for bids involved here was is-
sued (note 24, spra). It appears
that the purpose of the note was to
assure bidders that any shoreline
changes from those shown on the
"photographic base map" were not
sufficient to affect bidding on the
beach nourishnent project despite
the intervening years.

The work covered by the instant
contract was scheduled for comple-
tion within 180 calendar days after
receipt of the notice to proceed. This
being so we are unable to perceive
why a prospective bidder should
conclude that- shoreline: changes
over a 6-month period "would affect
the 'beach nourishment project"
when it had the Government's as-

M We have interpreted the term to refer to
the mderlying photograph and not what was
drawn on the photograph at a considerable
later period based upon a field survey. Com-
menting upon the dual aspect of the contract
drawings, appellant's counsel states: "39. The
picture on which the project is drawn in the
contract drawings was taken in 1967 and the
fill as drawn provides for a uniform curve of
fill 100 feet wide to serve as short-terns pro-
tection for the Buxton area (Tr. 153)." (Post-
hearing Brief, 9, 10.)
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surance that the shoreline changes
that had occurred over the preced-
ing 5 years had not. It is true, of
course, that shoreline changes mate-
rially affecting the beach nourish-
ment project did occur during the
life of the contract. The test to be
applied, however, is surely not what
everyone knew after the fact but
what they could reasonably be ex-
pected to know before the fact.
Applying the latter test to this case,
we find no warrant for the contract-
ing officer's bald assertion that the
note on the contract drawings im-
plied that "subsequent shoreline
changes would affect the beach
nourishment project." (Italics
supplied.)

Reliance upon the "dynamics of
the ocean" for the distribution of
the fill.-The beach nourishment
project with which we are here con-
cerned appears to have been com-
pleted with the addition of but,
250,000 cubic yards of sand to the
original contract quantity because
and only because the Government
relied successfully upon a "dynam-
ics of the ocean" concept to accom-
plish distribution of a substantial
quantity of the beach fill. Consider-
ing the vast quantities of sand lost
in the February and March84 storms
of 1973, the successful completion
of the project in such circumstances

4 If the amount of sand lost in the March
storm represented only -one-quarter of the
500,000 cubic yards lost in the February storm
(see note 10 and accompanying text) the. sand
losses attributable to the two storms would
total 625,000 cubic yards (i.e., exactly 50 per-
cent of the 1,250,000. cubic yards of sand
called for by the contract, as amended by
Change Order No. 2).

appears to reflect the exercise of a
high degree of ingenuity. We are!
not concerned to assess the engineer-
ing feat 85 involved in the endeavor,
however, but rather to determine
whether the project as built differed
materially from the project bid
lupon.

Although the propriety of resort-
ing to the "dynamics of the ocean"
concept for distribution of the fill is
central to the establishment of the
Government's case, there is only one
provision 6 in the contract as let
to bid and one provision in Change
Order No. I which furnish any
semblance of support for the Gov-
ernment's position.

The Government relies primar-
ily 7 upon a note on the contract

83 From a technical standpoint the appellant
does not contest the judgment the Government
exercised in directing the placement of the
fill. This view of the matter is clearly set
forth at page 17 of appellant's Posthearing
Brief (" * * It may be that the beach was
constructed in the best way under all the cir-
cumstances, but Appellant is. entitled to an
equitable adjustment for the gross and costly
departure from the contract as let to bid.
Testimony of Mr. Riddel makes clear that after
the storm of February 10-12, 1973, he was
not sure how far the fill available would go
and how he was going to use it to build a
beach to protect the property at Cape Hatteras.
Appellant was at all times under this con-
struction of the contract at the hazard of
circumstances as they developed from day to
day and from storm to storm. * *

s The fact that the contract clearly calls
for the fill to be placed from a generally north
to south direction (note 70, supra), appears
to have no direct bearing on the question.
While the project supervisor cited the north
to south placement requirement as if it sup-
ported the Government's position (note 37,
supra), he failed to indicate the basis for his
conclusion. In any event, notice to the con-
tractor of the one (north to south placement)
is clearly not notice to the contractor of the
other (reliance upon the dynamics of the
ocean for distribution of the fill).

as See notes 35 to 39, supra, and accompany-
ing text.
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drawing which reads: "FILL TO
BE ACCOMPLISHED BY
NATURAL WAVE ENERGY
PROCESS." Mr. MacDonald con-
-strued the note to mean that the
contractor would pump the flat part
but the part that sloped into and
perhaps under the ocean at "say 30
to one" the contractor should make
no effort to make it look like a
straight line but rather "let the
ocean take its natural repose."
(Note 36, supra.) The language
used may well be susceptible to
other constructions but the inter-
pretation placed upon the provision
by Mr. MacDonald is considered to
be reasonable. 88 On the other hand
the interpretation contended for by
the Government would render "in-
operative or superfluous" 'the re-
quirements of the contract calling
for (i). the construction of a 100
foot flat berm from Station 2174+
80 to Station 2247 +50 (text pre-
ceding note 81, 8pra) (ii) the
placement of fill in the groin area
"AS DIRECTED" (note 27,

bsupra) (iii) the creation of "1,000'
LONG TRANSITIONS AT
EACH END OF THE PROJ-
ECT WHERE THE WIDTH OF
'THE FLAT BERM WILL DE-
-CREASE UNIFORMLY FROM
100' TO ZERO" (text accompany-
ing note 48, supra), and (iv) the
"shaping by mechanical equip-
ment *** required to construct

88 See W7bhaen C ompeany, IBCA-1034-5-74
(July 18, 1975), 82 I.D. 335, 75-2 BCA par.
11,377, in which the Board states '* * * the
issue, once an ambiguity is found, is not
whether appellant's interpretation is correct
:but whether it is reasonable * *

594-849-75-32

the fill sections within allowable tol-
erances as shown on drawin,"."'
(Note 70 spra.)

It also appears that some support
for the Government's position inay
be found in the second paragraph
of Change Order No. I which ireads
as follows:

2. Because of changes in the beach
profile and the loss of protective 'dine
structures, you are to begin pumping
operations at Station 2228+00 and cn-
tinue in a northerly direction to the.point

.of beginning designated on the contract
drawings. The nourishment cross;sec-
tional plan incorporated in your contract
is to be followed where practical, but
adjustments must be made consistent
with the position of the inner and 'outer
bars and other oceanic conditions.

Before accepting the contracting
officer's view of the ignificance.of
the quoted paragraph, we wuld
want to know whether prior to the
acceptance of the change order the
contractor was told (i) that 500,000
cubic yards of sand had been lost in
the February 10-12, 1973, storm,
and (ii) that the Governmentcon-
sidered that "a major change in
conditions resulting from a storm
on February 10-12, 1973, [would
necessitate an] alternation of the
basic design cross-section * * *'

(notes 57 and 58, supra and accom-
panying text). Even if it were to
be established that the answers to
both of the questions posed above
were in the affirmative, however,
there would still be insufficient war-
rant for concluding that the change
order authorizes the Government to
rely upon the dynamics of the ocean
for the distribution of the fill. This
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is because to interpret the language
employed in the change order as
authorizing such a procedure would
also have the effect of rendering
"inoperative and superfluous" the
contract requirements referred to
above.. In this coimection we note
that the change order expressly
provides: "Except as provided
herein, All terms and conditions of
this contract remain unchanged and
in full force and effect" (note 12,
su~pra):. 

[5] We therefore find that the
contract drawings and particularly
the typical cross-section. shown
thereon constituted material repre-
sentations for the guidance of bid-
ders as to whether the beach fill
would be placed and that in con-
sequence the Government was not
authorized to resort to the dynamics
of the ocean concept as a primary
means for distributing the fill with-
out providing for an equitable ad-
justment in the total contract price
to the extent the contractor's costs
were increased thereby Horrison-
Knudsen Company, Inc., supra, at
685-687. i

Relationship between Clta-ngeg
clause and estimated quantity pro-
Visions.-In the findings the con-
tracting officer quoted a portion of
Paragraph SP-8 of the Special
Provisions (note 15, supra), after
which he stated at page 3: "The
changes ordered by the Contracting
Officer did not result in an increase
of more than 25 percent of the orig-
inal total contract amount, and
an adjustment in the contract
unit price is therefore not in

order 8 * *'9 8 We have previously
found that the contractor's accept-
ance of Change Order No. 2 cover-
ing that 25 percent increase over the
original total contract amount (text
preceding note 78, supra) "is not a
bar to our consideration of the
claim on the merits."

In Morrison-Knudsen Company,.
Inc., IBCA-36 and IBCA-50
(May 27, 1957), 64 I.D. 185, 7-1
BCA par. 1264, one of the principal

*questions presentecl concerned a
claim under the changes. clause for
the curtailment in: borrow, produc-
tion attributed to pit changes which
resulted in much longer hauls than
shown on the contract drawings.
TIe Board stated the crux of the
case to be "whether relief can be aff-
forded to the contractor under the
'changes' and 'changed conditions'
articles of the contract, notwith-
standing the special provisions of
the standard specifications, which
modify the contract articles, and
limit the extent to which they may
be applied. * * * (64 I.D. 195, 57-1
BCA par. at 3827.)

The Board found "changes * * *
due to unanticipated field condi-
tions," and that the contractor was
therefore, "entitled to additional
compensation only by reason of
overruns or underruns in excess of

Sl Commenting upon this position Govern-
ment counsel states: *' * * the Contracting
Officer did not invoke special provisions (A),
5, and 13(A) to permit deviation in beach
width from that shown on the drawings, as
implied by appellant These provisions were
invoked to counter the contractor's apparent
contention (two letters of August 15, 1973)
that the fact that 'the great majority of the
fill has been deposited at the northern end of
the project' * * constitute a constructive
change " (Government's Answer, 4.)
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25, percent of the estimated bid
quantities. * * " (64 I.D. 198,
57-1 BCA par. at 3830.) 9

In the course of reversing the
Board's decision with respect to tle
borrow claim; the Court of Claims
u . orrison - Knudsen < Company,

inc. v. Uited States, supra, con-
strued the provisions of the speci-
fications so as not to restrict the ap-
'plication of the. changes clause to
the relatively narrow area deline-
ated in the Board's decision. With
respect to the borrow claim, the
Court stated:

There can be no doubt, at the outset,
that the contract drawings constituted
material representations for the guidance
of the bidders. as to the location of the
borrow pits and the quantity of borrow
material 9 that was to be obtained froim
each. (Indeed, without such drawings it
is difficult to see how any bid could have
been made.) M2oreover, plaintiff relied on
the relative accuracy of the borrow pit
locations and the other data set out in
the drawings and was reasonably justi-
fied in doing so. * * * The short of the

9 The decision was affirmed on reconsidera-
tion (March 2, 1959), 66 I.D. 71, 72, 59-1
BCA par. 2110 at 9030 ("Briefly, the Board
held in its decision that under the terms of
the specifications, which included provisions,
modifying the 'changes' and 'changed condi-
tens' articles of the contract, so -as to reserve
a sight -to the Government to make changes in
the. plans to meet unanticipated field condi-
tions, and to limit the right of the contractor
tb. additional compensation to instances in
which there were overruns or underruns in
excess of 25 percent of estimated quantities,
the appellant was not entitled to additional
compensation by reason of deficiencies or
changes in the borrow pits, except to the
extent that borrow and overhaul exceeded the
stated limitation. * *" (Footnote onitted.)).

91 As to the borrow the Court states (184
Ct. Cl. 683, n. 17) "The estimated quantity
of borrow under the contract was 742,000 cubic
yards and the board found that plaintiff and
Its subcontractor removed 783,637 yards for
an overrun of less than six percent."

matter is that the information contained
in the drawings constituted positive rep-
resentations upon which plaintiff was
justified in relying. * *

This brings us to the question of
whether an equitable adjustment for such
changes-which the board found were
due to field conditions not forseen [92] by
the parties-is precluded by the specifica-
tions (particularly article 4.3) unless
there were an overrun or underrun in ex-
cess of 25 percent of estimated bid quan-
tities. * * -

9
2A succinct summary of the holding in

Morrison-Knudsen is contained in our decision
in James 1asailton Construction Company an(l
Hamilton's Eqadipment entals, Inc., IBCA-
493-5-65 (July 18, 1968), 75 .) 207, 241-42,
68-2 BA par. 7127 at 33,050 in which the
Board commented:

"In giving effect to the provisions of Ai-
ticle 4.2 and the related clauses of the con-
tract, -fe find no conflict with the position
taken from time to time by the Court of
Claims and muost recently in Morrison-Knudsen
Company, Inc. v. United States (Ct. Cl. No.
239-61 Juiie 14, 1968). That position is that
a clause such as Article 4.2 diminishes the
scope of the Changes clause. In dealing with
a provision such as Article 4.2 the Court 'will
construe the agreement, to the' extent it is
fairly possible to do so, so as not to eliminate
the standard article [the Changes clause] or
deprive it of most of its ordinary coverage.'

* The Court thereupon held that a con-
tractor who sustained an overrun of less than
25 percent of an estimated bid quantity was
nevertheless entitled under the Changes clause
to an equitable adjustment, despite the pres-
ence of a provision in the. nature of Article

:4.2, because such provisions are not 'the ex-
clusice smeans for obtaining a changes adjust-
ment.' * * * That is to say, according to the
Court, even with the limitation imposed by a
provision such as Article 4.2, when a 'con-
tractor is required, because of unforeseen field
conditions, to do, within the prescribed per-
centage limits, a greater or lesser quantity of
work than could be originally estimated * * *
a change in such circumstances is compensable
under the Changes clause if the extra costs so
incurred differ materially from the costs re-
imbursed through unit-price payments.' * * 
The Court allowed 'a modification * * * sepa-
rate and apart from a modification of the unit
price-for the costs of extra work greatly
differing from those compensable through
unit-price payments."

459]
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In this context, a reasonable interpre-
tation of article 4.3 * * * -when con-
sidered in' conjunction with the article 3
Changes clause of the contract-is (1)
that the purpose of these specifications is
to provide a ready means for avoiding
controversy when, during the course of
performance, the contractor is required,
because of unforeseen field conditions to
do, within the prescribed percentage
limits, a greater or lesser quantity of
work than could be originally estimated;
and (2) that a change in such circum-
stances is compensable under the Changes
clause if the extra costs so incurred differ
materially from the costs reimbursed
through unit-price payments. This inter-
pretation is fortified by the language of
the specifications themselves. Article 4.3
(a) [ is the key provision.
* * * this is not to say that there cannot
be a modification otherwise-separate
and apart from a modification of the unit
price-for the costs of extra work greatly
differing from those compensable through
Unit-price payments. * * Furthermore,
article 4.3(a) contains no indication that
it is to override the Changes clause or
that the provisions of article 4.3(c),
9.3(b), or 9.4(c) of the specifications are
to be the exclusive means for obtain-
ing a changes. adjustment. (Footnote
omitted.)

It is concluded, in short, that the equi-
table adjustment for the changes required

9S "Art 4.3 Changes and Increased or De-
creased Quantities of Work.-(a) It is mu-
tually agreed that due to latent and/or unfore-
seen conditions, adjustments of plans to ifeld
conditions which cannot be foreseen at the
time of advertising, Will be necessary during
construction, and it is therefore of the essence
of the contract, to recognize such changes in
plans as constituting a normal and expected
margin of adjustment, not unusual and not
differing materially in the meaning of article
4.2(a) and not involving nor permitting
change or modification of contract prices, pro-
vided only that resulting overruns or under-
runs from the quantities in the bid schedule
do not exceed reasonable percentages."

* * * . * *

by the government is not limited by the
specifications to overruns or nderruns
in excess of 25 percent of estimated bid
quantities. Instead, plaintiff is entitled
to an equitable adjustment under the
Changes clause (on its on behalf and
on behalf of its subcontractor) for all the
increased costs ' resulting from tbe
changes in question * * ** (184 Ct. Cl.
685-690.)

[6] Turning to the case at hand
we note that SP-8, the special pro-
vision of the contract relied upon by
the contracting officer as. a, defense
to the claim asserted (at least with
respect to the 250,000 cubic yards: of
beach fill added to the contract by
'Change Order No. 2) provides in
especially pertinent part (note 15,
esura).: " ' * * If the change (or
changes) does not result in an in-
crease or decrease of more than 2.%
.of the original total. contract
amount, no adjustment in the con-
tract unit prices will be made * * *.:
Clause 60' of the General Provisions
entitled "Variations In Estimated
Quantities" provides in pertinent
part: "Where the quantity of apay
item in this contract is an estimated
quantity and where the actual quan-
tity of such pay item varies more
than twenty-five (25%) percent
above or below the estimated quan-
tity stated in this contract, as it
may hereafter be modified, an equi-
table adjustment in the contract
unit price shall be made upon de-
mand of either party. ** *

9i Earlier in the opinion the Court had noted
"the substantial extent to which daily borrow,
production (and corresponding revenue) would
be reduced when borrow-haul distances Were
increased." (184 Ct. Cl. 675: see also 'detailed
calculations set forth on the same page' -In
footnote 10.)
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The language quoted above from
the two contract clauses cited makes
clear that the limitation on adjust-
xqent or equitable adjustment with-
in the specified range of 25 percent
applies only to the contract unit
prices. In this connection we note
that in f orpson-Knudsen, supra,
the article the Court identified as
the key provision referred to "con-
tract prices" concerning which the
Court stated: "The 'contract prices'
thus referred to are, obviously, the
unit prices set out in the bid sched-
ule * * *." Here we have no similar
problem of interpretation 95 for SP-
8 and Clause 60 use the terms "con-
tract unit prices" or "contract unit
price' in speaking of "adjustment"
or "equitable adjustment" in con-
nection with the 25 percent limita-
tion. There is nothing in the two
provisions to which we have re-
ferred to indicate that either of
them was intended (i) to override
the Changes clause, (ii) to be the
exclusive, means for obtaining a
changes adjustment, or (iii) to pro-
hibit a modification of the con-
tract-separate and apart from a
modification of the unit price-for
the costs of extra work greatly dif-
fering from those compensable
through unit-price payments.

The distinction made by the
Court in Aforrson-Knudsen, sUpra,
between costs compensable through
unit-price payments 96 and those for

9 Also absent from the instant contract is
the array of exculpatory provisions confront-
lng the Court in Morrison-Knudsen.

" Even before decision of the Court of
Claims in Morrison-Knudsen, the Board had

which reimbursement is to be pro-
vided under the Changes clause is at
least suggested by- the following
statements in Appellant's posthear-
ing brief: " I * * t appears that
the Contracting Officer may. have
misinterpreted Appellant's notice
of claim to request an increase in
the contract price per se * * * Ap-
pellant made claim for an equitable
adjustment * * *." (Text preced-
ing note 78, supra.)

Based upon the authorities cited
and the evidence of record, the
Board finds as follows:

1. The contract drawings includ-
ing the typical cross-section shown
thereon were positive representa-
tions by the Government upon
which the contractor was entitled
to rely and did rely in the prepara-
tion of its bid for the hydraulic
beach fill (beach nourishment).

2. The contractor submitted a
single unit-price bid for the. speci-
fied beach fill which was to be ob-
tained from a Government desig-

recognized that there were a number of situa-
tions where the work required was not covered
by the contract unit prices. See Barringper and
Botke, IBCA-425-8-64 (March 23, 1966), 66-1
BCA par. 5458. See also Kinemai Corporation,
IBCA-444-5-64 (January 19, 1967), 74 I.D.
28, 67-1 BCA par. 6085 and cases cited in
footnotes 13 and 14 Cf. James Hamilton Con-
structiou Company, et al., note 92, sir,
where the following statement appears (75
I.D. 242, 68-2 BCA at 33,050) "In our view
the result reached in Morrison-Knudsen is not
appropriate here. The emphasis in Morrison-
Knudsen is upon foreseeability. The Court * * e
underscored the following quotation from a
previous decision: 'But we have held that
clauses of this type do not control when the
cost of doing the extra work greatly differs
from the stated unit-price because of factors
not foreseen by either party.' There is no
factor of unforeseeability present In this case

* '." (eFootnote omitted.)
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nated borrow pit and distributed
'over the beach area involved..

3. Because of the single-unit price
basis on which bids had been solic-
ited, the contractor averaged its
costs for distributing the fill over
the entire 10,200 feet of the project
taking into account the following
f actors:

a. the designated pit from which
the borrow was to be obtained was
located over a mile south of the
southern end of the project;

b. production goes down and costs
go up generally in proportion to the
distance the beach fill has to. be
pumped; and:

c. wear and tear on pumps great-
ly increases for sand pimped to the
northern end of the project since
greater pressure must be used and
'applied for longer periods than
would be the case if the same amo Lnt
of fill were to be placed in the south-
etn end of the project or in other
ar eas closer to the desigiriated bor-.
row pit.

4. Prior to the devastation
wrought by the February, and
March of 1973storms, the Govern-
ment had contemplated 97 that the

There is language in Government Exhibit
A (text accompanying notes 41-43, s prma, in-
dicating that the February and March 1973
storms did not significantly affect the Govern-
ment's plans for the distribution of the fill.

,Since the exhibit is dated February 1974 (i.e.,
after the contract was completed), it may in-
volve more hindsight than foresight. In any
event we have regarded statements of this
nature as reflecting some hyperbole upon the
part of the authors. If the statements from
Government Exhibit A were to be accepted at
their face value, however, then it would be
true that the Government would have issued
an invitation for bid calling for the contractor
to construct a 100-foot berm covering 7.270
feet of a 10,200-foot project (over 70 percent),
while planning for "mother nature" to dis-

beach fill covered by the contract
would be distributed as indicated by
the typical cross-section shown on
the contract drawings..

5. In coping with the conditions
created by the February and March
of 1973 storms, the Government was
required to abandon adherence to the
typical cross-section in a substantial
area of the project (from Station
2228 + 00 northward to the begin-
ning of the project) or chose to do so
(in the area from Station 2228+00
southward to the end of the proj-
ect).

6. The inability or the failure of
-the Government to adhere to the
'typical cross-section shown on the
contract drawings resulted, from
conditions which were unforeseeable
to both parties at the time the invi-
tation fr bids was issued and the
resulting contract awarded.

'I. The manner in which the Gov-
ernnent directed the placement of
the fill increased the contractor's
cost over those compensable through
unit-price -payments.- -

8. As the incurrence of th'e costs
involved were unforeseeable the
contractor is entitled to an equitable
adjustment under the Changes

tribute a substantial portion of the fill through
having the contractor place all or most of it
on the northern end (the area most costly to
the contractor and most destructive of its
equipment) without disclosing its Intentions
to the bidders concerned until after they had
submitted the single unit-price bid required
by the invitation.

Assuming, arguen do, that such circum-
stances were shown to be present in this case,
it appears to be clear that the contractor
would be entitled to a summary finding in his
favor by the Board or in another forum de-
,pending upon whether or not a claim so
framed was determined to be cognizable under
the contract.
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clause 9 for the increased costs re-
sulting from placement of the beach
fill as directed by the Government
without regard to the 25 percent.
limitation provisions to the extent
the contractor shows (i) the basis
upon which its bid was calculated
and (ii) the causal connection be-
tween the increased costs claimed
and the departure- from the typical
cross-section shown on the contract

* Cf. Cotton Company, mnc. v. United States,
587 Ct Cl. 563 '(1938), a case involving sus-
pension of work on a river levee because of
emergency conditions created by heavy and
excessive rainfall in which-the Government
took over and completed the work when the
contractor refused to proceed without a writ-
"ten change order. The Court stated at page
572:

"* * The requirement by the contractitig
officer of -the resumption of the work under
changed conditions which entailed purchasing
and furnishing entirely different equipment
than that contemplated by the contract, a
radically different method of work, and the
taking of material from a more remote loca-
tion, was such a material change in the terms
of the contract as to entitle the contractor to
.a written change order under Article 3. The
refusal to give a change order in writing was a
'breach of the contract."

Here none of the beach fill had been placed
prior to the February and March 1973 storms
(note 25, supra). Therefore, cases applying
the risk of loss provisions of variations of the
"Permits and Responsibility" clause do not
control the present case. For an example of
the many cases in which contractors have been
held responsible to redo work destroyed prior
to acceptance, see DeArmas v. United States,
105 Ct. Cl. 436 (1947). The fleA rmas rule has

"been applied by the Board in a number, of
cases, including Charles T. Parker Consfruec-
tioa Co., IBCA-335 (anuary 29, 1964, 71 LD.
*6, 10, 1964 BCA par: 4017, at 19,792-793, in
which the Board stated : "It 'is well settled
by the courts and by opinions of this Board
that where work is damaged before comple-
tion and acceptance by an Act of God or by
'other forces of nature, without the fault of
either party, and in the absence of a contract
provision shifting the risk of such a loss to the
'Government, the contractor is obligated to
repair the damage at its own expense." (Foot-
motes omitted.)

drawings with respect to placement
of the fill.

The claim for the misplacement
of the fill is granted as to liability
and, pursuant 'to the stipulation of
the parties, is remanded to the con-
tracting officer for determination of
the equitable adjustment to which
the ontractor is entitled in accord-
ance with this opinion. In the event
the parties are unable to agree upon
the amount of the equitable adjust-
ment, it is contemplated that the
contracting officer will issue a find-
ings of. fact from which the con-
tractor may again appeal to this
Board.

Claim for Costs Attributed to Stop
Order-$74,0OO

The claim encompasses appel-
lant's request for additional com-
sensation in the amount of $74,000
for 14 days' cost and overhead at-
tributed to a stop order issued by
the contracting officer and in effect
for the period March 7 to March 13,
1973 (Exhibits 31 and 33). In the
claim letter of August 15, 1973 (Ex-
hibit 21), appellant writes:

While the stop order was only in effect
for five (5) working days, it necessitated
another nine (9) days before.we could
effectively resume our mobilization ef-
forts. As a consequence, we hereby make
claim for fourteen (14) days' costs and
-overhead, reckoned in round numbers at
$6,000 per day, or a total of $74,000:
This figure covers costs and overhead but
.no profit for our mobilization work at the

g The $74,000 figure reflects an error either
in the amount claimed or in the numbers used
in the calculation since 14 days' cost at $6,000
;per day equals $84,000.
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time, of the aforesaid suspension at the
instance of the United States.

As. we have previously noted, the
stop order cited, as its authority
Clause 23(a) of the General Pro-
visions (note 11, Supra). The en-
tire clause is quoted below:

23. SUSPENSION OF WORK
(a) The Contracting Officer may order

the Contractor in writing. to suspend,
delay, or interrupt all or any part of the
work for such period of time as he may
determine to be appropriate for the con-
venience of the Government.

(b) If the performance of all or any
part of the work is, for an unreasonable
period of time, suspended, delayed, or
interrupted by an act of the Contracting
Officer in the administration of this con-
tract, or by his failure to act within the
time specified in this contract (or if no
time is specified, within a reasonable
time), an adjustment shall be made for
any increase in the cost of performance
of this contract (excluding profit) nec-
essarily caused by such unreasonable sus-
pension, delay, or interruption and the
contract modified in writing accordingly.
However, no adjustment shall be. made
under this clause for any suspension,
delay, or interruption to the extent (1)
that performance would have been so
suspended, delayed, or interrupted by
any other cause, including the fault or
negligence of the Contractor or (2) for
which an equitable adjustment is pro-
vided for or excluded under any other
provision of this contract.

(c) No claim under this clause shall
be allowed (1) for any costs incurred
more than 20 days before the Contractor
shall have notified the Contracting Officer
in writing of the act or failure to act
involved (but this requirement shall not
apply as to a claim resulting from a
suspension order), and (2) unless the
claim, in an amount stated, is asserted
in writing as soon as practicable after
the termination of such suspension,
delay, or interruption, but not later than

the date of final payment .under the
contract.

In denying the claim for in-
creased costs based. upon the stop
order the contracting officer
stated °0 that a review of the con-
tractor's payrolls for the weeks end-
ing March 9, 16 and 23, 1973, indi-
cated that maximum effort contin-
ued by a full complement of per-
sonnel during the 14-day period
commencing March 8 1973.101 The
contracting officer also noted the ab-
sence of any evidence that the con-
tractor incurred increased costs and
overhead by reason of the stop
order.'0 2

The principal defenses to the
claim are raised in the Government's
Answer in which it is asserted (i)
that under paragraph 23(b) of the
clause, adjustment for increased
performance costs is to be made
only if the suspension has been "for
an unreasonable period of time" and
(ii) that under 23(c) (2) of the
clause, no claim is to be allowed
"unless the claim, in an amount
stated, is asserted in writing as soon
as practicable after the termination
of such suspension.,

100 The contracting officer also stated that
the contractor's acceptance of Change Order
No. 2 constituted; an accord and satisfaction
of any claim which it had by reason of the
stop order. At the hearing the Government
offered no evidence in support of this affirula-
tive defense, however, and in its posthearing
brief Government counsel states: "3. The Gov-
ernment defense to this claim is not based on
a theory of accord and satisfaction. * * *"

LO1 Appellant comments: " * * suffice it to
say for these purposes that the payroll alone
is not indicative of the production of sand
which' is the only basis for income to the
contractor * * P' (Notice of Appeal, 8, 9).

'e0 Exhibit 12, Findings 6, 7.
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In its posthearing brief the appel-
lant states: "Appellant's entitle-
ment under the circumstances here
should be without regard to whether
the period of the stop was reason-
able or unreasonable * *." (Ap-
pellant's Posthearing Brief, it.)
Expanding upon that position in-its
posthearing reply brief, appellant
comments:

2. A suspension for the convenience of
the Government under 23(a) should be
compensable since it is not.by its terms
the same type of suspension provided for
under 23(b).1n An order to stop all work
is really not an act of the Contracting
Officer in the administration of the con-
tract within the context of 23(b). The
notice requirements under 23(c) distin-
guish a Stop Order of the Contracting
Officer from an act of the Contracting
Officer having the same effect. 23(b)
items are delays incident to decisions by
the Contracting Officer regarding going
forward with the contract. Appellant con-
tends that the stop was unreasonable

'-3 The distinction urged by the appellant
has not been recognized by the Court of

Claims.: See Urban Ptuinbing & He ating Co. v.
United States ( 969), 187 Ct Ci. 15, 34 ("The
liability of the Government here where no
suspension of work was issued, but should
have been, is the same as it would have been

if it had been issued. * * *"). In John A.
Johnson ad Sons, inc. v. United States, 180

Ct. Cl. 969, 986 (1967), the Court commented:
"Stated in the alternative terms used by the
board, the principle it sought to follow is:

'That the suspension of work clause-
* * * is designed to permit a contracting of-
ficer to issue a suspension of work order when
he finds it necessary for the convenience of
the Government to Interrupt or delay a con-
tractor's work in a matter or manner not
otherwise authorized in the contract * * *
and, if the resulting interruption or delay is
for an unreasonable length of time causing

additional expense or loss to a contractor,
without fault on his part, to make him whole
through appropriate adjustments in time for

performance and in contract price. * *'

"These are correct summary statements of the
basic principles governing the application of
the sspension of work clause * *

under all the facts and circumstances of
the case if a determination of unreason-
ableness is required. A stop for the con-
venience of the United States should be
compensable under Clause 23 without re-
gard to the question of reasonableness.
(Posthearing Reply. Brief, 7, S.)

Addressing itself to the question
of reasonableness in its Posthearing
Brief at pages 20 and 21, Appellant
states:

The cases which have ruled upon the
question of the unreasonableness of a
suspension of work are many and varied.
By and large any suspension resulting
from a failure" on the part of the Uni-

: Appellant does not identify the .act or
acts upon which it relies as constituting "a
failure on the part of the United States" in
this case. The appellant has never contended
that the contract specifications, plans or draw-
ings were defective. Its witnesses testified
that they could have been substantially ad-
hered to even after the storms of February:
and March of 1973. The Government's direc-
tion for the placement of the beach fill has no
bearing on the question presented since no
fill was placed until pumping began in April
1973 (ie. a couple of *eeks after the stop
order had been rescinded).

Establishment of Government fault is not
a prerequisite to obtaining relief under the
Suspension of Work clause. See Mermtt-
Chapman & Scott Corporation v. United States
192 Ct. Cl. 848, 82 (1970) ("* * * There
are occasions for the Suspension of Work
clause to operate when the Government is at
fault * * * but the clause can likewise be
effective * * * when there is a suspension
not due to the Government's fault, dereliction,
or responsibility * t An instance of the
latter category Is a suspension and delay
which lasts so long (regardless of the absence
of government fault) that the contractor can-
not reasonably be expected to bear the risk
and costs of the disruption and delay. That is
one type of suspension and delay 'for an un-
reasonable length of time causing additional
expense,' within the meaning. of the clause.
Depending on the circumstances, a delay due
to a non-fault suspension by the Government
can obviously be so protracted that it would'
be unreasonable to expect the contractor to
shoulder the added expense himself. We think
that in its terms and its purpose the Suspen-
sion of Work clause covers that situation
among others.").
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ted States is held to be unreasonable. See
Appeal of Blectrical Enterprises, Inc.,.
IBCA 971-8-72 (3/19/74), dealing with a
delay resulting from defective specifica-
tions. The Stop Order in the case at bar.
was unreasonable because:

(a) The storm which is supposed to
have caused the Stop Order occurred
almost one month before the order and
the solution to the problem of lack of
right-of-way had been suggested by Ap-
pellant in its letter of February 20,
1973,15 i.e., pump a right-of-way from
south to north;

(b) The Stop Order totally immobilized
the mobilization effort of Appellant with
a corresponding shutting off of all pre-
construction activity with no benefit to
Appellant of any kind but rather sub-
stantial damage;

(c) The stop was issued for an indefi-
nite period and made planning by Appel-
lant for the resumption of mobilization
impossible, thus working a total disrup-
tion of Appellant's efforts on this job;

(d) The record is barren of any evi-
dence"° of activity by the United States
looking toward a termination for the con-
venience of the government; the sur-
rounding facts and circumstances, as
pointed out above, make it virtually cer-
tain that there was not to be a termina-
tion for the convenience.

's The February 20, 1973, letter (Exhibit
35), was not ritten until 8 days after the
storm of February 10-12, 1973, conclnded.
The letter includes the following statement:
"It is necessary for the Park Service to obtain
permission from private property owners to,
place sand on their property in order to re-
claim Park property from the Ocean."

This portion of the contractor's proposal
was not accepted by the contracting officer as
Is clear from paragraph 4 of change Order
No. 1 (note 12, supra).

jos The appellant's posthearing reply brief
points to such evidence, however. stating
"L. The Stop Order itself (Appeal File No. 33)
was a 23(a) Stop Order which, by its terms,
is 'for the convenience of the Government.'
The order recites that 'at the time there is a
strong possibility that a determination will
be made to terminate the contract for the
convenience of the Government.' " (Appel-
lant's Posthearing Reply Brief, 7.)

At the hearing appellant's wit-
ness MacDonald testified that after
the storm-in February, he received
a call from the contracting officer in
which he was told a stop order tele-
gram would be issued and to stop all
productive effort ol the contract be-
cause there was a strong possibility
that the contract would be terli-
nated. Following this call the appel-
lant sent back to the yard any em-
ployees that were not necessary for
the actual maintaining and watch-
ing of equipment or for taking care
of the safety. Suppliers of large
items of equipment were~ called in
an effort to stop deliveries but one
of these items was alreadyin transit
(Tr. 25, 26). Upon cross-exalina-
tion Mr. MacDonald acknowledged
that at the time the stop order was
received, he wished to continue with
the contract rather than have it ter-
minated for the convenience of the
Government (Tr. 50). In response
to a question f rom the hearing meim-
ber as to whether the 5-day stop
order was an unreasonable length of
time for the Government to investi-
gate the condition encountered on
the job, Mr. MacDonald stated:

Well, I feel that the actual stop was
not necessary. We could have continued
mobilizing regardless of the storm while
they did their work of clearing it up. I
had the feeling that there was a lot of
political pressure from the Government
to stop and cancel out the work. And also
there was a lot of political pressure from
the people down there to do it, and that
this is what they were arguing. I didn't.
feel it was reasonable that we had to
stop because I felt we could have con-
tinued mobilizing and doing the work'
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with the Change Order No. One which
we eventually got. (Tr. 188, 189.)

After detailing the nature of the
pressures to which he referred (note
44, supra), Mr. MacDonald ad-
mitted-the possibility that in some
circumstances a small savings to the
Government could result from the
issuance of the stop order (Tr. 191).

Earlier we had occasion to refer
to the testimony of the project
supervisor in which, in response to
a question as to why the stop order
was issued in March of 1973, he
stated: "We were evaluating what
we could do * " (note 49, supra).
Very similar testimony was given
by the contracting officer who
stated:

A. Thinking back we had a rather dev-
astating storm that occurred on Feb-
uary 10. Lasting * * * through perhaps

February 12. 'This storm did, in fact, in-
undate federal lands. It played havoc
with the contractors materials on hand.
It adversely affected the transportation
facilities in the area. It required us to
gather information to evaluate whether
or not it- was possible to continue the'
project. * * * The very (dunes)' had
washed out. We could no longer proceed
on federal lands unless we reversed' our
proposed construction- direction. *.* *

(Tv. 9b, 96.)

Upon cross-examination the con-
tractingofficer reaffirmed that the
stop -order, of March 1973 'was
related to the earlier storm, and
flatly denied that it was related to
anything else. He also rejected the
suggestion that the stop order was
issued at least in part so that the
Governinent m night gi e further
consideration to not going ahead

with the job. Elaborating upon this
position the contracting officer
stated:

* 1 * ~We were reappraising our posi-
tion. There were great legal questions to
be raised.. We no longer had federal lands
over which to traverse with our project.
You might full well appreciate that we
had no means to go. on. We were in fact
giving some thought to termination. (Tr.
110, 111.) 107 

Decision

[7] At the outset we must deter-
mine whether the appellant is cor-
rect in asserting that in the circumi-
stances present here the appellant's
entitlement should be "without re-
gard to whether the period of the
stop was reasonable or unreasona-
ble." In developing this position ap-
pellant attempts to draw a distinc-
tion between claims under Clause
23 (a) and claims uinder Clause
28 (b). The arguments 'advanced by
appellant in support 'of this position
are unaccompanied by any citation
to authority except fo a eferences
to our decision in Electricai Enter-
prises, Inc. '(note 76, supra). 'That
case did not involve the issuance of
a written stop order '(the- present
Case)- but was concerned with treat-
ment of a claim for 'constructive
suspension. Moreover, there 'is no
language in Elect'rical Ernterprises,

'107 Imimediately' after this testimony the fol-
lowing colloquy occurred between the contract-
ing efficer and appellant's counsel:-

"Q. Were you. not giving. consideration to
termination even before the storm?

"A. Absolutely not.
"Q. Was there anyone urging that?
"A. Not' to my nowledge. '* '" (Tr

111. )

469] 9l
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Inc. supportive of appellant's posi-
tion.

In the portion of the claim let-
ter of August 15, 1973, quoted
above, appellant states: "This figure
covers costs and overhead but no
profit * * **:^ The failure to even
ask for profit on the amount of costs
said to be attributable to the stop
order appears to be a recognition by
the appellant that profit is excluded
from costs recoverable for a suspen-
sioni by the express terms of Clause
23 (b) and that the prohibition
applies even though the stop order
was issued under Clause 23(a). In
ahiy event it is clear that the only
provisions governing adjustment
contained in Clause 23 are those et
forth in paragraph (b).

Focusing attention upon para-
graph (c) of the clause, appellant
states: "The notice requirements un-
der 23 (c) distinguish a Stop Order
of the Contracting Officer from an
act of the Contracting Officer hav-
ing the- same effect." While 23(c)
-does provide that the 20-day notice
provision is not applicable to a
'Claim resulting from a suspension
order, the apparent purpose of the
parenthetical exclusion is to explic-
:itly recognize that contractors
:should not be held to the same strin-
gent notice requirement where the

-claim is based upon a written order
,of the contracting officer suspending
-the work in whole or in part. As to
this we note that there is little pros-

*pect of claims falling in the cate-
gory of "surprises" if they are based
upon a written stop order.

* It is clear that on appellant's
view a contractor who is required
to establish the fact that a construc-
tive suspension occurred in order to
bring the claim within the coverage
of the Suspension of Work clause
would also have to shoulder the bur-
den of showing that the suspension,
delay or interruption continued for
an unreasonable period of time. No-
where has the appellant undertaken
to say why a contractor who re-
ceived a written order suspending
the work and who will consequently
have no difficulty proving the fact
of the suspension (the written stop
order would ordinarily be included
in the appeal file) should be relieved
of the responsibility of having to
show that the suspension continued
in effect for an unreasonable period
of time.

We find that the appellant's at-
tempt to bifurcate Clause 23 in the
manner suggested is not supported
by the terms of the clause; nor is it
supported by the clause's apparent
purpose (notes 103 and 104, supra).
Before turning to the question of
whether in the circumstances of this
case the stop order suspended the
work for an unreasonable period of
time, we must address what appears
to be appellant's two principal ar-
guments, namely: 1. there was no
need for the issuance of the stop
order, and 2. the approximately 3-
week delay between the cessation of
the February 10-12, 1973, storm and
the issuance of the stop order
(March 6, 1973) raises a serious
question as to whether the stop
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order was related solely or even
mainly to the storm damage.

From the portion of Mr. Mac-
Donald's testimony quoted above, it
is apparent that appellant's basic
position is that there was no need
for the stop order or, in the words
of the witness, "the actual stop was
not necessary." This position ap-
pears to overlook the fact that
Clause 23 (a) clearly vests the con-
tracting officer with the authority to
suspend the work for the conven-
ience of the Government and that
the exercise of that authority neces-
sarily entails a considerable amount
of discretion.

If as Mr. MacDonald says "there
was a lot of political pressure from
the. Government to stop and cancel
out the work," the project person-
nel may have been required to dem-
onstrate that from a technical
standpoint it was feasible to con-
tinue with the project. This is sug-
gested by the project supervisor's
statement that "We were evaluating
what we could do" (note 49, supra).
It is significant that the statement
in the contractor's letter of Febru-
ary 20, 1973, about the Park Serv-
ice obtaining permission to place
sand on the land of private prop-
erty owners (note 10 5, supra)., indi-
cates that the contractor was
unaware that the Government con-
sidered itself "bound" to spend the
appropriated funds involved "on
Federally owned.lands" (note 49,
supra). In this connection we note
that these problems required solu-
tions only if the project were to be

continued and, as has been noted,
the appellant wasinterested in hav-
ing the project continued.

While the issuance of. the stop
order undoubtedly inconvenienced
the contractor and increased its
costs somewhat, these considerations
are not determinative of whether
the contracting officer acted prop-
erly in directing the contractor to
suspend the work for the convent-
ience of the Govermnent 50 5 Lastly,
we note that Mr. MacDonald has
acknowledged that some small sav-
ings could result to the Government
from the issuance of the. stop order.

In connection with the 3. weeks
that elapsed between the end of the
February 10-12, 1973, storm and
the issuance of the stop order on
March 6, 1973, the Board has con-
sidered the following factors: (i)
approximately one-third of the
time involved had been consumed
before the contractor wrote its let-
ter of February 20, 1973; (ii) the
course of action proposed by the.
contractor did not take into account
the fact that the appropriation in-
volved required the contract funds
to be expended on federally owned
lands; (iii) since mobilization had
occurred months before (note 6,
supra), there is no indication that

0. reenwich Demoltiona Corporation,
GSBCA No. 077 (October 26. 1970), 70-2
BCA par. 8543 at 89,723 ("Unmistakably,
Appellant wvas inconvenienced by the pile driv-
ing delay. However. conVenience or inconven-
ience of the parties cannot be-weighed against
each other for the purpose of determining if
Appellant is entitled to an adjustment nuder
the Suspension of Work clause which deals
with convenience of the Government,").

459]
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the inconvenience aind cost to the
contractor would have been any less
if the stop order had been issued at
an earlier date than it was; and
(iv) the unequivocal and uncontra-
dicted testimony of the contracting
officer that the issuance of the stop
order was related only to the Feb-
ruary .10-12, 1973, storm and to
nothing else. Based upon the factors
enumerated, we find that the Gov-
ernment did not delay unreasonably
in issuing the stop order and that
there is nothing in the evidence to
indicate that any benefit would
have inured to the contractor from
the issuance of the stop order at an
earlier time.

With respect to the question of
whether work was suspended for an
unreasonable period of time, we
note the: statement in appellant's
claim letter of August 15, 1973 (Ex-
hibit 21), that "the stop order was
only in effect for five (5) working
days." According to the uncontra-
dicted and unimpugned testimony
of both the contracting officer and
the project supervisor the stop or-
der was necessary in order for the
Government to determine what
should be done. Both witnesses refer
to the serious problem created by
the fact that they were limited by
the appropriation involved to
spending money on, federally owned
lands and that much of such lands,
had been inundated by the ocean.
We note that within 1 week from the
time the stop order was lifted on
March. 13, 1973, the Goverinent is-
sued -Change Order No. 1 under
date of March 20, 1973, reflecting a

plan which permitted the contractor
to proceed with the work and yet
remain on, federally owned lands
tinless the contractor chose "to nego-
tiate with private landowners for
access across their lands" (Note 12,
supra).

Before concluding we wish to
take note of the fact that 500,000
cubic yards of sand had been.lost
in the February 10-12, 1973, storm
(note 10, supra). We also note that'
a formidable problem faced the
Government in having to devise a
plan for proceeding with the work
which would not only take into a-
counit the devastation wrought by
the storm but also the limitation
upon the use of appropriated funds.

We find that the Appellant has
failed to show that in issuing the
stop order on March 6, 1973, and
continuing it in effect until March
13, 1973, the contracting officer
acted unreasonably or suspended
the work for an unreasonable period
of time. The claim for costs attrib-
uted to the stop order 109 is there-
fore denied.

'° The appellant offered no evidence at the
hearing as to the reason for the 5-month delay
in asserting the suspension of work claim.
The Notice of Appeal states at page 9 "* * *

the contracting officer is well aware by reason
of hlisfamiliarity with the contractor's, costs
and expenses that 6,000 per day for the 14
days in question (is) a very reasonable and
proper allowance."

Presumably the contractor can be expected
to know at least as much as the contracting
officer about its own costs. No reason is per-
ceived why this particular claim could not
have been filed in late March or early April of
1973. The fact that it was not filed until
mid-August raises a question as to whether
the claim was "asserted in writing as soon as
practicable after the termination of,such sus-
pension, delay, or interruption" within the
meaning of the Suspension Of Work clause.
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Claim for time etemsion ($1,400)

- The claim letter of August;15,
1973 (Exhibit 20), requests time ex-
tensions based upon (i) the manner
in which the- Government had di-
rected the fill to be placed (note 18,
supra) and (ii) supplier delays at-
tributed to the same cause (note 19,
supra). In his decision of Novem-
ber 29, 1973 (Exhibit 12), the con-
tractihg officer denied the request
for time extension on the grounds
that there had been no departure
from the terms of the contract and
delays of suppliers are not a proper
basis, for granting an extension of
time under Clause 5 of the General
Provisions.

In the Notice of Appeal of De-
--cember 27, 1973 (Exhibit 7), the
appellant offers the fllowing ex-
planation of its delay in comple-
tion:.

1. The contractor has requested addi-
tional time for completion of the project
because of the departure from the con-
tract provisions * * *. The pumping of all
of the fill * * * to the northern two-thirds
of the project * * severely affected the
production of the contract in terms of
yards pumped per day and greatly in-
creased the deterioration of its pumps by
reason of the great pressure. required to
pump sand a longer distance for a longer
time. * *

2. * * * It is the position of the con-
tractor that the departure from the con-
tract alone is sufficient to justify the
additional time and that the delay of
suppliers occasioned by the departure

'We need not reach this question, however,
where, as here, we find the claim to be without
merit. See Electrical Enterprises, inc., note 76,
Sepro, 51 I.D. 120-122, 74-1 BCA at 49,865-
866.

from the contract affords; sufficient
basis "° for the requested extension.

Decision

We have 'previously found that
the contractor is entitled to an equi-
table adjustment under the Changes
clause, for the increased costs result-
ing from the placement of beach fill
as directed by the Government. We
find that the inability or failure of
the. Government to adhere to the
typical cross-section shown on the
contract drawings in directing the
placement of the fill also increased
the time required for performance
of the contract and that the contrac-
tor is entitled to an equitable adjust-
ment therefor as provided for in the
Changes clause.

The claim for time extension, is
therefore granted as to liability and
in accordance with the stipulation
of the parties I' is remanded to the
contracting officer for determina-

flO In its posthearing brief appellant 'states
at page 22: "While supplier delay is not,
per se, justification for an extension of time,
where supplier delay is, as in this case, related
to the actions of the United States, an- exten-
sion of time Is in order. See Appeal of Shntr nl
Finlay, Inc., IBCA-644-5-67 (8/27/68), 75
I.D. 248 (68-2 BCA par. 7200). The evidence
establishes that the booster pumps were op-
erating in a wide open condition for a long
period of time which wore out the pump shells.
Appellant's supplier was unable to furnish the
shells as promptly as needed. The action of the
United States is inexorably tied to the sup-
plier problem and, thus, the usual rule of
supplier default is not applicable."

"il The stipulation (note 72, supra) provides
in part: "2. In the event Appellant is deter-
mined to be entitled to.any of the three claims
it has asserted herein, the parties' propose to
negotiate the quantum thereof with this Board
to retain jurisdiction for the purpose of finally
resolving the quantum issue in tie event the
parties are unable so to do by way of negotia-
tion."

4591 505
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tion in the first instance of the time
extension to which the contractor is
entitled.

Sumnmary

1. The claim for misplacement of
fill and the claim for a time exten-
sion are granted as to liability and
pursuant to the stipulation between
the parties are remanded to the con-
tracting officer for determination of
the amount of the equitable adjust-
ment to which the contractor is en-
titled upon the understanding that
if the parties are unable to reach an
agreement, the contracting officer
shall render a written decision from
Which the contractor may again ap-
peal to this Board.

2. 'The Suspension of Work claim
is denied.

WILLIAM F. McGRAW,
Chief Administrative Judge.

WE CONCUR:

SPENCER T. NIssEN,
Administrative Judge.

G. IERBERT PACKWOOD,
Administrative Judge.

EASTERN ASSOCIATED COAL
CORPORATION

5 IBMA 185

Decided September 30,1975

Cross appeals by Eastern Associated
Coal Corporation and the Mining En-
forcement and Safety Administration
from a decision by Administrative
Law Judge Charles C. Moore, Jr., with

respect to the following civil penalty
proceedings filed under section 109 of
the Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Docket Nos.
MORG 73-131-P, MORG 73-141-P,
'MORG 73-145-P, HOPE 73-305-P,
HOPE 73-365-P, HOPE 73-382-P,
HOPE 73-465-P, HOPE 73-582-P,
HOPE 3-644-P, and HOPE 73-635-
P.

Affirmed in part, vacated in part,
reversed in part, and remanded i part.

1. Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Hearings: Notice
and Service

An operator must be given adequate
notice of the charge in a civil penalty pro-
ceeding brought under section 109 of the
Act. 30 U.S.C. § 819 (1970). Failure by
an operator to object to lack of due notice
below, if the opportunity arises, results
in a waiver of a claim of error based
thereon.

2. Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969 :'Xandatory Safety
Standards: Permissibility: Switches
on Electric Face Equipment

The failure to maintain the reset mechan-
ism on electric face equipment switches in
operational condition is a violation of an
operator's obligation under 30 CFR 75.505
to maintain electric face equipment in
permissible condition. 30 U.S.C. § 878(i)
(1970), 30 CFR 75.520.

3. Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Mandatory Safety
Standards: Permissibility: Brakes on
Electric Face Equipment

The failure to maintain the brakes on an
off-standard shuttle car in operational
condition is a violation of the operator's
obligation under 30 OFR 75.503 to inain-

tain electric face equipment in permis-
sible condition. 30 CER 18.20(f).
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and Service

An operator must be given adequate
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ceeding brought under section 109 of the
Act. 30 U.S.C. § 819 (1970). Failure by
an operator to object to lack of due notice
below, if the opportunity arises, results
in a waiver of a claim of error based
thereon.

2. Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969 :'Xandatory Safety
Standards: Permissibility: Switches
on Electric Face Equipment

The failure to maintain the reset mechan-
ism on electric face equipment switches in
operational condition is a violation of an
operator's obligation under 30 CFR 75.505
to maintain electric face equipment in
permissible condition. 30 U.S.C. § 878(i)
(1970), 30 CFR 75.520.

3. Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Mandatory Safety
Standards: Permissibility: Brakes on
Electric Face Equipment

The failure to maintain the brakes on an
off-standard shuttle car in operational
condition is a violation of the operator's
obligation under 30 OFR 75.503 to inain-

tain electric face equipment in permis-
sible condition. 30 CER 18.20(f).
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4. Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Mandatory Safety
Standards: Permissibility: Schedule
2G

Schedulle 2 0, codified at 30 GFR Part 18,
was effectively republished in accordance
with section 101(j) of the Act, 30 U.C.
§ 811(j) (1970), at 35 FR 17890 (Novem-
ber 20, 1970), where it was incorporated
under 30, CFR 75.506.

5. Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Mandatory Safety
Standards: Permissibility: Generally

Once a permissibility specification be-
comes effective, machinery already or
subsequently equipped with a part
covered thereby cannot be maintained in
permissible condition unless that part is
kept in operational status.

6. Federal CoalK Mine Health. and
Safety Act of 1969: Mandatory Safety
Standards: Maintenance of Electric
Equipment

Proof of defective brakes on a roof bolt
machine and of a missing guard on a belt
chain drive constitutes prima face evi-
dence of a failure to maintain electric
equipment "properly." 30 COR 75.512.

7. Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Respiratory Dust
Program: Sufficiency of Evidence

Under 30 OR 70.220(a) (3), 35 FR 5544
(April 3, 1970), MESA must prove the
existence of an underlying notice of vio-
lation of 30 OPR 70.100 (a) or (c) if the
existence of such notice is in issue.

S. Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Penalties: Cri-
teria: Official Notice

Where an Administrative Law Judge
bases ultimate findings of fact upon offl-
cially noticed facts and leaves the record
open for submission of rebuttal, the fail-

ure to take advantage of such opportun-
ity for rebuttal results in waiver of
objections.

9. Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Respiratory Dust
Program: Generally

An operator may challenge whether sci-
entific procedures set forth in the regu-
lations were being complied with in a
given case, but may not raise issues re-
garding their scientific reliability in an
adqinistrative proeceeding inasmuch as
such issues would pertain to the validity
of the Secretary's regulations, a matter
beyond the authority of the Board.

APPEARANCES: Daniel M. Darragh,
for appellant-cross-appellee, Eastern
Associated Coal Corporation; Richard
V. Backley, Esq., Assistant Solicitor,
Michael V. Durkin; Esq., W. Hugh
O'Riordan, Esq., and Leo McGinn Esq.,.
Trial Attorneys, for appellee-cross-
appellant, Mining Enforcement and
Safety Administration.

OPINION BY CHIEF ADMIN-
ISTRATIVE JUDGE DOANE

INTERIOR BOARD OF MINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

Procedural and Factual
Background

On December 16, 1974, subsequent
to an evidentiary hearing, Adniinis-
trative Law Judge Charles C.
Moore, Jr., issued his decision in the
above-listed civil penalty dockets
pursuant to section 109 of the Fed-
eral Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969. 30 U.S.C. § 819 (1970).
Judge Moore found that 14 viola-
tions occurred as cited and assessed

594-849-75 33
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civil penalties against Eastern As-
sociated Coal Corporation (East-
ern) in the aggregate animuit of
$3,000. He also concluded that the
Mining Enfbrcement and Safety

Administration (MESA) failed to
adduce suffcient evidence to sustain
~22 of its charges.

Both Eastern and MESA subse-
-quently filed notices of appeal with
the Board. 43 CFR 4.600. Eastern's
appeal was docketed as IBMA 75-

.23, and MESA's ross-appeal was
designated IBMA 75-25. Pursuant
to an tnopposed motion by astern,
we are hereby consolidating these
appeals inasmuch as they arise out
of the same initial decision.

Eastern has requested oral argu-
ment which we hereby deny. We
have concluded that such argmnent
-voilcl lot materially assist us in the
disposition of these appeals, and
would indeed produce unnecessary
delay. 43 CFR 4.25.

Issues on Appeal

A.

IBMA 75-23

Whether the Administrative Law
Judge correctly foumld violations of
the following regulations: 30 CFP1
75,200, 75.505, 75.503, 75.512, and
70.220(a) (3).

Whether the Administrative Law
Judge erred in his general consid-
eration of the impact of any penal-
ties on Eastern's ability to continue
in business and of Eastern's alleged
history of previous violations.

B.

IRNA 7-251

Whether the Administrative Law
Judge erred in vacating 22 notices
of violation of the Secretary's res-
pirable lust standards.

Discusson

A.

I vA 5-23 C

1. Deteminations of Tiolation

Order of W~ithcawval 1 I , April
24, 197,;. A/ORG 73-141-P

1] In pertinent part, the subject
citation reads as follows: "The
shuttle cars have rubbed the roof
and dislodged two roof bolts which
are hanging down six inches at the
brow of the boom hole."

Based upon the above-quoted por-
tion of the subject withdrawal or-
der, Judge Moore concluded that
Eastern violated the approved and
effective roof. control plan. On ap-
peal, Eastern contends: (1) that it
did tot receive adequate notice that
it was being charged with a viola-
tion of its roof control plan; (2)
that NMESA failed to establish a
prima facie case in that it did not
produce a copy of the pertinent
provisions of the subject roof con-
trol plan; and (3) that the Judge
erred in finding that the alleged vio-
lation was serious on the basis of
the Board's finding of imminent
danger in an earlier application for
review proceeding.1 In its reply

E Eastern Associated Coat Corp., 2 IBMA
128, S0 I.D. 400, 1071-1973 oSuD par. 16,187
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brief, MESA did not respond to
Eastern's first assigunient of error.
With regard to Eastern's second
claim, MTIESA argues that it is not
obliged to produce the pertinent
provisions of a roof control plan for
the record where the inspector's tes-
tiniony with regard to the content
of those provisions is uncontro-
verted, as it contends was the case
here. With regard to the third con-
tention on appeal, MESA merely
asserts that the Judge's conclusion
that the alleged violation was seri-
ous is .supported by the record, but
supplies neither transcript citations
nor references to exhibits.

Turnilig to the first assignment
of error, we observe that the record
reveals that at no time prior to the
hearing below did MESA apprise
the trier of fact .or Eastern that the
charge based on the above-cited
withdrawal order was a deviation
from-the subject roof control plan.

Certainly, that information cannot

be drawn from the above-quoted
portion of the withdrawal order and
this proceeding was initiated at a
-time when the regulations did not
require MESA to file 'a petition for
assessment with the Hearings Divi-
sion. We have said that adequate
*notice of the substance of a charge
must be given so that a defense can
-be prepared. See Old Ben Coal
rCorp., 4 IBMA 198, 82 I.D. 264,
1974-1975 OSHD par. 19,T23
(1975). We agree with Eastern that

-there was inadequate notice in the

- (198), affd sub nflo, Eastern Associated Coal
Corp. V. Interior Board of Mine Operations
Appeals, 491 F. 2d 277 (4th Cir. 1974).

instant case; however, we are of the
opinion that the inadequacy is no
basis for reversal or remand because
the record reveals that Eastern de-
fended on the merits and never ob-
jected to the admission of evidence
with regard to the roof control plan.
Accordingly, we conclude that
Eastern waived its claim of lack of
notice.

With respect to the second assign-
ment of error, we find, contrary to
MESA's assertion, that Eastern did
contest the inspector's, testimony
concerning the provisions of the
subject roof control plan. On cross-
examination, where Eastern had its
first opportunity to respond to the
true charge before the Administra-
tive Law Judge, counsel sought to
discredit the inspector's testimony
by showing its vagueness and unre-
liability. At no point did Eastern
ever indicate that it acquiesced in
MESA's representations concerning
the content of the subject roof con-

-trol plan. We are of the opinion
that, in these circumstances, where
there was no stipulation as to the
content of the pertinent provisions
of the roof control plan and the op-
erator resisted MESA's representa-
tions with respect to it, MESA was
obliged to produce the relevant
parts of the plan.2 Having failed to
do so, MESA failed to sustain its
charge. Accordingly, we are revers-
ing the decision below in pertinent

Compare Eastern Associated, Coal Corp.,
3 IBMA 331, 34A, S1 I.D. 567, 1974-1975
0SHID par. 18.706 a'd on, reconsideration, 3
IBMA 583, 51 ID. 627, 1974-1i7P OSHD par.
- (1974).

50ai
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part and vacating the assessment of
$1,000.

Notice of Violation No. 4 SBP,
March 3,1972, MORG 73-145-P

[2] The above-cited notice con-
cerned stop and start switches on
the pump motor of a continuous
miner and on the gathering motor of
the loading machine, respectively,
which were found by the inspector
not to be in proper operating con-
dition. At the hearing below, the in-
-spector identified the defect as a
failure of the reset mechanism of
the switch to work. Eastern admits
that the inspector's observation was
accurate.

The Judge concluded that the
condition described in the subject
notice constituted a violation of
Eastern's obligation to maintain
electric face equipment in permis-
sible condition. 30 CFR 75.505. On
appeal, the parties center their ar-
guments upon the meaning and va-
lidity of 30 CFR 75.506(b). How-
ever, we find it unnecessary to deal
with these contentions because in
our opinion the latter regulation is
irrelevant.

Under section 318(i) of the Act,
30 U.S.C. § 878(i) (1970), the sub-
ject switches are "features" of elec-
tric face equipment which must be
"* * * designed, constructed, and
installed, in accordance with the
specifications of the Secretary * * *"
to prevent, to the maximum extent
possible, any accidents. The specifi-
cation for permissibility adopted by
the Secretary with respect to switch-
es is contained in 30 CFR 75.520,
rather than 30 CFR 75.506(b), and

requires that switches on electric
equipment be "designed, construct-
ed, and installed" "safely." In our
view, switches of the type now under
discussion cannot meet this speci-
fication unless they are equipped
with reset mechanisms. In the ab-
sence of such a mechanism, machin-
ery could suddenly activate after a
power interruption and catch an un-
wary miner by surprise, with disas-
trous consequences. The reset mech-
anisms of the subject switches were
apparently designed, constructed,
and installed to comply with this
specification of permissibility and
the failure to maintain them in an
operational status was, as the Judge
concluded, a failure to maintain
electric face equipment in permis-
sible condition. Accordingly, the
findings and conclusion of violation
and the assessment of $400 will be
affirmed.

Notice of iolation 2 BW,
Septemner 14, 1972, HOPE 73-
634-P

[3, 4] The subject notice cited
Eastern for malfunctioning brakes
on an off-standard shuttle car. East-
ern admits that the condition ob-
served by the inspector did exist.

The Judge concluded that East-
ern had violated its obligation un-
der 30 CFR 75.503 to maintain the
subject piece of equipment in per-
missible condition. He identified the
source of the permissibility require-
ment as 30 CFR 18.20(f).

On appeal, Eastern contends: (1)
that 30 CFR 18.20(f) is no longer
an effective regulation; (2) that
MESA failed to establish a prima
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facie case in that it did not prove
the date of manufacture; and (3)
that MESA failed to establish a
prima facie case in that it did not
identify the precise standard that
was eventually found to have been
violated.

With respect to the first conten-
tion, we note that 30 CFR 18.20(f)
is part of a series of regulations
which are collectively also known as
Schedule 2 G. 30 CFR 18.1-18.82.3
These regulations were promul-
gated originally under section 5 of
the Act of May 16, 1910 (36 Stat.
370), as amended, 30 U.S.C. § 7
(1970), and section 212(a) of the
Federal Coal Mine Safety Act of
1952 (66 Stat. 709), 30 U.S.C. 482
(a), as amended, March 26, 1966 (80
Stat. 91). They were published at 33
FR 4660 (March 19, 1968), and
were continued in effect under sec-
tion 318(i) of the Act, 30 U.S.C.
§ 878(i) (1970). In accordance with
section 101 (j) of the Act, 30 U.S.C.
§ 811(j) (1970), they were effec-
tively republished at 35 FR 17890
(November 20, 1970), where they
were incorporated by reference as
Schedule 2 G, March 19, 1968, under
30 CFR 75.506 (a) and (b).
Whether such republication as was
accomplished was sufficient to com-
ply with section 101 (j) of the Act is
a question of regulatory validity
and we have held repeatedly that
such matters are beyond our author-
ity. E.g., Buffalao Mining Co., 2
IBMA 226, 80 ID. 630, 1973-1974
OSHD par. 16,618 (1973). Accord-

'See Kaier Steel Corp., 3 IBMA 489, 81
JD. 747, 1974-1975 OS11D par. 19,149 (1974).

ingly, we conclude that 30 CFR
18.20(f) is still an effective regula-
tion.

[5] With respect to Eastern's
second contention regarding the
lack of. proof of the date of manu-
facture, we are of the opinion that
it is a frivolous assertion. Once a
permissibility specification such as
30 CFR 18.20(f) becomes effective,
machinery already or subsequently
equipped with a part covered there-
by cannot be maintained in permis-
sible condition unless that part is
kept in operational status. It was
unnecessary to prove the precise
date of manufacture since the per-
missibility specifications that were
then in effect did not constitute an
exhaustive list of maintenance
obligations in effect under 30 CFFR
75.505 and 75.506 (b) on the date the
sTbject notice was issued.

Finally, with respect to Eastern's
third contention regarding MESA's
failure to specify the precise source
of the standard alleged to have been
violated, we are of the view that it
too is without merit. That omission
goes to whether Eastern was given
adequate notice of the charge and
not, as Eastern appears to contend,
to whether MESA adduced in its
case-in-chief a sufficient quantum of
evidence to support favorable fiid-
ings of fact and conclusions of law,
and to shift the burden of going for-
ward. Armo Steel Corp., 2 IBMA
359, 80 I.D. 790, 1973-1974 OSHD
par. 17,043 (1973). The question of
adequate notice was apparently not
raised below and, therefore, cannot
be presented on appeal.

506]
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For the foregoing reasons, we af-
firm the subject findings and ci-
clusion of violation, as well as the
assessment of $400.

Notices of Violation 1 IlLP, Mfarch'
3, 1972, 10PE 73-30.5-P; 
11 CS, April 20, 1972, HOPE 77-
6834-P; 4 -DC; August 29, 1972
HOPE 73-685-P

[6] Notices 1 IILP and 2 MCS
cited Eastern for defective brakes
on roof bolt machines. Notice 4
HDC dealt with a missing guard on
a belt chain drive. Eastern admits
that the conditions did exist.

The Judge concluded in each in-
stance that Eastern had violated 30
CFR 75.512.

On appeal, Eastern contends: (1)
that MESA failed to establish a
primza facie case in each instance in
that it did not prove that Eastern
had knowledge of the subject con-
ditions and had failed to hold the
minimum weekly examinations
and (2) that, uder the inspector's
manual in effect at the time the
subject violations were cited, safe-
guard notices should have been is-
sued pursuant to 30 CFR 75.503.

Section 75.512 of 30 CFR pro-
vides as follows:

All electric equipment shall be. fre-
quently examined, tested, and properly
maintained:by a qualified person to' as-
sure safe operating conditions. When a
potentially dangerous condition is found
on electric equipment, such equipment
shall be removed from service until such
condition is corrected. A record of such
examinations shall be kept. and ide
available to an authorized representative
of the Secretary and to the inersin
such mine. -

Under the above-quoted regula-
tion, failure to conform to requIire-
ments set forth in each sentence
constitutes a separate and distinct
violation. WhVlere MESA shows, as
it did in the matters at hand, that a
piece of electric equipment was
found by an inspector to be defec-
tive in a mlaimer which could cause
an accident, it has. established a
priina facie case of failure to main-
tain the: subject piece of equipment
"properly", under 30 CFR 75.5-12.
Eastern's first contention is,. there-
fore, without merit.

A Witll respect to the second con-
tention, we note that the inspector's
manual in effect at the time that the
subject violations were issued was
the Coal Mine Safety Inspection
l1anual for; Underground Mines
dated December 1971. With respect
to the above-quoted regulation, that
manual provides in pertinent part
as follows:

e i * If an authorized representative
of the Secretary * * * finds any potenti-
ally dangerous conditions on * $ *

equipment, he shall issue a Notice of
Violation of this section (except that
failure to maintain permissibility shall
be cited under 75.503.) * * *

A close reading of this language re-
veals that inspectors were not under
instructions to issue safeguard no-
tices, as Eastern contends. It is ti-e,
however, that it appears that where
the inspector had a choice, as in the
matters at.hand, of issuing a notice
of violation under 30 CFR 75.512
or under 30 CFR 5.5t03,4 he was

The applicable permissibility requireients
*at the time the subject notices were issued are
-set forth at 30 CMut '18.20 (c) and (f).
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supposed to choose the latter course
of action. We need not, however,
decide whether the failure of the
inspectors in the matters at hand
to follow the above-quoted guide-
lines for the exercise of enforce-
ment discretion was error. Even
assuming, arguendo, that it was
error, such error was not prejudicial
to Eastern because there is no ma-
terial difference in the proof that
would have been necessary to sus-
tain the validity of the subject no-
tices if they had been issued instead
in accordance with above-quoted in-
structions which are not required by
either the Act or the Secretary's
regulations.

Accordingly, we are affirming the
subject findings and conclusions of
violation and the associated assess-
ments of $400, $400, and $200, re-
spectively.

Notices of Violation 1 AP, 2Tlay 26,
1972, HOPE 73-382,-P; 1 AP,
August 22, 1972, HOPE 73-465-
P; 1 AP, June 13, 1972, HOPE
73-365-P

[7] Each of these notices was is-
sued following Eastern's alleged
failure to submit the required, num-
ber of samples of respirable dust
after receiving a notice of noncom-
pliance, with 30 CFR 70.100. The
regulatory obligation in question is

.imnn6ed by' 30 CFR 70.220 (a) (3),
35 FR 5544 (April 3, 1970),'whicl
reads as follows:

Upon issuance of a notice of violation
of paragraph (a) or (c) of § 70100 of.
this part withy respect to any working
section of a coal mine, paragraph (a) of
this section shall not apply in respect 'of

that working section ntil the violation
is abated, and the operator shall take:
samples with respect to that working sec-'
tion during each production shift as re-
quired by § 194 (i) of the Act.

The Judge concluded that the
violations at issue did occur and as-:
sessed a $25 penalty in each in-
stance.

On appeal, Eastern raises several
claims of error. First, it argues that
MESA is obliged as part of its
prima facie case to prove that an:
underlying notice of violation was,
issued under 30 CFPt 70.100 (a) or
(c). Second, it claims that MESA:
must prove that the underlying no--
tice was valid. Finally, it submnits
that there must be some reason
other than the issuance of such a
notice to justify the requirement of-
extra sampling.

While the latter two contentions
have no merit, the first does. The
regulatory obligation under 30,
CFR 70.220(a) (3) is by its terms
triggered by the issuance of an-
appropriate underlying notice,
whether valid or not. MESA has:
copies of such notices in its records,
aid where the existence of snch-
notices is put in issue, it calnot:
establish a prima facie case under'
the subject standard without intro-.
ducing them for the record. Accord-
ingly, we are reversing the decision
below with respect to the subject
notices of violation and vacating
the associated assessments.

2. General Tieatrent of Assess-
ment criteria -.

[8] At te outset of his opinion,:
the Administrative Law Judge ap-;
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parently took official notice of the
alleged facts that Eastern is one of
-the larger operators in the industry
-and that it has been involved in pre-
vious civil penalty proceedings.
Based upon these officially noticed
facts, the Judge concluded that the

-penalties he would assess would not
adversely affect Eastern's ability to
continue in business and that there
was a history of prior violations.

The judge left the record open
for 10 days so that Eastern could
rebut the products of official notice.
(Dec. 2, n. 2.) Having failed to take
advantage of that opportunity,
Eastern waived its 'objections. In
addition, with respect to his conclu-

:sion that Eastern's ability to con-
tinue in business would be unaf-
fected, the Judge need not have

'based his determination on official
notice, but could have presumed
-that such was the case in the ab-
-sence of evidence to the con-
trary. FHall Coal Company, 1 IBMA
175, 79 I.D. 668, 1971-1973 OSHD
par. 15,380 (1972). Accordingly, we
-see no reason to overturn the
-Judge's onclusions although our
affirmance should not be taken as
agreement that the matters in ques-
tion were subject to official notice
-or that the products of official notice
had the probative value attributed
-to them by the Judge. 43 CFR 4.24
;(a) (3) and (b).

B.

-IBAJA 75-45

[9] MESA filed its notice of ap-
peal i the above-captioned case in
order to challenge the portion of the

Judge's opinion and order in,
Docket Nos. HOPE 73-305-P,
HOPE 73-382-P, HOPE 73-465-
P, MORG 73-131-P, and MORG
73-145-P, wherein he vacated 22
notices of violation of 30 CFR
70.100 (a). That regulation provides
as follows:

Effective June 30, 1970, each operator
shall continuously maintain the average
concentration of respirable dust in the
mine atmosphere during each shift to
which each miner in the active workings
of such mine is exposed at or below 3.0
milligrams of respirable dust per cubic
meter of -air.

The Judge based his determination
upon certain inaccuracies that 'he
perceived in -the sampling system
used to enforce the above-quoted
regulation and upon the alleged fu-
tility of discovery which he thought
effectively denied the right to a
hearing which is provided for in
section 109 (a) (3) of the Act. 30
U.S.C. § 819(a) (3) (1970).

On appeal, MESA contends that
the sampling system does yield ac-
curate results and that Eastern's
challenge to the reliability of the
scientific method sanctioned by the
regulations should be rejected.
MESA also argues that the Judge
erred in concluding that Eastern
had been effectively denied its hear-
ing right on account of the alleged
futility of discovery.

In Castle Valley Mining Com-
pany, 3 IBMA 10, 14, 81 I.D. 34,
1973-1974 OSHD par. 17,233
(197-4), we. said that an operator
may challenge the sampling system
at any stage. By that dictum, we
meant only that -an operator may
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challenge whether the system of
sampling set up by the regulations
is being complied with at any stage
of the processing by MESA. Castle
Finley is not to be read for the
proposition that the scientific reli-
ability of that system may. be at-
tacked in adjudicatory proceedings
in the Office of Hearings and Ap-
peals. Any such issue concerning
the subject notices. raises questions
regarding.. statutory and possibly
constitutional validity of the regu-
lations, matters which are beyond
our authority. Questions of statu-
tory and constitutional validity of
the Secretary's regulations can be
raised in the appropriate federal
court at the proper time for a ruling
which is binding upon the Secre-
tary. Moreover, although a rule-
making proceeding can have no ef-
feet on the subject proceeding, East-
ern could attempt to present its gen-
eral: complaints to the Secretary by
poetitining him to engage in rule-
making. U.S.C. § 53 (e) (1970).
Accordingly, to the extent that the
Judge based his decision upon the
alleged scientific unreliability of the
testing methods prescribed or al-
lowed by the regulations, he was in
error.

With respect to the supposed de-
nial of the operator's statutory and
regulatory right to a hearing, the
Judge concluded that discovery was
essentially an exercise in futility be-
cause the operator cannot determine
who actually processed any sam-
ples determined to be in violation
and cannot send its own experts to

the MESA laboratory to retest any
samples that it. wishes to challenge.

An examination of the record in
the case at hand reveals that East-
ern never formally sought to-identi-
fy the individuals whowere re-
sponsible personally for the han-
dling of the samples involved in the
subject notices of violations. The
Judge had no basis in the record for
his conclusion that if Eastern had
sought to depose or submit inter-
rogatories to the employees of the
Department who actually per-
formed the subject laboratory anal-
yses and reporting process, the
identities of those persons would
have been unavailable. The Judge
was therefore in error when he con-
cluded that discovery was a futile
exercise.

In addition, quite apart from
.whatever evidence may be derived
from discovery, there is no reason
why operators such as Eastern can-
not establish a parallel sampling
process based upon the Depart-
ment's regulations in order to im-
peach the reliability of the results
of the analyses prepared by MESA.
It seems to us therefore that the un-
availability of the samples sub-
mitted to MESA for retesting is not
an absolute impediment to mount-
ing a challenge to the accuracy of
the test results reported by MESA.

For the foregoing reasons, we are
reversing the Judge's decision with
respect to the subject 22 notices of
violation, finding that the violations
occurred as cited, nd remanding
with instructions to- assess appro-
priate civil penalties.

5155061
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ORDER

WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority elegated to the Board
by the Secretary of the Interior (43
CFR 4.1(4)), IT IS HEREBY
'ORDERED that Eastern's motion
to consolidate the above-captioned
appeals IS GRANTED and its re-
quest . for oral argument IS
DENIED.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED
with respect to the above-listed
dockets involved in Appeal No.
IBMA 75-23:

(1) that the findings of fact, con-
clusions of law, and the assessments
based upon Notices of Violation 4
SBP, March 3, 1972, 2 BLW, Sep-
tember 14, 1972, 1 HLP, March 3,
1972, 2 MCS, April 20, 1972, and. 4
HDC, August 29, 1972, ARE AF-
FIRMED;

(2).. that the general findings on
the impact. of any assessment upon
Eastern's ability to continue in busi-
ness and on Eastern's history of
previous violations ARE AF-
FIRMED;:

(3) that the decision below based
upon Order of Withdrawal 1 CJT,
April 24, 1972, and Notices of
Violation 1 AP, May 26, 1972,1 AP,
August 22, 1972, and 1 AP, June 13,
1972, IS REVERSED and the as-
sessments based thereon ARE
VACATED; and

(4) that Eastern SHALL PAY
civil penalties in the aggregate sum
of $1,925 on or before 30 days from
the date of this decision.
- IT IS ALSO ORDERED, with
respect to the subject notices of
violation in the above-listed dockets

involved in Appeal No. IBMfA 75-
25, that the decision below IS

.REVERSED and the case IS RE-
MANDED with instructions to as-
sess appropriate civil penalties in
accordance with section 109 (a) (1)
of the Act. 30 U.S.-C. §819(a)(1)
(1970).- : .

DAVID DOA NE

Chief Administrative Judge.

I CONCUR:.

HoWARD J. SCIIELLENBERG, JR.,
A dministrative Judge.

PEGGS RUN COAL COMPANY, INC.

5 IBMA 175

Decided e&Pteqnber 30, 1975

Appeal by the Mining Enforcement
and Safety Administration from that
part of a decision, by Administrative
Law Judge George A. Koutras (Docket

No. PITT 74585-P), dated March 6,
197.5, in. which he vacated a notice
charging Peggs Run Coal Company,
Inc., with a violation of 30 CFR 77.4l
in a penalty .assessment proceeding
pnrsnant to section 109 (a) (1) of the
Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969.

Reversed.

1. Federal Coal Mine ealth and
Safety Act of 1969: Notices of Viola-
tion:. Party to be Charged

Where trucks owned by a haulage con-

tractor operate without backup alarms
on coal mine property in violation of :0

CFR 77.410, and thus endanger the miners
employed by the principal coal mine
operator, the proper party to be charged
in the resulting notice of violation is the
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principal coal mine operator, since it has
the direct responsibility to assure the.
health and safety of such miners.

APPEARANCES: Richard V. Back-
ley, Esq., Assistant Solicitor, Leo Mc-
Ginn, Esq., Trial Attorney, for appel-
lant, Mining Enforcement and Safety'
Administration; John R. Carfley, Esq.,
for appellee, Peggs Run Coal Com-
pany, Inc.

OPIANION BY
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

SCHIELLENBERO

INTERIOR BOARD OF AINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

At the outset, we call attention to
the fact that an appeal by the opera--
tor, from the decision by Judge
Xoutras in Docket No. PITT 74-

585-P, was decided by the Board in
its Amended Memorandum Opinion
and Order, Appeal No. IBMA75-
48, 5 IB-MA 3, dated Augutst 15,
1975. In that proceeding, we upheld
the assessment of penalties in the
-amount of $425. Here, we are in-
-volved solely with an appeal by the
Mining Enforceme nt and Safety
Administration (MESA) fromthat
part of the same decision which
vacated a notice charging'Peggs
Run Coal Company, Inc. (Peggs
Run) with a violation of 30 CFR
77.410.1 For the reasons set forth
below, we have decided to reinstate
-that notice and assess a civil penalty

In pertinent part, 30 CFR 77.410 provides:
"Mobile equipment, such as trucks, t e *

shall be equipped with an adequate automatic
warning device which shall give an audible
alarm when such equipment is put in reverse."

in the amount of $100 against Peggs
RuLn for violation of the cited
mandatory safety standard.

Factual and Procedurdal
Background

On September IS; 1973, Johh M.-
Hornick, a Federal mine inspector
for MESA, issued the subject notice
in the course of an inspection of the
No. 2 Mine of Peggs Run, located at
Shippingport, Pennsylvania. The
notice cites the following condition:

Three of the trailer trucks being loaded

with coal on the surface was [sic] not
provided with an automatic :warning de-
vice that would give an audible alarm

when such equipment- was put in reverse.

On November 6, 1974, a hearing
was held on the matter pursuant to

Peggs Run's request. A brief sum-
mary of -the. evidence adduced
therein follows. Peggs Run Coal
Company had contracted with the
Dutch Bloom Trucking Company
(Dutch Bloom) to haul coal to
various shipping sites. On: Septem-
ber 18, 1973, the inspector observed
three of Duteh Bloom's trucks
operating on Peggs Run's premises
without automatic backup warning
devices as required by 30 CFR
77.410. The record evidence reveals
that there were people constantly
walking in the area (Tr. 24-25),
that the inspector had informed the
bmine supervisor of the violation,
and that the supervisor had in-
formed Dutch Bloom thereof on at
least one occasion, prior to the is-
suance of. the notice (Tr. 29, 93).

On March 6, 1975, Administra-
tive Law Judge George A. :routras

51e]
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(Judge) rendered a decision con-
chiig that Pegigs Run was not the
party responsible for the violation,
thereby vacating the Notice of
Violation 2 JMH, September 18,
1973. In his decision, the Judge
made reference to the Board's test
in: A#fnity Mining Company, 2
IBMA 57, 60, 80 I.D. 229,1971-1973
OSHD par. 15,546 (1973), vie.,
"while more than one person may
fall technically within the definition
of' 'operator,' only the one. respon-
sible- for the violation and the safety
of: employees can be the person
served with notices and orders and
against whom civil penalties may be
assessed." The Judge's application
of the test to the instant facts found
Dutch Bloom liable and the proper
party to have been charged with the
violation:

With respect to the question of who is
responsible for the violation and safety
of employees, I can envision a situation
where the mine operator is liable for the
safety of its miners and thus owes a duty
to insure that they are not injured by
trucks without- warning devices, but, the
trucker-contractor who failed to provide
his trucks with warning devices is the
party responsible for the violation. (D.
12.)

With respect to the issue of super-
vision over the drivers, the Judge
found the evidence insufficient to
establish that Peggs Run exercised
such daily control as to create an
agency or employer-employee rela-
tionship.

Contentions of the Parties

In its Brief MESA argues that a
reading of the Act and its legisla-
tive history strongly supports the

conclusion that the only party to be
assessed for civil penalty violations
is an operator. It admits that there
may be more than one operator, but
holds primarily responsible that
operator who has4 control of the
mine and the obligation of provid-
ing for the employees' afety.
MESA contends that the record
evidence distinguishes this case
from Affinity in that Peggs Run ex-
ercised sole supervision at the sub-
ject mine whereas the only su-
pervisory personnel at. Affinity's
mine were employees of the inde-
pendent contractor (Tr. 89). It
maintains that Dutch Bloom neither
"operated, controlled, nor super-
vised the Peggs Run No. 2 Mine at
any time * * *." (B. 9.) Finally, it
contends that responsibility for pro-
viding the warning alarms rested
on Peggs Run, citing Restatement
(Second) of Torts § 416 (1957)

One who employs an independent con-
tractor to do work which the employer
should recognize as likely to create a
peculiar risk or physical harm to others
unless special precautions are taken, is
subject to liability for physical harm
caused by the failure of the independent
contractor to take such precautions even
though the employer has provided for
such precautions in the contract or other-
wise. (B. 14.) Italic added.

MESA draws from the legislative.
history of the Act to characterize a.
coal mine operation as "extremely
hazardous," thus requiring the
operator to take special precautions
which, in this case, would be provid-
ing backup warning devices on the
trucks.

Peggs Run admits that it in-
formed Dutch Bloom of the re-
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quirement for backup devices, but
contends its responsibility termi-
nated at that moment as it had:

I * * no control over the maintenance
of the vehicles nor could it direct which
vehicles out of the trucking company's
fleet of vehicles would, on any particular
day,. appear at the mine for the purpose
of transporting coal. (. 1.)

* * * And since the operator has ab-
solutely no control over Which trucks
will be routed to the mine for perform-
ance of the contract, it has no recourse
but to instruct the independent contrac-
tor of the requirements and attempt to
insure the safety of the miners through
compliance by the contractor. If, how-
ever, the contractor -fails to follow the
instructions of the operator, MESA and
not the operator is vested with the power
to impose economic sanctions by way of a
penalty proceeding. (B. 3.)

The :essence of Peggs Run's brief
thus focuses the issue not on the
question of delegation of responsi-
bility but on the matter of control
over the instrumentality involved,
to wit, Dutch Bloom's trucks. (B.
2-3.) It further contends that
Peggs Run: did not supervise the
truck drivers on a daily basis so as
to create an agency relationship;
that it had no control over which
routes the drivers followed; and
that the only real relation it had
with Dutch Bloom was manifested
in a contract for the haulage of coal.
(B. 3)'

Issue

Whether the Judge erred in find-
ing that MESA did not charge the
proper party with a violation of 30

OFR 77.410.

Discussion

El] The Board has determined
that MESA did charge the proper
party for violating 30 CFR 77.410
and therefore reverses the Judge.
Having examined the record evi-
dence, -e find that the instant facts
are distinguishable from the factual
situation in Affinity in: which only
employees and supervisory person-
nd of the cntaictor were present
and endangered. Here, Peggs Run
had some control over the route and
the loading-station location of the
trucks once they entered its mine
property. In A7ffnity, the same
party was responsible for both: the
existence of the conditions cited, the
health and safety of the employees
involved, and the -sole power to
abate the conditions.2 The instant
.factual situation.present-s a division
of these responsibilities, to wit,
Dutch Bloom had failed to provide
its trucks with backup alarms, while
Peggs Run had the duty of insur-
ing the safety of its miners in. the
loading area. No employees of
Dutch Bloom were endangered. To
effect the primary purpose of the
Act-to provide miners with a safe
working environment-the Board
m ust liberally apply "responsible
for the violation" as that phrase is

2 The relevant parts of that decision read:
"$ * * while more than one person may

fall technically within the definition of 'oper-
ator,' only the one responsible for the violation
and the safety of employees can be the person
served with notices and orders and aainst
whom civil penalties may be assessed. 2 IMA
57, 60.

"4 * * This [issue of ole responsible op-
erator] Is a factual determination to be made
on a case-by-case basis, * * . I. at 61."
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,used in Affinity. We do not believe
- iat the power to directly abate the
2ihyncal condition is the sole de-
terminative factor -in assigning this
responsibility. In this particular
instance the violation is one which
is readily ascertainable with a mini-
ium of effort, i.e., whether trucks
eptering the property are equipped

'- ith automatic backup warning de-
vices. We concede that it may not be
the responsibility of Peggs Run to
equip the trucks with such devices
but we see no reason why Peggs
Run with a minimum- of diligence
could not prevent such nonequipped
trucks from operating in area
where its employees alone are en-
dgered. It is in this context that

we, find Peggs Run responsible for
the hazard created by the violation.
Accordingly, we must conclude that
under these circumstances Peggs
Run was the proper party to be
charged for the violation which en-
dangered its employees to whom it
owes the duty of providing safe
working conditions.

At the hearing, counsel for Peggs
Run and ME'SA stipulated as to:
1) the size of Peggs Run's business;
2)' its ability to pay any fines as-
sessed; 3) its good faith in abating
all violations; and 4) Exhibit R-1
indicating a substantial history of
previous violations. In lieu of a re-
mand, the Board will make required
findings of fact based upon the rec-
ord evidence as to the, remaining
criteria of section 109(a) (1). Buf-
falo M11ining Co'ipany, 2 IBMA

226, 230, 80 I.D. 630, 1973- 974

0SHD par. 16,618 (1973). Peggs
Run allowed three of Dutch Bloom's
trucks to continue loading coal on
its premises with full knowledge of
the fact that they were without
backup warning alarms. Accord-
ingly, ve find that Peggs Run was
negligent 'in failing to exercise rea-
sonable care by permitting the three
defective trucks to be on its prop-
erty. We also find the violation to
be reasonably serious in that it pre-
sented a hazard of potential physi-
cal injury to miners in the loading
area. Based upon the foregoing find-
ings, we. conclude that an appro-
priate penalty assessnent for such
violation is $100.

ORDER

WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority delegated to the Board by
the Secretary of the Interior (43
CFR 4.1(4)), IT IS HEREBY
ORDERED that that part of the
Judge's decision vacating Notice of
Violation No. 2 JMH, Septem-
ber 18, 1973, in the above-captioned
case IS REVERSED; that said
Notice is REINSTATED; and that
Peggs Run Coal Company, Inc., pay
a penalty of $100 in addition to the
sum of $425 previously assessed in,
Appeal No. IBMA 75-48 within 30
days from the date of this decision.

HOWARD J. SCHELLENBERG, JR.,

Adminiatrative Judge.

I CONCUR:

DAVID DOANE,

C6hief Administrative Judge..
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ADMINISTRATIVE APPEAL OF
RUTH PINTO LEWIS

SUPERINTENDENT OF THE
EASTERN NAVAJO AGENCY

4 IBIA 147

Decided October d. 1975

Appeal from a decision refusing to
declare and include certain lands as
trust assets subject to the Department's
probate jurisdiction.

DOCKETED AND AFFIRMED.

1. Patents of Public Lands: Effect
Remedy for errors of law, as well as for
mistakes of fact, in the issue of a patent
to land within the jurisdiction of the
Departmient is a direct proceeding by a
bill in equity to correct them.

APPEARANCES: Michael Celestre,
Esq., for appellant, Ruth Pinto Lewis.

OPINION BY ADMINISTRATIVE
JUDGE WILSON

INTERIOR BOARD OF INDIAN
APPEALS

This matter was referred to the
Board of Indian Appeals for a deci-
sion by the Commissioner of Indian
Affairs, pursuant to 43 CFR 4.354
(b).

Ruth Pinto Lewis, appellant
herein, had appealed to the Commis-
sioner of Indian Affairs from a de-
cision of an Area Director uphold-
ing the decision of the Superintend-
ent of the Eastern Navajo Agency,
refusing appellant's request that
Stock-raising Homestead, herein-
after described, be added to the

trust inventory of Ignacio Pinto,
deceased Navajo Indian, Census No.
9355. The land in question described
as Sec. 32, T. 19, N., R. 5 W., New.
Mexico Meridian, was conveyed to
the decedent in fee by United States
Government Patent No. 061457,
issued on April 2,1942.
* It is the contention of the appel-
lant that the property in question
should be subject to a trust by virtue
of the Act of July 4, 1884 (23 Stat.-
96) as amended, 43 U.S.C. § 190
(1970) which provides:

Such Indians as may have been located
on public lands, prior to July 4, 1884, or
as may, under the direction of the Sec-
retary of the Interior, or otherwise,
thereafter, so locate may avail them-
selves of the provisions of the home-
stead laws as fully and to the same extent
as may now be done by citizens of the
United States. No fees or commissions
shall be charged on account of said en-
tries or proofs. All patents therefor shall
be of the legal effect, and declare that
the United States does, and will hold the
land thus entered for the period of
twenty-five years, in trust for the sole use
and benefit of the Indian by whom such
entry shall have been made, or, in case
of his decease, of his widow and heirs
according to the laws of the State where
such land is located, and that at the ex-
piration of said period the United States
will convey the same by patent to said
Indian, or his idow and heirs as afore-
said, in fee, discharged of said trust and
free of all charge or incumbrance what-
soever.

It is the further contention of the
appellant that the tract in question
is trust property by virtue of 43
U.S.C. § 1970, pra, notwithstand-
ing the absence of language to that
effect in the patent issued on April
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2, 1942, and, therefore, should be in-
cluded as part of the decedent's
trust assets subject to the Depart-
ment's probate jurisdiction.

For the reason hereinafter set
forth the Board can see no reason
to consider and pass on the appel-
lant's first contention.

We are not in agreement with ap-
pellant's latter contention. Upon
issuance of the patent some 30 years
ago on April i, 1942, legal title to
the land in question passed from the
United States to Ignacio Pinto,
thereby removing the land from the
jurisdiction of the Department. Ac-
cordingly, the Superintendent being
without authority to declare and
include the tract as a part of the
decedent's trust assets or inventory,
acted properly in refusing to do so.
Any relief or remedy that the ap-
pellant may have in the matter lies
with the courts.

[1] Remedy for errors of law, as
well as for mistakes of fact, in the
issue of a patent to land within the
jurisdiction of the Department, is a
direct proceeding by a bill in equity
to correct them. iKing v. McAndrews
et cl., 111 F. 860 (8th Cir. 1901).
Moreover, a patent issued by the
Land Department is a judgment by
that tribunal, and a conveyance of
legal title to land to the patentee in
execution of the judgment. U.S. v.
Krause, 92 F. Supp. 756 (W.D.
Louisiana, Lake Charles Division,
1950).

NOW, THEREFORE, pursuant
to the authority delegated to the
Board of Indian Appeals by the
Secretary of the Interior, 43 CFR
4.1(2), as amended, June 12, 1975,
the decision of the Area Director,

dated July 21, 1975, sustaining the
decision of January 13, 1975, of the
Superintendent of the Eastern Nav-
ajo Agency in refusing to declare
and include as part of the decedent's
trust assets or inventory be, and the
same is hereby AFFIRMED.

This decision is final for the
Department.

ALEXANDER H. WILSON,

Adnzinistrative Judge.
I CONCUR:
MITCHELL J. SABAGH,

Administrative Judge.

ESTATE OF TENIE TEANIE LENA
JACK WAGON HILL REYES

4 IBIA 156

Decided October 17, 1975

Appeal from an Administrative Law
Judge's decision denying petition to
reopen.

Reversed and Remanded.
1. Indian Probate: Notice of Hearing:
Generally-345.0
It is incumbent upon one claiming lack
of notice of a healing by the Interior
Department to determine heirs of a de-
ceased allottee to make a shoving of
such lack.

APPEARANCES: Steven D. Avery of
the Wind River Legal Services, Inc.,
for appellant, Bernice Grace Wagon
Duran Starr.

OPINION BY
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

TVILSON

INTERIOR BOARD OF
INDIAN APPEALS

This appeal filed by Bernice
Grace Wagon Duran Starr, herein-
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after referred to as appellant,
through her attorney, Steven M.
Avery, is from an Order Denying
Petition to Reopen made and en-
tered on November 15, 1974, by Ad-
ministrative Law Judge William E.
Hammett.

Tenie Teanie Lena Jack Wagon
Hill Reyes, hereinafter referred to
as decedent, an unallotted Washa-
kie Utah Shoshone, died intestate
on September 25, 1970; leaving trust
property in both the Fort Hall Res-
ervation in Idaho and the Wind
River Reservation in Wyoming. A
hearing to determine the decedent's
heirs was held and concluded July
7, 1971, by Administrative Law
Judge William E. Hammett. There-
after, on November 2, 1971, -an or-
der determining the heirs was made
and entered by Judge Hammett. In
the order of November 2, 1971,
supra, Pete Reyes, a non-Indian,
was found to be the surviving spouse
and entitled to an undivided one-
half as to the Wyoming property
and one-third as to the property in
Idaho.

On September 18 and 25, 1972,
petitions for rehearing were filed in
the matter. Thereafter, on Octo-
ber 2, 1972, the Judge denied the
petitions. On October 29, 1974, a
Petition to Reopen was filed by the
appellant Bernice Starr, Lydia
Wagon Timbana, Ralph Wagon,
and Floyd Wagon. In support of
their petition the following allega-
tions were made:

(a) That the appellant herein did
not receive actual notice of the hear-
ing nor was she in the vicinity of
the Wind River Reservation during

the time of posting of the notices of
hearing.

(b) Disclaimer of marital status
by Pete Reyes, purported common-
law husband of decedent.

(c) That the disclaimer contro-
verted the Montana Common-Law
Marriage statute.

(d) That Reyes did not prove his
mariage by clear and convincing
proof.

The Judge on November 15, 1974,
denied the petition to reopen giving
the following reasons in support
thereof:

(a) That there was presumptive
evidence that she was aware of the
order issued on November 2, 1971,
wherein her mailing address was
given as Crowheart, Wyoming. 

(b) That the purported dis-
claimer by Reyes would not have
invalidated, per se, a previously
valid common-law. marriage.

(c) That a common-law marriage
between the decedent and Pete
Reyes was established by clear and
convincing evidence.

It is from the decision of Novem-
ber 1, 1974, that the appellant has
appealed to this Board. The appel-
lant bases her appeal on the fol-
lowing contentions:

(1) that she had standing to file a Pe-
tition to Reopen Estate, and

(2) that proof of marriage is lacking
in the relationship between decedent and
Pete Reyes, purported common-law hus-
band of decedent.

Pertinent and relevant part of 43
CFR 4.242(a) under which the ap-
pellant bases her first contention
provides:

(a) Within a period of 3 years from
the date of a final decision issued by an
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Administrative Law Judge * ** any per-
son claiming an interest in the estate
who had no actual notice of the original
proceedings and who was not on the res-
ervation or otherwise in the vicinity at
any time while the public notices of the
hearing were posted may file a petition in
writing for reopening of the case. * *

There appears to be no question
that the appellant had standing to
file a petition to reopen under the
foregoing provisions of 43 CFR
4.242. The affidavit filed by appel-
lant in support of her petition to
reopen stated, I, the undersigned,
do solemnly swear and affirm under
oath that I did not receive actual
notice of the original proceedings
and was not in the vicinity of the
Wind River Reservation of Wyo-
ming while the public notices of the
hearing were posted." Although the
exact whereabouts of the appellant
during that time is not required by
the above-cited provisions of the
code, she volunteered the informa-
tion in her brief to the effect that
she and her family were in the State
of Oregon at that time. The Admin-
istrative Law Judge's own admis-
sion that the Notice of Hearing
dated June 4, 1971, the Order Deter-
mining Heirs dated November 2,
1971, and the Order Nunc Pro Tune
dated November 5, 1971, which were
sent to the appellant at her address
at Crowheart, Wyoming, were re-
turned undelivered appear to sup-
port her contention. The Adminis-
trative Law Judge's finding to the
effect that appellant's Crowheart,
Wyoming, address on her petition
for rehearing filed September 25,
1972, was presumptive evidence that
she was aware of the order which
was issued November 2, 1971, is im-

material in that it does not address
itself to the question of actual or
public notice of the original pro-
ceedings.

This Board in the Estate of Frank
Jonses, 1 IBIA 345, 79 I.D. 697, 700
(1972), in considering the question
of lack of notice held:

[1] * * * It is incumbent upon one
claiming lack of notice of a hearing by
the Interior Department to determine
heirs of a deceased allottee to make a
showing of such lack. * * *

Considering the appellant's con-
tention against the case above cited,
we find that she has shown satisfac-
torily the lack of notice and that her
petition for reopening should be

'granted and the matter remanded to
the Administrative Law Judge for
further proceedings.

As for the appellant's second con-
tention regarding the validity of the
purported common-law marriage of
the decedent and Pete Reyes, this
Board finds it unnecessary to con-
sider the same at this time since the
appellant will have ample oppor-
tunity to raise that issue whenever
the matter is set for further pro-
ceedings by the Administrative Law
Judge.

NOWV, THEREFORE, by virtue
of the authority delegated 'to the
Board of Indian Appeals by the
Secretarv of the Interior, 43 CFR
4.1, the Administrative Law Judge's
Order Denying Petition to Reopen
dated November 15, 1974, is hereby
REVERSED and the matter is RE-
MANDED to the Administrative
taw Judge for the purpose of con-
ducting a rehearing and for the is-
suance of a decision based upon the
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evidence presented during said pro-
ceedings.

ALEXANDER H. WILsON,
Administrative Judge.

I CONCUR:

MITCHEL J. SABAGH,

Administrative Judge.

IN THE MATTER OF OLD BEN COAL
COMPANY

(No. 24 Mine)

5 IBMA 211

Decided October20, 1975

Applications for Review, Docket Nos.
75-246, 247, 249, 250, 251.

1. Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Administrative
Procedure: Appeals
In the absence of a showing of good cause
and the presence of objection by an op-
posing party, the Interior Board of Mine
Operations Appeals will not grant an ap-
pellant leave to amend its brief on. appeal
so as to recast existing arguments or to
raise new issues.

APPEARANCES: Thomas A. Masco-
lino, Esq., Assistant Solicitor and-
Robert J. Araujo, Esq., Trial At-
torney, for appellant Mining En-
forcement and Safety Administration;
Robert A. Meyer, Esq., for appellee
Old Ben Coal Company.

MEMORANDUM OPINION
AND ORDER

INTERIOR BOARD OF MINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

Onl June 30, 1975, Administrative
Law Judge Koutras issued his de-

cision in the above-listed dockets.
Subsequently, on July 18, 1975, the
Mining Enforcement and Safety
Administration (MESA) filed a
notice of appeal. 43 CFR 4.600.
MESA submitted a timely brief ol
August 7, 1975; Appellee, Old Ben
Coal Company (Old Ben), filed a
reply brief oil August 25,'1975. 43
CFL 4.601.

This case is now before the Board
for a ruling on a motion by MESA,
filed on September 23, 1975, for
leave to amend its brief by eliminat-
ing matters no longer at issue and
by making unspecified additions so
that MESA's current position on
the appropriate interpretation of
section 104(c) of the Act is stated.
30 U.S.C. § 814(c) (1970). MESA
asserts that the granting of its mo-
tion would in no way prejudice the
other parties in interest, Old Ben
and the United Mine Workers of
America (UMWA).

Although the UMWA did not
avail itself of the opportunity to file
a statement in opposition, Old Ben
did so on October 2, 1975. 43 CFR
4.510.

Old Ben contends that once the
issues are joined under 43 CFR
4.601, an appellant is precluded
from bringing up new issues as a
matter of law. Old Ben also argues
in substance that, even assuming
arguendo that new matters can be
raised subsequent to the date that a
case becomes ripe for decision,
MESA's grounds for its motion for
leave to amend do not constitute a
showing of good cause. Old Ben also
claims that prejudice would result
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from the granting of the subject
motion in that the decision would
be delayed.

Insofar as MESA seeks leave to
amend by eliminating certain is-
sues, we see no reason why permis-
sion to file a statement withdrawing
some of its claims of error should
not be granted. Certainly, the
granting of such permission will
contribute to expeditious disposi-
tion and will not prejudice Old Ben
in the specific outcome of this case.

[1] However, insofar as MESA
seeks leave to amend in order either
to rephrase existing arguments or to
add new matters, we agree with Old
Ben that no adequate showing has
been made in this instance although
we do not subscribe to the broader
proposition that new matter can
never be raised once an appellant's
brief has been filed in accordance
with 43 CFR 4.601. See Eastern As-
sociated Coal Corp., 4 IBMA 184,
195, 82 I.D. 250, 1974-1975 OSHD
par. 19,693 (1975). What MESA
seeks here is an extraordinary op-
portunity to attack the decision be-
low either by recasting arguments
originally made or by adding un-
specified new ones, but the only
showing of cause that we can dis-
cern from MESA's conclusory and
vague motion is that there may have
been a change in policy. If in fact
such a change has occurred, we
think that it does not constitute ade-
quate Justification for allowing the
Government a second chance to
come up with an argument it could

have timely made in its initial brief.
If anything, a change in policy, if
that is what has occurred, would
seem to suggest that withdrawal of
the appeal is the appropriate course
of action inasmuch as the case may
have been litigated on an entirely
different theory. In any event, we
are disinclined to allow any appel-
lant, let alone the Government, an
additional opportunity to attack an
initial decision after the filing of its
brief in accordance with 43 CFR
4.601 unless all the parties in inter-
est consent or waive objection and a
showing of good cause has been
made.

Furthermore, we reject MESA's
assertion that prejudice will not
result from allowing leave to amend
beyond eliminating certain argu-
ments it no longer desires to press
on appeal. Since it did not submit
the suggested amendments, we are
not in a position to accept that
claim.

ORDER

WHEREFORE, IT IS HERE-
BY ORDERED that the motion of
MESA for leave to amend IS
GRANTED insofar as it seeks an
opportunity to withdraw certain
issues on appeal, and IS DENIED
insofar as it seeks to redraft argu-
ments. made in the existing brief or
to add new ones.

DAVID DOANE,

Chief Administrative Judge.

HOWARD J. SCHELLENBERG, JR.
Administrative Judge.
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APPEAL OF VTN COLORADO, INC.

IBCA-1073-8-75

Decided October 39, 1975

Contract No. 52500-CT5-1005, EIS-
Emery Generating Station, Bureau of
Land Management.

Motion to Remand Granted.

1. Contracts: Disputes and Remedies:
Jurisdiction-Rules of Practice: Ap-
peals: Motions-Rules of Practice:
Appeals: Notice of Appeal
Where an appeal is timely the absence

from a contracting officer's letter of a

terminal paragraph advising the con-

tractor of his right of appeal under the

Disputes clause is not a basis for remand

to the contracting officer.

2. Contracts: Disputes and Remedies:
Jurisdiction-Contracts: Construction
and Operation: Allowable Costs-
Contracts: Construction and Opera-
tion: Changes and Extras-Rules of
Practice: Appeals: Motions-Rules of
Practice: Appeals: Notice of Appeal
Claims of constructive change under a

cost-plus-fixed-fee contract first presented
in the 'notice of appeal are outside the

jurisdiction of the Board and are re-
manded to the contracting officer for the

issuance of new or supplemental findings.

APPEARANCES: Frederick L. Gins-
berg, Jacqueline S. Davis, Attorneys
at Law, Denver, Colorado, for appel-
lant; Mr. William A. Perry, Depart-
ment Counsel, Denver, Colorado, for
the Government.

OPIATNIO BY
CIHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE

JUDGE McGRAW

IATTERIOR BOARD OF
CONTRACT APPEALS

The Government has moved to
remand the instant appeal to the

contracting officer for his decision
or other disposition on the ground
that the appeal is premature. In
support of its position the Govern-
ment points to the fact that the con-
tracting officer's letter from which
the appeal was taken did not include
the terminal paragraph prescribed
by regulation in which the contrac-
tor is advised of the finality of the
decision and of its right of appeal.
The principal argument advanced
by the Government, however, is that
quoted below:

3a . * The matters covered in the
contractor's notice of appeal bear no re-

lationship to the contents of the July 11,

1975 Contracting Officer letter. The notice

of appeal * * alleges additional work

beyond the scope of the contract which
the contractor claims he was required to

perform, whereas the July 11, 1975 letter

does not even address itself to that ques-
tion. It is concerned, rather, with allow-

ability of costs under Modification No. 3 
to the contract. Thus, no findings of fact

and decision by the Contracting Officer of
the matters covered by the notice of ap-

peal has been made. AppeaZ of Production

Toot Corp., IBCA-262 (April 17, 1961),

61-1 BCA par. 3007.

The motion also states that the
claims covered by the notice of ap-
peal are still being considered by
the contracting officer and that since
the appeal was filed, two meetings
between the contracting officer and

1 Apropos of this contracting officer's letter
of July 11, 1975, states: Furthermore, in
accordance with Modification No. 3 to the
contract which stated in part '2. Notwith-
standing the provisions of Clause 31(a) (1) of
the contract entitled "Allowable Cost Fixed
Pee, a Peyient," the maximum cost allow-
able under subject contract shall not exceed
$69799,' your invoice number 2639 is being
returned herewith without action."
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the contractor have been held to dis-
cuss the claims and additional ieet-
ings are either scheduled or con-

.templated by the parties.
Opposing the Government's Mo-

tion to remand the appeal as pre.-
mature, appellant's counsel submits
that the contracting officer's letter of
July 11, 1975, is indeed a final deci-
sion and therefore appealable. Ad-

;vanced in support of the position
are the following arguments: (i)
Appellants claim for $51,681.99 2 as
set forth in Invoice No. 2639 was in
effect denied by the contracting offi-
cer under the authority of contract
provisions deened relevant by him
(see note 1, sepa) ; (ii) the appeal

in this case was timely filed and
hence is not governed by the cases
cited by the Government; (iii) the
alleged failure of the letter to bear
a significant relationship with the
notice of appeal overlooks the fact
that "communications concerning
the work performed under invoice
number 2639 were held with an ii-
mediate subordinate of the Con-
tracting Officer at the time the issue
concerning perforinance of this.
work arose" and that the knowledge

2 The entire amount claimed is in excess of
the total estimated cost and fixed fee as es-
tablished in the contract. Concerning these the
letter of July 11, 1975 (note 1, supra), states:
`This letter shall serve to inform you that a
final audit of your Contract No. 52"00-CT5-
1005 has been performed and report of such
received by this office. Subject audit has veri-
fied that VTN did incur allowable costs in the
amount of $69,799. The fixed-fee is established
at $6,980 for a total amount of $76,799. Ac-
cordingly, your final invoice number 2638 in
the above amount has been approved for pay-
ment as of this date."

so gained "on the part of the Con-
tracting Officer and/or his staff of
the facts and circumstances upon
which this appeal is based" malke
unsupportable the contention that
the contracting officer did not intend
to make a final decision 2. (iv) the
-holding of meetings with the con-
tracting officer and at his request
in an effort to amicably resolve the
dispute should not be deemed to in-
validate the finality of the contract-
ing officer's ltter or jeopardize the
appellant's position.

In passing upon the disparate
contentions of the parties, wie are
without the documents includible in
the appeal file.' The notice of appeal
was accompanied by a number of
documents, however, including a
copy of the contract here in issue. A
review of the contract discloses that
it was a negotiated cost-plus-fixed
fee type with an estimated cost of
$69,799 and a fixed fee of 6,980, re-
sulting in a total estimated amount
of contract of $76,779. The request
for proposal and the resulting con-
tract called for the Preparation of
an Environmental Impact Analysis
for Proposed Emery Generating
Station, Emery County, Utah." 

3 Motion In Opposition to Government's
Motion to Remand, par. 3.

4 In the Motion to Remand the Government
requests that proceedings be stayed pending the
Board's ruling on the motion. Since the Gov-
ernnent's motion Is being granted, there Is no
need for the contracting officer to proceed with
the assembly and transmission of the appeal
file documents until after a new finding has
been issued and a timely appeal taken tere-
from.

5 See page 2 of the contract (Standard Form
36, Tuly 1966), Continuation Sheet.
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The contract was prepared on
Standard Form 26 (July 1966), and
included the General Provisions set
forth in Standard Form 32 (Novemn-
ber 1969 Edition) and Additional
General Provisions Supply Con-
tract among which were Clause 30,
LIMITATION OF COST (FPR
1-7-202-3(a)) and Clause 31, AL-
LOWABLE COST, FIXED-FEE,
AND PAYMENT (FPR 1-7-202-
4) .

Invoice No. 2639 is in the amount
of $51,681.99. The entire sum is in
excess of the estimated cost specified
in the contract. (See notes I and 2,
supra.) Insofar as the record be-
fore us discloses, the documentation
submitted to the contracting officer
in support of the additional pay-
ment claimed of $51,681.99 consisted
of the summary entries on the in-
voice itself and two back-up sheets
showing the contractor personnel
involved and the amounts charged
for direct labor in three different en-
deavors for the months in question
($23,119.36), together with the
amount of overhead claimed ($27,-
974.43) and an itemization of direct
expenses ($588.20).

There is nothing to indicate that
any written statement accompanied
the invoice or that the contracting
officer was otherwise advised of the
basis for considering the Govern-
ment liable in the amount stated.
Apparently appellant's counsel
hopes to supply this lack by assert-
ing that "commaunicatiols concerln-
ing the work performed under in-
voice number 2639 were held with

an immediate subordinate of the
Contracting Officer at the time the
issue concerning performance of
this work arose" and by charging
"knowledge on the part of the Con-
tracting Officer and/or his staff of
the facts and circumstances upon
which this appeal is based." We
note, however: (i) that copies of the
"communications" to which refer-
ence is made did not accompany the
Opposition filed by appellant's
counsel; (ii) that the "communica-
tions" are not otherwise identified;
and (iii) that the gist of these "com-
munications" is nowhere indicated.
Unanswered questions include
whether the communications to
or from the "immediate subor-
dinate of the Contracting Offi-
cer" revealed an awareness on.
the subordinate's part that the
contractor considered the work
to be beyond the scope of its obli-
gations under the contract. Another
question not susceptible to an an-
swer from the material before us is
what is- the specific nature of the
knowledge sought to be imputed to
the contracting officer or members
of his staff concerning the facts and
circumstances upon which the ap-
peal is based and the time frame
within which it is contended such
knowledge was imputable.

Decisioql

[1] There is no question here as
to whether the instant appeal was
timely filed. The cases cited by the
Government in which timeliness
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of the appeal was in issue 6 are
therefore not dispositive of the
question before us. That is, whether,
absent any question of timeliness,
the appeal should be remanded to
the contracting officer for new or
supplemental findings.

1[2] We have consistently adhered
to the view that our jurisdiction is
appellate in nature and that we may
not consider claims presented for
the first time in the notice of ap-
peal or in the documents filed there-
after. A. S. Wikstom, Ine., IBCA-
466-11-64 (March 23, 1965), 65-1
BCA par. 4725; Franklin W. Peters
and Associates, IBCA-762-1-69
(December 28, 1970), 77 I.D. 213,
71-1 BCA par. 8615; and Baldi
Construction Engineering, Inc.,
IBCA-679-10-67 (April 9, 1970),
r77 I.D. 57, 70-1 BCA par. 8230.

Because of the limitations im-
posed by the appellate nature of our
jurisdiction,7 we have ordinarily re-

G E.g., McLivn onstruction o., IBCA-369

(July k4, 1963), 1963 BCA par. 3798 at 18,917
("In order for a decision or findings of fact

to start running the time of appeal. 'it must
at least, fairly and reasonably inform the
contractor that a determination under the
"disputes" clause is intended.' The decision
must comply with agency directives and in-
clude a 'caveat' to the contractor 'to put
appellant on notice that he must appeal
in the event of disagreement.' 5 * t" (cita-
tions omitted.)

See also Staff Associates, Inc., ASBCA No.
19862 (July 28, 1975), 7-2 BCA par. 11,404
("* * * the failure of a contracting officer to

follow the format of ASPR -314 in issuing a
final decision, is not a bar to our jurisdiction
over a timely appeal from that decision. The
significance of a 'final' decision is to preclude
late appeals, not timely ones.").

7 See lerritt-C haimsan & Scott Corp., IBCA-
257 (June 22, 1961), 68 I.D. 164, 17, 61-1

BCA par. 3064 at 15,852 ("The claim as now
framed is not an appropriate one for determi-
nation in this appeal, since it was never pre-
seated ot the contracting officer for decision.

inaiided such cases to the contract-
ing officer. Baldi Construction En-
gineering, Inc., supra; Divide Con-
struction Co., IBCA-402 (Septem-
ber 27, 1963), 1963 BCA par. 3877;
McGraw-Edison Co., IBCA-699-2-
68 (October 28, 1968), 75 I.D. 350,
353, 68-2 BCA par. 7335 at 34,110-
111 (stay in proceedings granted
pending the issuance of findings and
taking of appeal where such action
would facilitate the orderly presen-
tation and consideration of the
claims involved). C. American
Cenwent Corp., IBCA-496-6-65
(January 6, 1966), 65-2 BCA par.
5303 (Government motion for stay
in proceedings, or, in the alterna-
tive, to remand the matter to the
contracting officer denied where
there was reason to doubt that the
contractor would appeal to the
Board from findings issued on
claims then pending before the
Court of Claims).

Turninlg to the case before us, we
find that Invoice No. 2639 and the
accompanying documents were
wholly inadequate as notice to the
contracting officer of the basis for
the claims now asserted. In this
connection, the Government con-
cedes that the notice of appeal al-
leges that the contractor was re-
quired to perform additional work
beyond the scope of the contract. A

There is nothing in the original claim docu-
ments to apprise the contracting officer that
the claim was for the making of an equitable
adjustment pursuant to an alleged construc-
tive change order. Accordingly, the indis-
pensable ingredients for exercise of the
Board's appellate jurisdiction are lacking
as to the alleged constructive change or-
der.").
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claim so framed is clearly cogniz-
able under the contract as a con-
structive change and entitled to con-
sideration on the merits if otherwise
in order. In. any event, it is clearly
the prerogative of the contracting
officer to determine in the first in-
stance whether and, if so, to what
extent the claims now asserted are
meritorious. Merritt-Chapman &
Scott Corp. (note 7, supra) ; Divide
Construction Co., spra; HcGraw-
Edison Co., supra. Cf. Jazzes C.
Gruber, ASBCA No. 10568 (Octo-
ber 22, 1965), 65-2 BCA par. 5159.

Accordingly, the Government's
motion is granted. The instant ap-
peal is remanded to the contracting
officer for the- issuance of appro-
priate findings of fact and decision
or for such other disposition as may
be acceptable to the parties.' Should
new or supplemental findings be is-
sued, the contractor may, if ag-
grieved, aegain appeal to this Board
within 30' days fromn the date of re-
ceipt thereof.

WILLIAM F. McGRAW,
Chief Administrative Judge.

I CoNCUR:

SPE CER T. NISsEN,
Administrative Judge.

8 The findings may be made either on the
basis of the records presently available or as
augmented by such additional data as may be
developed.

I In view of the meetings that have already
been held on the alleged constructive changes,
there would appear to be no warrant for not
promptly bringing the matter to a conclusion
whichever course of action is pursued.

ESTATE OF JOHNNIE HOLMES

4 IBIA 175

Decided October 31, 1975

Petition to reopen.

Denied.

1. Indian Probate: Reopening: Gen-
erally-3750
In the absence of a showing that a mani-
fest injustice is possible if a case closed
for more than 3 years is not reopened, a
petition for reopening will not be al-
lowved.

2. Indian Probate: Reopening: Gen-
erally-3750
When the evidence before the examiner
was uncontradicted as to the factual de-
termination of marriage, and a request
for reopening exceeds by 22 years an un-
contested determination of heirship, the
usual reluctance to avoid disturbance of
a fact-finder's decision takes on greater
emphasis.

3. Indian Probate: Evidence: Pre-
sumptions-225.5-Indian Probate:
Evidence: Proof of Marriage-225.7
Although the marriage provisions of a
law and order code may be interpreted
as recognizing as valid only marriages
accomplished by licensing and ceremony,
there is a strong public policy favoring
marriage which advises that a marriage
should be presumed valid unless dis-
proved. This presumption has bean ex-
tended to marriage by Indian custom.

4. Indian Probate: Marriage: Proof
of Marriage-325.6
W1,here a law and order code contains no
exptess provision nullifying an Indian
custom marriage and where state law

airmnatively recognizes such marriage,
an uncontested determination o.' heirship
handed down two decades ago which is
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consistent with state law respecting
valid marriages, ought not be disturbed.

5. Indian Probate: Reopening: Gen-
erally-375.0
Even if petitioners were entitled to their
requested relief, which is unsupported
by the record, an untimely petition can
be denied-even for a petitioner who was
not given an 'opportunity to be heard in
the original proceeding.

APPEARANCES: Callis A. Caldwell,
Attorney for Terry Humpy and Elaine
H. Browning.

OPINION BY
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

HORTON

INTERIOR BOARD OF
INDIAN APPEALS

This matter comes before the
Board upon a petition for reopening
of probate filed by Callis A. Cald-
well, Esq., for and in behalf of
Jerry Humpy and Elaine H.
Browning, pursuant to 43 CFR
4.242.

The petition for reopening was
filed February 21, 1975. A final deci-
sion probating the estate at issue
was entered January 19, 1953. Ac-
cordingly, the petition was for-
warded to the Board by Adminis-
trative Law Judge William E.
Hammett as authorized by 43 CFR
2.242(h) "[i]f a petition for re-
opening is filed more than 3 years
after the entry of a final decision in
a probate * *."

The Administrative Law Judge
recommended against reopening
this case in his forwarding state-
ment dated February 25, 1975. For

the reasons set forth herein, the
Board concurs with the recommen-
dation that the petition to reopen be
denied.

The petitioners allege they are
entitled to a greater share of the es-
tate previously probated in the will
of Johnnie Holmes, Fort Hall Al-
lottee No. 1077, whose trust prop-
erty as devised in an approved.
will naming Elizabeth Humphrey
of Owyhee, Nevada (a/k/a Eliza-
beth Humpy and Elizabeth Dodge),
as sole beneficiary. Elizabeth
Humphrey died shortly after the
testator and before the hearing of
June 4, 1952, determining the law-
ful inheritors of Holmes' property.-
Since Elizabeth Humphrey died in-
testate, the above hearing involved
an inquiry into her marital status
and the identity of lineal d-
scendants.

In an Order Approving Will and
Determining Heirs of Subsequently
Deceased Devisee, entered January
19, 1953, the Examiner of Inherit-
ance determined that at the time of
her death Elizabeth Humphrey was
survived by a spouse, Johnnie
Dodge, two sons, Jim and Harold
Humpy, and two daughters, Amelia
Humpy, who died prior to the June
4, 1952, hearing, and Elaine H.
Browning, one of the petitioners. In
accordance with Idaho law, where
the trust property was situated, each
of the four children was awarded a
one-sixth share in the estate of the
deceased-devisee and the surviving
spouse obtained a two-sixths share.
The other petitioner in the case at
hand, Jerry Humpy, is a grandson
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of Elizabeth Humphrey and the son
of Amelia Humpy, named above.

Petitioners, Jerry Humpy and
Elaine Browning, Shoeshone Indi-
ans, claim that the initial order dce-
termining heirs of Elizabeth Hum-
phrey in the probate of the Johnnie
Holmes estate erroneously conclud-
ed that Elizabeth Humphrey was
the wife of Johnnie Dodge. It is
their request, therefore, that the case
be reopened for a new factual deter-
mination.

At the outset, it is apparent that
Elaine II. Browning lacks stand-
ing to petition the Board for re-
opening. Her affidavit in support of
the petition, and the transcript of
hearing, indicate her appearance at
the June 4, 1952, hearing. Accord-
ingly, whatever direct information
she possesses regarding the relation-
ship between Jolmnie Dodge and
Elizabeth Humphrey could have
been presented at the time of her
prior testimony. Elaine Browning's
affidavit attached to the petition
states that, because of. her poor
English, she did not really know
what was going on at the hearing
in question. The transcript reflects,
however, that a Shoshone interpre-
ter was present at the hearing in
addition to her English-speaking
brother, Jim Humpy.

With respect to the merits of the
charge now brought by the peti-
tioners, the Board is understandably
inclined to favor testimony pre-
served at the hearing over eviden-
tiary challenges raised more than
22 years after the issue was exam-
ined. In this regard, the sworn tes-

timony of Jim Humpy, one of
Elizabeth Humphrey's two sons
who resided in Owyhee, Nevada,
at the time of her death, in-
dicates his clear-cut assessment
that Elizabeth Humphrey and
Johunie Dodge were husband and
wife and that they had married "the
Indian way" (Tr. p. 2). It is also
significant that in the only testi-
mony provided by petitioner Elaine
Browning at the hearing, she ad-
vised the Examiner to talk to her
brother, Jim Humpy, because be
"knows more" (Tr. p. 1). Elaine
Browning's residence at the time of
her mother's death was Pocatello,
Idaho.

Petitioner Jerry HIumpy, who al-
leges he was in California at the
time of the June 4, 1952, hearing
and had no actual notice of the pro-
ceeding, urges reopening on the
grounds that as a youth, he lived
with his grandmother, Elizabeth
Humphrey, and that, in his opinion,
Johmie Dodge was only a frequent
overnight guest at his grand-
mother's home and not her husband.

[1] In the absence of a showing
that a manifest injustice is possible
if a case closed for more than 3
years is not reopened, a petition for
reopening wll not be allowed. 43
CFR 2.242 (h); Etate of Sophie
Iron Beaver Fisgherman (Cheyenne
River No. 2335, Deceased), 2 IBIA
83, 80 I.D. 665 (1973).

[2] When the evidence before the
Examiner was uncontradicted as to
the factual determination of mar-
riage, and a request for reopening
exceeds by 22 years an uncontested
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determination of heirship, the usual
reluctance to avoid disturbance of a
factfilnder's decision takes on greater
emphasis. See Estates of Teddy
Punlay al Hlaw-waut-na-ha-sun-
ah, IA-8 (October 6, 1949, and
April 7, 1950) in which a petition
to reopen on grounds a marriage
was erroneously established was de-
nied where the petition was not filed
for 35 years and the moving party
acquiesced during this period in the
original finding.

Here, the petitioners submit a
further challenge to the standing
order affecting this estate by alleg-
ing that Indian-custom marriages
are not recognized in Owyhee, Ne-
vada, and that the records show no
evidence of a marriage license.

The Board has been provided a
copy of the pertinent sections of the
law and order code followed from
1950-53 by the Duck Valley Tribal
Court. Section 1, Chapter 3 of this
code, which deals with domestic re-
lations, provides that [a]ll Indian
marriages and divorces, whether
consummated in accordance with
the State law or in accordance with
tribal custorn, shall be recorded
within three months at the Western
Shoshone Agency." Section 2,
Chapter 3 directs, in pertinent part,
that all marriages shall be on au-
thority of licenses and that a cere-
mony shall be performed, in the case
of tribal licenses, by the Judge of
the Shoshone-Paiute Indian Court.

[3] Although the marriage pro-
visions of a law and order code may
be interpreted as recognizing. as
valid only marriages accomplished
by licensing and ceremony, there is
a strong public policy favoring

marriage which advises that a mar-
riage should be presumed valid un-
less disproved. See 35 Am. Jur..
Marriage, Sec. 3, p. 181. This pre-
suniption has been extended to mar-
riage by Indian custom. Chancey v.
Wthinery, 47 Okl. 272, 147 P. 1036
(1915) .:

In Nevada, where Elizabeth.
Humphrey and Johnnie Dodge
were domiciled, state courts since-
1896 have upheld the validity of
common-law marriages, including
marriages by Indian custom, even.
where the law required certain for-
mal preliminaries found not to be
complied with, on grounds that the
statute or law in question contained
no express clause of nullity. State v.
Zichfeld,. 23 Nev. 304, 46 P. 802
(1896); Ponina v. Leland, 185 Nev..
263, 454 P. 2d 16 (1969).

It is not considered necessary in.
disfavoring this petition to deter-
mine whether the law and order
code of the Western Shoshone In-
dians nullifies an otherwise tradi-
tional Indian-custom marriage. The
code would seem susceptible to
varying interpretations. Instead,
the overriding consideration in the
review of this petition centers on the
legal and practical obstacles to dis-
turbing an Examiner's finding
rendered over 22 years ago which
was supported by uncontradicted
testimony.

[4] Thus, where a law and order.
code contains no express provision
nullifying an Indian-custom mar-:
riage and where state law affirma-.
tively recognizes such marriage, an
uncontested determination of heir-
ship handed down two decades ago.
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which is consistent with state law
respecting valid marriages, ought
not be disturbed.

[5] Further, even if petitioners
were entitled to their requested re-
lief, which is unsupported by the
record, an untimely petition can be
denied-even for a petitioner who
was not given an opportunity to be
heard in the original proceeding.
Estate of Ke-i-ze or Julian Sand-
oval (Navajo Allottee No. 1253,
Deceased), 4 IBIA 115 821D.402
1975). When applied, this strict rule
is founded upon the two-fold con-
sideration that 1) the public inter-
est is served by leaving undisturbed
Indian probate decisions of long
standing, and, hence, the stability of
title, 2) the doctrine that nondili-
gent actions should not be rewarded.

Whether the above rule presents
additional grounds in this action
for disallowing the petitioners' e-
quest is contingent on whether a
manifest injustice would be possible
if their petition is denied. Here it
is assertable that a manifest injus-
tice could be presumed if there is no
reasonable basis for concluding that
Johnnie Dodge was married to
Elizabeth Humphrey. Such is clear-
ly not the case. Moreover, an injus-
tice might be done by permitting a
belated attack on the form or fact
of marriage previously established,
particularly when the disputed hus-
band is no longer living.

NOW, THEREFORE, by virtue
of the authority delegated to the
Board of Indian Appeals by the
Secretary of the Interior, 43 CFR
4.1, the Petition to Reopen filed by
Jerry Humpy and Elaine H.

Browning be, and the same is here-
by, DENIED.

This decision is final for the De-
partment.

WM. PHILIP HORTON,
Administrative Judge.

I CONCUR:

ALEXANDER II. WILSON,

Administrative Jdge.

CHARLES T. SINK

5 IMA 217

Decided October 31, 1975

Appeal by Charles T. Sink from a de-
cision by Administrative Law Judge
Joseph B. Kennedy declaring the ap-
plicant's coal mine subject to the Fed-
eral Coal Mine Health and Safety Act
of 1969 in a proceeding brought pur-
suant to section 105(a) of the Act.

Affirmed in result.

1. Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Generally-Fed-
eral Coal Mine Health and Safety Act
of 1969: Mines Subject to the Act
In an underground coal mine owned and
operated by two partners who are also
the only miners in such mine, there be-
ing no employees, such owner-operators
and the mine are, nevertheless, subject
to the provisions of the Act, where the
coal extracted from such mine enters
commerce by being transported inter-
state.

AIPFEARANCES: William W. Talbott,
Esq., for appellant, Charles T. Sink;
John M. Allen, Deputy Associate
Solicitor, and Robert J. Phares, Trial
Attorney for appellee, Mining Enforce-
ment and Safety Administration.

OPINION BY ADMINISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE SCHELLEN-
BERG

535
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INTERIOR BOARD OF MINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

This appeal raises the issue of
wvhether the subject coal mine falls
within the scope of section 4 of the
Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969 (the Act) and is
thus subject to the provisions
thereof. 30 U.S.C. § 803 (970).
The Administrative Law Judge
(Judge) rendered his decision in
this case on May 19, 1975, based
upon a joint motion for summary
decision and waiver of an evidenti-
ary hearing together with a written
stipulation of facts containiiig a
statement of issues presented in the
administrative proceeding. The
Judge concluded that "small,
owner-operated coal mines are cov-
ered by and subject to the provisions
of the Act" and that coal produced
by the Sink Mine is regularly sold
through interstate means and enters
the stream or flow of interstate com-
merce within the meaning of sec-
tions 3(b) and 4 of the Act. 30
U.S.C. §§ 802(b) and 803. Where-
upon, he declared that the Secretary
of the Interior acting through the
Mlining Enforcement and Safety
Administration (MESA) has the
power and authority under the Act
to regulate health and safety prac-
tices in the Sink Mine and denied
the Application for Review without
prejudice to the operator's right to
challenge the validity of the section
104(c) notices and orders on other
grounds in any subsequent penalty
proceeding. In his appeal to the
Board, appellant Charles T. Sink
(Sink) argues in substance that the
history and language of the Act
show that Congress did not intend

that an owner-operated coal mine
with no employees be covered by the
Act. He also argues that the subject
coal mine does not, in fact, have any
substantial effect on interstate com-
merce. For reasons cited below, we
affirm the Judge's denial of Sink's
Application for Review.

Procedural and Factual
Background

On November 5, 1974, James R.
Elkins, a duly authorized inspector
of MESA, conducted an inspection
of the Charles T. Sink Mine located
near Boggs, West Virginia, and
owned and operated by Sink in
partnership with his son, Bill. No
other persons work in the Sink
Mine. The parties, inter alia, stipu-
lated to the following facts: that
the entire production of the Sink
Mine from September 1973 to No-
vember 1974 was 2,947 tons; and
that between June 1 and November
4, 1974, Sink sold 738 tons or ap-
proximately twenty-five percent
(25%) of the coal produced in the
Sink Mine to Courtney Foos who
delivered it to customers located in
the State of Pennsylvania, the total
value of the amount shipped being
approximately $40,000.

As a result of the November 5 in-
spection, the inspector issued one
notice of violation and four orders
of withdrawal pursuant to section
104(c) of the Act, 30 U.S.C. § 814
(c) (1970).

On December 5, 1974, the United
States District Court for the
Southern District of West Virginia
issued an injunction enjoining the

1 Char1es T. ink V. Horton, Civil Action No.
74-495-CH.
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Secretary of. the Interior from- en-
forcing said notice and orders until
such time as an administrative de-
termination of the. issues. involved
was made, pursuant to the provi-
sions of the Act.

The Judge's decision was.issged
on1f May 19, 1915, and appealed by
Sink on June 9, 1975. The notice of
appeal, included a request for Tem-
porary Relief. On June 23, 1975, the
Board.dismissed the application for
temporary.. relief, as. unnecessary
since the District Court's Memoran-
,dum Order of December 5, 1974,
had already enjoined the Secretary
from enforcing t e notice and
orders until a final administrative
determination of* the issues herein
raised on appeal.

Sink: filed a Memorandum and
Brief in support of his appeal on
June 30, 1975. The Mining Enforce-
ment and Safety Administration
(ME SA) filed a reply brief on
July 11, 1975.

On October 6, 1975 , Sink filed a
petition for temporary injunction
in which he advised tie Board that
the injunction, issued by the U.S.
District Court was vacated by the
U.S. Court of Appeals for the
Fourth Circuit on October 1, 1975.

Contentions of the Parties

Both parties cite section 4 of the
Act as the provision central to this
case. It reads in pertinent part:

MINES SUBJECT TO ACT'

Sec.: 4. Each coal ine, the products
of which enter commerce, or the opera-
tions or products of which affect corn-

596-909-75-2

CST. SINK'S ': ¢- a,- ,-,; 537
31, 1975

.merce ': shall be subject to, the pro-

.visions, of this Acet. X-.E . :

0 U0'.S.C:. § 803 (1970). '
:-Sink argues in su+bstane' 1) that

the history and language of the&Act
exempts one-man, wner-operated
coal mines, and 2) that his coal mine
'does not, in f act, fall within the
classification' of a coal minle, pursu-
ant to section 4 of the Act. In sup-
port of the first contention, 'Sink, al-
leges that the Act's language con-
tains' re'quirements which: cannot be
inet by an operator who mines his
own coal (Br. 5-8). In support of
the latter, Sink relies upon Morton
v. Bloom, 373 F. Supp. 797 (W.D.
Pa. 1973), in which a Federal Dis-
trict Court found that all of the coal
produced from the particular
owner-operated mine was 'sold ex-
clusively within Pennsylvania, the
state of the mine's situs. That Court
employed the test of whether the
operator's coal or his operations
"affected commerce" and decided in
the negative. Although Sink con-
cedes the fact that 25 percent of his
production was 'sold to a broker in
-West Virgilia who then sold it to
Pennsylvania consumers,: he con-
tends that the transaction with the
broker was intrastate as well as
intracouity, that he had no knowl-
edge of the destination of this coal
at the time of its sale to the broker,
and that this small percentage did
not substantially affect conunerce as
contemplated by section 4 of the
Act. His brief states 'in pertinent
part:

All sales of-Sink's coal took place not
Only intrastate but also intracounty.
Sink plainly stated'he would not attest
to what happened to the coal after it
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was sold by him * * * a very small per-
centage of thecoal was carried out of the
state by Courtney Foos. The point, how-
ever, to keep in mind is that the sale to
Foos, as well as all other sales, were (sic)
intrastate as well as intracounty.

* * ould one say that such an intra-
state sale by Sink to Foos, who admits
in his letter he sold to his Pennsylvania
customers, be considered as an intrastate
sale by Sink * * *. (Br. 12-20.)

In its reply brief, MESA con-
tends that the legislative history
does not impute a narrow applica-
tion of the Act's scope, but requires
a broad application as evidenced by
the elimination, of the distinction
between-gassy and. nongassy mines.
It further contends-that impossibil-
ity of compliance -with some .of the
Act's provisions by the owner-miner
does not mean that Congress did nlot
intend the Act to apply toowner-
operated mines. Finally, it' argues
that, Sink's .application: of the
Bloom decision, the issue of, Which
focused solely on whether. that par-
ticular mine's products affected
commerce, is inapposite as a coal
mine may fall within the purview of
the Act if its, products eter. com-
lerce as . did; 25, percent of Sink's

coal production.

Issue Presented on Appeal

'Whether the Administrative Law
Judge' erred-in concluding that the
Charles T. Sink. No. I Mine isi sub-.
ject to the provisions of'the Federal
Coal Mine Health and Safety Act
of 1969.'

Discussion 

Addressing the phrase in seetion
4 of the Act, Vit., "* * * each op-
erator * * * and every miner * *

shall be subject to the provisions of

this Act," the Board is certainly
cognizant of the apparent incon-
sistency inherent therein when -ap-
plied to a coal mine owned and
worked by the- same individual.
Nevertheless, for reasons herein-
after cited, and as harsh as it'may
appear at'times' we must conclude
that Congress manifested no intent
to exclude any' operating coal mine
from the Act solely on the basis of
size or number of employees, or on
'the basis of having no employees.

The historical background:'and
the 16'kislative history:of coal mine
health and safety laws support this
view. In 1952 the predecessor of the
current Act, titled the Federal Coal
Mine Safety' Act, July 16, 1952 (66
Stat. 692), was signed by President
Truman with great reluctance.as he
criticized, inter alia, the fact-that it
exempted amines employing 14
miners or less. 2 In 1966 this excep-
tion was -explicitly deleted with the
passage of the Federal Coal Mine
Safety Act Amendments ,of 1965,
March 26, 1966 (80 Stat. 84).3 Not
only are number n longer an index
to~ ascribing: an, exempt status to a
small mine, but also the distmetion

of ~ ~~~~~ VI _1S i ,.ff:iAoff .agassy, vis-a-vs, a .nongassy
mine. The Act purports to provide
the, eans ato improve the 'health
and safety conditions and practices
at all underground coal mines" 4

2 Legislative Histor y, Federal Coal Mine
Health and Safety Act, House Comm. on Edu-
cation and Labor, 91st Cong., 2d Sess., at 5
(S. Rep. No. 91-41), (Comm.- Priit,' 1970j
(hereinafter Leg. ffist.).

3LIeg. Hist. at 6. Addressing this issue, Sen-
ator Jennings Randolph, Chairman of. the
Senate Committee'on Public Works, spelled out
the intent of the 1966'Amendment as "to ex-
tend the-Coal Mine Safety Act provisions to
the smaller mines to protect all miners."
(Italics added) iLeg. Tist at 212.-:
. Leg. Hist. at115: ' : ' ' .
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and, as a, testament thereof,; the
House Committee on Education and
Labor: rejected- an amendment
proposed : by Senator Cooper
(Ky.) that would have permit-
ted the; use of nonpermissible
equipment in nongrassy mines.5
Finally, the United States Court
of Appeals for the Fourth
Circuit in Relizaile Coal Corpooia-
tion V. o6rton 478 F. 2d 25T (4th
Cir. 973), plainly stated that the
Act's history "* * * denonstrates
beyond any 'doubt' that Congress
carefully evaluated'the issue and
determined that the gassy/nongassy
distintion should 'be liminated
* * * ,

Section 2(g) (2) of the Act reads:
Sec. 2. Congress declares that-
(g) it is the purpose of this Act d * *

(2) to require that each operator of a
coal mifle and every mainer in such mine
comply with * * * [mandatory ealth or
safety3-standards; 0* n,

*30 U.S.C. 8 01 (g) (2) (19TO).
Sectio in' 3 (g) of tle Act defines
"miner" as "any individual'working
in a coal mine." 30 U.S.C. § 802(g)
(1970).'We find that Sink is an "in-
dividual \vorking in'a coal mine"
and is thus a "miner" for purposes
of section 3 (g). As owner of the sub--
ject coal mine, Sink isa also the "oper-
ator" thereof pursuant to section
3(d). 30 U.S.C. 802(d)1 '(1970).
The Board is of the opinion that
fact that an individual is both a
miner and;op'rator does not exempt
thatlindividual from 6tepurvie of
section 2 of the Act. Furthermore,
section 2 (b) of the.'Actevidences a
concern by Congress not only for the:

Leg. Hist. at 35.

31:, 1.710 , 

the mihe-rg but for the "grief and
suffering * * to their families."
Accordingly, we conclude that the
intent' of the Federal Coal Mine
Health and Safety Act 'As mani-
fested in the legislative history and
language of the Act is to be broadly
construed to apply-its provisions to
an owner-operated coal mine.-

:Sink's reliance upon the-Board's
decision in Buffalo Mining Con,-
pany, 2 IBMA 226, 80 I.D. 630,
1973-1974 OSHD: par. 16,618 (19Th)
as support for an exemption for an
owner-operatorn mine, because of
impossibility of compliiance'with all
of the provisions of the Act, is Iis-

placed.: Buffalo did not: ivolVe an
owner-operator mine, did lti apply
to exemptions an d held only that
Comigress did not itend a violation
to be dhargedwhe'e comrpliance was
impossible clue to ulavailability of
equipmnent, materials or qualifled

[1] Sink's. second and ihajor ar-
gument circumvents the first' and
primary classification of section 4
subjecting a mine to the provisions
of the Act if its products dnte' com-
merce. In' analyzing, section 4, the'
Board concludes that Cngress in-
tended the "enter commerce" `and
"afXct commerce?' clauses to be al-
ternatives either of' which, subjects a
mine to the prvis h
Sink in this respect bases his'argu-
mlient for exempt status solely on
the Booik deci-oin, discussing' 'at
some lengthl reasons why the coal
produced from, Xhis: mine does not
substantially affedt commerce. Hav-
ing carefully read Sink's brief, the
Board finds that he has not demon-

5395361 ] :
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strated in any meaningful way that
coal produced from his mine did
not enter, commerce and that the
ffacts are to the contrary. The in-
stant case On its facts is distinguish+
able from the B~otorm decision, the
facts: of -wlhich a clearly evidenced
coal sold; And consumed totally in-
trastate;- thus limiting the issue to
whether that mine's product or op-
eration-affected commerce. We note
that the: matter of determining if- a
mine's coal or operation substan-
tially affects commerce takes
into consideration many variables,
whereas determining if a mine's
coal enters commerce is resolved by
the single proof of its entry. The
Board notes the parties' stipulation
that between September 1973, and
November 1974, approximately. 25
percent of Sink's coal was sold to
Courtney Foos who then sold it to
Pennsylvania customers. The Foos'
transaction accounted for $40,000 of
Sink's income realized between
those months. The fact that title to
the coal passed to Foos before the
coal crossed the West Virginia state
line did not make Sink's operation
any less a part of interstate com-
merce.e His production of coal

0 In NIRB v. Fainblatt, 306 U.S. 601, 602-
603 (1939), the Supreme Court held that trans-
portation across state lines is commerce re-
gardless of whether title to the merchandise
passes before or after such transportation.

It also appears the Supreme Court has put
to rest the issue of whether there must be cir-
cumstances demonstrating with certainty an
out-of-state destination of goods in order to
constitute a sale In interstate commerce. In
Oampbell v. H8sey, 68- U.S. 297, 298-299
(1,961), reh. den., 368 U.S. 1005 (1962), it
was held that Congress could provide for in-
spection of tobacco prior to auction sales even
though it is not known at the moment of sale
whether. it is destined' foi interstate or. intra-
state commerce.

whi6h later entered interstate coi-
merce represented one part of. the
mainstream of economic activity
leading to the cal's 6ut-of-state
sale.7 In summary, based upon the
foregoing facts, the Board finds
that Sink's No. Miinedid produde
coal that entered the stream of con-
merce and, accordingly, is subject
to the provisions of the A t.

The Board sees no reason to un-
dertake a hearing of Sink's pending
motion for temporary relief, since
we are making a final decision of
this proceeding on its merits before
such motion, as, a- practical matter,
could be properly determined.

ORDER,

WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority delegated to the Board by
the Secretary of the Interior (43
CFR 4.1(4)), IT IS; HEREBY
ORDERED that the Application
for Temporary Relief IS DENIED,
and that the Judge's decision IS
AFFIRMED.

HowAlRD J.. SOIIELLENBER6, Jr.,
Administrative Judge.

I CONCUR:

DAvm DOANE,
CAief Administrative Judge.

T Like the purpose of the Federal Coal Mine
Health and Safety Act, the primary objective
of the Fair Labor Standards Act articulated
in U.S. v. Darby, 312 U.S. 100 (1941) aimed
to establish minimum standards insuring the
health and safety of employees, and the intro-
duction of their product into interstate Coln-
merce was the means by which -Congress as-
serted its regulatory power over their em-
ployers".:

U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE 1975
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ESTATE. OF tPHILLIP TOOISGAH

t4 IBIA 189

Decided Novemzber 13, 1975

Appeal from an administrative law
'Judge's order denying. petition for

rehearing and from order modifying
decision.

Affirmed in part; vacated in part;
and remanded.,

1.. Indian Probate: Marriage: Proof'
of Mariage-325.6;:

As between two alleged common-law mar-
riages, the last favors the ni'st receht in

time over a relationship between two whoi
formerly were married.

2. Indian Probate: Trust Property:
Generally-415.0

Judgments entered against allottees of
restricted land are voidable.

3. Indian. Probate: Trust Property:
,',,..eral 15.0'' 

Despite strict laws prohibiting the alien-
ation and encumbrance of restricted land,
the Secretary has authority to approve
an agreement made by an allottee for the
disposition of oil income from restricted
property.

'APPEARANCES: Houston Bus ' Hill
for appellants; Red Ivy for appellee.

OPINION BYff-
ADAINISTRATIVE JUDGE

SABA GI

: INTERIOR BOARD -OF
INDIAN APPEIALS

.A petition for rehearing in the
Estate of Phillip Tooisgah, Ft. Sill
Apache and Apache Unallottee,

brought by Velma Tooisgah, alleged
spouse of the decedent,,,,and Jonw-
than Tooisgah, decedent's son; was
denied- by order of the :Admi inistra-
tive Law- Judge, John F. Curran,
oil January 3, 1975. On the same
date, Judge Curran entered an
order. modifying his July. 19 1974,
decision by disallowing Velma
Tooisgah any distribution rights in
the estate of the decedent. An ap-
peal of these orders was timely filed
on March 21; '1975. The issues have
been briefed by the parties and the
extensive record on appeal has been
carefully reviewed by the Board.
For the reasons set forth in this
opinion, Judge Curran's order
denying appellants a rehearing in
this matter shall be affirmed as to
the determination of the decedent's
legal widow; the order granting the
appellee, . Clara Walker Tooisgah,
her requested relief from a petition
for rehearing is vacated and the
cause remanded.

The Administrative Law Judge
entered a Memorandum Decision
and. Order Determining Heirs on
July 19, 1974, as modified Janu-
ary 3,1975,in which Clara Walker
Tooisgah, ak/a Clara Walker, was
adjudged the surviving wife of the
decedent and, according to Okla-
homa law, entitled to a one-half
interest in the probated estate, the
other one-half to be inherited by
Jonathan Tooisgah, the decedent's
only son. The evidence which led to
this determination' was adduced
from an original and two supple-

82.I.D. oe1
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mental hearings and from testi-
mony incorporated from probate
proceedings conducted in state
court 1

Specific determinations disposi-
tive of this appeal include the fol-
lowing: that Phillip Tooisgah, who
died intestate on Februa y 10, 1971,
was survived by a common-law wife
named Clara Walker Tooisgah, ap-
pellee,2 in addition to one son, John-
athan T ooisgah, appellant; that
'Velma Tooisgah;, appellant, was
formerly married to Phillip Toois-
gall, first by common-law and then
by civil ceremony on' Septeiber 23,
1940, but that this marriage was
tekminated by a valid divorce' 6b-
tained in state court on-September
19, 1969; that irrespective of- evi-
dence that Phillip and Velma co-
habited together subsequent to
their divorce, neither a conimon-law
marriage nor a einsfatemeit of
their first marriage occurred; that
irrespective of evidence that Phillip
and Clara cohabited together and
otherwise projected themselves as
husband and wife withiin six nonths
from the date of the 'decedent's di-
voice from Velma, their coimnoin-

law relationship continued" 'after
such period and -until Phillip's
death in 1971, thereby satisfying le-
gal requirements to support a com-

l The district court judge of'Caddo County,
Oklahoma, determined that C'lara Walker
Tfotigali was the surviving w idow of the
decedent in a finding made Mlay 29. 1974.

3 The record shows Philip and Clara were
married in a civil ceremony as early as 940
or, 1941 but that this in-arriAge- was annulled
tihe same ear.

3 Appellants contend the Administrative
Law Jdge erred "in his conclusion that
Phillip hId the legal capacity to enter into a

mon-law marriage; 3 that Clara
Walker Tooisgah was not the com-
mon-law wife of Jess Copley at the
time of her relationship with the
decedent and therefore possessed
full capacity to marry.

Without the benefit of personal
observation of the more than 20 wit-
nesses 'w'ho testified in this matter,
a factor which influenced the Ad-
'ministrative Law Judge in favor of
the appellee (Memorandum Op., p.
3), the transcript of proceedings
persuasively conveys that Phillip
Tooisgah and Clara Walker estab-
lished a valid common-law marriage
which remained in effect until Phil-
lip's death. The evidence hows,
interl alia, that Phillip gave Clara
an engagement and "vedding ring
following is divorce froll Vela
(Tr. 27, 63). The decedent openeda
charge account for Clara as his wife
(Tr. 114). Phillip and Clara bor-
rowed money from the bank as lus-
band and wife and jointly signed
notes of indebtedness (Tr. 36). A
motor vehicle title was held in their
joint names '(Tr. 93).; The decedent
introduced Clara to people as his
wife (Tr. 26, 32,42). The dececlent
and Clara traveled extensively to-
gether, registering in motels as hus-
band and wife and visiting relatives

common-law marriage during the six-month
period after the divorce". (Itemi 8, Appellants'
Grounds for Appeal and Brief in Support of
Appeal,, p. 10). The Administrative Law
Judge did not'so rule. To the contrary, Sludge
Curran s opinion states at page 

"Title 12. Section 1280, Oklahoma Stat-
utes, 1971, provides that it shallbe unlawful
for 'a party to a divorce action to marry'an-
other, person. within period of six months
from the date of the divorce decree. Thus, the
entry into the common-law relationship ia-
mediately after the divorce was unlawful."

[82 1..
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as husband and wife (Tr., 64, 110):.
Phillip and Clara lived together
from September 1969, mntil the de-
cedent's death, February 10, 1971
(Tr. 10). Throughout the above pe-
*iod, Phillip and Clara were com-
:monly known to be husband and
wife in the community at large (Tr.
31, 36, 42, 50, 114).4

In contrast, an unconvincing sce-
nario was presented by the appel-
lants that Velma and Phillip Toois-
gah had disavowed the divorc de-
creed by a state court in 1969 and
that they had lived as man and wife
until Phillip's death. However, the
overwhelming evidence that 'Clara

Walker, not Velma, was publicly
seen -' ith' Phillip Toisga.h;from
September 1969, until February
1971, amollg the other compelling
* indicia of a marital relationship
between Clara and the decedent pre-
Viously noted, casts too, strong* a
doubt on the' credibility of the ap-
pellants' claim that Velma stayed
married to Phillip after 1969, or
thai,:in the alternative Pillip had
no wife at the time of his death.

[1] Appellaints press a claim that
the law favors a finding of a om-
mon-lawi marriage "between per-
sons who were previously married
to each other, then were divorced,
and X then begali ivnio- together
.again" (Brief'in Support, of Ap-
peal, p. 2). An Oklahoma' Supreme
Court case, Tomas v. Jacme 69
Ola. 285, 171 P. 855 (1918), rely-

In adition, the record shows the Certifi-
cate of Death for Phillip Tooisgah -identifies
Clara as the surviving widow and that it 1s
she who made arrangements for the dece-
dent's funeral.

iug in part on Clark v. Barney, 24
Okla. 455, 103 P. 698 (1909), is cited
in support of this rule. No such
finding can be presumed, however,
in the face of a more recent com-
mon-law marriage and any such
evidence necessarily contradicts a.
former spouse's claim of reconcilia-
tion. See Hill. v. Shreve, 448 P.-2d
.848 (1968), where the court dis-
cusses the presumption' favoring
validity of the last marriage, in-
chiding marriage by comm6n law,
and places the burden of showing
first marriage validity upon the
party asserting same.. Further,
where validity of the first maxriage
is established,: the- Hill 'decision,
which has ot been overruled; SUp-
ports a presumption that such mar-
riage. was dissolved by divorce or
death and "casts the onus of adduc-
ing contrary evidence upon .the
party attacking the last marriage"
448' P. 2 at 851. Il V. Sreve,
SeUpra. also observes that the "rigor-
ousiws's" of the court's early decision
in Clark v. Bar-ney, sapra (denying
existence ofa commoll-law relation-
ship. commenced when one of the
parties desertedc a living. spouse)
'hias since been mollifiec by; later

decisions in more :nmodern and
changed times," at 850-. See also,
Aif arcuM v. Zainqg 406 -P. 2d 970
(i965), jfcVey v. Chester, 288 P.2a
740 (1955); Scott v. Scott, -203
Okla. 60,, 218";.P. 2d: 373 (.1959);
Temzpleton v.: Jones, 127 Okla. 1,
259 P. 543(1927).-

Another challenge made to the
determlination that Clara Walker

541]
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is the surviving widow of the dece1-
dent stems from a claim that Clara
assumed a common-law. marriage
with a man named Jess Copley, now
deceased, beginning in the 1950's,
and that she therefore lacked capac-
ity to become married to Phillip

.Tooisgah (Brief in Support of Ap-
peal, p. 11).

Conflicting testimony was intro-
dueed on the above' point, appel-
lants placing great weight on evi-
-dence that .the appellee once went
by the name of Clara Walker
tCopley.5 On the basis of the legal
authority already cited, if'a com-
mon-law marriage; was established
between Jess. Copley and Clara
Walker in the.1950's, which neither
the Administrative Law Judge nor
this Board perceives from the evi-
'dence preseted,6 the party assert-
ing' the: validity of this "first mar-
riage" must' also "overcome the pre-
sumption that such marriage was
dissolved by divorce or death. The
appellaints failed to successfully
rebut this latter presumption by
'disproving divorce.,

Appellants further contend that
,a common-law marriage could not
have been consummated by the de-
*cedent with Clara because of an- i

- sufficient showing 6f "exclusiveness

The record does not show that Clara used
the name Copley after 1969.

e Appellants object to the Administrative
taw Judge's ruling which' allowed into evi-
dence a purported affidavit from ess; Copley
stating that Clara Walker. was never his
wife. Regardless of the admissibility factor
that the: declarant was not available for the
hearing, it does not appear that: Judgei Cur-
ran relied, or needed to rely, on the purported
Copley affidavit in reaching bis' decision that
Clara possessed legal capacity to marry
Phillip Tooisgah. ' '

of cohabitation" (Brief in Support
of Appeal, p. 13). Borrowing out of
'context fromn Clara's testimony, the
appellants' brief portrays that
Clara admitted to meretricious
practices of the decedent during the
course of their relationship. In its
entirety, however, the record dis-
closes that Phillip and Clara were
constant companions as husband
and wife following the decedent's
divorce from Velma, but for an ocW
-casional no-show on Phillip's part
attributable to drinking (Tr. 84).:

Review of Order Modifyib
Decision

On January 3, 1975, the Adminis-
trative Law Judge entered an order
modifying his decision of July 19,
1974, regarding the provision of th e
1969 divorce decree between Velma
and Phillip Tooisgah. which
awarded Velma for the term of her
natural life one-sixth of the.gross
income received. from oil and gas
production from lands held in trust
f or Phillip by the United States.
The Administrative Law Judge's
July 19, 1974, order authorized the
continued payment of proceeds to
Velma from the mineral interests in
question in accordance. with the
state divorce decree. In response to a
petition for rehearing submitted in
behalf of Clara Walker. Tooisgah
concerning this. determination, the
Admnistrative Law Judge on
January 3,. 1975, reversed his prior
order of July 19, 1974, by striking
Velma's name.as adistributeed This

was done on the basis that the decree
off divorce was not enforceable

[82 I.D,
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against trust property of the de-
cedent.7 Appellants object to the re-
vised ruling as part of their appeal.

[2] Judgments entered against
allottees of restricted land are void-
able, as recognized by the Supreme
Court in the landmark Oklahomna
case, Mullen v. Sii??P mS, 234 U.S.
192 (1914). Here, however,the ap-
pellants contend that the Secretary
of the Interior consented to the pay-
meent of frds derived from trust
property pursuant to a divorce
'settlement and that federal law pro-
vides the Secretary, or his. duly au-
thorized representative, with au-
thority to so act.'

As it stands, there is insufficient
evidence in- the record to permit a
determination as to whether ap-
proval was given by an authorized
representative of the Secretary to
action taken in the divoirce decree
affecting trust property of the
United States. The fact that peri-
odic payments from oil and gas
production were made by Phillip
to Velma until his death in 1971 is a
basis for speculating that govern-
mental approval for such payments
might have taken place.

[3] Despite the strict terms of
the General Allotment Act of
February 8, 1887 (24 Stat. 388), as

,e.nCZl, :25 U.S.C. § 354 (197O),8

'As to the scope of the term "restricted"
or "trust" property, it has been held that an
Indian's assignment of proceeds from a min-
eral lease of restricted land is void as con-
stituting an assignment of part of his in-
alienable reversion. United States V. Moore,
284 F. 86 (th Cir. 1922).

8 25 U.S.C. § 394 reads:
"No lands acquired under the provisions of

sections 331-334 of this title shall, in any

it is recognized that the Secretary
of the Interior has authority to ap-
prove an agreement made by an al--
lottee for the disposition' of oil
income from restricted lands. UdaW7
v. Taunalt, 398 F. 2d 795 (10th Cir.-
1968). See also 25 U.S.C. § 483,
'(1970), enacted May 14, 1948, which
authorizes the Secretary or his rep-
resentative to approve conveyances
of restricted land held by individ-
ual Indians 'under the provisions of
the Indian Reorganization Act of
1934 (25' U.S.C.' § 461 et seq.
(1970) ) and the Oklahoma Indian
WIlelfare Act (25' U.S.C. § 501 et

seq. (1970) ). -- ' 
In 'Udalz v. Tauna7t, supra; it was

deemed an abdication of the Secre-
tary's responsibility for the Depart-
ment of the Interior to fail to give
any consideration to'the merits of a
family settlement contract concern1-
ing the assignment of oil income
from restricted lands. The matter
was remanded for a hearing to con-
sider the appropriateness of con-
tract approval in recognition of the
fact that the Secretary had the au-
thority and opportunity to approve
the contract.

On the basis of the authorities
referred to, the Board concludes
that the January 3,' 1975, Order
Modifying Decision on Petition of
Clara Walker Tooisgah should be
vacated and the cause remanded for
further proceedings. The task on re-
mand will be to determine whether

event, become liable to the satisfaction 'of
any debt contracted prior to the issuing of the
final patent in fee therefor."
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-necessary Secretarial approval was
',obtained in the payment of oil and
-,gas proceeds to Velma by Phillip
pursuant to the terms of their di-
vorce. This requested finding will
dictate whether Velma should be
reinstated as a distributee in the
estate of the decedent. If approval
prior to the entry of the divorce
decree is not found, the Administra-
tive Law Judge should nevertheless
determine whether effective sub-
sequent approval was obtained from
an authorized representative of the
Secretary, or, in the, alternative, if
there, are compelling grounds for
approval.now.9 A finding in favor
:of the appellant on this issue will
.also require an appropriate revised
order on remand. concerning at-
torney fees for Velma Tooisgah's
*counsel.

NOW. THEREFORE, by virtue
of the authority delegated to the

Beard of Indian Appeals by the
Secretary of the: 'Interior, 43 CFR
4.1, the Order Denyingf Petition
for Rehearing of Jonathaz Morris
Tooisgah and Vehha Tooisgah.is-
sued 'January 3,' 1975, by John F.

' lCurran, Admninistrative Law Jidge,
be and the same is hereby AF-
FIRMED as to the determination
of the decedent's legal widow. Such
decision is final for the Department.
'IT IS HEREBY FURTHER DE-
CIDED that the Order Modifying

The Tenth Circuit stated' in Udall . v.
Taeunah,, stpra, at 797:

* ' ' * "There is no question ut 'that in-
eluded within the Secretary's athority and
control of restricted allotted lands is the
power to have approved the contract' even
though presented to, him after the death of
the allottee. See ( ykins v. AIcGratlb, 184 U.S.
169 [ (1902)]." *

Decision on Petition of Clara Wal-
her Tooisgah, issued January 3,
1975, and incorporated by reference
in the Order Denyilg Petition for
Rehearing of Jonathan Morris
Tooisgah and Velma Tooisgah,
above, be and the ame is hereby
VACATED and the cause RE-
MANDED for further proceedings.
ON REMAND, the Administrative
Law Judge shall determine if the
terms of the 1969 divorce decree be-
tween Velma and Phillip Tooisgah
are enforceable against trust prop-
erty of the decedent on account of
approval by the Secretary of the
Interior, in which case aln appropri-
ate order revising the distribution
of the decedent's estate shall be en-
tered as well as an order allowing
commensurate attorney fees for
Vehni Tooisgah's counsel.

MITCHELL J. SABAG11,
Administrative Judge.

I coNcuu:

ALEXANDER H. W1ILsON,
Administrative Judge.

UNITED STATES -

V.
IOHN S. CASEY

22 IBLA 358

Decided November 14 1S75

Appeal fron decision of Administra-
tive Law Jdge Graydon Holt finding
appellee's cattle i tresPass and levy-
ing fine. Calif. 2-73-1 (SC).

-Set aside and remanded.-''.,
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1. 'Administrative Procedure:; Admin-
istrative Procedure Act-Administra-
tive Procedure: Decisions-Grazing
Permits and Licenses: Trespass

A cattle trespass decision rendered by an
administrative law judge may be set
aside 'and remanded where the decision
does not include a statement of findings
and conclusions, and the reasons-or basis
therefor, on all material issues of fact,
law or discretion as required for initial
decisions under 5 U.S.C. § 557 (1970) and
43 CFR 4.475.

2. Administrative. Procedure:: Deci-
sions-Grazing Permits and Li-
ceases: Trespass-Intervention '

Where a grazing district cattle trespass
Complaint refers to previous trespasses
by. the, base property owner, he is served'
with the complaint, and the record indi-
cates he intervened at the hearing thereon
'but the decision issued makes no mention
thereof, the decision appealed from
znay. be set aside and remanded for
clarification. : :

APPEARANCES: Eirton . Stanley,
Esq., Solicitor's Office, Department

of the Interior, Sacramento, Cali-

fornda,. for appellant; Ralph M.

Tucker, Esq., Reno, Nevada, for ap-

pellee.

OPINIOAN BY
ADMINISTRATIVE

JUDGE GOSS

INTERIOR 'BOARD OF
LAND APPEALS

The Bureau of Land Manage-

ment. (BLM) appeals fromn the Jan-

uary 7, 1974, Administrative Law

Judge decision which found ap-
pellee's. cattle to have been in

repeated trespass and assessed dam-
ages of $6 per AITM of forage con-
sumed, with total damages $120.
The United . States appeals only
with respect to the leniency of the
penalty, contending that grazing
privileges owned or controlled by
appellee should be severely reduced
or eliminated., Departmental regu-
lations provide that grazing priv-
ileges in a district may be'reduced
or eliminated for trespasses which
are willful, grossly negligent, or re-

peated. 43 CFR 9239.3-2(e).
The proceedings were initiated

by the California State Director of
the Bureau who issued orders to
show cause why appellee's grazing
privileges should not be reduced or
revoked due to alleged trespasses by
cattle owned by appellee. The show
cause orders alleged violations in
February, March, July and August
of 1973. A hearing was held begin-
ning November' 27, 1973, in Reno,
Nevada.

The' first series of trespasses are
alleged to have occurred for the
most 'part in an area known a the
Rush: Creek field, in T. 31 N.; Rs.
17 and 18 E., Mount Diablo Meri-
dian, Lassen County, California,
and Washoe C'unty, Nevada. They
are allegod to 'have occurred' be-
tveen February 13, 1973, and
March 8, 1973.

The second series of trespasses is
alleged to have occurred between
July 2, 1973, and August S, 1973,
primarily in an area known as

Smoke Creek, T. 32 N., Rs. 17, 18 E.,
M.D.M., Lassen and )Washoe Coun-
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ties. Other trespasses at this time
allegedly occurred in an area be-
tween the Paiiter Ranch and the
Dodge Ranch, T. 34 N., Rs. 16, 17,
18 E., M.D.M., Lassen and Washoe
Counties.

The .Acministrative Law Judge
was in the process of retiring and
his decision is quite brief. The rele-
vant portion is as follows:

* At the conclusion of the hearing
a ruling was made that the Respondent
had in fact been in trespass to the ex-
tent of 20. AUMs and that he had been
in trespass repeatedly over a period of
years in California, Nevada, and Mon-
tana. The Respondent established that in
this case there had been mitigating cii-

cumstances in part.
Accordingly, the Respondent was as-

sessed $120 computed at the rate of $6.
for 20 AUMs. * * *

Though a great deal of the hear-
ing was. devoted to whether the
Casey cattle were in trespass, neither
appellant nor appellee takes issue
with Judge IHolt's findings as to
the unspecified trespasses. Appel-
lant BLM argues that because of
appellee's, repeated trespasses, the
penalty in this case should be much
more severe. Appellee contends that
Judge Holt's decision is correct as
to the severity of the penalty, and
also argues that because of pro-
cedural defects: (a) this Board may
not review the case, and (b) no fur-
ther penalty may be imposed even
if it be found justified. He has
moved for dismissal of the appeal.

[1] As to the Board's jurisdic-
tion to review, 43 CFR 9239.3-2(h)
provides:

Appeals. Appeal from the decision of
.the administrative law judge to the

Board of Land Appeals of any matter
under this § 9239.3-2, shall be made in
accordance with § 4.470 and Department
Hearings and Appeals Procedures con-
tained in Part 4 of this title.

Section 4.476 provides:

Any party affected by the administra-
tive law judge's decision, including the
State Director, has the right. to appeal,'
to the Board of Land Appeals, in accord-
ance with the procedures and rules set,
forth in this Part 4.

The brief record herein does iiOt
show compliance with the law or
regulations. Departmental reglla-
tion 43 CFR 4.474(c) provides in
part:

* 3 At the conclusion of the testi-,
mony the parties at the:hearing slgs l'lbe -
given a reasonable opportunity, on-
sidering the number and complerty of
the-issues and the amount of testimony,
to submit to the administrative law judge

* proposed findings of fact and conclusions
of law, and reasons in support thereof,
or to stipulate to a waiver of such find-
ings and conclusions. (Italics added.)

There- is no indication the parties
were given such opportunity, nor is
there a stipulation to a waiver.

From.the decision quoted, SUprd,

it is not possible to determine which
of the alleged trespasses occurred
nor otherwise to determine the basis
for the $120 penalty. Almost 20 per-
cent of the trespasses charged were
apparently found not to have oc-
curred at all, but these trespasses
were not specified. While the Judge
found some mitigatiig cirum-
stances, these were not identified.
Nor was there any identification of
the circumstances which were
found to have occurred and not held
to be mitigated.- The Admisfr

[8S2 ID.
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tive Procedure Act, 5 U;S.C. § 557
(1970), requires in part:

(c) Before a recommended, initial, or
tentative decision, or a decision on
agency review of the. decision of sub-
ordinate employees, the parties are en-
titled to a reasonable opportunity 'to sub-

* mit for the consideration of the em-
ployees participating in thedecisions-

(1) 'proposed findings and conclusions;
or

(2) exceptions to the decisions or rec-
uminended decisions of subordinate em-
ployees or to tentative agency decisions;
and

(3) supporting reasons for the excep-
tions or proposed findings or conclusions.

The record shall show the ruling on each
finding, conclusion, or exception pre-
sented. 'All decisions, including initial,

.recommended, and tentative decisions,
are a part of the record and shall include
a statement of-

-(A) findings and conclusions, and the
reasons or basis therefor, on all the
material issues of fact,, law, or disere-
tion presented on the record; and

(B) the appropriate rule, order, sanc-
tion, relief, or denial thereof. [Italics
added.]

Further, 43 CFR 4.475 requires
that the Judge

render a decision upon all mate-
'vial issues of fact and law presented on
the 'record. The reasons ,for'the
findings, conclusions, and decisions made
shall be stated, and along with the find-
ings, conclusions, and decision, shall be-
-come a part. of the record in any fur-
ther appeal. * *

Such laws and rules are an integral
part of the administrative process.
-In Panamna Refining Co. . Ryan,
293 .. 388, 432 (1935), the
Supreme Court stated: , "

e- * e As the Court said in Wiehita

Railroad & Light Co. v. Public Utilities

Comnm'n, 260 U.S. 48, 59: "In creating
such an administrative agency the
legislature, to prevent its being a pure
delegation of legislative power, must en-
join upon it a certain courseof procedure

.and certain rules of decision in the per-
formance of its function. It is a whole-
some and necessary principle that such
an agency must pursue the procedure
and rules enjoined and show a substan-
tial compliance therewith to give valid-
ity to its action. 'When, therefore, such
an administrative agency is required as
a condition precedent to an order, to
make a finding of facts, the validity of
the order must rest upon the needed
finding. If it is lacking, the order is in-
effective." * * *

The courts have repeatedly
stressed the importance of findings
and conclusions if the agency is to
be upheld on judicial review. In
UST Pharmaceutical Corp. v.
Secetary of HEW, 466 F. 2d 455,
462 (D.C. Cir. 1972), the Circuit
Court explained the reason for the
rule

* As we have frequently empha-
sized, findings of fact are not mere proce-
dural niceties; they are essential to the
effective review of adininistrative deci-
sions. Without, findings of fatet a review-
ing court is unable to determine whether
the decision reached by an administrative
agency follows as a matter of law from
the facts stated as its basis, and whether
the facts so ound have any substantial
support in the evidence. * * *

The reasons Why findings are im-
portant to a reviewing court are dis-
cussed in more detail in California
lotor Tarsport Co. v. Public Util-
ities Commission, 379 P. 2d 324
(1963). The reasoning set forth at
327 is equally important to a review-
ing quasi-judicial board, and to the
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parties in a proceeding before such
a board:

Such findings afford a rational basis for
judicial review. (See 2 Davis, Adminis-
trative Law Treatise (1958) §16.05.)
The more general the findings, the more
difficult it is for the reviewing court to
ascertain the principles relied upon by
the administrative agency. Even when the
scope of review is limited, as in this
case. * ` findings, on material issues
enable the reviewing court to determine
whether the commission has acted ar-
bitrarily. The ultimate finding of
public convenience and necessity is so
general that without more, a reviewing
court can only guess, at how it was
reached. *

Since findings on material issues in-
dicate the basis for the decision the par-
ties can prepare accordingly for rehear-
ing or review. (See Barry v. O'Connell,
303 N.Y. 46, 100 N.E. 2d 127, 129-130.)
"Furthermore, a disappointed party,
whether he plans further proceedings or
not, deserves to have the satisfaction of
knowing why he lost his case." (2 Davis,
Administrative Law Treatise. (1958)
§16.05.) * * *

It is of course true that even after
a hearing the Board may make its
own findings. Casey Ranches, 14
IBLA 48,5 5 (1973); United States
v. Middleswart,, 67 I.D. 232, 234
(1960); 5 U.S.C. § 557(b) (1970).
In the circumstances of this case,
however, where the findings are al-
most totally lacking, it is believed
that a remand is more appropriate. 1

See Associated Dilling Company
(Kephart Mine), 2 IBMA 95, 80

1 A decision In compliance with 5 U.S.C.
* 557 (1970) and 43 CFR 4.474(c), both
supra, may be made by a successor adminis-
trative law judge under 5 U.S.C. § 554(d)
(1970) without rehearing the evidence. If a
party submits that the demeanor of a partic-
ular witness is important to a finding, the
witness' testimony may be reheard. .

I.D. 317 (1973); f. United States
v. Shield, . 17 IBLA 91 (1974).
Otherwise, the Board is faced with
a dilemma similar to that described
by Justice Cardozo in United States
v. Chicago, Mlfilwaukee, St., Pal &
Pacific 12. Co.,29-1 U.S.499, 510-511
(.1935):

* * In the end we are left to spell out,
to argue, to choose between conflicting in-
ferences. *: * We must know what a de-
cision means before the duty becomes'ours
to say whether it is right or wrong.

[2] An additional reason for re-
mand is present in -the question of
whether Holland Livestock Ranch
is properly a.party in these proceed-
ings.:Service was made upon Hol-
land Livestock Ranch by cei-tifigd
mail. Though the complaint does
not specifically name Holland Live-
stock Ranch, previous trespasses
committed by the Ranch are cited at
page 3, paragraphs 5 and 6. Holland
Livestock Ranch intervened as -a
party at the hearing, as is shown at
Tr.1,2:

MR. TUCKER: If your Honor please-
excuse me-you asked me: what the rep-
resentation. was, and I also wanted to
indicate that insofar as this show cause
order purports to affect any of the rights
of Holland Livestock Ranch, a co-partner-
ship, I am representing them also, and
if the assertions in any way include Ilol-
land Livestock Ranch rights, we should
be considered as an intervenor in that re-
gard.

THE COURT: Is Holland Livestock in-
volved here?

MR. STANLEY: Yes, they are, your-
Honor. They own the lands that are in-
volved. They were served with a copy of
the Order to Show Cause also. Holland
Livestock owns all the base properties in
the Susanville District.

THE COURT.: All-right.: * * -

[ 82 ID.
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The record thus indicates Holland
intervened but themdecision does not
mention Holland. A ruling should
be. made as to whether Holland
Livestock Ranch2 or other entity is
-a-party to this proceeding, whether
charges are involved and the dispo-
sition thereof, and the basis for said
determination should be set forth.

Therefore, pursuant to the a-
thority delegated to the Board of
Land Appeals, by the Secretary of
the Interior, 43 FR 4.1, the deci-
sion appealed from is set aside and
the case reianded.

Josmp~ 3T*Goss,

Administrative Judlge.

I CONCUR:

MARTIN RITVO,
Admninistrative Judge.

ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE STUEB-
ING DISSENTING: 

.1 cannot agree that further action
is warranted in this case.

The appropriate regulation, 43
CFPl, .9239.3-2(e),: provides that a
licensee's or .permittee's gazing
privileges may be reduced or elimi-
nated because of willful, grossly
negligent, or repeated trespasses. A
review of the case law reveals, how-
ever, that the Departmnent. has re-
quired that several elements be pres-
ent before it will order a severe re-
duction of a licensee's or permittee's
grazing privileges. Those elements
may be roughly classified as fol-

: 2 Holland Livestock Ranch is. stricken from
the caption of the orders issued herein. Ap-
ipelle!,s other procedural motions are denied.

lows: (1) the trespass must be will-
ful; (2) there must be a fairly large
number of animals involved; (3),
the violation should occur over a
fairly long period of time, and (4)
there may be a failure to take
prompt remedial action upon noti-
fication. For example, in E. W.
Roberts, A-29860 (April 23, 1964),
the licensee was allowed to graze
5,600 sheep in the specified area. In-
stead, he chose to graze 8,000 sheep
in the area for an entire season. For
similar cases, see Eldon L. Smaith,
8 IBLA 86 (1972); Mrs. .R. V.
Hooper, 3 IBLA 330 (1971) ; Alton
Morrell, 72 I.D. 100 (1965); Clar-
ence S. liller, 67 I.D. 145. (1960);
E ugene Miller, 67 I.D. 116 (1960);
J. Leonard Neal, 66 I.D. 215 (1959),

In some cases where the trespass
was found to be repeated but not
willful,. privileges have been re-
duced by 10 percent for a period of
a year. See, e.g. Edmund Walton,
A-31066 (May 27, .1969); see also
John Gribble, 4 IBLA 134 (1971),
where the trespass was not willful
and there was prompt remedial ac-
tion,.but there were no mitigating
circumstances and the fences were
not in good condition.

Where, however, there are ex-
tenuating circumstances, this Board
has declined to impose reduction of
grazing privileges. State Director'
Utah v. Chynoweth. Brothers, 17
IBLA 113 (1974); Lawrence F.
Bradbury, 2 IBLA 116 (1971).

Judge Holt's decision is very
brief, and he makes no detailed elab-
oration of the factors which ins
fluenced his assessment of- the
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penalty. However, in the decision he
,does allude to his finding that, "The
Respondent established that in this
case there have been mitigating cir-
'cumstances in part." The record of
the hearing shows that much of the
evidence addluced in defense of the
charg s was in mitigation and ex-
teluation of the trespasses alleged.
For exainpleO it was asserted that a
herd of wild' horses had run through
a division fence, and the fence was
flattened; that the telephone com-
pany had torn down "quite a lot of
fence;" that gates had been torn
dow6wn and left open by -people not
employed by the respondent or the
intervenor; that diligent efforts had
been made to inspect and maintain
fences and to prevent trespass and/
or recover trespassing livestock, etc.

-We camnot estimate the weight
which the Administrative ILaw
Judge accorded this evidence but, in
light of his holding, it would ap-
pear that he attached considerable
importance to 'it. We can conclude,
however, that there is sufficient evi-
dence of mitigating circumstances
in the record t withstand any al-
eogation by appellant that the

Judge s finding is not supp6rted by
the evidence. In United States v.
Ch7itrtrand, .11 BLA 194, 212, 80
I.D. 408, 417 (1973), this. Board
made the following declaration:

This Department has a' long-standing
practice of affording considerable weight
to the findings of the trier of fact at an
administrative hearing. The reason for
this practice is because the trier of fact
who presides over a hearing has an op-
portuniity to observe the witnesses, and
iS in the best position to judge the Weight

to be accorded conflicting testimony. See
Forrest B. HIulkins, A-21087 (Decem-
ber 8, 1937), I.G.D. 22.; United States v.
11iHuboldt Placer Mining Compa'ty, 8
IBLA 407 [79 I.D. 709, 722] (1972). We
recognize that the Board of Land Ap-
peals has authority to reverse the fact
findings of a Judge; however, where, as
here, the, resolution of a case depends
primarily upon his findings of credibility,
Which in turn are based upon his re-
action to the demeanor of witnesses, his
findings will not be lightly set aside by
this Board. State Director for Utah v.
Dunham, 3 IBLA 155, 78 ID. 272 (1971),
and cases cited therein.

While the evidence does not es-
tablish beyond question that all of
the mitigating and extenuAting cir-
cumstances described actually pre-
vailed, or that they had the effect
alleged in every instance, since
Judge Holt's determination rests in
large part upon his opportunity to
observe and assess the credibility of
the witnesses, I would not disturb
his findings. In addition, as noted in
the briefs of both sides, Judge Holt
has heard other cases involving
Casey and Holland Livestock, and
he has not hesitated to impose severe
penalties when, in his opinion, sich
penalties were warranted.

Accordingly, I would affirm the
decision appealed from.

Moreover, while Judge Holt's
decision is considerably less than a
paradigm of quasi-judicial exposi-
tion, I cannot agree that it is so is-
consonant with the requirements of
,the Administrative Procedure Act
as to constitute a nullity. The deci-
sioll expressly found (1) that there
was a trespass of cattle; (2). that
the Respondent had been repeatedly
in trespass over a period of years

[82 D..
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in California and Nevada; (3),that
the specific extent of the trespass
demonstrated in this case was 20
animal unit months; (4) that Re-
spondent had established that in
this case there had been mitigating
circumstances in part; (5) that
based upon these findings the Re-
spondent should be assessed $12Q,
-computed at the rate of $6. per
AUK. These are nothing more nor
less than a statement of the Judge's
findings and his holding. While the
decision may comport only with the
minimum standards of the Act, I
regard it as adequate compliance.'

Finally, I regard the remand for
the purpose of having the case. as-
signedrto "a successor. administra-
tive law judge" to review the record
and write a new opinion to be un-.
necessarily cumbersome, expensive
and. time consuming. The entire
record, consisting of four volumes
of testimony and 92 exhibits, is
properly.before us now. Procedural
due process. requires only that all of
the testiniony, exhibits, briefs. and
other docum.entary material in the
record be carefully reviewed and
considered by the Board. See note,
.8teenberg Constrcition Co., 79 ID.
158, 163 (1972) . We. have, studied
this record carefully and there. is
nothing preventing us from render-
ing a decision which would conclude
the administrative process. Instead,
it will-be referred to someone who
is totally unfamiliar with the case
to undertake hat I presume will
be a de novo review and render a
new decision which will almost cer-
tainly bring the same record back

to ust on appeal again, no matter
how it is decided. Frankly, I fail to
understand what salutory purpose
the majority thinks will be served
thereby. This case has already con-
suined an enormous amount of time,
resources and money, which I re-
gard totally disproportionate to
either the seriousness of theoffenses
alleged or the principle involved
that principle having been fully
established and well served by the
proceedings already concluded.

EDWARD W. STUEBING,
A dnnistrative Judge..-

BISHOP COAL COMPANY

5 IBMA 231
Decided Novenber 18, 1975

Appeal by Bishop Coal Company from
a decision by Administrative Law
Judge George H. Painter in. Docket
No. HOPE 74-329 upholding the vaw
lidity of an unwarrantable .failure
withdrawal order issued pursuant to
see. . 104(c) (1) of the Federal Coal
Mine Health- and Safety Act of 1969
for an. alleged violation of a roof con-
trol plan.

Reversed.

1. Federal Coal Mine Health; and
Safty Act of 1969: Mandatory Safety
-Standards: Roof Control Plans
An operator cannot be cited for a viola-
tion of a revision of a purported approved
roof control plan unless such revision is
first adopted by such operator. 30 u.S.C.
§ 862(a). (1970). 30 CFR 7.200, 75.20-
2.
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2. Federal Coal Mine Health and
'Safety Act of: 1969: Administrative
Trocedure: Rulemaking

The "approval" function of the Secretary
with respect to roof control plans, eer-
'cised at the enforcement level by a MESA
District Manager under 30 CPR 75.200-
'4, is not subject to the rulemaking provi-
sions of secs. 101 and 301(d) of the Act.
30 U.S.C. § 811, 861 (d) (1970).

APPEARANCES: Timothy M. Bid-
'de Esq., and L. Thomas Galloway,
•Esq., for appellant, Bishop Coal Com-
pany;- Thomas A. Mascolino, Esq.,
Assistant Solicitor, Marcus P. Mc.
Graw, Esq., and Robert J. Araujo,

~sq~., Trial "Attbrneys, for appellee,
Mining Enforcement and Safety Ad.
ministration.

OPINION BY CHIEF ADMTIN-
ISRATIVE JUDGE DOANE

INTERIOR BOARD OF MINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

Bishop -Coal Company (Bishop)
appeals to the Board to overturn a
decision by Administrative Law
JuLdge George H. Painter in Docket

T'o. HOPE 74-329 sustaining the
validity of a sec. 104(c) (1) with-
crawal order that cited an alleged
unwarrantable failure to' comply
with a rib support provision of the
roof control plan then allegedly in
effect at the Bislhop Mine. 30 U.S.C.
~§§814(c) (), 862(a) (1979), 30
CFR 75.200. On appeal, Bishop con-
tends that. Judge Painter erred in
p pplingjthe-subject withdrawal

hrder on three' grounds. First,
Bishop argues 'that' his finding and
codiielusion that' a violation of a

mandatory standard had occurred
was erroneous because the rib sup-
port provision in'qPTestion was not
an effective and binding part of the
'roof control plans for the subject
mine' it' never having 'been
"adopted" within the mnieaning 'of
the Act and; the regulations. 30
< C. § 862(a) (1970), 30 CFR
75.200, '30 CFR"t 75.200-2. Second,
'Bishbop subhits that the subject rib
'support provision never; became
effective and binding because it was
not issued by MESA in accordahce
with the procedures set forth ill secs.
101 and 301 (d)- of the Act. 30 U.S.C.
§§811, 861(d) \(1970). Third,
'Bishop insists that reversal is called
-for because Judge Painter failed to
"make a finding of unwarrantable
failure and the record will not sup-

'port'such finding.
For the; reasons set forth in de-

tail hereinafter, we are of the opin-
ion that Bishop did not "adopt the
revised' roof control plan containing
the rib support provision which it is
alleged to have violated, and there-
fore was improperly cited with a
see. 104(c) withdrawal order for a
violation thereof. In addition, we
reject'Bishop's further 'claim that
secs. 101 and 301 of the Act are ap-
plicable to the revising of roof con-

trol plans, and we deem it ulineces-
sary and inappropriate to reach
Bishop's third assignment of error
'regarding the Jidge's omission of
anly finding of an unwarrantable
failure to comply.' Having con-
el uded that there was no violation
of a mandatory standard, we' are
reversing' the decision below and

[82 L:D.
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vacating the subject withdrawal
order.

Pro ceclural anid Factual
Back grouncl

The Bishop Mine is owned and
operated by the Bishop Coal Con-
pahy. It is located in the State of
West Virginia within the Mount
Hope District of the Mining En-
forcement and Safety Adiniiistrha
tion (MESA), and is an operation
of comparatively 'moderate size;
throughout 1973, there were ap-
proximiatelv 310 men employed in'
the nine workingI sections (Tr. 4,
10). . 1 II ..

On January 12, 1972, a revised
roof control plan for the Bishop
iMine apparently went into effect
(Joint Exhibit No. 1). There is no
dispute that that plan,' subsequent
to its adoption and approval, was
continuously in effect throughout
1972 and 1973. The' pertinent dis-
tingiuishing feature of that plan,
insofar as this case is concerned, is;
that it contained no provisions deal-
ilg with rib support and control.

Between July 25, 1973, and Sep-
tenber 14, 1973,' MESA Inspector'
Jo4eph Filipek condiicted a roof
control survey to determine the
adequacy and effectiveness of the
1972 plan. -Although Mr. Filipek
never completed his survey, he did
advise MESA's Mount Hope roof
control specialist,; Mr. Charles
Hamubric, that Bishop's plan should
be revised to include -requiremeiits,
for rib support (Tr. 158). He did
not so advise Bishop.. This recom

mendation was based upon his ob-
servation of rib rolls in one of the
WOr, ,l, ing sections.

,On October 25,! 1973, Inspector
Filipek, together with Mr. H-iambric
and a representative of the Wlest
Virginia Department of ies,
conducted an inspection of roof con-
ditions at the Bishop Mine. Follow-
ing. completion of- that inspection,'
a meeting was held at the subject-
mine at the request. of Mr. Hambric-
on October 26, 1973. Present at this
meeting were the same officials who
bad inspegcted the mine the previous
day, representing MESA and the
State of West Virginia, respec-
tively,, as well as the following
Bishop employees: Mr. Richard
Baugh, Mine Superintendent;. Mr.
Clemn Grindstaff, ine Foreman;
and Ar. Robert Little, Safety
Inspector.

At that meeting, for the first-
time, MESA indicated to Bishop
that its existing plan was deficient.
The MESA representatives pre-
sented 25 separate provisions they
thought should be incluced in the
roof control plan for the Bishop
Mine. Of these 25' provisions, 2
were listed on a typewritten form
and were apparently being used as
a basis for eliciting general revision
of roof control plans throughout
the Mount Hope District (Tr. 135-'
136, 141). The remaiin- three pro-
visions were in' the form of hand-
written notes brought by M1r. Ham- 
bric and dealt with rib support re-
quirements tailored to existing con-
ditions at the Bishop Mine.
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Following discussion of the rib
control jirovsiolls, Adr. Hambric
induced Superintendenit Baugh to
sign in blank a MESA form, a copy
of which appears in the record as
page--2 of Government Exhibit No.
3 and which we are attaching as
Appendi.x A, p. 566 to this opinion.
Government Exhibit No. 3 contains-
the roof control plan which Bishop
is alleged to have violated, and
MESA contends that the signature
of Mr. Baugh constituted Bishop's
agreement as to the 25 proposed
revisions.

On January 2, 1974, Inspector
Donald C. Phillips issued a notice
of violation, pursuant to see. 104(c)'
(.1) of the Act, citing an alleged un-
warrantable failure to comply with
the 1912 roof control plan.

Eiolt days later, on January 10,
1974, Bishop received a revised roof
control plan (hereinafter referred
to as the 1974 plan), the effective-
ness of a part of which is now in
issue before the Board. Included in
such plan were the 25 provisions re-
ferred to above, among which was
the rib support provision under
which Bishop was cited in the sub-
ject withdrawal order (Tr. 27). 
This plan was accompanied by the

I The subject provision of the alleged roof
control plan provides as follows;

"During rehabilitation of roadways on pil-
lar recovery sections where rib supports were.
not installed during development, the follow-
ing precaution shall be taken After the belt
has been taken off or track moved back to
make a new dumping point, all ribs along the
active shuttle-car roadways from the dump-
ing point to the faces shall be supported prior
to starting the mining cycle where the height
of the place (including rash) 'is. six feet or
more or where excessive sloughing is en-
countered."

MESA form, referred to earlier,
which Mr. Baugh had signed in
blank. This document was com-
pletely filled in and showed an ap-
proval without reservation by J.-M.
Krese, District Manager, appar-
ently on December 17, 1973. See
: X Appenldix A, i' fa at 5-6'6. The sub-
ject planpntained no effecve date

as such, bi't It did require 'that the
appropriate individuals be i-
Structed as to its provisions withili
1 week of receipt.

By letter to J. M. Krese dated
January 17, 1974, Bishop's Vice
President, Mr. Harold K. Franklin,
initiated a protest of the 1974 plan
and i'equested al opportunity to dis-
cuss its provisions. Subsequently, a
meeting was set for January 24
1974.

H-lowever, before that meeting
could take place, the subject sec.
104(c) (1) withdrawal order, 1
DCP, January 22, 1974, was issued
by Inspector P hillips. The condi-
tioni cited in that order reads as fol-
lows (Government Exhibit No. 1):

The approved roof control plan was
not being followed in Cove 3 Section in

that loose unsupported coal ribs, wore ob-
served along the active shuttle car road-
way at two locations in No. 2 entry start-

ing approximately 75 feet inlby spad 1769.
The rib supports were not installed along

the active shuttle car roadway in Nos.

1 and 2 Rooms for a distance of 55 feet

along the left rib and 25 feet along the

right rib in No. 1 Room and rib support

was not provided for 113 feet along the

right rib in No. 2 Room. The height of

the places including rash is S feet. The

roof control plan had not been explained

to the worknien.

[82 I.D.
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On January 24, 2 days later, Mr.
Franklin and Mr. Krese met and
discussed the 1974 plan, as well as
the January 22 withdrawal order.
Bishop obtained no relief as a result
ofthis meeting, and on February 20,
1974, filed an, application for re-
view, challengi t validity of the
subject withdraworder.

On March 4,1974, MESA filed a
timely answer admitting the issu-
ance of the disputed withdrawal or-
der, averring that it was properly
issued under sec. 104(c) of the Act,
and denying all other allegations.
Coincidentally, on the same date,
the United Mine Woirkers of Amer--
ica (UMAWVA), as representative of
the miners, also filed an answer in
opposition, contending that the or-
der in question was valid in all
respects.

A public'hearillg was held before
Judge Painter on April 18, 1974, at
which time MESA and Bishop sub-
nitted evidence. The UMWA did
not participate then or at ay time
thereafter before the'Judge.' Subse-
quent to the hearing, Bishop filed
a brief, and MESA did likewise
along, with proposed findings of
fact and conclusions of law.

Judge Painter handed down his
decision on July 17, 1974, and pr-
suant to 43 CFR. 4.600, Bishop
noted an appeal on August 5, 1974.
Timely briefs were filed by Bishioj
and MESA and oral argument be-
fore the undersigned. panel tooi
place on August 22, 1975.. The
UIJWA has not participated on
appeal.

Issues o Appeal

A. Whether the Administrative
Law Judge erred in sustaining the
inspector's finding in the subject
sec. 104(c) (1) withdrawal order
that Bishop had violated a inanda-
tory standard, to wit, a rib support
provision of a revised roof control
plan which Bishop is alleged to
have adopted.

SB. Whether revisions of existing
roof control plans must be issued by
MESA in accordance with proce-
dures set forth in secs. 101 and .301
of the Act.

Discussion

A.

[13 As we noted in our introduc-
tion, Bishop contends in substance
that the rib support provision of the
subject roof control plan under
which it was cited never acquired
the force and effect of law because
suh-L provision was never "adopted"
by it within the meaning of the Act
and the regulations. 30 U.S.C. § 862
(a) (1970), 30 CFR 75.200, 30 CFR
75.200-2.

In responding to this argumenit,
MESA 'does not challenge Bishop's
basic preumise that it must "adopt"
revisions to existing roof control.
plans before they can become effec
tive. Rather, MESA contends that
Bishop agreed to the prticular e-
Vision here under scrutiny and that
in any event the record will ss-
tain Judge Painter's finding, that
Bishop tacitly accepted such revi-
sion by not protesting it after the

557
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October 26, 1973, meeting described
above.

In order to deal with these con-
tentions in perspective and because
this -dispute is a threshold case in
many respects, we deem it appropri-
ate to set f orth here our understand-
ing of the interplay of legislative
and regulatory policies regarding
roof and rib control plans. How-
ever, our analysis is not to be taken
as an exhaustive discussion of all
problems of interpretation posed by
the Act and the regulations in this
critical area.

Sec. 302(a) of the Act embodies
the pertinent interim mandatory
standard, 30 U.S.C. § 862 (a)
(1970), and has been accepted with-
out material change by the Secre-
tary as the basic statement of regu-
latory policy and law governing
roof and rib control, 30 CFR 75.200,
35 FR 17895 (November 20, 1970).
It provides as follow:

Each operator shall undertake to carry
out on a continuing basis a program to
improve the roof, control system of each
coal mine and the means and measures

to. .accomplish such system. The roof and

ribs of all active underground roadways,

travelways, and working places -shall be
supported. or, otherwise controlled ade-
quately to protect persons fromn falls of
the roof or ribs. 'A roof control plan and
revisions thereof suitable to the roof
conditions and mining system of each coal
ilne and approved by the Secretary shall

be adopted and set out in printed form on.
or before May 29, 1970, within sixty days
after the operative date of this sub-
chapter. The plan shall show the type of
support and spacing approved by' the
Secretary. Such plan shall be reviewed
periodically, at least every six months by
the Secretary, taking into consideration

any falls of roof or ribs or inadequacy of
support of roof or; ribs. No person shall
proceed beyond the last permanent sup-
port unless adequate temporary support
is provided or unless such temporary
support is not required under the ap-
proved roof control plai and the absence
of such support will not pose a hazard
to the miners. A copy of the plan:shall be
furnished the 'Secretary or his authorized
representative and shall be available to
the miners and their representatives.

Under this sec. of the Act and'
regulations an operator has two
inajor obligations which are, on the
one hand, adequate support or con-
trol of roof and ribs in any under-
grotmd 'coal niue, and on the other,
adoption and revision of a roof con-
trol plan '"* * * suitable to the roof
conditions and iining system * *
of any such mine. Although a given
dangerous roof or rib condition
may constitute a violation of either
obligation, the fact that such a con-
clition is not covered by a provision
of a roof control plan is no bar to
a citation for failure to support or
otherwise control the roof or ribs
"adequately," within the meaning
of the Act. Zeigler Coal C., 2
IBMA 216,--80 I.D. 626, 1973-1974-
OSHD Spar. 16608 (1973).

With respect to the: operators'
roof control plan obligation, the
Secretary has promulgated a series
of regulations whiol fill in some of
the interstices, if not all, of Sec.
302(a) and 30 OFR 75.200. These
regulations are codified at 30 CFR
75.200-1 through 30 CFR: 75.200-14.

Secs. 75.200-1 and 5.200-2 rein-
force the statutory allocation to the
operator of the obligation to-

[82 I.D.1
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fadopt" a.-roof control plan.2 Sec-
tioqf 75.20073 clarifies a point of pro-
cedure by. requiring that the opera-
tor file the plan it has adopted with
the District Manager. of the appro-
priate MESA district for approval.
We construe 'these regulations to
apply to the adoption and. filing of
revisecl or amended plans, as well as
to initial,-Plans.4-., V

._Sec. 75.200-4 describes the proce-
dlure, to be followed by the District,
Ma tager in exercising the Secre-
tary's approval function under the
Act at the enforcement level. He is

2 Sees. 75.200-1 and 75.200-2 of 30 CER
readeas follows -.

§ 5.200-1 Roof control program re-
quirements.

-"iE2ch operator shall adopt an adequate
program for improving roof control systems.
This program shall, include a roof control
plan. provision for the training of miners, a
history of all unintentional roof falls, and
systematic evaluation of the effectiveness of
the roof control system in use.: 

"i 75.200-2 Roof control-plans.
'Each operator shall adopt a roof control

plan suitable 'to the roof conditions and the
mihing system for all underground roadways,
travelways including escapeways, and work-
ing places of each'mine."

Sec. 75.200-3 provides as follows
"Filing of roof control plans.
"Roof control plans sall be. filed with the

District Manager of the Coal Mfine Health
and Safety District in which the mine is
located."

Although the above-quoted regulation does
not.- state that filing is for the purpose of
obtaining approval, it is logical to- so con-
clusle inasiiuch as 30 CR 75.200-3 is be-:
twqen one regulation requiring operator
aidoetion of aroof control plan and another
prescribing the manner in' which the approyal
function of the Secretary shall be exercised
at t}e enforcement level.

4The lack of clarity in the regulations,
with respect to whether they apply to revis-
ing- an existing roof control plan, has, as the
record shows, led MESA personnel in the field
to lhink that there are no published, Depart-
mept-wide, specific procedures and standards
applicable to such revisions '(Tr. 51-52,
76-77, 1*5.).

]required, in our view, to notify the
operator in wriing of a disapproval
of, or the need for changes in, a roof
control, plan proposal adopted, and
filed by such operator for approval
and must include in such notice. a
concise, general statement of the
reasons for such action.5 Obviously,
if an: operator,, acting oil its own
initiative, submits a proposal. with
an objective wholly unacceptable
under the criteria for approval 6

and in lighjt of the prevailing roof
and rib conditions at the ubject
mine, then of course such proposal

6Sec. 75.200-4 of 30 C provides as
follows:

"Actions on roof control plans.
"The appropriate District Manager shall

notify the operator in writing of the ap-
proval of a proposed roof control plan. If
revisions are required for approval, the
changes required will be: specified and the
operator will be afforded an opportunity to
discuss the revisions with the District
Manager."

Although this regulation does not in so
many words require notification of changes is
scriting, such requirement is implicit in :the
notion of "specifying." This construction is
also fair, avoids the appearance of arbitrari-
dess, and is not onerous. Moreover, such no-
tification should limit controversy over the
question of whether the District Manager
has complied with the procedures set forth in
the regulation.

Contrary to Bishop's contention, we are of
the view that' the District Manager need not
make formal detailed findings f- fact.' The
making of such findings is strictly an adjudi-
cative function; and a District Manager inder
30 CFR 75.200-4 is not exercising such a
function.

GThe criteria for approval are set forth at
80 CPER 75.200-6 through 30 CV1l. 75.200t14.
The subject rib support provision is not spe-
cifical'ly covered by any of these criteria, but
xvas apparently required in the, case: at bar
under the sentence in 30 CR 75.200-6 con-
cerning the District Manager which- reads:

Additional measures may be- re-
quired." *' * Bishop has not argued that7
rulemaking, informal or otherwise, is neces-
sary before applying an unpublished cri-
terion .
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may be rejected out of hand. How-
ever, if a proposal has a legitimate
objective, but is in need of change,
the District Manager under the
subject regulation, must specify in
writing the nature of the changes
and afford the opportunity to dis-'
cuss . and negotiate over such
clanges. tis of 'course implicit that
the District Manaerjalso specify a
reasonable time within which to
adopt and file an amended pro-
posal for approval under 30 CFR
75.200-I through 75.200-3. In noti-
fying an operator in writing of the
deficiencies of its proposal and sug-
gested changes, a District Manager
must be sufficiently specific to ade-
quate]y apprise an operator of what
they are. When outlining changes,
a District Manager does have the
leeway to suggest draft language or
deletions' 'from the proposal at
hand, but he cannot impose them by
fiat-upon an operator who refuses to
"adopt" such changes. It is after all
the- operator who must determine
whether to adopt suggested or ne-.
gotiated changes or to litigate in the
face of enforcement actions by
MESA which are bound to follow
an impasse, with the District.
M1 anaoer. ' ; 
As the foreg6ing analysis shows,

the regulations do in some measure
provide guidance in a number of
matters left by the Congress to the
Secretary to determine. However,
there are some matters left to impli-

7 Colplianee with the provisions of an ap-
proved 'revised plan by an operator would
appear to result in the waiver of a claim that
the District 'Manager failed to follow the reg-
ulations or that the plan was never adopted.

cation by the statute which are not
dealt with by the regulations and
which the Secretary apparently d&
cided should be settled, for the time
being, Ol a case-by-case basis.
Arnmfng.these matters are the actions
to be performed by MESA to. induce
the undertaking; of a revision of an
existing roof control plan when a
deficiency is perceived by an inspec-
tor and the related problem of the
circumstances under which an op-
erator becomes subject to citation
for failure to adopt an appropriate
revision of an existing plan which
albeit still effective, is no longer
completely "* * *suitable to the
roof conditions. and mining sys-
tein * * 1 En of the subject mine.- 30
U.S.C. §.S2(a) (1970), 30 CFAR:
75.200.

Under the Act, the operator and.
the Secretary are obliged, respec
tively, to review the effectiveness of
an existing plan on a periodic basis.
to determine whether revision is ap-
propriate.8 At the very least, the
Secretary must perform that tasc.
semiianiually. Although the Act
does not say so expressly, it is i.-
plicit that the Secretarial obliga-
tion to review carries with it the
corollary requirement to report in
writing to the operator any de-,
ficiency in the plan which is founiid
It is this report which. puts tha
operator on notice- that a revision.
must be adopted and filed for ap-

Sec. 302(a) of the Act and 30 CPR 75.200
state with respect to existing roof control
plans that: -"* * Stch plan shall be re-
viewed periodically, at least every 5'six
months by the Secretary, takilg into con-
sideration ally falls of roof or ribs. or i-
adequacy of support of roof or ribs." * * :
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proval. Indeed the record in the case
qt hand indicates that MESA has
already seen the logic of this inter-
pxeetation. The relevant portion of
the inspector's manual instructs an
inspector -to advise the operator of
iny'observed cl eficiencies in its roof
control plan. 9 AMoreover, the trans-
mittal sheet in Government Exhibit
No. 3 refers specifically to a report
of the results of the inspector's sur-
vey of the effectiveness of the exist-
ing roof control plan to be fur-
nished to responsible corporate of-
ficials including the company presi-
d dnt. See Appendix Be inifa at 567.

With respect to the point in time
:4en an operator becomes subject to
citation under the Act and regula-
tions, we think that the language of
sec. 302(a) and its regulatory twin,
30 CFR 75.200, indicates that such
liability does not attach immediate-
ly upon a determination thattlle
existing plan is in some measure un-
suitable to roof and rib conditions
asr currently perceived. These po-
-Visions require an operator to adopt
'and obtain approval for a evised
'plan, and indicate that liability to
-cation for failure to adopt and file
a: !suitable revision attaches only
after the time for the accomplish-
ment of such tasks has expired. This
interpretation is entirely .in accord

1 .,.. Thle manual cryptically states:"' *
the operator shall be- advised that the roof-
control plan is considered inadequate and
should be revised." oalZ Mine Safety Istpec-
tiorn Manal For Underground Mines, Sep-
teihber 1972, 75.200-6. This requirement
does not expressly appear in the regulations
-governing roof control plans, but it can be
inferred therefrom. . - -

with the legislative purpose here
which is the maintenance of a. sys-
tematic, ongoing preventive effort
to raise prevaililg standards of care
in this critical area. Moreover, such
interpretation is compatible with
the immediate safetyi`terests of
the miners because, as we decided in:
Zeigler, supra, lack of a pertinent
roof control plan provision is no de-
fense to a notice of violation or a
withdrawal order predicated upon
a failure to support or otherwise
control adequately the roof and ribs
of a mine.

In our opinion, an operator, who
has been formally notified of the
need for revising its existing plan,
becomes subject to citation when it
fails to adopt and file for approval
a revision thereof, suitable to the
current evaluation of roof and rib
conditions, within a reasonable
period of time. And as, indicated
above, w e are of the view that ihlell-
ever MESA places an operator on
notice to take an action with respect
to revising an: ;existing<p:plan it
should notify such operator of -the
deadline for accomplishing the fask
with an admonition that, upon the
expiration of such -deadline, -ita-
tions for failure to adopt and file
for approval a revised roof control
plan "* * suitable to the roof con-
ditioons and mining system * * * of
the subject mine may follow.10a

lo V'e note in passing that the-:subject plan
contains no deadline date as such for putting
its provisions into -effect. Tsoreover, -
Irese's approval was not givensubject to the
plan being made effective on a date certain.
Bishop has not argued the signifcance -of this
omission. - i .

{03]
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Having set forth the foregoing
basic background for analysis, we
turn now to the specific contentions
of Bishop on appeal, the first of
which is, as noted earlier, that the
provision of the roof control plan
under which it was cited in the sub-
ject withdrawal order never became
part of the roof control plan for the
Bishop Mine.

With respect to this contention,
the focal point of the dispute is the
signature of the Bishop Mine
Suaperintendent, ichard Baugh,
which was affixed to a blank form
that was subsequently filled in by
MESA and appears on page two of
Government Exhibit No. 3. See Ap-
peidix A, ifra at 566.

MESA has argued throughout
this case that Mr. Baugh's signature
constituted agreement by Bishop to,
aswell as adoption of, the subject
revision of its roof control plan
covering rib supports. Bishop has
persistently claimed that his sign1a-
ture was nothing of the sort, al-
though it has not proffered an alter-
native theory to accoullt. for it.
MESA has also supported the
Judge's theory that there was tacit
acceptance by failure to tiniely pro-
test.'

In its case-in-chief, MESA
simlply introduced the document

11 In its brief on appealBESA also argued
that the finding of violation below can be
upheld on the theory that the lack of rib sup-
port in this case constituted a violation of
the obligation to support the ribs adequately.
We reject this argument because MESA is
obliged to defend the order as written, and
quite plainly, the citation exclusively con-
cerns the failure to conform to the subject
plan. Brief of,'MESA, p. 8.

containing the disputed signature' 
but did not call to the stand anyone
who was present when Mr. Bauh
signed it. MESA's sole witness 'as
the inspector who issued the sub.ect
withdrawal order, Mr. IDonald -C.
Phillips.

It can hardly be said that the sub-
ject document speaks for itself. M}r.
Ba-ugh's signature appears: towrd
the bottom of the page on a line with
the description "Company Official's
Signature" beneath it. Next t this
line are two others, one for the title
of the signing company official and
the other for the date of signatire.
Mr. Baugh's signature does not fol-
low any formal statement; nor does
the docunicut indicate that- h was
affirning, agreeing to, or adoptig
anything. Standing by tstlf, that
signature is devoid of probatie
value.

Bishop, as part of its rebuttal,
called some of the persons who were
present when the disputed clocu-
ment was signed and we have in the
record a number of accounts of the
circumstances surrounding the
making of this signature. Among
the persons present at the pertinent
time and testifying at the hearing
before Judge Painter were Richattd
Baugh himself, as well as Inspec-
tors Hamnbric and Filipek.....

Mr. Baugh recalled signing the
document in question, but could not
recall why he had signed it (Tr. 91)1.
lHe stated: "I didn't get the impIres-
sion that there would be no furthars

1 Such document was received into -the
record without objection.
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meetings, and I fully expected that
,there would ble" (Tr. 91)..

Inspector Hambric's memory was
considerably better. He said at Tr.
142 :- 

Well I was under the opinion that Mr.
Baugh agreed to everything that was said
-in. olurneting there. This is why I asked
him to sign this cover sheet.: This cover
sheet was a blank sheet and I said, "If
yout would sign this -sheet, t copies,"
I said, "It will expedite this lan. You'll
get it nuich faster. * * *" (Italics
added.)

The basis for the- above-quoted
'opinion" sens to have ei that
Air. Baiugh did not ask for addi-
tional time, an omission which In-

spector Ilambric thought warrianted
the assumption that none was
wanted (Tr. 142).

When questibned on the same sub-
ject, Inspector Filipek gave a
significantly different account.
When queried with respect to what
Mr. Baugh was told when he signed
the subject cover sheet, the inspector
testified as follows at Tr. 159-160:

He was told that by signing that that
roof control plan revisions were discussed
in detail and that would be his roof con-
trol plan, and by signing it that it would
speed the process up in processing the
plan.

Mr. Filipek made clear that Mr.
Baugh and the other Bishop rep-
resentatives were so advised by

. Habric who appgrehtly was
the MESA spokesman at the Octo-
ber 26, 1973 meeting where the sub-
ject rib support provision was dis-
cussed (Tr. 159).

Judge Painter did not make cred-
ibility findings, and we assume that,

if Mr. Baugh's professed la-qk of
recall had been belied by his de-
-mneanor on the stand, the Judge
* would have so foumd. .Accordingly,

we find that Mr. Baugh's memory
deficiency was honest rather than
convenient. Moreover, given Inspec-

-tor Hanbric's testimony, quoted
above, we attribute his failure .of
recollection to a lack of apprecia-
tion of the significance of his act.

Inspector .Hambric never told
MIr. Baugh, in so many words, that
his signature constituted agreemeit.
to or adoption of. the subject pro-
posed revision; lie merely surised
that Mr. Baugh knew that such
would be the case. All that he ever
directly told Mr; Baugl, according
to his testimony, was that the sig-
nature would expedite the plan, but
he did. not explain what he meant
by that cryptic remark Inspector
Filipdk's statement to the effect that
Mr. Baugh was specifically advised
by Mr. Haanbric that he was agree-
ing to the subject revisioinis simply
not borne out by the latter's testi-
mony.

In its brief on appeal, MESA
argues that Mr. Baugh understood
the significance of his signature be-
cause the same procedure was used
to accomplish revisions of roof con-
trol plans in other Bishop Mines,
as well as. a previous revision of the
plan for the subject mine (Tr. 69,
Brief of MESA, P. 4). We find this
argument unpersuasive because
MESA never placed in the record
any details of other revisions which
would have enabled us. to evaluate
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their significance with regard to Mr.
Baugh's lnowledge. All that we
have, here are some vague, onclu-
sory, largely hearsay, claims of sim-
ilarity which deserve and are being
accorded no weight."
* Given that the signature in ques-
tion oes nlt affirm any sta;ement
of agreement to the subject rib sup-
port provision and in light of the
inconsistent and vague statements
of Inspectors Hambric and Filipek,
we find that Bishop did not agree,
at least expressly, to include such
provision in a revised roof control
plan. Furthermore, we hold, that
such express agreement or some
other affirnative act of Bishop was
essential to "adoption" within the
meaning of sec. 302 (a) and 30 CFR
7 5.200 and 75.200-2.14 We reject the
theory, stated by the Judge and
acted upon by AMESA, that silence
by itself amounted to tacit accept-
ance. If we were to so hold, we
would thereby effectively accom-
plisi a shift in responsibility for
ado pting appropriate revisions to
existing room c.ontrol plals whicl;i
as we stated earlier, is allocated
by the Act and the regulations ex-
clusively to operators. Accordingly,
we conclude that the subject rib
support provision never became
part of the roof control plan for
the subject mine, and in failing to

is We note that there is some evidence in
the record that the procedures in the Mount
-lope District were not followed in this case.

Apparently, after meeting with operator rep-
resentatives and negotiating changes in a
roof! control plan, it apparently was the prac-
.tice to submit the result of sueh meetin to
the o6erator in final form for its adoption
prior to its becoming binding and effective
(Tr. 79-SO).

" But see n. 7, supra.

adhere to it, Bishop camlot be cited
for a violation of sec. 302(a) and
30 CFR 75.200 for failure to follow
"the approved roof control plan."

B.

[2;I Having concluded that the
Judge erred in sustaining the in-
spector's finding of a violation of a
mandatory standard, we can vacate
the subject withdrawal order, which
was premised on such finding, with-
out reaching Bishop's alternative
contention that a revised roof con-
trol plan must be "issued" in ac-
cordance with the procedural re-
qureuments of secs. 101 and 301(d)
of the Act. Brief of Bishop, p. 11.
30 U.S.C. §§811, 861(d) (1970).ls
However, inasmuch as this matter
involves purely questions of law
and has been fully briefed and oral-
ly argued, we deem it appropriate
to state our opinion with respect
thereto.

Sec. 101 of the Act sets forth the
rulemaking procedures which the
Secretary is 'obliged to go through
in issuing "appropriate, improved
mandatory safety standards" where
he has the power. and responsibility
under the Act to "develop, promul-
gate, and revise" such standards. 30
U.S.c. § 8 1 (a) (970E).

Sec. 301(d)3 provides that:

In any case where the provisions of sec-
tions 302 to 318, inclusive of this title

5 Bishop also argued that MESA was re-
quired to revise roof* control plans..in accord-
ance with subsection (c) of section 301, as
well as subsection (d) thereof 30: U.S.C.

§61(c) (1970). Brief of Bishop, p. .21. This
argument is obviously without, merit and too
insubstantial to require: extended: discussion.

[82 I.D.
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provide that certain actions, conditions,
or requirements shall be carried out as
prescribed by the Secretary * * the
provisions of section 553 of title 5 of the
United States Code shall apply *

Sec. 553 of 5 U.S.C. is of course the
generally applicable rulemaLing
statute.;

By way of response, MESA
argues that secs. 101 and 301(d) are
inapplicable because the provisions
of roof control plans are not manda-
tory standards and because the Con-
gress never intended that such re-.
visions be "issued" in accordance
with formal or informal rlemak-
ing. The former argument is with-
out P i rit, A yffingty. Aliiing.. Con-
pany, 5 IBMAA 36, 48, 82 I.D. 362,
1975-1976 OSHD par. 19,880
(1975), but we agree with the latter,
albeit for reasons not advanced by
MESA.

ATe reject Bishop's argument
based upon sec. 101 of the Act be-
cause, as we indicated in our earlier
analysis of sec. 30.2(a) and. the
regulations promulgated .in pursu-
ance thereof, the Secretary. merely
exercises an approval" function
with respect to proposed roof con-
trol plans submitted to him. He has
neither the power nor the obliga-
tion to issue, develop, promulgate,
or revise existing plans. 30 U.S.C.
§ 811(a) (1970).

Insofar as sec. 301(d) is con-
cerned, ive agree thats under sec. 302
(a), the Secretary is obliged to re-
quire that operators revise an exist-
ing roof control plan if changed
circumstances or perceptions re-
vealtsuch a necessity. However- he is

not empowered to "prescribe" such
revisions within the meaning of sec.
301(d) because, as we explained
earlier, lie cannot impose theiA re-
gardless of operator disagreement.
In other words and to repeat again,
sec. 302 (a) does not vest the Secre-
tarywith the power or obligation to.
issue or adopt revised roof control
plans. The Secretary is limited to
exercising an "approval" function
and in applying statutory sanctions
after due notice for-the failure of an
operator to take the necessary steps
to adopt an appropriate revised plan
and file the same for approval. Ac-

* cordingly, we conclude that
Bishop's reliance on this section, .as
a source of binding procedure for
the Secretary with respect to revi-
sions of existing roof control plans,
is misplaced.

In sum, it is- therefore the judg-
ment of the Board that the subject
withdrawal order charging a viola-
tion of the roof control plan can-
not be invalidated because the Secre-
tary failed to proceed in accordance
with sees. 101 or 301 of the Act.
Rather, such order can and should
be vacated solely because it was
predicated upon the violation of an
alleged provision of the subject roof
control plan which ivas never
"adopted" by Bishop within the
meaning of sec. 302(a) of the Act
and 30 CFR 75;.200;et seq.

ORDER

WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority delegated to the Board by

:the Secretary of. the Interior (43 

s531
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CFR 4.1(4)), IT IS HEREBY
ORDERED that the initial decision
in the above-captioned docket IS
REVERSED and Order of With-
drawal 1 DCP, Jantary 22, 1974, IS
VACATED.

DAVID DOANE,

Chief Adinaii'trative Judge.

WE CONCUR:

HOWARD J. SCHELLENBERG, JR.,

Aclniiistrative Judge.

JAMES R. RICHARDS,
Ex Oficio Hember of the Board4

Director,
Offiee of lHearings and Appeals.

APPENDIX A
MIINE Id. No. 46-01400

UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

MIINING ENFORCEMENT AND SAFETY ADMINISTRATION
MINIMUM ROOF-CONTROL PLAN

Permit Number 4RC940-1076-2

Date: October 25, 1973.
Mine: Bishop milne.
Company: Bishop Coal Company.
Location: McDowell County, West Virginia (Near Bishop, Tazewell

County, Virginia).
Typ e(s) of roof-control plan(s): Full boltino,. pillar recovery, spot
, bolting, and conventional.
Area (s) covered by this plan: All locations in first and second minllng.
Coajbed being mined: Pocahontas Nos. 3 and 5 coalbeds.
Coahbed (s) being,.mined above or below present miningoperations: This

coalbed is being mined jointly in some areas. Pocahontas No. 5 coalbed
is the top coalbed. Interval betweencoalbeds is oapproximately 135 feet.

'Typical roof section:
Depthof cover over coalbed: 1,065 feet.-

Main roof.
1sandstone of

undetermine
thi ckness.

Imnimediate roof 0 to
10' Stratified
shale.

Coalbed 50"
Pocahontas No. 5
Coalbed. -

Bottom 10' Shale
and sandstone.

Sandstone.
0 to 10' Shale and-

sand stone.
O to 12" Coal and

shale streaks.
37" Pocahontas

No. 3 coalbed.
10' Fire clay and

shale. . --
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Noveinbe2 18, 1975

Richard Baugh, Company Official Signature; title, Superintendent;
. date, October 26, 1973.
Ro&-control investigator(s) Charles D. Hiambric, Jr., and Joseph J.

Filipek.
Approved by: J. M. Krese; title, District Manager; date, December 17,

APPENDIX B

GOV'T EXHIBIT NO. 3:

TRANSMITTAL SHEET FOR COAL-MINE INSPECTION
REPORT

XTuhiber of times ilspeeted this calendar year.…
Corpany: Bishop Coal Company.

Mine: Bishop Mine.

Location: McDowell County, West Virgilia (Near Bishop, Tazewell
County, Virginia).

Inspection Dates: October 25, 1973. ._Annual Production:-_______
Number of shifts spent inspecting: 2. Daily Production: -----
Nuiiber of hours to complete inspec-:

tion (include haulage and roof-
control course): 12. . Daily. Employment: Large.

Nuhhber of-Air Samples:- . ---
jinnber of. D-ust Samples: _-_-. Life of the mine: …
Drtef .final report started … . . Date. Notice posted
Hours to write:…: … ----
Date Completed: -. Date Previous Inspection:

Namles and titles of company officials with whom recommendations were
discussed: Richard Baugh, Supt., Clem Grindstai, Mine Foreinm.

!- Copies of report should be sent to: (Include highest operating official,
usually President anl Superintendent, and number of copies each
receives) Robert Little, Safety Inspector, use previous mailing list.

Recording Secretary (Name and Address) .
T5~IV~TA District No.: 29. Local UnlionNo.: .… . Union affiliation

previous inspection :_ __ __ - ---- -------

Pate Transmitted: -, 19. CHARLES D. HiAiIBRIC, Jr.;
Federi Cocd-Aline I'nspect 0r.-
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ADMINISTRATIVE APPEAL OF
W. J. B. GRAHAM AND WIL-
LIAM S. GRAHAM

AREA DIRECTOR B.I.A., BILL-
INGS, AND ALL OTHER INTER-
ESTED PARTIES

4 IBIA 205

Decided Novemnber 19,195

Appeal from the decision of the Area
Director, affirming the decision of
the Superintendent, Crow Agency,
Hardin, Montana, canceling certain
leases involving allotted lands on the
Crow reservation, Montana.'

Affirmed.

1. Idiai Lands: Leases. and Permits
Farming and Grazing
The restricted allotment of any Indian
may be leased for farming or grazing
purposes by the allottee or his heirs, sub-
ject to the approval of the superintend-
ent or other officer in charge of the res-
ervatioll where the land is located, under
such rules and regulations as the Secre-
tary of the Interior may prescribe.

2. Indian Lands: Leases and Permits:
Subleases, Assignments, Amend-
ments, Encumbrances
A sublease, assignment, amendment or
encumbrance of any lease may be made
only with the approval of the Secretary
and the written consent of all parties to
such lease.

APPEARANCES: Bert W. Xronnil-
ler,:Esq., a:fi`James' E:. Seykora, Esq.,
counsel, for appellants, W. . B. Gra-
ham and William S. Graham; Crow-
ley Kilbourne, Haughey, Hanson &
Gallagher by John Dietrich, Esq., for
Gary Murphy, Administrator of the

,:Estate .of. Maurice D. l-Murphy,.. De- -

ceased; Edward L. Meredith, Esq.,
Field Solicitor's Office, Billings, Mon-
tana, for Supeiintendent, Crow In-
dian Agency, and Area Director, Bill-
ings Area Office, Bureau of Indian
Affairs.

OPINION BY ADMINISTPA-
TIVE JUDGE SABA OH

INTERIOR BOARD OF
INDIAN APPEALS

This matter comes before the
Board on an appeal from a decision
of the. Acting Area Director, Bill-
ings, Montana, dated April 2, 1974,
affirming the decision of the Act-
ing Superintendent, Crow Agency,
1-Jardin, Montana, dated January
28, 19'74, canceling certain leases
(Contract Nos. 0-115, 0-116, 0-347,
and 0-368) involving allotted lands
onl the Crow Reservation, Montana.

The matter was referred to Ad-
ministrative Law Judge Frances C.
Elge for a fact-finding hearing and
recommenlded decision. A heariig
was held at the Crow Agency, Mon.
tana, April 3 and May 21, 1975. The
essential facts of the case are re-
cited in the findings and recom-
mended decision, p. 570 dated Octo-
ber 28, 1975.

The Administrative Law Judge
found anong other things that: ;

1. Asublease assigmentamenld-
mllent,: orenclumbrance-of any of the
leases may be made only with the
approval of the Secretary of the In-
terior and the written consent of
all parties to such lease as provided
in 25 CFR 131.12(a).

2. The appellants entered into a

t82 I..
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contract for a deed on July10, 1973,
with Lalon Fladager and Daryl
Fladager,.as purchasers; that on the
nqet:day, July 11,-1973, the Flada-'
gers by an .agreeinient assigned thai r
interests in and to said contract for
deed to Maurice D. Murphy. The
leases in question were a part of the
consideration for the purchase price
set forth in the contract for deed.

'3: Maurice D. Murphy first de-
livered livestock to the ranch pram-
,-,s, including thejand. covarec .by
the aforementioned leases, on or
about November 1, 1973.

4. Varying numbers of payments
in varying amounts ware accepted
frdhn the Maurice D. Murphy lease-
accaunt by members of the Left-
hand family.

The contention. that the lessors
acquiescedL in e' assiglment of the
leases by the acceptance of cash can-
not be sustained. The acceptance of
rentals by a lessor subsequent to de-
fault on specific provisions of a lease
by a lessee does not constitute a,
waiver of items in default in the
absence of a sho-wing that the lessor
volultarily or intenltially waived the

'"'requirements. under the lease. Ses-
sios, Inc. v. Rieclvrd. Anmado
Niguel (Lessor), 4 IBIA 84, 82 I.D.
331 (1975).

5. Custom and usage on the Crow,
PReservation. for many years has
been the practice "that insofar as
office, leases are concerned where
there are numerous Indian lessors,
heirship problems involved' * *

the purchaser simply continues to
make payments under the office
leases and to demonistrate that the
consent of the Indians' is i' fact
given by such acceptance."

[1] & [2] The unauthorized prac-
tice does not validate the assign-
ments for the reason that no Agoncy
practice can abrogate Acts of Con-
gress and regulations of the. Secre-
tary of the Interior promulgated.
under those Acts. See 25 U.$C.
g-'393 (.970) and 2.5S CF1R 131.12(a)
referred to, supra.

.The Judge issued findings al -a
recommended decision on Octo-
ber 28, 1975, affirming the Acting
Area Director's decision for the rea-
son that the leases were assigned
contrary to a certain Federal Stat-
ute and Departmental_ Regulatio.n
referred to,-spra, iii that the'a-ppel-
lants did not obtain the 'written, con-
sent of each? lessor to. such assign-
ments and did not obtain the ap-
provaZ of. the Superintendent. 'Crow
Indian Agency, of such assign-
ments. (Italics supplied.)

We hold that. the preponcleralnce
of the evidence in- the record Snp-
ports te, fidiigs ad r'ecbrnlded
decision of the'Administrative Law
Judge. We adopt.Judge Elge's de-
cision hereto attached.

NOW TEREFORE, by virtue
of the autlhority delegated to the
Board of Indian Appeals by the
Secretary of the Interior, 43 CFR
4.1 (2), the appeal is, hereby DIS-
MISSED and the decision of the
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Acting Area Director is AF-
FIRMED.

This decision is final for the
Department.

MITCIELL J. SABAGH,
Admninistrctative Judge.

I COlNCUR:
ALEDXNDER II. WTILSON,
Ad~ini treative. Judge.

ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE,
0/0 BUREAU OF INDIAN AF-
FAIRS, BILLINGS, MONTANA
59101 

FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDED
DECISION

October 28, 1975

1. By memorandum of Janu-
ary. 23, 195, from Hon. L. K.
Luoma, Chief Administrative Law
Judge, Office of Hearings and Ap-
peals, Arlington, Virginia, the
uncersigned was desigiated to hold
a 1earing and submit a recom-
mended decision to the Board of
Indian Appeals, in accordance with
an order. therefor issued on Janii-
ary 22, 1975, by Hon. David J.
M[cKee, the. then Chief Adminiistra-
tive-Judge of said Board.

The Chief Administrative Judge
defined the issues as
Did the appellant render the leases sub-
ject to cancellation by subleasing. assign-
ing; ameunding, or eneiimbrancing' said
leases or other action' contrary to the
statute and regulations?
Did the the parties' to said leases acqui-
esce to the' sublease, tmssiginrent, amend-
meiit, or encumbrance of sucl leases by

accepting lease paym'ents fron persons
other than the appellant-lessee or by any
other action?

2. A prehearing conference was
held in this matter on April 3, 197&,
whereat it Avas disclosed that ap-
pellants would propose to introduce
21 exhibits and the respondent (But
reau of Indian Affairs), three. The
documents were marked for idnti-
fication as A-1 through A-21 and
as R-1 through R-3. It was agreed
by counsel for the respective parties
that, prior to the taking of testi-
mony, a stipulation could be pre-
pared and entered into with respeet
to facts not in dispute and -ith r&
spect to admission of exhibits..

3. A hearing was duly held at the
Crow -Indian Agency,.- Crow
Agency, Montana, on May 21, 1973.
Messrs. I. J. B. Graham and Wilb
liam S. Graham, hereinafter. rez-
ferred to as the appellants,. were
present. in person and by counsel,
Messrs. Bert W.; Kromniller ad
James E. Seykora, of Hardin,
Monitana.: Mr. Gary M. Murphy,
Administrator of the Estate of
Maurice D. Murphy, Deceased, was
present in person and' by coUnsel,
Messrs. John M. Dietrich and Rich,
ard E. McCann of Billings, Mon-
tana. The Suaperintendent, Crow
Indiana Agtency, and the Area Di'-
rector, Billings Area Office, Bureau
of Indian Affairs, were represented
by Edward L ikredith,-Esq., of
the Office of Field Solicitor, U.S.
Department of the 'Interior, Bill
ings,' Montana. Also in attendan6e,
were some.membersiof the Lefthand
family: Frederick Lefthand, Anw

[82 I.D.
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thony Lefthand, Melvin Lefthand,
and Ira Lefthand. Frederick Left-
hand, the prime, mover in this mat-
ter, acted as spokesman for the
Lefthands.

4. TI he undated Stipulatio , pre-
pared- pursuant to the 'understanld-
ing had at the prehearing confer-
ence, was executed by the parties at
the May 21, 1975, hearing.' Said
stipulation is attached to the hear-
ing transcript.

FACTS AND DISCUSSION

5.. OnSaturd4, October 13, 1973,
the appellants held a public auction
at the ranch premises for the pur-
pose of selling most of their per-
sonal property. The display adver-'
tisement thereof, published i the
Hardin, Montana, newspaper on
October 4, 1973, contained the state-
ment, "OLD TIME RANCH HAS
BEEN SOLD. THREE;- GE N-
ERATIONS OF A ACCUMULA-
TIONS WILL BE SOLD AT
AUCTION." (Exhibit R-3.)

6. Fred Lefthand talked with
Mr. W. J. B. Grahaih the morning
of'the auction, with respect to' which
Fred stated: "'i At that time
he indicated to incethat he: was leav-
ing, that all he put in to that opera-
tion i Wyola, it took him seventy.
years, seventy and some odd years,
and that his son was going to New
Zealand, and that he' was'just leav-
ing, and I told him that, I gave him
my best regards and 'I' said it was
nice knowing 'him.' I.-wished 'him

luck and that was the extent of our
covTersation at that point."

7. In their ranching operations,
the appellants had leased land from
the Lefthands who were the 'bene-
ficial owners of fractional shares in
several allotments. Since the leases
were of inherited trust lands ovWecl
by more than five competent heirs,
they were subject to approval by the
Superintendent, Crow I Indian
Agency, representing the Secretary
of the Interior, as provided in. 25
CFR 131.15, last sentence.

Leases between the appellants
and the Lefthands, involved in this
case are:

Contract No. 0-115 for a period of 'five
years beginning with' October 1, 1972,
covering 104 acres, more or less, of.Crow
allotment 1270-Medicinetail;

Contract No. 0-116 for the same period
as that in No. 0-115, covering 139.2 acres,
more or less, of Crowikallotment 1277-~
Pretty Woman;

Contract No. 0-347 for a period of five
years begipiing wilth Decemiber 1, 1973,
covering 308.65 acres, more or less, or por-
tions of Crow -allotments 127O--lMedicine-
tail Lefthand, and 1273-Peter Lefthand6;.
and

Contract No. Q-aO8 for the same period
as, that in No. 0-347, covering 640 acres,
more or less. of portions: of Crowv allot-
ients 2837-Henry Lefthand, 283S-1 Pay
Lefthand. and.3332-Rena Lefthand.

S. All of the leases were couched
for direct payment of cash rental to
"the heirs" of the respective original
Allottees, in this case, the Lft7
hands.

9. In each lease it is recited that
the contract is made and entered

568]
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into in accordance With tle provi.-
sions of existing law and the regula-
tions (25 CFR 131) "which by, this
reference are made a part
hereof * *" ? It is provided in 25
CFR 131.12(a) that a sublease, as-
signment, amendnt or encu -

,b'rance'of aii laeopermit issued

under Part 131 may be made only

'with te appr'oval of the Secretary
and'te written. consent of all par-
ties to such lease or perniit, includ-
ing the surety or sureties. The rLL]f
was selled out in each lease as itemn
6. SUBLEASES AND ASSIGN-
MENTS, u.Lnder thie fheadinog "This
lease is subject* to~ the following
provisions."

10. 'Qn July 10, 1973, a contract
for deed, was entered into by the: ap-
pel] ants as sellers and Lalon Flad-
ager and Daryl Fladager, as pur-
chaosers; the next 'day, July 11, 1973,
the Fladag6ers by a agreemnent as-
signed'their interets 'in' and' to ~said
contract. for deed to Maurice D.
Murphy of Scobey, Montana. Par.:2
of stipulation.,Copy of said docu-
menits were admitted into evidence
as Exhibit A-20. The Graham-
Fiadager contract, for deed is at-

-t-ached to the Yladager-Murpby
agreemiejit as EXHIBIT "A". In-
dian leases, including those with the
Lofthands, were clearly a part of
the onsideration for the purchase
price set forth in said contract. for
deed. The third' paragraph and the
pertinent portion of the f ourth par-
agraphy thereof read'

The sellers hereby agree to assign to
the, Purchaser all of the right,'title and
interest in and to the competent and non-

competent leases of Indian' allotted 'ands
wvhich are described in Exhibit "B", here-
to annexed, and by ref erence hereby made
a part of this Contract for Deed.

'Said Purchaser, in cnsideration of
the premises, hereby grees to pay said
Sellers,.as and for the purchase-price of
said lands and premises and for the as-
signment: of said Indian leases the
amount Of...

The last page of said EXHIBIT
"B ' contains. the, allotment n-
bers, thc legal descriptionls, aid the
acreages covered by Contracts 0 -

11,0-116, 0-3-17, and 0-368, above
outlined.

11. On page 6 of said contract f or
deed, it was provided:

Not-kithstanding any other provisions
of this Contract for Deed, the Purchaser
shall be entitled to the possession of the
lands and premises. herein sold and the
land s and premises herein leased on No-
rember 1, 1973..

Maurice D..'Murphy first delivered,
livestock to the ranch premises, i-
cluding the land c'over d by'~ said
leases, onI or about November 1,
1973. Par. 4 of'stipulation last par.,
p.'~ 7, Appellanit's Brief.

12. Mautrice D. Murphy died on
December 7, 197,3.. On December 20,
a special admiistrator 'of his estate
was appointed'~and' was, a uthdized
to continue the ranching operations
of the~ deceased; on Janualry 17 the
special administrator was appointed
Administrator with the. Will An-
n~exed; tat administrator, was re-
.moved or resigned and on May 14,
1974, Gary M. Murphy wPas ap-
pointed Successor Administrator
with the Will:~ Annexed. From the
time of the death of his f ather, Gary
M. Murphy has been i possession
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and control of the leased premises.
13. Varying numbers of pay-

ments in varying amounts were ac-
cepted from the Maurice D. Murphy
lease account by members of the
Lefthand family. Exhibits A-2,
A-4, A-6, A-8, A-il. The earliest
thereof was dated August 28, 1973;
the latest, June 3, 1974. (Exhibit
A-2.) Fred Lefthand accepted and
cashed one check in the amount of
$90, issued on November 20, 1973,
by W. T. Shaw, Jr., agent for the
Maurice D. Murphy lease account.
(Exhibit A-6.)

14. At the May 21, 1975, hear-
ing, counsel for Gary Murphy, Ad-
inistrator of the: Maurice D.

Murphy Estate, cross-examined
Fred Lefthand concerning his ac-
ceptance of the $90 check. The
record thereof is (Tr. 57)

Q. What you are saying now is that in
November of 1973 when you accepted the
$90 check on the Maurice D. Murphy
Lease Account, you were doing so to. es-
tablish the foundation for this lawsuit.

A. Thiat's right.
Q. Did you notify Mr. Graham or Mr.

Murphy immediately with regard to the
acceptance of that check, or Mr. Shaw?

A. After I received the check, my
brother Anthony and I in December, we
proceeded to Mr. Murphy's residence in
Wyola. I think at that time if the ap-
proach was mutual coming from him, I
think we would have considered, we
would have considered something that
would alleviate the problem. We had a
cool reception that day and it automati-
cally turned things off. So at that point
we had, we didn't want to have any rela-
tionlship with Mr. Murphy at that time.

15.. On December 26, 1973, Fred
Lefthand addressed a letter to the
Superintendent, Crow Indian
Agency, requesting that the
Graham leases be canceled. Fred
stated therein that, in October, Mr.
(.T J. B.) Graham sold his entire
operation and vacated the area;
that subsequently the Graham op-
eration was purchased by Maurice
Murphy of Scobey, Montana; that
Mr. Murphy died suddenly "about
two weeks ago"; that he (Fred) had
made several attempts through the
Crow Agency Branch of Realty to
put the new owner on notice to
comply with the lease assignment
provision contained in the original
lease contracts; and that he and the
other heirs had not given their con-
sent for the lease to continue "to a
fourth party * * * a son of the late
Maurice Murphy by the name of
Gary Murphy." The letter, as well
as one dated December 27, 1973,
from Fred Lefthand to the Super-
intendent, is in the record in the file
labeled CONTR. 0-115.

16. On January 9, 1974, an un-
signed letter was sent to the appel-
lants by the Acting Superintendent,
Crow Indian Agency, advising ap-
pellants that a written complaint
had been filed with him stating that
the appellants had sold or assigned
the contracts involved in this case;
calling appellants' attention to,
and quoting the provisions of,
item 6. SUBLEASES AND AS-

598-747-75-8
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SIGNMENTS as contained in each
lease. The letter concluded with:

Inasmuch as you have not filed as-
signments as stipulated above, you have
violated the terms of the contracts.

In accordance with the provisions of
the Code of Federal Regulations, Title
25, part 131.14, you are hereby allowed
ten days from the date of receipt of this
notice to show cause why your leases
should not be cancelled.

17. By letter of January 14, 1974,
to the Superintendent, the appel-
lants, among other things, stated:

* * This is to advise you that we have
not sub-leased, assigned or amended the
leases referred to in the letter of Janu-
ary 9, 1974. In the event any leases are
assigned we will, of course, present the
matter of the assignment to the lessors
named in the leases for their consent
and approval and request the approval
of the Superintendent of the Crow Indian
Agency.

18. The Superintendent respond-
ed to-the appellants on January 28,
1974, that

Your letter: stating that you did not
sell or assign the contracts is not a satis-
factory reply to our ten day show cause
notice. In accordance with the provisions
of the Code of Federal Regulations, Title
25, 131.14, you are notified that the con-
tracts as listed are hereby cancelled.

He further advised the appellants
of their right to appeal his decision.

19. On February 12, 1974, the ap-
pellants filed a petition for review
of the Superintendent's decision of
January 28, 1974. The petition was
directed to the Billings Area Di-
rector, Bureau of Indian Affairs. In
the petition, the appellants alleged
that the Superintendent's action
was arbitrary and capricious be-

cause it was apparently initiated
solely on the basis of Frederick
Lefthand's unverified letter of De-
cember 26, 1973; that, in sending
the show cause letter of January 9,
-1974, the Acting Superintendent
acted solely on the Lefthand letter
and assumed that there had been
executed a written sublease, assign-
ment, or amendment of such leases;
that notwithstanding appellants'
denial contained in their Janu-
ary 14, 1974, letter, appellants were
not offered or afforded a hearing.
The appellants then reiterated that
no sublease, or assignment, or
ameidment of the lease contracts
had been made by them to any third
parties. For further details, see
EXHIBIT D to appellants' Peti-
tion for Appeal to the Cominis-
sioner of Indian Affairs.

20. By letter of April 2, 1974, to
appellants' attorney, Bert W. Kron-
miller, Esq., the then Acting Assist-
ant Area Director, Billings Area
Office, Bureau of Indian Affairs,
John R. White, concurred in the de-
cision of the Superintendent, Crow
Indian Agency, and denied the ap-
peal. He advised appellants of their
right to appeal his decision to the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs.

21. The appellants filed a timely
petition for appeal to the Commis-
sioner of Indian Affairs. The appeal
was referred to the Board of Indian
Appeals for decision. The Board
issued a Notice of Docketing on
June 4, 1974. Frederick~ Lefthand
filed an answer to the petition for
appeal wherein the collateral issue
of whether the leases had been

[82 LD.
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altered to provide for 5-year terms
instead of 2- or 3-year terms was
raised.

22. After the appellants filed a
supplemental brief, countering
Frederick Lefthand's answer to the
petition, the matter was referred to
the undersigned administrative law
judge as hereinabove stated. Par. 1,
supra.

23. Under the facts recited in par-
agraphs 10 and 11 hereof, an im-
plied assignment of the leases was
effected. The contractual obligation
to assign the leases and the assump-
tion of possession, use, and control
of the leased premises by the late
Maurice D. Murphy constitute such
assignment. Absent restrictions in
the leases and the regulations, as
set forth in paragraph 9 hereof,
such implied assignments would
have been effective to form the basis
for the running of covenants in the
leases as to burden or benefit the
assignee. 49 Am Jur 2d, Landlord
and Tenant, § 397 (1970). See aso
Abbott v. Bob's U-Drive, 222 Ore.
147, 352 P. 2d 598, 81 ALR 2d 793,
containing the above-cited rule and,
further, holding that the occupation
of leased premises by one other than
the lessee and his payment of rent
are sufficient to take the implied as-
signment out of the statute of
frauds. Such assignment was con-
trary both to the regulations, pro-
mulgated by the Secretary of the
Interior pursuant to statutory au-
thority, 25 CFR Part 131 (1974),
and the provisions of said leases.

See paragraph 9 hereof. Statutory
authority for said regulations are.
cited to Part 131 at page 185 of Title
25, Code of Federal Regulations
(1974) .

24. The appellants claimed that
the lessors acquiesced to the sub-
lease, assignment, amendment, or
encumbrance of the leases in that
numerous Lessors received, ac-

cepted and cashed lease rental
checks drawn on the Maurice D.
Murphy Lease Account * * *" and
that at the time of Maurice D. Mur-
phy's death, December 7,1973, "The
Lessors had already approved of
Murphy's presence by accepting
money (lease payments) from Mur-
phy." See appellants' brief, page 8.
Such payments were made and ac-
cepted as outlined in paragraph 13
hereof. Most of the Lefthands ac-
quiesced in the Murphy operation
by acceptance of checks.

25. Frederick Lefthand accepted
one check on November 20, 1973. He
and his brother thereafter called
upon Mr. Gary Murphy. Whatever
transpired among the parties, Fred-
erick Lefthand and his brother
wanted no further dealings with
Mr. Murphy. See paragraph 14
hereof. The general rule is that ac-
ceptance of rental by a lessor from
an assignee of a lease constitutes ac-
ceptance thereof or acquiescence
therein, but before such acquies-
cence can be imputed to the les-
sor, he is entitled to know under
what arrangements one other than
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the original lessee is in possession.
In this case, that a contract for deed
had been entered into between the
Grahams and the Fladagers and
that such contract for deed had been
assigned by the Fladagers to the late
Maurice D. Murphy remained a
carefully guarded secret until the
appellants filed their petition to ap-
peal the matter to the Commis-
sioner. The contention that Fred-
erick Lefthand acquiesced in the as-
signment of the leases by the accept-
ance and the cashing of one check,
in light of the facts considered as a
whole, cannot be sustained. This
coclhusion is supported by the hold-
ing of the Board of Indian Appeals
in the Administrative Appeal of
;Sessions, Inc. v. Richard Amado
H1Iiguel (Lessor), 4 IBIA 84, 82 I.D.
331 (1975), that acceptance of rent-
als by a lessor subsequent to- default
on specific provisions of a lease by
the lessee does not constitute waiver
of items in default in the absence of
a showing that the lessor voluntar-
ily or intentionally waived the re-
quirements under the lease.

26. Appellants contend that the
set of circumstances reveals that a
rapid series of events transpired
that prevented Maurice D. Murphy
and the Maurice D. Murphy Estate
from successfully taking steps that
are considered appropriate under
the regulations to receive proper
documentation of his use of the
leases in question, recounting
Murphy's entry into possession
about November 1, 1973, the un-
timely death of Mr. Maurice D.
Murphy, the difficulties of setting

up a large cattle operation during
the fall and winter months, the dif-
ficulty of tracking down lessors, and
the complications of handling such
matters in the Maurice D. Murphy
Estate proceedings. But what of the
months before the death of Maurice
D. Murphy ? The transactions
whereby Murphy acquired posses-
sion and control of the leased lands
were completed on July 11, 1973.
Negotiations prior thereto had to
have been completed some time be-
fore that. Whatever, for- the
Murphys to be lawfully in posses-
sion of the trust lands here involved,
the appellants should have obtained
the written consent of each of the
lessors for an assignment of the
leases to. Maurice D. Murphy and
the approval of the Superintendent,
Crow India, Agency, of such
assignments.

27. In addition to the foregoing,
the appellants cite custom ad us-
age on the Crow Reservation to
sustain their position: That for
many years it has been the practice
"that insofar as office leases are con-:
cerned where there are numerous
Indian lessors, heirship problems
involved, * ** the purchaser simply
continues to make payments under
the office leases and to demonstrate
that the consent of the Indians is in
fact given by such acceptance." The
testimony that such a practice exists
is uncontroverted. (Tr. 75.) Corro-
borative of the practice is a bill for
collection dated 12/20/73 from the
Bureau of Indian Affairs, Crow
Indian Agency, addressed to Gary
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Murphy, Wyola, Montana, for
farming and grazing rentals due on
Contracts #0-2901, #0-347, and
#0-368. A xerox copy of the bill-
ing was attached to Frederick Left-
hand's letter of December 27, 1973,
to the Acting Superintendent, filed
in the folder labeled CONTR. -
115. The unauthorized practice does
not validate the assignments for the
reason that no Agency practice can
abrogate Acts, of Congress and
regulations of the Secretary of the
Interior promulgated under those
Acts. See 25 U.S.C. § 393 (1970),
and' the regulations discussed in
paragraph 9 hereof. In Sessions,
ise. v. Morton, 348 F. Supp. 694
(C.D. Cal. 1972), the Court com-
mented on lack of action on the part
of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, in
connection with' breaches of con-
tract, as follows:

* * The delays of the Department of
Interior through its Bureau of Indian
Affairs, * * * raise serious questions of
concern for Indian affairs which cannot
be adequately answered within the
framework of this litigation. The De-
partment is charged with the responsi-
bility of the management of its trust
obligations in the best interest of Indian
beneficiaries. This fiduciary duty carries
with it-if not express-at least an im-
plied requirement of diligence. The
tripartite nature of Indian affairs-at
least in the context of this case-points
up the wisdom of review of those activ-
ities td assure that the exercise of these
responsibilities remains sensitive to the
desires-and more importantly to the
needs of those our laws have been en-
acted to protect.

The comments apply equally to the
practice at Crow Agency with re-
spect to Leases included in contracts
for deeds.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The appellants rendered the
leases subject to cancellation by as-
signing them, contrary to the
statutes and regulations, in that
they did not obtain the written con-
sent of each lessor to such assign-
ments and they did not obtain the
approval of the. Superintendent,
Crow Indian Agency, of such as-
signments.

2. Some of the lessors acquiesced
in the transfer of possession of the
property by accepting lease pay-
ments from persons other than the
appellants-lessees. Frederick Left-
hand and his brother Anthony Left-
hand did not so acquiesce.

3. The collateral issue with re-
spect to whether the leases should
have provided 2 and 3-year terms
instead of 5-year terms is moot in
light of conclusions I and 2.

RECOMMlVENDA Tl ON

It is recommended that the de-
cision issued by Acting Assistant
Area Director John R. White, Bill-
ings Area Office, Bureau of Indian
Aff airs, be affirmed and that Lease
Contracts 0-115, 0-116, 0-347, and
0-368 be deemed canceled as of
January 28, 1974, the date of the
letter from the Superintendent,

598-747-76--
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Crow Indian Agency, to the appel-
lants, notifying them of cancella-
tion of said leases.

Done at Browning, Montana,
October 28, 19'75.

FRANCES C. ELGE,
Administrative Law Judge.

ASHLAND MINING AND DEVEL-
OPMENT COMPANY, INC.

5 IBMA 259

Decided NovembZer 19,1975

Appeal by the Mining Enforcement
and Safety Administration from that
part of a decision by Administrative
Law Jdge Edmund M. Sweeney
(Docket No. HOPE 75-19-P), dated
May 5, 1975, refusing, in a civil pen-
alty proceeding; to assess a penalty
for a violation allegedly cited in an
order of withdrawal and a modifica-
tion thereof issued in pursuance of
the enforcement of the Federal Coal
Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969.

Affirmed in result.

1. Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Notices of Viola-
tion: Sufficiency

Where neither an order nor modification
thereof describes a condition or practice
constituting an alleged violation of a
mandatory safety or health standard as
required by sec. 104(e) of the Act, an
Administrative Law Judge is correct in
vacating any proposed penalty assess-
ment based on such inadequate notice.
30 U.S.C. §814(e) (1970).

APPEARANCES: Richard V. Back-
ley, Esq., and David Barbour, Esq.,

for appellant, Mining Enforcement
and Safety Administration.

OPINION BY MIEF ADM11fI7-
ISTRATIVE JUDGE DOANE

INTERIOR BOARD OF MINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

Procedural and Factual
Background

On July 1, 1974, the Mining En-
forcement and Safety Administra-
tion (MESA) filed a petition for
assessment of civil penalties under
sec. 109(a) of the Act (30 U.S.C.
§ 819 (a) (1970)), against Asld and
Mining and Development Company,
Inc. (Ashland), respecting the lat-
ter's operation of its Sycamore
Brancl; Strip Job located at Cin-
derella, West Virginia. The peti-
tion cited, inter alia, the subject
Order of Withdrawal No. 1 THH
issued on September 20, 1971, pur-
suant to sec. 104(a) of the Act (30
U.S.C. §814(a) (1970)). Ashland
failed to respond. Orders requiring
Ashland to show cause why it
should not be held in default pur-
suant to 43 CFIR 4.544(a) were is-
sued on October 10, 1974, and Oc-
tober 15, 1974. Again Ashland made
no response. On December 2, 1974,
MESA was requested to furnish
available information, including
proposed findings, applicable to the
criteria to be considered in assessing
a civil penalty under section 109 (a)
Uf the Act. MESA responded to the
request on December 30, 1974. By
Order of January 14, 1975, a pre-
hearing conference was set for Feb-
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ruary 18, 1975, and a hearing on the
merits was set for February 19,
1975, if necessary. Mr. Charles
Yates, the President of Asliand, re-
ceived the Order on January 20,
1975, but Ashland entered no ap-
pearance at the prehearing confer-
ence. Accordingly, the matter was
returned to a default status. The
Administrative Law Judge
(Judge) issued his decision on May
5, 1975, found no violation respect-
ing Order of Withdrawal No. 1
TIH, and vacated any assessments
based upon said Order.

I The pertinent factual background
is as follows: On September 18,
1971, at approximately 8 :15 a.m., a
surface machinery accident oc-
curred at Ashland's Sycamore
Branch Strip Job resulting in the
death of Joseph Bevins, grader
operator; on September 19, 1971,
MESA learned of this event
through a local newspaper article;
on September 20,1971, MESA com-
menced an investigation by issuing
Order of Withdrawal No. 1 THH
pursuant to sec. 104(a) of the' Act
which reads- "This Order was
issued pending an investigation of
a fatal accident"- and designated
the "entire operation" as the area
from which persons must be with-
drawn and prohibited from enter-
ing; on that same day, at approxi-
nately 10 :30 a.m., the order was

served upon Charles Yates, Presi-
dent of Ashland; and on Septem-
ber 22, 1971, the investigation was
completed by MESA and a modifi-
cation of the September 20th Order

issued pursuant to section 104(g)
of the Act. The modification con-
tained the following language:

The order was modified to include the
following conditions: the 14E Caterpilar
grader was damaged etensively as the
result of the accident, and shall be re-
stored to a condition of safe operation
comparable to the original condition when
received from the factory. This order was
issued during the investigation of a fatal
accident.

As part of its response to the
Judge's Order to Furnish Informa-
tion, MESA provided a copy of a
report' entitled "Report of Fatal
Surface Machinery Accident, Syca-
more Branch Strip Job, Ashland
Mining and Developinent Company,
Cinderella, Mingo County, West
Virginia" (report). This report de-
tailing the circumstances of that
event was prepared by federal in-
spectors, and albeit undated, was
issued subsequent to September 20,
1971, the date of the Order at issue.
It concludes with a list of notices
and orders specifying alleged viola-
tions found duriig the inspection
conducted September 20-22, 1971.
With respect to the order in issue,
the report (page six) states as
follows:
Imminent Danger-Section 1O.4 (a)

This Order was issued pending an in-
vestigation of a fatal accident.

Action taken

Order No. 1 was issued September 20,
1971, on Form 104(a), requiring that all
persons, except persons referred to in
Section 104(d), be withdrawn and pro-
hibited from entering the entire operation.

The mandatory safety standard
alleged to be violated is 30 CFR

579
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77.404, which provides in relevant
part as follows:

Mobile and stationary machinery and
equipment shall be maintained in safe
operating condition and machinery or
equipment in unsafe condition shall be
removed from service immediately.

The Judge found that the Order
issued pursuant to section 104(a)
of the Act was wanting in two re-
spects: (1) it did not describe a
practice or condition which might
constitute an imminent danger nor
recite that a mine inspection and
concomitant designation of an im-
minent danger area had been made;
and (2) it failed on its face to state
a violation of the Act or the regu-
lations promulgated thereunder.
The Judge further found that the
Order was invalid predicated on the
fact that it was issued before the
mine inspection and determination
of any imminent danger area-pro-
cedural steps which the Act ex-
pressly prescribes must precede the
issuance of a valid 104(a) order.

.30 U.S.C. 814(a) (1970). The
Judge concluded that the omission
in the Order itself of either an ex-
pressed violation or imminent
danger condition provided no legal
source from which a penalty assess-
ment could be derived. The Judge
further determined in substance
that MESA could not rely on a
modification of an order to correct
the imperfections contained in the
initial order.

Contentions of MIESA

MESA contends that a with-
drawal order's validity is not at

issue in a sec. 109 (a) proceeding and
is not determinative of the existence
of an alleged violation. Secondly, it
argues that an Administrative Law
Judge may look to a subsequent
modification of an order to find a
violation of a mandatory health or
safety standard, if the initial order
fails to describe such violation.
Finally, it contends that the Judge
erred in not finding a violation of
30 CFR 77.404 and assessing a civil
penalty therefor.

Issue Presented

Whether the original order,
Order of. Withdrawal No. 1 TIIH,
as modified by the subsequent 104
(g) order, gave sufficient notice to
the operator of a violation of a man-
datory safety standard to justify the
imposition of a civil penalty
therefor.

Discussion

The Board is in accord with
MESA as to its first and second
contentions. With respect to the
first, as previously set forth in
Eastern Associated Coal Corpora-
tion, 1 IBMA 233, 236, 79 I.D. 723,
1971-1973 OSHD par. 15,388
(1972), the Board has held that the
validity of a withdrawal order
which contains an alleged violation
is irrelevant in a 109 proceeding to
a finding that the violation did ob-
tain. With respect to the second, we
believe that a legitimate function of
sec. 104(g) of the Act is to permit
inspectors to modify an order so
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that the condition or practice con-
stituting a violation may be prop-
erly described. Accordingly, we
conclude that an Administrative
Law Judge may look to a modifica-
tion of an order to determine whe-
ther the condition or practice cited
therein constitutes a violation of a
mandatory health or safety stand-
ard.

[1] Notwithstanding the above,
the Board takes note of sec. 104(e)
of the Act which reads in pertinent
part:

Notices and orders issued pursuant to
this section shall contain a detailed de-
scription of the conditions or practices
which cause and constitute an imminent
danger or a violation of any mandatory
health or safety standard * *

30 U.S.C. § 814(e) (1970).
The language of the subject order
and modification thereof has led the
Board to conclude that: (1) the ini-
tial Order makes no mention of a
violation; (2) the Modified Order
is a directive to the operator and
does not describe a violation of 30
CFR t7.404; (3) in combination,
the order and its modification fail to
describe a violation; and (4) the
accident report can only be used in
support of, and not in lieu of, an
appropriate notice of violation.
Based upon the foregoing, we con-
clude that no violation was appro-
priately described in the subject
order or the modification thereof.
See 5 U.S.C. §554(b)(3) (1970).
Accordingly, we conclude that the
Judge's decision must be affirmed
in result.

ORDER

WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority delegated to the-Board by
the Secretary of the Interior (43
CFR 4.1(4)), IT IS HEREBY
ORDERED that the Judge's deci-
sion of May 5, 197a, IS AF-
FIRMED and penalties assessed in
the amount of $2,055 shall be paid
by Ashland Mining and Develop-
ment Company, Inc. on or before
thirty (30) days of this decision.

DAVID DOANE,
Chief Admninistrative Judge.

I CONCUR:
HOWARD J. SCHEILENBERG, JR.,
Administrative Judge.

ROBBINS COAL COMPANY

5 IBMA 268

Decided November 20, 1975

Appeal by the Mining Enforcement
and Safety Administration from a
decision by Administrative Law Judge
Franklin P. Michels (Docket No.
BARB 74-716-P), dated May 23,
1975, vacating a notice of violation in
a civil penalty proceeding brought
pursuant to sec. 109 of the Federal
Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of
1969.

Reversed.

1. Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Unavailability of
Equipment, Materials, or Qualified
Technicians: Sufficiency
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The fact that equipment required to abate
a condition is on order, standing alone,
will not support a conclusion of unavail-
ability of that equipment.

APPEARANCES: Thomas A. Masco-
lino, Assistant Solicitor, and David
Barbour, Trial Attorney, for appel-
lant, Mining Enforcement and Safety
Administration.

OPINION BY CHIEF
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

DOANE.

INTER-TOR BOARD OF MINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

Factual ad Procedural
B ackgrouncd

The subject of this appeal is a
notice of violation No. 3 FJ, issued
on October 30, 1973, by Frank June,
a duly authorized inspector of the
Mining Enforcement and Safety
Administration (MESA), in the
No. I Mine of Robbins Coal Com-
pany (Robbins) located at Trafford,
Alabama. The notice, which cited a
violation of 30 CFR 75.1600, des-
cribed the violative condition as fol-
lows:

Communication facilities was [sic] in-
operative between the surface and the
working section.

On Noveniber 2, 1973, the inspector
issued a Notice of Abatement which
terminated Notice No. 3 FJ. It
states that a new phone was in-
stalled on the coummunication sys-
tem."

MESA filed a petition for assess-
ment of civil penalty against Rob-
bins on March 3, 1974, charging it

with the above violation pursuant to
sec. 109(a) of the Act. 30 U.S.C.
§ 819(a) (1970). When Robbins
failed to respond thereto, it was or-
dered to show cause on July 15, 1974,
why it should not be held in default
and the matter disposed of in ac-
cordance with 43 CFR 4.544(a).
IRobbins failed to respond to the
Order to Show Cause. On Novem-
ber 5, 1974, the Administrative Law
Judge (Judge) ordered MESA to
provide all available information,
including proposed findings, so that
he might summarily dispose of the
case. On November 20, 1974, MESA
responded to the Judge's request
and included under the heading of
"negligence" the following state-
ments: "The operator knew the vio-
lation existed because he had placed
an order for the material to abate
it. Therefore, he was not negligent."
The Judge rendered a one-page de-
cision on May 23, 1975, vacating the
only notice of violation alleged by
MESA in its petition-Notice No. 3
FJ. His decision reads in pertinent
part:

* * prior to the issuance of the vio-
lation, the operator had placed an order
for the equipment necessary to abate the
violation, but had not received same be-
cause of factors beyond his control. In
view of the unavailability of the necessary
equipment, no violation of a mandatory
standard is found. Itinann oal o., 4
IBMA 61, 69 [81 I.D. 96, 1974-1975 OSHD
par. 19,427] (1975). * * *

The language of 30 CFR 75.1600
is identical with the language of
section 316 of the Act (30 U.S.C.
§876 1970)) which reads:
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Telephone service or equivalent two-vay
communication facilities, approved by
the Secretary or his authorized repre-
sentative, shall be provided between the
surface and each landing of main shafts
and slopes and between the surface and
each working section of any coal mine
that is more than one hundred feet from
a portal.

MESA's Contentions

MESA contends in substance that
a mere showing that equipment is
on order at the time of the issuance
of a notice is not synonymous with
equipment being unavailable and
does not establish a valid defense;
that the burden is on the operator,
when alleging the unavailability of
equipment, to show that the re-
quired equipment is not available
on the market; and that since Rob-
bins made no appearance nor intro-
duced any evidence in its defense,
the record does not indicate that
the necessary telephone was not on
the market nor that factors beyond
Robbins' control prevented Robbins
from receiving it. It further con-
tends that the fact that the viola-
tion was abated in 2 days is persua-
sive evidence that the telephone 'was
readily available on the market.

Issue Presented

Whether the Administrative Law
Judge erred in concluding that a
violation of 30 CFR 75.1600 did not
occur and in vacating the subject
notice.

Discussion

The Board has previously held
"* * * that Congress did not intend
that * * * a civil penalty (be) as-
sessed where compliance with a
mandatory health or safety stand-
ard is impossible due to unavail-
ability of equipment, materials, or
qualified technicians." Buffalo H/in-
ing Company, 2 IBMA 226, 259,
80 I.D. 630, 644, 1973-1974 OSHD
par. 16,618 (1973). This principle
was applied in Associated Drilling,
Inc., 3 IBMA 164, 81 I.D. 285, 1973-
1974 OSHD par. 17,813 (1974), and
again in Itmann Coal Company,
supra at 62, 82 I.D. 96 (1975). In
each of these penalty cases, the rec-
ord indicated that the required ma-
terial was unavailable to the mining
industry in general.

The Judge concluded in this case
that the telephone instrument was
unavailable based solely upon the
fact that it was on order. There is a
singular lack of evidence showing
when it was ordered, general avail-
ability in the market, or any effort
by the operator to obtain the in-
strument other than by placing the
order. There is no evidence what-
soever in this record to support the
finding that the operator had not
received the equipment "because of
factors beyond his control." As
stated by MESA in its brief:

* To excuse an operator because
required materials have been ordered but
not delivered-where such materials are
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available-is to excuse a operator from
its obligation to keep replacement ma-
terials on hand or to have them imme-
diately available so as to maintain a
continuance of the high degree of safety
compliance which the law establishes.
* * * (Brief, p. 3)

The defense of navailability as
set out in Buffalo is predicated upon
a finding in the record of either the
nonmanufacture of the equipment
or its- unavailability or scarcity in
the market in general. This prin-
ciple was applied in Lucas Coa7
Company, et a.,1 3 IBMA 258, 268,
81 I.D. 430, 1973-1974 OSHD par.
18,226 (1974), in which the record
evidence did not show that ade-
quate backup alarms were unavail-
able. There we ruled that the opera-
tor had not borne his burden of
proof and failed to show by a pre-
ponderance of the evidence that the
alarms were unavailable on the
market. In the instant proceeding,
the record is devoid of any evidence
which indicates at the time of the
issuance of the Notice either the
general unavailability on the
market, or scarcity, of telephone in-
struments.

[1] Accordingly, we conclude
that the fact that the telephone in-
strument was on order, standing
alone, is insufficient evidence upon
which to base a conclusion of un-
availability.

IAff'd sub nom Lucas Coal Company, et al.
v. Interior Board of Mine Operations Ap-
peals, F. 2 (3d Cir. August 29,
1975).

Since Robbins was found to be in.
default, the Board assumes and
finds that the subject violation did
occur. 43 CFR 4.544(a).

In lieu of a remand, the Board
may make the required findings of
fact to coincide with the record evi-
dence regarding any of the six
criteria of sec. 109 (a). Buffalo Hin-
ing Company, supra at 230. Accord-
ingly, the Board finds that: (1)
Robbins employs 20 persons with a
production of 40 tons of coal daily
and 8,000 tons annually;. (2) the
history of its previous violations is
insubstantial; -(3) its ability to stay
in business will not be affected by
the civil penalties assessed; and (4)
it exhibited good faith in abating
the violation. We further find that
Robbins was not negligent as its
knowledge and attempted abate-
ment of the violation were manifest
in its ordering the requisite tele-
phone prior to the issuance of the
Notice and that the violation was
nonserious since the only working
section affected thereby was located
5 minutes from the surface. Based
upon the foregoing findings, we
conclude that an appropriate
penalty assessment for such viola-
tion is $50.

ORDER

WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority delegated to the Board by
the Secretary of the Interior (43
CFR 4.1(4)), IT IS HEREBY
ORDERED that the Judge's deci-
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sion and order vacating Notice of
Violation No. 3 FJ, October 30,
1973, in the above-captioned case IS
REVERSED; that said Notice IS
REINSTATED; and that Robbins
Coal Company pay a civil penalty
in the amount of $50 within 30 days
from the date of this decision.

DAVID DOANE,

Chief Admini.strative Judge.

I CONCUR:
HOWARD J. SCHELLENBERG, JR.,

Adninistrative Judge.

ADMINISTRATIVE APPEAL OF
SALLY ANN PANKRATZ AND
AURELIA SPENCER

V.

SUPERINTENDENT, FORT BEL-
KNAP AGENCY; AREA DIREC-
TOR, BILLINGS AREA OFFICE;
FORT BELKNAP COMMUNITY
COUNCIL; AND ARNOLD ALLEN

4 IBIA 231

Decided November 26, 1975

Appeal from an administrative deci-
sion granting allocation of grazing
privileges.

AFFIRMED.

1. Indian Lands: Leases and Permits:
Grazing: Allocation: Generally

A tribal governing body may authorize
the allocation of grazing privileges for
tribal and tribally controlled government

land to Indian corporations, Indian
associations, and adult tribal members.

2. Indian Lands: leases and Permits:
Grazing: Revocation or Cancellation

The Superintendent may revoke or with-
draw all or any part of a grazing permit
by cancellation or modification on 180
days written notice for allocated Indian
use.

APPEARANCES: John P. Moore,
Attorney at 'Law, for appellants,
Sally Ann Pankratz and Aurelia
Spencer.

OPINION' BY ADHJINISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE TVILSON

INTERIOR BOARD OF
INDIAN APPEALS

The above-enititled matter conies
before this Board on an appeal filed
by Sally Ann Pankratz and Aurelia
Spencer, through their counsel,
John P. Moore, from a decision of
the Area Director, Bureau of In-
dian Affairs, Billings, Molntana,
dated January 20, 1975. The Area
Director's decision sustained the ac-
tion of the Superintendent, Fort
Belknap Agency, in allocating graz-
ing privileges on tribally controlled
lands on or near the Fort Belknap
Reservation to Arnold Allen.

The record indicates the follow-
ing chain of events leading up to
the appeal herein.

Range Unit No. 150 was adver-
tised for a 5-year period on April 11,
1974, comprising approximately
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9,214 acres with a carrying capacity
of 1,842 AUMs or 307- head of live-
stock. The advertisement was made
under the authority of 25 CFR 151
and Fort Belknap Community
Council Resolution No. 1-74.

The only bid received for Range
Unit No. 150 was submitted by Sally
Ann Pankratz. Accordingly, Range
Unit No. 150 was awarded to her
under H. Eighth preference of the
advertisement. Pursuant thereto
grazing permit No. 150 (Contract
No. 14-20-0255-1657) was issued to
Sally Ann Pankratz for a 5-year
period beginning January 1, 1974,
and termuinating not later than De-
cember 31, 1978, specifying speci-
fically the grazing season to be from
May 15 through November 15 of
each year thereunder.

[1] Arnold Allen, prior to the
deadline of November 15, 1974, sub-
sequently postponed to Novem-
ber 18, 1974, at the request of the
tribal council, requested allocation
on Range Unit No. 150. Allocation
was allowed thereon November 19,
1974, by Resolution No. 121-74 pur-
suant to Section II, Fort Belknap
Community Council Resolution No.
1-74 and 25 CFR 151.10. The Fort
Belknap Community Council, by
virtue of its Charter, Constitution
and By-Laws approved by the Sec-
retary of the Interior, is vested with
full power and authority to make
and perform contracts and agree-
ments of every description includ-
ing the authorization of allocating
grazing privileges. T

On December 19, 1974, Sally Ann
Pankratz was notified by certified
mail, receipt No. 151681, that Arn-
old Allen's allocation into ange
Unit No. 150 had been approved.
Mrs. Pankratz thereafter on De-
cember .24, 1974, submitted a re-
quest to the Superintendent, Fort
Belknap Agency, to assign grazing
permit .No. 150 to Aurelia Spencer.
The Superintendent, by certified
mail dated January 7, 1975, advised
Mrs. Pankratz that her request for
assignment of Range Unit No. 150
to Aurelia Spencer could not be ap-
proved since the unit in question
had already been allocated to Arn-
old Allen. By the same letter the
Superintendent advised Sally Ann
Pankratz that Range Unit No. 150
had been awarded to her under H.
Eighth preference of the grazing
resolution, therefore making her
permit subject to allocation.

Under date of January 9, 1975,
Sally Ann Pankratz, by letter, ad-
vised the Superintendent, Fort Bel-
knap Agency, that she was appeal-
ing his decision of January 7, 1975.
Her letter of January 9 1975, gave
the following reasons for the
appeal:

I am appealing the allocation of range
unit 150 of Ft. Belknap Indian Reser-
vation to Arnold Allen. C4ttle belonging
to. Aurelia Spencer, who is an enrolled
member of Ft. Belknap, has been uning
(sic) this unit. Mrs. Spencers' cattle are
run with ours as a ranch unit. This
range unit is very important to the whole
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ranch operation. There is deeded land
scattered through range unit 150. This
range unit is off the reservation and con-
sists mostly of submarginal land. The
grazing permit for range unit 150 was
awarded to me for five years in 1974.

Mrs. Spencer now has 300 head of cat-
tle to almost fill the capacity of this range
unit. Mrs. Spencer's brand is on the graz-
ing permit as well as my brand. These
cattle are Mrs. Spencer's main source of
income for herself and family.

I feel this allocation would push off
Indian owned cattle with no available
grazing for them.

Aurelia Spencer on January 13,
1975, by letter advised the Superin-
tendent, Fort Belkuap Agency, that
she also was appealing his decision
of January 7, 1975, regarding the
allocation of Range Unit No. 150 to
Arnold Allen. In her letter of Jan-
uary 13,1975, to the Superintendent
she stated:

I am appealing to allocation of range
unit 150 of Fort Belknap Indian Reser-
vation to Arnold Allen Cattle belonging
to me, which I am enrolled as a member
of Fort Belknap, and have been using
this unit. My cattle will be on this unit
along with Sally Pankratz, this range
unit is very important to the whole ranch
operation. There is deeded land scattered
through range unit 150. This range unit
is off the reservation and consists mostly
of submarginal land. The grazing permit
for range unit 150 was awarded me for
five (5) years in 1974.

I have 300 head of cattle to almost fill
the capacity of this range unit, and have
bad for five (5) years. My brand is on
the grazing permit and these cattle are

my main source of income for myself &
family.

I believe the above is self-explanatory
and would like some action on this as
soon as possible.

James A. Canan, Area Director,
Billings Area Office, Billings, Mon-
tana, in denying Sally Ann Pank-
ratz's appeal stated as follows:

This is in further reply to your let-
'ter dated January 9, 1975 appealing the
decision of the Superintendent to allo-
cate Range Unit No. 150, on the Fort
Belknap Reservation, to Mr. Arnold
Allen.

Your written petition, supporting docu-
ments, and the Superintendent's evalua-
tion have been received and reviewed by
this office.

Under the terms of Fort Belknap Com'
munity Council Resolution No. 1-74,
dated February 1, 1974, and the Code of
Federal Regulations, Title 25-Indians,
Chapter 1, Part 151.15(c) the Superin-
tendent may revoke or withdraw all or
any part of a grazing permit by cancel-
lation or modification for allocated In-
dian use. Resolution No. 121-74, dated
November 19, 1974 allocated Range Unit
No. 150.to Mr. Arnold Allen for 307 head
of cattle. You were notified of this de-
cision by Certified Mail dated Decem-
ber 19, 1974. Regulations requiring 10
days written notice be given have been
complied with and will expire May 17,
1975.

By Certified Mail dated January 7,
1975, the Superintendent advised you that
your request for assignment of Range
Unit No. 150 to Mrs. Aurelia Spencer had
been disapproved. The established dead-
line for approval of allocations, as mu-
tually agreed upon by the Superintendent
and Chairman, Fort Belknap Community
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Council, was set for November 19, 1974.
Your request for assignment was sub-
mitted December 24, 1974-after the
range unit was allocated to Mr. Allen.

Tribal Resolution No. 1-74 and the
Code of Federal Regulations provide for
the acquisition of rangeland when it is
needed for a bona fide Indian livestock
operation. We suggest Mrs. Spencer con-
tact the Agency Superintendent and Com-
munity Council to request an allocation
of grazing privileges. She should be pre-
pared to provide adequate proof of her
ownership of the livestock to be grazed
and a "share livestock contract" approved,
by the Fort Belknap Community Council.
Allocations will be approved by joint
action and approval of the Fort Belknap
Community Council and the Agency
Superintendent.

Following our review of all documents
relative to your appeal we find the Su-
perintendent has complied with the provi-
sions of the Grazing Resolution and the
Code of Federal Regulations. The
Superintendent's decision is therefore
sustained and your appeal denied.

* * *: * *

It is from the foregoing decision
that the appeal has been taken to
this Board. Sally Ann Pankratz
and Aurelia Spencer in their appeal
of January 29, 1975, stated:

The basis for this appeal is the fact
that the undersigned are properly quali-
fied to have and hold the grazing permit
on the above Range Unit No. 150, and
they have been wrongfully deprived
thereof.

Before addressing the basis for
the appeal, we find it necessary to
determine what' interest, if any,
Aurelia Spencer has in this appeal.
An examination of the bid for graz-
ing privileges dated April 18, 1974,

clearly shows that Aurelia Spencer
was not a co-bidder with Sally Ann
Pankratz. Morever, the grazing per-
mit issued on Range Unit No. 150
pursuant to the advertisement con-
tains only the name of Sally Ann
Pankratz and no mention is made
therein of Aurelia Spencer as a co-
permittee. Aurelia Spencer is first
mentioned in Sally Ann Pankratz's
letter of December 24, 1974, to the
Superintendent, Fort Belkuap
Agency, wherein she makes mention
that she was assigning the lease
[sic] to her because her cattle use
this lease. [sic] Further mention is
made of Aurelia Spencer in Sally
Ann Pankratz's appeal to the Area
Director on January 9, 1975, to the
effect that cattle belonging to Aure-
lia Spencer, who is an enrolled
member of Fort Belknap, have been
using this unit. The record indicates
that some sort of an oral agreement
existed between Sally Ann Pan-
kratz and her sister, Aurelia Spen-
cer, on Range Unit No. 150.
However, the record clearly indi-
cates that the purported agreement
was never approved by the Superin-
tendent or the Fort Belknap Com-
munity Council. Regarding Aurelia
Spencer's interest in this appeal,
the Acting Area Director, in his let-
ter of April 15, 1975, to this Board
advised:

* * e As a technical matter, we do not
object to Mrs. Spencer entering an ap-
peal in her own right as an "interested
party." We do object to her joining Mrs.

t82 I.D.
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Pankratz as an appellant herein because
she was, as stated, a stranger to the case
until after the decision complained of was
made and the parties notified. That date
was December 19, 1974 and the attempted
assignment was not made until Decem-
ber4, 1974. Had Mrs. Spencer bid on the
unit as a tribal member and had she stip-
ulated the share/lease contract with her
sister the outcome could have been dif-
ferent. The fact is she did not.

* - * e * *

Concerning the foregoing factors,
the Board concludes that Aurelia
Spencer is not a party in interest in
the appeal herein notwithstanding
the fact her name appears in the
case. Having disposed of Aurelia
Spencer's interest in the matter, we
may now turn to the merits of Sally
Anl Pankratz's appeal.

Notwithstanding the numerous
contentions set forth in appellants'
brief of April 30, 1975, of which the
Board takes note, the only issue to
be determined and resolved in this
appeal is as follows:

Was Range Unit No. 150 as
awarded to Sally Ann Pankratz
subject to allocation and, if so, was
the allocation properly made ?

The record clearly indicates Sally
Ann Pankratz was awarded Range
Unit No. 150 for grazing livestock
*under H. eighth preference, which
is the preference for rumling non-
Indian livestock. Under the terms
of Fort Belknap Community Coun-
cil Resolution No. 1-74, Range Unit

No. 150 was eligible for allocation.
Accordingly, the Board finds that
Sally Ann Pankratz's Range Unit
No. 150 was eligible for allocation
for Indian use.

[2] Arnold Allen's request for
allocation in Range Unit No. 150
was made prior to the deadline es-
tablished for allocations. On No-
vember 19, 1974, Arnold Allen was
allowed to allocate into this unit in
accordance with Fort Belknap
Community Council Resolution
No. 121-74. Pursuant to said reso-
lution, the Superintendent nder
authority of 151.15(c) withdrew
and allocated to Arnold Allen
Range Unit No. 150 for 307 head
of cattle upon 180 days written no-
tice as required by the regulations.

The Board having found that the
range unit in question was eligible
or subject to allocation and was
properly carried out, we find it un-
necessary to consider at 'this time
the other contentions set forth in the
brief filed in support of the appeal.

In view of the findings herein-
above set forth, the Area Director's
decision of January 20, 1975, sus-
taining the Superintendent's deci-
sion of January 7, 1975, allocating
Range Unit No. 150 to Arnold Allen
should be affirmed and the appeal
dismissed.

NOW, THEREFORE, pursuant
to the authority delegated to the
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Board of Indian Appeals by the
Secretary of the Interior, 43 CFR
4.1(2), the decision of the Area Di-
rector, Billings, Montana, sustain-
ing the decision of the Superintend-
ent, Fort Belknap Agency, dated
January 7, 1975, be and the same is
hereby AFFIRMED and the ap-
peal DISMISSED.

This decision is final for the De-
partment.

ALEXANDER H. WILSON,

Admiistrative Judge.

I CONCUR:

MITCHELL J. SABAGH, @

Admninistrative Judge.

[82 I.D).



APPEAL OF INTER*HELO INC.
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APPEAL OF ITER*HELO, INC. Court of Claims in an action there-
IBCA-713-5-68 (Ct. Cl. No. 54-74)

Decided December 1,1 975

Contract No. 14-08-0001-11015, Heli-
copter Operations-Arizona, Idaho,
Oregon, Washington, California and
Nevada, Geological Survey.

Denied.

1. Contracts: Construction and Opera-
tion: General Rules of Construction-
Evidence: Generally

An appeal before the Board on remand
from the Court of Claims with instruc-
tions to admit evidence, previously ex-
cluded under the parol evidence rule, for
the purpose of showing a pre-award agree-
ment or an express or implied concession-
as to the rate of use of helicopter serv-
ices, is denied where the record, aug-
mented as the Court directed, shows that'
the Government did not change its method
of contracting at appellant's request but
rejected the proposal to include a guar-
anteed minimum daily rate of use and
where an internal memorandum from ap-
pellant's president shows that he under-
stood at the time of award that the con-
tract could be flown at the rate of 5
hours per day rather than the rate of 7
hours per day alleged later when the
contract proved unprofitable.

APPEARANCES: Mr. Paul C. Valen-
tine, Attorney at Law, Spaeth, Blase,
Valentine & Klein, Palo Alto, Califor,-
nia, for appellant; Messrs. John S. Mc-
Munn and E. Edward Wiles, Depart-
ment Counsel, for the Government.

OPINION BY ADMINIS TRA-
TIVE JUDGE PACKWOOD

INTERIOR BOARD OF
CONTRACT APPEALS

This appeal has been remanded to
the Board from the United States

213-256-76 1

in, No. 54-74, arising from the
Board's denial of an equitable ad-
justment for an alleged failure on
the part of the Government to order
helicopter services at the rate called
for in the contract.'

Based on two decisions by the
Court of Claims, rendered after the
Board's original opinions, the Court
concluded that the Board erred in
excluding from consideration, under
the parol evidence rule, certain
documents offered 'by appellant for
the purpose of showing a pre-award
agreement, or an express or implied
concession as to rate of use of heli-
copter services.2

The Court expressed no opinion
whether the record, enlarged as it
deemed necessary, would show e-

'Court of Claims No. 54-74 is entitled
John Billrmeyer, Trustee in Bankruptcy of the
Estate of Inter-Helo, Inc v. United States.
The appeal before the Beard is styled Appeal
of Inter*Helo, Inc. The Board's original de-
cision of December 30, 1969, IBCA-713-5-68,
is reported at 69-2 BCA par. 8034, on recon-
sideration, April 24, 1970, 70-1 BA par.
8264.

2 The Court of Claims order cites Sylvania
Elec. Products, Inc. v. United States, 198 Ct.
Cl. 106 (1972), and aacie Co. v. United
States, 199 Ct. Cl. 552 (1972), for the prop-
osition that oral discussions at pre-award
conferences and the practice of the parties
during performance may be considered to
resolve ambiguity in a contract or to supple-
ment it with additional terms. In Sylvania, the
contract resulted from a two-step procurement
involving negotiation of the first step and
advertising of the second step. The acke
'contract resulted from a negotiated procure-
ment. The Inter*Helo contract resulted from
a formally advertised invitation for bids,
which procedure does not afford bidders an
opportunity to negotiate the terms of the
coptract.

82 I.D. No. 12
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titlement to additional compensa-
tion.3

At the request of appellant, a
further hearing was held in San
Francisco, California, on September
12, 1975. At the hearing, the docu-
ments excluded from the Board's
previous consideration were admit-
ted into evidence. The Board also
received additional documents and
further testimony from the presi-
dent of Inter*1lelo which were of-
fered for the purpose of showing his
understanding of the number of
hours of helicopter service that
would be ordered by the Govern-
ment pursuant to the contract.

Findings of Fact

[1] The primary piece of evi-
dence on which appellant relies to
show the Government's intentions
with respect to the number of hours
to be flown is a planning chart
which sets forth the helicopter serv-
ices contemplated by the Geological
Survey for its operations during
the period from June 1967 through
June 1968.4 A copy of the planning
document was given to Inter*Helo's
president on or about July 20, 1967,
at a discussion held in response to
his hand-delivered letter, of that

The documents excluded from the Board's
consideration were Appellant's Exhibits A and
B and a planning chart, Document "XY"
which were part of the record before the
Board and were in the record certified to the
Court of Claims.

4 The 'planning chart which appeared in the
Board's record as Document "Y" was ad-
mitted as Appellant's Exhibit 1L at the hear-
ing on September 12, 1975.

date complaining that Inter*Helo
needed to average just under 7
hours daily on a then-current col-
tract at the hourly price therein in
order to cover its fixed costs and
operating costs, while the daily
average of hours flown since the
start of that contract was 5.2 hours
per day. 6

The column on the extreme left
of. the planning chart is headed
"Date." It contains the months
from June 1967 through Jume 1968,
and is further broken down by'
weeks. Immediately to the right of
the date column is a heading en-
titled "Hours per day" under which
appears an hour scale from one
through ten. The blocks of time for
various planned survey projects ex-
tend along. the vertical scale' in
weeks and along the' horizontal
scale in hours per day.

The first project listed on the
chart is the Ft. Apache project
which was planned for a total of 90
hours at a rate of 7 hours per day
during the period from June 19,
1967, to July 9, 1967. To the right
of the chart, under the heading
"Actual," the Ft. Apache project is
shown to have be-en completed with
a total of 90:35 hours at a total con-
tract price of $13,315.75.7

The next block of time on the
planning chart shows the Wells

Tr. II 14. References herein to the tran-
script of the hearing on September 12, 1975,
are designated Tr. I, while references to the
hearing on March 14, 1969, appear as Tr. I.

"Appellant's Exhibit G, letter of July 20,
1967, from Inter*Helo to the Geological
Survey.

7The author of the planning chart testified
that it was accurate only with respect to the
Fort Apache project. Tr. II 50.
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project planned for 120 hours with
40 hours planned at Warm Springs,
both at 7 hours per day, during the
period from about July 12 to Au-
gLst 6, 1967. These two projects were
the subject matter of Inter*Helo's
letter.of July 20 which discusses.
movement of aircraft and personnel
from Wells to Warm. Springs and
the hope that progress would be
more. rapid at Warm.Springs (Ap-
pellant's Exhibit G).

Beginning with August. 13, 1967,.
the column on the left of the chart.

.shows planning for 855 hours of
helicopter services at five different,
locations.: Sand Point, 150 hours at
10 hours per day; Warm Springs,
430 hours at 10 hours per day; Rock
Point, 175 hours at 6 hours per day;
Priest Valley, 80 hours at 8 hours
per day; and Coolidge Dam, 20
hours at 8 hours per day. The fig-
ures 80 and 20 are crossed out on
tlhe chart by pencilled X's. The 430
hours indicated on the chart for the
Warm Springs project is marked
out with a pencilled line and the fig-
nre 200 in pencil appears directly
below. This reduction in hours al-
located to Warm Springs could in-
dicate a reduction either in hours
per day or in the length of perform-
ance time, but there are no further
notations on the chart to indicate
which alternative was contem-
plated.

In addition to the five blocks of
time in the left-hand column, there
is another block of time to the right
which does not appear under the
scale for hours per day, but is under
a heading designated "Sep. Con-

tracts." This block of time is for
375 hours for Hailey and French
Glen during the period of 67 work
days from July 30 to October'31,
1967. The total number of hours di-'
vided by the perfonnance time in-
dicates a daily requirement for'5.6:
hours. If the width of the block.
were drawn to the same scale as. the
blocks in the left-hand columi, a
daily- use of 6 hours is indicated.-
The figure 375 is circled; several
times in ink. The figure 170 appears.
in ink beside an inked circle around
Hailey and again in ink below the
original, figure 375. Inked lines near
the.top of the block and below the-
bottom of the block, together with
a. dotted line and arrows indicate a.
change in performance time to the
period fron August 15 to Novein-.
ber 30, 1967. This increase in per-
formance time indicates a contem-
plated daily rate of approximately
5 hours per day. The pencilled ad-
dition of: the two 170 figures to
yield a sum of 340, which appears
near the line drawn at the end of
the performance priod, may indi-
cate a reduction of 35 hours in the
planned hours and would reduce
the daily rate even further to less-
than 5 hours per day.

It should be noted that the letter
(Appellant's Exhibit G) which
formed the basis for the discussion
at which appellant's president ob-
tained a copy of the planning chart,
did not allege that the Government
was obligated to order helicopter
services at the rate of 7 hours per
day, but merely stated that it was
necessary for Inter*Helo to achieve.
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that rate to cover its expenses. Of
even greater significance is the testi-
mony of Inter*Helo's president that
he proposed a minimum guarantee
per day; stated in terms of "X"
number of helicopter hours and not
as 7 hours or any other definite num-
ber. The proposal was rejected by
the Government and Inter*Helo's
president was advised that the Gov-
ermnent would continue to use the
same formula as it had in the past
without revising its procurement
methods.8 The formula used in the

Testimony of the president of Inter
t
flelo,

Tr. II 14-15:

"A. Mr. Eckhardt was directly responsible
for supervising the field operations on this
particular type of survey work with the
helicopters.

"Mr. Thurston was the Pacific Region Man-
ager of the entire U.S.G.S. operation in Menlo
Park.

"There had been a meeting between these
two gentlemen and myself with regard to
working out some method of paying the con-
tractor so that he didn't lose money in the
field in the event that there was another
period where something stopped the govern-
ment from using the aircraft -at the con-
traoted rate.

"I had suggested a creative approach
whereby there was a minimum guarantee per
day and then all heli-in which we would de-
liver "X" number of helicopter hours for that
minimum guarantee which was based on the
same rate that we subsequently used for this
contract which was 144 per hour. All hours
after that basic number of hours which were
to cover our fixed costs in the field would have
been sold at a small profit. All additional
hours would have been sold to the government
it our cost. So the government had an oppor-
tunity here, if they wanted to fly ten hours per
day to pick up an additional three hours at a
rate of about $67, $70 an hour, something like
that.

"We were trying to impress the U.S.G.S.
with the fact that the rate per hour was
fairly irrelevant to us. What really counted
to us was our cost for maintaining the equip-
ment and the people in the field. And we
needed "X" number of dollars per day for
doing that, and if the government gave us
those "x" number of dollars they were wel-

contract under consideration was to
state a minimum guaranteed Rum-
ber of hours and a minimum per-
formance time as well as a maxi-
mum number of hours and a maxi-
mum number of days to which the
performance time could be extended
by the Government.9

In view of the fact that the plan-
ning chart contains no indication of
any planning for any project at the
rate of 7 hours per day after July
1967, as alleged by Inter*Helo, and
in view of the Government's rejec-
tion of Inter*Helo's proposal to in-
clude a minimum daily guarantee in
future contracts, the Board finds
that Inter*Helo had no reasonable
basis for an expectation that there
would be a minimum daily rate of
7 hours per day in any future
contract.

There remains the question of the
rate that can be derived from the
terms of the invitation for bids on
which, as modified, the contract was
based. The invitation for bids was
issued on September 18, 1967, call-
ing for a minimum of 525 hours of
helicopter service at eight locations
in a minimum performance time of

come to fly the helicopters as much as they
wanted.

"Subsequent to that meeting it was sug-
gested that this was a little bit adventure-
some and time-consuming to suddenly change
the government's method-I

"Q. Now, that was suggested by-
"A. ir. Thurston.
"Q. I see.
"A. He suggested that, that Cliff Eckhardt

and I work out what was really required in
terms of hours per day in order for us to
make it using-using the same formula and
method of procuring helicopter hours as the
government always has in the past without'
revising their procurement methods."

I Contract, Item 1, Appeal File.

f82 I.D.
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75 days. The invitation provided for
a 50-day extension to a maximum
of 125 days and set 875 hours as the
maximum number of flying hours
for which payment would be made.

Appellant states, on brief, that an
average daily rate of 7 hours can be
computed by dividing the minimum
hours, 525, by the ninimin per-
formance time of 75 days and also
by dividing the maximum hours,
875, by the maximum performance
time of 125 days.1 0 These computa-
tions are mathematically correct but
unnecessary in view of Inter*Helo's
knowledge of the rejection of its
proposal for a guaranteed minimum
daily number of hours. In comput-
ing the maximum cost of perform-
ance to which it might be subjected,
Inter*Helo needed only to compute
its fixed and operating costs for the
maximum nmnber of days of per-
formance time and the maximum
number of hours that would be paid
for under the contract. Dividing
that total figure by the maximum
number of hours set forth would
yield its hourly costs. Its bid for the
hourly contract price could then
have been set high enough to cover
those costs and to provide for profit.
The interjection into the bid calcu-
lations of a daily rate, which Inter*
Helo knew had been rejected, was an
exercise in futility which provided

:L Computations such as the maximum hours
in the minimum time or the minimum hours
in the maximum time, while possible, do not
appear to be as reasonable as appellant's
interpretation. Appellant's contention that
the contract performance time should be ex-
tended to the maximum number of days only
if the Government orders the maximum num-
ber of hours is well-taken.

no useful information for the pur-
pose of bid preparation.

In any event, the terms of the
original invitation did not ripen
into a contract. Due to a severe re-
duction of funds available for its
projects, the Geological Survey was
unable to award a contract for the
number of hours of helicopter serv-
ice proposed in the original invita-
tion. Instead, the Geological Survey
asked if Inter*Helo would accept a
partial award at the hourly bid
price for a reduced minimum of 100
hours and a maximum of 525 hours,
with a reduction of the maximum
performance time from 125 days to
105 days (Appeal File, Item 3).
Since the proposed partial award
varied the terms of the original in-
vitation for bids, Inter*Helo w as
free to accept or to reject the par-
tial award, as it saw fit, but propos-
ing a partial award pursuant to the
Federal Procurement Regulations,
41 CFR Subpart 1-2.4, did not open
up the terms of the invitation for
negotiation.

As indicated above, the Board
finds no reasonable necessity for the
calculation of an average daily rate
for the helicopter services. How-
ever, from Inter*1Helo's point of
view, the same logic which impelled
it to calculate an average daily rate
of usage from the terms of the orig-
inal invitation would also require it
to calculate the average daily rate
under the revised terms.' Dividing

" On brief, appellant argues that the Gov-
ernment had an obligation to advise appel-
lant that the average rate of 7 hours per day

(Continued)
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the hanged maximum nunber of
hours, 525, by the changed maxi-
mum performance time of 105 days
yields an average of 5 hours per day.
Dividing the changed minimum
number of 100 hours by the un-
changed minimum performance
time of 75 days yields an average
of 1.33 hours per day. As it did in
its decision of December 30, 1969,
the Board ignores the minimum fig-
ure since testimony indicates that
the 100-hour minimum was selected
for budgetary reasons and it was not
the intention of the Government to
require that 100 hours be flown in
75 days (Tr. I 29; Tr. II 58, 59).

At the hearing on September 12,
1975, pursuant to the Court's order,
the documents marked as Appel-
lant's Exhibits A and B, which were
offered at the original hearing and
excluded by the Board under the
parol evidence rule, were admitted
into evidence. Appellant's Exhibit
B3, a memorandum dated Novem-
ber 1, 1967, from the president of
Inter*Helo to the Board of Direc-
tors, sets forth his understanding
of the contract in the last para-
graph:

In effect, however, the contract amount
has been reduced by some $0,000.
U.S.G.S. in Menlo Park tell us that this

(Continued)

in the original invitation was being changed,
citing United, Pacific Insurance v. United
States, 204 Ct. Cl. 686 (1974). The argument
does not address the facts. The 7 hour aver-
age was not set forth in the invitation and
existed only in appellants' calculations based
on the stated minimum and maximum number
of hours and days. When three of the four
terms; on which its calculations were based,
were changed, appellant could not reasonably
expect that the averages computed therefrom
would remain unchanged.

money has been lost anyhow. Worse: the
money they now have in hand is oly
sufficient to cover the minimumn, hence
we cod be back on the ground in as
short a time as 3-4 weeks.

On the basis of the contractually
prescribed 5-day work week, flying
100 hours in the 15 work days in 3
weeks would result in an average
rate of 6.6 hours, while flying 100
hours in the 20 work days in 4 weeks
.would be at the rate of 5 hours per
day. Accordingly, the Board finds
that Inter*Helo's president was
aware, at the time of his acceptance
of the contract on the revised terms,
that the minimum number of houfs
could be flown at the rate of 5 hours
per day.

Appellant also introduced a series
of internal memoranda from the
president of Inter*Helo to the di-
rectors dated January 15, 1968,
through January 29, 1968 (Appel-
lant's Exhibits I through 0), for
the purpose of showing the parties'
interpretation of the contract dur-
ing performance. In these memo-
randa, Inter*Helo's president com-
plains of losses incurred by reason
of the Government's f ailure to order
flying service at the rate of 7 hours
per day. Appellant's Exhibit M in-
dicates that the Government's re-
sponse, when the complaints were
commnicated to it, was that the
reduction of the overall amount of
the contract reduced the average
daily utilization rate from 7 hours to
5 hours. The net effect of the memo-
randa is to show the existence of a
dispute over the rate of utilization
and not to show conduct of the
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parties prior to a dispute. In view
of the Government's response that
the contract called for an average
of 5 hours per day, the subsequent
increase in flying time, which

.brought the average above 5 hours
per day, cannot be construed as a
Government agreeiiient with appel-
lant's interpretation. The Govern-
ment's conduct is consistent only
with its own interpretation of a 5
hour rate per day and not with ap-
pellant's interpretation of 7 hours
per day.

The insistence of Iter*Helo's
president on a 7 hour per day rate
does not appear to be based on his
understanding at the time the con-
tract was awarded nor can it rea-
sonably be derived from the terms
of the contract itself. We are not
persuaded that the memoranda to
the board of directors amount to
anything more than a self-serving
attempt to justify acceptance of a
*contract which proved to be un-
profitable.12

Appellant offered no new evi-
dence regarding the number of
days and hours flown nuder the con-
tract. On brief, appellant suggests a
coiputation showing a total of 83
days flown during the period No-
vember 6, 1967, to February 28,
1968, and 8 days during the period
March 1, 1968, to March 13, 1968,

12 Inter*Helo's president used the figure
$600 for his fixed costs per day (App. Ex. G)
while the firm's accountant testified that the
fixed costs. actually amounted to $703 per
day (Tr. I, 82-98). The magnitude of this
discrepancy suggests that a major part of
appellant's problems may have resulted from
submitting an improvident bid based on inade-
quate cost data.

when only one aircraft was avail-
able due to a crash. The 83-day fig-
ure differs from the Board's find-
ing of 61 days flown during the first
period when both aircraft were in
operation.

Examination of the operations
reports for the periods. (Appel-
lant's Exhibit C) and the schedule
of delivery derived therefrom,
which appears as Appendix A to
appellant's complaint, discloses
flight operations on only 61 days
during the first period. Appellant's
suggested computation fails to take
into *account the Christmas recess,
the fact that 7 compensatory days
off were taken for weekends worked
in November and December, and
the fact that 5 days were used for
moving from one project to an-
other, for which appellant was paid
separately on a mileage basis. Ac-
cordingly, the Board reaffirms its
finding that 328.45 compensable
hours were flown in 61 days during
the first period at a rate of 5.38
hours per day or 2.69 hours per air-
craft per day. During the second
period, about which there is no dis-
pute, 19.90 hours were flown in 8
days by one aircraft for a daily
average of 2.47 hours. The slight
deficiency of .03 hour per day below
the computation of a contract rate
of 2.50 hours during this period is
insufficient to reduce the overall
average, below 2.50 hours per air-
craft per day. The Board further
finds that the total number of hours
flown was within the range con-
templated by the terms of the con-
tract as awarded and was flown at
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an average daily rate in excess of
the rate of 5 hours per day that can
reasonably be calculated from the
terms of the contract.

Concluion

The record, enlargpd by parol
evidence as deemed proper by the
Court of Claims, does not support
a finding that appellant is entitled
to an equitable adjustment.

The appeal is denied.

G. HERBERT PACKIWOOD,
Administrative Judge.

I CONCUR:

WILLIA-u F. MCGRAW,

Chief Administrative Judge.

ISLAND CREEK COAL COMPANY

5 IBMA 276

Decided December 3197

Appeal by the United Mine Workei
of America from a decision by Admii
istrative Law Judge George H. Paint(
(Docket No. HOPE 74-740), date
July 3, 1975, granting in part an appl
cation for compensation filed by tl
United Mine Workers of America o
behalf of miners at the Tioga Preparn
tion Plant of Island Creek Coal Con
pany pursuant to see. 110(a) of tl
Federal Coal Mine Health and Safet
Act of 1969.

Affirmed.

1. Federal Coal Mine Health an
Safety Act of 1969: Entitlement
Miners: Compensation: Generally.

A shift for the purposes of see. 110(a),
of the Act begins at that time when pay-
ment begins and terminates when pay-
ment terminates. If a sec. 104 (a) or
104(b) order of withdrawal is issued be-
tween shifts and it has not been ter-
minated, the miners idled thereby in the
following shift are entitled to full com-
pensation by the operator at their regu-
lar rates of pay for the period they are
idled, but for not more than 4 hours of
such shift.

APPEARANCES: Steven B. Jacobson,
Esq., for appellant, United Mine
Workers of America.

OPINION BY ADMINISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE SCHELLEN-
BERG

INTERIOR BOARD OF CON-
TRACT APPEALS

Factual and Procedural
Background

On December 16, 1974, a Mining
Enforcement and Safety Adminis-
tration (MESA) inspector issued
to-Island Creek Coal Company (Is-
land Creek) Notice of Violation

e No. 1 JED for an alleged violation
d of the Federal Coal Mine Healtl
i- and Safety Act of 1969 (Act) in
.e its Tioga Preparation Plant, Tioga,
n Nicholas County, West Virginia.
a Subsequently, at 7:15 a.m. on
n March 5, 1975, pursuant to sec.
Le 104(b) of the Act, the same inspec-
y tor issued Order of Withdrawal No.
y 1 JDD on the grounds that "little

or no effort has been mad6 to abate
this notice." Order No. 1 FFN,
March 6, 1975, issued at 1 p.m.,
modified the above order and al-

130 U.S.C. §§ 01-960 (1970).
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lowed miners to return to the area
ordered withdrawn.

On April 9, 1975, the United
Mine Workers of America
(UMWVA) filed an application for
compensation with the Office of
Hearings and Appeals. At a pre-
hearing conference the parties stip-
ulated to the following facts. First,
at 7:15 a.m. on March 5, 1975, Fed-
eral Inspector John E. Dotson is-
sued Withdrawal Order No. 1
JDD, March 5, 1975. The order
prohibited .any person from enter-
ing or working in the bottom of
the raw coal and clean coal silos at
the Tioga Preparation Plant.
Second, the night shift at the Tioga
facilities officially ended at 7 a.m.
except for one mechanic who
worked until 7:30 a.m. and was the
only night shift employee who
worked in the preparation plant
area. Third, the day shift at the
Tioga facility officially began at
17:30 a.m. However, prior to this
time the employees generally ar-
rived at the work site and changed
into work clothes. Fourth, as a re-
sult of the inspector's order, the
coal preparation facility was closed
after 4 hours of work on the day
shift. Although the entire prepara-
tion plant itself was not covered
by the order, no more coal could be
processed as no raw coal could be
removed from the silos. Fifth, the
preparation plant employees on the
March 5, 1975, day shift worked
only. 4 hours and those on the eve-
ning shift of that date did not work
at all.

COAL COMPANY . 599
3, 1975

Administrative Law Judge Pain-
ter (Judge) held that a literal read-
ing of the phrase "during the shift"
in- sec. 110 (a) requires a finding
that the instant order was not is-
sued during but prior to the shift
which renders the day shift the
"next working shift" and mandates
the operator to pay the day shift
employees for up to 4 hours of idle
time. He held that this requirement
is not negated by the fact that com-
pensation for work was paid for
the initial 4 hours of the day shift.
He further held that the operator is
not required to pay compensation to
any mine employees for idle time
after the end of the March 5 day
shift. IUIWA filed a timely notice
of appeal with this Board on July
24, 1975. A timely brief was filed
by UMWA. The' Mining Enforce-
ment and Safety Administration
did not participate in the hearing
nor on appeal. The operator, Island
Creek, has not participated in this
appeal.

Contentions of UMWA on Appeal

The UMWA's basic contention is
that the Judge erred in finding
that the order in question was not
issued "during" the Mar. 5, 1975,
day shift. As a consequence of this
finding UMWA further contends it
is error to deny the day shift work-
ers pay for the balance of that shift
and the night shift workers 4 hours
pay as the "next working shift." In
support of its appeal UMWA has
three arguments as follows: (1)
that in effect the order was issued

I
I
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during the day shift; (2) where an
order is not in fact issued during
any shift it must be considered as
having been issued during the next
following shift; and (3) that sec.
110(a) must be interpreted as pro-
viding compensation for the first
two shifts idled by the closure order
notwithstanding the time when the
order was actually issued.

Issues Presented

A. At what point in time does a
shift begin.

B. Whether the Judge erred in
finding that the order was not is-
sued "during" any shift.

C. Whether the order should be
considered to have been issued "dur-
ing" the day shift in light of the
purpose behind section 110 (a).

Discssion

A.

Sec. 110(a) of the Act is relied
upon by UMWA in its claim for
compensation for the idled miners.
The appropriate part of that sec-
tion provides as follows:

If a coal mine or area of a coal mine
is closed by an order isued under sec.
104 of this title, all miners working dur-
ing the shift when such order was issued
who are idled by such order shall be en-
titled to full compensation by the opera-
tor at their regular rates of pay for the
period they are idled, but for not more
than the balance of such shift. If such
order is not terminated prior to the next
working shift, all miners on that shift
who are idled by such order shall be en-
titled to full compensation by the opera-
tor at their regular rates of pay for the

period they are idled, but for not more
than 4 hours of such shift. * * *

Conference Report No. 91-761
presented to the -louse of Repre-
sentatives in the first session of the
91st Congress contains sec. 110(a)
as it exists in the law today.2 The
Statement of the Managers on the
Part of the House explains the
above and indicates that the Senate
bill provided for compensation to
miners only if a withdrawal order
was issued for repeated failures to
comply with a health or safety
standard. The Statement further
indicates:

* * * The corresponding provision of the
House amendment provided that where a
withdrawal order has been issued all
miners working during the shift when
the order was issued who are idled by
the order will be entitled to full com-
pensation at their regular rates of pay
for the period they are idled, but not for
more than the balance of the shift: * *
(Italics added.)'

This limited House amendment
was approved by the Committee and
supplemented the Senate bill.

UMWA argues in its brief, while
conceding that payment of the min-
ers for the day shift did not begin
until 7:30 a.m., that "shift" is an
ambiguous term subject to two def-
initions. The UMWA favored def-
inition includes "at least 15 minutes
prior to 7:30" as part of the day
shift.

[1] We cannot agree that "shift"
is an ambiguous term. The term is
used very extensively in the coal in-

2 Legislative History, Federal Coal Mine
Health and Safety Act, Mar. 1970,-p. 978.

8 Id. at page 1035.
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dustry. The dictionary defines the
term as "a scheduled period of work
or duty." 4 Such is the ordinary
meaning of "shift" when used in
this context. In the absence of Con-
gressional intent to the contrary, it
is incumbent upon the Board to in-
terpret the language in the Act ac-
cording to its ordinary meaning.
The ordinary meaning of "shift" as
used throughout the. coal industry
and- in the Act is that period of
time during which the miners are
actually being paid. The construc-
tion suggested by UMWA not only
circumvents this ordinary meaning,
but also opens it to arbitrary deter-
minations regarding the point at
which a shift actually begins.
Therefore, the order in this case, is-
sued at 7:15 a.m., was issued 15
minutes prior to the day shift and
15 minutes after the night shift and
not "during" any shift.

B.

We cannot adopt the proposition
advanced by UMWA that Congress
intended that "all closure orders are
to be considered as having been is-
sued during one shift or another"
nor that "Where a closure order is
not issued during any shift it must
be considered as having been issued
during the next following shift, for
purposes of sec. 110(a)." The posi-
tion of UMWVA presupposes that
Congress was either intent on pun-
ishing the operator over and above
closure, loss of production and im-

4 Webster's EReventh New Collegiate Diction-.
atay, G. & C. Merriam Co. c. 1969, p. SOO.

position of civil monetary penalties
or was legislating charitable con-
tributions from operators to its
miner employees. In either event,
there would be no reason not to com-
pensate all miners for the entire
time they were idled by the closure
order. However, we do not so glean
this to be the intent of the Con-
gress. Rather we feel the intent to
be to attempt to compensate only
those miners whose work activity
was most abruptly curtailed by the
closure order. We will interpret the
provision in this light and accord
ordinary. meaning to the ordinary
terms used in the legislation.

.C.

Furthermore, we are inclined to
believe that the provisions of sec.
110(a) of the Act were designed
with knowledge of and perhaps as
an extension of the industry prac-
tice for payment of reporting pay.
Congress recognized a need for pay-
ment to miners as partial recom-
pense for idle time occasioned by
the abrupt issuance of withdrawal
orders. Being aware that the issu-
ance of a withdrawal order in most
instances will be without fault of
the miners, Congress incorporated
this provision for partial compen-
sation. Obviously, the Congress felt
those - working the shift during
which the order is issued are en-
titled to be compensated as though
they had worked the full 8 hours,
of the shift since their work would
be abruptly halted through no fault
of their own. Furthermore, Con-
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gress was obviously concerned that
miners on the subsequent shift may
not be timely advised of the issu-
ance of the withdrawal order and
may report for work. Rather than
leave the determination of timely
notice to chance or the uncertainties
of communications and being aware
that withdrawal orders may be. is-
sued at any time during a shift,
Congress declared that all miners
on the next working shift would be
entitled to full compensation for up
to 4 hours and thereby effectively
eliminated any dispute over time-
liness of notification to the miners.
We view sec. 110 (a) as a practical
solution to what could be a never-
ending dispute and therefore should
be interpreted in this light rather
than as the imposition of a penal
sanction on the operator.

Based upon the evidence of the
instant case we find, as did the
Judge, that the order in question
was not issued "during the shift"
and that the miners on the "day
shift" commencing at 7:30 a.m. are
logically on the "next working
shift" entitled to full compensation
by the operator at their regular
rates of pay for the period they
were idled, but for not more than
4 hours of such shift.

ORDER

WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority delegated to the Board by
the Secretary of the Interior (43
CFR 4.1(4)), IT IS HEREBY
ORDERED that the decision in the

above-captioned case IS AF-
FIRMED.

HOWARD J SCHELLENBERG, JR.,
Administrative Judge.

I CONCUR:

DAVID DOANE,
Chief Adqministrative Judge.

UNITED STEEL CORPORATION

5 IBMA 293

Decided December 12, 1975

Appeal by the Mining Enforcement
and Safety Aduministration from a
decision and order by Administrative
Law Judge George H. Painter (Docket
No. BARB 74-1412-P), dated May 27,
1975, vacating a notice of violation in
a civil penalty proceeding brought pur-
suant to section 109 of the Federal
Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of
1969.

Affirmed in result.

Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969: Mandatory Safety Stand-
ards: Methane Tests

Sec. 303(h) (1) of the Act and its counter-
part, 30 CFR 75.307, pertain only to
methane tests at working places where
electric equipment is operated or about
to be operated. It is improper to cite an
operator for violation of this standard
when an operator fails to make methane
tests at a working place where electrically
operated equipment is neither present nor
about to be operated.

APPEARANCES: Fredric K. Rosen-
berg, Trial Attorney, for appellant,
Mining Enforcement and Safety Ad-
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ministration; Billy M. Tennant, Esq.,
for appellee, United States Steel Cor-
poration.

OPINION BY CHIEF ADMIN-
ISTRATIVE JUDGE DOANE

INTERIOR BOARD OF VINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

In a threshold circumstance, the
Board is asked to construe 30 CFR
75.307, the subject of an appeal by
the Mining Enforcement and Safety
Administration (MESA) from a
decision by an Administrative Law
Judge (Judge) in a proceeding
brought pursuant to sec. 109 (a) (1)
of the Federal Coal Mine Health
and Safety Act of 1969 (the Act).
30 U.S.C. § 819 (a) (1970). The lan-
guage of 30 CFR 75.307 is a restate-
ment of sec. 303 (h) (1) of the Act,
and the part thereof in dispute reads
as follows:

At the start of each shift, tests for
methane shall be made at each working
place immediately before electrically op-
erated equipment is energized. *
(Italics added.)

30 U.S.C. § 863(h) (1) (1970).

The Judge concluded that this
provision requires methane tests to
be made only. in the working faces

where electrical equipment is about

to be operated, or is operating (Dec.
2). For reasons cited hereinafter, we
affirm the result reached by the

Judge, but would rely on the term,
"working places" as the point of ref-
erence, rather than the term, "work-
ing faces," as used by the Judge.

PROCEDURAL AND
FACTUAL BACKGROUND.

On November 13, 1973, Clarence
Parsons, a duly authorized inspector
for the Mining Enforcement and
Safety Administration (MESA),
issued a see. 104(b) notice of viola-
tion charging United States Steel
Corporation (U.S. Steel) with a vi-
olation of' 30 CFR 75.307 at its
Winifrede Mine in Lynch, Ken-
tucky. The notice of violation-No-
tice 3 CP, 11-13-73-reads as
follows:

Suitable examinations for methane at
the start of each shift of each working
place were not being made before elec-
trically operated equipment was energized
in D-26 section of the mine in that the
mine foreman 'stated examinations were
made only where equipment had been
working or was to operate.

On May 15, 1974, MESA filed a
Petition for Assessment of Civil
Penalty and U.S. Steel filed a timely

answer denying that the subject vio-
lation occurred and requesting a

hearing on this matter. On Apr. 8,

1975, a hearing was held before the

Judge and in a decision and order
issued on May 27, 1975, the Judge

vacated the notice of violation in
ruling that U.S. Steel had not vio-

lated' 30 CFR 75.307.

On June 16, 1975, a Notice of Ap-
peal was timely filed with the Board

by MESA. On July 3 1975, MESA
filed a brief in support of its appeal.
U.S. Steel responded by filing an
appellee's brief on July 17, 1975.

The following facts are undis-
puted: five working places were lo-

6021 603
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eated within Section D-26 of the
Winifrede Mine when the notice of
violation was issued (Tr. 5); meth-
ane tests had only been made in the
No. 3 working place; and electri-
cally operated equipment was being
operated only in that working place
'(Joint Exhibit No. 1).

Contentions of the Parties

MESA contends in substance that
30 CFR 75:307 requires that ineth-
ane tests be made at each working
place irrespective of whether elec-
trical equipment is operating or is
about to be operated therein.

U.S. Steel contends that 30 CFR
75.307 can best be analyzed in light
of other ventilation standards, par-
ticularly sees. 75.303, 75.304, and
75.308. It maintains that such an
analysis shows that the requirement
for testing methane as prescribed by
sec. 75.307 only "pertains to the
working places where electrically
operated equipment is located
and/or about to be operated." (Page
three of appellee's brief.)

Issues Presented on Appeal

Whether the Judge erred in con-
cluding 1) that 30 CFR 75.307 re-
quires only that methane examina-
tions be made in working faces
where electrical equipment is about
to be operated or is operating, and
2) that U.S. Steel did not violate
30 CFR 75.307.

Discussion

- See. 318 (g) (2) of the Act defines
a "working place" as the "area of a

coal mine inby the last open cross-
cut." 30 U.S.C. § 8T8 (g) (2) (19T0).
Sec. 318(g) (1) of the Act defines a
"working face" as "any place in a
coal mine in which work of extract-
ing coal from its natural deposit in
the earth is performed during the
mining cycle." 30 U.S.C. § 8 78(g)
(1) (1970). The Board, as did the
Judge, determines that a working
place may contain one or more
working faces. We construe 30 CFR
75.307 to impose upon an operator
the requirement to make methane
tests only at a working place imme-
diately before electrically operated
equipment is energized at that
working place.

Consonant with this reasoning,
the Board concludes that Congress,
if it had intended otherwise, would
have expressed in the subject section
of the Act that methane tests be
made at each working place irre-
spectire of whether electrically op-
erated equipnent is being energized
or is about to be energized in that
working place. The fact that Con-
gress did not do so, supports our
construction of that sec.

Furthermore, we agree with U.S.
Steel that proper analysis of 30
CFR 75.307 requires analysis of 30
CFR 5.303, 304, and 308 which
regulations provide the necessary
additional safeguards with! respect
to general testing for methane in
those areas where no electric equip-
ment is located or about to be
operated.

-Based upon the foregoing, we
conclude that 'U.S. Steel did not
violate 30 CFIR 5.307 and affirm the
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Judge's vacation of the subject no-
tice of violation.

ORDER

WHEREFORE, pursuant to
authority delegated to the Board
by the Secretary of the Interior (43
CFR: 4.1(4)), IT IS HEREBY
ORDERED that the Judge's deci-
sion in the above-captioned case IS
AFFIRMED.

DAVID DOANE,

Chief Administr'ati've Judge.

I CONCUR:

VHOWARD J. SCHELLENBERG, JR.,

Ainidmistrative Judge.

KANAWHA COAL COMPANY

5 IBMA 299

Decided December 12, 1975

Appeal by Kanawha Coal Company
from a decision by Administrative Law
Judge Joseph B. Kennedy in Docket
No. M 75-115, dated Sept. 24, 1975, in
which the Judge granted a motion to
dismiss filed by the United Mine Work-
ers of America and a motion for sum-
mary decision filed by the Mining
Enforcement and Safety Administra-
tion and dismissed Kanawha's Petition
for Modification of the application of
30 CFR 71.300-305 (Noise Standard,
Surface Work Area of Underground
Mines) to its Madison Preparation
Plant.

tion of Mandatory Health Standards:
Jurisdiction

Sec. 301 (c) of the Federal Coal Mine
Health and Safety Act of 1969 does not
authorize modification of the application
of mandatory ealth standards. (Sec.
103(c) and 43 CR 4.500).

APPEARANCES: Edward N. Hall,
Esq., and Harold S. Albertson, Esq., for
appellant, Kanawha Coal Company;
Thomas A. Mascolino, Esq., Assistant
Solicitor, and John D. Austin, Jr., Esq.,
Trial Attorney, for appellee, Mining
Enforcement and Safety Administra-
tion; and Steven B. Jacobson, Esq., for
appellee, United of Mine Workers of
America.

OPINION BY ADMVINISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE SCHELLEN-
BERG

INTERIOR BOARD OF MINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

This appeal arises from the filing
by Kanawha Coal Company (Kan-
awha) on Apr. 29, 1975, of a Peti-
tion for Modification of the appli-
cation of 30 CFR X1.300-305. These
regu]ations, appearing in. Subpart
D of Part 71 of Title 30 of the Code
of Federal Regulations, comprise
the noise standards of the manda-
tory health standards for surface
work areas of undergTound coal
mines and surface coal mines. On
* May 1, 1975, the United Mine Work-
ers of America (UMAWA) filed a
motion to dismiss the Petition on

Affirmed. the grounds that the Secretary of

Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety the Interior has no authority to

Act of 1969: Modification of Applica- modify the application of manda-
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Judge's vacation of the subject no-
tice of violation.
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Sec. 301 (c) of the Federal Coal Mine
Health and Safety Act of 1969 does not
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of mandatory ealth standards. (Sec.
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APPEARANCES: Edward N. Hall,
Esq., and Harold S. Albertson, Esq., for
appellant, Kanawha Coal Company;
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Enforcement and Safety Administra-
tion; and Steven B. Jacobson, Esq., for
appellee, United of Mine Workers of
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INTERIOR BOARD OF MINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS
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by Kanawha Coal Company (Kan-
awha) on Apr. 29, 1975, of a Peti-
tion for Modification of the appli-
cation of 30 CFR X1.300-305. These
regu]ations, appearing in. Subpart
D of Part 71 of Title 30 of the Code
of Federal Regulations, comprise
the noise standards of the manda-
tory health standards for surface
work areas of undergTound coal
mines and surface coal mines. On
* May 1, 1975, the United Mine Work-
ers of America (UMAWA) filed a
motion to dismiss the Petition on

Affirmed. the grounds that the Secretary of

Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety the Interior has no authority to

Act of 1969: Modification of Applica- modify the application of manda-
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tory health standards pursuant to
sec. 301 (c) of the Federal Coal Mine
Health and Safety Act of 1969 or
any other sec. of the Act or Regula-
tions. On May 2, 1975, the Mining
Enforcement and Safety Adminis-
tration (MESA) filed a motion for
summary decision on the samn
grounds set forth by UMWA and,
in addition, on the ground that the
petition failed to state a claim upon
which relief could be granted.

Based upon his finding that the
Act does not provide authority for
modification or waiver of manda-
tory health standards, the Judge
granted' both MESA's and
UMWA's motions and dismissed
Kanawha's Petition. It is this dis-
missal' which Kanawha is appeal-
ing. On appeal, Kanawha challenges
the Judge's finding that sec. 301 (c)
of the Act does not provide juris-
diction for modification of manda-

tory health standards and contends

that the statutory omission of a

counterpart to sec. 301 (c) for modi-

fication of health standards is an

unconstitutional denial of due proc-
ess and the right to equal protection.

The statutory and regulatory pro-
visions upon which Kanawha al-

leges our jurisdiction is based are as
follows:

Sec. 301 (c), which provides:

Upon petition by the operator or the

representative of miners, the Secretary

may modify the application of any man-

datory safety standard to a mine. " a *

and 43 CFR 4.500(a), which pro-
vides:

The Board of Mine Operations Appeals
* * i, is authorized to exercise * * *

RTMENT OF THE INTERIOR [82 D.

the authority of the Secretary under the
* ' Act * * pertaining to:

* * * * * *

(4) Petitions for modification of man-

datory safety standards;

* * :

It is clear beyond doubt that sec.
301(c) of the Act, upon which
Kanawha relies, does not authorize
or contemplate the modification of
the application of mandatory health
standards. First, by its terms, it
relates only to safety standards; sec-

ond, and most importantly, it ap-
pears under Title III of the Act
which pertains only to safety stand-
ards. Title II of the Act relates to
health standards and does not con-
tain any comparable provision. Con-
trary to the contentions of Ka-
nawha, both the above provision of
the Act and regulations are not am-

biguous, but are clear and unequivo-
cal. Congress did not intend sec. 301
(c) to apply to health standards.
Accordingly, we conclude that the
provisions of sec. 301 (c) of the Act
confer no jurisdiction in the Secre-
tary or this Board to consider a
modification of the application of
any mandatory health standard.
Furthermore, since 43 CFR 4.500
(a) (4) is premised upon sec. 301
(c), it delegates no more authority
than that which the Secretary pos-

sesses under that sec. of the Act.
The Board has previously held

that we have no authority to pass
upon the constitutionality of the
Act' and, for that reason, we will

1 Buffalo H1ining Company, 2 IBMIA 226, 80
I.D. 630, 1973-1974 OSHD par. 16,618
(1973): Zeigler Coal Company (On Recon-
sideration), 4 IBMA 139, 82 I.D. 221, 1974-
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not entertain the due process and
equal protection arguments ad-
vanced by Kanawha.

ORDER

WITEREFOIRE, pursuant to the
authority delegated to the Board by
the Secretary of the Interior, IT IS
HEREBY ORDERED that the
Judge's decision and order in the
above-captioned case IS AF-
FIRMED.

HowARD J. Sci-ELLENBERG, JR.,
Administrative Judge.

I CONcuR:

DAVID DOANE,
Chief Administrative Judge.

REPUBLIC STEEL CORPORATION

5 IBMA 306

Decided December 1, 16975

Appeal by the Mining Enforcement
and Safety Administration from a de-
cision in Docket No. MORG 76-21 by
Administrative Law Judge George A.
Koutras vacating a withdrawal order
previously issued under see. 104(b)
of the Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969.

Reversed.

Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969: Secretarial Orders:
Generally

1975 OSHD par. 19,63S (1975); and Bill
K. Hatfield, et al. v. Southern Ohio Coal Con
pary, 4 IBMA259, 82 I.D. 289, 1974-197
OSHD par. 19,758 (1975).

An order signed by the Secretary which
establishes enforcement policy is binding
throughout the Department, and its valid-
ity is neither procedurally nor substan-
tively subject to challenge at the admin-
istrative level.

APPEARANCES: Thomas A. Masco-
lino, Assistant Solicitor, Robert A.
Cohen and Michael V. Durkin, Trial
Attorneys, for appellant, Mining En-
forcement and Safety Administration;
W. Scott Ferguson, Esq., for appellee,
Republic Steel Corporation.

MEMORANDUM OPINION
AND ORDER

INTERIOR BOARD OF MINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

The Mining Enforcement and
Safety Administration (MESA)
appeals from a summary decision
by Administrative Law Judge
George A. Koutras in Docket No.
MORG 76-21, vacating a with-
drawal order, citing an alleged
violation of 30 CFR 71.101, which
had been issued on Aug. 13, 1975
by a duly authorized MESA in-

spector under sec. 104(b) of the
Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969. 30 U.S.C.
§814(b) (19.70). Judge Koutras
vacated the subject withdrawal
order on the strength of or de-

cision in Affinity Mining COMMpay,
2 IBMA 57, 80 I.D. 229, 1971-
1973 OSUD par. 15,546 (1973),
holding that the sole person named
as the responsible party in such or-
der, appellee Republic Steel Corpo-
ration (Republic), was not the. "op-
erator" within the meaning of sees.
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3(d) and 104(b) of the Act, 30
U.S.C. §§ 802 (d), 814 (b) (1970).
MESA contends in its -late-filed
brief on appeal that the Agnity
decision is no longer controlling
in cases, such as the one at bar,
involving coal mine construction

*contractors. It submits that the
*governing authority is a declara-
tory judgment rendered from the
bench bv the United States Dis-
trict Court for the District of
Columbia in Assn. of Bituminous
Contractors, Inc. v. Morton, Civil
No. 1058-74 (D.C. D.C., May 23,
1975),' appeal pending, D.C. Cir.

*Nos. 75-1931 and 75_1932,2 alleg-
edly binding on the Department by
Secretarial Order 2977 issued as a
policy directive on August 21, .1975,
and effective retroactive to May 24,
1975.3

1 The transcript of the court's opinion and
the declaratory order based thereon appear
in the record as an attachment to a motion by
Republic for expedited proceeding filed below
on Aug. 25, 1975.

2No. 75-1931 is the docket number as-
signed by the court to the appeal of the United
Mine Workers of America (UMWA) which
was filed on June 23, 1975. No. 75-1932 is the
docket number assigned to the appeal filed by
the Secretary.

2 Secretarial Order 2977 was issued by Act-
ing Secretary Kent Frizzell and reads as
follows:

"Subject: Issuance of citations to operators
pursuant to the Federal Coal Mine Health
and Safety Act of 1969.

"Sec. 1 Purpose. (a) The purpose of this
order is to direct Mining Enforcement and
Safety Administration to continue to inspect
construction work conducted on coal mine
property, and to issue appropriate citations
for violations of the Federal Coal Mine Health
and Safety Act of 1969 and/or for hazardous
conditions or practices committed and/or
created by contractors on such property on
and after May 24, 1975 to the operator of the
coal mine on whose behalf the contractor is
performing work.

"(b) This order is issued to comply with
the declaratory judgment order in Association

By way of response, Republic
contends that the subject Secretarial
Order is not binding because it is
limited in applicability by iW8 terms
to MESA inspectors. Alternatively,
Republic urges affirmance based on
the Affinity decision arguing: (1)

-that, even if it be assumed arguendo
that the 'Secretarial Order was in-
tended as a policy directive binding
on the Adminidtrative Law Judges
and the Board, such order is invalid
for the reason that published case
precedents of the Secretary estab-
lished by the Board, which set bind-
ing "policy," within the meaning of
5 U.S.C. § 551(4) (1970), can be
overruled by him personally 4 only
if he promulgates a regulation in
accordance with applicable, rule-
making procedures including at
least publication, 30 U.S.C. § 957
(1970), 5 U.S.C. §§ 553, 559 (1970);
(2) that, given the same ssump,
'tion, the Secretarial order is invalid
under the doctrine of Aceardi v.
Shaugghnessy, 347 U.S. 260 (1954),
and its progeny; and (3) that the
declaratory judgment and order of
the district court in Assn. of Bitu-
ninous Contractors, Inc. v. Morton,
supra, is neither binding nor correct
as a matter of law.

of Bituminous Contracto-s, Inc. v. Rogees
C. B. Morton, Secretary of the Interior, Civil
Action No. 1058-74, US. District Court for
the District of Columbia, and to carry out the
mandate of Congress announced in the Federal
Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969 to
enforce the provisions of the Act in all coal
mines subject to the Act.

"See. 2 Effective Date. This order shall be
effective as of May 24, 1975. This order will
remain in effect until rescinded by subsequent
order of the Secretary."

4 Of course, in an appropriate case, the
Board could overrule one of its own deci-
sions without rulemaking. See 30 U.S.C. § 956
(1970).
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*We agree with MESA that Sec-
retarial Order 2977 is a policy di-
rective intended to bind the entire
Department, including the Ad-
ministrative Law Judges and the
Board. Rep-ablic's contention that
such order was intended to bind
only MESA is without merit. Noth-
ing but chaos and confusion could
result from upholding that view.
We believe it to be a reasonable cer-
tainty that the Acting Secretary, by
his Order, did not intend to esltab-
lish an enforcement policy with re-
spect to liability of coal minle coll-
struction contractors, only to have
such policy nullified by various de-
cisions of his adjudicative arm.

We intimate no views with respect
to Republic's attack on the legality
of the Secretarial Orde inasmuch
as review of actions taken by him
personally, as they apply to the
subject proceeding, may only be had
initially in the appropriate federal
circuit court of appeals under sec-
tion 106 of the Act. 30 U.S.C. 816
(1970).5 Moreover, we need not deal
with Republic's challenge to the de-
claratory judgment and order in
Assn. of Bitubminous Contractors,
Inc. v. Morton, spra, because, even
if sound, such challenge is irrelevant
to the meaning of the Secretarial
Order which is all with which we
can be directly concerned in this
case.

D We would take the same attitude toward
any challenge to the authority for or con-
stitutionality of the retroactivity feature of
the Secretary's substantive change of policy
in his order. 5 U.S.C. § 551(4) (1970), const.
Amend. 5.

It is, therefore, the judgment of
the Board that, so long as the Secre-.
tary's Order is in effect, the policy
of the Department is that the owner
or lessee of a coal mine is the sole
party to be held absolutely liable for
violations of the mandatory. stand-
ards committed by a coal mine con-
struction contractor regardless of
the circumstances. Insofar as the
Department is concerned, including
.the Administrative Law Judges and
the Board, it does not matter any
longer in such cases that the owner's
or lessee's employees neither caused
nor were exposed to a violation of
the Act, and it is no longer of any
moment that the owner or lessee was
not realistically in a position to com-
ply with the mandatory standards

.or to command the abatement of
hazards resulting from violations
thereof. In accordance with the
policy of the Department, as estab-
lished by the Acting Secretary, we
are compelled to overturn the de-
cision below.

ORDER

WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority delegated.to the Board by
the Secretary of the Interior (43'
CFR 4.1 (4)), IT IS HEREBY

.ORDERED that MESA's motion
to accept its brief for late filing IS
GRANTED and the decision in the
above-captioned docket IS RE-
VERSED.

DAVID DOANE,
Chief Administrative Judge.

HOWARD J. SnELLENBiERG, JR..
Administrative Judge.

607]
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CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE Health, and it concludes with re-
JUDGE DOANE, CONCUR- spect to coal mine construction con-
RING: tractors as follows:

Althoug I joinintheopinion Effective upon receipt of this memo-
Although I o in the opinion randum Coal Mine Health and Safety

and order of the Board, I deem it Enforcement personnel will cite coal mine

appropriate to make an additional operators for all violations observed

statement of my views in order to when inspecting contractors performing

clarify certain aspects of the record work on coal mine property.

and to deal more particularly with By subsequent memorandum, dated
Judge Koutras' evident assumption June 17, 1975 Mr. Crawford di-
that the declaratory judgment and rected reissuance, to owners, of cita-
order of the district court in Asso- tions of coal mine construction con-

ciation of Bitumninous Contractors, tractors, dated prior to June 3, 1975,

Inc. v. Morton 1 is not binding on and still in processing under the

the Secretary, an assumption ap- civil penalty provisions of the Act.

parently not shared by MESA. For 30 U.S.C. § 819 (1970).2

the reasons set forth hereinafter, I The memoranda of Mr. Crawford
am of the view that Judge Koutras to the contrary notwithstanding,

correctly assumed that the court's the Secretary filed an appeal of the
decision, standing by itself, was not subject district court decision in
binding because such decision con- the United States Court of Appeals

stituted an invasion of the Secre- the itriCt of ubaCi
tary'... pr.. Iuidito. for the Dstrict of Columbia Cr-

tary's primary jurisdiction. cuit on July 21, 1975. That appeal

Procedural anid FactuaZ is currently pending.
Backgrotnd On August. 4, 1975, MESA In-

spector Richard K. Pill issued
The declaratory judgment and Notice of Violation 3 RKP under

order in Assn. of Bituminous Con- sec. 104(b) of the Act which, in ac-
tractors, Inc. v. Morton, supra, was cordance with.the Crawford mem-

handed down on fMay 23, 1975. oranda, cited Republic for the fol-
On June 3, 1975, John W. Craw- lowing alleged violation of 30 CFR

ford, MESA Assistant Administra- 71.101 at its Kitt Mine No. 1 by a
tor for Coal Mine Health and coal mine construction contractor:
Safety, issued an unpublished, in- The Roberts and Schaefer Construction

telnal policy memorandum direct- Company doing construction work on

ing that the ruling of the court be operator property has not collected respi-

applied by MESA. This memoran- rable dust samples on their employee

dum was addressed to all District [sc]a______

Managers-Coal Mine 'Health and 2 MESA has not argued that the subject

Safety; and Chief, Division of withdrawal order can be sustained on the
basis of Mr. Crawford's memoranda which

'Civil No. 105S-74 (D.C. D.C. May 23, appear in the record as attachments to Re-

1975), appeal pending, D.C. Cir. Nos. 75-1931 public's motion for expedited proceeding filed

and 75-1932. below on Aug. 25, 1975.
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The subject notice required total
abatement by Aug. 11, 1975.

On Aug. 13, 1975, Inspector: Pill
returned to the subject mine and
upon finding that "little or no effort
was being made to abate the viola-
tion" cited in the August 4 notice, he
issued Order of Withdrawal 1 RKP
which required the following ac-
tion:

You are hereby ORDERE D to cause im-
mediately all persons, except those re-
ferred to in subsection (d) of section 104
of the Act to be withdrawn from, and
to be prohibited from entering, the area
of the mine described below until an au-
thorized representative of the Secretary
of the Interior determines that the con-
dition of practice no longer exists and
-has been totally abated:

Area of Mine

This order prohibits the operator to
allow the Roberts and Schaefer Construc-
tion Company to preform [sic] the work
that the construction company is required
to do.

The subject withdrawal order was
terminated by Inspector Pill the
same day by Order 2 RKP.

On August 21, 1975, Acting Sec-
retary Frizzell issued Order 2977
which is quoted in full at n. 3, of the
Board's opinion, 8Upra at 308.

Subsequently, on Aug. 25, 1975,
Republic instituted the present pro-
ceeding by filing an application for
review of Order 1 RKP pursuant to
sec. 105 (a) (1) of the Act. 30 U.S.C.
§ 815(a) (1) (1970). On that same
date, Republic also moved for an ex-
pedited proceeding under 43 CFR
4.514 and for summary decision un-
der 43 CFR 4.590.

MESA filed a statement in oppo-
sition to Republic's motion for sum-
mary decision and cross moved for
the same on Sept. 5, 1975. The
United Mine Workers of America,
(UMWA) neither answered the ap-
plication for review, 43 CFR 4.507
(c), nor responded to the cross mo-
tions, 43 CFR 4.510.

The cross motions revealed agree-
ment on the essential facts, namely,
that Roberts and Schaefer Con-
struction Company is a coal mine
construction contractor which, at all
pertinent times, was engaged in the
construction of a coal preparation
plant at the subject mine and had
exclusive, independent responsibil-
ity and control over the construc-
tion of such plant and the employees
in question. An uncontroverted af-
fidavit, attached to Republic's mo-
tion for summary decision and
given by E. R. Elswick, Mine
Superintendent for the subject
mine, establishes that at all relevant
times Republic has taken respirable
dust samples forits employees in the
active workings of such mine, but
has not done so with respect to the
employees of its contractor.

By summary decision dated Sept.
11, 1975, Judge Koutras granted Re-
public's motion for summary deci-
sion and denied MESA's cross mo-
tion therefor sub silentio. Based on
these rulings, he vacated Order 1
RKP.

On Sept. 17, 1975, MESA filed a
timely notice of appeal, 43 CFR
4.600, and moved in the alternative
for summary disposition and an ex-
pedited briefing schedule. Republic

607]
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filed a statement in opposition on
Sept. 23, 1975. By order issued Sep-
tember 25, 1975, the Board denied
MESA's motion.

Thereafter, on Oct. 10, 1975,
MESA late filed its brief on appeal
together with a covering motion
requesting that the Board accept it
for late filing.

Republic timely filed its reply
brief on Nov. 3, 1975. The UMWA
did not seek to participate on appeal
either as an intervenor or as an
amicus curiae.

Discussion

Judge Koutras was of the opin-
ion that the declaratory judgment
and order of the district court in
Assn. of Bitu inous Cntraetors,
Inc. v. Morton, supra, did not, by
itself, impair the authority of Sec-
retarial case precedents established
by the Board.

The judgment of the district
court turned substantively on a con-
struction of the soliewhat ambigu-
ous definition of the word "opera-
tor" embodied in sec. 3(d) of the
Act which reads as follows:

"operator" means any owner, lessee, 0r
other person who operates, controls, or
supervises a coal mine; * * *. [Italics

added.]

I The court found determinative significance
in the use of the word "or" in the above-
quoted definition. It thought that this usage
warranted a narrower construction of the
term "operator," excluding coal mine con-
struction contractors, than would be the case
if the legislators had chosen the conjunctive
word "and." I observe in passing that the
Senate-Rouse Conference Report contains the
following: "The definition of an 'operator' Is
designed to be as broad as possible to include
any individual, organization or agency,

The italicized term "coal mine" is,
like the word "operator," a term of
art, and in sec. 3(h) of the Act, 30
U.S.C. §802(h) (1970), is defined
as:
*. * *an area of land and all structures,
facilities, machinery, tools, equipment,
shafts, slopes, tunnels, excavations, and
other property, real or personal, placed
upon, under or above the surface of such
land by any person, used in, or to be used
in, or resulting from, the work of ex-
tracting in such area bituminous coal,
lignite, or anthracite from its natural de-
posits in the earth by any means or
method, and the work of preparing the
coal so extracted, and includes custom
preparation facilities; * * *'

To date, there have been no regu-
lations promulgated by the Secre-
tary under 5 U.S.C. § 553 (1970) to
elucidate the meaning of the term
"operator," as used in various sees.
of the Act, pursuant to the general
grant of rulemaking authority in
sec. 508 of the Act. 30 U.S.C § 957
(1970). Until the issuance of the
subject Secretarial Order, the Sec-
retary had chosen to interpret this
term on a case-by-case basis in the
exercise of his primary jurisdiction
by and through the Board. 43 CFR
4.1, 4.1 (4), and 4.500.

'The occasion for interpreting and
applying sec. 3(d) and the term
"operator". has arisen only intermit-
tently since the Act became effec-
tive in 1970.

whether owner, lessee or otherwise, that op-
erates, controls, or supervises a coal mine,
either directly or indirectly." * * * House
Comm. on Ed. and Labor, Legislative History
Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act
(hereinafter Leg. Hist.), Comm. Print, 91st

Congress, 2d Session, pp. 1,114-1,115.
4
See Leg. Hast., upra, p. 1115.

[82 I.D.
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It first arose in the context of an
application for review of an alleg-
edly discriminatory discharge un-
der sec. 110(b) (1) (A) of the Act.
30 U.S.C. § 820(b) (1) (A) (1970).
In Wilson v. Laurel Skaft Con-
struction Co., Inc., 1 IBMA 217, 79
I.D. 701, 1971-1973 OSHD par. 15,-
387 (1972), reconsideration denied,
2 IBMA 1 (1973), the Board sus-
tained a decision by an Administra-
tive Law'Judge directing reinstate-
ment- of two individuals who had
been discharged by reason of their
reporting to a federal coal mine in-
spector certain alleged safety haz-
ards. In so deciding, the Board held
that Laurel Shaft, an independent
coal mine construction contractor
who had been engaged in construc-
tin of a mine ventilation shaft. was
an "operator" and a "person," with-
in the meaning of sec. 3(d), subject
to the restrictions of sec. 110(b) (1)
(A) of the Act. Laurel Shaft could
have appealed the Board's decision
to an appropriate court of appeals
in order to raise the question of the
proper' construction of the terms
construed by the Board, but appar-
ently elected not to do so. 30 U.S.C.
§816 (1970).

The second case presenting the
question of the liability of a con-
tractor under the Act was Affinity

M1ining Company, 2 IBMA 57, 80
I.D. 229, 1971-1973 OSfHD par.
15,546 (1973). There, in the context
of a proceeding to assess civil pen-
alties against Affinity under sec. 109
of the Act, 30 U.S.C. § 819 (1970),
the Board upheld an order of dis-
missal on the ground that Affinity,

the owner of the subject mine, was
not liable for the instant violations
by Cowin Construction Company, a
coal mine construction contractor.
The Board so held because: (1) Af-
finity's employees did not commit
the alleged violations; (2) none of
Affinity's employees was exposed to
the hazards created by sch viola-
tions; and (3) only Cowin was real-
istically in a position to abate, i-
asmuch as it had sole control over
on-site operations. In passing, 2
IBMA at 61, the Board indicated
that there might be circumstances
where an owner might be addition-
ally liable for an assessment of civil
penalty for violations of the man-
datory standards committed by a
contractor, but left that determina-
tion open for future cases. See, e.g.,
Peggs Run Coal Company, i IBMA'
175, 82 I.D. 516, 1975-1976 OSHD
par. 20,033 (1975).'

Parenthetically, I note that.
MESA's organizational predeces-
sor, the Bureau of Mines (Bureau),6
argued in substance that there never
could be- joint or several liability
and that only the true owner could
be the "operator," within the mean-

'In' Peggs Pun Coal Company, supra, the
Board held the "owner" of a 'coal mine"
liable where it had materially abetted a viola-
tion by allowing a truck of an independent
haulage contractor without the required
backup alarm to enter the premises. There, the
"owner" had exposed its employees to a hazard
which it was realistically in a position to
prevent or abate. In so holding, the Board
made obvious a principle which was implicit
in Affinity Mining Company, spra, namely,
that the common law distinction between inde-
pendent and other kinds of contractors is not
determinative in fixing responsibility and
liability under the Act.

5
See 85 FR 18695 (1973).

6071
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ing of secs. 3(d) and 104(b) of the
Act. The Bureau and later MESA
have maintained that the position
ultimately adopted by the Board in
Affinity created severe and unjusti-
fiable administrative difficulties for
inspectors who must determine ini-
tially who is responsible for a given
violation. The Board has never
found this consideration persuasive
because some imaginative amend-
ments to the reporting regulations
concerning operator legal identity
reports would go far in easing any
such difficulties. 30 U.S.C. § 817(d)
(1970); 30 CFR 82.1 etseq. In addi-
tion, the Board has never thought
that considerations of administra-
tive ease and convenience in- this
context, even if relevant, could out-
weigh the disruptive and unfair ef-
fects if the construction of the Act
urged by the Bureau and later

MESA were adopted. See Anning-
Johnson .& Workinger EWlectric, Inc.

v. 0SH111, 516 F. 2d 1081, 1974-
1975 OSHD par. 19,684 (7th Cir.
May 2, 1975).

7 First and foremost, in situations where the
owner's employees neither caused nor were
exposed to the violative conditions, and where
only the contractor was realistically in a posi-
tion to prevent or abate, the latter's employees
who were exposed would be unable to call upon
the Secretary to take efficient enforcement
action against the person directly responsible.
The Board has been unable to perceive any
justification for the detriment to these en-
dangered employees which would flow from
insulating all contractors from responsibility
and liability by adopting MESA's extremely
narrow interpretation of the coverage of our
remedial Act which should be construed
liberally.

Second, in the case of nonserious violations,
inability of the owner to abate would ap-
parently require issuance of a sec. 104(b)
order of withdrawal, a remarkably damaging

I The decision in Assn. of Bituomi-
nous Contractors, Inc. v. Morton,
supra, in a suit for declaratory and
injunctive relief, was handed down
roughly 2 years after Affinity was
decided. Although the court there
denied injunctive relief, it did cont-
lude that the Secretary had erred

in treating any coal mine construc-
tion companies as operators in vari-
ous unidentified regulatory pro-
ceedings involving the assessment of
civil penalties. Inasmuch as the pro-
ceedings to which the court refers
must have taken place in the Assess-
ment Office of MESA initially and
later before an Administrative Law
Judge, it is plain that the district
judge was holding that the construc-
tion of the term "operator" which
emerged from a comparison of
Laurel Shaft and Affinity was er-
roneous. But what the court ignored
or was unaware of is that none of
the cases to which it referred has
ever reached the Board. It follows
necessarily that there has been no
exhaustion of administrative rem-
edies in any of those cases. In addi-
tion, since all the proceedings to

and disproportionate result. 30 U.S.C. § 814(b)
(1970).

Third, although some owners of coal mines
are economically strong enough to bargain for
insertion of indemnification clauses in future
contracts or existing contracts, others are not
and will consequently become the insurer of
someone who is free to violate the Act, ap-
parently with impunity. Moreover, even if the
contractor is amenable to such a clause, it may
be precluded by existing labor agreements.
Where contractors and/or unions are not
agreeable to renegotiation of an existing con-
tract, there will undoubtedly be suits for
damages and equitable relief proliferating in
both federal and state courts.

And it is fair to say that the short and long-
term costs of the disruption will ultimately be
borne by the consuming public.
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which the court adverts in its opin-
ion involve cases brought under sec-
tion 109 of the Act, the court
volunteered an avenue of review at
the operator's initiative which the
Congress deliberately precluded.
Comnpare 30 U.S.C. § 819(a) (4)
with 30 U.S.C. 956 (1970). Lucas
Coal Company v. Interior Board of
Mine Operations Appeals, 522 F.2d
581 (3d Cir. 1975). Moreover, to the
extent that the violations in those
cases were cited in section 104 no-
tices and abated, or were cited in
sec. 104(b) or (c) withdrawal
orders, the court apparently ignored
what should be the fatal omission
to file a timely application for re-
view by which any contractor could
have litigated at its own initiative
and sought an adequate remedy. 30
U.S.C(. 815(a) (1970). Lucas Coal
Company v. Interior Board of Hine
Operations Appeals, spra.5 Fi-
nally, we observe parenthetically
that, to our knowledge, no contrac-
tor has petitioned the Secretary to
engage in interpretative rulemaking
on the issue decided by the court. 30

8 Under section 105 of the Act, 30 U.S.C.
§ 818(a) (1970), a contractor cited for a vio-

lation with a otice can file an application
for review so long as the violation is unabated
in order to contest whether it is an "operator"
within the meaning of sees. (d) and 104.
The same is true, whether or not the violation
is abated, if the citation of violation is in-
corporated in an order of withdrawal.

In Lucas Cool Company v. Interior Board
of 3lt1ke Operations Appeals, supra, the court
of appeals upheld the Board's position on the
limitation of direct review at the operator's
initiative with respect to notices of unabated
violations. The court found the Board's views
persuasive because the limitation of review
is merely a delay and such limitation
encourages prompt abatement and facilitates
more expeditious handling of pressing cases.

U.S.C. §957 (1970), 5 U.S.C.
§§ 553(e), 559 (1970), 43 CFR 14.1.

Seen for what it quite clearly is,
the lawsuit of the Assn. of Bitumi-
nous Contractors, Inc., is best de-
scribed as .an end run around
statutory proceedings under the Act
on behalf of disgruntled litigants
who have not exhausted adminis-
trative remedies and others who
wish to preempt the Secretary in the
exercise of his primary jurisdiction
through the Board.

In Whitney National Bank v.
Bank of New, Orleans & Trust Co.,
379 U.S. 411 (1965), the Supreme.
Court, acting in a statutory con-
text procedurally indistinguishable
from that under our Act, ruled that
where the Congress has provided a
statutory procedure, whereby initial
review and an adequate remedy
may be had at the administrative
level with appeal therefrom in the
appropriate court of appeals, the
doctrine of exhaustion of adninis-
trative remedies is applicable and
the statutory procedure must be
adhered to notwithstanding the ab-
sence of an express provision of
exclusiveness. More specifically-, the
Court reversed a decision of the
United States Court of Appeals for
the District of Columbia Circuit
which had sustained the jurisdic-
tion of a district court over a suit
for declaratory and injunctive relief
against the Comptroller of the Cur-
rency with respect to a matter upon
which the Comptroller was bound
by a decision of the Federal Reserve
Board in the exercise of its primary
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jurisdiction in a statutory proceed-
ing.9

The rationale stated by the Court
in its, opinion is of particular in-
terest here. By citing and quoting
from rFar East Conferenice .
United States, 342 U.S. 570 (1952),
the Court underscored the impor-
tance of consistency of regulation
which is severely undermined by
premature, duplicative litigation in
federal courts with de novo review
outside the channels of judicial re-
view provided by the Congress. In
addition, the Court referred to the
differing expertise of admistra-
tive and judicial tribunals in highly
technical fields which leads the
Congress to vest primary jurisdic-
tion in the administrative agency
rather than a district court on the
theory that a more rational exer-
cise of. appellate judicial power and
a more comprehensive and correct
result are likely to follow. Compare
Assn. of Bituninous Contractors,
Inc. v. Morton, supra, with Anning-
Johnson & Woriinger Electric,
Inc. v. OSHRC, supra. Finally, the
Court emphasized that allowing a
choice of initial forum between the
administrator and a district court
would be unfair because of differ-
ing standards prevailing in each
and would result in unnecessary ex-
penditures of judicial time in an
unfamiliar field.

'See alko Iatzenbach v. McClmutg, 79 U.S.
294, 295-296 (1964), where the Supreme
Court indicated that, apart from the question
of jurisdiction, a district court should as
a matter of discretion deny a declaratory
judgment where an adequate remedy exists
in a special statutory proceeding.

Any lingering doubt as to the ap-
plicability to our Act of the rule
applied in Vhitney, spra, requir-
ing exhaustion of administrative
remedies and adherence to statu-
tory review procedures instead of
seeking a discretionary judicial
remedy, has been forcefully dis-
pelled by the recent decision of the
United States Court of Appeals for
the Fourth Circuit in Sink v. Mfor-
ton, - F.2d -, 1975-1976 QSHD
par, 20,043 (4th Cir. Sept. 30,
1975).

Sink v. Ml-orton, supra, like Assn.
of Bitumlninous Contractors, Inc. v.
1llorton, supra, was a suit for a de-
caratory: and injunctive relief.
Sink's complaint concerned a notice
of violation and four withdrawal
orders issued under sec. 104(6) of
the Act. 30 U.S.C. § 814(c) (1970).
Although he had invoked the Sec-
retary's statutory review jurisdic-
tion by filing an application for re-
view in the Hearinigs Division, 30
U.S.C. § 815 (1970), 43 CFR 4.1,
Sink contemporaneously pursued
his suit in the district court for an
injuletion against enforcement of
the notice and orders and a declara-
tory judgment that his mine was
not subject to the coverage of the
Act as set forth in sec. 4, 30 U.S.C.
§ 803 (1Q70), or alternatively, that
the Act is unconstitutional and un-
constitutionally vague. The district
court granted partialfrelief in the
form of an injunction against en-
forcement of the subject notice and
withdrawal orders pending the out-.
come of the administrative proceed-
ing. The court of appeals reversed.
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holding that relief equivalent to
that granted by the court below
should have been sought from the
Secretary through an Administra-
tive Law Judge or the Board, as
appropriate. Reasoning as did the
Supreme Court in Whitney, spra,
the appeals court concluded that the
availability of an adequate admin-
istrative remedy in a statutory pro-
ceeding, the result of which was
reviewable judicially in the first in-
stance in a circuit court, barred a
suit for a duplicative remedy in the
district court.10 In stating the ra-
tionale for its decision, the court
echoed themes which figured promi-
nently in Whitney, supra. It pointed
out that the Congress intended to
rely upon the technical and legal
expertise of the Secretary and his
delegates in the administration of
the Act and that the courts in the
exercise of their review jurisdiction
should defer to the right of the Sec-
retary by his delegates to determine
the facts and the law in the first in-
stance in order to be consistent with
the legislative intent underlying
establishment of statutory review
procedures. See Leg. Hist., spra,
p. 1,034.11

10 Temporary or interim relief, as appropri-
ate, on an expedited basis is available at the
administrative level. 30 U.S.C. § 815(d)
(1970). See Gateway Coal Company, 1 IBMA
82, 79 I.D. 102, 1971-1973 OSHD par. 15,372
(1972). 43 CFR 4.514.

" In pertinent part, the "Statement of the
Managers on the Part of the House," explain-
ing the effect of action agreed upon by the
House-Senate Conference Committee, reads as
follows:

> * it is most Important. that the Secre-
tary establish a competent legal staff with
experience and understanding of this legisla-
tion to handle expeditiously litigation not only

In light of Whitney, and Sink
and consistent with the Congres-
sional emphasis upon initial Secre-
tarial determination of claims for
relief susceptible to administrative
adjudication, I am not willing, in,
the absence of a compelling order
by a court or the Secretary, to ac-
quiesce automatically in the views
expressed in a simple declaratory
judgment. Certainly, such acquies-
cence would be clearly contrary to
the Secretary's interest in, and pol-
icy of, asserting his primary ad-
judicative jurisdiction to the maxi-
mum extent 12 in order to avail him-
self of the protection afforded by
the substantial evidence rule and the
judicial habit of deference to a rea-
soned construction of legislation by
the administrator entrusted with its
enforcement. See; e.g., Lucas Coal
Company v. Interior Board of Mine
Operations Appeals, sitpra. Because
of the respect the Board owes the
federal courts, I am willing to ex-
amine the reasoning in support of
a declaratQry judgment and order,
but I do not consider the Secretary
bound thereby.

Accordingly, I am of the opinion
that, as a preliminary matter, Judge
Koutras correctly concluded that
the declaratory judgment and order

at the administrative hearing stage, but also
at the appellate and district court stage. The
highly technical nature and unique conditions
and practices that occur in this industry war-
rant the conclusion that the health and safety
of the miners requires not only well-trained
and experienced inspectors and administrators,
but also a legal staff with experience gained in
the handling of such proceedings."-.

12 See Eastern Associated Coal Corp., 5
IBMA 74, 82 I.D. 392, 1975-1976 OSHD par.
19,921 (1975). -
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in Assn. of Bituninous Contractors,
Inc. v. Morton, supra, did not, by
itself, bind the Department or im-
pair the authority of Secretarial
case precedents established by the
Board. However, for the reasons set
forth above in the Board's opinion
and order, I do agree that he erred
in not applying the district court's
decision under the Acting Secre-
tary's order.

DAVD DOANE,
Chief Administrative Judge.

WEST, FREEDOM MINING
CORPORATION

BLACK FOX MINING AND
DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

AH-RS COAL CORPORATION
PERRY-ROSS COAL COMPANY

5 IBMA 329

Decided Decemle'r 17,1975

Cross appeals by West Freedom Min-
ing Corporation, et al., and the Mining
Enforcement and Safety Administra-
tion from a decision by Administrative
Law Judge George A. Koutras, issued
March 19, 1975, with respect to the
following civil penalty proceedings
filed under section 109 of the Federal
Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of
1969: Docket Nos. PITT 74-401-P,
PITT 74-449-P, PITT 74-455-P, and
PITT 74-590-P.

Affirmed in part and reversed in
part.

Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969: Notices of Violation:
Party to be Charged

RTMENT OF THE INTERIOR [82 I.D

An owner-operator of a coal mine, rather
than the independent contractor, was
properly charged with a violation where
its employees were endangered by the
violation and it could have removed the
hazard with a minimum of effort. Section
3(d) of the Act, 30 U.S.C. § 802(d).

APPEARANCES: Leo M. Stepanian,
Esq., for appellant-appellee, West
Freedom Mining Corp., et al.; Richard.
V. Backley, Esq., Assistant Solicitor,
and Robert J. Araujo, Esq., Trial At-
torney, for appellee-appellant, Mining
Enforcement and Safety Administra-
tion.

OPINION BY ADMINISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE SCHTIELLEN-
BERG

INTERIOR BOARD OF MINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

The appeal by West Freedom
M1ining Corporation, et al. (West,
Freedom), Appeal No. IBMA 75-
51, of the Administrative Law
Judge's decision challenges his find-
ing of violation of 30 CFR 77.410
in five Notices of Violation where
bulldozers owned by West Freedom
were cited either for not being
equipped with back-up alarms or for
having inoperative back-up alarms.
While agreeing that the Judge's
finding of fact was accurate, West
Freedom contends that 30 CFR
77.410 is not applicable to bull-
dozers. This contention was consid-
ered and rejected by the Board in
Lucas Coal Company, et al., 3
IBMA 258, 81 I.D. 430, 1973-1974
OSHD par. 18,226 (1974), and the
Board's decision was affirmed by the
United States Court of Appeals for
the Third Circuit in Lucas Coal
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Company, et al. v. Iterior Board
of Mine Operations Appeals, No.
'74-1813 (3d Cir. Aug. 29, 1975). In
fact, four of these Notices were in-
volved in the application for review
which led to the Board's decision in
Lucas, supra. Based upon the fore-
going, we are of the opinion that
our decision in Lucas is dispositive
of West Freedom's appeal, that we
must affirm the Judge's conclusion
that 30 CR 77.410 had been
violated in five instances, and that
his penalty assessment of $250 there-
for is reasonable and should be
sustained.

The Mining Enforcement and
Safety Administration (MESA) in
Appeal No. IBMA 75-53 appeals
the Judge's decision vacating two
Notices of Violation, one which al-
leged a violation of 30 CFR 77.1303
(y) (3) in that blasting lines were
not shunted immediately before
blasting and the other which alleged
a violation of 30 CFR 77.410 in that
six coal trucks lacked adequate
back-up alarms, and dismissing the
respective Pettions for Assessment
of Civil Penalty.' Since these ap-

1 These violations were contained in the fol-
lowing dockets:
West Freedom Mining Cor-

portation PITT 74--401-P
West Freedom Mine
Chicora, Pennsylvania
Black Fox Mining and De-

ielopment Corporation PITT 74-449-P
Black Fox Strip's (Consol.

Rottman Pit)
Perry Township, Pennsyl-

vania
All-RS Coal Corporation PITT 74-455-P
AH-RS Coal Tipple Mine
Bruin Borough, Pennsylvania
Perry-Ross Coal Company PITT 74-590-P
Brent, Pennsylvania

peals arose from the same decision,
we have consolidated them for
consideration.

Factual and Procedural
Backeground

(IBMA 75-53)

These two Notices of Violation,
vacated by the Judge, were issued
to owner-operators of the mines in-
volved and cited conditions which
these owner-operators contended
were the responsibility of independ-
ent contractors. With respect to No-
tice of Violation No. 1 JLIK, June 8,
1972, which alleged that blasting
lines were not shunted prior to deto-
nation, West Freedom contends that
it had hired a company to do what-
ever blasting was needed at the
mine. This company only per-
formed the blasting, i.e., it' did not
drill the blasting holes, nor did it
clean up after the detonation. Its
responsibility consisted of deter-
mining the amount of blasting
agent necessary to do the job and
preparing and detonating the
agent. There was no dispute that
this condition existed as alleged.

In his decision, the Judge found
that any independent contractor
engaged in operations which the Act
seeks to control ought to be respon-
sible for adhering to the mandatory
standards, and consequently, is the
proper party to be assessed civil
penalties. Accordingly, he vacated
this Notice.
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In Notice of Violation No. U7FP,
February 9, 1972, which cited six
coal haulage trucks for failure to
have back-up alarms, the trucks
were owned by the drivers and were
on mine property only for the time
necessary for loading, approxi-
mately 5 minutes. The truck drivers
were paid a set fee per ton of coal
hauled and West Freedom contends
it had no control over the trucks
other than to direct the drivers to
where the coal is to be loaded. Thus,
it should not be assessed penalties
for. violations present on the trucks.

For the same reason given above,
the Judge vacated this Notice with
respect to the six coal trucks.

Issue Presented

(IBMA 75-53)

Whether West Freedom was re-
sponsible for the violations cited in
the two Notices in issue and was
properly charged theref or.

Discussion

In the period between the issu-
ance of the Judge's decision and
the present, in Peggs Run Coal
Company, Inc., 5 IBMA 175, 82
I.D. 516, 1975-1976 OSHD par.
20,033 (1975), the Board held that
the phrase "responsible for the vio-
lation," as used in Affinity Mining
Company, 2 IBMA 57, 80 I.D. 229,
1971-1973 OSHD par. 15,516
(1973), must be liberally applied
"to effect the primary purpose of
the Act-to provide miners with a
safe working environment." In

Peggs. Run, sepra, we were dealing
with an independent coal haulaoe
firm which, by failing to equip its
trucks with adequate back-nip
alarms, endangered miners em-
ployed by Peggs Run. Since the
Board believed that "with a mini
mum1 of diligelce" Peggs Pui
could have prevented such trucks
from operating in an area where
its employees would be endangered,
the Board held that Peggs Run wa-.
the proper party to be charged with
the violation. Similarly, in the in-
stant case, we are dealing with six
driver-owned coal trucks not
equipped with adequate back-up
alarms and an independent blasting
contractor. The Board is of the
opinion that the Pegys Pun ration-
ale applies to both of these viola-
tions. The facts of this case are
substantially the same as that in
Peggs Run, supra. Additionally,
the hazard created by the blasting
operation imposed the duty on
West Freedom to make certain thac
it was performed in a safe manner
In both of these violations miners
employed by West Freedom were
endangered by hazards which the
operator could have prevented or
removed from the mine area with
a minimum of effort. Accordingly,
we hold, notwithstanding the deci-
sion of the Judge to the contrary,
that West.Freedom was responsible
for these violations and was the
proper party to be charged there-
for.

Since the parties stipulated to all
of the statutory criteria for deter-
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mining the amount of civil penalty
except the gravity of the violation,
we will adopt this stipulation which
is as follows:

1) iWest Freedom has incurred
no violations in the preceding 24
monthsi

2) West Freedom employs 16
persons to produce 400 tons of coal
daily and 138,600 tons of coal
annually;

3) West Freedom's ability to
continue in business will not be af-
fected by the assessment of civil
penalties' 

4) All violations were the result
of ordinary negligence by West
Freedom-; and

.5) West Freedom exercised good
faith in the abatement of all viola-
tions.

The Board is of the opinion that
the blasting line violation, was
serious de to the potential for a
premature detonation and the con-
sequences thereof upon the safety of
miners. Accordingly, we conclude
that a penalty of $100 is warranted
for this violation.

The record does not indicate the
number of people endangered by
the trucks without adequate back-
up alarms nor any other evidence
to support a finding that the vio-
lation was serious. Accordingly, we
find the violation not serious and
conclude that a penalty of $50 is
warranted therefor.

ORDER

WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority delegated to the Board by
the Secretary of the Interior (43
CFR 4.1(4)), IT IS HEREBY
ORDERED that:

1) The Judge's decision affirm-
ing Notices of Violation Nos. 1
CFP, February 9, 1972, 1 LCW,
April 26, 1972, 1 HB, February 9,
1973, 2 CFP, October 7, 1971, and
2 CFP October 12, 1971, and assess-
ing. penalties in the total aniouit
of $250 therefor IS AFFIRMED;

2) The Judge's decision vacat-
ing Notices of Violation Nos. I
JLK, June 8, 1972, and 1 FP,
February 9, 1972, IS REVERSED,
the Notices ARE REINSTATED,
the violations ARE AFFIRMED,
and penalties' of $100 and $50,
respectively, ARE ASSESSED
therefor, and

3) West Freedom. Mining Cor-.
poration, pay penalties in the total
amont of $250, Black Fox Mining
and Development Corporation pay
penalties in the total amount of $50,
and Perry-Ross.Coal Company pay
penalties in the total amount of
$100, on or before 30 days from the
date of this decision.

HOw-ARD J. ScnHELENBERG, Jr.,
Adninistrative Judge.

I CONCUR:

DAVID DOANE,

Chief Adninistrative Judge.
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ZEIGLER COAL COMPANY

5 IMA 338

Decided December 17, 1975

Appeal by Zeigler Coal Company from
a decision by Administrative Law
Judge Edmund M. Sweeney (Docket
No. VINC 73-228-P/4), dated May 7,
1975, assessing a civil penalty in the
amount of $500 for one violation of the
Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969.

Affirmed.

Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969: Penalties: Mitigation

-Economic losses suffered by an operator
as a result of a vacated withdrawal order
need not be considered as a mitigating
factor in a penalty proceeding arising
out of a condition or practice cited in
such order where such losses are not af-
firmatively pleaded at or before the hear-
ing.
Section 109(a) of the Act. 30 U.fC5.
§ 819 (a).

APPEARANCES: J. Halbert Woods,
Esq., for appellant, Zeigler Coal Com-
pany; Thomas A. Mascolino, Esq.,
Assistant'Solicitor, and John . 'Don-
nell, Esq., Trial Attorney, for appellee,
Mining EnfoTcement'and Safety Ad-
ministration.

OPINION BY ADMINISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE SC'HELLEN-
BERG

INTERIOR BOARD OF MINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

Factual and Procedural
Baccground

On May 11, 1972, at about 10 a.m.,
a Mining Enforcement and Safety

Administration (MESA) inspec-
tor, Harry Greiner, during a reg-
ular inspection of Zeigler Coal'
Company's (Zeigler) No. 4 Mine
located in Johnston City, William-
son County, Illinois, issued Order of
Withdrawal HG, May 11, 1972,
pursuant to sec. 104 (c) (1) of the
Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 19691 (Act) for a
violation of 30 CFR 75.400, which
proscribes the accumulation of loose
coal and coal dust in active work-
ings. The order was terminated at
1 :15 p.m. of the same day.

In an Application for Review
filed by Zeigler the order was up-
held by the Administrative Law
Judge (Judge). On appeal to this
Board the Judge's decision was re-
versed and the order vacated based
on a finding that there Was not "a
probable risk of serious bodily harm
or death." 2

Zeigler on Feb. 22, 1973, filed a
Petition for Hearing and Formal
Adjudication of the violation cited
in the above-mentioned order,
among others. The matter was ulti-
mately assigned Docket No. VINC
73-228-P/4 and was heard on
Feb. 25, 1975. At the hearing Zeigler
presented no witnesses and offered
as evidence only a map of the No. 4
Mine and a copy of the transcript
of the hearing regarding the above-
mentioned Application for Review
of the 104(c) (1) order which was
accepted by the Judge only with re-
speot to the testimony of the MESA

130 U.S.c. §§ 801-960 (1970).
2 Zeigler Coal Company, IBMA 448, 81

I.D.. 729, 1974-1975 OS1D par. 19,131
(1974). Decision reaffirmed on reconsideration
on May 13, 1975, 4 IBMA 139, 82 I.D. 221,
1974-1975 OSED par. 19,638.-
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inspector. Subsequently, on Apr. 7,
1975, Zeigler field Proposed Find-
ings of Fact, Conclusions of Law,
and Supporting Brief, in which it
alleged for the first time that 654
tons had been lost due to the invalid
order resulting in a $3,270 loss of
income. On Apr. 10, 1975, MESA
filed objections to the Proposed
Findings of Fact and the Conclu-
sions of Law in which it urged the
Judge to reject any consideration of
economic loss. On May 7, 1975,
Judge Sweeney issued his decision
and assessed a penalty 'of $500. The
decision acknowledged that the
order had been -vacated; that the
coal production in one of the three
producing units had been lost for
approximately 131/4 hours, and gave
consideration to each of the criteria
set out in sec. 109 (a), including
MESA's submission of Zeigler's his-
tory of previous violations as well
as Zeigler's claim of economic loss
due to closure. n May 29, 1975,
Zeigler filed a Notice of Appeal.
Timely briefs have been filed by
Zeigler Coal Company and by
MESA.

Contentions of the Parties

The sole contention of Zeigler is
that the Judge failed to give ade-
quate consideration to its economic
loss suffered as a result of the er-
roneous issuance of the order of
withdrawal. Zeigler contends that
$3,000 was lost (without offsetting
-reduction of labor cost) which
should offset the amount of any civil
penalty assessed. The fact of the
violation is not challenged nor are

213-256-76-3

the findings made pursuant- to' sec.
109 (a) (1) of theAct.

MESA contends (1) that Zeigler
failed to affirmatively plead eco-
nomic loss in mitigation, (2) failed
to offer. evidence at or before the
hearing as to the loss caused by the
invalid order, thus depriving it of
an opportunity to cross-examine on
that point or to offer rebuttal evi-
dence, and (3) that there is no evi-
dence in the record to support -any
conclusions on lost production or
loss of income. Therefore, it urges
that the decision of the Judge be
affirmed.

Issue Presented

Whether the economic loss result-
ing from a vacated order was ade-
quately considered.

Discussion

A.

In North American Coat Cor-
poration we set out several points
for guidance and assistance in im-
plementing the consideration of
economic loss as a mitigating factor.
Among those points were the fol-
lowing two which are particularly
applicable here: (1) the fact that
such losses occurred and the dura-
tion of the withdrawal orders before
termination must be affirmatively
pleaded by the operator in the sub-
ject penalty proceeding; otherwise
the Judge need not .consider the
losses as a mitigating factor; and
(2) 'a Judge has the discretion to as-

3 8 IBMA 93, 81 I.D. 204, 1973-1974 OSHD
par. 17,658 (1974).
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sign whatever weight to such miti-
gating factor as he deems just or ap-
propriate under the circumstances
of each case.

As to the first point, we find that
Zeigler failed to affirmatively plead
economic loss and cannot now be
heard on that issue. Zeigler's pre-
hearing pleadings made no mention
of economic loss in mitigation nor
did it raise the issue during the
hearing. The first time it was raised
was in proposed findings filed subse-
quent to the hearing. However, the
record does contain the fact that
the withdrawal order was subse-
quently vacated and the time of is-
suance and time of termination of
the order, approximately 131/4
hours. We feel that this record con-
tained sufficient information to sub-
stantiate a finding that some pro-
duction was lost. Since we indicated
in North American that the exact
dollar amount of the loss was not
relevant the record here could be,
considered to support some mitiga-
tion.

The decision of the Judge reflects
that he was fully aware that the
order had been vacated by this
Board, and that one of Zeigler's
three' producing units had been
closed for approximately 131/4
hours. (See Findings of Fact 7 and
9, Dec. 7.) In fact, the Judge spe-
cifically stated, "Consideration has
been given here to each argument
by each party on the question of the
criteria set out in sec. 109(a) (1),
including MESA's submissions on
previous Zeigler violations and
Zeigler's claim of economic loss due
to the closure." (Dec. 5.)

Furthermore, the decision sup-
ports the Judge's findings that the
violation was both serious and the
result of negligence by the operator.

In our view the record is unclear.
as to whether the Judge failed to
consider economic loss or did in fact
consider it but gave it little weight.

We will affirm the decision on the
grounds that the failure of Zeigler
to affirmatively plead economic loss
in, mitigation forecloses its argu-
ment and that the Judge did not
abuse his discretion or judicial pre-
rogative if in fact he gave no weight
to economic loss. Upon review of
the entire record we find and con-
clude that the penalty assessed is
reasonable and supported by the
facts even when giving Zeigler the
benefit of doubt on the question of
economic loss.

ORDER

WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority delegated to the Board
by the Secretary of the Interior
(43 CFR 4.1(4) ), IT IS HEREBY
ORDERED that the Judge's deci-
sion and order in the above-cap-
tioned case IS AFFIRMED. IT IS
FURTHER ORDERED that
Zeigler Coal, Company pay the
penalty assessed, in the amount of
$500, within thirty days from the
date of this decision.

HOWARD J. SHELLENBERG, JR.,
. Administrative Judge.

I CONCUR:

DAvID DOANE,

Chief Administrative Judge.
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APPEAL OF COMMONWEALTH
ELECTRIC COMPANY

IBCA-1048-11-74

Decided December 18,1975

Contract No. 14-03-3217A Bonneville
Power Administration.

1. Rules of Practice: Appeals: Gen-
erally-Rules of Practice: Appeals:
Discovery

Where a contract for the construction
of a powerline contained two rates for
the erection of tower steel and the con-
tractor, contending that the contract was
ambiguous (which was admitted by the
Government in part), claimed additional
compensation at the higher helicopter
erection rate and filed a request for the
production of documents in nine separate
categories which request was opposed by
the Government principally upon the
ground that the documents were irrele-
vant to any issue in the appeal, the
Board, following the rule that it is not
a valid objection that information sought
in discovery proceedings may not be ad-
missible at the hearing if the request
appears reasonably calculated to lead to
the discovery of admissible evidence,
grants appellant's request in principal
part.

APPEARANCES: Mr. Allen L. Over-
cash, Attorney at Law, Woods, Aitken,
Smith, Greer Overcash & Spangler,
Lincoln, Nebraska, for the appellant;
Mr. David E. Lofgren, Department
Counsel, Portland, Oregon, for the
Government.

INTERIOR BOARD OF
CONTRACT APPEALS

Order Ruling Upon Objections
to Reguest for Production of
Documents

The captioned contract for the
construction of a powerline which

traversed the Washington-Oregon
Boundary contains two items for
the erection of tower steel for each
of which the unit is pounds: No. 35,
erect tower steel and No. 36, erect
tower steel by helicopter. The claim
is for erection of tower steel at the
helicopter unit price on the Wash-
ington side of the line whereas that
allowed by the contracting officer
was only on certain towers in Ore-
gon.

By letter, dated Oct. 3,,1915, ap-
pellant's counsel filed with the
Board a request for production of
documents in nine separate cate-
gories allegedly relevant to issues n.
the appeal. Department counsel has
opposed the request, asserting, inter
edia, that the documents are not
relevant to any issues in the appeal,
that certain of the requested docu-
ments are privileged, that the re-
quest is unduly burdensome and
that appellant is engaged in a fish-
ing expedition rather than a genu-
ine effort to obtain documents re-
Lated to the claim involved in the
appeal.

[I] We will consider the. cate-
gories of documents in the request
and the Government's opposition
thereto seriatim.

Request No. 1:

All documents relating to the use or
potential use of a helicopter for the
erection or partial erection of the trans-
mission line towers on Contract No. 1-
03-3217A for construction of Hlanford-
Ostrander 500 KV Line No. 1, Schedule
IIB (the "Project").

Explaining this request, appellant
alleges that the conditions of the
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project encouraged, if not required,
the contractor to use a helicopter
for the erection of as many towers
as possible and that the Government
knew or should have known this
prior to bidding. The Government's
denial of this allegation is cited in
support of the request. Appellant
has also alleged that it reasonably
understood that all erection by heli-
copter would be paid for at the unit
price for helicopter erection. Alter-
natively, appellant has alleged that
the specifications were misleading
and therefore defective.

Contending that the specifications
are clear and unambiguous as to the
towers upon which the helicopter
method of erection was mandatory
and that other methods of erection
were permissible on the remaining
towers, the Government asserts sim-
ply that the documents covered by
this request have no bearing on the
issue in the appeal, which is whether
appellant is entitled to payment at
the helicopter rate for all steel
erected by that method.

Answering the Government's ob-
jection to this request (enclosure to
letter, dated Nov. 24, 1975), appel-
lant alleges that during the perfor-
mance of the work the Govern-
ment's position as to the particular
towers for which the payment pro-
visions for helicopter work were ap-
plicable varies from that now taken
by the contracting officer in the find-
ings of fact. Appellant asserts that
if the payment provisions for heli-
copter erection were, in fact, in-
tended to apply only to certain tow-
ers, the Government must have doc-

uments in its possession reflecting
that position. The Government has
admitted (Answer, Par. 8) that a
tower not listed as required to be
erected by helicopter was paid for
at the helicopter erection rate be-
cause of an ambiguity in the speci-
fications.

We reject the Government's con-
tention. To begin with, the concept
of relevancy in discovery proceed-
ings is broader than that governing
:the admissibility of evidence at a
trial or hearing, and it is not a valid
objection that the information
sought may not be admissible at the
trial or hearing if the request ap-
pears reasonably calculated to lead
to the discovery of admissible evi-
dence. Ingalls Shipbuilding Divi-
sion, Litton System, Inc., ASBCA
No. 1717 (Aug. 16, 1973), 73-2 BCA
par. 10,205 at 48,096.

Applying this rule in the light of
appellant's allegations, we think it
evident that documents relating to
the use or potential use of a heli-
copter on the line in question might
be relevant to the issue of ambiguous
specifications (partially admitted
by the Government) or to the issue
of the alleged misleading or defec-
tive specifications. In any event, we
are not prepared to hold that the
documents in question would not
lead to the discovery of admissible
evidence relating to the above issues.
Accordingly, this request is grantfl.

Request No. 2:
All documents relating to the drafting

or preparation of those provisions of the
specifications or computations of bid
quantities or determination of bid units

[82 I.D.
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or methods of payment or engineering
estimates for the Project that relate to
the following items of work on the Proj-
ect: erection of the steel towers or pay-
ment therefore [sic] excavation for foot-
ings or payment therefore [sic] ; removal
of line facilities or payment therefore
[sic].

In explanation of this request, ap-
pellant refers to the allegation in its
complaint that since the specifica-
tions did not limit payment for erec-
tion at the helicopter rate to those
towers for which helicopter erection
was required, it is entitled to pay-
ment at the helicopter rate for all
steel set by helicopter. Appellant
contends that this conclusion was
strengthened by provisions of the
specifications providing that pay-
ment for erection of steel towers
would be made at the unit price and
payment for helicopter erection
work would be made at the unit
price for erection by helicopter. Ap-
pellant again relies on a provision in
the specifications assertedly encour-
aging the use of a helicopter at
other than the designated towers
which is as follows:

This specification designates certain
areas where helicopters shall be used for
removal and erection of steel towers. In
other areas of limited or prohibited
ground access the use of helicopters for
logging, line removal, and construction
is the preferred method.

The Government's answer denies
the validity of appellant's argu-
ments, asserting that the quoted
provision must be read in the con-
text of the contract as a whole,
that special environmental con-
siderations dictated the use of only

the helicopter method of erection on
certain towers in Oregon and that
appellant's use of a helicopter on
other towers was a voluntary act on
its part. The Government also ar-
gues that appellant, in relying on
the quoted section of the specifica-
tions, has ignored the limiting
words, "In other areas of limited or
prohibited ground access * *,"
which were not applicable to tow-
ers to be erected in Washington.

Appellant states that it has at-
tempted to read the contract as a
whole and seriously doubts if docu-
ments in the Government's posses.
sion support the Government's con-
tentions. Opposing the request, the
Government argues that there is no
apparent connection between the
claim and the material described in
the request. However, it, neverthe-
less, asserts that quantities of work
on this contract came out remarka-
bly close to estimates contained in
the bid schedule.
* Amplifying the basis for this re-

quest, appellant refers to page 7 of
the findings wherein the contracting
officer found, in essence, that based
on weights of the towers shown in
the drawings, bidders should have
been able to relate the tower num-
bers for which helicopter erection
was specified to the approximate
weight shown in the bid schedule
(Item 3) and thus develop a unit
price therefor. The same conclusion
was reached with respect to the bal-
ance of the erection (Item 35),
where, according to the Govern-
ment, the method of erection was
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left to the contractor's option. The
contracting officer determined that
the approximate weights in the
schedule were directly relatable to
requirements in the specifications
and that except for the adjustment
tor Tower 157/1, for which pay-
ment at the helicopter erection
method was allowed, actual quanti-
ties erected under Items 35 and 36
-were very close to the estimates.

Appellant asserts that if the Gov-
ernment is permitted to capitalize
on an assertion of a close relation-
ship between bid quantities and
other provisions of the contract, ap-
pellant is certainly entitled to exam-
ine Government documents relating
to the computation of bid quantities
and the other matters (determina-
tion of bid units, methods of pay-
ment or engineering estimates) cov-
ered by Request No. 2.

We agree with appellant that the
Government cannot rely on an as-
serted close relationship between
estimated weights which are alleg-
edly directly relatable to require-
ments of the specifications and ac-
tual weights, while denying the rel-
fevance of computations upon which
the estimates were based. The re-
'quested data concerning other bid
items (excavation for 'footings and
removal of line facilities) is not as
clearly relevant. However, since ap-
pellant relies on certain provisions
of the specifications relating to
those items to support its contention
that the contract as a whole sup-
*ports its position, we grant this re-
quest in its entirety.

Request No. 3:
All documents that relate to the selec-

tion of the length of time for construction
of the project.

Explaining this request, appel-
lant refers to the allegations in its
complaint that award was made on
Mar. 8, 1973, that notice to proceed
was issued effective March 12, 19X3,
and that the work was to be com-
pleted by October 18, 1973. Appel-
lant has alleged that the Govern-
ment has denied that this was a
short construction schedule consid-
ering the difficult nature of the
work. Appellant asserts that it is
generally recognized that erecting
steel towers by helicopter is faster
than by motorized crane and con-
tends that the short construction
schedule was one of the conditions
which practically encouraged and
required the use of a helicopter.

Appellant states that it needs to
review the documents in question to
determine if they support the Gov-
ernment's position. Opposing the
request, the Government argues that
whether the construction schedule
is considered to be' long or short is
largely a subjective matter5 that it
was up to any firm submitting a bid
to determine how to accomplish the
work in the time allowed and that
the documents described in the re-
quest are not relevant to the issue
in the appeal.

While we recognize the force of
the Government's contention that
the work could have been prose-
cuted in Oregon and Washington
simultaneously, a contractor may
not be expected to commit men and
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equipment to a project which are
unreasonable in relation to the dol-
lar value thereof, and we are simply
not prepared to hold at this junc-
ture that the time allotted for per-
formance of the work is irrelevant
to any issue in the appeal. In this
connection, it would appear that an
appropriate means of determining
whether time allowed for perform-
ance of the instant contract was
long or short would be to compare
the schedule for similar projects.
This request is granted.

Request No. 4:

All documents related to the use of
helicopters for fire prevention and fire
protection on the Project.

In Paragraph Six of its complaint
appellant alleges that it used the
helicopter method to erect a number
of towers in addition to those re-
quired by the contract to be erected
by that method, that this benefited
the Government by speeding com-
pletion of the work and avoiding
delays resulting from damage to the
environment and the danger of fire.
Appellant has also alleged that the
Government benefited from the fire
prevention capabilities of the heli-
copter since the specifications re-
quired the contractor to provide a
water bucket for use with the heli-
copter at all times a helicopter was
utilized on the project. The Govern-
ment has denied that any benefit
necessarily accrued to the Govern-
ment from use of the helicopter on
other than the required towers and
contends that, in any event, any

alleged benefit is irrelevant to the
issue in the appeal.

As support for the request, appel-
lant asserts that some substantive
benefit must have accrued to the
Government from the fire protection
provisions, or the provisions re-
ferred to would not have been in-
cluded in the contract. Appellant
contends that the requirement that
the helicopter have a fire prevention
capability is inconsistent with the
Government's position it should not
be compensated for use of the heli-
copter. The Government argues thati
the mere fact that appellant, acting
as a volunteer, conferred an alleged
benefit upon the Government does
not subject the Government to lia-
bility therefor and that the specifi-
cations speak for themselves.

We think the purpose of having a
water bucket for use with a heli-
copter available at all times the heli-
copter was used on the project is
sufficiently obvious that production
of documents relating thereto, as-
suming they exist, would serve no
useful purpose. In the absence of
further justification, this request is
denied.

Request No. 5:

All documents relating to or describing
or evaluating or referring to the Con-
tractors [siol plan of work for the project
described in the Contractor's letter of
May 4, 1973.

Since the Government states that
no documents covered by this re-
quest exist, there is no point in dis-
cussing the contentions of the
parties relating to appellant's work
plan.
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Request No. 6:

All documents related to partial or fanl
[sic] payment for the erection of steel
towers on the Project including but not
limited to all documents in the possession
of Mr. Al Leonard, an official of the Bon-
neville Power Admimstration.

In explanation of this request, ap-
pellant refers to the Government's
answer wherein it is alleged that the
Government accepted appellant's
bid for performing the work at the
stated bid prices-$.40 per lb. for
Item 36 for erecting towers required
to be erected by the helicopter
method (Towers 154/1 to 157/1)
and $.22 per lb. for the remainder.
The Government has also asserted
that payment was made on several
partial payment estimates. Appel-
lant asserts it needs to examine the
documents in question to trace the
source of the Government's position
that the provisions of the contract
applicable to helicopter work only
required payment at the helicopter
rate for certain numbered structures
and to ascertain how the decision to
make payment at the helicopter or
other erection rate was made. The
Government, opposing the request,
states that there appears to be no
basic disagreement as to the total
quantity of steel erected except as
to the amount erected by crane on
the Washington side, that the par-
tial payment estimates have previ-
ously been shown and explained to
appellant and that the documents in
question are not essential to prose-
cution of the appeal.

While documents relating to par-
tial or final payment would appear
to be irrelevant to the matter of the

acceptanceof appellant's bid and we
will not allow discovety to be used
to harass or annoy an opposing
party, i.e., by repeated requests. for
documents which are available to or
already in the possession of the op-
posing party, the Government ad-
mits to some disagreement as to the
amount of steel erected by crane on
the Washington side. In addition,
documents relating to partial or
final payment may further explain
the Government's decision to allow
payment at the helicopter erection
rate for an additional tower. This
request is granted.

Request No. 7:

All documents relating to the Contrac-
tor's claim for additional payment for
helicopter erection, consideration of that
claim and the Contracting Officer's deci-'
sion on the claim.

In justification of this request,
appellant has asserted that the cen-
tral issue in this appeal is the verac-
ity of the contracting officer's deci-
sion and that it is entitled to review
documents relating to the Govern-
ment's consideration of its claim.
The Government argues that these
documents are privileged as inter-
nal memoranda, material and work-
ing papers not available to an ad-
verse party in litigation.

The Government's claim of priv-
ilege may not be so readily accepted.
Questions of privilege are normally
determined only after an in camera
review of the documents in ques-
tion. See Power City Construction
and Equipment, Inc., IBCA-490-
4-65 (July 17, 1968), 75 I.D. 185,
68-2 BCA par. 7126; Inga7ls, supra,
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-and Car F. Olson & Sons Co.,
IBCA-930-9-71 (Apr. 4, 1974), 81

)I.fl 157, 74-1 BA par. 10,564.
This; request is granted. The
Government is directed to make
available to the Board for in camera
review copies of any documents
covered by this request or portions
thereof considered to be privileged
together with a statement of rea-
sons in support of the claim of
privilege.

Request No. 8:

All specifications issued by issued by
[sic] Bonneville Power Administration
within five years previous to the Project
which provided for different payments
for the same or similar work depending
upon the method of construction used by
the Contractor including but not limited
to payments the amount of which de-
pended upon the use or non use [sic] of a
helicopter.

Justifying this request, appellant
refers to the allegation in its com-
plaint that on similar projects with
similar contract provisions the
Government had paid for all heli-
copter erection work at the heli-
copter erection price. The Govern-
ment has, of course, denied this al-
legation. Appellant argues that the
other specifications would conclu-
sively show that its interpretation
at the time of bidding was correct.
Opposing the request, the Govern-
ment states that other specifications
are irrelevant to what the contract
in this instance required and that,
in any event, the request is unduly
burdensome.

We grant the request limited to
other specifications, if any there be,

issued within the 5-year period pre-
ceding the instant contract wherein
the 'helicopter method of erecting
towers was mandatory on a power-
line or any portion thereof. Our
rationale follows. We have admitted
in evidence specifications under
other contracts as relevant to the
reasonableness of a contractor's
interpretation of allegedly ambig-
uous specifications. See Allison &

Haney, Ino., IBCA-587-9-66 (July
24, 1969), 69-2 BOA par. 7807 at
36,262. All discovery is to some de-
gree burdensome and the mere fact
that compliance will place a burden
on the party against whom dis-
covery is directed is not a valid ob-
jection. See JB & C Company,
IBCA-1020-2-74 and 1033-4-74
(Dec. 11, 1974), 75-1 BOA par. 11,-
017. If locating the particular spec-
ifications as to which we have
granted the request is regarded as
too burdensome, the Government
may satisfy its obligations in this
regard by making the files in which
the specifications may be located
available to appellant. See Carl TV.
Olson & Sons, Co., IBCA-930-9-71
(Oct. 15, 1973), 73-2 BCA par. 10,-
269.

Request No. 9:

AUl documents relating to environ-
mental considerations, or restrictions on
the Project.

Appellant's justification for this
request is again based on the alle-
gation, denied by the Government,
that the contractor was encouraged,
if not required, to use a helicopter
on the erection of as many steel
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towers as possible and that the
Government knew, or should have
known, this prior to the bidding.
The alleged encouragement is re-
lated to the allegations that the
helicopter method of erecting steel
towers has hardly any impact on the
enviromnent, while use of a motor-
ized crane, necessitating construc-
tion of access roads and pads, will
likely damage the environment. Op-
posing the request, the Government
asserts that the alleged encourage-
ment must be found in the contract
provisions or in actions of the con-
tracting officer or his authorized
representative, that such construc-
tive encouragement has not been al-
leged and that the documents re-
quested are, simply not relevant to
the issue in the appeal. Appellant
argues that as long as the Govern-
ment persists in its denial that the
contract as a practical matter re-
quired the widespread use of a'heli-
copter, environmental restrictions
will be in issue in the appeal.

Since the Government has ad-
mitted an ambiguity in the specifi-
cations as to the applicability of the
helicopter erection rate to one tower
and has alleged (Answer, par. 4),
that very special environmental
considerations were applicable to
certain towers, we cannot accept the
Government's contention that docu-
ments relating to environmental
considerations are irrelevant to any
issues in the appeal. This request is
granted.

Conezusion

Appellant's requests for docu-
ments are granted to the extent in-

dicated and otherwise denied. The
Government is directed to make the
documents or the files in which the
documents may be located available
for inspection and copying at a time
and place to be agreed upon by
counsel. If the Government con-
siders that any documents as to
which we have granted the request
are privileged, it is directed to sub-
mit the documents to the Board for
in camera review together with a
statement of reasons in support of
'the claim of privilege.

SPENCER T. NIssEN,
Adninistrtive Judge.

I CONCUR:

WILLIAx F. McGRAw,
Chief Administrative Judge.

ZEIGLER COAL COMPANY

5 IBMA 346

Decided December 18, 1975

Appeal by Zeigler Coal Company from
a decision dated June 26, 1975, by Ad-
ministrative Law Judge Paul Merlin
upholding the validity of a withdrawal
order issued pursuant to sec. 104(c) (2)
and denying an Application for Review
in Docket No. BARB 75-613.

Affirmed.

1. Federal Coal Mine Health and Safe-
ty Act of 1969: Review of Notices and
Orders: Generally
The validity of the precedent notice and
order is not in issue in a proceeding for
review of an Order of Withdrawal issued
pursuant to sec. 104(c) (2) of the Act.
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2. Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969: Unwarrantable
Failure: Withdrawal Orders: Gener-
ally

An Application for Review of a sec. 104
(c) (2) withdrawal order is properly de-
nied where the evidence shows that a
violation occurred, that the condition or
practice cited posed a probable risk of
serious bodily harm or death, but short
of imminent danger, and also, that the
operator demonstrated a reckless disre-
gard for the health and safety of the
miners.

APPEARANCES: J. Halbert Woods,
Esq., for appellant, Zeigler Coal Com-
pany; Thomas A. Mascolino, Assistant
Solicitor, and David L. Baskin, Trial
Attorney, for appellee, Mining En-
forcement and Safety Administration.

OPINION BY CHIEF ADMIN-
ISTRATIVE JUDGE DOANE

INTERIOR BOARD OF MINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

On Dec. 19, 1974, Withdrawal
Order. No. 2 CED was issued in
Zeigler Coal Company's (Zeigler)
No. 9 Mine in Madisonville, Ken-
tucky. The order was issued pursu-
ant to sec. 104(c) (2) of the Federal
Coal Mine Health and Safety Act
of 1969 (Act) l and cited the fol-
lowing condition.:

The approved roof-control plan was not
being followed in that posts were not set
in crosscuts as required at numerous lo-
cations in the supply-haulage entries in
the main north, main east off main north
and No. 1 east off main north; posts were
not set in the main east belt-conveyor
entry for a distance of approximately 20

130 U.S.C. §§ 801-960 (197,).

feet adjacent to the roof fall in the main
east supply entry; seven posts were miss-
ing from under five. crossbars placed
under brows where a roof fall occurred,
two crosscuts outby the face of No. 2 en-
try, on No. 3 unit, main south off main
east; and supplemental support had not
been installed where adverse roof condi-
tions were observed for approximately 35
feet inby the fall area at the second cross-
cut outby the face of No. 2 entry, No. 3
unit, main south off main east.2

The order was terminated on Jan.
7, 1975. The actions taken to abate
the above conditions were described
as follows:

Posts were set in crosscuts as required
in the main north and No. 1 east supply
entries. The main east and main south off
main east panels were abandoned. Con-
ferences were held, and the approved
roof control plan was discussed with the
persons involved by the principal officer
in charge of health and safety in the
presence of [the] inspector.'

On Jan. 13, 1975, Zeigler filed an
Application for Review of the above
withdrawal order as well as the un-
derlying sec. 104(c) (1) order 1
DNG, Sept. 11, 1974, and the ante-
cedent notice, No. 1 DNG, Sept. 10,
1974. On Jan. 29, 1975, the Mining
Enforcement and Safety Adminis-
tration (MESA) filed a motion for

2 The roof control regulation, 30 CPR
75.200, provides in relevant part:

"Each operator shall undertake to carry out
on a continuing basis a program to improve
the roof control system of each coal mine
and the means and measures to accomplish
such system. The roof and ribs of all active
underground roadways, travelways, and work-
ing places shall be supported or otherwise con-
trolled adequately to protect persons from
falls of the roof or ribs. A roof control plan
and revisions thereof suitable to the roof con-
ditions and mining system of each coal mine
and approved by the Secretary shall be
adopted and set out in printed form * *

a Government Exhibit No. 5.
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partial dismissal of the Application
for Review insofar as it sought re-
view of the underlying sec. 104(c)
(1) notice and order. By order
dated Feb. 21, 1975, the Adminis-
trative Law Judge (Judge) granted
the motion for partial dismissal on
the ground that with respect to the
sec. 104 (c) (1) notice and sec. 104
(c) (1) order, the Application for
Review was not timely filed.

At the hearing held on Apr. 18,
1975, in Arlington, Virginia, the

:Judge affirmed his order granting
partial dismissal and testimony was
limited to Order of Withdrawal No.
2 CED, issued on Dec. 19, 1975.

The Judge found in his decision
that Zeigler had not complied with
its roof control plan and that dan-
gerous roof conditions existed in
several of the areas cited in the or-
der.4 He found specifically that
timbers were not spaced according
to the plan, or were knocked out or
missing, that previous roof falls had
occurred in several areas covered by
the order, that there was loose, sag-
ging, or cracking roof in at least
two locations, and that all of these
conditions were obvious and peri-
lous to the extent that miners were
leaving the subject areas of their
own volition. Accordingly, the
Judge concluded that the operator's

I The inspector testified that the roof in the
main east belt conveyor entry and in a spe-
cifically described area of No. 3 unit (Main

.South off Main East) was loose and sagging.
In the latter location, "the roof had been
working for several hours" (Tr. 7). The
inspector stated that the roof In the conveyor
entry "could fall at any time." (Tr. 31.)
Hlowever, no imminent danger withdrawal
order was issued, and the parties stipulated
at the hearing that no imminent danger was
present..-

failure to comply with its roof con-
trol plan was unwarrantable and
contributed significantly and sub-
stantially to the cause and effect of
a mine safety or health hazard. He
therefore held that the order of
withdrawal was properly issued.

Contentions of the Parties

Zeigler's first contention on ap-
peal is that the underlying sec. 104
(c) (1) notice and order should be

,reviewable in the' instant proceed-
ing. Zeigler concedes that its Appli-
cation for Review was filed more
than 30 days after the underlying
notice and order were' issued, but
argues that it adequately preserved
its right to challenge these docu-
ments by contesting their validity
in the instant Application for
Review.

Zeigler also contends that its de-
partures from its roof control plan
did not constitute a violation of a
mandatory health or safety stand-
ard. i

Finally Zeigler alleges that the
record does not disclose evidence
which would justify the conclusion
of hazard and unwarrantable fail-
ure.

MESA contends that the Applica-
tion for Review was properly dis-
missed insofar as it pertained to,
the underlying sec. 104(c) (1) notice
and order.

MESA also contends that the con-
ditions cited in the order were the
result of an unwarrantable failure
to comply and contributed signifi-
cantly and substantially to a mine
safety or health hazard.
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Issues on Appeal

A. Whether the validity of a sec.
104(c) (1) notice and order may be
reviewed in a proceeding for review
of an order of withdrawal issued
pursuant to sec. 104 (c) (2) of the
Act.

B. Whether the Judge erred in
upholding the validity of Order of
Withdrawal No. 2 CED issued pur-
suant to'sec. 104(c) (2) of the Act.

Discussion

A.

[1] Prior to fling its application
in the instant case, Zeigler had not
challenged the validity of issuance
or the truth of the allegations con-
tained in the underlying notice or
order. Since the validity of the un-
derlying citations was not properly
put in issue by timely challenge,
Zeigler must be held to have waived
review thereof and cannot be heard
to the contrary in the instant pro-
ceeding to review a subsequent sec.
104(c) (2) order. Kentland-Elkhorn
Coal Corporation, 4 IBMA 166, 82
I.D. 234, 1974195 OSHD par.
19,f633. (1975), and cases therein
cited.

B.

[2] This Board has repeatedly
held that individual provisions of
roof control plans are enforceable as
mandatory standards 5 in the mine

Zeigler Coal Company, 5 IBMA 132, 82
I.D. 441, 1975-1976 OSHD par. 19,998.(1975)
and cases there e6ted. i

for which the plan is approved.
Zeigler's argument with respect to
enforceability is therefore without
merit. Similarly devoid of substance
is Zeigler's contention that there
were no hazards and no unwarrant-
able failure. The record, which dem-
onstrates that the operator dis-
played a serious lack of diligence in
failing to comply with its roof con-
trol plan, is overwhelmingly to the
contrary. We find that the record
shows a reckless disregard by the
operator for the safety of the
miners and thus supports the
Judge's finding of unwarrantable
failure. We must conclude that
Zeigler has demonstrated no reason
why the findings of fact, conclusions
of law, and decision of the Judge
should not be affirmed. Accordingly,
we hold that the Judge properly up-
held the validity of the subject with-
drawal order.

ORDER

WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority delegated to the Board by
the Secretary of the Interior (43
CFR 4.1(4)), IT IS HEREBY
ORDERED that the Judge's deci-
sion and order in the above-cap-
tioned case ARE AFFIRMED.

DAVID DOANE,
Cltief Administrative Judge.

I CONCUR:

HoWAMm J. SCRELLENBERG, JR.,

Adinignitrative Judge.
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ZEIGLER COAL COMPANY

5 IBMA 356

Decided December 19, 1976

Appeal by Zeigler Coal Company
from a decision by Administrative
law Judge Paul Merlin (Docket Nos.
BARE 75-617 and BARB 75-651-P),
dated June 24, 1975, denying an
application for review filed by
'Zeigler Coal Company and granting a
petition for civil penalty assessment
filed by the Mining Enforcement and
Safety Administration. The decision
upheld the validity of a sec. 104(a)

APPEARANCES: . Halbert Woods,
Esq., for appellant Zeigler Coal Com-
pany; Thomas A. Mascolino, Esq.,
Assistant Solicitor, David L. Baskin,
Esq., Trial Attorney, for appellee, Min-
ing Enforcement and Safety Adminis-
tion.

OPINION BY ADMINISTRA-
TIVE JUDGE SCHELLEN-
BERG

INTERIOR BOARD OF MINE
OPERATIONS APPEALS

Factual and Procedural
Background

'Order of Withdrawal and assessed civil On Jan. 15, 1975, Mining En-
penalties in the amount of $2,350' for forcement and Safety Administra-
nine violations pursuant to sec. 109 (a) tion (MESA) Inspector Charles E.
(1) of the Federal Coal Mine Health Dukes inspected the No. 2 Section

of the Zeigler Coal Company's
(Zeigler) No. 9 Mine and issued
Order of Withdrawal No. 1 CED
pursuant to sec. 104(a) of the Fed-

1. Federal Coal Mine Health and Safe- eral Coal Mine Health and Safety
ty Act of 1969: Unwarrantable Fail- Act of 1969 (Act) .1 Inspector Dukes
ure: Withdrawal Orders: Imminent described the conditions or prac-
Danger tices in the order with the follow-

ing:
Conditions or practices specified in an

order should be consid: Violations of 75.400, 75.517, 75.514,order should be considered collectively 75.515, 75.100-2, 75.1104, 75.1106-3, 75.-
for the purpose of determining imminent 1100-3, and 75.1306 existed on No. 2 unit,
danger. 80 U.S.C. § 814 (1970).. north rooms, No. 1 east, main nofth: ac-

cumulations of oil, grease, and coal dust2. Federal Coal Mine Health and were present on the ratio-feed er, ioading
Safety Act of 1969: Penalties: Mitiga- machine, two shuttle cars, 2 roof-bolting

tion machines, and the coal drill, and accumu-
lations of paper and cardboard boxes

Where a withdrawal order is found to be were present near the transformer and
validly issued, economic loss due to such the crosscut adjacent to the transformer
order is properly excluded from consider- with some cardboard boxes stacked on
ation as a mitigating factor in determin- power cables near the transformer. Ac-
ing a penalty assessment pursuant to cumulations of loose coal and coal dust

sec. 109(a) of the Act 130 U.S.C §§ 801-960 (1970).
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were present in the shuttle car roadway
in No. 4 room for a distance of approxi-
mately 200 feet, and in the roadway in
the last row of -open crosscuts from Nos.
1 through 6 rooms, along the ribs in the
crosscut left in No. 1 room, and the
crosscut right in the No. 6 room, and in
the roadway for a distance of approxi-
mately 25 feet in the No. 6 east entry,
50 feet outby No. 4 room (75.400). The
outer jacket at one location on the loader
trailing cable was damaged and had not
been reinsulated (75.517). The power
wires entering the ratio-feeder conveyor
motor were not reinsulated at least to
the same degree of protection as the re-
mainder of the wire (75.514). Insulated
wires passing through the metal frame
of the ratio-feeder control box did not
enter through the proper fittings (75.-
515). The belt-conveyor control wire near
the ratio-feeder was not installed on
insulators, and was contacting wooden
boards and posts (75.516). The fire hose
provided at the section loading point was
not long enough to reach all working
faces (75.1100-2). Lubricating oil and
grease were present at numerous loca-
tions along the ribs and were not in
closed containers, with some being pres-
ent in proximity to energized power
cables (75.1104). To compressed gas
cylinders were not secured against being
accidentally tipped over and the cap to
protect the valve was missing from the
acetylene gas cylinder (75.1106-3). The
fire extinguisher provided at the trans-
former was inappropriate (75.1100-3)-.:
The section explosive storage magazine
had metal exposed on the inside and
was located 5 feet from an energized
power cable suspended from the roof
(75.1306).

Sample Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, -and 6 were
collected to substantiate this. violation.

The area of the mine closed was:
"Working section, north rooms, No.
1 east, main north." The order of
withdrawal was terminated by Or-
der No. 1 JER, Jan 16,1975.

Qn Apr. 14,1975, Administrative
Law Judge Paul Merlin (Judge),
pursuant to a motion by Zeigler is-
sued an order consolidating Zeig-
ler's application for review in
Docket No. BARB 75-617 with
MESA's petition for assessment of
civil penalty in Docket No. BARB
75-651-P. On June 24, 1975, the
Judge issued his decision in which
he found the sec. 104 (a) Order of
Withdrawal valid, denied the ap-
plication for review, and assessed
civil penalties in the ainount of $2,-
350 for nine violations of the Act.

Zeigler Goal Company filed a
timely notice of appeal on July 17,
1975. Zeigler filed a four-page brief
to which it attached its proposed
findings of fact and conclusions of
law it submitted to the Judge and
requested the Board to refer thereto
particularly with respect to the
question of imminent danger.
MESA filed a timely reply brief
with this Board.

Contentions of the Parties on
AppeaZ

In its brief on appeal, Zeigler:
makes three,' assertions. First, it
alleges that the violations cited in
the order were insignificant -and un-
related and considered either inde-
pendently or together do not con-
stitute or contribute to an im-
minently dangerous situation. No
specific objection was made as to
the validity of the findings of vio-
lation of the Act or penalties as-
sessed for specific violations found
by the Judge. Second, Zeigler con-
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tends that its loss of $7,000 in gross
revenues as a result of the issuance
of the order should completely miti-
gate the $2,350 assessment made by
the Judge. Zeiglers 'third conten-
tion challenges the promulgation of
the standards but acknowledges the
toard's prior pronouncements that
it is without jurisdiction to deter-
mine the validity of Departmental
regulations. Since this question is
raised by Zeigler for protective pur-
poses only no further consideration
will be given it herein.
- In its reply brief MESA asserts
that the various violations cited in
the order presented a hazard of fire
and explosion and with the inade-
quacy of fire fighting equipment
constituted an imminent danger. It
is alleged that Zeigler has presented
no reasons why the Judge's finding
should be reversed and in absence
of showing that the evidence com-
pels a different result, it should not
be disturbed. Next MESA points
out that Zeigler has failed to con-
test any of the findings of viola-
tions. It asserts that the findings of
fact with respect to the existence
and gravity of each violation are
supported by the record and should
not be disturbed absent a showing
that the evidence compels a differ-
ent result.

Issues Presented

Do the conditions or practices as

found by the Judge constitute im-
minent danger ?

Should the loss of $7,000 in gross
revenues precipitated by the order

Of withdrawal be considered in-
mitigating the penalties assessed?

Discussion

Having reviewed the record and
considered the briefs submitted by
Zeigler and MESA, we find that
Zeigler has not demonstrated any
reason why the findings of fact,
conclusions of law and decision of
the Judge as to the facts of viola-
tion should not be affirmed. The rec-
ord also supports the- decision and
order of the Judge regarding the
amounts assessed for each of the
nine violations of the Act in light
of proper consideration of the six
statutory criteria in sec., 109 (a) (1)
of the Act.

[1] With respect to the with-
drawal order issued pursuant to
sec. 104(a) the Judge stated that:
"The accumulations of so many
kinds of combustible materials,
some of which were on the equip-
ment itself, together with the lack
of full insulation on several wires
going to the equipment, meant that
the materials necessary to consti-
tute a fire were present all at the
same time and place with the poten-
tial sources of the ignition." The
Judge also indicated that the ab-
sence of proper fire fighting equip-
ment and the potential explosion of
the acetylene cylinder and explo-
sives further increased the danger.
We agree and consider it immate-
rial to the decision herein whether
each of the conditions individually
would constitute an imminent

danger.
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This Board has held and the
lUnited States Circuit Courts of
Appeal for bth the 4th and 7th
Circuits have affirmed that immi-
nent danger exists when the condi-
tion(s) is:-:

* * * of a nature that would induce
a reasonable man to estimate that, if
normal operations designed to extract
coal in the disputed area proceeded, it
is at least just as probable as not that
the feared accident or disaster would
occur before elimination of the danger.2

Zeigler raises one point with
which we agree. Where a condition,
such as the insulation deficiency
cited by the inspector in the instant
case as a violation of 30 CFR
75.517, is abated prior to the issu-
ance of an imminent danger with-
drawal order, it cannot properly be
considered to contribute to the im-
minent danger3 However, even ex-
cluding that insulation deficiency.
(30 CFR 75.517) from our consid-
eration we still find that it was more
probable than not that the feared
accident or disaster would' have
occurred before elimination of the.
dangers.
* [2] Zeigler's contention that the

$7,000 loss in gross revenues should

3Freeman Coal Mining Company v. Interior
Board of Mine Operations Appeals, et al., 504
F. 2d 741 (7th Cir. 1974), Eastern Associated
Coal Corp. v. Interior Board of Mine Opera-
tons Appeals, 491 F. 2d 277 (4th Cir. 1974).

sWe indicated in Eastern Associated Coal
Corporation, 1 IBMA 233, 236, 79 I.D. 723,
1971-1973 OSED par. 15,388 (1972), that in
order to minimize argument it would be a
better practice to limit the specifications in a
sec. 104(a) imminent danger withdrawal
order to those conditions or practices actually
constituting the imminent danger and. to cite
other violations in separate notices of viola-
tion. That remains the position of the Board.

213-25--76

be considered in mitigation of the
penalties assessed is without merit
since the 104 (a) order was found to,
have been properly issued. In North
American Coal Corporaition, 3
IBMA 93, 81 I.D. 204, 1973-1974
OSHD par. 17,658 (1974), we held
that economic loss is to be considered
as a mitigating factor only in those
cases where the order of withdrawal
involved had been vacated prior to
the sec. 109 (a) (1)'<penalty proceed-
ing being adjudicated, or was invali-
dated in sec. 105(a) (1) review
proceeding consolidated with the
subject penalty proceeding. There-
fore, no mitigation of the penalties
assessed in this case is appropriate
on the grounds suggested.

ORDER

WHEREFORE, pursuant to the
authority delegated to the Board by
the Secretary of the Interior (43
CFR 4.1(4)), IT IS HEREBY
ORDERED that the decision in the
above-captioned case IS AF-
FIRMED. IT IS FURTHER OR-
DERED that Zeigler Coal Com-
pany pay the penalties. assessed, in
the total amount of $2,350, within.
30 days from the date of this
decision.

HOWARD 3. SCHELIJENBERG, JR.,

Administrative Judge.

I CONCuR:

DAVID DOANE,

Chief A dministrative Judge.
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ESTATE OF LOUIS HARVEY
QUAPAW -

4 IBIA 263

alienation contained in this Act was ex-
tended by subsequent amendments to
Mar. 3, 1971.

5. Indian Probate: Generally-100.0

Decided December 23, 1975 Indians specifically excluded from the
General Allotment Act are precluded

Appeal from an Administrative Law from invoking rights extended by the Act

Judge's order determining heirs after or any amendment thereto. However,
rehearing. ~~~~simply because the Quapaws were allotted

rehearing, under a separate act of Congress does not

support a conclusion that the heirship
Affirmed,. provisions of the General Allotment Act

cannot be applied to them.
1. Indian Probate: Appeal: Matters
Considered on Appeal-130.4 6. Indian Probate: Generally-100.0-

Jurisdiction is fundamental to the Indian Probate: State Law: General-
Board's reviewing authority and it will ly-390.0
be examined on appeal even though not Where no sec. of the General Allotment
raised as an issue previously. Act suggests that the Quapaws were to

2. Indian Probate: Secretary's Author- be excluded from the Act's provisions
and where no section of the Quapaw Al-

ity: Generally-381 .0-Indian Pro- lotment Act suggests the inapplicability

bate: Trust Property: Generally- of the General Allotment Act to allotted

415.0 Quapaw lands, there lies a reasonable
The Act of June 25, 1910 (fi Stat. 855), basis for jointly interpreting these Acts.
25 U S § 372 (1970) i3 the Secre The correctness of applying the heirship
25r o..C §h 872t(1970) givesor athoere-y provisions of the General Allotmet Act
tary of the Interior statutory authority to the Quapaws is conclusively estab-
to determine heirship whether an estate lished because the Quapaw Allotment
is a trust allotment or a restricted Act fails to adopt state law..
allotment.

3 Indian Probate: Secretary'sAuthor- 7. Indian Probate: Appeal: Matters
3. ndianeroate:8. Secretary'sAutho Considered on Appeal-130.4-Indian

iaProbate: Evidence: Newly Discovered
The Act of June 25, 1910, confers juris- Evidence-225.4-Indian Probate:
diction upon the.Secretary to determine
heirs beyond a proceeding involving the Rehearing: Generally-370.0
original allottee. The Secretary's respon- Newly discovered evidence is to be pre-
sibility under the Act is to determine sented in support of a petition for a re-
heirship of all Indians who die intestate hearing and will not be considered on an
possessed of trust or restricted property l
and such responsibility does not termi-
nate until the trusteeship or period of 8. Indian Probate: Children, Illegiti-
restriction expires. mate: Generally-160.0-Indian Pro-

4. Indian Lands: Allotments: Gen- bate: Evidence: Presumptions-225.5
.erally In a case of illegitimacy, it is a reason-

The Quapaw Indians were allotted under able presumption that an unmarried

the Act of Mar. 2, 1895, 28 Stat. 876, 907. father may refrain from widely pro-
The initial period of restrictions against claiming parenthood.
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APPEARANCES: John G. Ghostbear
Attorney for Louis Wayne Ballard, ap
pellant; James Vollintine and Michae'
J. Frank, Attorneys for Russell Lei
Quapaw, appellee.

OPINION BY ADMINISTRA
TIVE JUDGE SABAGH

INTERIOR BOARD OF
INDIAN APPEALS

This case involves an appeal fron
a decision rendered after a rehear
ing. On iDec. , 1972, an Orde
Determining Heirs was entered ii
the estate of Louis Harve,
Quapaw, deceased Quapaw unal
lotted, in which it was adjudge(
that Russell Lee (Hollandsworth'
Quapaw,' an illegitimate son, wax
the sole and only heir of the dece
dent. On Apr. 2, 1973, an Orde:
Denying Petition for Rehearing
was entered. Thereafter, this Boar(
entered an Order Granting a Re
hearing De Novo, dated May 22
1973, on its own motion. The scop
of the rehearing was limited by th,
Board's order to the single issue o,
Russell Lee Quapaw's paternity.

Administrative Law Judge Johi
F. Curran held a second hearing ii
this case on January 30, 1975. O
Feb. 27, 1975, Judge Curran en
tered an Order Determining Heir
on Rehearing in which Russell Le
Quapaw was again adjudged to b
the son of the decedent and the on
heir at law. Louis Wayne Ballard
a nephew of the decedent, throug]
his attorney, filed a timely notice o
appeal of the above order oi

Apr. 25, 1975. The appeal was
docketed by the Board on June 5,

l 1975, and both parties to the appeal
have furnished briefs for the
Board's consideration.

The Board has decided that the
- Administrative Law Judge's Order

Determining Heirs on Rehearing
should be affirmed. The grounds for
appeal set out by Louis Wayne Bal-
lard are briefly discussed below as
a means of reporting the Board's
disposition of this case.

r
Juvisdiction

Y [1] As his first basis for appeal,
- the appellant claims that the Secre-
d tary of the Interior is without juris-

diction to decide the descent and'
distribution of an estate belonging

- to an unallotted Quapaw Indian
r who dies intestate. Although this
g question was not raised prior to the
d appeal,' the Board recognizes that
' jurisdiction is fundamental to its

reviewing authority and this issue is
e therefore addressed.
e [2] Appellant's reply brief
f argues at page 2 that the estate in

question does not involve a "trust
a patent," in which legal title to land
i remains in the United States, but
a rather a restricted fee, in which the
- allottee or his heirs hold a legal fee
s with a restriction on alienation. The
e appellant does not question the au-
e thority of the Secretary to deter-
y mine heirs of allotments 'held by

143 CPR 4.290 provides: ' * * "The scope
of the review on appeal shall be limited to

f those issues which were before the Administra-
tive Law Judge when he ruled upon the peti-

n tion for rehearing or reopening."

640]
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trust patents, but construes the pro-
visions of the Act of June: 25, 1910
(36 Stat. 855), 25 U.S.C. § 372
(1970), as precluding the Secretary
from rendering heirship determi-
nations when estates are held under
a restricted fee. The Supreme Court
ended this quarrel lug ago in
United States v. Bowling, 256 U.S.
484 (1921), an heirship case in
which a tract of restricted fee land
in Oklahoma was deemed covered
by the terms of 25 U.S.C. § 372
(1970) as fully as trust allotments.

f3] Secondly, the appellant con-
tends that 25 U.S.C. § 372 (1970)
does not confer jurisdiction upon
the Secretary to determine heirs
beyond a proceeding involving the
original allottee, in this case, Dick
Quapaw, who died in 1918. The in-
terpretation which courts and ad-
ministrative bodies have implicitly
given to the Act of June 25, 1910,
supra, has consistently been that the
Secretary of the Interior bears the
responsibility of determining heirs
to allotted land as long as the allot-
ment is held in a trust or restricted
status. See Bertrand v. Doyle, 36
F. 2d,341 (10th Cir. 1929), in which
the court states that the Act of
June 25, 1910, "clearly applies to
both past and future allotments and
to all questions of heirship of the
allottee asking within the trust
period." (Italics added.) See also,
Estate of Theodore Shockto (De-
ceased Unallotted Prairie Band
Potawatomi Indian), 2 IBIA 224,
81 I.D. 177 (1974), and footnote 2,
infra.

The Secretary's duty, therefore,
extends beyond the determination of
heirs of the original allottee to the
determination of heirs of all Indians
"who die intestate possessed of trust
property" (43 CR 4.202), except
as otherwise provided by statute.
The Board is not aware of any fed-
eral statute which divests the Secre-
tary of the responsibility to deter-
mine heirs of Quapaw Indians who
die intestate possessed of restricted
property.

Appellant maintains that allotted
Quapaw lands should be probated
by the state courts of Oklahoma
(Appeal Brief, p. 4). It is clear,
however, that the object of the Act
of June 25, 1910, is to grant to the
Secretary of the Interior exclusive
jurisdiction to determine heirship of
deceased Indians, including de-
ceased Quapaw Indians, who die
possessed of trust or restricted
property; the Secretary's exclusive
power to determine heirs does nof
terminate until the trusteeship or
period of restriction expires. Larkin
v. Paugh, 276 U.S. 431 (1928) Red'
Eagle v. Channing, 294 P. 93, 146
Okl. 288 (1930) ' Arenas v. United'
States, 95 F. Supp. 92 (S.D. Cal..
1951).

5 In the Red Eagle case the Oklahoma Su-
preme Court specifically held that state courts
have no jurisdiction to entertain a suit by
an Indian heir of a deceased Quapaw Indian
involving lands allotted pursuant to the Qua-
paw Allotment Act unless the trust period has
expired. In the same manner, the Oklahoma
courts have consistently recognized that the
restrictions imposed by the Quapaw Allotment
Act are not personal to the named allottee, but
run with the-land and operate on heirs of the
allottee as well. Ashton v. Noble, 162 P. 785
(1917); In re Long's Estate, 249 P. 2d' 103.
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In a further attack on the juris-
diction of the Secretary in this case,
the appellant claims that the period
of restriction affecting .the de-
cedent's land expired prior to his
death, thereby depriving the Secre-
tary of authority to determine heir-
ship.

[4] The Quapaw Indians were al-
lotted under the Act of Mar. 2, 1895,
28 Stat. 876, 907. This Act con-
tained a restriction against aliena-
tion of patents issued pursuant to
the statute for a period of 25 years.
The Act of Mar. 3, 1921, 41 Stat.
1248, as amended, Nov. 18, 1921, 42
Stat. 1570, extended the period of
restriction for 25 years, or until
Mar. 3, 1946. The Act of July 27,
1939, 53 Stat. 1127, extended the re-
strictions on Quapaw allotments
'for a further period of 25 years
from the date 'on which such restric-
tions, limitations and exemptions
would otherwise expire." The date
upon which restrictions "would
'otherwise expire" was Mar. 3, 1946.
'Thus, the most recent Act extended
the restricted period to Mar. 3, 1971.
'Since the decedent in this case 'died
on Sept. 29, 1970, his death pre-
ceded the expiration of the re-
stricted period imposed on Quapaw
allotments and only the Secretary of
the Interior is authorized to. render
the determination of heirship.

Issue of Paternity

Appellant's other two grounds for
appeal are 1) that the finding of the
Administrative Law Judge that
Russell Lee Quapaw was the natural

son of Louis Harvey Quapaw, de-
cedent, was not' based upon a fair
preponderance of the evidence or
conclusive facts, rand 2) that new
evidence has been discovered which
conclusively establishes that the de-
cedent .was not the father of Rus-
sell Lee Quapaw.

Before responding, to these. two
claims, the Board will first address
an overall objection raised by the
appellant on appeal, which goes to
the authority of the Secretary to
confer an inheritance right upon an
illegitimate. The appellant submits
that the provisions of 25 U.S.C.
§ 371 (1970), an amendment to the
General Allotment Act, supra,
which permits an illegitimate child
to inherit from the father,. are not
applicable to Quapaw Indians be-
cause the Quapiaws were not allotted
under the General Allotment Act.3

By is order of May 22, 1973,
granting a rehearing and limiting
the issue thereon, the Board has al-
ready indicated its position that 25
U.S.C. § 371 (1970) applies in this
case. In view of the statute, the
above order states that the issue of
legitimacy in. the father's estate is
moot.

Appellant refers to Porter v. Wil-
son, 239 U.S.. 170 (1975), for the
proposition that 25 U.S.C. § 371
(1970). only applies to Indians who
are covered by the prior secs. of the

Appellant characterizes this objection as
jurisdictional. If the contention is valid, how-
ever, the Secretary must still determine de-
cedent's lawful heirs. Accordingly, this alle-
gation is treated in this opinion as potentially
a limited error of law in the Administrative
Law Judge's decision rather than as a com-
plete jurisdictional defect.

643
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General Allotment Act. Specifi-
cally, the Court's holding in Por-
ter, supra, an heirship case involv-
ing Creek Indians, rests on the fact
that by sec. 8 of the Act of Feb. 8,
1887 (25 U.S.C. § 339 (1970)), "the
territory occupied by the * * *
Creeks * * * in the Indian terri-
tory" was expressly excepted from
the provisions of the General Allot-
ment Act. At 174.

[5] The Board agrees that In-
dians specifically excluded from the
General Allotment Act are pre-
cluded from invoking rights ex-
tended by the Act or any amend-
nent thereto. However, simply be-

cause the Quapaws were allotted
under a separate Act of Congress
does not support a conclusion that
the heirship provisions of the Gen-
eral Allotment Act cannot be ap-
plied to them.

[6] Moreover, where n section
of the General Allotment Act sug-
gests that the Quapaws were to be
excluded from the Act's provisions
and where no section of the Quapaw
Allotment Act suggests the inap-
plicability of the General Allot-
ment Act to allotted Quapaw lands,
there lies a reasonable basis for
jointly interpreting these Acts. In
the problem at hand, determining
what laws to follow in determining
heirship for the allotted land of a
deceased Quapaw Indian, the cor-
rectness of applying the heirship
provisions of the General Allotment
Act to the Quapaws is conclusively
established because the Quapaw Al-
lotment Act fails to adopt state law.
Since state law cannot be made ap-

plicable to allotted Indian land ex-
cept to the extent so authorized by
Congress,' and since tribal powers
do not extend to determining heirs
of trust or restricted property,5 the
decedent's estate must be probated
in accordance with federal require-
ments, including the requirement
that illegitimate children may in-
herit interests in an allotment. This
result is consistent with the premise
that statutes legitimatizing children
should be liberally construed. Estate
of Harry Colby, 69 I.D. 113, 116
(June 29, 1962). -

EVIDENCE OF PATERNITY

It appears to be undisputed by
the parties that Russell Lee Qua-
paiw's mother was Opal Hollands-
worth, now deceased, and that Opal
was not married to the decedent,
Louis Harvey Quapaw, at any time.
The factual controversy through-
out the proceedings in this case has
been whether Opal Hollandsworth
conceived Russell Lee (Hollands-
worth) Quapaw through inter-
course with the decedent, Louis
Harvey Quapaw, or through Tom
Panther, who was tried in the Dis-
trict Court for Ottawa County,
Oklahoma, for the alleged rape of
Opal Hollandsworth.

Irrespective of whether Tom
Panther was in fact guilty of the
rape' charge, the Administrative
Law Judge concluded that it would
not have been possible for the al-
leged rape to have resulted in the

Chemah . Fodder, 29 F. Supp. 910 (D.C.
Oki. 1966).

525 CPR 11.31.
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birth of Russell Lee- Quapaw. The
evidence substantiated that Russell
Lee Quapaw was born Sept. 13,
1923.6 The alleged rape- occurred
April 15, 1923. Since the average
gestation period is medically con-
sidered to be 10 lunar months (280
days) from the last menstrual
period and 266-270 days from con-
ception7 Judge Curran notes that
"the conception must have occurred
long prior to Apr. 15, 1923, to result
in the birth on Sept. 13, 1923." (De-
cision on Rehearing, p. 2.) In addi-
tion, the appellee's analysis of the
state court documents examined
from the Tom Panther case cor-
rectly points out that the defendant,
at the most, was convicted of "as-
sault with intent to commit rape,"
rendering the claim of the appellant
in this proceeding all the more un-
tenable.8

There is sufficient affirmative
evidence in the record that Russell
Lee Quapaw is the natural son of
the decedent that it could still out-
weigh proof of a rape of the appel-
lee's mother by Tom Panther at a
time which might have resulted in
the birth of a child in Sept. 1923.
Ida Reynolds, twin sister of Opal
Hollandsworth and appellee's aunt,
stated that the decedent acknowl-

Although the appellant questions the va-
lidity of this conclusion, appellee's date of
birth is corroborated by the statement of his
aunt, Ida Reynolds, who was present when he
was born, and the delayed birth certificate of
Russell Lee Quapaw.

v See Whitney v. Whitney, 337 P.2d 219
(1959); Dazey v. Dazey, 122 P.2d 308 (1942).

8 See appellee's discussion of the Panther
records, p. 9, Answer to Appeal of Louis
Wayne Ballard.

edged that Russell Lee was his son,
that the decedent and Russell Lee
were similar in appearance and
that the decedent was known in the
community to be the father of Rus-
sell Lee Quapaw. Ruth Hampton,
sister-in-law of appel1ee's mother,
testified to the same effect on depo-
sition. In addition, the original rec-
ord in this case contains a copy of
an application for the admission of
Russell Lee Quapaw into the Seneca
Indian School when the appellee
was 7 years old. This document
shows Russell Lee's father to be the
decedent. Appellee's delayed birth
certificate, dated Nov. 21, 1972,
shows the decedent was his father
and the appellee states that all his
life he has regarded the decedent
as his father.

Newly Discovered Evidence

The appellant claims that there
is newly discovered evidence which
establishes that Russell Lee Qua-
paw is not the son of the decedent.
Generally, the evidence referred to
is limited to the issue of community
reputation.

[7] It is noted that the appellant
received timely notice of the rehear-
ing in this case. Accordingly, the
witnesses who have been discovered
should have been produced by the
appellant at the Jan. 30, 1975, hear-
ing. Newly discovered evidence is
to be presented in support of a peti-
tion for a rehearing and will not be
considered on an appeal. 43 CFR
4.241; Estate of Shows in a Crowd,
A-24813 (February 25, 1948).
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[8] If the Board were author-
'ized to consider the latest evidence
of the appellant, there would still
be no basis for doubting the correct-
ness of the Administrative Law
Judge's findings. The record al-
'ready contains conflicting evidence
on community reputation and it
,comes as no surprise to the Board
that the appellant can produce more
names of persons who have no
Knowledge that the decedent
fathered an illegitimate child. In a
case of illegitimacy, it is a reason-
able presumption that an unmarried
father may refrain from widely
proclaiming parenthood.

Conclusion

On the basis of; the foregoing
conclusions and factual review of
the record, the Board is satisfied
that Russell Lee Quapaw is the son
of the decedent and legally entitled
to the privileges of a sole heir.

NOW, THEREFORE, by virtue
of the authority delegated to the
Board of Indian Appeals by, the
Secretary of the Interior, 43 CFR
4.1, the Order Determining Heirs
on Rehearing, dated February 27,
1975, be, and the same is hereby,
AFFIRMED.

This decision is final for the De-
partment.

MITCHELL J. SABAG1,
Administrative Judge.

I coNCUR:

!WILL±AM PILIP HORTON,
Alternate Member.

APPEAL OF IVERSEN CONSTRUC-
:TION COMPANY (A/K/A ICONCO)

IBCA-981-1-73

Decided December 30,197-5

:Contract No. 14-06-D-7193, Specifi-
cations No. DC-6898, Upgrading Sec-
tion of Malin-Round Mountain, 500-
kilovolt Transmission Line No. 1,
Bureau of Reclamation.

Denied.

1. Contracts: Oonstruction and Opera-
tion: Changes and Extras-Contracts:
Disputes and' Remedies: Burden of
Proof-Rules of Practice: Appeals:
Burden of Proof-Rules of Practice:
Evidence-Rules of Practice: Wit-
nesses

A claim for acceleration under a contract
for the epnstruction of footings for a
transmission line is denied where one of
appellant's principal contentions was that
in a telephone conversation following
record snow in late Sept. the project engi-
neer had directed that men and equipment
be added to the job in order to finish the
work by the contract completion date of
Nov. 1, but in correspondence conducted
with the Government for almost 6 months
after such telephone conversation the
contractor failed to refer to the directions
purportedly received from the project en-
gineer and even failed to reference the
particular telephone conversation. Ac-
tions taken by the Government's principal
inspector were also found not to consti-
tute acceleration orders when the evi-
dence clearly showed that both parties
viewed the inspector's action as involving
suggestions rather than directions and
that whether the suggestions were ac-
cepted by the contractor's job superin-
tendent depended upon the exercise of his
business judgment.
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APPEARANCES: Mr. Wade H. Hover,
Attorney at Law, San Jose, California,
for appellant; Mr. William A. Perry,
Department Counsel, Denver, Colorado,
for the Government.

OPINION BY
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

NISSEN
INTERIOR BOARD OF
CONTRACT APPEALS

This appeal involves a claim for
constructive acceleration.' In ac-
cordance with the stipulation of the
parties only the issue of liability is
before us.

7~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Findings of Fact

The contract, awarded on Aug.
23, 1971, is in the estimated amount
of $258,700, and called for upgrad-
ing a section of Malin-Round Moun-
tain 500-kilovolt Transmission Line
No. 1, Malin-Round Mountain Sec-
tion, in accordance with Specifica-
tions No. DC-6898. The contract
included Standard Form 23-A,
Oct. 1969 Edition.

Paragraph 15 of the specifications
as amended by Supplemental No-
tices, Nos. 1 and 3 required the work
to be completed by Nov. 1, 1971.
Liquidated damages of $75 per cal-
endar day for delay in completion,

I The notice of appeal, which was treated
as the complaint required by the Board's
rules, contains an additional claim in the
amount of $8,476 for placing concrete alleged-
ly in excess of contract requirements. Since
no evidence in relation thereto was offered at
the hearing and no mention of this claim is
made in appellant's posthearing briefs, we
consider that the claim has been abandoned.

of the work were provided in Para-
graph 16 of the specifications.

Bids for upgrading a section of
Malin-Round Mountain 500-kilo-
volt Transmission Line No. 1 were
originally opened on July 22, 1971.
Work called for included erection of
additional steel towers, modifying
and relocating existing steel towers,
removing towers, certain conductor
and ground' wire installations as
well as other work. The work was
divided into three parts: (1) all:
work to complete the tower foot-
ings; (2) all work'to complete the
upgraded section of the line to the
extent required to permit permanent
energization; 2 and- (3) remainder
of the work. All work was to be
completed by Dec. 1, 1972.

By Supplemental Notice No. 3,
dated July 30, 1971, bidders were
advised that all bids were rejected
because of excessive prices.3 New
bids under the same specifications,
limited to work necessary for con-
structing reinforced concrete tower
footings (Items 1 through 12 of the

2Part 2 of the work was to be completed
within 30 days of the date established by the
Government for starting the outage (stated
in Paragraph 40 of the specifications to be
between September and 30, 1972). Liqui-
dated damages for delay in completion of this
portion of the work were established as
$2,500 per calendar day. A memorandum from
the Regional Director, Sacramento to the
Director. of Design & Construction, Denver,
dated July 2, 1971 (App.'s Exh. 18), places
the Bureau's loss of revenue during the outage
period at $5,000 per day. 0

' The real reason for the rejection appears
to be that the low bid exceeded funds avail-
able for the work (Teletype from Regional
Director, Sacramento, to Director Design and
Construction, Denver, dated July 29, 1971,
App.'s Exh. 15).
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Bidding Schedule), were solicited
for opening on August 6, 1971.4
Bidders were advised that the other
work would be advertised at a later
date.

The Malin-Round Mountain Sec-
tion of the 500-kilovolt Transmis-
sion Line No. 1 is located in north-
ern California near the Oregon
border (Location Map). Upgrad-
ing of the line was considered nec-
essary because a number of steel
towers had collapsed in December
of 1970 due to excessive icing (Tr.
235, 307; Pacific Gas & Electric
Company memo, dated Oct. 3, 1972,
appeal file, Exh. 21). A parallel
line operated by Pacific Gas & Elec-
tric Company was also out of serv-
ice at that time for the same reason.
Service on the Bureau line was not
restored until Jan. 30,1971.

Initial Performance

Appellant commenced work on
August 18, 1971, which was prior
to award.5 The notice to proceed
was issued on Aug. 27, 1971 (App's.

' A teletype from the Regional Director
(note 3, spra) discussing options available
to the Bureau contains the following: "Rejec-
tion with immediate readvertisement for foun-
dations considered but time for completion
Insufficient. Rejection with readvertisement
next year considered but use of existing sec-
tion of line through coming winter without
foundations for new towers too risky. Other
options available but economic advantages
questionable."

6Although appellant's Vice President, Mr.
Allison, fixed the date mobilization started as
August 17 (Tr. 77), Mr. Jack Iversen, ap-
pellant's construction superintendent, testi-
fied that the contractor started moving onto
the job site on August 18, 1971, in order to
expedite the work (ITr. 119). A summary com-
piled from payroll records submitted to the
Bureau shows a total of 92 man-hours for the
week ending Aug. 20, 1971 (Gov't's Exh. ').

Egh. 2), and was apparently re-
ceived by appellant on Aug. 30,
1971. (memo dated Aug. 31, 1971,
appeal file, Exh. 2). Under the con-
tract terms, the completion date of
Nov. 1, 1971, was not dependent on
receipt of notice to proceed. Mr.
Ronald Allison, Vice President of
Iversen, testified that appellant
mobilized and moved onto the job
site prior to award because they
were concerned that weather condi-
tions might preclude completion of
the contract (Tr. 29).

A construction schedule enclosed
with appellant's letter to the Bu-
reau, dated Sept. 15, 1971 (Gov't's
Exh. .B), indicates that appellant
planned to complete rough excava-
tion by the week ending Sept. 18, to
complete rock excavation and fine
grading early the following week,
to complete forming, stripping and
steel work and concrete pours prior
to Oct. 9, to complete backfilling
operations prior to Oct. 16 and to
be moved off of the job site not later
than Nov. 1, 1971. Mr. Allison testi-
fied that appellant was ahead of
schedule as of Sept. 22,. 1971, the
date of the first estimate for pur-
poses of progress payments (Tr.
37). This estimate, Contract Sum-
mary (Construction) and Voucher,
for the period Aug. 30 through
Sept. 22, 1971 (App's Exh. 5), indi-
cates that 40.3 percent of the work
had been completed and that 38.1
percent of the performance time
had elapsed. Mr. Jack Iversen, ap-
pellant's construction superintend-
ent, conceded that there had been
minor delays on some phases of the

I
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work, but asserted the contractor
was ahead of the projected schedule
on other phases of the work by
Sept. 22 (Tr. 121).

Although not necessarily utiliz-
ing full crews, appellant's practice
was to perform some work on Sat-
urdays. Mr. Iversen testified that
it was snowing when they arrived
on the job on Saturday, Sept. 25,
1971, that it continued snowing
and that the crews were sent home
on that date (Tr. 123). An explan-
atory note to a photograph taken on
that date refers to heavy rain, sleet
and high winds, states that work
was suspended, for safety reasons,
that work accomplished was almost
nil, and that supervisory personnel
were on the job site until 5 p.m." Al-
though roads from the base camp
to the job site were considered to
be impassable on Monday, Sept. 27,
crews were brought in from what
Mr. Iversen referred to as the
"'north side" and preparations for
concrete pours were made.7 Pours
for footings for two legs of a tower
and another partial pour were ac-
complished on Tuesday, Sept. 28.

Photo Album, App.'s Exh. 12. Mr. Iversen
took some of the pictures in the album and
testified that the remainder were an accurate
depiction of conditions at 'the site (Tr. 159,
160). Notes to the photos, labeled' "Super-
visors Report," were written by Mr. Iversen
and Ken Olson, foreman in charge of equip-
ment and tower excavation (Tr. 18). The
original "Supervisors Report" is not in
evidence.

7 Tr. 123. Supervisory personnel moved
equipment necessary for concrete pours from
the base camp to the work site on Sunday,
Sept. 26, 1971 (photo of even date, App's
Exh. 12). The note states that heavy snows
were encountered and that it was necessary
to tow all vehicles with a D-5 tractor;

Mr. Iversen testified that a storm
struck the area on the evening of
Sept. 28, continued through the
29th and 30th, that the weather
turned cold and that by the 30th,
there was up to 18 inches of snow
on the mountain (Tr. 124). He
stated that crews started -up the
mountain on the 29th, but were
sent home and the job shut down.
This testimony is supported by
photos and the notes thereto (note
6, supra) which show a trace of
snow on the ground and concrete
pouring operations in progress on
Sept. 28, additional snow on Sept.
29 (the note stating that all per-
sonnel were off of the mountain by
11 a.m.), and deep snow on Sept.
30. The note to the photos of Sept.
30 states that snow from Burney,
located approximately 13 miles
away, to the job site was approxi-
mately 11 inches deep and refers to
snow up to 18 inches deep at Tower
71/2, which location was reached on
foot.

Performance Subsequent to Oct. 4

Temperatures rose rapidly after
Oct. 1, 1971 8 an appellant resumed
work on Oct. 4 (Tr. 45, 126).

No precipitation fell on the job
site during the period Oct. 1 to
Oct. 14, 1971, inclusive (Lester and

8 P. 4, Investigation of Weather Conditions,
dated June 2, 1972, by Dr. Peter P. Lester,
Consulting Meteorologist, hereinafter Lester
Report, appeal file, Exh. 19 and p. 2, Weather
Summary dated July 26, 1972, by Clarence B.
Elverson, Chief Meteorologist for the Bureau,
hereinafter Everson Report, appeal file, Exh.
20.

646]
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Everson Reports, note 8, supra).
The Everson Report states that it is
very probable 2 to 4 inches of snow
fell over much of the transmission
line region on Oct. 15 and 16. This
assumption is supported by photos
taken on Oct. 15 and the note thereto
(App.'s Exh. 12) and was confirmed
by Mr. Iversen (Tr. 134). The
photos for Oct. 15 show snow on the
ground and the note states that light
snow started at 9 a.m., that backfill-
ing operations were halted by an in-
spector at 10 a.m. in order to avoid
placing snow in the fill, that work
was suspended at other sites for
safety reasons, and that snow ac-
cumulated to 4 inches at Towers
70/2 and 70/7. Dr. Lester's Report
indicates that the Oct. 16 snowfall
left 4 to 7 inches of snow on the
ground at higher elevations.9
* The following findings concern-

ing weather conditions and progress
at the job site are based on photos
and the notes thereto (App.'s Exh.
12), except where otherwise
indicated.1o

9-"Hligher elevations" in this context refers
to Manzanita Lake, elevation 5,850, and Jess
Valley, elevation 5,400, located approximately
34 and 67 miles, respectively, from the job
site. Dr. Lester judged conditions at these
stations to most be representative of the job
site based on the period of- availability of
weather data, elevation, rise (difference be-
tween elevation of the station and the high-
est point within a 5-mile radius), exposure to
storms from the Pacific and other factors.
The period of availability of data used by
Dr. Lester was 23 years at Manzanita Lake
and 24 years at Jess Valley, including 1971
(Tr. 167).

l0 Although daily reports were prepared by
Bureau inspectors concerning the contractor's
activities, progress of the work, weather con-
ditions, etc. (Tr. 373-74), these reports are
not in the record.

Temperatures at the job site on
Saturday, Oct. 16, 1971, were below
freezing and there was drifting
snow. A temperature of 28 degrees
was reported at Tower 70/8 at 10Z
a.m. Apparently, no work was at-
tempted on that day.

Work resumed on all phases of
the project on Monday, Oct. 18,
1971. Roads were frozen and in good
condition in the morning and slick
from thawing in the afternoon.
Work proceeded on Tuesday,
Oct. 19, with the principal obstacle
being mud from thawing snow. A
few, fine snow flurries occurred in
the morning of Wednesday, Oct. 20.
However, appellant gained easy ac-
cess to all pour sites, cat towing of
concrete mixer trucks was unneces-
sary and roads were improving.

Mr. William C. Hart, Project
Construction Engineer, and author-
ized representative of the contract-
ing office, visited the site on that
date to attend a safety meeting."-
His diary (App.'s Exh. 14) for Oc-
tober 20 states that fog and rain
were encountered, that the job site
was a horrible, muddy mess, but that
the contractor was placing CBF
(compacted backfill) and concrete.

According to the diary, appellant
had footings for seven more towers
to place after October 20.

Pouring of footings for Tower
72/3 was curtailed on Oct. 21 be-
cause of the inability of the concrete
subcontractor to make sufficient

I A memorandum summarizing that meet-
ing (Govt.'s Exh. D) states that Mr. Iversen
expressed the opinion that the most hazardous
operation would be driving on rain-soaked,
mud-covered roads.
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deliveries. The subcontractor's diffi-
culties were apparently due to the
condition, of the roads. Friday,
Oct. 22, was' clear and mild, al-
though bad weather was reported to
be approaching. Pouring of footings
for Towers 72/3 and 72/1 was com-
pleted and preparations made for
pours at Tower 71/4. Pours at the'
latter tower were canceled over the
objection of the Bureau inspector
because the pours could not be com-
pleted in remaining daylight.12 A
snowstorm struck the area on Satur-
day, Oct. 23, resulting in the cancel-
lation of all work despite objections
by the Bureau inspector. Snow had
accumulated to approximately 6
inches at the base camp by 2 p.m.

Monday, Oct. 25, was clear and
mild. Roads were muddy and slick.
Nevertheless, concrete pours were
accomplished at Towers 71/4 and
71/7, the former with cat assistance.
Tuesday, Oct. 26, was mild and
-pleasant, although site access roads
were very muddy and rutted. One
mixer truck broke an axle neces-
*sitating unloading of its concrete
and a second truck blew an engine.
A concrete pour was completed
after dark without serious difficulty.

Intermittent light snow fell on
'Wesdnesday, Oct. 27, and the tem-
perature begana dropping. Cat as-
:sistance was necesary in order to
move mixer truoks from pour sites.

1 Mr. John -Chiolero, -chief inspector for the
-Bureau, admitted to being upset that the
pours scheduled for 'Oct. -22 were canceled

-because Bureau inspectors-had exceeded their
normal duties in assisting appellant to pre-
pare for the pours (Tr .

Temperature was a minimum of 16
degrees on the morning of Oct. 28
and no concrete pours were sched-
uled. Appelant was informed that
water for the next pour would have
to be heated. Appellant ordered; sal-
amanders (heaters). The tempera-
ture continued cold on Friday, Oct.
29, and difficulty was experienced in
bringing water to the desired tem-
perature. This was finally accom-
plished with the aid of a weed
burner. The batch plant experienced
difficulty in maintaining water tem-
perature and 2 yards of concrete
were wasted. Concrete placement,
number not stated, was completed
by dark.

The morning of Saturday, Oct.
30, was clear and cold. However,
snow showers commenced and
turned into continuous snow. Bliz-
zard conditions and near zero visi-
bility prevailed at times. Placement
sites were tented and some pours
were accomplished. Tractor assist-
ance for mixer trucks was required.
Placement at one site was discon-
tinued for safety reasons.

The temperature on Sunday, Oct.
31, was well above freezing, result-
ing in rapid melting of snow. Prep-
aration for the final pours were
made. Monday, Nov. 1, was also
clear and pleasant. Although tractor
assistance was necessary to move
trucks from the site, the final pour
was accomplished under lights ap-
proximately one-half hour after
dark.

During the period Oct. 19, 1971,w
through the final placement of con-

646]
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crete on Nov. 1, it was necessary for
appellant to protect fresh concrete
from freezing by use of insulation
or tenting and heating.

The Bureau accepted the project
as substantially complete as of Nov.
1, 1971 (Tr. 129-30,352; letter dated
Nov. 10, 1971, appeal file, Exh. 6).
Mr. Iversen testified that this was
in accordance with an agreement
with Mr. Chiolero, chief inspector
for the Bureau, that the work would
be accepted as substantially com-
plete if the last pour was.made on or
before Nov. 1 (Tr. 129). All work
was completed on Nov. 7 (Tr. 381,
403) and final inspection and accep-
tance took place on Nov. 8, 1971
(Tr. 130).

UnueuaZ Severity of. the Weather

Dr. Lester and Mr. Everson each
concluded that any snowfall for the
job site area in Sept. is highly un-
usual and not to be expected (Re-
ports, note 8, supra). Dr. Lester's
ultimate conclusion was that wea-
ther conditions during the period
Sept. 27 through Sept. 30, 1971, in-
clusive, were unusually severe and
could not have been anticipated
from available climatological data
(Tr. 167). His report states that this
period could possibly be extended
for 3 additional days to cover the
period of melting snow. Although
referring to a storm event in north-
ern California during the period
Sept. 25 through Sept. 30, 1971, it
is clear that Dr. Lester's conclusion
the weather was unusually severe is
based entirely upon snowfall (Tr.
172). His report states: "Heavy

snow (greater than 4" in 24 hours)
fell at the higher elevations (note 9,
supra) on 30 September * * *" and
that "The 30 September event oc-
curred at the end of a 4-day storm
and resulted in 4" to 8" accumula-
tions of snow on the ground. * * *
Snow fell at the higher elevations
while rain fell at lower levels."

Sept. is considered one of the dry
season months in California and
normally approximately 1 inch of
rain can be expected in the vicinity
of the Malin-Round Mountain
Transmission Line (Everson Re-
port). Precipitation during Sept.
1971 was concentrated in the 5-day
period at the end of the month.
Data from Burney, located approx-
inately 13 miles from the site, re-
flects .29 of an inch on Sept. 26, .05
of an inch on Sept. 27, 0 on Sept. 28,
.06 of an inch on Sept. 29, and 1.28
inches on Sept. 30 for a total for the
month of 1.68 inches. This is to be
compared with an average of .68 of
an inch over a 26-year period."

The Board finds that weather
conditions at the job site during the
4-day period Sept. 27 through Sept.
30, 1971, inclusive, were unusually
severe and unforeseeable within the
meaning of Paragraph (d) of
Clause 5, Termination For Default
Damages For Delay-Time Exten-
sions, of the General Provisions.
Mr. Allison testified that construc-

'3Everson Report, note 8, supra. Burney is
at elevation 3,127. Although Mr. Allison testi-
fied that the work was performed at elevations
of 3,600 to 3,700 feet (Tr. 38), we find that
elevations at the job site (Towers 68/3 to
73/1) were approximately 5,000 feet (Tr.
169; Everson Report; Figure 1 of Lester
Report; Location Map).
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tion was stopped during the period
Sept. 27 to Oct. 4, 1971 (Tr. 47).
Mr. Iversen asserted that appellant
lost Saturday, Sept. 25, a portion of
Sept. 27 through Sept. 30, lost Oct.
1 and 2 and worked partial days on
Oct. 4 and 5.14 The record would not
support a finding that weather on
Saturday, Sept. 25, was unusually
severe and it is clear that, except for
Sept. 25, work was not shut down
due to weather until Sept. 29. We
fix an appropriate extension at 6
calendar days, which includes
Wednesday, Sept. 29, through Sun-
day, O&. 3, and allows 1 work day
for delays attributable to melting
snow on Oct. 4 and 5. Appellant's
request for an extension of unspeci-
fied length is discussed infra.

Dr. Lester also concluded that
weather conditions during the pe-
riod Oct. 16 through Oct. 31, 1971,
were unusually severe (Tr. 167; Re-
port, note 8, supra). His report and
that of Mr. Everson are in agree-
ment that a series of five fronts or
storms traversed the northern Cali-
fornia area during the period from
Oct. 15 through Oct. 31, 1971. Dr.
Lester determined that the total
snowfall for Oct. 1971 fell in this
period and that the amount was
highly unlikely (Tr. 179, 187-88).

3 Tr. 150. He further testified: "* * * We
resumed work partially on the 4th with prob-
ably a third of a crew. We lost a good portion
of that. As a matter of fact, I don't think we
poured again until the 6th." (Tr. 150.) This
testimony is supported by photos and the
notes thereto (App.'s Exh. 12). e estimated
that weather conditions during the period of
contract performance resulted in delays to the
job totaling 8 days (Tr. 157).

However, specific snowfalls re-
ferred to are 4 to 7 inches on Oct. 16
and an accumulation of 2 to 4 inches
on Oct. 30. He also concluded that
temperatures during the period Oct.
27 through 31, 1971, were unseason-
ably low and therefore unlikely.

Mr. Everson determined that
normally some snowfall, is to be ex-.
pected at the 5,000-foot levels in
Oct. in this area and that significant
amounts were not unusual. The lat-
ter conclusion was based on Oct.
snowfalls exceeding 10 inches (16
inches in Oct. 1956) at Mazatlan
Lake "I during 3 of the 10 years in
the period 1951-60. He therefore
concluded that the total of 12 inches
of snow in Oct. of 1971 was not an
unusual occurrence and was within
the realm of planning expectancy.

Dr. Lester did not agree with Mr.
Everson's conclusions (Tr. 190-91,
193). He testified that it was char-
acteristic of extreme [weather]
events to occur in bursts and that
picking the period where. the ex-
trente events occurred, notwith-
standing that data was available for
a longer period, biased the statistics
resulting in a higher than war-
ranted determination of the proba-
bility of the occurrence or recur-
rence of such events. His own deter-
mination was that the probability
of snowfall exceeding 10 inches in
Oct. was 6 percent at Manzanita

I' Mazatlan Lake is not identified in the pre-
cipitation and temperature data included with
the Everson Report. Accordingly, it is prob-
able that the reference was intended to be
Manzanita Lake.
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Lake and 4 percent at Jess Valley.' 6

This is to be compared with the
Oct. 1971 snowfall at these locations
of 1 and 13 inches, respectively.
Mr. Everson did not appear as a
witness at the hearing and his choos-
ing. the. period 1951-60 for his de-
termination when the year under
consideration is 1971 has not been
explained. We conclude that
amounts of snowfall on Oct. 15-16
and Oct. 30 were unusual and not
to be expected.

Minimum temperatures at Jess
Valley and Manzanita Lake in Oct.
1971 set all-time records (Tr. 181;
Lester Report, Table 4). Dr.. Lester
and Mr. Everson are essentially in
agreement that minimum tempera-
tures experienced at the end of Oct.
were rare and unusual. The Board
finds that weather conditions dur-
ing the period Oct. 15-17 and Oc-
tober 27-31, 1971, were unforesee-
able and unusually severe within
the meaning of Paragraph (d) of
Clause 5 of the General Provisions.

The record reveals that the job
was shut down on Oct. 15 because
of snow and that work did not re-
sume until the 18th. Concrete pours
were not attempted on Oct. 28 be-
cause of the cold and although
slowed by the necessity of heating
water, etc., work proceeded on all
other days during the period Oct.
27-31, 1971. Assuming, arguendo,
that appellant made a timely re-

1 Tr. 179; Report, Table 2. Since data for
a 100-year period were not available, these de-
terminations were based on extrapolating from
available data (Tr. 180). Dr. Lester testified
that this was commonly done in hydro-
meteorological work. His conclusion from
available data was that the probability of
snowfall exceeding 10 inches was less than 14
percent (Tr. 193).

quest therefor (Mr. Hart testified
that he considered the letter of Oct.
4, 1971,t a request for a time exten-
sion for the entire job, Tr. 358), we
find appellant entitled to an addi-
tional extension of 4 calendar days
during the period Oct. 1-31, inclu-
sive.

Oct. I Telephone Conversation and
- the Clauem

Project Engineer Hart's office was
located in Willows, California. On
the morning of Friday, Oct. 1, 1971,
he placed a telephone call to appel-
lant and spoke to Mr. Allison.lr At
this time, he (Hart) was aware that
the job had been shut down due to
snow on Sept. 29 and that there was
12 to 18 inches of snow at the site on
Sept. 30 (Tr. 286; Perpetual Date
Book, App.'s Exh. 14; Telephone
Diary, Joint Exh. AA). The evi-
dence is in conflict as to precisely
what was said during this conver-
sation. Mr. Allison 'I testified that
Mr. Hart inquired as to when appel-
lant was going to resume work and

17 Tr. 41, 236, 250, 262-63. Although Mr.
Hart maintained a daily diary (Perpetual
Date Book, App.'s Exh. 14) and a telephone
diary (Joint Exh. AA) neither diary refers to
this conversation. Mr. Hart expressed doubt
as to having Initiated the call, but was con'
vinced that he had done so by reference to
Bureau records (apparently telephone bills),
which are not in evidence (Tr. 248, 262-63,
272). The Oct. 1971 telephone bill for Iversen
Construction Company (App.'s Exh. 1),
which as introduced for the purpose of show-
ing that no telephone call was initiated by
appellant to the Bureau office on that date
('Tr. 248), nevertheless, reflects an Oct. 1 tele-
phone call to Mr. Hart's Willows office
number.

'8 At the time of the instant contract Mr.
Allison had been employed by appellant for 6
or 7 years. During this period, the firm had
received contracts from the Bureau of Land
Management, Navy and Corps of Engineers
(Tr. 7, 76).
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that he (Allison) responded that he
could not tell because the weather
had not let up and that he feared
winter had set in and that it would
be necessary to leave the job (Tr.
41-43). Allison further testified that
he asked about the possibility of an
extension of time and that the reply
was: "And he told me that we could
not give an extension of time until
it was proven that the weather was
unusual and severe, and until that
was proven, we had to complete the
contract by the completion date of
November 1, and, to do that, it was
necessary to get more men and
equipment up there to get it done"
(Tr. 41-42).

Mr. Allison was positive that he
was told by Mr. Hart "that in order
to get completed by Nov. 1, it was
necessary to add more men and
equipment on the project site" (Tr.
43). He stated that Mr. Hart re-
sponded to his request for an ex-
tension of time as follows: "That
we [the Bureau] could not grant an
extension of time until the weather
records were compared. to previous
years to ensure (sic) that the
weather was, in fact, unusual and
severe." Although he testified that
he had checked weather records at
the San Jose State College Library
prior to the conversation with Hart
and that he was of the opinion that
weather encountered by appellant
was unusually severe, he acknowl-
edged that no information from
such records was furnished to Mr.
Hart at the time or in his letter of
Oct. 4, 1971 (quoted infra), request-

213-256-76 5

ing a time extension (Tr. 44, 89-
90). Allison asserted that after the
telecon with Hart, he contacted his
superintendent, Mr. Iversen, and
told him to add more men and
equipment to get the job done.' He
stated that approximately 10 more
men were employed by appellant
after Oct. 4, 1971. (Tr. 46, 90.) Al-
though he maintained that addi-
tional equipment was employed
after that date or that equipment on
hand was used for additional time,
he did not identify such equipment.

Mr. Hart confirmed discussing
the possibility of an extension of
time due to unusually severe
weather with Mr. Allison during
the Oct. I telephone conversation
(Tr. 287-88, 296). He advised Al-
lison to write a letter giving notice
of delay so that it could be consid-
ered (Tr. 283, 287-88). He also con-
firmed that the possibility of shut-
ting down the job for the winter
was discussed." He told Allison that

19 Tr. 45. Although not specifically stated, it
Is at least implied that the contact with Mr.
Iversen was immediately or shortly after the
telephone conversation with art. Mr. Jack
Iversen testified that because of site condi-
tions he couldn't justify putting a full crew on
the job on Oct. 4 and 5 and, in fact, was in no
hurry to do so because appellant was seeking
a cessation of the work (Tr. 130, 131).

20 Tr. 290, 298. In an October 1 telecon with
Mr. Ed Lewandowski, an engineer on the staff
of the Regional Director in Sacramento, which
apparently followed the telecon with Mr. Alli-
son, Hart recommended backfilling footings
with loose material in the event of a winter
shutdown (Tr. 273-75; Telephone Dairy, Joint
Exh. AA). Although there is an inference to
the contrary in the record (Tr. 273), the
diary indicates that this call was initiated
by Mr. Lewandowski concerning other matters
and that the subject of Specifications DC-
6898 was raised when Mr. ewandowski in-
quired about progress.
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shutting down the job would be his
(Allison's) decision (Tr. 290). Al-
though he admitted discussing the
matter of additional men and equip-
ment, his recollection was that this
came in response to Allison's ques-
tion as to how the work could be
speeded up and that his (Hart's) re-
ply was: "Well, if you are behind
and you want to get done, the only
thing I Iow is either put on more
men and equipment or work more
hours with those you have."' He
stated that he did not know whether
this illustrated naivete on Allison's
part and flatly denied ever directing
the contractor to add men and
equipment to the job in order to
complete the work by November 1
(Tr. 313, 333).

Under date of Oct. 4, 1971, Mr.
Allison addressed a letter to the
project engineer (appeal file, Exh.
3) providing as follows:

In accordance with Paragraph of the
General Provisions, this is to advise you
that as of September 27, 1971 we have
been delayed in the completion of our'
work from unforeseeable causes beyond
the control and without the 'fault or neg-
ligence of the contractor.

On the 27th our work force was
stopped; by heavy rain that turned to
snow. The snow level the next day, the

21 Tr. 290; also Tr. 300, 313. On examina-
tion by appellant's counsel, r. art also
testified as follows:

"Q. Isn't it true, sir, that having those
facts [revenue loss to the Government and
desirability of having footings in places prior
to the onset of winter, notes 2 and 4, spra]
in mind you instructed Ar. Allison to put on
the necessary men and equipment to get the
job done by the lst of Nov.

"A. That is not true. That was Mr. Allison's
decision. 'Mr. Allison asked me how he could
speed it up. I gave him a ssestion and he
chose to do it that way." (Tr. 313.) 

. 28th was in excess of one and a half feet
on the job site.

This unusual and severe weather has
stopped the progress of work..

Our fear is that this delay may put us
into winter, if we aren't there already.

Although the letter was allegedly
written to confirm 22 matters disc
cussed. in the Oct. 1 telephone con-
versation with the project engineer,.
the letter does not refer to the tele-
phone conversation. It is also clear
that the letter contains inaccuracies
since, except for Sept. 25, work was
not stopped until the 29th and snow
did not reach the depths indicated
until: Sept. 30. The project engineer
replied to the letter on Oct. 8, 1971,
as follows:

Your letter of Oct. 4, 1971, advising
this office of delays in completion of the
work due to heavy rain and snow hah
been placed on file for consideration as to
justification and extent.at a time when

22 The appellant's Corporate Secretary, Mr.
John E. Weber, testified that he was in the
office with Mr. Allison on Oct. 1, 1971, and
heard his end of the telephone conversation
with' Mr. Hart. Afterwards Mr. Allison re-
lated the substance of the telephone. conversa-
tion to Mr. Weber and they collaborated in the
preparation of the time extension request. of.
October 4, 1971, (Tr. 237-23S). Mr. Webe
stated that "And so that was the other reason'
for sending the letter, to verify the conversa-
tion" (Tr. 29). Upon direct examination Mr.
Weber testified as follows: "Q. What' were the
considerations in. your mind at the time you
prepared that letter? A. Well, number one, r.
Hart had directed us to add men and equip-
ment; if necessary, to get the job done by
November 1st. Secondly, he was not granting
an extension of time until after the. job was
done, if there Avas going to be one,.based upon
an extension of time for excusable delay be-
cause of weather" (Tr. 238).

Neither appellant's letters of Oct. 18 and
29, 1971 (ov't. Exh. A; appeal file. txh. ),
nor its- letter of November 30, 1971. (appeal
file, Exh. 7), efers to the orders allegedly
received from Mr. Hart to add men and equip-
ment to the job in order to meet the specified
completion date of Nov. 1, 1971.
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it may become apparent that a time ex-
tension is required. Clause 5(d) of the
General Provisions stipulates the con-
tractor will not be charged with damage
if delay in completion of the work is due
to unusually severe weather. However, de-
termination of unusually severe wteather
is made by comparison with long-term
weather records.

In a letter to the project engineer,
dated Oct. 29, 1971 (appeal file,.
Exh. 5), appellant referred to. its
letter of Oct. 4, 1971, and stated that
other than a short period when deep
snow niade all operations impossi-
ble, it had continued to work
through difficult and trying condi-
tions in order to meet the comple-
tipn date of Nov. 1, 1971. Con-
ditions referred to were described as
intermittent and persistent snow,

rain, hail, sleet, fog, high winds, and
freezing temperatures. The letter as-
serted that, even with full crews and
equipment, operations were often,
brought to a near standstill, causing
considerable additional expense and
lost time. It was further alleged
that National Weather Service rec-
ords, not enclosed, had been ob-
tained for the past 10 years which
substantiate that appellant had suf-
fered through unusual, extreme and
severe conditions which materially
altered the nature of the work over
that ordinarily expected. The letter
closed with the following: "We
shall continue to document all i-
fornation which might be of assist-
ance to you in the determination of
an equitable adjustment 'to this-
contract."

Although the foregoing letter was
signed by Mr. Allison, Mr. John E..
Weber, appellant's Corporate Sec-
retary, participated in its preparae
tion (Tr. 241). Ie testified that the
letter was written within 20 days of
the receipt of Mr. lart's letter of
Oct. 8 and was intended to comply
with the 20-day notice provision of
the contract (Tr. 242, 252). How-
ever; he admitted that he -did not
know under what lause the: claim
was asserted.

By letter, dated Nov. 30, 1971
(appeal file, Exh. 7), the project
engineer was advised that appellant
was in the process of compiling
facts and figures to verify addi-
tional costs incurred to complete the
project by Nov. 1, 1971. Costs re-
ferred to were allegedly caused by
severe and unusual weather which
materially altered existing site con-
ditions. The letter stated that the
contract was essentially completed-
by the deadline in spite of the
weather conditions and asserted
that completion for the convenience
of the Government caused substan-
tial expense to appellant. The proj-
ect engineer was advised that a
claim for an equitable adjustment
would be forwarded as soon as it
was completed.

The claim in the amohnt of $80,-
304.95 was submitted under date of
Dec. 29, 1971 (appeal file, Exh. 10).:
The letter recited the progress of
the work until Sept. 25, 1971, and
stated in part:

* * * On Sept. 25, 1971, the first storm hit.
the project area and by Sept. 29 the gen-
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eral site conditions had become so
changed that all project operations had
to be stopped. The site conditions at this
point had changed so drastically that the
work should have been halted and the
time for completion of the project
waived. However, on Oct. 4, 1971, when
we advised the Bureau that the severe
weather had materially altered site con-
ditions we were directed to proceed with-
out delay, keeping a record of the changed
conditions and the time delay experi-
enced. The Bureau's advice indicated
that the consideration of delays would
be deter-mined at the completion of the
Work. We were orally advised at this
same time that the company was ex-
pected to complete the project by the con-
tract deadline and if necessary, to in-
crease our work force to accomplish
timely completion?'

The letter further alleged that
after the first storm appellant's
supervisors were under continuous
pressure by Government inspectors
not only to resume operations, but
to finish the work on time. Costs
claimed included heating, insula-
tion, and tenting costs due to freez-
ing weather, equipment and labor
costs incurred in towing heavy
equipment arolnd the project,
which was assertedly necessary in

23 This quote does, of course, apprise the
Government that the contractor is relying
upon oral advice from the Government to com-
plete the contract by the Nov. 1 deadline even
if it meant increasing its work forces. How-
ever, the date of such oral instructions is
stated to be Oct. 4 and the Government agent
who issued the instructions is not identified.

In a letter written on behalf of the contrac-
tor by appellant's counsel almost 3 months
after the Dec. letter, no reference is made to
telephone instructions having been received
from Mr. Hart on Oct. 1. Apropos the instruc-
tions relied upon the letter states: "* * 
The record shows the job inspectors did not
grant any extensions; instead, I am Informed,
Iversen was ordered to employ added crew to
complete 'on time'. * * "I (Letter of Mfar. 22,
1972, appeal file, Exh. 18.)

order to continue operations, 'down-
time of supervisors and equipment
for 8 days when no work was per-
formed between Sept. 25 and Nov.
1, 1971, labor hours and equipment
time lost due to conditions at the
site, labor costs incurred during an
additional 8 days of concrete pour-
ing time, excess labor overtime
hours, and labor costs on 4 days
when crews were brought to the site,
but work had to be discontinued be-
cause of weather. It seems evident
that the major portion of costs as
asserted are attributable t incle-
ment weather and would be recover-
able only on the theory that appel-
lant had a right to shut down the
job.24

The project engineer acknowl-
edged receipt of the claim because
of weather conditions (letter, dated
Jan. 3, 1972, appeal file, Exh. 11).
By letter, dated Jan. 10, 1972 (ap-
peal file, Exh. 12), appellant stated
it wished to clarify the basis of its
claim, asserting that the claim was
based on altered site conditions
brought about by weather and
other conditions at the site..

Appellant was advised by the
project engineer (letter, dated Mar.
16, 1972, appeal file, Exh. 1) that
increased costs attributable to diffi-
culties caused by weather were not
compensable under Clause 4, Dif-

2 Mr. Allison identified the increased costs
as follows: "The costs involved were due to
the weather making it necessary to pull equip-
ment from one area to another because of the
snow and rain and mud and heating water for
pouring concrete due to the cold weather, the
extra men. It was necessary just to do the
same job, because of extreme cold, to take
extra personnel to help in the construction
process." (Tr. 55.)
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fering Site Conditions. In a letter,
dated Mar. 22, 1972 (note 23,
supra), appellant's counsel advised
that the claim was not based upon
unusually severe weather, but upon
the denial of time extensions and
orders to employ added crew to
complete the work on time.

On Apr. 6, 1972, a meeting to
discuss the claim was held in Den-
ver, Colorado, with Bureau repre-
sentatives, including the contract-
ing officer. Thereafter, by letter,
dated July 2, 1972 (App.'s Exh.
9), the contracting officer requested
certain additional information, in-
cluding whether appellant was due
an extension for unusually severe
weather, whether timely notice of
the claim had been given, whether
appellant had in .fact been directed
to complete the work within the
originally specified time and
whether increased costs, in fact, re-
sulted from the alleged acceleration
order.

A second meeting to consider the.
claim was held in Denver on Oct. 13,
1972. In a Findings and Decision,.
dated Nov. 6, 1972, the contracting
officer denied the claim for lack of
timely notice, for lack of evidence
that the contractor added crews and
equipment to accelerate perform-
ance of the work, for the reason
that the contractor chose to com-
plete the work in the fall of 1971
rather than incur the expense of
demobilization and returning to the
site at a later date and for the rea-
son that costs attributable to inclem-
ent weather were not compensable

under the contract. He admitted
that there were times when Bureau
personnel, aware of storm predic-
tions, suggested that concrete pours
be accomplished in advance of the
storm. He also admitted that Bu-
reau personnel were of the opinion
that the contractor's forming crew
was not adequate to keep pace with
the rest of the work and often sug-
gested the addition of more. form-
ing crewmen to make a more effi-
cient operation. However, he found
that appellant generally ignored
these suggestions.

Acceleration Orders

Mr. Allison testified that appel-
lant would have moved off of the
job after the storm of Sept. 29 and
30, 1971, and resumed work the fol-
lowing season but for Mr. Hart's
statements in the telephone conver-
sation on October 1, 1971.25 Mr.
Richard Iversen, appellant's .treas-

urer, testified that appellant would
have moved off of the job but for
the pressure to get the job done (Tr.
227-28). When asked why, he gave
as reasons spiraling costs and the
fact that it was becoming ificreas-
ingly dangerous to operate up there.
We find that Mr. Iversen's testi-
mony relates to the period after
Oct. 15.

'- Tr. 56. He stated "9 * * it was my belief
that, because of the possibility this seven or
eight day delay would throw us further into
the year, into Winter [sic] construction, that
it was very reasonable for me to expect to pull
off there until we got adequate weather to
work" (Tr. 84).
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Mr. Allison estimated that mov-
ing. of and on the job would cost
approximately $3,900 for a one-way
move (Tr. 56). It is also clear that
there would be other expenses as-
sociated with discontinuing the
'work such as protecting completed
,or partially completed footings for
the winter, backfilling, road work,
etc. (Tr. 131, 132). Mr. Jack Iver-
sen testified that at the time of the
snowstorm of Sept. 29 and 30, foot-
ings for only 121/2 towers had been
poured, that the other expenses re-
ferred to were minor considerations
and that at the time it would have
been reasonable and practical to
cease performances

Although we have found that the
possibility of shutting the job down
for the winter was discussed in the

26 After testifying that "the only actual
stopping point on the job that was practical
and reasonable" vas in early Oct. of 1971
following the heavy snowfall in late Septem-
ber, Mr. Jack Iversen gave the following testi-
mony upon direct examination: "Q. * * what
do you mean by that, sir? At what point were
you and how does that practically affect the
course of the work? A. At that point, we had
poured 12 and a half towers. These were the
critical ones. Of course we knew those towers
bad to be protected for the winter, * i to
back-fill them within guidelines Mr. Chiolero
established was not a major consideration.
Then the work beyond there, especially the
-work on the south side of the line, had just

.begun. * * At that point we could have
ceased in a practical and reasonable manner.
From there on, when we started back to work,
then a series of jobs had to be done. And each
time we did a series of jobs, then it would be
about-well, it would be about ten more opera-
tions that were inevitable. Q. Once commenced
in a series, you had to complete it? A. Yes,
yes" (Tr. 131-32).

Mr. -Jack Ivrsen was unable to relate any
difficulties with the inspectors to the first
half of Oct. (Tr. 134). The record indicates
that by the time the second period of bad
weather commenced on Oct. 15, 1971, the con-
trdctor was committed to finishing the work
(Tr. 386-389).

Oct. 1 telephone conversation with
the project engineer, it is clear that
no request, formal or informal, for
such a shutdown was ever submitted
to the Bureau.27 Richard Iversen
testified concerning a conversation
with Mr. Chiolero regarding the
Bureau's reaction if appellant
pulled off of the job for the winter.
He asserted that he was informed
by Mr. Chiolero that if appellant
did so and the weather continued
nice, * * then we would face

the consequences of having our con-
tract terminated or somebody else
gotten in there" (Tr. 224). ir.
Chiolero recalled the question as
having been stated in general
terms.2 8 He asserted that he re-
garded the question as academic and
not related to the actual situation
facing appellant. We find this posi-
tion understandable in view of the
fact that Mr. Iversen placed the date
of the. conversation in the period
Oct. 4 to Oct. 7, 1971 (Tr. 225),
which was after the weather had
moderated and appellant had re-
sumed work.

When asked what factors- appel-
lant took into consideration in

7,Mr. Chiolero admitted that the subject of
a winter shutdown was discussed many times
with Jack Iversen. However, he denied ever
receiving a request for such a shutdown (Tr.
380, 384). Jack Iversen testified that he did
not make such a request because Richard Iver-
sen, a company owner, was on the job and the
responsibility for such matters was Richard
Iversen's (Tr. 154). Richard Iversen ac-

-knowledged that he had not made such a re-
quest to the project office (Tr. 230).

2S He testified that AIr.: Iversen's question
was: "What happens if a contractor pulls out
of a job and doesn't complete it?", and that
his reply was "Well, in that case, they would
probably -bring in another contractor" (Tr.
407).
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evaluating its position after the first
storm, Richard Iversen replied,
"The factors we took into considera-
tion would be if the weather did not
get bad again and it remained nice
the rest of the job * * *" (Tr. 231).

He admitted to not understanding
what appellant's rights were under
the contract in regard to shutting
down the job and of having a dif-
ficult decision to make.

Mr. Allison expressed the opinion
that appellant was directed to om-
plete the job by Nov. 1, 1971 (Tr.
55, 93). He asserted that as he un-
derstood orders (from the Bureau)
appellant was to complefe the work
with-in the time stipulated in the
contract without change and if
necessary add men and equipment
to do the job (Tr. 43, 55, 65). This
testimony was based on the Octo-
ber 1 telephone call with Mr. Hart,
the project engineer's letter of
Oct. 8, 1971, which Allison regarded
as a denial of appellant's request for
a time extension, and feedback of
various conversations appellant's
personnel had with Bureau inspec-
tors. He testified that he was in-
formed by Richard Iversen that Mr.
Chiolero had said the job was going
to be terminated for default, if it
was not completed by Nov. 1 (Tr.
93). It will be recalled that ir.
Iversen's testimony conceriing the
conversation with Chiolero was to
the effect that if appellant pulled o ff
of the job and the weather remained
nice, then they would face the con-

sequences of having the contract
terminated.

He (Allison) testified that appel-
lant's foremen were told by the in-
spectors on numerous times to in-
crease the number of employees to
complete the job by Nov. 1. He
stated,

And there were other conversations
that were relayed to me to that same
effect, we needed more people to back fill
[sic] the footings, more forming people.
Generally they were dissatisfied with the
number of people and they kept pressing
for more to complete. (Tr. 59.)

Mr. Jack Iversen testified that
after the first storm Messrs. Chio-
lero and Bouett 29 were very insist-
ent that appellant speed up the work
(Tr. 126). He sated they wanted
graders on the road, more equip-
ment for other things and that they
wanted more men. He quoted Mr.
Chiolero as saying, "I want an army
of men on this mountain." While he
recalled that appellant: added ap-
proximately a dozen people to the
job after Oct. 4, 1971, he conceded
that at times he ignored suggestions
of Mr. Bouett and Mr. Chiolero that
additional men 'and equipment be
employed because 'he did not con-
sider it practical or economical (Tr.
128, 130). He could not recall
specifically discussing the number
of men and amount of equipment on
the job with Bureau inspectors dur-
ing the latter part of October and
he objected to the use by appellant's

22 Field Engineer and Ar. Chiolero's super-
visor. Mr. Bonett did not appear as a witness
at the hearing.
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counsel of the term "directed" in
connection with the employment of
additional men and equipment, as-
serting that he thought its use whs
unfair (Tr. 139-40).

On cross-examination, Mr. Iver-
sen acknowledged that Messrs.
Bouett and Chiolero 30 had not di-
rected him to speed up the work (Tr
153). He placed the "suggestions"
of Messrs. Bouett and Chiolero that
the work be speeded up in the con-
text of statements to the. effect that
the weather was normal and that
they intended the work to be com-
pleted on time.5'

Mr. Glen Hasenwinke, appel-
lant's foreman in charge of placing
and removal of steel scaffolding,
testified that when work resumed
after the first storm, Mr. Ohiolero
was forcing the issue and that he
(Chiolero) said, "t * * now we

30 After award but before the preconstruc-
tion conference, Mr. Chiolero accompanied Mr.
Allison and Mr. Jack Iversen 'on a tour of the
site (Tr. 120). According to Mr. Chiolero the
contractor personnel accompanying him on
the tour stated that " * they had never
done any footing work prior to this and would
appreciate any help that might be given to
them" (Tr. 377). e also testified that dur-
ing contract performance his assistance was
sought and that from time to time he offered
suggestions (Tr. 878).

While Mr. Allison speaks of the contractor's
superintendent being told to increase the per-
sonnel to get the job completed by November 1
('Tr. 59), it is clear that the contractor's
superintendent himself viewed the interven-
tion of Mr. Chiolero as involving suggestions
which he accepted or rejected on the basis of
whether the suggestions were considered to
be practical or economical (Tr. 125, 130, 140-
141, 153).

1 Tr. 153. He stated that he was fully aware
of the "weather clause" in the contract and
that "Any. reference or continued reference
they made to the fact the weather was not
unusual or severe would lead me to believe
that I had to get the job done, come hell or
high water * (Tr. 141).

had to get her done" (Tr. 207, 209).
le said we just flat had to get her
done. Mr. Edward Galeazzi, fore-
man in charge of backfilling opera-
tions, quoted Mr. Chiolero as say-
ing appellant should get more men
and equipment or they would never
get done (Tr.' 218). At another
point he asserted that John (Chio-
lero) stated appellant needed more
men on the backfill operation (Tr.
219). On cross-examination, he ad-
mitted that Mr. Chiolero did not
personally order him to employ
more men and equipment and that
the orders came from the inspector
under Joim, who asserted it came
from Chiolero (Tr. 221). He con-
ceded that -he did not add more men
and equipment at that date.

Richard Iversen testified con-
cerning discussions with Mr. Chio-
lero upon the resumption of work
after the first storm. He asserted
that "* * * they [Bureau repre-
sentatives] felt that we couldn't
complete them [sic] with the work
force we had and we would have to
get more men and more equipment
for different phases of it" (Tr.
224). He stated they were con-
stantly after us to get more men,
more equipment, get more work
done (Tr. 225). He was present at
thd job site (in a Bureau pick-up
which was equipped with a radio-
telephone) at a- time when Mr.
Chiolero had a conversation with
Mr. Bouett.32 According to Mr.
Iversen, "Mr. Bouett told Johnl to
get us in gear 'and get more men

3
2
Although it is not entirely clear, this con-

versation was on or about the date of the
controversy over appellant's refusal to make
a pour (Tr. 227), which was on October 22,
1971 (note 12, supra).
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going and get that job done by the
completion date" (Tr. 226).

Iversen's understanding was that
Mr.i Chiolero was acting under Mr.
Bouett's orders throughout the job.
He admitted that Bureau repre-
sentatives never forced appellant to
hire (additional) people, but
quoted them as saying, "You are
not going to complete unless you get
more men, get more equipment,
more cats, more laborers, more back-
fill guys" (Tr. 227).

Mr. Chiolero flatly denied ever
telling appellant to increase the
:uniber of men and equipment on
the job (Tr. 383, 384). However, he
instructed inspectors working under
him to assist in any way possible to
speed up the operation (Tr. 33).
He admitted to being told by Mr.
Bouett (apparently in connection
with the resumption of work after
the first storm), " * - get on it as
'soon as you can" and that he passed
this on to appellant (Tr. 395). He
also admitted to saying (apparently
to Jack Iversen) something to the
'effect that he wanted bodies all over
the mountain or an army of men all
over the mountain, but asserted that
this was in the context of a question
as to what would make him happy
(Tr. 405, 406). He confirmed re-

ceiving a call from Mr. Bouett while
Richard Iversen was present
wherein Mr. Bouett inquired if ap-
pellant was adding more men and
equipment to speed up the work.'

ss Tr. 407. He answered affirmatively to a
question of this import propounded on cross-

Mr. Chiolero quoted Jack Iversen
as stating he would complete the job
(Tr. 386, 388). At another point he
quoted Mr. Iversen as saying he
would complete the job in order to
avoid the expense of returning in
the spring (Tr. 389). He placed the
dates, of these conversations in the
latter part of October, between the
15th and the 25th, and admitted that
they were in the context of the end
of the job being so close, that ap-
pellant was committed to finishing.

Ultimate F indings and Decision

As might be expected the Gov-
ernment argues that even if 'appel-
lant has proved all of the elements
required for constructive accelera-
tion, the claim must, nevertheless
be denied for failure to comply with
the 20-day notice provision of the
Changes Clause. We do not decide
this question, however, since we find
no merit in the claim.34

[1] In ElectricaZ Enterprises,
Ine. (note 34, supra), we set forth
the general requirements for
grounding a successful constructive
acceleration claim. Basic to such a

examination. This obviously is a far different
and more innocuous version of the conversa-
tion than testified .to by Mr. Iversen. But for
this manner of phrasing the question, the Gov-
ernment's unexplained failure to call Mr.
Bouett, an apparently available, material -wit-
ness might warrant an inference that his
testimony would be adverse. See, e.g., Xee v.
Johnson, 215 Va. 565, 211 S.E. 2d 100 (1975).
Of'. William BR. Sherwin . United States, 193
Ct. Cl. 962 (1971) at 9S4-85.

sElectrical Enterprises, Inc., IBCA-971-
8-72 (Mar. 19, 1974), 81 I.D. 114, 121, 74-1

BCA par. 10,528, at 49,866.
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claim is, of course, a finding that
the contractor has actually or' by
implication been ordered to com-
plete the work in a lesser time than
was properly available therefor.
Since we find this issue dispositive
of the appeal, we have no occasion
to consider whether the other re-
quirements for a constructive ac-
celeration claim are present.

Appellant relies heavily upon the
Oct. 1, 1971, telephone conversation
between its Vice President, Ronald
Allison, and Project Engineer Hart,
as a directive to add the necessary
men and equipment to the job in
order to complete the work by Nov.
1, 1971 (Posthearing Brief, p. 34).
Even if we were to accept Mr. Alli-
son's version of this conversation
(text following reference to note 18,
sUpra), we would have considerable
difficulty in accepting Ar. Hart's
statements as an unequivocal order
to add men and equipment to the job
to complete the work by Nov. 1.
First, the statement that the work
had to be'completed by November
is qualified by the phrase "until that
[unusually severe weather]' was
proven." Second, the statement
"that in order to get completed by
Nov. 1, it was necessary to add more
men and equipment to the project
site" is subject to the reasonable
construction that it was merely an
expression of opinion.

However, appellant asserts (Post-
hearing Brief, p. 34) "He [Allison]
testified without conflict that Hart
directed the contractor to put to
work the men and equipment re-
quired to complete the job on time

^without qualification" and we will
assume, without deciding, that
Hart's statements as. testified to by
Mr. Allison -could constitute'an ac-
celeration order. The quoted- asser-
tion is, of course, inaccurate ince
Hart flatly denied ever directing ap-
pellant to add men and equipment
to the job in order to complete by
Nov. 1. Hart's version of the conver-
sation was that Allison inquired how
the work could be speeded up and
that he made a suggestion which
Allison chose to follow (note 21,
supra).

Confronted 'with a situation
where the difference between a "di-
rective" and a suggestion in re-
sponse to a seemingly obvious ques-
tion may depend on individual rec-
ollection,3 5 we have examined the
testimony of Messrs. Allison and
Hart in the light of the corres§pond-
ence exchanged at the time and in
the ensuing 6 months.

If the Oct. 1 telephone conversa-
tion had the significance now attrib-
uted to it, it is at least surprising
that appellant's letter of Oct. 4 (ap-
peal file, Exh. 3), failed to refer to
the conversation. We say surprising
for the October 4 letter was the re-
sult of a joint effort by Mr. Allison
(Vice President) who had been a
party to the conversation and Mr.
VWeber (Corporate Secretary), who
had heard the conversation and who
had been briefed by Mr. Allison as
.to what Mr. Hart had said when the
conversation concluded. Whatever

The Administrative Judge who presided at
the hearing is no longer a member 'of the
Board.
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the reason for this curious omission,
it may not be attributed to appel-
lant's failure to appreciate its sig-
nificance, since Mir. Weber testified
that the letter was sent to request a
time extension and to verify the
conversation.

Similarly, there is no reference to
the telephone conversation in ap-
plellant's' letters of Oct. 18, 1971
(Gov't. Exh. A), Oct. 29, 1971 (ap-
peal file, Exh. 5), Nov. 30, 1971 (ap-
peal file, Exh. 7), Dec. 29, 1971
(appeal file, Exh. 10), and Jan. 10,
1972 (appeal file, Exh. 12), or in the
letter of Mfar. 22, 1972, written by
appellant's counsel (notes 22 and 23,
supra).

Thus, for almost 6 months after
the telephone conversation upon
which appellant now relies so
heavily, appellant never referred to
it in any correspondence with the
Government, including that relat-
ing to its request for a time exten-
sion and its claim for an equitable
adjustment. We therefore find that
Mr. Hart's version of the conversa-
tion is the more credible-a6 and that
appellant has failed to establish that
on Oct. 1, 1971, it was expressly.or
by implication ordered' by the proj-
ect engineer'to add nen and equip-

36See Standard lectronics Corporation,
ASBCA Nos. 14753, 6299 (June 1,, 1973),
73-2 BCA par. 10,137 at 14,668-669 ("* 5 *
On a matter of this importance it is difficult
to understand w"hy appellant did not verify
such an understanding in writing if it in
fact existed " * '."). This decision has been
affirned, Frank A. Pelliccia, Statutory Re-
ceiver For Standard Electronics Corp., Ct.. Cl:
No. 36-74 (November 19,1975).

meqnt to the job so as to complete
the work-by the scheduled date of
Nov. 1, CO71A3 Contrary to ppel-
lant's assertion,3s we are not per-
suaded that appellant's actions at,
the time are consistent with those of
a contractor who has been directed
to complete the work by the speci-
fied completion date notwithstand-
ing its request for a time extension.

Entirely aside from the question
of what instructions may have been
issued by the project engineer on
Oct. 1, 1971, however, the appellant
has raised issues concerning the
failure of the Government to grant
a time extension based upon the in-
formation in its possession on that
date and more specifically its obliga-
tion to order the contractor to cease
work because of the conditions then
existing until the following spring
or summer. At the outset we note
that the Government appears to
have misconceived the nature of its
obligation to investigate the conl-
tractor's claim for time extension

37 Appellant cites Tomligbee Constructors,
et al. v. Utited, States, 190 ct. C1. 615 (1970),
which stands for, the proposition that as long
as the -initiative comes from the Government,
a request to expedite the' work may be fully
equivalent to an acceleration order. We are
in full agreement with the holding in Toeabig-
bee, but fid it inapposite since, even if in
other contexts a suggestion might be the
equivalent of an acceleration order, we find
the record in this instance insufficient to sup-
port a finding that the initiative to accelerate
came from the Government:

3 Posthearing Brief, p. 34 "There is not
one scintilla of evidence to discount contrac-
tor's contention and testimony that it acted-in
this fashion to accord with what it considered
the directions of the authorized contracting
officer given in the telephone conversation."
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based upon usually severe weather."
From the contractor's standpoint
the difficulty is that it appears to
have acquiesced 0 in the Govern-
ment's handling of the claim for a

X time extension even to the extent of
not apprising the Govermnent of
the results of Mr. Allison's investi-
gation of the matter in the Oct. 1,
1971, telephone conversation or in
the Oct. 4, 1971, letter requesting the
time extension." As to the claimed
obligation the Government had to
order the contractor to shut down
for the winter because of the record
snows in late Sept., the absence of
any. contract provision requiring
such action 42 and the failure of the
contractor to ever make such a re-
quest militate strongly against ac-
ceptance of the appellant's position
(see note 27, supra and accompany-
ing text). Indeed the failure of Mr.
Allison to furnish the Govermnent
with relevant information in his

3
Paul A. eegarden, IBCA-382 (Sept. 27,

1963), 70 I.D. 486, 437, 1963 BCA par. 3876
at 19,260.

'° Canadian Commerdiea Corporation .
United Statesj 202 Ct. Cl. 65, 79 (1973);
Micrecord Corporation v. United States, 176
Ct. Cl. 46 (1966) at 54 (" * * Plaintiff does
not seem to have acted as if it were partic-
ularly troubled by the' condition of the draw-
ings during performance and did not make a
formal complaint along the lines now urged
until the work had actually been completed.
Its conduct, in fact, bespeaks an understand-
ing and acceptance of the Government's posi-
tion. * * "),

41 See text in paragraph immediately pre-
ceding reference to note 19, suprsa.

"Cf. Pathman Construction, ABCA No.
14285 (May 25, 1971), 71-1 BCA par. 8905
at 41,386 ("5 # As stated above, the con-
tract neither required nor prohibited the per-
formance of outside work under winter con-
ditions. The provisions of the contract and
masonry specifications * * * merely provided

- the conditions under which such work would
be performed if appellant elected to do so
during cold weather. ' *

possession at the time of the Oct. 1
telephone conversation or at the
time of the Oct. 4, 1971, letter raises
a serious question as to whether the
contractor had definitely decided
that shutting the job down for the
winter was the course of action it de-
sired to pursue. In this connection
we note that at the time of the Oct.
1, 1971, telephone conversation it
had ceased to snow, the weather was
clear and that as it turned out the
good weather continued for another
two weeks (note 8 and accompany-
ing text). In these circumstances the
conclusion appears to be warranted
that the contractor's decision to re-
sume work on Oct. 4,1971, was moti-
vated by the improving weather
conditions rather than the actions
of the Bureau's representatives.

Another ground for the acceler-
ation claim asserted appears to be
the actions taken or allegedly taken
by the Government's principal in-
spector, Mr. Chiolero. With respect
to such actions, the evidence clearly
shows (i) that prior to the instant
contract the contractor had never
done any footing work and had
stated that it would appreciate any
help the Bureau would give, (ii)
that Mr. Chiolero did offer sugges-
tions from time to time and in-
structed the inspectors under him to
assist the contractor in any way
they could, (iii) that the sugges-
tions made were accepted or re-
jected by the contractor's superin-
tendent on the basis of the exercise
of his own business judgment, and
(iv) the suggestions to which the
contractor objects appear to have
occurred on or after October 15,
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1971, or during the period when the
contractor felt conimitted to finish
the work by Nov. 1 if at all possible
(notes 26 and 30, supra). In view of
the nature of the evidence in this
case, we do not reach the question
of what authority Mr. Chiolero or
the other inspectors would have had
to bind the Government by direct-
ing the contractor to add men and
equipment to the job in order to
complete the contract work by
Nov. 1, 1971.

Conclusion

1. The claim for placing concrete
is considered to have been, aban-
doned (note 1, supra) and is there-
fore dismissed with prejudice.

2. The acceleration claim is
denied.

SPENCER T. NISSEN,
Administrative Judge.

I CONCUR:

WILLIAM F. McGRAw,
ClMef Administrative Judge.

I concur in the concrete claim and
dissent on the acceleration claim for
the reasons stated in the attached
opinion:

ICL-RL S. VASnTOFT,
Administrative Judge.

DISSENTING OPINION BY
ADMINISTRATITE JUDGE
VASILOFF

I do not agree with the majority
decision since I believe the appel-

lant was constructively accelerated
due to the totality of the actions and
inactions of the Government.

After the original bids were re-
jected the Government knew the
period remaining in 1971 was lim-
ited to complete the required con-
struction. The original bidders were
notified on July 30, 1971, of the re-
jection. New bids were opened on
Aug. 6, 1971. On July 29, 1971, the
Government's acting regional diree.
tor informed the contracting officer
by teletype i pertinent part as fol-
lows:

REJECTION WITH IMME DIATE
READVERTISEMENT FOR FOUNDA-
TIONS CONSIDERED BUT TIME FOR
COMPLETION INSUFFICIENT. RE-
JECTION WITH READVERTISEMENT
NEXT YEAR CONSIDERED BUT USE
OF EXISTING SECTION O LINE
THROUGH COMMING [sic] WINTER
WITHOUT FOUNDATIONS FOR NEW
TOWERS TOO RISKY. OTHER OP-
TIONS AVAILABLE BUT ECONOMIC
ADVANTAGES QUESTIONABLE. (Ap-
pellant's Ex. 15.)

Failure- of the concrete footings
to be poured by the November I
date would delay the erection of the
towers. Should the Government
lines collapse again there could be a
loss of revenue of $5,000 a day (Ap-
pellant Ex. 4, 15, 16, 1, 18; Tr. 235,
305-313).

The Government had three in-
spectors at the construction site.
Two of the inspectors were at the
site from the beginning of work un-
til the completion and the third in-
spector came on the site at the com-
mencement of the back fill opera-
tions and remained until the com-

46I
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pletion of the work (Tr. 31-373,
389). The chief inspector kept his
immediate supervisor, Mr. Bouett,
fully informed of the conditions of
the-work site and the status of the
construction at all times (Tr. 34,
394, 395). Mr. Bouett was also at
the work site three or four times
each week to observe the status of
the construction and the weather
conditions (Tr. 404). Each inspec-
tor made out daily work reports
which included the quantity of
work. performed, condition of the
-work and a description of the
weather. These reports were then
forwarded to Mr. Hart, the project
construction engineer for the Gov-
ernment, whose office was located at
*Will'ws, California (Tr. 373, 374).
1Mr. Hart did not perform any in-
spections at the work site (Tr. 259,
260). Mr. Bouett, field engineer for
the Government, reported directly
to Mr. Hart. The contracting officer,
whose office was located in Denver,
Colorado, delegated Mr. Hart to be
his atuhorized representative (An-
,swer par. II; Government Ex. C;
Appellant Ex. 1; Tr. 257-260). Mr.
Hart kept. fully informed of the
status and the conditions at the con-
struction site through the receipt of
the daily work reports and verbal
discussions- with fr. Bouett and
the chief inspector (Tr. 260, 297-
301).

Standard Form 23-A defined the con-
tractilg officer as:
* * the person executing this contract

on behalf.of the Government and includes
a duly appointed successor or athorized
representative. (Italics supplied.)

Much testimony was given at the
hearing by Mr. Allison and* Mr.
Hart on what was said during the
telephone conversation on Oct. 1,
1971, .but unfortunately each party
recollects is conversation difter'-
ently. Faced with this situation I
must be guided by the actions which
followed the telephone conversation.
Both parties agreed, however, that a'
request for a time extension due to
unusually severe weather was dis-
cussed and Mr. Hart suggested this
request be put in writing (Tr. 283).
This was done by the appellant
through its letter of Oct. 4.

In regard to adding more men
and equipment, Mr. Hart's testi-
molly was that this was in response
to a question posed by Mr. Allison
as to how the work could be com-
pleted by Nov. 1. I cannot 'accept
this explanation by Mr. Hart. Ap-
pellant was not behind schedule
when the storm struck in Sept. Ap-
pellant was an experienced contrac-
tor. To believe that appellant would
ask such a question, I would have to
conclude that appellant was either
naive or incompetent and the record
does not evidence that appellant was
either. When testimony is conflict-
ing I must decide which party to
believe. Hoel-Steffen Construction
Co. v. United States, 197 Ct.'Cl. 561
(1972).

The majority relies upon the ap-
pellant's omission to refer to the
October 1 telephone conversation in
its letters of: Oct. 4, 18, 29; Nov. 30;
Dec. 29, 1971; Jan. 10, and Mar. 22,
1972. Mr." Hartt testified he knew
that appellant from the time of the
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Oct. 1 telephone conversation was
referring to a request for additional
costs for working through a 'period
of severe and unusual weather (Tr.
315-317). Indeed, Mr. Hart testi-
fled he considered the' appellant's
letter of October 4 as a request for a
time extension for the entire job and
that from Oct. 1 he knew appellant
wanted to process a request for a
time extension (Tr. 296, 358).

On the same day of the Oct. 1 tele-
phone conversation Mr. Hart dis-
cussed with. the regional engineer
what steps the Government would
take if the work was stopped for the.
winter due to the; weather condi-
tions, but never communicated this
information to the appellant (Joint
Ex. AA; Tr. 273-275).

Mr. Hart testified appellant had
the privilege to move off the moun-
tain on its own volition and that the.
Government could not stop the ap-
pellant from. shutting down the job
(Tr. 287-290, 298, 301, 302). I could
find no provision in the' contract, nor
has the Government pointed outX
aiiy, whereby appellant could decide
for itself to shut down thejob and
returh the following year to com-
plete the work. The contract does
contain a suspension of 'work clause
as well as a termination for conveni-
ence of th Government clause, but
both 6lauses 'come into operation at
the option of the Goverinment, not
the appellant. If appellant failed to
make proper progress the Govern-
ment could trminate the contract
for default and assess liquidated

damages. Appellant had a duty to
make proper progress to complete
the work by the contract completion
date of Nov. 1.

During the course: of the con-
struction work,. Mr., Hart never-
made a recommendation to the con-
tracting officer on the request for, a
time extension (Tr. 295-296). Mr.
Hart's .position' was that the
Government did' not need to make a
determination on the request fr a
time extension until it appeared the
work would not be cmpltted
within the contract completion date
and the Government was supplied
with the weather data. Since the
work was substantially completed
by the Nov. 1 date, the Govern-
ment's position is that the occasion
never arose to make a decision on
the request for a time extension.
Under this philosophy of "heads I
win, tails you lose," the appellant
would be at the mercy of the Gov-
ernment under the facts of this case.
The Government knew 'before the
invitations for bids were sent out
that, the completion time was "in-
sufficient" and that use of the exist-
ing section of the transmission line
without foundations for new towers
was "too risky" to go through an-
other winter. The contract con-
tained clauses for termination for
default and assessment for liqui-
dated damages. If the work was not
completed within the scheduled time,
flhe Government knew it could lose
$5,000 per day in revenue. Upon a
request for an extension of time due
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to unusually severe weather, the
language in Clause 5 of the General
Provisions (Staandard Form 23-A)
is clear that the Government:

* ** shall ascertain the facts and the ex-
tent of the delay and extend the time for
completing the work * * .

This Board has held that the duty
is upon the contracting officer to ob-
tain the weather data necessary to
make a determination, not on the
contractoi Paul A. Teegarden,
IBCA-382 (Sept. 27, 1963), 70 I.D.
436, 63 BCA par. 3876. The major-
ity states:

* * the Government appears to have
misconceived the nature of its obliga-
tion to investigate the contractor's claim
for time extension based upon unusually
severe weather.

When the burden of obtaining the
weather data is upon the Govern-
ment it cannot be shifted to the ap-
pellant. Such information is readily
available from the Government's
own agency. When the Government
fails to act within a reasonable
period of time it effectively compels
a contractor to continue work on the
contract. I would hold a failure to
act upon a request for an extension
under the facts in this appeal con-
stitutes a denial of the request. The
Court of Claims in Continental
Consolidated Corporation v. United

-States, 17 CCF par. 81, 137, trial
judge opinion- adopted Dec. 1, 1972,
200 Ct. Cl. 737 (1972) explains the
necessity for a reply within a rea-
sonable period of time.

To otherwise hold would allow the
Government to accomplish by inaction

what it refrained from doing directly. It
could effectively accelerate the contrac-
tor by inordinately delaying action on
time extension requests, meanwhile
directing the contractor to complete in
accordance with the unadjusted sched-
ule; and finally granting time extensions
after completion of the contract to con-
form to the completion dates actually
achieved. To serve any useful purpose
with regard to an acceleration claim, the
completion date must be extended in re-
sponse to time extension claims when
made, so that the contractor can adjust
its operations accordingly. This is what
the "Changes" clause (and other clauses
drafted by defendant to deal with time
extension) actually contemplate. A con-
tractor under directive to finish by a date
earlier than the one to which the con-
tract is ultimately extended, has been
effectively ordered to accelerate. The
board of contract appeals have consist-
ently so held.

In this situation the Government
had a duty to respond. It did not
do so.

The majority has found that ap-
pellant encountered unusually se-
vere weather in September and de-
termined 6 calendar days would be
an appropriate extension. For Oct.
the majority also found unusually
severe weather was encountered and
found appellant would be entitled
to an extension of 4 calendar days.
The majority found a total of 10
calendar days which would be
granted to appellant as an exten-
sion had appellant timely requested
it. I believe appellant did request it,
the Government had knowledge of
the request and the Government
failed to respond.

For the appellant,' its construc-
tion superintendent, foreman of the
back fill crew, and treasurer, all
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testified that they were told by the
chief inspector and the field engi-
neer, Mr. Bouett, for the Govern-
ment to add more men and equip-
ment after Oct. 4, so the work would
be completed by November 1 (Tr.
126, 156, 218, 223-226). The hief
inspector admitted that the appel-
lant's treasurer's testimony was
correct when he testified he heard
the Government's field engineer,
Mr. Bouett, ask the chief inspector
if appellant had added more men
and equipment to speed up the work
so it would be completed by Nov. 1
(Tr. 226, 407).

In regard to additional equipment
and manpower, Mr. Allison testified
that as a result of his telephone
conversation on Oct. 1, he instructed
his project engineer to increase the
work crew and equipment. Ten ad-
ditional men increased the crew and
more equipment was added (Tr. 45,
46). The testimony of Mr. Allison
was buttressed by the testimony of
appellant's construction engineer,.
foreman for steel scaffolding and
treasurer, all testified additional
-men and equipment were added in
Oct. (Tr. 128, 205, 227, 228). The
chief inspector for the Government
admitted more men and equipment
were added in Oct. (Tr. 405).

The Government's concern about
the Nov. 1 completion date was in-
tensified by the course of conduct of
the inspectors on the job site who
became more demanding that work
continue through the adverse
weather. The field engineer for the
Government inquiring of the chief

213-256-76-6

inspector whether appellant had
hired more men and added more
equipment to speed up the work is
not the action of a party not con-
cerned with meeting the Nov. 1 com-
pletion date.

Once this determination was made
by the Government it saw no need
to respond to any request for an
extension of time. Mr. Hart was the
Government's authorized represent-
ative for the contracting officer and
appellant properly had a right to.
deal with Mr. Hart.

I believe the course of conduct of
the Government after the request
for an extension of time was made
constitutes a constructive accelera-
tion. The changes clause of this con-
tract specifically provides an
acceleration comes within the scope
of the clause. Coupled with the Gov-
ernment's conduct, the appellant
adding more men and equipment
would be the actions of a contractor
acting to complete the work on
schedule knowing that the Govern-
ment has not responded to a request
for an extension.

Since I believe the appellant was
constructively accelerated I turn to
the Govermnent's defense that the
claim is barred by failure to give the
20-day notice pursuant to clause 3
(Changes) of Standard Form 23-A.
It must be admitted appellant has
inexpertly categorized its claim for
acceleration in its correspondence
with the Government. It is equally
clear, in this instance, the Govern-
ment had full knowledge of the
basis of appellant's claim from
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Oct 1, 1971. With a series of letters
commencing Oct. 4, appellant wrote
the Government on Oct. 29, Nov. 30,
Dec. 29, 1971, and Mar. 22, 1972.
All of these letters were addressed
to Mr. Hart, the authorized repre-
sentative of the contracting officer'
Only on Mar. 22, 1972, claims the
Government, did appellant finally
convey the nature of its claim, al-
though not using the appropriate
phrase-constructive acceleration. I
am concerned with substance, as
long as both the contractor and the
Government know and understand
what the dispute is about I will not
engage in Alice in Wonderland
semantics. In Orndorff Construc-
tion Co., Inc., IBCA-372 (Oct. 25,
1967), 74 I.D. 305, 67-2, BCA par.
6,665, this Board said:

The fact that an appellant has char-
aicterized its claim as for breach of con-
tract will not defeat our jurisdiction,
however, if there is a contract provision
under which relief of the type. sought
may, upon a proper showing, be provided.

The Government knew a request
for a time extension was pending
and it was bound by the holding in
(ox and addox, IBCA-155
(Mar. 26, 1959), 66 I.D. 97, 59-1
BCA par. 2,111, that a contractor
could not be expected to absorb any
costs due to an acceleration. Appel-
lant's letter of Oct. 4 was in response
to Mr. Hart's request during the
telephone conversation to put the re-
quest for an extension of time in
writing. The Oct. 29 letter, which
was an update of the Oct. 4 letter,
informed Mr. Hart that it was;
working through the weather en-
countered at the construction site
and that it was continuing to docu-
ment the necessary information to
determine an equitable adjustment
to the contract. Accordingly, I
would hold that the Oct. 4 letter up-
dated with the Oct. 29 letter pro-
vides the 20-day notice required by
the contract.
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ACT OF MARCH 3, 1891
1. Sec. 7 of the Act of Mar. 3,

1891, provides that no
person or association of
persons shall hold by as-
signment or otherwise,
prior to the issue of pat-
ent, more than 820 acres
of arid or desert- lands;
the terms "hold," "as-
signment" and "other-
wise" are words of broad
significance and will be
defined in such manner to
effectuate the purposes of
the Act, to wit, to prevent
anyone from holding more;
than 320 acres of desert
lands to the exclusion of
bona fide settlers or the
entrymen of record--

2. Any person or association
of persons who controls,
possesses and receives
substantial benefits from
desert lands will be re-
garded as "holding" such
lands within the meaning
of the Act of Mar. 3,
1891- -

ACT OF DECEMBER 24, 1970
1. Section 4 of Geotherffal.

Steam Act of 1970 au-
thorizes competitive bid-
ding as sole basis for issu-
ance of geothermal leases
for lands determined to
be within a KGRA

2. Section 4 of Geothermal
Steam Act of 1970 directs
competitive bidding for
geothermal leases on

Page
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ACT OF DEC. 24, 1970-Continued

lands which are deter-
mined to be within a
KGRA before the issu-
ance of a lease on such
lands, even though the
KGRA determination is
made after the pertinent
application is filed

3. Competitive bidding require-
. ments of first sentence of
. sec. 4 of. Geothermal

Steam-Act of 1970 apply
to those applications filed
during Jan. 1974 filing
period, and State Office
rejections , of appellant's

.Jan. 1974 noncompeti-
tive lease- applications

. are proper under 43 CFR
3210.4

ADDITIONAL HOMESTEADS
1. The land in an additional

homestead entry appli-
cation under the Act of
Apr. 28,1904, as amended,
43 U.S.C. § 213 (1970),
must be contiguous to the
applicant's original home-
stead. Neither that Act
nor regulations issued
thereunder require that
tracts of lands in such an
additional entry appli-
cation be contiguous to
each other. The require-
ment of 43 CFR 2567.-
1(c) that land in a home-
stead entry application
in Alaska must be inI a
contiguous body is -main-
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tained by the fact that
the land in the additional
entry must be contiguous
to the original homestead-

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE

(See also Appeals, Contests and
Protests, Rules of Practice)
ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGES

1. While a mining contest is
within the jurisdiction of
an Administrative Law
Judge, he may reopen
the hearing for the pro-
duction of further evi-
dence before he makes
his decision _

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE ACT

432

68

l. The ultimate findings and
decision of the Adminis-
trative Law Judge
adopted by the Commis-
sioner of Indian Affairs
will not be set aside upon
administrative review
where they are supported
by substantial evidence 184

2. The ultimate findings, con-
clusions and order of the
Administrative Law
Judge will not be set
aside upon administra-
tive review where they
are supported by sub-
stantial evidence -352

3; A cattle trespass decision
rendered by an Adminis-
trative law Judge maybe
set aside and remanded
where the decision does
not include a statement of
findings and conclusions,
and the reasons or basis
therefor, on all material 
issues of'fact, law or dis-

- cretion as required for
initial decisions under 5
U.S.C. § 557 (1970) and
43 CFR 4.475 -547

ADMINISTRATIVE REVIEW

1. The ultimate findings; and
decision of the Adminis-

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE-
Continued
ADMINISTRATIVE REVIEW-Con. Page

trative Law Judge adopted
by the Commissioner of
Indian Affairs will not
be set aside upon -admin-
istrative review where they
are supported by sub-
stantial evidence

*2. The ultimate findings, con-
clusions and order of the
Administrative Law
Judge will not be set
aside upon administrative
review where they are
supported by substantial
evidence

BURDEN OF PROOF

1. When the Government con-
tests a mining claim and

- establishes a prima facie
cast that contestee has
not made a discovery of a
locatable mineral deposit,
the burden devolves on
contestee to establish by
a preponderance of the
evidence. that the claim
has been validated by the
discovery of a locatable
mineral deposit

2, A bog- iron ore: deposit does.
not meet the prudent
man-marketability test
where the evidence shows
that contestee could only
develop the iron deposit
for sale for metallurgical
uses after further explora-
tion to establish a higher
grade or greater tonnage
of ore, or upon: future
favorable developments
in the iron ore market--

DECISIONS

184

352

414

414

1. A cattle - trespass decision
Irendered by an Adminis-

trative Law Judge may be
set- aside and remanded

- where the decision does
not include a statement of

- findings and conclusions,
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ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE-
Continued

DECISIONSB-Continued

and the reasons or basis
therefor, on all material
issues of fact, law or dis-
cretion- as. required for
initial: decisions under 5
U.S.C. § 557 (1970) and
43 CFR 4.475

2. Where a grazing district
cattle trepqss complaint
refers to previous tres-
passes by the base prop-
erty owner, he is served
with the complaint, and
the record indicates he
intervened at the hearing
thereon but the decision
issued makes no mention
thereof, the decision ap-
pealed from may be set
aside and remanded for
clarification

BEARINGS

1. Where a contestee in a mining
contest preponderates
sufficiently to overcome
the Government's prima
facie case on an issue
raised by the evidence in
a mining contest and
there is no evidence on
on other essential dis-
puted issues, the contest
'should be dismissed un-
less a patent application
is being contested, in
which case a further hear-
ing must be ordered to
resolve other essential
issues to determine
whether the application
may be allowed - --

2. A motion for remand of a
mining claim contest for
further hearing' on the
grounds of prejudicial
'surprise, based upon Gov-
,ernment counsel's failure
-to supplement interroga-
tory answers listing wit-
nesses and exhibits as

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE-
Continued

Page HEARINGS.Contiiued

ordered in lieu of pre-
hearing conference, will be
denied where contestee's

.Scounsel ignored repeated
offers ' of continuance
made at various stages of

547 the hearing-

547

69

Page

414

INITIAL DECISION

1. The ultimate findings and de-
cision of the Administra-
tive Law Judge adopted
by the Commissioner of
Indian Affairs will not be
set aside upon adminis-
trative review where thoy
are supported by sub-
stantial evidence

2. The ultimate findings, con-
clusions and order of the
Administrative Law
Judge will not be set
aside upon administra-
tive review where they
are supported by sub-
stantial evidence -

SUBSTANTIAL EVIDENCE

1. The ultimate findings and de-
cision of the Administra-
tive Law Judge adopted
by the Commissioner of
Indian Affairs will not be
set aside upon adminis-
trative review where they
are supported by sub-
stantial evidence

2. The ultimate findings, con-
clusions and order of the
Administrative Law,
Judge will not be set
aside upon administra-
tive review where they
are supported by sub-
stantial evidence _- _

ALASKA
HOMESTEADS

1. The land in an additional
homestead entry appli-
cation under the Act of
Apr. 28, 1904, as amended,
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ALASKA-=Continued.
HOMESTEADS-Continued : Page

43 U.S.C. § 213 (1970),
must be contiguous to the
applicant's original home-
stead. Neither that Act
nor regulations issued
thereunder require that
tracts of land in such an
additional entry appli-
cation be contiguous to

-each other. The require-
ment of 43 CPR 2567.1(e)
that land in a homestead
entry application in
Alaska must be in a con-
tiguous body is main-
tained by the.-fact that
the land in the additional
entry must be contiguous
to the original home-
stead- 432

INDIAN AND NATIVE AFFAIRS

1. Prior to the conveyance of
any land pursuant to the
Alaska Native Claims
Settlement Act (43
U.S.C. § 1601 (1970))
(ANCSA) the Secretary
must make a determina-
tion of which public ease-
ments are necessary and
the Secretary must re-
serve those easements in
the conveyance

2. The Secretary has authority
to reserve public ease-
ments in conveyances un-
der ANCSA (43 U.S.C.
§ 1601 (1970)) other than
those easements identi-
fied and recommended by
the Joint Federal State
Land Use Planning
Commission

3. The authority of the Secre-
tary to reserve easements
in conveyances under
ANCSA is not limited to
those public easements
specifically listed in sec.
17(b) (1), 85 Stat. 708 of
that Act

325

325

325

ALASKA-Continued
INDIAN AND NATIVE AFFAIRS-

Continued Lage-

4. The Secretary is-not limited
to reservation of ease-
ments in conveyances un-
der ANCSA which cross
the patented lands from
one boundary to another.
The easements may be for
uses within the patented
lands--- 325

LAND GRANTS AND SELECTIONS

Generally
1. Published notice of a proposed

State selection in accord-
ance with regulatory re-
quirements is .adequate
notice to all persons
claiming the lands ad-
versely to the State - 174

2. Sec. 6(b) of the Alaska
Statehood Act providing
for recognition of valid
existing claims does not
apply to an oil and gas
lease offer filed pursuant
to the Mineral Leasing
Act of 1920. While an
oil and gas lease offeror
may have a right to a
lease where the Depart-
ment has exercised its
discretion to issue a lease,
and the offeror is entitled
to a statutory priority
right over other offerors,
his application does not
rise to the level of a
"claim" or "right" within
the savings clause of the
Alaska Statehood Act
where there has been no
such determination to
lease -- 174

3. The Department of the
Interior. has neither ju-
risdiction over nor au-
thority to issue oil and
gas leases for lands pat-
ented to the State of
Alaska- 175
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ALASKA-Continued
LAND GRANTS AND SELEC-

TIONS-,Continued

Applications

1. Regulation 43 CFR 2627.3(b)
(2) requires that con-
flicting oil and gas lease
offers filed pursuant to
the Mineral Leasing Act
of 1920, except for pref-
erence-right applications,
whether filed prior to,
simultaneously with, or
after the filing of an
Alaska State selection,
*must be rejected when
and if the selection is
tentatively approved.
The preference right re-
referred to in the regula-
tion does not apply to an
oil and gas lease offeror
who receives a priority
right as the first qualified
applicant in the event the

,Department decides. to
issue a lease

Mineral lands

1. Sec. 6(i) of the Alaska State-
hood Act provides that
grants of mineral lands to
the State are made upon
the condition that all
subsequent State convey-
ances of the mineral lands
shall be subject to and
contain a reservation to
the State of all the
minerals in the lands so
conveyed. The Act does
not require that federal

patents to the State
include a proviso to the
above effect, rather, it is
subsequent State convey-
ances which must contain
a reservation for min-

erals--

Validity

1. Sec. 6(b) of the Alaska State-
hood Act does not require

ALASKA-Continued

.LAND GRANTS AND SELECT
TIONS-Continued

Page Validity-Continued P
that patents issued to the
State include a proviso
that the conveyed lands
are vacant, unappropri-
ated, and unreserved, and
do not affect any valid-
existing claim, location or
entry under the laws of
the United States. The
Department assures com-
pliance with this provi-
sion by excluding from
selection all lands noted
on its records as being
appropriated and re-
served, or subject to valid
existing interests, and by
requiring that adequate
notice be given to all
other persons claiming an
interest in the selected
land. The Department

175 can then receive objec-
tions to the issuance of a
patent and can render a
determination as to the
availability of the se-
lected lands - - I

2. Sec. 6(i) of the Alaska State-
hood Act provides that
grants of mineral lands to
the State are made upon
the condition that all sub-
sequent State convey-
ances of the mineral lands
shall be subject to and
contain a reservation to
the State of all the min-
erals in the lands so con-
veyed. The Act does not
require that federal
patents to the State in-
clude a proviso to the
above effect, rather, it is

174 subsequent State con-

veyances which must con-
tain a reservation for

minerals- 1

74

74
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ALASKA-Continued

OIL AND GAS LEASES Page

1. Sec. 6(b) of the Alaska State-
hood Act providing for
recognition of valid ex-
isting claims does not
apply to an oil and gas
lease offer filed pursuant
to the Mineral Leasing
Act of 1920. While an oil
and gas lease offeror may
have a right to a lease
where the Department
has exercised its discre-
tion to issue a lease, and
the offeror is entitled to a
statutory priority right
over other offerors, his
application does not rise
to the level of a "claim"
or "right" within the
savings clause of the
Alaska Statehood Act
where there has been no
such determination to
lease - 174

STATEHOOD ACT

1. Sec. 6(b) of the Alaska State-
hood Act does not require
that patents issued to the
State include a proviso
that the conveyed lands
are vacant, unappropri-
ated, and unreserved, and
do not affect any valid
existing claim, location or
entry under the laws of
the United States. The
Department assures com-
pliance with this provi-
sion by excluding from
selection all lands noted
on its records as being

- appropriated and re-
served, or subject to valid
existing interests, and by
requiring that adequate
notice be given to all
other persons claiming
an interest in the selected
land. The Department
can then receive objec-

ALASKA-Continued
STATEHOOD ACT-Continued

tions to the issuance of
a patent and can render
a determination as to
the availability of the
selected lands __

2. Sec. 6(i) of the Alaska State-
hood Act provides that
grants of mineral lands
to the State are made
upon the condition that
all subsequent State con-
veyances of the mineral
lands shall be subject
to and contain a reserva-
tion to the State of all
the minerals in the lands
so conveyed. The Act does
not require that federal
patents to the' State in-
clude a proviso to the
above effect, rather, it
is subsequent State con-
veyances which must con-
tain a reservation for
minerals

3. Sec. 6(b) of the Alaska State-
hood Act providing for
recognition of valid exist-
ing claims does not apply
to an oil and gas lease
offer filed pursuant to
the Mineral Leasing Act
of 1920. While an oil
and gas lease offeror
may have a right to
a lease where the Depart-
ment has exercised its
discretion to issue a lease,
and the offeror is entitled
to a statutory priority
right over other offerors,
his application does not
rise to the level of a
"claim" or "right" within
the savings clause of the
Alaska Statehood Act
where there has been no
such determination to
lease … _ 174

Page

174

174
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ALASKA NATIVE CLAIMS SETTLI
MENT ACT
EASEMENTS

1. Pri or to the conveyance of
any land pursuant to the
Alaska Native Claims
Settlement Act (43 U.S.C.
§ 1601 (1970j) (ANCSA)
the Secretary must make
a determination of which
public easements are nec-
esbary and the Secretary
must reserve those ease-
ments in the conveyance.

2. The Secretary has authority
to reserve public ease-
ments in conveyances
under ANCSA (43 U.S.C.
§ 1601 (1970)), other than
those easements identi-
fied and recommended by
the Joint Federal State
Land Use Planning
Commission _---_

3. The authority of the Secre-
tary to reserve easements
in conveyances under
ANCSA is not limited to
those public easements
specifically listed in sec.
17(b) (1), 85 Stat. 708
of that Act _

4. The Secretary is not limited
to reservation of ease-
ments in conveyances
under ANCSA which
cross the patented lands
from one boundary to an-
other. The easements may
be for uses within the
patented lands

APPEALS
(See also Contracts, Federal Coal

Mine Health and Safety Act
of 1969, Grazing Permits and
Licenses, Indian Probate, In-,
dian Tribes, Rules of Practice)

1. Where an oil and gas lessee
appeals from a decision of
an Oil and Gas Super-
visor's determination
that additional royalties

Pa-

PA

APPEALS-Continued Page

are due to the Govern-
geo ment, and simultaneously

files a request for suspen-
sion of the ruling, which
is granted by the Geo-
logical Survey "until
further notice," pre-

Ž>5

judgment interest con-.
tinues to accrue during
the period of the suspen-
sion. This conclusion is
premised on: the doctrine
that interest is compen-
sation for delay in pay-
ment- 316

APPLICATIONS AND ENTRIES
PRIORITY
1. Regulation 43 CFR 2627.3

(b)(2) requires that con-
flicting oil and gas lease
offers filed pursuant to
the Mineral Leasing Act

325 of 1920, except for pref-
erence-right applications,
whether filed prior
to, simultaneously with,
or after the filing of an
Alaska State selection,
must be rejected when
and if the selection is ten-

325 tatively approved. The
preference right referred
to in the regulation does
not apply to an oil and
gas lease offeror who re-
ceives a priority right as
the first qualified appli-
cant in the event the
Department decides to

325 issue a lease -175

BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT
1. There is no authority for a

2= lo State Director, Bureau
of Land Management, to
make a determination of
a known geothermal re-
sources area. Instead,
that authority has been
delegated by the Secre-
tary of the Interior to the
Director, Geological Sur-
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EUREAU OF LAND MANAGE- 
MENT-Continned

vey. KGRA determina-
tions must be based upon
the evidentiary factors
stated in see. 2(e) of the
Geothermal Steam Act of
1970 _

CONTESTS AND PROTESTS

(See also Rules of Practice.)
GENERALLY
1. While a mining contest is

within the jurisdiction of
an Administrative Law
Judge, he may reopen the
hearing for the produc-
tion of further evidence

p before he makes his de-
cision

2. The ultimate burden of proof
to show a discovery of a
valuable mineral deposit
is always upon-the min-
ing claimant. However, if
the Government in a
mining contest fails to
present a prima facie
case and the contestees
move to dismiss the case
and rest, the contest com-
plaint must be dismissed
because there would be
no evidentiary basis for
an order of invalidity

3. Where a contestee in a mining
contestjpreponderates suf-
ficiently to overcome the
Government's prima
facie case on an issue
raised by the evidence in
a mining contest and
there is no evidence on
other essential disputed
issues, the contest should
be dismissed unless a
patent application is be-
ing contested, in which
case a further hearing
must be ordered to re-
solve other essential is-
sues to determine whether
the application may be
allowed

rage
CONTRACTS

(See also Rules of Practice.)

CoNsTRUcTIoN AND OPERATION

Actions of Parties rage

1. Where the practice of a
construction contractor

60 was to separate claims
for an equitable adjust-
ment for increased costs
due to a change from its
claims for delays to the

- work caused by the
change and the evidence
established that the con-
tractor's delay claim re-
sulting from a change
was pending before the
contracting officer at the

68 time the contractor
agreed to and executed a
modification settling the
equitable adjustment for
direct,> costs, attributable
to the change, the Gov-
ernment's contention that
the delay claim was
barred by accord and
satisfaction was rejected
since it is well settled
that an agreement does
not operate as an accord
as to matters not contem-

68 plated by the agreement 199
2. Where the contractor's offer

to perform certain

changed work for a lump
sum was accepted and
the agreement and the
price was incorporated
into a modification which
the contractor executed
without reservation or
exception and the lump
sum was subsequently
paid, the contractor's
subsequent claim for de-
lays to the work attrib-
utable to the change was
barred by accord and

69 satisfaction ' 200
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CONTRACTS-Continued
CONSTRUCTION AND

OPERATION-Continued

Allowable Costs

1. Claims of constructive change
under a cost-plus-fixed-
fee contract first pre-
sented in the notice of
appeal are outside the
jurisdiction of the Board
and are remanded to the:
contracting officer for the
issuance of new or supple-
mental findings

Changes and Extras

1. Where a contract for the
construction of a bridge
substructure contained a
provision requiring that
employees erecting bridges
and structures' be pro-
tected by safety.: nets.
where the use of safety
belts and lifelines or other
conventional type of
protection was imprac-
tical and the evidence
failed to demonstrate that
the use of safety belts
and lifelines or other
-conventional type of pro-
tection was practical for
workers on concrete piers,
the Board denies the
contractor's claim for a
change based on the fact
that it was required to
use safety nets to protect
workmen from possible
falls -------------

2. A rise in the cost of materials
after a fixed price con-
struction contract is exe-
cuted, is not a change
within the changes clause
of the contract _-_-_

3. The Government failed to
sustain its burden of

proving entitlement to a
reduction of the contract
price as an equitable ad-

justment for quantities

Page

CONTRACTS-Continued
CONSTRUCTION AND

OPERATION-Continued

Changes and Extras-Con.

of asphalt concrete for
road repair in excess of
the Government esti-
mate. The evidence
showed that neither party
relied on the. estimate,
that the Governrment left
the selection-and manner
of using equipment to

527 the contractor and that
the Government issued a
change order when it
observed the contractor's
more efficient operation.
The work described in
the change order was the
same work described in
the contract and the

- reduction in unit cost of
performance was not the
result of the change order
but was the result of the
contractor's efficiency --

4. Under a construction contract
for a beach nourishment
project at Cape Hatteras
involving a contractor's
claim for equitable ad-
justment based upon the
Government directing the
beach fill to be placed in
a manner differing from
the typical cross section
shown on the contract
drawing, the Board finds
that the 20-day notice

199 * provision of the Changes
clause should not pre-
clude consideration of the
claim on the merit, where
there is no one action of
the Government which

238 can be pointed to as the

identifiable event upon
which the claim is
grounded and from which
the contractor's delay in

presenting the claim can
be measured, particularly

Paze
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CONTRACTS-Continued
CONSTRUCTION AND

OPERArION-Continued
Changes and Extras-Con. Page

- where the evidence of
record indicates that the
Government's actions
contributed to and may
even have been the prin-
cipal cause of the delay .
in giving notice of the
claim--- 45

5. A special provision authoriz-
ing the contracting officer
to adjust or revise the
limits of the work during
performance to reflect the
conditions encountered
and thereby provide for
maximum use of material
available with the funds
allotted is found to vest
the contracting officer
with no plenary author-
ity to direct the place-
ment of the beach fill
where the authorization
to adjust or revise the
limits of the work is cir-
cumscribed by the use of
theword "approxiinate."- 46

6. In a case involvinfg the ques-
tion of the importance to.
be ascribed to the typical
cross section shown on the
contract drawings, the
Board finds that the
drawings contained posi-
tive representations on
which the contractor was
entitled to rely and did
rely in submitting its bid,
noting, in connection
therewith, that the inter-
pretation advanced by
the Government with
respect to certain provi-
sions on the drawings, in
the contract and in a
a change order would
render inoperative or
superfluous other require-
ments clearly imposed by

9

CONTRACTS-Continued
CONSTRUCTION AND

OPERATION-Continued

Changes and Extras-Con.

the drawings or contract
terms. Previously the
Board had found that
the contractor's site visit
was adequate and in any
event could not have re-
vealed conditions created
by storms which took
place several months after
the scheduled site visit
concluded-

7. An estimated quantities pro-
vision under which the
Government was au-
thorized to obtain addi-
tional quantities of beach
fill at the unit price
specified in the contract
so long as the additional
quantities did not exceed
25 percent of the original
total contract price is
found not to preclude an
adjustment under the
Changes clause for clearly
unforeseeable costs to-the
extent the. contractor
shows (i) the basis upon
which its bid was calcu-
lated and (ii) the causal
connection between the
increased costs and the
inability or the failure of
the- Government to ad-
here to the typical cross
section shown on the
contract drawings in
directing the placement
of the fill._

S. Claims of constructive change
under a cost-plus-fixed-
fee contract first pre-
sented in the notice of
appeal are outside the
jurisdiction of the Board
and are remanded to'the
contracting officer for the
issuance of new or supple-
mental findings.

0

682

Page
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460
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'VOMITRACTS-Continued
CONSTRUCTION. AND

OPERATION-Continued
Changes and Extras-Con.

9. A claim for acceleration under
a contract for the con-
struction of footings for
a. transmission line is
denied where one of ap-
pellant's principal con-
tentions was that in a
telephone conversation
following record snow in
late September the pro-
ject engineer had directed
that men and equipment
be added to the job in
order to finish the work
by the contract comple-
tion date of Nov. 1, but
in correspondence con-
ducted with the Govern-
ment for almost 6 months
after such telephone con-
versation the contractor
failed to refer to the
directions purportedly
received from the proj-
ect engineer and even
failed to reference the
particular telephone con-
versation. Actions taken
by the Government's
principal inspector were
also found not to con-
stitute acceleration or-
ders when the evidence
clearly showed that both
parties viewed the in-
spector's action as involv-
ing suggestions rather
than directions and that
whether the suggestions
were accepted by the
contractor's job superin-
tendent depended upon
the exercise of his busi-
ness judgment .

Conflicting Clauses
1. In a case involving the ques-

tion of the importance to
be ascribed to the typical
cross section shown on
the contract- drawings,

Page

646.

CONTRACTS-qontinued
CONSTRUCTION AND

OPERATION-Continued

Conflicting Clauses-Con.

the Board finds that the
drawings contained posi-
tive representations on
which the contractor was
entitled to rely and did
rely in submitting its bid,
noting, in connection
therewith, that the inter-
pretation advanced by
the Government with re-
spect to certain provi-
sions on the drawings, in
the contract and in a

. change order would rend-
er inoperative or super-
fluous other requirements
clearly imposed by the
drawings or contract
terms. Previously the
Board had found that the
contractor's site visit was
adequate and in any
event could not have
revealed conditions creat-
ed by storms which took
place several months after
the scheduled site visit
concluded

Construction Against Drafter

1. The Board sustains the
contractor's claim that it
be paid for gravel repre-
senting the area of the,
pipe within the pay lines;
holding that in the partic-
ular circumstances the
contractor's interpreta-
tion that the pay line
quantity was merely
nominal or hypothetical
was reasonable and re-
jecting the Government's
contention that the dif-
ference between the esti-
mated quantity and the
pay quantity under ap-
pellant's interpretation
should have prompted
appellant to inquire of the
contracting officer _

683

Page
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CONTRACTS-Continued
CONSTRUCTION AND

OPERATION-Continued

Contracting Officer

1. A special provision authoriz-
ing the contracting officer
to adjust or revise the
limits of the work during
performance to reflect
the conditions encoun-
tered and thereby provide
for maximum use of ma-
terial available with the
funds allotted is found to
vest the contracting offi-
cer with no plenary au-
thority to direct the
placement of the beach
fill where the authoriza-
tion to adjust or revise
the limits of the work is
circumscribed by the use
of the word "approxi-
mate?' _-- - - - - - -

Drawings and Specifications

1. Where a contract for the
construction of, a bridge
substructure contained a
provision requiring that
employees erecting
bridges and structures
be protected by safety
nets where the use of
safety belts and lifelines
or other conventional
type of protection was
impractical and the evi-
dence failed to demon-
strate that the use of
safety belts and lifelines
or other conventional
type of protection was
practical for workers on
concrete piers, the Board
denies the. contractor's.
claim for a change based
on the fact that it was
required to use safety
nets to protect workmen
-from possible falls

2. The Board sustains the con-
tractor's-claim that it be

paid for. gravel represent-

Page

CONTRACTS-Continued

CONSTRUCTION AND
OPERATION-Continued

Drawings and Specifica-
tions-Continued

ing the area of the.pipe
within the pay lines,
holding that in the partic-
ular circumstances the
contractor's interpre-
tation that the pay line
quantity was merely nom-
inal or hypothetical was
reasonable and rejecting
the Government's conten-
tion that the difference
between the estimated
quantity and the pay
quantity under appel-
lant's interpretation
should have prompted ap-
pellant to inquire of the
contracting officer --

460 3. Under a construction contract

for a beach nourishment
project at Cape Hatteras
involving a contractor's
claim for equitable ad-
justment based upon the
Government directing the
beach fill to be placed
in a manner differing from
the typical cross section
shown on the contract.
drawing, the Board finds
that the 20-day notice
provision of the Changes
clause should not pre-
elude consideration of the
claim on the merits where
there is no one action of
the Government which
can be pointed to as the:
identifiable event upon
which 'the claim is
grounded and from which
the contractor's delay in
presenting the claim can
be measured, particularly

199 where the evidence of
record indicates that the

Government's actions-
contributed to and may-

Page
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CONTRACTS-Continued
CONSTRUCTION AND

OPERATION-Continued

Drawings and Specifica-
tions-Continued

even have been the prin-
cipal cause of the delay
in giving notice of the
claim

4. In a case involving the ques-
tion of the importance
to be ascribed to the
typical cross section
shown on the contract
drawings, the Board finds
that the drawings con-
tained positive represen-
tations on which the
contractor was entitled to
rely and did rely in
submitting its bid, noting
in connection therewith,
that the interpretation
advanced by the Govern-
ment with respect to
certain provisions on the
drawings, in the contract
and in a change order
would render inoperative
or superfluous other re-
quirements clearly im-
posed by the drawings or
contract terms. Pre-
viously the Board had
found that the contrac-
tor's site visit was ade-
quate and in any event
could not have revealed
conditions created by
storms which took place
several months after the
scheduled site visit con-
cluded

Duty to Inquire

1. The Board sustains the con-
tractor's claim that it'
be paid for gravel repre-
senting the area of the
pipe within the pay lines,
holding that in the partic-
ular circumstances the
contractor's interpreta-
tion that the pay line

CONTRACTS-Continued
CONSTRUCTION AND

OPERATION-Continued
Duty-to Inquire-Con.

Page

459

quantity was merely no-
minal or hypothetical was
reasonable and rejecting
the Government's con-
tention that the difference
between the estimated
quantity and the pay
quantity under appel-
lant's interpretation
should have prompted
appellant to inquire of
the contracting officer --

Estimated Quantities

1. The Government failed to
sustain its burden of
proving entitlement to a
reduction of the contract
price as an equitable ad-
justment for quantities of
asphalt concrete for road
repair in excess of the
Government estimate.
The evidence showed that
neither party relied on
the estimate, that the
Government left the se-
lection and manner of
using equipment to the
contractor and that the
Government issued a
change order. when it
observed the contractor's
more 'efficient operation.
The work described in
the change order was the
same work described in
the contract and the
reduction in unit cost of

460 performance was not the

result of the change order
but was the result of the
contractor's efficiencym

2. An estimated quantities pro-
vision under which the
Government was author-
ized to obtain additional
quantities of beach fill
at the unit price specified
in the contract so long as

Page
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OPERATION-Continued
Estimated Quantities-Con. i

the additional quantities
did not exceed 25 percent
of the original total con-
tract price is found not
to preclude an adjustment
under the Changes clause
for clearly unforeseeable
costs to the extent the
contractor shows (i) the
basis upon which its bid
was calculated and (ii)
the causal connection be-
tween the increased costs
and the inability or the
failure of the Govern-
ment to adhere to the
typical cross section
shown on the contract
drawings in directing the
placement of the fill _

General Rules of Construction
1. A federal contract is gov-

erned by federal contract
law, rather than the law
of the state in which the
contract is executed _

2. Article 2 of the Uniform
Commercial Code is ap-
plicable to transactions
in goods, not to construc-
tion contracts __- _

3.. In a case involving the ques-
tion of the importance to
be ascribed to the typical
cross section shown on the
contract drawings, the
Board finds that the
drawings contained posi-
tive representations on
-which the contractor was
entitled to rely and did
rely in submitting its bid,
noting, in connection
therewith, that the inter-
pretation advanced by
the Government with re-
spect to certain pro-
visions on the drawings,
in the contract and in-. a

flEX-DIGEST

CONTACTS-Continued
CONSTRUCTION AND

OPERATION-Continued

?age General Rules of Construc-
tion-Continned

change order would ren-
der inoperative or super-
fluous other requirements
clearly imposed by the
drawings or contract
terms. Previously the
Board had found that the
contractor's site visit was
adequate and in any
event could not have re-
vealed conditions created
by storms which took
place several months
after the scheduled site
visit concluded

4. An appeal before the Board
on remand from the
Court of Claims with in-

460 structions to admit evi-
dence, previously ex-
cluded under the parol
evidence rule, for the
purpose of showing a
pre-award agreement or

238 an express or implied
concession as to the rate
of use of helicopter serv-
ices, is denied where the
record, augmented as the

238 Court directed, shows
that the Government did
not change its method of
contracting at appellant's
request but rejected the
proposal to include a
guaranteed minimum
daily rate of use and
where an internal memo-
randum from appellant's
president shows that he

* understood at the time
of award that the con-
tract could be flown at
the rate of 5 hours per
day rather than the rate
of 7 hours per day alleged
later when the contract
proved unprofitable -----

Prge
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CONSTRUCTION AND
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Modification of Contracts
Generally

1. Where the practice of a con-
struction contractor was
to separate claims for an
equitable adjustment for
increased costs due to a
change from its claims
for delays to the work
caused by the change and
the evidence established
that the contractor's de-
lay clain resulting from
a change was pending
before the contracting
officer at the time the
contractor agreed to and
executed a modification
settling the equitable ad-
justment for direct costs
attributable to the
change, the Government's
contention that the delay
claim was barred by ac-
cord and satisfaction was
rejected since it is well
settled that an agreement
does not operate as an
accord as to matters not
contemplated by the
agreement -

2. Where the contractor's offer
to perform certain
changed work for a lump
sum was accepted and
the agreement and the
price was incorporated
into a modification which
the contractor executed
without reservation or
exception and the lump
sum was subsequently
paid,.the contractor's sub-
sequent claim for delays
to the work attributable
to the change was barred
by accord and satis-
faction

3. A contractor's acceptance of
a change order is found
to be no bar to consider-

rage

CONTRACTS-Continued
CONSTRUCTION AND OPERA-

TION-Continued
Modification of Contracts-

Continued
Generally-Continued

ation of a claim under the
Changes clause Where the
evidence shows that the
claim involved had nei-
ther arisen nor been dis-
cussed prior to the time
the change order in ques-
tion was executed--

Notices

1. Under a construction con-
tract for a beach nourish-
ment project at Cape
Hatteras involving a con-
tractor's claim for equi-
table adjustment based
upon the Government
directing the beach fill to

.be placed in a manner dif-
fering from the typical
cross section shown on
the contract drawing, the
Board finds that the 20-
day notice provision of
the Changes clause should
not preclude considera-
tion of the claim on the
merits where there is no

199 one action of the Govern-
ment which can be
pointed to as the identi-
fiable event upon which
the claim is grounded and
from which the contrac-
tor's delay in presenting
the claim can be meas-
ured, particularly where
the evidence of record
indicates that the Gov-
ernment's actions con-
tributed to and may even
have been the principal
cause of the delay in
giving notide of the claim

2. A claim under the Suspension
200 of Work clause is denied

where the Board finds (i)
that the contracting of-
ficer acted within his

687
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CONSTRUCTION AND
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Notices-Continued

discretion in issuing an
order directing the sus-
pension of all work in the
wake of a devastating
storm at Cape Hatteras
with a view to deter-
rmining whether and, if so,
how the work under a
beach nourishment con-
tract should proceed or,
alternatively, whether
the contract should be
terminated for the con-
venience of the Govern-
ment; (ii) that the con-
tractor had failed to show
that its cost would have
been any less if the stop
work order had been
issued at an earlier time;
(iii) that suspending the
contract work for the 
working days covered by
the stop order did not
involve delaying the work
for an, unreasonable
period of time; and (iv)
that showing the contract
work to have been sus-
pended or delayed for an
unreasonable period of
time is a prerequisite to
recovery under the Suspen-
sion of Work clause in all
cases including those in
which a written order to

* suspend work has been
given as contemplated by
paragraph (a) of the
clause-

DISPUTES AND REMEDIES

Appeals
1. Where a contractor has filed

an appeal and has failed
to file a complaint when
often requested to do so
over a two-year period,
the appeal is dismissed
for want of prosecution

Pa ge

460

427

CONTRACTS-Continued
DISPUTES AND REMEDIES-Con.

Burden of Proof
1. Where a contract for the con-

struction of a bridge sub-
structure contained a pro-
vision requiring that em-
ployees erecting bridges
and structures be pro-
tected by safety nets
'where the use of safety
belts and lifelines or other
conventional type of pro-
tection was impractical
and the evidence failed
to demonstrate that the
use of safety belts, and
lifelines or other conven-
tional type of protection
was practical for workers
on concrete piers, the
Board denies the contrac-
tor's claim for a change
based on the fact that it
was required to use safety
nets to protect workmen
from possible falls ____

2. The Government failed to sus-
tain its burden of proving
entitlement to a reduction
of the contract price as an
equitable adjustment for
quantities of asphalt con-
crete for road repair in
excess of the Government
estimate. The evidence
showed that neither party
relied on the estimate,
that the Government left
the selection and manner
of using equipment to the
contractor and that the
Government issued a
change order when it ob-
served the contractor's
more efficient operation.
The work described in
the change order was the
same work described in
the contract and the re-
duction in unit cost of
performance was not the
result of the change order
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DISPUTES AND REMEDIES-Con.,

Burden of Proof-Con. Page

but was the result of. the
contractor's efficiency 343

3. A claim under the Suspension
of Work clause is denied
where the Board finds (i)
that the contracting of-
fleer acted within his dis-
cretion in issuing an order
directing the suspension
of all work in the wake
of a devastating storm at
Cape Hatteras with a
view, to determining
-whether, and, if so, how
the work under a beach
nourishment contract
should proceed or, alter-
natively, whether the
contract should be ter-
minated for the conven-
ience of the Government;
(ii) that the contractor
had failed to show that its
costs would have been
any less if the stop work
order had been issued at
an earlier time; (iii) that
suspending the contract
work for the 5 working
day covered by the stop
order did not involve de-
laying the work for an un-
reasonable period of time;
and (iv) that showing the
contract work to have
been suspended or de-
layed for an unreasonable
period of time is a prereq-
uisite to recovery under
the Suspension of Work
clause in all cases includ-
ing those in which a writ-
ten order to suspend work
has been given as con-
templated by paragraph
(a) of the clause - 460

4. A claim for acceleration under
a contract for the con-
struction of footings for a
transmission line is denied
where one of appellant's

CONTRACTS-Continued
DISPUTES AND REMEDIES-Con.

Burden of Proof-Con.

principal contentions was.

that in a, telephone con-
versation following record
snow in late September
the project engineer had
directed that men and
equipment be added to
the job in order to finish
the work by the contract
completion. date of Nov.
1, but in correspondence
conducted with the Gov-
ernment: for almost 6
months after such tele-
phone conversation the
contractor failed to refer
to the directions purport-
edly received from the
project engineer and even
failed to reference the
particular telephone con-
versation. Actions taken
by the Government's
principal inspector were
also found not to con-
stitute acceleration orders
when the evidence clearly
showed that both parties
viewed the inspector's
action as involving sug-
gestions rather than di-
rections and that whether
the suggestions were ac-
cepted by the contractor's
job superintendent de-
pended upon the exercise
of his business judgment.

Damages
Generally

1. An Oil and Gas Supervisor of
the Geological Survey has
authority to demand pre-
judgment interest based
upon the failure of an oil
and gas lessee to pay
timely royalties owed to
the Government, despite
the fact that the Super-
visor is an employee of
the Executive Branch_
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DISPUTES AND REMEDIES-Con.

Damages-Continued

Measurement

1.

rage

Even where statute, regula-
tion, and the oil and gas
lease itself do not specifi-
cally provide for the
payment of prejudgment
interest on royalties owed
to the United States,
such interest may be
imposed by the United
States; equity principles
may authorize such im-
position. A charge for
such interest may be
imposed despite delays in
processing the debtor's
appeals, where the debtor
assertedly relied upon an
earlier Departmental de-
cision which, only when
taken out of context,
would tend to support
the debtor's posture- 316

Equitable Adjustments

1. In a case where the Govern-
ment (i) rejected certain
conditions attached to
the contractor's offer to
perform at the contract
unit price additional ex-
cavation due to a directed
change, (ii) determined
that the contractor was
entitled to an extension
of 2 days as. the time
required to perform the
additional excavation
which was accepted by
the contractor, (iii) rec-
ognized that the con-
tractor might be entitled
to an additional extension
due to certain operations
being extended into the
inclement winter weather
and (iv) subsequently
granted the contractor
a 20-day time extension
die to unusually severe
weather, the Board finds
the contractor to be

CONTRACTS-Continued
DISPUTES AND REMEDIES-Con.

Equitable Adjustments-
Continued

entitled to an equitable
adjustment for increased
costs of working in winter
weather which were the
direct and inevitable con-
sequence of the directed
change, rejecting Govern-
ment contentions that the
contractor's claim was
barred by accord and
satisfaction or that it
represented costs for
working in inclement
weather for which the
contract made no pro-
vision

2. The Government failed to
sustain its burden of
proving entitlement to
a reduction of the con-
tract price as an equitable
adjustment for quantities
of asphalt concrete for
road repair in excess of

- the Government esti-
mate. The evidence show-
ed that neither party
relied on the estimate,
that the Government left
the selection and manner
of using equipment to the
contractor and that the
Government issued a
change order when it
observed the contractor's
more efficient operation.
The work described in
the change order was the
same work described in
the contract and the re-
duction in unit cost of
performance was not the
result of the change order
but was the result of the
contractor's efficienc -

1. Under a construction contract
for a beach nourishment
project at Cape Hatteras
involving a contractor's
claim for equitable ad-
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Equitable Adjustments-
Continued Page

justment based upon the
Government directing
the beach fill to be placed
in a manner differing
from the typical cross
section shown on the
contract drawing, the
Board finds that the 20-

'day notice provision of
the Changes clause
should not preclude con-
sideration of the claim on
the merits where there is
no one action- of the
Government which can
be pointed to as the
identifiable event upon
which the claim is
grounded and from which
the contractor's delay in
presenting the claim can
be measured, particularly
where the evidence of
record indicates that the
Government's actions
contributed to and may
even have been the prin-
cipal cause of the delay
in giving notice of the
claim - 459

4. A contractor's acceptance of a
change order is found to
be no bar to consideration
of a claim' under the
Changes clause where the
evidence shows that the
claim involved had
neither arisen nor been
discussed prior to the
time the change order in
question was executed- 459

5. A special provision authoriz-
ing the contracting offi-
cer to adjust or revise the
limits of the work during
performance to reflect the
conditions encountered

- and thereby provide for
maximum use of ma-
terial available with the

CONTRACTS-Continued
DISPUTES AND REMEDIES-Con.

Equitable Adjustments-
Continued

funds allotted is found to
vest the contracting offi-
cer with no plenary au-
thority to direct the
placement of the beach
fill where the authoriza-
tion to adjust or revise
the limits of the work is
circumscribed by the use
of the word "approxi-
mate."---- ------

6. An estimated quantities pro-
vision. under which the
Government was author-
ized to obtain additional
quantities of beach fill at
the unit price specified in
the contract so long as the
additional quantities did
not exceed 25 percent of
the original total contract
price is found not to pre-
clude an adjustment
under the Changes clause
for clearly: unforeseeable
costs to the extent the
contractor shows (i) the
basis upon which its bid
was calculated and (ii)
the causal connection be-
tween the increased costs
and the inability or the
failure of the Government
to adhere to the typical
cross section shown on
the contract drawings in

directing the placement

of the fill-

Jurisdiction

3. An Oil and Gas Supervisor of
the Geological Survey has

authority to demand pre-
judgment interest based
upon the failure of an oil
and gas lessee to pay time-
ly royalties owed to the
Government, despite the

fact that the Supervisor
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is an employee of the
Executive Branch __

2. Where an appeal is timely the
absence from a contract-
ing officer's letter of a
terminal paragraph ad-
vising the contractor of
his right of appeal under
the Disputes clause is not
a basis for remand to the
contracting officer _-_

3. Claims of constructive change
under a cost-plus-fixed-
fee contract first pre-
sented in the notice of
appeal are outside the
jurisdiction of the Board
and are remanded to the
contracting officer for the
issuance of new or sup-
plemental findings _

FORMATION AND VALIDITY

Generally
1. In a case where the Govern-

ment (i) rejected certain
conditions attached to
the contractor's offer to
perform at the contract
unit price additional ex-
cavation due to a directed
change, (ii) determined
that the contractor was
entitled to an extension
of 82 days as the time
required to perform the
additional excavation
which was accepted by
the contractor, (iii) recog-
nized that the contractor
might be entitled to an
additional extension due
to certain operations
being extended .into the
inclement winter weather
and (iv) subsequently
granted the contractor a
20-day time extension
due to ususually severe

weather, the Board finds

Page
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CONTRACTS-Continued

FORMATION AND VALIDITY-
Continued

Generally-Continued

the contractor to be en-
titled to an equitable ad-
justment for increased
costs of working in winter
weather which were the
direct and inevitable con-
sequence of the directed
change, rejecting Govern-
ment contentions that the
contractor's claim was
barred by accord and
satisfaction or that it
represented costs for
working in inclement
weather for which the
contract made no pro-
vision

PERFORMANCE OR DEFAULT

Compensable Delays

1. In a case where the Govern-
ment (i) rejected certain
conditions attached to
the contractor's offer to
perform at the contract
unit price additional ex-
cavation due to a directed
change, (ii) determined
that the contractor was
entitled to an extension
of 82 days as the time
required to perform the
additional excavation
which was accepted by
the contractor, (iii) recog-
nized that the contractor
might be entitled to an
additional extension due
to certain operations
being extended into the
inclement winter weather
and (iv) subsequently
granted the contractor a
20-day time extension
due to unusually severe
weathers the Board finds
the contractor to be en-
titled to: an equitable
adjustment for increased
costs of working in winter
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PERFORMANCE OR DEFAULT-

Continued

Compensable Delays-Con.

weather which were the
direct and inevitable con-
sequence of the directed
change, rejecting Gov-
ernment contentions that
the contractor's claim
was barred by accord and
satisfaction or that it
represented costs for
working in inclement
weather for which the
contract made no pro-
vision - _-

2. The Government did not
cause any compensable
delay in the commence-
ment of the work when
the Government issued
the notice to proceed as
soon as the performance
and payment bonds re-
quired by the contract
were received

Inspection
1. A special provision authoriz-

ing the contracting officer
to adjust or revise the
limits of the work during
performance to reflect the
conditions encountered
and thereby provide for
maximum use of material
available with the funds
allotted is found to vest
the contracting officer
with no plenary authority
to direct the placement
of the beach fill where the
authorization to adjust or
revise the limits of the
work is circumscribed by
the use of the word
"approximate"

Release and Settlement
1. Where the practice of a con-

struction contractor was
to separate claims for an
equitable adjustment for
increased costs due to a

Page
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Continued

Release and Settlement-
Continued

199

238

460

change from its claims for
delays to the work caused
by the change and the
evidence established that
the contractor's delay
claim resulting from a
change was pending be-
fore the contracting
officer at the time the
contractor agreed to and
executed a modification
settling, the equitable ad-
justment for direct costs
attributable to the
change, the Government's
contention that the delay
claim was barred by
accord and satisfaction
was rejected since it is
well settled that an agree-
.ment does not operate as
an accord as to matters
not contemplated by the
agreement-

2. Where the contractor's offer
to perform certain
changed work for a lump
sum was accepted and
the agreement and the
price was incorporated
into a modification which
the contractor executed
without reservation or
exception and the lump
sum was . subsequently
paid, the contractor's
subsequent claim for de-

* lays to the work attrib-
utable to the change was
barred by accord and
satisfaction …

3. A contractor's acceptance of
a change order is found
to be no bar to con-
sideration of a claim
under the Changes clause
where the evidence shows
that the claim involved
had neither arisen nor

200
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Release and Settlement-
Continued

been discussed prior to
the time the change order
in question was executed

Suspension of Work

1. A claim under the Suspension
of Work clause is denied
where the Board finds (i)
that the contracting
officer acted within his
discretion in issuing an
order directing the sus-
pension of all work in
the wake of a devastating
storm at Cape Hatteras
with a view to determin-
ing whether and, if so,
how the work under a
beach nourishment con-
tract should proceed or,
alternatively, whether the
contract should be ter-
minated for the conveni-
ence of the Government;
(ii) that the contractor
had failed to show that
its costs would have been
any less if the stop work
order had been issued at
an earlier time; (iii) that
suspending the contract
work for the 5 working
days covered by the stop
order did not involve
delaying the work for an
unreasonable period of
time; and (iv) that show-
ing the contract work to
have been suspended or
delayed for an unreason-
able period of time is a
prerequisite to recovery
under the Suspension of
'Work clause in all cases
including those in which
a written order to suspend
work has been given as
contemplated by para-
graph (a) of the clause

Page
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COURTS

1. A demand by the Geological
Survey for prejudgment
interest for delayed pay-
ment of additional royal-
ties owed to the Govern-
ment is not necessarily
unenforceable in the
courts because it was
not asserted as a counter-
claim under Rule 13(a)
of the Federal Rules
of Civil Procedure

DESERT LAND ENTRY
GENERALLY

1. Sec. 7 of the Act of Mar. 3,
1891, provides that no
person or association of
persons shall hold by as-
signment or otherwise,
prior to the issue of
patent, more than 320
acres of arid or desert
lands; the terms "hold,"
"assignment" and "other-
wise" are words of broad
significance and will be
defined in such manner to
effectuate the purposes of
the Act, to wit, to prevent
anyone from holding
more than 320 acres of
desert lands to the exclu-
sion of bona fide settlers
or the entrymen of
record -

2. Any person or association of
persons who controls, pos-

sesses and receives sub-
stantial benefits from
desert lands will be re-
garded as "holding" such
lands within the meaning
of the Act of Mar. 3,
1891 _

3. An arrangement by which
an entity obtains mort-
gages on desert land

entries and also obtains
leases of a possible
twelve-year duration on

Page
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DESERT LAND ENTRY-Con.
GENERALLY-Continued

the desert land entries,
the result of which is
the vesting of effective
control of the entries
in such entity, consti-
tutes a holding within
the purview of sec. 7
of the Act of Mar. 3, 1877,
as amended-

4. "Hold." Any person or en-
tity which has acquired
actual possession and the
right thereof to more
than 320 acres of desert
lands "holds" such acre-
age within the meaning
of the prohibition of
sec. 7 of the Act of
Mar.. 3 1877, as

.amended-

5. "Otherwise." As used in
sec. 7 of the Act of
Mar. 3, 1877, as amended,
"no person or associa-
tion of persons shall hold
by assignment or other-
wise * * *," "otherwise"

is not limited to other
means equivalent to
assignment but rather
embraces all mechanisms
whereby control of and
benefit from an entry
or entries are accumula-
ted and transferred.---

6. Violation of the prohibition
against holding an excess
of 320 acres constitutes
a failure to comply with
the requirements of law
and such entries are prop-
erly canceled--

7. Estoppel will not lie against
theI Government where

there is no showing that
the parties to illegal
agreements relied in any

way on the statements
or acts of Government
officials

DESERT LAND ENTRY-Con.
Page GENERALLY-Continued Page

8. Excepting- in of Nevada, no,
person shall be entitled to
make entry of desert
lands unless he is a resi-
dent of the state in which
the land is located. An
applicant's conditional,
future-oriented intention

146 to reside in the state is
insufficient to qualify 377

APPLICANTS

1. Excepting in of Nevada, no
person shall be entitled
to make entry of desert
lands unless he is a resi-
dent of the state in which
the land is located. An ap-
plicant's conditional, fu-

146 ture-oriented intention to
reside in the state is
insufficient to qualify--- 377

ASSIGNMENT

1. Where an allowed deseit land
entry was assigned to a
qualified individual and
the assignment was duly
approved, a subsequent
determination that the
entry was illegal from its
inception because the
original entryman was
not qualified will not
afford a basis for cancella-

146 tion of the entry where

it is established that the
assignee was unaware of
his assignor's lack of
qualifications and pro-

ceeded in good faith to

147 develop the entry -377
CANCELLATION

147

1. Any desert land entry made

for the use and benefit of
others with intent to cir-
cumvent the provisions of
the desert land laws must
be regarded as fraudulent
and will be canceled--
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DESERT LAND ENTRY-Con.
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2. Violation of the prohibition
against holding an excess
of 320 acres constitutes.
a failure to comply with
the requirements of law
and such entries are prop-
erly canceled

3. Estoppel will not lie against
the Government where
there is no showing that
the parties to illegal
agreements relied in any
way on the statements
or acts of Government
officials _

4. Where an allowed desert
land entry was assigned

to a qualified individual
and the assignment was
duly- approved, a subse-
quent determination that
the entry was illegal from

its inception because the
original entryman was
not qualified will not af-
ford a basis for cancella-
tion of the entry where it
is established that the
assignee was unaware of
his assignor's lack of
qualifications and pro-
ceeded in good faith to
develop the entry

DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

1. Neither the law nor the regu-
lations prohibit the use
of a portable aluminum
pipe irrigation system in
the reclamation of lands
in a desert entry, nor is
there any affirmative re-
quirement that the irri-
gation system or specific
components thereof be
permanently installed on
the entry

EVIDENCE
Page GENERALLY

1. In determining the validity of
a mining claim in a
Government contest, the
entire evidentiary re-
cord must be considered;
therefore, if evidence pre-

147 sented by the contestees
147 . shows that there has not

been a discovery, it may
be used in reaching a
decision that the claim is
invalid because of a lack
of discovery, regardless of
any defects in the
Government's prima facie

147 case - -----
2. An appeal before the Board

on remand from the Court
of Claims with instruc-
tions to admit evidence,
previously excluded un-
der the parol evidence
rule, for the purpose of
showing a pre-award
agreement or an express
or implied concession as
to the rate of use of heli-
copter services, is denied
where. the record, aug-
mented as the Court
directed, shows that the
Government did not
change its method of con-
tracting at appellant's re-
quest but rejected the

377 . proposal to include a
guaranteed minimum
daily rate of use and
where an internal memo-
randum from appellant's
president shows that he
understood at the time of
award that the contract
could be flown at the rate
of 5 hours per day rather
than the rate of 7 hours
per day alleged later
when the contract proved

378 unprofitable
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BURDEN OF PROOF

1. The ultimate burden of proof
to show a discovery of a
valuable mineral deposit
is always upon the mining
claimant. However, if the
Government in a mining
contest fails to present a
prima facie case and, the
contestees move to dis-
miss the case and rest,
the contest complaint
must be dismissed be-
cause there would- be no
evidentiary basis for an
order of invalidity

2. Where the Government has
made a prima facie case
of lack of discovery in a
mining contest, any issue
in doubt as to discovery
raised by the evidence
must be resolved against
the party having the risk
of nonpersuasion, the
mining claimant. If a
mining claimant fails to
show. by a preponderance
of the evidence as to such
issue that there has been
a discovery of a valuable
mineral deposit he has
not satisfied his burden
of proof and an Adminis-
trative Law Judge must
declare the claim invalid,
rather than leave the
question of the claim's
validity unresolved

3. In making a prima facie case
in a mining contest in-
volving a common variety
of material, it is only
essential for the Govern-
ment to establish that
the contestees had not
prior to July 23, 1955,
met the criteria used in
determining marketabil-
ity at a profit. It is not
essential that the Gov-

EVIDENCE-Continued
Page BURDEN OF PROOF-Continued

ernment's evidence prove
conclusively that the ma-
terial could not, in fact,
be marketed at aprofit,
but only that it was not
sold or marketed. The
Government is not re-
quired to do the discovery
work upon a mining
claim; it is only necessary
that the exposed areas of
a claim and the workings
on a -claim be examined
to verify if a discovery

68 -has been made by the
mining claimant .-

CREDIBILITY

1. A conjectural opinion on
the possibility of a mining
claimant's ability to mar-
ket a common variety
of gravel at a profit prior
to July 23, 1955, is not
credible evidence of mar-

- ketability where specific
evidence tends to show
that development of a
mining operation at that
time was not then war-
ranted by the market

place conditions-

FEDERAL COAL MINE HEALTH
AND SAFETY ACT OF 1969

GENERALLY

1. In an underground coal
mine owned and operated

68 by two partners who are

also the only miners in
such mine, there being
no employees, such
owner-operators and the
mine are, nevertheless,

subject to the provisions
of the Act, where the
coal extracted from such
mine enters commerce by

- being transported inter-
state
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FEDERAL COAL. MINE HEALTH
AND SAFETY ACT OF 1969-Con.

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE

Appeals

1. In the absence of a showing
of good cause and the
presence of objection by
an opposing party, the
Interior Board of Mine
Operations Appeals will
not grant an appellant
leave to amend its brief
on appeal so as to recast
existing arguments or to
raise new issues

Dismissals

1. Where it does not appear
from the pleadings that
the party charged by the
Mining Enforcement and
Safety Administration is
a proper party to a
penalty proceeding, the
action is properly dis-
missed

Parties

1. Where an operator filed legal.
identity reports under
two different corporate
names without noting the
change, and where, in a
proceeding to assess a
civil penalty, the notices
of violation and the peti-
tion for assessment use
only one of the names,
there is no basis for dis-
missal for failure to serve
and join the - corporate
alias if the respondent in
fact has defended
throughout the adminis-
trative proceeding

Rulemaking

1. The "approval" function of
the Secretary with re-
spect to roof control
plans, exercised at the
enforcement level by a
MESA District Manager
under 30 CFR 75.200-4,
is not subject to the rule-

Page

525

167

284

FEDERAL COAL -MINE HEALTH
AND SAFETY ACT OF 1969-Con.

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE-
Continued

Rulemaking-Continued

making provisions of sees.
101 and 301(d) of the
Act. 30 US.C. §§ 811,
861(d) (1970)-

APPLICATIONS FOR REVIEW

Generally

1. An Administrative Law Judge
is limited to deciding
those issues actually pre-
sented in an Application
for Review and is not
authorized to raise any
other substantive ques-
tion sua sponte unless it
pertains to jurisdiction-

BURDEN OF PROOF

1. The Secretary's burden of
proof regulation, 43 CFR
4.587, does not govern
the order of proof or the
obligation to establish a
prima facie case. Such
regulation applies only
to the determination of
which party loses in whole
or in part, as appropriate,
where the evidence is in
equipoise with respect to
an element or elements
of proof in dispute

CLOSURE ORDERS
Generally

1. An Order of Withdrawal will
be vacated where it is
served upon a person who
is neither responsible for
the violation or condition
alleged nor for the safety
of the miners involved---

2. Vacation or termination of a
sec. 104(a) order of with-
drawal by MESA does
not preclude review of
such order where timely
application therefor is
made pursuant to sec. 105
of the Act - _-

Page

554

22

111

246

312
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FEDERAL COAL NINE HEALTH
AND SAFETY ACT OF 1969-Con.

CLOSURE ORDERS-Continued

Imminent Danger Page

1. Extensive accumulations of
loose coal, coal dust, and
float coal dust in the
presence of potential
sources of ignition will
support a finding of immi-
nent danger -265

2. Extensive accumulations of
loose coal and coal dust
in the presence of a dam-
aged trailing cable will
support a finding of immi-
nent danger -277

3., In an application for review
of a sec. 104(a) order, the
order is properly vacated
where the conditions cited
therein constitute viola-
tions of the operator's
roof control plan, but fail
to show the roof to be
unsafe or inadequately
supported -441

ENTITLEMENT OF MINERS

Compensation
Generally

1. A claim for compensation
under sec. 110(a)'at the
rate allowable for with-
drawal orders issued for
an unwarrantable failure
to comply with a manda-
tory standard is not sus-
tainable where such claim
is predicated upon an
imminent danger with-
drdwal order issued under
sec. 104(a) of the Act- 289

2. A shift for the purposes of
sec. 110(a) of the Act
begins at that time when
payment begins and ter-
minates when payment
terminates. If a sec.
104(a) or 104(b) order of
withdrawal is issued be-
tween shifts and it has
not been terminated, the
miners idled thereby in

FEDERAL COAL MINE HEALTH
AND SAFETY ACT OF 1969-Con.

ENTITLEMENT OF MINERS-Con.

Compensation-Continued
Generally-Continued

the following shift are
entitled to full compen-
sation by the operator at
their regular rates of pay
for the period they are
idled, but for not more
than 4 hours of such
shift _

Disnissal

1. An application for compen-
sation filed under see.
110(a) of the Act may
not be dismissed pursuant
to motion in the prehear-

ing stage if it states any
claim upon which relief
may be granted

EVIDENCE

Preponderance

1. Where the only evidence of-
fered to prove a violation
of 30 CFR 75.507 was
the credible opinion of
the inspector which was
offset by the credible
opinion of the operator's
witness of equal expertise,
the Board will not over-
turn the Administrative
Law Judge's determina-
tion that the fact of
violation was not estab-
lished by a preponderance
of the evidence. 43 CFR
4.587. Zeigler Coal Com-
pany, 4 IBMA 88, 82 I.D.
111, 1974-1975 OSHD
par. 19,478 (1975)______

Prima Facie Case

1., Withdrawal orders and as-
sessments of civil penal-
ties are "sanctions" with-
in the meaning of see.
7(d) of the Administra-
tive Procedure Act, 5
U.S.C. §556(d) (1970)
and may be imposed only

457
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FEDERAL COAL MINE HEALTH
AND SAFETY ACT OF 1969-Con.

EVIDENCE-Continued

Prima Facie Case-Continued

if the government pro,
duces reliable, probative,
,and sbstantial evidence,
that is to say, establishes
a prima facie case

Sufficiency
1. Where the evidence fails to

show the composition of
- an accumulation of ma-

terials to be loose coal,
coal: dust, or other com-
bustible matter and does
show that the accumu-
lated materials were soft
and ranged from damp to
wet, there is no basis
upon which to conclude
that a violation of 30
U.S.C. § 864(a) has oc-
curred

2. A violation of sec. 304(a) of
the Act is not established
where neither the notice,
order, nor the evidence
at hearing shows the
nature and extent of the
accumulation of loose
coal, coal dust or float
coal dust

HEARINGS

Generally

1. It is error for an Adminis-
trative Law Judge to
render a decision on the
merits in a review pro-
ceeding where a hearing
oi the merits is neither
held nor waived by the,
parties

Admissibility of Evidence
1. The precedent Notice and

Orders underlying a sec.
104(c) (2) Order of With-
drawal are admissible in
evidence to establish their
existence in the sec. 104 (c)
chain as part of prima
facie case -

Page

111

89

1.

96

349

234

FEDERAL COAL MINE HEALTH
AND SAFETY ACT OF 1969-Con.

HEARINGS-Continued

Burden of Proof
1. Where MESA, in a review

proceeding of a sec.
104(c)(2) Order of With-
drawal, fails to establish
a, prima facie case that
the Order was validly
issued pursuant to sec.
104(c) of the Act, the
operator has no burden
to present rebuttal evi-
dence and is entitled to
the relief requested __

Motions
1. The denial of a motion for a

continuance will not be
disturbed on appeal, un-
less it appears that the
denial was an abuse of
the trial Judge's discre-
tion and resulted in spe-
cific prejudice _

Notice and Service
An operator must be given

fair notice adequate to
enable it to determine
with reasonable certainty
the type and number of
violations charged by
MESA as the basis for
assessment of penalties-

2. An operator must be given
fair notice adequate to
enable it to determine
with reasonable certainty
the type and number of
violations alleged by

-.MESA as the basis for
assessment of penalties-

3. An operator must be given
adequate notice of the
charge in a civil penalty
proceeding brought under
seC. 109 of the Act. 30
U.S.C. § 819 (1970). Fail-
ure by an operator to
object to lack of due no-
tice below, if the. oppor-

700

234

36

265

277
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FEDERAL COAL MINE HEALTH
AND SAFETY ACT OF. 1969-Con.

HIEARINGS-Continued

Notice and Service-Con.

tunity arises, results in a
waiver of a claim of error
based thereon_

Powers of Administrative
Law Judges

1. Where an operator is held in
default an Administra-

' tive Law Judge errs in
dismissing the proceed-
ing for assessment of
civil penalties without
making a determination
on the merits that no
violation of the Act has
occurred __

2. An Administrative Law Judge
is required by 5 U.S.C.
§ 556 (1970) to conduct a
hearing in a strictly im-
partial manner, not as a
representative of an inves-
tigative or prosecuting
authority-

3. An Administrative Law Judge
exceeds his authority in
ordering MESA to cease
and desist issuance of
sec. 104(a). orders of with-
drawal - - -

IMMINENT DANGER

Generally

1. An Administrative Law Judge
errs in construing sec.
104(a) of the Act to grant

the Secretary discretion
to issue a mandatory
order directing an opera-
tor to perform any action
other than to withdraw
persons from an area of
a coal mine affected by an
imminent danger___----

Proximate Peril

1. A proximate peril to life and

limb constituting an im-

minent danger does not

exist where the potential

FEDERAL COAL MINE HEALTH
AND SAFETY ACT OF 1969-Con..

IMMINENT DANGER-Continued

Page Proximate Peril-Continued

for a disaster is so remote
and speculative that a

506 reasonable man would es-
timate that such disaster
would not occur prior to
abatement if normal op-
erations to extract coal
continued-

MANDATORY SAFETY STANDARDS

Electric Equipment

1. The provisions of 30 CFR
75.512 require, inter alia,
that all electric equip-
ment be maintained in a

163 manner to assure safe
operating conditions, and
the failure to properly
guard drive chains on
electrically operated load-
ing machines constitutes
a violation of such man-
datory safety standard-

277 Incombustible Contents

1. Where an Administrative
Law Judge finds that the
methods for testing in-
combustible content of

312 samples are rliable, re-
sults obtained by such
methods indicating in-
sufficient' incombustible
content will support a
finding of violation of 30
CFR 75.403

Maintenance of Electric

Equipment

1. Proof of defective brakes on a
roof bolt machine and of
a missing guard on a belt
chain drive constitutes
prima facie evidence of a

22 failure to maintain elec-

tric equipment "prop-
erly." 30 CFR 75.512----

Methane Tests

1. Section 303(h) (1) of the Act
and its counterpart, 30

701

Page

368

450

265

507
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FEDERAL COAL MINE HEALTH

AND SAFETY ACT OF 1969-Con.

MANDATORY SAFETY STAND-
ARDS-Continued

Methane Tests-Continued

CFR 75.307, pertain only
to methane tests at work-
ing places where electric
equipment is operated or
about to be operated. It is
improper to cite an opera-
tor for violation of this
standard when an opera-
tor fails to make methane
tests at a working place
where electrically operat-
ed equipment is neither
present nor about to be
operated-

Permissibility
Generally

1. Once a permissibility specifi-
cation becomes effective,
machinery already or sub-
sequently equipped with
a part covered thereby
cannot be maintained in
permissible condition un-
less that part is kept in
operational status

Brakes on Ejectric Face Equipment

1. The failure to maintain the
brakes on an off-standard
shuttle car in operational
condition is a violation of
the operator's obligation
under 30 QFR 75.503 to
maintain electric face
equipment in permissible
condition. 30 CFR 18.20-

(I)…
Schedule 2 G

1. Schedule 2 G, codified at 30
CFR Part 18, was effec-
tively republished in ac-
cordance with sec. 101 (j)
of the Act, 30 U.S.C.
§ 811(j) (1970), at 35
FR 17890 (Nov. 20,
1970), where it was in-
corporated under 30 CFR
75.506

FEDERAL COAL MINE HEALTH

AND SAFETY ACT OF 1969-Con.
MANDATORY SAFETY STAND-

ARDS-Continued
Pernissibility-Continued

Paige
Switches on Electric Face Equipment

1. The failure to maintain the
reset mechanism on elec-
tric face equipment
switches in operational

condition is a violation
of an operator's obliga-
tion under 30 CFR 75.505
to maintain electric face
equipment in permissible
condition. 30 U.S.C.
§ 878(i) (1970), 30 CFR
75.520

602 Recording Examinations
1. The results of examinations

of emergency escapeways
and facilities and for
smokers' articles must be
recorded weekly pursuant
to 30 CFR 75.1801 as
read in conjunction with
30 CFR 75.1702 and 30
CPR 75.1704-

2. Monthly examinations of.
circuit breakers and their

507 auxiliary devices protect-
ing high voltage circuits
must be recorded month-
ly pursuant to 30 CFR
75.800-4 as read in con-
junction with § 75.800-3
and § 75.1806-

Roof Control
1. Under section 302(a) of the

Act, the failure to pre-
vent a person from pro-

506 ceeding beyond the last

permanent roof support
into an-area lacking in
the adequate temporary
support required by the
existing roof control plan
constitutes a single vio-
lation. 30 U.S.C. § 862(a)
(1970), 30 CFR 75.200- 250

2. Individual provisions of a roof
control plan, once adopt-

507 ed and approved by the

702

,age

506
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FEDERAL COAL MINE HEALTH
AND SAFETY ACT OF 1969-Con.

MANDATORY SAFETY STAND-
ARDS-Continued

Roof Control-Continued

Secretary are enforceable
as mandatory standards
as to the particular mine
for which the plan was
approved

Roof Control-Plans

1. An operator cannot be cited
for a violation of a revi-
sion of a purported ap-
proved roof control plan
unless such revision is
first adopted by such
operator. 30 U.S.C. § 862
(a) (1970). 30 CFR 75.-
200, 75.200-2 _

Ventilation Plan

1. Evidence of failure by an
operator to adhere to its
approved ventilation plan
will support the issuance
of a notice and order
under sec. 104(b) of the
Act - ------ ------

MINES SUBJECT TO THE ACT

1. In an underground coal
mine owned and operated
by two partners who are
also the only miners in
such mine, there being no
employees, such owner-
operators and the mine
are, nevertheless, sub-
ject to the provisions of
the Act, where the coal
extracted from such mine
enters commerce by being
transported interstate '

MODIFICATION OF APPLICATION OF
MANDATORY SAFETY STANDARDS

Generally

1. A petition for Modification
of the Application of a
Mandatory Safety Stand-
ard' will not be: granted

where petitioner' alleges
but does not. establish

213-256-76 8

FEDERAL COAL MINE HEALTH
AND-SAFETY ACT OF 1969-Con.

MODIFICATION OF APPLICATION
OF MANDATORY SAFETY

page STANDARDS-Continued
- Generally-Continued

that in all respects and
at all times the modifica-
tion sought will be as

441 safe as, or safer than, the
mandatory safety stand-
ard

2. An operator's Petition for
Modification of the ap-
plication of a mandatory
safety standard will be
denied where it fails t,
establish that the pro-
posed alternative method

553 will at all times guarantee
no less than the same
measure of safety protec-
tion to the miners as the
mandatory standard

36

535

Diminution of Safety

1. Where an operator presents
prima facie evidence in
a sec. 301(c) proceeding
proving that the appli-
cation of a mahdatory
standard to a particular
mine will result in a
diminution of safety to
the miners in such mine
in the form of greatly in-
creased prospects of roof
fall, and its case prevails
by a preponderance of
the evidence over that
presented by opposing
parties, the modification
may be granted-_

Jurisdiction

1. Section 301(c) of the Federal
Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969 does

not authorize modifica-
tion of the application of

'mandatory health stand-
ards. (Sec. 301(c) and 43
CFR 4.500.)

Page

195
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AND SAFETY ACT OF 1969-Con.

MODIFICATION OF APPLICATION
OF MANDATORY SAFETY
STANDARDS-Continued

Publication

1. Pursuant to subsection (c) of
sec. 301, notice of receipt
of a petition for modifica-
tion must be published in
the Federal Register, but
such publication require-
ment does not apply to is-
suance of an adjudicative
decision

Roof Control Plans

1. The Secretary's authority to
approve or disapprove
roof control plans and re-
visions thereof under sec.
302 (a) of the Act has been
delegated exclusively to
MESA, and such plans
are not subject to modifi-
cation by way of petitions
to modify the application
of a mandatory standard
filed pursuant to see.
301(c) of the Act

NOTICES OF VIOLATION

Party to be Charged

1. Where trucks owned by a
haulage contractor oper-
ate without backup
alarms on coal mine
property in violation of
30 CFR 77.410, and thus
endanger the miners em-
ployed by the principal
coal mine operator, the
proper party to be
charged in the resulting
notice of violation is the
principal coal mine oper-
ator, since it has the
direct responsibility to
assure the health and
safety of such miners----

2. An owner-operator of a coal
mine, rather than .the
independent contractor,

:.Page

FEDERAL COAL XINE HEALTH
AND SAFETY ACT OF 1969-Con.

NOTICES OF VIOLATION-Con.

Party to be charged-Con.

was properly charged
with a violation, where
its employees were en-
dangered by the violation
and it could have re-
moved the hazard with
a minimum of effort.
Sec. 3(d) of the Act. 30
U.S.C. § 802(d) '

102 Sufficiency
1. W here neither an order nor

modification thereof de-
scribes a condition or
practice constituting an
alleged violation of a
mandatory safety or
health standard as re-
quired by sec. 104(e) of
the Act, an Administra-
tive Law Judge is correct
in vacating any proposed
penalty assessment based
on such inadequate
notice. 30 U.S.C. § 814(e)

362 (1970)- -

PARTIES

Failure to Answer

516

1. Under 43 CFR 4.507, a
"statutory party" who
fails to file an initial re-
sponsive pleading loses its
status as a party and is
subject to dismissal--

Failure to Participate

1. Where a party to an applica-
tion for review proceed-
ing under sec. 105 of. the
Act deliberately and per-
sistently fails to ar-
ticipate in such proceed-;
ing before the Admin- '
istrative Law Judge, 'it
may be dismissed' as a
party within the dis-
cretion of the Judge or the
Interior Board .of Mine
Operations Appeals. 30
U.S.?. § 815 (1970)

Page
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AND SAFETY ACT OF 1969-Con.

PARTIES-Continued

Failure to Participate-Con. Page

2. The Interior Board of Mine

Operations Appeals will
not overturn an Admin-
istrative Law Judge's dis-
missal of a party in a
review proceeding for de-
liberate and persistent
failure to participate
where no abuse of dis-
cretion has been shown 355

3. The obligation of a repre-
sentative of miners to file
a responsive pleading un-

der 43 CFR 4.507(c), in
order to thereafter par-
ticipate in the proceed-
ing, arises after the oper-
ator has perfected serv-
ice of the application for
review upon such repre-
sentative -409

PENALTIES

Admissibility of Previous
Violations

1. Only those violations charged
prior to those in issue,
and for which penalties
have been paid, settled

by compromise, or finally
ordered to be paid by the
Department, are admis-
sible as evidence in con-
sidering an operator's his-
tory of previous viola-
tions-

Amounts

1. In a sec. 109 de novo pro-
ceeding, an Administra-
tive Law Judge may de-
termine an amount of
civil penalty for viola-
tions charged and found
to have occurred higher
than that proposed by the
MESA Assessment Office
-for such violations where
suchl determination is
based upon consideration

445

FEDERAL COAL NINE HEALTH
AND SAFETY ACT OF 1969-Con.

PENALTIES-Continued

Amounts-Continued

705

Page

of the statutory criteqia
and findings which justify
his assessments - 265, 278

Criteria

Official Notice

1. Where an Administrative Lav
Judge bases ultimate find-
ings of fact upon officially
noticed facts and leaves
the record open, for sub-
mission of rebuttal, the
the failure to take ad-
vantage of such oppor-
tunity for rebuttal results
in waiver of objections 507

Existence of Violation

Generally

1. A violation of 30 CFR 75.517
is established where it is
shown that the outer
protective insulating
jacket of a trailing cable
is cut through to the ex-
tent that the inner phase
lead insulation is exposed

Mitigation

1. The amounts assessed as civil
penalties will not be dis-
turbed where it appears
that an, Administrative
Law Judge has given
weight to evidence of
economic losses suffered
as a result of a vacated
withdrawal order

2. Economic losses suffered by
an operator as a result
of a vacated withdrawal
order need not be con-
sidered as a mitigating
factor in a penalty pro-
ceeding arising out of a
condition-or practice cited
in such order where such
losses- are not' affitma-
tively pleaded at or be-
fore the hearing. Sec.

277
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PENALTIES-Continued

Mitigation-Continued

109(a) of the Act. 30
U.S.C. §819(a) _

3. W'here a withdrawal order is
found to be validly is-
sued, economic loss due
to such order is properly
excluded from considera-
tion as a mitigating factor
in determining a penalty
assessment pursuant to
sec. 109(a) of the Act-.

RESPIRATORY DUST PROGRAM

Generally

1. An operator may challenge
whether scientific proce-
dures set forth in the
regulations Were being
complied with: in a given
case, but may not raise
issues regarding their
scientific reliability in an
administrative proceeding
inasmuch as such issues
'would pertain to the
validity of the Secretary's
regulations, a matter
beyond the authority of
the Board

Sufficiency of Evidence

1. Under 30 CFR 70.220(a) (3),
35 FR 5544 (Apr. 3,
1970), MESA must prove
the existence of an under-
lying notice of violation
of 30 CFR 70.100(a) or
(c) if the existence of such
notice is in issue

REVIEW OF NOTICES AND ORDERS

Generally-

1. The validity of the precedent
Notice and Orders is not
in issue i a proceeding
for review of an Order
of Withdrawal issued pur-
suant to sec. 104(c) (2) of
the Act_ ; D 

FEDERAL COAL XINE HEALTH
AND SAFETY ACT OF 1969-Con.

REVIEW OF NOTICES AND

age ORDERS-Continued-
Generally-Continued

622

636

.507

507

234

2. The validity of the precedent
notice and order is not in
issue in a proceeding for
review of an Order of
Withdrawal issued pur-
suant to see. 104(c)(2) of
the Act_

Delegation

1. The Secretary has delegated
his jurisdiction to review
orders issued pursuant to
sec. 103 of the Act to the
Office of Hearings and
Appeals for decision, ini-
tially by the Administra-
tive Law Judges, and
ultimately by the Inte-
rior Board of Mine Opera-
tions Appeals_

Dismissal of Applications

1. Failure of the Applicant for
Review to attend a pre-
hearing conference after
receiving notice of its
scheduling is ground for
dismissal of the Appli-
cation=

2. An Application for Review of
a Notice modifying an
earlier Notice of Violation

- issued pursuant to sec.
104(b) of the Act should
be dismissed where the
condition cited in the
earlier Notice has been
fully abated and a Notice
of Termination issued--

Jurisdiction

1. The Secretary has both the
jurisdiction and the obli-
gation, upon appropriate
application therefor, to

-review, an order -issued
pursuant to sec. 103 of
the Act -

page
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-REVIEW OF NOTICES AND

ORrIERS-Continued

Iurisdiction-Continued

2. The Secretary of the Interior
has jurisdiction to assess
a civil penalty under sec.
109(c) of the Act, 30
U.S.C. § 819(c) (1970),
and such penalty is not
criminal in nature __-_

- Notice and Service

1. Pursuant to sec. 105(a) of
the Act, 30 U.S.C. § 815
(a) (1970), and 30 CFR
81.5, an operator is obliged
to serve an application
for review on the ap-
propriate representative
of miners at the address
listed in the valid, exist-
ing certificate of rep-
resentation ------------

Scope of Review

1. Where an Administrative Law
Judge erroneously finds
the evidence of record
to be in equipoise with
respect to all disputed
elements of proof, the
Interior Board of Mine
Operations Appeals may
make its own findings
from the record deter-
mining the preponderant
weight of the evidence.
43 CFR 4.605 -

SECRETARIAL ORDERS

Generally

1. An order signed by the Secre-
tary which establishes
enforcement policy is
binding throughout the
Department, and its va-
lidity is neither procedur-
ally, nor substantively
subject to challenge at
the administrative level -

Page

434

409

ii

607

FEDERAL COAL MINE HEALTH
AND SAFETY ACT OF 1969-Con.

UNAVAILABILITY OF EQUIPMENT,
MATERIALS, OR QUALIFIED
TECHNICIANS

Generally

1. A violation of a mandatory
health or safety standard
is not established where
compliance is impossible
due to the unavailability
of equipment, materials,
or qualified technicians-

Sufficiency

1. The fact. that equipment re-

quired to abate a condi-
tion is on order, standing
alone, will not support a
conclusion of unavailabil-
ity of that equipment

UNWARRANTABLE FAILURE

Notices of Violation

1. Under sec. 105(a) of the Act,

.30 U.S.C. § 815(a) (1970),
an operator may file an
application for review of
a sec. 104(b) notice of
violation with 104(c) (1)
findings only if it wishes
to challenge the reason-
ableness of time fixed for
abatement. Subsequent
to abatement, review of
such notice under sec.
105(a) may be obtained
only as an incident to the
review of a related see.
104(c)(1) withdrawal
order _ - -

2. A notice of violation issued
pursuant to see. 104(c) (1)
of the Act may not be
challenged directly, by it-
self, in an Application for
Review under sec. 105 of
the Act where the viola-
tion cited therein has
been abated .____

707

Page
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FEDERAL COAL. NINE HEALTH
AND.SAFETY ACT OF 1969-Con.

UNWARANTABLE AILURE-
Continued

Withdrawal Orders
Generally

1. An Application for Review
of a sec. 104(c)(2) with-
drawal order is properly
denied where the evidence
shows that a violation
occurred, that the condi-
tion or practice cited
posed a probable risk of
serious bodily harm or
death, but short of im-
minent danger, and also,
that the operator demon-
strated a reckless disre-
gard for the health and
safety of the miners

Imminent Danger
1. Conditions or practices speci-

fied in an order should
be considered collectively
for the purpose of deter-
mining imminent danger.
30 U.S.C. § 814 (1970) -

FEDERAL EMPLOYEES AND
OFFICERS

AUTHORITY TO BIND GOVERNMENT
1. Advice or information re-

ceived over the telephone
from personnel of the
Bureau of Land Manage-
ment does not constitute
a "bill or decision ren-
dered by" the Depart-
ment under 30 U.S.C.
§ 188(b) (1970)

INTEREST IN LANDS

1. Where a sec. 15 grazing lease
is issued to an applicant
whose brother is an em-
* ployee of this Depart-
ment, and such employee
owns stock in the corpora-
tion that owns the con-
tiguous fee land, control
over which the applicant
asserts as the basis for his
preference right to the
grazing lease, such appli-

FEDERAL EMPLOYEES AND OF-
FICERS-Continued

INTEREST IN LANDS-Continued Page

Page

633

cant cannot. be granted
the desired grazing lease.
Any such lease must be
canceled when the facts
are called to the Depart-
ment's attention. This
result occurs under 43
CFR 7.2 and 7.3 which
prohibit any employee
from acquiring or retain-
ing any- interest in the
lands or resources admin-
istered by. the Bureau of
Land Management. The
prohibition extends to
any interest in land which
in any manner is .con-
nected with or involves
the use of the grazing

- resources administered by
the Bureau of Land Man-
agement _- -

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
1. There is no authority for a

636 State Director, Bureau
of Land Management,

* to make a determination
of a known geothermal
resources area. Instead,
that authority has been

' delegated by the Secre-
tary of the Interior to the
Director, Geological Sur-
vey. KGRA determina-

- tions must be based upon
the evidentiary factors

387 stated in sec. 2(e) of the
Geothermal Steam Act of
1970

2. An Oil and Gas Supervisor of
the Geological Survey
has authority to demand
prejudgment interest
based upon the.failure of
an oil and gas lessee to
pay timely royalties owed
to the Government, de-
spite the fact that the
Supervisor is an employee
of the Executive Branch.

60

316

93
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GEOLOGICAL SURVEY-Con.

3. Where an oil and gas lessee
appeals from a decision
of an Oil and Gas Super-
visor's determination that
additional royalties are
due to the Government,
and simultaneously files
a request for suspension
of the ruling, which is
granted by the Geological
Survey "until further
notice," prejudgment in-
terest continues to accrue
during the period of the
suspension. This conclu-
sion is premised on the
doctrine that interest is
compensation for delay
in payment

4. A demand by the Geological
Survey for prejudgment
interest for delayed pay-
ment of additional royal-
ties owed to the Govern-
ment is not necessarily
unenforceable in the
courts because it was. not
asserted as a counter-
claim under Rule 13(a)
of the Federal Rules of
Civil Procedure

GEOTHERMAL LEASES

COMPETITIVE LEASES

1. Section 4 of Geothermal
Steam Act of 1970 au-
thorizes competitive bid-
ding as sole basis for

- issuance of geothermal
leases for lands deter-
mined to be within a
KGRA

2. Section 4 of Geothermal
Steam Act of 1970 directs
competitive bidding for

* geothermal leases on
lands which are deter-

- mined to be within a
KGRA before the issu-
ance of a lease on such
lands, even though the
KGRA determination is

Page GEOTHERMAL LEASES-Con.
COMPETITIVE LEASES-Continued

made after the pertinent
application is filed _

3. Competitive bidding require-
ments of first sentence
of sec. 4 of Geothermal
Steam Act of 1970 apply
to those applications filed
during Jan. 1974 filing
period, and State Office
rejections of appellant's
Jan. 1974 noncompetitive
lease applications are
proper under 43 CFR
3210.4

ENOWN GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES
AREA

316 There is no authority for a
State Director, Bureau of
Land Management, to
make a determination of
a known geothermal re-
sources area. Instead,
that authority has been
delegated by the Secre-
tary of the Interior to
the Director, Geological
Survey. KGRA determi-
nations must be based

316 upon the evidentiary fac-
tors stated in sec. 2(e)
of the Geothermal Steam
Act of 1970 __

2. Section 4 of Geothermal
Steam Act of 1970 au-

* thorizes competitive bid-
ding as sole basis for
issuance of geothermal
leases for lands deter-
mined to be within a
KGRA

60 3. Section 4 of Geothermal
Steam Act of 1970 directs
competitive bidding for
geothermal leases on
lands which are deter-
mined to be within a.
KGRA before the issu-
ance of a lease on such
lands, even though the
KGRA determination is
made after the pertinent
application is filed -

709

Page
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60
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GEOTHERMAL LEASES-Continued

KNOWN GEOTHERMAL
RESOURCES AREA-Con. 2

4. Competitive bidding require-
ments of first sentence of
sec. 4 of Geothermal
Stream Act of 1970 apply
to those applications filed
during Jan. 1974 filing
period, and State Office
rejections of appellant's
Jan. 1974 noncompetitive
lease applications are
proper under 43 CFR
3210.4 -_-------

NOIICOMPETITIYE LEASES

1. Section 4 of Geothermal
Steam Act of 1970 au-
thorizes competitive bid-
ding as sole basis for
issuance of geothermal
leases for lands deter-
mined to be within a
KGRA ___--_ --

2. Section 4 of Geothermal
- Steam Act of 1970 directs
competitive bidding for
geothermal leases on
lands which are deter-
mined to be within a
KGRA before the issu-
ance of a lease on such
lands, even though the
KGRA determination is
made after the pertinent
application is filed --

3. Competitive bidding require-
ments of first sentence of
sec. 4 of Geothermal
Steam Act of 1970 apply

X to those applications filed
during Jan. 1974 filing
period, and State Office
rejections of appellant's
Jan. 1974 noncompetitive
lease applications are
proper under 43 CFR
3210.4 _-- -------------

GRAZING AND GRAZING LANDS

1. Where a sec. 15 grazing lease
is issued to an applicant
whose brother is an em-

GRAZING AND GRAZING
lANDS-Continued 2

?age ployee of this Depart-

ment, and such employee
owns stock in the cor-
poration that ons the
contiguous fee land, on-
trol over which the ap-
plicant asserts as the basis
for his preference right to
the grazing lease, such
applicant cannot be
granted the desired graz-
ing lease. Any such lease

60 must be canceled when
the f acts are called to the
Department's attention.
This result occurs under
43 CFR 7.2 and 7.3 which
prohibit any employee
from acquiring or retain-
ing any interest in the
lands or resources ad-

60 ministered by the Bureau
of Land Management.
The prohibition extends
to any interest in land
which in any manner is
connected with or in-
volves the use of the graz-
ing resources adminis-
tered by the Bureau of
Land Management-

GRAZING LEASES
GENERALLY

30 1. Where a sec. 15 grazing lease
is issued to an applicant
whose brother is an em-
ployee of this Depart-
ment, and such em-
ployee owns stock in the
corporation that owns the
contiguous fee land, con-
trol over which the appli-
cant asserts as the basis
f or his preference right
to the grazing lease, such

60 applicant cannot be
granted the desired graz-
ing lease. Any such lease
must be canceled when
the facts are called to the
Department's attention.

,age

)3
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GRAZING LEASES-Continued
GENERALLY-Continued

This result occurs under
43 CFR 7.2 and 7.3
which prohibit any em-
ployee from acquiring or
retaining any interest in
the lands or resources
administered by the
Bureau of Land Manage-

* ment. The prohibition
extends to any interest
in land which in any
manner is connected with
or involves the use of the
grazing resources admin-
istered by the Bureau of
Land Management .

CANCELLATION OR REDUCTION

1. Where a sec. 15 grazing lease
is issued to an applicant
whose brother is an em-
ployee of this Depart-
ment, and such employee
owns stock in the cor-
poration that owns the
contiguous fee land, con-
trol over which the appli-
cant asserts as the basis
for his preference right to
the grazing lease, such
applicant cannot be
granted the desired graz-
ing lease. Any such lease
must be canceled when
the facts are called to the
Department's attention.
This result occurs under
43 CFR 7.2 and 7.3 which
prohibit any employee
from acquiring or retain-
ing any interest in the
lands or resources ad-
ministered by the Bureau
of Land* Management.
The prohibition extends
to any interest in land
which in any manner is
connected with or in-
volves the use of the graz-
ing resources adminis-
tered by the Bureau of
Land Management _-_-_

GRAZING LEASES-Continued
Page PREFERENCE RIGHT APPLICANTS

1. Where a sec. 15 grazing lease.
is issued to an applicant;
whose brother is an em-
ployee of this Depart-
ment, and such employ-
ee owns stock in the
corporation that owns the
contiguous fee land, con-
trol over which the appli-
cant asserts as the basis
for his preference right to
the grazing lease, such ap-
plicant cannot .be granted
the desired grazing lease.
Any such lease must be

93 canceled when the facts
are called to the Depart-
ment's attention. This
result occurs under 43
CFR 7.2 and 7.3 which
prohibit any employee
from acquiring or retain-
ing any interest in the
lands or resources admin-
istered by the Bureau
of Land Management.
The prohibition extends
to any interest in land
which in any manner
is connected with or
involves the use of the
grazing resources admin-
istered by the Bureau of
Land Management .

GRAZING PERMITS AND LICENSES

TRESPASS

1. A cattle trespass decision

93

rendered by an admin-
istrative law judge may
be set aside and remanded
where the decision does
not include a statement
of findings and con-
clusions, and the reasons
or basis therefor, on all
material issues of fact,
law or discretion as re-
quired for initial decisions
under 5 U.S.C. § 557
(1970) and 43 CFR
4.475 _-- --- -- --- -_

rPg
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GRAZING PERMITS AND
LICENSES-Continued

TRESPASS-Continued Page

2. Where a grazing district
cattle trespass complaint
refers to previous tres-
passes by the base prop-
erty owner, he is served
with the complaint, and
the record indicates he
intervened at the hearing
thereon but the decision
issued makes no mention
thereof, the decision ap-
pealed from may be set
aside and remanded for
clarification - 547

INDIAN LANDS
(See also Indian Probate.)
ALLOTMENTS

Generally

1. The Quapaw Indians were
allotted under the Act of
Mar. 2, 1895,. 28 Stat.
876, 907. The initial pe-
riod of restrictions against
alienation contained in
this Act was extended by
subsequent amendments
to Mar. 3, 1971 - 640

Patents
Applications

1. Application for patent in fee
will be denied where
applicant is found in-
capable of properly or
adequately managing her
own affairs -__-_- .- 51

LEASES AND PERMITS

Farming and Grazing
1. The restricted allotment of

any Indian may be leased
for farming or grazing
purposes by the allottee
or his heirs, subject to the
approval of the superin-
tendent or other officer
in charge of the reserva-
tion where the land is
located, under 'such rules
and regulations as the
Secretary of the Interior
may prescribe - 568

INDIAN LANDS-Continued
LEASES AND PERMITS-Con.

Grazing
Allocation

Generally Page

1. A tribal governing body may
authorize the allocation
of grazing privileges for
tribal and tribally con-
trolled government land
to Indian corporations,
Indian associations, and
adult tribal members-_ 585

Revocation or Cancellation

1. The Superintendent may
revoke or withdraw all or
any part of a grazing
permit by cancellation or
modification on 180 days
written notice for allo-
cated Indian use ---- __ 585

Long-term Business

Cancellation

A lease may be canceled by
the Secretary, at the re-
quest of the lessor where
lessee has failed to carry
out specific provisions of
thelease - 331

Rentals

1. Acceptance of rentals by a
lessor subsequent to de-
fault on specific pro-
visions of the lease by the

- lessee does not constitute
waiver of items in de-
fault in the absence of
showing that lessor volun-
tarily or intentionally
waived the requirements
under the lease - 331

Waiver

Generally
1. Acceptance of rentals by a

lessor subsequent to de-
fault on specific provi-
sions of the lease by the
lessee does not constitute
'waiver of items in de-
fault in the absence of
showing that lessor volun-
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INDIAN LANDS-Continued
LEASES AND PERMITS-Continued

Long-Tern Business-Continued

WAIVER-Continued

Generally-Continued

tarily or intentionally
waived the requirements
under the lease _-_

Subleases, Assignments,
Amendments, Encum-
brances

1. A sublease, assignment,
amendment or encum-
brance of any lease may
be made only with the
approval of the Secretary
and the' written consent
of all parties to such
-- lease: .m

Violation

Damages

1. The measure of damages is
governed primarily by
applicable provisions of
the lease to the extent
specified and provided
therein

PATENT IN FEE

Jurisdiction
1. Issuance of a patent fee on a

trust allotment results in
the Secretary's loss of
jurisdiction and authority
thereover __

INDIAN PROBATE

INDIAN PROBATE-Continued
100,0 GENERALLY-Continued

2. Indians specifically excluded
from the General Allot-

Page ment Act are precluded
from invoking rights ex-
tended by the Act or

331 any amendment thereto.
However, simply because

- the Quapaws were al-
lotted under a separate
act of Congress does not
support a conclusion that
the heirship provisions of
the General Allotment
Act cannot be applied to

568

191

19

(See also Indian Lands, and Indians
Tribes.)

100.0 GENERALLY

1. Where the constitutionality
of the Act of Dec. 31, 1970
(25 U.S.C. § 607, 84 Stat.
1874) is challenged in
court, the parties are not
precluded from entering
into a stipulation for set-
tlement upon which the
court may enter a con-
sent judgment rendering
a ruling upon the con-
stitutional issue unneces-
sary -_--- 55

them-
3. Where no section of -the Gen-

eral Allotment Act sug-
gests that the Quapaws
were to be excluded from
the Act's provisions and
where no section of the
Quapaw Allotment Act
suggests the inapplica-'
bility of the General Al-
lotment Act to allotted
Quapaw lands, there lies
a reasonable basis for
jointly interpreting these
acts. The correctness of
applying the heirship pro-
visions of the General
Allotment Act to the
Quapaws is conclusively
established because the
Quapaw Allotment Act
fails to adopt state law ;

APPEAL

180.4 Matters Considered
on Appeal

1. Jurisdiction is fundamental
to the Board's reviewing
authority and it will be
examined on appeal even
though not raised as an
issue previously _

2. Newly discovered evidence
is to be presented in sup-
port of a petition for a
rehearing and will not be
considered on an appeal

713

Page
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INDIAN PROBATE-Cohtinued
APPEAL-Continued

130.10 Extension of Time
for Filing

1. That part of 43 CFR 4.22(f)
(1) that precludes exten-
sions of time for filing
notices of appeal is juris-
dictional from which
there is no further ad-
ministrative appeal or
remedy _ - -

CHILDREN, ADOPTED

155.4 Indian Custom Adop-
tions

1. An Indian custom adoption,
alleged, to have been
made prior to the date
of the Act of July 8, 1940
(54 Stat. 746, 25 U.S.C.
§372a (1970)), cannot
be recognized as valid
unless the adoption is
recorded, as provided in
the Act, during the life-
time of the adoptive
parents ---------

CHILDREN, ILLEGITIMATE

160.0 Generally
1. In a case of illegitimacy, it

is a reasonable presump-
tion that an unmarried
father may refrain from
widely proclaiming par-
enthood ._------_-_

EVIDENCE

225.4 Newly Discovered
Evidence

1. Newly discovered evidence
is to be presented in
support of a petition
for a rehearing and will
not be considered on an
appeal .--- - - - - -

225.5 Presumptions
1. Although the marriage pro-

visions of a law and order
code may be interpreted
as recognizing as valid
only marriages accom-
plished by licensing and

INDIAN PROBATE-Continued
EVIDENCE-Continued

255.5 Presumptions-Continued

ceremony, there is a
strong public policy fa-
voring marriage which
advises that a marriage
should be presumed valid
unless disproved. This
presumption has been ex-
tended to marriage by
Indian custom _

2. In a case of illegitimacy, it is
a reasonable presumption
that an unmarried father
may refrain from widely
proclaiming parenthood

225.7 Proof of Marriage
1. Although, the marriage pro-

visions of a law and order
code may be interpreted
as recognizing as valid
only marriages accom-
plished by licensing and
ceremony, there is a
strong public policy fa-
voring marriage which
advises that a marriage
should be presumed valid
unless disproved. This
presumption has been ex-
tended to marriage by
Indian custom __-_

HEARING

640 255.3 Full and Complete

1. A full and complete hearing
is had on proof of a will
when all parties are af-
forded an opportunity to
present evidence and to
cross-examine witnesses

640

INHERITITNG

285.2 Non-Indian
1. The United States has no in-

terest to protect in trust
lands inherited by a non-
Indian, therefore not ob-
ligated to provide services
or protection to such a
person _ -------

408

341

Page
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640
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INDIAN PROBATE-Continued
JUDICIAL REVIEW

300.0 Generally
1. Where the constitutionality

of the Act of Dec. 31,
1970 (25 U.S.C. § 607,
84 Stat. 1874) is chal-
lenged:in court, the par-
ties are not precluded
from entering into a stip-
ulation for settlement
upon which the court may
enter a consent judgment
rendering a ruling upon
the constitutional issue
unnecessary -

MARRIAGE

325.6 Proof of Marriage
1. Where a law and order code

contains no express pro-
vision nullifying an In-
dian custom marriage and
where state law affirma-
tively recognizes such
marriage, an uncontested
determination of heirship
handed down two decades
ago which is consistent
with state law respecting
valid marriages, ought
not be disturbed .

2. As between two alleged com-
mon-law marriages, the
law favors the most re-
cent in time over a rela-
tionship between two who
formerly were married- --

NOTICE OF HEARING

345.0 Generally
1. It is incumbent upon one

claiming lack of notice of
a hearing by the Interior
Department to determine
heirs of a deceased allot-
tee to make a showing of
such lack __----_-_=_

REHEARING

370.0 Generally
1. An order denying a rehearing

is proper when the peti-
tion for rehearing alleging
newly discovered evi-
dence fails to state any

Page

55

531

541

522

INDIAN PROBATE-Continued
REHEARING-Continued

370.0 Generally-Con.

other grounds which
would require a rehearing
and, accordingly, an ap-
peal from the denial will
be dismissed -- _ _

2. Newly discovered evidence is
to be presented in sup-
port of a petition for a
rehearing and will not be
considered on an appeal_

REOPENING

375.0. Generally
1. A petition for the reopening

of an Indian heirship pro-
ceeding filed 12 years
after the Department had
determined the heirs of
the Indian decedent will
be denied as untimely----

2. A request for a reopening filed
years after the expira-
tion of the period allowed
will be denied even where
the request for reopening
is made by one who was
not given an opportunity
to be heard and who
would clearly be entitled
to the relief sought if his
petition had been timely
made -__----_----

3. In the absence of a showing
that a manifest injustice
is possible if a case closed
for more than 3 years is
not reopened, a petition
for reopening will not be
allowed - -- ---

4. When the evidence before the
examiner was uncontra-
dicted as to the factual
determination of mar-
riage, and a request for
reopening exceeds by 22
years an uncontested
determination of heir-
ship, the usual reluctance
to avoid disturbance of a
factfinder's decision takes
on greater emphasis.

715
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INDIAN PROBATE-Continued
REOPENING-Continued

375.6 Generally-Continued

5. Even if petitioners were en-
titled to their requested
relief, which is unsup-
ported ky the record, an
untimely petition can be
denied-even for a peti-
tioner who was not given
an opportunity to be
heard in the original
proceeding _

375.1 Waiver of Time
limitation'

1. It is in the public interest to
require Indian probate
proceedings to be con-
cluded within some
reasonable time in order
that the property rights
of heirs and devisees of
trust allotments be
stabilized _ - -

SECRETARY'S AUTHORITY

381.0 Generally
1. The Act of June 25, 1910

(36 Stat. 855), 25 U.S.C.
§ 372 (1970), gives the
Secretary of the Interior
statutory authority to de-
termine heirship wheth-
er. an estate is a trust
allotment or a restricted
allotmeit -

2. The Act of June 25, 1910, con-
fers jurisdiction upon the
Secretary to determine
heirs beyond a proceed-
ing involving the original
allottee. The Secretary's
responsibility under the
Act is to determine heir-
ship of all Indians Who die
intestate possessed of
trust or restricted prop-
erty and such responsi-

. bility does not terminate
until the trusteeship or

* period of restriction ex-
pires --

Page

532

403

640

640

INDIAN POBATE-Continued:
SECRETARY'S AUTHORITY-Con.

381.1 Jurisdiction of the'
Courts Page

1. The Secretary is bound by the
order of a court only as to
those issues and as to
those individuals before
the court -109

2. Where issues are decided by
the Secretary which do
not become the subject
of litigation, the Secre-
tary's decision is final
as to those issues not
litigated -109

STATE LAW

390.0 Generally
1. Where no section of the

General Allotment Act
suggests that the Qua-
paws were to be excluded
from the Act's provisions
and where no section of
the Quapaw Allotment
Act suggests the inappli-
cability of the General
Allotment Act to allotted
Quapaw lands, there lies
a reasonable basis for
jointly interpreting these
acts. The correctness of
applying the heirship pro-
visions of the General
Allotment Act to the
Quapaws is conclusively
established because the
Quapaw Allotment Act
fails to adopt:state law- ' 640

390.2 Applicability to Indian
Probate, Testate

1. Compliance with state laws
setting forth require-
ments for the execution
of wills is not required
in the execution of Indian
wills disposing of trust
or restricted property--- 170

TRUST PROPERTY

415.0 Generally*
1. Judgments entered against

allottees of restricted land
are voidable - 541
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INDIAN PROBATE-Continued
TRUST PROPERTY-Continued

415.0 Geneially-Continued' pag

2. Despite strict laws prohibit-
ing the alienation and
encumbrance of restricted
land, the Secretary has
authority to approve an
agreement made by an
allottee for the disposition
of oil income from re-
stricted property -54

3. The Act of June 25, 1910
(36 Stat. 855), 25 U.S.C.
§372 (1970), gives the
Secretary of the Interi-

. or statutory authority
to determine heirship
whether an estate is a
trust allotment or a re-
stricted allotment - 64

WILLS

425,21 Publication
1. There is no requirement in the

regulations or elsewhere
that the attesting wit-
nesses be present at the
same time, or sign in the
presence of the testatrix,
or that the testatrix ac-
knowledge her subscrip-
tion to the will to the wit-
nesses, or that she "pub-
lish" said instrument by
declaring it to be her
last will _- ------

425.28' Testamentary Ca-
pacity

42.28.0 Generally

1. To be competent to make a
will the testatrix had to
know without prompting
not only who were the
natural objects of her
bounty but also the na-
ture and extent of the
property of which she was
about to dispose, and the
consequences of the dis-
positions which she was
making_ _-_

17

21

INDIAN PROBATE-Continued
WILLS-Continued

oe 425.30 Undue Influence
425.301 Failure to Establish Generally

1. To invalidate an Indian will
because of undue influ-
ence, it must be shown:
(1) that the decedent was
susceptible to being domi-
nated by another; (2)
that the person allegedly
influencing the decedent
in the execution of the
will was capable of con-
trolling his mind and
actions; (3) that such
person, at the time of the
testamentary act, did
exert influence upon the
decedent of a nature

:0 calculated to induce or
coerce him to make a
will contrary to his own
desires; and (4) that the
will is contrary to the
decedent's own desires-

426.30.2 Failure to Establish, Opper-
tunity

1. The Department of the In-
terior has held consist-
ently that mere suspicion
or an opportunity to in-
fluence testator's mind
will not sustain an alle-
gation of undue.influence
where convincing proof
is lacking that a person

o did actually exert influ-
ence or there was pressure.
operating directly upon
the testamentary act----

425.32 Witnesses, Attesting
1. An attesting witness is dis-

qualified from acting in
an attesting capacity only
if his interest in the will
is of a fixed, certain, and
vested, pecuniary char-
acter, or one-whicb other-
wise gives him a direct
and immediate beneficial
right under the will

2. There is no requirement: in
6 the regulations or;. else-

717
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INDIAN PROBATE-Continued
WILLS-C.ontinued

425.32 Witnesses,
Attesting-Contined

where that the attesting
witnesses be present at
the same time, or sign
in the presence of the
testatrix, or that the
testatrix acknowledge her
subscription to the will
to the witnesses, or that
she "publish" said in-
strument by declaring it
to be her last will _- _

WITNESSES

430.4 Observation by Ad-
ministrative Judge

1. Where testimony is con-
flicting, the factual find-
ings of the Administrative
Law Judge will not be
disturbed because he had
the' opportunity to ob-
serve and hear the wit-
nesses - - - -

INDIAN TRIBES
,(See also Indian Probate.)
ATTORNEYS

Fees
1. In the absence of an approved

contract as required by
25 U.S.C. § 476 (1970),
fees for legal services al-
legedly performed during
the interim will not be
allowed _

,CONSTITUTION BYLAWS AND ORDI-
NANCES

A. The organic law of the Hopi
Tribe found in a consti-
tution authorized by
statute, formulated and
adopted by the tribal
members and approved
'by the Secretary of the
Interior, should be con-
:strued for its ultimate
meaning under the same
rules as are applied in the
construction of state and
federal constitutions and
statutes ___--__ -_

INDIAN TRIBES-Continued
ENROLLMENT Page

1. For purposes of which the
tribe has complete con-
trol, the tribe conclusively
determines membership:
but where departmental
action is authorized, the
department may approve
or disapprove the mem-
bership rolls of the tribe- 261

TRIBAL AUTHORITY

1. The organic law of the Hopi
Tribe found in a constitu-
tion authorized by
statute, formulated and
adopted by the tribal
members and approved
by the Secretary of the
Interior, should be con-
strued for its ultimate
meaning under the same
rules as are applied in
the construction of state
and federal constitutions
and statutes ----------- 452

INTERVENTION
1. Where a grazing district

cattle trespass complaint
refers to previous tres-
passes by the base prop-
erty owner, he is served
with the complaint, and
the record indicates he
intervened at the hearing
thereon but the decision
issued makes no mention

119 thereof, the decision
appealed from may be
set aside and remanded
for clarification _

MINING CLAIMS
(See also Surface Resources

Act.)
COMMON VARIETIES OF MINERALS

Generally
1. The Surface Resources Act of

July 23, 1955, declared
that common varieties of
sand and gravel are not
valuable mineral deposits
under the mining laws.

452 In order for a claim for

547
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MING CLAIMS-Continued
COMMON VARIETIES OF MIN-

ERALS-Continued

Generally-Continued

such material to be sus-
tained as validated by a
discovery, the prudent
man-marketability test of
discovery of a valuable
mineral deposit must
have been met at the
date of the Act, and rea-
sonably continuously
thereafter _

2. In determining the market-
ability of a common vari-
ety of sand and gravel
from a mining claim, the
possibility that the ma-
terial could be sold for
purposes for which ordi-
nary earth may be used
may not be considered,
as such purposes are not
validating uses cognizable
under the mining laws-

3. A mining claim located for a
common variety of gravel
prior to the Surface Re-
sources, Act of July 23,
1955, cannot be sustained
as being held as a reserve
for the gravel deposit
where the claimants had
not established a dis-
covery under the market-
ability test at that time.
The "reserve rule" is not
a substitute for discovery.
A mining claimant's de-
sire to hold a claim in
hope that there will be
an increase in the market
demand and price does
not satisfy the market-
ability test --_-_-_

CONTESTS

1. The ultimate burden of proof
to show a discovery of
a valuable mineral de-
posit is always upon the
mining claimant. How-
ever, if the Government
in a mining contest fails

KINING CLAIMS-Continued
CONTESTS-Continued

to present a prima facie
rage case and the contestees

move to dismiss the case
and rest, the contest
complaint must be dis-
missed because there
would be no evidentiary
basis for an order of
invalidity-

2. In determining the validity
of a mining claim in a

68 . Government contest, the
entire evidentiary record
must be considered;
therefore, if evidence pre-
sented by the contestees
shows that there has not
been .a discovery, it may
be used in reaching a
decision that the claim
is invalid because of a
lack of discovery, regard-
less of any defects in the

69 Government's prima facie
case _ - - -

3. Where the Government has
made a prima facie case
of lack of discovery in
a mining contest, any

- issue in doubt as to dis-
covery raised by the
evidence must be re-
solved against the party
having the risk of non-
persuasion, the mining
claimant. If a mining
claimant fails to show by
a preponderance of the
evidence as to such issue
that there has been a

69

discovery of a valuable
mineral deposit he has
not satisfied his burden
of proof and an Adminis-
trative Law Judge must
declare the claim invalid,
rather than leave the
question of the claim's
validity unresolved _

4. Where a contestee in a mining
contest preponderates
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XINING CLAIMS-Continued
; CONTESTS-Continued

sufficiently to overcome
the Government's prima
facie case on an issue
raised by the evidence in
a mining contest and
there is no evidence on
other essential disputed
issues, the contest should
be dismissed unless a
patent application is
being contested, in which
case a further hearing
must be ordered to re-
solve other essential
issues to determine
whether the application
may be allowed .

5. When the Government con-
tests a mining claim and
establishes a prima facie
case that contestee has
not made a discovery of
a locatable mineral de-
posit, the burden de-
volves on contestee to
establish by a prepon-
derance of the evidence
that the claim has been,
validated by the dis-
covery of a locatable
mineral deposit

DETERMINATION OF VALIDITY

1. The Surface Resources Act of
July 23, 1955, declared
that common varieties of
sand and gravel are not
valuable mineral deposits
under the mining laws.
In order for a claim for

- such material to be sus-
tained as validated by a
discovery, the prudent
man-marketability test of
discovery of a valuable
mineral deposit must
have been met at the date
of the Act, and reason-
ably continuously there-
after-

MINING CLAIMS-Continued
Page DETERMINATION OF VALIDITY-

Continued

2. Where a contestee in a mining
contest preponderates
sufficiently to, overcome
the Government's prima
facie case on an issue
raised by the evidence in
a mining contest and
there is no evidence on
other essential disputed
issues, the contest should
be dismissed unless a
patent application is
being contested, in which
case a further hearing
must be ordered to re-

69 solve other essential
issues to determine
whether the application
may be allowed .

3. Marketability of mineral ma-
terial is not the sole test
of the validity of a mining
claim. Profitable sales of
mineral material for non-
validating uses cannot be
used in determining the
validity of a mining claim;
the claimant must meet

414 the prudent man-market-
ability test in a market
for which the material is
locatable-

4.JBog iron ore, used as a soil
conditioner or soil amend-
ment, is not a locatable
mineral deposit in the ab-
sence of a showing that it
meets the test of United
States v. Bunkowski, 5

IBLA 102, 113-16, 79
I.D. 43, 48-49 (1972), i.e.,

it is found to be not just
a physical amendment to
the soil but a chemical
amendment which alters
and improves soil or plant

68 chemistry-
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MINING CLAIMS-Continued
DISCOVERY

Generally
1. When the Government con-

tests a mining claim and
establishes a prima facie
case that contestee has
not made a discovery of
a locatable mineral de-
posit, the burden devolves
on contestee to establish
by a preponderance of the
evidence that the claim
has been validated by the
discovery of a locatable
mineral deposit _

2. Marketability of mineral ma-
terial is not the sole test
of the validity of a mining
claim. Profitable sales of
mineral material for non-
validating uses cannot be
used in determining the
validity of a mining claim;
the claimant must meet
the prudent man-market-
ability test in a market
for which the material is
locatable .- -

Marketability

1. The Surface Resources Act of
July 23, 1955, declared
that common varieties of
sand and gravel are not
valuable mineral deposits
under the mining laws.
In order for a claim for
such material to be sus-
tained as validated by a
discovery, the prudent
man-marketability test of
discovery of a valuable
mineral deposit must
have been met at the date
of the Act, and reason-
ably continuously there-
after-

2. The marketability refinement
of the prudent man test
-tf discovery requires that
the mineral locator must

I .MINING CLAIMSContinued
DISCOVERY-Continued -,: :

r,,ge . Marketability-Coptinued -

414

414

68

show that by reason of
accessibility, bona fides in
development, proximity
to market, existence of
present demand, and
other factors, the mineral
deposit is of such value
that it can be. mined,
removed and disposed of
at a profit _ _

3. In making a prima facie case
in a mining contest .in-
volving a common variety
of material, it is only
essential for the Govern-
ment to establish that the
contestees had not prior
to July 23, 1955, met the
criteria used in deter-

- mining marketability at
a profit. It is not essential
that the Government's
evidence prove conclu-
sively that the material
could not, in fact, be
marketed at a profit, but
only that it was not sold
or marketed. The Gov-
ernment is not required
to do the discovery work
upon a mining claim; it is
only necessary that the
exposed areas of a claim
and the workings on a
claim be examined to
verify if a discovery has
been made by the mining
claimant _______-__-_

4.VIn determining the market-
ability of a common vari-
ety of sand and gravel
from a mining claim, the
possibility that the
material could be sold
for purposes for which
ordinary earth may be used
may not be considered,
as such purposes are not
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MINING LAINS-Continued
DISCOVERY-Continued

- 1 Xdrketability-Continued page !

validating uses cognizable
under the mining laws - 69

5. A mining claim located for a
common variety of gravel
prior to the Surface Re-
sources Act of July 23,
1955, cannot be sustained
as being held as a reserve
for the gravel deposit
where the claimants had
not established a dis-
covery under the market-
ability test at that time.
The "reserve rule" is not
a substitute for discovery.
A mining claimant's de-
sire to hold a claim in
hope that there will be an
increase in the market
demand and price does
not satisfy the market-
ability test ___-__

6. A conjectural opinion on the
possibility of a mining
claimant's ability to mar-
ket a common variety of
gravel at a profit prior to
July 23, 1955, is not
credible evidence of mar-
ketability where specific
evidence tends to show
that development of a
mining operation at that
time was not then war-
ranted by the market
place conditions .

7. A bog iron ore deposit does not
meet the prudent man-
marketability test where
the evidence shows that
contestee could only de-
velop the iron deposit for
sale for metallurgical uses
after further exploration
to establish a higher grade
or greater tonnage of ore,
or upon future favorable
developments in the iron
ore market - _ __ 414

MINING CLAIMS-Oontinued
HEARINGS

1. While a mining contest is
within the jurisdiction
of an Administrative Law
Judge, he may reopen the
hearing for the production
of further evidence before
he makes his decision---

2. In determining'the validity of
a mining claim in a Gov-
ernment contest, the en-
tire evidentiary record
must. be considered;
therefore,. if evidence pre-
sented by the contestees
shows that there has not
been a discovery, it may
be used in reaching a de-
cision that the claim is
invalid because of a lack
of discovery, regardless of
any defects in the Gov-
ernment's prima: facie
case

3. Where a contestee in a mining
contest -preponderates

sufficiently to overcome
the Government's prima
facie case on an issue
raised by the evidence in
a mining contest and
there is no evidence on
other essential disputed
issues, the contest should
be dismissed unless a pat-
ent application is being
contested, in which case a

69 further hearing mast be
ordered to resolve other
essential issues to deter-
mine whether the applica-
tion may be allowed _

LOCATABILITY OF MINERAL

Generally

1. When the Government con-
tests a mining claim and
establishes -a prima facie
case that contestee has
not made a discovery of a
locatable mineral deposit,
the: burden devolves on
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MINING CLAIMS-Continued
LOCATABILITY OF

MINERAL-Continued

Generally-Continued

contestee to establish by
a- preponderance of the
evidence that the claim
has been validated by
the discovery of a locata-
ble mineral deposit

2. Marketability of mineral ma-
terial is not the sole
test of the validity of a
mining claim. Profitable
sales of mineral material.
for non-validating uses
cannot be used in deter-
mining the validity of a
mining claim; the claim-
ant must meet the pru-
dent man-marketability
test in a market for
which the material is
locatable --_--- -

-3. Bog iron ore, used as a
soil conditioner or soil
amendment, is not a locat-
able mineral deposit in
the absence of a showing
that it meets the test
of United States v. Bun-
kowski, 5 IBLA 102,
113-16, 79 I.D. 43, 48-49
(1972), i.e., it is found to
be not just a physical
amendment to the soil
but a chemical amend-
ment which alters and
improves soil or plant
chemistry -

SPECIFIC MINERAL INVOLVED

Bog Iron Ore
1. Bog iron ore, used as a soil

conditioner or soil amend-
ment, is not a locatable
mineral deposit in the
absence of a showing that
it meets the test of United
States v. Bunkowski, 5
IBLA 102, 113-16, 79
I.D. 43, 48-49 (1972),
i.e., it is found to be not

MINING CLAIS--Continued
SPECIFIC MINERAL INVOLVED-

Continued

Page

414

414

414

Bog Iron Ore-Continued

just a physical amend-
ment to the soil but
a chemical amendment
which alters and im-
proves soil or plant
chemistry

NOTICE
GENERALLY

1. Sec. 6(b) of the Alaska State-
hood Act does not require
that patents issued to the
State include a proviso
that the conveyed lands
are vacant, unappro-
priated, and unreserved,
and do not affect any
valid existing claim. loca-
tion or entry under the
laws of the United States.
The Department assures
compliance with this pro-
vision by excluding from
selection all lands noted
on its records as being
appropriated and re-
served, or subject to valid
existing interests, and by
requiring that adequate
notice be given to all
other persons claiming an
interest in 'the selected
land. The Department

- can then receive objec-
tions to the issuance of a
patent and can render a
determination as to the
availability of the
selected lands _-_-_

CONSTRUCTIVE NOTICE

1. Published notice of a pro-
posed State selection in
accordance with regula-
tory requirements is ade-
quate notice to all persons
claiming the lands ad-
versely to the State

213-256-76 10
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OIL AND GAS LEASES

GENERALLY

1. A demand by the Geological
Survey for prejudgment
interest for delayed pay-
ment of additional royal-
ties owed to the Govern-
ment is not necessarily
unenforceable in the
courts because it was not
asserted as a counterclaim
under Rule 13(a).of the
Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure -- -r

APPLICATIONS

Generally

1. Sec. 6(b) of the Alaska State-
hood Act providing for
recognition of valid exist-
ing claims does not apply
to an oil and gas lease
offer filed pursuant to the
Mineral Leasing Act of
1920. While an oil and
gas lease offeror may have
a right to a lease where
the Department has exer-
cised its discretion to
issue a lease, and the
offeror is entitled to a
statutory priority right
over other offerors, his
application does not rise
to the leyel of a "claim"
or "right" within the
savings clause of the
Alaska Statehood At
where there has been no
such determination to
lease-

2. Regulation 43 CFR 2627.3
(b) (2) requires that con-
flicting oil and gas lease
offers filed prsuant to
the Mineral Leasing Act
of 1920, except for pref-
erence-right application,
whether filed prior to,
simultaneously with, or
after the filing of an

Alaska State selection,

OIL AND GAS LEASES-Continued
Page APPLICATIONS-C-ontinued

Generally-Continued

must be rejected when
and if the selection is
tentatively approved. The
preference right referred
to in the regulation does
not apply to an oil and
gas lease offeror who re-
ceives a priority right
as the first qualified ap-
plicant in the event the

316 Department decides to
issue a lease _- __

COMMUNITIZATION AGREEMENTS

1. In order for a communitiza-
tion agreement to quality
a lease as containing a
"well capable of produc-
ing oil or gas" within the
meaning of. 30 U.S.C.
§188(b) (1970) and thus
not subject to rental re-
quirements, the agree-
ment must be approved
by the Secretary of the
Interior - -------

DISCRETION TO LEASE

1. Sec. 6(b) of the Alaska
Statehood Act providing
for recognition of valid
existing claims does not
apply to an oil and gas.
lease offer filed pursuant
to the Mineral Leasing
Act of 1920. While an
oil and gas lease offeror
may have a right to a
lease where the Depart-
ment has exercised its
discretion to issue a lease,
and the offeror is entitled
to a statutory priority
right over other offerors,
his application does not
rise to the level of a
"claim" or "right" within
the savings clause of the
Alaska Statehood Act
where there has been no

174

1wage

175

387
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OIL AND GAS LEASES-Continued
- DISCRETION TO -LEASE-Con. Page

- such determination to
lease -_--___174

2. Regulation 43 CFR 2627.3
(b) (2) requires that con-
flicting oil and gas lease
offers filed pursuant to
the Mineral Leasing Act
of 1920, except for pref-
erence-right applications,
whether filed prior to,
simultaneously with, -or
after the filing of an
Alaska State selection,
must be rejected when
and if the selection is
tentatively- approved.
The preference right re-
ferred to in the regulation
does not apply to an oil
and gas lease offeror who
receives a priority right
as the first qualified appli-
cant in the event the
Department decides to
*issue a lease-_ 175

FIRST QUALIFIED APPLICANT

1. Regulation 43 CFR 2627.3
(b)(2) requires that con-
flicting oil and gas, lease
offers filed pursuant to
the Mineral Leasing Act
of 1920, except for pref-
erence-right applications,
whether filed prior to,
simultaneously with, or.
after the filing of an
Alaska State selection,
must be rejected when
and if the selection is
tentatively approved. The
preference right referred
to in the regulation does
not apply to an oil and
gas lease offeror who re-
ceives a priority right as
the first qualified appli-
cant in the event the
Department decides to
issue a lease -175

OIL AND GAS LEASES-Continued
; PATENTED OR ENTERED LANDS Page

1. The Department of the -

- Interior has neither ju-
risdiction over nor au-
thority to issue oil and
gas leases for lands pat-
ented to the State of
Alaska - 175

PREFERENCE RIGHT LEASES

1. Regulation 43 CFR 2627.3 (b)
(2) requires that con-
flicting oil and gas lease
offers filed pursuant to
the Mineral Leasing Act

- of 1920, except for pref-
erence-right applications,
whether filed prior to,
simultaneously with, or
after the filing of an
Alaska State selection,
must be rejected when -

and if the selection is
- tentatively approved.

The preference right re-
ferred to in the regulation
does not apply to an oil
and gas lease offerorlwho
receives a priority right
as the first qualified ap-
plicant in the event the
Department decides to
issue a lease

REINSTATEMENT

1. Before relief may be granted
to the lessee f a termi-
nated oil and gas lease, he
must comply with the
prerequisites set forth in
30 U.S.C. § 188 (1970).
The Secretary has no au-
thority- to waive such
statutory prerequisites--

2. Reliance upon receipt of a
courtesy notice can nei-
ther prevent the lease
from terminatingg by ope-
ration of law nor serve to
justify a failure to pay the
lease rental timely

386
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OIL AND GAS LEASES-Continued
REINSTATEENTL-Continued

3. The Secretary has no author-
ity to reinstate a termi-
nated oil and gas lease
unless the rental payment
is tendered within twenty
days of the due date. Such
authority also does not
exist if a valid oil and gas
lease has been issued
covering any of. the lands,
in the terminated lease--

4. A Notice of Termination is
sent to the lessee of a ter-
minated oil and gas lease
only if he has tendered
payment of the rental
within twenty days after
the anniversary date -

ROYALTIES
1. Even where statute, regula-

tion, and the oil and gas
lease itself do not specifi-
cally provide for the
payment of prejudgment.
interest on royalties owed
to the United States,
such interest may be
imposed by the United
States; equity principles
may authorize such im-
position. A charge for
such interest may be
imposed despite delays
in processing the debtor's
appeals, where the debtor
assertedly relied upon an
earlier Departmental de-
cision which, only when
taken out of context,
would tend to support
the debtor's posture

2. An Oil and Gas Supervisor of
the Geological Survey
has authority to demand
prejudgment interest
based upon the failure
of an oil and gas lessee
to pay timely royalties
owed to the Government,
despite the fact that the

Page
OIL AND GAS LEASES-Continued

ROYALTIES-Continued Page

Supervisor is an employee
of the Executive Branch

3. Where an oil and gas lessee
appeals from a decision
of an Oil and Gas Super-
visor's determination that
additional royalties are
due to the Government,
and simultaneously files
a request for suspension

387 of the ruling, which is
granted by the Geologi-
cal Survey "until further
notice," prejudgment in-
terest continues to accrue
during the period of the
suspension. This conclu-

387 sion is premised on the
doctrine that interest is
compensation for delay
in payment

4. A demand by the Geological
Survey for prejudgment
interest for delayed pay-
ment of additional royal-
ties owed to the Govern-
ment is not necessarily
unenforceable in the
courts because it was
not asserted as a counter-
claim under Rule 13(a)
of the Federal Rules of
Civil Procedure _

SUSPENSIONS

1. Where an oil and gas lessee
appeals from a decision of
an Oil and Gas Supervisor's
determination that addi-
tional royalties are due
to the Government, and

316 simultaneously files a re-
quest for suspension of
the ruling, which is
granted by the Geological
Survey "until further no-
tice," prejudgment in-
terest continues to accrue
during the period of the
suspension. This con-
elusion is premised on.
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OIL AND GAS LEASES-Continued
SUSPENSIONS-Continued Page

the doctrine that in-
terest is compensation for
delay in payment -__ 316

TERMINATION

1. Before relief may be granted to
the lessee of a terminated
oil and gas lease, he must
comply with the prereq-
uisites set forth in 30
U.S.C. § 188 (1970). The
Secretary has no au-
thority to waive such
statutory prerequisites 

2. Reliance upon receipt of a
courtesy notice can nei-
ther prevent the lease
from terminating by
operation of law nor serve
to justify a failure to pay
the lease rental timely---

13. Advice or information re-
ceived over the telephone
from personnel of the
Bureau of Land Manage-
ment does not constitute
a "bill or decision ren-
dered by" the Depart-
ment under 30 U.S.C.
§ 188(b) (1970) _- _

4. Only when a lessee has made
a deficient rental pay-
ment on or before the an-
niversary date of an oil
and gas lease will a Notice
of Deficiency be sent. If
no payment at all is made,
the lease will not qualify
for consideration under
the exceptions to automatic
termination set forth in
30 U.S.C. § 188(b) 1970)_-

5. A Notice of Termination is
sent to the lessee of a
terminated oil and gas
lease only if he has ten-
dered payment of the
rental within twenty days
after the anniversary
date --_------_--

386

387

387

387

387

PATENTS OF PUBLIC LANDS
GENERALLY

1. The Recreation and Pub-
lic Purposes Act, and
the pertinent regulations
thereunder, require that
a grantee of land under
the Act must develop the
land in accordance with
the specified uses pro-
posed in the patent appli-
cation within a reasonable
time following the date of
issuance of patent _ _

2. Failure over a seventeen-year
period to develop land
patented under the Recre-
ation and Public Purposes
Act in accordance with
the specified public uses
proposed in the patent
application and set out in
the patent is a violation
of the condition in the
patent which provides
that if the lands are de-
voted to a use other than
that for which they were,
conveyed title shall re-
vert to the United States-

B. Sec. 6(b) of the Alaska State-
hood Act does not require
that patents issued to the
State include a proviso
that the conveyed lands
are vacant, unappropri-
ated, and unreserved, and
do not affect any valid
existing claim, location
or entry under the laws
of the United States. The
Department assures com-
pliance with this provi-
sion by excluding from
selection all laqds noted
on its records as being
appropriated and re-
served, or subject to valid
existing interests, and by
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PATENTS O PUBLIC LANDS-Con.
GENERALLY-Continued

requiring that adequate
notice be given to all other
persons claiming an in-
terest in the selected land.
The Department can then
receive objections to the
issuance of. a patent and
can render a determina-
tion as to the availability
of the selected lands ---

EFFECT

1. The Department of the In-
terior has neither juris-
diction over nor authority
to issue oil and gas leases
for lands patented to the
State of Alaska-

2. Remedy for errors of law, as
well as for mistakes of
fact, in the issue of a
patent to land within the
jurisdiction of the De-
partment is a direct pro-
ceeding by a bill in equity
to correct them-

RESERVATIONS

1. Sec. 6(i) of the Alaska State-
hood Act provides that
grants of mineral lands
to the State. are made
upon the condition that
all subsequent State con-
veyances of the mineral
lands shall be subject to
and contain a reservation
to the State of all the
minerals in the lands so
conveyed. The Act does
not require that federal
patents to the State in-
clude a proviso to the
above effect, rather, it is
subsequent State con-
veyances which must con-
tain a reservation for
minerals -

* PUBLIC:LANDS
Page C-ISPOSALS OF

Generally
1. The Recreation and Public

- Purposes Act, and the
pertinent regulations
thereunder, require that
a, grantee of land under
the Act must develop the
land in accordance with
the specified uses pro-

174 posed in the patent ap-
plication within a reason-
able time following the

* - date of issuance of patent
2. Failure over a seventeen-year

period to develop land
patented under. the Rec-
reation and Public Pur-

175 poses Act in accordance
with the specified public
uses proposed in the
patent application and
set out in the patent is a
violation of the condition
in the patent which pro-
vides that if the lands

21 are devoted to a use
other than that for which

- they were conveyed title
shall revert to the United
States-

RECREATION AND PUBLIC PUR-
POSES ACT 1
1. The Recreation and Public

Purposes Act, and the
pertinent regulations there-
under, require that a
grantee of land under
the Act must develop
the land in accordance
with the specified uses
proposed in the patent
application within a rea-
sonable time following
the date of issuance of
patent

2. Failure over a seventeen-year
period to develop land
patented under the Rec-

174 reation and Public Pur-
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RECREATION AND PUBLIC PUR- - ':
POSES ACT-Continued Page

poses Act in accordance
with the specified public
uses, proposed in the
patent application and set
out in the patent is a
violation of the condition
in the patent which pro-
vides that if the lands
are devoted to a use
other than that for which
they were conveyed title
shall revert to the United
States -

REGULATIONS

(See o Administrative Pro-
cedure.)

GENERALLY

1. A regulation should be so
clear that there is no
basis for a patent appli-
cant's noncompliance
with it before it may be
so interpreted as to de-
prive him of a statutory
right to receive title to
his desert land entry. If
there is doubt as to the
meaning and intent of a
regulation, such doubt
should be resolved favor-
ably to the applicant-- 378

2. A motion for- remand of a
mining claim contest ,f or
further hearing on the
grounds of prejudicial
surprise, based upon Gov-
ernment counsel's failure
to supplement interroga-
tory answers listing wit-
nesses and exhibits as
ordered in lieu of pre-
hearing conference, will
be denied where con-
testee's counsel ignored
repeated offers *of con-
tinuance made at various
stages of the hearing--- 414

REGULATIONS-Continued

*APPLICABIL1TY

1. Regulation 43 CFR 2627.3(b)
(2) requires that con-
flicting oil and gas lease
offers filed pursuant to
the Mineral Leasing Act
of 1920, except for pref-
erence-right applications,
whether filed prior to,
simultaneously with, or
after the filing of an
Alaska State selection,
must be rejected when
and if the selection is
tentatively approved.
The preference right re-
ferred to in the regulation
does not apply to an oil
and gas lease offeror who
receives a priority right
as the first qualified ap-
plicant in the event the
Department decides to
issue a lease-

INTERPRETATION

1. A regulation should be so
clear that there is no
basis for a patent appli-
cant's noncompliance
with it befor& it may be
so interpreted as to de-
prive him of a statutory
right to receive title to
his desert land entry. If
there is doubt as to the
meaning and intent of a
regulation, such doubt
should be resolved favor-
ably to the applicant--

RIGHTS-OF-WAY
(See also Indian Lands)

CANCEILATION

1. Sec. 108 of Title 23, United
States Code, does not re-
quire a state to file with
the Department of the
Interior proof of con-
struction or utilization of
a material site right-of-
way issued pursuant to
the Federal Aid High-
way Act

729
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ILIGHTS-OF-WAY-Continued
CANCELLATIoN-Continued

2. The "Secretary" referred to
in that section is the
Secretary of Transporta-
tion, and administration
of that provision is a
function of the Depart-
ment of Transportation.
Therefore, an apparent
failure of compliance by
the state does not man-
date summary cancella-
tion of the right-of-way
by the Department of the
Interior _---______

3. The Bureau of Land Manage-
ment in granting a mate-
rial site right-of-way pur-
suant to 23 U.S.C. § 317
(1970), may impose spe-
cial terms and conditions
which are not incom-
patible with the Act or
the public interest, and a
failure on the part of the
grantee to comply. will
make the right-of-way
subject to cancellation--

-4. Where a regulation recites
that a right-of-way "shall
be subject to cancella-
tion" for violation of its
terms and conditions, the
authorized officer is in-
vested with the discre-
tion to cancel or not, de-
pending upon the cir-
cumstances _- - _

'OONDITIONS AND LIMITATIONS

1. The Bureau of Land Manage-
ment in granting a mate-
rial site right-of-way pur-
suant to 23 U.S.C. § 317
(1970), may impose spe-
cial terms and conditions
which are not incom-
patible with the Act or
the public interest, and a
failure on the part of
the grantee to comply

RIGHTS-OF-WAY-Continued
Page CONDITIONS AND

LIXITATIONS-Continued

will make the right-of-
way subject to cancella-
tion _

FEDERAL HIGHWAY ACT

1. Sec. 108 of Title 23, United
States Code, dos not re-
quire a state to file with
the Department of the
Interior proof of construc-
tion or utilization of a
material site right-of-way
issued pursuant to the

242 Federal Aid Highway
Act - _- --

2. The "Secretary" referred to
in that section is the Sec-
retary of Transportation,
and administration of
that provision is a func-
tion of the Department
of Transportation. There-
fore, an apparent failure
of compliance by the state
does not mandate sum-
mary cancellation of the
right-of-way by the De-

242 partment of the Interior-
3. The Bureau of Land Man-

agement in granting a
material site right-of-way
pursuant to 23 U.S.C.
§ 317 (1970), may impose
special terms and condi-
tions which are not in-
cpmpatible with the Act
or the public interest, and
a f ailure on the part of the

*242 grantee to comply will
make the right-of-way
subject to cancellation:. 

RULES 6F PRACTICE
(See also Appeals, Contests and
Protests, Contracts, Federal Coal
Mine Health and Safety Act of
1969, Indian Probate.)

APPEALS

I Generally

1. Where a contract for the con-
struction of a powerline
contained two rates for

730
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RULES OF PRACTICE-Continued
APPEALS-Continued

G6nerally-Continued

the erection of tower steel
and the contractor, con-
tending that the contract
was ambiguous (which
was admitted by the
Government in part),
claimed additional com-
pensation at the higher
helicopter erection rate
and filed a request for the
production of documents
in nine separate cate-
gories which request was
opposed by the Govern-
ment principally upon
the ground that the docu-
ments were irrelevant to
any issue in the appeal,
the Board, following the
rule that it is not a valid
objection that informa-
tion sought in discovery
proceedings may not be
admissible at the hearing
if the request appears
reasonably calculated to
lead to the discovery
of admissible evidence,
grants appellant's request
in principal part ____

Burden of Proof

1. A claim for acceleration under
a contract for the con-
struction of footings for
a transmission line is
denied ;where one of ap-
pellant's principal con-
tentions was that in a
telephone conversation
following record snow in
late September the proj-
ect engineer had directed
that men and equipment
be added to the job in
order to finish the work
by. the contract comple-
tion date of Nov. 1,
but in correspondence
conducted with the Gov-
ernment for almost 6

RULES OF PRACTICE-Continued
APPEALS-Continued

Page Burden of Proof-Con. Page

months after such tele-
phone conversation the
contractor failed to refer
to the directions pur-
portedly received from
the project engineer and
even failed to reference
the particular telephone
conversation. Actions
taken by the Govern-
ment's principal inspector
were also found not to
constitute acceleration
orders when the evidence
clearly showed that both
parties viewed the inspec-
tor's action as involving
suggestions rather than
directions and that
whether the suggestions
were accepted by the
contractor's job superin-
tendent depended upon
the exercise of his business
judgment _----- 646

1* o

625

1. A motion for remand of a
mining claim contest for
further hearing on the
grounds of prejudicial
surprise, based upon
Government counsel's
failure to supplement in-
terrogatory answers list-
ing witnesses and exhibits
as ordered in lieu of pre-
hearing conference, will
be denied where con-
testee's counsel ignored
repeated offers 'of con-
tinuance made at various
stages of the hearing- --

2. Where a contract for the con-
struction of a powerline
contained two rates for
the erection of tower
steel and the contractor,
contending that the con-
tract was ambiguous
(which was admitted by

414
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RULES PRACTICE-Continued
APPEALS-Continued

Discovery-Continued

the Government in part),
claimed additional com-
pensation at the higher
helicopter erection rate
and filed a request for
the production of docu-
ments in nine separate
categories which request
was opposed by the Gov-
ernment principally upon
the ground that the docu-
ments were irrelevant to
any issue in the appeal,
the Board, following the
rule that it is not a valid
objection that informa-
tion sought in discovery
proceedings may not be
admissible at the hearing
if the request appears
reasonably calculated to
lead to the discovery of
admissible evidence,
grants appellant's request
in principal part _

Dismissal,
1. Where a contractor has filed

an appeal and has failed
to file a complaint when
often requested to do so
over a two-year period,
the appeal is dismissed
for want of prosecution--

Motions
1. A contractor's petition to re-

open and conduct an evi-
dentiary hearing after an
adverse decision of its
appeal, which was de-
cided on the record with-
out an oral hearing, was
denied where the petition,
treated as a motion for

. reconsideration, not only
failed to satisfy the newly
discovered evidence rule
but also failed to disclose
the evidence which would

Page

625

427

RULES PRACTICE-Continued
APPEALS-Continued

Motions-Continued

be proffered at the hear-
ing and thus furnished
no reason for vacating
the original decision

2. A contractor's parol evidence
rule objection to the ad-
mission in evidence of the
answer given to a ques-
tion raised at a prebid-
ding conference as set
forth in a contemporane-
ous Government mem-
orandum is overruled
where the Board finds
that the answer given,
simply reflects informa-
tion contained in the in-
vitation for bids on which
the contract is based---

3. Where an appeal is timely the
absence from a contract-
ing officer's letter of a
terminal paragraph ad-
vising the contractor of
his right of appeal under
the Disputes clause is not
a basis for remand to the
contracting officer ___

4. Claims of constructive change
under a cost-plus-fixed-
fee contract first pre-
sented in the notice of
appeal are outside the
jurisdiction of the Board
and are remanded to the
contracting officer for the
issuance of new or supple-
mental findings

Notice of Appeal

1. Where an appeal is timely
the absence from a con-
tracting officer's letter of
a terminal paragraph ad-
vising the contractor of
his right of appeal under
the Disputes clause is not
a basis for remand to the
contracting officer _

732
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RULES OF PRACTICE-Continued
APPEALS-Continued

Notice of Appeal-Continued Page

2. Claims of constructive change
under a. cost-plus-fixed-
fee contract first pre-
sented in the notice of
appeal are outside the
jurisdiction of the Board
and are remanded to the
contracting officer for the
issuance of nw or sup-
plemental findings - 527

Reconsideration
1. A contractor's petition to re-

open and conduct an
evidentiary hearing after
an adverse decision of its
appeal, which was de-
cided on the record with-
out an oral hearing, was
denied where the peti-
tion, treated as a motion
for reconsideration, not
only failed to satisfy the
newly discovered evi-
dence rule but also failed
to disclose the evidence
which would be proffered
at the hearing and thus
furnished no reasoh for
vacating the original de-
cision - 65

Statement of Reasons
1. A contractor's petition to re-

open and conduct an
evidentiary hearing after
an adverse decision of its
appeal, which was de-
cided on the record with-
out an oral hearing, was
denied where the petition,
treated as a motion for
reconsideration, not only
failed to satisfy the newly
discovered evidence rule
but also failed to disclose
the evidence which would
be' proffered at the hear-
ing and thus furnished no
reason for vacating the
original decision -65

RULES OF PRACTICE-Continued
EVIDENCE
1. The ultimate burden of proof

* to show a discovery of a
valuable mineral deposit
is always upon the mining
claimant. However, if the
Government in a mining
contest fails to present a
prima facie case and the
contestees move to dis-
miss the case and rest,
the contest complaint
must be dismissed because
there would be no evi-
dentiary basis for an order

; of invalidity _
2. In determining the validity

of a mining claim in a
Government contest, the
entire evidentiary record
must be considered; there-
fore, if evidence presented
by the contestees shows
that there has not been a
discovery, it may be used
in reaching a decision that
the claim is invalid be-
cause of a lack of dis-
covery, regardless of any
defects in the Govern-
ment's prima facie case -

3. Where the Government has
made a prima facie case
of lack of discovery in a

* mining contest, any issue
in doubt as to discovery
raised by the evidence
must be resolved against
the party having the risk

- of nonpersuasion, the
mining claimant. If a
mining claimant fails to
show by a preponderance
of the evidence as to such
issue that there has been
a discovery of a valu-
able mineral deposit he
has not satisfied his bur-
den of proof and an Ad-
ministrative Law Judge
must declare the claim
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EVIDENCE-Continued Page

invalid, rather than leave
the question of the claim's
validity unresolved -_-_ 68

4. A motion for remand of a
mining claim contest for
further hearing on the
grounds of prejudicial
surprise, based upon Gov-
ernment counsel's failure
to supplement interroga-
tory answers listing wit-
nesses and exhibits as
ordered in lieu of prehear-
ing conference, will be
denied where contestee's
counsel ignored repeated
offers of continuance
made at various stages of
the hearing -- 414

5. A contractor's parol evidence
rule objection to the ad-
mission in evidence of the
answer given to a ques-
tion raised at a prebidding
conference as set forth in
a contemporaneous Gov-
ernment memorandum is
overruled where the
Board finds that the 
answer given simply re-
flects information con-
tained in the invitation
for bids on whichthe con-
tract is based - 459

6. A claim for acceleration under
a contract for the con-
struction of footings for
a transmission line is
denied where one of ap-
pellant's principal con-
tentions was that in a
telephone conversation
following record snow in
late September the
project engineer had
directed that men and
equipment be added to
the job in order to finish
the work by the contract
completion date of Nov.

RULES OF PRACTICE-Continued
EVIDENCE-Continued Page

l, but in correspondence
conducted with the Gov-
ernment for almost 6
months after such tele-
phone conversation the
contractor failed to refer
to the directions pur-
portedly received from
the project engineer and
even failed to reference
the particular telephone
conversation. Actions
taken by the Govern-
ment's principal inspector
were also found not to
constitute acceleration
orders when the evidence
clearly showed that both
parties viewed the in-
spector's action as in-
volving suggestions
rather than directions
and that whether the
suggestions were accepted
by the contractor's job
superintendent depended
upon the exercise of his
business judgment_-- 646

GOVERNMENT CONTESTS

1. The ultimate burden of proof
to show a discovery of a
valuable mineral deposit
is always upon the mining
claimant. However, if the
Government in a mining
contest fails to present a
prima facie case and the
contestees move to dis-
miss the case and rest,
the contest complaint
must be dismissed be-
cause there would be no
evidentiary basis for an
order 'of invalidity - 68>

2. In determining the validity
of a mining claim in a
Government contest, the
entire evidentiary record
must be considered; there-
fore, if evidence presented
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RULES OF PRACTICE-Continued
GOVERNMENT CONTESTS-Can. Page

by the contestees shows
that there has not been a
discovery, it may be used
in reaching a decision that
the claim is invalid be-
cause of a lack of discov-
ery, regardless of any de-
fects in the Government's
prima facie case - 68

S. Where the Government has
made a prima facie case
of lack of discovery in a
mining, contest, any issue
in doubt as to discovery
raised by the evidence
must be resolved against
the party having the risk
of nonpersuasion, the
mining claimant. If a
mining claimant fails to
show by a preponderance
of the evidence as to such
issue that there has been
a discovery of a valuable
mineral deposit he has
not satisfied his burden
of proof and an Adminis-
trative Law Judge must
declare the claim invalid,
rather, than leave the
question of the claim's
validity unresolved - 68

4. Where a contestee in a mining
contest preponderates
sufficiently to overcome
the Government's prima
facie case on an issue
raised by the evidence in
a mining contest and
there is no evidence on
other essential disputed
issues, the contest should
be dismissed unless a pat-
ent application is being
contested, in which case
a further hearing must be
ordered to resolve other
essential issues to deter-
mine whether the applica-
tion may be allowed---- 69

RULES OF PRACTICE-Continued
HEARINGS Page

1. While a mining contest is
within the jurisdiction of
an Administrative Law
Judge, he may reopen the
hearing for the produc-
tion of further evidence
before he makes his
decision --_ 68

WITNESSES

1. A motion for remand of a
mining claim contest for
further hearing on the
grounds of prejudicial
surprise, based upon
Government counsel's
failure to supplement in-
terrogatory answers list-
ing witnesses and exhibits
as ordered in lieu of pre-
hearing conference, will
be denied where contes-
tee's counsel ignored
repeated offers of con-
tinuance made at various
stages of the hearing-___ 414

2. A claim for acceleration under
a contract for the con-
struction of footings for a
transmission line is denied
where one of appellant's
principal contentions was
that in a telephone con-
versation following rec-
ord snow in late Septem-
ber the project engineer
had directed that men
and equipment be added
to the job in order to
finish the work by the
contract completion date
of Nov. 1, but in cor-
respondence conducted
with the Government for
almost 6 months after
such telephone conversa-
tion the contractor failed
to refer to the directions
purportedly received
from the project engineer
and even failed to
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reference the particular
telephone conversation.
Actions taken by the
Government's principal
inspector were also found
not to constitute ac-
celeration orders when
the evidence clearly
showed that both parties
viewed the inspector's ac-
tion as involving sugges-
tions rather than direc-
tions and that whether
the suggestions were ac-
cepted by the contractor's
job superintendent de-
pended upon the ex-
ercise of his business
judgment -646

SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR
1. Before relief may be granted

to the lessee of a ter-
minated oil and gas lease, Si
he must comply with the
prerequisites set forth in
30 U.S.C. § 188 (1970).
The Secretary has no
authority to waive such
statutory prerequisites_ 386

STATUTORY CONSTRUCTION
GENERALLY

1. Although there may be no
general rule for distin-
guishing between manda-
tory and directory provi-
sions, a statute should be
construed according to its
subject matter and the
purpose for which it was
enacted, and the inten-
tion of the legislature
should be controlling- 14 W

2. To deny status as an eligible
village to persons in fact
entitled to that status
would be an unjust and
unfair denial of a right
specifically granted by
Congress, as evidenced
in the legislative histofr'y 15

TATUTORY CONSTRUCTION-
Continued

ADMINISTRATIVE CONSTRUCTION

1. The two and one-half year
time limitation set forth
by Congress in sec. 11(b)
(2) of the Alaska Native
Claims Settlement Act,
43 U.S.C. § 1610 (b)(2),
for the determinations of
village eligibility, is an
estimate of time reason-
able enough to accom-
plish the basic purposes
of that section of the Act.

LEGISLATIVE ISTORY

1. To deny status s an eligible
village to persons in fact
entitled to that status
would be an unjust and
unfair denial of a right
specifically granted by
Congress, as evidenced in
the legislative history---

URFACE RESOURCES ACT
GENERALLY

1. The Surface Resources Act of
July 23, 1955, declared
that common varieties of
sand and gravel are not
valuable mineral deposits
under the mining laws.
In order for a claim for
such material to be sus-
tained as validated by a
discovery, the prudent
man-marketability test of
discovery of a valuable
mineral deposit must
have been met at the date
of the Act, and reason-
ably continuously there-
after

ORDS AND PHRASES
1. "Hold." Any person or entity

which has acquired actual
possession and the right
thereof to more than 320
acres of desert lands
"holds" such acreage
within the meaning of the
prohibition of sec. 7 of the

Page
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Act of Mar. 3, 1877, as
amended_

2. "Hold, assignment and other-
wise." Sec. 7 of the Act
of Mar. 3, 1891, provides
that no person or asso-
ciation of persons shall
hold by assignment or
otherwise, prior to the
issue of patent, more than
320 acres of arid or desert
lands; the terms "hold,"
"assignment" and "other-
wise" are words of broad
significance and will be
defined in such manner to
effectuate the purposes
of the Act, to wit, to
prevent anyone from
holding more than 320
acres of desert lands to
the exclusion of bona fide
settlers or the entrymen
of record - - -

3. "Holding." Any person or
association of persons who
controls possesses and
receives substantial bene-
fits from desert lands will

Page WORDS AND PHRASES-Con.

be regarded as "holding"
146 such lands within the

meaning of the Act of
Mar. 3,1891 -

4. "Otherwise." As used in sec. 7
of the Act of Mar. 3, 1877,
as amended, "no person or
association of persons
shall hold by assign-
mentorotherwise* *
"otherwise" is not limited
to other means equivalent
to assignment but rather
embraces all mechanisms
whereby control of and
benefit from an entry or
entries are accumulated
and transferred- 1

5. "Shall be subject to cancella-
tion." Where a regulation
recites that a right-of-way
"shall be subject to can-
cellation" for violation of

123 its terms and conditions,
the authorized officer is
invested with the discre-
tion to cancel or not, de-
pending upon the circum-
stances- 2
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